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Abstract 
 
Morphological segmentation of clitics is a key first 
step in syntactic disambiguation in Arabic. Therefore, 
in this paper, we present a method for improving 
morphological segmentation, and hence POS tagging, 
of Arabic words containing the ambiguous form اوا  
/AlwAw/ (‘and’), using . Our hypothesis 
enhances accuracy rate to 97.4% by a single 
preprocessing step in input text.  
   
Index termsMorphological Segmentation, POS 
Tagging, Clitics, Coordinating Conjunctions, 
ASVMTools.  
 
1 Introduction 

Morphological Segmentation is the process of 
segmenting clitics from stems. Prepositions, 
conjunctions, and some pronouns are cliticized onto 
stems in Arabic [3]. This paper focuses on the 
morphological segmentation of اوا  /AlwAw/ (‘and’) 
(see appendix 1 for transliteration convention) as a 
case example.  اوا /AlwAw/ ('and') is the most 
commonly used coordinating conjunction in Arabic 
and a common source of morphological ambiguity. 
According to a manual evaluation of a random sample 
of 100k Arabic word tokens derived from newswire 
articles 1(2006), it has been found that اوا  /AlwAw/ 
(‘and’) alone accounts for approximately 8.6% of any 
written text.  
 
  Unlike the English coordinator , او ا  
/AlwAw/ can be morphologically ambiguous: it can 
function as a coordinating conjunction or as part of a 
word. For example, ةو    /whdp/ can be either    ةو 
/whdp/ (‘unity’) or  ة      + و /w + hdp/ (‘and 

                                                 
1 Alahram Newspaper: http://www.ahram.org.eg 

intensity’). It is worth noting that اوا / alwaw/ ('and') 
can be distinguished phonologically to be part of the 
word or a coordinating conjunction. However, when 
dealing with written text ambiguity arises.  
 
    The rest of this paper is divided as follows. Section 
2 gives a brief background about different approaches 
to Arabic morphological segmentation. The hypothesis 
and our tools are given in section 3. Section 4 presents 
an evaluation of our work according to standard 
evaluation metrics. The conclusion and further 
suggestions for future work are given in section 5.  
 
2 Related Work 
 
This section represents a literature survey of different 
approaches to Arabic morphological segmentation and 
POS tagging, with an emphasis on Automatic Tagging 
of Arabic Text Using SVM (), upon which 
this work is based. 
 
2.1 AraMorph 
 
Buckwalter (2002) has introduced AraMorph2 which 
applies a dictionary-based approach to Arabic 
morphological segmentation and POS tagging. In 
AraMorph, morphological analysis depends on a 
dictionary of prefixes, a dictionary of suffixes, a stem 
dictionary, and three checking tables for testing the 
validity of a word analysis. The system uses Latin 
characters, as input Arabic words are transliterated, 
and the linguistic data inside the system are 
represented in Latin characters as well (using 
Buckwalter transliteration system) [1]. 
 
 
2.2 Language Model Based Arabic Word 
Segmentation 
 
Lee et al (2003) have presented a statistical approach 
for Arabic morphological analysis. They segment a 

                                                 
2 http://www.nongnu.org/aramorph/english/download.html 
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word into prefix- stem-suffix sequence. This system 
depends on three linguistic resources: a small corpus 
manually segmented, a large unsegmented corpus, and 
a table of Arabic prefixes and suffixes. The authors 
choose to use the stem, not the root, in their approach. 
They believe that the stem as a morpheme is more 
suitable than the root in their applications (information 
retrieval and translation). A trigram language model is 
used to segment a word into its component. Their 
Arabic word segmentation system has achieved an 
accuracy rate of 97% on a test corpus containing 
28,449 word tokens provided by LDC Arabic 
Treebank3 [5].  
 
2.3 Nizar and Rambow 
 
Nizar and Rambow (2005) have presented an approach 
in which they use a morphological analyzer for 
morphological segmentation and POS tagging of 
Arabic words. In this approach, morphological 
segmentation and POS tagging are considered the 
same operation, which consists of three phases. First, 
they obtain from their morphological analyzer 
 a list of all possible analyses for the 
words in a given sentence. Then, they apply classifiers 
for ten morphological features to the words of the text. 
Then, they choose among the analyses returned by the 
morphological analyzer by using the output of the 
classifier [4]. It has been reported that this approach 
achieves a precision rate of 98.6% (token-based) in 
morphological segmentation and 94.3% (word-based) 
in POS tagging. 
 
2.4 Automatic Tagging of Arabic Text using SVM 
() 
 
Developed by Diab et al (2004), provide 
solutions to fundamental NLP problems such as 
Morphological Segmentation, Part-Of-Speech (POS) 
Tagging and Base Phrase (BP) Chunking. 
Morphological Segmentation (section I) is the process 
of segmenting clitics from stems, such as separating 
“ه” /ha/ (‘her’) from “آ” /kitAbahA/ (‘her book’). 
In POS tagging, segmented words have been 
annotated with parts of speech drawn from the 
“collapsed” Arabic Penn Treebank POS tag set.  This 
collapsed tag set is as follows: { 
      

       4 BP 
chunking is the process of creating non-recursive base 
phrases such as noun phrases, adjectival phrases, etc.  
 
                                                 
3  
4http://www.ircs.upenn.edu/arabic/manuals/tagguide.pdf 

Diab et al have adopted a statistical approach using a 
language- independent algorithm trained on Arabic 
Penn Treebank. Arabic Penn Treebank is a modern 
standard Arabic corpus containing 734 news articles 
from    and covering various 
topics such as sports, politics, news, etc. Using 
standard evaluation metrics, they have reported that 
the Morphological Segmentation has achieved an 
accuracy of 99.12%, the POS Tagger yields 95.49%, 
and the BP Chunker has a precision of 92.08%.  
Morphological ambiguity is not taken into 
consideration during evaluation. 
 
To the best of the author’s knowledge,  are 
significant for a number of reasons. First, like most 
non-European languages, Arabic is lacking in 
annotated resources and tools.  Second, Arabic 
processing tools are fundamental for almost all NLP 
applications, such as machine translation (MT), text-
to-speech, text summarization, etc.  Third, they are for 
public use5. 
 
 have achieved a precision rate of 83.5% in 
the morphological segmentation of  اوا /AlwAw/ 
(‘and’). This is according to a random sample 
consisting of 3k Arabic word tokens extracted from 
newswire articles (1999) and processed by 
. See the following example; 

 
                 Coordinator   2nd conjunct 
   Arabic:   و           ا 
   Translit:  /w/          /AEtqd/ 

Gloss:     and        he thought 
ASVMTools’output: < wAEtqd/JJ> 
 
In fact, incorrect morphological segmentation 
produces incorrect part-of-speech tags.   
 

3 Experimental Setup 
 
  We assume that by segmenting clitics in input text 
before being submitted to the , we improve 
both morphological segmentation and POS tagging. 
This assumption has been tested on اوا /AlwAw/ 
clitic. Using  script language, we separate every 
initial واو /wAw/ in input text, except those that are in 
lexica. Our hypothesis is that every  واو /wAw/ is a 
coordinating conjunction unless it is part of an entry in 
lexica, such as اوا /AlwAw/ in   ةو /wfAp/ (‘death’), 
for instance.  
 
The lexica utilized are: 

A. Al-mawrid Lexicon: 

                                                 
5 http://www1.cs.columbia.edu/~mdiab/ 
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 It contains 13553 stems including those for او ا
/AlwAw/. It is found within Buckwalter’s package for 
morphological segmentation (2002). Short vowels and 
diacritics are included in this lexicon.  
 
B. A Lexicon of proper names & country names: 
 
The lexicon of proper names is extracted from Al-
alasmaa website 6and consists of a list of 1682 male 
and female names which are alphabetically arranged. 
Regarding that of country names, it is acquired 
through a second language (English). First, it is 
extracted from a geography website7. Then, the output 
is submitted to Golden Al-Wafi 8 English-Arabic 
Machine Translation system, resulting in 477 possible 
country names.  
 
4 Evaluation 
 
Table1 presents the results obtained using our 
hypothesis, compared against Diab’s. Our test set is a 
random sample of 10k tokens derived from newswire 
articles (1998) and in which 832 instances of اوا  
/AlwAw/ are found. Standard metrics of Precision 
(Prec), Recall (Rec), and the F-measure, Fß,, on the test 
set are utilized. We employ ten-fold cross-validation to 
ensure that any statistics obtained from our data are 
not biased. We have performed it manually.   
 
Improving morphological segmentation has reduced 
error rate in POS tagging by approximately 7%. 
Examining errors in our output, we have found that 
they are due to the fact that Al-mawrid lexicon does 
not include all word’s derivatives. For example, it 
does not contain the broken plural   وزراء  /wzrA}/ 
(‘ministers’), although it includes the single form  وز  
/wzyr/ (‘minister’).  

 
   Prec  Rec     Fß 
Diab’s Tokenizer    83.5%  100%      91% 
Our hypothesis    97.4%  100%     98.7% 
Diab’s  POS Tagger   87.2 %   100%     93.2% 
Our hypothesis    93.6%  100%     96.7% 

 
Table 1:  Results of our hypothesis compared  
against Diab’s 
 
5 Conclusion and Future Directions 
 

                                                 
6 http://www.alasmaa.com 
7http://geography.about.com/od/countryinformation/a/capital.htm 
8 http://www.atasoft.com 

In this paper, we introduce a preprocessing procedure 
that would help improve the processing of Arabic. It 
focuses on the identification of اوا /AlwAw/ through 
a morphological segmentation of this clitic.  Our 
hypothesis is that every واو /wAw/ is a coordinating 
conjunction unless it is part of a word that is found in 
a dictionary of words or of proper names. For future 
work, we suggest applying this hypothesis to other 
clitics, such as other coordinating conjunctions, 
prepositions, pronouns, etc. Moreover, a comparison 
with other morphological analyzers developed for 
Arabic can be provided.  
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Abstract
Generalizing recent attention to retrieving enti-
ties and not just documents, we introduce two
entity retrieval tasks: list completion and entity
ranking. For each task, we propose and evaluate
several algorithms. One of the core challenges is
to overcome the very limited amount of informa-
tion that serves as input—to address this chal-
lenge we explore different representations of list
descriptions and/or example entities, where enti-
ties are represented not just by a textual descrip-
tion but also by the description of related enti-
ties. For evaluation purposes we make use of the
lists and categories available in Wikipedia. Ex-
perimental results show that cluster-based con-
texts improve retrieval results for both tasks.

Keywords

Entity retrieval, Wikipedia, language modeling

1 Introduction

Both commercial systems and the information re-
trieval community are displaying an increasing interest
in not just returning web pages or other documents
in response to a user’s query but “objects,” “enti-
ties” or their properties. E.g., various web search en-
gines recognize specific types of entity (such as books,
CDs, restaurants), and list these separately from the
standard document-oriented hit list. Enterprise search
provides another example [5], as has also been recog-
nized within the TREC Enterprise track. In its 2005
and 2006 editions, the track featured an expert finding
task [6] where systems return a list of entities (people’s
names) who are knowledgeable about a certain topic
(e.g., “web standards”).
This emerging area of entity retrieval differs from

traditional document retrieval in a number of ways.
Entities are not represented directly (as retrievable
units such as documents), and we need to identify
them “indirectly” through occurrences in documents.
Entity retrieval systems may initially retrieve docu-
ments (pertaining to a given topic or entity) but they
must then extract and process these documents in or-
der to return a ranked list of entities [20]. In order
to understand the issues at hand, we propose two en-
tity retrieval tasks (building on a proposal launched in
the run-up to INEX 2006 [7] and scheduled to be im-
plemented at INEX 2007): list completion and entity
ranking.

The list completion task is defined as: given a topic
text and a number of examples, the system has to pro-
duce further examples. I.e., given a topic description,
a set of entities S and a number of example entities
e1, . . . , en in S that fit the description, return “more
examples like e1, . . . , en” from S that fit the descrip-
tion. E.g., given the short description tennis players
and two example entities such as Kim Clijsters and
Martina Hingis, entities such as tennis tournaments
or coaches are not relevant. Instead, the expected set
should include only individuals who are or have been
professional tennis players. In the entity ranking task,
a system has to return entities that satisfy a topic de-
scribed in natural language text. I.e., given a set of
entities S and a topic statement t, return elements
of S that satisfy t. For example, let S denote a set
of Dutch people; then “Dutch actors,” “Dutch politi-
cians,” “Dutch artists,” etc., are some of the typical
topic statements t that we envisage for this task.
The main research questions we address concern the

ways in which we represent entities and in which we
match topics and entities. As we will see, providing a
sufficiently rich description of both topics and entities
to be able to rank entities in an effective manner, is
one of the main challenges. We address this challenge
by using several contextual models.
For evaluation purposes we make use of Wikipedia,

the online encyclopedia. The decision for using
Wikipedia for this task is based on practical and the-
oretical considerations. Wikipedia contains a large set
of lists that can be used for generating the necessary
test data, and also assessing the outputs of our meth-
ods. Also, with its rich structure Wikipedia offers an
interesting experimental setting where we can experi-
ment with different features, both content-based and
structural. Finally, by using Wikipedia’s lists, we can
avoid the information extraction task of identifying en-
tities in documents and focus on the retrieval task
itself, instead. Below, we will only consider entities
available in Wikipedia, and we will identify each en-
tity with its Wikipedia article.1
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

First, we provide background material and related
work on working with Wikipedia, list questions, and
contextual models. After that we turn to the list com-
pletion task, proposing and evaluating a number of al-
gorithms. We then do the same for the entity ranking
task before concluding the paper.
1 We used the XML version of the English Wikipedia corpus

made available by Denoyer and Gallinari [8]. It contains
659,388 articles, and has annotations for common structural
elements such as article title, sections, paragraphs, sentences,
and hyperlinks.
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2 Background

Mining/Retrieval against Wikipedia Wikipedia
has attracted interest from researchers in disciplines
ranging from collaborative content development to
language technology, addressing aspects such as infor-
mation quality, users motivation, collaboration pat-
tern, network structures, e.g., [25]. Several publica-
tions describe the use of Wikipedia as a resource for
question answering and other types of IR systems; see
e.g., [1, 10, 17]. Wikipedia has been used for com-
puting word semantic relatedness, named-entity dis-
ambiguation, text classification, and as a document
collection in various retrieval and knowledge represen-
tation tasks, e.g., [11].

Entity Retrieval List queries are a common types
of web queries [22]. The TREC Question Answer-
ing track has recognized the importance of list ques-
tions [23]; there, systems have to return two or more
instances of the class of entities that match the de-
scription in the list question. List questions are often
treated as (repeated) factoids, but special strategies
are called for as answers may need to be collected from
multiple documents [4].
Recognizing the importance of list queries, Google

Sets allows users to enter some instances of a concept
and retrieve others that closely match the examples
provided [13]. Ghahramani and Heller [12] developed
an algorithm for completing a list based on examples
using machine learning techniques. A proposed INEX
entity retrieval task, with several tasks will likely be
run during 2007 [7].
Our entity retrieval tasks are related to ontologi-

cal relation extraction [14], where a combination of
large corpora with simple manually created patterns
are often used. Wikipedia, as a corpus, is relatively
small, with much of the information being presented
in a concise and non-redundant manner. Therefore,
pattern-based methods may have limited coverage for
the entity retrieval tasks that we consider.

Document expansion and contextual IR Enrich-
ing the document representation forms an integral part
of the approach we propose in this paper. Though,
in the past, application of document expansion tech-
niques, particularly document clustering, has shown
mixed results in document retrieval settings, recent
studies within the language modelling framework pro-
vide new supporting evidence of the advantages of
using document clusters [19]. Due to the nature of
the tasks defined in this paper, the cluster hypothesis
which states that “closely associated documents tend
to be relevant to the same request” [16] provides for
an intuitive starting point in designing our methods.
Specifically, for each entity (or article) a precomputed
cluster will be used to supply it with contextual infor-
mation, much in the spirit of the work done by Az-
zopardi [2] and Liu and Croft [19].

3 Task 1: List Completion

The main challenge of the list completion task is that
the topic statement, example entity descriptions, and,
more generally, entity descriptions in Wikipedia, tend

to be very short. Therefore, a straightforward retrieval
baseline may suffer from poor recall. Hence, in our
modeling we will address several ways of representing
the topic statement and example entities.
We model the list completion task as follows: what

is the probability of a candidate e belonging to the list
defined by the topic statement t and example enti-
ties e1,. . . , en? We determine p(e|t, e1, . . . , en) and
rank entities according to this probability. To esti-
mate p(e|t, e1, . . . , en), we proceed in two steps: (1) se-
lect candidate entities, and (2) rank candidate entities.
More formally,

p(e|t, e1, . . . , en) ∝ χC · rank(e; t, e1, . . . , en),

where χC is a characteristic function for a set of se-
lected candidate entities C and rank(·) is a ranking
function. Below, we consider alternative definitions
of the function χC and we describe two ranking func-
tions. First, though, we define so-called entity neigh-
borhoods that will be used in the candidate selection
phase: to each individual entity e they associate addi-
tional entities based on e’s context, both in terms of
link structure and contents.

3.1 Entity Neighborhoods

In the context of a hypertext documents, identifica-
tion of a cluster typically involves searching for graph
structures, where co-citations and bibliographic cou-
plings provide importance features. Fissaha Adafre
and de Rijke [9] describe a Wikipedia specific cluster-
ing method called LTRank. Their clustering method
primarily uses the co-citation counts. We provide a
slight extension that exploits the link structure (both
incoming and outgoing links), article structure, and
content. In Wikipedia, the leading few paragraphs
contain essential information about the entity being
described in the articles serving as summary of the
content of the article; we use the first five sentences of
the Wikipedia article as a representation of the content
of the article. Our extension of the LTRank method
for finding the neighborhood neighborhood(e) of an en-
tity e is summarized in Figure 1. With this definition
we can return to the first phase in our approach: can-
didate entity selection.

3.2 Candidate Entity Selection

To perform the candidate entity selection step, we use
a two part representation of entities (Wikipedia arti-
cles). Each entity e is represented using (1) the textual
content of the corresponding article ae, and (2) the
list of all entities in the set of neighborhood(e) defined
above. We propose four candidate entity selection
methods, that exploit this representation in different
ways.

B-1. Baseline: Retrieval Here we rank entities
by the similarity of their content part to a query con-
sisting of the topic statement t and the titles te1 , . . . ,
ten of the example entities. We used a simple vec-
tor space retrieval model for computing the similarity.
The top n retrieved documents constitute the baseline
candidate set C1.
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• Given a Wikipedia article ae of an entity e, collect
the titles of pages with links to or from ae, as well
as the words in the first five sentences of ae. Let
long(ae) be the resulting bag of terms; this is the
long representation of ae.

• Given a Wikipedia article ae, rank all articles w.r.t.
their content similarity to long(ae); we use a simple
vector space model for the ranking. This produces
a ranked list Lae = ae1 , . . . , aen , . . . .

• Given a Wikipedia article ae, consider the titles t1,
. . . , tk of the top k articles in the list Lae . Rep-
resent ae as the bag of terms short(ae) = {t1, . . . ,
tk}; we call this the short representation of ae.

• For each Wikipedia article ae, rank the short rep-
resentations of other Wikipedia articles w.r.t. their
content similarity to short(ae); again, we use a sim-
ple vector space model for the ranking. This pro-
duces a ranked list L

ae
. The neighborhood(e) is

defined to be the set of top l articles in L
ae

whose
similarity score is above some threshold α.

Fig. 1: An extension of LTRank [9]. Our extension
is in the first step, where we add outgoing links and
the first 5 sentences of ae. For the experiments in this
paper, we took k = 10, l = 100, and α = 0.3.

B-2. Neighborhood search Our second candi-
date selection method matches the titles of the exam-
ple entities against the neighborhoods of Wikipedia
articles.

C2 = {e|


i(ei ∈ neighborhood(e))}

B-3. Neighborhood and Topic statement
search Here we take the union of the entities retrieved
using the topic statement, and method B-2 described
above. First, we rank entities by the similarity of their
content part to a query which corresponds to the topic
statement t. Here again, we used a simple vector space
similarity measure to compute the similarity. We take
the top k entities (k = 200 in this paper) which consti-
tute the first set, C3.1. We then take all entities that
contain at least one example entity in their neighbor-
hood as with B-2, i.e.,

C3.2 = {e|


i(ei ∈ neighborhood(e))}.

The final candidate set is simply the union of these
two sets, i.e., C3 = C3.1 ∪ C3.2.

B-4. Neighborhood and Definition search
This method is similar to the method B-3. But instead
of taking the topic statement t as a query for ranking
entities (in the set C3.1 above), we take the definitions
of the example entities e1,. . . , en, where the first sen-
tence of the Wikipedia article ae of an entity e to be
its definition; stopwords are removed.

3.3 Candidate Entity Ranking

We compare two methods that make use of the con-
tent of articles for ranking the entities generated by
the previous step. Particularly, we apply the following
two methods: Bayesian inference [12] and relevance-
based language models [18]. Both methods provide a

mechanism for building a model of the concept rep-
resented by the example set. These two algorithms
are developed for a task which closely resembles our
task definitions, i.e., given a limited set of examples,
find other instances of the concept represented by the
examples. In the next paragraphs, we briefly discuss
these methods.

C-1. Bayesian Inference Ghahramani and
Heller [12] addressed the entity ranking task in the
framework of Bayesian Inference. Given n example
entities, e1, . . . , en, and candidate entity e, the rank-
ing algorithm is given by

score(e) =
P (e, e1, . . . , en)

P (e)P (e1, . . . , en)
. (1)

To compute Eq. 1, a parameterized density function is
posited. We list all terms te1,1 , . . . , te1,k1 , . . . , ten,kn

oc-
curring in the example entities. Then, each candidate
entity e is represented as a binary vector where vector
element ei,j corresponds to the j-th term from article
aei of the i-th example instance and assumes 1 if tei,j

appears in the article for the entity e and 0 otherwise.
It is assumed that the terms ei,j are independent and
have a Bernoulli distribution θj with parameters αj

and βj ; see [12]. In sum, Eq. 1 is rewritten to:

score(e) = c+
N

j=1 qje·,j ,

where the summation ranges over the binary vector
representation of e, and

c =


j (log(αj + βj)− log(αj + βj + n) +

log(βj + n−
n

i=1 ei,j)− log(βj) ) ,

while

qj = log(αj +
n

i=1 ei,j)− log(αj) +
log(βj)− log(βj + n−

n
i=1 ei,j)

For given values of αj and βj , the quantity qj assigns
more weights to terms that occur in most of the ex-
ample entities. Therefore, a candidate instance ei will
be ranked high if it contains many terms from the ex-
ample instances and the ei,j receive high weights from
the qjs.

C-2. Relevance Models Lavrenko and Croft [18]
proposed so-called relevance-based language models
for information retrieval. Given n example entities,
e1, . . . , en, and the candidate e from the candidate set
C, the ranking function is given by the KL-divergence
between two relevance models:

score(e) = KL(Pe1,...,en
||Pe),

where Pe1,...,en
is the relevance model of the example

entities, and Pe is the language model induced from
the Wikipedia article for entity e. The relevance mod-
els are given by

P (w|e1, . . . , en) =


e∈W P (w|e) · P (e|e1, . . . , en)

P (e|e1, . . . , en) =

1/n if e ∈ {e1, . . . , en}
0 otherwise

P (w|e) =
# (w, e)
|e|

,
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where W is the collection (Wikipedia), and w repre-
sents the terms in the Wikipedia article for entity e.
The KL divergence will be small for entities that more
closely resemble the example entities in terms of their
descriptions.

Summary Both of the ranking methods outlined
above return a ranked list of candidate entities. We
normalize the scores using

scorenorm =
scoreMAX − score

scoreMAX − scoreMIN
,

and take those candidate entities for which the normal-
ized score lie above empirically determined threshold
(scorenorm > 0.5). The resulting set will be assessed.

3.4 Experimental Set-up

The performance of our approach to the list comple-
tion task depends on the performance of the two sub-
components: candidate selection and candidate rank-
ing. We conduct two sets of experiments, one to deter-
mine the effectiveness of the candidate selection meth-
ods, and a second to determine the effectiveness of the
overall approach. We are especially interested in the
contribution of using the neighborhoods of entities.
The Wikipedia lists serve as our gold standard.

We selected a random sample of 30 lists (the top-
ics) fromWikipedia. We chose relatively homogeneous
and complete lists, and excluded those that represent a
mixture of several concepts. We take 10 example sets
for each topic. Each example set consists of a ran-
dom sample of entities from the Wikipedia list for the
topic. We run our system using each of these 10 exam-
ple sets as a separate input. The final score for each
topic is then the average score over the ten separate
runs. In the experiments in this section, we assume
that each example set contains two example instances.
This choice is mainly motivated by our assumption
that users are unlikely to supply many examples.
The results are assessed based on the following

scores: P@20 (number of correct entities that are
among the top 20 in the ranked list), precision (P;
number of correct entities that are in the ranked list,
divided by size of the ranked list), recall (R; number
of correct entities that are in the ranked list, divided
by the number of entities in the Wikipedia list) and
F-scores (F; harmonic mean of the recall and precision
values).
In order to test if the differences among the meth-

ods measured in terms of F-scores is statistically sig-
nificant, we applied the two-tailed Wilcoxon matched
pair signed-ranks test (for α = 0.05 and α = 0.005).

3.5 Results

First, we assess the methods we used for candidate
selection. Following this, we present the evaluation
results of the overall system.

Candidate selection Table 1 shows results of the
evaluation of the candidate selection module. The fig-
ures are averages over all topics and all sets of example
entities. The values are relatively low. Retrieving ad-
ditional candidates using terms derived either from the

Selection method P R Result set size
B-1 (Top k = 500) 0.042 0.235 500
B-2 0.142 0.236 206
B-3 0.089 0.311 386
B-4 0.093 0.280 367

Table 1: Performance on the candidate selection sub-
task.

Candidate Candidate
selection ranking P R F P@20

B-1
C-1 0.100 0.068 0.058 0.128
C-2 0.203 0.046 0.060 0.144

B-2
C-1 0.172 0.163 0.136 0.205
C-2 0.227 0.142 0.137 0.231

B-3
C-1 0.121 0.236 0.136 0.196
C-2 0.188 0.210 0.151 0.249

B-4
C-1 0.140 0.202 0.142 0.201
C-2 0.204 0.209 0.158 0.248

Table 2: Performance on the entire list completion
task. Best scores per metric in boldface.

definition of the entities or topic statement improves
recall to some extent. The recall values for method
B-3 are the best. This suggests that the terms in the
topic are more accurate than the terms automatically
derived from the definitions.
The neighborhood-based methods achieve better re-

call values while returning fewer number of candidates
(cf. the last column of Table 1).

Overall results Table 2 shows the scores resulting
from applying the two ranking methods C-1 and C-2
on the output of different candidate selection methods.
The first column of Table 2 shows the different candi-
date selection methods; the second column shows the
ranking methods.
The neighborhood-based combinations outperform

the baselines at the α = 0.005 significance level (when
considering F-scores). The combination of C-2 (Rele-
vance model) with B-4 (Neighborhood plus Definition
Terms) input outperforms both the B-2 + C-1 and B-2
+ C-2 combinations at the α = 0.05 significance level.
Generally, the C-2 ranking method has a slight edge
over the C-1 method on most inputs. Furthermore,
retrieving additional candidates using either the topic
statement or the definition terms improves results, es-
pecially when used in combination with the C-2 rank-
ing method.

3.6 Error Analysis

A closer look at the results for the individual topics re-
veals a broad range of recall values. The recall values
for the topics North European Jews, Chinese Ameri-
cans, French people, and Miami University alumni are
very low. On the other hand, the topics Indian Test
cricketers, Revision control software, Places in Nor-
folk, and Cities in Kentucky receive high recall scores.
For the neighborhood-based methods, there is some
correlation between the composition of the neighbor-
hoods corresponding to the example entities and the
results obtained. For example, the neighborhoods cor-
responding to the example entities for the topic Indian
Test cricketers contain Indian cricket players. On the
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other hand, the neighborhoods corresponding to the
example entities for the topic Chinese Americans con-
tain individuals from the USA, most of whom are not
Chinese Americans, and have very little in common
except for the features identified by the topic titles,
which are too specific.

4 Task 2: Entity Ranking

The goal of the entity ranking task is to retrieve a
subset of a given set of entities that satisfy a topic
statement. More formally, let E, a set of entities, be
given. We rank entities according to the probability
p(t|e), where e ranges over elements of E and t is a
topic statement. We present different methods of es-
timating p(t|e). These methods are organized along
two dimensions; along one we consider richer repre-
sentations of the topic statement t, along the other we
consider different ways of representing entities.

4.1 Topic Representations

We compare two types of topic representation which
we describe below.

F-1. Baseline As our baseline, we only remove
stopwords from the topic statements. No further pro-
cessing is done on the topic statement.

F-2. Topic expansion In addition to removing
stopwords, we enrich the topic by incorporating addi-
tional terms based on the method proposed in [21]. We
assume the top n (n = 5) articles returned using the
Collection smoothing method (see below) with λ = 0.9
as being relevant. Extra terms are added based on
the log ratio of their likelihood in terms of the model
for relevant articles to their likelihood in terms of the
model for whole entity set.

4.2 Entity Representations

We now introduce several ways of representing entities,
all in terms of two or three part mixture models. We
start with our baseline approach.

G-1. Baseline As explained in the introduction,
the entities we consider are titles of Wikipedia articles.
Hence, the simplest representation of an entity e is its
associated Wikipedia article ae. As usual, the topic t
is represented by a set of terms: t = {t1, . . . , tk}; we
write c(ti, ae) to indicate the number of times ti occurs
in ae. Each topic term is assumed to be generated
independently, and so the topic likelihood is obtained
by taking the product across all the terms in the topic:

p(t|e) =


ti∈t p(ti|ae)c(ti,t).

In our baseline approach, we estimate p(ti|ae) by tak-
ing the maximum likelihood estimate of ti in ae:

pbaseline(ti|ae) = pMLE (ti|ae) =
c(t, e)
|ae|

,

where |ae| the total number of term occurrences in ae.

G-2. Collection smoothing Since pMLE (ti|ae)
may contain zero probabilities it is standard to employ
smoothing [24]. Therefore, we smooth the maximum
likelihood estimate, i.e., pMLE (ti|e), against a general
model estimated from the whole Wikipedia collection
as follows:

p(ti|ae) = λ · pMLE (ti|ae) + (1− λ) · pMLE (ti|W ), (2)

where the latter is the maximum likelihood estimate
of ti in W , the entire Wikipedia corpus.

G-3. Context models 1: A generic approach
In this paragraph and the next, we introduce two con-
text models, both give rise to three part mixture mod-
els, involving the entity, the context, and the collec-
tion. The intuition behind these models is that a more
focused context should be more accurate in capturing
the topic of the entity, thus producing a more mean-
ingful representation of the entity than the entire col-
lection. The first context model we consider is generic,
and does not exploit special features of the Wikipedia
corpus. Specifically, we use probabilistic latent seman-
tic analysis (PLSA, [15]) to induce a context for every
entity e. Given an entity e, a latent class z is selected
with probability p(z|e), and given the class z, terms
ti are generated with probability p(ti|z). Then the
following context model is obtained:

pPLSA(ti|e) =


z∈Z p(ti|z) · p(z|e), (3)

where Z is the set of latent variables considered (in our
experimental evaluation we fix |Z| = 20). The proba-
bilities p(ti|z) and p(z|e) are estimated using the EM
algorithm as described in [15]. Putting Eq. 3 together
with the smoothed model (Eq. 2), we obtain the fol-
lowing:

pTOPIC (ti|e) = λ1 · pMLE (ti|e) + λ2 · pPLSA(ti|e)
+(1− λ1 − λ2) · pMLE(ti|W ), (4)

where λ1, λ2 ∈ [0, 1] and λ1 + λ2 ≤ 1.
G-4. Context models 2: A Wikipedia-specific

approach The second context model we consider in
this paper exploits specific features of the Wikipedia
corpus. We use the method summarized in Figure 1
for estimating the Wikipedia specific context model.
Specifically, given an entity e, consider the neighbor-
hood of e as produced by the algorithm in Figure 1.
Assume neighborhood(e) = d1(e), . . . , dk(e) for e.
Then,

pWIKI (ti|e) = (5)
λ1 · pMLE (ti|e) + λ2 · pLTS (ti|d(e)1, . . . , d(e)k)
+(1− λ1 − λ2) · pMLE(ti|W ),

where, as before, λ1, λ2 ∈ [0, 1] and λ1 + λ2 ≤ 1.
pLTS (ti|d1, . . . , dk) is the context model, which gives
the likelihood of the term ti in the cluster consisting
of the context documents, d1, . . . , dk.

4.3 Experimental Set-up

The experiments in this section are aimed at gaining
insight into the contributions (for the Entity Rank-
ing task) of the different topic and document repre-
sentation methods introduced previously. We used
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Document Topic representation
representation F-1 F-2
↓ Parameters P@10 R-Prec P@10 R-Prec
G-1 – 0.587 0.399 0.217 0.211
G-2 λ = 0.9 0.567 0.428 0.567 0.413
G-3 λ1 = 0.7, λ2 = 0.2 0.583 0.448 0.570 0.426
G-4 λ1 = 0.7, λ2 = 0.2 0.623 0.476 0.580 0.464

Table 3: Entity ranking results: average values over
all topics.

Wikipedia’s hierarchical categories for generating the
data for evaluating the methods. We selected a ran-
dom sample of 30 Wikipedia lists, i.e., main entity sets.
For each main entity set, we selected a subset of enti-
ties and the associated topic. Each of the alternative
approaches presented in this section rank entities in
the main entity set. The ranked list is assessed based
on the following precision scores: R-Precision (the
fraction of the number of correct entities for each topic
that are among the top n entities returned, where n is
the size of the sublist we are seeking), and p@10 (num-
ber of correct entities for each topic that are among
the top 10 entities returned.
We applied the two-tailed Wilcoxon matched pair

signed-ranks test to determine whether the differ-
ences among the methods as measured in terms of R-
Precision scores are statistically significant (α = 0.05).

4.4 Results

Table 3 shows the result of the different runs. In
the tables, the columns Parameters, p@10 and R-Prec
correspond to the parameter settings, precision at 10,
and R-Precision. The parameter settings are the opti-
mal mixing values for the given model. As the results
show, the baseline method, which uses the maximum
likelihood estimation without term expansion (F-1 +
G-1), performs relatively well. However, term expan-
sion hurts performance of the baseline method due to
the MLE estimation (the extended topic tends to be
assigned zero probability). All methods outperform
the F-2 + G-1 combination. The ranking method
that uses the Wikipedia Specific Context model (G-
4) outperforms the Collection-based context and the
MLE method at a significance level of α = 0.05. G-4
performs better than G-3 at the significance level of
α = 0.1. Term expansion tends to hurt performance
as can be seen from the general pattern in Table 3.

5 Discussion

Entity retrieval vs information extraction
The tasks considered in this paper, i.e., list completion
and entity ranking, share a common overall goal. They
both aim at identifying entities that share certain char-
acteristics. In this respect, they resemble tasks com-
monly addressed in Information Extraction (IE), such
as named entity recognition and relation extraction.
However, there are important distinctions between tra-
ditional IE and the entity retrieval tasks we consider.
First, in typical IE scenarios, the entities are embed-
ded in a text, and the aim is to extract or recognise

occurrences of these entities in the text. Systems com-
monly use surrounding contextual information, and re-
dundancy information to recognise the entities in the
text. The inputs to these systems are documents that
may contain one or more occurrences of the target en-
tities. In contrast, in the entity retrieval tasks that we
consider, the entities are represented by documents
which provide descriptive information about them—
typically, there is a one-to-one relation between the
entities and the documents. In our setting, then, we
abstract away from the recognition phase so that we
are able to zoom in on the retrieval task only—unlike,
e.g., the expert finding scenarios currently being ex-
plored at TREC, that do require participating systems
to create effective combinations of extraction and re-
trieval [3].

One or two tasks? Although the list completion
and entity ranking tasks are similar at an abstract
level, a closer look at the specific details reveals im-
portant differences which necessitated task-specific ap-
proaches. One aspect concerns the size of the input;
for the list completion task, the inputs are example
entities with/without topic statements, and the can-
didates are all Wikipedia entries. On the other hand,
the inputs for the entity ranking task consist of the
topic statements only, and the candidates are entities
in a particular Wikipedia list, such as, e.g., the List of
Countries, which is obviously much smaller and more
homogeneous than the entire Wikipedia collection.
The result of the list completion task shows that

traditional information retrieval methods significantly
underperform for selecting initial candidates from all
of Wikipedia. This affects the overall score of the
method as subsequent processing makes use of the out-
put of this step. On the other hand, preclustering
of Wikipedia articles led to much better performance.
The re-ranking methods showed comparable perfor-
mance results, with the relevance feedback method
having a slight edge over the Bayesian method.
In the entity ranking task, we compared different

ways of enriching the topic statements and document
representations. As to the former, we added more
terms to the topic description, and in the latter, we
applied document modeling techniques that capture
natural groupings that may exist in the target list.
The results show that automatic addition of terms
using relevance feedback methods seems to hurt per-
formance. Here again, our notion of neighbourhood
seems to capture the natural groupings in the target
list better than the topic modeling method we consid-
ered in this paper.
By comparing the absolute scores of the two tasks,

it seems safe to conclude that the the richer input used
for the entity ranking task (working with a specific list
rather than all of Wikipedia) leads to higher scores.

6 Conclusion

We described, and proposed solutions for, two types of
entity retrieval tasks, list completion and entity rank-
ing. We conducted two sets of experiments in order
to assess the proposed methods, which focused on en-
riching the two key elements of the retrieval tasks, i.e.,
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Topic statements and Example entities.
For the list completion task, the methods that used

the titles of the example entities and the topic state-
ments or definition terms performed better. All meth-
ods that used a context set consisting of related ar-
ticles significantly outperformed a simple document-
based retrieval baseline that does not use the related
articles field.
For the entity ranking task, the method that used

a context set of related articles also performed bet-
ter than most of the alternatives we considered. Here,
we used the related articles to provide contextual in-
formation for the entity description when computing
the similarity between the topic statement and entity
description. Our notion of related articles improves
results when used both as a means of retrieving initial
candidates and for providing contextual information
during similarity computations.
Our results are limited in a number of ways. For ex-

ample, entities are represented primarily by the com-
bination of the content of their Wikipedia articles (as
a bag of words) and a precomputed set of related arti-
cles. We need to explore other—rich—representations
of the content, e.g., phrases or anchor text, and also
other concepts of relatedness, e.g., the Wikipedia cat-
egories.
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Abstract
Despite its importance, the task of summarizing evolv-
ing events has received small attention by researchers
in the field of Multi-document Summarization. In a
previous paper [5] we have presented a methodology
for the automatic summarization of documents, emit-
ted by multiple sources, which describe the evolution
of an event. At the heart of this methodology lies the
identification of similarities and differences between
the various documents, in two axes: the synchronic
and the diachronic. This is achieved by the intro-
duction of the notion of Synchronic and Diachronic
Relations. Those relations connect the messages that
are found in the documents, resulting thus in a graph
which we call grid. Although the creation of the grid
completes the Document Planning phase of a typical
NLG architecture, it can be the case that the number
of messages contained in a grid is very large, exceed-
ing thus the required compression rate. In this paper
we provide some initial thoughts on a probabilistic
model which can be applied at the Content Determi-
nation stage, and which tries to alleviate this problem.

Keywords : summarization of evolving events, multi-
document summarization, natural language genera-
tion

1 Introduction
It wouldn’t be an exaggeration to claim that human beings
live engulfed in an environment full of information. In-
formation which, metaphorically speaking, vie with each
other in order to gain our attention, to gain an almost ex-
clusive control of the precious resources which are our
brains. This is most evident in the medium of Internet in
which so many people are spending nowadays a consider-
able amount of their time. Information in this medium is
constantly flowing in front of our screens, making the as-
similation of such a plethora no longer feasible. In such
an environment, information which is presented in brief
and concise manner—i.e. summarized information—stand
more chances of retaining our attention, in relation to in-
formation presented in long and fragmented pieces of text.
We can claim then, with a certain degree of certainty, that
the task of automatic text summarization can prove to be
very useful.

To provide a concrete example, we can imagine the case
of a person who would like to keep track of the information
related to an event as the event is evolving through time.

What will usually happen in such cases is that, firstly, there
will be more than one sources which will provide an ac-
count of the event, and secondly, most of the sources will
provide more than one descriptions, in the sense that they
will most probably follow the evolution of the event and
provide updates as the event evolves through time. This
can easily result in hundreds or even thousands of related
articles which will describe the evolution of the same event,
rendering it thus almost impossible for the interested per-
son to read through its evolution comparing along the way
the points in which the sources agree, disagree or present
the information from a different point of view. A simple
visit to a news aggregator, such as for example Google
News,1 can make this point very clear.

As we have hinted before, a solution to this problem
might be the automatic creation of summaries. In this pa-
per we will present a methodology which aims at exactly
that, i.e. the automatic creation of text summaries from
documents emitted by multiple sources which describe the
evolution of a particular event. In Section 2 we will briefly
present this methodology, at the heart of which lies the
notion of Synchronic and Diachronic Relations (SDRs)
whose aim is the identification of the similarities and differ-
ences that exist between the documents in the synchronic
and diachronic axes. The end result of this methodology
is a graph whose vertices are the SDRs and whose nodes
are some structures which we call messages. The creation
of this graph can be considered as completing—as we have
previously argued [5]—the Document Planning phase of
a typical architecture of a Natural Language Generation
(NLG) system [20]. Nevertheless, this graph can prove to
be very large and thus the resulting summary can easily ex-
ceed the desired compression rate. In Section 4 we will
present a brief sketch of a probabilistic model for the se-
lection of the appropriate information—i.e. messages—to
be included in the final summary, so that the desired com-
pression rate will not be violated. In other words, we will
propose a model for the Content Determination stage of the
Document Planning phase. This model will be based on
certain remarks concerning the way with which informa-
tion overlap between multiple documents which we present
in Section 3. The conclusions of this paper are presented in
Section 5.

1 http://news.google.com/

1
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2 A Methodology for Summarizing
Evolving Events2

At the heart of Multi-document Summarization (MDS) lies
the process of identifying the similarities and differences
that exist between the input documents. Although this
holds true for the general case of Multi-document Summa-
rization, for the case of summarizing evolving events the
identification of the similarities and differences should be
distinguished, as we have previously argued [1, 2, 4, 5, 6]
between two axes: the synchronic and the diachronic axes.
In the synchronic axis we are mostly concerned with the de-
gree of agreement or disagreement that the various sources
exhibit, for the same time frame, whilst in the diachronic
axis we are concerned with the actual evolution of an event,
as this evolution is being described by one source.

The initial inspiration for the SDRs was provided by
the Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) of Mann & Thomp-
son [15, 16]. Rhetorical Structure Theory—which was ini-
tially developed in the context of “computational text gen-
eration”3 [15, 16, 22]—is trying to connect several units
of analysis with relations that are semantic in nature and
are supposed to capture the intentions of the author. As
“units of analysis” today are used, almost ubiquitously, the
clauses of the text. In our case, as units of analysis for
the SDRs we are using some structures which we call mes-
sages, inspired from the research in the NLG field. Each
message is composed of two parts: its type and a list of ar-
guments which take their values from an ontology for the
specific domain. In other words, a message can be defined
as follows:

message type ( arg1, . . . , argn )
where argi ∈ Domain Ontology

The message type represents the type of the action that is
involved in an event, whilst the arguments represent the
main entities that are involved in this action. Additionally,
each message is accompanied by information on the source
which emitted this message, as well as its publication and
referring time.

Concerning the SDRs, in order to formally define a rela-
tion the following four fields ought to be defined (see also
[5]):

1. The relation’s type (i.e. Synchronic or Diachronic).

2. The relation’s name.

3. The set of pairs of message types that are involved in
the relation.

4. The constraints that the corresponding arguments of
each of the pairs of message types should have. Those
constraints are expressed using the notation of first or-
der logic.

The name of the relation carries semantic information
which, along with the messages that are connected with the
relation, are later being exploited by the NLG component
(see [5]) in order to produce the final summary.

2 Due to space limitations this section contains a very brief introduction
to a methodology for the creation of summaries from evolving events
that we have earlier presented [5]. The interested reader is encouraged
to consult [1, 2, 4, 5, 6] for more information.

3 Also referred to as Natural Language Generation (NLG).

The methodology we propose consists of two main
phases, the topic analysis phase and the implementation
phase. The topic analysis phase is composed of four steps,
which include the creation of the ontology for the topic and
the providing of the specifications for the messages and the
SDRs. The final step of this phase, which in fact serves
as a bridge step with the implementation phase, includes
the annotation of the corpora belonging to the topic under
examination that have to be collected as a preliminary step
during this phase. The annotated corpora will serve a dual
role: the first is the training of the various Machine Learn-
ing algorithms used during the next phase and the second
is for evaluation purposes. The implementation phase in-
volves the computational extraction of the messages and
the SDRs that connect them in order to create a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) which we call grid. The architecture
of the summarization system is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: The summarization system.

We applied our methodology in two different case stud-
ies. The first case study concerned the description of foot-
ball matches, a topic which evolved linearly and exhibited
synchronous emission of reports, while the second case
study concerned the description of terroristic incidents with
hostages, a topic which evolved non-linearly and exhib-
ited asynchronous emission of reports.4 The preprocess-
ing stage involved tokenization and sentence splitting in
the first case study and tokenization, sentence splitting and
part-of-speech tagging in the second case study. For the
task of the entities recognition and classification in the first
case the use of simple gazetteer lists proved to be suffi-
cient. In the second case study this was not the case and
thus we opted for using what we called a cascade of classi-
fiers which contained three levels. At the first level we used
a binary classifier which determines whether a textual ele-
ment in the input text is an instance of an ontology concept
or not. At the second level, the classifier takes the instances
of the ontology concepts of the previous level and classifies
them under the top-level ontology concepts (e.g. Person).
Finally at the third level we had a specific classifier for
each top-level ontology concept, which classifies the in-
stances in their appropriate sub-concepts; for example, in
the Person ontology concept the specialized classifier
classifies the instances into Offender, Hostage, etc.
For the third stage of the messages’ extraction we use in

4 On the distinction between linearly/non-linearly events and syn-
chronous/asynchronous emission of reports the interested reader is en-
couraged to consult [1, 4, 5, 6].
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both case studies lexical and semantic features. As lexical
features in the first case we used the words of the sentences
(excluding low frequency words and stop-words) while in
the second case study we used only the verbs and nouns
of the sentences as lexical features. As semantic features
in the first case study we used the number of the top-level
ontology concepts that appear in the sentence, while in the
second case study we enriched that with the appearance of
certain trigger words in the sentence. Finally, the extraction
of the SDRs is the most straightforward task, since the only
thing that is needed is the translation of the relations’ speci-
fications into an appropriate algorithm which, once applied
to the extracted messages, will provide the relations that
connect the messages, effectively thus creating the grid. In
Table 1 we present the statistics of the final messages and
SDRs extraction stages for both case studies.5

Case Study I Case Study II
Pr : 91.12% Pr : 42.96%

Messages Rc : 67.79% Rc : 35.91%
FM : 77.74% FM : 39.12%
Pr : 89.06% Pr : 30.66%

SDRs Rc : 39.18% Rc : 49.12%
FM : 54.42% FM : 37.76%

Table 1: Precision, Recall and F-Measure for the extrac-
tion of the Messages and SDRs for both case studies.

The creation of the grid can be considered as
completing—as we have previously argued [5]—the Doc-
ument Planning phase of a typical architecture of an NLG
system [20]. Nevertheless, this graph can prove to be very
large and thus the resulting summary can easily exceed the
desired compression rate. In the following two sections we
will present a brief sketch of a probabilistic model which
can operate on the Content Determination stage of the Doc-
ument Planning phase in order to select the appropriate
content so that the compression rate of the summary will
be respected.

3 The White, Grey, and Black Areas
of MDS

Not too distant in time from the dawn of Artificial Intelli-
gence in the early 1950’s, the first seeds of automatic text
summarization appeared with the seminal works of Luhn
[12] and Edmundson [7]. Those early works, as well as
the works on summarization that would follow in the next
decades, were mostly concerned with the creation of sum-
maries from single documents. Most of them were fo-
cusing on the verbatim extraction of important textual el-
ements, usually sentences or paragraphs, from the input
document in order to create the final summary. The meth-
ods used for the identification of the most salient sentences
or paragraphs vary from a mixture of locational criteria
with statistics [7, 12, 19] to statistical based graph creation
methods [21] to RST based methods [17].

Multi-document Summarization would not be actively
pursued by researchers up until the mid 1990’s, since when

5 For more details, critique of those results and comparison with related
work the interested reader is encouraged to consult [1, 5].

it is a quite active area of research.6 The main difference
that seems to exist between the summarization of a single
document and the summarization of multiple (related) doc-
uments, seems to be the fact that the ensemble of the related
documents, in most of the cases, creates informational re-
dundancy, as well as what—for a lack of better term—
we will call informational isolation. In the case of infor-
mational redundancy more than one document contain the
same information, while in the case of informational isola-
tion only one document contains a specific piece of infor-
mation. This is graphically depicted in Figure 2, in which
each circle represents the information that is contained in a
different document. The black and grey areas of the figure
represent the information redundancy that exists between
the documents. More specifically, the black area repre-
sents information which is common to all of the documents,
while the grey areas represent information which are com-
mon between some articles but not all of them. The white
areas, on the other hand, represent what we have called the
informational isolation of certain portions of texts, in the
sense that the information contained therein is not found
anywhere else in the collection of documents.

Fig. 2: Information redundancy and information isolation.

Of course, one could imagine many more ways in which
the circles could be arranged. For example, a circle could
be contained inside two other circles, which would imply
that the corresponding document is informationally sub-
sumed by the other two. More extreme cases can involve
circles arranged in a way that only gray areas exist, which
would imply that the documents of the collection are only
very loosely related, or cases in which one or more circles
are completely white, meaning that the documents which
are represented by those circles are completely unrelated
with the rest of the documents. Such cases though, one
could argue, violate the premises of MDS which require a
set of related documents that will be informationally con-
densed by the end of the process.

Despite those extreme cases, it is fair to assume that the
configuration depicted in Figure 2 represents a fairly com-
mon situation in most of the MDS scenarios. Of course we
have to bare in mind that in most of the cases we will not
have just three documents to be summarized, but most pos-
sibly many more. This will have the consequence that the
grey areas will not have a single shade of greyness but in-

6 For a general overview of summarization the interested reader is en-
couraged to consult [13]. Mani & Maybury [14] provide a wonderful
collection of papers on summarization spanning most of the research
sub-fields of this area. Afantenos et al. [3] provide an overview as
well, focusing mostly on the summarization from medical documents.
Finally, [8] contains an excellent account of the cognitive processes
that are involved during the task of single document summarization by
professionals, as well a brief overview of the field of summarization.
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stead they will range from light grey to dark grey depending
on the degree of information overlap that will exist between
the various sources.

4 What Should Be Included in a
Multi-Document Summary of
Evolving Events?

Having made the above distinction between the different
levels of information overlap, the question that arises at
this point is which pieces of information should finally be
included in the text that will summarize the multiple docu-
ments. The obvious answer to this question would be that
such a summary should include the information that are
contained in the input documents in decreasing order of
their importance, until the length of the summary reaches
the required compression rate of the total length of the input
documents. In other words, a summary should contain the
black areas of Figure 2, then the darker to the lighter grey
areas, until the length of the summary reaches the required
compression rate.

In mathematical terms this can be expressed as follows.
If P (i) is the probability that a piece of information will be
included in the final summary, then we can claim that:

P (i) =
n

k=1 dki

n

where n represents the total number of documents, dk the
k-th document, and:

dki =


1 if dk contains information i
0 if dk does not contain information i

Additionally, if c is the desirable compression rate, then
the final summary S should confront to the following con-
straint:

length(S) ≤ c

n
k=1

length(dk)

4.1 Objections to the Proposed Model for the
General Case of MDS

Now, the above model is really a simplistic one and a host
of objections could be raised concerning its usefulness in
the general case of MDS, something that we do acknowl-
edge. One could for example claim that the information
that will be contained in the black areas will tend to be
trivial information, in the sense that they can be character-
ized as representing “common knowledge”. This objection
can be balanced by two arguments. The first is that the
authors of the original documents will most possibly not
contain in their articles such common knowledge, unless
it is necessary, in which case it might be a good idea to
be included in a summary. The second argument is that if
the summarization system uses knowledge representation
methods—an ontology for example—then such trivial in-
formation will tend not to be included in this knowledge
representation. Of course, if the system uses purely statis-
tical methods, then the last argument does not hold.

The second objection concerns the white or light grey
areas. In the proposed model such areas will have a small

probability of being included in the final summary. Never-
theless, it can be argued that under certain circumstances it
can be the case that a piece of information which is men-
tioned only by one or very few sources might turn out to
be very important. For example, a prominent source might
have an exclusive piece of information that other sources
do not have which might prove to be important for inclu-
sion in the final summary. In such case the proposed model,
indeed, will fail to include this piece of information in the
final summary.

4.2 Why the Proposed Model Can Be Con-
sidered as a Good Starting Point for the
Case of MDS for Evolving Events

The above discussion outlines some of the objections that
might arise when the proposed model is applied under the
prism of the general case of Multi-document Summariza-
tion. Despite those objections, we make the claim in this
paper that the proposed model can nevertheless be consid-
ered as a good starting point for the case of Multi-document
Summarization of Evolving Events, at least in the frame-
work we have described in Section 2.

Concerning the first objection—i.e. the claim that the
same trivial information might be contained in all the doc-
uments and thus such trivial information will have a high
probability of being included in the final summary—this
claim is rebuffed by the nature of the methodology that we
have briefly presented in Section 2 and more fully exposed
in [1] and [5]. The use of an ontology and especially the
use of the messages guarantee that the system will try to ex-
tract information whose nature, we know beforehand, will
be non-trivial. Of course, this beneficial situation has its
drawbacks as well. As we have argued in [5] the creation
of the ontology and the specifications of the messages re-
quire a considerable amount of human labor. Nevertheless,
in Section 9 of [5] we present specific propositions of how
this problem can be alleviated.

Let us now come to the second objection. According
to this objection, it can be the case that a piece of infor-
mation while mentioned by only one or very few sources
(which implies that this piece of information stands very
few chances of being included in the summary, according
to the proposed model of Section 4) it might nevertheless
be mentioned by a prominent source and thus ought finally
to be included in the summary. Although this could be the
case, we have to note as well that such prominent sources
are usually highly influential ones as well. This has the im-
plication that if a piece of information—which was initially
exclusively mentioned by one source only—is indeed an
important one for the description of the event’s evolution,
then, almost surely, the rest of the sources will sooner or
later follow the initial source in mentioning this informa-
tion. Thus what was initially a light grey area, according
to the discussion of Section 3, will tend to become darker
grey, or even black, as time goes by, if indeed the men-
tioned piece of information is important and thus worthy of
inclusion in the final summary of the event’s evolution.

This leaves us with the conclusion that the afore pre-
sented model can indeed serve as a nice starting point for
the Content Determination stage, in the case that the grid
contains more messages than the required compression rate
requires.7

7 It would be fair to mention that the above conclusion is valid in the case
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5 Conclusions
In [1] and [5] we thoroughly presented a methodology (and
applied it in two different case studies) which aims towards
the creation of summaries from descriptions of evolving
events which are emitted from multiple sources. The end
result of this methodology is the computational extraction
of a structure, which we called a grid. This structure is
a directed acyclic graph (DAG) whose nodes are the mes-
sages extracted from the input documents and whose ver-
tices are the Synchronic and Diachronic Relations that con-
nect those messages. The creation of the grid, as we have
argued, completes the Document Planning stage of a typi-
cal NLG architecture.

Nevertheless, it can be the case that the created grid can
prove to be large enough in order for the final summary
to exceed the required compression rate. In this paper we
have presented a probabilistic model which can be applied
to the Content Determination stage of the Document Plan-
ning phase. The application of that model8 to the extracted
grid will have the effect of creating a subset of the original
grid (a sub-grid in other words) which will contain just the
messages that confront to this model as well as the SDRs
that connect only the selected messages.

From the discussion in this paper, as well as from the
general literature in the area of Multi-document Summa-
rization, we can conclude that the identification of similari-
ties and differences is an essential component for any MDS
system. Digressing a little bit at this point, we would like
to note that spotting similarities between even disparate sit-
uations or objects, is something that human beings effort-
lessly and continuously perform all the time, and thus the
study of this phenomenon is of paramount importance for
the understanding of the human cognitive functioning. The
mechanism of identifying “sameness”—despite its subtlety
[9]—is an essential component for the task of analogy-
making which lies at the core of cognition as [11] has
claimed.

Closing this digression on the fascinating topic of
analogy-making9 we would like to note that with respect to
MDS, to the best of our knowledge, there are no empirical
studies as to how human beings proceed in order to create
a summary from multiple documents—be they documents
that describe evolving events, or not. We do not even have
sufficient corpora of summaries from multiple documents
which will provide us with an insight as to what can be con-
sidered a “good” multi-document summary. This comes in
contrast with the area of Single Document Summarization
(SDS) in which, of course, we do have such corpora. More-
over, in SDS we do have at least one substantial research
from the perspective of Cognitive Science [8] which stud-
ies the cognitive mechanisms—or “strategies” as they are
called in that book—of professional summarizers during
the process of creating a summary from a single document.
It is our personal belief that the performance of more such
studies from the cognitive science perspective, for SDS and

that we do have the final set of documents which describe the evolution
of the event. In case that the evolution is still on-going and this set is
not yet finalized, then it might be the case that the second objection
still holds.

8 Although the probabilistic model presented in Section 4 talks about
“pieces of information” the substitution of this abstract notion with the
more concrete concept of messages makes that model ready for use in
our methodology.

9 The interested reader is encouraged to consult [9, 10] and [18] for more
information on this topic.

MDS alike, will be beneficial for the advancement of our
understanding not only of how we do create summaries, but
for the understanding of how we spot similarities and dif-
ferences; a task which lies at the heart of analogy-making
as well.
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Abstract
This paper focuses on the interpretation of
metaphor in discourse. We build on previ-
ous work [1] in which we provide a formaliza-
tion in a computationally-oriented formal se-
mantic framework of a set of mappings that
we claim are required for the interpretation of
map-transcending metaphor. Such mappings are
domain-independent and are identified as invari-
ant adjuncts to any conceptual metaphor. In
this paper we claim that the invariant adjunct
mappings allow us to account for metaphors
where inferring discourse structure is not suffi-
cient. Moreover, these mappings interact with
rhetorical relations in order to explain cases in
which metaphor affects discourse structure.
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Discourse Structure.

1 Introduction

We assume the general view that metaphor under-
standing involves some notion of events, properties, re-
lations, etc. that are transferred from a source domain
into a target domain. In this view, a metaphorical ut-
terance conveys information about the target domain.
We are particularly interested in a type of metaphori-
cal utterances that we call map-transcending. A char-
acteristic of map-transcending metaphor is that find-
ing a target correspondent for every aspect of the
source domain is a difficult task which, in some cases,
seems to be plainly impossible. Thus, this type of
metaphor poses great difficulties for correspondence-
based approaches [11] which require to establish a par-
allelism between the source and target domains to ex-
plain metaphor.
We believe that an account of metaphor interpre-

tation ought to explain what extra information map-
transcending entities convey and it should provide a
viable (computational) mechanism to explain how this
transfer of information occurs. Moreover, it should do
so by taking into account the fact that metaphor is a
highly contextual phenomenon.
This paper addresses these two issues: Firstly, it

builds on Agerri et al. [1] to provide a formal set of
invariant mappings that we call View-Neutral Map-
pings Adjuncts (VNMAs) for the interpretation of
map-transcending metaphor. Secondly, it grounds the

invariant mappings on a (modified) computationally-
oriented formal semantic framework for the interpre-
tation of metaphor in discourse [3].
In order to do so, we first discuss the prob-

lems of correspondence approaches to deal with map-
transcending metaphor. In section 3 we argue that
inferring discourse structure is not sufficient to inter-
pret certain metaphors. Sections 4 and 5 briefly de-
scribe our approach to metaphor interpretation. Sec-
tion 6 describes a number of VNMAs that are partic-
ularly useful to interpret map-transcending metaphor.
In section 7 we propose to adapt Segmented Discourse
Representation Theory (SDRT) [3] to our purposes of
providing a formal account of metaphor interpretation
based on the ATT-Meta approach. Finally, in section
8 we present some conclusions and discussion on fur-
ther work.

2 Missing Correspondents

We do not address in this paper the issue of when an
utterance is to be considered metaphorical. Instead,
we aim to offer an explanation of how a metaphorical
utterance such as (1) can be interpreted.

(1) “McEnroe starved Connors to death.”

If we infer, using our knowledge about McEnroe and
Connors, that (1) is used to describe a tennis match,
it can be understood as an example of the concep-
tual metaphors (or, in our terminology, ‘metaphorical
views’) DEFEAT AS DEATH and NECESSITIES AS
FOOD. However, these metaphorical views would not
contain any relationship that maps the specific man-
ner of dying that constitutes being starved to death
(we say that “starving” is a map-transcending entity
as it goes beyond known mappings). Yet one could
argue that the manner of Connors’s death is a crucial
part of the informational contribution of (1).
A possible solution would be to create a new view-

specific mapping that goes from the form of killing
involved in starving to death to some process in sport,
but such enrichment of mappings would be needed for
many other verbs or verbal phrases that refer to other
ways in which death is brought about, each requir-
ing a specific specific mapping when occurring in a
metaphorical utterance. Thus, finding adequate map-
pings could become an endless and computational in-
tensive process. Moreover, there are even cases in
which we may not find a plausible mapping. Con-
sider the following description of the progress of a love
affair:

1
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(2) “We are spinning our wheels. ”

It is not very clear what could be a target corre-
spondent for ‘wheels’; the unavailability of a corre-
spondent would therefore prevent the source to tar-
get transfer of information needed for the interpreta-
tion of the metaphorical utterance. Thus, an account
of metaphor ought to explain what extra information
map-transcending entities provide. Furthermore, how
the transfer of information occurs should be accounted
for in a viable computational manner.

3 Metaphor in Discourse

Consider the following example:

(3) Sam is a pebble.

Asher and Lascarides [2] claim that it is not possible
to calculate the meaning of an utterance such as (3) on
the basis of the domain information about pebbles, but
that it is possible to process it if it is discourse related
to other utterance such as in the discourse “John is
a rock but Sam is a pebble”. Specifically, they argue
that inferring the Contrast discourse relation would
help us to work out the metaphorical meaning of (3)).
A similar point is made by Hobbs [9]:

(4) John is an elephant.

Which Hobbs argue can only be interpreted if we add
extra information such that the example now consists
of:

(5) Mary is graceful but John is an elephant.

Hobbs also infers Contrast in order to work out the
meaning of “John being an elephant” as oppose to
“Mary being graceful”. We claim that in some cases,
the inference of some rhetorical relation does not pro-
vide all the information we need to interpret the
metaphor:

(6) Mary is a fox and John is an elephant.

We can infer a Coordination discourse relation (we
follow Gómez Txurruka on this point [8]) to account
for the conjunction of the two segments. However,
it seems that inferring Coordination would not be
enough to address the fact that the information con-
veyed by (6) may be related to attributes of Mary (e.g.,
being cunning) and John (possessing a good memory).
Discourse-based approaches to metaphor such as [9]

and [2] do not account for map-transcending entities,
but they usually assume that there is some straight-
forward correspondence between the concepts in the
source and target domains. Moreover, it seems that
in some cases the inference of discourse relations is
not enough to interpret some utterances. At the same
time, a computational account of metaphor should ad-
dress the occurrence of metaphor in discourse.

4 VNMAs in ATT-Meta

Previous work [14] has shown evidence that there are
metaphorical aspects (relations between events such
as causation and event properties such as rate and du-
ration) that, subject to being called, invariantly map
from source to target whatever metaphorical view is
being used. We refer to these type of mappings as
VNMAs. The VNMAs are a central component of the
ATT-Meta approach and AI System to metaphor in-
terpretation previously presented by our group [5].

ATT-Meta [5] is an AI System and approach to
metaphor interpretation that, apart from providing
functionalities such as uncertainty and conflict han-
dling, introduces two features central to the interpre-
tation of metaphorical utterances such as (1) and (2):
Instead of attempting the creation of new mappings to
extend an existing metaphorical view, ATT-Meta em-
ploys query-driven reasoning within the terms of the
source domain using various sources of information in-
cluding world and linguistic knowledge. The nature of
source domain reasoning in metaphor interpretation
has not previously been adequately investigated, al-
though a few authors have addressed it to a limited
extent [9, 12, 13].

By means of VNMAs and source domain reasoning
it is possible to reach an interpretation of ( 3) without
necessarily needing a rhetorical relation such as Con-
trast to guide the reasoning. Thus, linguistic knowl-
edge and source domain reasoning about ‘pebbles’ may
establish that they are small, and a very frequent as-
sociation of unimportant entities with “small size” al-
lows the defeasible inference that something is low,
inferior, limited in worth (see Wordnet or any other
lexical database). Using a Value-Judgment VNMA to
express that “Levels of goodness, importance, etc., as-
signed by the understander in the source domain map
identically to levels of goodness, etc.”, we can con-
vey the meaning that Sam is limited in worth (worth-
less). Of course, the interpretation of (3) will vary if
we change the discourse context.

Following this, and subject to the appropriate con-
textual query to be provided by the discourse, size-
related features might be transferred in our approach
by a Physical Size VNMA; in an appropriate context
(6) could also be used to convey that John has a good
memory and that Mary is cunning. In this case, forget-
fulness could be seen a tendency to perform a mental
act of a certain type and non-forgetfulness could be
handled by a Negation VNMA, Mental states VNMA
and a Event-Shape VNMA (for tendencies).

It may well be possible that studying the interac-
tion between VNMAs and discourse relations may al-
low us to naturally extend the study of metaphor to
discourse. For example, in cases such as (6) both VN-
MAs and rhetorical relations would be needed in or-
der to give a full account of its interpretation. The
interaction between VNMAs and rhetorical relations
is particularly clear when we consider cases of tem-
poral metaphor (see Glasbey et al. [7] for details on
temporal metaphor and discourse structure).
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5 Source Domain Reasoning
and VNMAs

(1) “McEnroe starved Connors to death.”

Assuming a commonsensical view of the world and if
(1) is being used metaphorically to describe the re-
sult of a tennis match, a plausible target interpre-
tation would be that McEnroe defeated Connors by
performing some actions to deprive him of his usual
playing style. In the ATT-Meta approach, source do-
main inferencing produces a proposition to which we
may apply a mapping to transfer that information.
Thus, and assuming a commonsensical view of the
world, a source domain meaning would be that McEn-
roe starved Connors to death in a biological sense.
The source domain reasoning can then conclude that
McEnroe caused Connors’s death by depriving or dis-
abling him. Leaving some details aside, the partial log-
ical form (in the source domain) of the metaphorical
utterance (1) may be represented as follows (without
taking into account temporal issues):

(i) ∃x, y, e(McEnroe(x)∧Connors(y)∧starve−to−
death(e, x, y))

This says that there is an event e of x starving y to
death (we use the notion of event á la Hobbs [9] to
describe situations, processes, states, etc.). It may be
suggested that if we were trying to map the partial ex-
pression (i), its correspondent proposition in the target
could be expressed by this formula:

(ii) ∃x, y, e(McEnroe(x) ∧ Connors(y) ∧
defeat(e, x, y))

According to this, the event of x defeating y in the
target would correspond to the event of x starving y
to death in the source. However, by saying “McEnroe
starved Connors to death” instead of simply “McEn-
roe killed Connors” the speaker is not merely intending
to convey that McEnroe defeated Connors, but rather
something related to the manner in which Connors
was defeated. Following this, starving may be decom-
posed into the cause e1 and its effect, namely, “being
deprived of food”:

(iii) ∃x, y, z, e1, e2, e3(McEnroe(x) ∧ Connors(y) ∧
food(z) ∧ starve(e1, x, y) ∧ death(e2, y) ∧
deprived(e3, y, z) ∧ cause(e1, e3))

Note that by factoring out “starving to death” in this
way we not only distinguish the cause from the effect
but doing so allows us to establish a relation between
“death” in the source to “defeat” in the target us-
ing the known mapping in DEFEAT AS DEATH (and
possibly “starving” to “McEnroe’s playing” although
we will not press this issue here).
Now, by means of lexical information regarding

“starving”, it can be inferred that McEnroe deprived
Connors of a necessity (see, e.g., Wordnet), namely,
of the food required for his normal functioning (the
NECESSITIES AS FOOD metaphorical view would
provide mappings to transfer food to the type of shots
that Connors needs to play his normal game). In other

words, Connors is defeated by the particular means of
depriving him of a necessity (food) which means that
being deprived causes Connors’s defeat. This fits well
with the interpretation of (1) where McEnroe’s play-
ing deprived Connors of his usual game. Moreover,
linguistic knowledge also provides the fact that starv-
ing someone to death is a gradual, slow process. The
result of source domain inferencing may be represented
as follows:

(iv) ∃x, y, z, e1, e2, e3(McEnroe(x) ∧ Connors(y) ∧
food(z) ∧ starve(e1, x, y) ∧ death(e2, y) ∧
deprived(e3, y, z)∧ cause(e1, e3)∧ cause(e3, e2)∧
rate(e1, slow))

‘Slow’ refers to a commonsensical source domain con-
cept related to the progress rate of starving. Now, the
existing mapping DEFEAT AS DEATH can be applied
to derive, outside the source domain, that McEnroe
defeated Connors, but no correspondences are avail-
able to account for the fact that McEnroe caused the
defeat of Connors by depriving him of his normal play.
Furthermore, the same problem arises when trying to
map the slow progress rate of a process like starving.
In the ATT-Meta approach to metaphor interpreta-

tion, the mappings of caused and rate discussed above
are accomplished by the type of invariant mappings
that we specify as VNMAs (the Causation and Rate
VNMAs, respectively; see [14] for an informal but de-
tailed description of a number of VNMAs). VNMAs
account for the mapping of aspects of the source do-
main that do not belong to a specific metaphorical
view but that often carry an important informational
contribution (or even the main one) of the metaphor-
ical utterance. These source domain aspects can be
captured as relationships and properties (causation,
rate, etc.) between two events or entities that, sub-
ject to being called, identically transfer from source to
target.
Summarizing, the following processes, amongst

others, are involved in the understanding of map-
transcending utterances: 1) Construction of source do-
main meaning of the utterance. 2) Source-domain rea-
soning using the direct meaning constructed in 1) with
world and linguistic knowledge about the source do-
main. 3) Transfers by application of specific mappings
in metaphorical views and often invariant mappings
specified as VNMAs.

6 Description of VNMAs

By using VNMAs and source domain inference, we do
not need to extend the mappings in the metaphori-
cal view to include information about “depriving of
a necessity”, “food” or “causing Connors’s death”.
VNMAs transfer those properties or relations between
mappees that are view-neutral. Moreover, VNMAs are
parasitic on the metaphorical views in the sense that
they depend on some mappings to be established for
the VNMAs to be triggered. That is why VNMAs
are merely “adjuncts”. VNMAs can also be seen as
pragmatic principles that guide the understanding of
metaphor by transferring aspects of the source domain
that remain invariant.
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In example (1), there are two VNMAs involved
in the transfer of the causation and the “slowness”,
namely, the Causation and Rate VNMAs which are de-
scribed below. Additionally, we also discuss a VNMA
related to the temporal order of events (others are de-
scribed in [4, 14]).

6.1 Causation/Ability

The idea is that there are relationships and proper-
ties (causation, (dis)enablement, etc.) between two
events or entities that identically transfer from source
to target. We use the → symbol to express that this
mapping is a default.

Causation/Ability VNMA: “Causation, pre-
vention, helping, ability, (dis)enablement and
easiness/difficulty relationships or properties of events
between events or other entities in the source domain,
map to those relationships between their mappees
(if they have any) in the target.” The invariant
mapping involved in the interpretation of (1) could
be represented as follows:

Causation: ∀e1, e2(cause(e1, e2)source →
cause(e1, e2)target)

As an additional note, the specific mapping of each
event or state variable does not depend on the VNMA
but on the metaphorical view in play. For example,
if we consider the contemporary situation in which
McEnroe and Connors are tennis pundits on TV, we
may need a metaphorical view such as ARGUMENT
AS WAR to interpret the utterance “McEnroe starved
Connors to death”. In other words, VNMAs do not
themselves establish the mappees between source and
target.

6.2 Rate

Rate: “Qualitative rate of progress of an event in the
source domain maps identically to qualitative rate of
progress of its mappee. E.g., if an event progresses
slowly (in the context of the everyday commonsensi-
cal world), then its mappee progresses slowly (in the
target context)”.
Consider the following utterance:

(7) My car gulps gasoline.

Briefly, the metaphorical view involved is MA-
CHINES AS CREATURES, that maps biological ac-
tivity to mechanical activity. Source domain reasoning
may be performed along the following lines: It can be
inferred that gasoline helps the car to be alive, there-
fore, it helps the car to be biologically active. The
Causation/Ability VNMA (which deals with helping)
combined with the above metaphorical view provide
the target domain contribution that gasoline helps the
car to run. Given that we can assume that an act
of gulping is normally moderately fast the use of the
Rate VNMA allows us to conclude that the car’s use
of gasoline is moderately fast. The logical form of this
VNMA is could be expressed as follows:

Rate: ∀e, r(rate(e, r)source → rate(e, r)target)

If the rate an event e in the source is r, then the
rate maps to the mappee event in the target, that is,
it also has rate r; r refers to the qualitative rate of
progress or duration of an specific event e.

6.3 Time-Order

Time-Order: “The time order of events in a source
domain is the same as that of their mappee events, if
any”.
Time-order is quite useful for map-transcending ex-

amples such as

(8) McEnroe stopped hustling Connors.

We might infer in the source domain that McEnroe
was once hustling Connors which would be transferred
by the Time-Order VNMA. For the formalization of
this VNMA, we say that if event e1 precedes event e2
in the source, then the mappee events in the target
exhibit the same ordering.

Time-Order: ∀e1, e2(precede(e1, e2)source →
precede(e1, e2)target)

7 Metaphor in a Semantic
Framework

Embedding the VNMAs in a semantic framework for
metaphor interpretation is useful as a first step to-
wards their implementation as default rules in the
ATT-Meta system, but it is also interesting in its own
right to show the contribution that the ATT-Meta ap-
proach can make towards a semantics of metaphor.
In the somewhat simplified discussion on the source
domain reasoning and VNMAs employed in the inter-
pretation of (1), we have not stressed the fact that
actually the source domain reasoning performed by
the ATT-Meta system is query-driven. Although in
previous sections we used various sources of contex-
tual information to license certain source domain infer-
ences, we have only considered isolated metaphorical
utterances, and metaphor understanding has been il-
lustrated as a process of forward reasoning from the di-
rect meaning of utterances (in the source domain) and
then the application of various metaphorical mappings
to the result of source domain reasoning to arrive at
the informational contributions in the target. More-
over, other possible inferences that could be drawn
were ignored without specifying any principles or crite-
ria whereby the reasoning could be guided towards the
particular informational contributions discussed. The
notion of discourse-query-directed reasoning provides
such a guidance. When analyzing previous examples,
we assume that the surrounding discourse context sup-
plies queries that guide source domain reasoning in
broadly the reverse order to that in which we described
them in section 5. Other authors such as Hobbs [9]
and Asher and Lascarides [2] also acknowledge the im-
portance of context-derived reasoning queries play an
important role in the interpretation of metaphorical
utterances.
We are not claiming that query-directed reasoning

may be the only type of reasoning involved in the
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processing of metaphor, but it seems to be partic-
ularly important in the processing of connected dis-
course. Although the ATT-Meta system at present
works with single-sentence utterances (albeit with the
aid of discourse-query-directed reasoning), an aim for
future versions is to extend it to the processing of dis-
course, and the semantic framework will need to allow
for this.
We have been using various sources of contextual

knowledge that interact in the processing of the utter-
ance: a) View-specific mappings provided by the rel-
evant metaphorical views (DEFEAT AS DEATH and
NECESSITIES AS FOOD); b) Linguistic and contex-
tual information necessary for source domain reason-
ing; c) Relations and properties between events such
as causation and rate that are inferred in the source;
d) VNMAs that transfer event relations and properties
from source to target; and finally, e) Rhetorical rela-
tions that take into account the structure of discourse.
In our view, a suitable approach to metaphor in dis-
course should include at least these five components.

7.1 Semantics for the ATT-Meta ap-
proach

Metaphor is a highly contextual phenomenon, and
one of the most interesting semantic approaches
that model context are dynamic semantics such as
Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT)
[3]. Specifically, we adapt the semantic representation
procedure of SDRT to build Segmented Discourse
Representation Structures (SDRSs) consisting of the
result of source domain reasoning. The conclusion of
source domain inference can in turn be mapped to
the target by using various view-specific mappings
and VNMAs. In other words, we can see the source
SDRS as the input for what the ATT-Meta system
does when interpreting metaphor – it will reason with
it, producing an output of inferred target facts which
we may also represent by means of an SDRS. The
result of reasoning in the source domain to interpret
(1) would now looks as follows:

α, β, γ

α:

x, y, e1

McEnroe(x)
Connors(y)

starve(e1, x, y)

β:
e2

death(e2, y)

γ:

e3,z

food(z)
deprived(e3, y, z)

cause(α, γ)
cause(γ,β)
rate(α,slow)

−→

where α and β are labels for DRSs representing events
and −→ mappings (VNMAs and central mappings)
needed in the interpretation of the metaphorical
utterance. Importantly, the VNMAs would pick upon
aspects such as causation and rate from the source
to transfer them to the target producing an output
which could also be represented as a SDRS:

α, β, γ

α:

x, y, e1

McEnroe(x)
Connors(y)

tennis-play(e1, x, y)

β:
e2

defeat(e2, y)

γ:

e3,z

necessity(z)
deprived(e3, y, z)

cause(α, γ)
cause(γ,β)
rate(α,slow)

Note that this formal representation integrates the
systematicity of mapping invariantly certain aspects of
metaphorical utterances by formulating them as rela-
tions and properties of events that can be represented
as relations and properties of DRSs. For this purpose
we will need to modify the construction rules of SDRSs
to be able to infer properties and relations involving
individuals (x, y, . . .) and not only DRSs’ labels such
as α and β. In addition to this, we need to capture the
interaction of the various sources of information used
(linguistic knowledge, world knowledge, etc.) to infer
causation and rate in the source domain. Thus, we
partially adopt SDRT formal framework to represent
ATT-Meta’s source domain reasoning, event relations,
event properties and VNMAs with the purpose of de-
veloping a semantic account of metaphor interpreta-
tion.

7.2 Discourse Contexts

Source domain reasoning partially relies on infer-
ences provided by the discourse context and linguis-
tic and world knowledge. In the ATT-Meta system,
world knowledge roughly corresponds to source do-
main knowledge. On the one hand, we have been
using our commonsensical knowledge about McEnroe
and Connors to interpret example (1) as metaphori-
cally describing a tennis match. On the other hand,
linguistic knowledge is used to pretend that the di-
rect meaning of the metaphorical utterance is true,
which allows us to derive causation and rate. Thus,
we assume that the understander possesses some world
knowledge that provides information about “starving
someone to death”:

• If e3 where y is deprived and e1 where x starves
y are connected, then by default, e1 causes e3.

• If e2 where y dies and e3 where y is deprived are
connected, then by default, e3 causes e2.

• If e1 where x starves y, then by default, the rate
of progress of e1 is slow.

Furthermore, common sense about causation tells
us that “if e1 causes e3 then e3 does not occur before
e1”. Following this, the knowledge needed to interpret
example (7) needs to include the that the drinking rate
is fast:

If e where x gulps, then by default, x in e drinks
moderately fast.
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SDRT specifies where in the preceding discourse
structure the proposition introduced by the current
sentence can attach with a discourse relation. In or-
der to do that, it is necessary to provide a set of rules
for the understander to infer which discourse relation
should be used to do attachment. We adopt a simi-
lar notation to represent discourse update (see [3] for
details on the discourse update function) so that de-
feasible knowledge about causation, rate, temporal or-
der, etc., allows the inference of source domain event
relations and properties.
Let us suppose that in a context (source domain) ω

we want to attach some event denoted by β to α, such
that ω, α, β. This update function can be read as
“the representation ω of a text so far is to be updated
with the representation β of an event via a discourse
relation with α” [3]. Let represent a defeasible con-
nective as a conditional, and let ev(α) stand for “the
event described in α”; although ev(α) is quite simi-
lar to the notion of main eventuality me defined by
Asher and Lascarides [3], we do not commit to other
assumptions of their theory.
Thus, some of the source domain knowledge about

causation in (1) discussed above could now be repre-
sented as follows:

ω, α, βdies(connors, ev(β)) ∧ starves(mcenroe,
connors, ev(α)) cause(ev(α), ev(β))

We can then infer in the source a causation relation
between α and β if the event represented in α normally
causes β:

Causation: ω, α, β ∧ (cause(ev(α), ev(β)) 
causation(α, β)

Note that ‘cause’ refers to the epistemic notion of
one event causing another, whereas ‘causation’ refers
to an inferred semantic relation between segments of
discourse or, in other words, between semantic repre-
sentation of events by means of DRSs. In order to in-
clude properties (and not only relations) in this frame-
work, we assume a conceptualist point of view and con-
sider that properties such as rate or value-judgement
denote concepts (fast, slow, good, bad) which may cor-
respond to the absolute rate in a commonsensical view
of the world. Its representation in our semantic frame-
work could be defined by adding an extra clause to the
definition of DRS-formulae:

• If P is a property symbol and α and r are an
episode label and a property label respectively,
then P (α, r) is an DRS-formula (see [3] for the
complete definitions of DRS-formulae and SDRS
construction).

Thus, a rule encoding contextual knowledge to in-
fer rate in the source would look as follows (note that
when considering event properties we only need to con-
sider one DRS α in our rules, even though a discourse
usually consists of one or more DRSs):

ω, αgulps(car, gasoline, ev(α)) fast(ev(α))

Supported by this rule we can then infer an event
property in the source for its subsequent transfer to
target via the Rate VNMA (when the Rate VNMA is
instantiated):

Rate: ω, α(fast(ev(α)) rate(α, fast)

7.3 VNMAs and Rhetorical Relations

We are now ready to extend the use the VNMAs intro-
duced in section 6 and the above points about source
domain inferencing and contextual knowledge to offer
SDRT-based semantic representations, based on the
ATT-Meta approach to metaphor, for discourse ex-
amples. For simplicity of exposition, we leave out any
details not directly relevant to the discussion on VN-
MAs. Consider the following variation of (1):

(1b) Connors collapsed as McEnroe starved him to
death.

(1b) suggests that the cause or explanation of the col-
lapsing of Connors is the “starving of Connors” which
precedes Connors’s collapsing. Without going into
many details (see [3]) the two main clauses of the dis-
course are linked by the Explanation rhetorical rela-
tion. This means that in order to interpret fully (1b)
we need to take into account both the metaphorical
aspects and its structure. Leaving aside the specific
metaphorical meaning of ’collapse’ and pro-nominal
issues, the result of source domain reasoning for (1b)
could be represented as follows:

α, β, γ, δ

δ:

c, e4

Connors(c)
collapse(e4, c)

α:

x, y, e1

McEnroe(x)
him(y)

starve(e1, x, y)
c = y

β:
e2

death(e2, y)
γ:

e3,z

food(z)
deprived(e3, y, z)

cause(α, γ),cause(γ,β)
rate(α,slow),Explanation(δ,α)

Thus, inferring Explanation allows us to conclude
that being starved to death explains Connors collaps-
ing. The following example will allow us to show how
our approach deals with coordination and temporal
precedence discussed in examples (6) and (8):

(1c) Connors collapsed and McEnroe stopped hustling
him.

In terms of discourse structure, we follow Txurruka’s
approach [8]: ‘and’ marks a Coordination relation
between the conjuncts, blocking any other plausible
interpretation of (1c) such as Result (the second
conjunct will be the result of the first one). If we
also consider the metaphorical analysis offered while
discussing example (8), the result is the following
semantic structure representing the conclusion of
source domain reasoning:
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α, β, δ

δ:

z, e3

Connors(z)
collapse(e3, z)

α:

x, y, e1

McEnroe(x)
him(y)

hustling(e1, x, y)
z = y

β:
e2

stopping(e2, x)

precede(α, β)
Coordination(δ, β)

Summarizing, the semantic framework outlined in
this section consists of: (i) DRSs and SDRSs con-
sisting of events, individuals, states, etc. They can
be thought of as situations or as representation struc-
tures as in dynamic semantics. A context consists of
one or more DRSs, DRSs relations and properties; (ii)
Event relations and properties such as causation, rate,
time-order, etc inferred in the source domain for the
systematic transfer of certain type of information con-
veyed by metaphorical utterances. The transfer of this
type of information via VNMAs is a contribution of
the ATT-Meta approach to metaphor interpretation
[4, 14]; (iii) Rhetorical relations to address the struc-
ture of discourse and provide a more complete analysis
of metaphor occurring in discourse.

8 Concluding Remarks

This paper investigates the formalization and semantic
representation of the ATT-Meta approach to metaphor
interpretation. The ATT-Meta approach is backed up
by a powerful implementation that performs sophisti-
cated reasoning to interpret metaphorical utterances.
We have focused on description and formalization of
several VNMAs, mappings for the systematic trans-
ference of invariant aspects from source to target. We
have shown how a dynamic semantic approach can be
adapted for these purposes to offer an unified semantic
representation of ATT-Meta’s view of metaphor inter-
pretation.
Map-transcending entities pose a problem for sev-

eral analogy-based approaches to metaphor interpre-
tation, both from a computational and a theoretical
point of view. With respect to the computational ap-
proaches, theories of metaphor interpretation based on
analogy [6, 10] usually require a conceptual similar-
ity between the source and the target domains. Map-
transcending entities need to be mapped by extending
on the fly the metaphorical views with new correspon-
dences. We have argued that this strategy is both
computationally expensive and in some cases, plainly
impossible.
Formal semantic approaches [3] do not account for

metaphorical utterances including map-transcending
entities. Other works [9, 12, 13] have addressed source
domain reasoning to a limited extent, but its role in
metaphor interpretation has not previously been ade-
quately investigated. Moreover, map-transcending en-
tities pose a problem for analogy-based approaches to
metaphor interpretation [6], which usually require a
conceptual similarity between the source and the tar-
get domains.
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Abstract
Multilingual corpora are becoming an essential resource for
work in multilingual natural language processing. In this
article, we report on our work on applying hierarchical
agglomerative clustering (HAC) to a large corpus of
documents where each appears both in Bulgarian and
English. We cluster these documents for each language and
compare the results both with respect to the shape of the
tree and the content of clusters produced. Further, we study
the effects of reducing the set of terms used for clustering.
On the data available, the results of clustering one language
resemble the other, provided the number of clusters
required is relatively small. Reducing the number of terms
used appears a viable strategy for English, but is not
acceptable for Bulgarian. These results can be used to
design information retrieval (IR) strategies where NLP
tools are not available for the language of interest, but the
documents in question have been translated to a language
for which such tools exist.*

Keywords
Multilingual NLP, evaluation, corpus-based language
processing, bilingual parallel clustering

�. Introduction
Effective and efficient document clustering algorithms
play an important role in providing intuitive navigation
and browsing mechanisms by categorizing large amounts
of information into a small number of meaningful
clusters. In particular, clustering algorithms that build
illustrative and meaningful hierarchies out of large
document collections are ideal tools for their interactive
visualization and exploration, as they provide data-views
that are consistent, predictable and contain multiple
levels of granularity. There has been a lot of research in
clustering text documents. However, there are few
experiments that examine the impacts of clustering
bilingual parallel corpora, possibly due to the problem of
the availability of large corpora in translation, i.e. parallel
corpora. Fortunately, we have obtained a large collection
of over 20,000 pairs of English-Bulgarian documents that
form our bilingual parallel corpus. Compared to a
clustering algorithm based on a single language, applying
clustering to the same documents in two languages can be
attractive for several reasons. Firstly, clustering in one
language can be used as a source of annotation to verify
the clusters produced for the other language. Secondly,

* The work was fully funded by a grant provided within the project
BIS-2�++ at the Institute for Parallel Processing, Bulgarian Academy
of Sciences. BIS-2�++ is a project funded by the European
Commission in FP� INCO via contract no.: INCO¬CT-200� -0�����.

combining results for the two languages may help to
eliminate some language-specific bias, e.g., related to the
use of homonyms, resulting in classes of better quality.
Finally, the alignment between pairs of clustered
documents can be used to extract words from each
language and can further be used for other applications,
such as cross-linguistic information retrieval (CLIR) [�].
The aim of the experiments presented in this paper is to
investigate the effect of applying a clustering technique
to parallel multilingual texts. Specifically, the aim is to
introduce the tools necessary for this task and display a
set of experimental results and issues, which have
become apparent. In this paper, we provide the
comparison results of clustering parallel corpora of
English-Bulgarian texts in three main areas: English-
Bulgarian cluster mappings, English-Bulgarian tree
structures and the extracted most representative terms for
English-Bulgarian clusters. Additionally, the effect of
term reduction on the cluster mappings is examined.
Chapter 2 covers some of the background about the
vector space model representation of documents and the
hierarchical agglomerative clustering method. Chapter �
explains the experimental design set-up and the
experimental results are outlined in Chapter �. Chapter �
concludes this paper by suggesting what can be done to
improve the hierarchical agglomerative clustering of
bilingual parallel corpora of English-Bulgarian.

2. Background
2.1 Vector Space Model Representation
We use the vector space model [2], where a document is
represented as a vector in n-dimensional space (n =
number of different words). Here, documents are
categorized by the words they contain and their
frequency. Before obtaining the weights for all the terms
extracted from these documents, stemming and stopword
removal is performed. Stopword removal eliminates
unwanted terms and thus reduces the number of
dimensions in the term-space.

tf-idf = tf(t,d) idf(t) (�)

idf(t) =
df(t)
D

log (2)

sim(di, dj) = jiji dddd (�)
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Weights are assigned to indicate the importance of a
word in characterizing a document as distinct from the
rest of the corpus. Each document is viewed as a vector
whose dimensions correspond to words or terms
extracted from the document. The component magnitudes
of the vector are the tf-idf weights of the terms. In this
model, tf-idf (�) is the product of term frequency tf(t,d),
which is the number of times term t occurs in document
d, and the inverse document frequency, equation (2),
where |D| is the number of documents in the complete
collection and df(t) is the number of documents in which
term t occurs at least once.

2.2 Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering
In this work, we concentrate on hierarchical
agglomerative clustering (HAC). Unlike partitional
clustering algorithms that build a hierarchical solution
from top to bottom, repeatedly splitting existing clusters,
HAC builds the solution by initially assigning each
document to its own cluster and then repeatedly selecting
and merging pairs of clusters, to obtain a single all-
inclusive cluster, generating the cluster tree from leaves
to root [�]. The main parameters in HAC algorithms are
the metric used to compute the similarity of documents
and the method used to determine the pair of clusters to
be merged at each step.

Table 1. Statistics of Document News and Features
Category

(Num Docs) Language Total
Words

Avg.
Words

Different
Terms

English 27�,7�� ��2 �,���News briefs
(����) Bulgarian 2��,7�� ��7 ��,���

English ���,7�� ��� ��,���Features
(2�72) Bulgarian ���,��� ��0 �0,�0�

The cosine distance, equation (�), is used to compute the
similarity between two documents di and dj. The two
clusters to merge at each step are found using the average
link method. In this scheme, the two clusters to merge
are those with the greatest average similarity between the
documents in one cluster and those in the other.
Given a set of documents D, one can measure how
consistent the results of clustering for each of the
languages to which these documents are translated in the

following way. The clusters produced for one language
are used as ‘gold standard’, a source of annotation
assigning each document in the set D a cluster label L
from the list LALL of all clusters for that language.
Clustering in the other language is then carried out and
purity� [�], equation (�), used to compare each of the
resulting clusters C CALL to its closest match among all
clusters LALL.

�. Experimental Design
In this experiment, there are two categories of parallel
corpora (News Briefs and Features) in two different
languages, English and Bulgarian. In both corpora, each
English document E corresponds to a Bulgarian
document B with the same content, see Table �. It is
worth noting that the Bulgarian texts have a higher
number of terms after stemming and stopword removal.
The process of stemming English corpora is relatively
simple due to the low inflectional variability of English.
However, for morphologically richer languages, such as
Bulgarian, where the impact of stemming is potentially
greater, the process of building an accurate algorithm
becomes a more challenging task [�]. In this experiment,
the Bulgarian texts are stemmed using the BulStem
algorithm [�] and the English documents are stemmed
using a simple affix removal algorithm. Figure �
illustrates the experimental design set up. The documents
in each language are clustered separately according to
their categories (News Briefs or Features) using HAC).
The output of each run consists of three elements: a list
of terms characterizing the cluster, the cluster members,
and the cluster tree for each set of documents. The next
section contains a detailed comparison of the results for
the two languages based on these issues.

�. Experimental Results
4.1 Mapping of English-Bulgarian cluster
memberships
In a first experiment, every cluster in English is paired
with the Bulgarian cluster with which it shares the most
documents. The same is repeated in the direction of
Bulgarian to English mapping. Two precision values of
these pairs are then calculated, the precision of the
English-Bulgarian mapping (EBM) and that of the
Bulgarian-English mapping (BEM). Figures 2 � show
the precisions for the EBM and BEM for the cluster
pairings obtained with varying numbers of clusters, k (k
= �0, 20, �0) for each of the two domains, News Briefs
and Features. The X axis label indicates the ID of the
cluster whose nearest match in the other language is
sought, while the Y axis indicates the precision of the

� Precision is the probability of a document in cluster C being labelled
L. Purity is the percent of correctly clustered documents.
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best match found. For example, in Figure 2, EN cluster 7
is best matched with BG cluster � with the EBM mapping
precision equal to ��.7% and BEM precision equal to
7�.�%.

Figure 1. Experimental set up for parallel clustering task

A final point of interest is the extent to which the
mapping EBM matches BEM. Table � shows that
alignment between the two sets of clusters is �00% when
k = �0 for both domains, News Briefs and Features.
However, as the number of clusters increases, there are
more clusters that are unaligned between the mappings.
This is probably due to the fact that Bulgarian documents
have a greater number of distinct terms. As the Bulgarian
language has more word forms to describe English
phrases, this may affect the computation of weights for
the terms during the clustering process.
It is also possible to study the purity of the mappings.
Table 2 indicates the purity of the English-Bulgarian
document mapping for various values of k. This measure
has only been based on the proportion of clusters that
have been aligned, so it is possible to have a case with
high purity, but a relatively low number of aligned pairs.
Table 2. Degree of Purity for Cluster Mapping for English-

Bulgarian Documents

Category k=5 k=10 k=15 k=20 k=40

News briefs 0.�2 0.�� 0.�7 0.�� 0.��

Features N/A 0.77 N/A 0.�� 0.��

Table 3. Percentage Cluster Alignment

Category k = 10 k =20 k = 40
News briefs �00.0% ��.0% �2.�%

Features �00.0% �0.0% �0.0%

Figure 2. Ten clusters, Features corpus.

Figure 3. Ten clusters, News Briefs corpus.

4.2 Comparison of HAC Tree Structures
The cluster trees obtained for each language are reduced
to a predefined number of clusters (�0, 20 or �0) and
then the best match is found for each of those clusters in
both directions (EBM, BEM). Here we would only pair a
Bulgarian cluster CBG with an English cluster CEN if they
are each other’s best match, that is, CBG BEM CEN

and CEN EBM CBG.
The pair of cluster trees obtained for each are compared
by first aligning the clusters produced from both sets of
documents and then plotting the corresponding tree for
each language. Figure � and Figure �0 illustrate that
when k = �0, all clusters can be paired, and the tree
structures for both the English and Bulgarian documents

Figure 4. Twenty clusters, Features corpus.
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Figure 5. Twenty clusters, News Briefs corpus.

Figure 6. Ten clusters, News Briefs corpus.

Figure 7. Twenty clusters, News Briefs corpus.

are identical (although distances between clusters may
vary). However, when k = 20, there are unpaired clusters
in both trees, and after the matched pairs are aligned, it is
clear that the two trees are different. We hypothesise that
this may be a result of the higher number of stems
produced by the Bulgarian stemmer, which demotes the
importance of terms that would correspond to a single
stem in English.

4.3 Comparison of Terms Extracted from
English and Bulgarian Clusters
The ten most representative terms that describe the
matching English and Bulgarian clusters have a similar
meaning as illustrated in Tables � and �. The only
notable exception is listed in column 2 of Table �, where
all top Bulgarian terms are related to the topic of bird flu,
whereas the English terms are split between this topic
and the one of Olympic games. This difference
disappears when the number of clusters is increased to 20
(and a consistent bird flu ��EN/20BG pair of clusters is
formed).

4.4 Term Reduction
Having seen in the previous experiment that the most
representative words for each cluster are similar for each
language, an interesting question is whether clustering
using only these words improves the overall accuracy of
alignment between the clusters in the two languages. The
intuition behind this is that, as the words characterizing
each cluster are so similar, removing most of the other
words from consideration may be more akin to filtering
noise from the documents than to losing information.
The clustering is rerun as before, but with only a subset
of terms used for the clustering. That is to say, before the
tf-idf weights for each document are calculated, the
documents are filtered to remove all but n of the terms
from them. These n terms are determined by first
obtaining �0 clusters for each language, and then
extracting the top �0 (resp. �0) terms which best
characterise each cluster, with the total number of terms
equals to at most �0 �0 = �00 (resp. �0 �0 = �00).
The results of comparing clusters in English and
Bulgarian are shown in Table �. These clearly indicate
that as the number of terms used in either language falls,
the number of aligned pairs of clusters also decreases.
While term reduction in either language decreases the
matching between the clusters, the effect is fairly minimal
for English and far more pronounced for Bulgarian. In
order to seek to explain this difference between the
languages, it is possible to repeat the process of aligning
and calculating purity, but using pairs of clusters from the
same language, based on datasets with different levels of
term reduction. The results of this are summarised in
Table 7.
This table demonstrates that, for both languages, as the
number of terms considered decreases, the clusters
formed deviate further and further from those for the
unreduced documents. While the deviation for English is
quite low (and may indeed be related to the noise
reduction sought), for Bulgarian reducing the number of
terms radically alters the clusters formed. As with earlier
experiments, the high morphological variability of
Bulgarian compared to English may again be the cause of
the results observed.
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Figure 8. Ten clusters, Features corpus. Figure 9. Twenty clusters, Features corpus.

Table 4. Top ten terms for pairs of English and Bulgarian clusters (k = 10, all paired)

Table 5. Top ten terms for pairs of English and Bulgarian clusters (k = 20, 17 are paired, only the first 9 are listed here)
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Table 6. Number of aligned clusters and their purity for
reduced term clustering (k = 10)

Bulgarian Terms

All �00 �00

All �0 (7�.�%) � (��.2%) � (��.0%)

�00 � (72.�%) � (��.0%) � (��.�%)

En
gl

ish
Te

rm
s

�00 � (70.�%) � (�0.�%) 2 (7�.�%)

Table 7. Number of aligned clusters and their purity for
reduced term datasets against the unreduced datset (k =10)

All �00 �00

English �0 (�00%) �0 (�0.�%) � (7�.2%)

Bulgarian �0 (�00%) � (��.0%) � (��.0%)

5. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has presented the idea of using hierarchical
agglomerative clustering on a bilingual parallel corpus.
The aim has been to illustrate this technique and provide
mathematical measures which can be utilised to quantify
the similarity between the clusters in each language. In
the paper, we have clustered a bilingual English-
Bulgarian corpus. The differences of all the clusters were
compared, based on the tree structures. We can conclude
that with a smaller number of clusters, k, all of the
clusters from English texts can be mapped into the
clusters of Bulgarian texts, with higher degree of purity.
In contrast, with a larger number of clusters, fewer
clusters from English texts can be mapped into the
clusters of Bulgarian texts, and the degree of purity is
very low. In addition, the tree structures for both the
English and Bulgarian texts are similar when k is
reasonable small (and identical for k �0).
A common factor of all the aspects of parallel clustering
studied was the importance that may be attached to the
higher degree of inflection in Bulgarian. From the very
beginning, the significantly lower degree of compression
that resulted from stemming Bulgarian was noted. This
implies that there were a larger number of Bulgarian
words which expressed the same meaning, but which
were not identified as such. It is likely that this is one of
the factors responsible for decreasing the alignment
between the clusters for larger values of k.
To summarise, here we compared the results of clustering
of documents in each of two languages with quite
different morphological properties: English, which has a
very modest range of inflections, as opposed to Bulgarian
with its wealth of verbal, adjectival and nominal word
forms. (This difference was additionally emphasised by
the fact that the Bulgarian stemmer used produced results
which was not entirely consistent in its choice between
removing the inflectional or derivational ending.) The
clusters produced and the underlying tree structures were
compared, and the top �0 most representative terms for
each language and cluster listed. As most of the top

terms seemed to represent the same concepts in the two
languages, the possibility of restricting the number of
terms used to a much smaller than the original set was
considered as a way of making the results more robust
with respect to differences between languages and
speeding up clustering. The results show a slight decline
in performance (a drop of up to �0% in the clusters paired
and �.�% lower cluster purity) when reducing the list of
English terms, and a catastrophic decline when this is
done for Bulgarian in the cases of �00 and �00 terms
studied. Knowing how well a cluster tree in one language
approximates the one for the same documents in another
language could provide guidance for the development of
IR approaches where a multilingual corpus of documents
is available, but one has access to natural language
processing tools only for one of them. In addition, we
have shown that when that language is English, one can
reduce the number of terms used without a great loss in
performance. This could help reduce the search space and
achieve a speed up when the term weights used by a
clustering algorithm are fine-tuned by machine learning
(e.g. a genetic algorithm) to obtain a tree of clusters in
one language that more closely matches the tree for the
other language, a novel approach we introduce in [�0].
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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a method for auto-
matically assigning a subcategorization frame to
each verb in a grammar for deep parsing of Span-
ish. Our final objective is to learn a classifier to
assign subcategorization frames to previously un-
seen verbs for which this information is not avail-
able in a hand-made lexicon. To do that, we first
need to establish classes of equivalence of verbs
according to their subcategorization frames. In
this paper we describe how we apply cluster-
ing techniques to obtain coarse-grained subcat-
egorization classes from an annotated corpus of
Spanish and propose a methodology to evaluate
them for the application of assigning subcatego-
rization to previously unseen verbs.

1 Introduction

In this paper we introduce a method for automatically
assigning subcategorization frames to previously un-
seen verbs of Spanish, as an aid to automated deep
parsing. It is commonly believed that this kind of in-
formation can significantly improve the performance
of automatic parsers.

Our approach consists in extrapolating the be-
haviour of known verbs to unknown ones. To do that,
we first characterize the behaviour of the verbs anno-
tated in the SenSem [6] corpus. Then, we apply clus-
tering techniques to generalize the behaviour of these
verbs, obtaining coarse-grained classes. These classes
group together verbs with similar syntactic behaviour,
that is, they represent distinct verbal subcategoriza-
tions. Each annotated example in the SenSem cor-
pus is assigned to one of these classes. From these
tagged examples, we learn a classifier that can assign
an unseen example to one of the coarse-grained classes
obtained from the corpus.

Our final objective is to apply this classifier to previ-
ously unseen verbs. In this paper we focus in the first
step, inducing subcategorization classes and evaluat-
ing them. [1] presents some experiments on applying
these classes to automatically annotated examples.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
the following Section we describe the annotated cor-
pus we learn from and how examples are transformed
to represent subcategorization patterns, and the way
we have processed it to generalize the learning data.
Then, in Section 2 we present our method to create

coarse-grained equivalence classes of verbs, and the
procedures to evaluate them. In Section 3 we describe
some of the solutions that we obtained, and justify
their adequacy with qualitative linguistic analysis. Fi-
nally, in Section 4 we make a quick overview of related
work and in Section 5 we draw some conclusions and
sketch our future work.

1.1 The annotated corpus

Our departure point is SenSem [6], an annotated cor-
pus of Spanish consisting of 25,000 naturally occurring
clauses that are tagged with a verbal sense, and where
sentence constituents have been annotated with their
morphosyntactic category, syntactic function and se-
mantic role. The most frequent 250 verbs of Span-
ish are represented, and 1161 senses are distinguished.
Each sense in SenSem has been associated to a subcat-
egorization frame obtained as a synthesis of the struc-
tures found in the examples of the corpus.

From that corpus, we characterize verbal senses by
the arguments they occur with in annotated examples,
regardless of the order they occur with. Each verbal
sense is characterized as a vector, whose dimensions
are possible realizations of arguments in a given exam-
ple. The value of each vector in each dimension is the
number of times that sense has occurred with that par-
ticular realization. We assume that these realizations
are an adequate representation of the subcategoriza-
tion frame of verbs. See Figure 1 for an illustration.
The space of dimensions consists of every realization
found in annotated corpus. Different transformations
of the corpus are carried out, thus configuring different
spaces, as explained in the following Section.

1.2 Transformations of examples

We do not work with the examples directly, but we
perform a compactation of categories [5], in order to
reduce the search space and data sparseness.

Then, we consider different subsets of the infor-
mation available for each example: category of con-
stituents only, category and syntactic function, and
finally we also characterize examples with the whole
of the available information: category, function and
semantic role. Moreover, we also reduce the attribute
space by considering only realizations that occur more
than 5 or 10 times in the corpus. These different con-
figurations significantly change the size of the attribute

1
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Dir.Obj.:NP & Subj.:NP Prep.Obj.:PP & Subj.:NP Subj.:NP Dir.Obj.:NP Prep.Obj.:PP
aclarar 6 26 0 2 2 0
acceder 2 0 70 0 0 5

Fig. 1: Illustration of how verbal senses can be characterized in terms of its contexts of occurrence, with a
subset of the patterns of realization that are actually found in the corpus.

realizations
all > 5 > 10

category 240 98 69
category + function 785 213 130

category + function + role 2854 44 317

Table 1: Reduction of the attribute space by using
different subsets of the information associated to ex-
amples and by discarding unfrequent realizations.

space, as can be seen in Table 1, but they also change
the detail by which examples are described. Reduc-
ing the level of detail is beneficial for those attribute
spaces that suffer from data sparseness, as is the case
when examples are characterized by category, function
and semantic role. However, for cases where examples
are poorly characterized, reducing the number of at-
tributes may produce a significant information loss.

Moreover, we have to take into account that some
of the information we are using to characterize manu-
ally annotated examples will not be available for un-
seen examples, like for example argumentality, seman-
tic role. To our knowledge, no freely available parser
can provide this kind of information reliably for Span-
ish. However, to induce equivalence classes, we re-
sort to some of the information that is available in the
manually annotated corpus, hoping that classes will
be better motivated.

2 Obtaining equivalence classes

Then, we apply clustering techniques to obtain classes
of verbal senses that are similar according to their real-
izations in the corpus, that is, verbal senses that have
similar subcategorization behaviours. We use some
of the clustering algorithms provided by Weka [17].
More specifically, we have tried Simple KMeans [10]
and Expectation-Maximization clustering (EM) [8].

EM is specially suited for our purposes because the
method can find the optimal number of classes for a
given dataset, so that the number of classes is not
provided by the researcher as an additional bias. For
comparison, we also provide some runs with Simple
KMeans, but evaluation will show EM is superior.

EM is specially suited for our purposes because the
method can find an optimal number of classes for a
given dataset, so that the number of classes is not
provided by the researcher as an additional bias. In
order to find the optimal clustering, the EM method
assumes the cluster points follow certain probability
distribution, and so it groups points in clusters that
are optimal based on that assumption. Since we use
Weka, we are assuming a Gaussian distribution, but we
did not check whether the data actually follow that dis-
tribution. However, compared with Simple KMeans,

hallar 3 encontrar 3 lie 1
acceder 2 entrar 2 go in 2
crear 1 construir 1 produce 2
valer 1 costar 1 cost 1

contener 1 constituir 1 contain 2

Table 2: Verb senses with highly similar subcatego-
rization patterns, which are expected to be assigned to
the same cluster in good clustering solutions.

EM results are linguistically more adequate.
As with all unsupervised techniques, evaluation is

an unclear issue. Since we have not implemented this
method in a final application, we cannot use the kind
of indirect evaluation obtained from the impact in ap-
plication’s performance. However, we have envisaged
some methods to help evaluate the adequacy of differ-
ent clustering solutions.

2.1 Qualitative evaluation

In the first place, a manual, qualitative evaluation of
clustering solutions was carried out. We studied the
population of clusters, and clustering solutions that
presented classes with only one verb were dispreferred.
We also found pairs of highly similar verb senses,
shown in Table 2, and checked whether they were as-
signed to the same cluster or to different clusters. Fi-
nally, we also inspected the global content of clus-
ters, and determined whether the majority of verbs in
each cluster actually shared similar subcategorization
behaviour (for example, if they were all transitives,
ditransitives, etc.).

2.2 Quantitative evaluation

As for objective metrics, we developed two quantita-
tive methods for the intrinsic evaluation of cluster-
ing solutions. The metric Overlap (O) measures the
amount of subcategorization patterns that are shared
by different clusters, weighted by the relative fre-
quency of each pattern in each cluster:

OA,B =


p∈(PA∩PB) FA(p) + FB(p)

p∈(PA∪PB) FA(p) +


p∈(PB∪PA) FB(p)
(1)

where

A, B are clusters
PA is the set of patterns p in A
FA(p) is the frequency of occurrence of pattern p in A

We assume that low overlap between classes indi-
cates that the classes contain verbal senses with differ-
ent syntactic behaviours, while a higher overlap indi-
cates that verbs in different classes share an important
part of their syntactic behaviour, which is not intended

2
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in our case. As can be expected, overlap is conditioned
by the number of classes: the more classes, the higher
the chances that overlap is low.

In many cases, different verbal senses are distin-
guished by different subcategorization frames. That
is why we provide a measure of how different senses
are distributed in clusters, distribution of senses
(SD), calculated as follows:

SD =
1

#V


v∈V

#C(v)
#S(v)

(2)

where

V is the set of verb lemmas v
S(v) is the set of senses of v
C(v) is the set of clusters where at least one sense of v is

found

This indicator must be considered with some cau-
tion, since there are some verbal senses that share the
same subcategorization frames. In any case, it is useful
to complement the overall perspective of the distribu-
tion of senses across clusters.

Finally, we considered classifier accuracy, that is,
the accuracy that automatic classifier could achieve
to classify unseen instances in its most adequate clus-
ter. So, we first obtained a clustering solution, then
tagged each example in the training corpus with its
corresponding cluster, and finally performed ten-fold
cross validation of classifiers, which were trained on
90% of the corpus and then evaluated on the 10% that
was left, and this procedure was repeated 10 times
with the 10 possible different partitions of the corpus.
This measure gives us a good idea of the adequacy of
a given clustering solution for automatic analysis, and
it doesn’t present any additional effort, since there is
no need to develop an additional evaluation corpus.
Classifiers were also trained and evaluated with Weka.

3 Evaluation of clustering solu-
tions

In what follows we describe different clustering so-
lutions obtained, using the evaluation methods de-
scribed in the previous section. Then, in the following
section we describe the solution that we found opti-
mal up to this point of experimentation, that is, the
solution using as attributes realizations of constituents
characterized by category and syntactic function that
occur more than 10 times in the corpus.

In general, solutions with the KMeans method pro-
vided worse results than solutions with EM, most of all
regarding the population of clusters, producing many
singleton classes. This caused significantly worse over-
lap indices, since solutions had less “real” classes than
their EM counterparts. However, even if a smaller
number of real classes was obtained, similar verbs were
clustered in different classes more often than in EM
solutions. That is why we discarded KMeans and fo-
cused in solutions obtained with EM.

If only morphosyntactic categories are used to
characterize arguments in the examples, and only re-
alizations that occur more than 5 or 10 times are
taken into account, EM clustering provides solutions

where the population is well distributed in medium-
sized classes. There are very few differences between
the solution with realizations that occur more than 5
times and with realizations occurring more than 10.

As can be seen in Figure 3, there is a light degra-
dation of the performance of all classifiers when less
attributes are used, which leads us to believe that it is
counterproductive to reduce the number of attributes
when little attributes are available.

It is difficult to obtain linguistically sound general-
izations of the behaviour of the verbs in these classes,
because of the high ambiguity of the realizations de-
scribed by morphosyntactic category only, so these so-
lutions were not considered for further analysis.

With examples characterized both by the mor-
phosyntactic category and syntactic function
of arguments, considering all realizations, EM pro-
vides an optimum of 2 classes, which is far too coarse-
grained for the purpose of enriching a lexicon. Some
of the additional measures give very good results for
this solution (similar pairs of verbs clustered together,
Figure 2, performance of classifiers, Figure 3) precisely
because only two classes are distinguished, so in this
case these measures lose their significance.

When considering only realizations that occur more
than 5 times, a solution in 3 classes is obtained, and
a solution with 5 classes is obtained when considering
only realizations that occur more than 10 times. As
will be seen in Section 3.1, the solution with realiza-
tions occurring more than 10 times provides linguisti-
cally sound classes and groups together many pairs of
similar verbs with respect to the relatively high num-
ber of classes distinguished, so this will be the solution
chosen for further analysis and development.

With examples characterized by their morphosyn-
tactic category, syntactic function and seman-
tic role of arguments, solutions that take into account
realizations occurring more than 5 or 10 times are far
better than those using all realizations. It can be seen
in Figure 3 that automate classifiers perform better for
solutions with realizations that occur more than 5 or
10 times, probably because they suffer less from data
sparseness. Also the number and population of clus-
ters is more understandable for these solutions, and
pairs of similar verbs are grouped together more often
(see Figure 2).

In these solutions we find four classes. The biggest
one is populated by verbs with virtually any pattern
of constituents but with a clear predominance of in-
transitive diatheses, explained because of the ellision
of some aof the arguments in the actual realizations
in corpus, together with purely intransitive verbs. A
second class is populated by strongly transitive verbs,
with few intrasitive diatheses, and the two smallest
classes are populated by verbs with a very marked se-
mantic roles (origin, goal), also with few intransitives.

These classes were not considered for further analy-
sis because the predominant phenomena (role of in-
transitive diatheses, transitives, etc.) had already
been found in solutions with category and syntactic
function only, which is precisely the information that
will be available in automatic analysis, so solutions
with role were momentarily left aside.

3
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Fig. 2: Some objective metrics for comparing clustering solutions: Number of clusters, number of similar verb
pairs in the same cluster and distinguishability of senses.

Fig. 3: Objective metrics for comparing clustering so-
lutions: classifier accuracy.

3.1 Analysis of an interesting cluster-
ing solution

We chose for further analysis the clustering solution
with the EM algorithm provided the most adequate
results for our purposes. Five classes of verb senses
are distinguished, according to their subcategorization
patterns:

1. the biggest class, populated with 477 verb senses
that alternate beteween transitive and intran-
sitive realizations, and some cases of preposi-
tional realizations.

2. a class with 163 senses with predominantly
prepositional and intransitive realizations.
Intransitive realizations can be explained by the
omission of the prepositional argument.

3. a class with 103 senses where realizations alter-
nate between ditransitives, transitives and
intransitives. Realizations with less arguments
can mostly be explained by the omission of one or
two of the arguments.

4. a class with 68 senses, populated by senses very
similar to those in 3.

5. the smallest class, with 63 senses that occur with
mostly prepositional arguments that alternate
with intransitives and some attributes.

It can be seen that these classes contain heteroge-
neous verbal senses. Therefore, we performed some

further clustering within each of these classes to ob-
tain finer-grained distinctions, as described in [5]. We
found that at the level of subclasses, it is possible
to associate clusters with classical subcategorization
frames like NounPhrase Verb (NounPhrase) and the
like. Therefore, the use of hierarchical techniques
seems promising to obtain the granularity of subcate-
gorization information we are looking for. The optimal
way to do that is by applying a hierarchical clustering
algorithm, as [16] and [9], but in this first approach
we just performed some further EM clustering within
each of the classes, in order to inspect their population
better. Hierarchical clustering is left for future work.

4 Related Work

It is commonly assumed that subcategorization frames
can significantly improve the performance of auto-
matic syntactic analyzers of natural language. How-
ever, the manual construction of lexica with subcate-
gorization information is very costly. That’s why there
have been several approaches to acquiring such infor-
mation automatically. A good review of previous work
can be found in [15]. Most of the work in subcatego-
rization acquisition has been done for English. Only a
few works can be found for other languages, particu-
larly for Spanish we know of [7, 9]. Here we highlight
the main differences of our work with respect to some
well-established previous work.

In this work we focus in finding equivalence classes,
working upon subcategorization patterns that have al-
ready been established in the SenSem corpus. A big
difference is found in the information provided by the
subcategorization patterns of verbs, which is also de-
pendent on the corpus subcategorizations are learnt
from. In some cases the corpus is analyzed automat-
ically [14] or not annotated at all [3], in many other
cases subcategorizations are acquired from a manually
annotated corpus [12, 4]. Different kinds of annotation
make it possible to distinguish verbal senses [11] or else
it is necessary to work at the level of verb lemma [3, 4],
leaving ambiguous verbs as such. Since SenSem pro-
vides information about verbal senses, our unit is not
the verbal lemma, but the verbal sense.

When working with examples from corpus, it is nec-
essary to discriminate which constituent patterns are
determined of the verb’s subcategorization behaviour,

4
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and which are not verb-dependent, that is, which con-
stituents are arguments and which are adjuncts, re-
spectively. The SenSem corpus provides information
about constituents that are arguments in each exam-
ple, so adjuncts can be discarded to model examples.

With respect to the method for establishing equiva-
lence classes, different approaches have been taken. [2]
uses a confidence interval for indicative cues to clas-
sify between two classes of verbs, [13] use decision trees
and [16] and [9] use a hierarchical clustering algorithm.
In this work we use unsupervised clustering using the
EM algorithm for clustering. However, as will be seen
in the analysis, it seems more adequate to employ a
hierarchical clustering algorithm, which we will do in
future work.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a procedure to obtain coarse-
grained subcategorization classes to assign a subcat-
egorization frame to each verb in a grammar for deep
parsing of Spanish. These classes allow to extrapo-
late the behaviour of known verbs to unknown verbs,
thus dramatically increasing the coverage of this kind
of information in a grammar.

We have used the information provided in an anno-
tated corpus to characterize verbs, then applied clus-
tering techniques to find coarse-grained classes that
are linguistically well motivated and can be automat-
ically recognized with a small error rate. We have
developed various methods for evaluating diverse clus-
tering solutions, both qualitatively and quantitatively.

One important line of future work is the use of hier-
archical clustering techniques to obtain subcategoriza-
tion classes at a level of granularity that is more useful
for grammatical description. Also as future work, we
will use these classes and the classifier learned from
the corpus to assign a subcategorization class to pre-
viously unseen verbs. We will have to deal with the
problem of verb sense disambiguation, and assess how
much sense disambiguation contributes to determining
the adequate subcategorization frame, and viceversa.
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Abstract
Sentence word segmentation and Part-Of-
Speech (POS) tagging are common pre-
processing tasks for many Natural Language
Processing (NLP) applications. This paper
presents a practical application for POS
tagging and segmentation disambiguation
using an extension of the one-pass Viterbi
algorithm called Viterbi-N. We introduce the
internals of the developed system, which is
based on lattices and a stochastic model built
using second order Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs). Also, we present the results of
an evaluation process and the analysis of the
error cases. The results achieved suggest
that the Viterbi-N algorithm applied on
lattices allows POS tagging and segmentation
disambiguation to be accomplished in a
common process. Although the tests were
done for the Galician language, the solution
proposed could be easily exported to other
languages.

Keywords

Part-Of-Speech tagging, tokenization, segmentation disam-

biguation, Hidden Markov Models, lattices.

1 Introduction

Current Part-Of-Speech (POS) taggers assume that
their input is already correctly tokenized. This means
that every token in the input is an individual linguistic
component suitable for being tagged with a single
POS tag. The tokenization task tends to be relatively
simple, since in most cases each word corresponds to
one linguistic token. However, there are cases where
this segmentation can be more complex. On one hand,
there are contractions and verbal forms with enclitic
pronouns, where the same word contains information

about two or more linguistic components which have
to be split into individual tokens. On the other, there
are idioms, where several words act together as one
linguistic component, and must be joined to form a
unique compound token.

Segmentation ambiguities arise when one or more
words can be segmented into linguistic tokens in more
than one way. This kind of phenomenon is quite
common in languages with a rich morphology, such as
Spanish or Galician. To deal with such ambiguities,
several works [8] [9] use artificial tags to be assigned
to compound tokens or to tokens which are part of
only one linguistic reality. However, they postpone the
solution of these segmentation tasks to later phases of
Natural Language Processing (NLP), which in most
cases are not documented.

Our approach lies in using the one-pass Viterbi
algorithm extension [6] over second order Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) to carry out the segmenta-
tion just at the moment of assigning POS tags. Seg-
mentation ambiguities are detected by a morphological
preprocessor using lexicons and provided as input to
the algorithm.

This way, POS tagging and segmentation disam-
biguation are accomplished in one unique process us-
ing a lattice structure. Lattices will allow us to repre-
sent every possible segmentation and to manage all the
computations needed for the classic Viterbi algorithm
at the same time, as we will explain later.

2 Segmentation Issues

As we have indicated earlier, many POS tagging
environments simply ignore segmentation issues,
leaving them to be solved in later steps. For
example, a common approach is to use agglutinations
of tags1 which are assigned to contractions and enclitic
1 To simplify, in this work, we use Adj for adjective, Adv
for adverb, C for conjunction, Det for determiner, P for
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forms. A contraction formed by a preposition and a
determiner could be tagged with a compound tag like
P+Det, instead of being split into one token tagged
with P and another one tagged with Det. Given that
many NLP applications need to know the linguistic
information of each word component, when using this
approach the contraction will need to be processed in a
later step in order to extract its linguistic information.
Moreover, it causes an unnecessary growth of the
tagset, with its negative consequences (sparse data,
larger training corpus needed, etc.) [4].

In comparison, we detect tokenization ambiguities
just before the POS tagging phase with a morpholo-
gical preprocessor [7]. This is done using external
lexicons and some segmentation rules for verbal
forms with enclitic pronouns. If a word can make
sense with different segmentations, the morphological
preprocessor provides every alternative to the POS
tagger. Then, the POS tagger will choose the best
one.

Fig. 1: Ambiguous segmentations of ‘polo’ and
‘sin embargo’ for Galician and Spanish languages
respectively.

Contractions, verbal forms with enclitic pronouns,
idioms and proper nouns are the categories which
are able to generate segmentation ambiguities. For
example, as we can see in figure 1, the Galician
word ‘polo’ could be treated as a noun (chicken),
as a contraction of the preposition ‘por ’ and the
determiner ‘o’ (by the) or even as a verbal form ‘pos’
with the enclitic pronoun ‘o’ (put it). On the other
hand, a sequence of words like the Spanish expression
‘sin embargo’ could be joined together and tagged
as a conjunction (however) or it could be tagged
individually as a preposition and a noun (without
seizure).

Once a sentence has been preprocessed and
segmentation ambiguities detected, a tagging model
is used to assign the correct POS tag to each of
the tokens. The model is built as a second order
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and its parameters
are estimated from a training corpus using linear
interpolation of uni-, bi- and trigrams as our
smoothing technique [5].

3 Lattices

In the context of POS tagging with HMMs, the
classic version of the Viterbi algorithm is applied on
trellises [3], where the first row contains the words
of the sentence to be tagged, and the candidate
tags appear in columns below the words. However,

preposition, Pro for pronoun, N for noun, V for verb, Id for
idiom and Q for punctuation mark.

this structure does not allow the representation of
ambiguous segmentations.

A practical solution lies in using lattices to
represent sentences. Figure 2 shows a Galician
language sentence which contains several types of
ambiguous segmentations: ‘Non poden verse a causa
de certo individuo’ (they cannot meet each other
because of a certain person). The gaps between the
words are enumerated and an arc can span one or more
words. Such an arc is labelled with the words spanned
and their corresponding POS tag. For example, gap
3 marks the begining of an ambiguous segmentation
for the word ‘verse’. It could be segmented into verb
‘ver ’ (to meet) and reflexive enclitic pronoun ‘se’, or
as verb ‘verse’ (it may deal with). In gap 5, the idiom
‘a causa de’ (because of) could be also segmented into
several different tokens and the same in gap 7 for ‘de
certo’ (certainly).

Although there are 40 possible paths in this
sentence, only the one formed by the arcs drawn
in the upper part of the lattice shows the correct
segmentation. Each arc represents a token, so the
correct segmentation is seven tokens long, while the
longest possible segmentation of this sentence is nine
tokens long.

Therefore, lattices will allow us to represent all the
information about ambiguous segmentations. Now we
will see how an extension of the Viterbi algorithm
can use them to tag sentences without repeating
computations for each path.

4 Viterbi-N: the one-pass
Viterbi algorithm with nor-
malization

The Viterbi algorithm [10] is a dynamic programming
algorithm for finding the most likely sequence of
hidden states (called the Viterbi path) that explains a
sequence of observations for a given stochastic model.
In the context of POS tagging, we are looking for the
most likely sequence of tags that explains a sequence of
words in a sentence. In order to do so, a trellis is built
from the sentence to be tagged. For each state (tag)
in that trellis the cumulative probability for all paths
reaching that state must be computed but, given that
such paths in trellises have the same length, it is only
necessary to store the cumulative probability of the
best one. At the end, the most likely sequence of tags
for the sentence is obtained by comparing cumulative
probabilities of final states and going backwards.

On the contrary, the Viterbi-N algorithm is applied
on lattices [6], so it is possible to reach one state
coming from paths of different length. Thus, for each
state in the lattice, it will be necessary to store as
many cumulative probabilities as there are different
lengths of path reaching that state. Therefore,
let Δt,t′,l(q) be an accumulator which collect the
maximum probability of state q covering words from
position t to t′, and with length l, l being the number
of states from first state to state t′.

Only accumulators with the same length would
be directly comparable, because of the different
number of factors involved in their computation.
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Fig. 2: Ambiguous segmentations represented on a lattice.

As accumulators are computed by products of
probabilities, longer segmentations are penalized by
the higher number of factors, making them less
likely than shorter ones. In practice, this means
that alternatives which imply the joining of words
would be chosen more often than others which imply
segmentation into several words. To solve this, a
normalization step must be accomplished in order
to compare segmentation paths of different lengths.
Moreover, it must be noted that the algorithm works
using only one lattice and performing only one pass of
the Viterbi algorithm.

Figure 3 shows how the algorithm is applied on
the Galician language sentence ‘Non poden verse.’
(they cannot meet each other.). Lattices can be
implemented as graphs in which each node is a
probability accumulator associated to one linguistic
token and one POS tag. In the figure we can see
the accumulators needed to tag and disambiguate this
sentence. Such accumulators are written with the
format Δ(t, t�, l, q), where t and t� are the instants
where the current token starts and ends, l is the
number of tokens from the beginning of the sentence
until the current token and q is the associated POS tag.
As there are two possible segmentation paths reaching
the last token of the sentence, it has two accumulators,
with lengths 5 and 4. The algorithm will normalize
both accumulators by their lengths and choose the
best one. Then, the sequence of tags compounding
the best segmentation path can be obtained by going
backwards in the lattice.

The equations of the classic Viterbi algorithm can
be adapted to process lattices [2]. Assuming the use
of logarithmic probabilities to avoid problems of pre-
cision with factors less than 1, we replace products by
sums and adapt the Viterbi-N algorithm’s equations
as follows:

Let’s use δi,j(q) to denote the probability of the
derivation emitted by state q having a terminal yield
that spans positions i to j.

- Initialization:

Δ0,t,1(q) = P (q|qs) + δ0,t(q)

- Recursion:

Δt,t�,l(q) = max
(t��,t,q�)∈Lattice

Δt��,t,l−1(q�)+P (q|q�)+δt,t�(q)

(1)

for 1 ≤ t < T

- Termination:

max
Q∈Q∗ P (Q,Lattice) = max

l

max
(t,T,q)∈Lattice

Δt,T,l(q) + P (qe|q)

l

Additionally, it is also necessary to keep track of the
elements in the lattice that maximized each Δt,t�,l(q).
When reaching time T , we get the length of the best
path in the lattice:

L = argmax
l

max
(t,T,q)∈Lattice

Δt,T,l(q) + P (qe|q)
l

Next, we get the best last element of all paths of length
L in the lattice:

(tm1 , T, qm
1 ) = argmax

(t,T,q)∈Lattice

Δt,T,L(q) + P (qe|q)

Setting tm0 = T , we collect the arguments
(t��, t, q�) ∈ Lattice that maximized equation (1)
by going backwards in time:

(tmi+1, t
m
i , qm

i+1) =

argmax
(t��,tm

i ,q�)∈Lattice

Δt��,tm
i ,L−i(q�)+P (qm

i |q�)+δtm
i ,tm

i−1
(qm

i )

for i ≥ 1, until we reach tmk = 0. Now, qm
1 . . . qm

k is the
best sequence of phrase hypothesis (read backwards).

To sum up, the normalized probabilities calculated
by the Viterbi-N are directly compared and the highest
one is chosen to build the best segmentation path for
current sentence.

5 Defining alternatives

The input for the algorithm is based on the input
format of classic taggers [3]. That is, one word per
line, optionally followed by its candidate POS tags.
However, this classic representation does not allow the
inclusion of segmentation alternatives.

We have decided to use XML-like tags for
the definition of such alternatives. An alterna-
tive structure starts with a line containing only
the tag <alternatives>. Then, each segmenta-
tion alternative starts with a line containing only
the tag <alternative> and ends with the tag
<\alternative>. Between those tags, the segmen-
tation alternatives are presented using the classic
format. Finally, the alternative structure ends with
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Fig. 3: Viterbi-N algorithm applied on a lattice

the tag <\alternatives>. For example, the alterna-
tive structure for the galician word ‘polo’ (see figure
1) would be as follows:

<alternatives>
<alternative>

polo N
</alternative>
<alternative>

por P
o Det

</alternative>
<alternative>

pos V
o Pro

</alternative>
</alternatives>

Alternative structures may appear at any place
inside a sentence. Their construction is a task that
should be accomplished by the previously mentioned
morphological preprocessor2. It should build every
alternative and assign candidate tags in each branch.
It must be noted that some branches may already
have already the correct POS tags (e.g. contractions
have usually unique tags when they are segmented),
providing valuable information that can be used to
choose the correct alternative.

6 Evaluation

We have performed three experiments using Galician
language texts obtained from the “Reference Corpus
from Present-day Galician Language” project [1]
to test the accuracy of our approach. We have
implemented the Viterbi-N algorithm over a lattice
structure, and fed it with the input described in section
5. The main goal of these tests is to establish both how
accurate the segmentation disambiguation process is,
and how dependent it is from the trained model.

We worked with a manually tagged corpus,
containing 115754 words and organized in 3920
sentences. In this corpus, our morphological
preprocessor detects 1967 sentences with at least

2 Details about how the preprocessor accomplishes this lie
outside the scope of this work [7].

one ambiguous segmentation. The whole number of
segmentation ambiguities in the corpus is 3037.

Our first experiment (E1), only to figure out
the possibilities of our system, consisted in tagging
ambiguous sentences from the training corpus. A
high degree of accuracy would be expected in this
experiment, since there are no unknown words in
the text. We performed this experiment on a set of
434 sentences randomly extracted from the training
corpus, with the only requisite of containing at least
one ambiguous segmentation. This set contained 702
cases of ambiguous segmentations.

For the second experiment (E2), we randomly
extracted 185 sentences, again containing at least one
ambiguous segmentation. These sentences are formed
by 6073 words, and were used as a testing corpus.
The remaining 109681 words were used as a training
corpus.

As a high number of segmentation ambiguities
remained undetected in experiment E2, we decided to
carry out a third experiment avoiding this problem.
Thus, in the third experiment (E3), we again tagged
the extracted testing corpus, but with an improved
version of the morphological preprocessor, which is
able to detect new ambiguous segmentations, not
detected in experiment E2.

Although the size of the testing corpus could
seem a little small, we have chosen such a size
for three reasons. First, the Galician language is
a less-resourced language, so the amount of tagged
text available was small. Second, it is difficult to
align manual and automatic tagged text to compare
results when alternative segmentation options are
given. Therefore, with a small corpus errors could
be easily detected and checked. Third, we wanted to
make a detailed study of the error cases in order to
determine where they come from, and how to avoid
them.

Table 1 shows the experimental results. The first
column shows the number of ambiguous segmentations
detected by the preprocessor. The second column
shows the number of segmentations where the correct
segmentation was chosen. The third shows the number
of ambiguous segmentations not detected by the
preprocessor. The next column shows the percentage
accuracy of the segmentation disambiguation taking
cases of the third column as errors, and the
last one shows the accuracy of the segmentation
disambiguation process when the cases of the third
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Cases Good choice No option given Total Accuracy Real Accuracy

E1 702 662 8 94.30% 95.39%
E2 309 241 41 77.99% 89.92%
E3 309 255 5 82.52% 83.88%

Table 1: Test results for experiments E1, E2 and E3.

column are not treated as errors.
As expected, experiment E1 produced very good

results. Only 8 cases of ambiguous segmentation were
not detected by the morphological preprocessor. We
cannot consider these cases as real errors, since no
alternatives are given to the algorithm and they could
be detected just by upgrading the lexicons used by
the morphological preprocessor. The real accuracy
achieved in this experiment is over 95%.

Experiment E2 is a more natural one, because
unknown words appear in the testing corpus. As
can be seen, there is a high number of ambiguous
segmentations not given by the preprocessor. This
fact has a simple explanation: idioms which are in
the corpus but not included in the morphological
preprocessor lexicons, unknown enclitic forms, etc.
A human linguist is able to detect them, but our
preprocessor simply does not have the necessary
information to do so. Once again, if we do not take
these cases as errors, the accuracy is 89.92%. This
accuracy descends to 77.99% if we treat them as errors.

For experiment E3, we added to the lexicons of
the morphological preprocessor many of the unknown
cases of experiment E2. In fact, all but those that
do not meet the usual criteria for inclusion in a
lexicon (Latin or foreign idioms, etc.). Now, we
have to keep in mind that these new added cases
are not in the trained model, so some branches of an
alternative segmentation could be an unknown word.
In these conditions, which could be considered as
the worst case for our system, we achieved 83.88%
accuracy. We judge this value as a real approximation
to the overall accuracy of the system in segmentation
disambiguation and we adopt it as a baseline for future
developments.

Although the results obtained were not outstand-
ing, we believe it is a very promising technique. We
must note that the training corpus used is very small
for the size of the tagset3 and at the moment we have
no more corpora available. In fact the training corpus
is still under development and the one used here has a
lack of coherence. So we think most errors come from
the training corpus and not from the technique itself.
Unfortunately, we have no other approaches to com-
pare with, or we do not know any other work which ex-
plains and tests the segmentation disambiguation for
Western European languages.

Concerning the pure POS tagging results, they are
subordinate to the success of the tokenization task.
Taking each segmention error as one POS tagging
error, we achieved 87.14% accuracy in experiment E3.
We have checked that this poor result comes once
again from the poverty of the training corpus.

3 The tagset used has near 300 different tags. It can be
consulted in http://corpus.cirp.es/xiada/etiquetario.html

6.1 Error analysis

In a detailed analysis of the errors, we became aware
of some interesting points. First, we have detected two
different kinds of error, which we could classify as soft
and hard:

• Soft errors are those from idioms. Such errors
arise when several words are not joined into an
idiom, but are correctly tagged individually, or
when they are joined into an idiom when they
should not be. These kinds of error choose
segmentations that commonly make sense with
the rest of the sentence. In some cases it is
not even clear for linguists when some idioms
should be built, so the information of the model
is limited for this purpose.

• Hard errors are those from contractions, enclitic
forms, etc. If the correct segmentation is not
chosen in such cases, the error is very hard, since
it could even start a cascade error for the rest of
the sentence. As a result of this kind of error, the
tagged sentence makes no sense and it could be
considered a whole tagging error. For example,
in the Galician sentence ‘o polo comeu millo’
(the chicken ate corn), if polo is segmented as
a contraction, we will have ‘o por o comeu millo’
(the by the ate corn), a completely meaningless
sentence.

Table 2 shows the rates of soft and hard errors
detected in experiment E3. As can be seen, we
achieved 63.56% accuracy for idioms. Further analysis
of the training corpus revealed that it was very poor
in idioms. Linguists who tagged it, usually chose not
to join several words to make an idiom, even when it
was possible. Therefore, the training corpus had very
little information about idioms.

However, we achieved outstanding results for the
rest of segmentations. It is worth noting that every
segmentation ambiguity was detected for such cate-
gories, and only two among 175 cases were wrongly
solved, giving us 98.85% accuracy.

Moreover, we realized that most soft errors
come from the fact that some idioms contain very
common words. This means that the alternative
branches where words are not joined have a very
high probability according to the training model. For
example, the preposition ‘a’ (to, at, on) is one of the
most common words in the model. It has a very high
occurrence probability and it is also very common to
find it inside idioms.

The real problem is that idioms themselves appear
little in the training corpus. So the trained model will
give more weight to the segmented branch over the
joined branch when the word ‘a’ appears in the idiom.
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Cases Good choice No option given Total Accuracy Real Accuracy

Soft errors 134 82 5 61.19% 63.56%
Hard errors 175 173 0 98.85% 98.85%

Table 2: Test results for experiment E3 classified by kind of errors.

This happends with several very common words as
‘que’ (that, which, than), ‘de’ (of, from), etc. A
possible solution would be to upgrade the size of the
training corpus.

However, almost these errors could still be solved
with morphosyntactic information, leading us to think
that it is possible to upgrade the accuracy of the
system with some rules. This approach would be a less
expensive solution than increasing the training corpus.
Such rules may act in the lattice structure itself,
pruning segmentation branches that prove impossible
for the current context. From our point of view, a
small set of rules could greatly improve the accuracy
of the system for idioms and bring it near to 100%
for other categories. In this case we would have a
hybrid system with a very high degree of accuracy in
the tokenization task.

7 Conclusions and future work

The tokenization task is usually simplified, leaving
segmentation ambiguities to be solved in later steps
of the NLP applications. In our case, we chose to
accomplish segmentation tasks in the POS tagging
phase, making it more complex, but the benefits will
affect all successive applications.

In this paper, we have presented a practical ap-
plication of the Viterbi-N algorithm for segmentation
disambiguation and POS tagging. Segmentation am-
biguities arise when one or several words can be seg-
mented into linguistic tokens in more than one way.
These are the cases of some contractions, verbal forms
with enclitic pronouns, idioms, etc. The underlying
idea for this combination of tasks is that POS cate-
gories provide a lot of information that can be used
when choosing the correct alternative for an ambigu-
ous segmentation. In the end, we have developed a
POS tagger able not only to decide the tag to be as-
signed to every token, but also to choose the best se-
quence of tokens from a set of possible segmentation
paths as well. Since the approach is purely stochas-
tic, the technique could be easily exported to other
languages.

Another advantage of the approach used, is that
segmentation disambiguation could be considered a
costless add-on for the POS tagging environment.
If the training corpus is built carrying out the
segmentations, they will be included in the learned
model automatically.

The developed system was tested in the context
of the Galician language, which has a very rich
morphology, that is, the worst scenario for our
system, and quite good results were achieved in the
segmentation disambiguation task. We believe that
they will be improved when the training corpus will
be mature enough.

Indeed, another way to improve results is to use

rules based on linguistic information which could
prune some erroneous segmentation candidates. This
would be particularly useful when the training corpus
is of small size or low quality.
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Abstract
This paper presents the first step in building a Romanian 

Valence Dictionary for NLP purposes. Since we can not use 
Romanian work as an appropriate starting point, the first step 
was to define the criteria used for describing the valence 
information and the entry structure. 
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1. Introduction
This paper aims at presenting some important theoretical 
and methodological lines for designing a valence dictionary 
for Romanian (hereafter RVD ‘Romanian Valence 
Dictionary’)1. Valences are sets of elements required by a 
predicate. Syntactically, they are subcategorisation frames
and their elements are called complements, while 
semantically, they are represented by argument structures
with arguments. Predicates are usually expressed by verbs, 
but can also be nouns, adjectives etc. RVD includes only 
verbs; one or more valences are described for each item. 
We tried to show what information can be relevant to 
describe such verbal valences. 
Valence dictionaries are useful in many and important 
domains of NLP. We mention here only some of them: 
deep-parsing used in Machine-Translation and Question-
Answering systems; shallow parsing used, for instance, in 
Information Retrieval or Extraction; and part-of-speech 
disambiguation used for corpus annotation and speech 
recognition. Actually, we intend to use RVD especially in 
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), which is mainly a 
semantic-oriented task, where the relationship between 
meanings and argument structures can be fully exploited. 
Such valence lexica are either paper-based (for German, 
Polish, Slovak, Bulgarian, Russian) or in electronic format 
(for English, German, Japanese, Bulgarian, French and 
Dutch, Czech, Polish, Russian, Armenian, Turkish, Arabic, 
Chinese) (for a presentation of these projects see [17]). 
Creating valence dictionaries implies different procedures 
from one project to another: some are created entirely 
manually. This is the case of the valency lexicon of Czech 
verbs VALLEX [18] based on Functional Generative 
                                                                
1 The research reported in this paper has been supported by the 

National University Research Counsel of Romania (CNCSIS),  
grant no. 1156/A. 

Description [16], the Polish syntactico-semantic lexicon 
[11] and the Bulgarian valence dictionary in electronic 
format [1] which uses Head-driven Phrase Structure 
Grammar (HPSG) [9], [10] to represent grammatical 
knowledge/information. 
Attempts to extract verbal subcategorisation frames  from 
corpora using machine learning techniques have been done 
recently: [7], [14], [8] most of them using syntactically 
parsed corpora . 
We have chosen to build RVD manually to ensure the 
necessary quality of such an important resource.  First of 
all we had to establish criteria concerning the information 
encoded in valence descriptions.  
Section 2 presents the previous Romanian works on this 
topic, namely two printed dictionaries of so-called verbal 
constructions or verb syntax. For comparison,, an example 
of a RVD entry is given in section 3. The information 
structure of RVD entries is largely explained in the main 
section of the paper (4), together with the criteria applied.. 
The fifth section sketches our future lines of research.. 

2. Romanian paper-based dictionaries 
No electronic valence dictionary for Romanian has been 
designed yet. There are only two paper-based dictionaries 
with valence descriptions for verbs: 
1. Verbul românesc. Dic ionar sintactic, (‘Romanian Verb. 
Syntactic Dictionary’) by Ionescu and Steriu [3]. It 
contains 1088 verbs. 
2. Dic ionar de construc ii verbale român-francez-italian-
englez, (‘Dictionary of Verbal Constructions Romanian-
French-Italian-English’) by Dr ghicescu [2]. It comprises 
about 500 verbs. Each entry presents different structures in 
which the verb can occur, with examples in Romanian, 
French, Italian and English. 

To illustrate how an entry in these dictionaries looks like, we 
stopped at the verb A DISTRUGE ‘to destroy’. 
Ionescu and Steriu (1999) provide the following information for  
the verb A DISTRUGE (to destroy).
(1)  A.  Ceva   Mama a distrus vi a-de-vie. (My 
mother destroyed the grape.) 

cuiva ceva Grindina i-a distrus gr dina. (Hail 
destroyed his garden.)  
 pe cineva  Vestea a distrus-o pe Maria. (The 
news destroyed Mary.) 
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             de (c tre)  Recolta a fost distrus de secet .
(The crop was destroyed by the drought.) 
      B. a- i distruge

ceva i-a distrus toate manuscrisele. (He 
destroyed all his manuscripts.) 
      C. a se distruge  În accident ma ina s-a distrus 
complet. (The car was destroyed completely in the accident.) 

cuiva I s-a distrus casa. (His house was destroyed.) 

Nevertheless, Dr ghicescu (2002) is much closer to what a 
valence dictionary should be. The entry of the verb A
DISTRUGE has the following content (we left out the examples 
in French and Italian).  

(2)  I. vb. tr.
a.  a ~ ceva 

 subiect [  animat] 
 R. Grindina a distrus toat  recolta. 
 E. Hail has destroyed the entire crop.   

b. a- i  ~ ceva 
 (cu dat. posesiv) 
 R. Paul i-a distrus toate manuscrisele. 
 E. Paul destroyed all his manuscripts. 

     II. vb. refl.
a. a se  ~ + circ. (cauz )

 subiect [-animat] 
R. Multe drumuri s-au distrus din cauza inunda iilor.

(sin. a se strica)
E. Many roads were destroyed due to floods. 

b. a se  ~    (cu sens pasiv) 
R. Gândacii de buc t rie se distrug cu produse speciale. 

(sin. a stârpi)
E. Cockroaches are killed with special products. 

Some critics to this manner of representing the valence 
information are at stake here. 

In both examples, the verb’s arguments are expressed by 
words such as ceva (something.ACC), cuiva (to 
someone.DAT), cineva (someone.ACC). Thus, the morpho-
synatactic information is not explicitely indicated, making 
such dictionaries improper for  a MRD (Machine-Readable 
Dictionary) use. 
The description is complicated with general structures like 
passive or impersonal forms –(1).C and (2).II–, and with the 
so-called possessive dative –(1).B and (2).I.b– which are not 
specific for the verb under discussion.
Very few semantic restrictions are presented, though 
sometimes they are left implicit. 
In (2), a distinction of meanings is marked by synonyms 
(sin.), but the due verbal constructions are not consistently 
represented. For instance, the valence in (2).II.b is also valid 
for the sense in (2).II.a. 
It is not clear if the complement of cause in (2).II.a  is a real 
complement or an adjunct, or if it is obligatory or optional. 

3. An example of RVD verbal valences  
Before building RVD in a machine-readable form, we 
described each entry in a meta-language, accessible to its 
authors and users. We stooped at three of the eight valences 

of the verb a tr i ‘to live’, in an abbreviated example,  to 
be further explained and referred in 4.. 
 (3) a tr i ’to live’
Argument structures: 
1. NP[nom, +animate] 
    Senses: 

to live: Victima tr ie te. ’The victim is alive’. 
2. NP[nom, +animate] 
    NP[ac, +period] 
    (AdvP[manner] or PP[la/cu, -]) 
   Meanings: 

to spend: Ion î i tr ie te tinere ea (intens / la maxim).
’John lives his youth (intensively / to the maximum)’. 
to feel intensively: Spectatorii au tr it momentul (cu 
entuziasm). ‘The public lived the moment 
(enthusiastically)’. 

3. NP[nom, +animate] 
    PP[pentru, +goal] 
   Meanings: 

to devote his/her life: Femeia tr ie te pentru 
r zbunarea so ului. ’The woman lives for avenging 
her husband’. 

A RDV entry ends, if needed, with a list of multi-word 
expressions in which the entry verb occurs. For such 
expressions no argument structure is given. 
The following section is dedicated to the information that 
should be captured in a valence description and the criteria 
used in designing the RVD. 

4. Criteria for designing the RVD 
First of all, we need a criterion for distinguishing 
arguments from adjuncts. We adopted the one in [4, p.75] 
which states that “A participant role is a (semantic) 
argument of a verb [...] if its presence is required of all 
situations described by that verb and if it is required of the 
denotation of only a restricted set of verbs”. In other words, 
an argument is obligatory and specific for a verb (or for a 
restricted class of verbs to which that verb belongs). This 
criterion will be further expanded in section 4.3, but it was 
mentioned here as an argument definition. Next, different 
aspects of a verbal valence are presented. 

4.1 Valence Restrictions 
4.1.1 Morpho-syntactic restrictions 
Valence information in a MRD has to be completely 
explicit and to cover all linguistic levels relevant for the 
verb’s valences. Therefore, morphological, syntactical, 
semantic and lexical information should be described. 
We chose to express complements in terms of syntactic 
phrases: noun phrases (NP), prepositional phrases (PP), 
adverbial phrases (AdvP), adjectival phrases (AP) and 
verbal phrases (VP) (instead of sentences). Complements 
must have restrictions or properties, which are 
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conventionally represented inside right brackets ([...]), as 
one can see in example (3) (section 3). 
NPs are morphologically characterized by the grammatical 
cases of their heads. In Romanian, cases assigned by a 
verb, valid for all its inflected forms, can be nominative 
(nom), accusative (acc) or dative (dat). Therefore, NPs are 
represented like this: NP[nom], NP[dat], NP[acc]. 
PPs are lexically described in some situations,. Some verbs 
require certain prepositions or series of prepositions. For 
instance, the verb a recurge ‘to resort’ always occurs with 
a PP introduced by the preposition la ‘to’: a recurge la 
for  ‘to resort to force’. On the other hand, a verb like a
scoate ‘to take out’ requires prepositions indicating ‘the 
source’: de la, de pe, din ‘of, from’: Ion a scos mobila din 
cas  ‘John took out the furniture from the house’. Finally, 
there are verbs whose PP complements should be 
introduced, for instance, by any location preposition; such 
a verb is a pune, ‘to put’: a pune cartea pe / lâng  / sub  ... 
mas  ‘to put the book on / near / under  ... the table’. As a 
convention of description, lexicalized prepositions are 
written in italics, while general types (such as location, 
manner, time) are written normally. So for example, for the 
verbs mentioned above (i.e. a recurge, a scoate and a
pune) the PP complements are described PP[la], PP[de la, 
de pe, din] and PP[location], respectively. It is worth 
mentioning that every argumental PP has to have such a 
restriction; that is, there is no verb that requires just a PP, 
of any kind. 
The same situation holds for AdvP, as well. Most AdvP 
complements should express manner or location, making 
these complements described as in AdvP[manner] or 
AdvP[location].  
VP complements can contain a finite or non-finite verb, 
such as an infinitive, for instance the complement of the 
verb a putea: eu pot merge ‘I can go’, or a participle, for 
verbs such as a trebui ‘must’: trebuie tiut ‘one must 
know’, a merita ‘it is worth’: merit  men ionat ‘it is worth 
mentioning’), etc. Finite verbal complements are in fact 
sentences. We avoided the term sentence because not all 
complements must have their subjects expressed in the 
same sentence; this is the case of raising and control verbs. 
Moreover, subjects themselves are complements in VPs. 
Relevant to VP complements is the verb mood, which can 
be subjunctive or not. Some VP complements are 
introduced by the subjunctive marker s , while others are 
introduced by the complementizer c  which allows any 
finite mood, except the subjunctive. Verbal complements 
are described with expressions such as VP[s ] or VP[c ]. 

4.1.2 Restrictions on lemma 
Przepiórkowski [11] mentions that although valence 
dictionaries are supposed to provide information about 
lexemes (or lemmas), this does not hold for all forms of a 
given lexeme. He offers the example of Polish where direct 

objects in accusative change their case in genitive for 
gerundial forms in -nie/-cie and in the scope of verbal 
negation (roughly speaking). In Romanian, there is not a 
similar situation, but the third person of singular when is 
used with an impersonal sense can have different valences 
from the other senses and the inflected forms. For instance, 
a merita has different valences for the sense ‘to deserve’ 
and for the impersonal sense ‘it is worth’. One can say eu
merit1.sg un premiu ‘I deserve a prize’, but not merit 3.sg. un 
premiu ‘it is worth a prize’. The NP complement holds 
only for the first sense. 
Another significant restriction on lemma is the use of 
negation. Certain verbs can actualize a certain meaning 
with a special valence structure only if it is used in a 
negative form. So, for example, the verb a c uta ‘to search’ 
has the uniquely determined meaning ‘to pay attention to’: 
Nu c uta c  sunt mic ‘Do not pay attention to my height’, 
if it is negated and subcategorizes for a VP[c ].  
These facts made us include such morphological 
restrictions on lemmas in valence descriptions, if necessary. 

4.1.3 Semantic restrictions 
Besides the morpho-syntactic characterization of 
complements, some semantic restrictions must be also 
indicated. These restrictions characterize either all verb 
meanings or only some of them. For instance, the verb a
bea ‘to drink’ should have a subject marked with the 
+animate restriction for all its senses. On the contrary, the 
verb a merge ‘to go’, which is, in general, a motion verb, 
does not imply motion anymore if its subject is a road: 
aceast  autostrad  merge la Bucure ti ‘this highway goes 
to Bucharest’. For this sense, the verb a merge is assigned a 
subject with the semantic restriction +road.  
Meanings can be distinguished through semantic 
restrictions. Therefore, these restrictions correlated with a 
semantic ontology are very important for WSD.   
We did not use any pre-defined inventory of semantic 
restrictions initially. We named the necessary restrictions 
ad hoc and we will refine and unify them after the 
dictionary is completed. 

4.2 Valences and meanings 
Our valence dictionary is conceived for WSD. For this 
purpose, different valence structures of a verb are put in 
correspondence with its different meanings. In our 
description, each valence structure of a verb is assigned a 
group of meanings which share that particular valence 
structure. We consider that a valence structure is common 
to a group of meanings if all valence restrictions, including 
the semantic ones, are valid for all meanings in group. 
Verb meanings are taken from a medium-sized Romanian 
Explanatory Dictionary [13]. For each meaning described 
in our valence dictionary, a synonym and an example are 
provided (see example (3)).  
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4.3 Obligatory and optional complements 
Saying which element is an obligatory complement of a 
verb, namely the element which co-occurs with the verb in 
all contexts (for a certain meaning) is less difficult than 
saying which element is an optional complement. Optional 
complements have to be distinguished from adjuncts, due 
to the fact that both of them co-occur with the verb 
randomly. This distinction is an important, but 
controversial issue and we will not tackle it here (see, 
Pustejovsky’s [12]). Some criteria to justify the registration 
of an element among the valences of a verb, even if it has 
an optional status, are a must. 
First of all, the specificity criterion mentioned in [4, p.75] 
claims that if an element is specific to a verb or a restricted 
set of verbs, it is an argument and it has to be included 
among valences of that verb. Instead, if an element can co-
occur with any verb, it is an adjunct [16].  
Location adjuncts are very frequent. However, motion 
verbs presuppose a starting point and a target point 
expressed in valence descriptions by two PPs[location]. 
Since either of these points can be omitted in contexts (for 
different reasons), the corresponding PPs should be marked 
as optionally – here, they are conventionally placed inside 
round brackets (see example (3).2). 
Another criterion used for distinguishing complements is 
whether an element imposes the usage of a certain 
preposition or certain semantic restriction. For example, the 
verb  a scoate can have the meaning ‘to publish’, a case in 
which it has two obligatory complements: a subject 
(NP[nom, +person]) and a direct object (NP[acc,
+product]), but also an optional one described by  PP[la,
+company], which expresses which company made the 
product, such as in: Ion a scos o carte la editura Polirom
‘John has published a book at Polirom Publishing House”. 
A simple location adjunct should allow any location 
preposition, not only the preposition la (which in fact can 
not be substituted in this context). Besides, the semantic 
restriction +company does not characterize a general 
location adjunct. 

4.4 Valence alternations 
Valence alternations are changes the subcategorisation 
frame of a verb can undergo. In other words, arguments of 
a verb can be syntactically expressed in different manners. 
These changes can also trigger semantic differences, but 
this is not compulsory. These changes create a problem of 
whether all should be registered in the lexicon or not. As it 
was mentioned in [6], registering all changes as different 
valences of the same verb could be a substantial source of 
inconsistency during annotation and could cause 
redundancy in the lexicon. We claim that the solution to 
this problem can be found in the type of alternations that 
can be regular or specific, as one can see below.

4.4.1 Regular syntactic phenomena 
The most common alternations are due to the different 
verbal voices; besides an active voice, Romanian has a 
passive voice and an impersonal one. Passive and 
impersonal constructions follow a regular pattern and their 
corresponding subcategorisation frames can be simply 
obtained by applying transformation rules (see [6]). 
Another quite frequent alternation is the so-called
possessive dative construction, which has been presented in 
section 2.1. This phenomenon characterizes any transitive 
verb (eventually restricted by an animate subject). 
Therefore, a subcategorisation frame correspondig to the 
dative possessive construction can be also obtained with a 
transformation rule. There is another Romanian 
phenomenon similar to the possessive dative, named object 
duplication: the verb gets a pronominal clitic duplication of 
its direct or indirect object in some precise situations,:  Ion
cite te cartea ‘John reads the book’ Cartea o cite te Ion
‘The bookacc itclitic.acc reads Johnnom’.  Again, this is a too 
regular syntactic phenomenon for assigning two different 
subcategorisation frames to the verb a citi ‘to read’ in the 
lexicon. Actually, it is controversial whether these verbal 
cliticization phenomena are a matter of valence alternation.
Any verb can also undergo a valence alternation regarding 
the change of a noun phrase into a free relative clause.  For 
instance, one can say ‘John loves me’ or ‘Who knows me 
loves me’.  In general, any complement can be expressed 
by a corresponding VP complement, and this fact should 
not determine the multiplication of subcategorisation 
frames of every verb. However, the opposite does not hold. 
For instance, the verb a convinge ‘to persuade’ always 
requires a VP complement (VP[s ] in our notation), which 
can never be replaced by an NP: Ion o convinge pe Maria 
s  r mân  ‘John persuades Mary to stay’. Situations of this 
kind have to be included in valence entries. 

4.4.2 Alternations on classes of verbs 
Apart from syntactically regular valence alternations, there 
are also alternations determined (at least in part) by the 
verb content. These are alternations are described, for 
instance, Beth Levin [5].
Levin’s approach is a guide and a model for our own 
description of valence alternations in Romanian. We 
decided to use the format of Levin’s description, in which 
verbs are grouped into semantic classes. Thus, according to 
this format, a given verb belonging to a given class could 
exhibit a number of given valence alternations. For 
instance, the causative verb a amuza ‘to amuse’ may 
undergo an inchoative alternation (which is not allowed in 
English): Copiii se amuz  ‘Children amuse themselves’, 
and a direct object deletion: Clovnii amuz  ‘Clowns 
amuse’. All this information must accompany the verb 
valence description in the lexicon. We depart from Levin’s 
format in that we do not group all verbs with common 
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valence alternations under the same category – for instance 
there is no class gathering the verb a amuza and, say, a
enerva ‘to annoy’ even if they share valence alternations. 

4.4.3 Morpho-syntactic alternations 
There is another type of alternations, which we called 
morpho-syntactic alternations. This is the case of 
arguments which can be expressed by different types of 
phrases. For instance, in (3) (section 3), the argument 
structure 2 contains an optional complement described like 
this: (AdvP[manner] or PP[la/cu, -]). The corresponding 
argument can be expressed either by an AdvP or by a PP, 
with the above mentioned characteristics. Even if the 
alternation AdvP / PP is quite frequent in Romanian, it can 
not be captured by transformation rules because it is not 
deterministic. That is why we have to specify the cases in 
which such an alternation works. Actually, morpho-
syntactic alternations can be of many types. 

5. Conclusions and further work 
The paper gives an all encompassing perspective on the 
problems which appear when designing a valence 
dictionary. 
The meta-language we adopted for describing valence 
entries is also accessible guidelines for experts who build 
the lexicon and a friendly typeset for a paper-based 
dictionary. This can be enriched as one goes along the 
project. For instance, enrichments could refer to the 
representation of the semantic roles and to the problem of 
raising and control verbs, whose importance was 
highlighted in [11]. So far, we have left these aspects aside, 
because, in our opinion, they rather bear on text 
understanding than WSD. Despite the fact that semantic 
roles do not lack in the valence descriptions of other 
languages, we decided to pay more attention to semantic 
restrictions which we found much more relevant for NLP 
tasks. Note further that the inventory of semantic roles is 
pretty controversial and its applying can be sometimes 
confusing for different human experts. Of course, we do 
not claim that this problem should be completely ignored. 
We have just postponed it for a later phase. 
A future stage of the project will be to get RVD in a 
machine readable format. We intend to automatically 
transfer our meta-language representation into XML 
format. In so doing, we plan to take advantage of the 
facilities offered by CLaRK System  [15]. 
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Abstract
In this work we present a robust approach for dynami-
cally harvesting domain knowledge from open domain
corpora and lexical resources. It relies on the notion of
Semantic Domains and provides a fully unsupervised
method for terminology extraction and ontology learn-
ing. It makes use of an algorithm based on Conceptual
Density to extract useful relations from WordNet. The
method is efficient, accurate and widely applicable, as
the reported experiments show, opening the way for
effective applications in retrieval tasks and ontology
engineering.
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1 Introduction

Ontology learning from text is a popular field of research
in Natural Language Processing (NLP). The increasing
amount of textual information at our disposal needs to be
properly identified, structured and formalized to make it
accessible and usable in applications. Much work has fo-
cused on the harvesting phase of ontology learning. Re-
searchers have successfully induced terminologies, word
similarity lists [13], generic and domain relations [20, 17],
facts [6], entailments [22] and other resources.
However, these resources must be structured in a richer se-
mantic network in order to be used in inference and appli-
cations. So far, this issue has been solved by linking the
harvested resources into existing ontologies or structured
lexical repositories like WordNet [7], as in [16, 21].
Yet, applications often require domain specific knowledge
but this means that adapting the existing general purpose
resources, such as WordNet, is required. In general, this
task is not trivial, as large scale resources are ambiguous
(i.e. terms may refer to multiple concepts in an ontology,
even if only some of them are actually relevant for the do-
main) and not balanced (i.e. some portions of WordNet are
much more densely populated than others [1]). These prob-
lems are typically addressed by performing the following
tasks.

Lexical ambiguity resolution : disambiguate terms by
linking them to the correct sense(s) for the specific
domain.

Ontology pruning : prune the ontology and induce only
the sub-portion which is relevant for the given domain.
This can be intended as a side effect of ambiguity res-
olution.

Ontology Population : extend an existing ontology with
novel instances, concepts and relations found into do-
main specific corpora.

Most of these domain-oriented approaches (e.g. [23])
require domain specific corpora and are typically semi-
supervised, as they need manual intervention to alleviate
the errors due to the typically low precision achieved by au-
tomatic techniques. This constraint prevents the use of such
techniques into open domain scenarios in applications in
which the domain of interest is specified at run-time (such
as Information Retrieval (IR) and Question Answering).

In this paper, we propose a solution to the above issue,
by focusing on the problem of on-line domain adaptation
of large scale lexical ontologies. The requirement for such
an application is to implement an adaptation process which
is:

• performed at run time;

• tuned by using only the user information need;

• fully automatized, and therefore accurate enough for
the application in which it is located.

In contrast to classical approaches, we propose a novel un-
supervised technique to induce on-the-fly domain specific
knowledge from open domain corpora, starting from a sim-
ple user query formulated in a IR style.

Our algorithm is inspired by the notion of Semantic
Domains and is based on the combined exploitation of
two very well known techniques in NLP: Latent Seman-
tic Analysis (LSA) [5] and Conceptual Density (CD) [1].
The main idea is to first apply LSA to extract a domain
terminology from a large open domain corpus, as an an-
swer to the user query. Then, the algorithm leverages CD to
project the inferred terms into WordNet to identify domain
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specific sub-regions in it, that can be regarded as lexical-
ized core ontologies for the domain of interest. The overall
approach allows to achieve the goals of lexical ambiguity
resolution and ontology pruning, and offers an online so-
lution to the problem of domain adaptation of lexical re-
sources discussed in [18, 24]. An example of the output of
our system for the query MUSIC is illustrated in Figure 1.

In our setting, the use of LSA guarantees a major advan-
tage. Unlike classical methods to estimate term similarity
(e.g. [25, 12]) which are based on contextual similarity [4],
LSA relies on a domain restriction hypothesis [10] stating
that two terms are similar, and therefore are very likely to
be semantically related, when they belong to the same do-
main, i.e. when they co-occur in the same texts. LSA de-
tects as similar terms not those having the same ontological
type (e.g. the most similar terms to doctor will be concepts
belonging to the type PERSON) but those referring to the
same domain, as needed in ontology learning (for example,
in the medical domain we need both doctors, and hospital).

In the rest of the paper we will show evidences support-
ing the following contributions of this work: (i) the induc-
tion process is triggered by a simple IR-like query, provid-
ing to the user/application the required domain ontology on
the fly; (ii) unlike previous approaches, our method does
not need domain corpora, (iii) the method guarantees high
precision both in the lexical ambiguity resolution and in the
ontology induction phases.
We will also show that the main contribution of our method
is a very accurate Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) al-
gorithm, largely outperforming a most frequent baseline
and achieving performance close to human agreement. The
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce
the concept of Semantic Domain as a theoretical frame-
work motivating our work and we describe the terminology
extraction step, required to provide an input to the CD al-
gorithm producing the final domain ontology (Section 3).
Section 4 concerns evaluation issues, while Section 5 con-
cludes the paper.

Fig. 1: Core ontology extracted from WordNet for the “mu-
sic” domain

2 Terminology Extraction in the Do-
main Space

The theoretical foundation underlying this work is the con-
cept of Semantic Domain, introduced for WSD purposes
[14] and further exploited in different tasks, such as Text

Categorization and Relation Extraction [8]. Semantic Do-
mains are common areas of human discussion, such as Eco-
nomics, Politics and Law. Three properties of Semantic
Domains are relevant for our task. First, they are charac-
terized by high lexical coherence [14]. This allows us to
automatically induce specific terminologies from open do-
main corpora. Secondly, the ambiguity of terms in specific
domains decreases drastically, motivating our lexical am-
biguity resolution process. For example, the (potentially
ambiguous) word virus is fully disambiguated by the do-
main context in which it is located (it is a software agent
in the COMPUTER SCIENCE domain and a infectious agent
in the MEDICINE domain). Third, as shown in [8], seman-
tic relations tend to be established mainly among domain
specific terms.

Semantic Domains are described by Domain Models
(DM) [9], by defining a set of term clusters, each represent-
ing a Semantic Domain, i.e. a set of terms having similar
topics (see Figure 2). DMs can be acquired from texts by
exploiting term clustering algorithms. For our experiments
we adopted a clustering strategy based on LSA, following
the methodology described in [9].

To this aim, we first identify candidate terms in the open
domain document collection by imposing simple regular
expressions on the output of a Part of Speech tagger (e.g.
((Adj|Noun)+|((Adj|Noun)*(NounPrep)?)(Adj|Noun)*)Noun)),
as described in [11]. The obtained term by document
matrix is then decomposed by means of Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) [5] in a lower dimensional domain
matrixD. The ith row ofD represents the Domain Vector
(DV) for the term ti ∈ V , where V = {t1, t2, . . . , tk}
is the vocabulary of the corpus (i.e.,the terminology).
DVs represent the domain relevance of both terms and
documents with respect to any domain. D is then used
to estimate the similarity in a Domain Space (i.e. a k

dimensional space in which both documents and terms are
associated to DVs) by using the cosine operator on the
DVs.

When a query Q is formulated (e.g. MUSIC), our algo-
rithm retrieves the ranked list dom(Q) = (t1, t2, . . . , tk1)
of domain specific terms such that sim(ti, Q) > θ where
sim(Q, t) is the cosine between the DVs corresponding to
Q and t, capturing domain proximity, and θt is the domain
specificity threshold.

music

composer

beethoven

orchestra

musician

....

Music

Car

God

soloist

string_quartet

tchaikovsky

Fig. 2: Semantic Domain generated by the query MUSIC

The process is illustrated in Figure 2. The output of the
Terminology Extraction step is then a ranked list of domain
specific candidate terms and an associate ranked list of do-
main specific documents.
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3 Inducing a core ontology via Con-
ceptual Density

Once a semantic domain has been identified as an unstruc-
tured set of domain specific terms, our algorithm induces a
core ontology from WordNet, by selecting the maximally
dense sub-regions including them. This step involves a
WSD process, as only the domain specific synsets asso-
ciated to the terms extracted in the previous step have to be
selected. To induce the core ontology from the terminol-
ogy, we developed an algorithm, based on CD, that adapts
the Dynamic Domain Sense Tagging algorithm proposed in
[2]. The goal of our algorithm is twofold:

1. Lexical ambiguity resolution. Selecting the domain
specific senses of ambiguous domain specific words.

2. Ontology induction/pruning. Selecting the best gener-
alizations of the domain specific concepts associated
to the word senses.

The algorithm achieves these goals applying a variant of
the notion of CD proposed in [3] In the literature, the clas-
sical notion of CD has been applied in “local” context of
words to be disambiguated, represented as word sets. The
main problem of this approach is that small contexts, typ-
ically composed by few words appearing in the same sen-
tence, do not allow generalization over the WordNet struc-
ture, being them typically spread in the graph, and then
not well connected. For example the words surgeon and
hospital lie in different WordNet hierarchies, preventing us
from finding the common generalization necessary for dis-
ambiguation via CD.

To solve the problem, we apply the CD definition given
in [3], integrating it with Domain Information, as in [2].
The context is here intended as the domain terminology
dom(Q) inferred from the previous step. The terminol-
ogy provides the evidence needed to start the generaliza-
tion process (e.g. in the medical domain we expect to find
much more words related to surgeon, such as oncologist
and dentist, both related by the common hyperonym doc-
tor).

The hypothesis is that when all the paradigmatic rela-
tions among terms in dom(Q) are imposed, the CD algo-
rithm is able to select the proper sub-region of WordNet
containing the suitable domain specific concepts, discard-
ing most of irrelevant senses associated to the extracted ter-
minology. The outcome of the process is thus the subset of
senses or their generalizations able to explain dom(Q) ac-
cording to WordNet. The result is a “view” of the original
WordNet, as the core domain ontology for Q (Figure 1).

Specifically, terms t ∈ dom(Q) can be generalized
through their senses σt in the WordNet hierarchy. The like-
lihood of a sense σt is proportional to the number of other
terms t ∈ dom(Q) that have common generalizations with
t along the paths activated by their hyperonyms α in the hi-
erarchy. A measure of the suitability of the synsets α for
the terms in dom(Q) is thus the information density of the
subtrees rooted at α. The higher is the number of nodes
under α that generalizes some nouns t ∈ dom(Q), the bet-
ter is the interpretation α for dom(Q). The CD of a synset
α given a query Q, cdQ(α), models the former notion and
provides a measure for the latter.

Ontology Induction. The target core ontology is the set of

synsets G(Q) that represents the best paradigmatic inter-
pretation of the domain lexicon dom(Q). This can be effi-
ciently computed by the greedy search algorithm described
in [3] that outputs the minimal set G(Q) of synsets that are
the maximally dense generalizations of at least two terms
in dom(Q). Terms t ∈ dom(Q) that do not have a gener-
alization are not represented in G(Q)1.

As any α ∈ G(Q) is a WordNet sysnset, by complet-
ing G(Q) with the topmost nodes we obtain a subset of
WordNet that can be intended as a full domain-specific on-
tology for the triggering domain Q. An excerpt of the core
domain ontology, for Q = {music} is shown in Figure
1 where terms are leaves (green nodes), yellow nodes are
their common hyperonyms α ∈ G(Q) and red nodes are
the topmost nodes.

The core ontology, triggered by the short specification of
a domain of interest given in Q, is thus the comprehensive
explanation of all the paradigmatic relations between terms
of the same domain.

Lexical ambiguity resolution. The semantic disambigua-
tion of a target term t ∈ dom(Q) depends on the subset of
generalizations α ∈ G(Q) concerning some of its senses
σt. Let Gt(Q) be such a subset, i.e.

Gt(Q) = {α ∈ G(Q) | ∃σt such that σt ≺ α} (1)

where ≺ denotes the transitive closure of the hyponymy
relation in WordNet. The set σ(t, Q) of inferred domain
specific sense σt for t is given by:

σ(t, Q) = {σt | σt ≺ α} (2)

where α = argmaxα∈Gt(Q)cd
Q(α). Also, multiple senses

may be assigned to a term. The CD score associated to each
inferred domain sense σi ∈ σ(t,Q) (i.e. cdQ(αi)) is then
mapped to the probability P (σi|t, Q), which accounts for
how reliable the sense is for the term t in the given domain,
by normalizing them so that their sum over all senses of t
is equal to 1.

4 Evaluation

Our evaluation aims at assessing the ability of our model
in: (1) determining a suitable terminological lexicons; (2)
extracting a proper ontological description of the target do-
main. We then focus on measuring the precision of the ter-
minology extraction step in proposing correct candidates
(Subsection 4.1), and on the accuracy and coverage of the
induced core ontology (Subsection 4.2).

4.1 Terminology Extraction

4.1.1 Experimental Settings

We evaluated terminology extraction in 5 different do-
mains: MUSIC, CHEMISTRY, COMPUTER SCIENCE,
SPORT and CINEMA. We described them by simple queries
made by their single names (e.g. SPORT is described by the
query “Sport”). As open domain corpus, we adopted the
British National Corpus (BNC). In a preprocessing step,
we split texts into 40 sentence segments, regarded as dif-
ferent documents, amounting to about 130,000 documents.

1 A Web version of the greedy CD-based algorithm ia available at
http://ai-nlp.info.uniroma2.it/Estimator/cd.htm.
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Each document is PoS-tagged and terms are identified by
regular expressions as in [11]. Terms occurring in less than
4 documents are filtered out so that a source vocabulary of
about 450,000 different terms is obtained. We run the SVD
process on the resulting 450,000 x 130,000 term by docu-
ment matrix, and we induce a DM from it, by considering
a cut to the first 100 dimensions2.

For each domain, we use the similarity function sim
(Section 2) to rank the candidate terms thus obtaining a
ranked list of the overall dictionary. To carry out the eval-
uation we extract a sample of candidate terms in different
positions in the list. Specifically, we divide the list in 11
rank levels, and extract 20 random terms from each of the
level. The samples are then submitted (neglecting the or-
dering) to two domain experts. Each term is judged as Rel-
evant or Not Relevant for the query domain or Errors for ill
formed expressions (e.g. olive neighbour), unmeaningful
(e.g. aunty yakky da) or non-terms (e.g. good music).
For each rank level, the percentage of each label over the
20 candidates is computed. Results for the domain MUSIC
are reported in Figure 33.

4.1.2 Results

As far as recall is concerned, systems for terminology ex-
traction are hard to evaluate [19]. This problem is even
more relevant in an open domain scenario, where it is not
possible to have a comprehensive picture of the domain
knowledge actually contained in texts. Thus we focused
only on evaluating precision.

Fig. 3: Evaluation of the Terminology Extraction algorithm
for the MUSIC domain

Results in Figure 3 show that Domain similarity is highly
correlated to the precision of the terminology extraction
step, providing an effective selection criterion. Setting the
domain similarity threshold to 0.8, the algorithm retrieves
about 2500 terms, among which 80% are relevant for the
domain. When the domain is less represented in the corpus
the number of terms retrieved with the same threshold is
sensibly lower (e.g. in the domain chemistry the algorithm
retrieves about 20 terms), but the accuracy is basically pre-
served. Therefore domain similarity provides a meaningful
selection criterion to retrieve domain specific terminology,
ensuring very accurate results without requiring further do-
main specific parameter settings. We also compared our
term extractor to a baseline heuristic, consisting on ranking
the same terms with respect to their frequency in the top
1,000 domain specific documents for each query, obtained

2 SVD is applied through LIBSVDC (http://tedlab.mit.edu/∼dr/SVDLIBC/)
3 Results on other domains do not significantly differ from those re-

ported for Music and will be not reported because of space limitation.

according to their similarity with respect to the initial query
(as described in [5]). The precision of the two systems is
measured against the labeling of the domain experts of the
best ranked 100 terms proposed by each system. Results
for all the domains are reported in Table 1. Our algorithm
largely outperforms the baseline on all domains.

Domain TE Baseline
Chemistry 0.85 0.58
Cinema 0.93 0.34
Computer 0.92 0.46
Music 0.93 0.46
Sport 0.95 0.48

Table 1: Precision of our term extractor (TE) and the base-
line system, on the top ranked 100 terms for each domain.

The lower performance obtained on the CHEMISTRY do-
main are due to the inclusion in the LSA space of some
documents/terms relevant for the more general academic
domain, which in the BNC slightly overlaps with chem-
istry. While these are only preliminary results, they show
that a LSA based algorithm for ranking terms offers a high
degree of precision and can be effectively adopted to per-
form on-line terminology extraction.

4.2 Inducing Domain Specific Core Ontolo-
gies

The goal of the ontology pruning step is to identify coher-
ent sub-portions of WordNet as useful models for a domain:
the hypothesis is that these contain most of the selected
terms and their generalizations. The CD algorithm pre-
sented in Section 3 achieves both goals. In this section
we evaluate the ontology pruning step according to two
factors: the ability of identifying only correct senses for
the terms (Subsection 4.2.2); the “capacity” of the core on-
tologies, i.e. their ability to be populated by novel concepts
and/or instances (Subsection 4.2.3).

4.2.1 Experimental Settings

The induction of the core ontology in each area of inter-
est is based on Wordnet (version 2.0). We focused on the
noun hierarchy, which is organized on 41 taxonomies de-
scribing the hyponymy relation. Due to its huge dimension,
pruning WordNet is not an easy task. Out of the 115,524
synsets in WordNet, a core ontology is expected to contain
only hundreds of concepts, making the retrieval problem
very hard. Given the quality of the terminology extraction
process we used as seed the list of domain specific terms
for each domain. For each domain we selected all the lem-
mata in WordNet comprises within the top ranked 1,000
terms for each domain (set r in Section 3) to initialize the
CD algorithm. The result is the best (i.e. most conceptu-
ally dense) Wordnet substructure. An example is in Figure
1 and 4. Each term that appears in the ontology is also dis-
ambiguated, as the CD provides very low scores (close to
0) for all unrelevant senses, which are then discarded in the
ontology generation phase.

4.2.2 Identifying domain specific senses

In a first analysis we focused on unambiguous terms, as
their corresponding synsets are necessarily domain specific
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senses. The percentage of monosemous words varies sen-
sibly among the different domains, ranging from 48% in
MUSIC to 84% in CHEMISTRY. Figure 3 suggests that less
than 20 % of entries within the first 1,000 candidates are
not relevant for the ontology. An analysis of the first 200
monosemous terms in the candidate list has been carried
out for all domains revealed that about 95% of terms are
correct. In such cases the accuracy of the method is higher,
as monosemous terms included in Wordnet, are clearly less
affected by errors.

Fig. 4: Core ontology extracted from WordNet for the
CHEMISTRY domain

The real issue is here to validate the senses proposed for
ambiguous domain specific terms. This can be regarded
as an unsupervised disambiguation task, as we did not use
any training data. In contrast to the common WSD settings
(where WSD is evaluated as the selection of the correct
sense for words in a textual context), we need to measure
the ability of selecting domain specific senses. In the lit-
erature this problem has been also referred as predominant
sense identification for specific domains, e.g. [15]. Unlike
these approaches, our algorithm does not require domain
specific collections nor the use of any complex preprocess-
ing tool (e.g. a dependency parser).

To evaluate the disambiguation accuracy, we selected
from the top 200 terms in the ranked list of each domain
all the ambiguous terms contained in WordNet. We then
asked two lexicographers to mark their senses with respect
to the query: domain vs. non-domain specific senses are
thus labeled. For example, the lemma percussion has four
senses (i.e. “the act of playing a percussion instrument”,
detonation, rhythm section and pleximetry), but only the
first and the third have been judged relevant for the domain
MUSIC. Table 2 shows some statistics about the annotated
resource produced as a gold standard. For each domain,
the number of ambiguous cases analyzed and the relative
polisemy (according to Wordnet 2.0) is reported in the first
two columns. The last two columns report two different
inter-annotator agreement measures. AgrF represents the
“full” agreement, estimated by counting all senses in which
the annotators agreed (either positives or negatives) and by
dividing it by the number of all possible senses. This figure
provides an upper bound for the accuracy of the system.
Since we are mostly interested in defining an upper bound
for the F1, we computed a second agreement score. As pre-
cision and recall are measured on the positive senses only,
the last column (AgrP) reports the agreement on positive

examples, computed over those cases in which at least one
annotator provided a positive labeling.

Domain Amb Pol AgrF AgrP
Music 35 3.9 0.91 0.83
Sport 21 5.6 0.92 0.76
Computer 16 4.8 0.97 0.89
Chemistry 9 3.7 0.74 0.53
Cinema 4 5.3 0.95 0.85
Total 95 4.0 0.91 0.78

Table 2: Domain Specific Gold Standards for Sense disam-
biguation

The output of the CD algorithm is an estimation of the
probability, for each sense, to be relevant for the domain
expressed by the query. We can obtain a flexible binary
classifier imposing a threshold τ > 0 on the output sense
probabilities: a sense is accepted iff its probability is above
τ . Figure 5 shows the micro F1, averaged over all domains,
obtained by the classifier parameterized with different val-
ues of τ , (i.e. from 0, all accepted, to 1, none accepted).

The best F1 value (i.e. 0.75) is obtained by selecting all
those senses whose probability is above 0.1. The system is
also very precise, at cost of some points of recall: precision
is over 0.8 at recall 0.56, and over 0.9 at recall 0.2. This
trade-off is interesting as in ontology learning more precise
results are often preferable.

Fig. 5: Precision and recall for different probability thresh-
olds obtained by the WSD algorithm.

Table 3 summarizes the individual F1 scores over pos-
itive examples, in all domains, obtained with the optimal
settings of the classification threshold, i.e. τ = 0.1 4. Two
different baselines are reported: random and most frequent
sense selection. The model outperforms both baselines.
Notice how the performance is close to the upper bound
provided by the agreement AgrP on positive examples of
Table 2. As the CD algorithm is fully unsupervised, the
improvement on the first sense heuristic is a very good re-
sult.

Dom Prec Rec F1 rnd MF
Mus 0.85 0.88 0.87 0.27 0.38
Spo 0.54 0.71 0.61 0.22 0.67
Com 0.58 0.82 0.68 0.23 0.18
Chem 0.64 0.875 0.74 0.32 0.29
Cine 0.56 0.71 0.63 0.22 0.72
Micro 0.69 0.82 0.75 0.25 0.40

Table 3: WSD performances

4 Although this setting is derived from the test set itself, it is worthwhile
to remark that the same optimal value is preserved over all domains.
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4.2.3 Capacity

A final evaluation has been carried out to measure the capa-
bility of the core ontologies to host novel concepts and/or
instances retrieved in the terminology extraction phase (i.e.
their capacity). We gave to domain experts the lists of the
top ranked 100 terms not included in WordNet for the MU-
SIC and CHEMISTRY domains. Then, they were asked to
judge whether it was possible to attach the terms not in
WordNet either to a High Level concept in the ontology
(i.e. the topmost nodes, such as entity or person) or to a
domain specific concept (i.e. the leaves in the ontology).
Terms that could not be attached to any node of the core
ontology have been marked as Null. Results are reported
in Table 4. As the class of Null terms is also including
errors from the terminology acquisition step, we can con-
clude that most of the terms are covered by the acquired
domain ontology and can then be further exploited to pop-
ulate domain specific nodes.

NULL HIGH DOMAIN

MUSIC 22% 31% 47%
CHEMISTRY 46% 7% 47%

Table 4: Capacity evaluation. Percentage of terms not in
Wordnet covered by the automatically extracted core on-
tologies

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we proposed a robust and widely applicable
approach for dynamically harvesting domain knowledge
from general corpora and lexical resources . The method
exploits the notion of Domain Space and an n-ary semantic
similarity measure over Wordnet for terminology extrac-
tion and ontology acquisition. Both processes are very ac-
curate, fully unsupervised and efficient. The disambigua-
tion power of the entire chain is very good, largely out-
performing traditional effective baselines. The good im-
pact over complex tasks such as term disambiguation and
projection of suitable hyponymy/hyperonymy relations in
Wordnet opens a number of potential applications. From
a methodological point of view, we plan to extend the ac-
quisition process targeting novel relations among concepts
implicitly embodied in the original corpus. Also, we plan
to develop automatic methods to further populate the core
ontology with novel terms retrieved in the terminology ex-
traction phase. The on-the-fly derivation of ontological de-
scriptions for the specific domain of interest can be very
attractive in Web applications (e.g. querying or navigation
scenarios) and every process dealing with complex (e.g.
distributed on-line) meaning negotiation problems. A tool
for the automatic compilation of the induced ontology into
standard knowledge representation formalisms for the se-
mantic WEB, like OWL, is currently under development,
as a general Web service to be easily integrated into an On-
tology Engineering framework.
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Abstract
This paper describes a lightweight method for
capitalizing speech transcriptions. Several re-
sources were used, including a lexicon, news-
paper written corpora and speech transcrip-
tions. Different approaches were tested both
generative and discriminative: finite state
transducers, automatically built from Lan-
guage Models; and maximum entropy models.
Evaluation results are presented both for writ-
ten newspaper corpora and speech transcrip-
tions of broadcast news corpora.

Keywords
Rich transcription, capitalization, truecasing, maximum en-
tropy, language models, weighted finite state transducers

1 Introduction
Enormous quantities of digital and video data are daily
produced by media organizations, such as radio and
TV stations. Automatic speech recognition systems
can now be applied to such sources of information in
order to enrich it with alternate information for ap-
plications, such as: indexing, cataloging, subtitling,
translation and multimedia content production. The
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) output consists
of raw text, often in lower-case format. Even if use-
ful for many applications, such as indexing and cat-
aloging, the ASR output benefits from capitalization
information for other tasks, such as subtitling and mul-
timedia content production. In general, enriching the
speech output aims to improve legibility, enhancing
information for future human and machine process-
ing. Besides capitalization, enriching speech recogni-
tion covers other activities, such as insertion of punctu-
ation marks and detection and filtering of disfluencies,
not addressed in this paper.

This paper describes a method for capitalization
of automatic speech recognition transcriptions, using
a reduced set of data, which can be integrated, for ex-
ample, on an on-the-fly system for subtitling. The
different data sources used for our experiments are
described in section 2. Section 3 defines the perfor-
mance measures used for evaluation. Section 4 de-

Corpus Duration Tokens
train 61h 467k 81%
development 8h 64k 11%
test 6h 46k 8%

Table 1: Different parts of the SR corpus

scribes the different methodologies employed. The re-
sults achieved for capitalization are presented in sec-
tion 5. The paper ends with some final comments and
ideas for future work.

2 Data sources
The ultimate goal of this work is to perform auto-
matic capitalization on the output of an ASR system.
We will start by using written newspaper corpora for
training and testing a set of methods and finally we will
apply these methods on speech transcriptions. By do-
ing so, we expect to analyze the performance degrada-
tion when moving from written corpora to speech tran-
scriptions, and combine the available data sources in
order to provide richer training sets, thus enhancing fi-
nal results. Some small lexicons are also experimented
in order to overcome the problem of using small data
sets for training. The following subsections provide
details about each one of the used data sources.

2.1 Speech Recognition Corpus
The Speech Recognition (SR) is an European Por-
tuguese broadcast news corpus, collected in the scope
of the ALERT international project1. The training
data of the SR corpus was recorded during Octo-
ber and November 2000, the development data was
recorded during December, and the evaluation data
was recorded during January 20012. Table 1 shows
details about the corpus data sets.

The manual orthographic transcription of this cor-
pus includes information such as punctuation marks,
capital letters and special marks for proper nouns,
acronyms and abbreviations. Each file in the corpus
is divided into segments with information about the
1 https://www.l2f.inesc-id.pt/wiki/index.php/ALERT
2 https://www.l2f.inesc-id.pt/wiki/index.php/ALERT_Corpus

1
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Corpus Period Words
train 1995 to 2000 97.9 M 76%
development 1st sem. 2001 15.7 M 12%
test 2nd sem. 2001 15.1 M 12%

Table 2: Different parts of the RecPUB corpus

List Words
Acronyms and Abbreviations 72
Proper nouns 466
Names of countries and cities 357
Nouns and abbreviations (POS selection) 652
Acronyms (POS selection) 14

Table 3: The different information sources used for
building LEX

start and end locations in the signal file, speaker id,
speaker gender and focus conditions.

Besides this manual orthographic transcription,
other transcriptions are available: the one automat-
ically produced by the Audio Preprocessor module
(APP) and the one automatically produced by the
ASR module. Nevertheless, for the results presented
in this paper only manual transcriptions are used.

2.2 Corpus “Recolha do Público”

Most of the experiments here described use a limited
vocabulary of 57k words, extracted from the lexicon
of our ASR module. The BN speech transcription
information is without doubt insufficient to provide
enough training material for all words in our vocab-
ulary. “Recolha do Público” corpus (RecPUB) is a
written newspaper corpus of about 130 million words
that can be used to provide the remaining information.
Table 2 provides details on each part of the corpus.

The properties of a written newspaper corpus are
quite different from what can be found in speech tran-
scriptions. For example, a speech transcription may
be produced from spontaneous or planned speech and
may contain phenomena, such as filled pauses and dis-
fluencies. However, the co-occurrence of words found
in written corpora may be a valuable resource for the
capitalization task, which can also be applied to speech
transcriptions.

2.3 Lexicons

A lexicon (LEX) built from several lists of words
was also used in order to overcome the small size
of the training data. Apart from existent lists of
acronyms, proper nouns, names of countries and capi-
tals, a POS-tagger was also used for identifying unam-
biguous Nouns and Abbreviations in the vocabulary.
Table 3 shows the different lists that compose our lex-
icon. After joining all the separate components, a lex-
icon of about 1500 unique words is achieved.

An additional lexicon (PubLEX) was also built,
writing each word of the vocabulary with the most
common graphical form, as appearing in the RecPUB
corpus training data. The lexicon size is 57k.

3 Performance measures
The following performance measures are used: Preci-
sion, Recall, F-measure, and Slot Error Rate (SER)
[4], defined in equations (1) to (4). For the capital-
ization task here performed, a slot corresponds to the
occurrence of a word containing capital letters.

Precision =
C

hyp
=

C

C + S + I
(1)

Recall =
C

ref
=

C

C + S +D
(2)

Fmeasure =
2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall

Precision+Recall
(3)

SER =
total slot errors

ref
=

I +D + S

C +D + S
(4)

For the equations: C is the number of correct slots;
I is number of insertions (spurious slots / false ac-
ceptances); D is number of deletions (missing slots /
false rejections); S is number of substitutions (incor-
rect slots); ref is number of slots in reference; and hyp
is number of slots in hypothesis.

Reference: here is an Example of a big SER
Hypothesis: here Is an example of a big SER

ins del cor

Figure 1: Example of slot occurences

Applying the performance measures to the example
of figure 1, a 50% Precision, Recall and F-Measure is
achieved, but the SER is still 100%, which may be
a more meaningful measure, once the number of slot
mistakes is greater than the number of correct ones.

4 Methodologies
Different methodologies are exploited in order to re-
cover capitalization information: (1) using the SRILM
toolkit [6]; (2) using a transducer, built from a pre-
viously created Language Model (LM); and (3) us-
ing maximum entropy models. The first two method-
ologies are generative (joint) modeling approaches,
while the last one is discriminative (conditional). The
following subsections provide details on each of the
methodologies.

4.1 SRILM toolkit and transducers
For our generative modeling approach, the initial step
consists of creating an N-gram language model from
the corpus. This step is performed using the SRILM
toolkit. For trigram language models, we use Chen and
Goodman’s modified Kneser-Ney discounting, with
backoff or with interpolation, as implemented by the
ngram-count tool.

The disambig tool, an HMM-based tagger that
uses an hidden-event N-gram LM [7], is also part of
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Corpus

Ngram-count
(SRILM)

Language
Model

lower-case
sentence

disambig
(SRILM)

Map

capitalized
sentence

Figure 2: Using only the SRILM toolkit

capitalization
wfst (T)

FSA

Language
Model

mixed2lower

Corpus

Ngram-count
(SRILM)

arpa_2_wfst

FSA (S)

lower-case
sentence

sent2FSA

S o T

capitalized
sentence

Wfst2Text

Figure 3: Using a WFST to perform capitalization

the SRILM toolkit, and can be used to perform capi-
talization directly from the language model. Figure 2
illustrates the process, where each cloud represents a
process and a ellipse represents data. The Map corre-
sponds to a file with all alternate forms of writing each
word in the vocabulary. This is the most straightfor-
ward method, producing fast results, often used by the
scientific community for this kind of task. It was part
of the baseline suggested in the IWSLT2006 workshop
competition3.

Another method, based on Weighted Finite State
Transducers (WFST), is illustrated in figure 3. The
SRILM toolkit is firstly used produce an LM from the
corpus and then the LM is converted into a finite state
automaton (FSA), which can be viewed as a WFST
having the input equal to the output. The transducer
T, used for performing capitalization, results from the
previous transducer where each input word was con-
verted to its lower-case representation. The input of
the resultant transducer can be represented by a lower-
case vocabulary, while the output contains all graph-
ical forms. The right side of figure 3 shows the pro-
cess of capitalizing a sentence. The input sentence is
firstly converted into an FSA (S) and then the oper-
ation bestpath(S o T ) produces the desired result, in

3 http://www.slt.atr.jp/IWSLT2006/downloads/
case+punc_tool_using_SRILM.instructions.txt

features

Corpus

text2features

Megam
trained
models

lower-case
sentence

capitalized
sentence

on-the-fly
predict

text2features

features

Figure 4: The maximum entropy approach

the form of another automaton.
Both methods use the ngram-count tool for creat-

ing the LM from the training data. As a consequence
of that, experiments performed in the same conditions
by the two methods share the same language model.

4.2 Maximum entropy
The discriminative modeling approach here applied
is based on Maximum Entropy (ME) models. The
MegaM tool - Maximum Entropy Model Optimization
Package [2] is used for training, and the on-the-fly
predicting tool uses previously trained models for per-
forming the capitalization task. Figure 4 illustrates
the overall process. The first step consists of training
the models using a set of predefined features and the
next step consists of using that information in order
to predict the results. The MegaM tool includes an
option for predicting results from previously trained
models, but unfortunately it was not prepared to deal
with a stream of data and produces results only after
completely reading the input. The on-the-fly pre-
dicting tool overcomes this problem while using previ-
ously trained models in the original format.

The ME modeling approach allows easy combina-
tion of several sources of information, such as word
information and POS tagging information. Neverthe-
less, the experiments here described only use features
capturing word information, sometimes combined as
bigrams and trigrams. The delay between the input
and the output constitutes a problem for a module re-
quired to work on an on-the-fly system. Besides the
computational time delay, an important aspect to be
taken into consideration is the number of words on the
right of the current word required to make a decision.
For the results presented here, the feature set was cho-
sen in order to avoid a right context greater than one.

5 Results
We assume that the first word of each sentence will
always be capitalized in other processing step, for ex-
ample along with the punctuation, since its correct
graphical form mostly depends on its position in the
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LM options LM size
unigrams 7.3Mb
bigrams 27Mb
trigrams 78Mb

Table 4: Different LM sizes

LM options Prec Recall F SER
unigrams 91% 74% 82% 0.333
bigrams 94% 84% 89% 0.212
3-gram 93% 79% 85% 0.271
3-gram, interpol. 93% 80% 86% 0.266

Table 5: SRILM Toolkit results over RecPUB corpus

sentence. These words are excluded from training and
evaluation, seeing that evaluation results may be in-
fluenced when taking such words into account [3].

The next subsections will show results achieved
with both the generative and discriminative ap-
proaches: We will start by presenting some results
obtained with the SRILM toolkit and the WFST, ap-
plied to both written newspaper corpora and speech
transcriptions. Then some experiments, using maxi-
mum entropy with a limited quantity of data, will be
described. Results achieved using only the most com-
mon graphical form are included in all experiments,
which is a popular baseline for similar work [1, 3].

5.1 The generative approach
The first set of experiments were performed on written
newspaper corpora, using RecPUB both for training
and testing. As we use a vocabulary, all words outside
vocabulary were marked “unknown” and punctuation
marks were also removed from the corpus. The content
of the corpus became closer to a speech transcription,
but without recognition errors or disfluencies. A large
size written corpora often contains a number of ortho-
graphic errors and less common words which, used in
bigrams and trigrams, originates large quantities of in-
effective data. Because of that, bigrams and trigrams
occurring less than 5 times were not considered for LM
training. Table 4 shows the size of each LM depend-
ing on the building options: unigrams, bigrams, and
trigrams.

The first capitalization results for written newspa-
per corpus are presented in table 5. Both training
and evaluation were performed with the RecPUB cor-
pus, using the SRILM toolkit. Results achieved by
unigrams show that, using only the current word, an
SER of 33% can be achieved. The use of bigrams con-
ducts to the best result, increasing both precision and
recall, and showing that word co-occurrence is an im-

LM options Prec Recall F SER
unigrams 91% 77% 83% 0.307
bigrams 94% 88% 91% 0.176
3-gram 95% 89% 92% 0.155
3-gram, interpol. 95% 89% 92% 0.154

Table 6: WFST results over RecPUB corpus

LM options Prec Recall F SER
unigrams 81% 76% 78% 0.418
bigrams 78% 85% 81% 0.388
3-gram 79% 81% 80% 0.409
3-gram, interpol. 80% 81% 81% 0.390

Table 7: Results of SRILM method on the SR corpus

LM options Prec Recall F SER
unigrams 81% 77% 79% 0.422
bigrams 79% 86% 82% 0.368
3-gram 78% 87% 82% 0.380
3-gram, interpol. 78% 86% 82% 0.382

Table 8: Results of WFST method on the SR corpus

portant aspect to be taken into consideration for a
capitalization task. The disambig tool has produced
poor results for trigrams, which can be related to an
increase of the search space when moving to a trigram
language model. These results provide a baseline for
the following experiments.

The second experiment was performed using WF-
STs on the same corpus. Moreover, the capitalization
transducers were produced from the same LM used in
the previous experiment. Results from this experiment
are shown on table 6. This method produces better re-
sults independently of the option for building the LM.
The increase in the precision and recall values is cor-
related with the usage of higher order ngrams, and
trigram models achieves the best results. The biggest
difference, in terms of SER, occurs when moving from
unigrams to bigrams, given that trigram models only
add about 1% to precision and recall values.

The following experiments use the previous LM
models, built for written newspaper data, in order to
capitalize broadcast news speech transcriptions. Ta-
bles 7 and 8 shows the results of these experiments,
using both the SRILM toolkit and WFST methods,
over the SR corpus evaluation data. Results show the
expected decrease of performance when going from
written newspaper corpora to speech transcriptions.
Notice however that the training was performed in the
written newspaper corpora, which do not share the
same properties as the speech transcription. The best
results were achieved using bigrams for both methods,
revealing a significant difference between written cor-
pora and speech transcriptions.

Other experiments on capitalization were also per-
formed for BN speech transcriptions, using only the
SR data for training. The best result in terms of SER
was 0.434, corresponding to a precision of 82% and re-
call of 72%. This result is no better than the worse
result achieved using the written newspaper corpora
for training, even so this was an expected result given
the small training data size.

The WFST method consistently produces better
results than using the disambig tool. Nevertheless,
the current implementation of the WFST method im-
plies loading, composing and searching a large non-
deterministic transducer, thus being the most compu-
tationally expensive method proposed.
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Exp Corpora features Lexicons Prec Rec F SER
1 wi 85% 65% 0.466
2 wi (wi−1, wi) (wi, wi+1) 84% 67% 0.455
3 wi (wi−1, wi) (wi, wi+1) (wi−2, wi−1, wi)(wi−1, wi, wi+1) 84% 67% 0.458
4 PubLEX 80% 73% 76% 0.453
5 wi (wi−1, wi) (wi, wi+1) LEX 84% 68% 75% 0.446
6 wi (wi−1, wi) (wi, wi+1) PubLEX 85% 73% 79% 0.391
7 wi (wi−1, wi) (wi, wi+1) LEX, PubLEX 85% 73% 79% 0.391

Table 9: Results of maxent over the BN speech transcriptions (SR corpus)

5.2 The discriminative approach

The Maximum Entropy approach requires that all in-
formation be expressed in terms of features, according
to a previously defined feature set. The resultant data
size may be several times the original one, making it
difficult to use large corpora, such as the RecPUB cor-
pus, for training purposes. The SR corpus training
material (467k words) is clearly insufficient for cover-
ing the 57k vocabulary. In order to mitigate this prob-
lem we also used the two lexicons, previously described
in section 2. By using this approach we expect to
achieve gains while introducing small data resources.

Table 9 shows results for the most relevant exper-
iments, combining different feature sets and informa-
tion sources. For each one of the experiments, the ta-
ble describes all the features used for capturing knowl-
edge from SR corpus, where: wi is the word at position
i of the corpus, (wi, wj) is the bigram containing words
wi and wj and (wi, wj , wk) is the trigram containing
words wi, wj and wk .

The first 3 experiments were conducted using only
the speech transcription data for training, without any
additional resource. Experiment 1 establishes a base-
line for what can be achieved using only the most com-
mon way of writing a given word, taking the SR cor-
pus training data as reference. For this experiment,
if no training data was available for a given word, it
was kept lower-case. Experiments 2 and 3 show that
adding bigrams and trigrams do not produce large
changes, even so, bigram models is a good compromise
between size and performance. These three experi-
ments show that the SR corpus is far from sufficient
for training.

Experiment 4 shows that by using only the most
common way of writing a word, taking RecPUB data
as reference, produces better results than using SR cor-
pus alone. This experiment also shows that the ME
approach produces lower results than previous gener-
ative approaches. The first line of each one of the ta-
bles 7 and 8 corresponds to the same task performed
either with SRILM toolkit or the WFST, and the SER
is about 3.3% better than current results. This is due
to the representation of the information used in both
approaches: the generative approaches considers the
two words from bigram (wi, wj) independently, while
the ME approach consider the bigram as a whole.

Experiment 5 shows the contribution of a small
lexicon resource (LEX). The best result is achieved by
combining the speech transcriptions from the SR cor-
pus and the PubLEX lexicon, as shown in experiment
6. Experiment 7 also shows that LEX resource does

not add much information when using PubLEX.
The SER achieved using bigrams with the max-

imum entropy is only 2% worse than best results
achieved using a generative approach, however this
method allows a much faster way of performing cap-
italization directly from an input stream, given that
the correct graphical form of a given word is calcu-
lated by means of a weighted sum of values, given by
the word’s correspondent features.

6 Concluding remarks
This paper addresses the problem of producing the
capitalization information for texts without that infor-
mation, such as the output of an ASR system. Three
different methods were described and results were pre-
sented both for manual transcriptions of speech and
written newspaper corpora. One of the methods,
described as lightweight, combines different data re-
sources for training and uses a straightforward proce-
dure for predicting results. The performance achieved
using this method is almost as good as using our best
approach, while using a smaller number of resources.
It has been integrated on an on-the-fly subtitling mod-
ule for broadcast news, deployed at the Portuguese
national television broadcaster.

Results for recovering capitalization both from
written unpunctuated newspaper corpora and from
broadcast news transcription were presented. Con-
cerning the written newspaper corpus, we conclude
that bigram and trigram information significantly con-
tributes to enhance results, despite that trigram infor-
mation only contributes with about 1% to precision
and recall values. The used BN speech transcription
corpus is too small and does not cover much of the
vocabulary. Results show that using trigrams do not
significantly improve results achieved by bigram when
dealing with speech transcriptions. Lexica contribute
to enhance the results when dealing with small size
training data.

7 Future work
For now only three ways of writing a word were ex-
plored: lower-case, all-upper, first-capitalized, not cov-
ering mixed-case words such as RTPi and SuSE. We
expect to address these cases in a near future, perhaps
using a small lexicon.

Experiments concerning speech transcriptions and
achieved results were produced using a manual BN
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speech transcription. We plan to define a strategy for
performing evaluation directly on automatic speech
transcriptions, either performing a previous aligne-
ment with the manual transcriptions, or performing
a human evaluation.

The problem of dealing with a dynamic vocabulary
remains unaddressed in our experiments. Other fea-
tures, such as word prefix and suffix, number of vowels
and consonants shall also be explored. We also plan
to introduce information coming from a part-of-speech
tagger, in our ME models, already shown to improve
results [5].

In the scope of the national TECNOVOZ4 project,
large amounts of broadcast news hand-annotated tran-
scriptions, are now being daily produced. In the near
future we plan to have much more training material,
which will hopefully provide more accurate results.
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Abstract 

This paper investigates the utility of an unsupervised part-

of-speech (PoS) system in a task oriented way. We use PoS 

labels as features for different supervised NLP tasks: Word 

Sense Disambiguation, Named Entity Recognition and 

Chunking. Further we explore, how much supervised tagging 

can gain from unsupervised tagging. A comparative 

evaluation between variants of systems using standard PoS, 

unsupervised PoS and no PoS at all reveals that supervised 

tagging gains substantially from unsupervised tagging. 

Further, unsupervised PoS tagging behaves similarly to 

supervised PoS in Word Sense Disambiguation and Named 

Entity Recognition, while only chunking benefits more from 

supervised PoS. Overall results indicate that unsupervised 

PoS tagging is useful for many applications and a veritable 

low-cost alternative, if none or very little PoS training data is 

available for the target language or domain.  

Keywords
Unsupervised  PoS Tagging, Named Entity Recognition, Word 

Sense Disambiguation, Chunking 

1. Introduction 
Even if, in principle, supervised approaches reach the 

best performance in many NLP tasks, in practice it is not 

always easy to make them work in applicative settings. In 

fact, supervised systems require to be trained on a large 

amount of manually provided annotations. In most of the 

cases this scenario is quite unpractical, if not infeasible. In 

the NLP literature the problem of providing large amounts 

of manually annotated data is known as the knowledge 

acquisition bottleneck. A promising direction to tackle this 

problem is to provide unlabeled data together with labeled 

texts, which is called semi-supervised learning. 

The underlying idea behind our approach is that 

syntactic similarity of words is an inherent property of 

corpora, and it can be exploited to help a supervised 

classifier to build a better categorization hypothesis, even if 

the amount of labeled training data provided for learning is 

very low. 

Previous work on distributional clustering for word 

class induction was mostly not evaluated in an application-

based way. [4] and [7] state that their clustering examples 

look plausible. [17], [5] and [8] evaluate their tagging by 

comparing it to predefined tagsets. Notable exceptions to 

this are [20], where distributional clustering supports a 

supervised PoS tagger (see Section 3.1), and the 

incorporation of an unsupervised tagger into a NER system 

in [9] (see Section 4.3).  

This is, to our knowledge, the first comprehensive 

study on the utility of distributional word classes for a 

variety of NLP tasks. As the same unsupervised tagger is 

used for all tasks tested, we show the robustness of the 

system across tasks and languages. 

In this work, the unsupervised PoS tagger as described 

in [2] is evaluated by testing performance of applications 

equipped with this tagger. Section 2 is devoted to a short 

description of the tagger; Section 3 lays out the systems the 

tagger has been incorporated into. In Section 4, evaluation 

results examine the competitiveness of the unsupervised 

tagger, Section 5 concludes. 

2. Unsupervised PoS tagging 
Unlike in standard (supervised) PoS tagging, the 

unsupervised variant relies neither on a set of predefined 

categories, nor on any labeled text. As a PoS tagger is not 

an application of its own right, but serves as a 

preprocessing step for systems building upon it, the names 

and the number of syntactic categories is very often not 

important.  

The basic procedure behind our unsupervised PoS 

tagging is as follows: (i) (soft) clusters of contextually 

similar words are identified, each class is assumed being a 

different PoS, and (ii) words belonging to more than one 

class are disambiguated by considering the context in which 

they are located. The clustering methodology at the basis of 

the first step is motivated by the fact that words belonging 

to the same syntactic classes can be substituted in the same 

context producing grammatical sentences as well, leading 

us to adopt contextual similarity features for clustering.  

For a detailed description of the unsupervised PoS 

tagger system, we refer to [2]. Increased lexicon size up to 

some 50,000 words is the main difference between this and 

other approaches (cf. Section 1.1), that typically operate 

with 5,000 clustered words.  The tagsets obtained with this 

method are usually more fine-grained than standard tagsets 

and reflect syntactic as well as semantic similarity.  

In [2], the tagger output was directly evaluated against 

supervised taggers for English, German and Finnish via 

information-theoretic measures. While it is possible to 
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relatively compare the performance of different components 

of a system or different systems along this scale, it does 

only give a poor impression on the utility of the 

unsupervised tagger’s output. Therefore, an application-

based evaluation is undertaken here. 

Corpus BNC CLEF Wortschatz 

Language English Dutch German 

Size (Tokens) 100M 70M 755M 

Nr. of Tags 344 418 511 

Lexicon Size 25706 21863 74398 

Table 2: Three corpora used for the induction of tagger 

models. BNC = British National Corpus, for CLEF see [14], 

Wortschatz is described in [15] 

To induce tagger models, three different corpora are 

used in our experiments. Table 2 lists some corpus 

characteristics as well as quantitative data of the respective 

tagger model. 

3. Supervised NLP Systems 
In this section, the systems that are used for evaluation are 

described: a simple Viterbi trigram tagger as used in [2], the 

supervised WSD system of [10], and the simple NER and 

chunking systems we set up.  

In the design of all of these systems, the task is 

perceived as a machine learning exercise: the PoS tagger 

component provides some of the features that are used to 

learn a function that assigns a label to unseen examples, 

characterized by the same set of features as the examples 

used for training.  

The systems were chosen to cover a wide range of 

machine learning paradigms: Markov chains in the PoS 

tagging system, kernel methods in the WSD system and 

Conditional Random Fields (CRFs, see [11]) for NER and 

chunking. 

3.1 PoS Tagger 
The tagger employed in [2] is a very simple trigram tagger 

that does not use parameter re-estimation or smoothing 

techniques. It was designed to be trained from large 

amounts of unlabeled data, arguing that increasing training 

data will lead to better results than increasing model 

complexity, cf. [1]. For training, the frequency of tag 

trigrams and the number of times each word occurs with 

each tag are counted and directly transformed into 

(transition) probabilities by normalization.  

The sequence of tags for a chunk of text is found by 

maximizing the probability of the joint occurrence of tokens 

T=(ti) and categories/tags C=(ci) for a sequence of length n: 

∏
=

−−=
n

i

iiiiiplain tcPcccPCTP
1

21 )|(),|(),( . 

In the unsupervised case, the transition probabilities 

P(ci|ci-1,ci-2) are only estimated from trigrams where all 

three tags are present. In the supervised case, tags are 

provided for all tokens in the training corpus. The 

probability P(ci|ti)
 1 is obtained from the tagger’s lexicon 

and equals 1 if ti is not contained. 

For the incorporation of unsupervised tags, another 

factor P(ci|ui) is introduced that accounts for the fraction of 

times the supervised tag ci was found together with the 

unsupervised tag ui in the training text, which has been 

tagged with the unsupervised tagger before: 
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Notice that only the unsupervised tag at the same 

position influences the goal category in this simple 

extension. Using surrounding unsupervised tags would be 

possible, but was not carried out. More elaborate strategies, 

like morphological components as in [3] or the utilization 

of a more up-to-date tagger model, are not considered here. 

The objective is to examine the influence of unsupervised 

tags, not to construct a state of the art PoS tagger. 

A somewhat related strategy is described in [20], where 

a hierarchical clustering of words was used for reducing the 

error rate of a decision-tree-based tagger up to 43%, 

achieving 87% accuracy on a fine-grained tagset. However, 

the improvements were reached by manually adding rules 

that made use of the cluster IDs yielded by a word 

clustering method and this approach therefore caused extra 

work as opposed to narrowing down the acquisition 

bottleneck. 

3.2 Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) 
For performing WSD, we used a state of the art supervised 

WSD methodology based on a combination of syntagmatic 

and domain kernels [10] in a Support Vector Machine 

classification framework.  

Kernel WSD basically takes two different aspects of 

similarity into account: domain aspects, mainly related to 

the topic (i.e. the global context) of the texts in which the 

word occurs, and syntagmatic aspects, concerning the 

lexical-syntactic pattern in the local contexts. Domain 

aspects are captured by the domain kernel, while 

syntagmatic aspects are taken into account by the 

syntagmatic kernel.  

For our experiments, we substitute the sequences of 

PoS required by the syntagmatic kernel by using 

                                                                

1 Although [6] report that using P(ti|ci) instead leads to superior 

results in the supervised setting, we use the ‘direct’ lexicon 

probability, which does not require smooting and re-estimation. 

For the purely unsupervised setting, this does not affect results 

negatively, as a much larger training corpus levels out the 

effects measured in [6]. 
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unsupervised PoSs, comparing the results obtained with 

different combinations.  

3.3 Named Entity Recognition and Chunking 
For performing chunking and NER, we perceived these 

applications as a tagging task. For both tasks, we train the 

MALLET tagger2.  

The tagger operates on a different set of features for 

our two tasks. In the NER system, the following features are 

accessible, time-shifted by -2, -1, 0, 1, 2: a) Word itself, b) 

PoS-tag, c) Orthographic predicates and d) Character 

bigram and trigram predicates. 

In the case of chunking, features are only time-shifted by -1, 

0, 1 and consist only of: a) Word itself and b) PoS-tag. 

Per system, three experiments were carried out, using 

standard PoS features, unsupervised PoS features and no 

PoS features. 

4. Evaluation 
The systems are tested in a standard way on annotated 

resources. For supervised PoS tagging, we evaluate on the 

German NEGRA corpus [18]. The English lexical sample 

task (fine-grained scoring) of Senseval-3 [12] is chosen for 

WSD. For NER, the Dutch dataset of CoNLL-2002 [16] is 

employed, and the evaluation set for English chunking is 

the CoNLL-2000 dataset [19]. The supervised PoS tags for 

WSD, NER and chunking were provided in the respective 

datasets.  

Supervised PoS tagging is measured in accuracy, which 

is obtained through dividing the number of correctly 

classified instances by the total number of instances. For 

NER and chunking, results are reported in terms of the F13

measure. WSD performance is measured using the scorer 

provided by Senseval-3. All evaluation results are 

compared in a pair wise fashion using the approximate 

randomization procedure of [13] as significance test. 

4.1 Unsupervised PoS for supervised PoS 
To evaluate the influence of unsupervised tags on a 

supervised tagger, training sets of varying sizes were 

selected randomly from the 20,000 sentences of NEGRA 

corpus, the remainder was used for evaluation. We compare 

the performance of the plain Viterbi tagger with the 

performance of the tagger using unsupervised tags (cf. 

formulae in section 3.1), which were obtained by tagging 

the NEGRA corpus with a tagger model induced on the 

Wortschatz corpus, which is 2,000 times larger. Results are 

reported in tagging accuracy, averaged over three different 

                                                                

2 http://mallet.cs.umass.edu 
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Results indicate that supervised tagging can clearly 

benefit from unsupervised tags: already at 20% training 

with unsupervised tags, the performance on 90% training 

without the unsupervised extension is surpassed. At 90% 

training, error rate reduction is 27.8%, indicating that the 

unsupervised tagger grasps very well the linguistically 

motivated syntactic categories and provides a valuable 

feature to either reduce the size of the required annotated 

training corpus or to improve overall accuracy. Despite its 

simplicity, the unsupervised extension does not fall too 

short of the performance of [3], where an accuracy of 0.967 

at 90% training on the same corpus is reported. 
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Figure 1: Learning curve for supervised PoS tagging with and 

without using unsupervised PoS tags (accuracy) 

4.2 Unsupervised PoS for WSD 
The modularity of the kernel approach makes it possible to 

easily compare systems with different configurations by 

testing various kernel combinations. To examine the 

influence of PoS tags, two comparative experiments were 

undertaken. 

Figure 2: Comparative evaluation on Senseval scores for WSD 

and learning curve. No differences are significant at p<0.1 

The first experiment uses only the PoS kernel, i.e. the PoS 

labels are the only feature visible to the learning and 

classification algorithm. In a second experiment, the full 

system of [10] is tested against replacing the original PoS 

kernel with the unsupervised PoS kernel and omitting the 
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PoS kernel completely. Figure 2 summarizes the results in 

terms of accuracy.  

Results show that PoS information generally contribu-

tes to a small extent to WSD accuracy in the full system. 

Using the unsupervised PoS tagger results in a slight 

performance increase, improving over the state of the art 

results in this task, that have been previously achieved by 

[10]. However, the learning curve suggests that it does not 

matter whether to use supervised or unsupervised tagging. 

From this, we conclude that supervised tagging can 

safely be exchanged in kernel WSD with the unsupervised 

variant. Replacing the only preprocessing step that is 

dependent on manual resources in the system of [10], state 

of the art supervised WSD is proven to not being dependent 

on any linguistic preprocessing at all. 

4.3 NER Evaluation 
To evaluate the performance on NER, we employ the 

methodology as proposed by the providers of the CoNLL-

2002 dataset. We provide no PoS information, supervised 

PoS information and unsupervised PoS information to the 

system and measure the difference in performance in terms 

of F1. Table 3 summarizes the results for this experiment 

for selected categories using the full train set for training 

and evaluating on the test data. 

Table 3: Comparative evaluation of NER on the Dutch 

CoNLL-2002 dataset in terms of F1. All differences are not 

significant with p<0.1 

Category PER ORG LOC MISC ALL 

no PoS 0.8084 0.7445 0.8151 0.7462 0.7781 

su. PoS 0.8154 0.7418 0.8156 0.7660 0.7857 

un. PoS 0.8083 0.7357 0.8326 0.7527 0.7817 

The figures in table 3 indicate that PoS information is 

hardly contributing anything to the system’s performance, 

be it supervised or unsupervised. This indicates that the 

training set is large enough to compensate for the lack of 

generalization when using no PoS tags, in line with e.g. [1]. 

The situation changes when taking a closer look on the 

learning curve, produced by using train set fractions of 

differing size. Figure 3 shows the learning curves for the 

categories LOCATION and the micro average F1 evaluated 

over all the categories (ALL).  

On the LOCATION category, unsupervised PoS tags 

provide a high generalization power for a small number of 

training samples. This is due to the fact that the induced 

tagset treats locations as a different tag; the tagger’s lexicon 

plays the role of a gazetteer in this case, comprising 765 

lexicon entries for the location tag. On the combination of 

ALL categories, this effect is smaller, yet the incorporation 

of PoS information outperforms the system without PoS for 

small percentages of training. 

Figure 3: Learning curves in NER task in F1 

for category LOC and combined category 

This disagrees with the findings of [9], where features 

produced by distributional clustering were used in a 

boosting algorithm. Freitag reports improved performance 

on PERSON and ORGANISATION, but not on LOCATION, 

as compared to not using a tagger at all. In [9], however, a 

different training corpus for PoS induction and English 

NER data was used. 

Experiments on NER reveal that PoS information is not 

making a difference, as long as the training set is large 

enough. For small training sets, usage of unsupervised PoS 

features result in higher performance than supervised or no 

PoS, which can be attributed to its more fine-grained tagset. 

4.4 Chunking Evaluation 
For testing performance of our simple chunking system, we 

used different portions of the training set as given in the 

CoNLL-2000 data and evaluated on the provided test set. 

Performance is reported in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: Learning curve for the chunking task in terms of F1. 

Performance at 100% training is 0.882 (no PoS), 0.904 

(unsupervised PoS) and 0.930 (supervised PoS), respectively 

As PoS is the only feature that is used here apart from the 

word tokens themselves, and chunking reflects syntactic 

structure, it is not surprising that providing this feature to 

the system results in increased performance: both kinds of 

PoS significantly outperform not using PoS (p<0.01). 

In contrast to the previous systems tested, using the 

supervised PoS labels resulted in a significantly better 

chunking (p<0.01) than using the unsupervised labels. This 

can be attributed to the fact that both supervised tagging 

and chunking aim at reproducing the same perception of 

syntax, which does not necessarily fit the distributionally 

acquired classes of an unsupervised system.  Anyhow, the 

use of unsupervised PoS provide very useful information to 
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the chunking learning process, demonstrated by the fact that 

the use of unsupervised PoS improves significantly the 

baseline provided by the system trained without PoS. 

Despite the low number of features, the chunking 

system using supervised tags compares well with the best 

system in the CoNLL-2000 evaluation (F1=0.9348). 

5. Conclusion 
To summarize our results, we have shown that employing 

unsupervised PoS tags as features are useful in many NLP 

tasks. Improvements over the pure word level could be 

observed in all systems tested. We demonstrated that 

especially if few training data or no supervised PoS tagger 

is available, using this low-cost alternative leads to 

significantly better performance and should be used beyond 

doubt. In addition, unsupervised PoS tagging can be used to 

improve supervised PoS tagging, especially as far as the 

learning curve is concerned. 

Comparing the two kinds of PoS tags tested, we 

observed that the performances achieved by the final 

systems are comparable in all tasks but chunking. In 

addition, we reported a slight improvement on WSD. 

Another conclusion is that, in general, the more 

training data is provided, the lower the gain of using PoS 

tagging in supervised NLP, either if PoS tags are supervised 

or not. Even if this result is in itself not very interesting 

from our particular point of view, being in line with 

learnability theory, it confirms our basic motivation of 

adopting unsupervised PoS tagging for minority languages 

and, in general, for all those linguistic processing systems 

working with very limited manually tagged resources but 

huge unlabeled datasets. This situation is very common in 

Information Retrieval systems, and in all applications 

dealing with highly specialized domains (e.g. 

bioinformatics). In the future we plan to apply our 

technology to a Multilingual Knowledge Extraction 

scenario working on web scale corpora. 
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Abstract
We discuss the use of model building for tempo-
ral representations. We chose Polish to illustrate
our discussion because it has an interesting as-
pectual system, but the points we wish to make
are not language specific. Rather, our goal is to
develop theoretical and computational tools for
temporal model building tasks in computational
semantics. To this end, we present a first-order
theory of time and events which is rich enough
to capture interesting semantic distinctions, and
an algorithm which takes minimal models for
first-order theories and systematically attempts
to “perturb” their temporal component to pro-
vide non-minimal, but semantically significant,
models.

Keywords
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1 Introduction

In this paper we discuss the use of model building for
temporal representations. We chose Polish to illustrate
the main points because (in common with other Slavic
languages) it has an interesting aspectual system, but
the main ideas are not language specific. Rather, our
goal is to provide theoretical and computational tools
for temporal model building tasks. To this end, we
present a first-order theory of time and events which
is rich enough to capture interesting semantic distinc-
tions, and an algorithm which takes minimal models
for first-order theories and systematically attempts to
“perturb” their temporal component to provide non-
minimal, but semantically significant, models.
The work has been implemented in a modified ver-

sion of the Curt architecture. This architecture was
developed by Blackburn and Bos [2] to illustrate the
interplay of logical techniques useful in computational
semantics. Roughly speaking, the Curt architecture
consists of a representation component (which imple-
ments key ideas of Montague semantics [10]) and an in-
ference component. In this paper we have used a mod-
ified version of the representation component (based
on an external tool called Nessie written by Sébastien
Hinderer) which enables us to specify temporal repre-
sentations using a higher-order logic called TY4. How-
ever, although we shall briefly discuss how we build our
temporal representations, the main focus of the paper

is on the other half of the Curt architecture, namely
the inference component.
Inference is often though of simply as theorem prov-

ing. However one of the main points made in [2] is that
a wider perspective is needed: theorem proving should
be systematically coupled with model building and the
Curt architecture does this. Model building takes a
logical representation of a sentence and attempts to
build a model for it; to put it informally, it attempts
to return a simple picture of the world in which that
formula is true. This has a number of uses. For exam-
ple, as is emphasized in [2], model building provides
a useful positive test for consistency; if a model for a
sentence can be built, then that sentence is consistent
(this can be useful to know, as it enables us to prevent
a theorem prover fruitlessly searching for a proof of in-
consistency). Moreover, in subsequent papers, Johan
Bos and his co-workers have demonstrated that model
building can be a practical tool in various applications
(see for example [6, 5, 4]).
The work described here attempts to develop a Curt

style architecture rich enough to handle natural lan-
guage temporal phenomena. So far we have concen-
trated on the semantic problems raised by tense and
aspect. We have developed a first-order theory of time
and events, which draws on ideas from both [9] and [3].
Although these theories were developed for English,
we believe the underlying ideas are more general, and
to lend support to this claim we shall work here with
Polish.
As we shall see, however, more than a theory of

time and events is required. Model builders typically
build the smallest models possible, but such models
may not be suitable for all tense and aspectual combi-
nations, which often underspecify the temporal profile
of the situations of interest. We thus provide an al-
gorithm which takes as input a first-order theory, a
first-order formula, and a model for the theory and
formula, and systematically attempts to “perturb” the
temporal part of the model to find non-minimal but
semantically relevant models.

2 Modelling tense and aspect

In this section, we shall discuss the logical modeling
of tense and aspect, drawing on some simple exam-
ples from Polish, and informally introduce a temporal
ontology of time and events which will let us express
temporal and aspectual distinctions in a precise way.
The formal definition of a theory over this temporal

1
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ontology (which draws on ideas from [3] and [9]) will
be given in Section 4.
Consider the following four Polish sentences:

1. Piotr pospaceruje

2. Piotr pokochal Aline

3. Piotr napisal list
and

Piotr popisal list

The first sentence refers to a walking event and
adopts a perfective point of view: it insists on the fact
that the mentioned action will be terminated at some
point in the future. The second sentence mentions an
eventuality of loving and also adopts a perfective point
of view. However, the reading of this sentence differs
from the previous one. The first sentence insisted on
the termination of the event, whereas the second one
insists on its beginning. In other words, the second
sentence has an inchoative reading. This is because
the verb “kocha” from which “pokochac” is derived is
a state verb, and perfective state verbs have inchoative
readings in Polish. So the second sentence means that
at some point in the past Piotr started to love Alina.
The last two sentences, which are also perfective,

both refer to the termination of a writing event which
is located in the past. The difference between these
two sentences concerns the way the writing event ter-
minated. In the “napisac” variant, an idea of success-
ful termination is conveyed: that is, at some point the
writing stopped, because the letter was finished. In
the “popisal” variant, the writing also stopped but the
conveyed idea is that the writing event was interrupted
before its normal termination, which implies that the
letter could not be finished. To distinguish between a
“normal” termination and a termination due to an un-
expected, premature interruption, we talk about cul-
minations. An event culminates when it terminates
and has also been completed, or fully accomplished.
Thus the event of writing reported by the sentence “Pi-
ort napisal list” culminates, whereas the one in “Piotr
popisal list” does not.
Note that in our two first examples, it makes no

sense to talk about the culmination of the walking or
loving eventualities; neither walking events nor states
of loving have natural culminations in the way that
writing events do. More generally, different types of
events have different properties, and verbs can be clas-
sified according to the properties of the event they refer
to. Such a classification has been proposed for Polish
verbs by Mlynarczyk [8], and we follow this classifica-
tion in our work. The classification proposes five verb
classes, including the three just mentioned: a class for
processes (“to walk” belongs to this class), a class of
state verbs and gradual transitions (a member of which
is “to love”) and a class for culminations (“to write”
belongs to this class). Processes are non-instantaneous
events which have no particular properties; it is pos-
sible to look at them either as ongoing (imperfective),
or as finished (perfective). State verbs are also non in-
stantaneous. Their imperfective use corresponds to a
vision of the state as holding, whereas (as was already
mentioned) their perfective use has an inchoative read-
ing. Culminations have an imperfective variant and

two perfective ones: one for events that have culmi-
nated, another for event that have not culminated.
Now, our aim is to translate simple Polish sentences

like those just discussed into logical formulas that en-
code their meaning. More precisely, we are interested
in obtaining logical formulas that give an account of
the sentence’s temporal and aspectual properties suit-
able for theorem proving and model building purposes.
This means we should choose a logic that makes it easy
to distinguish various kinds of entities (for example,
ordinary individuals and events) and that lends itself
naturally to semantic construction. To achieve these
goals we will use a higher-order typed logic called TY4.
This logic belongs to the TYn family of logics. This
family of logics has long been advocated by Muskens
(see, for example, [11]) as an appropriate logical set-
ting for natural language semantics. The four basic vo-
cabulary types we shall build the formulas of this logic
over (in addition to the type of truth-values which is
always included in TYn theories) are:

entity : for individuals and objects;

time : for moments of time;

event : for the events introduced by verbs;

kind : to classify events into kinds.

The first type (entity) will certainly be familiar to
the reader used to Montague-style semantic construc-
tion. The second type, time, is clearly needed to give
an account of notions like past, present and future.
The abstract entities known as events (introduced by
[7]) are a convenient object one can use to talk about
actions introduced by verbs. Each verb introduces an
event, which is then used to record additional informa-
tion about the action the verb describes. For example,
if the verb “to eat” introduces an event e, then the fact
that the entity doing the eating is x will be encoded
as agent(e, x), the fact that the eaten entity is y will
be encoded as patient(e, y), and so on. Event-based
representations for the verbs make it easy to attach
additional information, for example information con-
tributed by verb modifiers; for each modifier, one sim-
ply introduces a binary predicate whose first argument
is the event of interest and whose second argument is
the piece of information to be attached to this event.
Finally, every event has a kind, and we assume that
each verb picks out a distinct kind of event.
The logic we work with makes use of the following

binary predicates relating events and times:

• inception(e, t) means that the event e starts to
take place at the moment t;

• conc(e, t) means that the event e ends at the mo-
ment t;

• induration(e, t) means that the event e is going
on at the moment t;

• ek(e, k) means that the event e is of kind k.

In addition, it has the following binary relation
which relates times:

• lt(t, t) means that time t is before time t.

2
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Furthermore, it has the following binary relation be-
tween events:

• culm(e, e) means that event e is the culmination
of event e.

This relation plays a key role in analysing the seman-
tics of verbs like “napisal/popisal”.
There are also number of other unary relations in-

volving events (such as culminated(e)), and a temporal
constant now to represent the time of utterance. The
way these items are inter-related will be formally spelt
out in Section 4.

3 Computing semantic repre-
sentations

Before turning to the formal specification of the the-
ory of time and events, we shall briefly outline the
process that allows us to automatically translate Pol-
ish sentences into a logical formula over the vocabu-
lary introduced in the previous section. This process
is done in three steps: parsing, computing a seman-
tic representation in higher-order logic, and translat-
ing this representation to plain first-order logic. The
translation process uses a modified version of the Curt
architecture.

3.1 Parsing

The parsing is done using a Prolog DCG. It parses
the text given as input and produces a syntax tree re-
flecting its structure. The leaves of this tree can be
labelled either by a word and its syntactic category, or
by an operator encoding a verb’s temporal and aspec-
tual meaning.
For example, here is the parse tree produced for the

sentence “Piotr pospaceruje” (Piotr will have walked):

binary(s,
unary(np, leaf(piotr, pn)),
binary(vp, leaf(pastiv, op),

leaf(pospacerowac, iv))
)

The first and third leaves refer to lexical entries,
whereas the second carries an operator. This operator
indicates that the verb carried by the following leaf is
in the past.

3.2 Computing higher-order logic rep-
resentations

This step is performed by an external tool that has
been especially developed to compute semantic repre-
sentations from a parse tree. The tool is called Nessie,
and it takes as input a parse tree similar to the one
just presented and a lexicon specifying the semantic
representation for each word; it was designed to han-
dle the TYn family of logics. Thus for present pur-
poses we simply declare to Nessie the four basic vo-
cabulary types we have selected (namely entity, time,
event, and kind) and Nessie is then equipped to han-
dle the higher-order language they give rise to. The

simply typed lambda-calculus lies at the heart of the
TYn family of logics, and Nessie handles such tasks as
type-checking and β-reduction. In other words, the
work Nessie does is very much inspired by Musken’s
adaptation of Montague’s original approach to natu-
ral language semantics.
The output of this second step of processing is, gen-

erally speaking, a typed lambda-term. In our tem-
poral representations, once Nessie has β-reduced the
term, there will be neither applications nor abstrac-
tions present in the final formula. In other words, the
semantic formula provided by this second step is close
to a genuine first-order formula, the only difference be-
ing that the variables occurring in the term are typed.
To continue with our example, Nessie would com-

pute the following representation for the sentence:

∃t : time.∃e : event.(lt(now, t) ∧ ek(e, spacerowac)
∧ agent(e, piotr) ∧ conc(e, t)).

3.3 From higher-order to first-order
representations

In logical semantics there are important trade-offs be-
tween higher-order and first-order logics. As Mon-
tague, Muskens and others have demonstrated, higher-
order logics are a natural medium for specifying se-
mantic theories: their expressivity allows semantic
representations for all syntactic categories to be given
(and entailment relations between them to be stated).
Moreover, the fact that they incorporate the simply
typed lambda calculus gives a uniform and simple ap-
proach to semantic construction.
But higher-order approaches have a drawback.

They are inherently more complex than first-order ap-
proaches. Because of this, relatively few automated
reasoning tools exist for higher-order logics, and those
that do are not particularly efficient. But all is not
lost. As formal semanticists have long known, in nat-
ural language semantics, the higher-order constructs
typically produce representations which are very close
to first-order ones. So, if we could translate the TYn

expressions output by Nessie into first-order logic, we
could have the best of both worlds.
At first glance, it could seem that the only thing

to do to convert a higher-order formula (like the one
shown above) into a first-order one is to remove the
types. In fact, things are slightly more complex than
this, as the following example should make clear. Con-
sider the formula: Φ = ∀X : τP (x), where τ is a type.
If we throw types away too quickly, we get as candi-
date for a first-order translation of Φ: Φ = ∀XP (X).
But Φ and Φ don’t have the same meaning: the former
formula states that the predicate P holds for every ob-
ject of type τ , whereas the latter claims that P holds
for every object, no matter what its type is.
A semantically correct translation can however be

obtained, with the help of a unary predicate that char-
acterizes the object of type τ . With the help of such
a predicate (which will be written τ ), it becomes pos-
sible to propose a semantically correct translation of
Φ in first-order logic: Φ = ∀X(τ (X) → P (X)).
To obtain a complete specification of a translation
function translating higher-order formulas into firs-
order formulas, a similar trick should be used for the

3
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existential quantifier: ∃X : τP (X) is translated to
∃X(τ (X)∧P (X)). The translation of other formulas
is straightforward.
The complete translation mechanism has been im-

plemented in Nessie which can on demand produce ei-
ther higher-order or first-order semantic representa-
tions. Thus, here is the final first-order representation
we get for our initial sentence:

∃t(time(t) ∧ ∃e(event(e)
∧ lt(now, t) ∧ ek(e, spacerowac)
∧ agent(e,piotr) ∧ conc(e, t))).

4 A first-order theory of time
and events

We are interested in computationally modeling tense
and aspectual distinctions. In particular, we want to
derive logical representations useful for model build-
ing purposes. But we have not yet achieved this
goal. Although Nessie can output first-order represen-
tations, simply giving such representations to a first-
order model builder won’t give us what we want, for as
yet we have said nothing about how the various sym-
bols we are using are interrelated. For example, the
previous representation talks about an event taking
place in the future, as the lt(now, t) conjunct makes
clear. A model for such a representation should of
course reflect this. But nothing in the representa-
tion itself prevents the model builder from identify-
ing t with now, or from building a model where both
now < t and t < now hold, as we have said noth-
ing about the properties of now or lt or how they
are related. And this is only the tip of the iceberg.
It is relatively clear what properties lt should have
(for example, it should be transitive) but many other
constraints (notably on the way times and events are
interrelated) need to be expressed too. In short: to
automatically compute models for a semantic repre-
sentation, we need to work with respect to a theory of
time and events, and the purpose of this section is to
sketch the theory we use.
In essence, the theory we need should take into ac-

count some basic typing facts (for example that two
objects of different types can not be identified, and
that predicates impose typing constraints over their
arguments), structural properties of time (such as the
transitivity of lt), and, most importantly of all, the
way times and events are inter-related. The following
sections give first-order axioms which formalise the re-
quired constraints. We won’t give all the axioms (for
example, we omit all axioms covering events for verb
classes not discussed here) but we have given enough
to convey a flavour of what is required to carry out
model building for tense and aspectual information.

4.1 Type definitions

The following axioms state that the set of elements of
the models should be partitioned by the four types we
use: event, kind, time and entity. The following two
axioms are typical:
not event entity : ∀A¬(event(A) ∧ entity(A))

not entity time : ∀A¬(entity(A) ∧ time(A))

There is also an axiom stating that every object
should belong to at least one type.

4.2 Typing constraints

Another family of axioms reflects the typing con-
straints imposed by the predicates over their argu-
ments. For example, the binary predicate agent re-
quires that its first argument is an event and that its
second argument is an entity. The following is a sam-
ple of such axioms:

now type:
time(now)

lt type:
∀A∀B(lt(A,B) → (time(A) ∧ time(B)))

agent type:
∀A∀B(agent(A,B) → (event(A) ∧ entity(B)))

conc type:
∀A∀B(conc(A,B) → (event(A) ∧ time(B)))

inception type:
∀A∀B(inception(A,B) → (event(A) ∧ time(B)))

ek type:
∀A∀B(ek(A,B) → (event(A) ∧ kind(B)))

4.3 Structure of time

The previous two groups of axioms were essentially or-
ganisational: they laid out the basic constraints indi-
viduating types and imposed restrictions and require-
ments on the relations the various types of entity could
enter into. We are now ready to turn to more substan-
tial axioms, that is, axioms that impose structure on
our ontology. The simplest such axioms are those regu-
lating the temporal part of the ontology. The following
requirements are standard (see for example [1]):

lt irreflexive:
∀A¬lt(A,A)

lt transitive:
∀A∀B∀C((lt(A,B) ∧ lt(B,C)) → lt(A,C))

lt total:
∀A∀B((time(A) ∧ time(B)) → (lt(A,B) ∨ (eq(A,B)
∨ lt(B,A))))

Other axioms could be imposed (such as the require-
ment that every point has a successor, or that the
structure of time is dense) but for present purposes we
won’t make use of such options. Instead we will turn
to the heart of our formalisation, namely its treatment
of events and the way they interact with time. This
part draws on and generalises ideas presented in [3]
and [9].

4
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4.4 Structure of events

This group of axioms is itself divided into three parts,
namely general axioms regulating the relationship be-
tween times and events, axioms for instantaneous
events, and axioms for culminations (actually, in the
full version of the theory there are axioms constraining
the events required for other verb classes, but we omit
them here).

4.4.1 Relating times and events

The following is a sample of the axioms we use to reg-
ulate the interplay between the structure of time and
the structure of events. As a rough mental picture,
it may be useful to think of events as hanging from
the temporal structure (a bit like balloons hanging by
string from a long stick). The following axioms (which
have been abstracted from [3]) then ensure that the
two kinds of entity are properly coordinated:

agent unique:
∀A∀B∀C((agent(A,B) ∧ agent(A,C)) → eq(B,C))

event has inception:
∀A(event(A) → ∃Binception(A,B))

inception unique:
∀A∀B∀C((inception(A,B) ∧ inception(A,C)) →
eq(B,C))

event has conc:
∀A(event(A) → ∃Bconc(A,B))

conc unique:
∀A∀B∀C((conc(A,B) ∧ conc(A,C)) → eq(B,C))

inception not after conc:
∀A∀B∀C((inception(A,B) ∧ conc(A,C)) →
¬lt(C,B))

duration before conc:
∀A∀B∀C((induration(A,B) ∧ conc(A,C)) →
lt(B,C))

not inception and induration:
∀A∀B¬(inception(A,B) ∧ induration(A,B))

not induration and conc:
∀A∀B¬(induration(A,B) ∧ conc(A,B))

4.4.2 Instantaneous events

Our account of the semantics of culmination (which
is essential for some Polish verbs) makes use of the
notion of instantaneous events. There are a number of
plausible ways of axiomatising this notion. For model
building purposes, we work with the following axioms:

instantaneous definition 1:
∀A(instantaneous(A) → ∃B(inception(A,B) ∧
conc(A,B)))

instantaneous definition 2:
∀A∀B(event(A)→ ((inception(A,B) ∧ conc(A,B))

→ instantaneous(A)))

Note that the second axiom is the converse of the
first.

4.4.3 Culminations

We turn to the semantics of culmination. In essence,
this part of our theory formalises key ideas from Moens
and Steedman [9]. That is, we view eventualities such
as writing a book as a relation between two events.
The first event is the lead-up, or preparatory pro-
cess, for example the act of writing. The second event
(which we view as instantaneous) is the event of cul-
mination, in the case the event of finishing the book.
Sometimes the culmination is not achieved, and Moens
and Steedman use evocative terminology to describe
what goes on in this case: they talk of the eventual-
ity being “stripped” of its culmination. To use their
terminology, Polish lexicalises the distinction between
stripped (for example “popisal”) and unstripped (for
example “napisal”) eventualities. The following ax-
ioms capture these ideas in a form suitable for model
building:

culm unique:
∀A∀B∀C((culm(A,B) ∧ culm(A,C)) → eq(B,C))

culm injective:
∀A∀B∀C((culm(A,C) ∧ culm(B,C)) → eq(A,B))

culm no fixpoint:
∀A¬culm(A,A)

culm antisymmetric:
∀A∀B(culm(A,B) → ¬culm(B,A))

culm preserves agent:
∀A∀B∀C((culm(A,B) ∧ agent(A,C)) →
agent(B,C))

culm preserves patient:
∀A∀B∀C((culm(A,B) ∧ patient(A,C)) → pa-
tient(B,C))

culm preserves kind:
∀A∀B∀C((culm(A,B) ∧ ek(A,C)) → ek(B,C))

culm inception:
∀A∀B∀C((culm(A,B) ∧ conc(A,C)) → incep-
tion(B,C))

culm imp instantaneous:
∀A∀B(culm(A,B) → instantaneous(B))

culminated definition:
∀A(culminated(A)→ ∃B(event(B) ∧ culm(A,B)))

culminated imp not instantaneous:
∀A(culminated(A) → ¬instantaneous(A))

5
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4.5 A first model

With the help of the previously given axioms, a
model builder will generate far more reasonable mod-
els than the one mentioned at the beginning of this
section. As an example, here is the model produced
by the Paradox model builder for the sentence “Piotr
pospaceruje” (Piotr will have walked):

D=[d1,d2,d3,d4,d5]
f(0, spacerowac, d2)
f(0, piotr, d1)
f(0, now, d5) f(2, inception, [(d3,d5)])
f(1, entity, [d1]) f(2, ek, [(d3,d2)])
f(1, event, [d3]) f(2, lt, [(d5,d4)])
f(1, kind, [d2]) f(2, agent, [(d3,d1)])
f(1, process, [d2]) f(2, conc, [(d3,d4)])
f(1, time, [d4,d5])
f(1, instantaneous, [])

Roughly speaking, this model describes a situation
where Piotr starts to walk right now and finishes its
walk at some point in the future.

5 Building non-minimal models

Although the situation described in the model we just
built is realistic, it is not the only realistic situation
the sentence describes. It is compatible with the se-
mantics of Polish perfective verbs in the present tense
that Piotr has already walked for a long time, or that
his walk has not started yet but will start later in the
future. That is, this particular combination of tense
and aspectual information underspecify the temporal
profile of the situations of interest.
However model builders typically will not find these

other models. Why not? Because they are not mini-
mal. Model builder attempt to find the smallest model
they can, and in the above example it has identified
d5 with both now and with the inception of event d3.
This gives rise to a perfectly legitimate model — but
the strategy of identifying points when possible rules
out the other two semantic options just mentioned.
The other model are non-minimal because they do not
identify the time of utterance with the inception time.
And one of these models may well turn out to be the
one required for processing subsequent sentences.
So we need to do more, and this section presents an

algorithm which returns a list of all the realistic situ-
ations, as far as tense and aspect are concerned. The
input of this algorithm is a model similar to the one
shown in the previous section. The output models can
be seen as perturbations of the initial one. The con-
struction procedure takes place in two steps. First, a
generation step produces a list of possible models. Sec-
ond, a selection step is used to filter out those models
that actually satisfy both the initial semantic repre-
sentation and the axioms. The second step essentially
uses first-order model checking as described in [2], so
we focus here on the generation step.
Our initial input are a sentence S, its representation

R as a first-order formula, and a theory T of time and
events (such as the one given in the previous section).
The formula R is supposed closed and consistent with

T . Thus, there is a modelM0 of T in which R is satis-
fiable. Our purpose is, starting from M0, to build the
setMf of all non-isomorphic “minimal perturbations”
of models of T in which R is satisfiable.
First, we build a set Mi of candidate models. All

the generated models can be seen as perturbations of
the initial model M0. The part of M0 that is not re-
lated to time and events will be the same for all the
produced models. The variations from model to model
only affect the points denoting moments in time and
relations those points belong to. To put it more pre-
cisely, the constant part of the final models (which
will be called the core in the rest of this paper), is ob-
tained by removing the time-related information from
M0. For instance, if M0 is the model given previously,
then its core is:

D=[d1,d2,d3]
f(0, piotr, d1) f(1, entity, [d1])
f(0, spacerowac, d2) f(1, event, [d3])
f(2, agent, [(d3,d1)]) f(1, kind, [d2])
f(2, ek, [(d3,d2)]) f(1, instantaneous, [])

f(1, process, [d2])

From the core model, we build another intermediate
model, where all the significant moments in time are
represented by distinct points. By significant moment,
we mean those moments where something happens.
We start by adding a point which interprets the con-
stant now. Then, we go through the events present
in the core model, and for every event e we proceed as
follows:

1. If e is instantaneous, one point dk is added, and
the pair (e, dk) is added to the inception and
conc binary relations;

2. If e is not instantaneous, we examine the relations
inception, i̧nduration and conc of the model
M0. For each of these binary relations R in which
e is involved, we add a new point di and extend
the relation R of the currently built model with
the pair (e, di).

Applying this algorithm to the core seen previously
yields the following intermediate model:

D=[d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,d6]
f(0, piotr, d1) f(1, entity, [d1])
f(0, spacerowac, d2) f(1, event, [d3])
f(0, now, d4) f(1, instantaneous, [])
f(2, ek, [(d3,d2)]) f(1, kind, [d2])
f(2, conc, [(d3,d6)]) f(1, process, [d2])
f(2, agent, [(d3,d1)]) f(1, time, [d4,d5,d6])
f(2, inception, [(d3,d5)])

The model obtained after this extension step is
quasi-complete. The only missing part is the lt rela-
tion specifying how the moments just introduced are
ordered. What we do is that we generate all the possi-
ble orders (called successions) and, for each succession,
we build the associated model.
The number of possible successions grows exponen-

tially with the considered number of moments: 2 mo-
ments x and y give 3 possible successions (x < y,

6
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x = y, y < x), 3 moments give 13 successions, 4 mo-
ments give 75 successions.
Before a succession is used to complete a model, it

is simplified. The simplification consists in replacing
all the elements that denote the same moment in time
by one single element. For example, the succession
di = dj would be replaced by a single element dk, and
a mapping would be generated to rename both di and
dj to dk. This substitution must of course be applied
to the intermediate model so that the merges are taken
into account correctly.
What we get as result of the succession simplifica-

tion process is a list of moments in time, and a substi-
tution to be applied to the intermediate model. The
order of the elements in the list encodes there chrono-
logical order. The final model corresponding to one
given succession is hence obtained from the interme-
diate model by performing the two following steps:

1. Apply the substitution provided by the succes-
sion’s simplification;

2. If x1, . . . , xn is the list of moments returned by the
succession’s simplification, every pair (xi, xj) such
that 1 < i < j < n is added to the lt relation.
This ensures that the properties of lt such as its
transitivity and irreflexivity will hold in the new
model.

This marks the end of the first (generation) step
we mentioned before. Since the intermediate model
we presented before makes use of 3 moments in time,
we obtain 13 possible successions, hence 13 possible
models. This 13 models are tested (using a first-order
model checker) to see which really satisfy both the
semantic representation and the theory T . Finally,
three models are kept. The first is the initial model
M0 The second looks like this:

D=[d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,d6]
f(0, piotr, d1) f(1, entity, [d1])
f(0, spacerowac, d2) f(1, event, [d3])
f(0, now, d4) f(1, instantaneous, [])
f(2, ek, [(d3,d2)]) f(1, kind, [d2])
f(2, agent, [(d3,d1)]) f(1, process, [d2])
f(2, conc, [(d3,d6)]) f(1, time, [d4,d5,d6])
f(2, inception, [(d3,d5)])
f(2, lt, [(d5,d4),(d5,d6),(d4,d6)])

As required, this corresponds to a situation where
the walking event starts in the past. The third model
differs from the second only in the information on the
temporal ordering, which looks like this:

f(2, lt, [(d4,d5),(d4,d6),(d5,d6)])

In this model the walking event starts in the future.
The algorithm also finds the possible models for the

other example sentences we talked about in section 2.
For the sentence “Piotr pokochal Aline”, the system
provides the three distinct models. On the other hand
“Piotr napisal list” and “Piotr popisal list” only have
one model each. The external model builder finds this
model, and our algorithm correctly concludes that the
model cannot be perturbed.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have discussed a logic-based approach
to modeling temporal information, and in particular,
information about tense and aspect. Our approach
has been general and generic. On the representational
side, we have used a tool called Nessie which allows us
to specify temporal (and other ontologies) within the
generous expressive limits provided by TYn. On the
inference side we have provided a first-order theory
which, although inspired by work on English, seems
general enough to provide analyses of tense and aspect
in other languages. Finally, we have provided an algo-
rithm which allows us to perturb the temporal com-
ponent of models in the hope of finding non-minimal
but semantically significant variants. This algorithm
is not dependent on the axiomatic choices made in this
paper; in fact (as we have discovered) is a very useful
tool when one is investigating the effects that varying
the underlying theory can have.
Much remains to be done. For a start, the work re-

ported here does not consider many other important
temporal phenomena, such as dates, temporal prepo-
sitions, and temporal adverbs. Furthermore, it is not
integrated with a theory of discourse structure; incor-
porating the ideas reported here into a Discourse Rep-
resentation Theory (DRT) based approach would be a
natural path to investigate. We plan to turn to such
extensions shortly.
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Abstract
In this paper the comparison of two PPM (Prediction by 
Partial Matching) methods for automatic content-based text 
classification is described: on the basis of letters and on the 
basis of words. 

The investigation was driven by the idea that words and 
especially word combinations are more relevant features for 
many text classification tasks than letters and letter 
combinations. The results of the experiments proved 
applicability of PPM models for content-based text 
classification, although PPM model on the basis of words 
did not perform better than model on the basis of letters.

�. Introduction 
Text or document classification is the assignment of 
documents to predefined categories on the base of their 
content.  

In this paper the application of word-based PPM 
(Prediction by Partial Matching) model for automatic 
content-based text classification is explored. Although the 
application of PPM model to the document classification 
is not new, all the PPM models used for text classification 
were character-based and used sequences of two or more 
letters as features [20]. On the other hand, typical 
approaches to text classification use words as features for 
feature vector creation.

The main idea investigated in the paper is that words 
and especially word combinations are more relevant 
features for many text classification tasks. It is known that 
key-words for a document in most cases are not just a 
single word but combination of two or three words. That 
is why word-based PPM model was created and used for 
text classification.

2. Related Works 
A wide variety of learning approaches to text 
categorisation have been used, including Bayesian 
classification [�], decision trees [��], cluster classification 
[�2], k-NN algorithms [�] and neural nets [�7]. Lately the 
most wide spread classification techniques are based on 
the SVM (support vector machine) [��]. 

 Several approaches that apply compression models 
to text classification have been presented recently [2], [7], 
[2�]. The underlying idea of using compression methods 
for text classification was their ability to create the 
language model adapted to particular texts. It was 
supposed that this model captures individual features of 
the text being modelled. Theoretical background to this 
approach was given in [20]. 

�. PPM Compression 
PPM (prediction by partial matching) is an adaptive 
finite-context method for compression. It is based on 
probabilities of the upcoming symbol in dependence of 
several previous symbols. Firstly this algorithm was 
presented in [�], [�]. Lately the algorithm was modified 
and an optimized PPMC (Prediction by Partial Matching, 
escape method C) algorithm was described in [��]. PPM 
has set the performance standard for lossless compression 
of text throughout the past decade. The PPM technique 
blends character context models of varying length to 
arrive at a final overall probability distribution for 
predicting upcoming characters in the text.  

For example, the probability of character 'm' in 
context of the word 'algorithm' is calculated as a sum of 
conditional probabilities in dependence of different length 
context up to the limited maximal length: 

PPPM('m') = λ� ⋅ P( 'm' | 'orith') + λ� ⋅ P( 'm' | 'rith') + 
+ λ� ⋅ P( 'm' | 'ith') + λ2 ⋅ P( 'm' | 'th') + λ� ⋅ P( 'm' | 'h') + 

+ λ0 ⋅ P( 'm' ) + λ -� ⋅ P( ‘esc’ ),
where λi (i = �…�) is normalization factor;  
� - maximal length of the context; 
P( ‘esc’ ) – ‘escape’ probability, the probability of 

the character that have never been encountered so far.  

�. Classification Using PPM Models   
Most of compression models are character-based. They 
treat the text as a string of characters. This method has 
several potential advantages. For example, it avoids the 
problem of defining word boundaries; it deals with 
different types of documents in a uniform way. It can 
work with text in any language and it can be applied to 
diverse types of classification. 

In [��] the simplest way of compression-based 
categorization called ‘off-the-shelf algorithm’ is used for 
authorship attribution. The main idea of this method is as 
follows. Anonymous text is attached to texts which 
characterize classes, and then it is compressed. A model, 
providing the best compression of document, is 
considered as having the same class with it.  

The other approach is direct measuring of text 
entropy using a certain text model. PPM is appropriate in 
this case, because text modelling and its statistic encoding 
are two different stages in this method. In [��] was shown 
that results of this method were very similar to the results 
of the ‘off-the-shelf algorithm’.  
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In [2�] several compression schemes were used for 
source based text categorization. The result was not as 
satisfactory as the author desired. Furthermore, the word-
based PPM model tested in the paper performed worse 
than the letter-based. The author considered that it 
happened due to the small training set. Performing a great 
number of different experiments of compression-based 
categorization, author concluded that more work needs to 
be done to evaluate the technique.  
In [7] extensive experiments on the use of compression 
models for categorization were performed. They reported 
some encouraging results; however they found that 
compression-based methods did not compete with the 
published state of the art in use of machine learning for 
text categorization. Authors considered that the results in 
this area should be evaluated more thoroughly.  

In [2] the letter-based PPM models were used for 
spam detecting. In this task there existed two classes only: 
spam and legitimate email (ham). The created models 
were applied to TREC� spam filtering task and exhibited 
strong performance in the official evaluation, indicating 
that data-compression models are well suited to the spam 
filtering problem.   

�. Word-based Models 
A number of word-based text compression schemes 

have already been proposed. In [�], four word-based 
compression algorithms were implemented in order to 
take advantage of longer-range correlations between 
words and thus achieve better compression. The 
performance of these algorithms was consistently better 
than UNIX compress program. 

In [��] the adaptive word-based PPM bigram model 
was used to improve text compression. This model 
created the shorter code in comparison with letter-based 
model, because the code was created for the whole word 
at once, so less number of bits was used to code each 
letter. Besides, it provided faster compression than 
character-based models because fewer symbols were 
being processed. 

Results with these models have shown that the word-
based approach generally performs better when applied to 
compression. 

�. Word-based PPM Model 
Classification

Usually, PPM based classification methods use character-
based models. However, if texts are classified by the 
contents, they are better characterized by words and word 
combinations than by fragments consisting of five letters. 
We believe that words are more indicative text features 
for content-based text classification. That’s why we 
decided to use a model based on words for PPM text 
classification.

As proposed in [��], minimum cross-entropy as a 
text classifier was used in the experiments. The modelling 
part of PPM compression algorithm was used to estimate 
the entropy of text. The entropy provides a measure of 

� http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec��/t��_proceedings.html 

how well the probabilities were estimated; the lower 
entropy is, the better probabilities are estimated. 

Cross-entropy is the entropy calculated for a text if 
the probabilities of its symbols have been estimated on 
another text: 

 n 
Hm

d = -  pm(xi) log pm(xi)
 i =1 

were
Hm

d – text d entropy obtained using model m;
pm(xi) - probability of symbol xi  using model m

for all symbols in the text d (i = 1…n);
m – a statistic model created on the base of 

another text. 
Usually, the cross-entropy is greater than the 

entropy, because probabilities of symbols in diverse texts 
are different. The cross-entropy can be used as a measure 
for document similarity; the lower cross-entropy for two 
texts is, the more similar they are. Hence, if several 
statistic models had been created using documents that 
belong to different classes and cross-entropies are 
calculated for an unknown text on the base of each model, 
the lowest value of cross-entropy will indicate the class of 
the unknown text. In this way cross-entropy is used for 
text classification.

Thus, two steps were realized: (�) creation of PPM 
models for every class of documents; (2) estimation of 
entropy for unknown document using models for each 
class of documents. The unknown document considered 
to be of the same class with the model providing the 
lowest value of entropy. 

For the experiments Several Perl scripts were 
created: scripts that produce letter-based and word-based 
PPM models, scripts for cross-entropy calculation, for 
class assignment and for F-measure determination.   

In order to evaluate word-based PPM classification 
method a number of experiments were performed. The 
aim of the experiments was twofold: 

- to evaluate quality of PPM-based document 
classification

- to compare letter-based and word-based PPM 
classification.

7. Experiments 
Classification algorithms were evaluated on three corpora. 
Firstly, the corpus of articles from the Romanian 
electronic newspaper «Evenimentul zilei» (Event of The 
Day)2 was used in the experiments. Secondly, 
experiments were carried out with clinical free text 
collected from the Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical 
Centre’s Department of Radiology and provided for 
training and testing by Computational Medicine Centre in 
Medical NLP Challenge 2007�. Finally, the algorithms 

2 kindly provided by Constantin Orasan (http://pers-
www.wlv.ac.uk/~in�0��/)
� http://www.computationalmedicine.org/challenge 
/index.php
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were evaluated on Reuters-2��7�� corpus as a standard 
benchmark for the text categorization tasks. 

In text classification, effectiveness is always 
measured by a combination of precision, the percentage 
of documents classified into ci that indeed belong to ci,
and recall, the percentage of documents belonging to ci
that are indeed classified into ci. When effectiveness is 
computed for several categories, the results for individual 
categories can be averaged in several ways; one may opt 
for microaveraging (categories count proportionally to the 
number of their positive test examples) or for 
macroaveraging (all categories count the same).  

The macroaveraged form of the balanced F-measure 
[�0] was used in the experiments. The balanced F-
measure is the harmonic mean of precision (P) and recall 
(R), written as: 

F = 2PR / P + R, 
where P = A / A + B   and   R = A / A + C 

A represents the number of true positives (i.e. the number 
of documents classified into ci that indeed belong to ci), B 
represents the number of false positives (i.e. the number 
of documents classified into ci that do not belong to ci ), C 
represents the number of false negatives (the number of 
documents not classified into ci that indeed belong to ci ). 

7.1.Experiments on Romanian Newspaper 
The first experiment was carried on using corpus of 2 ��� 
articles from the Romanian electronic newspaper 
«Evenimentul zilei» (Event of The Day). This was the 
easiest corpus for the evaluation. All the articles in this 
newspaper belonged to one of the 7 categories:  editorial;  
money, business;  politics;  investigations;  quotidian;  in 
the world; sport. 

Each category was considered a class of documents 
in the classification task. Each document belongs to 
exactly one class. Documents were of medium size about 
2000 words, sufficient for classification. For testing �0 
test documents were taken from each category (70 
documents in total).   

Firstly, the word-based method was evaluated. For 
the model creation figures, punctuation marks and others 
non-alphabetic symbols were eliminated, all letters were 
converted in lowercase. The PPM compression method 
with order �(one word in context) and escape method C 
[�] was used for text modelling. Seven models were 
created, each of them reflecting features of a certain class. 
The entropies of test documents were calculated using the 
created models. Having the entropy calculated on the base 
of seven models, we attributed the document to the 
category for which its entropy was minimal. 

In the Table � the classification result is presented. 
Columns show seven models accordingly to the 
categories, rows refer to test files of the given category. 
Figures in the table cells show number of test files 
classified to the category of the column. 
Documents of only one category were classified wrongly: 
quotidian. It is obvious that the errors in classification 

� http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/testcollections
/reuters2��7�/

were influenced by the category. The category ‘quotidian’ 
is not a well-defined class of documents; it contains 
topical articles. Accordingly to the errors in classification, 
in most cases those were articles about finances and 
investments. 

Table 1. Test documents classification (bigram model). 
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Money, business 10 10
quotidian 10 1 5 4
editorial 10 10
in the world 10 10
investigations 10 10
politics 10 10
sport 10 10

The next experiment with word-based PPMC method 
with order 2(two word in context) did not showed much 
improvement, classifying � documents from ‘quotidian’ 
to ‘investigation’ and one to ‘money, business’. The same 
set of documents was used for word-based PPMC method 
with order 0(no words in context). �2 documents were 
misclassified for zero-context method. Because of the low 
efficiency of order 0 PPM method it was not be used in 
the following experiments. 

The experiment  with letter-based PPMC method 
showed the same results as word-based with order 2.  

Finally, three methods were cross-validated on five 
different test sets each containing 70 documents. The 
results are the following: 

- for word-based PPM method with order �: F=0.��;    
- for word-based PPM method with order 2: F=0.���;    
- for letter-based PPM method with order �: F=0.�7. 

In spite of our expectations, letter-based method 
yielded slightly better results for the first corpus. 

7.2.Experiments on Medical Free Texts 
Second step of PPM classification evaluation was testing 
it on medical free texts. Data for the corpus was collected 
from the Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Centre 
and consist of sampling of all outpatient chest x-ray and 
renal procedures with ICD-�-CM codes assigned. The 
collection is rather challenging for text classification 
systems as the documents are quite small and multi-
labelled. An example of the text is given on Figure �.  

CLINICAL HISTORY: Cough, congestion, fever. 
IMPRESSION: Increased markings with subtle patchy 
disease right upper lobe. Atelectasis versus pneumonia. 

Figure �. Example of medical free text. 

A training set with �7� documents was provided for 
the experiments. Each document was labelled by one or 
more ICD-�-CM labels. �� ICD-�-CM labels (e.g 7�0.�) 
are used in this dataset, these labels form �� distinct 
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combinations (e.g. the combination 7�0.�, 7��.2). �� of 
these combinations have only one training example, 27 of 
them have two examples. Keeping in mind the size of 
those examples (��-20 words) one can imagine the 
difficulty of the task.  

 In this experiment the problem of multiple-
classifying appeared. Unlike the previous experiment in 
this case the decision about the number of labels for each 
document should be made. Entropies of all test documents 
for one category was normalized (each of them was 
divided by their mean), and document was attributed to 
the categories for which its entropy was lower than the 
mean. For some documents the number of categories 
attributed was too high, up to ten or even fifteen 
categories. For these documents only three categories 
with minimal entropy was selected. Three types of PPM 
method were tested: word-based with order �, word-based 
with order 2 and letter-based with order �. And again the 
results were quite similar: 

- for word-based PPM method with order �:  
P=0.�� R=0.�� F=0.��;    

- for word-based PPM method with order 2: 
 P=0.�� R=0.�� F=0.��;    

- for letter-based PPM method with order �:  
P=0.�� R=0.�2 F=0.��. 

Both word-based methods had the same results because 
the length of the documents. They were too small for two-
word context method training. Letter-based model 
performed better but not considerably. The result in 
general is not high but considering the difficulty of the 
corpus it could be accepted as satisfactory. 

7.3.Experiments on Reuters 
The last set of experiments was performed on Reuters-
2��7� corpus. The Reuters-2��7� test collection has been 
a standard benchmark for the text categorization task 
throughout the last years.  

In order to be able to compare results with other 
methods standard Modified Apte ("ModApte") split was 
used in the experiments. Following the methodology used 
in [�] three subsets of the collection were used for testing: 
the set of the �� categories with the highest number of 
positive training examples (R��); the set of the �� 
categories with at least tree positive examples (R��); the 
set of the �0� categories with at least two positive 
examples (R�0�).  

For the first experiment with �� categories, 
documents with only one label were selected from the 
whole test set. Thus, for this group of test documents only 
one category with minimal cross-entropy was selected. In 
the Table 2 only f-measure is shown for this task.   

The method of multi-labelling was the same as in 
experiments with medical texts. It should be mentioned 
that the problem of selecting more than one category was 
not solved properly. All the attempts to add more than one 
label to the documents drastically affected precision and 
decreased F-measure. Actually, about �/� of documents in 
test set were labelled with only one topic and only about 
2% of documents had more than three topics assigned. If 

at least one topic for each document is assigned correctly, 
the result is satisfactory anyway.     

Two PPM methods were compared: word-based with 
order � and letter-based with order �. The results are 
presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Comparison of two classification methods on three 
subsets of Reuters2��7� 

subset Word-based method Letter-based method
P R F P R F

R(��) 0.�� 0.��
R(��) 0.�� 0.�� 0.�� 0.72 0.�7 0.��
R(�0�) 0.77 0.�2 0.�� 0.7� 0.�� 0.��

The same results are presented on the diagram in the 
Figure 2.  

Figure 2. Comparison of two classification methods on three 
subsets of Reuters2��7� 

The obtained diagram is quite similar with those 
presented in [�]. Moreover, the figures are similar to 
figures obtained by other classification methods. As for 
the comparison of the word-based and letter-based 
models, the difference is quite small. Again, our idea that 
word-based method performed better, was not confirmed 
by the experiments.  

�. Conclusion and discussion 
In the paper a comparative experimental study of two 
PPM-based text classification methods is presented. The 
experiments were carried out on a variety of experimental 
contexts, including three corpora and three subsets of 
Reuters-2��7�. The results of the experiments show that 
PPM-based text compression efficiency is comparable 
with other well-performed approaches presented in [�]. F-
measure obtained for PPM is very close to the one 
obtained for SVM in [�]. However, there is not exactly 
the same set of documents used for training and testing 
and it cannot be asserted that PPM method performed 
better or not.  

  On the other hand, comparison of two PPM methods 
showed that word-based method is not better than letter-
based, though the difference is quite small. The possible 
explanation for this is the quality of texts. In general, texts 
are noisy and contain errors of different types. For 
example, in Reuters the common error is word merging, 
that, obviously, affected word-based method. Letter-based 
methods avoid these problems and in general better 
capture the characteristics of the text. The possible 
preprocessing for words as stemming or lemmatization
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might be done in order to improve the word-based model, 
but it does not solve the problem of unknown words and 
words with errors.

It should be mention that letter-based model is more 
compact and faster.   

Thus, the experiments proved applicability of PPM models 
for content-based text classification, although PPM model on the 
basis of words did not perform better than model on the basis of 
letters.
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Abstract
This paper presents a User-Oriented Multi-
Document Update Summarization system based
on a maximization-minimization approach. Our
system relies on two main concepts. The first
one is the cross summaries sentence redundancy
removal which tempt to limit the redundancy of
information between the update summary and
the previous ones. The second concept is the
newness of information detection in a cluster of
documents. We try to adapt the clustering tech-
nique of bag of words extraction to a topic enrich-
ment method that extend the topic with unique
information. In the DUC 2007 update evalua-
tion, our system obtained very good results in
both automatic and human evaluations.

Keywords
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1 Introduction

The seventh edition of the Document Understanding
Conference1 (DUC) has introduced a pilot task in
counterpart to the question-focused multi-document
summarization main task. Named update task, its
goal is to produce short update summaries of newswire
articles under the assumption that the user has already
read a set of earlier articles. This is the first time, as
far as we know, that an update summarization task
is evaluated. We have chosen to base our system’s
approach on two main concepts: cross summaries sen-
tence redundancy removal and newness of information
detection using a bag of words extraction method for
topic enrichment. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 describes the previous works and
section 3 the update task of DUC 2007. The section 4

1 Document Understanding Conferences are conducted since
2000 by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), http://www-nlpir.nist.gov

introduces the two main ideas of our approach quote
above. The section 5 gives an overview of the exper-
iments and section 6 the performance of the system
at the DUC 2007. Section 7 concludes this paper and
examines possible further work.

2 Background and related work

Interest in multi-document summarization of newswire
started with the on-line publishing and the constant
growth of internet. Introduced by Luhn [5] and Rath
et al. [12] in the 50s-60s with single-document sum-
marizers (SDS), research on automatic summarization
can be qualified as a long tradition. However, the
first automatic Multi-Document Summarizers (MDS)
were developed only in the mid 90s [9]. Lately, DUC
2007 conference introduced the over-the-time update
MDS evaluation. Most of work in automatic summa-
rization apply statistical techniques to linguistic units
such as terms, sentences, etc. to select, evaluate, or-
der and assemble them according to their relevance
to produces summaries [6]. In general, summaries are
constructed by extracting the most relevant sentences
of documents. Automatic summarization systems can
be divided in two categories: single document summa-
rizers and more complex multidocument summarizers.
Multi-document systems can be viewed as a fusion of
the SDS systems outputs by using additionnal infor-
mation about the document set as a whole, as well
as individual documents [1]. MDS perform the same
task as SDS but increase the probability of information
redundancy and contradictions. Previous works com-
paring the redundancy techniques [10] have shown that
using a simple zero knowledge vector based cosine sim-
ilarity [15] for measuring sentence similarities make no
difference in performance with more complex represen-
tation, such as Latent Semantic Indexing [2]. Contrary
to redundancy removal, precious little researchers have
focused on time-based summarization. A natural way
to go about time-based summarization is to extract
the temporal tags [7] (dates, elapsed times, tempo-
ral expressions, ...) or to automatically construct the
timeline from the documents [14]. For the last tech-
nique, the well known χ2 measure [8] is used to extract
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unusual words and phrases from documents. Our ap-
proach is based on the same principle of term extrac-
tion but differs from these in several ways. Our sys-
tem relies on the simple idea that the most important
unique terms of a cluster are suitable for representing
the unique and unseen information.

3 Description of the DUC 2007
pilot task

The DUC 2007 update task goal is to produce short
(∼100 words) multi-document update summaries of
newswire articles under the assumption that the user
has already read a set of earlier articles. The purpose
of each update summary will be to inform the reader
of new information about a particular topic. Given a
DUC topic and its 3 document clusters: A, B and C,
the task is to create from the documents three brief,
fluent summaries that contribute to satisfying the in-
formation need expressed in the topic statement.

1. A summary of documents in cluster A.

2. An update summary of documents in B, under
the assumption that the reader has already read
documents in A.

3. An update summary of documents in C, under
the assumption that the reader has already read
documents in A and B.

Within a topic, the document clusters must be pro-
cessed in chronological order; i.e., we cannot look at
documents in cluster B or C when generating the sum-
mary for cluster A, and we cannot look at the docu-
ments in cluster C when generating the summary for
cluster B. However, the documents within a cluster
can be processed in any order.

4 A Cosine Maximization-
Minimization approach

This paper proposes a statistical method based on a
maximization-minimization of cosine similarity mea-
sures between sentence vectors. The main motiva-
tion behind this approach is to find a way to quantify
the newness of information contained in an document
cluster assuming a given topic and a set of already
”known” document clusters but at the same time min-
imize the possible redundant information. The main
advantage of this approach is that zero knowledge is
required and that makes the system fully adjustable
to any language. The following subsections formally
define the measures formulas and the method to apply
them to the update summarization task.

4.1 Back to basics: a simple User-
Oriented MDS

We have first started by implementing a baseline sys-
tem for which the task is to produce topic focused
summaries from document clusters. Standard pre-
processings are applied to the corpora, sentences are

filtered (words which do not carry meaning are re-
moved such as functional words or common words)
and stemmed using the Porter algorithm [11]. An N -
dimensional termspace Ξ, where N is the number of
unique terms found in the corpus, is constructed. Sen-
tences of a document are represented in Ξ by a vector.
Similarity measures between sentences are calculated
by using the angle cosine. The smaller the angle, the
greater is the similarity. The system scores each sen-
tence of a document by calculating the cosine simi-
larity angle measure [13] (defined in formula 1 and
illustrated by figure 1 with the θt) between the topic
vector and the sentence vector using the well known
tf × idf measures as weights. tf is the term frequency
in the document and idf is the inverse document fre-
quency. idf values are calculated on the whole DUC
2007 corpus (main and update task).

cos(�s,�t ) =
�s · �t√

� �s � + � �t �
(1)

In our case, �s is the vectorial representation of the
candidate sentence and �t of the topic.

4.2 Redundancy removal techniques

Sentences coming frommultiple documents and assem-
bled together to generate a summary theoretically en-
gender redundancy problems for classified document
cluster. In practice, sentences of a cluster are all
scored by calculating an angle regarding a particular
topic, accordingly all high scored sentences are syn-
tactically related. We have to deal with two different
redundancy problems in our update MDS system, the
within summary syntactical sentence redundancy and
the cross summaries redundancy. The first one refers
to the detection of duplicate sentences within a sum-
mary. We choose to measure the sentence similarity
between the sentences already contained in the sum-
mary and the candidate sentences and remove them
if this similarity is greater than a threshold τo, em-
pirically fixed. The second problem is more specific to
the task, candidate summaries are generated assuming
that other summaries have previously been produced.
Therefore they have to contain different information
about the same topic and inform the reader of new
facts. Formally, np early summaries are represented as
a set of vectors Π = {�p1, �p2, . . . , �pnp

} in the termspace
Ξ. Our sentence scoring method (formula 2) calcu-
lates a ratio between two angles: the sentence �s with
the topic �t and the sentence with the all previous np

summaries. The smaller value η(�s,�t ) and the higher
value φ(�s,Π) produces the greater score R(•):

R(�s,�t,Π) =
η(�s,�t )

φ(�s,Π) + 1
(2)

where: η(s,�t ) = cos(�s,�t )

φ(�s,Π) =
√∑np

i=1
cos(�s, �pi)2

0 ≤ η(•) ; φ(•) ≤ 1
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unusual words and phrases from documents. Our ap-
proach is based on the same principle of term extrac-
tion but differs from these in several ways. Our sys-
tem relies on the simple idea that the most important
unique terms of a cluster are suitable for representing
the unique and unseen information.

3 Description of the DUC 2007
pilot task

The DUC 2007 update task goal is to produce short
(∼100 words) multi-document update summaries of
newswire articles under the assumption that the user
has already read a set of earlier articles. The purpose
of each update summary will be to inform the reader
of new information about a particular topic. Given a
DUC topic and its 3 document clusters: A, B and C,
the task is to create from the documents three brief,
fluent summaries that contribute to satisfying the in-
formation need expressed in the topic statement.

1. A summary of documents in cluster A.

2. An update summary of documents in B, under
the assumption that the reader has already read
documents in A.

3. An update summary of documents in C, under
the assumption that the reader has already read
documents in A and B.

Within a topic, the document clusters must be pro-
cessed in chronological order; i.e., we cannot look at
documents in cluster B or C when generating the sum-
mary for cluster A, and we cannot look at the docu-
ments in cluster C when generating the summary for
cluster B. However, the documents within a cluster
can be processed in any order.

4 A Cosine Maximization-
Minimization approach

This paper proposes a statistical method based on a
maximization-minimization of cosine similarity mea-
sures between sentence vectors. The main motiva-
tion behind this approach is to find a way to quantify
the newness of information contained in an document
cluster assuming a given topic and a set of already
”known” document clusters but at the same time min-
imize the possible redundant information. The main
advantage of this approach is that zero knowledge is
required and that makes the system fully adjustable
to any language. The following subsections formally
define the measures formulas and the method to apply
them to the update summarization task.

4.1 Back to basics: a simple User-
Oriented MDS

We have first started by implementing a baseline sys-
tem for which the task is to produce topic focused
summaries from document clusters. Standard pre-
processings are applied to the corpora, sentences are

filtered (words which do not carry meaning are re-
moved such as functional words or common words)
and stemmed using the Porter algorithm [11]. An N -
dimensional termspace Ξ, where N is the number of
unique terms found in the corpus, is constructed. Sen-
tences of a document are represented in Ξ by a vector.
Similarity measures between sentences are calculated
by using the angle cosine. The smaller the angle, the
greater is the similarity. The system scores each sen-
tence of a document by calculating the cosine simi-
larity angle measure [13] (defined in formula 1 and
illustrated by figure 1 with the θt) between the topic
vector and the sentence vector using the well known
tf × idf measures as weights. tf is the term frequency
in the document and idf is the inverse document fre-
quency. idf values are calculated on the whole DUC
2007 corpus (main and update task).

cos(�s,�t ) =
�s · �t√

� �s � + � �t �
(1)

In our case, �s is the vectorial representation of the
candidate sentence and �t of the topic.

4.2 Redundancy removal techniques

Sentences coming frommultiple documents and assem-
bled together to generate a summary theoretically en-
gender redundancy problems for classified document
cluster. In practice, sentences of a cluster are all
scored by calculating an angle regarding a particular
topic, accordingly all high scored sentences are syn-
tactically related. We have to deal with two different
redundancy problems in our update MDS system, the
within summary syntactical sentence redundancy and
the cross summaries redundancy. The first one refers
to the detection of duplicate sentences within a sum-
mary. We choose to measure the sentence similarity
between the sentences already contained in the sum-
mary and the candidate sentences and remove them
if this similarity is greater than a threshold τo, em-
pirically fixed. The second problem is more specific to
the task, candidate summaries are generated assuming
that other summaries have previously been produced.
Therefore they have to contain different information
about the same topic and inform the reader of new
facts. Formally, np early summaries are represented as
a set of vectors Π = {�p1, �p2, . . . , �pnp

} in the termspace
Ξ. Our sentence scoring method (formula 2) calcu-
lates a ratio between two angles: the sentence �s with
the topic �t and the sentence with the all previous np

summaries. The smaller value η(�s,�t ) and the higher
value φ(�s,Π) produces the greater score R(•):

R(�s,�t,Π) =
η(�s,�t )

φ(�s,Π) + 1
(2)

where: η(s,�t ) = cos(�s,�t )

φ(�s,Π) =
√∑np

i=1
cos(�s, �pi)2

0 ≤ η(•) ; φ(•) ≤ 1

Therefore:

maxR(s) =⇒
{
max η(•)
min φ(•) (3)

The highest scored sentence �s is the most relevant
assuming the topic �t (i.e. η → 1) and, simultaneously,
the most different assuming the previous summaries Π
(i.e φ → 0).

Fig. 1: The case of two previous summaries Cosine
Maximization-Minimization illustration example: for
each sentence, minimize the angle θt and maximize
the angles θ1 and θ2

4.3 Newness of information

The detection of the newness of information is a crit-
ical point in the update summarization process. In-
deed, how to detect, quantify and ”blend” unseen in-
formation into an existing MDS system are challenging
questions that we try to answer with our approach. In
the same way that several previous works in document
clustering use a list of high tf × idf terms as topic
descriptors, we have chosen to represent the most im-
portant information of a document cluster X by a bag
of words BX of the nt highest tf × idf words. The
newness of information of a document cluster A in re-
lation to already processed clusters is the difference of
its bag of words BA and the intersection of BA with
all the previous cluster’s bags of words (see formula 3).
The system uses the terms of BX to enrich the topic t
of the cluster X , the topic is extended by a small part
of the unique information contained in the cluster. Se-
lected sentences are not only focused on the topic but
also on the unique information of the cluster.

BX = BX \
np⋃
i=1

Bi (4)

4.4 Summary construction

The final summary is constructed by arranging the
most high scored sentences until the limit size of 100
words is reached. As a consequence the last sentence

have a very high probability to be truncated. We pro-
pose a last sentence selection method to improve the
summary’s reading quality by looking at the next sen-
tence. This method is applied only if the remaining
word number in greater than 5 otherwise we just pro-
duce a non-optimal size summary. The next last sen-
tence is prefered to the last if its length is almost 33%
shorter and to avoid noise if its score is greater than
a threshold τo = 0.15. In all cases the last summary
sentence is truncated of 3 words maximum. We try to
protect the sentence grammaticality by removing only
stop-words and very high frequency words. A set of
about fifty re-writing patterns and a dictionnary based
name redundancy removal system have been specially
created for the DUC update task. The figure 2 shows a
global overview of the main architecture of our system.

Fig. 2: General architecture of the update summariza-
tion system.

5 Experiments

The method described in the previous section has been
implemented and evaluated. The following subsections
present some details of the different parameter settings
experiments.

5.1 Experimental Settings

We used for our experimentations the DUC 2007 up-
date task data set, the task is described in section 3.
The corpus is composed of 10 topics, with 25 docu-
ments per topic. For each topic, the documents will
be ordered chronologically and then partitioned into 3
sets: A, B and C, where the time stamps on all the
documents in each set are ordered such that time(A)
< time(B) < time(C). There is approximately 10 doc-
uments in set A, 8 in set B, and 7 in set C. Tuning the
system parameters requires to find a way of automat-
ically evaluate the quality of the produced summaries
and producing reliable and stable scores. All exist-
ing automated evaluation methods work by compar-
ing the systems output summary to one of more refer-
ence summaries (ideally, produced by humans). The
ROUGE [4] and Basic Elements [3] automated perfor-
mance measures are considered relevant and will be
used for our experiments.
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5.1.1 Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting
Evaluation (ROUGE)

ROUGE [4] is a word n-gram recall between a candi-
date summary and a set of reference summaries. In
our experiments the two ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4
measures will be computed. ROUGE-2 measure which
is based on bigram of words is defined in equation
5. Countmatch stands for the maximum number of
bigrams co-occurring in a candidate summary and a
set of reference summaries RS . The ROUGE-2 is a
recall-related measure because of the denominator of
the equation is the total sum of the number of bigrams
occurring in the reference summaries.

ROUGE-2 =

∑
s∈RS

∑
bigram∈s Countmatch∑

s∈RS

∑
bigram∈s Count

(5)

The ROUGE-SU4 measure is a also a word bigram
recall but extended to take into account the unigrams
and allowing for arbitrary gaps of maximum length
4. For example the sentence ”why using text summa-
rization” has Count(4, 2) = 6 skip-bigrams which are:
”why using”, ”why text”, ”why summarization”, ”us-
ing text”, ”using summarization”, ”text summariza-
tion”. We calculated the count of skip-bigrams with
an arbitrary gap γ an we defined it in equation 6.

Count(k, n) = C

(
n

k

)
−

k−γ∑
0

(k− γ) ; γ ≥ 1 , k > γ (6)

where n is the n-gram length and k the sentence length
in words.

5.1.2 Basic Elements (BE)

Basic Elements [3] is a specific evaluation method
using very small units of content, called Basic Ele-
ments, that adress some of the shortcomings of n-
grams. The problem of the ROUGE evaluation is that
multi-word units (such as ”United Mexican States”)
are not treated as single items, thereby skewing the
scoring, and that relatively unimportant words (such
as ”from”) count the same as relatively more impor-
tant ones. The Basic Elements evaluation tempt to
solve these problems by using a syntactic parser to
extract just the valid minimal semantic units, called
BEs.

5.2 Newness of information

One of the major difficulties is to evaluate and opti-
mize the quantity of ”newness” terms extracted from
the clusters. If too much terms are extracted the pro-
duced summaries will be away from the point con-
sidering the topic. Otherwise, if too few terms are
extracted, summaries readability will decrease due to
the high information redundancy. We can observe in
figure 3 that the topic enrichment always decreases au-
tomatic evaluation scores. This is due to the ”noise”
introduced by the newness of information terms ex-
tracted. Our experiments have also shown that the

newness of information enrichment considerably en-
hances the readability and the intrinsic quality of the
produced summaries. The information containing in
the summaries is more heterogeneously spread, syn-
tactical redundancy decrease and so readability and
general quality enhance.

Fig. 3: ROUGE average recall scores in comparison
to the number of extracted terms for the topic enrich-
ment.

5.3 Within summary redundancy

We have implemented two similarity measures to deal
with the within summary sentence redundancy prob-
lem. These measures are calculated between a can-
didate sentence and the sentences that are already
considered as summary’s sentences. The first one is
a normalized symmetrical word overlapping measure
whereas the second is a classic cosine similarity mea-
sure. A candidate sentence is accepted in the final
summary only if its similarity scores with the other
summary sentences are lower than a threshold τo. Pre-
vious works [10] have shown that the classic cosine
similarity measure (see equation 1) is the most per-
formant measure for redundancy removal task. The
two measures are binded by the fact that they use
the terms as units of comparison so we decide to use
only the classic cosine similarity. The sentence accep-
tance threshold has been tuned empirically using the
ROUGE automatic evaluation as reference measure,
ROUGE scores are increasing until the threshold is
reaching τo = 0.4 (see figure 4). In other words, the
deletion of sentence with lower cosine score that 0.4
remove information from the candidate summary and
a sentence is considered as increasing the summary re-
dundancy if at least one of its cosine scores with the
other sentences is greater than 0.4.
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Fig. 4: ROUGE average recall scores versus the re-
dundancy similarity measure threshold τo.

5.4 Experiments on DUC 2007 data

The above sections delineate the tuning techniques us-
ing the DUC 2007 corpus as reference and so how we
found the optimal parameter combination by compar-
ing our system automatic evaluation scores. This sec-
tion will evaluate our system performance in the op-
timal parameter combination with the 24 participants
of DUC 2007 update task (in which we participate
with a non-optimal version of this system, the sys-
tem’s id is 47). An example of our system output for
the topic D0726F is shown in the appendixes section.
We observe in the figure 5 that our system is the sec-
ond best system for the ROUGE automatic evaluation,
this is a very good performance in view of the fact that
the applied post-processings achieve poor performance
and that they are not designed especially for the task
but are more generic ones. An important margin of
progress in improving these main post-processings ap-
pears. Sentence rewritting process in the specific kind
of document used in the DUC conferences is not yet
developed but we are currently investigating sentence
reduction techniques.

6 The system at DUC 2007

This section present the results obtained by our sys-
tem at the DUC 2007 update evaluation. No train-
ing corpus was, at the time of submission, available
and there was, as far as we known, no equivalent cor-
pora for training systems. Only manual evaluation of
the output summaries was possible, this explain why
the parameters used for the system submission are not
the optimal ones. The following parameters have been
used for the final evaluation: Bag of words size: 15,
Redundancy threshold: τo = 0.4, minimal sentence
length: 5. Among the 24 participants, our system
ranks 4th in both ROUGE-2 and Basic Elements eval-

Fig. 5: ROUGE-2 versus ROUGE-SU4 scores for the
24 participants of DUC 2007 update evaluation (our
system is the dark circle).

uation, the 5th in ROUGE-SU4 evaluation and the 7th
in overall responsiveness. The figure 6 shows the corre-
lation between the average ROUGE scores (ROUGE-
2 and ROUGE-SU4) of the systems and their aver-
age responsiveness scores. ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-
SU4 scores were computed by running ROUGE-1.5.5
with stemming but no removal of stopwords. The in-
put file implemented jackknifing so that scores of sys-
tems and humans could be compared. The content
responsiveness evaluation assesses how well each sum-
mary responds to the topic. The content responsive-
ness score is an integer between 1 (very poor) and 5
(very good) and is based on the amount of information
in the summary that helps to satisfy the information
need expressed in the topic narrative. The average re-
sponsiveness score obtained by our system was 2.633,
which is above the mean (2.32 with standard deviation
of 0.35). Our system is contained in the group of the
top 8 well balanced systems (It must be noticed that
the value of the scores range in a small interval), the
mean responsiveness score (ranked only 7th) is due to
the poor rewritting sentence post-processing (only less
than fifty general rewritting regular expressions).
The figure 7 illustrates another automatic measure,

the previously described Basic Elements (BE) evalua-
tion measure. Basic Elements (BE) scores were com-
puted by first using the tools in BE-1.1 to extract BE-F
from each sentence-segmented. The BE-F were then
matched by running ROUGE-1.5.5 with stemming, us-
ing the Head-Modifier (HM) matching criterion. For
average BE our system scored 0.05458, which is above
the mean (0.04093 with standard deviation of 0.0139)
and ranked 4th out of 24 systems. We observe in the
figure 8 that the average automatic scores are better
for the last summary (cluster C) and most of all that
the standard deviations extensively decrease (see table
1). The stability of our system enhance with the quan-
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Fig. 6: ROUGE versus responsiveness scores for the
24 participants of the DUC 2007 update evaluation.
Our system is the dark circle (ROUGE-2) and the dark
triangle (ROUGE-SU4).

Fig. 7: Basic Elements (BE) scores of the 24 partici-
pants of the DUC 2007 update task. Our system id is
47 (marked in the figure by the dark circle).

tity of previous time documents, the light fall with the
cluster B summaries may be due to the non-optimal
enrichment done without enough previous extracted
terms.
After analysing all the figures, one system clearly

stand out from the crowd (this system id is the 40),
this system ranks first in all the automatic and man-
ual evaluations. Our system definitely is, in term of
performance, in the pack leading group. We would
like to say, in a word, that our system runs very fast,

Cluster A B C
ROUGE-2 0,08170 0,08080 0,03670
ROUGE-SU4 0,08657 0,06826 0,02878

Table 1: ROUGE scores standard deviations of our
system for each document cluster used.

Fig. 8: ROUGE recall scores (average and maxi-
mum - minimum deviations) for each document clus-
ters (A∼10, B∼8 and C∼7 articles).

it only take ≈ 1 minute to compute the whole DUC
2007 update corpus on a 1.67Ghz G4 with 1.5Gb of
RAM running MAC OS X 10.4.9.

7 Discussion and applications

We have presented a cosine maximization - mini-
mization technique for producing user-oriented update
summaries. This summarization system achieves effi-
cient performances in the Document Understanding
Conference 2007 evaluation regarding to other par-
ticipants: 4th in ROUGE-2 average recall and Ba-
sic Elements average recall, 5th in ROUGE-SU4 av-
erage recall and 7th in responsiveness in relation to
24 participants. The results of our experiments point
out several research questions and directions for future
work. The detection of the newness of information
in the document clusters introduces too much ”noise”
in the summaries, considering only the most relevant
sentences for the term extraction have to enhance the
responsiveness. We are currently working on a more
precise similarity maximization in the redundancy re-
moval process by changing the granularity (using the
sentence instead of the whole summary). Applications
to a domain of speciality, the Organic Chemistry, is
currently in development2 with a Chemistry textbook
question-answering system. This system will allow

2 In collaboration with the University of Namur, (Belgium).
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users to spare time by reading only new facts and skip
all already known informations.
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Appendix

This is an example of our system output for the topic
D0726F of the DUC 2007 task. The title is ”Al Gore’s 2000
Presidential campaign” and the narrative part is ”Give the
highlights of Al Gore’s 2000 Presidential campaign from the
time he decided to run for president until the votes were
counted.”.

UPDATE DOCSUBSET=”D0726F-A”

Vice President Al Gore’s 2000 campaign has appointed
a campaign pro with local Washington connections as
its political director. Al Gore, criticized for not having
enough women in his inner circle, has hired a veteran
female strategist to be his deputy campaign manager
for his 2000 presidential bid. Al Gore will take his
first formal step toward running for president in 2000
by notifying the Federal Election Commission that he
has formed a campaign organization, aides to the vice
president said. Al Gore took his presidential campaign
to a living room that helped launch Carter and Clinton
into the White House.

UPDATE DOCSUBSET=”D0726F-B”

Patrick Kennedy, D-R.I., endorsed Vice President Al
Gore for the Democratic presidential nomination in
2000. Al Gore named a veteran of the Clinton-Gore
presidential campaigns to be his campaign press secre-
tary. Bradley retired from the Senate in 1996, briefly
mulled an independent run for president, then spent
time lecturing at Stanford University in California be-
fore deciding to challenge Gore for the Democratic
presidential nomination. Klain was criticized by some
Gore allies after President Clinton called a reporter for
The New York Times and said Gore needed to loosen
up on the campaign trail. Bill Bradley of New Jersey,
Gore’s sole competitor.

UPDATE DOCSUBSET=”D0726F-C”

After hearing that Stamford-native Lieberman had
been chosen as Al Gore’s running mate, Marsha Green-
berg decided to knit him a gift. Vice President Al
Gore, who continues to reshuffle his struggling pres-
idential campaign, has selected Donna Brazile to be
his new campaign manager, officials said. Al Gore
declared ”a new day” in his presidential bid with a
symbolic homecoming and the opening of a new cam-
paign headquarters far from the constant political in-
trigue and daily odds-making of Washington. Coelho,
Brazile and Carter Eskew, the media consultant hired
to help develop Gore’s campaign message, are already
working out of the Nashville office.
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Abstract
We present a novel approach to ontology learning
which takes an iterative view of knowledge acqui-
sition for ontologies. Current systems view the
ontology learning process as single pipeline with
one or more specific inputs and a single static
output. Our approach is founded on three open-
ended resources: a set of texts, a set of learning
patterns and a set of ontological triples, and the
system seeks to maintain these in equilibrium.
As events occur which disturb this equilibrium,
actions are triggered to re-establish a balance be-
tween the resources. We present a gold standard
based evaluation of the final output of the sys-
tem, the results of which are significantly better
that those found in previous work.
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1 Introduction

Ontologies have become the most commonly accepted
form of knowledge representation in a wide range
of fields including the Semantic Web, e-Science, e-
Business, and Knowledge Management. The impor-
tance of reducing the manual effort involved in build-
ing them is undisputed. The core challenge in order
to reduce this ‘knowledge acquisition bottleneck’ lies
in learning ontologies from natural language texts, be-
cause, although there are other approaches (e.g. [8]
where ontologies are learnt from software APIs), they
have much more limited application.
An underlying assumption in many approaches to

Ontology Learning (OL) from text is that the text
corpus input to OL is, a priori, both representative
of the domain in question and sufficient to build the
ontology. This is, in our view, inadequate. For ex-
ample, [13] write, regarding their system: “the main
restriction [...] is that the quality of the corpus must
be very high, namely, the sentences must be accurate
and abundant enough to include most of the impor-
tant relationships to be extracted”. In our view, re-
quiring an exhaustive manual selection of the input
texts defeats the very purpose of automating the on-
tology building process. Closely related to this is what

we consider to be the other fundamental failure of cur-
rent approaches, which is to view the ontology learning
process as single pipeline with one or more specific in-
puts and a single static output.
In this paper, we present a novel approach to

ontology learning which takes an iterative view of
knowledge acquisition for ontologies. Our approach
is founded on three open-ended resources: a set of
texts, a set of learning patterns and a set of ontologi-
cal triples, and the system seeks to maintain these in
equilibrium. Each resource may have additional items
added to it: further documents can be added from an
external repository or the web, further extraction pat-
terns can be learnt, and further knowledge triples can
be extracted from the documents. As events occur
which disturb this equilibrium, actions are triggered
that aim to re-establish the balance between the re-
sources. The main advantage of our approach is its
more accurate model of the way knowledge is contin-
uously changing, uncertain and dependant on the ev-
idence currently available and the confidence we have
in that evidence.
This paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, we

present some of the requirements of concerning OL,
followed by a description of the system in Section 3.
In Section 4, we describe the evaluation and this is
followed by a discussion of the experiments. Related
Work is presented in Section 6, followed by a Conclu-
sion.

2 Requirements Analysis

A successful ontology learning method must take into
account certain observations about knowledge and lan-
guage: 1. Knowledge is not monolithic, monotonic or
universally agreed. It is uncertain, revisable, contra-
dictory and differs from person to person. 2. Knowl-
edge changes continuously over time and so will be
revised and re-interpreted continuously. 3. Ontolo-
gies are inherently incomplete models of domains, but
need to be maximally “fit for purpose.”. 4. Texts as-
sume the reader has a certain amount of background
knowledge. The great majority of ontological knowl-
edge is in this background knowledge, and not in the
text. 5. While it is easy to establish that some re-
lationship exists between two terms, explicit defining
contexts are relatively rare in texts.
The set of resources an OL system manipulates -
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the text, the ontology, and the extraction patterns
- are intrinsically incomplete at any given stage.The
best possible input specification of the task for the OL
system to perform is given by a seed ontology, a seed
corpus and a seed pattern set. It also follows from
the above that it is not possible to completely specify
the task a priori - the ontology engineer should able
to intervene by pointing out correct/incorrect or rel-
evant/irrelevant ontological concepts and documents,
as the process runs, effectively delimiting the domain
incrementally through examples. Given the dynamic
nature of knowledge, our approach should allow for
the continuous development of knowledge over time,
as more resources are added. Therefore, another fun-
damental requirement of our approach is for the OL
process to be viewed as an incremental rather than
an one-off process - the output of one system run can
be used as input to another run in order to refine the
knowledge. Finally, the data sparsity problem neces-
sitates the use of multiple sources of information.

3 The Abraxas Approach

Our incremental, weakly-supervised approach views
OL as a process involving three resources: the cor-
pus of texts, the extraction patterns set (conceived as
a set of lexico-syntactic textual patterns), and the on-
tology (conceived as a set of RDF triples). The goal is
to extend existing resources in terms of one another,
always seeking a consistent overall state which we will
name equilibrium. Our method allows equally creating
an ontology given an input corpus, extending a corpus
given an input ontology or deriving a set of extraction
patterns given an input ontology and an input corpus.
The overall system can be seen in Figure 1.
The initial input to the processserves both as a

specification of the task and as seed data for a boot-
strapping cycle where, at each iteration, a decision is
made on which new candidate concept, relation, pat-
tern or document to add to the domain. Such a deci-
sion is modelled via three unsupervised classification
tasks that capture the interdependence between the
resources: one classifies the suitability of a pattern to
extract ontological concepts and relations in the doc-
uments; another classifies the suitability of ontological
concepts and relations to generate patterns from the
documents; and another classifies the suitability of a
document to give support to patterns and ontologi-
cal concepts. The notion of “suitability” is formalised
by assigning the relationship of any resource to the
domain a confidence value, which we will denominate
“resource confidence” (RC).

3.1 The Resource Confidence Measure

The Resource Confidence measure (RC) measures the
confidence that the system has in a given resource
i.e. item of knowledge, extraction pattern or docu-
ment. The RC value for a knowledge triple reflects
how confident the system is that it is a correct piece of
knowledge, for an extraction pattern that the pattern
will extract accurate pieces of knowledge, and for doc-
uments that the document provides valid knowledge
triples. System added resources, whether documents,

Fig. 1: Overview of the system

knowledge triples or extraction patterns are assumed
to have varying degrees of confidence which is a func-
tion of the success or suitability of a given resource in
deriving the corresponding other resource. Thus for
each resource set, confidence for any resource item is
defined in terms of the other resource sets. This means
that for any given resource, there is a corresponding
set of resource pairs with which it interacts.

The formulae for calculating the RC of any given
resource are designed so that a) a single measure com-
bines the effect of the other types of resources; b) the
greater the sum of the confidence/RC values of the
other resource pairs a given resource is associated with,
the greater is the RC of that resource; c) the measure
should take into account resource pairs not covered.

For example, for a given knowledge triple ti, we aim
to combine in one single measure the effect of both ex-
traction patterns which extract the triple, and the doc-
uments that the triple is extracted from. An extrac-
tion pattern-document pair is defined as the instance
of an extraction pattern applied to a given document.
The measure favours knowledge triples that are the
outcome of many extraction pattern-document pairs
(instances) and favours triples that cover extraction
pattern-document pairs with a high confidence.

Let O be the set of co-occurences of resource pairs -
in this case as we are calculating the RC of a triple, the
relevant resource pairs are document-extraction pat-
tern pairs. We can conveniently represent this as a
triple e.g. o1 = {d2, p1, t2} which means that occur-
rence o1 refers to document d2 which has a match with
EP p1 to extract knowledge triple t2. In the following
formulas, dr and dw are restricted to the specific doc-
ument in question, while dp and dn sum over all doc-
uments. Let dr and dw be the number of correct and
incorrect documents in the set of document-extraction
pattern pairs which output the triple ti, and dp and
dn be the number of positive and negative documents
in the set of document-extraction pattern pairs which
output all triples.
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dr =

o∈Ot

RC(do) (1)

dw =

o∈Ot

(1−RC(do)) (2)

dp =

o∈O

RC(do) (3)

dn =

o∈O

1−RC(do) (4)

Similar functions can be defined analogously for pr,
pw, pp and pn. For further details and examples cf.
[1].

r and w are defined in terms of the quantities defined
in formulae 1 to 4 and the analogous formulae for pr,
pw, pp and pn. r is defined as shown in Eq. (5), where
dr - dn are defined as above. The quantity r trivially
combines the contribution of both extraction patterns
and documents by summing dr and pr. A refinement
of the quantity, for ranking purposes, is obtained by
adding the quotients, which favour triples that cover
a greater number of positives, but less and less so as
the number of negatives not covered increases.

r = dr +
(dn − dw)

((dn − dw) + (dp − dr)) + 1
+ (5)

pr +
(pn − pw)

((pn − pw) + (pp − pr))

w = dw +
(dp − dr)

((dp − dr) + (dn − dw)) + 1
+ (6)

pw +
(pp − pr)

((pp − pr) + (pn − pw))

The quantity w is the symmetric of the formula for r
as shown in Eq. (6). Then the Resource Confidence
(RC) for a given Knowledge Triple (for example ti) is
defined as shown in Eq. (7) which is merely the classic
precision measure adapted for our purposes.

RC(ti) =
r

(r + w)
(7)

User-provided RC scores work as seeds and/or feed-
back to the system thereby optionally guiding the sys-
tem as it runs. Extraction patterns are currently rep-
resented as described in [4]. The incompleteness of
the corpus is tackled by iterative augmentation using
the web or any other institutional repository as a cor-
pus. Corpus augmentation in our approach consists of
a set of methods that aim to incrementally add new
documents to the corpus, such that documents with
higher relevance to the domain are added first. Stop-
ping criteria are established by setting a threshold on
the lowest acceptable RC for each resource type, or by
setting a threshold on the maximum number of iter-
ations, without any new candidate resources for each
resource type being obtained.

Corpus C = {d} a set of documents
Extraction Pattern Set P = {p} a set of extraction
patterns
Ontology O = {t} a set of knowledge triples

{
1. State (seed) data (C, P, O)
2. Candidates queues set to empty (C’, P’, O’)
3a. Apply P and term recognition (using a Noun Phrase
chunker) to discover triples in C;
3b. Apply pattern induction to discover p in C;
3c. Download more texts by applying O with Ps;

4. Score discovered resources with RC;
5. Place each discovered resource into corresponding
candidate queue (CC, CEP, CT);
6. Pop the resource with the highest RC from the
candidate queues and add it to state (C, EP, T);
7. Apply rationalisation;
8. Re-score resources in C’,P’,O’ and C, P, O;
9a. If a triple t has been added, instantiate P with t to
query the web and download more texts using the triple t;
9b. If an extraction pattern p has been added, apply p
over state C to discover new triples;
9c. If a document d has been added, apply P and term
recognition over the text to discover triples;
10. Go to Step 2;

}

Table 1: The Bootstrapping Algorithm

3.2 Bootstrapping Algorithm

The bootstrapping algorithm is shown in Table 1.
Bootstrapping starts with the user providing some
seed data (1,2). Initial processing includes apply-
ing the extraction patterns to the seed corpus to ex-
tract any available knowledge triples (3a), and learn-
ing new extraction patterns (3b). If the seed corpus is
small, additional texts are obtained from the WWW
by querying a search engine using the seed ontology
and extraction patterns and added to the seed corpus
(3c). A small corpus defines the domain weakly, in
which case the RC scores would not correctly reflect
the relevance of a resource to the domain.
The knowledge resources extracted by the initial

processing are scored by applying the RC formula (4),
and placed in the three resource queues (5). The
queues contain candidate resources, sorted based on
their RC in descending order, to be processed in fol-
lowing iterations.
The Scheduler component (see Figure 1) determines

the following steps (6), in which the bootstrapping pro-
cess polls the queues, and adds one resource to the
system state at a time. Different schedulers imple-
ment different measures to determine which type of
resources to be polled. In the experiment reported in
this paper, the scheduler compares the RCs of the top-
most resource in each queue, and adds the one with
the highest RC to the state. Other measures which,
for example, reflect how users intervene with the sys-
tem and whether the user wants to supervise ontology
learning, or corpus building, or pattern induction are
also implemented, but not used in our current experi-
ment.
Once a resource is added to the state, the boot-

strapping applies rationalisation (7) and re-scores the
state and candidate resources (8). Rationalisation re-
arranges the ontology so as to remove redundancy and
make the ontology more coherent.
Following the addition of the resource, a new learn-

ing iteration is triggered (9). The system then contin-
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ues cycling through the stages described above, (see
Table 1) and iterates until stopping criteria are met.

4 Evaluation

Ontology evaluation is challenging topic in itself be-
cause knowledge cannot easily be enumerated, cata-
logued or defined a priori so as to allow for some sort
of comparison to be made with the output of ontology
tools. Various proposals have been made in the liter-
ature and an evaluation by Gold Standard (GS) was
chosen in our case. For that purpose, we created a
domain-specific hand-crafted ontology reflecting com-
mon sense knowledge about animals, containing 186
concepts up to 3 relations deep1. In order to com-
pare the GS ontology with the computer generated
one, we chose to follow the methodology proposed by
Dellschaft and Staab [3]. The following metrics are
thus used: Lexical Precision (LP) and Recall (LR)
measure the coverage of terms in the GS by the output
ontology; Taxonomic Precision (TP) and Recall (TR)
aims to identify a set of characteristic features for each
term in the output ontology and compare them with
those of the corresponding term in the GS; Taxonomic
F-measure (TF) is the harmonic mean of TP and TR,
while Overall F-measure (TF’) is the harmonic mean
of TP, TR, LP and LR.
As a seed corpus we used a set of 40 texts from

Wikipedia all entries concerning animals which were
included in the GS ontology. All were entries for com-
monly known animals such as hedgehog, lion, kanga-
roo, ostrich, lizard, amounting to a little over 8000
words. Note there is a substantial gap between the
number of animals initially covered in the articles and
the number present in the GS ontology. The articles
were pre-processed to remove the markup present in
the originals.
A series of experiments were conducted, each time

varying the seed knowledge input to the Abraxas sys-
tem (in this paper we only present the one experiment,
where Corpus = 40 Wikipedia texts, and Ontology =
{dog ISA animal} - fuller details may be found in [1]).
In all cases we used as a stopping criterion the Explicit
Knowledge Gap (EKG) measure described in [6, 1].
This is a measure of the extent to which the ontology
and the corpus are in equilibrium in the sense of the
corpus providing explicit evidence for the items in the
ontology. EKG is defined in Eq. 8 where E is the set
of pairs of terms whose ontological relationship is ex-
plicit, Π is the set of pairs of terms in the corpus that
are known to have some kind of ontological relation-
ship on distributional grounds. The systems seeks to
minimise EKG but in practice we use an empirically
chosen threshold.

EKG = |E ∩Π| (8)

We used the same set of 6 extraction patterns, shown
in Table 2, which previous research had shown to have
good precision [1]. Pattern learning was disabled in
order to separate concerns - we intended to isolate
the ontology learning process from the influence of
pattern learning in these experiments, making results
1 Publicly available from http://nlp.shef.ac.uk/abraxas/

NP(pl) such as NP* NP(sg) is a kind of NP(sg)
NP(sg) or other NP(pl) NP(sg) is a type of NP(sg)
NP(pl) and other NP(pl) NP(pl) or other NP(pl)

Table 2: Extraction patterns used: NP = noun
phrase, sg = singular, pl = plural.

LP 0.40 LR 0.48
TP 0.95 TR 0.70
TF 0.81 TF’ 0.60

Table 3: Results obtained for experiment 1.

more comparable with those of the literature. For the
same reasons, the system was tested in a completely
unsupervised manner.
Comparison with Gold Standard Our initial ex-
periment was with Case 1, running over approximately
500 iterations. The final results are shown in Table 3.
Both the TF and TF’ obtained are significantly better
than equivalent results in the literature, which often
achieve maximum scores around [0.3] for both preci-
sion and recall [2].
Learning Curves Figure 2 shows how the results
vary over the number of iterations. We can see here
that LR steadily increases reflecting the growing size of
the ontology and correspondingly its overlap with the
GS. In contrast, LP is in constant flux but with a ten-
dency to decrease. TP varies between set limits of [1.0
- 0.84] indicating that concepts are generally inserted
correctly into the hierarchy. TR is also a measure in
considerable flux and manual analysis of the different
output ontologies show that sudden insertion of parent
nodes (e.g. mammal at iteration 9) make a substantial
difference which gradually stabilises over further itera-
tions. Over long numbers of iterations, this flux in TR
seems to become less likely. We also observe a steady
increase TF’ in parallel with the increase in LR indi-
cating that the system is doing better as it increases
its coverage of the lexical layer of the GS ontology.

5 Discussion

The low LP and LR do not accurately reflect the real
quality of the generated ontology. LP has a tendency
to decrease because the system is using the Web as
a corpus, so it will inevitably include items absent
from the GS. On the other hand, manual inspection

Fig. 2: Evaluation measures (LP, LR, TP, etc.) plot-
ted against the sequentially produced ontologies from
the iterative process.
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of the ontology showed that in 230 triples, there were
225 concepts of which only 14 could be clearly seen to
belong to another domain (flour, book, farmer, plant
etc.), and another 10 were borderline (predatory bird,
domestic dog, wild rabbit, large mammal, small mam-
mal, wild fowl, etc.). So a manual evaluation would
suggest 201 correct terms or [0.89] precision. The
gradually falling LP presents a challenge for ontology
learning and may either need a different approach to
evaluating this element or a need for techniques which
focus the ontology more effectively.
The flux shown in the graph presented in Figure 2 in

the early stages shows that in principle as more data
is added to the system the output becomes more sta-
ble and consistent. The general tendency is for the
measures to move upwards indicating a gradual but
steady improvement over the progression of the itera-
tions. These results are as was hoped and reflect the
capacity of the system to adapt as the data added to
the system changes the confidence values for individ-
ual items of knowledge. The high F measures for the
system show that our approach has fundamental va-
lidity.
Given the high quality of the output of this ap-

proach the question arises whether this is really what
is needed. Is this type of ontology too focussed and
does it just succeed algorithmically to re-create the
well-known tennis problem [11]? This can only be
answered by further experimentation and evaluation,
varying the parameters of the approach.

6 Related Work

For an over view of research in OL, please consult
[9]. More extensive descriptions of related work can
be found in [6, 1].
The original inspiration for using lexico-syntactic

patterns is [5] and developed by many other authors
since. A number of authors have worked on ways to
build ontologies accessing resources beyond the origi-
nal corpus, e.g. [2] experiment with using data from
WordNet, the Web (in general) and the counts pro-
vided by Google; [10] introduced an approach for auto-
matically acquiring hypernyms and hyponyms for any
given term using search engines. The bootstrapping
learning approach inspiration from [14], [12] and [4].
Combining the use of the Web as a corpus and the
bootstrapping approach, Etzioni et al. have created
the KnowItAll system to collect factual information for
a given domain, and provided one module that learns
taxonomic relations [7].

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an iterative dynamic
and adaptive system for ontology learning. The sys-
tem is designed to achieve a balance between three
open ended resources, a corpus, an ontology and a
set of extraction patterns. We have described the key
principles that lead to the system design and the key
aspects of the system architecture and shown in our
evaluation that the system is able to generate domain
specific ontologies of good quality (TF’ = [0.5 - 0.6]).

There are a number of objectives in our future work.
First we plan to perform experiments to identify where
the methodology fails especially concerning abstract
concepts which are absent from the text collection.
Secondly, we plan to fully evaluate the influence of
pattern learning in the overall ontology learning pro-
cess with a series of new experiments. Finally, we plan
to investigate the application of our approach in im-
portant domains such as biomedical texts.
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Abstract
Multi-word units (mwus) such as named enti-
ties (nes) and other fixed and semi-fixed expres-
sions are important in information retrieval, ex-
traction and question answering. It is also of-
ten assumed that mwus are useful in parsing as
their identification can reduce the overall com-
plexity of the task. Despite this, we are not
aware of any previous work on the use of mwus
in treebank-based probabilistic parsing, nor in
the converse operation—probabilistic generation
(or surface realisation). We present the results
of several experiments using mwus as a means
to impose constraints on both probabilistic pars-
ing and generation with automatically-acquired
(treebank-based) grammars. In the case of gen-
eration from treebank-acquired Lexical Func-
tional Grammar (lfg) f-structure approxima-
tions we show that modest improvements in ac-
curacy can be made. Our experiments integrat-
ing the same mwus in treebank-based probabilis-
tic parsing yield smaller, but still statistically sig-
nificant gains. We analyse the results and offer
a number of explanations as to why the gains
achieved are smaller than might be naively ex-
pected.

Keywords

multi-word units, named entities, parsing, generation, surface

realisation

1 Introduction and motivation

There exists a large and growing body of research on
the identification and applications of multi-word units
(mwus) of various types. For example, the identifica-
tion of named entities (nes) has been the focus of a
number of shared tasks and workshops [15, 16].
In this paper we explore the possibilities of making

use of mwus in both probabilistic parsing and gener-
ation (surface realisation from lfg f-structures). In-
tuitively, the use of mwus in parsing and generation
should reduce the complexity of the tasks as, given a
particular string, identifying mwus reduces the overall
number of effective terminal tokens. In particular we
expect that the identification of mwus may be use-
ful in resolving attachment ambiguities in parsing and
imposing word-order constraints in generation, respec-
tively.

We take Bikel’s [1] implementation of Collins’s
model 2 [6] as the baseline for our parsing experiments.
A history-based generator based on the pcfg-based
generator of Cahill and van Genabith [3] is used as our
baseline for surface realisation from treebank-acquired
lfg f-structure approximations [2].
To date, there exists a surprisingly small amount

of literature on the integration of mwus in statistical
parsing and generation. Nivre and Nilsson document
the use of mwus in deterministic dependency parsing
of Swedish, showing modest but significant gains [13].
Kaplan and King describe the use of mwus (specif-
ically proper-noun named entities) in the context of
lfg parsing using a large hand-crafted lfg gram-
mar, again with clear gains [10]. We are not aware
of any comprehensive evaluation of the use of mwus
as constraints in probabilistic parsing and surface re-
alisation based on automatically-acquired (treebank-
based) grammars.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:

in Section 2 we describe the parsing technology used in
our experiments. Section 3 describes the history-based
generator used in our experiments. In Section 4 we de-
scribe the specific parsing and generation experiments
carried out. Section 5 summarises our experimental
results. Finally, Section 6 gives a more in depth dis-
cussion of our results and provides explanations as to
why the gains established are not more pronounced.

2 Treebank-based probabilistic

parsing

We carry out our parsing experiments using Bikel’s [1]
implementation of Collins’s history-based lexicalised
generative parsing model [6].
The past decade has seen considerable advances in

probabilistic parsing models trained on corpora such
as the Penn Wall Street Journal (wsj) treebank [12].
Although the current state-of-the-art labeled bracket
recall and precision is in the region of 90% [4, 6] there
still exist many hurdles in the way of any further gains
in parsing performance. Among such hurdles are the
well-documented problems of pp-attachment and co-
ordination.
There have also been limited investigations into in-

corporating chunking in treebank-based probabilistic
parsing. For example, Glaysher and Moldovan [7]
make use of a svm-based chunker to constrain and

1
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hence speed up the Collins parser.
We investigate the use of automatically identified

multi-word units (specifically multi-word named en-
tities and prepositional multi-word expressions) as a
means to constrain the parser in a similar fashion with
the aim of reducing complexity and hence improving
parse quality.

3 Surface realisation from f-
structures

We carry out the surface realisation experiments us-
ing an extension of the generation model of Cahill
and van Genabith [3] using the treebank- and pcfg-
based lfg approximations of Cahill et al. [2]. For
generators which do not rely on hand-crafted gram-
mars and are thus easily ported to new languages,
this generator achieves state-of-the-art accuracy and
coverage. The generation process takes as input an
lfg f-structure [9] and outputs a sentence for that f-
structure. lfg is a constraint-based theory of gram-
mar, which analises strings in terms of c(onstituency)-
structure and f(unctional)-structure. C-structure is
defined in terms of cfgs, and f-structures are recur-
sive attribute-value matrices which represent abstract
syntactic functions. See Figure 1 for an example of
an lfg c-structure tree (on the left) linked to an lfg

f-structure (on the right).
C-structures and f-structures are related in a pro-

jection architecture in terms of a piecewise corre-
spondence φ.1 The correspondence is indicated in
terms of the curvy arrows pointing from c-structure
nodes to f-structure components in Figure 1. Given
a c-structure node ni, the corresponding f-structure
component fj is φ(ni). F-structures and the c-
structure/f-structure correspondence are described in
terms of functional annotations on c-structure nodes
(cfg grammar rules). An equation of the form
(↑F) = ↓ states that the f-structure associated with
the mother of the current c-structure node (↑) has an
attribute (grammatical function) (F), whose value is
the f-structure of the current node (↓). The up-arrows
and down-arrows are shorthand for φ(M(ni)) = φ(ni)
where ni is the c-structure node annotated with the
equation.2

The generation model of [3] maximises the prob-
ability of a tree given an f-structure (Eqn. 1), and
the string generated is the yield of the highest prob-
ability tree. The generation process is guided by lo-
cal information in the input f-structure: f-structure
annotated cfg rules (lhs → rhs) are conditioned
on their lhss and on the set of features/attributes
Feats = {ai|∃ vjφ(lhs)ai = vj}

3 φ-linked to the lhs

(Eqn. 2). Table 1 shows a generation grammar rule
and conditioning features extracted from the example
in Figure 1. The probability of a tree is decomposed
into the product of the probabilities of the f-structure
annotated rules (conditioned on the lhs and local

1 Our formalisation follows [8].
2 M is the mother function on cfg tree nodes.
3 In words, Feats is the set of top level features/attributes
(those attributes ai for which there is a value vi) of the f-
structure φ linked to the lhs.

Feats) contributing to the tree. Conditional proba-
bilities are estimated using maximum likelihood esti-
mation.

grammar rule local conditioning features
S(↑=↓)→ NP(↑SUBJ) VP(↑=↓) S(↑=↓), {SUBJ,OBJ,PRED,TENSE}

Table 1: Example grammar rule (from Figure 1)

Treebest := argmaxTreeP (Tree|F-Str) (1)

P (Tree|F-Str) :=
Y

X → Y in Tree
Feats = {ai|∃vj(φ(X))ai = vj}

P (X → Y |X, Feats) (2)

In the extension of the generator of [3] that is used for
the experiments in this paper, all generation grammar
rules are also conditioned on the mother f-structure
feature label (gf). For example, from Figure 1, the
conditioning context for the rule prp(↑=↓) → her is
increased so that it includes the mother f-structure
feature label obj. The probabilistic generation model
is defined as:

P (Tree|F-Str) :=
Y

X → Y in Tree
Feats = {ai|∃vj(φ(X))ai = vj}

(φ(M(X)))GF = φ(X)

P (X → Y |X, Feats, GF ) (3)

A chart generation algorithm based on that of Kay [11]
generates phrase structure trees for the input f-
structure.

4 Experimental setup

We now discuss our experiments incorporating multi-
word units in the parsing and generation processes.
We carry out experiments with mwus from three dif-
ferent sources. First, we use the output from Chieu
and Ng’s maximum entropy-based named entity recog-
nition (ner) system [5]. This system identifies four
types of ne: person, organisation, location, and mis-
cellaneous. Secondly, we use a dictionary of candi-
date multi-word prepositional expressions.4 Finally,
we carry out experiments with multi-word units ex-
tracted from the bbn Pronoun Coreference and Entity
Type Corpus [17]. This supplements the Penn wsj

treebank with additional annotations of 29 named en-
tity types, including nominal-type nes such as person,
organisation, location, etc. as well as numeric types
such as date, time, quantity and money. Since the
bbn corpus data is very comprehensive and is hand-
annotated we take this to be a gold standard, rep-
resenting an upper bound for any gains that might
be made by identifying multi-word nes in our experi-
ments.5. Table 2 gives examples of the various types
of mwus identified by the three sources.

4 Based on a list from mwe.stanford.edu
5 It is possible that other types of mwus might be more suited
to the task than the nes identified by the bbn corpus, so
further gains might in fact be possible.

2
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S
↑=↓

NP VP
(↑ subj)= ↓ ↑=↓

NNP V NP
↑=↓ ↑=↓ (↑ obj)= ↓

Susan contacted PRP
(↑ pred) = ‘Susan’ (↑ pred) = ‘contact’ ↑=↓

(↑ num) = sg (↑ tense) = past
(↑ pers) = 3 her

(↑ pred) = ‘pro’
(↑ num) = sg

(↑ pers) = 3

f1:

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

pred ‘contact�(↑subj)(↑obj)�’

subj f2:

"

pred ‘Susan’
num sg

pers 3

#

obj f2:

"

pred ‘pro’
num sg

pers 3

#

tense past

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

Fig. 1: C- and f-structures with φ links for the sentence Susan contacted her.

mwu type Examples
Names Martha Matthews

Yoshio Hatakeyama

Organisations Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Inc.
Washington State University

Locations New York City
New Zealand

Time expressions October 19th
two years ago
the 21st century

Quantities $2.7 million to $3 million
about 25 %
60 mph

Prepositional expressions in fact
at the time
on average

Table 2: Examples of some of the various types of
MWU from our three sources

For our purposes we are not concerned with the
distinctions between the different types of mwus; we
merely exploit the fact that they may be treated as
atomic units in the parsing and generation models.
In all cases we disregard mwus that cross the original
syntactic bracketing of the wsj treebank. An overview
of the frequencies and lengths of the various types of
mwus used in our experiments is presented in Table 3.

average number average length
Chieu and Ng ner 0.61 2.40
mwe list 0.10 2.48
bbn corpus 1.15 2.66

Table 3: Average number of MWUs per sentence and
average MWU length in the WSJ treebank grouped by
MWU source

In our parsing experiments which incorporate mwus
the wsj treebank training and test data are mod-
ified (in fact, retokenised) such that the word to-
kens comprising mwus are concatenated into sin-
gle words (for example, Bank of America becomes
Bank of America). The concatenated token assumes
the part-of-speech tag of its head word constituent.6

Figure 2 shows a tree fragment from the treebank (on
the left) and the tree fragment after retokenisation (on

6 We used the head-finding rules given in Collin’s thesis [6] to
determine constituent heads.

NP

NNP PP

Bank IN NP

of NNP

America

NP

NNP

Bank of America

Fig. 2: Two different trees for the phrase Bank of
America, with the treebank tree on the left and the tree
after retokenisation on the right
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6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

app

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

adjunct

2

4

pred ‘New’
num sg

pers 3

3

5

pred ‘York’
num sg

pers 3

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

2

6

4
app

2

4

pred ‘New York’
num sg

pers 3

3

5

3

7

5

Fig. 3: Two different f-structures for the phrase New
York; with the treebank-acquired f-structure on the left
and the f-structure after retokenisation on the right

the right).
For generation we carry out two types of experi-

ment. In the first, type a, the training and test sets
are retokenised such that multi-word units are concate-
nated into single words. In the second, type b, only the
test data is retokenised with no retokenisation of the
training data. Figure 3 shows an f-structure fragment
acquired from the treebank (on the left) and the tree
fragment after retokenisation (on the right). Strings
output by the generator are post-processed so that the
concatenated words are converted back into sequences
of word tokens.

5 Evaluation

All experiments were carried out on the wsj treebank
with sections 02-21 for training (39,832 sentences), sec-
tion 24 for development (1,346 sentences) and section
23 for final test results (2,416 sentences). As previ-
ously noted, Bikel’s [1] parser was used for our pars-
ing experiments while the lfg annotation algorithm
of Cahill et al. [2] was used to produce the f-structure
inputs for development and test sets the Cahill and

3
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Recall Precision F-score

Baseline 88.53 88.63 88.58
Best automatic mwus 88.68 88.76 88.72
Best bbn mwus 88.74 88.87 88.81

Table 4: Parsing results for test set (section 23 ), all sentence lengths

bleu StringEd Coverage

Baseline 67.24 69.89 99.88
Best automatic mwus 67.81 70.36 99.92
Best bbn mwus 68.82 70.92 99.96

Table 5: Generation results for test set (section 23 ), all sentence lengths

van Genabith generator [3].

5.1 Parsing results

Table 4 shows our best parsing results for section 23.
For each result we present labeled bracket recall, preci-
sion and f-score measures against the retokenised gold
file. Improvements are statistically significant at level
0.01 over the baseline according to a stratified shuffling
test with 10,000 iterations.7

In Table 4, Baseline refers to the unaltered Bikel
parser, with no mwu-retokenisation of the wsj corpus
data. Best automatic MWUs refers to our best re-
sults using automatically acquired mwus. These were
achieved using the nes identified by Chieu and Ng’s
ner system combined with the list of candidate prepo-
sitional multi-word expressions. Best BBN MWUs
refers to our best results using the bbn corpus named
entities, achieved using proper-noun nes (those de-
noted enamex).

5.2 Generation results

Table 5 shows our final generation results for sec-
tion 23. For each test we present the bleu score [14]
as well as simple string accuracy and coverage. We
use a bootstrap resampling method, popular for ma-
chine translation evaluation, with a resampling rate
of 1,000 to measure the significance of improvements
in bleu scores.8 We also calculate the significance
of increases in simple string accuracy by carrying out
a paired t-test on the mean difference of the simple
string accuracy scores. For both tests improvements
are significant at level 0.001 over the baseline.
In Table 5, Baseline refers to the history-based gen-

erator, as described in Section 3, not incorporating any
type of mwu. Best automatic MWUs displays our best
results using automatically-identified mwus. These
were achieved using experiment type b, described in
Section 4, with the mwus produced by Chieu and Ng’s
ne recogniser [5]. The final row in Table 5 shows the
results using the bbn corpus-derived multi-word units
incorporated in a type a experiment.

7 Script from www.cis.upenn.edu/~dbikel/software.html
8 Scripts from tinyurl.com/2b66vs

6 Discussion

We now discuss the mwu experiments in more detail.
Table 6 provides a breakdown of the parsing experi-
ments on the development set (wsj section 24) while
Table 7 details the generation experiments on the same
set. First, mwus came from the named entity recog-
niser of [5], then we added the mwus from the list of
candidate prepositional multi-word expressions and fi-
nally we ran tests with mwus extracted from the bbn

corpus.

6.1 Parsing

In our initial experiments we observed, surprisingly,
that parsing with the bbn nes gives performance
nearly identical to parsing with the Chieu and Ng nes.
To determine why this might be the case we ran addi-
tional experiments where we spilt the bbn nes into
three broad categories: name expressions (denoted
enamex), number expressions (numex) and time ex-
pressions (timex). We observe that enamex cate-
gory clearly preforms best—numex and timex actu-
ally have a detrimental effect on parsing performance.
Based on inspection of the data we believe that this is
because the word groupings of the name expressions
are more consistent with the syntactic bracketings of
the wsj treebank than those of the other categories.
Although using the bbn name expressions alone

does yield better results than incorporating all types,
the gains remain small. We identified several potential
factors brought about by the retokenisation of the wsj

corpus data that might militate against higher results:
the reduction in the number of syntactic bracketings;
alterations to lexical distributions in the data; and the
frequency of the mwus.
In all of our parsing experiments the mwu-

retokenisation of the corpus leads to an overall reduc-
tion in the number of possible syntactic bracketings
(due to the reduction of the amount of effective word
tokens). Fewer syntactic bracketings per parse tree
means that a single mistake will be penalised more
heavily by the bracketing recall and precision metrics.
Table 8 shows the number of syntactic bracketings in
the development set (wsj section 24) per mwu source.
The reduction in the number of brackets is actually
quite modest, and it is therefore unlikely to be a ma-
jor contributing factor to the small size of the improve-

4
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Recall Precision F-Score

Baseline 87.58 88.18 87.88
Chieu and Ng nes 87.65 88.18 87.91
+ mwe list 87.68 88.23 87.95
All bbn nes 87.52 88.35 87.93
bbn enamex nes 87.73 88.28 88.01
bbn numex nes 87.44 88.25 87.84
bbn timex nes 87.44 88.07 87.76

Table 6: Parsing results for development set (section 24 ), all sentence lengths

bleu StringEd Coverage

Baseline 65.85 69.93 99.93
Type a Chieu and Ng nes 65.81 70.34 99.93

+mwe list 64.81 69.67 99.93
bbn nes 67.24 71.46 99.93

Type b Chieu and Ng nes 66.37 70.26 99.93
+mwe list 66.28 70.21 99.93
bbn nes 66.84 70.74 99.93

Table 7: Generation results for development set (section 24 ), all sentence lengths

# brackets
Baseline 25,662
Chieu and Ng nes 25,633
bbn enamex nes 25,589

Table 8: Number of brackets per gold file (section 24 )

ments.
The mwu-retokenisation also leads to alterations to

the lexical distribution of the corpus. When the con-
stituent tokens of the mwus are concatenated the num-
ber of rare lexical events (those observed, say, ≤ 2
times in the training data) increases quite substan-
tially (Table 9). This is likely to have a detrimental
effect on parse quality due to the lexicalised nature of
the parsing model used (in such a parser increasing
the number of infrequently occurring words increases
the sparsity of the training data).

1 occurrence ≤2 occurrences
Baseline 20,622 27,049
Chieu and Ng nes 26,949 33,945
bbn enamex nes 26,703 33,528

Table 9: Number of rare words (those observed ≤2
times in sections 02-21 )

Finally, the mwus identified are in fact relatively
infrequent (Table 3) and as such any gains brought by
exploiting these units are likely to be quite small.

6.2 Generation

For generation, our first set of experiments (type a),
where both training data and development set data
were retokenised, produced the worst results for the
automatically identified mwus. Accuracy actually de-
creased for these experiments. In an error analysis
of type a experiments with the Chieu and Ng mwus,

we inspected those sentences where accuracy had de-
creased from the baseline. We found that for over
half (51.5%) of these sentences, the input f-structures
contained no multi-word units at all. The problem
for these sentences therefore lay with the probabilistic
grammar extracted from the mwu-retokenised train-
ing data. When the source of mwu was the bbn cor-
pus, however, accuracy improved significantly over the
baseline and the result is the highest accuracy achieved
over all experiment types. We suspect that the low
accuracies for the automatically acquired mwus in the
type a experiments are due to noisy mwus which neg-
atively affect the grammar (Chieu and Ng’s system
achieved an f-score of 88.3% in the Conll 2003 ner

task [16]).
In order to avoid changing the grammar and thus

risking side-effects which cause some heretofore likely
constructions become less likely and vice versa, we
ran the next set of experiments (type b) which leave
the original grammar intact and alter the input f-
structures only. These experiments were more suc-
cessful overall and we achieved an improvement over
the baseline for both bleu and String Edit Distance
scores with all mwu types. As can be seen from Ta-
ble 7 the best score for automatically identified mwus
are with the Chieu and Ng mwus (accuracy decreases
marginally when we added the mwus from the list of
prepositional mwe candidates).

7 Conclusion and future work

To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents
the first study of the influence of mwu-preprocessing
on state-of-the-art treebank-based probabilistic pars-
ing and generation. We have shown that statistically
significant gains can be made by exploiting mwus as
constraints in probabilistic parsing and generation.
Overall the gains achieved were small, implying that

for the unit types used in our experiments mwu-
preprocessing has relatively limited utility. On the

5
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other hand, given the relatively small amount of mod-
ifications to the corpus incurred by marking up the
mwus, it stands to reason that any gains should also
be small. There exists scope for investigations into
the influence of other classes of mwu on parsing and
generation.
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Abstract
Data-driven parsers tend to be trained on man-
ually annotated treebanks. In this paper we
describe two memory-based dependency parsers
trained on treebanks that are automatically
parsed by a knowledge-based parser for Dutch.
When compared to training on a manual tree-
bank of Dutch, the memory-based parsers ex-
hibit virtually the same performance at the
same amount of training material, and achieve
markedly higher parsing accuracies when trained
on more data. The first memory-based parser is
based on a single classifier and operates in linear
time, while the second parser employs constraint
satisfaction inference (CSI) over three classifiers
that each perform a parsing subtask. The non-
linear CSI-based parser outperforms the linear
parser. Based on this case study we discuss the
possibilities of re-engineering knowledge-based
parsers in memory.

Keywords

Dependency parsing, memory-based learning, constraint satis-

faction inference

1 Introduction

Within the last half century many computational nat-
ural language parsers have been designed and imple-
mented. Until a decade ago, most available parsers
were rule-based and manually built, drawing on explic-
itized linguistic knowledge. For instance, for Dutch a
prime example is the Alpino parser [7], implement-
ing a HPSG-based stochastic attribute-value gram-
mar. Probably the best parser for Dutch, Alpino is
a typical modern example of a rule-based approach
that has hybridized with a stochastic, data-driven ap-
proach. After a rule-based core generates possible
parses for a given sentence (possibly hundreds or thou-
sands), a stochastic component searches in this space
of possibilities for the most likely parse, given a back-
ground collection of example parses, a so-called tree-
bank. Using machine learning methods such as max-
imum entropy, this stochastic component can be ef-
ficiently trained and run [8, 7]. Alpino, available as
an open source software system1, comes with both the

1 Alpino: http://www.let.rug.nl/~vannoord/alp/Alpino/

parser and the manually annotated treebank on which
it was optimized.

The Alpino treebank took several person years to
annotate [11], and can now also be used to train any
machine-learning-based or stochastic parser on. Nev-
ertheless it has a limited size of about 262 thousand
words (currently). Due to the distributional properties
of words, sentence-level natural language processing
systems based on machine learning tend to improve
generalization performance when more data is avail-
able [1, 9]. Hence, it is relevant to investigate methods
beyond manual annotation by which more annotated
data can be harvested and employed.

One route that has not been explored earlier is to
take the already existing parser and apply it to a large
amount of digitally available unannotated Dutch text,
and use the automatically parsed data as (additional)
training examples. Of course these parses contain all
the errors that Alpino makes, and without human in-
spection it cannot be known where the errors are.
Training a supervised machine learning method on this
partly erroneous data will lead to a system that may
therefore never be better than the parser. At the same
time, the trained system may in fact become as accu-
rate as the parser itself in the long run; it may learn
to behave exactly as Alpino would.

In this paper we present an attempt at recompiling
the Alpino parser into two variants of a memory-based
dependency parser, one simple and one more complex,
which are not only trained on Alpino treebank data
converted to dependency structures, but also on large
amounts of unannotated texts parsed by Alpino. The
two variants are tested on various types of text, to
test their out-of-domain robustness. It is shown that
the two memory-based parsers can improve beyond be-
ing trained on the manually annotated treebank, when
texts parsed by Alpino are used as training data; hav-
ing the manual treebank as part of the learning mate-
rial does not even improve performance. Furthermore,
both parsers are fast; the faster of the two processes at
least 1,500 words per second, its processing time being
linear in function of the length of the input sequence.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
formulate dependency parsing in a classification frame-
work. We briefly describe IGTree, a fast approxima-
tion of k-nearest neighbor classification, which is used
as the classifier engine. In Section 3 we provide learn-
ing curves, error analyses, and measurements of mem-
ory usage and speed of the two parsers. We discuss
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Fig. 1: Dependency structure for the sentence “No it
wasn’t Black Monday”

our findings and compare them to the original Alpino
parser in Section 4.

2 Algorithms

2.1 Dependency parsing as classifica-
tion

The first parsing algorithm we present is a straightfor-
ward interpretation of dependency parsing as a classifi-
cation task. Pairs of words are classified as to whether
they are connected by a dependency, and if so by which
relation type. The classification instances are repre-
sented by a small set of basic features including word
forms and part-of-speech tags for the words themselves
and those immediately surrounding them. Canisius et
al. [3] propose a simple inference scheme for obtain-
ing the most-likely dependency tree from the classified
instances for a sentence.
Given a token for which the dependency relation is

to be predicted, a number of classification cases have
been processed, each of them indicating whether and
if so how the token modifies one of the other tokens in
the sentence. In case of classification errors, a token
may have been classified as modifying more than one
head. A valid dependency tree, however, does not con-
tain such tokens. To resolve this issue, the candidate
head tokens are ranked according to the classification
confidence of the base classifier that predicted them,
and the highest-ranked candidate is selected.

2.2 Constraint satisfaction inference
for dependency structures

Our second parsing algorithm casts dependency pars-
ing as a weighted constraint satisfaction problem.
Constraint satisfaction inference (CSI) [4] uses stan-
dard classifiers to predict weighted soft-constraints on
the structure of the parse tree. Constraints that are
predicted each cover a small part of the complete struc-
ture, and overlap between them ensures that global
output structure is taken into account, even though
the classifiers only make local predictions in isolation
of each other.
The constraints are predicted by a classifier, where

the weight for a constraint corresponds to the classi-
fier’s confidence estimate for the prediction. For the
current study, we trained three classifiers to predict
three different types of constraints.

1. Cdep, suggests a dependency arc for inclu-
sion in the parse tree. For the example tree
in Figure 1, among others the constraint
Cdep(head=was,modifier=No, relation=VMOD)
should be predicted.

2. Cdir , the relative position of the head of a word.
The tree in Figure 1 will give rise to constraints
such as Cdir(modifier=Black, direction=RIGHT).

3. Cmod, suggests that a word is modified by
a certain type of relation. The constraints
generated for the word was in Figure 1
would be Cmod(head=was, relations=SBJ), and
Cmod(head=was, relations=VMOD).

With the above, a weighted constraint satisfaction
problem is formulated that describes a dependency
tree. Any off-the-shelf W-CSP solver could be used to
obtain the best dependency parse. However, as a more
time-efficient alternative we chose to use the CKY al-
gorithm for dependency parsing [6]. This choice re-
stricts the output space of the parser to projective
trees only.
Of the two parsing algorithms, the simple classifica-

tion approach can be expected to be faster than the
CSI-based parser, and can be expected to be leaner in
memory usage due to the fact that it only assumes one
classifier as compared to the three classifiers required
by the CSI parser. On the other hand, the extra ef-
fort spent by the CSI parser is expected to pay off in
superior parsing quality.

2.3 IGTree: A fast approximation of k-
NN classification

The classifier engine used in the above-mentioned
three classifiers, Cdep, Cdir, and Cmod, is IGTree

[5], an algorithm for the top-down induction of deci-
sion trees. IGTree compresses a database of labeled
examples (i.e. feature-value vectors with an assigned
output class) into a lossless decision-tree structure that
preserves the labeling information of all examples.
Classification in IGTree occurs according to stan-

dard decision-tree classification; a new example (i.e.
an unlabeled feature vector) is matched deterministi-
cally, top-down, against paths in the tree, until an end
node is met, or no branch in the tree matches with
the value at the particular feature tested at that node;
the class label of that last visited node or end node
is the classifier’s prediction. As a normalized measure
of confidence for the predictions made by IGTree,
needed in the inference step of the dependency parser,
we divide the tree-node counts assigned to the major-
ity class found at the last visited node, by the total
counts assigned to all classes at that node.

3 Performance analyses

3.1 Generalization performance and
coverage

As training material for the two memory-based depen-
dency parsers we used all manually annotated data
available in the Alpino Treebank [11], amounting to
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Fig. 2: Learning curves in terms of the percentage of correctly labeled dependencies, trained on manual plus
automatic data (solid line), or only on automatically parsed training data (dashed line), of both the simple
classification-based parser (“single-classifier”, bottom two lines) and of the CSI-based parser (“CSI”, upper two
lines).

18,791 sentences with 262,452 words. The treebank
format is to a limited degree constituent-based, but
contains all necessary information to convert each tree
to a dependency structure. We did this using the
CoNLL-X shared task [2] conversion software.

Subsequently, texts were collected that were auto-
matically parsed by the Alpino parser [7]: ten thou-
sand Dutch Wikipedia pages (about 179 thousand sen-
tences, 2.2 million words), newspaper articles from the
Algemeen Dagblad from the first half of 1994 (about
498 thousand sentences, 8.1 million words), and the
unannotated parts of the Eindhoven corpus (33 thou-
sand sentences, 551 thousand words), resulting in a
corpus of approximately 710 thousand sentences and
10.8 million words. Instead of the part-of-speech tags
furnished by Alpino, we re-tagged the corpus with
the rich Spoken Dutch Corpus tagset, using a fast
memory-based tagger [10].

Three variants of the two memory-based depen-
dency parsers are trained. The first variant of both
parsers is trained only on the manually annotated
data; the second is trained exclusively on the auto-
matically annotated data, while the third is trained
on a concatenation of both training sets. Figure 2
displays learning curves in terms of correctly assigned
and labeled dependencies, a commonly used evaluation
metric [2], of the three variants, for both parsers. The
x axes of the figure has a logarithmic scale and repre-
sents the number of training sentences. Two curves are
plotted per parser rather than three, as the learning
curve of the concatenated set continues at the point
where the manual training set stops (i.e. at 18,791
sentences, indicated by the vertical bar).

The test set consists of 2,530 sentences (47,471
words) taken from the manually parsed section of the
Eindhoven corpus (the cdbl part) that is held out from
the training data; this is professionally written news-
paper text with relatively long sentences, with many

subclauses and quotations.
For each parser, the two curves are remarkably simi-

lar; training a parser on automatically parsed training
data leads to virtually the same accuracies as training
on manually annotated data. Also, continuing train-
ing a parser on automatically parsed data does not
cause the learning curve to regress.
As can be clearly observed from the learning curves,

the csi-based parser performs consistently better than
the single-classifier parser, but with a diminishing gap
as more training examples are available. At the max-
imum amount of training data, approximately 729
thousand sentences, the difference is about 1.6%.
The best scores of the two parsers trained exclu-

sively on three variants of different kinds of train-
ing data, and tested on the aforementioned manually
parsed test set, are displayed in Table 1. The table
also includes accuracy scores on correctly assigned de-
pendency relations regardless of the label (“unlabeled
dependencies”), and on correctly assigned labels re-
gardless of which word the word relates with (“label
accuracy”). The parser trained exclusively on auto-
matically parsed data is also tested along the same
evaluation metrics on two different test sets that are
part of the manually annotated training set, namely a
set of 1,100 questions from the CLEF Dutch question-
answering competition2, and a small test suite of 18
sentences used in a comparison of Dutch parsers in
2001. The parser trained on automatically parsed data
performs at accuracy levels comparable to the scores
on the first test set. From this it can be tentatively
concluded that the parser indeed has a wide coverage.

3.2 Memory usage and speed

Table 2 summarizes the memory-usage measurements
of the single-classifier parser and the CSI-based parser

2 CLEF: http://www.clef-campaign.org/
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Newspaper text Questions Test suite
Parser Evaluation Manual Automatic Both Automatic Automatic
Single-classifier Labeled dependencies 67.3 74.1 74.5 78.7 77.0

Unlabeled dependencies 70.6 76.9 77.2 82.4 78.8
Label accuracy 76.3 81.2 81.4 81.6 83.3

CSI-based Labeled dependencies 71.1 76.0 76.1 80.6 79.9
Unlabeled dependencies 75.2 79.3 79.4 84.5 82.5
Label accuracy 77.2 81.2 81.2 82.7 83.6

Table 1: Best accuracies on test data of the single-classifier and csi-based parser: the percentage of correctly
assigned dependencies, with and without labeling, and the accuracy on labels only, tested on newspaper texts, a
test set of questions, and a test suite of 18 hand-selected sentences.

Training set Single-classifier CSI-based
Manually annotated 3.5 8.9
Automatically parsed 33.7 87.6
Both 34.4 89.5

Table 2: Amount of memory used (Mb) by the single-
classifier parser and the CSI-based parser with the two
training set sizes and their combination.

when trained on maximum amounts of training data3.
The footprint of the parser trained on manually an-
notated data is small (under 10 Mb), but this is
at the cost of a lower performance. Trained on
all available automatically-annotated and manually-
annotated training data, the single-classifier parsers
have a footprint of about 34 Mb, which can still be
regarded reasonable in current computers. Their CSI-
based counterparts have to claim memory for three
classifiers rather than one, hence they have a larger
memory need of about 89 Mb.
Typically, rule-based parsers become exponentially

slower when parsing longer sentences. Alpino uses
stochastic search to battle the problem, but the solu-
tion is only partial. To get an idea of the behavior of
the memory-based approach with longer sentences, the
speed and accuracy of both the single-classifier parser
and the CSI-based parser was measured on different
sentence lengths found in the first test set. Figure 3
shows both, measured on sentence lengths from 2 to
50. As the left graph of Figure 3 shows, shorter sen-
tences are parsed more successfully, which is also typ-
ical for Alpino; the CSI-based parser furthermore out-
performs the single-classifier consistently. The right
graph of Figure 3 shows a perhaps more unexpected
leveling of the speed of the single-classifier parser to
about 1,500 words per second; sentences shorter than
20 words are processed faster. Earlier we noted that
for each sentence, pairwise examples are generated
(n(n − 1), to be exact), but we also constrained this
(also with test sentences) to pairs of words within a
range of twenty words from each other, as 99% of all re-
lations in the training corpus occur within that range.
This fixed constraint bounds the number of examples
per sentence, making the relation between the sentence

3 The hardware used for testing is equipped with Dual Core
AMD Opteron 880 2,412 Mhz processors.

length and the number of examples effectively linear.
The CSI-based parser is slower than the single-

classifier parser for two reasons: first, it is based on
three classifiers (Cdep, Cdir, and Cmod), rather than
one. Second, the CSI-based parser performs a more
complex inference step, the CKY algorithm, to arrive
at a full dependency structure. Processing time of this
algorithm is cubic in the length of the input. Beyond
sentence length 10 the CKY procedure takes more time
than the three (linearly processing) classifiers. Effec-
tively, the speed appears to diminish at a linear rate,
from about 700 words per second for very short sen-
tences, via about 350 words per second at 20 words,
the average length of sentences in the test set, to about
170 words per second at sentence length 40. Note that
both parsers never fail to process a sentence.

4 Discussion

The experiments in this paper have shown that a
manually written knowledge-based parser can to some
extent be re-engineered as a memory-based parser,
which performs similarity-based reasoning on exam-
ples of fragments of parses generated by the original
parser. Recompilations in memory can be quite fast
when using IGTree, a fast approximation of k-nearest
neighbor classification, as the classifier engine. We
developed a single-classifier parser operating in linear
time, which processes sentences at speeds of at least
1,500 words per second. The second, more complex
parser based on three classifiers and with a constraint-
satisfaction inference step built in is slower; it only pro-
cesses a few hundred words per second. The longer the
sentence, the slower the CSI-based parser. Yet, there
is no exponential increase in processing time with very
long sentences. Furthermore, both parsers never fail to
parse a sentence, and tests on three different test texts
showed a robustly consistent level of performance.
A vexing question is whether we have actually built

parsers that emulate, or may in the long run emu-
late, Alpino. It is clear that both parsers can never
be pure emulations. Compared with Alpino, they may
and most likely will produce different results on un-
seen text. For now it may be illustrative to compare
evaluations on the same test texts.
Table 3 shows that Alpino still outperforms our

best-performing parser by wide margins. On all three
test sets the difference in performance score is over
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Fig. 3: Generalization accuracies in terms of percentages of correctly labeled dependencies (left) and words
processed per second (right) of the single-classifier and CSI-based dependency parsers trained on the maximum
amount of data, measured per sentence length from 2 to 50.

Test set Alpino CSI-based
Newspaper 86.8 76.1
Questions 93.7 80.6
Test suite 92.6 79.9

Table 3: Comparison of labeled dependencies score of
Alpino and our best parser on the same test texts.

ten points. The classifiers used in our parsers only use
extremely simple feature representations. To compen-
sate for this, more training data is needed to match
the performance of Alpino’s more sophisticated rule-
based implementation. As we have shown in our exper-
iments, the extra training data needed for narrowing
this gap can be obtained from automatically parsed
texts. However, the increase in performance with re-
spect to the increase in data is only log-linear, and
therefore large amounts of data will be needed to truly
math the performance of Alpino.

On the positive side, our parsers do have an ad-
vantage in terms of memory and speed. Although
the Alpino parser is quite memory-lean, it needs more
memory with larger sentences. In contrast, our parsers
have a static memory footprint (apart from an ad-
ditional modest cubic-size buffer needed by the CSI-
based parser). In terms of speed, Alpino can be excep-
tionally slow with long sentences due to its exponential
components, and needs considerable search heuristics
and even memory and time limits to keep within rea-
sonable bounds; in contrast, our parsers appear to be-
have either linear (the single-classifier parser) or only
mildly slower (the CSI-based parser) when processing
longer sentences.

In future work we plan to optimize and improve the
CSI-based parser. We also intend to continue training
on more texts parsed by Alpino, as the end of that
resource, and of the ensuing learning curve, is not in
sight.
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Abstract 

The basic Bag of Words representation generally used in 

Text Categorization looses important syntactic and semantic 

information contained in the documents. When the texts are 

of a short length this may be particularly problematic. In this 

paper we study the contribution of incorporating syntactic 

and semantic information into the representation in a 

Sentence Selection task in a genomics corpus. We analyze 

the use of a hierarchical technical dictionary created from 

the SwissProt Protein Knowledgebase. In our study, we 

either replace a gene or protein name by a generic term or 

add its SwissProt ancestor terms. Following our previous 

work, we introduce the hierarchical terms into a syntactic 

representation that uses relations between words in the 

sentences. We show that using hierarchical technical 

dictionaries together with syntactic relations is beneficial for 

our problem when using state of the art machine learning 

algorithms. 

Keywords
Machine Learning – Sentence Selection - Text Representation – 

Syntactic and Semantic Features 

1. Introduction 
Sentence selection (SSel) consists in identifying the 

relevant sentences for a particular purpose. This is a 

necessary step in many document-processing tasks, such 

as Text Summarization (TS) and Information Extraction 

(IE). The proportion of sentences considered relevant for 

the above tasks in a given document is usually low, 

making some pre-filtering a prerequisite.  

Sentence selection can be considered a particular case 

of Automatic Text Categorization (ATC), which consists 

in automatically building programs capable of labeling 

natural language texts with categories from a predefined 

set. ATC is performed using standard Machine Learning 

methods in a supervised learning task. The standard text 

representation used in ATC is the Bag of Words (BOW), 

which consists of representing each document by the 

words that occur in it. This representation is also used in 

related tasks such as Information Retrieval (IR) and 

Information Extraction (IE). Different ways of expanding 

this representation have been tried on these areas of 

research, some of the expansions aiming to add some 

semantic or syntactic knowledge (see some related work 

in the next section). 

Even though SSel and ATC are related, not all their 

characteristics are the same. One of the differences is that 

in SSel the sentences are short in length, with few words 

from the vocabulary occurring in each of them. This

results in an even more sparse representation than in the 

ATC case. Another difference is that ATC is usually used 

to recognize the general topic of a document, while SSel 

concentrates on more specific details. Because of these 

differences, some variations to the standard 

representations and techniques usually used for ATC 

might be beneficial for SSel. 

We address the task of sentence selection working on 

a corpus of texts on genetics. The sentences are short in 

length and the vocabulary of this corpus is highly specific. 

We believe that, because of these characteristics, the use 

of syntactic and semantic knowledge could be even more 

beneficial than in a collection of a more general nature.  

Our work is devoted to identification of relevant 

sentences in scientific abstracts on genetics. Those 

abstracts are written in natural language and can be 

searched via the Internet using keyword queries. 

However, the queries would retrieve a large superset of 

relevant abstracts [9] from which we would like to 

identify the sentences that express an interaction between 

genes and/or proteins. Due to the continuous submission 

of new abstracts, this task becomes repetitive and time 

consuming. Because of that, automatic sentence selection 

is considered of interest to the scientific community. We 

automatically learn classifiers that categorize the 

sentences from the abstracts into two classes: those that 

describe an interaction between genes and/or proteins and 

those that do not. In those classifiers we study the 

usefulness of including syntactic and semantic knowledge 

in the text representation. 

In the remainder of this paper we first introduce some 

related work and we present the details of our approach 

and our dataset. Afterwards we present the representations 

that we used and the experiments we performed together 

with their results and their analysis. We finish the paper 

presenting our conclusions and future work. 

2. Related Work 
The usefulness of syntactic and statistical phrases 

compared to the BOW was first studied by Fagan [4] in 

the IR context. In these experiments it was shown that 
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statistical phrases were not only easier to obtain but they 

also improved performance more than syntactic phrases.  

In [7] Lewis compared different representations using 

either words or syntactic phrases (but not a combination 

of both) for IR and ATC. The results with the phrase 

representation showed no significant improvement with 

respect to the representation using the BOW. Mitra et al. 

[8] study the usefulness of linguistic knowledge for an IR 

system. The results indicate that the noun phrases are 

useful for lowly ranked answers but not so much for the 

highly ranked answers where the words alone perform 

well. Similar results were obtained in ATC by Furnkranz  

[5] when building syntactic phrases following some 

particular syntactic patterns learned from the data by an 

extraction system.  

Caropreso et al. [2] studied the usefulness of 

statistical phrases (as opposed to single words) in ATC. 

The more discriminating phrases were added to the BOW. 

The experiments showed that the use of these phrases 

could in some cases improve the classification.  

Cohen and Singer [3] studied the importance of 

introducing the order of the words in the text 

representation by defining position related predicates in 

an ILP system. This has been extended by Goadrich et al. 

[6] in recent research in the IE area, incorporating the 

order of noun phrases into the representation.  

The use of hierarchies for the purpose of generalizing 

the vocabulary, and in particular the use of Wordnet in 

ATC, has been studied among others by Scot and Matwin 

[10]. They showed that word senses are not adequate to 

improve ATC accuracy.  

Shatkay and Feldman [11] introduce various 

literature-mining methods, both in a general domain and 

within bioinformatics, including methods that make use of 

syntactic and semantic knowledge. They also present an 

information retrieval system and an information extraction 

system for finding specific information about genes. 

3. Our Approach and Dataset  
We study the usefulness of including syntactic and 

semantic knowledge in the text representation for the 

selection of sentences from technical genomic texts. In 

this specific context, the occurrence (or not) of specialized 

terms is expected to discriminate between sentences that 

contain information about genes and/or proteins 

interaction, and those that do not contain that information. 

In our previous work [1], we showed that syntactic 

bi-grams (formed by words that are syntactically linked) 

provide extra information on whether two genes and/or 

proteins are interacting with each other. Such phrases 

were formed, for example, by an adjective modifying a 

noun, the main noun in the subject or object role of a 

sentence together with its verb, or the main noun in a 

prepositional phrase together with either the noun or verb 

it modifies. Using the syntactic bi-grams together with 

their single words, we represented the sentences and we 

evaluated the classification performance of this 

representation compared to the BOW. Our experiments 

included the machine learning algorithms Naïve Bayes 

and Support Vector Machine (SVM), and they were 

performed using Weka [14].  

It is understood in linguistics that syntactically related 

words express semantic concepts. By using syntactic bi-

grams we are then already incorporating into the 

representation some basic semantics. In our previous 

work, we attempted to add some extra semantics with the 

help of technical dictionaries used to generalize the 

specific vocabulary by replacing the genes or protein 

names by the generic marker “geneprot”. In our present 

work, we further enrich the representation by introducing 

more semantic knowledge in the form of a hierarchical 

dictionary to help with the specific vocabulary. This 

dictionary was created from a list of proteins and genes 

extracted from the SwissProt Protein Knowledgebase. 

From this source we obtained a classification of each of 

the proteins and genes, which became its ancestor in the 

hierarchy. All these ancestors were then related under a 

common root, the generic word "geneprot". We try 

different ways of introducing the information from this 

hierarchical dictionary into the text representation for our 

task, both in the representation that uses the syntactic 

information and in the basic representation without 

syntactic information. We again use the Naïve Bayes and 

SVM algorithms, and we compare the new results among 

themselves and with our previous ones.  

Our experiments were done on a corpus created by 

the CADERIGE project. The examples that consist of 

only one sentence were automatically selected from 

MedLine abstracts with a query Bacillus subtilis 

transcription. The sentences were then pre-filtered to keep 

only those 932 that contain at least two names of either 

genes or proteins. The remaining sentences were manually 

categorized as positive or negative according to whether 

they describe or they do not describe a genomic 

interaction. The result was a balanced dataset with 470 

positive and 462 negative examples. The vocabulary size 

is in the order of 3000 words. Some earlier work done on 

this corpus is presented in [9].  

4. Representations  
In this section we present the different ways we 

represented the sentences in order to capture the syntactic 

and semantic information. We start from the basic BOW 

representation and we then add the syntactic features as 

presented in the next sub-section. In these two 

representations we then study the inclusion of the 

semantic information provided in the hierarchical 

dictionary, trying different alternatives as presented in the 

second sub-section. 

4.1 Syntactic Representation  
Given the characteristics of our task, we think that a richer 

representation that takes into consideration these 

characteristics would help to perform a better sentence 

selection. In particular, because the texts are so short, 

words are not disambiguated by the context. We believe 

that the syntactic information provided by a parser 

enriches the representation by showing the relations 
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among the words in the sentence, which, to certain extent, 

determine their senses.  

We present here an example of the analysis 

performed by the Link Parser [13], the relations it 

recognized in our collection and how they are used in the 

text representation. 

The Link Parser was selected for specifically 

providing the relation between words in the sentence by 

establishing a link between them. In order to create a 

syntactic representation we ran the parser on each 

sentence of the data collection, identified some syntactic 

links, such as the object of a verb, and we built syntactic 

bi-grams with the linked words. Out of the many links 

identified by the parser, we only took into consideration 

those links that we believe could help enrich our 

representation by bringing into the representation 

semantic relations relevant to the classification task 

(details on the links included can be found in [1]). 

Given the first part of the fifth sentence of our 

collection:  
"we isolated a temperature-sensitive sporulation 

defective mutant of the siga gene"     (example 1) 

the following are the links we identified among the set of 

links returned by the Link Parser: isolated_we,  

mutant_isolated, mutant_temperaturesensitive, 

mutant_sporulation, mutant_defective,, gene_mutant, 

gene_siga. 

4.2 Hierarchical representation  
While the syntactic representation goes some way towards 

producing a richer task representation, it lacks additional 

semantic knowledge. For this we turn to one of the several 

hierarchical knowledge bases available for our domain 

(eg. GeneOntology, Mesh, SwissProt.) In this way, our 

enriched representation on the one hand generalizes with 

respect to the BOW representation, and on the other hand 

enriches the representation semantically, which to some 

extent should alleviate the sparseness problem.  

As previously presented (in section 3), the hierarchy 

we use was created from information contained in the 

Swiss Prot KnowledgeBase. It consists of a 3-level tree. 

The leaves are the gene or protein names and the root the 

generic term "geneprot". The intermediate level of the 

hierarchy is a classification of the gene or protein 

presented in the database.  

For our experiments we generated different 

representations using this hierarchy, and compared their 

performance with the ones obtained when using the BOW, 

the basic representation using the gene or protein names, 

with and without the syntactic information, to which we 

refer on the results table as names.  The new 

representations are:  

a) the representations created by replacing the 

gene/protein names with the root of the hierarchy, referred 

as repl_root,  

b) the representation created by adding (instead of 

replacing) the root of the hierarchy for each gene/protein 

name, referred as add_root,  

c) the representation created by adding the first 

ancestors of the gene/protein name, referred as add_anc,  

d) the representation created by adding both the first 

ancestor of the gene/protein name and the root, referred as 

add_both.  

For the representations that use both syntactical and 

semantic information, new bi-grams were created to either 

replace or be added to the representation for each original 

bi-gram that contains a gene/protein name. For example, 

in the sentence presented before (example 1), we found 

the bi-gram “gene_siga”, therefore the new bi-grams 

“gene_rna”, and “gene_geneprot” will be added to the 

representation that adds both the ancestor and the root of 

the hierarchy when considering the syntactic information. 

5. Experiments and results  
In this section we present the experiments we performed 

using the machine learning algorithm Naive Bayes (NB) 

from the Weka package. 

As a baseline we use the basic representation, 

considering all the words that appear in any of the links, 

but without considering the links themselves and without 

using the technical dictionaries. We compare its 

performance with all our alternative representations, first 

considering only information on the hierarchical 

dictionary with its different variations in the 

representation, and then all the same variations including 

the recognized syntactic bi-grams (while keeping all the 

corresponding words.)  

After learning and evaluating classifiers for the 

different representations, the results were compared using 

Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1-measure. Given a 

contingency table for a two class problem, containing the 

real classification in the rows and the classifier’s 

predictions in the columns, and in each entry the number 

of examples correctly or incorrectly predicted, as the 

following:   
 Predicted Positives Predicted Negatives 

Real Positives TP - True  Positives FN - False Negatives 

Real Negatives FP - False Positives TP - True Negatives 

the previous measures are defined as:  

1 - Accuracy = (TP + TN) / (TP + TN+ FP +FN)  

2 - Precision (Pr) = TP / (TP + FP) 

3 - Recall (Re) = TP / (TP + FN) 

4 - F1 = 2*Pr*Re / (Pr + Re)  

According to preliminary experiments, the number of 

features was set in 1000, which resulted in the best F1 

measure. The features were selected through filtering 

using the Information Gain measure. This was performed 

locally for each different fold or training set.  
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It is known that, over time, there is often a topic drift in 

the documents of a collection. In these cases, if N-fold 

cross-validation is used, it will not be sensitive to the 

effects of concept drift, because training and testing 

instances are spread over the entire time axis. It is 

therefore expected to obtain over optimistic results.  

Using a time split is a protocol which more 

realistically evaluates the real use of the system when a 

classifier will be trained on instances available prior to the 

time of training and used to predict the class of new 

examples as they become available. We chose to use this 

approach to evaluate our representations, taking 

advantage of the knowledge that the sentences are ordered 

according to the date when the abstracts they belong to 

were submitted to PubMed. 

Tables 1 shows the Accuracy, Precision, Recall and 

F1-measure obtained by the Naïve Bayes algorithm in a 

time related training/test split. The 60% of the sentences, 

which originally were part of the earlier abstracts, are 

used as training, while the remaining ones from the latest 

abstracts are used as testing. 

We first observe that the use of the syntactic features 

importantly improved the accuracy of the classifiers 

(around 5% improvement), while only slightly improving 

the F1 measure in most cases. 

The addition or replacement of the hierarchical 

information to the representation does not consistently 

affect the performance of the classifiers. However, the 

best accuracy and F1 measure, respectevely 0.72 and 

0.70, are obtained with the representation including the 

links and the top level of the hierarchical dictionary, the 

representation referred as add_root in the tables. 

The correlation of the precision and recall measures 

is evident in Table 1. While the precision increases in the 

“Links” part of the table, the recall decreases in a similar 

proportion. This is why usually the F-measure, which is a 

weighted average of both Precision and Recall, is 

presented together with them. In our case we presented 

the F1 measure, which gives equal weight to both. In 

order to present another measure that relates the Precision 

and Recall values, we calculated the breakeven point, 

which is the value where precision and recall are equal, 

and it can be obtained by changing the classifier 

threshold. We did that with the NB algorithm and we 

found the BOW representation to have the lowest 

breakeven point at 0.64, while by adding the syntactic 

information, with or without the hierarchical information, 

it was 0.67, and the higher (and best) breakeven point of 

0.69 was reached when adding only the hierarchical 

information. 

To better understand the effects of the variations of 

the threshold in the Naïve Bayes algorithm, we show in 

Fig. 1 the different values of the F1 measure for a 

simplified 11 points threshold curve in the training/test 

split. We only show the representations on the first and 

last columns (names and add_both) of table 1, with and 

without the syntactic information, called here Words, 

Links, Words_Hier and Links_Hier respectively. 

Table 1. Test set Acc., Pr., Re. and F1 for Naive Bayes

WORDS (BOW + hierarchical information) 

 names r_root a_root a_anc a_both 

Accuracy 0.65 0.64 0.64 0.65 0.66 

Precision 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.58 0.57 

Recall 0.86 0.84 0.86 0.87 0.87 

F1 0.68 0.67 0.67 0.69 0.69 

LINKS (BOW + syntactic + hierarchical information) 

 names r_root a_root a_anc a_both 

Accuracy 0.71 0.69 0.72 0.71 0.70 

Precision 0.66 0.63 0.66 0.64 0.63 

Recall 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.73 0.75 

F1 0.69 0.68 0.70 0.68 0.69 

We can observe that while the F1 measure is similar 

for the four representations at the 0.5 threshold (the 

default threshold used for the values presented in table 1), 

it presents considerable variations for other values of the 

threshold. In particular, for thresholds lower than 0.5 

(which implies higher recall, and is shown on the left side 

of the graph in Fig. 1,) the two representations that make 

use of the syntactical information (Links and 

Links_Hier) yield higher F1 measure values than the two 

representations that do not consider the syntactic 

information, and vice-versa. 

In Fig. 2 we present the Precision/Recall curves for 

the same four representations as in figure 1. These curves 

confirm the observation that at high levels of recall, and in 

particular for recall values over 0.80, the representations 

that consider the syntactic information perform better than 

the ones that do not.  

Fig. 2 also shows the differences in the breakeven 

point values mentioned before (observe the graph around 

the point 0.7 for both precision and recall). It is clear from 

the graph that the representation that takes into 

consideration the hierarchical semantic information (Hier) 

results in a higher precision not only at the breakeven 

point but on the whole interval of recall between the 

values of 0.4 and 0.8. 

At levels of recall lower than 0.4, the representations 

containing the semantic information obtain lower 

precision than the ones that do not (the Words and Links 

on their own.) 

6. Conclusions and Future Work  
In this paper we have presented the problem of sentence 

selection from a genetics corpus and how we envisioned 

the contribution of semantic and syntactic knowledge in 

this task. We directly introduced semantic knowledge in 

the representation by either replacing or adding the 

ancestors of genes/proteins names according to a technical 

hierarchical dictionary. As introduced in section 3, 

syntactic relations were also incorporated in the 

representation, bringing additional semantic knowledge. 
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This was accomplished extending the set of features with 

bi-grams obtained from a syntactic parser.  

Figure 1 
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We have empirically showed that this syntactic and 

semantic knowledge is useful for sentence selection on 

this genetics corpus when using state of the art machine 

learning methods. Its use improved the classifiers’ 

performance with respect to the basic BOW 

representation.  

In a time based train/test split, we found the basic 

representation with only words to work well enough when 

relatively low values of recall are accepted. Adding the 

hierarchical semantic information brought the 

performance up for medium to high values of recall. 

When the highest values of recall are required, the 

representations that add the syntactic information to either 

of the previous ones perform the best. 

In the future we plan to extend the use of semantic 

background knowledge to include other hierarchies of 

genes/proteins. One possible source for that could be the 

publicly available Mesh or Gene Ontology. We also plan 

to extend the use of syntactic knowledge by differentiating 

the links according to the kind of relation they denote 

(noun phrases, subject, etc.) and introducing 

morphological information (whether a word is a noun, an 

adjective, a verb, etc.) Finally, we plan to try this 

approach on a similar but larger dataset in the genetic 

abstracts context, as well as on a different domain on 

Legal documents.  
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Abstract
Treebanks are often based on either of two
grammatical formalisms: phrase structure (con-
stituency) grammar or dependency grammar.
However, sometimes it is necessary to transform
treebank representations in order to test statisti-
cal parsers based on the alternative approach. In
this paper we present new parsing results for Bul-
garian by training two statistical parsers (con-
stituency and dependency) on the BulTreeBank.
We explore the interaction between constituency
and dependency representations in both the con-
stituency and the dependency parser using infor-
mation based on the alternative formalism. We
show that this interaction has a positive impact
on parsing accuracy. We also investigate the re-
lation between the BulTreeBank and one of its
dependency variants which had been automati-
cally derived from the original treebank.

1 Introduction

The practical utility of syntactic parsers in NLP has a
high potential [18]. However, the state-of-the-art ap-
plications in key NLP areas often do not use parsing
but rather implement N-gram language models. Be-
sides being used in various tasks, parsing remains an
interesting research question on its own (for example,
both in 2006 and in 2007 the shared tasks of the Con-
ference on Computational Natural Language Learning
[6], [25] have been on dependency parsing1.)
Constituency parsing and dependency parsing are

undoubtedly the two most common approaches to
parsing natural languages. For a long time, con-
stituency parsers such as [11] and [10] have been the
state of the art for English. Furthermore, some con-
stituency parsers have been ported from English to
other languages such as Czech [12] or Chinese [1],
among others. On the other hand, dependency parsers

1 http://nextens.uvt.nl/∼conll/,
http://depparse.uvt.nl/depparse-wiki/SharedTaskWebsite/

have become increasingly popular, especially for lan-
guages with rather free word order [6].
Constituency and dependency-based parsers are

similar in many ways. For example, they can be based
on the same or similar parsing algorithms; statistical
parsers can use the same techniques for learning etc.
Another similarity between constituency and depen-
dency parsers concerns the dependency parsing mea-
sures [19] which can also be used for evaluating con-
stituency parsers (provided that head-dependent re-
lations can be derived from the constituents in the
treebank). Constituency parsers such as [11] use de-
pendency information encoded in head-tables. How-
ever, dependency parsers often do not benefit from
constituency information.
Without crossing dependencies, constituency gram-

mar and dependency grammar are weakly equivalent
[16, 15]. Dependency formalisms that allow crossing
relations cannot be ‘transformed’ to constituency for-
malisms without using (some kind of) empty struc-
tures. Take, for example, the sentence fragment from
the Penn treebank [21] “The Soviet legislature ap-
proved a 1990 budget yesterday that halves its huge
deficit...” The dependency relation between ‘ap-
proved’ and ‘yesterday’, and the one between the heads
of the phrase ‘a 1990 budget’ and the relative clause
‘that halves its huge deficit’ are crossing (Figure 1).
In the original annotation of this sentence, there is an
empty SBAR structure before ‘yesterday’ which points
to the SBAR ‘that halves its huge deficit’.
This work addresses the practical aspect of the re-

lation between the constituency and dependency for-
malisms. This relation might be interchangeability or
complement. For a full scale interchangeability, a cho-
sen formalism based on one of the approaches should
be converted to a formalism based on the other ap-
proach and then converted back without any errors.
Furthermore, both formalisms must be capable of rep-
resenting in a sensible way the syntactic structure of
the sentences from a large corpus. In the paper we
present results on interchangeability between two rep-
resentations of the Bulgarian treebank – BulTreeBank.

1
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The Soviet legislature approved a 1990 budget yesterday that halves its huge deficit ...

Fig. 1: Crossing relations in a sentence fragment from the Penn treebank [21]

The complement relation between the two formalisms
is beyond the scope of the paper. It requires a joint
model for simultaneously applications of both types of
the linguistic knowledge.
In this paper we show updated results for pars-

ing Bulgarian. The best settings for the dependency
parser of [26] are used on another dependency conver-
sion of the BulTreeBank [8]. Moreover, constituency
information was included in a new parsing model
which, employing gold standard phrase structure la-
bels, outperformed the best dependency parser trained
on the BulTreeBank [23]. Tests for constituency pars-
ing of Bulgarian are also reported. Finally, we list
the results of two conversion procedures from one of
the dependency variants of the BulTreeBank back to
constituency representations.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we

briefly describe the BulTreeBank. Then, in Section 3,
we review the measures that can be used to evaluate
parsers. Our work on dependency parsing is described
in Section 4. Section 5 is dedicated to our experiments
with a statistical constituency parser. In Section 6 we
report two conversion procedures for transforming a
dependency variant of the BulTreeBank back to con-
stituency representations. We conclude and list our
plans for future work in Section 7.

2 The BulTreeBank

Currently the BulTreeBank [29, 28] comprises 214,000
tokens, a little more than 15,000 sentences. Each token
is annotated with elaborate morphosyntactic informa-
tion. The original XML format of the BulTreeBank is
based on HPSG. Syntactic structure is encoded using
a set of constituents with head-dependant markings.
The phrasal constituents contain two types of infor-
mation: the domain of the constituent (NP, VP etc.)
and the type of the phrase (head-complement (NPC,
VPC etc.), head-subject (VPS ), head-adjunct (NPA,
VPA etc.) and so forth.)
In almost every constituent the head daughter could

be determined unambiguously. However, more specific
rules are needed in some combinations of constituents.
For example, in NPs of the type NN. The head might
be the former or the latter noun depending on the
semantics of the phrase. In such cases manual annota-
tion of the head is necessary. Coordinations are consid-
ered to be non-headed phrases, where the grammatical
function overrides the syntactic labels. We converted
the BulTreeBank to Penn treebank bracketed format
[21] for our tests on constituency parsing.
The BulTreeBank has been converted to depen-

dency format using three different conversion proce-
dures [8] (we will refer to the resulting treebanks using

the abbreviations BTBD-1, BTBD-22 and BTBD-33,
respectively). BTBD-1 is an extension of a previous
conversion of part of the treebank that is described in
[22]. BTBD-2 has been influenced by the annotation
scheme of a dependency treebank of Italian - the Turin
University Treebank [5]. BTBD-1 and BTBD-2 have
been converted using a variant of the constituency-to-
dependency conversion procedure described in [30].
The procedure used to convert the BulTreeBank

to BTBD-3 is rule-based. It is based on an HPSG-
compatible annotation scheme which has been de-
signed according to the specific characteristics of the
Bulgarian language. This is also the most popular
dependency variant of the BulTreeBank. It has been
parsed by 13 research teams at the CoNLL 2006 shared
task on dependency parsing.

3 Parsing measures

Various measures have been used in the literature to
evaluate parsers. One of these measures is the com-
plete match (e.g. the number of correctly parsed
trees divided by the total number of trees in the test
set). However, this method cannot evaluate properly
phrases (or dependency pairs) that have been parsed
correctly but the trees that they belong to have been
classified as incorrect. The PARSEVAL constituency
measures (bracketing precision, bracketing recall and
crossing brackets) [3] solve this problem for phrase
structure grammar but they have been criticized for
other demerits in [7, 17], among others.
The dependency parsing measures (la-

beled/unlabeled attachment score) proposed in
[19] are an alternative. In this paper, we use the
PARSEVAL F-measure (the harmonic mean of the
PARSEVAL precision and recall) for evaluating
constituency parsers. We also use labeled attachment
score (LAS) for evaluating both constituency and
dependency parsers. Note, that for constituency
parsers, labeled attachment scores obtained using
different head-tables are also different.

4 Dependency parsing

The dependency incarnations of the BulTreeBank have
seen an increased attention recently as a valuable
resource for training and testing statistical parsers.
Marinov and Nivre [22] started off with a limited set of
5,000 sentences and reported labeled attachment score

2 Software for converting the original BulTreeBank to BTBD-2
can be downloaded from: http://depparse.uvt.nl/depparse-
wiki/SoftwarePage/

3 More information on how to acquire BTBD-3 can be found
on http://www.bultreebank.org/dpbtb/
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of 72.9% on automatically assigned part-of-speech tags
using MaltParser4, a shift-reduce dependency parser.
The accuracy of the same dependency parser (i.e. [24])
trained on BTBD-1, BTBD-2 and BTBD-3 using gold
standard part-of-speech tags was reported in [8]. Their
best labeled attachment score was 79.5% achieved on
BTBD-3. Both of these results were achieved with a
memory-based learner [13] using part-of-speech tags,
dependency and lexical information as learning fea-
tures.
The BulTreeBank was used as an optional treebank

at the CoNLL shared task in 2006 [6] and 13 differ-
ent teams parsed it reporting results from 67.6% to
87.6% labeled attachment score. The best-performing
parsers at the CoNLL 2006 shared task on dependency
parsing – the two-staged parser of [23] and Maltparser
of [26], clearly outperformed the parsing model re-
ported in [8], achieving labeled attachment scores of
87.6% and 87.4%, respectively. Although [8] also have
used Maltparser in their experiments, their version of
the parser employed memory-based learning compared
to Support Vector Machines (SVM) [9], used by [26].
SVM learning together with optimized feature mod-
els resulted in an increase of over 7 percentage points
measured in labeled attachment score.
Our results on dependency parsing of the BulTree-

Bank are summarized in Table 1 together with other
experiments reported in the literature. Firstly, we
used the best feature model for BTBD-3 from [26]
on BTBD-2, to test if feature model optimisation was
generally robust regarding the chosen dependency an-
notations. Keeping all settings the same as in [26] but
just changing the data we obtained 83.1% LAS. An
improvement has been achieved, if this result is com-
pared to the experiments of [8] on the same data set
(79.2% LAS).
Trying to improve parsing, we decided to use con-

stituency information as features in the learning model
of the dependency parser, influenced by the constraint-
based models in psycholinguistics such as [20]. Our
idea was that if distinct types of information can bias
human parsing decisions, then using such information
for learning a statistical parser would increase its accu-
racy. We extracted the constituency information from
the original treebank and added it as a separate layer
in BTBD-2 and BTBD-3 using the following proce-
dure:

if two or more new constituents have been
opened before the token, associate the
label of the constituent before the
last to the token;

elsif one new constituent has been opened
before the token, associate its label
to the token;

else associate the default label (_) to
the token

A constituent opened before wordi should be in-
terpreted as a constituent which contains wordi, for
i = 1, and, as additional condition for i > 1, does not
contain wordi−1 (where i is the position of the word
in the sentence.)

4 http://w3.msi.vxu.se/∼nivre/research/MaltParser.html

Pure Dependency Parsing
Malt-MBL Malt-SVM Malt-SVM best
BTBD-2 BTBD-2 BTBD-3 BTBD-3
79.2% 83.5% 87.4% 87.6%

Dependency + Constituency
BTBD-2, Malt(SVM) BTBD-3, Malt(SVM)

90.6% 89.7%

Table 1: Labeled attachment score of the parsers that
we trained, compared to Malt-MBL [8], Malt-SVM on
BTBD-3 [26] and the CoNLL 2006 best reported result
for Bulgarian [23]

Take, for example the structure of the sentence from
the BulTreeBank ‘Pravo na avtorstvo’ (‘Right of au-
thorship’) which consists of an NPA:

(S (NPA (N (Ncnsi Pravo))(PP (Prep (R na))(N
(Ncnsi avtorstvo)))))
The constituents which are opened before the first

word are S, NPA and N. The constituent opened before
the last is NPA, so it will be added as a label associated
to the word ‘Pravo’. The constituent label associated
with ‘na’ would be PP. As only one new constituent
– N has been opened before the word ‘avtorstvo’, it
would be associated to the last word in the sentence.
The addition of the constituency information in the

parsing model has led to a labeled attachment score
of 90.6% for BTBD-2 which is a significant increase
of 3% compared to the best result from CoNLL 2006
shared task [23]. The same parsing model used on
BTBD-3 has 89.7% labeled attachment score. These
numbers are not comparable to the results reported
at the CoNLL 2006 shared task and other parsing ex-
periments, because we have used gold standard con-
stituency information not only in the training set but
also in the test set. Such information is not available
in the typical parsing task. To overcome this demerit,
we plan to use constituency information obtained us-
ing a constituency parser or a chunker for the test set
instead of gold-standard constituents.

5 Constituency parsing

There have been a few studies on constituency pars-
ing of Bulgarian (for an overview, the reader is re-
ferred to [8]). However, those parsers have only been
partially evaluated. In this section we describe the
first experiments on parsing the BulTreeBank using a
statistical constituency parser. We then evaluate the
results against gold-standard data. We used the mul-
tilingual statistical parsing engine of Dan Bikel [2]5
which is an implementation and extension of Collins’
parser [11]. The parser has been set to parse several
languages using treebank specific information in the
form of a mapping table and a head-table. These ta-
bles can be easily replaced with other tables prepared
for different treebanks/languages.
We have trained the parser for Bulgarian using a

head table with default rules, i.e. the head child of a
constituent is its leftmost child. This is our baseline

5 http://www.cis.upenn.edu/∼dbikel/software.html
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Model Parseval F LAS
baseline 80.4% 75.8%
Head 1 POS map 77.7% 76.6%
Head 1 79.4% 80.2%
Head 2 78.1% 76.6%

Table 2: Results for constituency parsing of the Bul-
TreeBank

parser LAS
constituency 80.2%
dependency 79.2%

Table 3: Labeled attachment score (LAS) of the con-
stituency parser (using the BTBD-2 head-table for
evaluation) compared to LAS of the dependency parser
trained on BTBD-2 by [8]

model. The initial results were encouraging as we ob-
tained 80.4% PARSEVAL F-measure using the parser
with default settings. For all the other models that
we tested F-measure was 77.7% or higher but it never
reached the accuracy of the baseline model.
We did several tests using the default settings of

the parser but replacing the default head table (and
the default mappings for one test). We used two dis-
tinct head-tables derived from the tables used in [8]
to convert the BulTreeBank to BTBD-2 and BTBD-
3, respectively. Moreover, we manually mapped the
part-of-speech tags of the BulTreeBank with those of
the Penn Treebank.
One of the parsing models had a head table de-

rived from BTBD-2 and it did not use the mapping
of the part-of-speech tags. This model gave the best
LAS and the second best F-measure. Its F-measure
is 1 percentage point lower than the F-measure of the
baseline. On the other hand, the baseline model is the
model with the lowest labeled attachment score and
the highest F-measure. The results are shown in Ta-
ble 2. The highest PARSEVAL F-measure and labeled
attachment score are in bold.
The model with the highest LAS performed better

than the dependency parser for Bulgarian described in
[8]. A comparison between the accuracies of the two
parsers can be found in Table 3.

6 Conversion

The relationship between constituency and depen-
dency grammar has been addressed in [16, 15]. If cross-
ing relations are excluded from a dependency gram-
mar, it has the same power as a constituency grammar
(i.e. both of them can weakly generate the same lan-
guage). The relation between constituency and depen-
dency grammar has also been explored in [14] with an
attempt to combine them in a single formalism. Fur-
thermore, some constituency treebanks (e.g. the sec-
ond release of the Penn treebank) have a layer of gram-
matical relations. However, the annotation schemes of
dependency treebanks have not usually been designed
with the purpose of easy conversion to representations

based on the constituency approach. Non-projective
relations cannot even be represented with constituents
without using some kind of empty categories.
If constituency and dependency representations

were interchangeable for a particular treebank, then
the different kinds of parsers could be evaluated
against it using the same measures. Furthermore,
there would be a prerequisite to explore the advan-
tages and demerits of the different parsing measures6.
A weaker relation between particular constituency and
dependency formalisms might be that of a comple-
ment. Then dependency information would be use-
ful when included in phrase structure parsing models
and constituency information would be useful when
included in dependency parsers.
A conversion is needed when one wants to use a

parser based on the alternative approach on a tree-
bank. The conversion procedure can have two direc-
tions: from constituency to dependency or vice versa.
A few conversion procedures have been described in
the literature: from constituency to dependency (for
an overview the reader is referred to [8]) and depen-
dency to constituency, e.g. [12] as well as the inverted
conversions of [30]. Since the BulTreeBank is HPSG-
based, its phrase structures are similar to the repre-
sentations in the Penn treebank. The BulTreeBank
was converted from constituency to dependency in [8].
We aim to convert it back to constituency using a pro-
cedure derived from those described in [30] as well as
using a rule-based approach.

6.1 From dependency to constituency

We have used two methods to convert BTBD-3 back to
constituency. One of them is based on a procedure de-
scribed in [30]. It is treebank-neutral but it also needs
treebank-specific resources in the form of three tables.
The other conversion method is treebank-specific and
is based on rules.

6.1.1 Treebank-neutral method

The procedure described in [30] requires three tables:
projection table, modification table and argument ta-
ble. The projection table consists of projection rules.
Each projection rule has a part-of-speech tag or a con-
stituent on the left hand side and the constituent to
which it is projected, on the right hand side. Only
head-bearing categories can project to their parents.
The projections must be unique, i.e. every part-of-
speech tag or constituent can project to at most one
constituent. Projections can be arranged in projection
chains, i.e.

Ncmsd → N → NPA
This chain shows the BulTreeBank tag for a noun

that is common, masculine, singular and definite which
is projected to noun (N ) and then to NPA.
The modification table lists the constituents which

can modify every particular constituent on the left or

6 For example, for two sets of parameters of a statistical parser
param1 and param2, the accuracy of the parser trained using
param1 can be greater than the accuracy of the parser trained
using param2, if evaluated with one of the measures but less
than it, if evaluated with the other measure.
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on the right side. Some parts of speech (e.g. prepo-
sitions or verbs) can have up to a certain number of
particular constituents as arguments. These relations
are described in the argument table.

The only difference between a rule from the argu-
ment table and a rule from the modification table is
that the former can specify the maximum number of
arguments while the latter does not have a limit for
the number of modifiers. In the BulTreeBank there is
no need for constraints on the number of arguments
of particular constituents. That is why we merged the
modification table and the argument table.

The conversion algorithm is recursive. It begins
from the root of the dependency graph, continues
with its left children (from right to left) and then its
right children (from left to right). It attaches one by
one only complete subtrees built using the language-
specific tables with a minimal number of projections.
The full details of the algorithm can be found in [30].

While the conversion procedure described above is
adequate for the Penn Trebank of English it is diffi-
cult to apply it to the BulTreeBank. Two kinds of fac-
tors can be distinguished for this difficulty: treebank-
specific and language-specific. A treebank-specific fac-
tor concerns the trees of the BulTreeBank which are
deeper, if compared to those of the Penn treebank.
Combined together with language-specific factors such
as pro-dropness and the relatively free word order of
Bulgarian, this increased the number of rules of the
modification table for the BulTreeBank, in compari-
son with the compact modification table for the Penn
treebank of [30]. Furthermore, the one-projection-per-
category projection table that we prepared for Bul-
garian seemed inadequate for the many variants for
projection of certain constituents in the BulTreeBank.

For example, in a common sentence in Bulgarian
(with a subject and an object), the main verb would
project to V, then to VPC, VPS and S. However, in-
transitive verbs do not take objects and if there are
not other complements, VPC can be dropped from
the projection chain as it is shown below.

part of speech of the main verb → V → VPS → S

Moreover, Bulgarian is a pro-drop language and a
sentence can be without a subject. In such cases there
is no need for the VPS constituent. If the sentence
has an object (or another complement) but does not
have a subject, then its projection chain according to
the BulTreeBank annotation guide would be:

part of speech of the main verb → V → VPC → S

There are two other types of verb phrases that are
used in the BulTreeBank – VPA and VPF (VP filler –
takes an empty category as an argument) which com-
plicate further the use of a projection table with unique
projections.

These issues made the conversion of the BulTree-
Bank back to constituency using the method of [30]
error-prone and unreliable. The converted treebank
had only a subset of the constituents from the origi-
nal treebank and the accuracy of the conversion (see
Section 6.2) was significantly lower than the accuracy
reported in [30] for the Penn Treebank.

6.1.2 Treebank-specific method

In addition to the treebank-neutral conversion we ap-
plied also a treebank-specific conversion which incor-
porated some minimal amount of linguistic knowledge
about the annotation scheme of the treebank. This
knowledge is the order of realization of the dependent
constituents, which is: complements - subjects - ad-
juncts. Special rules were applied for coordination.
The first step was to construct the maximal con-

stituent for each head in the sentence. This was done
by bottom-up application of partial regular grammar
which grouped together all the dependent elements of
the same head and the head itself. For example, all
modifiers of a nominal head were taken at once, or all
the complements, the subject and the adjuncts were
joined around the verbal head. The bottom-up appli-
cation means that each dependent element of a head
has to be a complete phrase. This means that if the
dependent element is phrasal, the grammar constructs
first the phrase and then adds it to the higher head
and so forth to the complete coverage of the sentence.
For each of the constituents that need additional

analysis, i.e. for a constituent
(Adjunct Adjunct Subject Head Obj Indobj)
we have to add the following structure
(Adjunct (Adjunct (Subject (Head Obj Indobj)))).
This task was performed by regular grammars,

where for each type of dependent element there was
one such grammar. The grammars were run again in
bottom-up mode, but this time they were ordered ac-
cording to the realization of the dependent elements
as it was mentioned above.
The last step was to label the constituents. For this

we constructed a set of rules. The rules determine the
label of a given constituent on the basis of the head
daughter and the dependent element. For example, if
the head daughter is verbal and a non-head daughter
is Object, then the constituent is annotated with the
VPC element.

6.2 Measures and evaluation

To evaluate our conversions we used one of the mea-
sures for parsing, because, to our knowledge, no plausi-
ble measures for conversion have been proposed in the
literature. For evaluating a single transformation only,
a gold standard must be prepared manually. However,
to evaluate both a transformation to another represen-
tation and a transformation back to the original tree-
bank representation, one might simply evaluate the
resulting treebank on the original treebank. Xia [30]
reported 88% F-measure for converting the Penn Tree-
bank to dependency representations, and then back to
constituency representations.
We chose to use the PARSEVAL F-measure for eval-

uating the conversion from the original BulTreeBank
to BTBD-3 of [8], on the one hand, and our own con-
versions in the other direction, on the other.
The accuracy of the conversion procedures is given

in Table 4. In the case of the treebank-neutral con-
version, 65% F-measure has been achieved for all the
constituents. If evaluating only on the subset of con-
stituents which the conversion procedure had been
able to recognize, the number rose to 69.4%. The
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Procedure/Constituents Full set Subset
Treebank-neutral 65% 69.4%
Treebank-specific 80.9% -

Table 4: PARSEVAL F-measure for the conversion:
BulTreeBank → BTBD-3 → BulTreeBank

treebank-specific method has 80.9% F-measure. The
reason for the better performance of the method is that
its rules can assign constituents more reliably. For
comparison, the conversion of the Penn Treebank in
[30] with the method on which we based our treebank-
neutral method has 88% F-measure.
The two tagsets for the constituency and the depen-

dency variants of the treebank are different in their
granularity. The constituency treebank is annotated
with more than 60 syntactic tags, whereas the depen-
dency treebank is annotated with only 18 tags. Thus,
we could expect some information to be represented
only implicitly in the dependency treebank. This is
another reason why more treebank specific informa-
tion used in the conversion has contributed to a better
result.
The results from this study show that the con-

stituency and dependency formalisms in the case of
the BulTreeBank and BTBD-3 (one of its dependency
conversions) are not interchangeable. However, our re-
sults on dependency and constituency parsing support
a weaker claim, namely that the constituency and de-
pendency formalisms complement to one another. We
may also assume that rule-based constituency parsing
could benefit from the availability of dependency in-
formation. This is another way to view our treebank-
specific conversion procedure.
PARSEVAL measures have not been designed for

evaluating conversions. They have even been prob-
lematic when used to evaluate parsers. In future we
envisage to define a measure for parsing (which may
also be eligible for conversions) on the basis of well-
formed fragments where well-formed fragments are de-
fined as in DOP ([4], [27]). Comparing sets of frag-
ments will minimize the impact of the errors high in
the tree which are the source of the main criticism to
PARSEVAL. Such a method will also help to localize
the problematic cases.

7 Conclusion and future work

In this paper we described the parsing of the orig-
inal BulTreeBank as well as two of its dependency
conversions. We repeated the experiment of parsing
BTBD-3 with the parser and the best settings of [26]
using BTBD-2 instead, achieving better results than
those described in [8]. We did experiments with a con-
stituency parser which we evaluated against the Bul-
TreeBank using constituency, as well as dependency
measures.
The use of constituency information helped to in-

crease the accuracy of the dependency parser. To-
gether with the standard use of dependency infor-
mation in the form of head-tables in constituency
parsers with positive impact, our results only hint

that the future state-of-the-art parsers would probably
use both constituency and dependency information to
build syntactic structures (being constituency trees or
dependency graphs). Regarding the conversion proce-
dures, the treebank-specific method gave better results
in the evaluation against the original treebank.
Further work is needed to find two annotation

schemes (constituency and dependency) which can
code in a plausible way the syntactic structures of the
sentences in a large, balanced corpus. In the same
time, it should be feasible to convert them to one an-
other without any errors. Parsing accuracy can be
improved further by parameter optimisation. Another
way to make parsers more accurate is to use various
kinds of automatically annotated linguistic informa-
tion in their learning models. In addition, more plau-
sible measures for evaluating parsers and conversions
have to be designed and used in addition to the PAR-
SEVAL and dependency measures.
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Abstract
Coreference resolution is an important compo-
nent of information extraction systems. Machine
learning methods have been found to perform
quite well for this task, leading to research in
a variety of such methods. In our current work,
we explore the approach of increasing the perfor-
mance of an existing pairwise coreference system
by using a confidence measure in order to filter
out low-scoring classifications. We explore sev-
eral ways to define a confidence measure. Subse-
quently, we use a confidence measure in conjunc-
tion with thresholding. We find that a multiple
threshold system, with the thresholds defined the
right way, outperforms both the baseline and a
single threshold system. We also discover that
basing a threshold as close as possible to the eval-
uation metric is a good idea, and explore reasons
why this might be so.

Keywords

coreference resolution, machine learning, confidence estimation

1 Introduction

One important goal of information extraction (IE) is
to extract information about entities of interest from
a set of text documents automatically. Coreference
resolution is important for IE, because it concerns the
problem of determining which noun phrase mentions
(NPs) in a document refer to the same real-world en-
tity. Increasing the accuracy of coreference resolution
in order to improve IE is the focus of this paper.

A common paradigm for coreference resolution casts
it as a classification task that is solved through ma-
chine learning [13, 10, 11]. Specifically, the task is to
determine whether or not two NPs corefer, where they
both come from the same document. In order to de-
cide, a machine learning algorithm uses features based
on the NPs themselves, their immediate context, and
their relative positions in the document. Subsequently,
a clustering algorithm uses this information to group
NPs into clusters, each cluster representing a particu-
lar entity.

Although such systems can perform quite well when
evaluated on standard data sets, there is still room
for improvement. Instead of taking the approach of
trying different algorithms such as [8, 17], we take the

approach of assigning a basic confidence measure to
each output of the machine learning classifier. We then
use the measures in order to filter out low-confidence
classifications and measure its effects on coreference
and the rest of the system. The goal is to achieve a
high-accuracy IE system.

The use of confidence measures to grade the out-
put of a system has been well studied in the field of
speech recognition [16]. In natural language process-
ing, there has been recent interest in applying confi-
dence measures to the output of machine translation
systems [12, 15]. In this field, however, the use of con-
fidence measures is usually embedded in some other
application, such as guiding the search of a decoder
[5, 3] or determining the quality of an automatically
labeled example for bootstrapping [14]. To our knowl-
edge, it is only in the latter sense that confidence mea-
sures have been applied to coreference resolution [7].

There are a number of ways that a confidence mea-
sure can be defined over our coreference resolution sys-
tem. Once a confidence measure is defined, there are
subsequently a number of ways in which the confidence
measure may be employed in order to achieve our goal
of a high-accuracy IE system. In our current work, we
evaluate several ways to define a confidence measure.
Subsequently, we use a confidence measure in order to
filter out low-confidence classifications. We have ex-
perimented with several ways to do the filtering, and
examined its impact on our IE system.

The outline of this paper is as follows. First, we
describe the system on which we perform our exper-
iments. Second, we provide background information
about the experiments that we perform such as the
corpora being used and details about performance
measures. Third, we describe a series of experiments.
Initial experiments evaluate different confidence mea-
sures while other experiments examine different ways
to use a confidence measure to filter out low-scoring
classifications. Finally, we present our conclusions and
future work.

2 Baseline System

The text of the input document passes through a se-
quence of modules before our coreference system re-
ceives it. First, the text is tokenized and stemmed.
Second, parts of speech are assigned similar to [2].
Third, WordNet [9] features as well as other lexical fea-
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tures from gazetteers are assigned. Fourth, a named
entity tagger along the lines of [4] tags the text. Fifth,
a shallow parser chunks the text. Our coreference sys-
tem receives the text in this form.

Following [13, 10], our coreference system consists
of a classifier that determines whether two input NPs
corefer, and a clusterer that relies on the classifier in
order to group NPs into clusters representing entities.
We divide NPs into three types: named entities (NEs),
nominals, and pronominals. Our classifier is divided
into two parts. The first part determines whether two
NEs are coreferent; this is the aliasing module. Basi-
cally, it matches two NEs if they have been tagged as
the same NE type (e.g. person, organization, location)
by the NE tagger and if their strings match. The sec-
ond part determines whether two NPs are coreferent
when at least one of them is a pronominal or nominal;
this is the statistical coreference module.

Our statistical coreference module uses the features
in Figure 1 in order to decide whether two NPs are
coreferent. Out of the two input NPs, the one that
is found first in the document is called the antecedent
and the other is called the anaphor. These features
are similar to the ones that are found in [13, 10]. One
difference from these other systems is that instead of
a single model, we use a pair of models. One model
is used when the anaphor is a pronominal, while the
other model is used when the anaphor is a nominal.
Both models use the same features, except that the
nominal model lacks the feature of antecedent gram-
matical role.

Each of the pronominal model and the nominal
model is a maximum entropy (ME) model as in [1].
Like [1], parameter estimation is performed using im-
proved iterative scaling. Parameters are iteratively up-
dated until none of the parameters’ values change by
1.0× 10−5 or 1500 iterations have elapsed.

A ME model defines a probability distribution
PME(y|x) where y is a random variable that is TRUE
if the input NPs are coreferent and x represents an in-
stance of two input NPs and their context. Features in
a ME model are defined as a set of indicator functions
{f1, . . . , fn} over the domain (x, y). An example of a
feature is

f1043(x, y) =

 1 if y is TRUE and the genders
of NPs in x match.

0 otherwise
(1)

The probability is computed using:

PME(y|x) = Z(x)
n

i=1

α
fi(x,y)
i (2)

where the αi’s are the model parameters and Z(x) is
a normalization constant.

Given the results of the aliasing module and the
statistical coreference module, clustering is performed.
Clustering is performed in a greedy manner in that if
either module proposes a link between two NPs, those
NPs are placed in the same cluster.

3 Experimental Preliminaries

3.1 Corpora

We use the ACE 2004 training documents for both
training and testing. Out of all of these documents,
70% have been selected to be our training corpus,
about 10,700 words. The remainder comprise the test
corpus, about 4,300 words. In all our experiments with
ACE 2004 test data, we use the ground-truth mentions
and value for entity type and subtype features. In a
run-time production system, the input to the corefer-
ence module is the set of mentions detected by earlier
modules along with features assigned automatically.
As such, somewhat lower results are expected than in
the experimental system where hand-annotated men-
tions and type features are used. The advantage of
using hand-annotations as input is that is allows us
to test the performance of coreference capabilities in
isolation, independent of the result of the information
extraction system.

In addition, we have an auxiliary test set in order
to further validate the systems that we develop. The
auxiliary test set consists of news articles from the
content provider LexisNexis. It consists of about 300
articles.

3.2 Performance Measures

There are two ways that scoring of the output of the
coreference system is performed. One way is link accu-
racy which is an accuracy measure that we define over
all of the coreference links proposed by the system be-
tween NP pairs. Link precision is the percentage of all
links that are suggested by the system that are actu-
ally links. Link recall is the percentage of actual links
captured by the system out of all of the actual links
captured by the version of the system with the highest
link recall. Link F measure is the weighted harmonic
mean of link precision and link recall. Another way
to score output is entity-constrained mentions (ECM)
accuracy [8]. This is a metric of the percentage of
mentions that are in the right entity. It depends on
the ACE scoring script to assign a mapping from key
entities to output entities. Based on this mapping, a
mention that is missing from an entity is a false nega-
tive; a mention that is present in the output but not in
the key is a false positive. Any mentions in unmapped
entities are false positives also. From this, the preci-
sion, recall, and F-measure of mentions in entities can
be computed.

4 Experiments on Different
Confidence Measures

A confidence measure φ is used to evaluate a decision
y made about the coreferentiality of x, an input pair
of NPs. There are various ways in which it can be
defined. Because our system clusters entity mentions
in a greedy manner, we are interested in a confidence
measure that may ameliorate the problems with this
approach. In particular, we define it to be φ(x, y) =
P (y|C, x) where C represents the cluster in which y
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Fig. 1: Feature set that is used for statistical coreference. All of the features are used in the nominal model.
All of the features except “antecedent grammatical role” are used in the pronominal model.

Feature Name Feature Values
Anaphor mention type NE if named entity; Anaphor if def. or dem. NP; OtherPro if relative pronoun;

Pronoun if any other pronoun; Nom if any other kind of NP.
Antecedent mention type Feature values are the same as Anaphor mention type.
Antecedent grammatical role Grammatical role of antecedent, such as subj for subject, obj for object, etc.
Number match Yes if anaphor and antecedent’s number matches; No if they do not;

Unk if it cannot be determined.
Gender match Match if anaphor and antecedent’s gender matches; Mismatch if they do not;

Unk if they possibly mismatch; Compat if they possibly can match.
String match Match if anaphor and antecedent’s surface strings entirely match; PartMatch if

there is a substring match; NotMatch if there is entirely no match.
Entity type match Y if anaphor and antecedent’s types (e.g. Person, Organization, etc.) match;

N if they do not; Unk if it cannot be determined.
Entity subtype match Y if anaphor and antecedent’s subtypes match; N if they do not;

Unk if it cannot be determined.
Entity distance Number of entities intervening between anaphor and antecedent.

belongs. We expand φ(x, y) as follows using the chain
rule:

φ(x, y) = P (y|C, x)

=
P (C|x, y)P (y|x)

P (C|x)
(3)

Depending on how we calculate the terms of Equa-
tion 3, we can define different confidence measures. In
these experiments, P (y|x) is always computed using
the maximum entropy model (Equation 2). Now, if
we define P (C|x,y)

P (C|x) = 1, then we have a simple con-
fidence measure φsimple(x, y). We can define a more
complex measure as follows. Let C be a function from
an entity to its entity type, e.g. Person, Organiza-
tion, etc. Let the input pair of NPs, x, be represented
by their entity type. Given these stipulations, we can
compute P (C|x, y) and P (C|x) during training using
maximum likelihood estimation. We can then deter-
mine their values during testing by first finding NP
clusters in the usual greedy manner and then using
them to assign the new, more complex confidence mea-
sure φC(x, y) using Equation 3.

We evaluate φsimple and φC in terms of link accu-
racy. In particular, we use each confidence measure in
conjunction with a threshold value θ in order to control
which pairs of NPs out of the ones that the statisti-
cal models decide are coreferent are actually treated
by the system as coreferent. By varying θ, the user
is able to specify a precision versus recall tradeoff for
link accuracy.

Evaluating them in terms of link F measure for var-
ious threshold levels θ shows that no confidence mea-
sure performs consistently better. See Table 1. Sim-
ilarly, if we evaluate them in terms of accuracy on
nominal coreference, there is also no big difference.
See Figure 2. On the other hand, evaluating them in
terms of accuracy on pronominal coreference, we see
that most of the time a system that uses φC outper-
forms a system that uses φsimple.

Table 1: Comparing at various threshold values θ us-
ing Link F Measure, there is no clear difference be-
tween confidence measures φsimple and φC .

θ φsimple φC

0.50 0.6876 0.6904
0.60 0.7189 0.7087
0.70 0.7243 0.7229
0.80 0.6795 0.6789
0.85 0.6454 0.6651
0.90 0.5031 0.5511
0.95 0.2834 0.3450
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Fig. 2: Confidence measures φsimple and φC perform
comparably over nominals.
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Fig. 3: Confidence measure φC performs better than
φsimple overall over pronominals.

Table 2: Increasing θ shows the recall precision
tradeoff in terms of link accuracy over all links.
(TP=Number of True Positives; FP=Number of False
Positives).

θ TP FP Link Link Link
Recall Precision F

0.50 2722 3310 1.0000 0.5487 0.7086
0.60 1963 3110 0.9396 0.6130 0.7420
0.70 1429 2807 0.8480 0.6627 0.7440
0.80 798 2224 0.6719 0.7359 0.7025
0.85 578 1873 0.5659 0.7642 0.6502
0.90 273 1203 0.3634 0.8150 0.5027
0.95 125 586 0.1770 0.8242 0.2915
0.97 39 232 0.0701 0.8561 0.1296
0.98 24 215 0.0650 0.8996 0.1212
0.99 20 199 0.0601 0.9087 0.1128

5 Use of a Single Threshold

Given the mixed results in Section 4, in this section
we will experiment with a confidence measure φ(x, y)
such that φ(x, y) = φsimple. As before, we use confi-
dence measure φ in conjunction with a threshold value
θ in order to control which pairs of NPs the system
decides are coreferent. In this section, instead of eval-
uating on NP links only, we determine whether this
thresholding can be used to improve the accuracy of
entity detection.

We calculate the link accuracy of coreference link
creation for a range of values for θ. We do this on
training data that has undergone 20-fold cross valida-
tion. The results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 4.
There is an expected tradeoff between recall and pre-
cision as θ is increased. The optimal θ is 0.70, leading
to a link F measure of 0.7440.

Although we have seen that the optimal link F mea-
sure occurs when θ = 0.70, we would like to confirm
that this leads to the best entity detection. We would
hope that it would lead to an improvement over the
baseline system, θ = 0.50, which is the threshold value
that is used when coreference links are adopted by
the system when PME(y = TRUE|x) > PME(y =
FALSE|x). In order to do so, we evaluated the output
of the system on the test set using ECM accuracy for
different values of θ. The results are shown in Table 3.
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Fig. 4: Optimal value for θ over all links is 0.70.

Table 3: Optimal value of θ = 0.70 over all links leads
to higher ECM accuracy.

θ ECM
Recall Precision F

0.50 0.619 0.619 0.619
0.70 0.627 0.627 0.627
0.90 0.576 0.576 0.576

The optimal setting θ = 0.70 does lead to better entity
detection in terms of ECM accuracy.

6 Addition of Multiple Thresh-
olds

Instead of parameterizing the system using one thresh-
old θ, an alternative approach parameterizes the sys-
tem using different thresholds for different kinds of
anaphora. We divide anaphora into nominals, per-
sonal pronouns (e.g. I, me, myself, he, him), and other
pronouns including indefinite quantifier-type pronouns
(e.g. some, three, another) and also demonstrative
pronouns (e.g. this, that, these, those). The moti-
vation for the split between nominals and pronouns
is their different distributions in raw text, which ac-
counts for their split close to the root of the decision
tree that is grown in [10] and plays a role in our de-
cision to model pronominals and nominals as separate
ME models. The motivation for the split between per-
sonal pronouns and other pronouns is that the two
kinds of pronouns behave different in terms of the
types and saliency of antecedents that they occur with
[6].

Now we calculate the link accuracy of coreference
link creation for different thresholds on cross validated
training data including θnom (over links of nominal
anaphora), θpers (over links of personal pronouns), and
θother (over links of other pronouns.) The results are
shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7. Notice that there is a
clear difference in the behavior of the different types
of NPs when the thresholds are varied. Optimal val-
ues for the thresholds according to link F measure are
θnom = 0.80, θpers = 0.50, and θother = 0.70. Link
F measure over all kinds of anaphora is 0.7820 when
multiple thresholds are used, an improvement over the
score when a single threshold was used (0.7440).
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Fig. 5: Varying θ by type of anaphor shows that opti-
mal values for θ differ for each type.
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Fig. 6: Varying θ show that link recall is also affected
by the type of anaphor.
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Fig. 7: In terms of precision, thresholding brings
the most benefit to coreference involving nominal
anaphors.

Table 4: Set of optimal threshold values, varying by
type of anaphora, does give better ECM accuracy.

θ’s ECM
Recall Precision F

baseline 0.620 0.620 0.620
optimal-1 0.627 0.627 0.627
optimal+ 0.646 0.646 0.646

At this point, we would like to confirm that the op-
timal threshold values for θnom, θpers, and θother do in
fact give better performance in entity detection. Ac-
cordingly, we evaluate the output of the system using
ECM accuracy on the test data for different values of
θ. Let us define three different settings. The base-
line setting uses θnom = θpers = θother = 0.50. The
optimal-1 setting uses the thresholds that are found
to be optimal given the restriction that all values are
equal, namely θnom = θpers = θother = 0.70. The op-
timal+ setting uses the thresholds that are found to
be optimal when these values are allowed to be dif-
ferent, in particular θnom = 0.80, θpers = 0.50, and
θother = 0.70. The results are shown in Table 4.
It shows that the addition of multiple thresholds is
clearly beneficial in terms of ECM accuracy.

One might wonder what is the reason that hav-
ing different thresholds for different kinds of anaphora
yields better results. In order to start to shed light on
this question, we examined a few of the clustering re-
sults. One typical example is shown in Figure 8. Not
surprisingly, for low values of θ, more NPs are clus-
tered together, but for high values of θ they are not.
In this example, this behavior benefits nominal entity
detection but detracts from pronominal entity detec-
tion. The fault that the default model chose to cluster
the nominals “jews,” “mexicans,” and “palestinians”
together might be because of their close proximity in
the input text or that they match in grammatical num-
ber.

The problem with pronominal output when a high
threshold is used is ostensibly because NPs are sep-
arated into different clusters when they should not
be. On the other hand, one might believe that there
should always be an increase in the ECM score because
the system will not link NPs together unless it has a
strong reason to do so. The resolution of this question
seems to be in the scoring mechanism; when comput-
ing ECM accuracy, all of the NP mentions are by de-
fault assigned to some entity, even if the system did
not link them to any other entity. Therefore, the ECM
score does not necessarily increase when the thresh-
old is raised is because of the disconnect between the
means of thresholding, which assigns a high confidence
to only a certain subset of NPs–those whose links were
assigned high probabilities by the ME model, and the
means of scoring, which scores by looking at all of the
NPs.
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Fig. 8: Representative example in which pronominal
coreference resolution works better with a lower thresh-
old while nominal coreference resolution works better
with a higher one.

Table 5: Baseline is better in terms of profile strength
but Optimal+ is better in terms of Mention Count.

System Profile Strength Mention Count
Baseline 5.594 5.139
Optimal+ 5.525 5.147

7 Extended Comparison of Dif-
ferent Systems

We performed experiments on the auxiliary test cor-
pus. Because the auxiliary test corpus is not hand an-
notated with coreference information, these were per-
formed by manually inspecting the output of two dif-
ferent systems: the baseline system, utilizing a single
threshold of 0.5 and the optimal+ system, utilizing the
thresholds that were found to be optimal in Section 6.

We compared these two systems using two novel
evaluation metrics: mention count and profile
strength. Mention count is the simpler of the two.
It is defined per entity as the number of entity men-
tions that the system treats as coreferent. This simple
count differs from ECM in that it does not account
for false positives or missing mentions. It has the ad-
vantage that it does not require hand-annotated key
data for its computation. Profile strength is a measure
that counts the number of descriptive elements that
are associated with all of the entity mentions that the
system treats as coreferent. Like mention count, it is
defined on a per entity basis. Examples of descrip-
tive elements include adjectives that modify an entity
mention, verbs that take an entity mention as an argu-
ment, and mentions of other entities that are linked to
the current entity in the same sentence. Unlike others,
this metric is a measure of the “informativeness” of an
entity as output by the system. See Figure 9.

Our analysis shows that the optimal+ system seems

profile−strength([Scott Dailey]) = 2

NP mention

[Scott Dailey]

Attributes

<member: board>

<introduced: Buchanan>

[Scott Dailey], a board member, introduced [Buchanan]

Fig. 9: Profile strength is a measure of the informa-
tiveness of an NP mention and is derived from the
relations in which it participates.

Table 6: The number of entities with entirely “cor-
rect” descriptive elements is greater in Optimal+ than
in Baseline in a manual examination of a small num-
ber of entities from the systems’ output.

System False Positives False Negatives
Baseline 11 0
Optimal+ 2 4
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to fare better in general than baseline using these met-
rics. Table 5 shows that optimal+ is better in terms of
mention count but baseline is better in terms of pro-
file strength. However, a manual analysis of 14 entities
generated by the system and chosen at random shows
that the number of false positives for baseline, where a
false positive is an entity with an incorrect descriptive
element, is much higher than the corresponding num-
ber for optimal+. The difference between the number
of false negatives for the two systems is quite a bit
smaller. See Table 6.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

We have explored the use of confidence measures along
with thresholding for the task of coreference resolu-
tion. We have defined several confidence measures
over the output of a pairwise coreference resolution
system. One confidence measure is defined in terms
of the output of a greedy NP clustering algorithm,
which has a small but noticeable impact on system
performance when evaluated over pronominals. We
have introduced a scheme of using a confidence mea-
sure along with thresholding for the task of corefer-
ence resolution. By letting a user of the system adjust
the threshold, it allows more control over the kind of
system output that is produced. We have proposed
dividing anaphora into three types (nominal, personal
pronoun, and other pronoun) and adopting a different
threshold for each type. Our experiments show that
this particular division leads to better performance
than using one threshold for all anaphora. Our exper-
iments have also used different methods to evaluate
coreference resolution including link accuracy, ECM
accuracy, and profile strength. The results suggest
that when determining threshold values, it is a good
idea to use a metric as close as possible to the ul-
timate evaluation metric. For example, determining
the thresholding value using link accuracy did not al-
ways lead to higher ECM accuracy or higher profile
strength. Along these lines, we have performed some
qualitative analysis that suggests why this might be
so.

In future work, we would like to examine other ways
to determine threshold values as well as to examine the
use of other confidence measures. As for the former,
our current method uses a held out corpus in order to
determine the threshold values. One possible alterna-
tive to using a held out corpus would be to estimate
the accuracy of different threshold values by measur-
ing the perplexity of thresholded examples when the
model is applied to unlabeled data. As to the use of
other confidence measures, we might look at the use
of other ways to characterize clusters in the confidence
measure.
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Abstract
We investigate the possibilities for automated
transition from Use Cases in a restricted natu-
ral language syntax into UML class diagrams,
by trying to capture the semantics of the natural
language and map it into building blocks of the
object oriented programming paradigm (classes,
objects, methods, properties etc.). Syntax and
semantic analysis is done in a framework of Defi-
nite Clause Grammars extended with Constraint
Handling Rules, which generalizes previous ap-
proaches with a direct way to express domain
knowledge utilized in the interpretation process
as well as stating explicit rules for pronoun res-
olution. The latter involves an improvement of
earlier work on assumptions with time stamps.

Keywords

Application of NLP; Logic grammars and constraints; Domain

specific analysis; Abduction and assumptions.

1 Introduction

Use cases are widely used to map requirements during
inception and elaboration of a software development
project. Mapping requirements is an important but
difficult task, that can be impaired by lack of under-
standing and communication difficulties. According
to [33], known as the Chaos Report, imprecise and
incomplete requirements is a prevalent cause of soft-
ware project failures. Often it seems that the stake
holders do not speak the same language. The engineer
speaks in terms of design models while the domain ex-
pert defines the problem in domain specific, and often
ambiguous, language within his frame of reference.
We suggest to bridge this gap by introducing an

automatic and interactive system which translates a
restricted, but naturally appearing, use case language
into class diagrams in the UML notation [29].
The system maintains an up-to-date diagrammati-

cal presentation of the current use case text in a win-
dow on the user’s screen, cf. Fig. 1. This is intended to
encourage an iterative mode of working, so as soon as
the user adds a new or modifies an existing sentence,

Fig. 1: The system is used iteratively and interactively
- each new sentence causes the UML diagram to be
updated.

the consequences in terms of the object model is dis-
played immediately. This can aid the user in the pro-
cess of understanding the current domain, including
identifying possible misconceptions at an early stage.
Possible applications include requirement engineering,
brainstorming, prototyping and as a tool for teaching
UML. The current version is limited to generation of
class diagrams but points forward to the goal, which is
to include also the dynamic aspects of use cases with
generation of process diagrams, etc.
In this work, we reconcile and promote different

methods for discourse analysis founded on logic pro-
gramming technology, more specifically the familiar
Definite Clause Grammars [30] and Constraint Han-
dling Rules [17] (CHR). CHR adds a global resource,
in the shape of a constraint store, and makes a sort
of production-like rules available for controlling and
utilizing this store, while maintaining a declarative
framework. We indicate an improvement of earlier
work concerned with so-called assumptions by adding
time stamps, which make it possible to state rules for
anaphora resolution in an explicit and logical form.

2 Related Work

Similar Systems Several authors have attempted
to automate translation from specifications in natural
language to code or diagrams, using either essentially
formal language with a “natural” appearance or op-
portunistic parsing. We have not seen this related di-
rectly to Use Cases and UML, which is our approach.
Attempto Controlled English [18] is a system that
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translates specification texts in a formal language of
declarative sentences into first order logic discourse
representation structures and optionally into Prolog.
Sowa has defined a similar, but simpler, specifica-
tion language called “Common Logic Controlled En-
glish” [31] which translates directly into first order
logic (and vice versa).
The Metafor system [24] use opportunistic tech-

niques and the semantically enriched lexicon Con-
ceptNet [25] to derive and discover relations between
classes and translate English sentences into code in
Lisp or Python. Its input language supports a va-
riety of narrative stances, past and present tense
and anaphorical and indirect references. The au-
thors [26] have coined the term “programmatic seman-
tics” to describe the transliteration process: “Pro-
grammatic semantics is a mapping between natural
linguistic structures and basic programming language
structures” [26]. We have adopted this terminology.
Examples of other approaches using NLP for re-

quirement analysis are described by [15, 16, 19, 23].

Use Cases and Unified Modelling Language
Abbott [1] introduced a (manual) methodology for
object-oriented program design that derives candidate
classes, objects and operators from the syntactical ele-
ments of English sentences. Abbotts method, became
an integral part of Booch’s “object-oriented design”
[5] process, where an informal problem description is
formalized through definition of objects and their at-
tributes and operations. Jacobsen introduced the con-
cept of Use Cases [21], which resembled Booch’s prob-
lem descriptions. Use Cases describe a users view of
the system which is useful for “gaining an understand-
ing of the problem” and “identifying candidate ob-
jects” [4]. Rumbaugh et. all [27] described the OMT
notation including the “Class Association Diagram”,
the precursor of the UML class diagram. Booch, Ja-
cobson and Rumbaugh later defined the first draft for
a “Unified Modeling Language” [7].
Use cases model the actors of a system and the flow

of events between them. They describe what a sys-
tem does without specifying how [6]. Even though use
cases are written in natural language, only a subset of
English is normally used. The UML User Guide [6]
provides examples but no clear guidelines.
Cockburn [12] has suggested a semi-formal approach

where each action description has a certain structured
format. The CREWS guidelines for use case writing
in [3] provides insight wrt. to the linguistic structures
of use cases. The CP guidelines [13] was proposed as
simpler set guidelines with similar expressiveness. The
language suggested by the guidelines includes present
tense subject-verb-object like sentences with no adverbs
or adjectives. In essence the guidelines advocate avoid-
ing all ambiguous language constructs. Our grammar
is inspired by the CP guidelines, but allows more ad-
vanced pronoun usage.

NLP using Logic Grammars As shown in pre-
vious work [2, 8, 9, 10], CHR provides a straightfor-
ward implementation of abduction, and here we follow
the principle of discourse analysis as abduction, intro-
duced by [20] and now widely accepted: the meaning
of a discourse is taken to be the set of “hidden” facts
over which the discourse is faithfully created.
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Fig. 2: Architecture Overview. The thick lines illus-
trate program flow and the thin lines illustrate the use
of the constraint store.

Our work follows the tradition of logic programming
based grammars, but extends previous work in differ-
ent ways. Assumption Grammars [14] (AG) provide
mechanisms that may cope with pronouns. Inspired
by the work of [9, 10] that realizes AGs in CHR, we
have extended with time stamps to make it possible
to specify detailed scope and preference rules in CHR,
which otherwise is a shortcoming of AGs. Creation
of data and knowledge bases from text using logic
grammars have been pursued by a variety of authors,
e.g., [32, 18]. The model of “Meaning in Context” for-
malized by [11], which is based on CHR shows how
domain knowledge utilized in the interpretation pro-
cess can be expressed directly in CHR.

3 System Overview

3.1 Architecture
The system is implemented in a combination of Def-
inite Clause Grammars (DCG) and CHR, with sen-
tence meaning added gradually to the constraint store.
This converted into the GraphViz language using a
second DCG, and rendered as a UML class diagram
using a GraphViz engine, and displayed to the user;
see Fig. 2.Incrementality is simulated by parsing the
entire text and drawing new diagram when a period
which is added or changed. Only a rudimentary user
interface exists at the moment, but the current proto-
type qualifies as proof of concept for our ideas.

3.2 Supported Language Constructs

The subset of natural English supported by our sys-
tem needs to be sufficiently expressive as to cover the
important entities and relations in an object oriented
system description. Fig. 3 below shows the diagram
for the example sentences.

3.2.1 Basic Sentences

The basic sentence consist of a noun phrase followed
by a simple verb phrase that contains an intransitive
or transitive verb. We consider first verbs that imply
an action to be performed by or on the subject of the
sentence. The subject maps to a class definition in
the object oriented programming paradigm. The verb
maps to a method of the class represented by the sub-
ject. For a transitive verb, the object defines another
class that serves as argument to the method. Exam-
ple: “The professor teaches. A student reads, writes
projects and takes exams.”
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3.2.2 Property Sentences

Property sentences imply an ownership or containment
relation, and are similar to the transitive sentences
above, but use specific verbs such as “have”. The
object may be plural and quantified. The quantifi-
cation may a numeral or a linguistic quantifier such
as “some”, “most” or “every”. These sentences as-
sociate properties expressed by their object with the
class(es) indicated by their subject. There are dif-
ferent approaches for representing these in object ori-
ented programming languages. We have tried not to
limit the flexibility, by maintaining as precise informa-
tion as possible about the cardinality of the property.
When exact number is given, this is preserved and a
quantifier such as “some” is mapped into an undeter-
mined cardinality denoted as “n”. When alternatives
are given for the same property, the different cardi-
nalities are aggregated into an interval; the details are
spelled out in section 4.2 below. Example: “A profes-
sor has an office. The university has five study lines.”

3.2.3 Inheritance and Instantiation Sentences

Sentences formed with the verb “to be” relate single
objects or classes to other classes. In “A student is
a (kind of) person”, “person” is a superclass of “stu-
dent”, and “student” a subclass of “person”. Multi-
ple inheritance, where the subject is “a kind of” more
than one class is also possible. In “John is a student”,
the subject is a proper noun indicating a named entity
(John) of the class “student”. In object oriented ter-
minology, John is an object of class student. After an
individual has been introduced with a designated class
membership, it can be used as a prototype member of
that class C in sentence forms above. Consider a sen-
tence such as “John reads”. It looks straightforward
at first glance, but its programmatic semantics is bit
more complex. “John” maps to an object, “reads” to
a method, but objects don’t define methods (or prop-
erties). The sentence must be understood to mean
that the method belongs to the class the object is an
instance of. Prototypes have also natural usages as ar-
guments in basic sentences that introduces method In
a suitable context, “Mary interviews Peter” carries the
same programmatic semantics as “Teachers interview
students”. Example: ‘Students are a kind of persons
and professors are a kind of persons.”

3.2.4 Adjectives
The implied programmatic semantics of adjectives lim-
its or specializes the meaning of a noun which may
be reflected in the class diagrams in different ways.
The term “large car” may imply a subclass of car, a
boolean property “large”, or a property which may
take different values, one of which is “large”. A non-
trivial semantic analysis needs to be made, and we
currently provide no solution.

3.2.5 Pronouns
We require that pronouns can be resolved in a unique
way which is intelligible to the user; at the same time
we should also, for the acceptance of the tool, allow a
variety of natural patterns. As is well-known, pronoun

Fig. 3: Results from the collected sentences of sec. 3

(and anaphora) resolution is one of the most difficult
tasks in computational linguistics, cf. [28], and we have
decided to use a simple heuristic, and reject any sen-
tence for which it does not apply. Resolving, say, “he”
considers the most recent occurrence of a male object
which is found in a previous sentence S; however, if
S contains two candidates, the pronoun application
is claimed ambiguous. This excludes usages such as
“Peter and Paul ... . He ...” and “Women are per-
sons. They have two legs.” Example: “The professor
writes papers and he supervises students.”

4 NLP Methods Applied
In the following, we assume a basic knowledge of DCG,
and explain the CHR specifics that are used.

4.1 Overall Implementation Principles
We consider sentences that describe class hierarchy,
e.g., “A dog is an animal”. The following grammar
rule gives the overall structure.
sentence -->

fc noun phrase(Number, , subj, IdSub),

subord verb(Number, ),

fc noun phrase( , Number, obj, IdObj),

{extends(IdSub,IdObj)}.
Notice that it produces no explicit output via argu-
ments, but updates the constraint store by the calls
to constraints, i.e., extends by abductive reasoning
the constraint store with those facts that seem to be
the reason, why the sentence can be stated. In this
example, the rule depends on extends(dog,animal)
and, since extends is declared as a constraints, it will
be added to the constraint store if it was not there
already. The grammar rules for noun phrases may,
in a similar way, create the facts class(dog) and
class(animal). Thus the analysis of this sample sen-
tence produces a store of three constraints that can
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be converted in a straightforward way into the input
language of Graphviz, which in turn produces a class
diagram showing that the class of dogs is a subclass of
animals.
The second attribute of noun phrases is called Col-

lectiveNumber; for “a cat and a dog” it evaluates to
sing and for “cats and dogs” to plur. Taking the
collective number for the subject as the number for
the object allows “A dog is an animal and a pet”
and excludes “A dog is animals and pets”. Noun
phrases are divided into different categories with par-
ticular restrictions; for example, fc noun phrase (for
fully specified class) used above is a category which
forbids pronouns and quantified expressions like “two
cats” in this particular sort of sentences. Similar
categories are defined for indiv noun phrase refer-
ring to particular objects (“She, Peter, and Paul”),
rc noun phrase for restricted class (“Mary and the
boys” assuming that Mary is a prototype for some
class), and q noun phrase for quantified expressions
such as “four legs and a tail”.
Noun phrases generate a representation of their con-

tents, using a plus to combine conjunctive phrases.
Here are some examples, assuming that Mary is a pro-
totype woman and that “she” refers to Mary.

fc cats and dogs cat+dog
indiv her, Peter, and Paul mary+peter+paul
rc Mary and the boys woman+boy
q a tail and some legs tail:1+legs:n

The following CHR rules unroll constraints with com-
posite arguments into individual constraints.
extends(A+B,C) <=> extends(A,C), extends(B,C).

extends(A,B+C) <=> extends(A,B), extends(A,C).

These are so-called simplification rules, triggered each
time an extends constraint with a plus in one of its
arguments appear in the store. They delete the con-
straint(s) matched by the left-hand side, the head, and
add those on the right, the body.

4.2 Expressing Knowledge About Use
Case Modeling

CHR can be used to express knowledge about the
domain in question. We can illustrate this by the
way we aggregate the constraints emerging from dif-
ferent statements about the same property. We use
property(car,wheels:4) to express that a car has
four wheels and property(car,doors:(2..5)) to say
that it has between 2 and 5 doors. Consider the fol-
lowing CHR rule which is part of the implementation.
property(C,P:N), property(C,P:M) <=>

q count(N), q count(M), q less eq(N,M)

| property(C,P:(N..M)).

It applies when the store contains two property con-
straints for the same class and property, provided
the guard is true. The guard is an optional part
between the arrow and the vertical bar which here
refers to Prolog predicates written specifically for
the purpose, so that, say, q count(5), q count(n),
and q less eq(2,n) are true. So “Peter has a
dog. Paul has five dogs” yields property(man,dog:1)
and property(man,dog:5) which by the rule above

get replaced by property(man,dog:(1..5)). An-
other rule (not shown) combines different intervals for
multiplicity into one.

4.3 Pronoun Resolution

Here we sketch briefly the approach inspired by the
assumption principle of [14] but extended with a time
stamp (here, sentence number) to realize the indicated
principle. When, say, “Peter” is mentioned in sentence
no. 7, a constraint referent(sing,masc,peter,7) is
emitted, and an occurrence of “him” in sentence no. 10
gives rise to expect referent(sing, masc,X); the
following rule attempts to bind X to the suitable value.
sentence no(Now), referent(No,G,Id,T) \

expect referent(No,G,X) <=>

T < Now,

\+ ( find constraint( referent(No,G, ,TMoreRecent), ),

T < TMoreRecent, TMoreRecent\==Now)
| ( find constraint( referent(No,G,Id1,T), ),

Id1\=Id -> X = error:pronoun:ambiguous(No,G,Now)

; X=Id ).

The rule is a so-called simpagation rule which, when
applied, keeps the constraints before “\” in the store
and removes the remaining ones up until the arrow.
CHR does not allow negations in the head, so the test
that time T designates the most recent referent (i.e.,
there is no other such with a more recent time stamp)
is done in less elegant way in the guard. The body tests
for ambiguity and may generate an error code. Finally,
the following rule catches unresolved pronouns if, e.g.,
the whole text start with “He”.
sentence no(Now) \ expect referent(No,G,X) <=>

X=error:pronoun:unresolved(No,G,Now).

The following grammar rule for using pronouns shows
how the implemented expect referent constraint can
be used.
indiv simple noun phrase(Num,Case,G,Id) -->

pronoun(Num,Case,G),

{expect referent(Num,G,Id)}.
This example illustrates how relatively complicated
contextual dependencies in logic grammars can be
modeled in a fairly concise way using CHR. The use of
prototypical individuals for classes is realized in a sim-
ilar way. In “Mary is the boss. She manages the em-
ployees.”, the pronoun is resolved to mary, and a call
to a constraint expect class(· · · mary· · · ) locates the
class boss (i.e., if it is unique, otherwise an error code)
and the constraint method(boss,manage,employees)
is created.

4.4 From Constraint Stores to Diagrams

Another DCG is defined for the GraphViz input lan-
guage. This grammar references the constraint store
and generates a phrase as long as possible, thereby
converting constraints into phrases to be given as in-
put to GraphViz. This is straightforward and not
described further. If, for example, the constraint
store contains class(man) and method(man,walk),
the nonterminal class node generates the phrase
man[ label = "{man||: walk(): void\l}"].
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented a system for analyzing a restricted nat-
ural language for use case writing, based on Defi-
nite Clause Grammars extended with Constraint Han-
dling Rules. Our grammar captures candidate domain
classes and their relations and visualize these using an
UML class diagram. The syntax of the language is
simple, but expressive enough to model a given do-
main. The language seems natural and expressive but
avoids inherently ambiguous sentence elements such
as adverbs and adjectives. By extending our grammar
with Constraint Handling Rules, we are able to han-
dle pronoun resolution with ambiguity detection, pro-
totypical references (e.g. names) and allow the user to
express knowledge about the domain, such as multi-
plicity, using simple prototypical sentences.
Our grammar captures information about the static

world. This is precisely what is reflected in the UML
class diagram. However, Use Cases normally also con-
tain sentences about event flows as such “If the light
is red then the cars stop” and “They wait until the
light is green”. These sentences contain information of
a dynamic nature that would typically be depicted in
state or flow charts, or in UML, sequence diagrams. It
would be a natural next step to extend the grammar to
support such sentences. As we have indicated, CHR
rules which include more “expert knowledge” about
use case modeling can be added to the analysis, and
this potential should be investigated further. However,
this must be done with care: adding more intelligence
to the system may help the user to realize properties
of the world he is describing, but it may also destroy
the transparency and incrementality exposed in the
current prototype.
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Abstract
Function labels enrich constituency parse tree
nodes with information about their abstract syn-
tactic and semantic roles. A common way to ob-
tain function-labeled trees is to use a two-stage
architecture where first a statistical parser pro-
duces the constituent structure and then a sec-
ond component such as a classifier adds the miss-
ing function tags.

In order to achieve optimal results, training
examples for machine-learning-based classifiers
should be as similar as possible to the instances
seen during prediction. However, the method
which has been used so far to obtain training ex-
amples for the function labeling classifier suffers
from a serious drawback: the training examples
come from perfect treebank trees, whereas test
examples are derived from parser-produced, im-
perfect trees.

We show that extracting training instances from
the reparsed training part of the treebank re-
sults in better training material as measured
by similarity to test instances. We show that
our training method achieves statistically signif-
icantly higher f-scores on the function labeling
task for the English Penn Treebank. Currently
our method achieves 91.47% f-score on the sec-
tion 23 of WSJ, the highest score reported in the
literature so far.

Keywords

function labeling, machine-learning

1 Introduction

Treebanks such as the English or Chinese Penn Tree-
banks are collections of syntactic parse trees. The trees
include extra information in addition to constituent
bracketing and labeling. In this paper we focus on
the function labels (also known as function tags). The
function labels used in the Penn treebanks fall into
several types. Grammatical labels are used to encode
the grammatical function of the constituent. Form-
function labels are used to indicate the semantic class
of adjuncts and discrepancies between form and func-
tion. There is also a label used for topicalization, and

several other miscellaneous labels. Detailed informa-
tion about the label sets can be found in the annota-
tion guidelines for the respective treebanks (Bies, 1995;
Xue and Xia, 2000). Table 1 provides a summary of
labels used in the English and Chinese treebanks.

Widely used statistical parsers, such as those of
(Collins, 1999; Charniak, 2000), which use treebanks
as training data to parse unseen sentences, do not in-
clude function labels in the parse trees they produce.
However, pure constituency trees may be insufficient
for many NLP tasks - often something closer to se-
mantic information is required. Grammatical func-
tions and semantic roles such as those encoded in form-
function labels are a step towards this deeper, abstract
representation. Thus an important task is to be able
to produce parses which include the richer annotations
provided by function labels.

In this paper we review approaches to producing
parse trees with function labels and present our re-
search on the impact of different training methods in
a two-stage processing architecture where we use ma-
chine learning techniques to train classifiers which add
function labels to bare constituent trees such as those
output by Charniak’s or Collins’ parsers.

In a multi-stage processing pipeline the optimal
training input for the downstream stages is impor-
tant. Ideally the training at stage n + 1 should be
performed on input from stage n: e.g. a parsing model
which uses automatically POS-tagged input should be
trained on tags produced by the POS tagger used to
preprocess the raw input, rather than gold tags. In
practice pipeline architectures this has been violated.

For example, in the case of function labeling, the
two-stage models used in previous work have all used
“perfect” treebank trees to train the function labeler
even though the labeler operates on “imperfect” trees
output by the parser. This is presumably due to the
fact that the function labels we want to learn are
attached to nodes in the treebank trees. Unfortu-
nately, those nodes do not necessarily correspond to
constituents in the trees produced by the parser.

The main contribution of our paper consists in pre-
senting a theoretically sound method of training on
parser output rather than treebank trees for the func-
tion labeling task and investigating the effect of several
versions of this approach on the results as compared
against the baseline method which uses perfect tree-
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Label Meaning ETB CTB
Clause types
IMP imperative

√
Q question

√
Syntactic labels
LGS logical subject

√ √
PRD predicate

√ √
PUT complement of put

√
SBJ surface subject

√ √
IO indirect object

√
OBJ direct object

√
FOC focus

√
Miscellaneous labels
CLF it-cleft

√
HLN headline

√ √
TTL title

√ √
CLR closely related

√
APP appositive

√
PN proper noun

√
SHORT short form

√
WH WH-phrases

√
Semantic (form-function) labels
ADV adverbial

√ √
BNF benefactive

√ √
DIR direction

√ √
EXT extent

√ √
LOC locative

√ √
MNR manner

√ √
NOM nominal

√
PRP purpose or reason

√ √
TMP temporal

√ √
CND condition

√
IJ interjective

√
VOC vocative

√ √
Topicalization
TPC topicalized

√ √

Table 1: Function labels in the English and Chinese
Penn Treebanks

bank trees. We show that using the better-motivated
methods helps to improve the quality and quantity of
training material available to the machine-learning al-
gorithm.

In Section 2 we describe previous approaches to the
function labeling task. In Section 3 we present our im-
proved method of obtaining appropriate training ma-
terial for function labeling. In Section 4 we present
experimental results for English and Chinese, and in
Section 5 we conclude and suggest possible future re-
search.

2 Previous Work

There are two main approaches to obtaining parse
trees with function label information:
• Two-stage systems, where “bare” parse trees are

enriched with function labels in a postprocess-
ing step (Blaheta and Charniak, 2000; Jijkoun
and de Rijke, 2004; Chrupa�la and van Genabith,
2006),

• Modifying the parser’s internals to output func-
tion labels (Musillo and Merlo, 2005; Gabbard

et al., 2006).
Blaheta and Charniak (2000) use a probabilistic

model with feature dependencies encoded by means
of feature trees to add English Penn II Treebank func-
tion labels to the output of Charniak’s parser. They
report an f-score of 87.277% on correctly parsed con-
stituents, and 88.472% on original treebank trees from
WSJ section 23.

Jijkoun and de Rijke (2004) describe a method of
learning function labels, empty nodes and coindexa-
tions from the English Penn II Treebank trees. They
transform trees to dependencies and use memory-
based learning to transform the dependecy graphs.
One of the transformations is node renaming, which
adds function labels to parser output. They report an
f-score of 88.5% for the task of function tagging on
correctly parsed constituents on WSJ section 23.

Chrupa�la and van Genabith (2006) compare the
performance of three machine learning algorithms on
function labeling of the Spanish Cast3LB treebank
(Civit and Mart́ı, 2004) against the baseline which uses
a modified version of Bikel’s parser (Bikel, 2002) to di-
rectly learn and output function-labeled nodes. They
evaluate their results in a task-based setting by using
the resulting function-labeled trees to produce LFG f-
structures, and report a 2.67% improvement in f-score
over the baseline for this task.

Musillo and Merlo (2005) extend the Henderson
parser (Henderson, 2003) and model function labels
as both expressions of the lexical semantics properties
of a constituent and as syntactic elements whose dis-
tribution is subject to structural locality constraints.
This improves their parsing score and function labeling
score on the grammatical and semantic label classes in
the English Penn II Treebank.

Gabbard et al. (2006) describe a two stage parser
which builds Penn Treebank analyses including both
function labels and empty categories and coindexa-
tions. Function labeling is performed during the first
stage: they modify Bikel’s implementation of Collins’
parsing model to enable it to output function labels.
They report 88.96% f-score on correctly parsed con-
stituents on WSJ section 23.

3 Methods

We use the two-stage architecture, in which the first
stage consists of bare constituency parsing using a sta-
tistical parsing model and the second stage decorates
constituent labels with function labels. The labeler
is a machine-learning classification model. Our focus
is to investigate ways of improving the performance
of the classifier by extracting more and better quality
training examples from the available resources.

By improving the quality of training material we
mean making it more similar to the instances that the
model has to classify during prediction, i.e. we will
try to better approximate the standard assumption
made in most machine-learning research that instances
(in training and test) are independently and identically
distributed (i.i.d.), in particular, they should be drawn
from the same probability distribution.

In the previous two-stage approaches (Blaheta and
Charniak, 2000; Jijkoun and de Rijke, 2004; Chrupa�la
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and van Genabith, 2006) this assumption is violated
in that the training instances are feature vectors ex-
tracted from nodes in the “perfect” parse trees from
the treebank, whereas at prediction time the model
has to classify instances extracted from nodes in im-
perfect parser output, which can and does contain a
certain proportion of errors (incorrect bracketings or
incorrect constituent labels).

We propose to alleviate this issue by using training
material which is extracted from the trees obtained by
reparsing the training portion of the treebank and us-
ing the (imperfect) trees output by the parser rather
than the original treebank trees. We still need the orig-
inal treebank trees in order to assign classes (function
labels) to the training instances extracted from parser
output. We do this by matching node-spans between
automatically parsed trees and gold trees in the train-
ing set. We only extract training instances from those
nodes in the automatically parsed tree for which there
is a node with the same span in the gold tree, from
which we can obtain the function label.

3.1 Baseline Method

Our baseline method uses a simple two-stage architec-
ture: constituency parsing, followed by function label-
ing. The first stage is performed by the constituency
parsing model, obtained by training a statistical parser
on the training portion of the treebank. The output
of this stage, sentences parsed into bare constituency
trees, are the input to the second stage component,
i.e. the function labeler. The labeler is trained, in the
baseline method, on the original “perfect” trees from
the training portion of the treebank.

3.1.1 Features

Each node to label is represented as a fixed-length vec-
tor of features encoding categorial, configurational and
lexical information about the node and its context. We
use the following features:

1. Node constituent label
2. Node head word’s part of speech tag
3. Node head word
4. Node’s head-sister’s constituent label
5. Node’s head-sister’s head word’s part of speech
6. Node’s head-sister’s head word
7. Node’s alternative head word’s part of speech tag

(alternative head is the head of the second child
for PPs)

8. Node’s alternative head word
9. Node’s yield length

10. Node’s mother’s constituent label
11. Node’s grandmother’s constituent label
12. Offset to node’s head sister
Plus the following:
• Features 1,2,3,7,8,9 for the preceding sister node
• Features 1,2,3,7,8,9 for the following sister node
Those features are binarized (i.e. each feature:value

pair is mapped to a new boolean feature), and the ex-
amples (i.e. the feature vectors) are used to train a
classifier. There is one minor complication: in princi-
ple a node can be decorated with more than one func-
tion label (although labels belonging to the same group
are (usually) mutually exclusive). Thus we could train

a separate classifier for each label, or a separate classi-
fier for each label group, or simply treat the label set
on the node as an atomic class. In the experiments
reported below we used the first method, i.e. we train
a separate binary classifier for each function label, and
combine their output to add a set of function labels to
each node.

3.2 Evaluation Metrics

Evaluating the performance of a function labeling sys-
tem is not entirely straightforward. Since the con-
stituency trees output by the parser are not identical
to the gold-standard treebank trees, one cannot re-
port simple labeling accuracy. Blaheta and Charniak
(2000) decide to measure accuracy (for their with-null
metric) and f-score (for the no-null metric) over the
correctly parsed subset of nodes, i.e. those nodes that
subtend the correct portion of the string and have the
correct constituent label. In this work we use the same
metric.

3.3 Training on Parser Output

Using the metric described above, since we are eval-
uating only the correctly parsed subset of nodes, one
might naively expect that the score should be the same
for labeling both the parser output and the perfect
treebank trees. However, the results reported in (Bla-
heta and Charniak, 2000) show that the performance
is over 1% better for the treebank trees. The authors
convincingly explain that the likely cause is that al-
though the focus node to be labeled is correctly parsed,
the neighouring context nodes that some features de-
pend on may be incorrect.

This fact serves as our motivation for extracting
training examples from treebank sentences parsed by
the same parser that is used to parse unseen test data.
Our hypothesis is that training instances obtained in
this way are going to be more similar to test instances
than the ones extracted from perfect treebank trees
and thus will better approximate the i.i.d assumption.
We expect that the machine learning algorithm will
perform better on test instances which are more simi-
lar to those used for training; for example it might be
able to weight down features which depend on incor-
rect characteristics of the parse trees, as such features
will be less reliable as class predictors.

Our improved training example extraction proce-
dure is as follows: sentences in the training portion
of the treebank are reparsed. Then we follow the al-
gorithm presented in Figure 1 to extract training in-
stances. The function instances returns training in-
stances from a parse tree T given the reference tree-
bank gold tree T ′ for the same sentence. For each node
n in T we check whether there exist one or more nodes
with the same span and constituent label in the cor-
responding T ′ (line 3)1. The function instance takes
the union of the function label sets (funcLabels(n′))
found on the nodes in the gold tree T ′ and returns
this set (as a class C) together with the feature vector
features(n) corresponding to node n.

1 The square bracket notation denotes multisets.
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1 instances(T, T ′) =
2 N ← { nodeSpec(n) | n ∈ nodeSet(T ′) }
3 I ← [ instance(n, T ′) | n ∈ nodeMultiSet(T ) ∧ nodeSpec(n) ∈ N ]
4 return I
5 instance(n, T ′) =
6 C ←  { funcLabels(n′) | n′ ∈ nodeSet(T ′) ∧ nodeSpec(n′) = nodeSpec(n) }
7 return 〈features(n), C〉
8 nodeSpec(n) = 〈nodeSpan(n), nodeConstituentLabel(n)〉

Fig. 1: Algorithm for extracting training instances from a parser tree T and gold tree T ′
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Fig. 2: Example gold and parser tree

Figure 2 illustrates this algorithm: in effect we
transfer function labels from nodes in the gold tree to
matching nodes in the parser tree. Matching nodes are
those whose constituent label and span are the same.
In the example tree the sbj function label is tranferred
but the tmp is not since there is no matching node in
the parser tree due to a parsing error.

A problem with our method as described so far is
that we use a constituency parsing model trained on
sections 2-21 of WSJ to reparse those same sections so
that we can extract training material from them. Ob-
viously it is very likely that the resulting parse trees
will be closer to gold trees than will be the case for
test sentences taken from WSJ section 23. It would
be advisable to extract input for our labeling model
from the treebank trees reparsed with parsing mod-
els trained on material from which those trees are ex-
cluded. We did not do this for the experiments on
the English data with Charniak’s parser, due to tech-
nical difficulties encountered when attempting to re-
train this parser. However, for the experiments on the
Chinese data with Bikel’s parser we did 10-fold-cross-
training, that is we divided the training material into
10 parts and parsed each part in turn with the model
trained on the remaining 9 parts. We report the re-
sults on the Chinese data in section 4.

3.3.1 Instance Similarity

We tried to verify our prediction that the instances
extracted using our method would be more similar to
test instances. As a simple metric of similarity, we
compare instance overlap between the training set and
the test set. Instance overlap is the cardinality of the
intersection of the multiset of instance feature vectors
used for training and the multiset of instance feature
vectors used for testing. For multisets defined as tuples
(A, f) with the underlying set A and the multiplicity
function f : A → N which assigns to each element
the number of times it occurs, multiset cardinality is

Instance count Overlap
Test 44,113 —
Baseline 741,833 9,067
Reparse 712,973 10,022

Table 2: Instance counts and instance overlap against
test for the English Penn Treebank training set (n is
the number of trees in n-best list used)

defined as:
|(A, f)| =



a∈A

f(a),

and multiset intersection as:

(A, f) ∩ (B, g) = (A ∩ B, a �→ min(f(a), g(a))).

We use both the baseline method where examples
are extracted from gold trees, and our improved train-
ing method to obtain training examples from sections
2-21 of the Wall Street Journal part of the English
Penn Treebank and compare both against instances
extracted from the parsed sentences taken from sec-
tion 23. For parsing the test sentences and the training
sentences we used the Charniak parser.

Table 2 summarizes the comparison. Even though
our method produces a lower total number of instances
than the baseline (since we only extract instances from
correctly spanning nodes) it still shares 955 instances
more with the test set than the baseline.

To further test our conjecture about our method
giving better training examples we calculated mean
Hamming distance between training examples and test
examples. Hamming distance counts the number of
features at which two vectors differ:

dh(v,w) =
|v|

i=1

vi �= wi . (1)

We calculate the mean distance between the collec-
tion of test instances T and the collection of training
instances U as:

d̄h(T,U) =
1

|T| × |U|


t∈T



u∈U

dh(t,u) . (2)

As shown in Table 3, against the test set derived
from section 23 of WSJ we get mean Hamming dis-
tance of 15.1483 for the baseline method and 15.1283
for our method (for comparison the mean distance of
the test set against itself is 15.099). According to this
metric examples obtained by our method are more
similar to test examples.
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Mean distance to Test
Test 15.0999
Baseline 15.1483
Reparse 15.1283

Table 3: Mean Hamming distance scores for the En-
glish Penn Treebank training set

4 Experimental Results

In this section we present evaluation results on the
function labeling task for two datasets:
• Section 23 of the WSJ portion of the English

Penn II Treebank, with models trained on data
extracted from sections 2-21. Section 22 was used
for development. The Charniak parser2 was used
for constituency parsing.

• Articles 271 to 300 of the Penn Chinese Treebank
5, with models trained on data extracted from
articles 26 to 270. Articles 1-25 were used for de-
velopment. We follow (Levy and Manning, 2003)
in adopting this test/training/development split.
The Bikel parser 3 was used for constituency pars-
ing.

For both datasets we used the LIBSVM library (Chang
and Lin, 2001) which implements the Support Vector
Machines algorithm (Vapnik, 1998).

4.1 Experiments with the English
Penn Treebank

Table 4 summarizes evaluation results for the func-
tion labeling task on the English Penn II Treebank.
There is a clear increase in f-score over the baseline
for our method, which gives a relative error reduction
of almost 8.5% over the baseline. The approximate
randomization test (Noreen, 1989) with 106 shuffles
obtained a p-value of 10−7 for the baseline versus our
method, showing that the improvement is statistically
significant.

Our results (91.47% f-score) are the best scores pub-
lished to date on the function labeling task evaluated
on parser output on the section 23 of WSJ: 87.27% in
(Blaheta and Charniak, 2000), 88.5% in (Jijkoun and
de Rijke, 2004) and 88.96% in (Gabbard et al., 2006)4

Table 5 shows the performance broken down per
function label. Although performance on three la-
bels (LOC, LGS and PRP) drops, the rest of the la-
bels show the same score or benefit from our training
method.

4.2 Experiments with the Penn Chi-
nese Treebank

For the Chinese Treebank we performed experiments
evaluating the impact of using our basic method and

2 Available at ftp://ftp.cs.brown.edu/pub/nlparser/
3 Available at http://www.cis.upenn.edu/∼dbikel/
software.html#stat-parser

4 Not all of those scores are exactly comparable to ours or to
each other. The score in (Jijkoun and de Rijke, 2004) is on
trees transformed into dependencies. Gabbard et al. (2006)
use Bikel’s parser to produce the trees whereas we use Char-
niak’s.

Precision Recall F-score
Baseline 92.28 89.14 90.68
Reparse 93.07 89.92 91.47

Table 4: Function labeling evaluation on parser out-
put for WSJ section 23

Label Freq. in test Baseline Reparse
SBJ 4148 98.27 98.27
TMP 1303 91.19 91.52
PRD 1025 68.35 91.26
LOC 1024 89.45 89.06
CLR 635 68.98 68.93
ADV 419 85.98 89.36
DIR 293 68.98 71.20
TPC 267 86.50 96.02
PRP 207 68.35 67.95
NOM 199 95.02 95.58
MNR 178 76.12 77.62
LGS 166 88.10 88.10
EXT 105 87.72 88.24
TTL 61 74.42 74.42
HLN 52 18.18 26.23
DTV 19 66.67 66.67
PUT 10 66.67 66.67
CLF 3 — —
BNF 2 — —
VOC 1 — —

Table 5: Per-tag performance of baseline and when
training on reparsed trees

also the variation with cross-training on the function
labeling task.

The results we obtained are somewhat contradic-
tory: we saw an improvement in performance using
both on the development set (articles 1-25), but on
the test set (articles 271-300) the basic method shows
practically no improvement whereas cross-training ac-
tually leads to results worse than for the baseline.

Table 6 shows the results for the development set
which are consistent with our findings so far: our
method outperforms the baseline by 0.18%. Addition-
ally, we observe that adding cross-training produces a
further increase in the f-score of 0.3%.

However, as can be seen in Table 7, for the test
set our predictions are not borne out: with cross-
training we actually obtain a lower score than the base-
line (−0.32%); without cross-training the score is only
marginally better than the baseline (+0.01%).

We performed an approximate randomization test
for both the development set and the set, testing the
baseline against our method with cross-training. For
the development set we obtained a p-value of 0.13; for
the test set the p-value was 0.08 — this suggests that
neither the improvement for the development set nor
the decrease in f-score for the test set are statistically
significant.

It would be interesting to repeat our experiments
for Chinese using larger data sets. There are two rea-
sons why we want to do that. First, testing on a larger
test set would offer a higher confidence in the signif-
icance of the observed performance scores. Second,
we suspect that one reason that our approach did not
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Precision Recall F-score
Baseline 88.35 84.64 86.46
Reparse 88.54 84.82 86.64
Reparse + x-train 89.11 84.88 86.94

Table 6: Function labeling evaluation for the CTB on
the parser output for the development set

Precision Recall F-score
Baseline 91.46 90.13 90.79
Reparse 91.39 90.23 90.80
Reparse + x-train 91.53 89.43 90.47

Table 7: Function labeling evaluation for the CTB on
the parser output for the test set

show consistent improvement across both the devel-
opment set and the test set might be related to the
relatively small amount of training material we used,
for both training the parser and the function labeling
model. Thus parse quality is rather low, and since
we only exploit correctly parsed nodes in extracting
training instances for labeling, the amount of training
data available decreases even further. We also suspect
that parse quality for Chinese may be lower than for
English even while holding training set size constant,
reflecting the smaller amount of work which has gone
into research on parsing Chinese. Testing those con-
jectures remains an area for future investigation.

It remains to be seen whether using our approach
with training sets comparable in size with the one
we used for English would more show more consistent
benefits for Chinese.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a method to perform training in a
sound manner in the two-stage function labeling model
and investigated the impact of our proposal on the
function labeling task. Our approach improves the
similarity of the training material to the test instances
as measured by instance overlap and mean Hamming
distance.

We have consitently found substantial statistically
significant improvements on the English Penn Tree-
bank data, and a more mixed picture for the Chinese
Penn Treebank sentences. We would like to better un-
derstand what factors influence the effect of our pro-
posed training methods on function labeling perfor-
mance: we plan to study this issue in more detail in
future.

It should also be possible to apply our findings to
other tasks where training examples are typically ex-
tracted from perfect trees whereas the test data is pro-
duced automatically and contains errors. Using parser
output instead and exploiting several of the most prob-
able trees could be beneficial in those situations.
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Abstract
This paper presents an empirical evaluation in a
multilingual scenario of the semantic knowledge
present on publicly available large-scale knowl-
edge resources. The study covers a wide range of
manually and automatically derived large-scale
knowledge resources for English and Spanish. In
order to establish a fair and neutral comparison,
the knowledge resources are evaluated using the
same method on two Word Sense Disambigua-
tion tasks (Senseval-3 English and Spanish Lex-
ical Sample Tasks). First, this study empirically
demonstrates that the combination of the knowl-
edge contained in these resources surpass the
most frequent sense classifier for English. Sec-
ond, we also show that this large-scale topical
knowledge acquired from one language can be
successfully ported to other languages.

Keywords

Large-scale knowledge resources, lexical semantics, evaluation,

WordNet, Word Sense Disambiguation

1 Introduction

Using large-scale knowledge bases, such as WordNet
(WN) [9], has become a usual, often necessary, practice
for most current Natural Language Processing (NLP)
systems. Even now, building large and rich enough
knowledge bases for broad–coverage semantic process-
ing takes a great deal of expensive manual effort in-
volving large research groups during long periods of
development. In fact, hundreds of person-years have
been invested in the development of wordnets for var-
ious languages [21]. For example, in more than ten
years of manual construction (from 1995 to 2006, that
is from version 1.5 to 3.0), WN passed from 103,445 se-
mantic relations to 235,402 semantic relations1. That
is, around one thousand new relations per month. But
this data does not seems to be rich enough to support
advanced concept-based NLP applications directly. It
seems that applications will not scale up to working in

1 Symmetric relations are counted only once.

open domains without more detailed and rich general-
purpose (and also domain-specific) semantic knowl-
edge built by automatic means.
Fortunately, during the last years the research com-

munity has devised a large set of innovative methods
and tools for large-scale automatic acquisition of lex-
ical knowledge from structured and unstructured cor-
pora. Among others we can mention eXtended WN
[17], large collections of semantic preferences acquired
from SemCor [2, 3] or acquired from British National
Corpus (BNC) [15], large-scale Topic Signatures for
each synset acquired from the web [1] or acquired from
the BNC [6]. Obviously, all these semantic resources
have been acquired using a very different set of pro-
cesses, tools and corpora, resulting on a different set of
new semantic relations between synsets. In fact, each
semantic resource has different volume and accuracy
figures when evaluated in a common and controlled
framework [7]. However, as far as we know, no empiri-
cal study has been carried out trying to see how these
semantic resources complement each other.
Furthermore, since this knowledge is language inde-

pendent (knowledge represented at the semantic level
as relations between synsets), to date no empirical
evaluation has been performed showing to which ex-
tent these large-scale semantic resources acquired from
one language (in this case English) could be of utility
for another (in this case Spanish).
This paper is organized as follows. First, we intro-

duce the multilingual semantic resources compared in
the evaluation. In section 3 we present the multilin-
gual evaluation framework used in this study. Section
4 describes the results when evaluating these large-
scale semantic resources on English and section 5 on
Spanish. Finally, section 6 presents some concluding
remarks and future work.

2 Multilingual Knowledge Re-
sources

Our evaluation covers a wide range of large-scale se-
mantic resources: WordNet (WN) [9], eXtendedWord-
Net [17], large collections of semantic preferences ac-
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Source #relations

Princeton WN1.6 138,091
Selectional Preferences from SemCor 203,546
New relations from Princeton WN2.0 42,212
Gold relations from eXtended WN 17,185
Silver relations from eXtended WN 239,249
Normal relations from eXtended WN 294,488
Total English 934,771
Total Spanish 517,279

Table 1: Semantic relations uploaded in the Mcr

quired from SemCor [2, 3] or acquired from the BNC
[15], large-scale Topic Signatures for each synset ac-
quired from the web [1] or SemCor [11].
Although these resources have been derived us-

ing different WN versions, using the technology for
the automatic alignment of wordnets [8], most of
these resources have been integrated in a common re-
source called Multilingual Central Repository (Mcr)
[4] maintaining the compatibility among all the knowl-
edge resources which use a particular WN version as a
sense repository. Furthermore, these mappings allow
to port the knowledge associated to a particular WN
version to the rest of WN versions.

2.1 Multilingual Central Repository

The Multilingual Central Repository (Mcr) [4] is a
result of the 5th Framework Meaning project2. The
Mcr follows the model proposed by the EuroWord-
Net project. EuroWordNet [21] is a multilingual lexi-
cal database with wordnets for several European lan-
guages, which are structured as the Princeton WN.
The Mcr constitutes a natural multilingual large-

scale linguistic resource for a number of semantic pro-
cesses that need large amounts of multilingual knowl-
edge to be effective tools. The Mcr also integrates
WN Domains [14], new versions of the Base Concepts
and the Top Concept Ontology, and the SUMO on-
tology [20]. The current version of the Mcr con-
tains 934,771 semantic relations between synsets, most
of them acquired by automatic means. This repre-
sents almost four times larger than the Princeton WN
(235,402 unique semantic relations in WN 3.0). Ta-
ble 1 shows the number of semantic relations between
synset pairs in theMcr. As the current version of the
Spanish Wordnet do not have translation equivalents
for all the English synsets3, the total number of ported
relations is around a half of the English ones.
Hereinafter we will refer to each resource as follows:
WN [9]: This resource uses the direct relations en-

coded in WN1.6 and WN2.0 (for instance, tree#n#1–
hyponym–>teak#n#2). We also tested WN2 (using
relations at distance 1 and 2), WN3 (using relations at
distances 1 to 3) and WN4 (using relations at distances
1 to 4).
XWN [17]: This resource uses the direct relations

encoded in eXtended WN (for instance, teak#n#2–
gloss–>wood#n#1).

2 http://nipadio.lsi.upc.es/˜nlp/meaning
3 Currently, the Spanish WN has translation equivalents to En-

glish for 62,720 synsets.

political party#n#1 2.3219
party#n#1 2.3219
election#n#1 1.0926
nominee#n#1 0.4780
candidate#n#1 0.4780
campaigner#n#1 0.4780

Table 2: Topic Signatures for party#n#1 obtained
from Semcor (6 out of 719 total word senses)

.

WN+XWN: This resource uses the direct rela-
tions included in WN and XWN. We also tested
(WN+XWN)2 (using either WN or XWN relations
at distances 1 and 2, for instance, tree#n#1–related–
>wood#n#1).
spBNC [15]: This resource contains 707,618 selec-

tional preferences acquired for subjects and objects
from BNC.
spSemCor [3]: This resource contains the se-

lectional preferences acquired for subjects and ob-
jects from SemCor (for instance, read#v#1–tobj–
>book#n#1).
MCR [4]: This resource uses the direct relations

included in Mcr but in the experiments below we
excluded spBNC because of its poor performance.
Thus, Mcr contains the direct relations from WN,
XWN, and spSemCor but not the indirect relations
of (WN+XWN)2. We also tested Mcr2 (using re-
lations at distance 1 and 2), which also integrates
(WN+XWN)2 relations.

2.2 Topic Signatures

Topic Signatures (TS) are word vectors related to a
particular topic [13].
For this study, we use two different large-scale TS.

The first constitutes one of the largest available seman-
tic resource with around 100 million relations (between
synsets and words) acquired from the web [1]. The sec-
ond has been derived directly from SemCor.
TSWEB4: Inspired by the work of [12], these TS

were constructed using monosemous relatives from
WN (synonyms, hypernyms, direct and indirect hy-
ponyms, and siblings), querying Google and retriev-
ing up to one thousand snippets per query (that is, a
word sense), extracting the words with distinctive fre-
quency using TFIDF. For these experiments, we used
at maximum the first 700 words.
Since this is a semantic resource between word-

senses and words, it is not possible to port these rela-
tions to Spanish without introducing a large amount
of noise.
TSSEM: These TS have been constructed using

the part of SemCor having all words tagged by PoS,
lemmatized and sense tagged according to WN1.6 to-
talizing 192,639 words. For each word-sense appear-
ing in SemCor, we gather all sentences for that word
sense, building a TS using TFIDF for all word-senses
co-occurring in those sentences.
In table 2, there is an example of the first word-

senses we calculate from party#n#1.

4 http://ixa.si.ehu.es/Ixa/resources/sensecorpus
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The total number of relations between WN synsets
acquired from SemCor is 932,008. In this case, due to
the smaller size of the Spanish WN, the total number
of ported relations is 586,881.

3 Evaluation framework

In order to compare the knowledge resources described
in the previous section, we evaluated all these re-
sources as Topic Signatures (TS).This simple represen-
tation tries to be as neutral as possible with respect
to the resources used.
All knowledge resources are evaluated on a WSD

task. In particular, in section 4 we used the noun-set of
Senseval-3 English Lexical Sample task which consists
of 20 nouns and in section 5 we used the noun-set of the
Senseval-3 Spanish Lexical Sample task which consists
of 21 nouns. For Spanish, the MiniDir dictionary was
specially developed for the Senseval-3 task. Most of
the MiniDir word senses have links to WN1.5 (which
in turn are linked by theMcr to the Spanish WN). All
performances are evaluated on the test data using the
fine-grained scoring system provided by the organizers.
We use the noun-set only because TSWEB is available
only for nouns, and the English Lexical Sample uses
the WordSmyth dictionary [18] as a sense repository
for verbs instead of WN.
Furthermore, trying to be as neutral as possible with

respect to the resources studied, we applied systemat-
ically the same disambiguation method to all of them.
Recall that our main goal is to establish a fair com-
parison of the knowledge resources rather than provid-
ing the best disambiguation technique for a particular
knowledge base.
A common WSD method has been applied to all

knowledge resources. A simple word overlapping
counting is performed between the TS and the test
example5. The synset having higher overlapping word
counts is selected. In fact, this is a very simple WSD
method which only considers the topical information
around the word to be disambiguated. Finally, we
should remark that the results are not skewed (for in-
stance, for resolving ties) by the most frequent sense
in WN or any other statistically predicted knowledge.

4 English evaluation

4.1 Baselines for English

We have designed a number of basic baselines in or-
der to establish a complete evaluation framework for
comparing the performance of each semantic resource
on the English WSD task.
RANDOM: For each target word, this method se-

lects a random sense. This baseline can be considered
as a lower-bound.
SemCor MFS (SEMCOR-MFS): This method

selects the most frequent sense of the target word in
SemCor.
WordNet MFS (WN-MFS): This method selects

the most frequent sense (the first sense in WN1.6) of

5 We also consider multiword terms.

Baselines P R F1
TRAIN 65.1 65.1 65.1
TRAIN-MFS 54.5 54.5 54.5
WN-MFS 53.0 53.0 53.0
SEMCOR-MFS 49.0 49.1 49.0
RANDOM 19.1 19.1 19.1

Table 3: P, R and F1 results for English Lexical Sam-
ple Baselines

the target word. WN word-senses were ranked us-
ing SemCor and other sense-annotated corpora. Thus,
WN-MFS and SemCor-MFS are similar, but not equal.
TRAIN-MFS: This method selects the most fre-

quent sense in the training corpus of the target word.
Train Topic Signatures (TRAIN): This base-

line uses the training corpus to directly build a TS
using TFIDF measure for each word sense. Note that
in WSD evaluation frameworks, this is a very basic
system, a baseline. However, in our evaluation frame-
work, this ”WSD baseline” should be considered as an
upper-bound.
Table 3 presents the precision (P), recall (R) and F1

measure (harmonic mean of recall and precision) of the
different baselines. In this table, TRAIN has been cal-
culated with a vector size of at maximum 450 words.
As expected, RANDOM baseline obtains the poorest
result. The most frequent senses obtained from Sem-
Cor (SEMCOR-MFS) and WN (WN-MFS) are both
below the most frequent sense of the training corpus
(TRAIN-MFS). However, all of them are far below to
the TS acquired using the training corpus (TRAIN).

4.2 Evaluating each resource on En-
glish

Table 4 presents ordered by F1 measure, the perfor-
mance of each knowledge resource and its average size
of the Topic Signature per word-sense. The average
size of a knowledge resource is the lenght of the word
list associated to a synset on average. Obviously, the
best resources would be those obtaining better perfor-
mances with a smaller number of related words per
synset. The best results for precision, recall and F1
measures are shown in bold. We also mark in italics
those derived resources applying non-direct relations.
Surprisingly, the best results are obtained by TSSEM
(with F1 of 52.4). The lowest result is obtained by the
knowledge directly gathered from WN mainly because
of its poor coverage (recall of 18.4 and F1 of 26.1).
Also interesting, is that the knowledge integrated in
theMcr although partly derived by automatic means
performs much better in terms of precision, recall and
F1 measures than using them separately (F1 with 18.4
points higher than WN, 9.1 than XWN and 3.7 than
spSemCor).
Despite its small size, the resources derived from

SemCor obtain better results than its counterparts us-
ing much larger corpora (TSSEM vs. TSWEB and
spSemCor vs. spBNC).
Regarding the baselines, all knowledge resources

surpass RANDOM, but none achieves neither WN-
MFS, TRAIN-MFS nor TRAIN. Only TSSEM obtains
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KB P R F1 Av. Size
TSSEM 52.5 52.4 52.4 103
MCR2 45.1 45.1 45.1 26,429
MCR 45.3 43.7 44.5 129
spSemCor 43.1 38.7 40.8 56
(WN+XWN)2 38.5 38.0 38.3 5,730
WN+XWN 40.0 34.2 36.8 74
TSWEB 36.1 35.9 36.0 1,721
XWN 38.8 32.5 35.4 69
WN3 35.0 34.7 34.8 503
WN4 33.2 33.1 33.2 2,346
WN2 33.1 27.5 30.0 105
spBNC 36.3 25.4 29.9 128
WN 44.9 18.4 26.1 14

Table 4: P, R and F1 fine-grained results for the re-
sources evaluated individually on English.

better results than SEMCOR-MFS and is very close
to the most frequent sense of WN (WN-MFS) and the
training (TRAIN-MFS).
Regarding other expansions and combinations, the

performance of WN is improved using words at dis-
tances up to 2 (F1 of 30.0), and up to 3 (F1 of 34.8),
but it decreases using distances up to 4 (F1 of 33.2).
Interestingly, none of these WN expansions achieve the
results of XWN (F1 of 35.4). Finally, (WN+XWN)2
performs better than WN+XWN and Mcr2 slightly
better than Mcr6.

4.3 Combining resources

In order to evaluate more deeply the contribution of
each knowledge resource, we also provide some results
of the combined outcomes of several resources. The
combinations are performed following three different
basic strategies [5].
Direct Voting (DV): Each semantic resource has

one vote for the predominant sense of the word to be
disambiguated and the sense with most votes is chosen.
Probability Mixture (PM): Each semantic re-

source provides a probability distribution over the
senses of the word to be disambiguated. These proba-
bilities (normalized scores) are summed, and the sense
with the highest score is chosen.
Rank-Based Combination (Rank): Each se-

mantic resource provides a ranking of senses of the
word to be disambiguated. For each sense, its place-
ments according to each of the methods are summed
and the sense with the lowest total placement (closest
to first place) is selected.

4.3.1 Combining two resources

Table 5 presents the F1 measures with respect these
three methods when combining two different resources.
The combinations are ordered by the result of the
rank-based combination. The best result which cor-
responds to the rank-based combination of Mcr and
TSSEM7 is shown in bold.
6 No further distances have been tested.
7 Note that in this case, some information appearing in SemCor

could be counted twice, as we are not removing duplicated
relations

KB PM DV Rank
MCR+TSSEM 52.3 45.4 52.7
MCR+(WN+XWN)2 47.8 37.8 51.5
(WN+XWN)2+TSSEM 51.0 41.7 50.5
TSSEM+TSWEB 51.0 42.2 49.4
MCR+TSWEB 48.9 37.6 48.6
(WN+XWN)2+TSWEB 41.5 34.3 45.4

Table 5: F1 fine-grained results for the 2 system-
combinations

KB PM DV Rank
MCR+TSSEM+(WN+XWN)2 52.6 37.9 54.6
MCR+TSWEB+TSSEM 54.1 37.2 53.3
MCR+TSWEB+(WN+XWN)2 49.8 33.3 52.1
(WN+XWN)2+TSSEM+TSWEB 51.5 36.1 51.5

Table 6: F1 fine-grained results for the 3 system-
combinations

Regarding the combination method applied, the
probability-mixture and the rank-based methods be-
have similarly (each method wins in three of the six
combinations), and obtaining better results than the
direct-voting method. Hereinafter, we use the rank-
based measure for comparing results.
Interestingly, only in two cases the ensemble of re-

sources makes worse the individual results. Both
cases involve TSSEM (F1 of 52.4) when combined
with TSWEB (F1 of 49.4) and (WN+XWN)2 (F1
of 50.5). However, for the rest of the cases, it
seems that each resource provides some kind of knowl-
edge not provided by the others. For instance, the
knowledge contained in (WN+XWN)2 seems to be
not represented in the Mcr. Furthermore, despite
(WN+XWN)2+TSWEB obtains the lower results (F1
of 45.4) when combining two resources, the individ-
ual contribution to the ensemble is impressive (5.4
points with respect (WN+XWN)2) and (9.4 points
with respect to TSWEB). However, the larger in-
crement corresponds to MCR+(WN+XWN)2 (F1 of
51.5, 6.0 points higher than Mcr and 13.25 higher
than (WN+XWN)2), indicating that both resources
contain complementary knowledge. In fact, there is
some knowledge contained in the Mcr not present
in TSSEM (because the small increment of 0.3 points
with respect TSSEM alone).
Regarding the baselines, none of the combinations

achieves the most frequent sense of WN (WN-MFS
with F1 of 53.0). However, several of them surpass the
most frequent sense of SemCor (SEMCOR-MFS with
F1 of 49.1). In particular, the combinations including
information from SemCor (TSSEM or Mcr).

4.3.2 Combining three resources

Table 6 presents the F1 measure results with respect
these three methods when combining three different
semantic resources. The combinations are ordered by
the result of the rank-based combination. The best
result which corresponds to the rank-based combina-
tion of Mcr (WN+XWN+spSemCor), TSSEM and
(WN+XWN)2 is presented in bold.
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KB PM DV Rank
MCR+(WN+XWN)2+TSWEB+TSSEM 53.1 32.7 55.5

Table 7: F1 fine-grained results for the 4 system-
combinations

Regarding the combination method applied, the
rank-based method seems to be similar to probability-
mixture (winning in two of the four combinations, los-
ing in one and having a tie in one). Again, both strate-
gies are superior to the direct-voting method.
Considering only the rank-based combination, in

general, the combination of three knowledge resources
obtains slightly better results than using only two
or one resource. In this case, only one ensem-
ble of resources makes worse the individual results.
This case involves again TSSEM (F1 of 52.4) when
combined with (WN+XWN)2+TSWEB (F1 of 45.4).
However, for the rest of the cases, again it seems
that the combination of resources integrates some
knowledge not provided by the resources individu-
ally. In this case, the larger increase corresponds
to MCR+TSWEB+(WN+XWN)2 (F1 of 52.1, 16.1
points higher than TSWEB, 12.1 points higher than
(WN+XWN)2, and 7.6 points higher thanMcr). Fur-
thermore, there is some knowledge contained in the
MCR+(WN+XWN)2 not present in TSSEM (because
an small increment of 2.2 points with respect TSSEM
alone).
In fact, all these combinations outperform the

most frequent sense of SemCor (F1 of 49.1), and
two combinations of three resources surpass the
most frequent sense of WN (WN-MFS with F1 of
53.0): MCR+TSWEB+TSSEM (F1 of 53.3) and
MCR+TSSEM+(WN+XWN)2 (F1 of 54.6), and the
later is also slightly over the most frequent sense of
the training (F1 of 54.5). Obviously, this result should
be highlighted since in the all-words tasks most cur-
rent supervised approaches rarely surpass the simple
heuristic of choosing the most frequent sense in the
training data, despite taking local context into account
[10].

4.3.3 Combining four resources

Table 7 presents the F1 measure results with respect
the three methods when combining the four different
semantic resources. In bold is presented the best result
which corresponds to the rank-based combination of
Mcr, TSSEM, TSWEB and (WN+XWN)2.
It seems that the rank-based has better behavior

than direct-voting or probability-mixture methods.
Considering only the rank-based combination, as

expected, the combination of the four knowledge re-
sources obtains better results than using only three,
two or one resource. Again, it seems that the combina-
tion of resources provides some kind of knowledge not
provided by each of the resources individually. In this
case, 19.5 points higher than TSWEB, 17.25 points
higher than (WN+XWN)2, 11.0 points higher than
Mcr and 3.1 points higher than TSSEM.
Regarding the baselines, this combination outper-

forms the most frequent sense of SemCor (SEMCOR-

Baselines P R F1
TRAIN 81.8 68.0 74.3
MiniDir-MFS 67.1 52.7 59.2
RANDOM 21.3 21.3 21.3

Table 8: P, R and F1 fine-grained results for Spanish
Lexical Sample Baselines

MFS with F1 of 49.1), WN (WN-MFS with F1 of 53.0)
and, the training data (TRAIN-MFS with F1 of 54.5).
This fact indicates that the resulting combination of
large-scale resources encodes the knowledge necessary
to behave as a most frequent sense tagger for English.
Furthermore, it is also worth mentioning that the most
frequent synset for a word, according to the WN sense
ranking is very competitive in WSD tasks, and it is
extremely hard to improve upon even slightly [16].

5 Spanish evaluation

5.1 Spanish Baselines

As well as for English, we have designed a number of
basic baselines in order to establish a complete eval-
uation framework for comparing the performance of
each semantic resource when evaluated on the Span-
ish WSD task.
RANDOM: For each target word, this method se-

lects a random sense. This baseline can be considered
as a lower-bound.
Minidir MFS (Minidir-MFS): This method se-

lects the most frequent sense (the first sense in Mini-
dir) of the target word. Since Minidir is a special dic-
tionary built for the task, the word-sense ordering cor-
responds to their frequency in the training data. Thus,
for Spanish, Minidir-MFS is equal to TRAIN-MFS.
Train Topic Signatures (TRAIN): This base-

line uses the training corpus to directly build a Topic
Signature using TFIDF measure for each word sense.
As for English, this baseline can be considered as an
upper-bound of our evaluation.
Note that the Spanish WN do not encodes word-

sense frequency information and for Spanish there is
no all-words sense tagged corpora available of the style
of Italian8.
In the Spanish evaluation only sense–disambiguated

relations can be ported without introducing extra
noise. For instance, TSWEB has not been tested on
the Spanish side. TSWEB relate synsets to words, not
synsets to synsets. As this resource is not word-sense
disambiguated, when translating the English words to
Spanish, a large amount of noise would be introduced
(Spanish words not related to the particular synset).
Table 8 presents the precision (P), recall (R) and

F1 measure of the different baselines. As for English,
TRAIN has been calculated with a vector size of at
maximum 450 words. As expected, RANDOM base-
line obtains the poorest result and the most frequent
sense obtained from Minidir (Minidir-MFS, and also
TRAIN-MFS) is far below the TS acquired using the
training corpus (TRAIN).

8 http://multisemcor.itc.it/
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Knowledge Bases P R F1 Av. Size
MCR 46.1 41.1 43.5 66
WN2 56.0 29.0 42.5 51
(WN+XWN)2 41.3 41.2 41.3 1,892
TSSEM 33.6 33.2 33.4 208
XWN 42.6 27.1 33.1 24
WN 65.5 13.6 22.5 8

Table 9: P, R and F1 fine-grained results for the re-
sources evaluated individually on Spanish.

5.2 Evaluating each resource on Span-
ish

Table 9 presents ordered by F1 measure, the perfor-
mance of the knowledge resources and its average size
per word-sense. In bold appear the best results for
precision, recall and F1 measures. WN obtains the
highest precision (P of 65.5) but due to its poor cov-
erage (R of 13.6), the lowest result (F1 of 22.5). Also
interesting, is that the knowledge integrated in the
Mcr outperforms in terms of precision, recall and F1
measures the results of TSSEM, possibly indicating
that the knowledge currently uploaded in the Mcr is
more robust than TSSEM and that the topical knowl-
edge gathered from a sense-annotated corpus of one
language can not be directly ported to another lan-
guage. Possible explanations of these low results could
be the smaller size of the resources (approximately a
half size) and the differences in the evaluation frame-
works, including the dictionary, sense distinctions and
mappings.
Regarding the baselines, all knowledge resources

surpass RANDOM, but none achieves neither Minidir-
MFS (equal to TRAIN-MFS) nor TRAIN.

6 Conclusions and further work

To our knowledge, this is the first time to show that a
very simple WSD system based on topical knowledge
gathered from several semantic resources outperforms
the Most Frequent Sense classifiers in the SensEval-3
English lexical-sample task. Obviously, more sophisti-
cated approaches could be devised [19]. Furthermore,
since these resources represent semantic relations at
the conceptual level, can be also successfuly ported to
and evaluated in other languages.
It is our belief, that accurate WSD systems would

rely not only on sophisticated algorithms but on
knowledge intensive approaches. The results presented
in this paper suggests that much more research on ac-
quiring and using large-scale semantic resources should
be addressed.
It seems that the combination of publicly available

large-scale resources encodes the knowledge necessary
to behave as a most frequent sense tagger for English.
We plan to empirically validate this hypothesis in all-
words tasks.
Further experiments in the cross-lingual scenario are

also needed to clarify the different behaviours of the
Mcr and TSSEM, maybe using the Italian WN (also
integrated in the Mcr) and MultiSemCor.
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Abstract
Part-of-speech (POS) tagging is the process of assigning 
each word of an input text into an appropriate morphologi-
cal class. Automatic recognition of parts-of-speech is very 
important for high level NLP applications, since it would 
be usually infeasible to perform this task manually in prac-
tical systems. One approach to POS tagging uses morpho-
logical disambiguation which selects the most suitable 
morphological parse for each word from the set of parses 
that is assigned to that word by the morphological analyzer. 
Accurate POS tagging is not a simple task in general. It 
even becomes harder for agglutinative languages like Turk-
ish; the number of morphological parses associated with 
each word in a text is usually much larger than that is for 
non-agglutinative languages such as English. This is due to 
the ambiguous nature of such languages. In this paper, we 
introduce an effective rule based morphological disam-
biguator for Turkish. 

Keywords: part-of-speech tagging, morphological dis-
ambiguation. 

1. Introduction 
Part-of-speech (POS) tagging is the process of assigning 
each word of a given text into an appropriate lexical class 
(part of speech) such as noun, verb, adjective, etc. One ap-
proach to POS tagging is the reduction of the problem of 
tagging to more general morphological disambiguation 
problem. Once a suitable morphological parse is selected 
for each word from its possible morphological parses, it is 
trivial to detect lexical categories of words since this in-
formation is already contained in morphological parses. 

In morphological disambiguation, the morphological ana-
lyzer produces all possible morphological parses for each 
word in the text, and a single morphological parse is tried 
to be selected from the set of parses assigned to that word. 
Unlike the ideal case, the morphological disambiguator 
sometimes may not select a single parse, and the selection 
of the best subset of parses can be aimed. Turkish part-of-
speech tagger described in this paper is actually a morpho-
logical disambiguator that aims to select the best subset of 
the morphological parses if it cannot select a single mor-
phological parse for a word. 

Like many applications that deal with great amounts of 
data, it is infeasible to manually handle parts-of-speech 
tagging for NLP applications that require tagging of large 
corpora. Automatic recognition of parts-of-speech is very 

important for high level NLP applications such as machine 
translation. Although 100% accurate POS tagging is not 
possible in practice, highly effective systems for English 
are available currently. Although the effective POS taggers 
are available for widely studied languages such as English, 
the effective POS taggers are not available for the most of 
the languages that got less attention, and Turkish is one of 
these languages. In this paper, we present an effective mor-
phological disambiguator for Turkish. The developed Turk-
ish morphological disambiguator is planned to be used as a 
part of an example-based machine translation system be-
tween English and Turkish [4,5]. The developed Turkish 
morphological disambiguator is also integrated with a 
graphical user-interface so that it can be used as a morpho-
logical annotator tool for Turkish texts. 

Due to the inherent morphological level ambiguity of 
Turkish, POS tagging and morphological disambiguation in 
general are much more complicated processes for Turkish. 
Agglutinative nature of Turkish makes the number of mor-
phological parses for each word larger when it is compared 
to English. The number of possible inflectional and deriva-
tional suffixes for Turkish nouns and verbs is much higher, 
and this leads to the more morphological level ambiguity in 
Turkish words. According to [7], about 80% of Turkish 
words have more than one morphological parse.  

There can be many different reasons for the morphologi-
cal ambiguities in a Turkish word. For example, the word 
“kitabn” has the following two possible morphological 
parses: 

kitap+Noun+A3sg+P2sg+Nom  your book
kitap+Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Gen  of the book

Here the ambiguity in the word “kitab-n” is due to the 
phonetic similarity of the genitive suffix in the second 
parse and the second singular possessive suffix in the first 
parse. Both of them are realized as the suffix “n” at sur-
face level. Similarly, nouns with the accusative suffix and 
the third singular possessive suffix usually have the same 
surface form.  

The finding the just POS tags of Turkish words will not 
be enough for the most NLP applications in Turkish. We 
have to find the actual intended morphological parse of the 
word. For this purpose, we have developed the Turkish 
morphological disambiguator presented in this paper. This 
morphological disambiguator tries to find the intended 
morphological parse of each word. If it cannot select the 
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intended morphological parse of the word, it tries to select 
the smallest subset of the morphological parses by eliminat-
ing some of the illegal parses. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
summarizes the related work in POS tagging including the 
previous works in Turkish POS tagging. We present the 
general architecture of our rule-based Turkish morphologi-
cal disambiguator in Section 3. In Section 4, the perform-
ance of the presented Turkish morphological disambiguator 
is evaluated.  We give the concluding remarks in Section 5. 

2. Related Work on POS Tagging 
There are two broad categories of POS tagging algorithms 
which are rule-based taggers and stochastic taggers. Rule 
based taggers contain a database of hand crafted rules that 
are designed to minimize ambiguity when applied in a cer-
tain order on each word in the text. Statistical POS taggers 
(also known as stochastic taggers), use a training corpus to 
calculate the likelihood of co-occurrence of all ordered 
pairs of tags. By training a probabilistic model such as 
HMM, the tagger tries to disambiguate any given new text. 
Since we do not have reliable morphological tagged huge 
corpus for Turkish, we have decided to develop a rule-
based morphological disambiguator. 

The earliest algorithms for automatic part-of-speech tag-
ging were the rule-based ones. The tagger TAGGIT that 
was an aid in tagging the famous Brown Corpus was a rule-
based one [6]. Stochastic techniques have proven to be 
more successful compared to pure rule-based ones. Church 
[3] presented a stochastic method that achieved over 95% 
accuracy. Also Cutting [6] presented a part-of-speech tag-
ger based on a hidden Markov model that enables robust 
and accurate tagging with only a lexicon and some unla-

beled training text requirements. Brill [2] presented a rule 
based POS tagger which used a transformation based 
method that learns its rules from a training corpus. Current 
trend in morphological disambiguation and POS tagging is 
blending machine learning techniques and statistic methods 
into rule based approaches. 

Tokenizer 

Morphological Analyzer & 
Unknown Token Recognizer 

Collocation 
Recognizer

Morphological
Disambiguator 

Collocation 
Rules 

Disambiguation 
Rules 

Input Text 

Tagged Text 

Figure 1. Architecture of the morphological disambiguator 

 Oflazer and Kuruöz [7], developed a Turkish POS tagger 
that uses local neighborhood constraints, heuristics and 
limited amount of statistical information. Oflazer and Tür 
[8] developed a system that combines corpus independent, 
linguistically motivated handcrafted constraint rules, con-
straint rules that are learned via unsupervised learning from 
a training corpus, and additional statistical information 
from the corpus to be morphologically disambiguated. Our 
morphological disambiguator is a rule-based system, and its 
rules are similar to the rules of the system presented in 
[7,8]. 

3. Morphological Disambiguator 
Our main aim was the development of an easy to use, mod-
ern, portable and publicly available effective morphological 
disambiguator for Turkish. Our morphological disambigua-
tor is purely rule-based currently, but we plan to extend it 
with automatic rule learning capability in the near future 
when the reliable morphologically tagged Turkish corpus is 
available. In fact, we are planning to use the developed 
morphological disambiguator as an annotation tool in the 
creation of this kind of corpus. 

The developed rule-based morphological disambiguator 
is implemented in Java programming language, and it 
communicates with Turkish morphological analyzer that is 
developed in PCKIMO environment [1].  Our morphologi-
cal disambiguator has an easy to use graphical user inter-
face but can also be used as a command line tool. The main 
architecture of the morphological disambiguator is given in 
Figure 1. It takes an input Turkish text and produces the 
morphologically tagged text.  

Our morphological disambiguator takes an input text, and 
the input text is first divided into its tokens by the token-
izer. In this way, the text is represented as a sequence of 
tokens. Then the morphological analyzer is run on each 
token and a list of morphological parses is associated with 
each word. Then the unknown word recognizer is run for 
those tokens for which the morphological analyzer has re-
turned an empty list. The unknown token recognizer asso-
ciates each unknown word with a set of morphological 
parses. Then collocation recognizer detects the word se-
quences that constitute some special meaning when they 
are used together, and packs them into composite tokens. 
Lastly the morphological disambiguator is run on the token 
sequence, which detects and eliminates improper morpho-
logical parses using context sensitive rules.   

In our system, we have used a morphologic analyzer for 
Turkish that is developed using PC-KIMMO environment. 
The morphological level description of Turkish that was 
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previously used in the Xerox INFL system that is devel-
oped at Bilkent University  [9] has been recently ported to 
PC-KIMMO environment. The re-implemented system has 
more root words, and can handle some extra constructs 
such as different number constructs. The total number of 
the root words is more than 30,000. 

 After the tokenization of an input text, the tokens created 
by the tokenizer are sent to the morphological analyzer. 
After the morphological analysis, each token is assigned 
one or more morphological parses. For example, the results 
of the morphological analyzer for the token “yar mada”
are as follows. 

1. yar +Verb+Pos^DB+Noun+Inf2+A3sg+Pnon+Loc 
2. yar +Verb+Pos+ASPECT*PR-CONT+A3sg 

After the morphological analysis there may be some 
tokens that are not assigned any parses such as some for-
eign proper nouns. These tokens are currently handled by 
the unknown token recognizer module. The unknown token 
recognizer also uses PC-KIMMO as a backend. In order to 
find suitable morphological parses for unknown tokens, it 
applies some root substitution methods that use phonetic 
rules of Turkish. As a simple example we can give the to-
ken “talkshowu” (his talkshow). The foreign word “talk-
show” is not included in the lexicon of the morphological 
analyzer, so it is an unknown token.  After the morphologi-
cal analyzer and the unknown token recognizer, all of the 
tokens of the input text are associated with a set of parses. 

3.1 Collocation Recognizer 
The collocation recognizer takes the morphologically ana-
lyzed text and tries to detect and combine certain lexical-
ized and non-lexicalized collocations. The need for such a 
processing arises from the fact that a group of words, when 
appeared subsequently in a sentence, may behave as a mul-
tiword construct with a totally or partially different function 
compared to its individual members in that sentence. A 
typical example is the construct “gelir gelmez”:

gelir.        (He comes.)
gelmez.       (He does not come.)     
gelir gelmez ayrldk. (We left as soon as he comes.)

Here words “gelir gelmez”, when used together, function 
in that sentence as an adverb whereas the words are in-
flected verbs when considered individually.  There are a 
number of other non-lexicalized forms which are in general 
in the form w+x w+y, where w is the duplicated string of a 
root and certain suffixes, and x and y are possibly different 
sequences of other suffixes.  

The collocation recognition is performed according to 
the rules given in the collocation rules file, which contains 
334 rules currently. A collocation rule is sequence of token 
constraints and an action statement. If the sequence of to-
ken constraints matches a sequence of tokens in the text 
that is analyzed, the action in the action statement is ap-
plied. An action statement provides a template using which 

the collocation recognizer can combine the tokens in the 
matched sequence into a single composite token. For ex-
ample, the rule that handles the collocation “gelir gelmez”
is follows: 

<collocationRule> <costraint> <parse>  
_R+Verb+Pos+Aor+A3sg </parse> </constraint>  
<costraint> <parse> _R+Verb+Neg+Aor+A3sg 
</parse> </constraint> <action> 
%1 %2+Adverb+When </action> </collocationRule> 

A constraint does not always have to declare a parse to 
be matched, but also token readings can be matched. This 
kind of rules is especially used for detecting lexicalized 
collocations. It is also possible use regular expressions 
when writing token constraints. Token matching by regular 
expressions is case sensitive while the ordinary token 
matching is case insensitive. 

3.2 Morphological Disambiguator 
Morphological analysis of a Turkish word usually results in 
more than one morphological parse. This ambiguity is due 
to the agglutinative nature of the language. The morpho-
logical disambiguator module, using a set of context sensi-
tive and handcrafted rules, aims to reduce the number of 
parses associated with each word.  

Disambiguation is performed using two types of disam-
biguation rules, namely choose and delete rules. These 
rules are applied only if a word is in the specified context 
of the rule. By being in the context, we mean that the sur-
rounding words match the constraints of the rule. A disam-
biguation rule must target a token, i.e. the token that this 
rule aims to disambiguate. A rule can also specify 
neighboring tokens, each described by an offset value, i.e. 
the relative position of the neighbor according to the target. 

A high percentage of disambiguation rules in our system 
are similar to the rules in [7,8]. Our morphological disam-
biguator uses more capable and descriptive formatting for 
disambiguation rules, and the number of disambiguation 
rules in our system is higher when compared to that of the 
previous work [7,8]. Currently, the total number of the dis-
ambiguation rules is 342.  289 of them are choose-rules, 
and 53 of them are delete-rules. 

Most of the choose rules in this file are motivated by the 
grammatical constraints of Turkish; so they are independ-
ent from the text category. When choose rules are applied 
to a certain word, if the constraints of the rule are satisfied, 
then the target token and its ambiguous neighbors are dis-
ambiguated at once. For the noun phrase “çocu un kitab”
(the child’s book), the morphological analyzer returns us 
the following parses: 

çocu un
1. çocuk+Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Gen        (correct parse)
2. çocuk+Noun+A3sg+P2sg+Nom 

kitab
1. kitap+Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Acc 
2.kitap+Noun+A3sg+P3sg+Nom        (correct parse)
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The tokens of this noun phrase can be disambiguated by the 
following choose-rule: 

<chooseRule> <neighbour offset="-1"> 
<parse>A3sg+Gen</parse> </neighbour>  
<target> <parse stemAllowed="false"> Noun+P3sg 

   </parse> </target> </chooseRule> 

After applying the rule given above on this noun phrase, 
not only the word “kitab” is disambiguated, but also the 
appropriate parse for its neighbor “çocu un” is chosen.  

Another set of rules, called delete-rules, are also used in 
the disambiguation process. Delete rules are mainly used to 
remove very rare parses of some common words. Delete 
rules only affect the word that is being disambiguated, and 
they work only in a non-ambiguous context. An example 
delete rule is given below: 

<deleteRule> <target> 
<token>biz</token> <parse>Noun</parse> 

</target> </deleteRule> 

The rule above drops the very infrequent noun parse of the 
word “biz” in favor of the remaining pronoun parse. 

The rules in the disambiguation rules file are grouped ac-
cording to their function. They are also ordered according 
to their generality; the more a rule is stricter (specific), the 
higher in the file it would appear. The order of the rules is 
very important, because if the ordering is wrong, then the 
disambiguation will produce more wrong results. 

4. Evaluation 
In order to evaluate the performance of our morphological 
disambiguator, we created a test set. The test set consists of 
15 randomly selected Turkish newspaper articles from 
online newspapers. First, the selected articles are hand 
tagged so that the results of the morphological disambigua-
tor can be compared with these hand tagged articles in or-
der to evaluate its results. Initially there were 2454 tokens 
in the test set. The human expert detected 77 collocations in 
the test set, and there were 2370 tokens (single or compos-
ite) after all collocations are hand tagged. 329 of these 2370 
tokens are punctuation tokens, and 2041 of them were non-
punctuation tokens. Each of 2370 tokens is correctly tagged 
with a single correct parse by the human expert. The human 
expert also selected a correct parse for the tokens that are 
unhandled by the morphological analyzer (unknown to-
kens). 

Each token is assigned a set of morphological parses by 
the morphological disambiguator. We expect that one of 
these parses to be the correct one. A token is fully disam-
biguated if the disambiguator has dropped all parses except 
the correct one. We call the token correctly disambiguated
if its multiple parses contain its correct parse.  

We used the common precision and recall metrics in or-
der to evaluate our morphological disambiguator. Precision 
measures the ratio of appropriate parses received from the 
morphological disambiguator to the total number of parses, 

while the recall measures the ratio of correctly disambigu-
ated tokens to the total number of tokens.  

Table 5. The results after the morphological analyzer and 
unknown token recognizer 

# of 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7parses 8 9 10 11 12

# of 
tokens 1340 701 190 157 29 16 1 10 1 1 0 8

Table 6. The results after the collocation recognizer 

# of 
parses 1 2 3 4 5 6

After the morphological analyzer and the unknown token 
recognizer steps of the disambiguator, there were 2454 to-

7  8 9 10 11 12
# of 

tokens 1304 674 172 155 28 16 1 10 1 1 0 8
#  of  corr. 
dis. toks. 1304 674 172 155 28 16 1 10 1 1 0 8

Number of Collocations 77
Total Number of Tokens 2370 
Total Number of Parses 4226 
Number of Corr. Disamg. Tokens 2370 
Precision 56.1% 

Recall 100% 

Table 7. The results after applying choose-rules 

# of 
parses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  8 9 10 11 12
# of 

tokens 1820 382 70 72  7  5 1 6 1 0 0 6
#  of  corr. 
dis. toks. 1796 380 67 71  6 5 1 6 1 0 0 6

Total Number of Parses 3283 
Number of Corr. Disamg. Tokens 2339 
Precision 71.2% 

Recall 98.7% 

Table 8. The results after applying delete rules  

# of 
parses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  8 9 10 11 12
# of 

tokens 2010 271 56 22  3  7 0 1 0 0 0 0
#  of  corr. 
dis. toks. 1984 266 53 21  2 7 0 1 0 0 0 0

Total Number of Parses 2873 
Number of Corr. Disamg. Tokens 2334 
Precision 81.2% 

Recall 98.5% 
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kens and there were 4383 parses for those tokens. The dis-
tribution of the tokens into the number of parses can be 
seen in Table 5. 

Then, the collocation recognizer is executed and its re-
sults are given in Table 6. The collocation recognizer cor-
rectly found all of the 77 collocations. So, we can say that 
our collocation recognizer worked with 100% accuracy for 
this set. Although our collocation recognizer worked with 
100% accuracy for this set, it can miss some collocations in 
a larger test set. We believe that our collocation recognizer 
may not be complete, but it is coverage is very high. Ac-
cording to the results given in Table 6, the parses of each 
token contain its correct parse (100% recall), and 56.1% of 
the all parses in the result set are correct (56.1% precision). 
The results in Table 6 also indicate that the average number 
of parses per token is 1.78 (=2370/4226), and a token can 
have maximum 12 parses. These measurements are the 
values before the disambiguation process. 

We measured the precision and recall levels after apply-
ing choose and delete rules. The results after applying 
choose and delete rules are given in Tables 7 and 8. The 
precision increases from 56.1% to 71.2% by applying the 
choose rules by only sacrificing a small recall amount of 
1.3%. The average number of parses per token also drops to 
1.39 after the application of choose rules. 

Finally, we apply delete rules in order to drop rare parses 
of tokens and achieve a precision of 81.2% and the recall 
becomes 98.5%. The average number of parses per token 
also drops to 1.21 after the application of delete rules. This 
is the overall performance of our morphological disam-
biguator. As a result, our disambiguator reduces the level of 
ambiguity from 1.78 parses per token to 1.21 parses per 
token with 81.2% precision and 98.5% recall values. 

In general, precision and recall are inversely proportional 
to each other, i.e. it is usual to sacrifice from recall in order 
to improve precision. As it can be seen from the results, the 
decrease in recall is small when compared to the much sig-
nificant increase in the precision. 

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced our effective rule-based mor-
phological disambiguator for Turkish. Part-of-speech tag-
ging is one of the low level disambiguation problems of 
NLP domain and although many highly accurate algorithms 
are available today, it still remains as an open research area 
especially for languages such as Turkish. Turkish, because 
of its agglutinative structure, has a higher ambiguity in the 
morphological level when compared to English. The mor-
phological disambiguation of Turkish texts will reduce the 
burden in higher level NLP applications such as machine 
translation [4,5]. 

An advantage of our morphological disambiguator is that 
it uses a very flexible rule format for both the collocation 
recognition and the morphological disambiguation proc-
esses. This enables us to easily develop more rules when 

need arises and fine tune the behavior of the morphological 
disambiguator. But manually maintaining the rule files may 
become cumbersome as the number of rules gets large. This 
is due to the fact that the order of rules affects the effec-
tiveness of the morphological disambiguator. Today, many 
successful algorithms are neither purely rule-based nor sta-
tistical but follow a hybrid approach that combines the best 
properties of the two with some machine learning ap-
proaches. These taggers can usually learn new rules by ana-
lyzing relatively small sized training corpuses and can 
achieve great accuracy values. Although, the morphological 
disambiguator developed during this project is a pure rule-
based tagger with no learning capabilities, it follows a very 
modular approach that can easily be extended with other 
capabilities such as automatic rule learning in the future.  

As a future work, we are planning to morphologically tag 
a huge Turkish corpus using our annotator tool. The re-
searchers can use this corpus for different applications. In 
fact, we are planning to extend our morphological disam-
biguator with the statistical and automatic rule learning 
capabilities using this corpus. 
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Abstract
Information graphics, such as bar charts and line
graphs, that appear in popular media generally
have a message that they are intended to con-
vey. We have developed a Bayesian network that
analyzes the communicative signals in an infor-
mation graphic and produces a logical represen-
tation of the graphic’s intended message. How-
ever, the output produced by the Bayesian net-
work is deficient for producing natural language
text. This paper presents our solution to several
aspects of this problem: identifying an appro-
priate referent for the dependent axis, determin-
ing when to enumerate the bar labels in a mes-
sage, and identifying the ontological category for
the bar labels. An evaluation study shows that
our methodology produces reasonable text that
is much better than several baseline strategies.

Keywords

Natural language processing, corpus analysis, graph under-

standing, text generation

1 Introduction

Information graphics (such as bar charts and line
graphs) are non-pictorial graphics that depict at-
tributes of entities and relations among them. Al-
though some information graphics are only intended to
display data[18], the overwhelming majority of infor-
mation graphics that appear in magazines and news-
papers have a communicative goal or intended mes-
sage. For example, the graphic in Figure 1 ostensibly
is intended to convey that the percentage of GM’s net
earnings produced by its finance unit increased sub-
stantially in the second quarter of 2003 in contrast
with the decreasing trend from the third quarter of
2002 to the first quarter of 2003. We developed a
Bayesian system that exploits the communicative sig-
nals in an information graphic to produce a logical
representation of the graphic’s intended message[7].
However, the logical representation produced by the
Bayesian system is deficient for producing text, and
additional information must be extracted from the
graphic if a useful summary is to be constructed.
Clark[3] contends that language is not just text and

utterances, but instead includes any deliberate signal
that is intended to convey a message. Thus, under
Clark’s definition, information graphics are a form of
language. Our work shows that methodologies typi-
cally used in processing utterances and text (such as
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Fig. 1: Graphic with a cute caption

extraction of communicative signals, corpus analysis
to identify common patterns, algorithms based on in-
sights from the corpus analysis, and modification of ex-
isting software, such as parsers, to fit the needs of the
problem) can also be successful on non-stereotypical
forms of language.
Section 2 shows the importance of recognizing the

intended message of an information graphic, Section 3
discusses related research, and Section 4 gives an
overview of our system that hypothesizes the intended
message of an information graphic. Section 5 then dis-
cusses the problems that we had to address in order
to construct text from the logical representations of
the hypotheses produced by our message recognition
system. Sections 6, 7 and 8 present our solutions to
these problems. Section 9 discusses examples of how
our system constructs text capturing the graphic’s pri-
mary message, and Section 10 presents an evaluation
of the resultant text and discusses future work.

2 Importance of Understanding
Information Graphics

Information graphics, such as the two graphics in Fig-
ure 5, are important knowledge resources that could be
used for many purposes, such as devising proposals for
legislation on identity theft. To be useful, such graph-
ics must be accessible from a digital library based on
what the graphic conveys.
What about graphics in multimodal documents?

We conducted a corpus study to determine the extent
to which information graphics are redundant in a mul-
timodal document[1]. We found that in over 60% of
the instances in our analyzed corpus, little or none of
the graphic’s message was captured by the article’s ac-
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companying text. Yet the graphic’s message played an
important role in achieving the discourse purpose[12]
of the overall document. Thus information graphics
cannot be ignored, and effective summarization of a
multimodal document must take into account the mes-
sages conveyed by its information graphics.
Given that information graphics cannot be ig-

nored, it is imperative that individuals with sight-
impairments be provided with a means of accessing
the graphic’s content. Although researchers have at-
tempted to convey information graphics via an alter-
native modality (such as touch or sound), these ap-
proaches have serious limitations, such as requiring ex-
pensive equipment or requiring that the user develop
a mental map of the graphic, something that is very
difficult for users who are congenitally blind[14]. Our
approach differs significantly from previous work: we
are developing an interactive natural language system
that provides the user with a brief summary of the
graphic’s message and then responds to followup ques-
tions requesting further detail about the graphic.
For all of the above reasons, it is important that a

system be able to recognize a graphic’s message. How-
ever, as shown by Corio and LaPalme[4] and our own
corpus study[6], naturally occurring captions are often
very general and of limited utility in identifying the
graphic’s message. For example, the caption on the
graphic in Figure 1 captures little of what the graphic
conveys — namely, a contrast between recent perfor-
mance of GM’s finance unit and the trend over the
preceding quarters. Thus it is essential that a system
be devised for recognizing the message conveyed by an
information graphic.

3 Related Work
Research has addressed the problem of generating in-
formation graphics and accompanying captions[4, 15,
16]. In graphics generation, the system is given a set
of data along with one or more communicative goals,
and it designs a graphic that achieves these goals.
Our problem is different: we are given the informa-
tion graphic and must identify its communicative goal
(the message that it conveys) by reasoning about the
communicative signals in the graphic. Futrelle and
Nikolakis[10] developed a constraint grammar for pars-
ing vector-based visual displays and producing struc-
tured representations of the elements comprising the
display, but Futrelle’s goal is to produce a graphic
that serves as a simpler representation of one or more
graphics in a document[9]. Our work is the first to
address the problem of understanding an information
graphic — ie., recognizing the message that it conveys.

4 Graph Understanding System
We have developed a Bayesian system[7] that treats in-
formation graphics as a form of language and hypoth-
esizes a graphic’s intended message. The system takes
as input an xml representation of the visual image
(produced by a visual extraction module) that speci-
fies the graphic’s axes, the bars, their heights, colors,
labels, any special annotations, the caption, etc. We
have identified three kinds of communicative signals
that appear in bar charts:

• the relative effort required for different percep-
tual tasks; for example, it is easier to determine
the rank of an entity in a bar chart if the bars are
sorted according to height than if they appear in
alphabetical order of their labels. AutoBrief[15]
contended that graphic designers construct graph-
ics so that important perceptual tasks (the ones
necessary for achieving the graphic’s communica-
tive goal) are as easy as possible. Thus the rela-
tive effort required for different perceptual tasks
serves as evidence about which tasks the viewer is
intended to perform in deciphering the graphic’s
message.

• the salience of entities in the graphic; for example,
coloring a bar differently from other bars in a bar
chart makes the bar salient, as does mentioning
its label in the caption. Our hypothesis is that
salient entities play a significant role in a graphic’s
message.

• the presence of suggestive verbs (such as rising)
in a graphic’s caption

Our system, described in [7], extracts this evidence
from a given bar chart and enters it into a Bayesian
network which hypothesizes the graphic’s intended
message. Leave-one-out cross validation on a corpus
of 110 bar charts showed that our system has a suc-
cess rate of 79.1% in identifying the graphic’s message.
Although our current system is limited to bar charts,
we believe that our methodology is extensible to other
kinds of information graphics.

5 Problems in Message Realiza-
tion

Our Bayesian system produces a logical representa-
tion of a graphic’s message; this representation con-
sists of the message type (such as Maximum for mes-
sages which convey that a particular entity has the
largest value in a bar chart), and the parameters of
the message (such as the bar with the largest value in
the case of the Maximum message type). For exam-
ple, the system produces Maximum(First Bar) for the
graphic in Figure 2. Reiter and Dale[17] argue that
templates are appropriate for many natural language
problems. Since the syntactic variability in our target
messages is limited, we use templates for generation,
with one template defined for each of our 12 message
types.
For the graphic in Figure 2, the natural language

output should ideally be “Tennis has the highest num-
ber of past nominees for the Laureus World Sports
Awards among the sports listed”. However, several
problems arise:

1. the appropriate referent for the dependent axis (in
this case, number of past nominees for the Laureus
World Sports Awards) is not part of the logical
representation and is not explicitly given in the
graphic.

2. for some message types (such as Maximum in the
above example), a decision must be made regard-
ing when the labels should be enumerated in the
natural language text and when only the ontolog-
ical category of the labels should be given.
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Fig. 2: Graphic from USA Today

3. the ontological category of the independent axis
labels (in the above example, sports) must be in-
ferred from the bar labels.

Section 6 presents our corpus study and solution to
the difficult problem of realizing an appropriate ref-
erent for the dependent axis, Section 7 discusses how
Gricean maxims motivated our decision about when
to enumerate the bar labels, and Section 8 describes
how we identify the ontological category of the labels.

6 Measurement Axis Descriptor
The first, and most serious problem, encountered in
generating the message conveyed by an information
graphic is the identification of an appropriate referent
for the dependent axis. We will refer to this referent as
the measurement axis descriptor. We undertook
a corpus analysis in order to identify where the mea-
surement axis descriptor appears in a graphic and to
motivate heuristics for extracting it.

6.1 Corpus analysis

We analyzed 107 simple bar charts from articles in
newspapers and popular magazines such as Newsweek
and Business Week. We observed that graphics con-
tain a set of component texts, in addition to the bar
labels, that are visually distinguished from one an-
other (e.g by placement, blank lines, or different fonts),
which we refer to as text levels. Table 1 lists the var-
ious text levels, along with how often they appeared in
the graphs in our corpus. In composite graphs (graphs
consisting of multiple individual graphs as in Figure 3),
Overall Caption is the text that appears at the top
of the overall group and serves as a caption for the
whole set; Overall Description is additional text, dis-
tinguishable from the caption, that is common to the
set of graphics and often elaborates on them. Caption

Text level Freq. of Occurrences

Overall Caption 31.8%
Overall Description 17.8%
Caption 99.0%
Description 54.2%
Text In Graphic 39.3%
Dependent Axis Label 18.7%
Text Under Graphic 7.5%

Table 1: Text levels in bar charts
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Fig. 3: A composite graphic from Newsweek1

and Description serve the same roles for an individual
graphic. For example, in Figure 3, the Overall Caption
is “Tallying Up the Hits” and the Overall Description
is “Yahoo once relied entirely on banner ads. Now
it’s broadened its business mix”. The Caption for the
bar chart at the right of Figure 3 is “Active Users”
and the Description is “Registered users In millions”.
For the graphic in Figure 2, the Caption is “Tennis
players top nominees” and the Description is “The
nominees for the 2003 Laureus World Sports Awards
will be announced today. Sports that have had the
most nominees:”. Text In Graphic is any text resid-
ing within the borders of a graphic, such as “U.S.
Biotech Revenues, 1992-2001” in Figure 4. Depen-
dent Axis Label is the label (if any) on the dependent
axis of a bar chart, such as “Revenues(in billions)” in
Figure 4. Lastly, Text Under Graphic is any text un-
der a graphic; such text generally starts with a marker
symbol (such as *). As our evaluation in Section 10
shows, no single text level provides an acceptable mea-
surement axis descriptor for all graphics. For example,
Text In Graphic is a better measurement axis descrip-
tor than Dependent Axis Label for the graphic in Fig-
ure 4, but the bar chart in Figure 3 does not have any
Text In Graphic.
The goal of our corpus study was to identify how to

construct a measurement axis descriptor for a graphic.
Two annotators analyzed each of the 107 graphics in
our corpus and determined the ideal measurement axis
descriptor. We then analyzed each of the graphics to
identify where the ideal measurement axis descriptor
appeared. In 55.1% of the graphics, the ideal mea-
surement axis descriptor appeared as a unit in a single
text level, but in 36.5% of these instances, the text
level contained additional information. For example,
in the graphic at the left of Figure 5, the ideal mea-
surement axis descriptor is “identity-theft complaints”
which is part of the Caption “Identity-theft complaints
are skyrocketing”. In 44.9% of the graphics, pieces of
the measurement axis descriptor had to be extracted
from more than one text level and melded together. In
these instances, the ideal measurement axis descriptor
can be viewed as consisting of a core or basic noun
phrase from one text level that must be augmented
with text from another level (or in some cases, from
text in the accompanying article). For example, for the
bar chart at the right of Figure 3, “registered users”

1 This figure displays two of the five individual graphs com-
prising the composite graphic that appeared in Newsweek.
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Fig. 4: Graphic from Business Week

is the core of the ideal measurement axis descriptor
which is “Yahoo’s registered users”.
We also found that, with the exception of

Text Under Graphic (which typically serves as a foot-
note providing detail about the core), the ordering
of text levels in Table 1 forms a hierarchy of tex-
tual components, with Overall Caption and Depen-
dent Axis Label respectively at the top and bottom
of the hierarchy, such that the core generally appears
in the lowest text level present in the graphic. For
example, for every graphic in our corpus containing
a Dependent Axis Label that was not just a scale or
unit indicator (such as millions or dollars), the De-
pendent Axis Label contained the core. Where the
Dependent Axis Label was absent from a graphic or
was only a scale or unit indicator, but the graphic
contained a Text In Graphic component, the core ap-
peared in Text In Graphic in 35 of 39 graphics. Sim-
ilar observations held for the text levels higher in the
hierarchy. In retrospect, this is not surprising since
text levels lower in the hierarchy are more specific to
the graphic’s content and thus more likely to contain
the core of the ideal measurement axis descriptor.
We also observed the presence of cues, such as the

phrase “Here is” or a terminating colon punctuation
mark, suggesting that a text level contains the core
of the measurement axis descriptor. For example,
the phrase “Here is” realized as a contraction in the
sentence “Here’s the monthly construction spending”,
suggests that the subsequent noun phrase tells what
the graphic is presenting and thus contains the core of
the measurement axis descriptor.
During the corpus analysis we observed three ways

in which a core from one text level was augmented to
produce the ideal measurement axis descriptor:

• Expansion of the noun phrase: nouns in the core
of the descriptor were replaced with a noun phrase
which had the same noun as its head. For ex-
ample, in the graphic in Figure 4, the Depen-
dent Axis Label contains the core (Revenues) but
the ideal measurement axis label is “U.S. Biotech
Revenues” appearing at a higher text level; this
ideal measurement axis descriptor can be viewed
as an expansion of the core.

• Specialization of the noun phrase: the core was
augmented with a proper noun which specialized
the descriptor to a specific entity. For example,
in the graphic at the right of Figure 3, the ideal
measurement axis descriptor “Yahoo’s registered
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Fig. 5: Graphic from Business Week

users” consists of the core “registered users” aug-
mented with the proper noun “Yahoo” that ap-
pears in the Overall Description.

• Addition of detail: Text Under Graphic typically
serves as a footnote to give specialized detail
about the graphic. If the Text Under Graphic
begins with a marker, such as an asterisk, and
the core is followed by the same marker, then
Text Under Graphic adds detail to the core. For
example, in the graphic in Figure 6, “unit costs”
is the core but the ideal measurement axis de-
scriptor must also contain the information from
Text Under Graphic, namely “U.S. only, one
available seat flown one mile, year ending June
2002”.

6.2 Methodology

Our methodology for constructing a measurement axis
descriptor is based on the insights gained from our cor-
pus analysis. First, preprocessing extracts the scale
and unit indicators from the text levels or from la-
bels on the dependent axis (for example, the label
30% would indicate that percent is the unit of mea-
surement). Next heuristics are used to construct the
core of the measurement axis descriptor by extract-
ing a noun phrase from a text level of the graphic.
Three kinds of augmentation rules, corresponding to
the three kinds of augmentation observed in our cor-
pus, are then applied to the core to produce the mea-
surement axis descriptor. Finally, if the measurement
axis descriptor does not already contain the unit of
measurement (such as percent), the phrase indicating
the unit of measurement is appended to the front of
the measurement axis descriptor.

6.2.1 Heuristics

We developed 9 heuristics for identifying the core of
the measurement axis descriptor. The application of
the heuristics gives preference to text levels that are
lower in the hierarchy, and the heuristics themselves
take into account the presence of cue phrases, spe-
cial characters, and the presence and position of noun
phrases in a text level. The first heuristic only applies
to the Dependent Axis Label:

• Heuristic-1: If the Dependent Axis Label con-
tains a noun phrase that is not a scale or unit
indicator, that noun phrase is the core of the mea-
surement axis descriptor.
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The second heuristic only applies to Text In Graphic:

• Heuristic-2: If Text In Graphic consists solely
of a noun phrase, then that noun phrase is the
core; otherwise, if Text In Graphic is a sentence,
the noun phrase that is the subject of the sentence
is the core.

The remaining heuristics are then applied, in order, to
a text level, starting with the Description text level;
if a core is not identified at one text level, the heuris-
tics are applied, in order, to the next higher text level
in the hierarchy. Space limitations preclude listing
all of the heuristics, but the following are two rep-
resentative heuristics, in addition to Heuristic-1 and
Heuristic-2 presented above. Heuristic-5 is based on
observations about punctuation that suggests the pres-
ence of the core of the measurement axis descriptor,
and Heuristic-8 is based on observations about the lo-
cation of the core when it is part of a full sentence.

• Heuristic-5: If a fragment at the text level con-
sists solely of a noun phrase followed by a colon
(:), and the noun phrase is not just a proper noun,
that noun phrase is the core.

• Heuristic-8: The core is the noun phrase pre-
ceding the verb phrase in the current sentence at
the text level.

In some graphics, what is extracted as the core is con-
flated with a reference to the ontological category of
the bar labels. If the core’s head noun matches the
ontological category of the bar labels, then that noun
cannot be the measurement axis descriptor; thus if the
noun is modified by a subsequent relative clause or a
phrase beginning with with, then the nouns and subse-
quent prepositional phrases in the modifier are instead
collected as the core. For example, consider Figure 2.
Our heuristics would initially extract “Sports that have
had the most nominees” as the core of the measure-
ment axis descriptor; since sports is the category of
the bar labels, “nominees” becomes the core.

6.2.2 Augmentation Rules

Augmentation rules correspond to the three kinds of
augmentation observed during corpus analysis (expan-
sion, specialization, and addition of detail), along with
addition of the unit of measurement (such as percent).
In expanding the core, the system examines text levels
higher in the hierarchy than the text level from which
the core was extracted; if a noun phrase appears with
the same head noun as a noun in the core, and the
noun phrase does not consist of just an adjective and
the head noun, then the noun in the core is replaced
with the larger noun phrase.
To specialize the noun phrase, the system deter-

mines whether 1) there is only one proper noun at all
text levels higher in the hierarchy than the text level
from which the core was extracted, or 2) there is only
one proper noun in the Overall Caption or the Cap-
tion; if one of these two criteria are satisfied and the
proper noun is not a bar label in the graphic, then the
possessive form of that proper noun is appended to the
front of the core. (The reason for treating the Over-
all Caption and Caption differently from the other text
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Fig. 6: Graphic from Business Week

levels is that a single proper noun at these levels refers
to the content of the graphic, whereas a proper noun
at other levels, such as Description, may be part of an
elaboration or comparison with the graphic’s content
and thus not necessarily specialize the core.)
To add detail to the core, the system determines

whether the core was followed by a special marker,
such as an asterisk, in the text level from which it was
extracted; if so, the system searches for text preceded
by the same marker and appends it to the core as a
bracketed expression.
Finally, the measurement axis descriptor that has

been constructed is checked to determine if it already
gives the unit of measurement (as identified from the
graphic during preprocessing); if not, a phrase indicat-
ing the unit of measurement is added to the front of
the measurement axis descriptor.

6.3 Implementing the Heuristics

The heuristics must examine the parses of a graphic’s
text levels in order to identify the core of the measure-
ment axis descriptor and to apply the augmentation
rules. We experimented with both NP chunkers and
parsers. NP chunkers are biased toward noun phrases
and produced unsatisfactory results for text levels
that consisted of full sentences. Thus we adopted
Charniak’s maximum entropy based parser[2], but
had to address its bias toward imperative sentences
over sentence fragments. Fragments are common
as Text In Graphic, Caption, and Overall Caption.
When the Caption or Overall Caption is a fragment,
it may begin with a noun that can also be used as
a verb. An example is “Cost to financial services
companies” which appeared as the Caption on one
of the graphics in our corpus. Unfortunately, a bias
toward full sentences causes the parser to parse such
fragments as imperative sentences with words such
as cost identified as verbs. However, imperative
sentences are rarely seen in the textual components
of graphics. We solved this bias problem with rules
such as the following:

If WordNet[8] indicates that the first word
of the input can be used as both a verb and
a noun or as both a verb and an adjective,
precede the input with “The” before sending
it to the parser.
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These rules forced the parser to prefer noun phrase
fragments over imperative sentences.

7 Applying Gricean Maxims

Grice’s Maxim of Quantity[11] states that one’s dis-
course contribution should be as informative as neces-
sary for the purposes of the exchange but not more so.
Joshi, Webber, and Weischedel[13] showed that a sys-
tem should not only produce correct information but
should also prevent the user from drawing false infer-
ences from the system’s responses. If our system were
to enumerate all entities involved in a comparison mes-
sage, the response might be lengthy and the enumera-
tion of little utility to the user. (To address instances
in which the user wants the additional lengthy detail,
both our system for blind individuals and our digital
libraries application will include a facility for followup
questions.) On the other hand, if the system never
enumerates the entities (even when there are only a
few), the user may make the false inference that there
are too many to list. Thus we set a cut-off C, such
that if the number of entities involved in a Maximum
or Get-Rank message exceeds C, they are not enumer-
ated. For the examples in this paper, C is set to 4,
but we are performing human subject experiments to
identify the most appropriate C value.

8 Identifying the Ontological
Category

Although the dependent axis does not specify the onto-
logical category for the bar labels, identifying the cate-
gory results in better natural language than merely us-
ing a generic referent; for example, compare the phrase
“...among the sports listed” with the phrase “...among
the entities listed” in producing natural language text
for the message conveyed by the graphic in Figure 2.
We use OpenCyc ontology version v0.7.8b[5] to iden-
tify the ontological categories of bar labels.2 For each
bar label, all ontological categories it belongs to are
identified. The most general and common category
for at least two of the bar labels is identified as the
ontological category.

9 Processing Examples

Our methodology for producing natural language text
from the logical representation of a graphic’s intended
message has been implemented and tested on exam-
ples from many publications. Input to the natural
language system is the logical representation of the
graphic’s message and the xml representation of the
graphic’s components, including the text at the vari-
ous text levels.
The following examples illustrate how our system

generates a graphic’s message as natural language
text. For the graphic in Figure 2, Heuristic-5 initially
identifies the noun phrase “sports that have had the

2 If we could determine that the bar labels in a graphic cover
all elements of a given category, then the generated message
could for example say “among airlines” instead of “among
the airlines listed”. However, we have not found an existing
ontology that would allow us to reliably make such a deter-
mination.

most nominees” as the core. However, its head noun
“sports” matches the ontological category of the bar
labels; consequently, the noun “nominees” in the rela-
tive clause modifying “sports” becomes the core. The
augmentation rule for specialization finds that “Lau-
reus World Sports” is the only proper noun in the
text levels and forms “Laureus World Sports’s nom-
inees”. After adding a pre-fragment representing the
unit of measurement, the measurement axis descrip-
tor becomes “The number of Laureus World Sports’s
nominees”. Using the template for the Maximum mes-
sage type, our system generates “The bar chart titled
′Tennis players top nominees ′ shows that the num-
ber of Laureus World Sports’s nominees is highest for
Tennis among the sports listed.” Our generated natu-
ral language for this example is imperfect and will be
discussed further in Section 10.
For the graphic in Figure 4, Heuristic-1 identi-

fies “Revenues” in Dependent Axis Label as the core.
Since the core and the Text In Graphic, “U.S. Biotech
Revenues”, have the same head noun, the augmenta-
tion rule for expansion produces “U.S. Biotech Rev-
enues” as the augmented core. Using the template for
the Increasing-Trend message type, our system renders
the following natural language text: “The bar chart ti-
tled ′A Growing Biotech Market ′ shows that the dollar
value of U.S. biotech revenues had a rising trend from
1992 to 2001.”
For the graphic in Figure 6, our system uses Heuris-

tic 2, the augmentation rule for adding detail, and
the template for the Minimum message type to pro-
duce the natural language text “The bar chart titled
′Southwest’s Big Cost Advantage ′ shows that the cent
value of unit costs (u.s. only one way available seat
flown one mile, year ending june 2002) is lowest for
Southwest among the entities listed: Southwest, Delta,
American, and United.” Note that in this instance,
our system was unable to identify the ontological cat-
egory of the bar labels and therefore used the generic
term “entities”. Note also that the bar labels were
enumerated in this message since the number of bars
did not exceed our cutoff of 4, whereas only the on-
tological category of the bar labels was given for the
graphic in Figure 2.

10 Evaluation and Future Work

The quality of our generated text is largely dependent
on how well we identify an appropriate measurement
axis descriptor. Thus we constructed a test corpus
consisting of 202 randomly selected bar charts from 19
different newspapers and magazines, along with their
accompanying articles. We ran our system for each
of the graphics and the resultant output was rated by
two evaluators. The evaluators each assigned a rat-
ing from 1 to 5 to the system’s output; if the evalu-
ators differed in their ratings, then the lowest rating
was recorded. For comparison, three baselines were
computed, consisting of evaluations of the text that
would be produced using each of the following three
text levels as the measurement axis descriptor: Depen-
dent Axis Label, Text In Graphic, and Caption. For
the baselines, if the evaluators differed in their rating
of the resultant output, the higher rating was recorded,
thereby biasing our evaluation toward better scores
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for the baselines (in contrast with the scores for our
system’s output, where the lower score was recorded
when the evaluators differed). We did not compute a
baseline comparison using the text in Description as
the measurement axis descriptor since that text level
is most often full sentences and thus would generally
produce very poor results.

5 excellent text
4 very good: very understandable but awk-

ward
3 good: contains the right information but is

hard to understand
2 poor: missing important information
1 very bad

The results of our evaluation are presented in Table 2.
They show that our system produces natural language
text that rates midway between good and very good.
It is particularly noteworthy that our methodology
performs much better than any of the baseline ap-
proaches.
However, further work is needed to improve our re-

sults. We need to resolve pronominal references within
the text in a graphic and between texts in composite
graphics, and we need to examine the internal organi-
zation/relation between graphs in composite graphics
to identify the full referent of definite noun phrases.
For example, for the bar chart on the right of Figure 5,
the noun phrase “the expense” (and thus the noun
phrase “cost to financial services companies” since cost
and expense refer to the same entity) must be special-
ized so that it is “the expense of identity-theft com-
plaints”, thereby leading to a measurement axis de-
scriptor that is “cost to financial services companies
of identity-theft complaints”. We also must take the
tense of the text in the graphic into account in con-
structing a measurement axis descriptor. For example,
the ideal measurement axis descriptor for the graphic
in Figure 2 would indicate that the graphic is dis-
playing the number of past nominees for the Laureus
Sports Award, not current nominees. But the Descrip-
tion does not explicitly state “past nominees” and this
must be inferred from the past tense in “Sports that
have had the most nominees”.

11 Conclusion
This paper has presented our work on realizing the in-
tended message of a simple bar chart. We have shown
how Gricean maxims dictate the amount of informa-
tion included in the summary and how the OpenCyc
ontology is used to generate meaningful categories. We
also presented our corpus analysis that explored where
the ideal measurement axis descriptor appears in a
graphic, discussed the insights that we gained from the
corpus analysis, and presented our strategy for con-
structing a measurement axis descriptor by identifying
a core descriptor and then augmenting it to obtain an
appropriate measurement axis descriptor. Evaluation
of our implemented system shows that our methodol-
ogy generally produces reasonable text and that it per-
forms far better than any of three baseline approaches.
Moreover, our work illustrates how NLP methodolo-
gies can be successfully applied to non-stereotypical
forms of language such as information graphics.

Approach Evaluation score

Our system 3.574

Baseline-1:

Dependent Axis Label 1.475
Baseline-2:

Text In Graphic 1.757
Baseline-3:

Caption 1.876

Table 2: Evaluation of generated text
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Abstract: Devising an appropriate part of speech
(POS) tag set for a language is crucial for higher level
computational processing. In this paper, we present a new
POS tag set (ERTS) for Arabic that is proven more useful
and functional for higher order processing of the language.
ERTS comprises 75 tags derived from the full morpholog-
ical tag set adopted in the detailed POS tag set in the
Arabic Treebank. It expands on the standard POS tag
set, RTS, which comprises 25 tags. The new tag set ex-
pands on the morphological features for nominals in the
language. We evaluate the efficacy of the new POS tag set
through a POS tagger and also in the context of a task
based evaluation, namely, Base Phrase Chunking. The
ERTS-POS tagger achieves an accuracy of 96.13%. We
show that ERTS helps an Arabic BPC system achieve an
Fβ=1 of 96.33% compared to 95.51% only obtained by us-
ing RTS alone or in conjunction with explicit independent
encoding of morphological features.
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1 Introduction

Devising an appropriate part of speech (POS) tag set
for a language is crucial for higher level computational
processing. Settling on what is the right level of gran-
ularity for a tag set is typically an empirical question
that is highly correlated with a specific task or set of
tasks. In morphologically rich languages such as Ara-
bic, this problem is even more pronounced since there
are many morphological features that are both explic-
itly and implicitly encoded in the surface orthography.
The writing system for Arabic is mostly underspecified
for short vowels which are bearers of many of the mor-
phological feature information. In fact, naturally oc-
curring short vowels in newswire text amount to only
1.5% of the words [8].
We present a new POS tag set (ERTS) for Arabic

processing. The POS tag set expands on the current
standard POS introduced by the LDC, RTS, which
is part of the Arabic Treebank (ATB) distribution [14].
RTS comprises 25 tags. ERTS expands on the nominal
categories [Adjectives, Nouns, Proper Nouns] increas-
ing the tag set to 75 tags. ERTS is derived from the
full morphological tag set represented in the detailed
POS tag set in the ATB. ERTS encodes definiteness,
gender and number information onto the basic RTS.
In this paper, we show that though ERTS has three
times the number of tags in the POS tag set RTS,
yet the same (using the same features and underlying

machinery) discriminative POS tagger trained on the
RTS yields comparable performance to it when trained
on the ERTS set. The ERTS-POS tagger achieves an
accuracy of 96.13% compared to 96.15% for the RTS-
POS tagger. Moreover, in a task based evaluation, we
show that ERTS yields better results when used as
a feature in a Base Phrase Chunking (BPC) system.
ERTS-BPC achieves an Fβ=1 of 96.33% compared to
95.41% obtained by RTS-BPC.
The paper is laid out as follows: Section 2 illustrates

some of facts about the Arabic language; Section 3 dis-
cusses related work in devising POS tag sets for mor-
phologically rich languages; Section 4 illustrates the
ERTS POS tag set; Section 5 describes our approach
for ERTS evaluation; Section 6 presents the experi-
mental setup, results and discussions.

2 Arabic Language

Arabic is a Semitic language.1 It is known for its tem-
platic morphology where words are made up of roots
and affixes. Clitics agglutinate to words. For instance,
the surface word wbHsnAthm2 ‘and by their

virtues[fem.]’, can be split into the conjunction w ‘and’,
preposition b ‘by’, the stem HsnAt ‘virtues [fem.]’, and
possessive pronoun hm ‘their’.
From the morphological standpoint, Arabic exhibits

rich morphology. Similar to English, Arabic verbs are
marked explicitly for tense, voice and person, however
in addition, Arabic marks verbs with mood (subjunc-
tive, indicative and jussive) information. For nominals
(nouns, adjectives, proper names), Arabic marks case
(accusative, genitive and nominative), number, gender
and definiteness features. Moreover, closed class words
such as object pronouns and possessive pronouns in-
flect for person, gender and number. From the syn-
tactic standpoint, Arabic, different from English, is
considered a pro-drop language, where the subject of
a verb may be implicitly encoded in the verb morphol-
ogy. Hence, we observe sentences such as

Akl AlbrtqAl ‘ate-[he] the-oranges’, where the verb Akl
encodes that the subject is a 3rd person masculine
singular. This sentence is equivalent to

hw Akl AlbrtqAl ‘he ate the-oranges’. In the Arabic

Treebank (ATB), we observe that 40% of all sentences
are pro-dropped for subject [13]. Arabic exhibits more
complex noun phrases than in English mainly to ex-
press possession. These constructions are known as

1 Other Semitic languages include Hebrew and Amharic
2 We use the Buckwalter transliteration scheme to show ro-
manized Arabic [2].

1
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idafa constructions. In these complex structures an in-
definite noun maybe followed by a definite noun. For
example, rjl Albyt ‘man the-house’ meaning
‘man of the house’. Therefore, Arabic does not have
a special prepositional use to express possession in a
manner similar to English. Due to these differences,
among others, Arabic morphology plays a crucial role
in encoding different syntactic configurations: For in-
stance, the possible verb-argument orders in the form
of case markings; or the possible agreement markers
on nouns and their proceeding adjectives. Therefore,
designing a functional and practical tag set that cap-
tures the nuances of Arabic morphology is crucial.
It is worth noting that some of the case, mood and

voice features are marked only using short vowels. De-
pending on the genre and domain, Arabic orthography
is underspecified for short vowels in varying degrees.
For example, if the genre of the text is religious such
as the Quran, or pedagogical such as children’s books,
the orthography would be fully specified for all the
short vowels to enhance readability and disambigua-
tion. However, the majority of other genres lack of
such explicit marking. Accordingly, the design of an
appropriate POS tag set, in the absence of Arabic dia-
critizer, should be sensitive to the surface orthography
in the language.

3 Related Work

There are several published research efforts reporting
on studies of what constitutes the optimal tag set for a
morphologically rich language. [10] applies a machine
learning approach to discover the most relevant mor-
phological components to be included in the tag set
for the Czech language. For Spanish, [5] experiment
with different morphological features adding them in-
crementally to the Spanish POS tag and evaluating
them in the context of syntactic parsing. Similar stud-
ies exist for Turkish [3] and Hindi [6]. The main theme
in this line of research is trying to codify the most fre-
quently prominent morphological features of the lan-
guage in the tag set itself.
This study aims to do the same for Arabic. Ara-

bic is a rich morphological language. Fully diacritized
words are explicitly marked for case, gender, number,
definiteness, mood, person, voice, tense, aspect and
among other features. These morphological features
are exhibited in the full tag set, FULL, provided in
the ATB. FULL comprises over 2000 tag types. There
exists a system that produces the full morphological
POS tag set, MADA, with very high accuracy, 95%
[9].3 However, MADA relies crucially on the existence
of an extensive morphological analyzer. But ore im-
portantly, given current parsing technology, such mor-
phological tags have been shown to not be very useful
since they are extremely sparse.4 It should be noted,
however, that it is extremely useful to have these mor-
phological tags in order to induce features. Accord-
ingly, the LDC introduced the reduced tag set (RTS)
of 25 tags. RTS is designed to maximize the per-
formance of Arabic syntactic parsing. It is designed
to be as close as possible to the tag set devised for

3 Excluding CASE and MOOD features.
4 Dan Bikel, personal communication.

the English Wall Street Journal set. RTS masks case,
mood, gender, person, definiteness for all categories. It
maintains voice and some tense information for verbs
(excluding future), and some number information for
nouns, namely, marking plural vs. singular for nouns
and proper nouns. Therefore, in the process it masks
duality for nouns and number for all adjectives. We
note the existence of variations on FULL and RTS in
the literature [11], however none of these tag sets is as
standardized as those produced by the LDC . More-
over, none of them was tested and evaluated in a task
based evaluation.

4 Current POS tag set

The goal of this work is to find the optimal POS tag
set for Arabic processing. Hence we examine the mor-
phological features present in Arabic as expressed in
the Arabic treebank. Since our base POS tag set is
RTS, we focus on the morphological features that are
being masked by RTS, namely, CASE, MOOD, DEFI-
NITENESS, GENDER, NUMBER and PERSON. We
examine the frequency of overt morphological features
indicating one of these features in the surface orthog-
raphy.5 Hence, our guiding principle in deciding on
the extensions to RTS rely on what is specified in
FULL as a morphological feature coupled with salience
of the morphological feature in the surface orthogra-
phy of the words in text.6 For this current study we
only focused on open class words.7 Taking all these
into consideration, we study the ATB data, specifi-
cally ATB3v2. We calculate the statistics over the
manually annotated and disambiguated POS tagged
corpus. We make the following observations: The ma-
jority (80.7%) of CASE is expressed via short vowels
that are not overtly present in the surface orthography
in newswire MSA. All the overt cases of CASE (19.3%)
are indefinite and they are overtly marked with nuna-
tion diacritic in the surface orthography. Likewise
for all the MOOD cases, all the mood morphological
markers are expressed via short vowels.8 All the DEF-
INITENESS cases are overt in the surface form, either
in the form of definites with Al Determiner (59.17% of
the time), or through the idafa construction (40.8%
of the time).As for indefinites, the majority of them is
overt except for 2.1% of the indefinite data. All the
cases where the GENDER is explicitly marked in the
morphological features, the gender is overtly present
in the orthography. There are 54947 cases of FEM
marking in the morphological features as expressed

5 There are clear inter-dependencies between some of these
morphological features, but we adopt a simplifying assump-
tion of independence among the features.

6 We do not assume the existence of a morphological analyser
in this work, even though we depend on FULL in the initial
design of the POS tag set.

7 We ignore morphological features on pronouns, whether ob-
ject pronouns or possessive pronouns. Hence, both categories
were consistently mapped to PRP.

8 It should be noted that in the case of jussive mood, the form
of some of the verbs changes morphologically and orthograph-
ically when the verb’s underlying form ends with what is
dubbed in Arabic grammar as a weak letter [A, w, y]. How-
ever, without a mechanism relating the different forms of the
verb to each other via roots and derivational patterns, it is
quite difficult to surmise what the underlying form of a verb
is.
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by FULL, and all of them have an overt feminine
marker stem finally.9 There are 5192 cases marked
with MASC gender, all of them are plural and dual
cases. All the nominals morphologically marked with
NUMBER in the FULL tag set have an overt number
marker. Only feminine singular entities are marked
with SG. As for plural and dual numbers, they are
marked on either feminine or masculine entities and
there is an overt morphological NUMBER marker in
the surface orthography. PERSON is marked on ob-
ject pronouns, possessive pronouns, and subject inflec-
tions on verbs. PERSON is one of the highly confuse-
able morphological features. The first person singular
and the third person feminine singular are the same as
a subject inflection for instance. In this study, we ig-
nore the PERSON morphological feature even though
it is explicitly present in the orthography, however, it
by and large, affects a closed class set.10 Taking into
consideration these observations and the realistic un-
derspecification of some of the morphological features
in naturally occurring text, we devise a POS tag set
that extends the existing RTS and masks some of the
morphological features present in FULL. The new tag
set comprises 75 tags explicitly marking GENDER,
NUMBER and DEFINITENESS on nominals while
maintaining the already existing features present on
RTS.
Accordingly, the new tag set, ERTS, is derived from

the FULL tag set where there is an explicit specifica-
tion in the FULL tag for the different features encoded.
DEFINITENESS is marked as a binary feature with
a present (D) or an absent one. GENDER is marked
with an F or an M or nothing, corresponding to Fem
and Masc or the absence of gender marking, respec-
tively. Number is encoded with (Du) for dual or an
(S) for plurals or the absence of any marking for singu-
lar.11 For example, Table 1 contrasts some words with
the FULL morphological tag and their corresponding
RTS and ERTS definitions.

5 Evaluation Methodology

In this paper, we present two evaluations: the impact
of extending the POS tagset from RTS with 25 tags to
ERTS with 75 tags on the POS tagger performance;the
impact of ERTS in a task based evaluation in the con-
text of base phrase chunking (BPC).
This paper is an extension to the Diab et al. (2007)

work. We approach the POS tagging and the BPC
problems as classification problems using a discrimina-
tive approach. We adopt a unified tagging perspective
for both tasks. We address them using the same SVM
experimental setup which comprises a standard SVM
as a multi-class classifier.
We use the YAMCHA sequence model on the SVMs

to take advantage of the context of the items being

9 The stem could be either the full word, or the word excluding
an enclitic.

10 We also do not examine the other tenses present in the data
such as the Future tense on verbs.

11 We acknowledge that by not marking singulars, we conflate
uncountables. Moreover, since all the nominals marked with
SG in FULL are feminine nominals, the gender marking cou-
pled with no feature encoding on the POS tag implicitly in-
dicates that it is singular.

compared in a vertical manner in addition to the en-
coded features in the horizontal input of the vectors.
Accordingly, in our different tasks, we define the no-
tion of context to be a window of fixed size around the
segment in focus for learning and tagging.

POS tagging approach: The ERTS tag set com-
prises 75 tags. For the current system, only 57 tags
are instantiated. We adopt the POS tagger in Diab
et al. 2007 based on the RTS tag set using the same
machinery set up and features. We adopt the YAMCHA
sequence model based on the TinySVM classifier [12].
The tagger trained for ERTS tag set (similar to that
used for RTS) uses lexical features of +/-4 character
n-grams from the beginning and end of a word in fo-
cus. The context for YAMCHA is defined as +/-2 words
around the focus word. The words before the focus
word are considered with their ERTS tags. The ker-
nel is a polynomial kernel. We adopt the one-vs-all
approach for classification, where the tagged examples
for one class are considered positive training examples
and instances for other classes are considered negative
examples [1].

Base Phrase Chunking approach: In this task,
we use a setup similar to that of [12] and Diab et al.
(2007), with the IOB annotation representation. In-
side I a phrase, OutsideO a phrase, and Beginning B of
a phrase. We designate 10 types of chunked phrases.
The chunk phrases identified for Arabic are ADJP,
ADVP, CONJP, INTJP, NP, PP, PREDP, PRTP,
SBARP, VP. Thus the task is a one of 21 classifica-
tion task (since there are I and B tags for each chunk
phrase type, and a single O tag).
The training data is derived from the ATB using the

ChunkLink software.13 ChunkLink flattens the tree to
a sequence of base (non-recursive) phrase chunks with
their IOB labels. For example, a token occurring at
the beginning of a noun phrase is labeled as B-NP.
The following Table 2 Arabic example illustrates the
IOB annotation scheme:

Tags B-VP B-NP I-NP O

Arabic .

Translit wqE msA’ AljmEp .
Gloss happened night the-Friday .

Table 2: An Arabic IOB annotation example

The BPC context is defined as a window of +/−2
tokens centered around the focus word where all the
features for the specific condition are used and the tags
for the previous two tokens before the focus token are
also considered.
In our BPC experiments, we vary two factors in our

feature sets: the POS tag set, and the presence or ab-
sence of explicit morphological features. We have three
possible tag sets: RTS, ERTS and FULL. We define
a set of 6 morphological features (and their possible
values): CASE (ACC, GEN, NOM, NULL), MOOD
(Indicative, Jussive, Subjunctive, NULL), DEF (DEF,

13 http://ilk.uvt.nl/ sabine/chunklink
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Gloss FULL RTS ERTS

HSylp12 ‘results’ NOUN+NSUFF FEM SG+CASE IND NOM NN NNF

nhA}yp ‘final’ ADJ+NSUFF FEM SG+CASE IND NOM JJ JJF

HAdv ‘accident’ NOUN+CASE DEF ACC NN NNM

AlnAr ‘the-fire’ DET+NOUN+CASE DEF GEN NN DNNM

AljmAEy ‘group’ DET+ADJ+CASE DEF GEN JJ DJJM

$xSyn ‘two-persons’ NOUN+NSUFF MASC DU GEN NN NNMDu

Table 1: Examples of POS tag sets

INDEF, NULL), NUM (Sing, Dual, Plural, NULL),
GEN (Fem, Masc, NULL), PER (1, 2, 3, NULL).
From the intersection of the two factors, we de-

vise 10 different experimental conditions. The con-
ditions always have one of the POS tag sets and ei-
ther no explicit features (noFeat), all explicit features
(allFeat), or some selective features of: CASE, MOOD
and PERSON (CASE MOOD PER), or DEFINITE-
NESS, GENDER, and NUMBER (DEF GEN NUM).
Therefore, the experimental conditions are as follows:
RTS-noFeat, RTS-allFeat, RTS-CASE MOOD PER,
RTS-DEF GEN NUM, ERTS-noFeat, ERTS-allFeat,
ERTS-CASE MOOD PER, ERTS-DEF GEN NUM,
FULL-noFeat, FULL-allFeat.

6 Experiments and Results

6.1 Data

The dev, test and training data are obtained from
ATB1v3, ATB2v2 and ATB3v2 [14]. We adopt the same
data splits introduced by [4]. The corpora are all news
genre.
We use the unvocalized Buckwalter transliterated

version of the ATB. For both POS tagging and BPC,
we use the gold annotations of the training and test
data for the preprocessing required. Hence, for POS
tagging, the training and test data are both gold tok-
enized. And for BPC, the POS tags, the morphological
features, and, the tokenization are all gold. We derive
the gold ERTS deterministically from the FULL set
for the BPC results reported here.
The IOB annotations on the training and gold eval-

uation data are derived using the modified Chunklink

output [7].

6.2 SVM Setup

We use the default values for YAMCHA with the C pa-
rameter set to 0.5. The tool accepts multiple features.
It has a degree 2 polynomial kernel. YAMCHA adopts a
one-vs-all binarization method.

6.3 Evaluation Metric

Standard metrics of Accuracy (Acc.), Precision, Re-
call, and Fβ=1, on the test data are utilized. For both
POS tagging and BPC, we use the CoNLL shared task
evaluation tools.14.

14 http://cnts.uia.ac.be/conll2003/ner/bin/conlleval

6.4 Results
6.4.1 POS Tagging Results

Table 3 shows the results obtained with the YAMCHA

based POS tagger, POS-TAG, and the results obtained
with a simple baseline, BASELINE. BASELINE is a
supervised baseline, where the most frequent POS tag
associated with a token from the training data is as-
signed to it in the test set, regardless of context. If the
token does not occur in the training data, the token is
assigned the NN tag as a default tag.

POS system Acc.%

RTS-POS-TAG 96.15
ERTS-POS-TAG 96.13
BASELINE 86.5

Table 3: Results of POS-TAG on two different tag sets
RTS and ERTS

Both POS-TAG systems clearly outperform the most
frequent baseline. The results obtained clearly in-
dicate that ERTS-POS-TAG with 57 instantiated tags
yields a comparable result to RTS-POS-TAG. Looking
closely at the data, the worst obtained results were
for the NO FUNC category, as it is randomly confus-
able with almost all POS tags. Then, the imperative
verbs are mostly confused with passive verbs 50% of
the time, however the data only comprises 8 imper-
ative verbs. VBN, passive verbs, yields an accuracy
of 68% only. However the most frequent baseline for
VBN is 21%. VBN is a most difficult category to dis-
cern in the absence of the passivization diacritic which
is naturally absent in unvowelized text. The overall
performance on the nouns and adjectives is relatively
high, however, the errors in this categories are almost
always present due to the inherent ambiguity in nom-
inals and the fact that almost all Arabic adjectives
could be used as nouns.15

6.4.2 Base Phrase Chunking (BPC) Results

Table 4 illustrates the overall obtained results by the
BPC system over the different experimental condi-
tions.
All the Fβ=1 results yielded by ERTS POS tag set

outperform their counterparts using the RTS POS
tagset. In fact, ERTS-noFeat condition outperforms
all other conditions in our experiments.

15 This inherent ambiguity leads to inconsistency in the ATB gold
annotations.
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Cond. Fβ=1 Cond. Fβ=1

RTS-noFeat 95.41 ERTS-noFeat 96.33

RTS-CASE MOOD PER 95.73 ERTS-CASE MOOD PER 96.32

RTS-DEF GEN NUM 95.8 ERTS-DEF GEN NUM 96.33

RTS-allFeat 95.97 ERTS-allFeat 96.25

FULL-noFeat 96.29 FULL-allFeat 96.22

Table 4: Overall Fβ=1 results yielded for the different BPC experimental conditions

We note that adding morphological features to the
RTS POS tag set helps the performance slightly as
we see a sequence of small jumps in performance from
RTS-noFeat (95.41) to RTS-allFeat (95.97). However
adding these features to the ERTS and FULL condi-
tions does not help. In fact, in both the allFeat con-
ditions, we note a slight decrease. This suggests that
the features are not adding much information over and
above what is already encoded in the POS tag set,
and, in fact adding the explicit morphological features
might be adding noise.

There is no significant difference between using
ERTS and FULL in the overall results. However, we
note that ERTS slightly outperform the FULL con-
ditions. This may be attributed the consistency in-
troduced by ERTS over FULL, i.e., if FULL is not
consistent in assigning CASE or MOOD or PER, for
instance, ERTS, being insensitive to these features is
able to mask these inconsistencies present in the FULL
tag set.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented a new POS tag set for Arabic process-
ing, ERTS. ERTS comprises more tags than the re-
duced tag set RTS. ERTS explicitly encodes some of
the salient morphological features of the Arabic lan-
guage on nominals. We present an evaluation of ERTS
in the context of POS tagging and in the context of
higher level syntactic processing in the form of base
phrase chunking. The results obtained illustrate that
increasing the tag set three-fold from 25 tags in RTS
to 75 in ERTS, we see no significant difference in
the POS tagger performance. The new POS tagger
achieves an overall accuracy of 96.13% compared to
96.15% on RTS using the same underlying machinery
and features. This result suggests that ERTS is close
to an optimal level of linguistic representatation for
the rich morphological features overtly encoded in the
surface orthography. Moreover, we illustrate the im-
pact of the ERTS on BPC. ERTS-BPC outperforms
RTS-BPC and FULL-BPC. In fact, explicitly encod-
ing the morphological features together with RTS does
not improve over using ERTS alone. The yielded re-
sults indicate that the BPC process is sensitive to the
POS tag choice. ERTS seems to captures the right
level of linguistic information sufficient for the BPC
process. For future work, we would like to experiment
with ERTS in the context of other tasks such as full
syntactic parsing and information extraction. In the
near future, our next set of experiments will examine
closely other tense features on verbs and more specific
encoding of features on pronouns.
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Abstract

Shallow approaches to text processing have been
garnering a lot of attention recently. Specifi-
cally, shallow approaches to semantic processing
are making large strides in the direction of ef-
ficiently and effectively deriving tacit semantic
information from text. Semantic Role Labeling
(SRL) is one such approach. SRL is the task
by which arguments of a predicate are identified
and classified. In this paper, we present a system
for Arabic SRL. To our knowledge, this is the
first system to address the problem of semantic
parsing of Arabic. Our SRL system is an SVM
based system using polynomial kernels. The sys-
tem is evaluated on the released SEMEVAL 2007
development and test data. Given the size of
the training data, the obtained results are very
promising. The Arabic SRL system yields an
Fβ=1 score of 94.06% on argument boundary de-
tection and an overall Fβ=1 score of 81.43% on
the complete semantic role labeling task using
test data.

Keywords
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1 Introduction

Shallow approaches to text processing have been gar-
nering a lot of attention recently. Specifically, shallow
approaches to semantic processing are making large
strides in the direction of efficiently and effectively de-
riving tacit semantic information from text. Seman-
tic Role Labeling (SRL) is one such approach. With
the advent of faster and powerful computers, more ef-
fective machine learning algorithms, and importantly,
large data resources annotated with relevant levels of
semantic information FrameNet [1] and ProbBank cor-
pora [11], we are seeing a surge in efficient approaches
to SRL [3].
SRL is the process by which predicates and their

arguments are identified and their roles defined in a
sentence. For example, in the English sentence, ‘John
likes apples.’, the predicate is ‘likes’, the first argument
is the subject ‘John’, and the second argument is the
object ‘apples’. ‘John’ bears the semantic role label
agent and ‘apples’ bears the semantic role label theme.
The labels may differ depending on the linguistic the-
ory or annotated resource adopted. In FrameNet, for
instance, ‘John’ is labeled the liker while ‘apples’ is
labeled likee. However, in Propbank, ‘John’ is labeled
ARG0 and ‘apples’ is labeled ARG1.

There is a widely held belief in the NLP and compu-
tational linguistics communities that identifying and
defining the roles of the arguments of predicates in a
sentence has a lot of potential for and is a significant
step toward improving important applications such as
document retrieval, machine translation, question an-
swering and information extraction [16]. However, ef-
fective ways for seeing this belief come to fruition re-
quires a lot more research investment.
To date, most of the reported SRL systems are

for English. Naturally, since most of the data re-
sources exist for this language. We do see some head-
way for other languages such as German and Chi-
nese [6, 19]. The systems for the other languages
follow the successful models devised for English, e.g.
[7, 8, 4, 20, 18, 14, 21, 9]. However, no SRL systems ex-
ist for Arabic.1 With the release of the SEMEVAL 2007

Task 18 data,2 from the Pilot Arabic Propbank,
this map is about to change [5].
In this paper, we present a system for semantic role

labeling for modern standard Arabic. To our knowl-
edge, it is the first SRL system for a semitic language
in the literature. It is based on a supervised model
that uses support vector machines (SVM) technology
for argument boundary detection and argument classi-
fication. It is trained and tested using the pilot Arabic
Propbank data released as part of the SEMEVAL 2007

data. Given the lack of a reliable deep syntactic parser,
in this research, we used gold trees from the Arabic
Tree Bank (ATB) [13]. The system yields an F-score
of 94.06% on the sub task of argument boundary de-
tection and an F-score of 81.43% on the complete task,
i.e. boundary plus classification.
This paper is laid out as follows: Section 2 presents

facts about the Arabic language especially in relevant
contrast to English; Section 3 presents the approach
and system adopted for this work; Section 4 presents
the experimental setup, results and discussion.

2 Arabic Language

Arabic is a very different language from English in sev-
eral respects that are critical for a task such as SRL.
Arabic is a semitic language. It is known for its tem-
platic morphology where words are made up of roots
and affixes. Clitics agglutinate to words. For instance,
the surface word ����� ������� � wbHsnAthm3 ‘and by their

1 In this paper, we use Arabic to refer to Modern Standard
Arabic (MSA).

2 http://nlp.cs.swarthmore.edu/semeval/
3 We use the Buckwalter transliteration scheme to show ro-
manized Arabic [2].
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Figure 1: A syntactic parse tree of an Arabic sentence.

virtues[fem.]’, can be split into the conjunction w ‘and’,
preposition b ‘by’, the stem HsnAt ‘virtues [fem.]’, and
possessive pronoun hm ‘their’.
From the morphological standpoint, Arabic exhibits

rich morphology. Similar to English, Arabic verbs are
marked explicitly for tense, voice and person, however
in addition, Arabic marks verbs with mood (subjunc-
tive, indicative and jussive) information. For nominals
(nouns, adjectives, proper names), Arabic marks case
(accusative, genitive and nominative), number, gender
and definiteness features. Depending on the genre of
the text at hand, not all of those features are explicitly
marked on naturally occurring text.
Arabic writing is known for being underspecified for

short vowels. Some of the case, mood and voice fea-
tures are marked only using short vowels. The amount
of short vowels explicitly present in writing depends
on genre and domain. For example, if the genre of
the text were religious such as the Quran, or pedagog-
ical such as children’s books, the orthography would
be fully specified for all the short vowels to enhance
readability and disambiguation.
From the syntactic standpoint, Arabic, differently

from English (as well as, German and Chinese, for
that matter) is considered a pro-drop language, where
the subject of a verb may be implicitly encoded in the
verb morphology. Hence, we observe sentences such as
��������� � � �� � Akl AlbrtqAl ‘ate-[he] the-oranges’, where
the verb Akl encodes that the subject is a 3rd person
masculine singular. This sentence is exactly equivalent
to ��������� � � �� � �� hw Akl AlbrtqAl ‘he ate the-oranges’.
In the Arabic Treebank (ATB), we observe that 40%
of all sentences are pro-dropped for subject [12].
Also Arabic is different from English in that it ex-

hibits a larger degree of free word order. For example,
Arabic allows for both subject-verb-object (SVO) and
verb-subject-object (VSO) argument orders.4 In the
ATB, we observe an equal distribution of both VSO
and SVO orders each equally 30% of the time. An ex-
ample of an SVO sentence is ��������� � � ���� � ���� �� � AlrjAl
AklwA AlbrtqAl ‘the-men ate-them the-oranges’, this is
contrasted with ��������� � � ���� �� � �� � Akl AlrjAl AlbrtqAl
‘ate the-men the-oranges’.
Arabic exhibits more complex noun phrases than

in English mainly to express possession. These con-
structions are known as idafa constructions. In these
complex structures an indefinite noun maybe followed
by a definite noun. For example, ������ � � ��� � rjl Albyt
4 MSA less often allows for OSV, or OVS.

‘man the-house’ meaning ‘man of the house’. There-
fore, Arabic does not have a special prepositional use
to express possession in a manner similar to English.

3 A basic SRL system for Ara-
bic

The previous section has shown some main differences
between Arabic and English suggesting that an opti-
mal model should take into account specific charac-
teristics of Arabic. However, a remarkable amount of
research has already been done in SRL and we can cap-
italize on it to design a basic and effective SRL system
for Arabic. The idea is to use the technology devel-
oped for English language and verify if it is suitable
for a preliminary system for Arabic.
Our adopted SRL models use Support Vector Ma-

chines to implement a two step classification approach,
i.e. boundary detection and argument classification.
Such models have been already investigated in [17, 15]
and their description is hereafter reported.

3.1 Predicate Argument Extraction

The extraction of predicative structures is based on
the sentence level. Given a sentence, its predicates,
as indicated by verbs, have to be identified along with
their arguments. This problem is usually divided in
two subtasks: (a) the detection of the target argument
boundaries, i.e. the span of the argument words in the
sentence, and (b) the classification of the argument
type, e.g. Arg0 or ArgM for Propbank annotation
style or Agent and Goal for the FrameNet annotation
style.
The standard approach to learn both the detection

and the classification of predicate arguments is sum-
marized by the following steps:

1. Given a sentence from the training-set, generate
a full syntactic parse-tree;

2. let P and A be the set of predicates and the set
of parse-tree nodes (i.e. the potential arguments),
respectively;

3. for each pair �p, a� ∈ P ×A:

• extract the feature representation set, Fp,a;

• if the subtree rooted in a covers exactly the
words of one argument of p, put Fp,a in T +
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Feature Name Description
Predicate Lemmatization of the predicate word
Path Syntactic path linking the predicate and an argument, e.g. NN↑NP↑VP↓VBX
Partial path Path feature limited to the branching of the argument
No-direction path Like Path, but without traversal directions
Phrase type Syntactic type of the argument node
Position Relative position of the argument with respect to the predicate
Voice Voice of the predicate, i.e. active or passive
Head word Syntactic head of the argument phrase
Verb subcategorization Production rule expanding the predicate parent node
Head word POS POS tag of the argument node head word (less sparse than Head word)
Syntactic Frame Position of the NPs surrounding the predicate
First and last word/POS First and last words and POS tags of candidate argument phrases

Table 1: Standard linguistic features employed by most SRL systems.

(positive examples), otherwise put it in T−

(negative examples).

For instance, in Figure 1, for each combination of
the predicate imposed with the nodes NP, S, VP, VPB,
NNP, NN, PP, JJ or IN the instances Finstated,a are gen-
erated. In case the node a exactly covers ”project na-
tions United”, ”grace-period final” or ”for allowing the
chance before Cyprus”, Fp,a will be a positive instance
otherwise it will be a negative one, e.g. Finstated,IN .

The T+ and T− sets are used to train the boundary
classifier. To train the multi-class classifier, T+ can
be reorganized as positive T+

argi
and negative T−

argi

examples for each argument i. In this way, an indi-
vidual ONE-vs-ALL classifier for each argument i can
be trained. We adopt this solution, according to [17],
since it is simple and effective. In the classification
phase, given an unseen sentence, all its Fp,a are gen-
erated and classified by each individual classifier Ci.
The argument associated with the maximum among
the scores provided by the individual classifiers is even-
tually selected.

The above approach assigns labels independently,
without considering the whole predicate argument
structure. As a consequence, the classifier output
may generate overlapping arguments. Thus, to make
the annotations globally consistent, we apply a dis-
ambiguating heuristic that selects only one argument
among multiple overlapping arguments.

3.2 Features

The discovery of relevant features is, as usual, a com-
plex task. However, there is a common consensus on
the set of basic features. These standard features,
firstly proposed in [7], refer to unstructured informa-
tion derived from parse trees. e.g. Phrase Type, Pred-
icate Word or Head Word.

For this preliminary Arabic SRL system, we adopt
the features described in Table 1 presented in [7, 17,
21]. For example, the Phrase Type indicates the syn-
tactic type of the phrase labeled as a predicate argu-
ment, e.g. NP for Arg1 in Figure 1. The Parse Tree
Path contains the path in the parse tree between the
predicate and the argument phrase, expressed as a se-
quence of nonterminal labels linked by direction (up
or down) symbols, e.g. VPB ↑ VP ↓ NP for Arg1 in Fig-
ure 1. The Predicate Word is the surface form of the
verbal predicate, e.g. imposed for all arguments.

4 Experiments

In these experiments, we investigate if the technology
proposed in previous work for automatic SRL of Eng-
lish texts is suitable for Arabic SRL systems. From
this perspective, we test each SRL phase, i.e. bound-
ary detection and argument classification, separately.
The final labeling accuracy that we derive using the

official CoNLL evaluation metrics, [3] along with the
official development and test data of SEMEVAL pro-
vides a reliable assessment of the accuracy achievable
by our overall SRL model.

4.1 Experimental setup

We use the dataset released in the SEMEVAL 2007

Task 18 on Arabic Semantic Labeling, which in turn
is derived from the Pilot Arabic Propbank [5]. Such
data covers the 95 most frequent verbs in the Arabic
Treebank III ver. 2 (ATB). The ATB consists of
MSA newswire data form Annhar newspaper from the
months of July through November of 2002. All our
experiments are carried out with gold trees.
An important characteristic of the dataset is the

use of unvowelized Arabic in the Buckwalter translit-
eration scheme. The data comprises a development
set of 886 sentences, a test set of 902 sentences,
and a training set of 8,402 sentences. The develop-
ment set comprises 1725 argument instances, the test
data comprises 1661 argument instances, and train-
ing data comprises 21,194 argument instances. These
instances are distributed over 26 different role types
as described in Table 2. The training instances of
the boundary detection task also include parse-tree
nodes that do not correspond to correct boundaries.
Such nodes/instances amount to more than 700K in-
stances. For efficiency considerations, we experiment
with a randomly sampled set of 350K instances of
them. The experiments use SVM-light software [10].
For the boundary classifier, we use a polynomial ker-
nel with the default regularization parameter and a
cost-factor equal of 1.

4.2 Model Parameterization

In this phase, we tune the SVM-based classifiers on the
development set. Several parameters could be investi-
gated, e.g. the cost-factor (-j option in SVM-light) or
the trade-off between generalization error and margin
(-c option). However, although such parameters have
been shown to be critical to the classification accuracy,
they provide little information on the system outcome,
(i.e. the relation between them and the data is rather
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#train #dev #test
ARG0 6,328 227 256
ARG0-STR 70 8 5
ARG1 7,858 702 699
ARG1-PRD 38 2 3
ARG1-STR 172 23 13
ARG2 1,843 191 180
ARG2-STR 32 5 4
ARG3 164 13 12
ARG4 15 0 4
ARGM 79 6 1
ARGM-ADV 994 103 115
ARGM-BNF 53 5 7
ARGM-CAU 89 12 11
ARGM-CND 38 6 3
ARGM-DIR 25 3 1
ARGM-DIS 56 8 5
ARGM-EXT 21 0 1
ARGM-LOC 711 82 61
ARGM-MNR 623 85 55
ARGM-NEG 529 76 39
ARGM-PRD 77 14 12
ARGM-PRP 343 42 27
ARGM-TMP 1,347 96 107
R-ARG0 0 14 36
R-ARG1 0 1 3

Total 21,194 1,725 1,661

Table 2: Distribution of training, development and test

instances on the different role types.

obscure). Moreover, if they are too accurately tuned
they may cause overfitting.
Given these premises, we opt to study another rel-

evant parameter, namely the degree of polynom in
the kernel function. This, as suggested in [14], allows
us to study if the feature combinations (e.g. feature
conjunctions) help in learning the differences between
different argument types. For example, in [17, 14],
adding the conjunction of two features improved the
basic model by almost 5 percent points.
Figure 2.a reports the F1 of the SVM boundary clas-

sifier on the development set. We note that as we in-
troduce conjunctions, i.e. a degree larger than 2, the
F1 increases by more than 3 percentage points. Thus,
not only the English features are meaningful for Ara-
bic but also their combinations are important, reveal-
ing that both languages share an underlying semantic
structure.
Figure 2.b reports the accuracy of the SVM multi-

classifier according to different polynom degrees. Such
plots synthesizes the average impact of the polynom
degree among the accuracy of all arguments. Again,
we note that a degree larger than 2 produces an im-
provement of more than 3 percent points. Thus, for
the design of Arabic SRL system based on SVMs, a
polynomial kernel seems appropriate.

4.3 Results

The previous results should only be considered as an
indicative outcome since: (a) optimal parameters de-
rived on the development set may differ from those of
the test set and (b) they only refer to the classifica-
tion of instances which is a easier task than sentence
labeling. Indeed, the classifier can correctly classify a
tree node as a correct boundary but then if it classifies
another node (e.g. its parent) as a correct boundary
there will be an overlap. The correctness of the final
sentence annotation will depend on the choice made
for resolving such overlap.
Therefore, the only way to derive realistic results is

to annotate a sentence and compare it with the anno-
tation of the gold standard. This can be reliably done
by means of the official CoNLL evaluator, available at
http://www.lsi.upc.es/∼srlconll/soft.html.
Table 3 shows the F1 obtained with the above pro-

cedure on the development and test data. As ex-
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Figure 2: Impact of the Polynomial Kernel degree.

pected, we note that the F1 on the development set,
i.e. 93.68%, is lower than the highest value of the plot
in Figure 2.a, i.e about 96%. Also, it is slightly lower
than the result on the test set, i.e. 94.06%. This con-
firms that to classify nodes is different that to annotate
sentences and also suggests that the test data is easier
than the development set.
Similar behavior is observed for the role classifica-

tion task in Table 4. Again, the overall F1 on the
development set, i.e. 77.85% is lower than the high-
est value of the plot in Figure 2.b, i.e. about 83%.
Also, it is lower than the result on the test set 81.43%.
Therefore, the test data is definitely easier than the
development set.

5 Discussion
The obtained results are quite promising given that
the available data is small compared to the English
data sets. The Arabic training data only comprises a
total of 21k argument instances compared to a typi-
cal English set of 250k instances. We acknowledge the
caveat that we use gold parses and the typical Eng-
lish SRL system reports results on automatic parses
as well. The fact that the test data yields a better
performance across the board suggests that the test
set is easier or more consistent than the dev set.
Our best scores are obtained on ARG0 (96.69)

and ARG1 (90.79) followed by ARGM-NEG (88.37),
ARGM-TMP (86.83), ARGM-LOC (76.6), ARGM-
PRP (75) and ARG2 (72.28). We observe that these
are the most frequent argument types in the training
data.
Hence, in general, the F1 of the arguments seems to

follow the English SRL behavior as their lower value
depends on the lower number of available training ex-
amples (compare with Table 2). However, we note
that there is not always a direct correlation between
the number of training instances and the performance.
For instance there are more instances for ARG2 than
ARGM-LOC, but ARG2 yields a lower F-score. This
may be attributed to the fuzzy definition of what con-
stitutes an ARG2 argument. ARG2 is always confus-
able with the ARGM-PRP argument.
Regarding the F1 of individual arguments, we note

that, as for English SRL, ARG0 shows high values,
i.e. 95.42% and 96.69% on the development and test
sets, respectively. On the contrary, ARG1 seems more
difficult to be classified in Arabic than in English as it
usually reaches an F1 close to the F1 of ARG0 whereas
in this Arabic setting the F1 of ARG1 is only 89.83%
(compare with 95.42% of ARG0). This may be at-
tributed to the different possible orderings of the struc-
ture VSO vs VOS vs SVO. Also, it may be attributed
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Precision Recall Fβ=1

Dev. 97.85% 89.86% 93.68
Test set 97.85% 90.55% 94.06

Table 3: Boundary detection F1 derived with CoNLL

evaluator on the development and test sets.

Precision Recall Fβ=1
Overall 81.31% 74.67% 77.85
ARG0 94.40% 96.48% 95.42
ARG1 91.69% 88.03% 89.83
ARG1-PRD 50.00% 50.00% 50.00
ARG1-STR 20.00% 4.35% 7.14
ARG2 60.51% 61.78% 61.14
ARG3 66.67% 15.38% 25.00
ARGM 100.00% 16.67% 28.57
ARGM-ADV 46.39% 43.69% 45.00
ARGM-CND 66.67% 33.33% 44.44
ARGM-DIS 60.00% 37.50% 46.15
ARGM-LOC 69.00% 84.15% 75.82
ARGM-MNR 63.08% 48.24% 54.67
ARGM-NEG 87.06% 97.37% 91.93
ARGM-PRD 25.00% 7.14% 11.11
ARGM-PRP 85.29% 69.05% 76.32
ARGM-TMP 82.05% 66.67% 73.56

Table 4: Argument classification derived with CoNLL

evaluator on the development set.

Precision Recall Fβ=1
Overall 84.71% 78.39% 81.43
ARG0 96.50% 96.88% 96.69
ARG0-STR 100.00% 20.00% 33.33
ARG1 92.06% 89.56% 90.79
ARG1-STR 33.33% 15.38% 21.05
ARG2 70.74% 73.89% 72.28
ARG3 50.00% 8.33% 14.29
ARGM-ADV 64.29% 54.78% 59.15
ARGM-CAU 100.00% 9.09% 16.67
ARGM-CND 25.00% 33.33% 28.57
ARGM-LOC 67.50% 88.52% 76.60
ARGM-MNR 54.17% 47.27% 50.49
ARGM-NEG 80.85% 97.44% 88.37
ARGM-PRD 20.00% 8.33% 11.76
ARGM-PRP 85.71% 66.67% 75.00
ARGM-TMP 90.82% 83.18% 86.83

Table 5: Argument classification derived with CoNLL

evaluator on the test set.

to the fact that ARG0 is more predictable in the pro-
drop cases (due to the fact that we are using gold
parses which explicitly mark pro-drop nodes) amount-
ing to 40% of the ATB data.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a first system for Arabic
SRL system. The system yields results that are signif-
icantly better than the baseline, with 94.06% for ar-
gument boundary detection and 81.43% on argument
classification.
For future work, we would like to experiment with

explicit morphological features and different POS tag
sets. Moreover, the results presented here are based
on gold parses. We would like to experiment with
automatic parses and shallower representations such
as chunked data. Finally, we would like to experiment
with more sophisticated kernels, i.e. the tree kernels
described in [14], i.e. models that have shown a lot of
promise for the English SRL process.
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Abstract
We examine how words group together in the
lexicon, in terms of ambiguity classes, and use
this information in a redefined tagset to improve
POS tagging. In light of errors in the training
data and a limited amount of annotated data, we
investigate ways to define ambiguity classes for
words which consider the lexicon as a whole and
predict unknown uses of words. Fitting words
to typical ambiguity classes is shown to provide
more accurate ambiguity classes for words and
to significantly improve tagging performance.
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1 Introduction

From one perspective, part of speech (POS) tagging
is a task which attempts to assign a morphosyntactic
label to each token in a text. From another, it is an
attempt to say which word instances belong to the
same class, i.e., function in the same way. The effect of
this is that a tag serves to group word types together;
thus, a tag can be thought of as shorthand for a set of
words [5, 23]. Depending on the tagset, these word sets
can be disparate; a set may contain words which are all
adjectives, but some are only predicative, while some
take obligatory complements. Viewed in this way, we
can ask whether the POS tags in a tagset actually
capture the relevant distinctions.
If the same POS tag for one collection of words be-

haves differently than for another, the tagset can be
redefined to improve tagging (cf. [15]), given that the
success of a tagger depends in part on what distinc-
tions it learns [11, 14]. Because tags represent sets
of words, to redefine a tagset, one can examine the
regularities in the lexicon, in order to see whether the
collections of words are appropriately grouped.
The regularities we focus on involve which ambigu-

ity class to assign to a word, i.e., the set of “possible”
tags. Ambiguity classes capture the distinctions which
make tagging non-trivial. Pinpointing the most promi-
nent classes to be disambiguated groups words with
the same difficulties together and places the focus on
the approximately 3% of tagging cases which a tagger
gets wrong and which affect parsing (cf. [17, 10, 6]).

To determine a word’s ambiguity class, it seems like
we can simply extract it from the data, but this is
problematic. First, because of errors in the annotated
training data, a word might have too many “possible”
tags, some of which are impossible. Secondly, with
limited annotated data, many possible tags are never
observed. Finally, even if we had sufficient error-free
data, some tags are still quite rare and not completely
indicative of a word. A word can mostly pattern like
other words, but with some exceptions. Thus, deter-
mining what class a word belongs to becomes an issue
of primary importance and the focus of this paper.
This is a relevant issue not only for complete disam-
biguation, but also for multi-tagging tasks, where a
word may have more than one tag (e.g., [6]).
We here investigate grouping words by ambiguity

classes in the context of POS tagging, and we use a
notion of typicality to overcome the three problems
outlined above. Typical ambiguity classes model the
regularities, ignoring the exceptions; new tags are pre-
dicted based on a word’s similarity to a typical class;
and tags which are atypical may be erroneous. Our
starting point is a method of tagset modification for
POS annotation error correction, described in sec-
tion 2, since it uses ambiguity classes to deal with dif-
ficult tagging cases. In section 3, we turn to our POS
tagging model: after filtering tags in section 3.1, we de-
scribe how to identify typical ambiguity classes in sec-
tion 3.2 and subsequently merge classes in section 3.3,
thereby predicting unknown uses of tags. For each
step, we witness a gradual improvement in tagging ac-
curacy, resulting in significant improvement. This is
achieved despite basing the changes on information in
the lexicon and not on contextual information.

2 Tagset modification

Using a modified tagset to deal with common ambigu-
ities, Dickinson [12] develops a tagging method to cor-
rect POS annotation errors. Influenced by the “confus-
ing parts of speech,” or “difficult tagging distinctions,”
in POS annotation guidelines [21], the method is based
on the idea that knowing the problematic distinction
for a given corpus position can assist in tagging it.
The crucial insight is that the guideline diagnostics

used, in the case of the Penn Treebank [16], to tell,
e.g., RP (particle) from IN (preposition) are not the
same as the ones used to tell RP from RB (adverb).
These RP uses have differences in distribution based
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on which distinction is involved, and thus the set of
RP words can be subgrouped.
To do this, the tagset is altered while training, re-

placing each relevant tag with a complex ambiguity tag,
indicating that word’s ambiguity class and the tag at
that corpus position. At a given corpus position, a
word is given a complex ambiguity tag if it applies;
otherwise, it retains its simple tag. This tag-splitting
method (cf. [1]) results in examples like (1a) becom-
ing (1b) in the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) part of the
Penn Treebank 3.

(1) a. ago/RB
b. ago/<IN/RB,RB>

Two constraints are used to determine the distinc-
tions, or ambiguity classes, for words. First, low-
frequency tags are filtered from consideration for an
ambiguity class, in order to deal with some errors. For
example, an uses the simple tag DT (determiner) in-
stead tags with the class COMMA/DT because the
comma tag only occurs once out of 4211 times. Sec-
ondly, only the ambiguity classes for the positions
flagged by an error detection phase [13] are consid-
ered. Thus, a variation between JJ (adjective) and
PRP (personal pronoun) for ours is not put into the
model because such a variation never occurs for errors.

3 Selecting ambiguity classes

We choose to adapt this framework for POS tagging
work since the emphasis on ambiguity classes finds reg-
ularities beyond the distinctions in the tagset. POS
tagging, however, differs in crucial ways from error
correction. First, training data and testing data are
disjoint for tagging, whereas they are identical for er-
ror correction (i.e., the entire corpus is used for both),
forcing us to consider unknown uses of words in ambi-
guity class assignment. Secondly, whereas automatic
correction focuses only on positions flagged as poten-
tial errors, POS tagging is for an entire text, giving a
large number of distinctions. In assigning ambiguity
classes for POS tagging, therefore, we need new crite-
ria to determine what words group together. Instead
of asking whether it is involved in an error, we sug-
gest typicality as a criterion for the relevance of an
ambiguity class: is it a common distinction?
Following Toutanova et al. [25], we use the WSJ cor-

pus merged data, sections 00-18 for training, sections
19-21 for development, and sections 22-24 for testing.
All tagset modification is done to training data only,
and tags are mapped back to Penn Treebank tags for
evaluating tagger precision (see section 4.2).
We could assign ambiguity classes based on all possi-

ble tags for a word (cf. [7]), but this will not generalize
well. The problem is that this method results in too
many specific classes, which serves to isolate words in
the lexicon. With 280 ambiguity classes and 887 total
tags, we find unique classes like JJ/JJR/RB/RBR/VB
for the word further. To better group words together,
we need to limit what ambiguity classes are possible.
In fact, we observe that adding data makes this

problem worse. We cumulatively calculated the set of
ambiguity classes in the corpus, section by section, as

shown in figure 1. The set of ambiguity classes grows
indefinitely, albeit slowly. As more and more instances
are added to the corpus, there is a greater tendency for
rare cases to emerge and for errors to be introduced.
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Fig. 1: Growth rate of ambiguity classes

Our task thus becomes one of restricting the ambi-
guity class for each word. We find that restrictions
specific to an individual word (e.g., filtering) are insuf-
ficient (section 3.1), requiring global restrictions which
consider the lexicon as a whole (section 3.2). Fitting
words to these global, typical classes indicates which
unseen tags are appropriate (section 3.3).

3.1 Filtering

The first restriction directly addresses the problems of
erroneous tags and low-frequency tags that are not
indicative of a word by filtering out tags occurring
less than 10% of the time for a word (cf. [9]). As
an example of how this handles errors, instead of
CD/DT/JJ/NN/NNP/VBP for the—which has five
erroneous tags—we have only the correct DT. As an
example of a non-indicative tag, the word all varies
between DT, PDT (predeterminer), and RB, but RB
accounts for 3.7% of the cases (38/1017); after filter-
ing, we obtain DT/PDT. It is not that RB is wrong; it
is that DT and PDT are its most prototypical uses and
by restricting our focus to only DT and PDT, we are
able to group all with its capitalized form All. Thus,
all now has three possible tags: <DT/PDT,DT>,
<DT/PDT,PDT>, and RB.
This tagging model uses 155 ambiguity classes, but

two problems remain. First, we still have some highly
specific classes; many words with similarities to other
words pattern only like themselves. For instance,
Put (which only appears 17 times) is alone in having
the ambiguity class JJ/NN/VB/VBD/VBN. Further-
more, many classes seem ad hoc; ambiguity classes like
$/NNP (for the token C ) are not problematic varia-
tions for annotators [21]. Secondly, it is not clear how
filtering by itself is a sufficient test of indicativeness.
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3.2 Identifying typical tag classes

Filtering is a local task, but to evaluate whether a
word’s ambiguity class captures a true regularity, i.e.,
is like others, we need to consider the whole lexicon.
Since we want to capture regularities—i.e., repeated
uses of the same class—we use a frequency-based cri-
terion, to determine if an ambiguity class is typical.
For this (Typical) model, after filtering tags, we keep

only the ambiguity classes with more than n tokens,
where n is empirically determined. So, a class such as
JJ/RB, which has 59 word types realized with 5054
tokens, is ranked above NN/NNP (common/proper
noun), with 378 types and 4217 tokens. Such a token-
based measure best reflects the prevalent patterns in
the training corpus (i.e., the typical classes) and which
decisions the tagger sees repeatedly. For the remainder
of this discussion, we will use the model with n equal
to 400, which uses 38 ambiguity classes (see section 4
for a comparison of different values of n).
As a side effect, we discover that some regularities

are word-specific; in other words, some classes are es-
sentially lexicalized. For example, that is the only
DT/IN/WDT word, with 7699 tokens, and thus tag-
ging an item as <DT/IN/WDT,DT> is the same as
tagging it <that,DT>. Others have shown such lex-
icalization to be useful in tagging (e.g., [20]). Our
approach differs by automatically finding words which
do not pattern with any others, and because we fil-
ter out non-indicative tags, there is a slight difference
between our “lexicalized” classes and the general no-
tion of lexicalization. Consider the word like, the only
IN/VB word; in our model, it has four possible tags:
<IN/VB,IN>, <IN/VB,VB>, JJ, and VBP. The JJ
and VBP (present tense verb) cases get grouped with
other JJ and VBP cases, instead of receiving the tags
<like,JJ> and <like,VBP>. It patterns uniquely in
being the only word which can be a preposition (IN)
and a verb (VB); the other uses can be grouped with
other corpus instances.

Examining the lexicon This model is an improve-
ment, but it is inadequate. Similar words are often in
different classes. For example, explained is VBD/VBN
(past tense verb/past participle),while classified is
JJ/VBD/VBN and accomplished is JJ/VBN, yet all
seem to have the same possibilities. JJ never appears
in the training data for explained, yet it is a possible
tag. Consider also a word like accepted : it varies be-
tween JJ, VBD, and VBN, yet JJ is only 1 of the 41 oc-
currences, so the ambiguity class becomes VBD/VBN
after filtering. Yet, this instance of JJ is correct (fu-
tures have become an accepted/JJ part of the financial
landscape). In cases like this, it becomes apparent
that basing indicativeness on individual frequency is
inadequate: the tag is neither more nor less indicative
of accepted than VBD or VBN. Many verbs that are
VBD/VBN, whether because of filtering (cf. accepted)
or lack of observation (cf. explained), should also have
JJ as a possible tag.
We thus want some way to predict tags not observed

in the training data and to overcome excessive filter-
ing. The solution seems to be in performing a limited
amount of merging of classes; for example, JJ/VBN,
VBD/VBN, and JJ/VBD/VBN can be combined into

the superset class JJ/VBD/VBN.

3.3 Merging ambiguity classes

After grouping words by typical ambiguity classes,
we then merge classes, based on which tags are pre-
dictable from which other tags (Merge model). To find
the mappings from one ambiguity class into another,
superset class, we calculated the ambiguity class for
every word in a portion of the training data (sections
00-15), and observed which tags are added for each
word in some held-out data (sections 16-18). For ex-
ample, 18 NN/VB word types become NN/VB/VBP
words when adding more data. With 16 sections for
the base set of ambiguity classes, this ensures a rela-
tively stable set of ambiguity classes, and using the
held-out data ensures that we capture the relevant
property: which tag is predictable from an ambigu-
ity class? Once we automatically deduced the map-
pings (e.g., NN/VB → NN/VB/VBP), we use them
to merge ambiguity classes together.
To account for noise and idiosyncratic behavior, we

use a few simple restrictions: 1) The resulting ambi-
guity class must be a typical class. 2) The mapping
occurs for at least two words in the held-out data since
single-occurring mappings are not general. 3) The
class is not very fertile, i.e., does not generate lots of
tag possibilities. Specifically, no more than three other
tags are allowed. 4) Only the highest-ranking mapping
is used. For example, the twice-occurring VB/VBP
→ IN/VB/VBP is not used because VB/VBP already
has a mapping. With this method, we also merge sin-
gle tags into ambiguity classes—e.g., VB → VB/VBP.
The full set of mappings can be seen in figure 2.

Original New
NNPS NNPS/NNS
VB VB/VBP
VBP VB/VBP
VBD VBD/VBN
VBN VBD/VBN
VBG NN/VBG
VBZ NNS/VBZ
JJ/VBN JJ/VBD/VBN
VBD/VBN JJ/VBD/VBN
NN/VB NN/VB/VBP
NN/VBP NN/VB/VBP
VB/VBP NN/VB/VBP
NNP/NNPS NNP/NNPS/NNS
NNP/NNS NNP/NNPS/NNS

Fig. 2: Mappings for merging classes

This merging serves to counteract some filtering, by
putting some filtered tags back into ambiguity classes.
On the one hand, we filtered JJ from the ambiguity
class for accepted, making it VBD/VBN, because JJ
appears only once out of 41 times. Now, it gets put
back in, making the class JJ/VBD/VBN. On the other
hand, we filtered RBR (comparative adverb) from the
ambiguity class of trimmed, making it VBD/VBN, be-
cause it occurs once out of 15 times: RBR is erroneous,
and it stays out of the ambiguity class. By using a cri-
terion other than frequency, we can begin to separate
errors from rare instances, giving a good first step in
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having more selective filtering, instead of simply filter-
ing out low-frequency tags from a tagging model (e.g.,
[9, 22, 4]). This is especially important for methods
which depend upon rare but correct instances [8].
Additionally, we predict tags for words which never

had that tag in the data, but should have. The exam-
ple of trimmed is another case where JJ is appropriate,
and its class becomes JJ/VBD/VBN.
This method of merging can obviously be improved.

We almost definitely will over-generalize since we
do not take morphology or tag distributions into
account—e.g., not all VBD words are also VBN (cf.
went). Still, it is important to remember that these
assignments are currently being used only as an in-
dication of possibilities; in most contexts, we do not
expect VBN to be a legitimate tag for went.

Tag prediction Merged ambiguity classes can now
predict the presence of possible tags for a word be-
cause they may contain tags a word lacks. To add
these tags directly to a tagging model is straightfor-
ward for a tagger with a transparent lexicon. For ev-
ery word with a complex ambiguity class, we add a
count of one for any tag which is predicted to appear
but does not (Merge+). For example, the word cheer
originally varied between NN and VB, with one oc-
currence of each. We now add a count of one for VBP
since NN/VB/VBP is its merged ambiguity class. A
count of one makes the tagger aware that this tag is
possible without making any further claims.
The prediction of unknown tag uses is in the spirit

of Toutanova and Manning [26], who “augmented [a
tag dictionary] so as to capture a few basic systematic
tag regularities that are found in English. Namely, for
regular verbs the -ed form can be either a VBD or
a VBN and similarly the stem form can be either a
VBP or VB.” Our predictions, however, arise from a
data-driven analysis of word groupings, instead of be-
ing hand-encoded. Either way, lexicon augmentation
can be used as a sanity check on filtering noisy data.

4 Evaluation

There are two ways to evaluate the resulting models.
First, to gauge whether the ambiguity classes are cap-
turing true facts about these words, or whether they
are over- or under-generalizing, some degree of quali-
tative analysis is needed. Secondly, to gauge the effec-
tiveness of better groupings in the lexicon, we will see
how the ambiguity classes affect the quality of POS
tagging. This is only one way to use these group-
ings, however; given the confounding factor of being
integrated into an already complicated tagging model,
both kinds of evaluation are important.

4.1 Quality of ambiguity classes

To determine the quality of the ambiguity classes used,
we need a test bed of words with all of their truly
possible tags. Thus, we sampled 100 lexical entries
(from sections 00-18), removed their tags, and hand-
annotated the set of possible tags. To guide this pro-
cess, we first gathered the list of all (unaltered) ambi-
guity classes from the lexicon, so that the annotator

could first mark a word’s most prominent tags and
then consult the list to see which other tags are gen-
eral possibilities.
We then took the entries from the original lexicon

for the 100 words and compared their possible tags to
the hand-created set. We found that 49 words matched
this set, while 51 were missing tags. Thus, we can see
that the task of predicting tags for known words is a
high priority for POS lexicon coverage: over half the
word types are missing at least one tag.
The Merge(+) model, on the other hand, has 39

such undergeneralizations with only one overgeneral-
ization (describes, predicted to be NNS/VBZ instead
of VBZ only), correctly changing words like smile from
NN/VB to NN/VB/VBP and bottling from VBG to
NN/VBG. There were also six cases which were closer
to a correct distribution, even if they were still miss-
ing tags. The word responding, for example, was orig-
inally VBG, but is now NN/VBG; although its com-
plete set of possible tags is JJ/NN/VBG, it is now
improved. With 18 total improved words, we are suc-
cessfully adding more possible tags, without adding
much noise.

4.2 POS tagging results

Having shown that the ambiguity classes are success-
fully capturing the range of a word’s tag possibilities,
we want to test the effectiveness of using them to group
words for POS tagging. Corpus positions are assigned
complex ambiguity tags where appropriate for train-
ing, using the splitting framework from section 2, and
the complex tags are mapped back to their simple tags
for evaluation. Thus, if the tagger assigns ago the tag
<IN/RB,RB>, we map it to RB in order to compare
it against the benchmark.

Development data As a baseline for the develop-
ment data, the default version of the Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) tagger TnT [3] obtains a precision of
96.48%. Using filtering at 10% to assign ambiguity
classes for tag splitting, the tagging model has 96.63%
precision on the development data, showing that a first
pass at using ambiguity classes provides better perfor-
mance.
Testing the different ambiguity class models, we

present the results side-by-side in figure 3. The best
results are for the Merge+ model, with a token cutoff
of 400, giving a precision of 96.71%, an improvement
gained by making fewer, more general classes than
the Typical model and by extrapolating the ambiguity
classes directly to the lexical entries. It is also impor-
tant to note the overall trends: each model slightly
improves upon the previous one, for all cutoff levels.

Testing data After developing the different models,
we ran them on the testing data (sections 22-24 of
the WSJ) for n = 400. As shown in figure 4, we see
the same improvements as with the development data,
demonstrating that the improvements are not specific
to one data set. Using McNemar’s Test [18], the results
for Merge+ are significantly higher (p < .001) than for
the Baseline.
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Typical Merge Merge+
n Pre. AC Pre. AC Pre.

100 96.64% 56 96.65% 48 96.68%
200 96.64% 47 96.65% 41 96.69%
300 96.66% 42 96.66% 36 96.70%
400 96.66% 38 96.67% 33 96.71%
500 96.65% 34 96.66% 30 96.70%

Fig. 3: Results on sections 19-21 of the WSJ (Pre. =
precision, AC = number of ambiguity classes)

Model Development Testing
Baseline 96.48% 96.46%
Typical 96.66% 96.65%
Merge 96.67% 96.66%
Merge+ 96.71% 96.70%

Fig. 4: Results on sections 22-24 of the WSJ

We also wanted to see how applicable our models are
to other genres of text. As with better unknown word
tagging, predicting unknown uses of known words mit-
igates the need for more training data, by filling in
some gaps of what has not been observed. Such meth-
ods are potentially more applicable to other genres of
text: tag uses in one genre may not appear in another.
Thus, we tested the models on the Brown corpus part
of the Penn Treebank, as shown in figure 5. Using Mc-
Nemar’s Test, the results for Merge+ are significantly
higher (p < .001) than for the Baseline.

Model Precision
Baseline 94.60%
Typical 94.79%
Merge 94.81%
Merge+ 94.93%

Fig. 5: Results on the Brown corpus

We see the same trends here, showing the methods
developed here improve even on another corpus. The
percentage gain is still somewhat small—0.33% from
Baseline to Merge+—but with a larger corpus, we can
better see the impact of the improvement, obtaining a
reduction of 1550 errors (24,815-23,265).

Discussion The increase in tagging precision, from
96.46% to 96.70% on the testing data, is only 0.24%
and is below the state-of-the-art precision of 97.33%
by Shen et al. [24] on the same data. What is impor-
tant to notice, however, is not the absolute accuracy
of the particular method used here, but that we have
seen significant improvement by examining how words
group in the lexicon. Further, we have improved cov-
erage of the lexicon by fitting words to typical ambigu-
ity classes. This has the potential to make any tagger
better represent possible tags for words.
We have obtained an improvement in performance

without encoding a variety of features or changing
a tagging algorithm. In fact, we have only gener-
alized patterns of tags found across the lexicon; we

have not used any contextual information. The prin-
ciples behind these techniques are applicable to any
tagging method; how they are applied to a tagger de-
pends upon the tagger, however. The tagset alteration
method works with HMMs because there is a direct in-
terpretation of tag splitting and merging, namely that
they correspond to state splitting and merging. For
a decision tree tagger, it might be best to use the
ambiguity classes as nodes in the decision tree (cf.
[17]). Similarly, it is not yet clear how these tech-
niques interact with tagging methods which have their
own smoothing and error correction capabilities.
A criticism of this work might be that it is language-

specific or tagset-specific. In that all languages have
ambiguous words, the claim about language-specificity
has to be empirically determined. However, taggers
which encode highly specific features are language-
specific (and likely tagset-specific). Consider, for ex-
ample, how Toutanova and Manning [26] determine
whether a word is a particle (RP): “the current word is
often used as a particle, and ... there is a verb at most
3 positions to the left, which is ’known’ to have a good
chance of taking the current word as a particle.” This
language-specificity is not altogether a bad thing, as
general tagging algorithms have, at least for English,
seemed to have hit an upper bound, and language-
specific features may be necessary to improve. The ap-
proach outlined here, however, uses no hand-encoded
knowledge and does not increase the complexity of the
tagging algorithm.
As for tagset-specificity, which ambiguity class a

word has is clearly dependent upon the tagset used,
but it is less clear how these methods work with tagsets
having different degrees of ambiguity or capturing dif-
ferent morphosyntactic properties. Modifying these
methods for another tagset could tell us about how its
tags interact and whether a better organization of the
lexicon is needed. Using a corpus with a tagset that
can be mapped to smaller tagsets (see, e.g., [2]) could
more precisely determine the properties which make
this tagset modification successful.

5 Summary and Outlook

We have investigated ways to assign ambiguity classes
to words in order to overcome errors in the training
data and a limited amount of annotated training data,
thereby leading to a more robust lexicon and improve-
ments in POS tagging. In order to make ambiguity
class definitions work: 1) we defined typical ambiguity
classes based on their frequency of occurrence, merging
classes when appropriate; and 2) we made individual
words conform to these classes, by using filtering and
adding missing counts to lexical entries.
A benefit of the method is that it can target words

or ambiguities of interest. After all, classification by
ambiguity classes works well when narrowing in on er-
ror classes. Future work can investigate exactly which
classes are useful for POS tagging and why, specifi-
cally examining whether these more specific tags pro-
vide more informative contexts (cf. [2, 12]). Exper-
imenting on other tagsets and corpora can test the
effects of tagset design [11] and provide feedback on
annotation schemes. This examination can also help
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address the rather arbitrary thresholds used for ambi-
guity class selection. Instead, one can attempt to more
robustly cluster words in the lexicon, using not only
lexicon information, but contextual information to dis-
tinguish the ambiguity classes (cf. [23]). Additionally,
given that there are annotation errors in the evalua-
tion data, qualitative analysis of the tagging results is
needed [19].
Aside from continuing to improve the assignment of

ambiguity classes, this work could impact other POS
taggers where an ambiguity class represents a word or
is a feature (e.g., [7, 9]), or where a word is assigned
more than one tag [6]. These methods could also be
adapted for any annotation task using a lexicon.
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Abstract
Recent approaches to Word Sense Disambigua-
tion (WSD) generally fall into two classes:
(1) information-intensive approaches and (2)
information-poor approaches. Our hypothesis is
that for memory-based learning (MBL), a re-
duced amount of data is more beneficial than
the full range of features used in the past. Our
experiments show that MBL combined with a
restricted set of features and a feature selection
method that minimizes the feature set leads to
competitive results, outperforming all systems
that participated in the SENSEVAL-3 compe-
tition on the Romanian data. Thus, with this
specific method, a tightly controlled feature set
improves the accuracy of the classifier, reach-
ing 74.0% in the fine-grained and 78.7% in the
coarse-grained evaluation.
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1 Introduction

Recent approaches to Word Sense Disambiguation
(WSD) generally fall into two classes: (1) information-
intensive approaches and (2) information-poor ap-
proaches. The typical features that are used
in information-intensive approaches are the part-of-
speech tags of the ambiguous word, the surrounding
words with their part-of-speech (POS) tags, as well as
collocational features from a larger context. If avail-
able, additional information such as document type,
named entity information, or syntactic information are
added. These approaches use supervised learning with
a separate classifier for each ambiguous word. Addi-
tionally, the best results are achieved by combining
different classifiers into an ensemble, in which the final
decision is based on the votes of the different classifiers.
The other end of the spectrum generally restricts the
available information to types of information that can
be extracted from small amounts of text without run-
ning into data-sparseness problems. Generally, such
systems use a combined approach for all words and
only a single algorithm to solve the problem.
From the description above, it is already clear which

category is expected to perform better: supervised
learning with the maximum of information and with
an ensemble classifier. In contrast, our hypothesis is
that for some classifiers, a reduced amount of data

is more beneficial than the full range of features that
have been used in the past.
As data set, we chose the Romanian data from the

SENSEVAL-3 competition [7]. This data set is rather
small with regard to both the number of ambiguous
words (39) and the number of instances for each word
(between 19 and 266). Such a size can be expected
for many languages for which there is no financial in-
terest. The supervised learning method we chose is
memory-based learning (MBL), a k-nearest neighbor
approach. It bases the classification of a new instance
on the k most similar instances found in the training
data. This approach has been shown to be successful
for a range of problems in NLP [1, 2] Daelemans et
al. argue that MBL has a suitable bias for such prob-
lems because it allows learning from atypical and low-
frequency events, thus enabling a principled approach
to the treatment of exceptions and sub-regularities in
language. Another advantage of MBL lies in the fact
that it can work with complete words as feature val-
ues. As a consequence, however, MBL is also sensitive
to large numbers of features that are only relevant for
the classification of specific instances but not for all
instances. This is the case even when features are
weighted. This last characteristic of MBL suggests
that a good balance between too much and too little
information must be found, which in turn makes it a
good candidate for our approach.
In the following sections, we show that MBL com-

bined with a restricted set of features of three con-
text words to each side of the ambiguous word, their
POS tags, the closest verbs, nouns, and prepositions
on both sides, lead to competitive results. We then
employ two feature selection methods to further opti-
mize the feature set. The results show that forward
selection, which selects a smaller feature set, leads to
optimal results, reaching an accuracy of 74.0% in the
fine-grained and 78.7% in the coarse-grained evalua-
tion, outperforming all systems that participated in
the SENSEVAL-3 competition on the Romanian data.

2 Related Work

In building a supervised WSD system, one of the main
decisions is the choice of a classifier. Memory-based
learning (MBL) is a supervised learning method that
has been successfully used in WSD after a difficult
start: Mooney [8] reports the first experiment using
a simple nearest neighbor method in a comparison of
different machine learning methods for disambiguat-
ing the word line. He attributes the low performance
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CTk the token at position k [-3..3] relative to the target word; CT0: target word
CPk the POS tag of the token at position k
VA the first verb found after the target word
VB the first verb found before the target word
NA the first noun found after the ambiguous word
NB the first noun found before the ambiguous word
PA the first preposition found after the ambiguous word
PB the first preposition found before the ambiguous word

Table 1: The complete list of features used in the experiments

of this approach to the fact that it did not use feature
weighting. Escudero et al. [4] show later that one of
the problems for the nearest neighbor approach was
the high number of context features, which resulted in
a very sparse feature matrix. After they introduced
feature weighting and collapsed the context features
into one set-valued feature (and modified the similarity
metric accordingly to calculate a set-based similarity),
they showed that the nearest neighbor method out-
performs the naive Bayes model, Mooney’s best per-
forming model. Veenstra et al. [10] present a system
that competed successfully in SENSEVAL-1. They use
context features (word form and POS tag of the am-
biguous word and 2 words on either side) as well as
keyword features and definition features. For keyword
features, the most informative words from the con-
text are used. Veenstra et al.’s results show that the
optimal settings depend on the individual ambiguous
words. There is no optimal setting that works equally
well for all words. Mihalcea [6] shows that even if fea-
ture weighting methods are used, memory-based learn-
ing is susceptible to irrelevant or redundant features.
She improved her results for the SENSEVAL-2 English
lexical sample task by using forward selection. This
method reduces the number of features on average to
3.7 for nouns, 4.4 for adjectives, and to 4.5 for verbs.
Lee and Ng [5] thoroughly investigate which knowl-

edge sources are relevant for WSD. They used
four different classifiers and the SENSEVAL-1 and
SENSEVAL-2 English data. Their findings show a
trend that classifiers perform best when all features
are offered to the systems. The Support Vector Ma-
chines classifier and AdaBoost perform best without
feature selection while the naive Bayes and the deci-
sion tree classifier profit from feature selection. The
only experiment in which a classifier performs best on
a restricted set of features is the combination of the de-
cision tree classifier with SENSEVAL-2 data, but the
difference to the results on all features is rather small
(57.2% for only collocational features versus 56.8% for
all features). These findings suggest that a complete
feature set provides an optimal setting for WSD.
WSD for Romanian was one of the tasks in

SENSEVAL-3. In the competition, seven systems were
evaluated. We will concentrate on the three best per-
forming systems here: SWAT-HK-boost, SWAT-HK
[11] and the Duluth system [9]. SWAT-HK-boost is
a boosting approach that used context features and
bigrams and trigrams of words and parts of speech.
SWAT-HK is an ensemble voting approach based on
SWAT-HK-boost and four other classifiers, using the
same feature set as SWAT-HK-boost. The Duluth
system uses an ensemble of three decision trees, each
trained on a different set of features, word bigrams,

word unigrams, and word co-occurrence features. Note
that all three best-performing systems use a combina-
tion of simpler classifiers. SWAT-HK-boost reaches
a fine-grained accuracy of 72.7%, SWAT-HK 72.4%,
and the Duluth system 71.4%. Since all systems de-
scribed here attempted all words, precision and recall
are identical, and we only report accuracy.

3 Experiments

For all experiments reported here, we used the
SENSEVAL-3 Romanian lexical sample data [7], which
consists of labeled examples for 39 ambiguous words:
25 nouns, 9 verbs, and 5 adjectives1. In order to al-
low a comparison of our experiments to systems that
participated in SENSEVAL, we used the designated
training and test sets. The senses, with an average of
8.8 fine-grained senses per word (4.7 coarse-grained),
are manually extracted from a Romanian dictionary.
The experiments reported here were conducted with

TiMBL [3], a memory-based learning system. TiMBL
was used with the following settings: the IB1 algo-
rithm, Gain Ratio for feature weighting, and k = 1.
For evaluation, a leave-one-out cross-validation was
performed.
As reported above, the experiments were conducted

with a rather restricted feature set: We used lexical
and POS information of the ambiguous word and of a
context of three words on both sides, as well as infor-
mation concerning the closest verbs, nouns, and prepo-
sitions in the sentence. Table 1 lists the complete set
of features.
For each word, an optimal set of features is deter-

mined. We performed experiments with forward and
backward selection. Initially, a pool of features con-
taining all the features is generated. Forward selection
starts the selection process by selecting a single feature
from the pool, running the classifier with this single
feature. Then the feature with the highest accuracy
is selected. In the next step, the second feature is se-
lected based on combinations of the selected feature
and the remaining features in the pool. Features are
added as long as accuracy improves. Backward selec-
tion starts with the complete pool of features. In the
first step, experiments are conducted removing one of
the features. Then the feature whose absence results in
the highest improvement in accuracy is removed per-
manently. The process of removing features continues
as long as accuracy improves or remains stable.
The forward selection experiment is similar to

the experiment that Mihalcea [6] performed for the

1 For the list of words and characteristics, cf. Tables 5 to 7.
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forward selection
feature NA CT0 NB CT1 CT

−1 CP0 CT2 CP
−1 CT

−2 VB
# words 28 25 24 19 18 18 14 15 13 12

backward selection
feature CP1 CP

−1 CT1 CP
−2 PB NA VB CP2 CT

−1 CP0
# words 28 27 25 23 23 22 22 21 20 19

Table 2: The most commonly selected features in per-word feature selection

fine coarse
baseline (MFS) 58.5 62.8
all features 71.2† 76.4†
backward selection 72.7† 77.4*
forward selection 74.0* 78.7*

Table 3: Results for the feature-selection experiments;
all differences are significant at the 0.05 (*) / 0.005
(†) level, McNemar

SENSEVAL-2 English lexical sample task. Note, how-
ever, that Mihalcea used a larger feature pool includ-
ing collocation information, sense specific keywords,
named entity information, and syntactic information.

4 Results

The evaluation of the experiments was performed
with the SENSEVAL scoring software, which provides
coarse-grained and fine-grained accuracies.

4.1 Feature Selection

Table 3 gives the results of the selection process. The
baseline reported here is computed by assigning the
most frequent sense (MFS), as computed from the
training data, to the test instances. It is evident
that TiMBL, even without much optimization of the
parameter settings, outperforms the baseline signif-
icantly. Classification accuracy can be further im-
proved when these system parameters are optimized.
However, this is irrelevant for the experiments re-
ported here.
The results also show that WSD for Romanian prof-

its from both feature selection methods, with for-
ward selection outperforming backward selection. Our
starting hypothesis was that irrelevant or redundant
features harm TiMBL’s performance. A look at the av-
erage number of features after feature selection shows
that this is true. Table 4 reports the average number
of features used for the different selection algorithms
and POS categories. From a total of 20 features, for-
ward selection uses only approximately 7 features and
backward selection 10. From these results, we can con-
clude that not all of the features of the original set
are helpful for the task and that TiMBL suffers from
irrelevant or redundant features despite the use of a
feature weighting mechanism. Additionally, backward
selection does not restrict the number of features as
much as forward selection does. The forward selection
results are comparable to the findings of Mihalcea [6],

POS forward backward
nouns 7.4 9.9
verbs 5.0 11.0
adjectives 6.8 7.2
overall 6.8 9.8

Table 4: Feature selection and number of features

where a similar selection algorithm on SENSEVAL-
2 English data improves the average performance by
3.9% in nouns and verbs, and 5.4% in adjectives.
The selection experiments can also be used to an-

swer a linguistically relevant question: Which features
provide the best information for WSD? Table 2 re-
ports the features used in classifying the most words
and the number of words for which the feature was
used (out of a total of 39 words). It is surprising to see
that the two selection methods prefer different types of
features: While forward selection prefers word forms
over POS information, backward selection has a more
balanced distribution, favoring POS tags as the most
often used features.
As reported before, the near context is a very good

indicator for a word’s sense. The words surrounding
the target word seem to be most helpful for disam-
biguation, and their relevance decreases with an in-
creasing distance from the target word. The nouns
preceding and following the ambiguous word as well
as the word form of the ambiguous word itself play
a very important role. This is a general trend for all
words, irrespective of their parts of speech. The last
feature may be surprising since one could assume that
the forms would be very similar considering that there
is a separate classifier for each ambiguous word. How-
ever, Romanian is an inflected language, so that the
word form can provide information on some morpho-
logical and syntactic features, especially in the absence
of further linguistic analysis.
Adjectives are special in that they are biased to-

wards choosing features extracted from preceding con-
text (preceding noun, preceding tokens), unlike verbs
or nouns, which prefer an extraction window centered
around the target word. On average, a noun chooses
3 features from the left context and 3 from the right.
For verbs, its on average 2 words on each side while an
adjective chooses 3.4 features from the left context and
2.2 from the right. Part of the explanation for the last
number can be found in the fact that in Romanian,
both predicative and attributive adjectives follow the
constituents they modify, which presumably are im-
portant indicators for the sense of the adjective.
One of the extreme examples of words that were dis-
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word translation no. senses (f/c) size MFS (f) MFS (c) acc. (f) acc. (c)
ac needle 16/7 127 50.8 50.8 73.8 75.4
accent accent 5/3 172 73.6 77.0 89.7 93.1
actiune action 10/7 261 39.8 39.8 61.7 85.2
canal channel 6/5 134 68.2 68.2 69.7 75.8
circuit circuit 7/5 200 49.5 50.5 59.4 65.3
circulatie circulation 9/3 221 45.6 45.6 59.4 68.4
coroana crown 15/11 252 58.7 61.9 77.0 77.8
delfin dolphin 5/4 31 100 100 80.0 80.0
demonstratie demonstration 6/3 229 64.3 64.3 73.0 73.0
eruptie eruption 2/2 54 40.7 40.7 81.5 81.5
geniu genius 5/3 106 72.2 77.8 64.8 70.4
nucleu nucleus 7/5 64 78.8 78.8 81.8 81.8
opozitie opposition 12/7 266 96.3 96.3 95.5 95.5
perie brush 5/3 46 79.2 95.8 75.0 95.8
pictura painting 5/2 221 47.7 47.7 75.7 81.1
platforma platform 11/8 226 38.8 38.8 58.6 58.6
port port 7/3 219 51.9 51.9 81.5 83.3
problema problem 6/4 262 44.3 44.3 69.5 69.5
proces process 11/3 166 62.2 64.6 81.7 82.9
reactie reaction 7/6 261 83.2 83.2 83.2 83.2
stil style 14/4 199 60.4 80.2 62.4 76.2
timbru stamp 7/3 231 94.0 99.1 94.8 98.3
tip type 7/4 263 76.3 76.3 87.8 89.3
val wave 15/9 242 85.1 85.1 87.6 88.4
valoare value 23/9 251 63.2 75.2 72.8 85.6
total - 8.9/4.9 - 63.8 66.2 75.9 80.6

Table 5: MBL with per-word forward-feature selection: nouns

ambiguated using a very small number of features is
the verb câştiga (to win). By only using the word form
of the verb and the word form of the following noun,
disambiguation accuracy increases from 52.2% (MFS)
to 72.2%. An examination of the training data pro-
vides an explanation for this extreme behavior: This
word has five senses but the predominant two senses
are to gain material benefits, and to win a sports com-
petition (or a contest, a trial). The following noun
(NA) is a very good sense indicator in this case since
in most cases this feature contains the object of the
verb: bani, dolari, mărci or lei (money or various cur-
rencies) for the first sense, and partida, derby, meci
(sport competitions) for the second sense. Thus, this
single feature increases accuracy from 50.2% (MFS)
to 66.9% on the training data. Additionally, the word
form (CT0) of the ambiguous word helps to distinguish
the two senses. For example, the first person plural
form caştigăm is predominantly used within the win-
ning a sport competition sense, as ‘our team (we) won
the game’. CT0 is thus the feature that brings the
second best improvement, increasing accuracy from
66.9% to 71.8%. Adding any of the other features
results in accuracy drops varying between 0.5% and
12%, suggesting that for this word, all these features
provide irrelevant information.

4.2 Comparison with SENSEVAL-3
Participants

In contrast to most state-of-the-art WSD systems, our
approach uses a rather impoverished feature set. It
contains neither collocational features nor syntactic
or global features. Thus, the conjecture is that the
system should be at a disadvantage when compared

system fine coarse
feature selection MBL 74.0 78.7

SWAT-HK-boost [11] 72.7 77.1
Duluth [9] 71.4 75.2

Table 6: System comparison

to systems that had access to such data sources. A
comparison with two of the best 3 systems in the
SENSEVAL-3 competition, the SWAT-HK-boost sys-
tem [11], and the Duluth system [9], shows that this
is not the case (cf. Table 6). On the contrary, our
memory-based system (with default parameter set-
tings) outperforms both systems on this task2. The
difference to the SWAT-HK-boost system is statisti-
cally significant (McNemar), on the 0.05 level.
One reason why we did not use collocational fea-

tures is that collocations tend to increase the number
of features by at least an order of magnitude, with
most of the features having zero values for each exam-
ple. Escudero et al. [4] show that such a selection of
features harms the performance of k-nearest neighbor
approaches. Since their suggested solution, a set-based
approach in calculating the similarity of feature values,
is not available in TiMBL, we decided not to use this
type of information.

4.3 Results for Individual Words

Table 5 gives the results of the forward selection exper-
iment for the individual nouns and Table 7 for verbs

2 Wicentowski et al. [11] report a fine-grained accuracy of
73.3% for SWAT-HK-boost after an error was corrected.
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word translation no. senses (f/c) size MFS (f) MFS (c) acc. (f) acc. (c)
Verbs

castiga win 5/4 227 52.2 52.2 72.2 72.2
citi read 10/4 259 82.3 90.8 82.3 89.2
cobori descend 11/6 252 47.7 75.8 68.0 85.2
conduce drive 7/6 265 55.2 56.0 81.3 82.1
creste grow 14/6 209 43.7 43.7 72.8 74.8
desena draw 3/3 54 81.5 81.5 81.5 81.5
desface untie 11/5 115 27.6 32.8 53.4 56.9
fierbe boil 11/4 83 32.6 37.2 48.8 58.1
indulci sweeten 7/4 19 40.0 80.0 60.0 80.0
total - 8.7/4.6 - 53.9 61.5 72.3 77.9

Adjectives
incet slow 6/3 224 41.6 41.6 79.6 79.6
natural natural 12/5 242 23.6 51.2 67.5 74.8
neted smooth 7/3 34 41.2 52.9 41.2 41.2
oficial official 5/3 185 53.1 53.1 72.9 72.9
simplu simple 15/6 153 36.6 36.6 46.3 48.8
total - 9/4 - 38.1 46.4 66.8 69.4

Table 7: MBL with per-word forward-feature selection: verbs and adjectives

and adjectives. Compared to the MFS baseline, nouns
achieve a net gain of 12.1% (14.4% coarse-grained)
and verbs 18.4% (16.4% coarse). Adjectives are dis-
ambiguated best for the Romanian task, achieving an
accuracy gain of 28.7% (23% coarse). The error reduc-
tion rates for fine-grained scores are 33.4% for nouns,
40% verbs and 46.3% for adjectives.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have shown that when using a memory-based clas-
sifier for WSD, the feature set needs to be tightly con-
trolled. In contrast to other experiments, the MBL
classifier achieved optimal results with on average
seven features per word. The most important features
are the noun following the ambiguous word, the word
form of the ambiguous word, and the preceding noun:
features that can easily be retrieved. The experiments
show that forward selection allows a greater reduc-
tion of features: on average seven features as com-
pared to an average of ten features for backward se-
lection. This is another indication that MBL suffers
from irrelevant or redundant features. These findings
are partially in line with the findings of Lee and Ng [5]
for a naive Bayes and a decision tree classifier: both
show an increased performance when feature selection
is performed. However, the initial feature set that Lee
and Ng used was much larger than the one used in
the present study. A logical explanation for the differ-
ences between the results reported here and Lee and
Ng’s findings can be found in the differences of the
classifiers used in the experiments. All classifiers Lee
and Ng used in their experiments are based on greedy
learning approaches while MBL is a lazy learning ap-
proach. There is a slight chance, however, that the
results reported here are due to idiosyncrasies in the
Romanian data set. For this reason, the next step is
to test the same combination of classifier and features
on data sets for different languages. Another reason
for the success of this combination may be a conse-
quence of the rather limited size of the training data.
Therefore, the combination suggested here needs to be

tested on larger data sets with controlled data sizes.
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Abstract
The paper reports about the development of a Named Entity 
Recognition (NER) system in Bengali using a tagged Bengali 
news corpus and the subsequent transliterations of the recognized 
Bengali Named Entities (NEs) into English. The Hidden Markov 
Model (HMM) based NER system has been trained with a corpus 
of 62,280 word forms.  Initially, a HMM based part of speech 
(POS) tagger has been used to tag this training set with the 26 
POS tags. A modified joint source-channel model has been used 
along with a number of alternatives to generate the English 
transliterations of Bengali NEs. The NER system has 
demonstrated an average Recall, Precision and F-Score values of 
89.62%, 78.47% and 83.63%, respectively with the 6-fold cross 
validation tests. Evaluation of the proposed transliteration models 
demonstrate that the modified joint source-channel model 
performs the best with a Word Agreement Ratio (WAR) of 75.4% 
for person names, 73.6% for location names and a Transliteration 
Unit Agreement Ratio (TUAR) of 91.7% for person names and 
73.6% for location names during Bengali to English (B2E) 
transliteration.

Keywords
Named Entity Recognition (NER), Transliteration, Hidden 
Markov Model (HMM), Joint Source -Channel Model. 

1. Introduction 
Named entities (NE) hold a very important place in many 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) application areas. 
Proper identification, classification and transliteration of 
named entities are very crucial and pose a very big 
challenge to the NLP researchers.
     The problem of correct identification of NEs is 
specifically addressed and benchmarked by the developers 
of Information Extraction System, such as the GATE 
system [8]. The current trend in NER is to use the machine-
learning approach, which is more attractive in that it is 
trainable and adoptable and the maintenance of a machine-
learning system is much cheaper than that of a rule-based 
one. The representative machine-learning approaches used 
in NER are mainly HMM (BBN’s IdentiFinder in [7]), 
Maximum Entropy (New York University’s MEME in [3]) 
and Conditional Random Fields [2].  The works, carried 
out already in the area of NER, are all in non-Indian 
languages. In Indian languages particularly in Bengali, the 
work in NER can be found in [4] and [5]. The proposed 

HMM based NER, reported here, outperforms both the 
earlier systems developed in [4][5]. 
      The NE machine transliteration algorithms presented in 
this work have been evaluated with person and location 
names. A machine transliteration system that is trained on 
person and location names is very important in a 
multilingual country like India where large number of 
person and location name collections like census data, 
electoral roll and railway reservation information must be 
available to multilingual citizens of the country in their 
own vernacular. The transliteration models introduced in 
Ref. [9] and [10] are modified in [6], where a modified 
joint source-channel model has been proposed for the 
transliteration of Bengali named entities into English and 
vice-versa. The present work differs from [9][10] in the 
sense that identification of the transliteration units in the 
source language is done using regular expressions and no 
probabilistic model is used. Moreover, the proposed model 
differs in the way the transliteration units and the 
contextual information are defined. No linguistic 
knowledge is used in [9][10], whereas the present work 
uses linguistic knowledge in the form of possible conjuncts 
and diphthongs in Bengali and their representations in 
English.  

2. Named Entity Recognition in Bengali
Bengali is one of the widely used languages all over the 
world. It is the seventh popular language in the world, 
second in India and the national language of Bangladesh. 
NE identification in Indian languages in general and in 
Bengali in particular is difficult and challenging. In 
English, the NE always appears with capitalized letter but 
there is no concept of capitalization in Bengali.  A tagged 
Bengali news corpus, developed from the archive of a 
widely read Bengali news paper available in the web, has 
been used in this work for the NER. At present, the corpus 
contains around 34 million word forms in ISCII (Indian 
Standard Code for Information Interchange) and UTF-8 
format. The location, reporter, agency and different date 
tags in the tagged corpus help to identify the location, 
person, organization and miscellaneous names, 
respectively. A portion of the corpus has been used to 
develop the HMM based NER. The objective of this system 
is to identify NEs in Bengali and to classify them into 
person name, location name, organization name, 
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miscellaneous names and “none- of -the –above” category.
Miscellaneous names include date, time, percentage and 
monetary expressions. The following is the set of NE tags,
defined to apply HMM in NER:
      PER: Single-word person name, LOC: Single-word
location name, ORG: Single-word organization name,
MISC: Single-word miscellaneous name, B-PER:
Beginning of a multi-word location name, I-PER: Internal
of a multi-word location name, E-PER: End of a multiword
person name, B-LOC: Beginning of a multi-word location
name, I-LOC: Internal of a multi-word location name, E-
LOC: End of a multi-word location name, B-ORG:
Beginning of a multi-word organization name, I-ORG:
Internal of a multi-word organization name, E-ORG: End
of a multi-word organization name, B-MISC: Beginning of
a multi-word miscellaneous name, I-MISC: Internal of a
multi-word miscellaneous name, E-MISC: End of a multi-
word miscellaneous name, NNE: Words that are not named
entities (“none-of–the-above” category). 

2.1 HMM Based Named Entity Recognition
The goal of NER is to find a stochastic optimal tag
sequence T = {t1, t2, t3, . . . tn} for a given word sequence 
W = {w1, w2, w3 . . . wn}. Generally, the most probable tag
sequence is assigned to each sentence following the Viterbi 
algorithm [1]. The named entity tagging problem becomes
equivalent to searching for argmaxT P(T) * P(W | T), by the
application of Bayes’ law.

We have used trigram model, i.e., the probability of a 
tag depends on two previous tags, and then we have, P (T) 
= P(t1 | $) * P(t2 | $, t1) * P(t3 |  t1, t2)  * P(t4 |  t2, t3) * ... * 
P(tn |  tn - 2 , tn - 1), where an additional tag ‘$’ (dummy tag)
has been introduced to represent the beginning of a
sentence. Due to sparse data problem, the linear
interpolation method has been used to smooth the tri-gram
probabilities as follows: P'(tn | tn - 2 , tn - 1) = 1 P( tn ) + 2
P(tn | tn-1 ) + 3P(tn |  tn - 2 , tn - 1) such that the s sum to 1. 
The values of s have been calculated by the method given
in  (Brants 2000)[11].
      To make the Markov model more powerful, additional
context dependent features have been introduced to the
emission probability in this work that specifies the
probability of the current word depends on the tag of the
previous word and the tag to be assigned to the current
word. Now, P (W | T) is calculated by the equation:
P (W | T)  P(w1 | $, t1) * P(w2 | t1, t2) * . .  * P(wn | tn - 1, tn).
So, the emission probability can be calculated as:

P (wi | ti - 1, ti) = 
),(

),,(

1

1

ii

iii

ttfreq
wttfreq

      Here also the smoothing technique is applied rather
than using the emission probability directly. The emission
probability is calculated as: P'(wi | ti - 1, ti) = 1P (wi | ti) + 

2P ( wi | ti - 1, ti), where 1, 2 are two constants such that all 
s sum to 1. The values of s should be different for 

different words. But the calculation of s for every word 
takes a considerable time and hence s are calculated for
the entire training corpus. In general, the values of s can 
be calculated by the same method that was adopted in
calculating s. The trigram model has been used in the
present work to apply Viterbi algorithm [1] for finding best
state sequence.
2.2 Handling the Unknown Words 
Handling of unknown words is an important issue in NE
tagging. Viterbi [1] algorithm attempts to assign a tag to
unknown words.    For words, which have not been seen in
the training set, P (wi | ti) is estimated based on features of 
the unknown words, such as whether the word contains a
particular suffix. The list of suffixes has been prepared for
Bengali. At present there are 435 suffixes; many of them
usually appear at the end of different NEs and non-NEs. A 
null suffix is also kept for those words that have none of
the suffixes in the list. Other than these suffixes, the lists of
suffixes that may occur with person names (e.g., -[ýç[ýÇ [-
babu], -Vç [-da] , -×V [-di] etc.) and location names (e.g. -
_îç³Qö, [-land] - YÇÌ[ý [-pur], -×_Ì^ç [-lia] etc.) have been kept.
The probability distribution of a particular suffix with
respect to a specific tag is generated from all words in the
training set that share the same suffix. Two additional
features that cover the numbers and symbols have been 
considered also. A lexicon, developed in an unsupervised
way from the tagged Bengali news corpus, has been used in
order to handle the unknown words further. Lexicon
contains the root words and their basic part of speech 
information such as: noun, verb, adjective, adverb, pronoun 
and indeclinable. The lexicon has 45,000 entries and does
not contain NEs. If an unknown word is found to appear in
the lexicon, then most likely it is not a named entity.

3. Named Entity Transliteration
A number of transliteration models have been proposed in
[6] that can generate the English transliteration from a
Bengali word and the vice-versa. The work was mainly for 
the person names and the proposed models were not
compared against any baseline model. Here, the
transliteration models are extended to handle both person
and location names. The Bengali NE is divided into
Transliteration Units (TUs) with patterns C+M, where C 
represents a consonant or a vowel or a conjunct and M
represents the vowel modifier or matra. An English NE is
divided into TUs with patterns C*V*, where C represents a
consonant and V represents a vowel. The TUs are
considered as the lexical units for machine transliteration.
The system considers the Bengali and English contextual
information in the form of collocated TUs simultaneously
to calculate the plausibility of transliteration from each
Bengali TU to various English candidate TUs and chooses 
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the one with maximum probability. The system learns the 
mappings automatically from the bilingual training sets 
guided by linguistic knowledge. The output of this 
mapping process is a decision-list classifier with collocated 
TUs in the source language and their equivalent TUs in 
collocation in the target language along with the probability 
of each decision obtained from a training corpus. The 
machine transliteration of the input Bengali word is 
obtained using direct orthographic mapping by identifying 
the equivalent English TU for each Bengali TU in the input 
and then placing the English TUs in order.  
     The regular expression based alignment  technique has 
been considered in the present work as it is deterministic 
and seems to be more appropriate for English and other 
Indian languages due to comparable orthography. The 
process considers linguistic knowledge in terms of possible 
conjuncts and diphthongs in Bengali and their 
corresponding English representations in order to make the 
number of TUs on both source and target sides equal at the 
time of training of the models.  

3.1 Transliteration Models  
The various proposed models differ in the nature of 
collocational statistics used during machine transliteration 
process. All the models except the baseline model are 
basically the variations of the joint source-channel model in 
respect of the contextual information considered. In the 
baseline model, English consonant or sequence of 
consonants is represented as Bengali consonant or conjunct 
or a sequence of consonants. English vowels are 
represented as either Bengali vowels or as a matra (vowel 
modifier). English diphthongs are represented as 
vowel/semi-vowel-matra combination in Bengali. This 
baseline is used in case the system does not find a source 
TU pattern in the TU alignment table. The various 
transliterations models are defined below:  
 - Model A 
In this model, no context is considered in either the source 
or the target side. This is essentially the monogram model. 
                K 
P(B,E) =  P(<b,e>k)
               k=1 
- Model B 
This is essentially a bigram model with previous source 
TU, as the context. 
               K 
P(B,E) =  P(<b,e>k | bk-1)
              k=1
-Model C 
This is  essentially a bigram model with next source TU as 
the context.

                K 
P(B,E) =   P(<b,e>k  bk+1 )
               k=1
- Model D 
This is essentially the joint source-channel model where the 
previous TUs in both the source and the target sides are 
considered as the context.
                 K 
P(B,E) =  P( <b,e>k | <b,e>k-1)
                k=1 
-Model E 
This is basically the trigram model where the previous and 
the next source TUs are considered as the context
                K 
P(B,E) =  P(<b,e>k | bk-1, bk+1)
               k=1 
 - Model F 
In this model, the previous and the next TUs in the source 
and the previous target TU are considered as the context. 
This is the modified joint source-channel model. 
               K 
P(B,E) =  P (<b,e>k | <b,e>k-1, bk+1)
              k=1

3.2 Bengali to English Machine 
Transliteration
Translation of named entities is a tricky task: it involves 
both translation and transliteration. Transliteration is 
commonly used for named entities, even when the words 
could be translated: [CÌ^ç_ ×º®Ïô»Oô (wall street) is translated to 
Wall Street (literal translation) although CÌ^ç_ (wall) and
×º®Ïô»Oôô(Street) are vocabulary words]. On the other hand, Eõ_îçXÝ
×[ý`Ÿ×[ýVîç_Ì^ (kalyani viswavidyalaya) is translated to Kalyani 
University in which Eõ_îçXÝ (kalyani) is transliterated to 
Kalyani and ×[ý`Ÿ×[ýVîç_Ì^ (viswavidyalaya) is translated to 
University. 
      Two different bilingual training sets have been kept 
that contain entries mapping Bengali person names and 
location names to their respective English transliterations. 
To automatically analyze the bilingual training sets to 
acquire knowledge in order to map new Bengali person and 
location names to English, transliteration units (TUs) are 
extracted from the Bengali-English pairs of person and 
location names and Bengali TUs are associated with their 
English counterparts. After retrieving the TUs from a 
Bengali-English pair, it associates the Bengali TUs to the 
English transliteration units along with the TUs in context.  
But, in some cases, the number of TUs retrieved from the 
Bengali and English words may differ. The [[ýÊLåGçYç_
(brijgopal)  brijgopal] name pair yields 5 TUs in Bengali 
side and 4 TUs in English side   [ [ýÊ | L | åGç | Yç | _   bri | 
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jgo | pa | l]. In such cases, the system cannot align the TUs 
automatically and linguistic knowledge/feature is used to 
resolve the confusion. The hypothesis followed in the 
present work is that the problem TU in the English side has 
always the maximum length. If more than one English TU 
has the same length, then system starts its analysis from the 
first one.  In the above example, the TUs bri and jpo have
the same length. The system interacts with the linguistic 
knowledge and ascertains that bri is valid and jpo cannot 
be a valid TU in English since there is no corresponding 
conjunct representation in Bengali. So jpo is split up into 2 
TUs j and po, and the system aligns the 5 TUs as [[ýÊ | L |  åGç
| Yç | _   bri | j | go | pa | l]. Similarly, [åEõç_EõçTöç (kolkata)

 kolkata] is initially split as [åEõç | _ | Eõç | Töç ]    ko | lka 
| ta], and then as [ ko | l | ka | ta] since lka has the maximum 
length and it does not have any valid conjunct 
representation in Bengali. 
      In some cases, the knowledge of Bengali diphthong 
resolves the problem. In the following example, [åaç | ]ç | ×_ |
Ì^ç (somalia)  so | ma | lia], the number of TUs on both 
sides do not match. The English TU lia is chosen for 
analysis, as its length is the maximum among all the TUs. 
The vowel sequence ia corresponds to a diphthong in 
Bengali that has the valid representation <+ôÌ^ç>. Thus, the 
English vowel sequence ia is separated from the TU lia (lia

 l | ia) and the intermediate form of the name pair 
appears to be [åaç | ]ç | ×_ | Ì^ç  so | ma | l | ia].  Here, a 
matra is associated with the Bengali TU that corresponds 
to English TU l and so there must be a vowel attached with 
the TU l. TU ia is further splitted as i and a (ia  i | a) and 
the first one (i.e. i) is assimilated with the previous TU (i.e. 
l) and finally the name pair appears as: [åaç | ]ç | ×_ | Ì^ç
(somalia)  so | ma | li | a ]. Similarly, [æ»Jô | ~ç | +  (chennai)

 che | nnai ] and [ Ì[ýç | + | ]ç (raima)  rai | ma] can be 
solved with the help of diphthongs. 
      The number of TUs on both sides doesn’t match for the 
examples, [×` | [ý | Ì[ýç | L (shivraj)  shi | vra | j ], [F | QÍö | V | c
(khardah)  kha | rda | h ]. It is observed that both vr and 
kd represent valid conjuncts in Bengali but these examples 
contain the constituent Bengali consonants in order and not 
the conjunct representation. During the training phase, if, 
for some conjuncts, examples with conjunct representation 
are outnumbered by examples with constituent consonants 
representation, the conjunct is removed from the linguistic 
knowledge base and training examples with such conjunct 
representation are moved to a Direct example base which 
contains the English words and their Bengali 
transliteration. The above two name pairs can then be 
realigned as: [×` | [ý | Ì[ýç | L (shivraj)    shi | v | ra | j], [F |
QÍö | V | c  (khardah)  kha | r | da | h ].

 Otherwise, if such conjuncts are included in the 
linguistic knowledge base, training examples with 
constituent consonants representations are to be moved to 
the Direct example base.  If the source TU is not found in 
the alignment, then source language symbols are replaced 
by the corresponding most probable symbol in the target 
language using the baseline model and the transliteration is 
obtained. 

Table 1: Results of the six - fold cross validation tests 

Test Set Recall Precision F-Score
Set 1 88.10 77.90 82.69
Set 2 89.80 78.30 83.66
Set 3 90.43 79.40 84.56
Set 4 90.19 77.90 83.6
Set 5 90.80 78.40 83.9
Set 6 88.40 78.90 78.47
Average 89.62 78.47 83.63

Table 2: Results of the Bengali to English Transliteration 

Person name Location name Model
WAR
(in %) 

TUAR
(in %) 

WAR
(in %) 

TUAR
(in %) 

Baseline 49.7 74.8 47.1 73.9
A 53.8 79.2 53.3 77.1
B 63.4 83.3 62.8 81.2
C 60.7 82.5 60.1 80.7
D 65.8 84.9 64.3 82.2
E 70.6 89.3 68.9 86.9
F 75.4 91.7 73.6 89.3

4. Experimental Results  
A portion of the tagged (not NE tagged/POS tagged) news 
corpus, containing 62,280 wordforms, has been used to 
train the NER system. This training corpus is run through a 
HMM-based part of speech (POS) tagger to tag the training 
corpus with the 26 different POS tags, defined for the 
Indian languages1. This POS-tagged training set is searched 
for some specific POS tags (NNPC [compound proper 
noun], NNP [proper noun] and QFNUM [cardinals and 
ordinals numbers]) that represent NEs. These POS tags are 
replaced by the appropriate NE tags as defined earlier. The 
confusion matrix obtained from our POS tagger suggests 
that most ambiguities occur between the proper nouns and 
the common nouns. So, additionally the POS tags (e.g., 
NNC [compound common noun], NN [common noun]) 
representing common nouns are checked for the 
correctness and replaced by the appropriate NE tags in the 
training set, if necessary. The training set thus obtained is a 
corpus tagged with the sixteen NE tags (not NNE) and POS 
tags (not representing NEs).  In the output, the POS tags 
are replaced by the NNE tag.

The training set is initially distributed into 6 subsets of 
equal size. In the cross validation test, one subset is 
withheld for testing while the remaining 5 subsets are used 
as the training sets. This process is repeated 6 times to yield 
an average result, which is called the 6-fold cross 

                                                                
1http://shiva.iiit.ac.in/SPSAL2007/iiit_tagset_guidelines.pd

f
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validation test. The experimental results of the 6-fold cross 
validation tests are reported in Table 1.  

    A close investigation to the experimental results 
reveals that the precision errors are mostly concerned with 
the organization names. A possible reason behind the fall 
in precision of organization names is that generally these 
do not contain any affixes that may be helpful in the 
identification of the unknown organization names. 
Experimental results of the 6-fold cross validation test yield 
an average F-Score value of 76.6% for the system [5] with 
the same training set. The NER models, reported in  [6], 
demonstrated the average F-Score values of 71.27% 
(without linguistic knowledge) and 75.13% (with linguistic 
knowledge) with the six-fold cross validation test on the 
same training set. Thus the results reveal that the proposed 
NER model outperforms the existing NER models for 
Bengali defined in [5] [6]. To report the results of the 
transliteration models, the outputs of the Test Set 3 have 
been chosen as the test sets. The intuition behind this 
choice is that it produces the highest F-Score value for the 
NER system.  

 The performance of the transliteration system is 
evaluated in terms of Transliteration Unit Agreement Ratio 
(TUAR) and Word Agreement Ratio (WAR). Let, B is the 
input Bengali word, E be the English transliteration given 
by the user in open test and E/ be the system-generated 
transliteration. TUAR is defined as, TUAR = (L-Err)/ L, 
where L is the number of TUs in E, and Err is the number 
of wrongly transliterated TUs in E/ generated by the 
system. WAR is defined as, WAR= (S-Err/) / S, where S is 
the test sample size and Err/ is the number of erroneous 
names generated by the system (when E/ does not match 
with E). In order to develop two different training sets for 
the transliteration system, 7500 Indian person names and 
6000 location names have been collected and their 
corresponding English transliterations have been stored 
manually.  
      The six different transliteration models along with the 
baseline model have been tested with the test sets of person 
and location names obtained from the output of the Test Set 
3 of the NER system. The recognized NEs have been 
manually checked to discard the incorrectly identified NEs. 
The transliterations of person and location names are stored 
in the Gold standard test sets. The test sets of person and 
location names contain 335 and 197 location names. 

The results of the tests in terms of evaluation metrics, 
WAR and TUAR, are presented in Table 2 for person and 
location names for Bengali to English (B2E) transliteration. 
The modified joint source-channel model (Model F) 
exhibits the best performance with a WAR of 75.4% and 
TUAR of 91.7% for person names. The same model has 
also demonstrated best for the transliteration of location 
names with a WAR of 73.6% and TUAR of 89.3%. 

5. Conclusion and Future Works 
This paper reports about a named entity recognition system 
in Bengali using a tagged Bengali news corpus based on 
statistical HMM and the subsequent transliterations of the 
recognized Bengali NEs into English. We have shown that 
NER system for Bengali has high recall and good F-Score 
values with HMM framework. A modified joint source-
channel model has been presented to transliterate Bengali 
named entities into English and vice-versa.  

     Future works include investigating other methods to 
boost precision of the NER system. Building NER systems 
for Bengali using other statistical techniques like MEMM, 
CRF and analyzing the performance of these systems is 
another interesting task. The transliteration models are to 
be trained on additional person and location names.  
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Abstract
Measuring string similarity is a frequently used
technique in various Language Technology (LT)
applications, such as: Spell checkers, Translation
Memories, Example-Based Machine Translation
(EBMT) etc.

In this paper experimental results on string sim-
ilarity measures are presented. The main goal
of the experiments is to detect the most appro-
priate similarity measure which can be applied
for retrieving candidate sentences for translation
templates to be used in an EBMT system. The
advantage of this approach is that it is based en-
tirely on surface forms, therefore being indepen-
dent from any linguistic resources. The results
show that token-based measures are the most
suitable for translation template extraction.
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1 Motivation

Measuring string similarity is a frequently used tech-
nique in various Language Technology (LT) applica-
tions, such as: Spell checkers, Translation Memories,
cognates extraction from bilingual texts, sentence and
word alignment, Example-Based Machine Translation
(EBMT) etc. In this section the motivation to use
string similarity measures in the EBMT framework is
addressed.
Machine Translation (MT) - translation from one

natural language into another by means of a comput-
erized system, (see [1, 6, 5] for more details) - is a task
of Natural Language Processing (NLP) that is being
continuously studied and many attempts have been
made to improve the quality of its output.
There are several approaches to the MT (e.g. rule-

based MT, statistical MT etc.). The current paper fo-
cuses on the EBMT approach, that was first inspired
by Makoto Nagao ([8]). EBMT is an implementation
of the translation by analogy principle, which states
that humans translate by first decomposing a sentence
into sub-phrases, translating these sub-phrases, which
are then combined into a translation of a given sen-
tence. A part of any EBMT system is a database of
examples, that can be stored as: strings, annotated
tree structures, generalized examples (templates), etc.
In this paper the template-based EBMT is chosen as

a framework of the present research. In order to get a
translation for a given string, three stages have to be
performed. First, matching the input on the database
of templates, then retrieving the corresponding tar-
get language (TL) parts and finally recombining the
TL parts into a coherent translation (for details about
EBMT in general, and template-based EBMT in par-
ticular refer to [4, 7, 10, 11]).
In EBMT similarity measures are used in the match-

ing phase: given an input string in the source lan-
guage (SL), similar sentences from the database of ex-
amples are retrieved, by means of a given similarity
measure. In this paper similarity measures are used in
the process of building the translation templates. This
is realized by means of a Similarity Matrix (defined
below), that uses the similarity measures in order to
find good candidate sentences (see Example 1), which
would later be generalized into templates.
The motivation for such a research comes from the

problems encoutered while generalizing pairs of sen-
tences into templates, as outlined in [7]. The algorithm
used, namely the principle of string co-occurrence and
frequency thresholds, states: SL and TL strings that
co-occur in two (or more) sentence pairs of a bilingual
corpus are likely to be translations of each other.
Example 1: Given two entries of an English-

German corpus
1: <en>Construction of research reactor at Garching
underway</en> –> <de>Startschuss fuer Bau des
Forschungsreaktors in Garching</de>
2: <en>Accompanied by protests , the first sod
was turned today for the construction of the new
nuclear research reactor .</en> –> <de>Begleitet
von Protesten ist heute der Startschuss fuer den Bau
des neuen Forschungsreaktors bei Muenchen gefallen
.</de>
In the SL part the strings that co-occur are: con-

struction, of, research, reactor ; in the TL part:
Startschuss, fuer, Bau, des, Forschungsreaktors.
Thus, the two sentences can be generalized into a

template of the form:
[construction of research reactor V1] – [Startschuss
fuer Bau des Forschungsreaktors V11], or
[V1 construction of V2 research reactor V3] – [V11
Startschuss fuer V21 Bau des V31 Forschungsreak-
tors V41], where Vi corresponds to a variable in the
template.
Hence, the two sentences are good candidates for

templates: they are similar enough (see section 3).
Similarity is calculated on surface-forms only, there-
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fore the use of any linguistic resources is unnecessary.

Definition: For a monolingual corpus with N sen-
tences, the similarity matrix S is defined as follows:

s(i, j) = −1, for j < i, 1 <= i, j <= N ;
s(i, i) = 1, for 1 <= i = N

s(i, j) = BSM(sentencei, sentencej), for
j > i, 1 <= i, j <= N ;

where BSM = Best Similarity Measure

As sentence similarity is a symmetric property, only
values above the main diagonal are examined.
The advantage of using the similarity matrix is that

only a sub-corpus, created from these sentences be-
ing above a certain threshold, is used as input for the
template extraction engine, thus the search space for
templates is considerably limited. The thresholds are
experimentally determined, as shown in section 3.
Twenty-one similarity measures were analyzed and

compared. Those ones performing best were used to
build the similarity matrix for a given SL (cf. Figure
1).

Fig. 1: Extracting similar sentences

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in
the next section, two modified similarity measures are
described and the definitions of the measures used to
create the similarity matrix are introduced. An ac-
count of the results obtained from a series of experi-
ments made on string similarity measures is given in
the third section. Finally the conclusion and further
work are presented.

2 Similarity Measures

String similarity measures are divided in the literature
into three categories: character-based, token-based,
and hybrid. In the case of the first two, the similarity
is calculated on character and token level respectively.
In the case of the hybrid measures, the similarity is
first calculated on the character level, then the ob-
tained scores are used by a token-based metric. A
good definition, purpose, and classification of similar-
ity measures can be found in [3].
In the experiments, twenty-one similarity measures

of all three types mentioned above were investigated.
Eighteen of these measures are part of the SimMetrics

package (SimMetrics is an open source Java library
of similarity measures. For more details refer to [9]).
Additionally we modified and extended two of them
(Normalized Token Levenshtein Distance and
Longest Common Subsequence Similarity) and
implemented one (Common Words), for the purpose
of finding similar sentences.

2.1 Modified Similarity Measures

Normalized Token Levenshtein Distance
(NTLD) is a modified version of the traditional
character-based Levenshtein Distance, and it has the
following formula:

NTLD(s1, s2) =

1−
TLD

2 ∗max(Length(s1), Length(s2))
,

where TLD is the traditional Levenshtein Distance,
but at token level, and Length(s) means the number
of tokens of s.

The Longest Common Subsequence Similar-
ity (LCSS) is based on the Longest Common Subse-
quence (LCS) character-based algorithm. More details
on this algorithm can be found in [2]. The initial al-
gorithm is transformed into a token-based one. This
way the token-level LCS between two sentences is com-
puted. Given two sentences s1, and s2 the computa-
tion of the LCSS follows the steps below:
1. Calculation of the LCS at token level:

LCSTokenString(s1, s2) = LCS String

2. Calculation of the LCSS at token level as:

LCSSTokens(s1, s2) =

=
Lengthtoken(LCS String)

max(Lengthtoken(s1), Lengthtoken(s2))

3. Subtraction of a penalty of 0.1 for each word-
distance, in case the words found in the LCS String
are not one after another in the sentences s1, s2. In
case of multiple results, the maximum value is consid-
ered. This score is LCSSPenalties.
4. If the output of step 3. contains multiple results,

the longest one (as number of characters), is consid-
ered as best the match. The computation is done ac-
cording to a formula similar to the one in step 2:

LCSSCharacters(s1, s2) =

=
Lengthcharacters(LCS String)

max(Lengthcharacters(s1), Lengthcharacters(s2))

LCSS takes values within [0, 1]. 0 indicates that
the sentences are completely different, and 1 that the
sentences are identical.

2.2 Other Similarity Measures

In this subsection the definitions of the measures used
to build the similarity matrix are presented.
Common Words (CW) is a trivial similarity

measure that counts the number of identical tokens
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(words) for the two given strings. It does not take
into account the word order.
Overlap Coefficient (OC) is a metric that deter-

mines to what degree one string is a substring of an-
other. Its formula is given below:

OC(s1, s2) =
(|s1&s2|)

min(|s1|, |s2|)
,

where |s| is the number of tokens in s, and |s1&s2|
the number of common tokens in s1 and s2.

3 Experimental Results

In this section the experiments we made in order to
find similar sentences for template extraction are de-
scribed and some of their results are presented. Two
parallel, sentence aligned corpora were used for the
experiments:

• a technical corpus in three languages: German
(Ge), Romanian (Ro), and English (En), of ap-
proximately 2300 sentences (cca. 25000 tokens
for each language);

• a small news corpus of 100 sentences, in German
and English

First, the thresholds for each similarity measure
were experimentally determined. Then a decision was
made on which of the considered similarity measures
is more effective for the goal that was set.
For each similarity measure, the initial threshold

was established after testing the measure on a small set
of artificial examples. Observations were made on how
the value changed when the compared sentences were
of different length, when the word order was different
etc. This value was adjusted afterwards, as a result
of testing each measure on the real data, namely, 100
sentences of a corpus, so that the precision increases.

Measure Threshold Value
Common Words (CW) initial 5, modified 3
NTLD 0.7
Matching Coefficient 0.55
Block Distance 0.6
Jaccard Similarity 0.45
Overlap Coefficient (OC) initial 0.66, modified 0.5
Q-Grams Distance 0.65

Table 1: Token-based similarity measures with the
established thresholds

In Table 3 CONC means the Chapman Ordered
Name Compound Similarity. More details on the mea-
sures can be found in [9].
A threshold is a minimal value calculated for two

similar sentences. A pair of sentences in a SL is con-
sidered to be similar enough, when the sentences
under consideration fulfill the following constraints:

1. have at least three words in common (CW
Threshold);

2. the sequence of common elements consists of at
least 50% content words (lexical words);

Measure Threshold Value
TagLink Token 0.5
Euclidean Distance 0.5
Smith-Waterman (SW) 0.6
Smith-Waterman-Gatoh 0.6
Jaro 0.7
Jaro Winkler 0.7
Needlemann-Wunch 0.7
Levenshtein Distance 0.75,
Dice Similarity 0.75,
Cosine Similarity 0.75

Table 2: Character-based similarity measures with the
established thresholds

Measure Threshold Value
Monge-Elkan 0.9
CONC Similarity 0.75
TagLink 0.7

Table 3: Hybrid similarity measures with the estab-
lished thresholds

3. one sentence is a sub-sentence of the other to the
proportion of 50% (OC Threshold).

The closer the value to 1, the more similar the sen-
tences are. The value of 0 indicates that the sentences
are completely different, and the value of 1 indicates
that the sentences are identical. In the tables 1, 2, 3
an overview of the similarity measures with the estab-
lished thresholds is given.
In the first experiment, similar sentences were ex-

tracted from 100 sentences taken from the technical
corpus. This small number of sentences was chosen
for an easier interpretation of the results, and in order
to make observations and assumptions. The results
are reflected in Table 4.
The experiments were run on each of the three cate-

gories of measures mentioned in section 2. As a result,
the same sentence pairs were extracted by several sim-
ilarity measures of the same category. That is why the
total number of sentences and the unique number are
different.
The following observations and conclusions were

drawn from the analysis of these data. From each
group of similarity measures, the one that extracts
the most similar sentence pairs that would be best
candidates for the template extraction is chosen.

Hybrid methods seemed the most promising in
theory, but proved to be not efficient in practice. From
this group, TagLink measure, though it extracted a
relatively small number of sentence pairs, was chosen
as the best.
Example of sentence-pair extracted: - English.

TagLink: 0.76
Writing and sending a multimedia message
Reading and replying to a multimedia message

Although the character-based measures extract
the biggest number of sentence pairs, they depend a
lot on the length of the sentences. They generally are
not suitable for the EBMT. A good example is given
in [11]. They proved to be quite slow and ineffective
for the goal that was set. The sentence-pairs they
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Token-based Ge En Ro
CW 4 11 11
Matching coefficient 12 10 9
Block Distance 13 12 13
Jaccard Similarity 12 10 9
OC 24 19 25
Q-Grams Distance 9 9 6
Total 74 71 73
Unique pairs 26 30 31

Character-based Ge En Ro
Levenshtein Distance 1 3 2
Dice Similarity 5 4 3
Cosine Similarity 5 4 3
Euclidean Distance 5 4 3
Jaro 35 32 56
Jaro-Winkler 86 72 109
Needleman-Wunch 24 40 22
SW 83 82 49
SW-Gotoh 107 103 73
Tag Link Token 70 67 62
Total 421 411 382

Hybrid Ge En Ro
CONC 48 48 29
Tag Link 19 17 19
Total 67 65 48
Unique pairs 58 59 40

Table 4: Number of sentence pairs extracted by each
similarity measure

extracted were not similar enough to be good candi-
dates for translation templates. Some of the extracted
sentence-pairs had in common only some characters.
Smith-Waterman-Gotoh extracted the biggest number
of sentence pairs in case of German and English, and
Jaro-Winkler in case of Romanian.
Example of sentence-pair extracted: - Ger-

man. SmithWatermanGatoh: 0.6
Kurzmitteilungen
Lesen und Beantworten einer Multimedia - Mitteilung

Token-based similarity measures proved to be
the most effective for the goal.
Example of sentence-pair extracted: CW+OC

German
Einstellungen fuer Kurzmitteilungen und E-mail -
Mitteilungen
Einstellungen fuer Multimedia - Mitteilungen
English
Settings for text and e-mail messages
Settings for the multimedia messages
Romanian
Setari pentru mesaje text si e-mail
Setari pentru mesaje multimedia

The OC measure performs the best (highest num-
ber of similar enough sentences) of all for all the
three languages considered. However, considering the
type of the corpus, a disadvantage was noticed: OC
extracts many sentence pairs, where only one or two
tokens overlap. This way the length of a possible tem-
plate is too short. It happens especially in the case
when one of the two sentences to be compared is very
short, and is totally contained in the other sentence.

This disadvantage can be easily overcome, if CW,
with an established threshold is used on the set of sen-
tence pairs extracted by the OC. When combined, the
thresholds were set to 3 for CW, and 0.5 for OC.
The results of OC combined with CW (OC+CW)

were compared with the outcome of the NTLD and
of LCSS combined with CW (LCSS+CW). The
threshold for the LCSS was established at 0.33 and
for NTLD at 0.7.
Experiments were run on the same set of 100 sen-

tences. The results are included in Table 5.

German English Romanian
OC + CW 18 31 27
NTLD 16 39 32
LCSS + CW 14 34 23

Table 5: Sentence pairs above the established thresh-
olds

It can be noticed that quantitatively the results are
comparable, but qualitatively they differ a lot. The
NTLD extracts many sentences, where only short se-
quences overlap. The quality of the sentence pairs
extracted by OC+CW is higher. Thus these sen-
tence pairs become better candidates for templates.
The number of extracted sentence pairs in German is
smaller. This can be conditioned by the structural
peculiarity of the language, and by the fact that the
algorithms are case-sensitive for this language.
LCSS extracts valid pairs if combined with CW,

having the same threshold as in the case of OC: 3. Un-
like OC+CW, LCSS+CW considers also the word
order of the two compared sentences.
Further, the precision and the recall of the best sim-

ilarity measures, namely OC+CW were computed.
The results are included in table 6.

German English Romanian
Precision 1 0, 7 0, 96
Recall 1 1 1

Table 6: Precision and recall calculated on 100 sen-
tences

The value of recall is always one, as the first and
third constraints from the similar enough sentences
definition (Section 3) were taken into account.

3.1 Other Experiments

In this subsection two new experiments are described:
the first shows how the number of the extracted sim-
ilar sentences is influenced by the language (language
dependency), the second by the corpus type (corpus
dependency).
1. The combination of OC with threshold set to 0.5

and CW set to 3 was used to build the similarity ma-
trix as this combination proved to be the most effective
for the goal. It was built for sets of different size in
different languages for the technical corpus (cf. Figure
2). The chart shows us that a comparable number of
similar sentence pairs is extracted for English and Ger-
man, as for Romanian - a smaller number, compared
to English and German. Two reasons can explain this
outcome:
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Fig. 2: Sentence pairs extracted - Technical Corpus

• German and English are both Germanic lan-
guages, while Romanian is a representative of the
Romance languages;

• Compared to the other two languages, Romanian
is a highly inflected language, especially in case
of nouns and adjectives (e.g. the Romanian word
’lampa’ - English ’the lamp’ - has six (6) inflected
forms).

2. An experiment with different type of corpora
was made to check how corpus dependent the amount
of extracted sentence pairs is. The results of the ex-
periment run on 100 sentences corpora (technical and
news) are shown in figures 3 and 4.

Fig. 3: Sentence pairs extracted - News Corpus

Fig. 4: Sentence pairs extracted - Technical Corpus

From these charts, one can see that the shape of the
curves for the two languages is rather similar in the
case of the technical corpus, and slightly different for
the news corpus. A bigger number of sentence pairs is
extracted for the technical corpus due to its restricted
language.
A smaller number of sentence pairs is extracted for

German in both cases. One of the reason is the value
of the CW threshold, which is set to 3. A language
specific characteristic for German is the composition of

words, which correspond to several words in English:
e.g in English: ’the tax reform’ reaches the threshold,
but its correspondent in German: ’die Steuerreform’ is
below the threshold. This proves that, in order not to
lose data, the thresholds should be language-sensitive.

4 Conclusions

In this paper a comparison of string similarity mea-
sures in the framework of EBMT is presented. A
similarity matrix is defined and used to find similar
sentence pairs, that become candidates for transla-
tion templates. Twenty-one string similarity measures
were analysed, including two modified similarity mea-
sures. Experiments were run on two sets of data in
three languages. When building the similarity matrix
a combination of CW and OC, or of LCSS and CW
proved to be the most efficient. The number of the
similar sentences extracted is influenced by the lan-
guage and corpus type.
We consider that the established thresholds for the

extraction of similar sentences suit the aim that was
set. The results obtained will further be used in the
template extraction process.
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Abstract
This paper presents a study on the impact and
the need for Named Entity Recognition (NER)
in Cross–Lingual Question Answering (CL–QA)
in order to overcome the errors that usually oc-
cur by referring to entities in different languages.
The motivation behind introducing NER in a
CL–QA scenario is detecting whether or not en-
tities need to be translated. For this research, an
English–Spanish Question Answering (QA) sys-
tem and a NER tool are used. Moreover, we
show a study on the need for translating and non-
translating the cross–lingual references of named
entities. The experimental evaluation on each
question set employed in the official CLEF 2004,
2005 and 2006 evaluation campaigns proves that
the current approach to CL–QA improves the
overall accuracy of the initial CL–QA system, at
the same time yielding better results than other
current bilingual QA systems.

Keywords
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1 Introduction

In the recent years, the exponential growth of digital
information requires processes capable of searching, fil-
tering, retrieving and classifying this information as
pertinent from large volumes of texts. Moreover, the
relevant information required by the users might be
in different languages and from several sources. Ob-
viously, this is one of the difficulties that impedes the
right acquisition of information.
In order to achieve this purpose, applications like In-

formation Extraction (IE), Information Retrieval (IR)
and Question Answering (QA) are used. Besides, the
need for IR tools that permit to accede to multilingual
information is of interest to the research community.
IR is the science of searching for information in doc-

uments and, QA can be defined as the answering to
precise or arbitrary questions formulated by users. Ev-
idently, QA is not a simple task of IR. The aim of a QA
system is to find the correct answer to a user question
in a non-structured collection of documents. In Cross–
Lingual (CL) environments, the question is formulated

in a different language from the one of the documents,
which increases the difficulty. As it was revealed in the
Cross-Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF) 2006 [9],
multilingual IR and QA tasks have been recognized as
an important issue in the information access.
The overall accuracy of CL-QA systems is directly

affected by their ability to correctly analyze and trans-
late the question that is received as input. An imper-
fect or fuzzy translation of the question causes a nega-
tive impact on the overall accuracy of the systems [4].
To overcome this, currently most of the implementa-
tions [11, 13, 14] are based on the use of on-line trans-
lation services, and some of them use Machine Trans-
lation (MT) techniques. However, MT systems gener-
ate errors such as translations of names that should be
left untranslated. The impact of this kind of mistakes
should be controlled and assessed.
In this paper, we present an approach for reducing

the aforementioned mistakes within the CL–QA task.
Our strategy combines a CL–QA system, which per-
forms the references between words in different lan-
guages using the Inter Lingual Index (ILI) module
of EuroWordNet (EWN) [15], with a Named Entity
Recognition (NER) tool [2]. The original contribu-
tions of this research consist in knowing how the NER
component lessens the errors committed for wrong ref-
erences to ILI, even if a Machine Translation (MT) is
used, and the need for translating and non-translating
the cross–lingual references of named entities. More-
over, the empirical experimentations exposed through-
out the paper prove the importance of knowing when
the entities should be translated or not.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section

2 presents our approach to CL–QA system adding a
NER tool. In the section 3, the experiments are shown
and discussed. And finally, section 4 wraps up the
paper with our conclusions and future work proposals.

2 Proposed method to Inter-
twine NER and CL–QA

Our approach is made up of two main components:
the first one consists of a NER tool and the other one
is an open domain CL-QA system. The former em-
bodies various machine learning algorithms in order
to detect and classify the entities in the texts, and the
latter component is based on complex syntactic pat-

1
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Original Question at
CLEF 2006

Entities

0007 How many countries
are members of NATO at
the moment?

ORG(NATO)

0129 Which organization did
Shimon Peres chair after
Yitzhak Rabin’s death?

PER(Shimon Peres)
PER(Yitzhak Rabin)

0179 Where is Ystad lo-
cated?

LOC(Ystad)

0180 Who created the oper-
ating system OS/2?

MISC(OS/2 )

Table 1: Entities at CLEF 2006.

terns using Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools.
In the following subsections, we describe in detail these
components, the strategy to combine them and a de-
tailed study on the need for translating Named Enti-
ties (NEs) in CL–QA.

2.1 The NER tool

Concerning the NER component, we have used the
system architecture presented in [2]. This system
combines three classifiers by means of a voting strat-
egy and carries out the recognition of entities in two
phases: detection of entities and classification of the
detected entities. The three classifiers integrated are
based on Hidden Markov Model, Maximum Entropy
and Memory-based learner algorithm. The outputs
of the classifiers are combined using a voting strat-
egy. Each classifier has weight depending on its per-
formance for each one of the categories. When at least
two of the three classifiers agree, the category of the
entity is the one with the highest number of votes.
When the classifiers disagree, the class from the clas-
sifier which weight is the highest is selected.
The features used by this method are mainly lexical,

orthographical, contextual, morphological and statis-
tical [3]. However, this system also provides a set of
language independent features, which makes this sys-
tem easily portable to other languages.
This system is able to recognize four entity types, as-

signing to each detected entity one of the following cat-
egories: LOCation, ORGanization, PERson or MIS-
Cellaneous (miscellaneous category is assigned when
the detected entity cannot be enclosed in any of the
aforementioned categories). The system has been eval-
uated in [3] with a corpus provided by CoNNL-20021,
achieving overall results around 81%.
In Table 1, we present examples showing questions

from the CLEF QA 2006 dataset and the detected and
classified entities by the NER tool for each question.
In the case of this research, although this system

was initially developed for Spanish, we have made an
extension of this system in order to apply it to other
languages such as English. Its architecture and the
language independent feature sets used by the system
made this extension easy and possible. Moreover, we
have tailored the training phase by having created dif-
ferent training datasets from the question sets pro-

1 http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/conll2002/

vided by last editions of CLEF. These datasets were
annotated manually, and they were merged in order
to obtain the final training sets. For instance, the
training corpus used for applying this NER tool to the
official English questions of CLEF 2006 was generated
from the annotated questions belonging to the 2004
and 2005 editions.
Regarding this work, the system obtained around

60% in overall precision of each year’s question sets,
with the person category being the best classified.
This category achieved results higher than 80% both
in precision and recall. We would like to point out
the small size of the training corpus; in order to evalu-
ate the system for each question dataset, the training
corpus is made of the question datasets belonging to
the remained two years, i.e. 400 questions. We expect
that increasing the training corpus size would imply
obtaining higher precision and recall results.

2.2 The CL–QA system

The fundamental characteristic of our CL–QA sys-
tem [5] is the strategy used for the question process-
ing module in which the ILI Module of EWN is used
with the aim of reducing the negative effect of question
translation on the overall accuracy.
Our open domain CL-QA system is designed to an-

swer English questions from Spanish documents. The
system is based on complex syntactic pattern match-
ing using NLP tools [1, 8, 12]. Also, a new proposal
of Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) for nouns (pre-
sented in [7]) is applied to improve the precision.
The system introduces two improvements: (1) the

consideration of more than only one translation per
word by means of using the different synsets of each
word in the ILI module of EWN; (2) unlike the current
bilingual English–Spanish QA systems, the question
analysis is developed in the original language without
any translation. The system develops two main tasks
in the question analysis phase:

• The detection of the expected answer type. The
system detects the type of information that the
answer has to satisfy to be a candidate of an an-
swer (proper name, quantity, date, ...).

• The identification of the main Syntactic Blocks
(SB) of the question. The system extracts the SB
that are necessary to find the answers.

In order to show the complete process, an example
of a question at CLEF 2006 is provided:

• Question 107 at CLEF 2006: How many soldiers
does Spain have?

• SB:

[Noun Phrase soldier ]

[Verb Phrase to have]

[Noun Phrase Spain]

• Type: entity-amount

• Keywords to be referenced with ILI: soldier have
Spain

- soldier → soldado

2
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Dataset Questions
overall PER LOC ORG MISC

Questions CLEF 2006 with NEs 89% 31% 24.5% 22.5% 24%
NEs should be translated 42.69% 3.2% 65.3% 40% 50%

Questions CLEF 2005 with NEs 93% 34% 25.5% 24% 13.5%
NEs should be translated 36% 10.3% 50.9% 39.6% 55.5%

Questions CLEF 2004 with NEs 81% 23.5% 28% 15% 20.5%
NEs should be translated 44.89% 2.1% 60.7% 56.7% 48.8%

Table 2: Percentage of questions containing NEs and percentage of NEs that should be translated.

- have → estar-enfermo tener padecer sufrir
causar inducir hacer consumir tomar ingerir ex-
perimentar tener poseer tener recibir aceptar
querer constar figurar existir

- Spain → España

In some of the cases, the system finds more than one
Spanish equivalent for one English word. The current
strategy employed to get the best translation consists
of assigning a weight depending on the frequency of
each word in ILI. The words that are not in EWN are
translated into the rest of the languages using an on-
line Spanish Dictionary2. Also, the system uses bilin-
gual gazetteers of organizations and places in order to
translate words that have not been linked using ILI.
Moreover, in order to decrease the effect of incorrect
translation of the proper names, the matches using
these words in the search of the answer are realized
using the translated word and the original word of the
question.
The strategy followed by our CL–QA system has

been ranked first in the English–Spanish QA task at
CLEF 2006 [6, 9].

2.3 The need for translating NEs

This section presents a study on the need for trans-
lating NEs in CL–QA. The dataset used has been the
official 600 English questions of CLEF 2004, 2005 and
2006. The aim of this study is to find out solutions
in order to overcome the errors in the references of
NEs between different languages. We provide results
on how important is to translate NEs in CL–QA, tak-
ing into account most of the mistakes regarding wrong
ILI references, and how they can be successfully trans-
lated. Normally, wrong ILI references are caused by
trying to translate a person’s name that should not be
translated.
Table 2 presents the results on our study to find

out the percentage of questions that contain NEs and
the percentage of these NEs that need to be trans-
lated. The percentage of questions with NEs is quite
high (81% for 2004, 93% for 2005 and 89% for 2006,
i.e. 87.7% on average), and nearly half of these NEs
should be translated (44.89% for 2004, 36% for 2005
and 42.69% for 2006, i.e. 41.2% on average). Consid-
ering each entity type individually, it can be seen that
it is very important for CL–QA to translate locations,
organizations and miscellaneous entities while the im-
pact of not treating person entities would be low.
2 http://www.wordreference.com

In a nutshell, the study has proved that it is im-
portant to translate NEs in CL–QA. It has also been
revealed that a specialised treatment should be car-
ried out depending on the entity type. Concretely,
ILI’s performance for person entities is very low. In
fact, the CL–QA system obtains better results if per-
son entities are not translated at all than if they are
translated by ILI. These aspects will be discussed in
detail in the following sections.

2.4 The addition of NER to the CL–
QA system

The main goal to achieve would be to detect when
a keyword within an entity should not be translated.
This fact involves the need for intertwining NER and
CL–QA in order to obtain this kind of knowledge.
Therefore, the decision taken is to apply NER to
recognize four types of entities (ORG, PER, LOC and
MISC) and incorporate this knowledge into the CL–
QA system. Then, the CL–QA system takes the enti-
ties and, if the type of the entity is PER, no reference
to ILI will be done for the words within the entity.
Besides, the empirical tests (shown in the next sec-
tion) proves the importance of recognizing entities to
improve the keywords translations. This strategy is
proposed as our novel method to enrich the ILI trans-
lations and non-translations in CL–QA environments.
Tables 3 and 4 show two examples that detail how

the CL–QA system chooses the keywords of the enti-
ties which are not translated. This fact results in an
obvious improvement to the answer extraction phase.
For example, in Table 3, the proper name “Jan” is

confused with the abbreviation of the month “Janu-
ary” by both the ILI module of EuroWordNet and the
MT service. In this case, the need for some kind of
treatment such as NER is clear, because without this
kind of information, the CL–QA system is not able to
answer the question.
Next, the example shown in Table 4 illustrates an

error which happens when using ILI as the references
to translate question terms. These situations gener-
ate errors, which modify completely the sense of the
question and cause a considerable negative effect in
the precision of the CL–QA system.
In the previous example, the proper name “John”

is translated into the words “San Juan” by the ILI
module of EWN. This situation causes a wrong sense
of the question that does not permit to localize the
correct solution in the answer extraction phase. How-
ever, by adding NER, the keyword “John” is classified

3
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Language Question 184 CLEF 2006

English Question Who is Jan Tinbergen?
Spanish Question ¿Quién es Jan Tinbergen?
Translation ¿Quién es enero Tinbergen?

Keywords

CL–QA + NE Jan Tinbergen
CL–QA system enero Tinbergen
MT enero Tinbergen

Table 3: Question 184 CLEF 2006.

Language Question 194 CLEF 2006

English Q. How much was John Fashanu fined?
Spanish Q. ¿A cuánto ascendió la multa a John

Fashanu?
Translation ¿Cuánto se multó John Fashanu?

Keywords

CL–QA + NE John Fashanu
CL–QA system San Juan Fashanu
MT John Fashanu

Table 4: Question 194 CLEF 2006.

as PER entity and it is not referenced producing a
right translation.
On the other hand, the current strategy employed to

reference the entities LOC and ORG consists of trying
to link these entities using the ILI module. For in-
stance, in the question 107 at CLEF 2006, How many
soldiers does Spain have?, the LOC entity “Spain” is
referenced to “España” using the ILI module. How-
ever, when there are entities that are not referenced in
the ILI module, the system uses bilingual gazetteers
of organizations and places in order to translate the
entities of these questions.

3 Evaluation

3.1 Dataset

The experiments detailed in this section have been car-
ried out using our CL–QA strategy (CL–QA system
+ NE recognizer), which has been compared to our
monolingual Spanish QA system [10].
For making the evaluation, the CLEF 2004, 2005

and 2006 sets of 600 English and Spanish questions and
the EFE 1994–1995 Spanish corpora are used. These
corpora provide a suitable framework in order to check
the CL–QA system precision.
The set of questions is composed of “factoid ques-

tions” and “definition questions”. The factoid ques-
tions are fact–based questions, asking for the name
of a person, a location, the extent of something, the
day on which something happened, etc. The definition
questions have the structure: “What/Who is X?”.
Furthermore, with regard to the training corpora

created for applying the NE recognizer, we have car-
ried out the following strategy. We have annotated
manually all question datasets (2004, 2005 and 2006)
and in order to apply NER to the 2006 question set,
we have used as a training corpora the question sets

belonging to 2004 and 2005 editions. For the 2005
question set, the 2004 and 2006 datasets were used as
a training corpus, and finally, for the 2004 question
set we have merged the 2005 and 2006 question sets in
order to create the training corpus.

3.2 Results Analysis

The aim of these experiments is to check if our novel
approach, adding a NE recognizer in order to con-
trol the references between languages, can improve the
treatment of person entities.
Systems’ performance is shown in Table 5. The rows

1, 3 and 5 show the obtained precision 3 of our mono-
lingual Spanish QA system for each dataset.
The remaining rows illustrate the experiments car-

ried out using our CL+NER strategy presented in this
paper (see rows 2, 4 and 6). Finally, the columns show
the number of questions that contain person entities
(column 4), the number of affected keywords which
improve their translations because they are not refer-
enced to ILI (column 5) and the number of questions
that produce a gain in overall precision of the bilingual
CL–QA task (column 6).
The results show the positive effect of the addition of

NER in the question translation phase. For instance,
in the 2006 dataset, 66 of 200 questions have at least
one person entity. These detected entities will not be
referenced to ILI and, therefore will not be translated.
This fact improves the translation of 20 entities, by
removing wrong ILI translations of entity words that
should not be translated, and obtains better results.
The reason why only for 20 entities (out of 66) there
are changes in the translations is due to the fact that
the remaining 46 are not present in ILI and therefore
they would not be translate even in the absence of
NER (e.g. the PER entity “Iosif Kobzon” in question
5 at CLEF 2006 (Who is Iosif Kobzon?)). However,
from the 20 entities that change only four questions
produced improvements in the final precision of the
system. This is due to two reasons: 1) NIL4 answers:
some wrong translations take place in questions for
which the answer is NIL. Therefore, in these cases
improving the translation does not imply improving
the results (e.g. question 38 at CLEF 2006 To which
organisation is Peter Anderson the alcohol adviser? );
and 2) Partial Translations: some entities are partially
referenced in ILI and thus partially translated (e.g.
Bill Clinton→ ILI→ cuenta Clinton). However, when
applying NER, these entities are not translated at all
(e.g Bill Clinton → NER → Bill Clinton). Even if the
entity is incorrectly partially translated, the CL–QA
system can retrieve a correct answer. Therefore, al-
though it provides a better translation, it does not get
a better result.
On the other hand, the experiments proves that our

CL strategy obtains better results than other current
bilingual QA systems. This affirmation can be corrob-
orated checking the official results on the last edition of
CLEF 2006 [9] where the precision on English–Spanish
CL task was approximately 50% lower than the mono-

3 It is also considered the inexact answer that contain more (or
less) information than that required by the query

4 NIL means that there is no answer in the corpus.

4
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Approach Dataset Prec. Questions
with PER

Improved
Translations

Gain in QA

1 Spanish QA system CLEF’06 50.5% - - -
2 CL+NER Strategy CLEF’06 44% 66 20 4

3 Spanish QA system CLEF’05 51.5% - - -
4 CL+NER Strategy CLEF’05 42.5% 58 13 4

5 Spanish QA system CLEF’04 41.5% - - -
6 CL+NER Strategy CLEF’04 33.5% 49 14 6

Table 5: Results regarding person entities and overall improvements.

lingual Spanish task (our method only around 20%
lower).

4 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents a study on the official 600 English
questions of CLEF 2004, 2005 and 2006 with the aim
to valuate the impact and the need for intertwining
NER and CL–QA. This study leads us to make a new
proposal combining NER to CL–QA in order to over-
come the existing problems within the references of
entities between different languages. The main contri-
bution of NER is to provide the indispensable knowl-
edge to decide when the entities of the questions should
be translated or not. The tests on the official CLEF
set of English questions proves that the use of the NE
recognizer improves the overall accuracy of our CL–
QA system (4 questions at CLEF 2006, 4 questions at
CLEF 2005 and 6 questions at CLEF 2006) and on
the other hand, the system also obtains better results
than other current bilingual QA systems [9].
Further work will study the possibility to take into

account the multilingual knowledge extracted from
Wikipedia5, in order to translate the LOC, ORG and
MISC entities that have different names in English
than in Spanish. Furthermore, there are situations
where the PER entities should be translated. These
situation will be studied and overcome, for instance, in
the question 022 at CLEF 2006 “Which country was
pope John Paul II born in?”, the PER entity “John
Paul II ” must be translated into “Juan Pablo II ” in
order to permit the system to find out the correct an-
swer.
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Abstract
Work on speech acts has generally involved the intro-
duction of sets of different actions such as informing,
reminding, bluffing, and lying, which have different
preconditions and effects, and hence can be used to
achieve a wide variety of different real-world goals.
They tend to have indistinguishable surface forms,
however. As such, it is extremely hard for the hearer
to decide which action she thinks has been performed.
It is therefore also extremely difficult for the speaker
to be confident about how the hearer will respond.
We will show how to achieve complex goals on the
basis of a very simple set of linguistic actions. These
actions have clearly marked surface forms, and hence
can easily be distinguished by a hearer. In order to
do this, we have developed an epistemic planner with
several interesting features, and with several optimisa-
tions that relate directly to aspects of the task at hand.

Keywords

speech acts, linguistic actions, epistemic planner

1 Introduction

The idea that linguistic actions should be treated as sim-
ilarly as possible to other actions has been widely dis-
cussed, from Searle’s [27] development of Austin’s [2]
ideas through the combination of these ideas with classical
AI planning theory [1, 8] to collections such as [7] and [6].
Most of this work introduces a variety of actions with rad-
ically different preconditions and effects, but with a very
small number of surface markers. Simple declarative sen-
tences, for instance, can be used for informing, or for re-
minding, or nagging, or lying, or bluffing, or . . .

Under these constraints, it is extremely difficult to see
how hearers could decide which variety of action were be-
ing performed at any given moment. Hence a speaker could
have little confidence that the hearer would behave as he
expects. Several authors have therefore argued for a much
simpler set of actions, with clearly distinguishable surface
forms [5, 22]. This happily removes one burden from the
participants in a conversation, namely identifying the ac-
tion that is being performed. The cost is that they must do
a considerable amount of inference.

In this paper we explore the use of an extremely sparse
notion of ‘linguistic act’, one with no preconditions and
a single effect of adding its own existence to the ‘minutes’
[19] of the conversation. The aim is to see what can be done
with an absolutely minimal notion of speech act by reason-
ing from first principles. In everyday language, much of

the reasoning we describe below is ‘frozen’, but we would
like to see if we can derive the consequences of more com-
plex acts by reasoning about the effects of this very simple
act in a variety of epistemic contexts.

We use a tightly integrated planner and epistemic infer-
ence engine to construct plans that achieve a set of epis-
temic goals, and a plan recogniser integrated with the same
inference engine to determine the goals that lie behind a
given utterance in a given context. We will show that you
can achieve quite complex goals using a very constrained
set of very simple speech acts that can be determined on
the basis of surface form—claims, polar questions, WH-
questions and commands—and that have extremely simple
preconditions and effects. This is an extension of [11]’s
suggestion that there is a single linguistic act, namely the
act of saying something, with a more detailed examination
of the differences between utterances whose surface forms
mark them as belonging to one of the four classes above.

The core argument of this paper is that complex uses of
the four basic acts can be derived by considering the infer-
ences that can be drawn from them when they are used in
specific epistemic contexts, with the planner and theorem
prover being used to support this argument. The fact that
some of these inference patterns are common enough to
have become frozen—nagging, reminding, asking rhetor-
ical questions, etc.—is not in doubt. We want to show
how they emerged in the first place, and to cast them not
as atomic actions that just happen to have identical sur-
face forms, but as common inferencing patterns that may
be recognised by a hearer.

2 Logical forms

The first stage in any attempt to build a system for manipu-
lating natural language is to determine the relationship be-
tween surface form and content. Since surface form is the
only thing the hearer H receives from the speaker S, it must
contain an encoding of everything S wants to convey to H.1

It may be that S also wants H to carry out some inference
in order to flesh out the content of the current utterance by
linking it to what has already been said, to the general con-
text in which the utterance was produced, and to H’s gen-
eral background knowledge. Even so, the information that
S wants H to use in order to carry out this inference must be
encoded in the surface form, because there is nothing else.

In particular, we believe it is important to include infor-
mation about the surface speech act in the logical form. In
general, an utterance contains a partial description of a state

1 For spoken language, the form will include the prosodic contour, and
for situated language may also include visual clues. The principle is the
same: the message is carried by perceptually distinguishable choices.
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of affairs (the ‘propositional content’) + a report of S’s atti-
tude to that state of affairs (the ‘mood’). In English, for in-
stance, it is possible to classify utterances into statements,
imperatives, polar questions and WH-questions purely on
the basis of surface form. The reasons why someone might
produce a given statement in a given situation are very var-
ied, and cannot be determined just by looking at the surface
form; but it is easy to see that it looks like a statement.

The simplest way of including the mood in the logical
form is just to say the meaning of the utterance was that
a sentence with the given propositional content and mood
was uttered by S, as in Fig. 1:

(1) Have you seen John?

query(ref(λA(speaker(A))),
ref(λB(hearer(B))),
∃C::{past(now, C)}

∃D::{aspect(C, perfect, D)}
θ(D, agent, ref(λE(hearer(E))))
&θ(D,object,ref(λF(named(F, John)))
&see(D)))

Fig. 1: Logical form for (1): mood as a simple wrapper

In general, logical forms like that in Fig. 1 need to be
backed up by meaning postulates (MPs) that flesh out the
truth conditions of the various terms. There is no point,
for instance, in saying an event C is in the simple aspect
with respect to speech time unless we can access a rule
that spells out the consequences in terms of the relationship
between speech time and the start and end of C.

The next move, then, is to see what kind of MPs are
required for the mood markers. Note that we would have to
do exactly this if we exploited a much larger set of actions
such as nagging, reminding, bluffing, and so on. There is
just as little point in saying S has performed a bluff without
specifying the preconditions and effects of bluffing as in
saying that he has performed a claim without specifying
the preconditions and effects of claims.

As we will see shortly, the most basic reason for ask-
ing questions is because the information being queried is
likely to help you in some way. We take it (Fig. 2)2 that

∀S∀H∀P(state(S, H, P)
→(∃A(know(H,P) → poss(H,do(A)))))

∀S∀P∀H(query(S,H,P)
→ (∃(A,know(S,P)→poss(S,do(A)))))

∀S∀H∀P(queryValue(S, H, P)
→∃A∀E(know(S, P.E)→poss(S, do(A))))

∀S∀H∀P(command(S, H, P)
→∃A∃X(¬ poss(X, do(A))

& do(H, P) → poss(X, do(A))))
Fig. 2: Meaning postulates for surface mood

the surface mood of an utterance says something about S’s
goals—that for a statement there is some action A that H
could do (poss(H, do(A))) if H knew the propositional con-
tent P was true, for a query there is something S could do
if he knew that P was true, and for an imperative there is
something that someone (probably S or H, but not neces-
sarily) could do if H carried out the action described by
P (some imperatives have consequences that are beneficial
someone other than S).3

2 The notation P.E in the third rule says P holds of E, or E satisfies P .
The theorem prover (see §3.2) supports reasoning over intensional op-
erators. Space precludes a discussion of this here: see [23] for details.

3 Note that specifying the truth conditions of a term is not the same as

3 Epistemic inference and planning

The treatment of mood under discussion says that utter-
ances explicitly mention S’s goals. S has a goal that he
could achieve under certain circumstances. He constructs
a sentence that tells H he has such a goal, and what this
goal depends on. H is then normally expected to try to
guess what S’s goal is, and see if she can help with it. To
embody this within a computational system, we need to be
able to construct partial epistemic plans: on the account
given above, linguistic acts arise when S constructs a plan
to achieve a goal and realises it has a hole in it that can be
filled by H. The goal may be a gap in S’s knowledge, or it
may be an action S cannot (or does not want to) carry out.
We therefore need a planner that can construct plans, often
involving reasoning about S and H’s knowledge and belief,
which include hypothetical actions that could be carried out
under different circumstances, but that cannot be carried
out as things stand. We also need to be able to recognise
what the user’s plan was and to work out how to complete
it. We therefore need a planner and an epistemic inference
engine that are very tightly integrated.

3.1 Actions with indirect consequences

In our domain, the effect of performing an action depends
to a very large extent on the context in which it is executed,
so you cannot simply retrieve appropriate actions by look-
ing to see if their effects match your current goals. Instead,
you must see if their effects entail your goals in the current
situation. Furthermore, verifying the preconditions of an
action can also require substantial amounts of inference.

Given the difficulties of using the plan-space approach
in the current domain,4 we choose to use a variant on state-
space planning. State-space planners typically chain back-
wards from the preconditions of one action to the effects
of another until they find a sequence of actions that can be
performed starting in the current situation and leading to
one where the system’s goals are true. The crucial differ-
ences from the basic STRIPS algorithm are underlined in
Fig. 3.5 Instead of finding a goal that is not a member of
WORLD0, we must find one that is not entailed by it; and
instead of finding an action that includes the current goal in
its effects, we must find one whose effects, when combined
with WORLD0, entail it.

plan(GOALS,PLAN0,PLAN2,WORLD0,WORLDN) :-
% choose goal not currently provable
member(GOAL,GOALS),\+WORLD0 |- GOAL,
% choose action that would make it provable
action(A,pre(PRE),add(ADD),delete(DELETE)),
WORLD0+ADD-DELETE |- GOAL,
plan(PRE,[],SUBPLAN,WORLD0,WORLD1),
append(ADD,WORLD1,WORLD2),
deleteAll(DELETE,WORLD2,WORLD3),
append(PLAN0,SUBPLAN,PLAN1),
plan(GOALS,[A|PLAN1],PLAN2,WORLD3,WORLDN).

Fig. 3: State-space planner for actions with indirect effects

saying that every sentence containing it is true. This is obvious enough
for terms like simple or know that appear inside the propositional con-
tent. It is less obvious for the truth conditions of query and statement,
but it still holds. The truth conditions explain what the world would be
like if the sentence were true. A large part of the flexibility of language
arises from the ability of speakers to say things that are not true, and of
hearers to recognise when this has happened and why.

4 In plan-space planning, actions must have static effects.
5 The planner in Fig. 3 is extremely simple, e.g., it does not address goal

interaction ([26, 30, 31]. . . ), however, it suffices for this discussion.
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3.2 Inference engine

It is clear, then, that we need a notion of entailment—we
need an inference engine that can not only carry out proofs,
but that can also retrieve actions that would make some
proposition true if they were performed. The inference en-
gine also has to be able to reason over belief sets.

We start by following the observation underlying
Satchmo [20] that very large parts of our everyday knowl-
edge can be expressed just with Horn clauses, and hence
in Prolog. We use an adaptation of Satchmo as our basic
engine. The basic algorithm is given in Fig. 4.6 (i) and (ii)

% (i) Can you prove it just using Prolog?
prove(P) :- P.

% (ii) Do you have a disjunction where
% each branch supports the required conclusion?
% (Davis-Putnam)
prove(P) :-

(Q or R),
(Q => P),
(R => P).

% (iii) Constructive (relevant) implication
(P => Q) :-

% \+ prove(Q), % for relevance logic
assert(P),
(prove(Q) ->

retract(P);
(retract(P), fail)).

Fig. 4: Basic constructive Satchmo

are essentially the Davis-Putnam procedure [9]. (iii) em-
bodies the constructive view of implication, that to prove
P → Q you must show that assuming P is true will lead
you inexorably to accept Q: the test that P is not already
provable turns this into strict/relevant implication by estab-
lishing that P is essential to the proof of Q [3]. This is the
key difference between constructive and classical logic.7

The outline algorithm in Fig. 4 depends on the assump-
tion that any Horn clauses in the problem statement have
been turned into Prolog, so that they can be exploited in
(i) and in the first step of (ii). For our present purposes,
this basic inference engine has to be extended in two ways:
we must support reasoning about beliefs, and find actions
whose effects would entail a given goal if they were per-
formed in the current context.

Epistemic reasoning using contexts

We believe that Fig. 4(iii) is particularly appealing as an
account of implication for epistemic reasoning, because
we take the view that the best way to reason about what
someone else believes is to see what conclusions you would
draw if your view of the world matched theirs. Reasoning
about other people’s beliefs involves ascribing some basic
set of propositions to their belief set, and then working out
what you would do if you had that information. The ba-
sic set is typically constructed from a mixture of sources:
what the other person says and what other people say about
them, direct observation of people’s perceptions, and gen-
eral assumptions about communally shared beliefs.8

6 As with Fig. 3, the actual implementation is somewhat more complex.
7 Within the framework of constructive logic, ¬P is taken to be an ab-

breviation for P→⊥. Since (iii) deals with reasoning about formulae
of the general form P→ Q, it can be used for formulae where Q is ⊥,
so we do not need any special machinery for dealing with negation.

8 None of this is reliable—people can lie, observations can be mistaken,
and general assumptions can fail. To make matters worse, reasoning

If we assign only a basic set of beliefs, however, our pic-
ture of their view of the world will not be very rich. We
must work out what we would do if we had their beliefs
and inferential capabilities (usually assumed to be similar
to ours). Because proofs are necessarily finite, and practical
theorem provers are necessarily resource-bounded (hence
incomplete), this approach, taken by [16], avoids some of
the more unintuitive consequences (logical blindness, logi-
cal omniscience) of thinking about belief in terms of possi-
ble worlds, as introduced by [14] and very widely followed.
By accepting that reasoning over belief sets, by people and
by automatic theorem provers, is resource-bounded, we
avoid assuming that belief sets are deductively closed.9

We incorporate this notion into our theorem prover by
introducing the ‘context’ in which a proposition is available
(Fig. 5). We write P::C to say proposition P is available in

% (i) Can you prove it just using Prolog?
prove(P) :- P.

% (ii) Do you have a disjunction where
% each branch supports the required conclusion?
% (Davis-Putnam)
prove(P) :-

(Q::CQ or R::CR)::C,
(Q::(CQ+C) => P),
(R::(CR+C) => P).

% (iii) Constructive (relevant) implication
(P => Q) :-

% \+ prove(Q), % for relevance logic
assert(P),
(prove(Q) ->

retract(P);
(retract(P), fail)).

Fig. 5: Satchmo with contexts

context C, and we let belief statements introduce contexts.
Nested beliefs are dealt with by representing belief contexts
as lists, with the innermost believer as the head of the list.

The revised version of Satchmo continues to exploit the
fact that Horn clauses can be converted to pure Prolog—the
only place where the new version differs from the original
is in the distribution of the context in which a disjunction is
proved across the disjuncts (ii). For this to work, we must
make use of several axioms during the normal forming pro-
cess. In particular, we use the rules in Fig. 6.

 bel(X, P & Q) ≡  bel(X, P) & bel(X, Q)

 bel(X, P→ Q) ≡  bel(X, P)→ bel(X, Q)

Fig. 6: Normal form rules

The first rule is uncontroversial. The second, crucial to the
conversion of epistemic rules into Horn clauses, requires
that each half of the equivalence is acceptable under con-
structive logic (argument omitted due to space constraints).

The discussion above assumes that bel(X, P) means
something like ‘It is reasonable to assume X will carry out
the inference required to derive P from his base beliefs’. It
is not, of course, possible to know exactly what someone

over beliefs requires a treatment of degrees of belief, which remains an
open problem. Nonetheless, all reasoning about other people’s beliefs
must start from some such ascription of a basic belief set.

9 It is, of course, implausible that the resource bounds on our theorem
prover correspond exactly to the point where a person would cease
to reason about some set of beliefs. Nonetheless, by taking belief to
be a constructive/proof-theoretic notion, we build in the assumption
that it is resource-bounded and hence not closed under deduction. The
resource bounds are omitted from Fig. 4 for clarity’s sake.
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will do with his beliefs, so you can never be sure how much
inference he will be prepared to carry out. The most sensi-
ble thing is to assume he will do roughly the same amount
you would do: if you can derive a conclusion from what
you think he believes using a reasonable amount of effort,
it is reasonable to assume he can and will do the same.
Short of telepathy, there is nothing else you can do, even
though the conclusions you draw may be inaccurate.

Hypothetical reasoning

From Fig. 3 we need to be able to find an action A whose
effects E would entail a goal G in the current situation S if
the action were performed. To do this, we have to show that
there is a proof of G from E + S, and to remember that this
proof depended on A. We do this by transforming action
descriptions into hypothetical rules. Consider Fig. 7. From

action(paint(X, B, G),
pre(isPaint(P) & has(X, P) & colour(P, G)),
effects(colour(B, G)))

Fig. 7: If you paint something you will change its colour

this we can obtain a rule that says B would be coloured G if
you were to paint it with G-coloured paint:

hypothesis(action(paint(X, B, G)))::context([])
=> colour(B,G)::context([])

Fig. 8: B would be coloured G if you painted it

This rule can be used in a proof, just like any other rule.
To use it, of course, we must be able to ‘prove’ the an-
tecedent, which we do simply by noting the hypothesis that
this action is required for the proof to go through. Note
that we do not attempt to perform the action now, so its
preconditions are ignored. Deciding which actions to actu-
ally perform, and in what order, is the job of the planner.
The planner asks the theorem prover to try to prove the
goals, possibly using hypothetical actions (Fig. 9). When

plan(GOALS,PLAN0,PLAN2,WORLD0,WORLDN) :-
% check that the goals are proveable,
% possibly with the aid of hypothetical
% actions, and collect all the actions
% that were required
prove(GOALS),
setof(H,hypothetical(action(H)),ACTIONS),
% pick one of the hypothesised actions and
% retrieve its full description
member(A,ACTIONS),
action(A,pre(PRE),add(ADD),delete(DELETE)),
plan(PRE,[],SUBPLAN,WORLD0,WORLD1),
append(ADD,WORLD1,WORLD2),
deleteAll(DELETE,WORLD2,WORLD3),
append(PLAN0,SUBPLAN,PLAN1),
plan(GOALS,[A|PLAN1],PLAN2,WORLD3,).

Fig. 9: State-space planner with integrated inference engine

the proof is complete, the (names of the) hypothesised ac-
tions are gathered up. These actions are what is required
for the goals to be satisfied, so the planner switches its at-
tention to the preconditions of one of these as usual, and
the rest of the algorithm is unchanged.

The basic notion that the effects of actions should be
treated as the consequents of hypothetical rules is the key to
integrating the planner and the theorem prover, and in par-
ticular to indexing actions so that they are retrieved exactly
when they are needed for a proof.

Consider Fig. 10, a slightly more complex example.

∀B(bel(B,
∀D∀Cdifferent(D, C)

→action(steal(D, C, E),
pre(has(C, E)),
effects(has(D, E)&¬(has(C, E))))))

& ∀B∀C∀D
bel(B,

action(sell(C, D),
pre(valuable(D) & has(C, D)),
effects(rich(C)& ¬(has(C, D)))))

& ∀X∀Y(bel(X, (watch(Y) & Rolex(Y))→ valuable(Y)))
& bel(john, ∃X(money(X) & has(bill, X)))
& bel(martin, ∃X(money(X) & has(bill, X)))

Fig. 10: If you want something, you can steal it; selling valuable
things will make you rich

Fig. 10 says everyone believes if you steal something from
someone, you will have it and he won’t, and that if you
sell something valuable you will be rich. It then tells
us about John and Martin’s beliefs about some sums of
money. Given all the machinery above, we can prove that
(i) bel(john, exists(X, money(X) & has(john, X))) would be
true if John believed he stole some money from Bill, and
(ii) bel(martin, exists(X, money(X) & not(has(john, X))))
would be true if Martin believed John stole some money
from Bill, then Martin stole it from John.10

Note that all the information in Fig. 10 is part of some-
one’s belief set. The rules describing what stealing, selling
and Rolex watches are like are marked as common knowl-
edge. John and Martin’s private beliefs are also explicitly
marked.11 It is the participants’ beliefs about the situation
that matter—properties of the situation that the participants
are unaware of cannot enter into their reasoning about it.

4 Precons and pure literal deletion

Suppose we want to be rich. We can use the rules in Fig. 10
to try to come up with a plan, but we will be blocked if we
do not know of anyone who owns a Rolex watch. What if
we were to add a dummy place-holder action that could be
used to magically achieve any goal whatsoever (Fig. 11)?

∀B(bel(B,
∀D(action(dummyAction(B, D),

pre(true),
effects(know(B,D))))))

Fig. 11: Place-holder action

Given this action, our planner will come up with the plan
in Fig. 12 as a way to become rich. The clear problem
with this plan is that dummyAction, is not performable. The
plan is, however, complete enough for us to talk about. We
could say ‘I have a plan I’d like to carry out, but I can’t do
it, because I can’t carry out the bit where I find out who has
a Rolex watch’. This is exactly what we said the semantics

10 Note that for (ii) Martin has to start by thinking of something John does
have, in order to then steal it from him. We are not using the closed
world assumption, so the fact that Martin thinks there is some money
that he cannot prove belongs to John does not let us infer that there
is any money that John does not have: for him to draw this conclu-
sion without hypothesising any actions we would have to include ∀X
(bel(X, ∀Y ∀ Z ∀O( ¬(different(Y, Z) & has(Y, O) & has(Z, O)))))—that
everyone believes that two different people cannot own the same thing.

11 Clearly, in any practical situation, the participants will have more in-
formation than there is room to show in this paper. In particular, their
beliefs about the (linguistic and extra-linguistic) situation in which they
find themselves would have to be included.
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[dummyAction(self, watch(B)),
dummyAction(self, Rolex(X)),
dummyAction(self, has(D, B)),
steal(self, D, B),
sell(self, B)]

Fig. 12: Plan with place-holder action

of questions is: when you utter a question, you tell H there
is an action you want to perform, but that you lack vital
information, i.e., it makes sense in this situation to say (2).

(2) Who has a Rolex watch?

Given that S has said ∃A((beliefs[S] & bel(S, P)) →
poss(S, do(A))) for some specific P, we ‘just’ have to be
able to determine A. In principle, we must inspect every
action we know of and check the following conditions: (i)
{beliefs[S],P} pre(A) and (ii) {beliefs[S]} pre(A).

We start by turning preconditions into rules that tell us
about the circumstances under which an action is possi-
ble, as in Fig. 13. This means we can use the theorem

∀B ∀C ∀D(bel(B, has(C, D)
→poss(C, do(action(steal(B, C, D))))))

Fig. 13: Everyone believes that you can steal something from
someone who has it

prover to look for appropriate actions simply by asking
for proofs of poss(S,do(A)) from beliefs[S] & bel(S, P) and
then checking that poss(S,do(A)) does not follow from be-
liefs[S] alone. Finding such proofs may, however, require
much effort, so inspecting every action in our vocabulary is
impractical. We need to filter them to ensure only actions
for which (i) and (ii) are likely to hold are considered.

We exploit a variation on [17]’s notion of ‘pure liter-
als’. Kowalski noted that if you have a clause of the form
(A1&...An)=>C, but no clauses with Ai as head for some
i, this clause cannot contribute to any proofs and may as
well be removed. A literal A that occurs only in the an-
tecedent of a rule is called a ‘pure’ literal.12 Purification
is an iterative process: removing one clause because it has
a pure literal may easily make literals in other clauses be-
come pure, and so in many cases removable. We carry out
purification when the rule set is first read in. The time com-
plexity of purification is o((N ×L)2) where N is the num-
ber of clauses and L is the maximum number of negative
literals in a clause—costly, but not intractable. It can be
carried out once for a given rule set, so that the cost is not
incurred every time the rule set is used. The major differ-
ence is that when we spot a clause containing a pure literal,
we archive it, rather than simply deleting it. Then when
we add new local contextual facts to the rule set, we can
impurify those rules that now become available again.

Purification is a sensible thing to do if you have a large
body of background knowledge to be exploited in differ-
ent contexts, since you can ensure you are always working
with the relevant subset of the general knowledge. It is par-
ticularly valuable when we are looking for actions that are
performable in a given context, since it means that ones
whose preconditions are pure will not even be considered.

The final move is to merge steps (i) and (ii) above. The
idea that we must find an action whose preconditions are

12 Kowalski classed all literals that occurred only in antecedents (negative
literals) or only in conseqents (positive literals) as pure. We concen-
trate on negative pure literals here, dealing with positive ones by the
techniques described in [21].

entailed by beliefs[S] & bel(S, P) and then check they are
not entailed by beliefs[S] is unappealing. We sidestep (ii)
by keeping a record of the facts used in the proof of (i):
if these include bel(S, P), we assume that at the very least
bel(S, P) is relevant, and we let this check replace (ii).

Suppose, for instance, S says (2) (see Fig. 14). We

queryValue(ref(λA(speaker(A))),
ref(λB(hearer(B))),
λC(∃D::{watch(D)&Rolex(D)}

∃E::{aspect(now, simple, E)}
θ(E, agent, C)
&θ(E, object, D)
&have(E)))

Fig. 14: ‘Who has a Rolex watch?’

start by assuming H believes S is telling the truth, and
that H is feeling well-disposed towards S. Next we
could simply look for an item that H believes satisfies
λC(∃D::{watch(D)& Rolex(D)} ∃E::{aspect(now, simple,
E)} θ(E, agent, C)& θ(E, object, D)& have(E)). If we find
such an item, H could just tell S about it.13

But perhaps there is nothing that H believes satisfies the
given property, or H decides that simply providing S with a
description of an individual is not helpful enough. Never-
theless, we may be able to find something that does make
A performable, and provide that as an alternative to the
question S asked. If we cannot, the next move is to see
if anything would be possible if S performed A. We can
do this by following the same strategy, looking for some
A such that effects(A) → poss(S, do(A)), then looking for
something that would make A performable.

Attempting to find actions that would become per-
formable if certain information were true seems like a very
open-ended task. The process of purification described
above is the key to constraining it so that (a) it can be done
in a manageable period of time and (b) we fairly often get
unique solutions. The only rules we need to consider are
ones for which the proofs that they are performable are im-
purified by the queried information.

5 Actions with no preconditions

Our planner differs from most others in the emphasis on
allowing for preconditions that may require considerable
amounts of inference to verify they are true in the cur-
rent context, and effects that may have indirect conse-
quences in the current context. However, we follow stan-
dard practice in assuming the preconditions must be true.
This causes problems when we come to consider linguis-
tic acts. The surface forms of English linguistic acts only
distinguish between four types—statements, polar ques-
tions, WH-questions and imperatives. Although common
parlance uses a wide variety of terms such as ‘informing’,
‘reminding’, ‘nagging’, ‘bluffing’ and ‘lying’, these are all
names for the different consequences that the basic actions
have when used in different contexts, rather than names for
different actions. For H to realise S is informing her of

13 H will have to find an appropriate way of describing it for S. Her inter-
nal name for it is likely to be some Skolem constant, but saying ‘Yes,
SK17 has one’ is not very helpful. H will have to find a description
that will enable S to identify this entity in his own view of the world:
saying ‘Yes, the person who has a Rolex watch has one’ is not going to
be helpful either. We will therefore have to constrain the information
used by the generation algorithm to ensure it works for S [25].
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a proposition P, not reminding her of it, she must do two
things: (i) recognise S has produced a statement that en-
codes P (see §2); (ii) think about what S might gain by this.

Focusing now on (ii), suppose we encode the four basic
actions in terms of preconditions and effects. Under what
circumstances can you make a statement, and what effects
is making a statement guaranteed to have?

Imagine a situation where I am giving a talk on seman-
tics, when suddenly I say ‘My father used to live at the bot-
tom of the Atlantic Ocean’. What will the consequences of
saying this be? If I have just been discussing underspecified
quantifier scope, they are likely to be that my audience will
think I’ve gone mad. If, however, I’ve just been claiming
that linguistic acts have no preconditions, it is possible that
they will think I am illustrating my argument with a rhetor-
ical example. The effects of a statement depend entirely
context, and the same is true of all four utterance types.

Note that, although my utterance may seem bizarre in
the context, there is nothing to stop me saying it—no pre-
conditions that must hold before it is possible. But in the
blocks world the robot cannot pick up a block if its hand
is not empty. It is also impossible to steal a Rolex watch
from me, because I don’t own one. But nothing makes it
impossible for me to say anything at any time.

The most we can reliably say about linguistic actions,
then, is shown in (Fig. 15). Fig. 15 says everyone knows

∀Bbel(B,
action(say(S, H, P),

pre(aware(S, P)),
effects(minutes([S, H], P))))

Fig. 15: You can say anything you can think of at any time

that a speaker S can produce an utterance that encodes
a message P (which includes whether it was a statement,
question, or imperative) for a hearer H whenever the idea
occurs to him; and that the only reliable effect is that S and
H will each put P in their copy of the minutes of the conver-
sation. Neither party has to believe or disbelieve P before
or after the action is performed. Notably, S can say P not
believing it, and H need not believe P after S has said it.14

If neither party is committed to the truth of P after it has
been put in the minutes, what can we say for sure? The
most we can be confident of is that both are aware of it,
i.e., it is now available for them to inspect and think about.

What conclusions should H draw from the fact that both
parties are now aware of an utterance UTT (remember:
UTT is a proposition with a mood wrapper on it, so it is
equivalent to a statement that certain information would
make some action by either S or H possible)? It seems
reasonable to suppose that S knows whether P is true, but
in general H does not have direct access to this information.

Let us consider the case where UTT is query(‘What’s the
time?’). If UTT is true, H knows that something could be
achieved if S knew the time. H could now do several con-
structive things. She could try to find out what the time
was, or to work out what S could do if he knew the time. H
at least has a clue about what S wants to do and what infor-
mation he needs to do it, so she can try to do something to
help him. If, however, UTT is not true, H is stuck. All she
knows is that knowing the time will not help S.

14 Some forms of words have very closely associated ‘perlocutionary’
effects in certain situations, e.g., ‘I now pronounce you man and wife.’
This, however, is a complex social action, rather than a linguistic act.
We are not attempting to analyse such cases here.

Since both parties understand all this, there seems very
little point in S putting UTT in the minutes unless he thinks
H will believe he believes it, because if she doesn’t, there is
very little she can do. So in a purely neutral context where
neither party has any specific views on the reliability or co-
operativeness of the other, it is nonetheless rational for S to
produce utterances he believes and for H to believe this is
what he is doing. Hence the default assumption that peo-
ple are committed to what they say arises as a consequence
of the assumption that linguistic actions are generally in-
tended to help with underlying extra-linguistic plans. Our
argument suggests this is more than a convention—that it
is in fact the most sensible thing to do.

There are, of course, situations where people say things
they are not committed to. Sometimes S believes H will
know S is not committed to them; sometimes S hopes H
will not spot it. These correspond to instances of ‘flouting’
and ‘violating’ Grice’s Maxim of Quality.

Suppose S says ‘What’s the time?’ in a situation where
it is clear that both parties know the time, e.g., S is point-
ing at a clock. H will add to her copy of the minutes that
both parties are aware that S has claimed there is some-
thing he could do if he knew the time. Her first move will
be to check whether ∃G(¬poss(S, do(G)) & (knowRef(S,
λX(time(X))) → poss(S, do(G)))) is consistent with every-
thing she believes. There are only two ways for this to
be inconsistent with her background knowledge. Either (i)
knowRef(S, λX(time(X))) is already true; or (ii) (knowRef(S,
λX(time(X))) → poss(S, do(G))) is itself false.

Suppose H can prove knowRef(S,λX(time(X))) is true.15

S knows H will check the consistency of ¬knowRef(S,
λX(time(X))), he knows she will spot that it is not consis-
tent with everything else she believes, and he knows that
she will make use of things they already mutually believe.
What else can H assume, then, other than that S is drawing
her attention to those things?

Suppose on the other hand that, as far as H can tell,
knowRef(S, λX(time(X))) is not true (e.g., S is not point-
ing at a clock). She then has to consider whether
∃G(knowRef(S, λX(time(X))) → poss(S, do(G))) is con-
sistent with what she believes. The only way for this to
be inconsistent is if there is no G for which (knowRef(S,
λX(time(X))) → poss(S, do(G))) is true. H will implicitly
investigate this when she tries to recognise S’s plan, as out-
lined in §4, and hence there is no need for an explicit stage
here in which she checks its consistency.

Similar arguments apply to cases where S makes a state-
ment that is blatantly inconsistent with S and H’s mutual
beliefs. If S and H already mutually believe P is false, be-
ing told that it is true will not lead H to look for a plan
that depends on it. Again, the obvious outcome is that H’s
attention is drawn to the evidence that contradicts P.

6 Conclusions

We have tried to show that the flexibility of language use
can be explained by positing a small set of identifiable lin-
guistic acts that can be used to achieve a range of goals
15 Any such proof will draw upon specific beliefs that H ascribes to S.

Any such beliefs will have a label saying something about their status:
H might infer S believes something because she thinks he knows it, or
because she thinks they mutually believe it, or just because she thinks
he believes it, or . . . H should inspect the provenance of the facts or
rules she used in the proof of knowRef(S, λX(time(X))). Some will be
general knowledge, but others will be things H explicitly ascribed to S.
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in different contexts. This contrasts with having a much
larger set of acts, each of which is used in a specific context
to achieve a goal appropriate in that context. The contrast
between these approaches roughly mirrors saying that the
meanings of certain lexical items are underspecified versus
that those items have multiple meanings. If a word is un-
derspecified, the rules that link it to other concepts will be
conditional, so that its significance in a context will emerge
as a consequence of its interaction with other terms. If a
word is ambiguous, you must choose between the various
options before you can start reasoning with it.

The former approach has numerous advantages in lexical
semantics—you do not have to make a choice between dif-
ferent ‘senses’ until you start using the utterance as part of
some specific inference task, by which time you are likely
to have the information you need for using it appropriately
(and if you do not have it by then, you cannot make the
choice anyway). Applying this notion to the analysis of
speech acts brings two further benefits. (i) It enables us to
trace the relationships between the various fine-grained il-
locutionary acts that can be manifested by each of the basic
underlying acts. We are not arguing that people carry out
all the inference steps that lead from S saying, for instance,
‘Do you know the time?’ in a context where it is clear that
both parties do know the time to H apologising profusely
for being late. Clearly, people can recognise patterns of
inference they have carried out before, and it would make
sense to equip our inference engine/planner with this abil-
ity. Nonetheless, demonstrating that it is at least possible
to carry out this inference seems to us to be a worthwhile
achievement. (ii) If you base your treatment of linguistic
action on the notion that there is a fixed number of speech
acts, each with its own specific preconditions and effects,
you will be unable to cope with situations where a speaker
uses some surface form in a way you have not anticipated.
By putting much more emphasis on the participants’ abil-
ity to reason from first principles about how the underlying
act interacts with other aspects of the epistemic context, we
allow the possibility of responding to novel uses.

There are, of course, plenty of things left to do. We have
not covered how discourse cues, in particular the use of
different referential forms, can be used to keep track of
the current focus of attention [4, 13, 15]. Our work ex-
ploits such a mechanism, which we use for guiding the
search for referents for pronouns [28, 29] and for keep-
ing track of the ‘question-under-discussion’ [12, 18]. We
have also not discussed more complex plans. The exam-
ples in §5 indicate the kind of epistemic reasoning and
planning that is involved in spotting whether a maxim has
been flouted and reasoning about what S’s underlying goal
might be. Elsewhere we have shown that our planner can
solve blocks-world problems that cannot even be stated
in standard STRIPS blocks-world actions [10, 24]. There
are, however, interesting cases outside our scope, including
phatic use of language, for example, which is extremely
prevalent in everyday life.

There are other cases where the chain of inference is just
too hard for our model to cope with, or where it requires
more general knowledge than can easily be provided. How-
ever, such very complex cases will cause problems for any
other implemented systems—they do not undermine the
general thesis. Where surface locutionary acts produce
complex illocutionary effects, there is always a chain of
reasoning that connects the standard interpretation of the
act and S and H’s current epistemic states to some goal of

one of the participants.
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Abstract
This paper presents a method for integrating
cross-language(CL) category hierarchies by esti-
mating category similarities. The method does
not simply merge two different hierarchies into
one large hierarchy, but instead extracts sets of
similar categories, where each element of the sets
is relevant to each other. It consists of three
steps. First, we classify documents from one hi-
erarchy into categories with another hierarchy
using cross-language text classification(CLTC)
technique, and extract category pairs of two hi-
erarchies. Next, we apply χ2 statistics to these
pairs in order to obtain similar category pairs,
and finally we apply the generating function of
Apriori to the result of category pairs, and find
sets of similar categories. The results show the
effectiveness of the method.
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1 Introduction

With the exponential growth of information on the
Internet, finding and organizing relevant materials on
the Internet is becoming increasingly difficult. Inter-
net directories such as Yahoo! and Google, which clas-
sify Web pages into pre-defined hierarchical categories,
provide one solution to the problem. Categories in the
hierarchical structures are carefully defined by human
experts and documents are well-organized. However,
a single hierarchy on some Internet is often insuffi-
cient in finding relevant documents for users. Because
each hierarchy tends to have some bias in both defin-
ing hierarchical structure and classifying documents,
e.g. coarse-grained hierarchies, while others represents
a fine-grained classification. Moreover, existing Web
search engines only support the retrieval of documents
which are written in the same language as the query,
while more and more languages are becoming to be
used for Web documents, and it is now much easier to
access documents written in foreign languages.
In this paper, we propose a method for integrating

cross-language category hierarchies, Reuters’96 hier-
archy and UDC code hierarchy of Mainichi Japanese
newspaper documents by estimating category similar-
ities. The method does not simply merge two different
hierarchies into a large hierarchy, but instead extracts

sets of categories, where each category within the set
is relevant to each other1. The method consists of
three steps. First, we classify documents from one hi-
erarchy into categories with another hierarchy using
CLTC technique, and extracts category pairs of two
hierarchies. Next, we apply χ2 statistics to these pairs
in order to estimate similar category pairs. Finally,
we apply the generating function of Apriori[8] to the
extracted pairs, and generate sets of similar categories.

2 Related Work

Integrating information on the Internet is crucial to
provide intelligent Web services. One type of the infor-
mation integration is ontology merging[6]. Ontologies
have been established for knowledge sharing and are
widely used as a means for conceptually structuring
domains of interest. Fridman et al. proposed a method
to combine two ontologies, which are represented in a
hierarchical categorization[7]. Their method is based
on the similarity between words with dictionaries.
Stumme presented a method which uses the attributes
of concepts to merge different ontologies[3]. It creates
a new concept without regarding the original concepts
in both ontologies. However, these methods require
human interaction for merging process. Moreover, the
evaluation of the result of ontology merging is an open
issue in their methods.
Merging category hierarchies is another type of the

information integration, and several efforts have been
made to semi or full automatic integration of dif-
ferent hierarchies. Much of the previous work ap-
plies machine learning(ML) techniques[13] to classify
each document into more than one categories. Naive
Bayes(NB) is one of the ML techniques used for this
type of document classification framework[1]. How-
ever, the performance is not more effective than SVMs
and kNN[16], since NB selects poor weights for the
decision boundary when one class has more training
samples than another. Ichise et al. used Enhanced
Naive Bayes(E-NB)[9] to integrate multiple Internet
directories. They used the κ-statistics to find similar
category pairs, and transfered the document catego-
rization from a category in the source Internet direc-
tory to a similar category in the target Internet di-
rectory. They did not rely on words or word similar-

1 The reason for extracting sets of categories is that each cate-
gorical hierarchy is defined by individual human experts, and
different linguists often identify different number of categories
in the same concepts. Therefore, it is impossible to handle
full integration of hierarchies.
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ity in a document, but instead relied on the category
structure. They showed that the performance of their
method was more than 10% better in accurracy than
that of Agrawal and Doan’s methods[9], [1], [10]. How-
ever, their method is based on the existence of a large
number of shared links. They reported that the perfor-
mance was not better if there were fewer shared links.
Moreover, the method finds only one-to-one mapping
categories, while there exists one-to-many or many-to-
many mappings in real-world Web directories.
Our work differs from earlier work in a couple of

respects. First, we focused on the hierarchies from
different languages, which has not previously been ex-
plored in the context of integrating hierarchies. Sec-
ond, we use lexical information of documents through
CLTC, which we believe is important to take into ac-
count the contents of documents, and hopefully more
accurately than the method not using them. Third,
we use a learning model, SVMs, that has widely used
in TC, but it has not also been explored in the context
of integrating hierarchies.

3 Integrating Hierarchies

The procedure consists of three steps: CLTC, esti-
mating category correspondences and generating sets
of similar categories.

3.1 Cross-language text classification

The corpora we used is the Reuters’96 and the
RWCP of Mainichi Japanese newspapers. We
used Japanese-English and English-Japanese Machine
Translation(MT) software for CLTC2. In the CLTC
task, the system is trained using labeled documents
in one language (e.g. English), and classifies labeled
documents in another language (e.g. Japanese), and
vice versa. We use a learning model, Support Vector
Machines(SVMs)[14] to classify documents, as SVMs
have been shown to be effective for classification[16,
12]. SVMs are basically introduced for solving bi-
nary classification, while TC is a multi-class, multi-
label classification problem. Several methods which
were intended for multi-class, multi-label data have
been proposed[5]. We use One-against-the-Rest ver-
sion of the SVMs model at each level of a hierar-
chy. We classify test documents using a hierarchy.
We employ the hierarchy by learning separate clas-
sifiers at each internal node of the hierarchy. Simi-
lar to Dumais’ approach, we used a Boolean function
P(L1)&&· · ·&&P(Lm), where P is a decision thresh-
old, andm is the number of hierarchical levels[12]. The
process is repeated by greedily selecting sub-branches
until it reaches a leaf.
We classified translated Mainichi Japanese docu-

ment dM MT with UDC code categoryM into Reuters
categories using SVMs classifiers. In a similar way,
each translated Reuters document dR MT with cate-
gory R is classified into Mainichi UDC categories. Fig.
1 illustrates Reuters and Mainichi documents classifi-
cation. In Fig. 1, documents with UDC code cate-

2 We chose Japanese-English and English-Japanese MT Soft-
ware Internet Honyaku-no-Ousama for Linux, Ver.5, IBM
Corp.

Reuters’96 hierarchy UDC Mainichi hierarchy
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document

document
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Fig. 1: Cross-language text classification

Table 1: M and R matrix
R ¬R

M freq(M, R) = a freq(M,¬R) = b
¬ M freq(¬M, R) = c freq(¬M,¬R) = d

gories ‘M1’ or ‘M3’ are classified into Reuters category
‘R12’, and documents with Reuters categories, ‘R1’ or
‘R2’ are classified into Mainichi UDC category, ‘M12’.
As a result, we obtain Reuters and Mainichi category
pairs from the documents which are assigned to the
categories in each hierarchy.

3.2 Estimating category correspon-
dences

The second step to integrate hierarchies is to estimate
Reuters and UDC category correspondences. We ap-
plied χ2 statistics to the result of CLTC. Let us take a
look at the Reuters’96 hierarchy. Suppose that the
document dM MT with Mainichi UDC category M
is assigned to Reuters category R. We can extract
Reuters and Mainichi UDC category pairs. Then,
based on the contingency table of co-occurrence fre-
quencies of M and R which is shown in Table 1, we
estimate category correspondences according to the χ2

shown in Eq. (1). Here, co-occurrence frequencies of
M and R is equal to the number of category M docu-
ments which are assigned to R. Similar to the Reuters
hierarchy, we can also estimate category correspon-
dences from Mainichi UDC hierarchy, and extract a
pair (M ,R) according to the χ2 values. We note that
the similarity obtained by each hierarchy does not have
a fixed range. We thus apply the normalization strat-
egy shown in Eq. (2) to the results obtained by each
hierarchy to bring the similarity value into the range
[0,1].

χ2(M, R) =
(ad− bc)2

(a+ b)(a+ c)(b+ d)(c+ d)
(1)

χ2
new(M, R) =

χ2
old(M, R)− χ2

min(M, R)

χ2
max(M, R)− χ2

min(M, R)
(2)
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0 Apriori(Set(m,r),min-sup){
1 C2 := Set(m,r) ∪ Set(mp,mc) ∪ Set(rp,rc);
2 k := 2;
3 while(Ck �= 0){
4 Lk := {c ∈ Ck | c.χ

2 ≥ min-sup};
5 Ck+1 := Apriori-Gen(Lk);
6 forall c ∈ Ck+1 {
7 c.χ2 := Cal χ2

new(c.χ
2);

8 }
9 k := k+1;
10 }
11 return ∪k Lk ;
12 }

Fig. 2: Generating sets of similar categories

Let Setr be a set of pairs obtained by Reuters hier-
archy, and Setm be a set of pairs by Mainichi hierar-
chy. We construct the set of M and R category pairs,
Set(m,r) = {(M ,R) | (M ,R) ∈ Setr ∩ Setm}, where

each pair is sorted in descending order of χ2 value.
For each pair of Set(m,r), if the value of χ2 is higher
than a lower bound Lχ2 , two categories, M and R are
regarded as similar3.

3.3 Generating sets of similar cate-
gories

The last step to integrate different hierarchies is to
generate sets of similar categories. We used generating
function of Apriori algorithm developed by Agrawal[8].
Fig. 2 gives an algorithm for generating sets of similar
categories.
The algorithm was presented as a heuristic for de-
termining all frequent sets only, i.e. all sets with
supports above a user-defined threshold, minimum
support(min-sup in Fig. 2). We used normalized χ2

values which are shown in Eq. (2) as minimum sup-
port. We note that C2 in line 1 consists of not only
the extracted category correspondences Set(m,r), but
also a set of Mainichi UDC code category mp and its
child category mc, Set(mp,mc), and that of Reuters,
Set(rp,rc). This is because we utilize hierarchical struc-
ture to estimate sets of similar categories. The Apriori-
Gen function in line 5 of Fig. 2 takes as argument Lk,
where each element consists of the number of k cate-
gories, and returns a superset such that each element
of the superset consists of k + 1 categories. The num-
ber of the element of Lk does not have a fixed range.
We thus use the normalization strategy which is shown
in Eq. (2). Lines 6 ∼ 8 of Fig. 2 shows that Eq. (2)
is applied to each element of the set Ck+1.
The Apriori-Gen function is shown in Fig. 3. In line

2 ∼ 13 of Fig. 3, p and q such that each differs the
last k-th elements are concatenated and make a new
set c with k+1 categories. In line 7 ∼ 11, χ2 value
of the new set c is calculated, and c is stored in the
set Ck+1 in line 12. Line 14∼ 19 shows prune phase
which deletes all candidates c ∈ Ck+1 such that some

3 We set χ2 value of each element of Set(m,r) to a higher value

of either (M ,R) ∈ Setr or (M ,R) ∈ Setm.

0 Apriori-Gen(Lk){
1 Ck+1 = 0 ;
2 foreach p, q ∈ Lk such that
3 p.item1 = q.item1 ∧ · · ·
4 p.itemk−1 = q.itemk−1 ∧
5 p.itemk < q.itemk {
6 c := p ∪ q.itemk ;
7 if (p.χ2 ≥ q.χ2) {
8 c.χ2 := p.χ2

9 } else {
10 c.χ2 := q.χ2

11 }
12 Ck+1 := Ck+1 ∪ {c};
13 }
14 foreach c ∈ Ck+1 {
15 foreach k-subsets s of c {
16 if( s ∈\ Lk)
17 remove c from Ck+1;
18 }
19 }
20 return Ck+1 ;
21 }

Fig. 3: Apriori-Gen procedure

k-subset of c is not in Lk.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data

We used Reuters’96 and UDC code hierarchies. The
Reuters’96 corpus from 20th Aug. 1996 to 19th Aug.
1997 consists of 806,791 documents. These documents
are organized into 126 categories with a four level hi-
erarchy. The RWCP corpus labeled with UDC codes
selected from 1994 Mainichi newspapers consists of
27,755 documents[11]. These documents are organized
into 9,951 categories with a seven level hierarchy. We
divided both Reuters’96(from 20th Aug. 1996 to 19th
May 1997) and RWCP corpus into two equal sets: a
training set to train SVMs classifiers, and a test set
for TC in order to generate sets of similar categories.
We divide a test set into two folds. The first fold is
used to estimate thresholds, i.e. a decision threshold
P which is used in CLTC, lower bound Lχ2 , and min-
imum support. The second one is to generate sets of
similar categories using these thresholds. We chose P
= 0 for each level of a hierarchy. The lower bound Lχ2

and minimum support is .005 and 1%, respectively.
These threshold values are determined as follows: we
divided the first set of test data into three, and choose
P and Lχ2 values that maximized the average F-score
among them, and minimum support that maximize
the number of correct sets of similar categories among
the topmost 2,000 sets4. We selected 109 categories
from Reuters and 4,739 categories from Mainichi UDC

4 It is preferable to choose an optimal minimum support using
F-score as well as L

χ2 value. However, it is difficult to make a
correct data manually because of a large amount of categories
(109 Reuters and 4,739 Mainichi UDC categories) and the
number of sets with more than two categories.
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Table 2: Performance of category
correspondences(Lχ2 = .005)

Hierarchy Flat
Prec Rec F Prec Rec F

Mai & Reu .503 .463 .482 .462 .389 .422
Reu .342 .329 .335 .240 .296 .265
Mai .157 .293 .204 .149 .277 .194

which have at least one document in each set. All
Japanese documents were tagged by the morphological
analysis Chasen[15]. English documents were tagged
by a part-of-speech tagger[4]. We used noun words
for both English and Japanese documents, and repre-
sented each document as a vector of noun words with
frequency weights in the experiments.

4.2 Integrating Hierarchies

Table 2 shows F-score of category correspondences
with Lχ2 = .005. Here, F-score(F) is a measure that
balances precision(Prec) and recall(Rec), i.e. F =
2∗Prec∗Rec
(Prec+Rec) . Let Cor be a set of correct category pairs

within ± 3 days. The precise definitions of the preci-
sion and recall of the task are given below:

Prec =
| {(M, R) | (M, R) ∈ Cor, χ2(M, R) ≥ Lχ2} |

| {(M, R) | χ2(M, R) ≥ Lχ2} |

Rec =
| {(M, R) | (M, R) ∈ Cor, χ2(M, R) ≥ Lχ2} |

| {(M, R) | (M, R) ∈ Cor} |

We compared the results by our method, i.e. hierar-
chical approach(‘Hierarchy’ in Table 2) to the results
by flat non-hierarchical approach(‘Flat’ in Table 2). In
the hierarchical approach, SVMs models were learned
to distinguish each category from only those categories
within the same level category, and that for the flat
non-hierarchical approach, models were learned to dis-
tinguish each category from all other categories. More-
over, in the hierarchical approach, we applied Boolean
function to each test document. ‘Mai & Rue’ in Table
2 shows the result by our method. ‘Mai’ and ‘Reu’
shows the result using only one hierarchy, UDC code,
and Reuters, respectively. As can be seen from the re-
sults, integrating different hierarchies is more effective
than only one hierarchy. Moreover, we found advan-
tages in the F-score for the hierarchical approach, com-
pared with a baseline flat non-hierarchical approach,
as the former was .482 and the latter was .422. We
thus report the result by a hierarchical approach in
the following experiments.
We tested three methods with various Lχ2 values

yielding prec/rec curves for each method. Fig. 4 illus-
trates prec/rec by three methods against the changes
of Lχ2 value. The result obtained by integrating hi-
erarchies shows better balance of recall and precision,
and indicates that Lχ2 values above .005 have preci-
sion of around 50% or more and that under .005 have
recall of around 50% or more. Comparing the result
‘Reu’ with that of ‘Mai’, the result of ‘Mai’ was worse
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Fig. 4: Prec/Rec for category correspondences

than that of ‘Reu’. One reason is that the accuracy
of TC. The micro-average F-score of TC for Reuters
hierarchy was .815, while that of Mainichi hierarchy
was .673, since Mainichi hierarchy consists of many
categories, and the number of training data for each
category is smaller than that of Reuters. McCallum
et al. used a technique called ‘shrinkage’ which is es-
pecially useful for categories with small numbers of
training documents[2]. This is a rich space for further
exploration.

The rates of containing correct category pairs by
three methods with Lχ2 = .005 are shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5 shows that the result supports the usefulness of
χ2 statistics in each method, especially, the result by
our method shows that 184 category pairs which are
judged as correct are contained in the topmost 200
category pairs according to the χ2 statistics. On the
contrary, the result by our method was lower than the
results by other two methods when the order of cate-
gory pairs are larger than 2,001, since the total number
of category pairs obtained by our method was 2,137 in
all, while those obtained by using only Reuters hier-
archy and RWCP hierarchy was large, i.e. 28,269 and
15,268, respectively, and some correct category pairs
are contained among them. We used the result of cat-
egory pairs with Lχ2 = .005 to generate sets of similar
categories. Fig. 6 plots the rate of containing correct
sets with more than two categories for the order of
the sets sorted by normalized χ2 value(min-sup=1%).
The overall results for each method was better than
those of category pairs, especially, our method shows
that 193 out of the topmost 200 sets are judged to be
correct. We recall that we used Apriori for generating
set of similar categories. To examine how the ratio
of minimum support of the Apriori affects the overall
performance of our method, we used different mini-
mum supports. Table 3 shows the total number of the
sets with more than two categories for each ratio of
minimum support, and Fig. 7 shows the result.

Fig. 7 shows the impact by our method that varying
minimum support ratio has on the effectiveness for ex-
tracting sets with more than two categories. There is
no difference among minimum support ratios, since the
ratio of containing correct category sets are over 96%
within the top 200, and 65% within the top 2,000 ac-
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Fig. 5: Rates of containing correct pairs(Lχ2 = .005)

Fig. 6: Rates of containing correct sets of
categories(min-sup = 1%)

cording to the χ2 values. On the other hand, it is clear
from Fig. 7 that minimum support ratio is extremely
sensitive to the ratio of correct sets of categories when
the order of sets are larger than 2,001 sets.

5 Conclusion

We addressed the issue of a single hierarchy, and pro-
posed a method for integrating hierarchies by estimat-
ing category similarities. The results were very en-
couraging, and the ratio of containing correct category
sets are over 96% within the top 200, and 65% within
the top 2,000 according th the χ2 values. There are a
number of interesting directions for future work. The
results by our method depends on the performance
of CLTC. We used a MT software for CLTC. An-
other option to do this is to utilize bilingual lexicon
extracted from corpora, together with the bilingual

Table 3: Total # of sets against min-sup
min-sup(%) Sets min-sup(%) Sets

50 0 0.4 11,127
10 26 0.3 14,998
5 196 0.2 21,186
1 3,297 0.1 34,845
0.5 8,595

Fig. 7: Containing correct sets against min-sup

dictionary. This is definitely worth trying with our
method. The method should be expanded so that it
can apply to more than three hierarchies. This is a
rich space for further consideration. Moreover, ap-
plying the results to extract cross-lingually relevant
documents, and comparing our method with the other
existing methods are also included for future work.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a semantic interpretation method
for domain-dependent language understanding sys-
tems. General-purpose parsers are used for syntactic
analysis but tuning of them to domains is not neces-
sary. Giving importance to domain knowledge and
supplementarily using parse results deliver robust sys-
tems and rapid development of them with little linguis-
tic expertise. An experiment using a dialogue system
confirmed the effectiveness of the method.

Keywords
Semantic Analysis, Syntactic Analysis, Rapid Prototyping

1 Introduction
Application developers who are not experts of speech
and natural language processing expect frameworks with
which they can easily build natural language understand-
ing (NLU) systems that are robust against variations of ex-
pressions and noises or errors but still understand complex
requests.

A key function of NLU is generating semantic represen-
tations from input expressions, often referred to as seman-
tic interpretation. For semantic interpretation, there is an
approach in which semantic representations are obtained
by filling predefined templates with information extracted
with keyword sets [4] or expression patterns [7]. This ap-
proach suites rapid development but is weak to handle com-
plex requests. We will refer to this approach as template-
based NLU (TLU).

There is another approach, which uses syntactic analysis.
Syntactic structures, so called syntax trees or parse trees,
are derived from input as the results of syntactic analysis
using grammar rules or statistical data. Semantic represen-
tations are obtained by applying recursive compositional
procedures to syntax trees. We will refer to this approach as
syntactic-analysis-based NLU (SLU). Because SLU tack-
les the recursiveness of syntax and the compositionality of
semantics, it can handle more complex expressions than
TLU. However, building and maintaining SLU systems is
not easy and those systems are generally less robust.

For rapid development, the semantic grammar approach
(e.g., [9]) uses domain-independent parsers and grammar
rules customizable according to domains. However this ap-
proach has a difficulty that developers must have in-depth
knowledge of both the grammar and the domain [11]. Thus
this approach is not adequate to non-experts. Approaches
exploiting resources that require deep linguistic expertise
such as [8] also suffer from the same problem.

To achieve robustness, several systems such as [2] per-
form TLU after SLU. However this approach enhances the

robustness of systems with respect only to simple requests
that can be understood by keyword extraction.

In this paper, a novel approach for semantic interpreta-
tion will be presented, which does not cascade SLU and
TLU but combines them. By giving importance to domain
knowledge and supplementarily using syntax analysis, we
pursue robust and powerful NLU systems and rapid devel-
opment of them.

For syntactic analysis, ready-made general-purpose
wide-coverage parsers are used. However cumbersome
tuning of them to domains is not necessary. Therefore,
system developments are accelerated and developers can
quickly replace a parser with state-of-the-art ones.

Neither sentence patterns nor grammar rules are re-
quired. Hence, system maintainers do not have to bother
about a lot of similar but mutually slightly different sen-
tence patterns or a bunch of grammar rules whose scope
of effects and side-effects are not intuitively recognizable
even for experts. Unlike [9, 6, 1], our method does not re-
quire handcrafted mapping rules generating semantic rep-
resentations from syntax trees, either.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Firstly,
Section 2 describes the knowledge that our method re-
quires. Secondly, Section 3 defines the semantic represen-
tation used as the output of our method. Then, the method
is explained in Section 4 and evaluated in Section 5.

2 Domain knowledge
Concept hierarchy: The primary domain knowledge is
an ontology that defines the domain. Fig. 1 shows a concept
hierarchy for a hotel reservation system used in Section 5.

Lexicon: A lexicon consists of phrases with which con-
cepts are expressed. The parenthetic phrases in Fig. 1 are
the elements of a lexicon. These phrases are referred to as
concept expressions.

Onomasticon: An onomasticon is provided by defining
instances of concepts with unique symbols (used in task
processing modules in back of NL interfaces) and describ-
ing proper names for each instance. Those unique symbols
are referred to as instance symbols.

Semantic frames: Semantic frames define relations
among concepts and are bone structures of the semantic
representation explained in Section 3. Each concept has
at least one semantic frame. Frame definitions can be in-
herited by sub-concepts. One can define multiple semantic
frames for a concept. Fig. 2 shows two frames for concept
reserve defined in the concept hierarchy in Fig. 1 and
the slot definitions of the frames.

A slot definition specifies its name, the type of its value,
verbal expressions to identify the slot (slot specifiers),
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ordinal (first, second, third, last, next, ...)

Fig. 1: A concept hierarchy

Frame 1: reserveF1(start,stay,type,quant,smoke)
Example: “reserve one non-smoking single room from
23rd for 3 nights”

Frame 2: reserveF2(start,end,type,quant,smoke)
Example: “reserve one non-smoking single room from
23rd to 26th”

Slot Name Target Concept Slot Specifier Marker
start date “check-in” “from”
end date “check-out” “to, until”
stay stay “length of stay” —
type type “room type” —
quant quantity “number of rooms” —
smoke smoke – —

Fig. 2: Frames of concept reserve and slots

markers to identify the slot. Slot specifiers enable speak-
ers to specify roles of information pieces with such an ex-
pression “25th check-in.” Markers have the same function
with slot specifiers, but are used more grammatically. Both
markers and slot specifiers are not requisites but will help
accurate interpretation if they are included.

3 Semantic representation
We define semantic trees as the output of our proposed
method explained in Section 4. A semantic tree represents
a nesting structure of semantic frames as a tree structure.
There are two types of nodes in semantic trees.

Content node: A content node retains a reference to a
sub-expression that corresponds to the node in an input sen-
tence. If the node indicates a named instance, it retains its
instance symbol. Otherwise, the node retains a semantic
frame.

Value-group node: A value-group node represents a par-
allel structure. A value-group node is an instance of one of
two types: “enumerative” and “alternative”.

Fig. 3 shows a semantic tree corresponding to exam-
ple (1). A vg e represents a value-group node of enumer-
ative. Each content node is marked with its corresponding

weather

day_after_tomorrow

vg_e

Kyoto Osaka

date

place

weather

tomorrow Tokyo

date place

vg_e

Fig. 3: A semantic tree

language expression. Here, the semantic frame of concept
weather has two slots: date and place.

(1) asita no Tôkyô to asatte no Kyôto to Ôsaka no tenki
(the weather of Tokyo tomorrow and of Kyoto and Os-
aka the day after tomorrow)

4 Semantic interpretation
Our proposed method to generate semantic trees can be di-
vided into four steps. The following four subsections ex-
plain each of them.

4.1 Lexical interpretation
Lexical interpretation performs pattern matching with reg-
ular expressions against an input utterance. Pattern match-
ing of concept expressions, slot specifiers, and proper
names are performed, and an interpretation of the maxi-
mum coverage without any overlaps between matched se-
quences is output. Fig. 4 shows the result of lexical inter-
pretation of example (2). A matched sequence of charac-
ters is referred to as a lexical match. Fig. 4 contains nine
lexical matches.

(2) 8 gatu 23 niti chekkuin 25 niti chekkuauto de singuru
to daburu wo hito heya dutu yoyaku (Reserve a single
room and double room with August 23rd check-in and
25th check-out.)

4.2 Access table generation
An access table represents a result of syntactic analysis
in a matrix. It shows whether a path between two lexical
matches found by lexical interpretation exists or not on a
corresponding syntax tree.

Our method uses an external parser. Any parser can
be used only if a wrapper program to interpret the out-
put format is provided. Our method presupposes depen-
dency structure but it is easy to convert phrase structure
to dependency structure. The current implementation uses
CaboCha parser [5], which is statistics-based and outputs a
parse result from any input even if the input is ungrammat-
ical. Fig. 5 shows a parsing result of example (2).

From a syntactic analysis result, an access table is gener-
ated according to the result of lexical interpretation. As our
method uses a given parser as it is, there can be segmen-
tation inconsistencies between the results of lexical inter-
pretation and syntactic analysis. Syntactic analysis results
are conformed to lexical interpretation results because our
method gives importance to domain knowledge.

Table 1 shows the access table generated from the lexical
interpretation result shown in Fig. 4 and the parsing result
shown in Fig. 5. A number n at the cross-point of row x
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8 gatu(1)23 niti(2) chekkuin(3) 25 niti(4) chekkuauto(5) de singuru(6) to daburu(7) wo hito heya(8) dutu yoyaku(9)

(1) concept: month (8th month) (2) concept: day (23rd day) (3) slot spec.: start (check-in)
(4) concept: day (25th day) (5) slot spec.: end (check-out) (6) concept: type (single)
(7) concept: type (double) (8) concept: quantity (1 room) (9) concept: reserve (reserve)

Fig. 4: A lexical interpretation result of example (2)

yoyaku (reserve)

chekkuauto de (check-out de-particle)

hito heya dutu (one room each)

daburu wo (double ACC)

singuru to (single and)

8 gatu 23 niti 

(8th month 23rd day)

chekku in (check-in)

25 niti (25th day)

Fig. 5: A dependency parsing result of example (2) with
literal translations (ACC is an accusative marker)

and column y shows that the lexical match shown on row
x can access the lexical match shown on column y with
n hops. Empty cells mean unreachability. For example,
“double” can access “single” with 1 hop.

4.3 Frame interpretation
According to an access table, semantic frames of concepts
and slot values of frames are decided.

4.3.1 Frame combination
As explained in Section 2, a concept can have multiple
frames. The frame which corresponds to a concept expres-
sion in an input sentence is not decidable until evaluating
interpretations in terms of numbers of filled slots. There-
fore, firstly all combinations of frames are generated. In the
case of example (2), because concept reserve only has
multiple frames in this domain, two combination sequences
of frames are generated.

The rest of the frame interpretation process is done for
each combination. A frame combination sequence induces
a semantic tree.

4.3.2 Bidding
With the use of a slot assignment table isomorphic to the
given access table, slot values of frames are decided. Bid-
ding is a procedure to claim slot values for each frame.
Each frame can bid for lexical matches of concepts or
named instances only if the lexical match of the frame is
accessible to a target lexical match on the access table.

Table 2 shows the bidding result according to the access
table shown in Table 1. Slot specifiers are omitted because
they have no truck with bidding and some lexical matches
are abbreviated for space. The third row of Table 2 repre-
sents the bidding state of the single semantic frame of con-
cept day expressed as “23rd day”. The last row represents
the bidding state of the second frame of concept reserve.
The frame has two slots (start and end) that takes instances
of concept day as their slot values. Thus both slots are put
on “23rd day” and “25th day”.

If multiple frames claim the same lexical match, only the
one which has the smallest hops to the lexical match can
take it. This restriction is required to prevent inappropriate

8th m. 23rd d. 25th d. sgl dbl 1 r. rsrv
8th m.
23rd d. month
25th d.
single
double
1 room

reserve start,
end

start,
end type type quant

Table 2: A slot assignment table after bidding

bids. That is why the frame of “25th day” does not bid for
“8th month” in the slot assignment table shown in Table 2.
In the last result, “25th day” must take “8th month” as its
slot value and this will be compensated in intra-sentence
ellipsis resolution explained below.

4.3.3 Slot conflict resolution
The proposed method in this paper assumes the uniqueness
of semantic roles and a semantic frame cannot bid for a
lexical match with more than one slot. Thus slot conflicts
as in Table 2 (the third column and the fourth column of the
last row) must be resolved. Slot conflict resolution follows
the three criteria below.

Slot specifiers: If slot specifiers are found, they are used
to resolve conflicts. In example (2), chekkuin (check-in)
specifies the slot (start) that takes 23 niti (23rd day) as its
value, and chekkuauto (check-out) specifies the slot (end)
that takes 25 niti (25th day) as its value.

Markers: If markers defined in slot definitions are found
in appropriate positions in expressions, corresponding slots
are chosen. For example, in “reserve a room from the 10th
to the 15th”, “from” and “to” are used as markers to decide
slots taking “10th” and “15th” respectively.

Slot definition orders: If neither a slot identifier nor a
marker is found, conflicts are resolved according to the def-
inition orders of conflicting slots. This enables developers
to encode word order tendencies.

4.3.4 Intra-sentence ellipsis resolution
In parallel structures, ellipses happen frequently, because
contents specified in first elements of parallel structures
are often omitted in later elements. For example, in ex-
ample (2), “8 gatu (8th month)” is given for “23 niti (23rd
day)” but not for “25 niti (25th day)”.

If a parallel structure is found, intra-sentence ellipsis res-
olution is performed. Here, elements are recognized as in
parallel when they satisfy one of the following conditions:
(i) all elements are values of the same frame slot, or (ii) ele-
ments are values of two frame slots and the two slots make
a relationship of beginning and ending.

“singuru (single)” and “daburu (double)” in example (2)
is an instance of case (i) (see Table 2). “23 niti (23rd day)”
and “25 niti (25th day)” in example (2) is an instance of
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8th month 23rd day check-in 25th day check-out single double 1 room reserve
8th month
23rd day 1
check-in 2 1
25th day 3 2 1
check-out
single
double 1
1 room
reserve 4 3 2 1 1 2 1 1

Table 1: An access table for example (2) (English literal translations only are presented)

8th m. 23rd d. 25th d. sgl dbl 1 r. rsrv
8th m.
23rd d. month
25th d. month
single
double
1 room
reserve start end type type quant

Table 3: A slot assignment table after intra-sentence ellip-
sis resolution

case (ii). In case (ii), only two elements are recognized as
in parallel at a time.

If frame f is recognized as in parallel with frame g that
is to the left of f , frame f can bid for a lexical match that
frame g bids for with slot s as long as the concerned slot
of f is s and s is empty. Table 3 shows the slot assignment
table after intra-sentence ellipsis resolution.

4.3.5 Scoring

This is the end of frame interpretation. According to pre-
defined rules, each frame combination is scored in terms of
how many slots are filled well and to what extent frames
match the context. Rules are not explained because of
space limitations.

4.4 Semantic tree generation
A semantic tree is generated from the best scored slot as-
signment table via the following three steps.

4.4.1 Slot value grouping

Firstly, repetition patterns of slot values are grouped and
separated. Let’s think about example (1). All the five con-
cept expressions “asita (tomorrow)”, “Tôkyô”, “asatte (the
day after tomorrow)”, “Kyôto”, “Ôsaka” in example (1)
are slot values of concept weather expressed as “tenki”.
Among these five values, however, “asita” is related only
to “Tôkyô”. Likewise, “asatte” is related only to “Kyôto”
and “Ôsaka”. We have to represent this fact in a semantic
tree to be generated. Therefore, such repetition patterns are
detected and grouped.

4.4.2 Conversion

A semantic tree is generated from the given slot assignment
table. Basically, a lexical match of a concept expression or
a proper name is converted into a content node. However,
if a semantic frame corresponding to a concept expression
has grouped slot values, content nodes as many as the num-
ber of groups are generated. Fig. 6 shows a semantic tree
generated from example (2). A semantic tree in Fig. 3 is
also at this stage.

1 room

vg_e

single double

quant

type

23rd day

25th day

start

end

reserve

8th month

month

8th month

month

Fig. 6: A semantic tree for example (2)
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month

Fig. 7: The factorization result of Fig. 6

4.4.3 Factorization

Factorization is a procedure to transform a semantic tree
by removing value-group nodes. After factorization, a se-
mantic tree contains only one value-group node as its root
node. Fig. 7 shows the factorized result of the semantic
tree in Fig. 6. Factorization makes the handling of seman-
tic trees simpler in task processing modules which receive
semantic trees as their input.

If some slots have multiple values, values of slots are
combined. For example, a semantic tree of “asita to asatte
no Tôkyô to Ôsaka no tenki (the weather of Tokyo and Os-
aka tomorrow and the day after tomorrow)” is factorized
into four sub-trees representing the following structures:
weather(Tokyo, tomorrow),
weather(Tokyo, day after tomorrow),
weather(Osaka, tomorrow), and
weather(Osaka, day after tomorrow).1

5 Evaluation
With the proposed method, we implemented a framework
with which one can build dialogue systems just by pro-
viding domain knowledge. The framework has a domain-
independent slot-filling dialogue manager. We built a ho-
tel reservation system with this framework. The domain
knowledge was described in an XML file of 169 lines.

1 On the other hand, a semantic tree of “asita no Tôkyô to asatte no
Ôsaka no tenki (the weather of Tokyo tomorrow and of Osaka the day
after tomorrow)” has two sub-trees representing weather(Tokyo,
tomorrow) and weather(Osaka, day after tomorrow)
owing to slot value grouping.
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U1: I want to reserve rooms for 7 persons from August 15th for 4 nights.

S2: Which type of rooms would you like? We have single, double, twin, triple
and Japanese rooms.

U3: 1 smoking single, 1 non-smoking Japanese room and twin room.

S4: Is your reservation correct as below?
Item 1: check-in:2006/8/15, check-out:2006/8/19 (4 nights) room-
type:single quantity:1 smoking
Item 2: check-in:2006/8/15, check-out:2006/8/19 (4 nights) room-
type:Japanese quantity:1 non-smoking
Item 3: check-in:2006/8/15, check-out:2006/8/19 (4 nights) room-
type:twin quantity:1 non-smoking

U5: Yes.

Fig. 8: An excerpt from an observed dialogue (originally
in Japanese)

Nine subjects who were not familiar with the system
were instructed to work on five different reservation tasks
prepared in advance. Subjects performed keyboard dia-
logues with the system via web browsers. Subjects were
not instructed anything about the system’s competence ex-
cept that the system understood Japanese. Fig. 8 shows an
excerpt from an observed dialogue.

Utterance U1 contained a phrase “for 7 people”, which
the system did not know. However the system worked
without any troubles just by ignoring them owing to its ro-
bust understanding mechanism. All parallel structures and
intra-sentence ellipses in U3 were correctly understood.
Note that anything about parallel structures was not con-
sidered when the domain knowledge was coded. S2 was
generated by the system as a result of domain-independent
slot-filling dialogue management. S4 was generated by
a domain-dependent dialogue controller, which is not ex-
plained because it is out of the scope of this paper.

5.1 Task completion
The task completion rate was 65.0% (26 in 40 dialogues
excluding 5 dialogues halted due to system malfunctions).
This rate is not high but we confirmed that the system per-
formed complex understanding as shown in Fig. 8 only
with simple domain knowledge definitions.

One major reason of task incompletions was users’ out-
of-domain requests (OODRs). As subjects were not in-
structed anything detailed, they asked various OODRs to
the system. Because the system had no ability to avoid
misunderstanding of such OODRs, many dialogues broke-
down. Half of the failed dialogues were due to this prob-
lem.

Another major reason was the lack of domain-
independent quantity handling ability. With the given do-
main knowledge, the system handled quantities of rooms.
However, it was just a frame slot of concept reserve and
the system did not know the way to individually handle
multiple rooms specified with a quantity expression. Sub-
jects often specified multiple rooms with such an expres-
sion “Reserve two single rooms.”, and after that they re-
quested further options with such an expression “One room
is smoking and the other is non-smoking.” In this case, the
system has a single representation for “two single rooms”
and cannot set separate parameter values for each individ-
ual room. Most of the other half of the failed dialogues
were due to this problem.

5.2 Semantic interpretation
We obtained 151 utterances out of 372 utterances collected
in the experiment by leaving out out-of-domain requests

and utterances containing just one concept. The perfor-
mance of the proposed method was examined on these 151
utterances.

In the 151 utterances, the proposed method recognized
453 pairs of two lexical matches that have a relationship
of a frame and its slot value. 94.0% (426 pairs) of them
were correct. This shows our method correctly interpreted
most of concepts in in-domain utterances. Among those
426 pairs, only 221 pairs held valid dependency relation-
ships on corresponding dependency structures. Thus, if we
adhered to syntactic analysis results naively, only 48.8% of
slot values would be interpreted correctly.

There were 77 parallel structures and 68 (88.3%) of them
were correctly interpreted. We found 15 intra-sentence el-
lipses and 13 (86.7%) of them were correctly interpreted.

6 Concluding remarks
This paper described a method to generate semantic rep-
resentations using syntactic analysis. Thus, it can handle
more complex expressions than those not using syntactic
analysis and is applicable to a wide variety of domains.
In an NLU system K2 [10], users can command animated
characters in a 3D virtual world to move objects. In this do-
main, since users’ commands contain recursive structures
in expressions referring to objects, TLU based frameworks
such as [4] do not work well. We replaced the language un-
derstanding part of K2 by using our framework mentioned
in Section 5 and found the framework reduced workload
to build such an NLU system by about 90% in terms of
the coding amount when compared to building the system
from scratch. In future work, we would like to conduct
more detailed evaluations.
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Abstract
In this paper we describe a morphological tagger for Spanish 
based on Cuban corpora. The tagger combines Hidden 
Markov Models with some heuristics and dictionaries to 
provide the appropriate part-of-speech tag for each word in a 
text document, according to the context in which it appears. 

Moreover, a morphological analyser that provides all 
possible morphological interpretations of words is used. It 
allows us to reduce possible grammatical tags and to obtain 
not only the appropriate part-of-speech tag, but also its 
morphological information. The proposed tagger achieves 
97.76 % accuracy for a legal corpus.  

Keywords
Morphological tagger, Hidden Markov Model, Statistical Natural 
Language Processing. 

1. Introduction 
Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging is an essential task for all 
Natural Language Processing activities, for example, 
Information Retrieval, which in turn helps managing the 
enormous amount of text documents available nowadays, 
such as: Web pages, news, scientific papers, emails, etc. 

Many words in natural language are grammatically 
and semantically ambiguous. Grammatical disambiguation 
consists of assigning the appropriate part-of-speech tag to 
each word of a given textual document, according to the 
context in which word appears. This type of annotation is 
carried out by a morphological tagger. 

Morphological taggers are classified into deductive 
systems based on knowledge, inductive systems based on 
machine learning approaches and hybrid systems. 

In deductive systems –also known as linguistic 
approaches- the model is written by a linguist, generally in 
form of rules or constraints [14]. The linguistic models
range from a few hundreds to several thousand rules, and 
they usually require years of hard work. 

Inductive methods consider that linguistic knowledge 
may be inferred by experience. This experience is obtained 
by textual corpora. Inductive methods build a 

computational model from a set of examples which may be 
annotated with linguistic information or not, using learning 
or statistical methods. These methods could be supervised 
or unsupervised, depending whether training data contains 
linguistic information or not, respectively. Many inductive 
techniques have been developed to solve the problem of 
grammatical disambiguation, such as: n-grams models [1], 
memory-based learning [5], transformation-based error-
driven learning [3], Hidden Markov models (HMM) [11], 
maximum entropy [12] and decision trees [16]. Markov 
models combined with a good smoothing technique and 
with handling of unknown words perform at least as well 
as other current approaches [2,6]. 

Finally, hybrid models [10] combine statistical 
information with automatically extracted rule-based 
information trying to join the advantages of both 
approaches.

Most of the taggers have been developed for the 
English language. Nevertheless, several hybrid POS 
taggers for the Spanish language have been proposed, such 
as Freeling [4] and the Spanish version of TreeTagger
[16]. TreeTagger is based on decision trees, whereas 
FreeLing is a trigram HMM tagger. Although these 
taggers achieve good results, they have some limitations.  

TreeTagger tends to assign the proper noun tag to 
words beginning with a capital letter, even when that word 
is, in fact, a common noun, as in Banco Popular de 
Ahorro. The tagset of TreeTagger is very basic. As a 
consequence, a lot of potentially useful morphological 
information (including, for example, gender, number, verb 
person, etc.) is not included in the tags. Numbers were also 
problematic. They were generally treated as CARD 
(Cardinal), but in some cases they were tagged as CODE 
(Alphanumeric code). Verb forms with enclitic pronouns 
are tagged as verbs only, resulting in loss of information 
on such pronominal particles.  

Freeling is unsuccessful when encountering certain 
words not present in its vocabulary, such as unknown 
place names (Azerbayán and Tampere, tagged as a verb, 
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etc.). For unclear reasons, in some cases Freeling is not 
able to find the lemma of certain plural nouns and 
adjectives and left them in the plural [15].  

Both TreeTagger and Freeling are neither able to 
recognise pronominal verbs that are reflexive of form, for 
example, me abstengo. Moreover, they do not recognise 
dates or times in short format, such as 25/12/2007, 25-12-
2007 or 12:45. 

On the other hand, there are some differences between 
the Spanish spoken in Cuba and the Spanish spoken in 
other Spanish-speaking countries, basically from a lexical 
point of view. The Spanish language together with Sub-
Saharan African and Indocuban languages were three 
linguistic trends that strongly determined the own 
characteristics of the Spanish spoken in Cuba. Words of 
african origin such as quimbombó, sambumbia and conga
and indigenous words (e.g. hayaca, caguairán, fotuto)
enrich this language. At morphological level, there are no 
notable differences between the Spanish language spoken 
in Cuban and the Spanish of other countries. However, a 
morphological peculiarity could be mentioned: vos does 
not exist in Cuba; tú is used instead on informal 
environments and usted when the relation requires a polite 
form. 

Ruiz-Miyares presented ETIPROCT [13], a 
morphological tagger for the Spanish spoken in Cuba, 

which achieves satisfactory results. However, the tagset of 
this tagger is limited and it does not allow annotating the 
text with morphological information and lemmas. 

In this paper, we propose a morphological tagger with 
a greater tagset and broader morphological information 
than ETIPROCT. It combines HMM with a morphological 
analyser, heuristics and dictionaries. This tagger is 
considered as a hybrid one. The morphological analyser 
we used is based on two-level morphology from Kimmo 
Koskenniemi [8]. This paper is focused on the 
morphological tagger.

2. The morphological tagger 
The architecture of the proposed tagger is shown in Fig. 1. 

The tokeniser divides the raw text into atomic items 
and identifies the sentence boundaries. It is able to 
recognise words, punctuation marks, symbols and 
identifiers. We understand as identifier any sequence of 
characters that is not a word in the language, such as: 
email addresses, URLs, expressions like: 2+5*4=22, and 
others. Tokeniser also identifies acronyms, measurement 
units, abbreviations, phrases (nominal, adjectival, 
adverbial, prepositional, conjunctive and Latin phrases), 
dates, times and numbers by using several dictionaries and 
heuristics. 

Figure 1. Architecture of the morphological tagger
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The morphological analyser provides all possible 
interpretations of a given word and its morphological 
features. These features include gender, number, verb 
person, verb time, lemma information and so on. A lemma
is defined as the canonical form of a word. A word could 
have different lemmas, for example, the lemma of the 
word camino is camino if it is a noun, and caminar if it is 
a verb. 

Instead of regarding all possible tags for each word in 
the test data, we only consider the possible tags given by 
the morphological analyser. Thus, it allows us to constrain 
the set of possible grammatical categories of a given word 
and reduces the number of computations. For example, 
each word of the sentence Reclamo una sentencia penal
has different possible tags given by the morphological 
analyser (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2. Possible tags are taken from morphological 
analyser 

The morphological analyser and dictionaries of 
abbreviations, acronyms and phrases include the proper 
characteristics of Spanish spoken in Cuba on the basis of 
the Cuban corpora. 

The proposed tagger is also able to recognise proper 
nouns, compound verbs (e.g. he votado) and pronominal 
verbs (e.g. me abstengo) by using some heuristics such as 
capital letters, the presence of verb haber and certain 
pronouns, etc. The set of possible part-of-speech tags of 
each word is obtained as a result of tokenization process, 
morphological analysis and heuristics. 

Disambiguation process is carried out by applying 
Hidden Markov Models from the set of possible part-of-
speech tags obtained before. Finding the appropriate 
lemma of each word is trivial by using the part-of-speech 
tag obtained by HMM model and the information provided 
by the morphological analyser. The lemmatiser considers 
acronym meaning and the expanded form of abbreviations 
and measurement units as lemmas. 

The tagset used in our proposal is shown in Table 1. It 
is important to mention that tags include not only 
information about the major parts of speech but also other 
morphological information, such as number and gender for 
nouns, tense for verbs, and superlative, diminutive and 
despective forms for adjectives. 

Table 2 shows the morphological features for each 
POS tag provided by the morphological analyser.  

Table 1. Used tagset 

Proper noun Adjectival phrase 
Common noun Verbal phrase 
Personal pronoun Adverbial phrase 
Demonstrative pronoun  Prepositional phrase 
Possessive pronoun  Conjunctive phrase 
Indefinite pronoun  Latin phrase 
Relative pronoun Article 
Interrogative and 
exclamative pronoun 

Preposition 

Verb in personal form Conjunction 
Verb infinitive  Interjection 
Verb gerund Contraction 
Verb participle Adjective 
Verb in personal form with 
enclitic 

Adverb

Verb infinitive with enclitic Acronym 
Verb gerund with enclitic Number 
Multiple numeral Measurement unit 
Cardinal numeral Date and Time 
Ordinal numeral Identifier 
Collective numeral Symbol 
Fractional numeral Punctuation mark 
Nominal phrase 

Table 2. Morphological features for each POS tag 

POS tag Morphological features 
Common noun gender, number, degree 
Personal pronoun gender, number, person, 

politeness 
Demonstrative 
pronoun

gender, number 

Possessive pronoun  gender, number, person, 
politeness 

Indefinite pronoun  gender, number 
Relative pronoun gender, number 
Interrogative and 
exclamative pron. 

gender, number 

Verb in personal 
form 

transitivity, pronominality, mode, 
tense, number, person, politeness 

Verb participle gender, number 
Verb in personal 
form with enclitic 

transitivity, pronominality, mode, 
tense, number, person, politeness 

Article gender, number 
Adjective gender, number, degree 

2.1 Hidden Markov Model 

As we mentioned above, the proposed morphological 
tagger is based on Hidden Markov Models. HMM is a 
widely used probabilistic finite state machine having a set 
of states, an output alphabet, transition probabilities, 
observation probabilities and initial state probabilities. In 
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our HMM model, states correspond to part-of-speech tags 
and observations correspond to words. 

The HMM will be used to assign the most probable 
tag to the words of an input sentence. As we use a bigram 
model, output probabilities only depend on the most recent 
category, that is,

jiik
nTTic

ccPcwP ||maxarg
,...,1

                    (1) 

where  is the word to be disambiguated, is

the possible tagset for  and is the tag assigned to the 

previous word

kw nTT ,...,1

kw jc

. Transition and observation probabilities 
are estimated from a tagged corpus. 

When k  is at beginning of a sentence, the 

probability of c

w

i being the grammatical category of the first 
word in the sentence ( i ) is estimated, instead of the 

transition probability ji ccP | , that is: 

iik
nTTic

cwP |maxarg
,...,1

                            (2) 

2.2 Handling unknown words 

The words that were not seen during the training are 
known as unknown words. Currently, the method of 
handling unknown words that seems to work best for 
inflected languages is a suffix analysis.  

As Spanish is an inflected language, we use this 
method to predict the possible tags of an unknown word. 
In order to do that, we built a dictionary of frequent 
suffixes and its possible POS tags. For example, the –ería
suffix is an indicator that word could be a common noun 
(e.g. extranjería) or a verb in personal form (e.g. 
aparecería).

In addition to the possible tags of the unknown word, 
an observation probability is required to applied equations 
(1) or (2). 

To overcome data sparseness we apply the Adding
One smoothing method, also known as Laplace’s law [7], 
which adds one to all frequencies, thus avoiding zeroes 
and reducing the proportion between rare happening 
events. The observation probability is defined as follows: 

Vcf

cwf
cwP

i

ik
ik

smoothing 1,
|

where V is the vocabulary in the training corpus, ik cwf ,

is the number of times that word k  is tagged as ic  and 

 is the number of words tagged as c

w

icf i  in the training 

corpus. Then, the observation probability for unknown 
words is: 

Vcf
cwP

i

ik
smoothing 1

|

If suffix analysis does not provide any possible 
grammatical category for the unknown word, Hidden 
Markov Model is applied assuming that unknown words 
may potentially have all tags, excluding those tags 
corresponding to closed categories (preposition, 
conjunction, article, etc.), which are considered to be all 
known. For unknown words, we consider as lemma the 
own word. 

3. Experimental results 
In order to evaluate our approach, a legal corpus 
containing 231634 words is built. This corpus was 
manually annotated by human experts. 

We perform a 10-fold cross validation using 90% of 
the combined data set as training data and the remainder as 
test data. In the experiments, we use accuracy as our 
evaluation measure. It is defined as the ratio of the number 
of correctly tagged words to the total number of words. 

The obtained results are shown in Table 3. Second 
and third columns contain the number of words in the 
training and test sets, respectively. As it can be 
appreciated, we obtained a similar accuracy to that of the 
current state-of-the-art taggers [2,4,9,12]. 

Table 3. 10-fold cross validation results 

Subse
t

Training
set

Test
set

Accuracy
(%) 

1 208360 23274 98.02
2 209102 22532 97.71
3 208344 23290 97.70
4 209117 22517 97.69
5 207428 24206 97.70
6 209356 22278 97.94
7 207965 23669 97.69
8 208523 23111 97.77
9 208262 23372 97.69

10 208249 23385 97.73
Average 97.76

Table 4 summarizes the averaged accuracies obtained 
over different POS tags. As shown in the table, the tagger 
performs the worst in the verbs. The most common 
problems have been labelling as common noun words that 
should be infinitive verb, or labelling as adjective words 
that should be verb participle. In all other part-of-speech 
tags the accuracy values are similar. Thus, it seems that the 
effectiveness is not affected with different tags. 
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4. Conclusions
In this paper, a morphological tagger for texts written 

in Spanish with a particular emphasis on the Cuban variant 
has been presented. However, this tagger is able to process 
any text written in Spanish.

Table 4. Accuracy over different POS tags 

The proposed tagger combines bigram-based HMM 
with a set of heuristics and dictionaries. Besides, it uses a 
morphological analyser which allows us to constrain the 
set of candidate grammatical categories to be considered 
for each word and provides richer morphological 
information. 

In the experiments carried out on a legal corpus, we 
obtained a satisfactory accuracy (97.76%) that is similar to 
that of other taggers reported in the literature. The most 
common errors have been labelling words that should be 
verb infinitive as common noun, or words that should be 
verb participle as adjective. The proposed tagger becomes 
a high-quality tool for the annotation of Cuban corpora 
with part-of-speech information. 

As future work, we plan to evaluate our 
morphological tagger on corpora from other knowledge 
domains. Also, we want to integrate it into other natural 
language processing tools, such as a named entity 
recogniser.
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POS tag Averaged Accuracy 
Proper nouns 100
Common nouns 97.69
Pronouns 98.01
Verbs 92.68
Numerals 98.97
Phrases 96.97
Article 98.23
Preposition 99.95
Conjunction 96.57
Contraction 99.98
Adjective 97.12
Adverb 98.06
Acronym 99.73
Number 98.09
Date and Time 100
Punctuation mark 99.96
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Abstract
We describe an approach to acquiring a knowl-
edge representation applied on technical docu-
ments. We focus on corpus with a strong un-
derlying structure, which allows us to follow a
number of precise patterns of presentation. Our
goal is to provide effectiveness by reducing both
time and cost, as well as subjectivity.
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1 Introduction

A number of proposals exploit parsing in order to per-
mit semantic relations to emerge from text, by combin-
ing term extraction and term clustering facilities. The
former acquire term candidates from tagged corpora
through a shallow grammar. Term clustering groups
and classifies these candidates in a graph reflecting
the relations between them. So, some authors propose
conflating candidates that are variants of each other
through a self-indexing procedure [7], while others [5]
post-process parse trees so as to emphasize the depen-
dency relationships between the content words.

DyALog Dependencies

N2(2) N2(2) N2(2)
N2

(3)

N2(3)

N2(1)

N2(2)

Feuille

feuille:nc

à

à:prep

nervure

nervure:nc N2:_

denticulée

uw:adj

uw:v

uw:nc

Fig. 1: Parsing shared-forest from DyALog

In our approach, the acquisition phase is performed
from a tree-adjoining grammar (tag) [8], generated
from a source meta-grammar (mg) [4]. The clustering
phase is performed on the basis of an iterative algo-
rithm inspired by an error-mining strategy [10].

2 The running corpus

We introduce the strategy from a botanic corpus. We
concentrate on the ”Flore du Cameroun”, which is

composed of about forty volumes in French, each one
running to about 300 pages, organized as a sequence of
sections, each one dedicated to one species and follow-
ing a systematic structural schema. Sections include
a descriptive part enumerating morphological aspects
such as color, texture, size or form. This implies the
presence of nominal phrases, adjectives and also ad-
verbs to express frequency and intensity, and named
entities to denote dimensions.

3 The parsing frame

We choose to work with tags [8], a grammatical for-
malism that has given rise to a lot of interest in
the modeling of syntax in natural language processing
(nlp) by combining properties such as the principle of
extended domain of locality1 and a polynomial time
complexity, making it appropriate for practical pur-
poses. Using DyALog [3] as parsing frame, we apply
a tabular interpretation [1], which implies an efficient
treatment of non-deterministic entries.

DyALog Dependencies

Pattern Dependencies

à

à:prepfeuille:nc
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nervure:nc
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[1]

N2(1)

N2
(3)

[1]

N2(3)N2(2)

[1]: N2/adj_N2/adj

Fig. 2: Graph of dependencies from DyALog

The text is parsed on the basis of the mg concept [4],
which permits the introduction of a high degree of
abstraction in the design of nlp parsers by involv-
ing elementary constraints re-grouped in classes, these
themselves inserted in a hierarchy of multiple heritage.
This allows descriptions to be progressively refined,
which is of particular interest when we are describ-
ing complex linguistic behavior. DyALog [3] returns

1 it allows constraints to be defined at more than one level of
the parse as compared to context-free rules and permits the
use of atomic features.
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total or partial parsing shared-forests from a possibly
non-deterministic input on the basis of a tag of large
coverage for French, as we can see in Fig. 1 for the sen-
tence ”feuille à nervure denticulée”, in future our run-
ning example. Arrows represent binary dependencies
between words through some syntactic construction.

N2(1)adjP(1)

adjP(2)

DyALog Dependencies
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rose
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de:prep

de:prep

de:prep
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VMOD
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_N2
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N2(5)

Subs(10)

adjP(4)

N2(2)

N2(2)

N2(1)

adjP(1)N
2(
3)

N2(5)

N2
(5)

Fig. 3: Another parsing shared-forest from DyALog

From this shared-forest, we can extract a graph
of dependencies of the type governor/governed, as
is shown in Fig. 2 by using dotted-lines going
from the governor term to the governed one. The
probability of a dependency occurence is labeled
P(word1:c1,[label],word2:c2), being word1 the
governor word, c1 the lexical category of the word1,
label the tag of the dependence, word2 the governed
word and finally, c2 the lexical category of the word2.
Rectangular shapes represent clusters, that is, forms
that refer to a position in the input string and all
the possible lemmas with their corresponding lexical
categories. We call the latter nodes, represented by
ellipses. Lexical ambiguities correspond to clusters
containing nodes with different lemmas, or the same
lemma associated to different lexical categories.

3.1 Lexical ambiguities

The morpho-syntactic phase consists of a pipeline
named Sxpipe [9], that concatenates a number of tasks
such as chunking, entity recognition and tagging.

In spite of the strategy considered, tagging often be-
comes a non-deterministic and even incomplete task,
especially in dealing with an encyclopedic corpus with
a high degree of unknown words, as is shown in Fig. 1,
where the word ”denticulée” ("dentate") is initially
labeled as unknown word (uw) with three possible as-
sociated lexical categories: verb (v), adjective (adj)
and common noun (nc). These ambiguities cannot al-
ways be solved at lexical level and, in order to avoid
prematurely discarding useful interpretations, all the
available information should be translated to be con-
sidered at parsing time, which introduces an additional
factor of syntactic ambiguity.

It is the case of ”feuilles à limbe teintées de rose”
that we could interpret as "rose’s tinted laminar
leaves", as "rose-tinted laminar leaves" or as
"tinted laminar rose leaves". In the first case,
the word ”rose” would be a noun related to ”teintées
("tinted"), while in the other ones it is an adjective
related to ”feuilles” ("leaves"); as is shown in Fig. 3.

3.2 Syntactic ambiguities

Parsing in nlp is also an incomplete task because it
deals with shallow/partial strategies focused on iden-

tifying dependencies between terms that are close in
the text, as in the case of noun sentences involving:

1. Prepositional attachments, as in ”feuille à
nervure denticulée”, that we could locally trans-
late in two ways: "leaf with dentate vein"
or "dentate leaf with vein". It becomes here
impossible to establish if the word ”denticulée”
("dentate") relates to ”feuille” ("leaf") or to
”nervure” ("vein"), as is shown in Fig. 1.

2. Coordination structures relating properties to a
list of nouns, as [9] in ”des sépales ovales-aigus,
glabres ou éparsement hérissés” ("Sepals
oval-pointed, smooth or scattered
bristly"), where the property ”hérissés”
("bristly") could be attached to ”glabres”
("smooth") or to ”éparsement” ("scattered").

both of them causing local non-determinism.

4 Knowledge acquisition

Once we recover the graph of dependencies, we extract
the latent semantics in the document by compiling ad-
ditional information from the corpus in order to elim-
inate useless dependencies. So, the lexical ambiguity
in Fig. 3 should be decided in favor of the first al-
ternative ("rose’s tinted laminar leaves"), be-
cause we have the certainty that plants with rose col-
ored leaves do not exist. Given that we are dealing
with a corpus on botany, we should confirm that ex-
treme by exploring it in-depth. That is, to solve the
ambiguity we just need the information we are look-
ing for; which leads us to consider an iterative learning
process to attain our goal.

In similar terms we describe the syntactic disam-
biguation process for the example in Fig. 1, by se-
lecting "dentate leaf with vein" as the correct in-
terpretation. Also, we should associate ”hérissés”
("bristly") to ”éparsement” ("scattered") in
the sentence ”des sépales ovales-aigus, glabres
ou éparsement hérissés” ("Sepals oval-pointed,
smooth or scattered bristly"). So, term extrac-
tion is the starting point to formalize such a task.

4.1 Term extraction

We consider two principles. Firstly, the distributional
semantic model [6] establishing that words whose
meaning is close often appear in similar syntactic con-
texts. Also, we assume that terms shared by these
contexts are usually nouns and adjectives [2], which
means we have chosen to work with a nominal regime.

Term extraction is organized around the recognition
of generic lexical and/or syntactic patterns. On the
lexical side, we take advantage of linguistic marking in-
formation, focusing on conjunctions ”X et X” ("X and
Y"), interval definitions of type ”de X à Y” ("from X
to Y"); or relations involving more explicit physical
information such as ”en forme de X” ("in form of
X") or ”de couleur X” ("of color X"). The result
serves to acquire simple concepts such as the value for
color, form or domain properties; or to detect enu-
merations that can propagate some of these values.
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1. P (feuille:uc, [à-1], nervure:uc)local(0) =

Pc(feuille:uc)local Pc(nervure:uc)local
Pdep ini(feuille:uc, [à-1], nervure:uc)

ΣX,Y Pc(feuille:X)local Pc(nervure:Y)local

2. P (feuille:uc, [à-1], nervure:uc)global(n+1) =
Σn

i=1P (feuille:uc,[à-1],nervure:uc)local(i)

#deplocal(n)

3. P (feuille:uc, [à-1], nervure:uc)local(n+1) =

P (feuille:uc, [à-1], nervure:uc)local(n)

P (feuille:uc, [à-1], nervure:uc)global(n+1)

ΣX,Y P (feuille:X, [à-1], nervure:Y)local(n)

P (feuille:X, [à-1], nervure:Y)global(n+1)

Table 1: Extraction of dependencies for ”feuille à nervure denticulée”

Syntactic patterns revolve around the following rela-
tions involving nouns and/or adjectives:

• Noun adjective: like ”feuilles elliptiques”
("elliptical leaves").

• Noun sth noun: like ”fleur avec pétale” ("flower
with petal").

• Noun sth adjective: like ”pétale avec du rouge”
("petal with red").

• Adjective adjective: like ”ovale elliptique”
("elliptical oval").

• Adjective sth adjective: like ”rugueux ou poilu”
("coarse or hairy").

while other ones, especially involving adverbs, will be
considered as future work. So, the vocabulary is con-
centrated around these terms that from now on we call
pivot terms.

4.2 Term clustering

We simplify the graph of dependencies in order to ob-
tain the most pertinent ones. We look for these, which
we baptize as strong dependencies, around pivot terms.

4.2.1 A simple syntactic constraint

We require a simple syntactic constraint establishing
that a governed word can only have one governor. So,
for example, in the sentence of Fig. 1, ”denticulée”
("dentate") is governed by ”feuille” ("leaf"), but
also by ”nervure” ("vein") and, in consequence, we
should eliminate one of these dependencies. No other
topological restrictions are considered. So, a governor
word can have more than one governed one; as in the
second interpretation of Fig. 1 ("dentate leaf with
vein"), where ”feuille” ("leaf") is the governor for
”nervure” ("vein") and ”denticulée” ("dentate").
Also, one word could be governor and governed at the
same time, as is the case of ”nervure” ("vein"), that
is the governor for ”denticulée” ("dentate"), but is
also governed by ”feuille” ("leaf").

Given that our graph of dependencies is a parse
shared-forest, we have chosen to work with a term clus-
tering technique that is inspired by an error-mining
proposal originally designed to identify missing and

erroneous information in parsing systems [10]. Intu-
itively, we focus on detecting and later eliminating
those dependencies that are found to be less proba-
ble in sentences including terms with a low frequency.

4.2.2 The iterative process

We combine two complementary iterative processes.
For a given iteration, the first one computes the prob-
ability of each dependency; taking as starting point the
statistical data provided by the original error-mining
strategy and related to the lexical category of the pivot
terms. The second process computes, from the former
one, the most probable semantic class to be assigned
to terms involved in the dependency. So, in each iter-
ation, we look for both semantic and syntactic disam-
biguation, each one profiting from the other. A fixed
point assures the convergence of the strategy [10].

We illustrate term clustering on our running exam-
ple in Fig. 2, focusing on the dependency labeled [à-1]
relating ”feuille” ("leaf") and ”nervure” ("vein");
talking without distinction about weight, probability
or preference to refer the same statistical concept. So,
from Table 1, we have that:

1. To begin with, we compute the local probability of
the dependency in each sentence, which depends
on the weight of each word, this in turn depending
on the word having the correct lexical category.
To start the process, first category assumptions,
denoted by Pc, are provided by the error-mining
algorithm [10]. We take also into account the
initial probability for the dependency considered,
Pdep ini, a simple ratio on all possible deriva-

tions involving the lexical categories concerned.
The normalization is given by the preferences for
the possible lexical categories involving each one
of the terms considered and here represented by
variables X and Y.

2. We re-introduce the local probabilities into the
whole corpus locally in the sentences, in order to
re-compute the weights of all possible dependen-
cies, estimating then globally the most probable
ones. The normalization is given by the number
of dependencies connecting the terms considered,
#dep.

3. The local value in the new iteration should take
into account both the global preferences and the
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4. P (feuille:uc:org, [à-1], nervure:uc:org)local(0) =

P (feuille:uc, [à-1], nervure:uc)local(0)
P (feuille:uc:org)local(0)
P (nervure:uc:org)local(0)

ΣX,Y P (feuille:uc:X)local(0) P (nervure:uc:Y)local(0)

5.

5.1 P (feuille:uc:org, [à-1], X)global(n+1) =
ΣX P (feuille:uc:org,[à-1],X)local(n)

#deplocal(n)(feuille)

5.2 P (Y, [à-1], nervure:uc:org)global(n+1) =
ΣY P (Y,[à-1],nervure:uc:org)local(n)

#deplocal(n)(nervure)

5.3
P (feuille:uc:org, [à-1], nervure:uc:org)global(n+1) = P (feuille:uc:org, [à-1], X)global(n+1)

P (Y, [à-1], nervure:uc:org)global(n+1)

6. P (feuille:uc:org, [à-1], nervure:uc:org)local(n+1) =

P (feuille:uc:org, [à-1], nervure:uc:org)local(n)

P (feuille:uc:org, [à-1], nervure:uc:org)global(n+1)

ΣX,Y P (feuille:uc:X, [à-1], nervure:uc:Y)local(n)

P (feuille:uc:X, [à-1], nervure:uc:Y)global(n+1)

Table 2: Extraction of classes for ”feuille à nervure denticulée”

local injection of these preferences in the sen-
tences, re-inforcing the local probabilities. The
normalization is given by previous local and global
weights for the dependency involving all possible
lexical categories associated to each one of the
terms considered, and here represented by vari-
ables X and Y.

In dealing with semantic class assignment, the se-
quence of steps is shown in Table 2, illustrating the
computation of the probability that ”feuille”("leaf")
and ”nervure”("vein") are both organs, taking again
the dependency labeled [à-1] in Fig. 2:

4. In each sentence, we compute the local proba-
bility of this dependency if ”feuille” ("leaf")
and ”nervure” ("vein") are both organs (org).
We start from the local weight computed in Ta-
ble 1, and also the initial preferences the terms
involved corresponding to the classes considered2.
The normalization is given by the probabilities
for the possible classes involving each one of the
terms considered, without specifying any particu-
lar class here represented by variables X and Y.

5. We calculate this preference at global level, by re-
introducing it to the whole corpus locally in the
sentences in order to re-compute the weights of
all the possible classes in the sentence. We first
compute the probability in the whole corpus (5.1
and 5.2) for each term and semantic class, dis-
regarding the right and left context, represented
by variables X and Y respectively. The probability
(5.3) is a combination of the two previous ones.

6. After each iteration, we re-inject the previous
global weight to obtain a new local one, by re-
inforcing the local probabilities. The normaliza-
tion is done by the addition of the preferences
corresponding to the terms and classes involved
in the dependency, for all the possible semantic
classes considered.

2 this is fixed by the user, in the case of the term being in a
list associated to that class. Otherwise, this probability is
obtained as a ratio of the total number of classes considered.

5 Experimental results

We describe some preliminary tests, using the run-
ning corpus as guideline. We consider two different
quality references. The former, the number of learned
elements. Secondly, the computational efficiency on a
standard platform. Whatever is the case, these tests
are performed in function of the number of iteration
learning passes, once we have fixed three thresholds:

• First, the number of the occurrences of a term,
that is the number of the governor/governed
nodes in the graph of dependencies. This allows
us to estimate the validity of the testing frame.

• Second, the percentage for success, showing possi-
ble existing relationships between computational
loading and efficiency.

• Third, the probability of a dependency being non
deterministic, looking to illustrate the impact of
ambiguities on the learning task.

that we illustrate in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. As starting
point, we take the information compiled for 6 organs,
10 properties and 10 markers.

More in detail, Fig. 4 reflects the execution time for
the knowledge acquisition process, considering terms
that appear more than 18 times, with a success index
of over 90%. We consider here two tests, one related to
dependencies whose probability is 1, and the other one
focused on dependencies with a probability of over 0’2.
The results seem to indicate a linear behavior in the
first case and a polynomial complexity in the second
one. Intuitively, this conclusion was expected given
that knowledge acquisition should be more efficient in
dealing with dependencies that are totally guaranteed.

In the same way, the number of learned elements
seems to be greater when dealing with high confidence
dependencies, as shown in Fig. 5, than when working
with the weaker ones included in Fig. 6. Another inter-
esting point is the behavior observed for the different
classes learned in Figs. 5 and 6. So, properties, such as
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Fig. 5: Learning dependencies with high probability

form or color, are in both cases the classes on which
knowledge acquisition runs with greater certainty.

This is also the case with the classes on which term
extraction was already defined at lexical level, involv-
ing extremely precise linguistic information, as is the
case of organs. In consequence, knowledge acquisition
on these terms is relatively independent of the itera-
tive process and, in particular, of the level of proba-
bility considered for dependencies. This is underlined
by the asymptotic behavior, when the number of it-
erations grows and the process converges, showing a
similar behavior in both cases.

In the same sense, the asymptotic behavior observed
in Figs. 5 and 6 seems to indicate that organs reach a
high degree of recognition, depending on the probabil-
ity of the dependencies considered. As we have seen in
our running examples, this is justified by the fact that
term extraction on these classes cannot be defined at
lexical level, but often relies on the disambiguation of
non-deterministic syntactic structures, which concerns
the iterative knowledge acquisition process described.

Other marginal categories less involved in term ex-
traction due to the absence of relevant lexical and/or
syntactic information, show a closed behavior regard-
less of the probability considered for dependencies in
Figs. 5 and 6. This explains the poor evolution on the
number of elements learned in comparison with the re-
sults previously obtained on properties and organs.
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Fig. 6: Learning dependencies with poor probability

6 Conclusions

We have introduced knowledge acquisition with a max-
imum degree of unsupervised tasks. The identification
of semantic classes is approached from the detection of
similar syntactic contexts around pivot terms. Exist-
ing relations between semantic classes are approached
from the lexical and/or syntactic patterns connecting
them, by using an error-mining technique.
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Abstract 
Most studies related to automatic correction of article errors 
have adopted a three-class approach, which decides between 
the use of the, a/an or zero article. This approach does not 
take into consideration that users may have different 
difficulties depending on their levels. In the specific case of 
Brazilian writers, the most difficult task is to decide whether 
or not an article is required in English, rather than which 
article to use. If users (writers?) are informed that the article is 
needed, they will most likely be able to restore it themselves. 
In this paper, we propose a two-tiered approach to 
automatically detect English article usage errors in scientific 
papers written in English by Brazilian speakers of Portuguese. 
Our approach is composed of two linked tasks viewed as 
binary classification choices: deciding whether or not a given 
noun phrase (NP) should contain an article and restoring 
missing articles. If there is an article where none is required, 
the system suggests the user remove it. Otherwise, it means 
that either a definite (the) or an indefinite article (a/an) is 
needed and a second classifier is applied to restore the missing 
article. We have used three WEKA algorithms (J48, NB, and 
JRIP) to perform these two tasks. The classifiers have been 
trained using a 10-fold cross-validation test on a corpus of 
published abstracts from specific research areas. The main 
rationale behind this decision is based on the assumption that 
scientific texts are made up of specific terminology and 
expressions, which are likely to affect the performance of 
taggers and parsers.  

Keywords 
English article usage detection, academic writing tools, corpus-
based language processing, English as a Foreign Language. 

1. Introduction
Scientific writing poses a heavy burden on non-native 
English writers. They have to deal with both the natural 
complexity of the writing process and the conventions of 
scientific writing regarding the use of appropriate schematic 
structures and conventional expressions common to 
academic and scientific discourse. These problems are even 
more acute when the writer is a novice researcher and does 
not have full command of English grammar and usage at the 
sentence level. This paper builds on previous studies related 
to several types of writing tools [1], [2] and [6]. These tools 
are domain dependent since they work with a database of 
authentic papers to capture idiosyncrasies of the discourse 
community and to provide novice students with material 

related to the one in which they need to write. The data 
used here were collected from five courses on academic 
writing offered to graduate students at two universities in 
Brazil. In these courses, these tools were used to assist the 
Brazilian researchers in producing scientific papers. We are 
currently working on the implementation of a rubric to 
analyze abstracts of scientific papers [19], [20]. When fully 
automated, this rubric should enable a writing tool to detect 
errors and offer suggestions for improvements. Our genre-
based rubric includes seven dimensions: 1) organization 
and development of the text, 2) balance among the 
components of the schematic structure of the scientific 
genre, 3) coherence among components, 4) cohesive 
markers, 5) technical errors, 6) style and 7) presence of 
substantive material in certain components of the abstract 
instead of indicative content. The dimensions have two 
scale values each—high and low—which helps both 
annotate dimensions and achieve high consistency among 
the human judges. Dimensions 1 and 2 have already been 
implemented (http://www.nilc.icmc.usp.br/azea-web). The 
WEKA´s SMO classifier was developed to cope with these 
dimensions and achieved 80.4% accuracy (kappa 0.73).  
The classifier automatically annotates sentences from 
abstracts with components of the abstract schematic 
structure used by Feltrim et al. (2005). Although this rubric 
is focused on the abstract, dimensions 5 and 6 can be used 
to other paper sections. Moreover, the evaluation with 
rubrics similar to the one developed can be replicated to 
other paper sections.   

In this paper, we focus on dimension 5, related to 
technical errors. In order to explore the nature of the errors 
made by Brazilian writers and the question of how to help 
them correct these errors, an error analysis was conducted 
on 114 abstracts from five courses on academic writing 
offered to graduate students from the disciplines of 
pharmacology, chemistry, biology/genetics, physics and 
computer science at two universities in Brazil. The analysis 
of these abstracts has revealed that among article usage 
errors, the vast majority refer to either an article that was 
missing where it would be required in English or an article 
used where none was required. Cases in which users mix up 
the use of definite and indefinite articles are rather scarce. 
Therefore, we propose a two-tiered approach to 
automatically detect English article errors in scientific 
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papers written in English by Brazilian Portuguese speakers. 
The error analysis is presented in Section 2 and, as we shall 
see in Section 4, the abstracts from two of these groups 
(pharmacology and physics) make up our test corpus. In 
Section 3, we review related work. Section 5 shows both 
the results of the cross-validation tests using several WEKA 
algorithms as well as the results of the application of our 
two binary classifiers to a corpus of abstracts written by 
students and corrected by a native speaker of English.  

2. Technical Error Analysis 
All abstracts were tagged by a native speaker of English 

for 23 categories of error dealing with lexical use, syntactic 
accuracy, and mechanical correctness. Categories for 
syntactic accuracy included those dealing with article use 
(an article that was missing where one was required in 
English (ART-), an article used where none was required in 
English (ART+), one article needed to be substituted for 
another (ART)). In our data, six error categories  stood out: 
in the following order: (1) the correct use of a word to 
express the intended meaning (WU), (2) the correct use of 
lexical items in idioms and common collocations (WUCol), 
(3) ART-, (4) ART+, (5) punctuation (P), (6)spelling (SP)) 
accounting for 66% of all error tokens where each category 
accounted for 5% or more of the total errors.  

We believed at first that errors in article use would not 
play a significant role in our analysis. However, to our 
surprise, after WU, the most common category of error was 
in article use. Fully 19% of all errors were in misuse of the 
article of various kinds. 5% involved an extraneous article, 
ART+; 13% involved a missing article, ART- and. 1% 
involved an incorrect article, ART.  Surprisingly, the 
percentage of errors in article use was significantly greater 
than all verb use errors combined (9.5%), or all word order 
errors combined (7%), or all singular/plural errors 
combined (10%). The vast majority (82%) of abstract 
writers had at least one article error in their abstracts. It was 
clear from the data that a significant improvement in both 
the syntax and the comprehensibility of the abstracts could 
be achieved if either the identification and/or correction of 
article errors could be automated or heuristics could be 
provided to the abstract writers to help them improve their 
use of the articles. 

3. Related work 
Most research on the automatic detection of English article 
errors carried out so far has followed two basic approaches. 
One of these approaches is to provide the system with a set 
of heuristic rules, meaning that it resorts to additional 
knowledge sources in order to perform the task. By 
contrast, other studies have opted for generating rules 
automatically by applying methods to retrieve knowledge 
from a corpus which, as we shall see below, is the approach 
adopted by the present study. Na-Rae et al. [16] provide a 
good overview of various works within each perspective. 

Bond et al. [3] and Heine [8] are good examples of the 
former. Bond et al. [3] generated articles in the translations 
of Japanese NPs into English and reached 77% accuracy. 
Heine [8] classified Japanese NPs as either definite or 
indefinite, reaching 98.9% accuracy in the restricted 
domain of appointment scheduling. As for machine learning 
systems, it is worth mentioning the pioneering work by 
Knight and Chander [11], which focused on the distinction 
between the use of the definite and the indefinite articles in 
English. Their overall accuracy was 78%. Minnen et al. 
[13] reached 82.6% accuracy when choosing between the,
a/an and zero article. Izumi et al. [9] distinguishes between 
missing articles and erroneous use of articles in spoken 
English produced by Japanese speakers, reporting 30% 
recall and 50% precision. Precision rose to 80% by adding 
corrected sentences and artificially made errors to the 
training corpus. Izumi et al. [10] took a step further, and in 
addition to the two types of error considered in Izumi et al. 
(2003), they also tried to detect the inclusion of the article 
where it was not needed. Izumi et al. [10] reached 35% 
recall and 48% precision when the learner corpus was used 
in its original form, and 43% recall and 68% precision 
when including corrected sentences and artificially made 
errors in the corpus. 

More closely related to the present study is Na-Rae et al. 
[16], which proposes a set of 12 features to detect three 
possible types of article usage, namely, a/an, the and zero
article. With the exception of the head’s countability, all 
features were established on the basis of the local context, 
that is to say, two words before the beginning of the NP 
(pre-pre-NP and pre-NP), the words within the NP, and one 
word after the NP (post-NP). The head’s countability was 
assigned on the basis of frequency measures extracted from 
the corpus. Thus, if the plural form occurred in less than 3% 
of all instances of the noun, it was categorized as 
‘uncountable’. ‘Pluralia tantum’ was assigned to plural 
forms which account for more than 95% of all instances. If 
no occurrences of the noun were found in the corpus, it was 
categorized as ‘unknown’. Nouns that did not fit in any of 
these categories were regarded as ‘countable’. Na-Rae Han 
et al. [16] used a maximum entropy model and their 
classifier was trained on approximately 8 million NPs 
which were extracted from a corpus of 721 text files 
(approximately 31.5 million words). This corpus consisted 
of textbooks from the 10th to 12th grade reading levels 
selected from The Meta Metrics corpus. They reached 83% 
accuracy for published text and 85% agreement (kappa = 
0.48) between the classifier and human annotators. 

It is also worth mentioning recent contributions by Lee 
[12] and Nagata et al. [14], [15]. Lee’s [12] primary aim 
was to restore missing articles. He proposed a set of 15 
syntactic and semantic features which have been established 
on the basis of two different sources: the Collins parser and 
WordNet Version 2.0, and he used the log-linear model to 
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perform the task. For training, he used sections 00 to 21 of 
Penn Treebank-3, from which 260,000 NPs were extracted. 

Nagata et al. [14] looked at three possible types of article 
errors in English texts produced by Japanese speakers: an 
article that was missing where it would be required, an 
article used where none was required in English, and wrong 
choice. The overall accuracy was 60%. Nagata et al. [15] 
built on this previous model and also took into 
consideration the preposition found in the surrounding 
context. Their best result was 80% accuracy. 

An important point to stress here is that this paper differs 
from all previous studies in that the focus is on scientific 
texts. To the best of our knowledge, this type of study has 
not been done before. For all studies mentioned above, 
training and testing was based on corpora of newspaper 
texts and general written or spoken English. It should also 
be mentioned that, unlike most of the research mentioned 
above which focuses on English texts produced by native 
speakers of languages that do not have articles, Japanese in 
particular, our focus is on English abstracts which have 
been produced by native speakers of Brazilian Portuguese, 
which has articles. 

4. Our approach  
4.1 Corpora
Our training corpus is composed of 723 scientific abstracts 
from the most important journals of the disciplines of 
pharmacology (354) and physics (369), totaling 115,913 
words. It contains 4886 sentences and each one has 6.54 
NPs on average (standard deviation of 3.03).  

Following the same procedures as adopted by Na-Rae et 
al [16], each abstract was tagged by the MXPOST 
(http://www.cogsci.ed.ac.uk/~jamesc/taggers/MXPOST.htm
l). A total of 31,960 NPs were identified by the chunker 
provided by Thomas Morton     
(http://opennlp.sourceforge.net). Each NP has 2.40 words 
on average (standard deviation of 1.25).  

The most common article in the corpus was the zero
article (65.7% of all NPs) followed by the (25.3%), and 
a/an (8.97%), presenting the same appearance order 
regarding quantity as that reported by Na-Rae et al [16]. 

A corpus of 78 student abstracts from the disciplines of 
pharmacology and physics was used to evaluate the 
performance of the two binary classifiers. This corpus 
contained 570 sentences (3585 NPs). Each sentence has 
6.17 NPs on average (standard deviation of 3.43) and each 
NP has 2.31 words on average (standard deviation of 1.19). 
All abstracts were corrected by a native speaker of English.  

4.2 Features 
All features are extracted by considering the local context, 
that is, the NP and the words surrounding it. Local context 
comprises three main positions: 1) NP tokens: These refer 
to the first token inside the NP and the span of up to four 
tokens on the right and four tokens on the left of the head. If 

the first token is an article, we consider the token in the 
immediate position on its right as the initial token; 2) Head 
Noun: the head of the noun phrase. It is specified using 
rules in Collins [5]; 3) Outer tokens: the tokens 
surrounding the NP, that is, two tokens before the NP (pre-
pre-NP and pre-NP) and one after it (post-NP). 

Six sets of features are proposed which, when 
subdivided, contain 39 features:  

Article: It may be the, a (covering both a and an), or 
null (no article). This is our class feature. 

POS Tags: the part of speech tag of all the 13 tokens 
regarded as local context. 

Word: this feature checks whether the token under 
analysis is found within a list of the 35 most frequent words 
of the corpus, excluding articles. The threshold of 35 has 
been determined experimentally, since tests with more than 
35 words have not shown any significant improvement in 
results. These 35 words are used as the possible values of 
this feature. Thus, whenever there is a match, the feature 
value is set to the word itself. Otherwise, the value is set to 
“unknown”. This feature is applied to all the 13 tokens of 
the local context. 

Formulaic: this feature is applied to the head noun and 
to the NP tokens as long as the token occurs at least 5 times 
in the corpus. If so, it checks whether it has co-occurred 
with one of the following categories: the, a/an, zero article. 
Tokens co-occurring with more than one category are 
assigned the “unknown” value. Otherwise, it receives the 
value of the respective category. Words with a frequency 
lower than 5 are discarded. 

Countability (head noun): This follows the procedures 
suggested by Na-Rae et al. [16] for deciding whether the 
head noun is countable or uncountable in the corpus. 
However, given that our corpus is much smaller than the 
one used by Nae-Rae et al. [16], we have used the 
frequency list of our corpus as well as the BNC word 
frequency list. 

Discourse (head noun): This feature has two possible 
values: “new”, if the head noun is used for the first time in 
the abstract under analysis, and “seen”, if the head noun has 
appeared in one of the preceding sentences of the abstract 
in question.  

4.3 Models 
Although most studies on the detection of English article 
errors have adopted the maximum entropy model (see, for 
instance, [9], [10] and [16]), we opted for the WEKA 
environment [18]. This is mainly because it allows us to test 
different types of machine learning algorithms using the 
same input format.  The following algorithms are used: (i) 
J48: the WEKA implementation of the C4.5 decision tree 
learning algorithm [17]; (ii) Naive Bayes (NB): Bayesian 
models are largely used in text mining problems;  (iii) JRIP: 
a rule learning algorithm, which is an implementation of 
RIPPER [4] and generates few rules and hence can be 
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manually evaluated. To evaluate the induced classifiers, we 
used a 10-fold cross-validation test. For each classifier, we 
show its total accuracy and the Kappa statistic’s value as 
well as the precision and recall for each class. Our baseline 
(BL) is 65.7%, which is the proportion of instances of the 
most frequent class, that is, the “zero article.”  

5. Experiments and Discussion 
Before showing the results of our two binary classifiers, we 
present the overall accuracy of the three models mentioned 
in Section 4.3 when the decision involved the three types of 
article usage: a/an, the, zero article (Table 1). As can be 
seen in Table 1, the best result in this case was 77.4% by 
using J48. However, it is interesting to point out that, if the 
classifier is trained by discipline, accuracy rises to 81.3% 
on the pharmacology corpus and drops to 74.5% in the 
physics corpus. Our approach uses two independent binary 
classifiers. The first classifier (HasArticle) predicts whether 
a NP requires an article, be it definite or indefinite. In case 
of a positive answer, a second classifier (DetermineArticle) 
is used to determine whether a definite or an indefinite 
article is needed. 

Table 1. Overall accuracy (Acc) and Kappa value (K) for the 
three models when deciding between 3 classes. Precision (P) 

and recall (R) for each class are also presented 

null the a/an Models Acc K 
P R P R P R 

J48 77.4 0.50 83 92 64 55 49 28 

NB 70.2 0.44 87 75 49 65 44 44 

JRIP 73.8 0.34 74  97  69 35 62 10

BL 65.7 0 65 100 0 0 0 0 

The WEKA environment enabled us to test these two 
binary classifiers with the three different algorithms (Table 
2).

Table 2. Accuracy and Kappa for the binary classifiers 

HasArticle DetermineArticle Models 
Acc K Acc K 

J48 83.71 0.63 78.09 0.31 

NB 78.57 0.49 78.36 0.39 

JRIP 82.47 0.60 75.87 0.21 

Table 3 shows the individual contribution of each set of 
features to the two binary classifiers. PoS Tags was the 
most predictive set of features for both (column Only). It is 
important to point out that head was the set of features 
which would inflict the greatest loss to the classifier 
(column Without). The full task classifier, which combines 
the HasArticle (J48) with DetermineArticle (Naive Bayes) 

achieved 77.48% overall accuracy and a Kappa of 0.536, 
which is very similar to the results achieved by the ternary 
classifier. 

Table 3. Accuracy of sets of features  

HasArticle DetArticle 
Feature type Only Without Only Without 

PoS Tags  76.0 75.4 76.4 75.1
Word  71.6 83.6 75.0 76.9 
Formulaic  67.2 82.8 73.9 77.8 
Discourse  65.7 82.2 73.8 77.9 
Countability 65.7 80.4 73.8 77.7 
Head 75.7 74.5 73.9 73.8

However, in the specific case of Brazilian writers, the 
binary approach has the additional advantage of focusing on 
their particular difficulty, that is, to decide whether or not 
an article is required in English. In doing so, HasArticle 
reached 83.7% accuracy (see Table 2). The Kappa value 
was high (0.63). If the article is needed, the users are most 
likely able to restore it themselves. DetermineArticle is only 
needed when the user opts for restoring the article 
automatically. To evaluate the performance of our two 
binary classifiers with student data, we used the corpus of 
78 English abstracts from pharmacology and physics. Table 
4 shows the results of these tests. As in the case of the 
training corpus, accuracy and Kappa rose when the two 
classifiers were used separately. J48 achieved 81% 
accuracy (Kappa = 0.56) for the task of deciding whether or 
not English NPs require an article (HasArticle). As for the 
second classifier (DetermineArticle), Naive Bayes was the 
best classifier (Kappa=0.41), although the accuracy of J48 
was slightly higher (81%), but with a lower Kappa (0.35). 

Table 4. Accuracy and Kappa for the binary classifiers when 
applied to the students’ abstracts 

HasArticle DetermineArticle 
Acc K Acc K 

J48 81% 0.56 81% 0.35 
NB 73% 0.43 80% 0.41 

JRIP 81% 0.54 79% 0.26 
BL 68% 0 78% 0 

With the two binary classifiers combined, the overall 
accuracy was slightly reduced to 76.3% (Kappa=0.51). The 
statistics by classes are shown in Table 5. As explained 
earlier, all student abstracts were corrected by an English 
native speaker and hence all errors were marked manually. 
A total of 194 article usage errors were manually identified 
in the corpus. When the HasArticle classifier is applied to 
these 194 NPs, precision drops to 53% (Kappa=0). The 
class ART reaches 82% precision and 51% recall; the class 
NONE shows 26% precision and 60% recall. Most errors 
occur in NPs that require an article (81%, 74 of the 91 
errors), which were not detected by the classifier. Although 
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the error set is very limited in size, this figure seems to 
indicate real errors are more difficult to detect. 

Table 5. Combining the two binary classifiers 

 Class Precision Recall 
ART 71.7% 68.5% HasArticle 

(J48) NONE 85.6% 87.4% 
DEF 86.5% 89.1% DetArticle

(NB) INDEF 56.1% 50.2% 

6. Final Remarks 
In this paper, we proposed a two-tiered approach to 
automatically detect English article usage errors in 
scientific papers. The main advantage of this approach is its 
high accuracy when deciding whether or not a given NP 
should contain an article, which is the most frequent error 
of article usage made by Brazilians in English. It would 
therefore be very useful for improving students’ writing. 
When tested on our training corpus, the classifier reached 
83.7% accuracy. However, this performance rate fell to 
53% for tests with our student abstracts. In future work, we 
intend to focus on improving the precision of the classifier 
for restoring articles by including features related to 
discourse and enlarging the corpus. 
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Abstract 
Customers’ initial requests are analysed in Estonian 
institutional calls. Direct and indirect requests 
(represented, respectively, by directives and questions) 
are used by customers differently in different dialogue 
types. The study shows that (1) indirect requests express 
both the speaker’s uncertainty in its fulfillment and/or 
politeness, (2) certain linguistic patterns are used for 
representing requests. The differences in use of requests 
in different dialogue types should be taken into account 
when developing a dialogue system which interacts with a 
user in natural language and follows rules of human-
human communication. 

Keywords
Dialogue system, dialogue corpus, dialogue acts, direct and 
indirect requests, linguistic patterns, automatic annotation. 

1. Introduction 
Many dialogue systems (DS) are built which provide 
information in a specified domain and interact with a user 
in spoken natural language [8, 9, 10]. Our goal is to build a 
DS which interacts with a user in Estonian following norms 
and rules of human-human communication. For that 
reason, we analyse actual human-human dialogues in order 
to find out how people communicate one with another, how 
they express their intentions and understand each other. 

Requests can be formulated in various ways, e.g please 
tell me your address, could you give me your address, your 
address, etc. These formulations differ by politeness while
the content remains the same in every case. If people are 
asking the same things in different ways then one should be 
able to explain their expectations in every case. If we can 
find out the conditions which determine the form of a 
request then such a model can be implemented in a DS. 
However, an addressee can react differently to requests 
formed in different ways. 

In this paper, we consider initial requests of customers 
who are calling an institution. The initial requests are the 
most important because they express the intention of a 
customer and will determine the course of the conversation.  

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give an 
overview of our empirical material. Section 3 considers the 
use of direct and indirect requests in the beginning of calls 
and possible continuations of a call. In section 4 we 
represent some linguistic cues and patterns found in 
requests. Section 5 discusses the use of directives and 
questions for expressing of initial requests in institutional 
calls. Finally, we will make conclusions. 

2. Data 
Our study is based on the Estonian dialogue corpus EDiC1. 
The corpus contains over 900 human-human spoken 
dialogues, among them over 800 phone calls. Dialogue acts 
are annotated in dialogue transcripts using a typology 
which originates from the conversation analysis (CA) [5]. 
This is a DAMSL-like dialogue act set with some 
differences. There are 126 dialogue acts in our typology. 
The acts are divided into two big groups – adjacency pair 
(AP) acts (the sub-groups are questions, directives, 
conventions, etc) and single (non-AP) acts (e.g. continuer, 
acknowledgement, etc)2. We make a difference between 
questions and directives in our typology. The main 
difference is formal – questions have explicit formal 
features in Estonian (interrogatives, intonation, word order) 
but directives do not have.  

Questions are divided into five sub-groups: wh-
questions, closed and open yes/no questions, alternative 
questions and questions that offer an answer. Closed and 
open yes/no questions have similar form but differ in the 

                                                                

1 http://math.ut.ee/~koit/Dialoog/EDiC.html 
2 Names of dialogue acts consist of two parts separated by a 

colon: the first two letters give an abbreviation of the name of 
an act group, e.g. QU – questions (and answers to them), VR – 
voluntary reactions. The third letter is used only for AP acts – 
the first (F) or the second (S) part of an AP act; 2) the full name 
of an act, e.g. QUF: WH-QUESTION, QUS: GIVING 
INFORMATION, VR: NEUTRAL CONTINUER. The act 
names are originally in Estonian. 
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expected answer. Asking an open yes/no question a speaker 
intends to get information – the expected second part of the 
AP is giving information (Ex3 1) but in the case of a closed 
yes/no question the answer yes is sufficient (Ex 2).  

(1) palun kas teil 'on: 'Vesseli kaupluse 'numbrit 
'Elvas./ please do you have the number of Vessel shop in 
Elva 

                                                     QUF: OPEN YES/NO 
(2) ee kas teil=ee `Lapimaa reisile `on veel `vabu 

kohti./ do you have free places for the trip to Lapland  
           QUF: CLOSED YES/NO 

Other information-requests (and directive-actions in sense 
of DAMSL) are considered as directives (DIF: WISH) in 
our typology (Ex 3). Additionally to wish, the possible first 
parts of directive APs are proposal and offer. 

(3) palun 'öelge 'Hansa: 'Reiside: 'telefon. / please tell 
the phone of Hansa Travel                                 DIF: WISH 

We consider two kinds of customers’ initial requests in 
this paper. The one kind is so-called direct requests which 
are represented as directives (DIF: WISH). The other kind 
is indirect ones – requests in form of questions (QUF: 
OPEN YES/NO). In both cases, the reactions can be 
giving/ missing information. 

We divide the requests (both direct and indirect) into 
two groups on the basis of the reaction expected from the 
addressee. The first group is formed by information 
requests – a customer needs a certain information, e.g. a 
phone number. The other group are requests that expect an 
action by the addressee (e.g. to to send a taxi by a 
dispatcher). Still, the action always is accompanied with 
giving information: the operator informs a customer if she 
is (un)able to perform the action and/or has performed it 
(Ex 4). 

(4) jaa, takso tuleb teile / yes, a taxi comes to you  

                                     DIS: GIVING INFORMATION 

For this paper, 144 calls (almost 20,000 tokens) were 
selected from EDiC. Four situational types are represented 
in the dialogues: directory inquiries, calls to travel 
agencies, to outpatients’ offices and to a taxi service (Table 
1). The selection was determined by the content of EDIC – 
these four types are the biggest. 

In our subcorpus, customers’ requests are information 
requests in directory inquiries and calls to travel agencies 
(Ex 5). 

(5) ma paluks filo'soofiateaduskonna 'dekanaadi 
'numbrit. / I would like to get the faculty of philosophy 
dean office number                                            DIF: WISH 

The requests that expect an action occur in calls to 

                                                                
3 Transcription of CA is used in examples. 

outpatients’ offices or for a taxi (Ex 6). 

(6) ma palun `taksot `Ringtee `kuuskend kaheksa `bee. / 
I ask a taxi to Ringtee sixty eight B                     DIF: WISH 

If a customer who calls an outpatients’ office or a taxi 
service needs information then he usually asks a wh-
question (these questions are not considered here).

Table 1. Overview of the corpus 

  Customers’ initial  
information acts (%) 

Dialogue type  # 
dialo-
gues 

requests 
(direct 
and 
indirect) 

closed 
yes/no 
questi-
ons 

wh-
ques-
tions

other 

1. Directory in-
quiries 

 60 80 - 20 - 

2. Calls to travel 
agencies 

 36 70 9 20 1 

3. Calls to 
outpatients’ 
offices 

 26 85 4  4 7 

4. Ordering a taxi  22 91 5 - 4 
Total 144 

On the other hand, the requests can be divided into 
general and specific requests. General requests occur in 
calls to travel agencies. By using such a request the 
customer only indicates a problem domain (Ex 7). 

(7) sooviks odavalt ´Inglismaale sõita. / I’d like to travel 
to England cheaply                                             DIF: WISH 

In the remaining types of the analysed calls, the initial 
requests are specific (Ex 8, 9). 

(8) ma paluks ´Maarjamõisa ´kööki. / I would ask the 
kitchen of Maarjamõisa                DIF: WISH

(9) (.) me `palume taksot=e `Nõlvaku `viisteist. / we ask 
a taxi to Nõlvaku fifteen                                      DIF: WISH 

3. Direct and Indirect Requests 

3.1 Initial Requests 
Why do we distinguish direct requests (wishes) from 
indirect ones (open yes/no questions)? An argument for 
differentiating between them is that it is harder for the 
addressee to refuse to perform a directive than answer no
to a question. Anne Wichmann claims that the speaker 
uses a directive if he expects the addressee to fulfill it. By 
asking a question, the speaker mitigates his request [11]. 

Our analysis confirms the first claim. In case of 
directory inquiries, a customer uses a directive if he is 
sure that the requested information can be given (Ex 10). 

(10) ma sooviksin 'bussijaama telefoni'numbrit. / I 
would like the phone  number of the bus terminal   
                                                                           DIF: WISH 
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On the contrary, asking a question can mean that the 
speaker doubts the ability of the addressee to fulfill the 
request (Ex 11). 

(11) .hh 'oskate=te mulle 'öelda ee kus asub 'firma 'Aa 
'Pluss 'Farma 'Oo 'Üü / can you tell me where the company 
Aa Pluss Farma OY is located           QUF: OPEN YES/NO 

Table 2. Ratio of initial direct and indirect requests 

Dialogue type % direct 
requests 
(wishes) 

% indirect 
requests 
(open 
yes/no 
questions) 

1. Directory inquiries 79 21 
2. Calls to travel 
agencies 

75 25 

3. Calls to 
outpatients’ offices 

59 41 

4. Ordering a taxi 85 15 

Still, using a question instead of a directive can 
sometimes be considered as a mitigation of a directive, a 
polite way to express a request, which is not related to the 
speaker’s uncertainty (Ex 12). 

(12) kas te 'oskaksite 'öelda mulle:: 'Liinavei 'Tartu: 
'kogumispunkti telefoni'numbrit. / would you be able to tell 
me the number of Liinavei Tartu gathering place  
                                                           QUF: OPEN YES/NO 

The ratio of direct and indirect requests is 79:21 in 
directory inquiries (cf. Table 2). 

In calls to travel agencies, all the initial requests are 
general and only determine a problem domain (Ex 13). 

(13) min:d uvitavad turismireisid `Lõuna=Eestis. / I’m 
interested in tourist trips in Southern Estonia   
                                                                            DIF: WISH 

An indirect request often is a fusion of a general wish 
and a yes/no question (Ex 14). 

(14) =sooviksin: sõita talvevaheajal 'Hollandisse aga 
ma ei ole valinud vel 'piirkonda, kas te oskaksite 'soovitada 
midagi. / I’d like to travel to Netherlands in winter holidays 
but I have not made a choice of a region, could you suggest 
something                                           QUF: OPEN YES/NO 

Using a question instead of a directive (25% and 75%, 
respectively, cf. Table 2) can be considered as a 
specification of a (general) request. 

The two remaining dialogue types (calls to outpatients’ 
offices and to a taxi service) are different (Table 2). Firstly, 
an action of an operator is expected here in most cases 
(88% and 95% of dialogues, respectively). Secondly, there 
are differences in the general framework – rights of 
customers and obligations of operators (cf. [1]). If a 

customer calls an outpatients’ office with the aim to book 
a consultation with a doctor then his request sometimes can 
not be fulfilled, e.g. the doctor does not have a reception, 
or the patient does not belong to the doctor’s list (Ex 15). 

(15) khm kas saaks uroloogi järjekorda panna? / would 
it be possible to be entered into a waiting-list of an 
urologist?                                           QUF: OPEN YES/NO 

Table 3. Typical uses of indirect requests at the beginning of 
call 

Dialogue type Reason for using indirect requests 
1. Directory inquiries Uncertainty and/or politeness 
2. Calls to travel 
agencies 

specification of a general request 

3. Calls to 
outpatients’ offices 

Uncertainty 

4. Ordering a taxi Uncertainty 

A customer uses an open yes/no question if he doubts 
whether his request can be fulfilled, making a kind of 
checking pre-sequence. This explains why the percent of 
indirect requests is higher in these calls (41%). On the 
contrary, when a customer orders a taxi then he is sure that 
the operator will send a taxi to him (because he will pay for 
the service), and he uses mostly (85%) a directive. A 
question is used only if a customer is uncertain (Ex 16). 

(16) on teil 'busstaksot saata Iks='Essi ette / do you 
have a bus taxi to send to XS             QUF: OPEN YES/NO 

Table 3 summarizes the typical uses of indirect requests 
in our analysed corpus. 

3.2 Reactions to Requests 
A hearer can differently react to requests represented in 
different ways. For example, Tine Larsen claims that if a 
patient called an ambulance and asked could you send...
then the operator started to clarify the circumstances and 
the seriousness of the case. But if the patient requested 
directly send... then the operator asked the address in order 
to send out the ambulance immediately [7]. This example 
demonstrates that a model exists in human mind which 
suggests formulations of requests of certain kind in a 
certain way. Obviously, such a model has been evolved in 
the process of generalisation of norms and rules used in 
the society. If a DS does not take into account such norms 
then it can react in a wrong way. 

Our analysis did not demonstrate the dependency of an 
operator’s reaction on the form of a customer’s request. 
Still, the behaviour of an operator is determined by the 
dialogue type. 

There are three possible continuations to the dialogue 
after a customer’s request: (1) the operator grants it 
immediately, (2) the operator initiates an information-
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sharing sub-dialogue, (3) the customer initiates a 
subdialogue himself. The first continuation is typical in 
directory inquiries (Ex 17, C – customer, O – operator) 
and when ordering a taxi – information was given and the 
needed action was performed immediately in 60% of cases 
in both dialogue types.  

 (17) C: mt=.hh tere,/ good morning   RIS: 
GREETING

öelge=palun: `pensioniameti `telefoni (.) .h `number (.) 
`Tartus.  / please tell me the phone number of the pension 
department in Tartu                                           DIF: WISH 

(...) 
O: ee `number on `seitse=neli=`neli? / the number is 

seven four four                   DIS: GIVING 
INFORMATION 

On the contrary, all the calls to outpatients’ offices are 
of type (2) – the operator always initiates a subdialogue 
asking several bits of data about the patient (name, ID 
code, time, etc). 

In the phone calls to travel agencies, a customer gets 
an answer immediately if his goal cannot be achieved 
(18% of cases). As mentioned before, it is typical to travel 
agency dialogues that a customer starts a conversation with 
a general request (I would like to take a trip to England). 
Then a question-answer subdialogue follows specifying 
his request. This way, his initial (too general) request will 
not be granted by the operator directly, however, a 
sequence of answers to his questions can be considered as 
a grant of the initial request. There are no examples in our 
corpus, where positive answer to the general request is 
given immediately. The operator has to ask adjusting 
questions in order to give an answer. There are four 
possibilities to do it: 

1) the operator asks the customer to specify his request. 
In this case she reacts to a general request by using 
particles jah, jaa ’yes’. Such cases are the most frequent in 
our corpus (Ex 18). 

(18) C: hh e sooviks: sõita Tallinnast `Münhenisse 
lennukiga. / I’d like to travel from Tallinn to Munich by 
plane                                                                  DIF: WISH 
O: jaa? / yes                           VR: NEUTRAL CONTINUER
H: ee `üliõpilasele kui=palju `maksab. / How much does it 
cost for a student                                                  QUF: WH 

2) The operator asks adjusting questions herself.  

3) The customer specifies his request himself in the 
same turn. Then the request is followed by a long pause 
which indicates that the inquirer is expecting the partner’s 
reaction – how to continue. 

4) The operator refuses to answer immediately but 
offers another way to give information (per e-mail, fax etc).  

The operator started a subdialogue in 29% of travel 

dialogues, and the customer himself did it in 24% of cases 
(after the operator’s acknowledgement jah? ‘yes’ which 
signals that she is expecting a specification of the request). 

4. Linguistic Features of Requests 
There are certain lexical and syntactic cues in Estonian 
which can be used for representing and automatic 
recognition of direct and indirect requests. 

Direct requests (DIE: WISH) are expressed using 

• certain verbs (soovima ‘to wish’, tahtma ‘to want’, 
paluma ‘to ask’, ütlema ‘to tell’, vaja olema ‘to be needed’, 
etc) 
• certain (verb) forms – conditional and imperative [6]. 

The single exceptions are (1) palun ’[I] ask, please’ in 
the indicative whose meaning includes politeness, and (2) 
(mind) huvitab/ (ma) olen huvitatud ’I’m interested in’
which emphasizes the speaker’s interest.  

Table 4. Typical linguistic patterns of initial requests 

Dialogue type Direct requests Indirect requests 
1. Directory 
inquiries 

(öelge) palun;  
paluks(in) / sooviks   
/ tahaks teada  

(palun) öelge kas; 
palun kas teil on;  
(äkki) oskate öelda  

2. Calls to 
travel agen-
cies 

sooviks(in) sõita / 
küsida / teada / 
informatsiooni;  
ole(ksi)n huvitatud 
/mind huvitavad/ 
huvitaksid; 
tahaks sõita  

ma tahtsin küsida... 
kas;  
sooviksin sõita ... kas 

3. Calls to 
outpatients’ 
offices 

sooviks(in) ... aega kas saab 

4. Ordering a
 taxi 

palun/ sooviks(in) 
... taksot

on teil/sul

Indirect requests are represented as yes/no questions 
(QUF: OPEN YES/NO). Most of (both open and closed) 
yes/no questions begin with a question-particle kas 
‘whether’ (which is not translated, Ex 12) [4]. Some 
additional linguistic features can be used in order to 
differentiate them. Open yes/no question can include (a) 
pronouns mingi, mingisugune ’any, a’, mõni ’some’
indicating indefiniteness in a sentence, (b) a plural 
partitive, frequently used with a word mingi ’any’. 

Some typical patterns are used in direct and indirect 
requests in different dialogue types (Table 4). 

Some experiments are made in automatic annotation of 
dialogue acts in Estonian dialogues using methods of 
machine learning [2, 3]. Still, the tested methods did not 
discover many linguistic patterns found in corpus analysis 
carried out in this paper. The reason is obviously the small 
size of each sub-corpus. 
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5. Discussion and Conclusion 
A customer expresses his initial intention in form of a 
(direct or indirect) request in 70-91% of cases, less in calls 
to travel agencies and more when ordering a taxi. 
Therefore, requests are the most frequent dialogue acts in 
the beginning of institutional calls. Wh-questions are 
mostly used in the remaining cases. 

When making a request, a customer can use a direct 
or indirect dialogue act. Both of them should have similar 
effect because the intention of a customer is to get 
information in both cases. Choosing an indirect request (an 
open yes/no question) a customer takes the risk that the 
operator interprets it as a closed yes/no question and 
answers yes instead of giving information. Why customers 
take the risk to be misinterpreted? There are two main 
reasons for using a question instead a directive which are 
connected one with another – a speaker’s uncertainty and 
politeness.  

Our analysis shows that use of indirect requests 
depends on the dialogue type. If a customer feels himself 
entitled to get a service (and is convinced in the ability of 
the operator to provide it) then he predominantly uses a 
directive like when ordering a taxi (85% of requests are 
directives). If he doubts then he tends to use a question like 
in calls to outpatients’ offices (59% are directives and 41% 
questions). Still, using a question can express politeness in 
the same time. However, directives used in calls to 
outpatients’ offices always contain a verb in conditional 
which is an additional mean of expressing politeness.

We have analysed Estonian human-human spoken 
dialogues with the aim to design a dialogue system. We 
have chosen 144 institutional dialogues (phone calls) from 
the Estonian dialogue corpus. Four situational groups are 
represented in the dialogues. Customers use directives or 
questions for expressing their initial requests (direct and 
indirect requests, respectively). The most part of initial 
requests are direct (59–85%, depending on the dialogue 
type). Using an indirect request can mean both the 
speaker’s uncertainty in fulfilling the request, and a polite 
way to express his intention. Some typical linguistic 
patterns are used in requests depending on the dialogue 
type. Developing a dialogue system one should take into 
account the strategies of human-human conversation used 
in the domain which is chosen for the system, and 
linguistic form of expression of intentions. The following 
lessons are learnt from the study: 

 a customer who is calling an institution can represent his 
initial request using a directive or a question 

 using a question typically means that a customer doubts 
in the ability of the operator to fulfill the request 

 certain linguistic patterns exist that are used by 

customers for representing their initial directives and 
questions 

 choice of a question instead of a directive depends on the 
dialogue type. 

Our next aim is to concentrate on automatic 
recognition of dialogue acts trying to enrich the machine 
learning methods with the rules found in the corpus study. 
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Abstract
This paper describes a methodology for the semantic 
annotation of product catalogues. We propose a hybrid 
approach, combining pattern matching techniques to exploit 
the regular structure of product descriptions in catalogues, and 
Natural Language Processing techniques which are resorted to 
analyze natural language descriptions. It also includes the 
access to an application ontology, semi-automatically 
bootstrapped from collections of catalogues with an ontology 
learning tool, which is used to drive the semantic annotation 
process.
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Extraction for e-commerce 

1. Introduction
Semantic annotation of product catalogues constitutes a 
poorly explored field of research, yet it seems to represent 
a promising answer to the growing industrial and 
commercial need of sophisticated and concept-based 
browsing tools. Semantic annotation of catalogues can be 
exploited for several applications, both for the companies 
and, in particular, for final customers, the latter having the 
possibility of browsing the catalogue not just by keywords 
but also by concepts, in the spirit of the Semantic Web.  

Previous attempts in this research area have been 
carried out in the framework of the European project 
CROSSMARC [1] and of the Czech national project 
Rainbow [2]. The goal of CROSSMARC was the design 
and development of an e-retail product comparison multi-
agent system carrying out information extraction from Web 
pages containing product descriptions in different 
languages (namely, Greek, English, Italian, and French). 
This goal was achieved by combining language 
technologies, machine learning and user modelling 
techniques. In the CROSSMARC architecture, semantic 
annotation was carried out by processing the Web pages 
containing product descriptions from retailers and by 
adding markup tags to relevant information elements. A 
domain ontology was used as a “semantic glue” to link 
together the various analysis modules dealing with 
different languages.  

The Rainbow project tackled the information 
extraction task from product catalogues from a different 
perspective: it used statistical information extraction 
techniques (namely, Hidden Markov Models) without any 

recourse to NLP techniques. As in the CROSSMARC case, 
an ontology has been used to group the semantic labels 
produced by automatic annotation into product instances.  

In both projects heavy reliance was made on HTML 
tags to retrieve information of interest. Yet, it is often the 
case that product catalogues in company web sites are 
presented as PDF documents available for download. If the 
starting point is no longer an HTML page but a PDF 
document, extraction strategies may have to be revised: this 
is the case we have been dealing with in this context. 

In this paper we present a methodology for the 
semantic annotation of product catalogues which has been 
tested on Italian catalogues belonging to the furniture 
domain. The methodology was developed in the framework 
of the European VIKEF project (Virtual Information and 
Knowledge Environment Framework, IST-2002-507173, 
http://www.vikef.net/), aimed at creating an advanced 
software framework for enabling the integrated 
development of semantic-based Information, Content, and 
Knowledge (ICK) management systems. 

2. Semantic annotation of product 
catalogues in VIKEF: the strategy 
Automatic extraction of knowledge from product 
catalogues appears to be a complex task due to the fact that 
target information is typically organized to be appealing 
and readable by human end-users and not to be handled by 
automatic extraction systems. Semantic annotation of 
product catalogues thus poses different challenges at 
different levels. First, in catalogues images and text both 
contribute to the relevant information, being combined in a 
sometimes indivisible informational unit: from this it 
follows that semantic annotation of product catalogues 
should rely on information coming from both images and 
text. Concerning the textual part, catalogues do not contain 
continuous and linguistically sound text, i.e. typical 
sentences are constituted by nominal descriptions: this fact 
often discourages the recourse to traditional Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) techniques [3]. On the other 
hand, product descriptions appear as semi-structured texts 
where product names, prices, and other features appear in a 
regular order: unfortunately, this is generally not the case. 
Semantic annotation of product catalogues appears 
therefore as a complex task requiring the combination of 
different types of evidence and techniques.  
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In this paper, we focus on the analysis of the textual 
part of catalogues for which a hybrid approach is proposed, 
which combines pattern matching techniques exploiting the 
almost regular structure of product descriptions in 
catalogues, and NLP techniques which are resorted to 
analyze natural language descriptions. For the semantic 
annotation of texts, however, a formal representation of a 
given domain, i.e. an ontology, with respect to which 
annotation is carried out, is required.  

After initially exploring the idea of exploiting well-
estabilished lexico-semantic resources such as Wordnet, we 
decided to adopt an ontology learning approach, i.e. to 
bootstrap the required domain knowledge from texts. To 
this end, a component for the semi-automatic construction 
of a formal representation of the domain was developed 
starting from an existing ontology learning tool: T2K 
(Text-to-Knowledge), a hybrid system combining linguistic 
technologies and statistical techniques jointly developed by 
CNR-ILC and Pisa University [4]. The application 
ontology [5] built starting from the results of the ontology 
learning process is then used to drive the semantic 
annotation process. 

Semantic annotation of catalogue texts is carried out as 
follows. First, pattern matching techniques are resorted to 
for isolating individual product descriptions within the 
textual flow and for identifying their basic building blocks 
(e.g. the product name, its price as well as its natural 
language description). For each identified product, the 
natural language description is then processed by a battery 
of NLP tools for the analysis of Italian texts (AnIta, [6]) in 
charge of identifying relevant entities (e.g. colour,
material, parts of a given product) and the relations 
holding between them (which can be referred either to the 
product itself or to individual parts). The process of 
semantic annotation of product descriptions is driven by 
the application ontology bootstrapped from texts: in 
particular, ontological information is used for the 
recognition of semantically relevant terms occurring in the 
free text part of the product descriptions, and for the 
semantic interpretation of syntactic ambiguities emerged 
during the linguistic analysis process.  

3. The System 
The general architecture of the implemented system 
includes two main components, the Product catalogues 
Terminology Processor (henceforth, PTP) and the Product 
catalogue Italian Semantic Annotator (henceforth, PISA), 
both exploiting the battery of NLP modules. 
3.1 The PTP module 
PTP was developed for bootstrapping terminological and 
ontological knowledge from catalogue collections. PTP 
carries out the ontology learning task in two different steps: 
1) extraction of domain terminology, both single and multi-
word terms, from the catalogues; 2) organization and 
structuring of the set of acquired terms into a) fragments of 

taxonomical chains, and b) clusters of semantically related 
terms. 

Domain terms need to be recognized whatever their 
linguistic form in the documents is: term extraction thus 
requires some level of linguistic pre-processing of texts. In 
this case, term extraction is carried out starting from 
syntactically chunked texts. Candidate terms may be one 
word terms or multi-word terms. The acquisition strategy 
differs in the two cases. Potential single terms are extracted 
from the syntactically chunked text, in particular from the 
nominal heads of different chunk types (typically, nominal 
and prepositional chunks). Candidate terms are purely 
identified on a frequency basis (after excluding stop-
words). The acquisition of multi-word terms follows a two 
stage strategy: first, the chunked text is analysed on the 
basis of a mini-grammar for the extraction of potential 
complex terms; second, the list of acquired potential 
complex terms is ranked according to the log-likelihood 
ratio association measure [7], which assesses the strength 
of the association between the words heading the chunks 
covering the candidate complex term. The set of rules used 
for identifying potential terms covers the main types of 
modification observed in complex nominal terms (e.g. 
adjectival modification, prepositional modification, up to 
more complex cases combining different modification 
types). The final TermBank is built by setting thresholds 
for the selection of potential terms, which can be 
interactively selected by users on the basis of the size of the 
document collection on the one hand and of the typology 
and reliability of expected results on the other hand. 

In the second step, proto-conceptual structures 
involving the terms in the TermBank are identified. Since 
this represents a more complex task, the starting point is no 
longer the chunked text, but rather a dependency-annotated 
text enriched with the multi-word terminology acquired at 
the term extraction stage. In particular, terms in the 
TermBank are first organized into fragments of 
taxonomical chains, which are reconstructed starting from 
their internal linguistic structure (i.e. from their sharing the 
head and possibly modifiers). For instance, steel legs and 
adjustable legs can be seen as hyponyms of a general 
single term legs. PTP also performs the identification of 
clusters of semantically related terms which is carried out 
with CLASS, an algorithm to build distributionally-based 
semantic similarity spaces illustrated in [8]. For each term, 
a set of semantically related terms is identified: e.g. to the 
term nero ‘black’ the following set of related terms has 
been associated: rosso ‘red’, verde ‘green’, bianco ‘white’, 
etc., thus identifying a set of different colours. 
Automatically acquired clusters of semantically related 
terms are then merged into classes corresponding to super-
concepts (e.g. COLOUR) of concepts directly built upon 
terms (e.g. “Blue”, “Green”, etc), the latter further 
structured in taxonomical chains (e.g. “Light_Blue” is_a 
“Blue”, “Dark_Green” is_a “Green”, etc.). A fragment of 
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the ontology semi-automatically learned by PTP starting 
from a collection of different furniture catalogues is 
reported in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. A fragment of the application ontology

The concepts of “Steel” and “Wood” (automatically 
clustered together by PTP), for example, have been 
manually set as sub-concepts of MATERIAL, as represented 
in the figure by solid arrows standing for isa relations. The 
same has been done for PARTS and COLOURS, two other 
top-level concepts. Dotted arrows, on the other hand, 
represent hierarchical relations between concepts 
automatically detected by PTP on the basis of the internal 
linguistic structure of the relative terms. Relations between 
top-level concepts (e.g. material_of_part and 
color_of_part) were added manually. 
3.2 The PISA module 
PISA has a two-module architecture composed by: the 
RegExp Manager component, performing pattern matching 
on the catalogue text to isolate individual product 
descriptions and to identify their basic building blocks, and 
the NLP Manager, in charge of the linguistic analysis of the 
free text descriptions. While the NLP Manager is 
catalogue-independent, the set of regular expressions 
interpreted by the RegExp Manager needs to be customised 
with respect to the specific typografic conventions adopted 
by a given company, since the structure of product 
descriptions typically vary from one catalogue type to 
another. In what follows, we report the results of 
experiments performed on two structurally different 
furniture catalogues: namely, IKEA and Zanotta. Currently, 
PISA is able to detect: 17 different entity types, ranging 
from product, name, type, price, dimensions, product id to 
product_part, material and colour, and 15 relation types 
holding between recognised entities, e.g. made_of holding 
between a product or part_of_product and its material.

3.2.1 Pattern Matching for catalogue analysis 
From a procedural point of view, individual product 
descriptions are firstly extracted through pattern matching 

starting from a set of regular expressions, like the one 
reported in Figure 2. Once an individual description is 
identified, some of its parts can already be semantically 
classified and annotated: this is the case of entities like 
name, type, price, dimensions and product id,
corresponding to subparts of the matching regular 
expression. 

Figure 2. Example of regexp and a matching description 

3.2.2 Ontology-driven NLP Analysis 
The linguistic analysis of product description is carried out 
by AnIta, a battery of NLP tools consisting in an “assembly 
line” whose main components include: tokenization of the 
input text, morphological analysis (including 
lemmatisation) and syntactic parsing, the latter articulated 
in two different stages, i.e. chunking (which also includes 
morpho-syntactic disambiguation) and dependency 
analysis. Semantic annotation of product catalogues is 
ontology-driven and operates starting from the output of 
dependency analysis. The ontology accessed by PISA, built 
with the help of the PTP (see section 3.1), is used to: 

detect and (semantically) annotate relevant entities 
inside the free text of the product descriptions; 
detect and annotate relations between annotated 
entities;  
resolve possible ambiguities found during the process 
of linguistic analysis.  
Once a natural language product description has been 

syntactically analysed, the NLP Manager component 
carries out entity recognition and classification as follows. 
For each noun-headed chunk, PISA:
1) looks for a corresponding concept inside the ontology; 
2) “climbs up” the ontology to identify the corresponding 
“root” concept (e.g. PART, MATERIAL or COLOUR);
3) produces the correct annotation of the detected entity 
(e.g. “Knob” is annotated as Product_Part, “Oak” as 
Material, etc.). 

Detection and classification of relations holding 
between entities is performed by combining ontological 
and syntactic constraints: this “hybrid contraint 

name type price description dimensions product id

([A-Z]{3,}\s)+(.+)?(€[\d,\/\spz]+\.)([\w|\s|\.]+)(Cm\s\d{1,3}.\d{1,3}\.)(\d{3}\.\d{3}\.\d{2})

name type price
description 

dimensions product id
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satisfaction” strategy was already applied with encouraging 
results for the interpretation of queries in the domain of 
Natural Language Interfaces to Databases [8]. To give but 
one example, if an entity A has been detected in the NL 
product description and semantically classified according 
to the ontology as a product_part, and if A is syntactically 
modified by a complement corresponding to another entity 
of type B classified as a material, a relation linking the 
concepts corresponding to A and B is looked for in the 
ontology: if such relation exists, entities A and B are linked 
with the same relation type, which is material_of_part in 
the case at hand. Let’s consider the following NL 
description of a chair in the IKEA catalogue: Gambe in 
acciaio e schienale in plastica. Bianca. ‘Steel legs and 
plastic back. White.’ Detected entities include:  

“Steel” and “Plastic” as Material;
“Legs” and “Back” as Product Part;
“White” as Colour.
Identified relations are: part_of_product holding 

respectively between “Legs” and “Back” and the product 
itself; material_of_part holding respectively between 
“Steel” and “Plastic” and the product parts “Legs” and 
“Back”; colour_of_product holding between “White” and 
the product. 

Concerning syntactic disambiguation let’s consider the 
following nominal description appearing in a product 
description: Tavolo in cristallo con bordi bisellati ‘bevel 
edged plate glass table’ where a syntactic ambiguity occurs 
for what concerns the attachment of the prepositional 
phrase con bordi bisellati, which can be governed either by 
the nominal head tavolo or by cristallo. In situations like 
this one, the ontology can be usefully exploited to perform 
syntactic disambiguation. In the case at hand, the ontology 
asserts that: “tavolo” is a Product; “cristallo” is a Material;
“bordo” is a Part. Since there is no property linking a 
Material to a Part, but there is one linking a Product to a 
Part (i.e. part_of_product), the correct interpretation is that 
“bordi bisellati” is a part of “tavolo”. 
3.2.3 PISA at work 
An example of semantic annotation is reported in Figure 3 
relative to the product description: SANELA cuscino 
€12,95. Fodera in cotone. Cm 40x60. 900.582.56..
Through pattern matching it is possible to extract the 
product name, the type (“cushion”), the price, its 
dimensions and the product identifier, as well as the 
relations between this information and the product itself 
(i.e. name_of_product, price_of_product, etc). The natural 
language description identified at this stage is then passed 
to the NLP Manager which is in charge of acquiring, with 
the support of the ontology, further information about the 
product: in this example, the system detects a part (cover) 
and a material (cotton), as well as a relation holding 
between them (i.e. material_of_part). The final annotated 
product description is reported in Figure 3 where the 

different detected entities and relations are listed, including 
the fact that the cover of the cushion is made out of cotton.
<entity data_id="25"> 
    <product>SANELA cuscino €12,95. Fodera
    in cotone. Cm 40×60. 900.582.56</product> 
</entity>
<entity data_id="26"> 
    <name>SANELA</name> 
</entity>
<entity data_id=“33"> 
    <part>fodera</part> 
</entity>
<entity data_id=“34"> 
    <material>cotone</material> 
</entity>
<relation data_id=“34"> 
    <reltype>name_of_product</reltype> 
    <subject>26</subject> 
    <object>25</object> 
</relation>
<relation data_id=“35"> 
    <reltype>part_of_product</reltype> 
    <subject>33</subject> 
    <object>25</object> 
</relation>
<relation data_id=“36"> 
     <reltype>material_of_part</reltype> 
     <subject>33</subject> 
     <object>34</object> 
</relation>

Fig. 3: Excerpt of product semantic annotation 

4. Evaluation
An evaluation of both PTP and PISA components was 
carried out, though in different ways. Due to the lack of a 
golden standard furniture ontology, a task-based evaluation 
was carried out for what concerns the results of the 
ontology learning process, in terms of its role in driving the 
semantic annotation process within PISA. Evaluation of 
PISA was carried out with respect to the annotation results 
obtained for two different furniture catalogues, IKEA 2006 
and Zanotta: in the IKEA case, 793 out of 984 products 
were annotated, and 136 out of 167 in the case of Zanotta. 

For the evaluation we have distinguished between 
annotations obtained through pattern matching and 
annotations performed thanks to the ontology-driven 
linguistic analysis.  We have created a “gold-standard” 
corpus of reference by randomly extracting and manually 
annotating 10% of the IKEA products and 20% from 
Zanotta. Evaluation was concerned with name, type,
dimensions, price, and id extracted by pattern matching and 
product material, product colour, product part, product 
part material, and product part colour extracted by the 
ontology driven linguistic analysis. 

Concerning evaluation metrics, we have calculated 
precision and recall on the basis of the following 
parameters:  

COR(rect): the number of annotations that are found to 
be correct after comparison with the gold-standard 
annotations for the same text span; 
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INC(orrect): the number of annotations that are found 
to be incorrect; 
PAR(tially correct): the number of annotations that are 
partially correct after comparison with the gold-
standard annotations (e.g. partial credit is given to the 
detection of “Birch” in relation to “Solid birch”); 
ACT(ual): the total number of annotations, calculated 
as COR + INC + PAR. 

Using these parameters, we have calculated precision 
(PRE), which measures the system output’s accuracy, as:  

ACT

PARCOR
PRE

5.0

To calculate recall, two additional parameters were 
considered:

MIS(sing): the number of gold-standard annotations in 
the key that are not present in the system output; 
POS(sible): the total number of annotations in the 
gold-standard, computed as the sum of COR, PAR and 
MIS. 

Recall was computed as follows: 

POS

PARCOR
REC

5.0

Concerning IKEA, the system has scored a precision of 
0,99 for annotations obtained through pattern matching and 
0,89 for those obtained through ontology driven linguistic 
analysis, while, regarding recall, 0,94 for the former and 
0,70 for the latter. With Zanotta, both precision and recall 
are equal to 1 for what concerns the pattern matching 
analysis (this follows from the regular structure of product 
descriptions), and respetively to 0,86 and 0,50 for ontology 
driven NLP analysis. To improve recall we are working on 
two different fronts:

ontology coverage: the main cause for this relatively 
low recall is due to missing concepts in the application 
ontology and the consequent failure in detecting  and 
annotating the relative entities and relations inside the 
free text description; 
ontology-driven linguistic analysis: another problem 
source turned out to be the adopted strategy for 
relation detection and annotation, which currently fails 
when facing unusual syntactic constructions. 

5. Conclusions and Future Perspectives 
In this paper a methodology for the semantic annotation of 
product catalogues has been introduced. The proposed 
approach combines Pattern Matching techniques and 
ontology-driven Natural Language Processing, the former 
to annotate product features appearing in fixed schemata, 
the latter to isolate, extract and annotate entities and 
relations found in the free text product description. The 

exploited application ontology has been built semi-
automatically, with the help of an existing ontology 
learning tool which was customised to deal with product 
catalogues, and starting from a corpus of linguistically 
analyzed product descriptions. 

Among the possible applications fully exploiting the 
proposed methodology for semantic enrichment of product 
catalogues, the idea of “Intelligent Catalogue Browsing” 
has been developed, allowing the user to look for products 
on the basis of content fully exploiting the power of 
semantic annotation and thus overcoming the well-known 
limits of keyword-based searching. Concerning further 
directions of research we plan to augment the application 
ontology coverage to increase recall of annotations in the 
free text part, mostly by trying to automatise as much as 
possible the ontology construction process. Futhermore, we 
want to improve the ontology-driven linguistic analysis 
algorithm, in order to minimize annotation errors deriving 
from complex syntactic constructions and to extend the 
methodology to other domains. 
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Abstract
A novel character-level statistical measure is de-
scribed which quantifies the level of repetitions
in a text. It behaves remarkably uniformly for
texts from all 20 tested languages. In contrast
to most other text-statistical quantities, the pro-
posed measure is computed from the text as a
whole, not from a tokenised text reduced to a fre-
quency list. For growing text sizes, it converges
rapidly to a constant value. This text length
independent behaviour is an uncommon feature
for text-statistical constants. The described phe-
nomenon of constant repetitiveness has so far not
been observed in any non-natural language text.
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1 Introduction

Since George Kingsley Zipf first published the famous
empirical law since named after him [13], a lot of text
statistical regularities have been proposed, usually in
the form of a formula with some constants in it. (See
[2] for an overview.)

However, recent publications have raised doubts as
to whether these laws hold and whether these con-
stants are constant. In [11], it is shown for all al-
leged lexicostatistic constants known at the time that
they systematically depend on text size. Additionally,
Evert and Baroni [5] demonstrate the low predictive
power of many of the laws that were proposed to cope
with such text length dependencies.

The theoretical significance of Zipf’s Law and its rel-
atives is limited by three factors: firstly, they merely
make propositions about word frequency lists instead
of full human texts. Secondly, they apply in a very
similar fashion to randomly produced pseudo text
[9, 8] and thus are not a specific property of language.
Thirdly, they are not easily interpreted theoretically:
it’s unclear what the validity of Zipf’s Law actually
tells us about the system of natural language and its
properties.

This paper introduces a new text statistical mea-
sure V which quantifies the level of repetitiveness in a
text. For natural language text, V converges rapidly
towards a fixed value, as the text size grows, and

the convergence point is a good constant over texts
from different languages. This was tested with 20 lan-
guages, from three distinct language families, written
with three different classes of writing systems.

So far, this constant repetition rate has only been
observed for natural language text. The possible es-
tablishing of this phenomenon of constant repetitive-
ness as a universal and exclusive feature of human text
could have some impact on the theory of language: on
the one hand, it would impose restrictions on every re-
alistic language model, since such a model would have
to reproduce this property in its output (see the dis-
cussion in Section 6). On the other hand, the phe-
nomenon would bring up two new questions: if the
level of repetitiveness is so amazingly constant, why is
this so and what mechanism keeps it constant?

Section 2 gives the necessary conceptual background
and defines V . Section 3 describes the experiments
which survey V for texts from different languages. The
results are shown in Section 4. Section 5 reports an
experiment which gives more insight into the nature of
the investigated quantity. Section 6 discusses compa-
rable known text statistical measures. Section 7 gives
an outlook.

2 The measure V

2.1 Defining V

In the context of this work, a text is simply a string
of symbols. I define the repetitiveness V of a text
T as k/t0, where t0 is the length of T , and k is the
number of its substrings which occur with more than
one continuation in T . In other words, V is the number
of ended repetitions divided by the text length.

Consider the example text1 T = xabcdecdeabcbx.
There are 7 substrings with more than one continua-
tion: abc, bc, c, cde, de, e, and b. The text length t0
is 14, hence V = 7/14 = 1/2.

If there are no repetitions in the text, V is obviously
0. If the text consists of the same character repeating
– except for the last character – then k = t0 − 2 and
thus V = (t0 − 2)/t0, which approaches 1 as t0 grows.

Quantifying the repetitiveness of a text by defin-
ing V can be justified a priori by its conceptual sim-
plicity and adequateness (it measures repetitions). Its

1 Example text is written in type writer font.
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remarkable properties will serve as an a posteriori jus-
tification.

The number of substrings of a text is t0(t0 + 1)/2
where t0 denotes the text length. This expression
quickly gets very large. The practical computation
of V is carried out using the suffix tree of T which can
be built in linear time and space complexity [12]. k is
then simply the number of nodes in this tree-like index
structure [6].

The focus of this paper is not the value of V for the
whole text, but how V develops if we read the text
character by character and view V as a function of t,
the length of the text part read so far.

2.2 Exemplifying V (t)
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Fig. 1: The development of V for an example text
set up to clarify the interpretation of V as a measure
of the level of repetitions. The scale on the x-axis is
logarithmic.

Fig. 1 shows the development of V for an artifi-
cial example text of 60,149 characters: the first 20,000
characters are repetitions of the following four lines:

isn’t_it_funny
how_a_bear_likes_honey
buzz!_buzz!_buzz!
i_wonder_why_he_does?

After this, new text (definitely!) is introduced,
before the bear song repeats again until the end of the
text.

For the first six text characters (isn’t ) there is no
repetition (V = 0). The seventh one (i) is a repetition
of the first one. But only after the eighth character is
read (t), does it have two different continuations (s
and t). V jumps to 1/8. The t itself is a repetition
but the next character ( ) is no new continuation and
V drops to 1/9. After the ninth character (f) is read,
we have three substrings with different continuations
(i, t and ) and V = 3/10. The following u and n
don’t terminate any repetition, and V drops again. In
this way, V follows a slow upward trend until the end
of the four cited lines.

Nothing new is introduced now for nearly 20,000
characters. Since no repetition does ever terminate in
this phase, V drops steadily.

When this very long repetition is ended by the sud-
den appearance of definitely!, the situation changes
radically. All at once we have nearly 20, 000 substrings
with different continuations and V jumps to a value
close to 1 accordingly. After this interruption, the text
gets repetitious again and V drops for a second time.

3 Languages and corpora

V (t) was compared for natural language texts from 20
languages. They belong to the three language families
Indo-European, Dravidian, and Uralic. Their writing
systems instantiate three different classes of writing
systems.

3.1 The investigated languages

Regarding the genetic relations of the tested languages
we refer to [1].

Fourteen Indo-European languages were investi-
gated: The Slavic language Russian, the West Ger-
manic languages English and German, the Romance
language French, and the ten Indo-Iranic languages
Assamese, Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Marathi, Oriya,
Punjabi, Sinhala, Urdu, and Kashmiri (subclassified
as Dardic).

Tamil, Kannada and Malayalam from the south-
ern branch of the Dravidian language family were in-
cluded, as was Telugu from the Telugu-Kui branch.

From the Finno-Ugric branch of the Uralic lan-
guages, the Finno-Saamic Finnish and the Ugric Hun-
garian were investigated.

3.2 The writing systems

The same text can come out completely different when
written in different writing systems. Since the defini-
tion of V is based on repetitions on the character level,
the writing system used can be expected to affect the
value of this quantity. To investigate this effect, the ex-
periments have been performed on texts written with
different scripts.

We adopt the classification of writing systems pro-
posed in [4]. The authors classify scripts “with respect
to how symbols relate to the sounds of the language”[4,
p. 4]. The resulting classification of the scripts over-
laps only in part with the genetic relations cited above.

3.2.1 Abugidas

“In an abugida, each character denotes a consonant
accompanied by a specific vowel, and the other vowels
are denoted by a consistent modification of the conso-
nant symbols [...].”[4, p. 4].

Most languages spoken in the Indian language area
use historically related abugidas. This applies to As-
samese, Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Malay-
alam, Marathi, Oriya, Sinhala, Tamil and Telugu.
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3.2.2 Abjads

“In a consonantary, here called an abjad [...] the char-
acters denote consonants (only) [...]”[4, p. 4]

Some of the languages spoken in India use scripts
based upon the Arabic script, the world’s most
widespread abjad. From the set of tested languages,
this applies to Urdu, Kashmiri, and Punjabi. Urdu is
an abjad following [4]. Regarding Kashmiri, see Sec-
tion 3.2.3.

Punjabi is written in two different scripts: on the
one hand in Gurmukhi (an abugida); on the other hand
in the Perso-Arabic abjad. The corpus used for this
investigation is written in Perso-Arabic.

3.2.3 Alphabets

“In an alphabet, the characters denote consonants and
vowels”[4, p. 4].

German, English, Finnish, French and Hungarian
use different variants of the Latin alphabet.

Russian is written with the Cyrillic alphabet.
The script used for Kashmiri is based on the Perso-

Arabic abjad, but called an alphabet in [4]. I follow
this classification.

3.3 The corpora

The corpora of the tested Indian languages are all part
of the EMILLE corpus [18]. For each of these lan-
guages, I used between 2 and 20MB (that is approx-
imately between 200, 000 and 2 million tokens) of the
written part of this corpus. Most of the data stems
from various Indian dailies.

The German texts are taken from the online edition
of the Süddeutsche Zeitung – a high quality German
newspaper.

For English, a part of the Brown Corpus [17] was
used.

For French [20], Russian [15], Finnish [14] and Hun-
garian [16], novels were used.

4 Experimental Results

Intuitively, there seems to be no reason for a uniform
behaviour of V (t) in different texts, let alone in dif-
ferent languages. On the contrast, it seems natural
to expect changing levels of repetitiveness both within
one text and between texts. The repetitiveness could
probably depend on various factors such as subject,
genre, author, the morphological structure of the lan-
guage or the writing system.

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the evolution of V (t) for
growing text sizes t. Fig. 3 is an enlargement of the
central part of Fig. 2.

We can draw a set of observations from these figures:

O1 For all investigated corpora V converges towards
a constant2.

O2 This constant is reached after as few as about
10, 000 characters, that is after approximately
three pages of text.

2 The obvious jumps in most of the curves are addressed below.
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Fig. 2: V for all tested languages. Refer to the text
for a list of languages. Fig. 3 enlarges the box in the
middle and shows a label for each language. The char-
acteristic value of 1/2 is clarified by the bold arrows.
The scale on the x-axis is logarithmic.

O3 For shorter text lengths, an average curve is easily
discernible, although the convergence level is not
yet reached.

O4 The convergence level is compatible with 1/2.

We will henceforth summarise the uniform be-
haviour of the V -curves as described by the observa-
tions O1 through O4 under the term V -convergence.
So far, V -convergence has been found in all tested nat-
ural language texts.

The V -curves of other texts show a much more di-
verse behaviour. A small set of examples of such texts
is shown in Figure 4 (for comparison, V (t) for the Rus-
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Fig. 3: Enlarged middle part of Fig. 2.
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sian text is shown as curve R):

1 A uniformly distributed random text, i.e. each char-
acter has the same probability of occurrence at
each text position. Alphabet size is 3.

2 c sources from the Linux 2.6.0 kernel. Generally,
V (t) for source code runs above 0.5 and shows a
rather unpredictable behaviour.

3 Random text generated as described in [3]. This
elaborated language model was designed to emu-
late basic statistic characteristics of natural text
such as mean word and sentence length.

4 A random text which simulates the English charac-
ter distribution.

5 A uniformly distributed random text3 with alpha-
bet size 100. Compared with curve 1, V (t) looks
rather different here. In general, for this class of
texts, shape and height of V (T ) depend heavily
on the alphabet size. This contrasts with the be-
haviour of natural language texts: although the
set of symbols of abugidas (Section 3.2.1) is usu-
ally twice as large as for alphabets (Section 3.2.3),
there seems to be no immediate impact on V (t)
(see Figure 3).
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Fig. 4: The V -curves of different kinds of text. See
the text for a detailed description. The scale on the
x-axis is logarithmic.

On the grounds of the experiments reported here,
the still highly speculative hypothesis can be formu-
lated that V -convergence might be a universal and ex-
clusive feature of natural language texts.

This hypothesis has to be thoroughly checked by
testing many more texts from different languages,
scripts, styles and epochs. So far, additional exper-
iments with the Chinese LCMC corpus [19] were per-
formed. This corpus exists in two different scripts, the
traditional characters and the romanised transcript
pinyin. The V of the character version converges to-
wards 0.27 ± 0.02, while the pinyin version shows V -
convergence with V approaching 0.52± 0.01. See also
the discussion at the end of Section 5.
3 The peculiar oscillations reflect the fact that first the bigrams
repeat, then the trigrams, and so on.

A Remark: the bumps that can be seen for many
of the corpora in Fig. 3 are due to longer repetitions in
these corpora as exemplified in Fig. 1. For web based
corpora, such as the EMILLE corpus [18], longer repe-
titions are hard to avoid, since cut and paste can easily
multiply chunks of text or whole texts, especially if an
online edition of a newspaper is used as the source.

The fact that longer repetitions in the text are re-
flected as bumps in its V -curve could be converted into
a method for detecting artificial repetitions in large
corpora, provided one is able to cope with the heavy
memory consumption of suffix trees. This index struc-
ture is used for the technical implementation of the
computation of V (t) as mentioned in Section 2.1.

The novels and the German corpus don’t show any
bumps. For the novels, this smoothness can be ex-
pected, because long repetitions are naturally avoided.
In the German corpus they occurred, but were care-
fully filtered out by a variety of ad-hoc heuristics.

5 The impact of randomisation

It is a special feature of the quantity V that it is
based on character strings, not on words. Accord-
ingly, it measures repetitions both below and above
word level. It is a natural question, which of these two
kinds of repetitions contribute more to the value of V .
To address this question, I separately randomised the
internal structure of words and the sequence of words.
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Fig. 5: The impact of randomisation on V (t). See the
text for a detailed description.

The starting point of the investigation was the orig-
inal Russian corpus. The result of the different ran-
domisations of the corpus is shown in Fig. 5:

1 V (t) for the original Russian corpus.

2 The inner structure of words is left untouched, but
their sequence is scrambled. V (t) is considerably
lowered.

3 The characters of the words are randomised, while
the word order is left untouched. Each word is re-
placed by a random character string. Equal sur-
face forms are replaced by equal random strings
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drawn from a 59 character alphabet. Each char-
acter had the same probability.

4 combining the randomisation schemes for curves 2
and 3.

5 for comparison only: V (t) for random text, drawn
from a uniformly distributed alphabet of size 62.

Clearly, randomisation always lowers V . This is to
be expected since a random string of characters and
words can only result in random repetitions. Since the
system of human language prescribes the reoccurrence
of certain structures, we expect that a deliberate de-
struction of these structures will diminish the level of
repetitions.

Randomising the internal structure of the words af-
fects V much more than only randomising word or-
der. This shows that repetitions below word level con-
tribute more to the value of V than repetitions on a
larger scale. This corresponds to another observation:
V -convergence occurs in all tested texts written with
scripts in which graphemes and phonemes correspond.
This includes the (invented) pinyin script, but does
not apply to the traditional Chinese script for which
no V -convergence was found. Together, these two ob-
servations could be interpreted as a first hint that this
phenomenon is rooted in the phonemic level of lan-
guage.

6 Other text statistical regular-
ities and constants

This section discusses how V (t) and the phenomenon
of V -convergence can be compared with other text sta-
tistical constants and regularities.

The best known such regularity is Zipf’s Law [13].
It states that the most frequent word in any natural
language text is twice as frequent as the second most
frequent one and three times as frequent as the third
most frequent one, and so on. Zipf’s law roughly holds,
except for the most frequent and the very infrequent
words. But, as sketched in [9], and shown in more de-
tail in [8], Zipf’s Law is also valid for random text.
This over-generality greatly reduces its significance:
there’s little value in knowing about a property which
natural language text shares with noise. As pointed
out in the discussion of Figure 4, V -convergence, on
the other hand, could so far not be observed for ran-
dom text, even if it simulates a natural character dis-
tribution or was designed to simulate the statistical
features of natural language [3]. If it can be confirmed
that V -convergence is a universal and exclusive feature
of natural language text, we gain a strong tool to de-
cide about the adequacy of statistical language models:
if such a model is not able to reproduce V -convergence
in its output, it cannot be said to mimic the structure
of human language. This hurdle can be expected to be
much higher for models which aim at modelling both
words and their sequence. Models which reuse existing
natural language words will have a lesser problem, as
we know that the word sequence has a smaller impact
on V than the inner structure of the words themselves
(see Section 5).

Besides Zipf’s Law, a lot of lexicostatistic quantities
were proposed to measure – for example – lexical rich-
ness or the productivity of word formation processes
[2, 10]. Many of these text statistic quantities were
proposed as constants, independent of text size. But
it was shown that, in practice, these alleged constants
tend to vary with text length [11]. Similarly, there
is a class of models which try to capture these text
length dependencies. Evert and Baroni [5], however,
show that the predictive power of most of these mod-
els is low: the behaviour computed for small text sizes
cannot be extrapolated to larger texts. In contrast to
this, V (t) converges very rapidly towards a fixed value
around which it fluctuates only a little.

As can be seen from Fig. 1 and 4, different kinds
of text can produce qualitatively diverse V -curves.
In contrast, most lexicon based text statistical mea-
sures have only a few degrees of freedom. Consider
Zipf’s law as an example: it is usually depicted in a
Zipf plot: starting with an ordered frequency list, the
place in this list is shown on the x-axis, while the fre-
quency is shown on the y-axis. This will always yield
a monotonously decreasing function. The potential
variability in V (t) makes its uniformity in natural lan-
guage text more surprising than the validity of Zipf’s
Law.

V (t) is computed from the full character sequence
of the text and is thus sensitive to structural changes
on all levels. In contrast, the lexicostatistic quantities
discussed in this section are usually derived from sum-
mary statistics such as the number of Hapax Legomena
or the vocabulary size. Thus, they lose, from the start,
most of the information contained in the full text: they
remain the same if the text is replaced by a random se-
quence of random tokens, as long as these tokens have
the same frequency distribution as the tokens of the
original text.

As a consequence, none of the randomisation meth-
ods applied in Section 5 would have any effect on these
word frequency based measures, since the statistics of
the lexicon is left untouched.

This striking difference between lexicostatistic mea-
sures and constants, on the one hand, and V -
convergence, on the other hand, effectively counters
the argument that the latter might turn out to be an
alternative manifestation of one of the former, for ex-
ample of Zipf’s Law.

All these features – its exclusive occurrence in natu-
ral language text, its higher sensitivity to structural
changes of the text, its stable convergence and its
richer structure – make V (t) and its convergence to-
wards 1/2 much more informative and significant than
any of the token frequency related models and con-
stants.

7 Outlook

If V -convergence can be firmly established as a fea-
ture of natural language text, this would immediately
raise two questions: why is the level of repetitions so
very constant? It is clear that too many repetitions
in language are bad: it’s both boring and time con-
suming. On the other hand, if nothing ever repeats
we have no chance of recognising known elements or
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of regaining lost information: no understanding with-
out repetition and no stable communication without
redundancy. But why should repetitions be so evenly
distributed? V = 1/2 seems to be some kind of opti-
mum, but what does it optimise? The other question
that would be raised is: what keeps V this constant?
What is the mechanism within the human language
system that regulates repetitiveness?

But before all of these questions can gain real rel-
evance, a second round of experiments is necessary:
V (t) has to be investigated for more texts – natural
and non-natural – being as diverse as possible.

In order to get a clearer picture of V and the phe-
nomena surrounding it, the exact shape of this quan-
tity will have to be measured carefully. One obvious
questions is whether there is a significant deviation of
the convergence point of V (t) from 1/2 or not.

Another thrilling task ahead is to examine V (t) for
spoken corpora, maybe in phonetic transcription. Is
V -convergence a phenomenon of written language or
does it also occur in spoken language?

A related project [7] investigates the impact of
stylistic differences, like authorship, on similar data.
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Abstract
We present a technique for the construction
of efficient prototypes for natural language
parsing based on the compilation of parsing
schemata to executable implementations of
their corresponding algorithms. Taking a
simple description of a schema as input, Java
code for the corresponding parsing algorithm
is generated, including schema-specific index-
ing code in order to attain efficiency.

Key words: parsing schemata, context-free
grammars, tree-adjoining grammars

1 Introduction

The process of parsing, by which we obtain the struc-
ture of a sentence as a result of the application of
grammatical rules, is a highly relevant step in the au-
tomatic analysis of natural language sentences. In the
last decades, various parsing algorithms have been de-
veloped to accomplish this task. Although all of these
algorithms essentially share the common goal of gen-
erating a tree structure describing the input sentence
by means of a grammar, the approaches used to attain
this result vary greatly between algorithms, so that dif-
ferent parsing algorithms are best suited to different
situations.

Parsing schemata, described in [16], provide a for-
mal, simple and uniform way to describe, analyze and
compare different parsing algorithms. The notion of
a parsing schema comes from considering parsing as
a deduction process which generates intermediate re-
sults called items. An initial set of items is directly
obtained from the input sentence, and the parsing pro-
cess consists of the application of inference rules which
produce new items from existing ones. Each item con-
tains a piece of information about the sentence’s struc-
ture, and a successful parsing process will produce at
least one final item containing a full parse tree for the
sentence or guaranteeing its existence.

In this paper, we will give a brief insight into the
concept of parsing schemata by introducing a concrete
example: a parsing schema for Earley’s algorithm [5].
Given a context-free grammar G = (N,Σ, P, S)1 and
a sentence of length n which we denote by a1 a2 . . .
an, the schema describing Earley’s algorithm is as

1 Where N denotes the set of nonterminal symbols, Σ the set
of terminal symbols, P the production rules and S the axiom.

follows2:

Item set:
{[A→ α.β, i, j] | A→ αβ ∈ P ∧ 0 ≤ i < j}

Initial items (hypotheses):
{[ai, i− 1, i] | 0 < i ≤ n}

Deductive steps:

Earley Initter:
[S → .α, 0, 0]

S → α ∈ P

Earley Scanner:
[A→ α.aβ, i, j] [a, j, j + 1]

[A→ αa.β, i, j + 1]

Earley Predictor:
[A→ α.Bβ, i, j]
[B → .γ, j, j]

B → γ ∈ P

Earley Completer:

[A→ α.Bβ, i, j]
[B → γ., j, k]
[A→ αB.β, i, k]

Final items:
{[S → γ., 0, n]}

Items in the Earley algorithm are of the form
[A → α.β, i, j], where A → α.β is a grammar rule
with a special symbol (dot) added at some position in
its right-hand side, and i, j are integer numbers denot-
ing positions in the input string. The meaning of such
an item can be interpreted as: “There exists a valid
parse tree with root A, such that the direct children of
A are the symbols in the string αβ, and the leaf nodes
of the subtrees rooted at the symbols in α form the
substring ai+1 . . . aj of the input string”.

The algorithm will produce a valid parse for the
input sentence if an item of the form [S → γ., 0, n] is
generated: according to the aforesaid interpretation,
this item guarantees the existence of a parse tree with
root S whose leaves are a1 . . . an, that is, a complete
parse tree for the sentence.

A deductive step η1...ηm
ξ Φ allows us to infer the

item specified by its consequent ξ from those in its an-
tecedents η1 . . . ηm. Side conditions (Φ) specify the
valid values for the variables appearing in the an-
tecedents and consequent, and may refer to grammar
2 From now on, we will follow the usual conventions by which

nonterminal symbols are represented by uppercase letters (A,
B . . .), terminals by lowercase letters (a, b . . .) and strings of
symbols (both terminals and nonterminals) by Greek letters
(α, β...).

1
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rules as in this example or specify other constraints
that must be verified in order to infer the consequent.

2 Motivation

Parsing schemata are located at a higher abstraction
level than algorithms. As can be seen in the example,
a schema specifies the steps that must be executed
and the intermediate results that must be obtained in
order to parse a given string, but it makes no claim
about the order in which to execute the steps or the
data structures to use for storing the results.

Their abstraction of low-level details makes parsing
schemata very useful, allowing us to define parsers in
a simple and straightforward way. Comparing parsers,
or considering aspects such as their correction and
completeness or their computational complexity, also
becomes easier if we think in terms of schemata. How-
ever, when we want to actually test a parser by running
it on a computer and checking its results, we need to
implement it in a programming language, so we have
to abandon the high level of abstraction and worry
about implementation details that were irrelevant at
the schema level.

The technique presented in this paper automates
this task, by compiling parsing schemata to Java lan-
guage implementations of their corresponding parsers.
The input to the compiler is a simple and declarative
representation of a parsing schema, which is practi-
cally equal to the formal notation that we used previ-
ously. For example, a valid schema file describing the
Earley parser is:

@goal [ S -> alpha . , 0 , length ]

@step EarleyInitter
------------------------ S -> alpha
[ S -> . alpha , 0 , 0 ]

@step EarleyScanner
[ A -> alpha . a beta , i , j ]
[ a , j , j+1 ]
---------------------------------
[ A -> alpha a . beta , i , j+1 ]

@step EarleyCompleter
[ A -> alpha . B beta , i , j ]
[ B -> gamma . , j , k ]
---------------------------------
[ A -> alpha B . beta , i , k ]

@step EarleyPredictor
[ A -> alpha . B beta , i , j ]
-------------------------- B -> gamma
[ B -> . gamma , j , j ]

3 Compiling Parsing Schemata

The compilation process, which transforms a declar-
ative description of a parsing schema into a Java im-
plementation of its corresponding parser, proceeds ac-
cording to the following principles:

• A class is generated for each deductive step in
the schema.

• The generated implementation will create an in-
stance of this class for each possible set of values
satisfying the side conditions that refer to pro-
duction rules. For example, a distinct instance
of the Earley predictor step will be created

for each grammar rule of the form B → γ ∈ P ,
which is specified in the step’s side condition.

• The classes representing deductive steps have an
apply method which tries to apply the deduc-
tive step to a given item. If the step is in fact
applicable to the item (as determined by check-
ing if the given item matches any of the step’s
antecedents), the method returns the new items
obtained from the inference once all combina-
tions of previously-generated items that satisfy
the rest of the antecedents have been found.

• In order for our implementations to maintain
the theoretical complexity of parsing algorithms,
two distinct kind of indexes are generated for
each schema: existence indexes, used to check
whether an item exists in the item set, and search
indexes, used to search for items conforming to a
given specification. Apart from items, deductive
steps are also indexed in deductive step indexes.
These indexes are used to restrict the set of “ap-
plicable deductive steps” for a given item, dis-
carding those known not to match it. Deductive
step indexes usually have no influence on compu-
tational complexity with respect to input string
size, but they do have an influence on complex-
ity with respect to the size of the grammar, since
the number of deductive step instances depends
on grammar size when production rules are used
as side conditions. All the generated indexing
code is placed into two classes (the item handler
and the deductive step handler) whose function
is to provide efficient access to items and deduc-
tive steps, responding to queries issued by the
deductive parsing engine. The indexing mecha-
nism is explained in detail in [9].

• The execution of deductive steps in the gener-
ated code is coordinated by a deductive parsing
engine [15] as described by the pseudocode in
Figure 1. This is a schema-independent algo-
rithm, and therefore its implementation is the
same for any schema. It works with the set of all
items that have been generated (either as initial
hypotheses or as a result of the application of de-
ductive steps) and an agenda, implemented as a
queue, which contains the items we have not yet
tried to trigger new deductions with. When the
agenda is emptied, all possible items will have
been generated, and the presence or absence of
final items in the item set at this point indicates
whether or not the input sentence belongs to the
language defined by the grammar.

4 Parsing Context-Free Gram-
mars

We have used our technique to generate implementa-
tions of three popular parsing algorithms for context-
free grammars: CYK [11, 18], Earley and Left-Corner
[12].

The schemata we have used describe recognizers,
and therefore their generated implementation only

2
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s t ep s = { deduct ive s tep i n s t an c e s } ;
i tems = { i n i t i a l i tems } ;
agenda = [ i n i t i a l i tems ] ;
for each deduct ive s tep with an empty antecedent ( s ) in s t ep s {
r e s u l t = s . apply ( [ ] ) ;
i tems . add ( r e s u l t ) ;
agenda . enqueue ( r e s u l t ) ;
s t ep s . remove ( s ) ;

}
while agenda not empty {
curItem = agenda . removeFirst ( ) ;
for each deduct ive s tep app l i c ab l e to curItem (p) in s t ep s {
r e s u l t = p . apply ( curItem ) ;
i tems . add ( r e s u l t ) ;
agenda . enqueue ( r e s u l t ) ;

}
}
return i tems ;

Fig. 1: Pseudocode of the deductive parsing engine

checks sentences for grammaticality by launching the
deductive engine and testing for the presence of final
items in the item set. However, these schemata can
easily be modified to produce a parse forest as output
[3]. If we want to use a probabilistic grammar in or-
der to modify the schema so that it produces the most
probable parse tree, this requires slight modifications
of the deductive engine, since it should only choose the
item with the highest probability when several items
are available to match an antecedent.

The three algorithms have been tested with sen-
tences from three different natural language gram-
mars: the English grammar from the Susanne cor-
pus [13], the Alvey grammar [4] (which is also an
English-language grammar) and the Deltra grammar
[14], which generates a fragment of Dutch. The Alvey
and Deltra grammars were converted to plain context-
free grammars by removing their arguments and fea-
ture structures. The test sentences were randomly
generated by starting with the axiom and randomly se-
lecting nonterminals and rules to perform expansions,
until valid sentences consisting only of terminals were
produced. Note that, as we are interested in mea-
suring and comparing the performance of the parsers,
not the coverage of the grammars; randomly-generated
sentences are a good input in this case: by generating
several sentences of a given length, parsing them and
averaging the resulting runtimes, we get a good idea
of the performance of the parsers for sentences of that
length.

For Earley’s algorithm, we have used the schema
file described earlier. For the CYK algorithm, gram-
mars were converted to Chomsky normal form (CNF),
since this is a precondition of the algorithm. In the
case of the Deltra grammar, which is the only one of
our test grammars containing epsilon rules, we have
used a weak variant of CNF allowing epsilon rules.
For the Left-Corner parser, the schema used is the
sLC variant described in [16].

The experiments are described in detail in [8]. The
following conclusions can be drawn from them:

• The empirical computational complexity of the
three algorithms is below their theoretical worst-
case complexity of O(n3), where n denotes the
length of the input string. In the case of the
Susanne grammar, the measurements we obtain
are close to being linear with respect to string
size. In the other two grammars, the measure-
ments grow faster with string size, but are still
far below the cubic worst-case bound.

• CYK is the fastest algorithm in all cases, and it
generates less items than the other ones. This
may come as a surprise at first, as CYK is gen-
erally considered slower than Earley-type algo-
rithms, particularly than Left-Corner. However,
these considerations are based on time complex-
ity relative to string size, and do not take into
account complexity relative to grammar size. In
this aspect, CYK is better than Earley-type al-
gorithms, providing linear - O(|P |) - worst-case
complexity with respect to grammar size, while
Earley isO(|P |2).3 Therefore, the fact that CYK
outperforms the other algorithms in our tests is
not so surprising, as the grammars we have used
have a large number of productions. The great-
est difference between CYK and the other two al-
gorithms in terms of the amount of items gener-
ated appears with the Susanne grammar, which
has the largest number of productions. It is also
worth noting that the relative difference in terms
of items generated tends to decrease when string
length increases, at least for Alvey and Deltra,
suggesting that CYK could generate more items
than the other algorithms for larger values of n.

3 It is possible to reduce the computational complexity of Ear-
ley’s parser to linear with respect to the grammar size by
defining a new set of intermediate items and transforming ac-
cordingly prediction and completion deduction steps. Even in
this case, CYK performs better that Earley’s algorithm due
to the lower number of items generated: O(|N ∪ Σ| n2) for
CYK vs. O(|G| n2) for Earley’s algorithm, where |G| denotes
the size of the grammar measured as |P | plus the summation
of the lengths of all productions.

3
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• Left-Corner is notably faster than Earley in all
cases, except for some short sentences when us-
ing the Deltra grammar. The Left-Corner parser
always generates fewer items than the Earley
parser, since it avoids unnecessary predictions
by using information about left-corner relation-
ships. The Susanne grammar seems to be very
well suited for Left-Corner parsing, since the
number of items generated decreases by an or-
der of magnitude with respect to Earley. On the
other hand, the Deltra grammar’s left-corner re-
lationships seem to contribute less useful infor-
mation than the others’, since the difference be-
tween Left-Corner and Earley in terms of items
generated is small when using this grammar. In
some of the cases, Left-Corner’s runtimes are a
bit slower than Earley’s because this small dif-
ference in items is not enough to compensate for
the extra time required to process each item due
to the extra steps in the schema, which make
Left-Corner’s matching and indexing code more
complex than Earley’s.

• The parsing of the sentences generated using
the Alvey and Deltra grammars tends to require
more time, and the generation of more items,
than that of the Susanne sentences. This hap-
pens in spite of the fact that the Susanne gram-
mar has more rules. The probable reason is that
the Alvey and Deltra grammars have more am-
biguity, since they are designed to be used with
their arguments and feature structures, and in-
formation has been lost when these features were
removed from them. On the other hand, the Su-
sanne grammar is designed as a plain context-
free grammar and therefore its symbols contain
more information.

5 Parsing Tree-Adjoining
Grammars

Although all the examples we have seen so far cor-
respond to context-free parsing, our compilation tech-
nique is not limited to working with context-free gram-
mars, since parsing schemata can be used to repre-
sent parsers for other grammar formalisms as well. All
grammars in the Chomsky hierarchy can be handled
in the same way as context-free grammars, and other
formalisms can be added by defining element classes
for their rules using the extensibility mechanism in-
cluded in the system for defining new kinds of objects
to use in schemata. The code generator can deal with
these user-defined objects as long as some simple and
well-defined guidelines are followed in their specifica-
tion.

In particular, we have also used our system to gen-
erate parsers for tree-adjoining grammars [10]. A tree-
adjoining grammar (TAG) includes a set of elementary
trees of arbitrary depth which can be combined by us-
ing the substitution and adjunction operations. The
substitution operation is used to substitute an elemen-
tary tree for a leaf node (which must be labelled as a
substitution node) in another elementary tree. The
adjunction operation allows us to insert an auxilliary

tree (an elementary tree with a distinguished frontier
node, called the foot node and labelled with the same
nonterminal as its root) into another elementary tree.

The possibility of using elementary trees of arbi-
trary depth and the adjunction operation provide an
extended domain of locality with respect to context-
free grammars, and the set of languages which can be
recognized with TAG is a strict superset of context-free
languages. This makes TAG an interesting formalism
for natural language parsing, since some phenomena
present in natural languages cannot be represented by
context-free grammars.

We have used our compiler to generate implemen-
tations for some of the most popular parsers for tree
adjoining grammars [1, 2]: a CYK-based algorithm,
two extensions of Earley’s algorithm with and without
the valid prefix property, and Nederhof’s parsing algo-
rithm. These implementations were tested both with
artificially-generated grammars and a real-life, wide-
coverage Feature-Based Tree Adjoining Grammar: the
XTAG English grammar [17].

The TAG parsing schemata can be written in a
format readable by our compiler in the same way as
the context-free parsing schemata seen in the previous
sections. Although the main constituents of TAG’s
are elementary trees instead of productions, each el-
ementary tree may be expressed as a set of produc-
tions which can be used as side conditions for deduc-
tive steps. In order for the steps to be able to check
whether the adjunction or substitution operation is al-
lowed at a given node, we define boolean expressions
that query the grammar for this information. In the
case of the XTAG, we also need to include feature
structures inside items and add unification operations
to the deductive steps.

The performance results obtained from TAG
parsers show that both string length and grammar size
can be important factors in performance, and the in-
teractions between them sometimes make their influ-
ence hard to quantify. The influence of string length in
practical cases is usually below the theoretical worst-
case bounds (we found the empirical complexity to be
around O(n3), while the worst-case bound for these
TAG parsers is O(n6)). Grammar size becomes the
dominating factor in large TAG’s such as the XTAG,
making tree filtering techniques advisable in order to
achieve faster execution times.

By comparing performance of TAG and CFG
parsers on artificially-generated grammars generating
the same languages, we could see that using TAG’s to
parse context-free languages causes a significant over-
head both in practical computational complexity and
in constant factors, increasing execution times by sev-
eral orders of magnitude with respect to CFG parsers.

A detailed explanation of the performance results
obtained by applying our compilation technique to
TAG parsers can be found at [6, 7].

6 Conclusions and future work

The construction of efficent prototypes directly from
parsing schemata is very useful for the design, analysis
and comparison of parsing algorithms, as it allows us
to test them and check their results and performance

4
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without having to implement them in a programming
language. As we have seen by comparing the per-
formance of several well-known parsers for natural
language grammars (context-free grammars and tree-
adjoining grammars), not all algorithms are equally
suitable for all grammars. In this work we provide
a quick way to evaluate several parsing algorithms in
order to find the best one for a particular application.

Currently, we are applying our compilation tech-
nique to automatically derive robust, error-correcting
parsers from standard parsers for context-free gram-
mars and tree adjoining grammars.
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Abstract
Determining the algorithmic parameter combinations that
deliver the best performance in applications using machine
learning algorithms is a very important part in the
development process. Exhaustive searches are slow and
computationally expensive, which motivates the investigation
of more efficient methods of automatic algorithmic parameter
optimisation. Wrapped progressive sampling is one such a
method and is utilised in a tool named Paramsearch. An
alternative method for determining the sizes of the
progressive datasets used in the wrapped progressive
sampling procedure is proposed and implemented as PSearch.
PSearch and Paramsearch are evaluated and compared to an
exhaustive search on the tasks of lemmatisation and
hyphenation in Afrikaans. Results indicate that both PSearch
and Paramsearch are generally more efficient in terms of
execution time and computational resources than an
exhaustive search. It is also shown that PSearch delivers more 
accurate results than Paramsearch on the tasks of
lemmatisation and hyphenation in Afrikaans.

Keywords
optimisation, machine learning, parameters, lemmatisation,
hyphenation.

1. Introduction
It is a well-known fact that changing the parameter settings
of machine learning algorithms causes large fluctuations in
generalisation accuracy [1]. The default parameter settings
for machine learning algorithms are not guaranteed to
deliver the best performance, while estimating for
forecasting the best performing parameters is also generally 
very hard, due to the complexity of parameter interactions. 

One way of finding the best algorithmic parameter
settings is to perform an exhaustive search throughout all
of the possible combinations of parameter settings.
However, this approach is time-consuming and
computationally intensive, because the system has to be
retrained for every possible parameter setting of the
involved algorithm. For instance, the Tilburg Memory-
Based Learner [2], a machine learning system, has five
algorithms, six distance metrics, five feature weighting
possibilities and three class voting weights. The number of
nearest neighbours to consider can also be defined for some 
algorithms. This will amount to circa 4,500 (5x6x5x3x10)
different combinations of parameter settings, which implies

that the system has to be retrained 4,5001 times to evaluate
the performance of every combination. Such an exhaustive
search can be expected to be a lengthy operation; for
example, an exhaustive search throughout all of the valid
combinations of algorithmic parameters for one machine
learning algorithm on the training data of the Afrikaans
lemmatiser took 176 hours and 28 minutes to complete.

The purpose of this study is to investigate alternative,
more efficient ways of parameter optimisation than
exhaustive searches, in order to obtain the best performing
algorithmic parameter combinations for two Afrikaans core
technologies (viz. a lemmatiser and a hyphenator), when
trained on two machine learning algorithms.

The next section focuses on wrapped progressive
sampling as a method for parameter optimisation.
Paramsearch and PSearch, two tools for automatic
parameter optimisation are also introduced. In Section 3,
various aspects of the performance of Paramsearch and
PSearch are evaluated and compared in terms of classifier
ranking, accuracy and execution time. The article ends with 
some general concluding remarks and suggestions for
future work in Section 4.

2. Wrapped Progressive Sampling
2.1 Paramsearch
As an alternative approach to an exhaustive search, Van
den Bosch [3] developed a tool (Paramsearch) that
produces combinations of algorithmic parameters that are
estimated to deliver best results. Paramsearch implements
wrapped progressive sampling (WPS), a combination of
classifier wrapping [4] and progressive sampling [5], for
data sets containing more than a 1,000 instances. WPS is
currently not widely used in the field of natural language
processing, but it could be of great advantage if
implemented for applications involving the machine
learning of natural language. 

The general idea behind Paramsearch is to determine
the best performing algorithmic parameter settings through

1 This number of experiments is only for purposes of illustration
as some of the parameter settings can only be used in
conjunction with certain algorithms. 
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competitions among all the possible combinations of
parameter settings, based on their performance evaluated
on smaller subsets of the original dataset. The process starts 
by randomising and dividing the original dataset into
training sets (80% the size of the original dataset) and
evaluation sets (20% the size of the original data set). The
system is then trained with all of the valid parameter
combinations on the first subset (containing 500 instances)
of the original dataset. The worst performing parameter
combinations are discarded after this step, and the size of
the training data set is increased. This process of discarding 
the worst performing parameter combinations and
increasing the size of the training data set is continued until
only one setting is left, or until the largest available data set 
has been used for training.

The sizes of the data sets are generated according to the
following three-step procedure [6]:

Step 1: Let n be the number of instances in the data set
used for training (80% of the original data set). A quadratic
sequence of 20 data sets is created by using a factor f as in
Equation 1:

20 nf (1)

Step 2: A sequence of i ={1...d} data sets is generated
containing sizei number of instances each. For i=1, size1 = 1 
and then for every i>1, the number of instances contained
is defined as:

fsizesize ii 1 (2)

Step 3: The data sets are then limited to those containing
more than 500 instances. A data set of 500 instances is
used as the first set. An evaluation set, 20% the size of
every generated data set, is also generated for every data
set. The evaluation sets are extracted from the 20% of the
original data set used for evaluation.

Daelemans and Van den Bosch [6] have evaluated
Paramsearch on a number of machine learning algorithms
and NLP tasks, such as named entity recognition and Dutch 
morphological analysis. Their main finding was that
Paramsearch does not produce much effect with
algorithms that have little variation in their parameters.

Experimenting with Paramsearch on the training data
of the Afrikaans lemmatiser indicated that 99% of the
parameter settings were discarded based on only 2% of the
available training data (see Table 1 below). This raised
suspicion about the ability of Paramsearch to deliver the
best performing algorithmic parameter combinations.

Table 1. Relation between data set size and number of 
parameter settings evaluated by Paramsearch

Data set # Size (# Instances) # Evaluated 
Parameter Settings

1 500 925

2 720 232

3 1,245 13

4 2,154 3

5 3,727 3

6 6,448 1

The problem here is that the small differences between the
sizes of the progressive data sets generated at the start of
the procedure cause a large number of parameter settings to 
be filtered out at the start of the process, when the sizes of
the subsets are still relatively small in comparison to the
original data set. Some of the parameter settings that are
filtered out in the beginning could possibly include settings
that could have performed very well later on in the process
when more data is used for training purposes. 

2.2 PSearch
In order to overcome the problem relating to the small
differences in the progressive data sets and the fact that
Paramsearch is only available for two of the five TiMBL
classification algorithms, we created our own
implementation of Paramsearch, which we call PSearch.
PSearch operates on the same principles as the original
Paramsearch, with the major differences being the way
that the sizes of the training and evaluation sets are
generated and the number of algorithmic parameter
combinations that are discarded after each step in the WPS
process. In addition, PSearch supports all of the TiMBL
classification algorithms, as well as C4.5 [7].

The approach followed by PSearch is to discard
equations 1 and 2 above for the generation of the
progressive data set sizes and instead define the sizes of the 
progressive data sets as percentages of the size of the
available data set. In this way, the 80% of the original data
set (i.e. the training set) is divided into 8 subsets, which are
calculated2 as follows:

Size(Subset 1)=0.01xSize(Original data set)

Size(Subset 2)=0.02xSize(Original data set)

Size(Subset 3)=0.04xSize(Original data set)

Size(Subset 4)=0.05xSize(Original data set)

2 The percentages used in calculating the new sizes of the datasets 
were iteratively determined on the training data of the Afrikaans
lemmatiser.
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Size(Subset 5)=0.3xSize(Original data set)

Size(Subset 6)=0.65xSize(Original data set)

Size(Subset 7)=0.85xSize(Original data set)

Size(Subset 8)=1xSize(Original data set)

Another difference between PSearch and Paramsearch is
that PSearch limits the number of algorithmic parameter
setting combinations that are discarded after each iteration
when the data set size is enlarged. The number of
parameter settings is limited to prevent any excessive
decreases occurring in a single iteration. If the number of
"surviving" parameter combinations is less than 20% of the
number of parameter setting combinations in the previous
iteration, the parameter settings in the preceding bin are
also included. This process of including more bins of
algorithmic parameter settings is continued until the
number of "surviving" parameter settings is larger than, or
equal to 20% of the number of parameter setting
combinations evaluated in the previous round. The
advantage of this process is that it prevents PSearch from
discarding large numbers of parameter settings based on
their performance during the early stages of the WPS
procedure when the data set sizes are still relatively small.

Table 2 displays the new sizes of the progressive data
sets, as well the number of parameter settings evaluated by
PSearch.

Table 2. Relation between data set size and number of 
parameter settings evaluated by PSearch

Data set # Size (# Instances) # Evaluated Parameter 
Settings

1 800 925

2 1,500 630

3 2,000 238

4 4,000 135

5 15,000 114

6 30,000 72

7 40,000 33

8 57,781 6

Compared to Table 1, Table 2 shows a more gradual
decrease in the number of evaluated parameter settings and
therefore represents a much more desirable situation, as the
chances of good performing parameter settings being
eliminated at the beginning of the process are decreased.

In the next section, performance of Paramsearch and
PSearch are compared in terms of ranking of best
classifiers, accuracy of best-ranked parameter settings
compared to default settings, and execution time.

3. Comparing Paramsearch and PSearch
The performance of Paramsearch and PSearch is
compared in this section on a lemmatisation (section 3.1)
and a hyphenation task in Afrikaans (section 3.2). Both
Paramsearch and PSearch were used to generate
combinations of algorithmic parameter settings that are
expected to do well on these tasks. These combinations of
algorithmic parameters are compared to the results obtained 
from exhaustive searches. The exhaustive searches were
performed throughout all the valid parameter combinations,
as tested by Paramsearch and PSearch for IB1 (the default
k-Nearest Neighbour algorithm in TiMBL [2]) and C4.5
[7]. 925 different combinations of parameter settings were
tested in the IB1 exhaustive search, with 180 combinations
for C4.5.

3.1 Lemmatisation
The training data for the lemmatisation task consist of
72,226 instances, with 20 features each. Every instance
represents a lemmatised word and the features are made up
of letter sequences. The data contains 278 classes,
containing information for transforming the inflected word-
form to its linguistically correct lemma.

Ranking

Table 3 shows a comparison of the rankings produced by
PSearch and Paramsearch for the IB1 and C4.5
algorithms, evaluated on the training data of the Afrikaans
lemmatiser. The ranks as calculated in the exhaustive
searches are displayed in Table 3 for the five best
combinational settings as predicted by Paramsearch and
PSearch. The exhaustive search ranking signifies a position 
out of 925 for IB1 and a position out of 180 for C4.5. Thus, 
a ranking of 1 signifies the best combinational setting out
of 925 (or 180 in the case of C4.5), while a ranking of 925
signifies the combinational setting with the lowest accuracy
score. Consider for example the combinational setting
ranked by Paramsearch as the best performing setting for
IB1, which in fact achieved a ranking of 271 out of 925
(see Table 3).

Table 3. Comparison of the rankings produced by PSearch
and Paramsearch

Predicted
Ranking

Exhaustive Search
Rankings

(Paramsearch)

Exhaustive Search
Rankings (PSearch)

IB1 C4.5 IB1 C4.5

1 271 88 1 55

2 149 126 2 56

3 154 135 7 57

4 88 153 11 58

5 89 169 12 59
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The results in Table 3 indicate that PSearch delivers
combinational settings with higher rankings than
Paramsearch. PSearch even delivered the combinational
settings ranked 1 and 2 in the case of IB1, which shows
that PSearch can be assumed to be more suitable than
Paramsearch for producing good performing algorithmic
parameter settings for the lemmatisation task in Afrikaans,
especially when used for IB1. A reason for the good
performance of PSearch is that the larger datasets used at
the start of the WPS procedure reduce the chance of
discarding settings that performs badly on small amounts of
training data, but performs better on larger datasets.

Best setting compared to default setting

Table 4 shows a comparison based on accuracy between
the best settings predicted by Paramsearch and PSearch
and the default setting of the involved algorithm. The
percentage error reduction is measured as the percentage of
error that was saved by PSearch or Paramsearch. The
percentage error reduction may be negative if the predicted
settings perform worse than the default setting.

Table 4. Predicted best settings compared to default setting 
(Lemmatisation)

Best Setting 
Accuracy

Default
Setting

Accuracy

% Error 
Reduction

Paramsearch (IB1) 92.40% 91.36% 12.03

PSearch (IB1) 92.80% 91.36% 16.66

Paramsearch
(C4.5)

88.41% 90.81% -26.09

PSearch (C4.5) 91.21% 90.81% 4.35

The results in Table 4 indicate that the best settings
predicted by Paramsearch and PSearch deliver better
results than the default settings, except in the case of C4.5
where the error percentage was in fact increased by the
setting produced by Paramsearch.

Execution Time

Table 5. Comparison of PSearch and Paramsearch execution 
times to an exhaustive search (Lemmatisation)

Execution Time (min)

IB1 C4.5

Paramsearch 8.75 0.05

PSearch 29.5 0.78

Exhaustive Search 10 588.00 41.1

Table 5 illustrates the significant advantage in terms of
execution times that PSearch and Paramsearch have over
an exhaustive search. Paramsearch is also much faster than 
PSearch, but this difference seems to be of less importance

when considering the fact that PSearch is more likely to
produce better results than Paramsearch as far as the
lemmatisation task is concerned. The difference in
execution times of PSearch and Paramsearch can be
accredited to the larger subsets utilised by PSearch and the
fact the PSearch limits the number of settings that can be
discarded after each iteration in the WPS procedure.

3.2 Hyphenation
The comparisons of the previous section are repeated for an 
Afrikaans hyphenation task. The hyphenation training data
consist of 100,000 instances. A context window of 6
characters was used, resulting in 12 features. There are
only two classes in the training data, indicating whether the
word should be hyphenated at a certain position or not.

Ranking

Table 6. Comparison of the rankings produced by PSearch
and Paramsearch (Hyphenation)

Position as 
Ranked by 

PSearch and 
Paramsearch

Exhaustive Search 
rankings for settings 

produced by 
Paramsearch

Exhaustive Search 
rankings for 

settings produced 
by PSearch

IB1 C4.5 IB1 C4.5

1 8 50 1 19

2 9 80 3 22

3 5 74 2 21

4 21 109 4 15

5 25 137 13 28

Table 6 shows that PSearch performed better than
Paramsearch at the hyphenation task for both algorithms.
PSearch was less successful at predicting the best
performing algorithmic combinations for C4.5 when
compared to the good results obtained for IB1, but
nevertheless still outperformed Paramsearch.

Best setting compared to default setting

Table 7 indicates that the default parameter settings of IB1
and C4.5 perform better than the settings predicted as the
best by Paramsearch. The reason for this is that the default
settings performed badly on the first data sets generated at
the start of the WPS procedure and was accordingly
discarded at an early stage of the procedure by
Paramsearch. Table 7 further shows that the PSearch
approach of enlarging the sizes of the datasets used early
on in the WPS process and limiting the number of
parameter setting combinations that are discarded after
each iteration have a positive effect on the results, since
PSearch was able to predict parameter settings that perform 
better than the default settings. 
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Table 7. Predicted best settings compared to default setting 
(Hyphenation)

Best
Setting

Accuracy

Default
Setting

Accuracy

% Error 
Reduction

Paramsearch (IB1) 98.2% 98.32% -7.14

PSearch (IB1) 98.39% 98.32% 4.56

Paramsearch (C4.5) 96.59% 97.21% -25

PSearch (C4.5) 97.91% 97.21% 25

Execution Time

Table 8. Comparison of the rankings produced by PSearch
and Paramsearch execution times to an exhaustive search 

(Hyphenation)

Execution Time (min)

IB1 C4.5

Paramsearch 2.51 0.05

PSearch 38.23 1.57

Exhaustive Search 952.1 41.60

The results in Table 8 show the same trend as the results in
Table 5. The execution times of Paramsearch are generally
much faster than that of PSearch, but these differences in
execution time seem to be very small in comparison to the
execution times of an exhaustive search.

4. Conclusion
Results indicate that both PSearch and Paramsearch can
be used to predict good performing algorithmic parameter
combinations and that both these two methods are more
efficient in terms of execution time than an exhaustive
search. PSearch did however perform better than
Paramsearch on both the lemmatisation and hyphenation
tasks. An important result is that although the sizes of the
progressive datasets as utilised by PSearch were
customised with the lemmatisation task in mind, good
results were obtained when applying PSearch to the
hyphenation task.

The most important advantage of WPS remains the
significant reduction in execution time when compared to
an exhaustive search. In this sense PSearch has the
disadvantage that it has a longer execution time than
Paramsearch. The difference in execution time can be
attributed to the larger sizes of the progressive datasets
employed by PSearch, as well as the fact that PSearch
limits the number of combinations of parameter settings
than are discarded after every step in the WPS procedure.

The execution time of PSearch can however be considered
relatively small when compared to the execution time of an
exhaustive search. 

The performance of PSearch and Paramsearch seems
to be dependent on the machine learning algorithm of
choice, the sizes of the progressive datasets, the
interactions between these variables and also on the
structure of the training data (i.e. features, number of
classes etc.). Controlling and predicting these interactions
are a difficult task and provides further motivation for
experimenting with the sizes of the progressive datasets in
the WPS procedure when different machine learning
algorithms and tasks are involved.

Determining the best performing parameter
combinations in an effective manner remains an important
part of the development process of applications using
machine learning algorithms. Future work is necessary to
determine the relations between the sizes of the progressive
training sets employed by WPS and the other variables that
may affect the performance of the algorithms. This can be
done by extending PSearch to more machine learning
algorithms and evaluating the performance of PSearch on
alternative classification tasks than lemmatisation and
hyphenation.
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Abstract 
This paper analyses a valuable but forgotten resource in 
automatic terminology processing (ATP): glossaries. It argues 
that glossaries are widely available, especially on the Internet, 
and that they contain valuable terminological knowledge 
which can be exploited by automatic procedures. The 
empirical analysis of a set of glossaries collected from the 
Internet substantiates these arguments. The paper also 
presents a method to extract knowledge patterns from 
glossaries. An evaluation is then performed showing the 
usefulness of the extracted patterns in ATP. In two 
experimented domains, the improvements are 5% and 16% 
over f-measures respectively. The paper concludes that 
glossaries should be further studied and exploited.  

Keywords
Automatic terminology processing, automatic term extraction, 
pattern extraction, pattern heuristics. 

1. Introduction 
Automatic terminology processing (ATP) concerns the 
deployment of automatic or semi-automatic procedures to 
build, maintain, and exploit terminologies. Although 
generic ATP methods have been proposed ([10]), adapting 
them to different domains remains a challenge. To address 
this problem, it has been argued that glossaries (lists of the 
most important terms relating to a specific domain, together 
with their brief definitions or explanations) can be used. 
This is because glossaries are widely available and contain 
domain-specific terminological knowledge that, if 
extractable, can be used by ATP engines. 

This paper discusses which terminological knowledge
can be extracted from a glossary, and how. We first discuss 
what glossaries are, their features, and a sample set of 7 
glossaries collected from the Internet (Section 2). The types 
of terminological knowledge which glossaries contain and 
how they can be retrieved (Section 3) are then discussed. 
An evaluation will show the extent to which the extracted 
knowledge is useful for ATP (Section 4). Conclusion will 
be found in Section 5. 

2. Glossaries and their features 
2.1 Definitions and usages 
In contrast to other terminological resources, there is a lack 
of studies on glossaries in terminology processing literature. 
More often, authors discuss dictionaries or encyclopaediae 

([15], [16], and [19]), possibly because they consider 
glossaries to be similar to them. 

Definitions of a glossary generally agree that it is a list 
of technical terms along with their brief explanations, and 
that glossaries can be used for alternative purposes such as 
a reference point of a book, a common terminology for 
internal communication of a company, or a place where 
explanations of jargon used on a website can be found. 

2.2 Glossaries in the information era 
In this information and knowledge era, the general public 
constantly exploits increasingly available resources for their 
own needs using the Internet and the World Wide Web 
(WWW). Just as with books, there may be several terms on 
a website with which some readers are not familiar, and a 
short explanation is needed. Recognising this need, website 
authors put glossaries onto their websites and enhance them 
with features provided by the Internet and WWW such as 
hyperlinks, multimedia presentations, and search facilities. 
Search engines (such as Google) have developed search 
features which exploit available glossaries to allow users to 
find definitions of words and phrases; this confirms that 
there are both supply of and demand for glossaries.

2.3 Collecting glossaries from the Internet 
To confirm the hypothesis that glossaries contain valuable 
terminological knowledge which can be extracted and used 
in ATP, we collected a set of glossaries from various 
domains from the Internet to be used for empirical analysis 
and to design algorithms to extract terminological 
knowledge. To do this, firstly we searched Google for the 
keyword “glossary”, and obtained the glossaries from the 
first 100 results. In this study, we discuss a set of 7 
glossaries covering 7 different domains. Domains and 
descriptions of the selected ones are shown in Table 1.  

Glossaries on the WWW are presented in different 
ways and formats, varying from plain text only to those that 
use every available hypertext features. The hypertext 
markup language ([21]) does provide a set of html tags to 
be used to mark terms and definitions; they are <DL>, 
<DT>, and <DD>. When this tagset is used, terms are 
usually highlighted in bold and their definitions indented. 
However, not all compilers of Internet glossaries are aware 
of, or want to use, this tagset. In our sample set, three 
glossaries use other html tags to identify terms and 
explanations. 
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Table 1: Domains and descriptions of the collected glossaries 

2.4 Features of glossaries 
Empirical analysis shows that glossaries’ features can be 
divided into two categories: i) essential features: required in 
order for something to be considered a glossary; ii) 
supplementary features: used to enrich glossaries. Essential 
features of a glossary include: i) a list of terms; ii) a short 
description attached to each term (which will be referred to 
as a gloss1); iii) a method to quickly search for entries. The 
list of terms contain entries which the authors think is 
important, or worthy of inclusion; the numbers of entries in 
our set vary from 121 (CITIZEN) to 2641 (WEATHER). 
Each entry in a glossary is followed by a gloss (short 
description). Entries in glossary are sorted alphabetically 
help searching. Supplementary features of glossaries 
include: i) cross references: provide reader with references 
to other relevant terms, and ii) multimedia presentation: 
used to present information using audio and animated visual 
effects. In our sample set of glossaries, all but WEATHER 
provide hyperlinked cross references to other relevant 
terms. Only CHEMISTRY has multimedia presentation. 

The glosses in a glossary constitute its most important 
parts. A gloss (of an entry) provides description, 
explanation, or any information the author thinks may help 
readers to understand the entry quickly. The following 
extract is an example of glosses. 

absolute temperature. Temperature measured on a scale that 
sets absolute zero as zero. In the SI system, the Kelvin scale 
is used to measure absolute temperature. (CHEMISTRY) 

Generally speaking, a gloss is different from a definition 
found in a dictionary or encyclopaedia. Written by domain 
experts rather than lexicographers, they tend to be more 
informal. A gloss can also be considered a summary of 
information that would provide readers with concise 
knowledge of the term ([8]). A summary of various word 
statistics on glosses can be found in Table 2. Average 
numbers of sentences per gloss vary from 2.4 to 3.3; 
average numbers of words per gloss: 26.8 - 66.6. 

                                                                
1 We borrow the term “gloss” from WordNet ([6]) to describe the 

information attached to a term in a glossary. Originally, glossary 
meant a collection of glosses, and glosses were notes made in 
the margins or between the lines of a book ([14]). 

Table 2: Number (#) of sentences and words in glosses 

3. Exploiting glosses 
Given that glosses are used to explain the meaning of their 
entries and to provide important information about them, 
we first discuss several studies of definitions in the field of 
terminology processing. We then discuss methods to extract 
useful terminological knowledge from glosses. 

3.1 The study of definitions in terminology 
processing literature 
According to [2], [9], [15], and [20], the classic formula for 
a definition is X = Y + distinguishing characteristics 
(differentia), in which X is the entry, and Y is a genus2 term 
superordinating X. The differentia differentiates X from 
other concepts in the domain. Swales ([20]) has argued that 
the definition formula is often realised using a set of 
linguistic patterns; most of these patterns occur in our 
selected glossaries. 

3.2 Pre-processing glosses 
Parsing technologies allow us to analyse glosses quickly 
without a great deal of errors. Parsers such as that of [3] 
provide a reasonably accurate shallow syntactical analysis 
of a sentence. Using the output of [3], we can analyse the 
collected glosses in terms of sentence structure as well as 
the head words of these structures.  

We use the parser to process the selected glossaries. 
The parser’s outputs have proved to be sufficient, apart 
from some consistent errors fixed by post-processing rules. 
Analysing glosses using parser’s outputs also provides an 
indication of parser’s performance in ATP tasks. 

Using the parser output, the genus terms (in the 
definition formula) can be retrieved. The genus terms are 
located in the ‘first sentence’ of a gloss. If the ‘first 
sentence’ of a gloss is an NP, the genus is its head (e.g. 
Temperature measured on a scale that sets absolute zero as 
zero: temperature). If the ‘first sentence’ is a complete 
sentence, the genus is often the head of the argument of the 
copular verb (Visible light is electromagnetic radiation 
with a wavelength between 400 and 750 nm: radiation). 
Table 3 presents the ten most used genus terms extracted 
from selected glossaries. 

                                                                
2 The terms “genus” and “differentia” are borrowed from [2]. 

Glossary Description Domain 
JAVA Java Reference Java 
WEATHER National Weather Service Glossary Weather 
CANCER CancerhelpWebsite glossary Cancer 
UNICODE The Unicode Standard, Version 4.0 

glossary 
Unicode 
Standard 

CITIZEN Glossary and Acronym of the U.S. 
Citizenship and Immigration services 

US 
Citizenship 

CHEMISTRY General Chemistry Glossary Chemistry 

WATER Water Science Glossary of Terms Water science

Glossary Total # of 
sentences

Aver # 
sentences/gloss

Number 
of words

Aver # 
words/gloss

JAVA 684 2.67 6860 26.80
WEATHER 6353 2.40 78827 29.85
CANCER 3515 2.70 34229 54.19
UNICODE 858 2.47 10095 29.09
CITIZEN 393 3.25 8053 66.55
CHEMISTRY 3010 2.88 35159 33.68
WATER 458 2.99 6190 40.46
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Table 3: Ten most popular genus terms extracted from 
glossaries 

3.3  Differentiae, use of verbs, and knowledge 
patterns in glosses 
In glosses, often there is no differentia element (as in the 
classic formula of definition). Rather, there is an 
explanation why the term is important. The following 
example illustrates this observation. 

Alpha-Fetoprotein (AFP). Substance found in the 
bloodstream of some men with testicular cancer. The level 
rises when the cancer is growing and falls when the cancer is 
shrinking. … (CANCER) 

In this example, it can be argued that there are many 
substances which can be found in the bloodstream of men 
with testicular cancer. Thus, the first ‘sentence’ explains 
why AFP is important in Cancer rather than trying to 
distinguish it from other substances. It provides also a 
connection from AFP to other important concepts in the 
domain (i.e. testicular cancer). Consider another example: 

Xenylamine. Chemical which has been found to cause 
bladder cancer. (CANCER) 

In this example, the most important fact about Xenylamine
is that it is found to cause bladder cancer: its connection 
with the domain. Following examples reinforce the view 
that the gloss of an entry justifies its inclusion, often by 
establishing the entry’s connection with the domain. 

Case. A Java keyword that defines a group of statements to 
begin executing if a value specified matches the value 
defined by a preceding switch keyword. (JAVA) 

Here, the gloss is also a true definition stating the 
differences between case and other Java keywords. 

Aqueduct. a pipe, conduit, or channel designed to transport 
water from a remote source, usually by gravity. (WATER) 

The connection between aqueduct and the WATER domain 
is that an aqueduct transports water. 

Certificate of Citizenship. Identity document proving U.S. 
citizenship. Certificates of citizenship are issued to derivative 
citizens and to persons who acquired U.S. citizenship (see 

definitions for Acquired and Derivative Citizenship). 
(CITIZENSHIP) 

The connection between Certificate of Citizenship and the 
US Citizenship domain is that Certificate of Citizenship is 
an identity document, Certificate of Citizenship proves U.S 
citizenship, and Certificate of Citizenship is issued to 
derivative and acquired citizens. 

In the majority of cases, relations between the entry 
and the domain are explicitly stated using verbs such as 
“contain” (CHEMISTRY), “cause” (CANCER), and 
“define” (JAVA). Empirical observation suggests that such 
verbs, whilst varying across different domains, are used 
repeatedly within a glossary, and thus retrievable [6]. 

It can be argued that these significant verbs are, in fact, 
the central parts of the knowledge patterns which signal the 
important knowledge in a field, such as “A CONTAIN B” 
in the domain of Chemistry: 

acid: a compound containing detachable hydrogen ions;  
alloy: a mixture containing mostly metals;  

or “A STOP B” in the domain of Cancer: 

Anaesthetic: Drug which stops feeling, especially pain;  
Aminoglutethamide: Drug used to treat breast cancer which 
stops the Adrenal Gland from making sex hormones…. 

The notion of knowledge patterns in ATP has already been 
discussed in various studies ([1], [5], [11], [15]), although 
different terms may be used instead of knowledge patterns. 
In this study, the term knowledge pattern assumes a general 
meaning: a linguistic pattern which expresses important 
knowledge in the domain. We shall focus on patterns whose 
anchors are verbs, for example “X IS_A compound”, “X 
CONTAIN ring”, “X CONTAIN Y”, and “X TREAT Y”.  

3.4 Extracting and scoring knowledge 
patterns from glossaries 
3.4.1 Pattern extraction in NLP 
Pattern extraction is an interesting topic in NLP, as patterns 
are a means to extract further information. A pattern 
extraction method often has two components: a pattern 
heuristic and a pattern scoring method. A pattern heuristic 
is needed in order to identify pattern candidates. Once 
identified, pattern candidates are assigned scores so that 
significant patterns have a greater effect on the intended 
tasks. Relevant works that propose pattern heuristics and 
scoring methods include [12], [13], [17], and [18].

3.4.2 The proposed pattern heuristic 
Similar to [17] and [18], we concentrate on subject–

verb–argument patterns which often express important 
relations. As subjects (the entries being described) in 
sentences in glossaries are often omitted, it is safe to 
concentrate on the verb–argument parts of knowledge 
patterns. We propose a pattern heuristic that will capture 
patterns from glossaries at three levels of detail as follows: 

VERB + NP (the verb is followed by an NP) 

Glossary Genus terms 
JAVA keyword, protocol, method, item, system, class, 

language, unit, type, definition  
WEATHER system, model, time, area, wind, term, cloud, 

center, product, instrument 
CANCER cancer, operation, treatment, cell, lymphoma, 

drug, doctor, tube, substance, disease 
UNICODE character, acronym, synonym, standard, 

sequence, name, system, script, set, collection 
CITIZEN alien, category, limit, child, provision, number, 

immigrant, person, public, law 
CHEMISTRY substance, compound, reaction, example, unit, 

element, change, prefix, acid, process 
WATER water, process, substance, rock, term, unit, 

measure, amount, feature, system 
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VERB + TERM (the verb is followed by a TERM found in 
the glossary) 
VERB + head (the verb is followed by a specific head word 
of an NP) 

The three levels are intended to capture patterns at different 
levels of detail, leaving the pattern scoring method to assess 
their significance. The first two pattern heuristics are 
similar to those proposed in the literature. The additional 
pattern heuristic (VERB + NP’s head) is intended to 
capture patterns of general verbs (be, have, etc.) which may 
otherwise be overlooked by other heuristics. To illustrate 
this ability, consider the following context: “is a 
compound”, from which other pattern heuristics may 
suggest only two pattern candidates: “be NP” and “be 
<TERM>”, both considered too general for the domain of 
Chemistry. In this case, the third level is used to suggest the 
pattern candidate: “be compound”.  The output of the parser 
is used to identify VPs and the verb’s arguments. Following 
is an example of how the pattern heuristic works: 

Burkitt's Lymphoma. Burkitt's Lymphoma is a rare and 
special type of lymphoma that is usually treated with 
combination chemotherapy. 

From this sentence, the parser returns: 

(S1 (S (NP (NP (NNP Burkitt) (POS 's)) (NNP Lymphoma)) 
     (VP (AUX is) 
      (NP (NP (DT a) (ADJP (JJ rare) (CC and) (JJ special)) (NN 
type))       (PP (IN of) (NP (NN lymphoma))) 
       (SBAR (WHNP (WDT that)) 
 (S (VP (AUX is)  (ADVP (RB usually)) 
     (VP (VBN treated)   (PP (IN with)  
(NP (NN combination) (NN chemotherapy)))))))))     (. .))) 

which contains three VPs. For the first VP (“is a rare type 
of … treated with combination chemotherapy”), the 
algorithm suggests two patterns: “BE lymphoma” and “BE 
NP”. This is because lymphoma is identified as the head of 
the NP “a rare and special type of lymphoma that is usually 
….”. The second VP (“is usually treated with combination 
chemotherapy”) does not produce any pattern candidate. 
For the third VP (“treated with combination 
chemotherapy”), the algorithm discovers three more 
patterns: “TREATED WITH chemotherapy”, “TREATED 
WITH <TERM>”, and “TREATED WITH NP”. 

We call patterns which have <TERM> as their 
arguments (such as CONTAIN <TERM>) “binary 
patterns”. Patterns which have specific words as their 
arguments (such as “BE lymphoma”) are called “unary 
patterns”. It can be said that two types of patterns reflect 
two types of relations: relations between two individual 
terms and relations between individual terms and the whole 
terminology (the domain). 

3.4.3 Assigning scores to pattern candidates 
In ATP, it is important to assign scores to pattern 
candidates so that significant patterns have higher scores 
and, as a result, stronger influence on ATP than 

insignificant patterns. Several scoring methods have been 
experimented with and among them, the following formula 
has proved to be the best way to score patterns:  

))(log(
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i pF

pFr
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in this formula, )( ipF denotes the frequency of the pattern 

ip  in the glossary and )( ipFr : the frequency of ip  in the 

reference corpus. This scoring method rewards both 
patterns which occur frequently in the glossary, and patterns 
which occur frequently in the glossary in comparison to in a 
reference corpus. This scoring method can be considered 
similar to those of [13] and [18]. Examples of high-scoring 
patterns include: “FIGHT <TERM>”, “INCREASE risk” 
(from the glossary CANCER); “CONTAIN ring”, 
“DISSOLVED IN <TERM>” (CHEMISTRY). 

4. Knowledge patterns and ATP 
4.1 Incorporating knowledge patterns  
The extracted knowledge patterns can be considered as 
semantic information, which has already been used in ATP. 
A generalised way to incorporate semantic information into 
the termhood3 function is to add semantic information 
scores to it: )()()()( 2211 tKtKtFtFK αα ++=

In this formula, )(tF is the original termhood function (such 

as frequency and C-value), )(1 tK : the score of the semantic 

information contexts of the term candidate t independent of 
other term candidates, )(2 tK : the score of the semantic 

information contexts which also involve other term 
candidates, and 1α , 2α : the weights of these scores. In our 

case, )(1 tK is calculated as:  
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Here, Cu(t): the set of all instances where a unary 
knowledge pattern pi suggests a relation between the term 
candidate t and the pattern’s right argument; S(pi): the score 
of the pattern pi of the instance (the calculation of this score 
has been discussed in the previous section); and )(2 tK : 

)()()(
)(2 itcp i tFpStK

bi
∑ ∈

=   

Here, Cb(t) is the set of all instances where a relation 
between the term candidate t and another term candidate ti

is suggested by a binary pattern pi, and F(ti) is the termhood 
score of the term ti, which is the right argument of the 
pattern pi in the instance. )(2 tK can also be calculated 

recursively. 1α and 2α values are assigned by experiments. 

                                                                
3 A termhood score is a score which indicates how likely a term 

candidate is a term. A termhood function assigns termhood 
score to a term candidate. 
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4.2 Evaluation  
We choose to evaluate our proposed methodology over two 
domains: Cancer and Chemistry, whose knowledge patterns 
were extracted from their glossaries (see Sections 2 and 3). 
Texts for the two chosen domains were collected from the 
Internet. The Cancer domain corpus (CanCor) contains 
1248 documents (750,000 words); the Chemistry corpus 
(ChemCor) contains 300 documents (380,000 words). 

4.2.1 Gold standard and evaluation metrics 
To evaluate the quality of the extracted terms, we compare 
the outputs (the term candidate lists) provided by different 
termhood functions. For each domain, we combine three 
different glossaries to form a final list of terms. The number 
of glossaries in which a term appears is used as its weight. 
String matching is used to estimate the total number of 
terms, their total weights, and the average weight of a term 
which can be extracted from these two corpora. 

For a list of top N term candidates proposed by a 
termhood function, precision is calculated as the total 
weight of correct terms (weighted hits) divided by the 
average weight of N terms in the corpus, recall is the 
weighted hits divided by the total weight of terms identified 
using string matching. F-measure is calculated as usual. 

4.2.2 Results
The results show that the average improvements over the 
baseline termhood function (frequency) of f-measures over 
six values of N from Cancor and ChemCor are 5% and 16% 
(statistically significant at p=0.05) respectively. It is 
observed that knowledge patterns have a greater effect on 
shorter lists of term candidates than longer ones. 

5. Conclusions 
This paper discusses a forgotten resource in ATP: 
glossaries. We have argued that glossaries are increasingly 
available and used; and that they contain valuable 
terminological knowledge. A method to extract one type of 
terminological knowledge presented in a glossary - 
knowledge patterns – is discussed. The extracted 
knowledge patterns are then shown to be useful in ATP: it 
helps increase the performance of automatic term extraction 
(in term of weighted f-measures) by 5% and 16% 
respectively over two corpora. These extracted knowledge 
patterns can also be used in other ATP tasks ([8], [11]).  
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Abstract
The Open Mind Common Sense project has been
collecting common-sense knowledge from volun-
teers on the Internet since 2000. This knowledge
is represented in a machine-interpretable seman-
tic network called ConceptNet.

We present ConceptNet 3, which improves the
acquisition of new knowledge in ConceptNet and
facilitates turning edges of the network back into
natural language. We show how its modular de-
sign helps it adapt to different data sets and
languages. Finally, we evaluate the content of
ConceptNet 3, showing that the information it
contains is comparable with WordNet and the
Brandeis Semantic Ontology.
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1 Introduction

Understanding language in any form requires under-
standing connections among words, concepts, phrases
and thoughts. Many of the problems we face today
in artificial intelligence depend in some way on under-
standing this network of relationships which represent
the facts that each of us knows about the world. Re-
searchers have looked for ways to automatically dis-
cover such relationships, but automatic methods can
miss many basic relationships that are rarely stated
directly in corpora. When people communicate with
each other, their conversation relies on many basic,
unspoken assumptions, and they often learn the basis
behind these assumptions long before they can write
at all, much less write the text found in corpora.
Grice’s theory of pragmatics [5] states that when

communicating, people tend not to provide informa-
tion which is obvious or extraneous. If someone says

“I bought groceries”, he is unlikely to add that he used
money to do so, unless the context made this fact sur-
prising or in question. This means that it is difficult to
automatically extract common-sense statements from
text, and the results tend to be unreliable and need
to be checked by a human. In fact, large portions of
current lexical resources, such as WordNet, FrameNet,
PropBank, Cyc, SIMPLE and the BSO, are not col-
lected automatically, but are created by trained knowl-
edge engineers. This sort of resource creation is labor
intensive and time consuming.
In 2000, the Open Mind Common Sense project be-

gan to collect statements from untrained volunteers on
the Internet. Since then, it has amassed over 700,000
pieces of information both from free and structured
text entry. This data has been used to automatically
build a semantic network of over 150,000 nodes, called
ConceptNet. In this paper we introduce ConceptNet
3, its newest version. We then compare information
in ConceptNet to two primarily hand-created lexical
resources: the Generative Lexicon-inspired Brandeis
Semantic Ontology project [13] and WordNet [4].

2 The Open Mind Common
Sense Project

The Open Mind Common Sense (OMCS) project
serves as a distributed solution to the problem of com-
mon sense acquisition, by enabling the general public
to enter common sense into the system with no spe-
cial training or knowledge of computer science. The
project currently has 14,000 registered English lan-
guage contributors.
OMCS collects data by interacting with its contribu-

tors in activities which elicit different types of common
sense knowledge. Some of the data is entered free-
form, and some was collected using semi-structured
frames where contributors were given sentences and
would fill in a word or phrase that completed the sen-
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tence. For example, given the frame “ can be
used to .”, one could fill in “a pen” and “write”,
or more complex phrases such as “take the dog for a
walk” and “get exercise”.
Open Mind Commons [15] is a new interface for

collecting knowledge from volunteers, built on top of
ConceptNet 3, which allows its contributors to partic-
ipate in the process of refining knowledge. Contribu-
tors can see the statements that have previously been
entered on a given topic, and give them ratings to in-
dicate whether they are helpful, correct knowledge or
not. Also, Commons uses the existing knowledge on a
topic to ask relevant questions. These questions help
the system fill in gaps in its knowledge, and also help
to show users what the system is learning from the
knowledge they enter.
Each interface to OMCS presents knowledge to its

users in natural language, and collects new knowledge
in natural language as well. In order to use this knowl-
edge computationally, it has to be transformed into a
more structured representation.

2.1 The Birth of ConceptNet

ConceptNet is a representation of the Open Mind
Common Sense corpus that is easy for a variety of
applications to process. From the semi-structured En-
glish sentences in OMCS, we are able to extract knowl-
edge into more computable representations. When the
OMCS project began using the data set to improve
intelligent user interfaces, we began employing extrac-
tion rules to mine the knowledge into a semantic net-
work. The evolution of this process has brought us to
ConceptNet 3.
In this version of ConceptNet, we focus on the use-

fulness of the data in the OMCS project to natural lan-
guage processing and artificial intelligence as a whole.
We have aimed to make ConceptNet modular in a way
which enables us to quickly and easily make Concept-
Nets for other data sets such as the Brazilian Open
Mind. To support this change of focus, improvements
such as higher-order predicates, polarity and improved
weighting metrics have been introduced.
ConceptNet and OMCS are useful in a wide va-

riety of applications where undisambiguated text is
used. One example of this is improving the accuracy of
speech recognition [8]. ConceptNet can also be used to
help an intelligent user interface understand the user’s
goals and views of the world [9]. For use of Concept-
Net 3 as an evaluative tool please see [6]. An extensive
summary of applications using the ConceptNet frame-
work can be found in [10].

2.2 Multilingual Knowledge Collection

In 2005, a sister project to Open Mind Common Sense
was established at the Universidade Federal de São
Carlos, in order to collect common sense knowledge
in Portuguese [2]. The Open Mind Commonsense no
Brasil project has now collected over 160,000 state-
ments from its contributors. GlobalMind [3], a project
to collect similar knowledge in Korean, Japanese, and
Chinese and to encourage users to translate knowledge
among these languages and English, was launched in
2006. These projects expand the population that can

contribute to Open Mind, and give us the potential to
build connections between the knowledge bases of the
different languages and study the cultural differences
that emerge.
ConceptNet 3 is flexible enough with its natural lan-

guage tools that it can build ConceptNets for multiple
languages and synthesize them into the same database.
We have now done so with the Portuguese corpus,
which is the most mature of OMCS’ sister projects.

2.3 OMCS and Other Resources

2.3.1 Cyc

The Cyc project [7] is another attempt to collect com-
mon sense knowledge. Started by Doug Lenat in 1984,
this project utilizes knowledge engineers who hand-
craft assertions and place them in Cyc’s logical frame-
works, using a logical representation called CycL. To
use Cyc for natural language tasks, one must trans-
late text into CycL through a complex and difficult
process, as natural language is ambiguous while CycL
is logical and unambiguous.

2.3.2 WordNet

Princeton University’s WordNet [4] is one of the most
widely used natural language processing resources to-
day. WordNet is a collection of words arranged into
a hierarchy, with each word carefully divided into dis-
tinct “senses” with pointers to related words, such as
antonyms, is-a superclasses, and words connected by
other relations such as part-of. WordNet’s popularity
may be explained by the ease a researcher has in inter-
facing it with a new application or system. We have
endeavored to accomplish this flexibility of integration
with ConceptNet.

2.3.3 BSO

Currently being developed, the Brandeis Semantic On-
tology (BSO) [13] is a large lexical resource based in
James Pustejovsky’s Generative Lexicon (GL) [12], a
theory of semantics that focuses on the distributed na-
ture of compositionality in natural language. Unlike
ConceptNet, however, the BSO focuses on the type
structure and argument structure as well as on rela-
tionships between words.
An important part of GL is its network of qualia

relations that characterize the relationships between
words in the lexicon, and this structure is significantly
similar to the set of ConceptNet relations. There are
four types of qualia relations: formal, the basic type
distinguishing the meaning of a word; constitutive, the
relation between an object and its parts; telic, the pur-
pose or function of the object; and agentive, the factors
involved in the object’s origins [12].
We’ve noticed that these qualia relations line up

well with ConceptNet 3 relations. IsA maps well to
the formal qualia, PartOf to the constitutive, Used-
For to the telic. The closest relation in ConceptNet 2
to the agentive relation was the CapableOfReceiving-
Action relation, but this is too general, as it describes
many things that can happen to an object besides how
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it comes into being. In order to further this GL com-
patibility, we’ve added the CreatedBy relation and im-
plemented targeted elicitation frames to collect state-
ments that correspond with the agentive qualia.

3 The Design of ConceptNet 3

In developing ConceptNet 3, we drew on our expe-
rience with working with ConceptNet as users and
observed what improvements would make it easier to
work with. The new architecture of ConceptNet is
more suitable to being incrementally updated, being
populated from different data sources, and searching
in complex queries such as those that are necessary
to discover common-sense analogies. We believe that
these improvements make ConceptNet more accessi-
ble to a variety of developers of artificial intelligence
applications.

3.1 Concepts

The basic nodes of ConceptNet are concepts, which
are aspects of the world that people would talk about
in natural language. Concepts correspond to se-
lected constituents of the common-sense statements
that users have entered; they can represent noun
phrases, verb phrases, adjective phrases, or preposi-
tional phrases (when describing locations). They tend
to represent verbs only in complete verb phrases, so
“go to the store” and “go home” are more typical con-
cepts than the bare verb “go”.
Although they are derived from constituents, con-

cepts are not literal strings of text; a concept can rep-
resent many related phrases, through the normaliza-
tion process described later.

3.2 Predicates

In a semantic network where concepts are the nodes,
the edges are predicates, which express relationships
between two concepts. Predicates are extracted from
the natural language statements that contributors en-
ter, and express types of relationships such as IsA,
PartOf, LocationOf, and UsedFor. Our 21 basic rela-
tion types are not a closed class, and we plan to add
more in the future.
In addition to these specific relation types, there

are also some underspecified relation types such as
ConceptuallyRelatedTo, which says that a relation-
ship exists between two concepts, but we can’t de-
termine from the sentence what it is. Though they
are vague, these connections can help to provide infor-
mation about the context around a concept, and they
provide a fallback for cases where the parser is un-
able to parse a sentence. They are also used in several
current applications [10].
Predicates maintain a connection to natural lan-

guage by keeping a reference to the original sentence
that generated them, as well as the substrings of the
sentence that produced each of their concepts. This
way, if the computer generates a new predicate without
human input, like when it forms a hypothesis based
on other knowledge, it can follow the example of other

Relation Example sentence pattern
IsA NP is a kind of NP .
MadeOf NP is made of NP .
UsedFor NP is used for V P .
CapableOf NP can V P .
DesireOf NP wants to V P .
CreatedBy You make NP by V P .
InstanceOf An example of NP is NP .
PartOf NP is part of NP .
PropertyOf NP is AP .
EffectOf The effect of V P is NP |V P .

Table 1: Some of the specific relation types in Con-
ceptNet 3, along with an example of a sentence pattern
that produces each type

predicates to express this new predicate in natural lan-
guage.

3.3 Modular Structure

ConceptNet 3 is built on top of the Common Sense
Application Model of Architecture (CSAMOA) [1], a
four-layer software design pattern intended to ease the
development of common sense applications. By divid-
ing components of common sense reasoning along con-
sistent lines, CSAMOA encourages the development of
reusable and interchangeable software components.

The layers of CSAMOA, in order, are the Cor-
pus layer, which preserves original, human representa-
tion of common sense knowledge; the Representation
layer, which abstracts the knowledge into a machine-
interpretable form; the Realm layer, which helps nav-
igate or performs generic computations on the struc-
ture of the machine-interpretable representation; and
the Application layer, which is devoted to processing
all user interactions and performing all other opera-
tions pursuant to the particular application. Concept-
Net 3 was developed as a Representation layer for use
with OMCS as the Corpus layer.

The use of CSAMOA and its emphasis on modular-
ity represents a major change in the design choices un-
derlying ConceptNet. In particular, we want the var-
ious components of ConceptNet, such as the parsing
or reasoning components, to be customizable for dif-
ferent applications. For instance, the parsing patterns
can be changed to handle different forms of natural
language input, and the NLP procedures themselves
can be replaced in order to generate a ConceptNet in
a language besides English.

The most notable improvements CSAMOA has
brought to ConceptNet are in its processing-oriented
architecture. ConceptNet’s data, data models, and
processing code are now clearly separated, which per-
mitted many advances in adding multiple language ca-
pabilities and improving the extraction of knowledge
from unparsed text. ConceptNet’s role in larger ap-
plications is also more clearly defined, allowing for the
simplification of the code base.
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4 Creating ConceptNet

4.1 Pattern Matching

Predicates in ConceptNet are created by a pattern-
matching process, as they have been in previous ver-
sions [10]. We compare each sentence we have collected
with an ordered list of patterns, which are regular ex-
pressions that can also include additional constraints
on phrase types based on the output of a natural lan-
guage tagger and chunker. These patterns represent
sentence structures that are commonly used to ex-
press the various relation types in ConceptNet. Ta-
ble 1 shows some examples of patterns that express
different relations. The phrases that fill the slots in a
pattern are the phrases that will be turned into con-
cepts.
Many of these patterns correspond to elicitation

frames that were presented on the OMCS website for
users to fill in; the fact that so many sentences were
elicited with predictable sentence structures means
that these sentences can be reliably turned into pred-
icates.
Other patterns, such as “NP is a NP”, represent

sentence structures that contributors commonly used
when entering knowledge as free text. For these pat-
terns, the constraints on phrase types (such as NP )
imposed by the chunker are particularly important to
prevent false matches.
Before a sentence goes through the pattern-

matching process, common typographical errors and
spelling mistakes are corrected using a simple replace-
ment dictionary. If the sentence is a complex sentence
with multiple clauses, we use patterns to extract sim-
pler sentences out of it to run through the process.

4.2 Normalization

When a sentence is matched against a pattern, the
result is a “raw predicate” that relates two strings of
text. The normalization process determines which two
concepts these strings correspond to, turning the raw
predicate into a true edge of ConceptNet.
The following steps are used to normalize a string:

1. Remove punctuation.

2. Remove stop words.

3. Run each remaining word through a stemmer. We
currently use Porter’s Snowball stemmer, in both
its English1 and Portuguese versions [11].

4. Alphabetize the remaining stems, so that the or-
der of content words in the phrase doesn’t matter.

A concept, then, encompasses all phrases that nor-
malize to the same text. As normalization often results
in unreadable phrases such as “endang plant speci”
(from “an endangered species of plant”), the normal-
ized text is only used to group phrases into concepts,
never as an external representation. This grouping in-
tentionally lumps together many phrases, even ones
1 For compatibility with previous work, we use the original
version of the English Snowball stemmer (the one commonly
called “the Porter stemmer”), not the revised version.
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Fig. 1: The number of words in the texts of concepts
after normalization. The “without singletons” lines
leave out sporadic concepts that only appear in one
predicate, discarding many phrases that are too long
to be useful concepts

that are only related by accidents of orthography, be-
cause we have found this to be an appropriate level of
granularity for reasoning about undisambiguated nat-
ural language text collected from people.

4.3 Open Mind Commons

ConceptNet would be nothing without the ability to
collect knowledge from contributors on the Internet.
The statements that currently comprise ConceptNet
were collected from the Open Mind Common Sense
web site, which used prompts such as “What is one
reason that you would ride a bicycle?” to collect
statements of common sense from its users.
Open Mind Commons [15] is an update of the orig-

inal knowledge-collection website, OMCS 1, built on
top of ConceptNet 3. The interface now includes ac-
tivities that help refine its existing knowledge, by giv-
ing feedback to its users about what it already knows
and what gaps seem to exist in its knowledge.
This feedback arises from a process that discovers

analogies among the existing knowledge in Concept-
Net. If concept X and concept Y appear in corre-
sponding places in many equivalent predicates, they
are considered to be similar concepts. Then, if con-
cept X appears in a predicate that is not known about
concept Y , Open Mind Commons can hypothesize that
the same predicate is true for Y , and it can make this
inference stronger by finding other similar concepts
that lead to the same hypothesis. By following the
links to natural language that are maintained in Con-
ceptNet, it can turn the hypothesized predicate into a
natural language question, which it asks to a user of
the site.
Another kind of question that Open Mind Commons

will ask based on analogy is a “fill in the blank” ques-
tion: if it determines that it doesn’t know enough pred-
icates of a certain type about a concept, compared to
what it knows about similar concepts, it will ask the
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Fig. 2: Open Mind Commons asks questions to fill
gaps in its knowledge

user to fill in that predicate. Figure 2 shows Commons
asking both kinds of questions about the topic ocean.
Asking questions based on analogies serves to make

the database’s knowledge more strongly connected, as
it eliminates gaps where simply no one had thought to
say a certain fact; it also helps to confirm to contrib-
utors that the system is understanding and learning
from the data it acquires.

4.4 Reliability of Assertions

In ConceptNet 3, each predicate has a score that repre-
sents its reliability. This score comes from two sources
so far. A user on Open Mind Commons can evalu-
ate an existing statement and increase or decrease its
score by one point. The score can also be implicitly in-
creased when multiple users independently enter sen-
tences that map to the same predicate, and this is
where the majority of scores come from so far.
The default score for a statement is 1—it is sup-

ported by one person: the person who entered it.
Statements with zero or negative scores (because a
user has decreased their score) are considered unre-
liable, and are not used for analogies in Open Mind
Commons. Statements with positive scores contribute
to analogies with a weight that scales logarithmically
with their score.
In general, a significant number of predicates were

asserted multiple times; Figure 3 shows the distribu-
tion of scores among all these predicates. Surprisingly,
although the Portuguese corpus has been around for a
shorter time and has fewer predicates, its predicates
tend to have higher scores. The fact that all Por-
tuguese statements were entered through structured
templates, not through free text, may have caused
them to coincide more often.
The highest-scored predicate in the English OMCS

is “Dogs are a kind of animal”, asserted independently
by 101 different users. The highest-scored predicate in
Portuguese is “Pessoas dormem quando elas estão com
sono” (“People sleep when they are tired”), asserted
independently by 318 users.
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4.5 Polarity

In ConceptNet 3, we have introduced the ability to
represent negative assertions. This capability allows
us to develop interfaces that may ask a question of a
user and draw reasonable conclusions when the answer
is “no.” The pattern matching process includes addi-
tional patterns, which match sentences expressing the
negation of one of our relation types.
To this end, we added a polarity parameter to our

predicate models that can assume the values 1 and
−1, and we introduced a collection of extraction pat-
terns that mirror most of our other extraction pattern
but detect negation. About 1.8% of the English predi-
cates and 4.4% of the Portuguese predicates currently
in ConceptNet 3 have a negative polarity.
Importantly, score and polarity are independent

quantities. A predicate with a negative polarity can
have a high, positive score, indicating that multiple
users have attested the negative statement (an exam-
ple is “People don’t want to be hurt”). Predicates
with a zero or negative score, meanwhile, are usually
unhelpful or nonsensical statements such as “Joe is a
cat” or “A garage is for asdfghjkl”, not statements that
are “false” in any meaningful way.

5 Evaluation

The quality of the data collected by OMCS was mea-
sured in a 2002 study [14]. Human judges evaluated
a random sample of the corpus and gave positive re-
sults, judging three quarters of the assertions to be
“largely true”, over four fifths to be “largely objective
and sensible”, and 84% “common enough to be known
by someone by high school”.
Here, we evaluate ConceptNet 3 in a different way:

by testing how often its assertions align with asser-
tions in similar lexical resources. The structure of Cyc
is not readily aligned with ConceptNet, but WordNet
and the BSO both contain information that is compa-
rable to a subset of ConceptNet. In particular, certain
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ConceptNet relations correspond to WordNet’s point-
ers and the BSO’s qualia, as follows:

ConceptNet WordNet BSO
IsA Hypernym Formal
PartOf Meronym Constitutive
UsedFor none Telic

BSO’s fourth qualia type, Agentive, corresponds to
the ConceptNet relation CreatedBy, but this relation
is new in ConceptNet 3 and we have not yet collected
examples of it from the public.
In this evaluation, we examine IsA, PartOf, and

UsedFor predicates in ConceptNet, and check whether
an equivalent relationship holds between equivalent
entries in WordNet and the BSO. The test set consists
of all predicates of these types where both concepts
normalize to a single word (that is, they each contain
one non-stopword), as these are the concepts that are
most likely to have counterparts in other resources.
Such predicates make up 11.1% of the UsedFor rela-
tions, 21.0% of IsA, and 31.2% of the PartOf relations
in ConceptNet.
For each predicate, we determine whether there ex-

ists a connection between two entries in WordNet or
the BSO that have the same normalized form (stem)
and the appropriate part of speech (generally nouns,
except that the second argument of UsedFor is a verb).
This allows us to make comparisons between the dif-
ferent resources despite the different granularities of
their entries. If such a connection exists, we classify
the predicate as a “hit”; if no such connection exists
between the corresponding entries, we classify it as a
“miss”; and if no match is possible because a resource
has no entries with one of the given stems, we classify
it as “no comparison”.
The criterion for determining whether “a connection

exists” does not require the connection to be expressed
by a single pointer or qualia. For example, the only
direct hypernym of the first sense of “dog” in Word-
Net is “canine”, but we want to be able to match more
general statements such as “a dog is an animal”. So
instead, we check whether the target database con-
tains the appropriate relation from the first concept
to the second concept or to any ancestor of the sec-
ond concept under the IsA relation (that is, the hy-
pernym relation or the formal qualia). Under this
criterion, ConceptNet’s (IsA “dog” “anim”) matches
against WordNet, as “anim” is the Porter stem of “an-
imal”, WordNet contains a noun sense of “dog” that
has a hypernym pointer to “canine”, and a series of
hypernym pointers can be followed from “canine” to
reach a sense of “animal”.
There are two major classes of “misses”. Sometimes,

a ConceptNet predicate does not hold in another re-
source because the ConceptNet predicate is unreliable,
vague, or misparsed; on the other hand, sometimes the
ConceptNet predicate is correct, and the difference is
simply a difference in coverage. We have assessed a
sample of 10 misses between ConceptNet and Word-
Net in Table 3, and between ConceptNet and the BSO
in Table 4.
We ran this evaluation independently for IsA, Used-

For, and PartOf predicates, against each of WordNet
and the BSO (except that it is not possible to evaluate

Resource Type Hit Miss No comparison
WordNet IsA 2530 3065 1267
WordNet PartOf 653 1344 319
WordNet Random 245 5272 1268
BSO IsA 1813 2545 2044
BSO PartOf 26 49 2241
BSO UsedFor 382 1584 3177
BSO Random 188 4456 2142

Table 2: The results of the evaluation. A “hit”
is when the appropriate concepts exist in the target
database and the correct relationship holds between
them, a “miss” is when the concepts exist but the rela-
tionship does not hold, and “no comparison” is when
one or both concepts do not exist in the target database

Missed predicate Reason for difference
Swordfish is a novel. unreliable
Bill is a name. WordNet coverage
Sam is a guy. vague
(offensive statement) unreliable
A gymnasium is a hall. vague
Babies are fun. misparsed
Newsprint is a commodity. WordNet coverage
Biking is a sport. WordNet coverage
Cats are predators. WordNet coverage
Seeds are food. WordNet coverage

Table 3: A sample of ConceptNet predicates that do
not hold in WordNet, with an assessment of whether
the difference comes from unreliable/vague informa-
tion in ConceptNet or a difference in coverage

UsedFor against WordNet). As a control to show that
not too many hits arose from random noise, we also
tested “randomized IsA predicates”. These predicates
were created by making random IsA predicates out of
the shuffled arguments of the IsA predicates we tested,
so that these predicates would express nonsense state-
ments such as “soy is a kind of peninsula”. Indeed,
few of these predicates were hits compared to real Con-
ceptNet predicates, even though IsA predicates are the
most likely to match by chance. Table 2 presents the
results, and Figure 4 charts the success rates for each
trial (the ratios of hits to hits plus misses).
A Pearson’s chi-square test of independence showed

that the difference in the hit vs. miss distribution be-
tween the real predicates and the randomly-generated
ones is statistically very significant, with p < 0.001
(df = 1) for each relation type. WordNet has χ2 =
2465.3 for IsA predicates and χ2 = 1112.7 for PartOf
predicates compared to random predicates; the BSO
has χ2 = 1834.0 for IsA, χ2 = 159.8 for PartOf, and
χ2 = 414.7 for UsedFor compared to random predicates.

6 Discussion

As a resource, ConceptNet differs from most available
corpora in the nature and structure of its content. Un-
like free text corpora, each sentence of OMCS was
entered by a goal-directed user hoping to contribute
common sense, resulting in a wealth of statements that
focus on simple, real-world concepts that often go un-
stated.
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ConceptNet predicate Reason for difference
A contest is a game. BSO coverage
A spiral is a curve. BSO coverage
A robot is a worker. vague
A cookie is a biscuit. BSO coverage; regional
An umbrella is waterproof. misparsed
A peanut is a legume. BSO coverage
A hunter is a camper. BSO coverage
A clone is a copy. BSO coverage
The president is a liar. unreliable
People are hairdressers. unreliable

Table 4: A sample of ConceptNet predicates that do
not hold in the BSO, with an assessment of whether
the difference is due to unreliable information in Con-
ceptNet or a difference in coverage
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Fig. 4: When ConceptNet predicates can be mapped
onto relations between WordNet and BSO entries, they
match a significant percentage of the time

Our evaluation has shown that our information fre-
quently overlaps with two expert-created resources,
WordNet and the Brandeis Semantic Ontology, on the
types of predicates where they are comparable. The
goal of ConceptNet is not just to emulate these other
resources, though; it also contains useful information
beyond what is found in WordNet or the BSO. For
example, many “misses” in our evaluation are useful
statements in ConceptNet that simply do not appear
in the other resources we evaluated it against, such as
“sauce is a part of pizza”, “a son is part of a family”,
and “weekends are used for recovery”.

In addition, ConceptNet expresses many important
types of relations that we did not evaluate here, such
as CapableOf (“fire can burn you”, “birds can fly”),
LocationOf (“you would find a stapler on a desk”, “you
would find books at a library”), and EffectOf (“an ef-
fect of opening a gift is surprise”, “an effect of exercise
is sweating”). All of these kinds of information are im-
portant in giving AI applications the ability to reason
about the real world.
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Abstract 
We propose a fusion of Inversion Transduction Grammar 
model with IBM-style notation of fertility to improve word-
aligning performance. In our approach, binary context-free 
grammar rules on the source language, accompanied with 
orientation preferences on the target, and fertilities of words 
are leveraged to construct a syntax-based statistical translation 
model. Our model, inherently possessing the characteristic of 
ITG restrictions and allowing for many consecutive words 
aligned to one and vise versa, outperforms original ITG model 
and GIZA++ not only in alignment error rate (23% and 14% 
error reduction) but in consistent phrase error rate (13% and 
9% error reduction) as well. Better performance in these two 
evaluation metrics will lead to better phrase-based machine 
translation with higher possibility. 

Keywords
Word alignment, inversion transduction grammar, IBM models, 
alignment error rate, parsing, and GIZA++. 

1. Introduction 
Statistical translation model is a model which, given a 
string pair, estimates the likelihood of being translations of 
each other whether relied on lexical information or 
syntactic aspects of languages involved. In spite of the fact 
that the methodologies varies, the intention is clear—trying 
to obtain better word alignment results since a better 
translation model implies better performance in various 
linguistic applications. Among them are phrase-based 
machine translation (Och and Ney, 2004; David Chiang, 
2005; Liu et al., 2006) and inference of syntactic translation 
rules (Galley et al., 2004; Galley et al., 2006).  

Since the pioneering work of (Brown et al., 1988), 
there have been a myriad of subsequent researches related 
to statistical translation model. They could mainly be 
classified into two categories: one paying little attention to 
the grammars of the languages (Vogel et al., 1996; Och and 
Ney, 2000; Toutanova et al., 2002) and the other explicitly 
utilizing languages’ structural or syntactic information (Wu, 
1997; Yamada and Knight, 2001; Cherry and Lin, 2003; 
Gildea, 2004; Zhang and Gildea, 2005). With more and 
more accurate syntactic analyzers (such as part-of-speech 
tagger and Stanford parser) being developed and in view of 
the deficiency in modeling grammatical facets of languages 
IBM-like models experience, latter researches have 
received increasing attention. 

To incorporate syntax of involved languages, Yamada 
and Knight (2001) accepted source-language (SL, such as 
English) parse trees as input and made use of reordering, 
inserting and translating operations to transform the input 
parse trees into counterpart target-language (TL, such as 
French) strings. In contrast to flattening the input parse 
trees to do the transformation (reordering, inserting and 
translating) for every node, Wu’s ITG (1997) attempted to 
associate each production rule commonly shared by two 
languages with word orientation. Besides, instead of 
accepting parse trees produced by a monolingual parser, 
Wu’s approach makes possible constructing bilingual parse 
trees synchronously. 

The strengths of two models are discussed in (Zhang 
and Gildea, 2004), which also found data-oriented bilingual 
parsing turned out to outperform tree-to-string model for 
word-level alignment. Nonetheless, in (Wu, 1997), 
constituent categories are not differentiated and the 
probabilities of the straight or inverted orientation of binary 
production rules, rather than trained on real-life cases, are 
all assigned constant. 

Inspired by (Zhang et al. 2006), which suggests 
binarization of synchronous rules improves both speed and 
accuracy of a syntax-based machine translation system, in 
this paper, to capture the systematic differences in 
languages’ grammars, such as SVO (English or Chinese), 
SOV (Japanese) and VSO (Arabic) word orders, we attach 
the information of identical or dissimilar orientation of 
languages’ counterparts onto binary SL CFG rules, 
resulting in grammatical rewrite rules biased on SL side, or 
more specifically, biased ITG rules, bITG for short. For 
instance, the similar VO construct in both English and 
Chinese can be observed from the high probability of the 

bITG rule VP VP NP  where square bracket indicates 

the same ordering (straight) of the two right-hand-side 
constituents in both languages when expanding the left-
hand-side symbol. On the contrary, the different VO 
construct in English and Japanese can be modeled using 

high inverted probability of bITG rule VP VP NP
where pointed bracket denotes we expand the left-hand-side 
label into two right-hand-side symbols in reverse 
orientation in two languages. However, both bITG rules are 
inferred from the same binary CFG rule (VP VP NP )
of the source language, English, only with different order 
preferences on the target end. 
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Furthermore, in our model fusing bITG model with 
IBM-style fertilities, many contiguous words on the source 
can be aligned to one word on the target and vice versa 
based on fertility probabilities of words. Originally, Wu’s 
ITG (1997) only allowed for a word in one language to be 
aligned to, at most, one word in another, which may 
decrease the accuracy of the bilingual parse trees and, in 
turn, the performance on word alignments. This one-to-one 
restriction on word-aligning is especially not suitable for 
language pair like English and Chinese since the 
tokenization work of Chinese sentences prior to word 
alignment would introduce many many-to-one or one-to-
many links in that the resulting segments in Chinese 
sentences are independent of words on English side. That is, 
the segmentations in Chinese can be under- or over- 
segmented for the corresponding words in English. As a 
result, the translation model accommodating more than 
one-to-one correspondences is of great importance, 
especially for such language pair. 

Section 2 and 3 describe our model in detail. Section 4 
shows experimental results and section 5 concludes this 
paper. 

2. The Model 
2.1 An Example 
First, an example of how bITG rules are exploited to assist 
in word-aligning sentence pairs is introduced. A more 
formal description of our model will be discussed in 
sequent sections. 

We assume a parallel sentence pair and POS 
information of the SL sentence are fed into our model and it, 
using not only lexical translation rules but the binary SL 
CFG rules accompanied with orientation preferences of 
counterparts on the TL, synchronously parses the bilingual 
sentence pair and yields the word alignments at the leaf 
level of the bilingual parse tree. 

The model assigns probabilities to substring pairs of 
the bilingual sentences after each of them is associated with 
possible syntactic labels on the source side. Take the 
sentence pair and its parse in Figure 1, where spaces in the 
Chinese sentence are used to distinguish the boundaries of 
segments and  denotes the inverted orientation of the 
node’s children on the target, for example. The substring 
pair (positive role, 積極 作用) associated with constituent 
category NP will be assigned a probability. In this 
particular parse, the best probability of parsing (positive 
role, 積極 作用) is the product of probabilities of straight

bITG rule, NP JJ NN , and lexical translation rules, 

JJ positive/積極 and NN role/作用 where / denotes 
word correspondence in both languages. The higher 

probability of the rule NP JJ NN  than that of the 

inverted rule NP JJ NN  not just instructs the model 

to align the right-hand-side counterparts of two languages 
in a straight fashion more, but implies the similar word 
orientation for the syntactic structure in English and 
Chinese. 

On the other hand, we would notice that the beginning 
half “These factors will continue to play a positive role” is 
translated into the back of the Chinese sentence whereas the 
ending half “after its return” is translated into the 
beginning. This phenomenon is very common while 
translating one language into another. The inverted word 

order rules trained on parallel corpus, like S S PP ,

are devised to capture the systematic differences of the 
languages’ grammars. 

In the end, taking into account both the probabilities of 
lexical and grammatical rewrite rules and fertilities of 
words in languages, the model endeavors to find the best 
parse that applies more appropriate production rules to 
match the similarities and dissimilarities of two languages, 
which, in turn, yields better word alignment results. As for 
this example parse, the sentence pair associated with the 
syntactic label S results in best bilingual parse tree whose 
probability is estimated by the product of probabilities of 

the bITG rules, S S PP , and root’s two children, 

(These factors will continue to play a positive role, 這些 條

件 將會 繼續 發揮 積極 作用)S and (after its return, 香港

回歸 後)PP.
We actually obtain probabilities of bITG rules, 

consisting of lexical rules and binary SL CFG rules with 
word orientation preferences on the target, and fertilities of 
words from a parallel corpus and SL CFG. Section 3 
describes the training algorithm. 

2.2 Runtime Parsing 
In this section, we extend Wu’s ITG (1997) such that our 
model incorporates the grammatical constituents on the 
source language and accommodates the cases of many 
contiguous words on the source aligned to one on the target 
and vice versa. 

The English-French notation is used throughout this 
paper. E and F denote the source and target language 

respectively and ie  stands for the i-th word in sentence e in 

language E and jf  for the j-th word in sentence f in F.

As mentioned in (Wu, 1997; Zens and Ney, 2003), the 
ITG constraint allows for a polynomial-time parsing 
algorithm, based on a recursion equation that can be 
resolved by a CYK-style parser. During a parse of a 

sentence pair in our model, a table of , , , ,p s t u v , which 

represents the best probability of parsing substring pair 

1 1,s t u ve e f f
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Figure 1. An example sentence pair and its bilingual parse tree 

related to a syntactic label p on the E  side, is constructed. 
We initialize this table with probabilities of one-to-one, 
one-to-zero and zero-to-one word correspondences limited 
on the scope of the sentence pair. Afterwards, relied on the 
work done previously, many-to-many word 
correspondences and parsing results of longer substring 
pairs would unveil themselves in a bottom-top manner. 
Meanwhile, integration of fertilities of words into the 
model further boosts the word-aligning performance. 

Following is the CYK parsing algorithm in our model, 

where we parse a sentence pair ,e f , 1 1,m ne e f f ,

and the POS tag sequence of e is 1, , mt t . In the 

algorithm, P L t  denotes probability of a lexical rule 

and t could be /i je f , /ie  and / jf  where  stands for 

NULL, while 
1 2

P L R R  and 
1 2

P L R R

denote probabilities of binary bITG rules where 1R  and 2R
indicate the right-hand-side syntactic constituents of the 

CFG rules in E. Furthermore, Pr
ie x  and 

Pr
jf x  represent the probabilities of fertilities of 

 and  i je f  being associated with x, respectively. 

Parsing Algorithm
1. Initial Step

For  1 ,1i m j n

   
, 1, , 1, P Pr 1 Pr 1

i i ji i j j i i jt e ft e f

   For every grammar rules in 
i

L t E

     
, 1, , 1, P Pr 1 Pr 1

i jL i i j j i j e fL e f

For  1 , 0i m j n

   
, 1, , ,

P Pr 0
i ii i j j i it et e

   For every grammar rules in 
i

L t E

      
, 1, , ,

P Pr 0
iL i i j j i eL e

For 0 ,1 , syntactic labels in i m j n L E

   
, , , 1,

P Pr 0
jL i i j j j fL f

2. Recurrent Step

, , , , , , , ,

, , , ,

, syntax labels on , , , , , , , ,
           
           

P  ,

Pmax
q s s u u r s t u v

p s t u v

q r E q s s u v r s t u u
s s t

u u v

p q r

p q r

, , , 1,
, for , the possible choice to parsing

p s t u u
However

the substring pair also includes Pr
uf

t s

, , 1, 1, , 1, , 1,

, syntax

labels on 

max P  
Pr 1 Pr 1

.q s s u u r s t u u

q r

E u uf f

p q r
t s

English sentence:  These factors will continue to play a positive role after its return 

Chinese sentence: 香港回歸 後 這些條件 將會 繼續發揮 積極 作用

S
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, 1, , ,
Similar principle applies for .

p s s u v

2.3 Pruning 
Although the complexity of described algorithm is 
polynomial-time, the execution time grows rapidly with the 
increase in the variety of syntactic labels, from three 
structural labels in (Wu, 1997) to the syntactic categories of 
the source language’s grammar. As a result, pruning 
techniques are essential to reduce the time spent on parsing. 

We adopt pruning in following two manners. The idea 
of the first pruning technique is to only keep parse trees 
whose probabilities fall within the best N , where N
is the number of possible parses for SL substring 1s te e

and a constant length of the TL substring, and  is a real 
number between 0 and 1. In other words, we remove less 
probable parse trees that are not in the best N  ones. 

The second pruning technique is related to the ratio of 

the length of SL and TL substring. , , , ,p s t u v  will be 

removed, or not calculated, if t s v u  is smaller 

than ratio  or larger than 1
ratio

 where 0 1
ratio

, since 

few words will be aligned to more than 1
ratio

 words in 

another language. Applying these pruning techniques 
affects little in the word alignment quality with 
computational overhead reduced significantly. 

3. Probability Estimation 
In the first stage of our probabilistic estimation process, a 
word-aligning strategy is applied to acquire the initial word 
alignments from a sentence-aligned corpus. Thereafter, for 
every substring pair of each bilingual sentence pair, the SL 
substring will be related to some possible binary SL CFG 
rules and, based on initial word alignments, right-hand-side 
constituents of these rules will be associated with an 
orientation on the target end. Ultimately, we exploit 
occurrence of detected bITG rules to estimate probabilities. 

3.1 Representation
By applying any existing word-level alignment method, the 
initial word alignment set A  for parallel corpus C  is 
obtained. A is comprised of elements of the form 

2 2

1 1
, , , , ,i j

i jr e f L rhs rel , which represents substring pair 

1 2 1 2
,i i j je e f f  in sentence pair r has L rhs  as 

the derivation leading to the bilingual structure in the parse 
tree and rel , either straight or inverted, as the cross-
language word order relations of constituents of rhs ,
denoting either a sequence of syntactic labels or a single 
terminating bilingual word pair.  

Take the parse in Figure 1 for example, (after its return, 
香港 回歸 後 )pp would be represented by the 6-tuple 

12 3

10 1
193, , , ,  ,e f PP IN NP Inverted  where 193 is the sentence 

number of this pair, in the word alignment set A.
3.2 Training Algorithm 
The algorithm starts with a set H initialized with the initial 
word alignment set A. Then recursively select two elements, 
which have not yet been paired up, from H. If these two 
elements have contiguous word sequence on e side and 
exhibit straight or inverted relation between e and f based 
on word alignments, a new tuple representing these two 
will be added into H. At last, we utilize the occurrence in H

to infer probabilities of bITG rules, 
1 2

P L R R ,

1 2
P L R R  and P L t .  Besides, fertility 

probabilities related to words in both languages are 
calculated in this algorithm as well. 

In the following algorithm, G stands for the set of the 

binary SL CFG rules, W  for the number of entries in set 

W, count ;p Q  for the occurrence of p  in set Q, , a 

positive integer, for the tolerance of cross-language 

straight/inverted word order phenomenon, and 
ie  and 

jf  for fertility of the word ie  and jf , respectively. 

Algorithm for Probabilistic Estimation 
H A

2 2 2 2

1 1 1 1
For , , , , , , , , , , ,i j i j

i j i jr e f L rhs rel r e f L rhs relH H

have not yet been considered

   
2 1

If 1i i

       for every  L L L G

        
2 1 2

If 1j j j

            2 2

1 1
, , , ,  ,Straight

i j
i jr e f L L LH H

            
2 1 2

If 1j j j

            2 2

1 1
, , , ,  , Inverted

i j
i jr e f L L LH H

    
2 1

Same principle applies when 1i i

Incorporate words aligned to null, each of which is

denoted using 6-tuple representation, in both

languages into H
2 2

1 1
For , , , , ,i j

i jr e f L rhs rel H

   If rhs t

    1 2

1 2

count *,*,*, ,  ,Straight ;
P

L R R
L R R

H

H

        1 2

1 2

count *,*,*, ,  , Inverted ;
P

L R R
L R R

H

H
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Else

     
count *, *, *, , , * ;

P
L t

L t
H

H

Based on  and ,  Calculate Pr  and Pr
i je fA C

using relative frequency

4. Experiments 
To experiment, we trained our model on a large English-
Chinese parallel corpus. To evaluate performance, we 
examined alignments produced by the proposed model 
using the evaluation metrics proposed by Och and Ney 
(2000) and by Ayan and Dorr (2006). For comparison, we 
also trained GIZA++, a state-of-the-art word-aligning 
system, on the same corpus. 

4.1 Training 
We used the news portion of Hong Kong Parallel Text 
(Hong Kong news) distributed by Linguistic Data 
Consortium (LDC) as our sentence-aligned corpus C . The 
corpus consists of 739,919 English-Chinese sentence pairs. 
English sentences are considered to be the source while 
Chinese sentences are the target. SL sentences are tagged 
and TL sentences are segmented before fed into any word 
alignment strategy or existing system. The average sentence 
length is 24.4 words for English and 21.5 words for 
Chinese. On the other hand, PTB section 231 production 
rules distributed by Andrew B. Clegg made up of our 
binary SL CFG G.

4.2 Evaluation 
To evaluate our statistical translation model, 114 sentence 
pairs were chosen randomly from Hong Kong news as our 
testing data set. For the sake of execution time, we only 
selected sentence pairs whose length of English and 
Chinese sentences does not exceed 15, which cover 
approximately 40% of sentence pairs in the whole Hong 
Kong news corpus and where better word-aligning results 
can be obtained using GIZA++. We used the metrics of 
alignment error rate (AER) proposed by Och and Ney 
(2000), in which the quality of a word alignment result A
done by an automatic system is evaluated using 

precision
A P

A
, recall

A S

S
 and  

, ; 1AER
A S A P

S P A
A S

, where S  (sure) is the set 

whose alignments are not ambiguous and P  (possible) is 
the set consisting of alignments that might or might not 

                                                                
1 http://textmining.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/acl05/

exist S P . Thus, the human-annotated alignments may 

contain many-to-one and one-to-many relations. 

In the experiment, we used an existing system, 
GIZA++, as our word-aligning strategy in training 
procedure. In other words, the initial word alignment set 
was produced by GIZA++ with default settings. Following 
table illustrates the experimental results of GIZA++, 
original ITG model in (Wu, 1997), and our extended ITG 
biased on English side. 

Table 1. Results of test data of different systems 

 P R AER F 
E to F .891 .385 .459 .537 

F to E .882 .533 .333 .664 

Refined .879 .635 .261 .737 

ITG .844 .610 .290 .708 

Our  model 
w/o fertility

.866 .638 .263 .735 

Our model 
w/ fertility

.878 .692 .224 .774 

In this table2, P, R and F stand for precision, recall and 
F-measure 3  respectively. The performance of E to F (E 
stands for English and F for Chinese), F to E and 
refinement of both directions, proposed by Och and Ney 
(2000), of GIZA++, are shown, and so is that of original 
ITG, which also trained on the lexical output of GIZA++. 
The results of our translation model without or with the 
capability of making many-to-one/one-to-many links are 
listed in the last two rows. 

Compared with ITG model that does not distinguish 
the constituent categories, our model without fertility 
probability, allowing for at most one-to-one alignment as 
the original ITG does, achieved 9% reduction in the 
alignment error rate. It follows the binary SL CFG rules 
accompanied with ordering preference of the counterparts 
on the TL trained on parallel corpus do capture the 
systematic differences of languages’ grammars and impose 
a more realistic and suitable reordering constraints on word 
aligning for the languages pair. 

On the other hand, compared to the refined alignments 
of both directions GIZA++ produced, our model with 
fertility, which is quite similar to the refined method that 
accommodates many-to-many alignment relations, 
increased the recall by 9% while maintaining high precision 
and overall achieved 14% alignment error reduction 
(increased F-measure by 5%). 

                                                                

2 S P  is 85.56%. 

3 Calculated using the formula 2 P R P+R .
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4.3 Consistent Phrase Error Rate 
To evaluate the possibility of leading to better translation 
performance of a phrase-based MT model if provided the 
output of our model, on the other hand, we adopted the 
recently-proposed metric, consistent phrase error rate 
(CPER) by (Ayan and Dorr, 2006).  

According to this research, the intrinsic evaluation 
metric of AER examines only the quality of word-level 
alignments but correlates poorly with MT community-
standard metric—BLEU score. Consequently, we exploited 
CPER, correlating better with BLEU, to evaluate 
alignments in the context of phrase-based MT. Precision, 
recall and CPER are computed as 

,A G A G

A G

P P P P
P R

P P
, and  

2
1

P R
CPER

P R
 if 

the sets of phrases, AP  and GP , generated by an alignment 

A and manual alignment G respectively, are known. 

From Table 2, we notice proposed bITG model with 
fertility yielded lowest CPER, with great chance 
contributing to higher BLEU if a phrase-based MT system 
accepts the word alignments of our model. 

Table 2. Reports on CPER 

P R CPER 
E to F .479 .383 .574 
F to E .544 .518 .470 

Refined .573 .606 .411 
ITG .569 .569 .431 

Our  model 
w/o fertility 

.598 .597 .402 

Our model 
w/ fertility 

.624 .626 .375 

5. Conclusion
A thought-provoking fusion of IBM-style fertility notation 
with syntax-based ITG model is described to capture the 
strengths of competing models. In our method, 
straight/inverted binary bITG rules, bypassing the problem 
that commonly-shared grammatical rules of two languages 
are difficult and time-consuming to design manually, are 
statistically modeled and devised to boost the word 
alignment quality. The proposed bITG model with fertilities 
reduced AER by 14% to 23% and CPER by 9% to 13% in 
comparison to GIZA++ and Wu’s ITG (1997), and lower 
CPER suggests better translation performance if a phrase-
based MT is chained after our word-level alignment output. 
In this paper, the performance of ITG models trained on 
large-scale parallel corpus is shown for the first time and 
the result is inspiring. 
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Abstract
This paper proposes two techniques to improve train-
ing speeds of boosting algorithms for learning rules
represented by feature conjunctions that contribute to
a significant improvement in accuracy on Natural Lan-
guage Processing. The first one is generating candi-
date rules suited for pruning. The other is limiting
search space by distributing features to buckets and re-
peatedly select a bucket and find a feature conjunction
containing a feature in the selected bucket. The ex-
perimental results of English syntactic chunking show
that our algorithm reduces training times by 2-3 orders
of magnitude while keeping accuracy comparable with
results for boosting algorithms without our techniques.

1 Introduction
Several boosting based learning algorithms have been suc-
cessfully applied to Natural Language Processing (NLP)
problems. These include text categorization [17], Named
Entity Recognition [3], Natural Language Parsing [5], En-
glish syntactic chunking [13], sentence classification [12],
anaphora resolution [8], and so on. Furthermore, the
boosting based classifiers have shown good performance
in classification speed in addition to classification accuracy
[12, 13]

However, boosting based algorithms require long train-
ing times. One of the reasons is that boosting is a method
for improving the classification accuracy of a given learn-
ing algorithm by combining several hypotheses or rules
created with the learning algorithm. Furthermore, train-
ing speed of boosting based algorithms becomes more of
a problem when considering feature conjunctions that con-
tribute to a significant improvement in accuracy on NLP.

This paper proposes fast training methods of boosting
algorithms for learning rules represented by feature con-
junctions from large-scale training data for NLP.

In section 2, we present the boosting algorithms for
learning rules. In section 3, we present the following meth-
ods to improve training speed of the boosting algorithms:
1) Generating candidate rules suited for pruning with a the-
oretical threshold. 2) Limiting search spaces of rules by
distributing features to several buckets and repeatedly se-
lect a bucket and find a feature conjunction containing a
feature in the selected bucket.

We present a task of English syntactic chunking for eval-
uating our methods in section 4, and we report experimen-
tal results in section 5. We present related works in section
6, and conclude this paper in section 7.

2 Boosting Algorithms
We consider the problem of classifying samples repre-
sented as a set of features. The problem is defined as fol-

lows: Let X be an instance space. The goal is to induce
a mapping class : X → {±1} from given training sam-
ples S = {(xi, yi)}m

i=1, where xi ∈ X is a set of features
(which we call feature-set) and yi ∈ {±1} is a class label.
We focus on the problem of binary classification.

We call the number of features in a feature-set xi its size
and denote it by |xi| (0 < |xi|). We call a feature-set of
size k a k-feature-set.

Let F = {f1, f2, ..., fL} be L kinds of features and
xi,j ∈ F be a feature 1 ≤ j ≤ |xi| included in xi. For
example, feature-sets for NLP tasks consist of words, part-
of-speech tags, character types of words, and so on. We
denote a feature-set consisting of a feature f ∈ F as {f}.

To construct classifiers for feature-sets, we apply boost-
ing algorithms. Firstly, we define a weak-hypothesis for
classifying feature-sets. Secondly, we describe the applica-
tion of the boosting algorithms to classification of feature-
sets.
2.1 Weak-hypothesis
We apply the idea of real-valued predictions and abstaining
(RVPA, for short) used in BoosTexter [17] for the weak-
hypothesis classifying feature-sets. The RVPA idea is to
force each weak-hypothesis to output a confidence value of
zero for feature-sets which do not satisfy the given condi-
tion. Let a and b be feature-sets, then we denote a ⊆ b if
b contains a.
Definition 1 Weak-hypothesis for classifying feature-sets
Let f and x be feature-sets, and c be a real number, called
a confidence value, then a classifier for feature-sets is de-
fined as

h〈f ,c〉(x) =


c f ⊆ x

0 otherwise

We select T sets of f and c on T times boosting iteration,
where T > 0. We regard a pair of (f , c) as a rule of the
weak-hypothesis.
2.2 Applying Boosting
We apply boosting algorithms to construct classifiers for
classifying feature-sets. Boosting selects T hypotheses to
produce a final hypothesis class by using a given weak
learner. class is defined as follows:

class(x) = sign(
T

t=1
ht〈ft,ct〉(x))

The weak learner for inducing weak-hypotheses accepts
S = {(xi, yi)}m

i=1 as input training samples with weights
over samples {wt,1, ..., wt,m}. wt,i is the weight of sample
number i on boosting iteration t, where 0<wt,i for 1 ≤
i ≤ m and 1 ≤ t ≤ T . Given such input, the weak learner
computes a weak-hypothesis ht〈ft,ct〉 on boosting iteration
t, where ft ∈ X and ct is a confidence value.

We examine two types of AdaBoost algorithms for con-
structing classifiers [16, 7]. Let π be a proposition, and [[π]]
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be 1 if π holds and 0 otherwise. The AdaBoost with RVPA
indicates to find a feature-set f minimizing the following
equation [16].

X

y∈{−1,+1}
Wt,y(f) ∗ exp(−y ∗ h〈f ,c〉) + Wt(¬f) (1)

where Wt,y(f) =
Pm

i=1 wt,i[[f ⊆ xi ∧ yi = y]] and Wt(¬f) =Pm
i=1 wt,i − Wt,+1(f) − Wt,−1(f) . It can be shown [16] that

the Eq.(1) is minimized for a particular f by choosing:

c = 1
2 log(Wt,+1(f)

Wt,−1(f)
) (2)

Then, by plugging Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), Eq.(1) is rewritten
as follows:

mX

i=1

wt,i − (
q

Wt,+1(f) −
q

Wt,−1(f))2 (3)

From Eq. (3), we see that minimizing Eq. (3) is equiva-
lent to selecting a feature-set f maximizing gain, which is
defined as follows:

gain(f)
def
= |pWt,+1(f) −

p
Wt,−1(f)| (4)

We select a f maximizing gain as t-th weak-hypothesis
ft. After obtaining ft and ct, we update the weights over
samples by the following equation.

wt+1,i = wt,iexp(−yiht〈ft,ct〉) (5)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Two types of AdaBoost algo-
rithms what we examine are the followings. The first is an
AdaBoost for a real-valued prediction originally proposed
by [16], which we call AdaBoost-normalized in this pa-
per. The second is slightly modified version of AdaBoost-
normalized used in ADTrees learning algorithm [7], which
we call AdaBoost-unnormalized in this paper.

AdaBoost-unnormalized differs from AdaBoost-
normalized in two ways. First one is initial weights
over samples. Initial weights over samples in AdaBoost-
normalized are w1,i = 1/m (1 ≤ i ≤ m), where m
is the size of training sample set S. Compared with
AdaBoost-normalized, initial weights over samples in
AdaBoost-unnormalized are w1,i = 1 (1 ≤ i ≤ m).

The other difference is that weight sum is normalized
after updating weighs with Eq. (5) (i.e.

m
i=1 wt,i = 1) in

AdaBoost-normalized at each round t.
2.3 Confidence Values and Pre-adjustment

for Imbalanced Class Distribution
To apply boosting algorithms to NLP problems, we have to
consider imbalanced class distribution and sparse feature
distribution. In fact, it may well happen that Wt,+1(f) or
Wt,−1(f) is very small or even zero. To avoid it, we use the
smoothed values ε presented in [16]. We use the following
Eq. (6) for the confidence values and weights updating.

c =
1

2
log(

Wt,+1(f) + ε

Wt,−1(f) + ε
) (6)

We set ε for AdaBoost-normalized to 1/m and ε for
AdaBoost-unnormalized to 1.

Furthermore, to reflect the imbalanced class distribu-
tion, we use the default rule and pre-adjustment presented
in [15]. The default rule is 1

2 log(W+1
W−1

), where Wy =m
i=1[[yi = y]] for y ∈ {±1}. Initial weights over samples

are updated by the default rule before starting training.

3 Fast Training Methods
In this section, we present our algorithm called Ad-
aBoost.DF for fast learning rules represented by feature
conjunctions. First, we present three techniques for prun-
ing candidates used in past research. Then, we present
methods for generating candidate rules for efficient prun-
ing. Finally, we present techniques for fast rule selection.

3.1 Candidate Pruning
We use the following pruning techniques that are used in
the other boosting based algorithms [14, 12, 13].
•Frequency constraint: We employ a frequency threshold
ξ, and examine candidate rules seen on at least ξ different
examples.

•Size constraint: We employ a size threshold ζ, and exam-
ine candidates whose size is no greater than ζ.

•Upper bound of gain: We use upper bound of gain
presented in [14]. This is defined as follows.
u(f)

def
= max(

p
Wt,+1(f),

p
Wt,−1(f))

For any feature-set, f ′, which contains f (i.e.
f ⊆ f ′), the gain(f ′) is bounded under u(f), since
0 ≤ Wt,+1(f

′) ≤ Wt,+1(f) and 0 ≤ Wt,−1(f
′) ≤ Wt,−1(f). Thus,

if u(f) is less than τ , which is gain of the current optimal
rule, then candidate rules containing f are safely pruned.
Please refer to [14] for a detailed explanation.
3.2 Generating Candidate Rules
When learning rules represented by feature conjunctions,
the way we generate candidate rules affects the training
time. For example, a feature-set {a, b} ∈ X can be gen-
erated from {a} and {b}. Thus, to improve training time,
we consider a method for generating candidate rules suited
for pruning.

We denote f ‘ = f + f as the creation of k + 1-feature-
set f ‘ by adding a feature f to a k-feature-set f . We denote
ID(f) as a function to return id that is an integer corre-
sponding to f . Then, we define gen to create a new candi-
date as follows.

gen(f , f) =


f + f if (ID(f) > ID(f ′)) for ∀ f ′ ∈ f

{} otherwise

where {} is 0-feature-set.
We consider methods to control the order of generating

candidate rules by defining different ID function. For ex-
ample, consider the following situation: We try to find a
2-feature-set maximizing gain from candidates consisting
of features a, b, c ∈ F with the relation of u({c}) < τ =
gain({a}) < u({b}).

If ID(a) 〈 ID(b) 〈 ID(c) and we generate candidates,
we obtain {a, b} = gen({a}, b), {a, c} = gen({a}, c),
and {b, c} = gen({b}, c) as candidate 2-feature-sets, and
no candidate is generated from gen({b}, a), gen({c}, a),
and gen({c}, b). When generating candidate feature-sets
with in the case of ID(c) 〈 ID(b) 〈 ID(a), {a, b} =
gen({b}, a) is only generated as a candidate 2-feature-set
because candidates derived from {c} are pruned by the re-
lation of u({{c}}) < τ before examining gen.

To prune candidate feature-sets efficiently, we consider
a method to generate as many infrequent candidate feature-
sets as possible. We think that infrequent candidates can be
pruned by the following techniques.
•Pruning by frequency constraint ξ, because their frequen-

cies are low
•Pruning by upper bound of gain τ , because gain values of

infrequent feature-sets tend to be low
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## S = {(xi, yi)}m
i=1 : xiX and yi ∈ {±1}

## f : a feature (f ∈ F = {f1, ..., fL})
## fq(f, y) :

m
i=1[[{f} ⊆ xi∧yi = y]]

## fq(f) :fq(f, +1) + fq(f,−1)
## ent[f ]: Entropy of f
## sortByEnt(F ,ent): Sort features x ∈ F
## in ascending order based on their entropies.
## (a % b): Return the reminder of (a ÷ b).
procedure distributeFtToBuckets(S, n)
begin
## Prepare N -buckets
B = {B[1], ...B[N ]}
## Calculate entropy of each feature
For (f ∈ F)
begin
p(+1) = fq(f,+1)/fq(f)
p(−1) = fq(f,−1)/fq(f)
ent[f ] = −p(+)log2p(+) − p(−)log2p(−)

end
##Sort features based on their entropy values
##and insert the results into Fs
Fs ← sortByEnt(F , ent)
## Insert features into buckets
For i=1...L : B[(i % N)]←Fs[i]
return B
end

Fig. 1: Distribute features to buckets based on entropies
To control generation of candidates, we assign small in-
teger to infrequent feature as id for generating infrequent
candidates based on gen. As a result, many candidates in-
cluding infrequent features are generated.

Let fq(f) be the number of samples including a feature-
set f in S, which is defined as fq(f) =

m
i=1[[f ⊆ xi]].

When assigning an id to each feature, we use the following
conditions.
• if (fq({a}) < fq({b})) then (ID(a) < ID(b))
• if (fq({a}) = fq({b}) & lexo(a, b) = 1) then (ID(a)<ID(b))
where a, b ∈ F are features and lexo(a, b) is a function
to compare a and b with lexicographic order: if (a < b)
then return 1, otherwise 0. We call the id assigning method
freq-numbering.

For example, when assigning an id to each feature in
{apple, orange, peach} in the case of {fq({apple}) =
2, fq({orange}) = 2, fq({peach}) = 1}, the result is
{ID(apple) = 2, ID(orange) = 1, ID(peach) = 3}.

In addition to freq-numbering, we examine assigning id
to each feature based on the order of their appearance in the
training corpus, which we call app-numbering. In app-
numbering, when we observe a new feature, we assign a
unique integer I (0 ≤ I) as id to it. After that, if we observe
a next new feature, we assign an unique integer I + 1 to it.

3.3 Training with Distributed Features
Several boosting algorithms examine all features on every
round for selecting an optimal rule satisfied with a crite-
rion [7, 17, 5]. However, such methods are very time-
consuming because a weak learner evaluates all features.

To improve the training speed of boosting algorithms,
we consider methods to limit search space by distributing
features to buckets and selecting a rule containing a fea-
ture belonging to a chosen bucket at each round. When
selecting a rule by using that bucket, our method selects a
feature-set maximizing gain in candidates generated from
features in the selected bucket. As a result, training speed

## Fk : A set of k-feature-sets
## τ : The current optimal gain
## f :A feature (f ∈ F = {f1, ..., fL})
## ft :Optimal feature-set at round t
procedure findConj(Fk)
begin
For f ∈ Fk

begin
if (fq(f) < ξ) continue
if (τ < gain(f))
begin
τ = gain(f), ft = f
end
if ( u(f) < τ) continue
For( f ∈ F)
begin
## Generating candidate rules - see Sec. 3.2
Fk+1 ← gen(f ′, f)

end
end
if (k < ζ) findConj(Fk+1)
else return ft
end

Fig. 2: Find an optimal feature-set at boosting round t

is much faster. (We only examine a subset of all candidate
rules at each boosting round.) We consider the following
methods for distributing features to buckets.
•Entropy based distribution (E-dist): E-dist distributes fea-

tures to buckets in ascending order based on their entropies.
In this distribution, features are distributed to buckets while
keeping average entropies in each bucket roughly the same.

•Frequency based distribution (F-dist): F-dist distributes
features to buckets in ascending order based on their fre-
quencies. In this distribution, features are distributed to
buckets while keeping average frequencies in each bucket
roughly the same.

•Random Distribution (R-dist): R-dist creates N buckets
by randomly selecting features to be distributed to each
bucket.

Fig. 1 describes the distribution of features based on E-
dist. In addition to these distribution methods, we use a
random selection of features to be examined, as proposed
in [6]. This method selects L/N types of features that are
examined at each iteration. Compared with bucketing ap-
proaches of E-dist and F-dist that we propose, all features
are not ensured to be examined in the method based on ran-
dom selection.

Fig. 2 describes an algorithm for learning a rule. At each
iteration, one of N -buckets is given an initial 1-feature-sets
F1, and finds a feature-set maximizing gain from F1 and
candidate rules generated from features in F1 (up to ζ).
Fig. 3 describes an overview of our algorithm, which we
call AdaBoost for Distributed Features (AdaBoost.DF, for
short). If we set bucket size N to 1, then AdaBoost.DF
examines all features on every round like [7, 17, 5].

4 English Syntactic Chunking
We use a task of English Syntactic Chunking (ESC) for our
evaluation. We use the data set prepared for CoNLL-2000
shared tasks 1. In this data set, the total of 10 base
phrase, NP,VP,PP,ADJP,ADVP,CONJP,INITJ,LST,PTR,

1 http://lcg-www.uia.ac.be/conll2000/chunking/.
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## S = {(xi, yi)}m
i=1 : xi ∈ X , yi ∈ {+1}

## ε : A smooting value.
## ε = 1/m for AdaBoost-normalized
## ε = 1 for AdaBoost-unnormalized
## N : Bucket size
## Zt : A normalization factor chosen so that wt+1,i

## will be a distribution at t + 1 iteration.
procedure AdaBoost.DF()
begin
## Initializing weights:

c0 = 1
2 log(W+1

W−1
)

For i = 1,...m:
begin

if (AdaBoost-normalized) then
w1,i = exp(c0)/(m ∗ Z0)
else if (AdaBoost-unnormalized) then
w1,i = exp(c0)

end
## Distributing features into
## buckets B = {B[1], ..., B[N ]}
B = distributeFtToBuckets(S, N);

## Training
For t = 1,...T:
begin
##(1) Selfect a feature-set ft
ft = findConj(B[t%N ])
##(2) Calculate prediction values of ft :

ct = 1
2 log(Wt,+1(ft)+ε

Wt,−1(ft)+ε )
##(3) Update weights:
For i = 1, ..., m:
begin
if (AdaBoost-normalized) then
wt+1,i = wt,iexp(−yiht〈ft,ct〉(xi)) / Zt

else if (AdaBoost-unnormalized) then
wt+1,i = wt,iexp(−yiht〈ft,ct〉(xi))

end
end
## Output: the final hypothesis
return class(x) = sign(c0 +

T
t=1 ht〈ft,ct〉(x))

end

Fig. 3: An overview of AdaBoost.DF based on AdaBoost-
normalized [16] and AdaBoost-unnormalized [7]
and SBAR are annotated. This task aims to identify these
10 types of chunks.

This data set consists of 4 sections (15-18) of the WSJ
part of the Penn Treebank for the training data, and one
section (20) for the test data. The training data and the test
data consist of 211,727 and 47,377 tokens, respectively.

Each base phrase consists of one word or more. To iden-
tify word chunks becoming phrases, we use IOE2 repre-
sentation to represent word chunks because the ESC parser
based on IOE2 representation trained with Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) has shown good performance [11].

IOE2 expresses chunk state by using three tags: E, I and
O. An E tag is given for every token existing at the end of
a chunk. An I tag is given for those inside of a chunk. An
O tag is given for outside of a chunk.

For instance, “[He] (NP) [reckons] (VP) [the current ac-
count deficit] (NP)...” is represented by IOE2 as follows.
“He/E-NP reckons/E-VP the/I-NP current/I-NP account/I-
NP deficit/E-NP”.
E-NP and E-VP are the end of an NP and VP. I-NP is in-
sides of an NP. Two types of tags are created for each class

by IOE2 representation, and 21 (= 10∗2+1) types of tags
are created for this task setting.

When identifying a tag for each word in a sentence con-
sisting of n words {w1, ...wn}, we classify each word with
the following features.
•Words and part-of-speech (POS) tags within a 5-

token window: In addition to the current word
wj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) and its POS tag pj , we use
{wj−2, wj−1, wj+1, wj+2, pj−2, pj−1, pj+1, pj+2},
which are words and POS tags within two left and two
right.

•Predicted tags of the two words on the right: We classify
words in a sentence into classes from right to left (from the
end of the sentence to the beginning). We use tags tj+1

and tj+2 assigned to wj+1 and wj+2 with highest scores
as features.

We use the one-vs-the-rest method to extend the binary
classifier to multi-class in all the experiments. Each ESC
parser consists of 21 classifiers in this extension. To iden-
tify proper chunks, we use the Viterbi search. We map con-
fidence value of each classifier into the range of 0 to 1 with
sigmoid function 2, and select a tag sequence which maxi-
mizes the sum of those log values by Viterbi search.

5 Experimental Results
Fig. 4 shows the average training times obtained with ESC
parsers from the perspective of bucketing methods, bucket-
ing size, and size constraint. The boosting-iteration number
T was experimentally set to 10,000. We set ξ to {0, 5, 10},
ζ to {1,2,3}, N to {1, 10, 100, 1000}, respectively 3.

From Fig. 4, trainings with freq-numbering are faster
than trainings with app-numbering for all parameter set-
tings. These results have shown that generating candidate
rules based on freq-numbering contributes to improved
training times. Furthermore, trainings with bucket size N =
10, 100 and 1000 show 2-3 orders improvements compared
to trainings with N = 1.

Fig. 5 shows average accuracies obtained with the ESC
parsers. We used the standard measures for evaluation:
precision, recall and their harmonic mean Fβ=1. All the
average accuracies obtained with ESC parsers trained with
ζ = {2, 3} have shown better performance than all the av-
erage accuracies obtained with ESC parsers trained with
ζ = 1. These results have shown that bucketing with find-
ing feature conjunctions contribute to improved accuracies.

Table 1 lists average F-measures obtained with two types
of boosting algorithms. These results have shown that
freq-numbering contributes to improved training speeds
while keeping accuracy. ESC parsers based on AdaBoost-
unnormalized have shown slightly better performances
than AdaBoost-normalized.

To examine the effect of the boosting iterations, we
trained ESC parsers with parameters of T = 10, 000 ,
N = {1, 10, 100, 1000}, ξ = 0 and ζ = 2. Table 2 lists
the best accuracies obtained with the ESC parsers over test
data. The results have shown that ESC parsers based on
AdaBoost.DF perform better by increasing the number of
boosting iteration.

2 s(X) = 1/(1 + exp(−βX)), where X is a output of a classifier
(X = c0 +

PT
t=1 ht〈ft,ct〉) created by a boosting algorithm for a

class. We set the β to 5 in this experiment.
3 We conducted all the experiments with T = 10, 000 under Linux us-

ing 3.0 Ghz Xeon processor and 6 Gbyte of main memory. All systems
are implemented in C++.
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1000, respectively. Training times for each bar is an average training times obtained with three kinds of frequency constraint (ξ=0,5,10).
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Fig. 5: Comparison of average accuracy (Fβ=1) after 10,000 iteration with two types of generating candidate rules,
bucketing sizes (1,10,100,1000), frequencies constraint (0,5,10) and size constraints (1,2,3). Notations for bars are the same as
those of Fig. 4. Graphs placed on leftmost, center and rightmost show average accuracies obtained with bucket size 0 and 10, bucket size 0 and 100,
and bucket size 0 and 1000, respectively. Accuracies for each bar is an average accuracy of three kinds of frequency constraint.

Table 1: Comparison of two types of boosting algorithms.
We lists the average F-measures obtained with the same
parsers used in Figure 4 and 5.

Bucket sizes \ AdaBoost-unnormalized AdaBoost-normalized
Numbering app. freq. app. freq.
N = 1 92.68 92.67 93.09 93.05
N = 10 92.71 92.67 93.09 93.08
N = 100 92.63 92.63 93.13 93.10
N = 1000 92.23 92.44 92.93 93.02

Table 2: The best results for various bucketing meth-
ods and bucket sizes on test data. We list the results of
ESC parsers trained with parameters of T = 100, 000 ,
N ={1,10, 100, 1000}, ξ = 0, ζ = 2 and freq-numbering.

AdaBoost-normalized
E-dist F-dist R-dist Rand

N=1 93.58
N=10 93.67 93.68 93.59 93.71
N=100 93.65 93.68 93.62 93.71
N=1000 93.60 93.40 93.38 93.57

AdaBoost-unnormalized
E-dist F-dist R-dist Rand

N=1 93.66
N=10 93.75 93.67 93.69 93.69
N=100 93.72 93.68 93.68 93.72
N=1000 93.71 93.76 93.70 93.75

Fig. 6 shows F-measure obtained with different boost-
ing iteration numbers over test data. Around boosting iter-
ation 4,000, the ESC parsers trained by AdaBoost.DF with
N = 1, 000 have shown lower performance than the ESC
parser trained with size of N = 1. However, after itera-
tion 4,000, the ESC parsers trained with AdaBoost.DF have
shown better performance.

Table 3 lists comparison of the previous best results.
ESC parsers based on AdaBoost.DF with parameters of
N = 1, 000, ζ = 2 and AdaBoost-unnormalized have
shown competitive performances to the previous results.
Furthermore, the creation of these ESC parsers took only
times with parameters of N = 1, 000, T = 10, 000, freq-
numbering and AdaBoost-unnormalized less than 1 hour.
These results have shown that our approach can create ESC
parsers to be competitive with the state-of-the-art results in
less time.

The classifier based on random selection has shown bet-
ter performance in our ESC parsers. However, there is a
drawback: Recreation of the same classifier is not ensured
by random selection because different features are selected,
even if the same training sets are given.

6 Related Work
Pfahringer et al. proposed methods for finding feature con-
junctions by selecting a path to be examined by following
criteria, such as, a path including the current optimal rule,
a path having the heaviest sum of weights, and so on [15].

Kudo et al. proposed to perform several pseudo iter-
ations, in which the optimal feature is selected from the
cache that maintains the features explored in the previous
iterations [13].

Collins and Koo proposed to avoid unnecessary calcula-
tions by only updating gain of features co-occurring with
a rule feature on examples at each round [5].

AdaBoost.MHRK takes the k most important weak-
hypothesis into account [18].

LazyBoosting randomly selects a small proportion of
features and selects a rule represented by a feature from
the features at each iteration of the boosting algorithm [6].
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Fig. 6: Accuracies (Fβ=1) obtained with ESC parsers
trained with AdaBoost-unnormalized and freq-numbering
over test data. Parameters for training with AdaBoost.DF
are N = 1000, ζ = 2, ξ = 0. “Normal” denotes ESC
parsers trained with N = 1, ζ = 2, ξ = 0.
Table 3: Comparison with previous best results. We list
best results obtained by ESC parsers trained with ξ = 0,
ζ = 2 and AdaBoost-unnormalized. N = 1000 means
bucket size for creating classifiers.

MODEL Fβ=1

SVMs based on IOB2 rep. [10] 93.48
Regularized Winnow (RW) [20] 93.57
RW+ linguistic features[20] 94.17
SVMs based on IOE2 rep. [11] 93.85
SVMs-voting[11] 93.91
Perception in two layers [4] 93.74
Alternating Structure Optimization (ASO) [1] 93.60
ASO + unlabaled data [1] 94.39
CRF[13] 93.76
CRF+Reranking[13] 94.12
ME based a bidirectional inference[19] 93.70
Boosting without bucketing 93.66
Boosting with E-dist 93.71
Boosting with F-dist 93.76
Boosting with R-dist 93.70
Boosting with Random selection 93.75

Bagging crates multiple classifiers by making bootstrap
replicates of the learning set and using these as new learn-
ing sets [2].

Our approach has the following characteristics: First one
is that AdaBoost.DF generates candidate rules suited for
pruning with upper bound of gain and frequency constraint.
The other is that AdaBoost.DF limits search spaces by dis-
tributing features to several buckets and repeatedly select-
ing a bucket and finding a feature conjunction generated
from features in the selected bucket. Furthermore, com-

pared with the feature selection based on random selection
[6], our bucketing approaches based on E-dist and F-dist
enable us to recreate the same classifiers.

7 Conclusion
We have proposed fast training methods for boosting algo-
rithms learning rules represented by feature conjunctions,
which we call AdaBoost.DF. AdaBoost.DF distributes fea-
tures to several buckets, and induces a feature conjunc-
tion as a rule from limited search space by a bucket at
each round. The experimental results of English Syntactic
Chunking have shown improvement of 2-3 orders of mag-
nitude for training speed without loss in accuracy.

We think that AdaBoost.DF approaches can accept weak
learners such as decision trees [3], sub-tree based decision
stump [12], and so on. The future work should evaluate
AdaBoost.DF approach by using those weak learners with
different NLP tasks. Future work should also examine Ad-
aBoost.DF approach on other boosting algorithms, such as
WeightBoost [9].
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Abstract

This paper deals with the reusability of a corpus
and a treebank to enrich verb subcategorisation
in a static resource, a dictionary. Two experi-
ments have been performed to propose: a) new
subcategorisation information for verb entries in-
cluded in the dictionary, and b) new verb entries.
For the verb subcategorisation enrichment, in-
consistencies between the information obtained
from the corpus and the dictionary were found
by means of a tool called Saroi. The same tool is
used to propose new entries. A verb is proposed
for its inclusion in the dictionary if it is found in
the corpus but not in the dictionary, and it also
appears in the treebank.

1 Introduction

This paper deals with the reusability of a corpus and
a treebank to enrich verb subcategorisation in a dic-
tionary. Dictionaries are a basic and very rich source
of lexical information. However, their creation is very
time consuming and sometimes dictionaries do not re-
flect changes in language usage. Several works have
been carried out with the aim of automatically en-
riching dictionaries. They tackle a great variety of
aspects going from the sources from which data was
extracted to the output resources to be created. For
example, in [8], a dictionary of word combinations was
automatically enriched using information extracted by
means of a dependency parser. In another work, the
Prague Dependency Treebank was used to learn verb
subcategorisation frames for Czech by means of ma-
chine learning techniques. In [10] frequencies about
words were extracted from a corpus and added to the
Longman Dictionary.

In our case, the dictionary we want to enrich is
a general purpose monolingual dictionary called Eu-
skal Hiztegia (EH)[11]. Since its creation the Basque
Academy has made new decisions about the standard
forms of some words. Moreover, we assume that cor-
pora better reflect the changes in the language.

In order to reduce manual work to the checking of
the results, we reuse already developed resources: a) a
corpus to extract verbs and their realisation schemas,
b) the EH dictionary to obtain verbs and their subcat-
egorisation patterns, and c) the Basque Dependency
Treebank. To manage all these resources, we have used
a dependency-tree inspection tool called Saroi.

Our aim is to enrich the dictionary in two ways; a)
adding verb subcategorisation information after look-
ing for inconsistencies between the verbs that appear
in a corpus and those that appear in the dictionary,
and b) enriching EH with verb entries found in the
corpus but that are missing in the dictionary after
checking its existence in the treebank. The enrichment
proposal lists will be presented to linguists. A feedback
process has been performed as we use the dictionary
to enrich itself.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows:
section 2 describes the used resources; in section 3 we
will analyse Saroi, a dependency-tree inspection tool;
section 4 explains the preprocessing work, and sec-
tions 5 and 6 show the performed experiments. Fi-
nally, some conclusions are outlined in section 7.

2 Resources

Basque is an agglutinative language with relative free
order among sentence elements. In finite verbs, the
verb agrees in tense and mood with the subject, ob-
ject or indirect object of the sentence. As [9] says,
“The simplest forms of intransitive verbs are monova-
lent and mark agreement with the subject (nor). In-
transitive verbs can also have bivalent forms marking
agreement with an absolutive argument (subject) and
a dative argument (nor-nori). Finite transitive verb
forms are minimally bivalent, marking agreement with
an ergative argument (subject) and an absolutive (di-
rect object) argument (nor-nork). In addition, there
are trivalent forms that add agreement with a dative
argument (nor-nori-nork)”. The type of auxiliary
verb used by each of these four types of verbs has been
pointed out between parentheses. Three different re-
sources are used:

• Corpus. It consists of verb realisation schemas
obtained as a result of the automatic analysis
of a corpus composed of 10,032,133 word-forms
taken from a Basque newspaper [4]. A group of
2,541 verbs (including 367 multiword verbs) was
extracted from this corpus with the aim of identi-
fying their verbal syntactic pattern or realisation
schema. In this list each verb is accompanied by
the syntactic components found in its context, to-
gether with information about the type of auxil-
iary verb, and the proportion in which each type
of auxiliary verb appears. Table 1 shows the data
we extracted for the verb etorri.
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Etorri “to come”(5649 occurrences)
Aux. type # %
nor-nork 2 0.03 %
nor 5331 94.37 %
nor-nori-nork 0 0 %
nor-nori 316 5.59 %

Table 1: Auxiliary verb types with the verb etorri.

Corpora offer a vast and complete description of
verb structures, nevertheless, as the information
is automatically collected, errors can be produced.

• Dictionary. All the verb patterns were extracted
from the Euskal Hiztegia (EH) dictionary.

We have used a TEI-conformant (Text Encoding
Initiative) XML version of the dictionary as a
source of information about 4,016 verbs. Apart
from the headword, we extracted a tag that iden-
tifies the kind of auxiliary verb. Possible types
are da, du, dio, zaio, da-du . . . . The dictio-
nary specifies the senses of each entry word. For
most of the verb senses the type of the auxiliary
is marked. For example, the verb eratu has two
senses with an auxiliary mark, and one without
it. The sense similar to konpondu (“to adapt”)
carries out a da type auxiliary, while the second
sense, similar to moldatu, antolatu (“to repair”),
goes with a du type auxiliary. In this case a com-
bined da-du tag is automatically assigned to the
verb eratu to collect both sense uses. The auxil-
iary type tags in the dictionary differ from those
used in the corpus (see table 2).

Dictionary Corpus
da nor and nor-nori

du nor-nork and nor-nori-nork

zaio nor-nori

dio nor-nori-nork

Table 2: Equivalences between auxiliary verb tags.

• Treebank. The 3LB project annotated corpora
for Catalan, Spanish and Basque. The syntac-
tically annotated Basque corpus contains 25,000
word-forms from a reference corpus [1] and 25,000
from newspapers. The corpus used for the tree-
bank and the one for the realisation schemas
are disjoint. The treebank was annotated using
a dependency framework similar to [5] and the
Conference on Computational Natural Language
Learning 2007 format.

We consider these three resources complementary
to each other as the corpus reflects the real use of the
nowadays language, the dictionary was compiled af-
ter a vast manual linguistic analysis, and the treebank
combines both viewpoints.

3 A treebank inspection tool

The main goal of the Saroi system is to look for lin-
guistic information in dependency-trees by means of
rules that express the characteristics of the informa-
tion we search. This system was also used to look for
agreement errors in dependency-trees [6].

The system is composed of three main modules: a)
a robust syntactic analyser, b) a rule compiler, and
c) a module that coordinates the results of the anal-
yser, applying different combinations of the already
compiled rules. The specification language for the de-
scription of the rules is abstract, general, declarative,
and based on linguistic information. Figure 1 shows
the architecture of the system.

Syntactic
Analyser

Rule
grammar

Sentence annotation-web
(XML)

Group of dependency-trees

Rule
Compiler

Group of rule functions (C++)

Application

Results

Fig. 1: Architecture of Saroi.

3.1 Syntactic analyser

The input of the syntactic analyser module is an
annotation-web that follows an XML stand-off markup
approach and that represents the linguistic informa-
tion obtained by the analysis chain. The analysis chain
[2] is composed of a morphosyntactic analyser, a tag-
ger/lemmatiser [7], a chunker, and finally, a parser
that obtains dependency-trees.

The information gathered in the XML documents
that represent the dependency trees is ambiguous.
That is, a document can store multiple dependency
parses. Saroi deals with this ambiguity and creates
independent dependency-trees.

In the syntactic analysis module there is an enrich-
ment module that carries out two processes: makes ex-
plicit the agreement information in auxiliary verbs and
enriches main verbs with the information described in
section 2. Figure 2 shows part of the morphosyntactic
analysis of the verb etorri (“to come”) after the addi-
tion of the information extracted from the corpus (see
table 1), and the dictionary.

<fs id=”V-etorri-1” type=”VerbInfo”>
<f name=”frequency-features”>

<fs type=”verb-frequency”>
<f name=”occurrences”><nbr value=”5649”/></f>
<f name=”NOR-%”><nbr value=”94.37”/></f>
<f name=”NOR-NORK-%”><nbr value=”0.03”/></f>
<f name=”NOR-NORI-NORK-%”><nbr value=”0”/></f>
<f name=”NOR-NORI-%”><nbr value=”5.59”/></f>

</fs>
<f name=”NOT in EH” org=”list”>

<sym value=”Not NOR-NORK”/>
<sym value=”Not NOR-NORI-NORK”/>

</f>
</fs>

Fig. 2: Part of the analysis of the verb etorri after
the enrichment process.
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3.2 Rule compiler

The rule grammar that constitutes the input of the
rule compiler has been defined by means of a general
specification language. The aim of this language is
to search for any linguistic structure in a dependency
tree. The use of an abstract specification language
has several advantages: a) declarativeness, b) main-
tainability and, c) efficiency, as the abstract rules will
be compiled to an object language (C++). The rules
allow the traversing of the dependency tree while at
the same time checking syntactic constraints.

In the rules we use linguistic information such as
tags that define dependency relations between the ele-
ments of the sentence (e.g. ncsubj, ncobj,...), as well as
tags defining features of the syntactic elements (num-
ber, case, ...). Apart from this, some operators have
been defined to navigate vertically the dependency-
tree and to inspect linguistic features.

The rules, written in an abstract language, cannot
be directly applied to a dependency tree because they
must first be translated into executable statements.
We defined and implemented a syntax-directed trans-
lation scheme [3] for that purpose.

4 Preprocessing

Therefore, we have three linguistic data resources with
very different origins: a) a group of verbs together
with information about the types of auxiliary verbs
they appear with, extracted from a corpus, b) an-
other group of verbs with the same information but
extracted from a dictionary, and lastly, c) a treebank
of correct and standard Basque. In addition, we have
a system, Saroi, that looks for linguistic information
in treebanks. So, we can reuse all these elements to
enrich the dictionary. As the enrichment module man-
ages verbal information from different origins, we can
use this to obtain different lists of verbs. The verbs ob-
tained from the corpus are 2,541 and those extracted
from the dictionary, 4,016, with a total of 5,264 dif-
ferent verbs, showing that not all the verbs appear in
both sources:

• 1,248 verbs only appear in the corpus (“Corpus
Only, CO”): i) Verbs appearing in journalistic
style but not in the dictionary, e.g. klonatu (“to
clone”), ii) Mistyped verbs, and iii) Multiword
verbs that do not appear neither as entries nor
as subentries in the dictionary.

• 2,723 verbs are exclusively gathered in the dictio-
nary “Dictionary Only, DO”). Examples of these
verbs are those marked in the dictionary as: i)
Infrequent verbs, e.g. urgoitu (“to get tired”), ii)
Dialectal variants, e.g. haurridetu (“to make sis-
ter cities”) used in the French speaking area, and
iii) Verb entries marked as highbrow. An example
is, hatsanditu (“to get out of breath”).

• 1,293 verbs appear in both sources, corpus and
dictionary (“Both, B”).

5 Finding inconsistencies

The resources used for this experiment are the “Both,
B” list of verbs and Saroi. The main objective in this
first experiment is to look for inconsistencies between
the subcategorisation information that appears in the
corpus and in the dictionary. For us an inconsistency
occurs when the types of auxiliary verb in the cor-
pus and in the dictionary are different. For example,
the verb zauritu (“to wound”) appears with auxiliaries
of type nor in the corpus and with a du tag in the
dictionary (du is equivalent to nor-nork and nor-

nori-nork, see table 2).

5.1 The experiment

Let us see step by step the process followed:

1. Analysis of the “B” verb list by means of the anal-
ysis chain mentioned in section 3.1.

2. Enrichment of these verbs with the information
extracted from the corpus and from the dictio-
nary. After the enrichment process has concluded,
each of the verbs will have information similar to
the one showed in figure 2.

3. Application of a set of four rules, one for each
auxiliary verb type, to the resulting verb list us-
ing Saroi. Figure 3 shows the rule for detecting
inconsistencies in auxiliary verbs of type nor.

RULE INCONSISTENCY IN NOR TYPE
Detect ( @.pos == ’ADI’ & @.occurrences >4 &

@.NOR-% >50 & @.Not NOR )

Fig. 3: Detecting inconsistencies in nor auxiliaries.

The rule in figure 3 can be paraphrased as: mark
that a tree fulfils this rule if the current node (’@’)
has as part of speech (@.pos) adi (verb), the verb
appears in the corpus more than four times and
goes with an auxiliary of type nor with a pro-
portion of more than 50%. But besides this, the
entry in the dictionary indicates that the same
verb does not usually carry a nor auxiliary. So,
we notice a clear inconsistency between the data
extracted from the corpus (the verb appears more
than half of the times with the nor auxiliary) and
those extracted from the dictionary (it does not
appear with auxiliaries of type nor).

We have only inspected the verbs with more than
4 occurrences in the corpus to avoid the appear-
ance of mistyped words erroneously marked as
verbs. In addition, we think that a clear incon-
sistency occurs if the proportion of an auxiliary
verb in the corpus is more than 50%.

5.2 The results

In a list of 1,293 verbs, 53 (4%) present inconsistencies
referring the auxiliary verb. In 45 of the cases (84.9%)
there is an inconsistency of type nor. 6 cases (11.3%)
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showed a nor-nork inconsistency. 2 times (3.77%)
a nor-nori difference appears, while no nor-nori-

nork inconsistencies are marked.
A priori, we expected a high proportion of nor type

inconsistencies before seeing the results. In Basque,
when the verbs are used as impersonal, the ergative
argument of the sentence (the subject of the clause)
is ellided and verbs of type nor-nork turn into nor.
This fact is not reflected in the dictionary.

A linguist made manually a deeper analysis of the
inconsistencies and found the following casuistry:

• In 36 of the cases (67.9%) there was a lack of some
verb alternation (impersonal, inchoative, . . . ) in
the dictionary. In this case, the alternating syn-
tactic structures in the corpus together with their
examples can be added to the dictionary.

• In 11 of the cases (20.7%) the verb usage in the
corpus and in the dictionary differs. These are
interesting for examining the real verb usage and
the reasons for changes in language use.

• 5 errors (9.4%) were identified in the dictionary.
We manually verified that when the subcategori-
sation tag in the dictionary indicated an auxiliary
type, examples in the dictionary showed others.

• In one of the cases (1.9%), although the word-
form was the same, the senses of the verb in the
corpus and in the dictionary were different.

We have observed that from a list of 1,293 verbs 53
(4%) are marked by Saroi as inconsistencies. A lin-
guist has confirmed that all the proposals present real
inconsistencies, so we have obtained reliable results.
The inconsistencies have been used to propose the in-
clusion of new verb alternations and new verb usage
in the dictionary, and confirm the usefulness of the
corpus as a source of language use information.

6 Adding new entries

The objective of this second experiment is to enrich
EH with new verb entries found in the corpus and the
treebank but that are missing in the dictionary. In
this case we have used the “Corpus Only, CO” list
of verbs, and the treebank. We consider that a verb
could be proposed to be part of the dictionary if in
addition to being in the corpus, it also appears in the
treebank. As the treebank was manually tagged and
contains correct linguistic information, we think that
it offers enough guarantee for the purpose we follow.
Treebanks have the advantage of having less noisy data
compared to that obtained by automatic parsers.

6.1 The experiment

The process followed to look for verbs that appear in
the corpus and in the treebank, but not in the dictio-
nary, is the following one:

1. As we are looking in the treebank for specific
verbs lemmas, first, we have automatically cre-
ated a rule similar to the one in figure 4 for each

of the verbs appearing in the corpus (1,248 rules).
In the rule in the figure 4, only the nodes in the
dependency-trees with the adi (verb) POS tag are
inspected and if we find one with the lemma “ados
etorri”(“to agree”) occurring in the corpus more
than 10 times, the dependency-tree that fulfils the
conditions is marked.

2. The rules are applied to the treebank using Saroi.

RULE VERB ADOS ETORRI
Detect ( @.pos == ’ADI’ &

@.lemma == ’ados etorri’ &
@.occurrences >10 )

Fig. 4: Detection of a verb in the treebank.

6.2 The results

Table 3 presents in detail the results of this experi-
ment. The first column shows the candidate verbs.
Column 2 indicates the number of occurrences in the
corpus while column 3 (Treeb.) shows the number of
times in which rules have been activated in the tree-
bank. This column has been divided into two, a) the
part of the treebank that is composed of literary texts
and, b) the part composed of journalistic texts. Fi-
nally, the last column (Propo?) indicates whether an
expert proposes or not the verb for its inclusion in the
dictionary. The reasons used by the linguist for ac-
cepting or rejecting the verbs that appear only in the
corpus are diverse:

Verb Corp. Treeb. Propo?
not in occurs EEBS Journ. Propo? Reason
dictionary occurs occurs
baloratu >50 1 2 Reject 1R
blokeatu >50 0 5 Accept 1A
diseinatu >50 0 1 Accept 1A
exijitu >50 1 2 Doubt D
inbertitu >50 0 4 Accept 1A
hitzartu >50 0 7 Accept 2A
hitzeman >50 0 2 Accept 2A
kaltetu >50 0 1 Accept 2A
justifikatu >50 0 1 Accept 1A
planteatu >50 2 3 Accept 3A
menperatu >50 3 0 Reject 2R
afiliatu >10 0 1 Accept 1A
berdintsu izan >10 0 1 Doubt D
deskubritu >10 4 0 Reject 1R
erlazionatu >10 1 0 Accept 1A
errebindikatu >10 0 2 Accept 1A
errekurritu >10 0 3 Doubt D
finantzatu >10 0 6 Accept 1A
kargugabetu >10 0 1 Accept 1A
kartzelaratu >10 1 0 Accept 1A
kolaboratu >10 0 1 Accept 1A
komentatu >10 1 0 Doubt D
konplikatu >10 1 0 Accept 1A
lanpetu >10 1 0 Reject 3R
ingresatu >10 0 2 Reject 1R
inkomunikatu >10 0 6 Accept 1A
inkulpatu >10 0 1 Reject 4R
inspiratu >10 1 0 Accept 1A
integratu >10 1 1 Accept 1A
konprometitu >10 0 1 Accept 1A
kotizatu >10 0 1 Accept 1A
kriminalizatu >10 0 1 Doubt D
merkaturatu >10 0 5 Accept 1A
praktikatu >10 1 0 Accept 1A
profitatu >10 1 0 Accept 1A

Table 3: Candidate verbs.
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• A candidate verb is accepted (A) if:

– 1A. It has been manually looked up in four
dictionaries and it is found in at least two.

– 2A. It does not appear with this word-form
in the EH dictionary but appears with a
similar form in a subentry. For example,
hitzartu (“to agree to”) does not appear but
hitz hartu does with the same sense. The
linguist proposes the word-form found in
the corpus when it appears with the same
spelling in most of the dictionaries.

– 3A. The candidate verb appears in the dic-
tionary but not as the preferred verb. For ex-
ample, planteatu (“to bring up”) is marked
as “spanish influenced word” and ezarri is
proposed. In the rest of the dictionaries,
planteatu is a standard entry. So, the lin-
guist proposed the form found in the corpus.

• The reasons for rejecting (R) a candidate verb are:

– 1R. Another form is preferred in all the rest
of the dictionaries.

– 2R. It does not appear as a dictionary entry
but as a variant of the verb.

– 3R. It does not appear in the dictionary as
a verb but as an adjective.

– 4R. It does not appear in any dictionary.

• The doubtful (D) verbs are those that could be
found in only one of the four dictionaries.

Two thresholds were defined for this second exper-
iment. One asking each verb to appear more than 50
times in the corpus, and a second one reducing the
number of occurrences to 10. Table 3 shows that a
high number of occurrences in the corpus does not nec-
essarily mean a guarantee in the proposal. When the
verb occurs in the corpus more than 50 times 72.7% of
the verbs is accepted and 18% refused. For the second
group of verbs (more than 10 times in the corpus) 66%
is accepted and 16% refused. In this second group the
number of refused verbs is lower, but the number of
those marked as doubtful is higher. We have the im-
pression that the verbs marked as doubtful probably
would be accepted but the conditions we have estab-
lished are quite strict. Besides, the contribution of
verbs to the dictionary in the second group is higher.

The verb lists proposed in both experiments can be
easily extended. When looking for inconsistencies, we
could reduce the number of occurrences in the corpus,
obtaining more inconsistencies. In the case of verb en-
tries, asking, for example, 5 occurrences in the corpus,
the proposed list will probably be larger.

7 Conclusions

This work examines the validity of corpora and tree-
banks in the enrichment of a more static resource, a
dictionary. We have explored two different alternatives
to enrich verbal information in a dictionary using both
an unannotated corpus and a treebank. The experi-
ments have been designed to obtain on the one hand,

a list of verbs that already exist in the dictionary but
that present inconsistencies with verbs found in a cor-
pus and, on the other hand, a list of verbs found in
the corpus and treebank but that are missing in the
dictionary.

By reusing already existing resources, the work car-
ried out to obtain results from the corpus as well as
the one to enrich the dictionary, usually a very time
consuming task, has been reduced to the minimum.

The experiment for including verb entries in the dic-
tionary shows that, regardless of the threshold used in
the corpus, all the verbs appearing more than 4 times
in the treebank composed of newspapers are accepted.
This part of the treebank combines the actual use of
the language with linguistic correctness. The accep-
tance level of verbs demonstrate the validity of tree-
banks as information source.

We think that the methodology we use is general
for any language although it has a twofold implica-
tion: a) the appropriate resources must be available,
and b) the linguistic information must be represented
following the input specifications for Saroi (a general
dependency representation in XML).

We are of the opinion that this work is extensible
to the rest of words in this dictionary (i.e. nouns,
adjectives, . . . ). Information concerning POS, exam-
ples, or usage domain could be added to the dictio-
nary. Changing the source corpus, domain specific
words could also be added.
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Abstract

This paper presents a syntactic grammar developed in 
the link grammar formalism for Turkish which is an ag-
glutinative language. In the link grammar formalism, the 
words of a sentence are linked with each other depend-
ing on their syntactic roles. Turkish has complex deriva-
tional and inflectional morphology, and derivational and 
inflection morphemes play important syntactic roles in 
the sentences. In order to develop a link grammar for 
Turkish, the lexical parts in the morphological represen-
tations of Turkish words are removed, and the links are 
created depending on the part of speech tags and inflec-
tional morphemes in words. Furthermore, a derived 
word is separated at the derivational boundaries in order 
to treat each derivation morpheme as a special distinct 
word, and allow it to be linked with the rest of the sen-
tence. The derivational morphemes of a word are also 
linked with each other with special links to indicate that 
they are parts of the same word. The adapted unique link 
grammar formalism for Turkish provides flexibility for 
the linkage construction, and similar methods can be 
used for other languages with complex morphology. 

Keywords: parsing, link grammar. 

1. Introduction
There are different classes of theories for the natural lan-
guage syntactic parsing problem and for creating the related 
grammars. One of these classes of formalisms is categorical 
grammar motivated by the principle of compositionality. 
According to this formalism; syntactic constituents com-
bine as functions or in a function-argument relationship. In 
addition to categorical grammars, there are two other 
classes of grammars, which are phrase structure grammars, 
and dependency grammars. Phrase structure grammars con-
struct constituents in a tree-like hierarchy. On the other 
hand, dependency grammars build simple relations between 
pairs of words. Since dependency grammars are not defined 
by a specific word order, they are well suited to languages 
with free word order, such as Czech and Turkish. Link 

grammar [8] is similar to dependency grammar, but link 
grammar includes directionality in the relations between 
words, as well as lacking a head-dependent relationship. 

There is some research on the computational analysis of 
Turkish syntax. One of these is a lexical functional gram-
mar of Turkish [4]. There is also an ATN grammar for 
Turkish [2]. Another grammar for Turkish is based on 
HPSG formalism [9]. In addition, there are some works on 
the categorical grammars for Turkish [1,5]. Turkish syntax 
is also studied from the dependency parsing perspective. 
Oflazer presents a dependency parsing scheme using an 
extended finite state approach [6]. This parser is used for 
building a Turkish Treebank [7]. The Turkish Dependency 
Treebank is used for training and testing a statistical de-
pendency parser for Turkish [3]. 

Syntactic analysis underlies most of the natural language 
applications and hence it is a very important step for any 
language. Although there are previous works on the com-
putational analysis of Turkish, this paper presents the first 
link grammar developed for Turkish which is an agglutina-
tive language. In this work, lexicalized structure of link 
grammar formalism is utilized for expressing the syntactic 
roles of intermediate derived forms of words in a language 
with very productive derivational and inflectional morphol-
ogy. This is achieved by treating each of these intermediate 
derived forms as separate words. Using the adapted link 
grammar formalism, a fully functional link parser for Turk-
ish is developed. The adapted link grammar formalism can 
also be used in the development of link grammars for other 
languages with very productive morphology. 

Section  presents a general overview of the link gram-
mar formalism, and Section  presents some distinctive 
features of Turkish syntax. In Section , the system archi-
tecture of the developed Turkish parser which uses our 
adapted link grammar formalism is given. Section  pre-
sents the special method for handling the syntactic roles of 
the words with derivations is given. Then, the paper con-
tinues with the performance evolution in Section , and 
Section  presents the concluding remarks. 

2
3

4

5

6
7
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2. Link Grammar 
Link grammar is a formal grammatical system developed 
by Sleator and Temperley in 1993. In their work, they also 
developed top-down dynamic programming algorithms to 
process grammars based on this formalism and constructed 
a wide coverage link grammar for English. In this formal-
ism, the syntax of a language is defined by a grammar that 
includes the words of the language and their linking re-
quirements. A given sentence is accepted by the system if 
the linking requirements of all the words in the sentence are 
satisfied (connectivity), none of the links between the 
words cross each other (planarity) and there is at most one 
link between any pair of words (exclusion). A set of links 
between the words of a sentence that is accepted by the 
system is called a linkage. The grammar is defined in a 
dictionary file and each of the linking requirements of 
words is expressed in terms of connectors in the dictionary 
file. When a sequence of words is accepted, all the links are 
drawn above the words. 

For example, the linkage requirements of three Turkish 
words can be defined as follows: 

yedi (ate): O- & S-; 
kadn (the woman): S+ ; 
portakal (the orange): O+; 

Here, the verb “yedi”(ate) has two left linking require-
ments, one is “S”(subject) and the other is “O”(object). On 
the other hand, the noun “kadn” (the woman) needs to at-
tach to a word on its right for its “S+” connector and the 
noun “portakal”(the orange) has to attach a word on its 
right for its “O+” connector. Since the word, “yedi”(ate) 
and “kadn” (the woman) have the same “S” connector, i.e. 
same linking requirements, with opposite sign they can be 
connected by an “S” link. A similar situation occurs be-
tween the words “portakal”(the orange) and “yedi”(ate) for 
the “O” connector. Therefore, if these words are connected 
in the following way, all of the linking requirements of 
these words are satisfied. 

 Kadn portakal yedi.
(The woman ate the orange) 

   +----------S----------+ 
   |          +----O-----+ 
   |          |          | 
 Kadn      portakal   yedi
 The woman  the orange  ate 

In this sentence, “kadn”(the woman) links to word 
“yedi”(ate) with the S (subject) link and “portakal”(the 
orange) links to word “yedi”(ate) with the O (object) link. 

3. Turkish Syntax 
In Turkish, the basic word order is SOV, but order of con-
stituents may change according to the discourse context. 

For this reason, all six combinations of subject, object, and 
verb are possible in Turkish.  

Turkish is head-final, meaning that modifiers always 
precede the modified item. For example, an adjective 
(modifier) precedes the head noun (modified item) in a 
noun phrase.  In the basic word order of the sentence, the 
subject and the object (modifiers) precede the verb (modi-
fied item). Although the head-final property can be violated 
at major constituent levels (SOV) of a sentence, it is pre-
served at sub-clause levels and smaller syntactic structures. 
For example, the following simple noun phrase demon-
strates this property. 

(the girl with the red hat) 
krmz apkal     kz
red     with hat    girl   

In this phrase, the adjective “krmz” modifies the noun 
“ apka”, and the phrase “krmz apkal” modifies the 
noun “kz”.

Like all other Altaic languages, Turkish is agglutinative. 
Non-functional words can take many derivational suffixes 
and each of these derivations can take its inflectional suf-
fixes. In addition, in Turkish, inflectional suffixes have 
important grammatical roles. Inflectional suffixes of inter-
mediate derived forms of a word also contribute to these 
syntactic roles of the word. Hence, there is a significant 
amount of interaction between syntax and morphotactics. 
For example, case, agreement, relativization of nouns and 
tense, modality, aspect, passivization, negation, causatives, 
and reflexives of verbs are marked by suffixes. For exam-
ple, the following single Turkish word contains two deriva-
tional morphemes, and it corresponds to a complete English 
sentence. 

(you had not been able to make him do) 
yaptramyormu sun
yap+tr1+am2+yor3+mu 4+sun5
yap+Verb ^DB+Verb+Caus1
^DB+Verb+AbleNeg2+Neg
+Prog13 +Narr4 +A2sg5

In this example, “^DB” indicates the derivational mor-
pheme boundary, and the underlined morphemes are deri-
vational morphemes. 

4. System Architecture 
The system architecture of Turkish parser is depicted in 
Figure 1 as a flowchart by labeling the parsing steps 1 
through 5. The parser uses the Turkish morphological ana-
lyzer and the link grammar static libraries externally. A 
given sentence is transformed into certain intermediate 
forms at each step, and at the end all possible linkages of 
the sentence are generated by the parser. In the rest of this 
section, each step is explained separately. 
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Step 1 - Morphological Analysis: 

After taking the input sentence in step 1, the system calls 
the external morphological analyzer for each word of the 
sentence to get its morphological structure. A fully func-
tional Turkish morphological analyzer is used in the analy-
sis of the words. The word itself is used in the rest of the 
system if the morphological analyzer cannot analyze a 
word. 

For example, if the following input sentence is given 
into step 1, the output from step 1 will be as follows. 

Input to Step 1:

sen kitab okudun
(you read the book) 

Output from Step 1: 

sen  (you) 
i.sen+Pron+A2sg+Pnon+Nom

kitap (book)  
i.kitap+Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Acc
ii.  kitap+Noun+A3sg+P3sg+Nom 

oku (read) 
i. oku+Verb+Pos+Past+A2sg

Step 2 - Stripping Lexical Parts: 

In step 2, the output of step 1 is preprocessed for the fol-
lowing parsing stages. In this step, lexical parts of the 
words are removed for all types of words except conjunc-
tions. In fact, Turkish link grammar is designed for the 
classes of word types and their feature structures, i.e. POS, 
rather than the words themselves. 

When the above output from step 1 is given into step 2, 
the lexical parts are removed from the morphological struc-
tures of the words, and the following output is created in 
step 2.

Output of Step 2: 

sen  (you) 
i.Pron+A2sg+Pnon+Nom

kitap (book)  
i. Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Acc
ii. Noun+A3sg+P3sg+Nom

oku (read) 
ii. Verb+Pos+Past+A2sg

The output of step 2, as shown above, is the list of unlexi-
calized morphological feature structures of words.  

Step 3 - Separating Derivation Boundaries: 

If a word is derived from another word by the help of at 
least one derivational suffix, then its feature structure must 
contain at least one derivational boundary. Feature struc-
tures of words with derivational boundaries are handled in 
a special way in our system. In step 3, the words are sepa-
rated at derivational boundaries and the part of speech tag 
of each derived form is marked in order to indicate its posi-
tion in that word. The algorithm for step 3 is given in Fig-
ure 2. After step 3, a derived word is represented with a 
sequence of tokens. Each token starts with a part of speech 
tag with a position mark, and continues with inflectional 
feature structures. Below are some examples for step 3. 

Input:
Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Acc

Output:
Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Acc

Input:
Noun+A3sg+P1pl+Loc^DB+Adj+Rel
^DB+Noun+Zero+A3sg+Pnon+Gen

Output:
NounRoot+A3sg+P1pl+Loc
AdjDB
NounDBEnd+A3sg+Pnon+Gen

Since the first example does not contain any derivation, 
no action is taken and the part of speech tag “Noun” at the 

Figure 1. System Architecture of  Turkish Parser 

Create Sentence List 
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Boundaries 
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beginning of the output indicates that it is a noun without a 
derivation. 

 The second example above is divided into three deriva-
tional forms. In the example, the POS tag portion of each 
derived form is underlined, and they are replaced by new 
strings as described in the algorithm given in Figure 2 in 
order to indicate their positions in the word. After step 3, 
each token starts with a part of speech tag (or a part of 
speech tag followed by one of the strings “Root”, “DB”, or 
“DBEnd”) and continues with inflectional suffixes. The 
first token starts with “NounRoot”, and it indicates that the 
root word is a noun and that token is the root word of the 
derived word. “AdjDB” in the second token indicates that 
the word is converted into an adjective with a derivational 
morpheme, and that token is an intermediate derivation of 
the word. “NounDBEnd” in the last token indicates that the 
word is reconverted back into a noun again with a deriva-
tional morpheme, and that token is the last derivation of the 
word. 

Step 4 - Create Sentence List: 

Since a part-of-speech tagger is not used is our system, 
the number of feature structures found for the words is very 
large. For this reason, after step 4, a separate sentence is 
created for each of the morphological parse combinations 
of the words in step 3. For the example sentence given in 
step 2, “sen kitab okudun” (you read the book), the output 
of step 4 is shown below. 

Input to Step 4: 

if   ( the feature structure of input word has 
   no derivational boundary) 

Output is equal to input 
else { 

Separate the word from the derivational bounda-
ries to create a list of derived forms DF1 ... DFn

where n 2. In this list, DF1 is the root word,  DFn

is the last derivation, and others are intermediate 
derivations. 
Replace POS tag portion of DF1 with the con-
catenation of POS of DF1 and the string “Root”. 
Replace POS tag portion of DFn with the con-
catenation of POS of DFn and the string 
“DBEnd”. 
Replace POS tag portion of each intermediate de-
rived form with the concatenation of POS of that 
intermediate form and the string “DB”. 
Output is the  list of derived forms 

i. Pron+A2sg+Pnon+Nom

i. Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Acc
ii. Noun+A3sg+P3sg+Nom

i. Verb+Pos+Past+A2sg

Output from Step 4: 

i. Pron+A2sg+Pnon+Nom
Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Acc
Verb+Pos+Past+A2sg

ii. Pron+A2sg+Pnon+Nom
Noun+A3sg+P3sg+Nom
Verb+Pos+Past+A2sg

This means that the sentence has two different representa-
tions at the morphological level. Each output is a sequence 
of tokens, and the first part of each token is a part of speech 
tag (or a part of speech tag with derivation position infor-
mation). The rest of each token contains only the inflec-
tional suffixes. 
 Since each word more than one representation at the 
morphological level, a sentence can have many representa-
tions at the morphological level. Each representation of the 
sentence will be fed into the parser at Step 5. In the future, 
the number of possible representations of the sentence at 
the morphological level will be reduced as a result of the 
integration of a Turkish morphological disambiguator into 
the system. 

Step 5 - Parsing Sentences: 

At the end, for each of these sentences, the link grammar 
is called, and each of the sentences is parsed in step 5 with 
respect to the designed Turkish link grammar. The Turkish 
link grammar contains a set of link requirements for each 
part of speech tag (or a part of speech tag followed by one 
of the strings “Root”, “DB”, or “DBEnd”). 

A linking requirement is written for a token, and the link 
requirements of a token depend on the part of speech tag of 
the token, and the inflection suffixes in that token. Each 
link requirement may contain left and right linking re-
quirements. 

If all the linking requirements of the tokens in a sentence 
are satisfied, a linkage is created and returned as an output 
of the parser for the sentence. There is more than one pos-
sible linkage connection between tokens; all linkages are 
returned as the outputs of the parser.  

5. Linking Requirements Related to 
Agglutination

In order to preserve the syntactic roles that the intermediate 
derived forms of a word play, they are treated as separate 
words in the grammar. On the other hand, to show that they 
are the intermediate derivations of the same word, all of 
them are linked with the special “DB” (derivational bound-

}

Figure 2.  Separating Words from Derivation Boundaries
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ary) connector. In the following example, the feature struc-
ture of each morpheme is marked with the same subscript. 

uzman1+la 2 (specialize)
uzman+Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Nom1
^DB+Verb+Pos+Imp+A2sg2
NounRoot+A3sg+Pnon+Nom1

 VerbDBEnd+Pos+Imp+A2sg2

+-----------DB-----------+ 
|                        | 

NounRoot+A3sg+Pnon+Nom VerbDBEnd+Pos+Imp+A2sg

Here, the noun root “uzman”(specialist) is an intermedi-
ate derived form and connected to the last derivation mor-
pheme “-la ” (to become) by the “DB” link, to denote that 
they are parts of the same word. Since the root word 
(NounRoot) is an intermediate derivation form of this de-
rived word, it can only have left linking requirements by 
contributing the left linking requirements of the derived 
word. The last derived form (VerbDBEnd) can have both 
left and right linking requirements. In general, a derived 
word consists of a sequence of intermediate derived forms 
where the first one is the root word, and the last derivation 
form. However, these intermediate derived forms, IDF, do 
not contribute to the right linking requirement of the last 
derived word. In addition, the “DB” linking requirements 
of the intermediate derived forms are different according to 
their order. The last derived form can contribute to both left 
and right linking requirements of the derived word. 

In Figure 3, linking requirements of a word, with n in-
termediate derived forms (IDF ...IDF ) are illustrated. In 
Figure 3, “LL“ represents the links to the words on the left 
hand side of the word, and “RL“ represents the links to the 
words on the right hand side of  the word. IDFs of the word 
are connected by “DB” links. As it can be seen all n IDFs 
can connect to the words to the left of, but only the last 
IDF, IDFn can connect to the words on the right hand side 
of the word. In addition, IDF , which is the root stem, 
needs only to connect to its right with the “DB” connector, 

whereas the last IDF (IDFn) needs to connect to its left 
with the same connector. On the other hand, all the IDFs 
between these two should connect to both to their lefts and 
to rights with “DB” links to denote that they belong to the 
same word. Hence, the same IDF, has different linking re-
quirements depending on its place in a word. To handle this 
situation, different items are placed into the grammar repre-
senting each of these three places of the same word. 

1 n

1

Tokens with a part of speech tag (without any deriva-
tional position marker) can have left and right linking re-
quirements.  We call these linking requirements as “non-
derivational linking requirements” (NDLR). In addition, 
NDLLR is used as an abbreviation for “non derivational 
left linking requirement” and NDRLR is for “non deriva-
tional right linking requirement”. Thus, all tokens with a 
part of speech tag without a derivational position marker 
will only have NDLR. 

Tokens containing a part of speech tag with a deriva-
tional position marker may not use all NDLR, and they can 
have “DB” linking requirements. Their linking require-
ments depend on their position in the derived word. Figure 
4 gives linking requirements of tokens with a part of speech 
tag with derivational position marker, and they are referred 
as IDFs (intermediate derivational forms) in Figure 4. In 
Figure 4, derivational linking requirements are in italics 
and non-derivational linking requirements are in bold.

As it can be seen in Figure 4, NDLRs of an IDF placed 
at the beginning and in the middle are the same. In addi-
tion, NDLR of the IDF for these two positions is a subset of 
the whole NDRL of the same IDF placed at the end. 

6. Performance Evaluation 
The performance of our system is tested for coverage with 
a document consisting of sentences collected from domes-
tic, foreign, sports, astrology, and finance news randomly 
together with sentences from a storybook for children. Be-
fore beginning testing, punctuation symbols are removed 
from the sentences. In addition, incorrect morphological 
analyses are removed from the results. Table 1 shows the 

-----------------LLn---------+

--------------LLn-1----+      | 

---------LL2----+      |     | 

--LL1--+        |      |     | 

       +---DB---+- ...-+-DB--+-RL--

       |        |      |     |

   IDF1(Root)  IDF2 .. IDFn-1 IDFn

Figure 3. Linking Requirements of  Intermediate Forms  

// linking requirements of the “intermediate  
// derived form at the beginning”, IDFRoot
IDFRoot: NDLLR & DB+;

// linking requirements of the same “intermediate  
// derived form in the middle”, IDFDB
IDFDB: DB- & NDLLR & DB+;

// linking requirements of the same “intermediate  
// derived form at the end”, IDFDBEnd
IDFDBEnd: DB- & NDLLR & NDRLR;

Figure 4. Linking Requirements of an IDF According  
                 to Its Place                  of a Word 
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results of the test run. 
In the experiment, 250 sentences are used. Average 

number of words in the sentences is 5.19. Average number 
of parses per sentences is 7.49. However, for two of the 
sentences, the number of the parses are very high, i.e. 22 
and 50. Both of these two sentences contain many consecu-
tive nouns. Since nouns are not subcategorized for time, 
place, and title, this resulted in many incorrect indefinite 
and adjectival nominal groups to be generated and this is 
the problem in these two sentences. Moreover, one of these 
sentences consists of words with very complex derivational 
morphotactics, i.e. many derivational intermediate forms, 
which results in the number of possible links between these 
intermediate derived forms to increase. In addition, for 
84.31% of the sentences, the result set of the parser con-
tains the correct parse. Lastly, average ordering of the cor-
rect parse in the result set was 1.78. However, for 62.39% 
of the sentences, the first parse is the correct parse and for 
80.94% of the sentences, one of the first three parses is 
correct.

7. Conclusions and Future Work 
In this work, we have developed a grammar of Turkish 
language in the link grammar formalism. Noun phrases; 
postpositional phrases; dependent clauses constructed by 
gerunds, participles, and infinitives; simple, complex, con-
ditional, and ordered/compound sentences; nominal and 
verbal sentences; regular sentences; positive, negative, im-
perative, and interrogative sentences; pronoun drop; freely 
changing order of adverbial phrases, noun phrases acting as 
objects, and subject are in the scope. In addition, quota-
tions, numbers, abbreviations, hyphenated expressions, and 
unknown words are handled. However, inverted sentences, 
idiomatic and multi-word expressions, punctuation sym-
bols, and embedded and some types of substantival sen-
tences are currently out of the scope. 

In the grammar, we used a fully described morphologi-
cal analyzer, which is very important for agglutinative lan-
guages like Turkish. The Turkish link grammar that we 
developed is not a lexical grammar.  Although we used the 
lexemes of some function words, we used the morphologi-
cal feature structures for the rest of the word classes. In 
addition, we preserved the syntactic roles of the intermedi-
ate derived forms of words in our system by separating the 

derived words from their derivational boundaries and treat-
ing each intermediate form as a distinct word. 

Table 1. Statistical Results of the Test Run 

As mentioned above, because of the productive mor-
phology of Turkish, our linking requirements are defined 
for morphological categories. However, instead of using 
only the morphological feature structures of words, stems 
of words can also be added to the current system. Thus, the 
results of our current Turkish link grammar can be more 
precise. In addition, statistical information about the rela-
tions between the words can be embedded into the system. 
Moreover, our current system does not use a POS tagger, 
and its addition will improve the performance of the system 
in terms of both time and precision. During the tests, we 
recognized that there are many multi-word expressions in 
Turkish and a multi-word expression processor is neces-
sary.

Number of Sentences 250
Average number of words in each sentence 5.19
Percentage of the sentences for which re-
sulting parses contains the correct parse 

84.31 

Although the adopted unique link grammar approach is 
used in the development of a Turkish link grammar, it can 
be used in the development of the link grammars for other 
languages with complex morphology. The adopted ap-
proach can provide flexibility in the development of link 
grammars for such languages. 
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Abstract
This paper presents a method for measuring the 

semantic similarity of texts using a corpus based measure of 
semantic word similarity and a normalized and modified 
versions of the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) string 
matching algorithm. Existing methods for computing text 
similarity have focused mainly on either large documents or 
individual words. In this paper, we focus on computing the 
similarity between two sentence or between two short 
paragraphs. The proposed method can be exploited in a 
variety of applications involving textual knowledge 
representation and knowledge discovery. Evaluation results 
on two different data sets show that our method 
outperforms several competing methods. 

Keywords
Semantic similarity of words, similarity of short texts, corpus-
based measures. 

1. Introduction
Similarity is a complex concept which has been widely 
discussed in the linguistic, philosophical, and information 
theory communities. Frawley [9] discusses all semantic 
typing in terms of two mechanisms: the detection of 
similarities and differences. For our task, given two input 
text segments, we want to automatically determine a 
score that indicates their similarity at semantic level, thus 
going beyond the simple lexical matching methods 
traditionally used for this task.  

An effective method to compute the similarity 
between short texts or sentences has many applications in 
natural language processing and related areas such as 
information retrieval and text filtering. For example, in 
web page retrieval, text similarity has proven to be one of 
the best techniques for improving retrieval effectiveness 
[33] and in image retrieval from the Web, the use of short 
text surrounding the images can achieve a higher 
retrieval precision than the use of the whole document in 
which the image is embedded [3]. The use of text 
similarity is beneficial for relevance feedback and text 
categorization [13], [24], text summarization [7], [22], 
word sense disambiguation [19], methods for automatic 
evaluation of machine translation [25], [31], evaluation 
of text coherence [17], and schema matching in databases 
[26]. 

One of the major drawbacks of most of the existing 
methods is the domain dependency: once the similarity 
method is designed for a specific application domain, it 
cannot be adapted easily to other domains. To address 
this drawback, we aim to develop a method that is fully 
automatic and independent of the domain in applications 

requiring small text or sentence similarity measure. The 
computing of text similarity can be viewed as a generic 
component for the research community dealing with text-
related knowledge representation and discovery. 

This paper is organized as follow: Section 2 presents 
a brief overview of the related work. Our proposed 
method is described in Section 3. Evaluation and 
experimental results are discussed in Section 4.  

2. Related Work 
There is extensive literature on measuring the similarity 
between long texts or documents [15], [27], [28], but 
there is less work related to the measurement of 
similarity between sentences or short texts [8]. Related 
work can roughly be classified into four major 
categories: word co-occurrence/vector-based document 
model methods, corpus-based methods, hybrid methods, 
and descriptive feature-based methods. 

The vector-based document model methods are 
commonly used in Information Retrieval (IR) systems 
[28], where the document most relevant to an input query 
is determined by representing a document as a word 
vector, and then queries are matched to similar 
documents in the document database via a similarity 
metric [37].  

The Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [15], [16] and 
the Hyperspace Analogues to Language (HAL) model [2] 
are two well known methods in corpus-based similarity. 
LSA analyzes a large corpus of natural language text and 
generates a representation that captures the similarity of 
words and text passages. The dimension of the word by 
context matrix is limited to several hundreds because of 
the computational limit of Singular Value Decomposition 
(SVD). As a result the vector is fixed and the 
representation of a short text is very sparse. The HAL 
method uses lexical co-occurrence to produce a high-
dimensional semantic space. The authors’ experimental 
results showed that HAL was not as promising as LSA in 
the computation of similarity for short texts. 

Hybrid methods use both corpus-based measures [38] 
and knowledge-based measures [18] of word semantic 
similarity to determine the text similarity. Mihalcea et al. 
[30] suggest a combined method for measuring the 
semantic similarity of texts by exploiting the information 
that can be drawn from the similarity of the component 
words. Specifically, they use two corpus-based measures, 
PMI-IR (Pointwise Mutual Information and Information 
Retrieval) [38] and LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis) [16] 
and six knowledge-based measures [12], [18], [19], [23], 
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[34], [39] of word semantic similarity, and combine the
results to show how these measures can be used to derive
a text-to-text similarity metric. They evaluate their
method on a paraphrase recognition task. The main
drawback of this method is that it computes the similarity
of words from eight different methods, which is not
computationally efficient. 

Li et al. [20] propose another hybrid method that
derives text similarity from semantic and syntactic
information contained in the compared texts. Their 
proposed method dynamically forms a joint word set
only using all the distinct words in the pairs of sentences.
For each sentence, a raw semantic vector is derived with
the assistance of the WordNet lexical database [32]. A 
word order vector is formed for each sentence, again 
using information from the lexical database. Since each
word in a sentence contributes differently to the meaning
of the whole sentence, the significance of a word is 
weighted by using information content derived from a 
corpus. By combining the raw semantic vector with
information content from the corpus, a semantic vector is
obtained for each of the two sentences. Semantic
similarity is computed based on the two semantic vectors.
An order similarity is calculated using the two order
vectors. Finally, the sentence similarity is derived by
combining semantic similarity and order similarity.

Feature-based methods try to represent a sentence
using a set of predefined features. Similarity between two
texts is obtained through a trained classifier. But finding
effective features and obtaining values for these features 
from sentences make this category of methods more
impractical.

3. Proposed Method 
The proposed method derives text similarity of two texts
by combining semantic similarity and string similarity,
with normalization. We call our proposed method the
Semantic Text Similarity (STS) method. We investigate
the importance of including string similarity by a simple
example. Let us consider a pair of texts, T1 and T2 that
contain a proper noun (proper name) ‘Maradona’ in T1.
In T2 the name ‘Maradona’ is misspelled to ‘Maradena’.

T1 : Many consider Maradona as the best player in
soccer history.

T2 : Maradena is one of the best soccer players. 
Dictionary-based similarity measure can not provide any
similarity value between these two proper names. And
the chance to obtain a similarity value using corpus-
based similarity measures is very low. We obtain a good
similarity score if we use string similarity measures. The
following sections present a detailed description of each 
of the above mentioned functions.

3.1 String Similarity between Words 
We use the longest common subsequence (LCS) [1], [14]
measure with some normalization and small
modifications for our string similarity measure. We use 

three different modified versions of LCS and then take a
weighted sum of these1. Melamed [29] normalized LCS
by dividing the length of the longest common
subsequence by the length of the longer string and called
it longest common subsequence ratio (LCSR). But LCSR
does not take into account of the length of the shorter
string which sometimes has a significant impact on the
similarity score.

We normalize the longest common subsequence
(LCS) so that it takes into account of the length of both
the shorter and the longer string and call it normalized
longest common subsequence (NLCS) which is, 
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While in classical LCS, the common subsequence 
needs not be consecutive, in text matching, consecutive
common subsequence is important for a high degree of 
matching. We use maximal consecutive longest common 
subsequence starting at character 1, MCLCS1 (Fig. 1) and 
maximal consecutive longest common subsequence
starting at any character n, MCLCSn (Fig. 2). In Fig. 1,
we present an algorithm that takes two strings as input
and returns the shorter string or maximal consecutive
portions of the shorter string that consecutively match
with the longer string, where matching must be from first
character (character 1) for both strings. In Fig. 2, we
present another algorithm where matching may start from
any character (character n). We also normalize MCLCS1
and MCLCSn.

We take the weighted sum of the values v1, v2
(normalized MCLCS1), and v3 (normalized MCLCSn) to 
determine string similarity score, where w1, w2, w3 are 
weights and w1+w2+w3=1. Therefore, the similarity of the
two strings is:  = w1v1 + w2v2 + w3v3             (2) 
We set equal weights for our experiments. 2

Algorithm MCLCS1

 Input: ri, sj // ri and sj are two input strings where 
     // |ri| = , |sj| = and  as mentioned earlier.
1.  |ri|,  |sj|
2. while |ri| > 0
3. if ri  sj   // i.e., sj  ri = ri
4. return ri
5. else ri ri \ c     //  i.e., remove the right- 
                                        // most character from ri
6. end if 
7. end while 
 Output: ri      // ri is the Maximal Consecutive
                        // LCS starting at character 1

Fig. 1. Maximal consecutive LCS starting at character 1. 

1 We use modified versions because in our experiments we obtained 
better results (precision and recall) for text matching on a sample of 
data than when using the original LCS, or other string similarity
measures.

2 We use equal weights in several places in this paper in order to keep 
the system unsupervised. If development data would be available, we
could adjust the weights. 
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Algorithm MCLCSn

  Input: ri, sj     // ri and sj are two input strings
                         // where |ri| = , |sj| =  and .
1. while |ri| > 0
2.    determine all n-grams from ri where n = 1 .. |ri|

       and ir is the set of n-grams

3.    if x Sj where {x | irx , x = Max ( ir )}

     // i is the number of n-grams and Max ( ir )

     // returns the maximum length n-gram from ir
4. return x

5. else ir ir \ x  // remove x from set ir
6. end if 
7. end while 
  Output: x     // x is the Maximal Consecutive
                       // LCS starting at any character n

Fig. 2. Maximal consecutive LCS starting at any character n

Algorithm semanticMatching
  Input: ri, sj     // ri and sj are two input words 
                         // where |ri| = , |sj| =  and .
1. v SOCPMI(ri, sj) // This method determines

// semantic similarity between two words. Any
//other similarity method can also be used instead.
2. if v>   //  is the maximum possible similarity value
3. v  1 
4. else v v /
5. end if
Output: v        // v is the semantic similarity value
                        // between 0 and 1, inclusively

Fig. 3. Semantic similarity matching.

3.2 Semantic Similarity between Words 
There is a relatively large number of word-to-word 
similarity metrics in the literature, ranging from distance-
oriented measures computed on semantic networks or
knowledge base (or dictionary/thesaurus-based
measures), to metrics based on models of information
theory (or corpus-based measures) learned from large
text collections. A detailed review on word similarity can
be found in [21], [35]. We focus our attention on corpus-
based measures because of their large type coverage.

PMI-IR [38] is a simple method for computing
corpus-based similarity of words which uses Pointwise
Mutual Information. PMI-IR used AltaVista Advanced 
Search query syntax to calculate the probabilities. LSA,
another corpus-based measure, analyzes a large corpus of
natural text and generate a representation that captures
the similarity of words (discussed in the Related Work
section).

We use the Second Order Co-occurrence PMI (SOC-
PMI) word similarity method [10] that uses Pointwise
Mutual Information to sort lists of important neighbor
words of the two target words from a large corpus. The
method considers the words which are common in both

lists and aggregate their PMI values (from the opposite
list) to calculate the relative semantic similarity. We
define the pointwise mutual information function for only
those words having f b(ti, w) > 0, 
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where f t(ti) tells us how many times the word ti appeared 
in the entire corpus, f b(ti, w) tells us how many times
word ti appeared with word w in a context window words 
and m is total number of tokens in the corpus. Now, for 
word w1, we define a set of words, X, sorted in 
descending order by their PMI values with w1 and taken
the top-most 1 words having f pmi(ti, w1) > 0.

X = {Xi}, where i = 1, 2, …, 1  and 

f pmi(t1, w1) f pmi(t2, w1) … f pmi(t 1-1, w1) f pmi(t 1, w1)
Similarly, for word w2, we define a set of words, Y,

sorted in descending order by their PMI values with w2
and taken the top-most 2 words having f pmi(ti, w2) > 0.
The value of (either 1 or 2) is related to how many
times a word w appears in the corpus, i.e., the frequency 
of w as well as the number of types in the corpus. Then 
we define the -PMI summation function. For word w1,
the -PMI summation function is:

1
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which sums all the positive PMI values of words in the
set Y  also common to the words in the set X. In other
words, this function actually aggregates the positive PMI
values of all the semantically close words of w2 which 
are also common in w1’s list. The higher the value of  is, 
the greater emphasis on words having very high PMI
values with w1 is given. Similarly, we calculate the -
PMI summation function for word w2. Finally, we define
the semantic PMI similarity function between the two
words, w1 and w2,

1 2
1 2

1 2
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We normalize the semantic word similarity (Fig. 3),
so that it provides a similarity score between 0 and 1
inclusively. The word similarity method is a separate
module in our Text Similarity Method. Therefore any
other word similarity method could be substituted instead 
of SOC-PMI. In that case, we need to set  to the
maximum similarity value specific to that method.

3.3 Overall Sentence Similarity 
Our task is to derive a score between 0 and 1 inclusively
that will indicate the similarity between two texts P and
R at semantic level. The main idea is to find, for each
word in the first sentence, the most similar matching in
the second sentence. The method consists in the
following six steps:
Step 1: We use all special characters, punctuations, and 
capital letters, if any, as initial word boundary and
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eliminate all these special characters, punctuations and 
stop words. We lemmatize each of the segmented words
to generate tokens. After cleaning we assume that the text
P = {p1, p2 …, pm} has m tokens and the text R = {r1, r2
…, rn} has n tokens and n m. Otherwise, we switch P
and R.
Step 2: We count the number of pi’s (say, ) for which pi

= rj, for all p  P and for all r R. I.e., there are  tokens
in P that exactly match with R, where m. We remove
all  tokens from both of P and R. So, P = {p1, p2 …, pm-
} and R = {r1, r2 …, rn- }. If all the terms match, m-  = 

0, we go to step 6. 
Step 3: We construct a (m- )×(n- ) string similarity 
matrix (say, M1 = ( ij)(m- )×(n- )) using the following
process: we assume any token pi  P has  characters, 
i.e., pi = {c1c2…c }and any token rj R has  characters, 
i.e., rj = {c1c2 … c }where . In other words,  is the
length of the longer token and  is the length of the
shorter token. We calculate the followings:
v1 NLCS(pi, rj),
v2 NMCLCS1(pi, rj)
v3 NMCLCSn(pi, rj),

ij w1v1 + w2v2 + w3v3

i.e., ij is a weighted sum of v1, v2, and v3 where w1, w2,
w3 are weights and w1+w2+w3=1. We set equal weights
for our experiments.
    We put ij in row i and column j position of the matrix
for all i = 1 … m-  and j = 1 … n- .
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Step 4: We construct a (m- )×(n- ) semantic similarity
matrix (say, M2 = ( ij)(m- )×(n- )) using the following
process: We put ij ( ij semanticMatching(pi, rj) (Fig. 
3) in row i and column j position of the matrix for all i = 
1 … m-  and j = 1 … n- .
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Step 5: We construct another (m- )×(n- ) joint matrix
(say, M = ( ij)(m- )×(n- ))  using
         M M1 + M2                  (3)
(i.e., ij = ij + ij) where  is the string matching
matrix weight factor.  is the semantic similarity matrix
weight factor, and + = 1. We set equal weights for
our experiments.
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After constructing the joint matrix, M, we find out the
maximum-valued matrix-element, ij. We add this matrix
element to a list (say,  and ij) if ij > 0. We
remove all the matrix elements of i’th row and j’th
column from M. We repeat the finding of the maximum-
valued matrix-element, ij adding it to  and removing all
the matrix elements of the corresponding row and 
column until either ij = 0, or m- -| | = 0, or both.
Step 6: We sum up all the elements in a value  and add

to it to get a total score. We multiply this total score by
the reciprocal harmonic mean of m and n to obtain a 
balanced similarity score between 0 and 1, inclusively.
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4. Evaluation and Experimental Results 
In order to evaluate our text similarity measure, we use 
two different data sets: 30 sentence pairs [20] and the
Microsoft paraphrase corpus [6].

4.1 Experiment with Human Similarities of 
Sentence Pairs 
We use the same data set as Li et al. [20] (available at
http://www.docm.mmu.ac.uk/STAFF/D.McLean/Sentenc
eResults.htm). Li et al. [20] collected human ratings for 
the similarity of pairs of sentences following existing
designs for word similarity measures. The participants
consisted of 32 volunteers, all native speakers of English
educated to graduate level or above. Li et al. [20] began
with the set of 65 noun pairs from Rubenstein and 
Goodenough [36] and replaced them with their
definitions from the Collins Cobuild dictionary [4]. 
Cobuild dictionary definitions are written in full
sentences, using vocabulary and grammatical structures
that occur naturally with the word being explained. The
participants were asked to complete a questionnaire,
rating the similarity of meaning of the sentence pairs on 
the scale from 0.0 (minimum similarity) to 4.0
(maximum similarity), as in Rubenstein and Goodenough 
(R&G) [36]. Each sentence pair was presented on a
separate sheet. The order of presentation of the sentence
pairs was randomized in each questionnaire. The order of
the two sentences making up each pair was also
randomized. This was to prevent any bias being
introduced by order of presentation. Each of the 65
sentence pairs was assigned a semantic similarity score
calculated as the mean of the judgments made by the
participants. The distribution of the semantic similarity
scores was heavily skewed toward the low similarity end
of the scale. A subset of 30 sentence pairs was selected to
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obtain a more even distribution across the similarity
range. This subset contains all of the sentence pairs rated
1.0 to 4.0 and 11 (from a total of 46) sentences rated 0.0
to 0.9 selected at equally spaced intervals from the list. 
The detailed procedure of this data set preparation is in
[20]. Table 1 shows average human similarity scores 
along with Li et al.’s Similarity Method scores [20] and
our proposed Semantic Text Similarity scores. Human
similarity scores are provided as the mean score for each 
pair and have been scaled into the range [0..1].
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Table 1.  Results on Li et al. sentence data set

R&
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No.

R&G
word pairSim.
in the 
sentence
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Li et
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STS
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Meth.
R&
G
No.

R&G
word
pair in the 
sentence

Human
Sim.
(Mean)

Li et
al.

STS

Sim.
Meth.

Meth.

1 Cord
Smile

0.01 0.33 0.06 51 Glass
Tumbler

0.14 0.65 0.28

5 Autograph
Shore

0.01 0.29 0.11 52 Grin
Smile

0.49 0.49 0.32

9 Asylum
Fruit

0.01 0.21 0.07 53 Serf
Slave

0.48 0.39 0.44

13 Boy
Rooster

0.11 0.53 0.16 54 Journey
Voyage

0.36 0.52 0.41

17 Coast
Forest

0.13 0.36 0.26 55 Autograph
Signature

0.41 0.55 0.19

21 Boy
Sage

0.04 0.51 0.16 56 Coast
Shore

0.59 0.76 0.47

25 Forest
Graveyard

0.07 0.55 0.33 57 Forest
Woodland

0.63 0.7 0.26

29 Bird
Woodland

0.01 0.33 0.12 58 Implement
Tool

0.59 0.75 0.51

33 Hill
Woodland

0.15 0.59 0.29 59 Cock
Rooster

0.86 1 0.94

37 Magician
Oracle

0.13 0.44 0.20 60 Boy
Lad

0.58 0.66 0.60

41 Oracle
Sage

0.28 0.43 0.09 61 Cushion
Pillow

0.52 0.66 0.29

47 Furnace
Stove

0.35 0.72 0.30 62 Cemetery
Graveyard

0.77 0.73 0.51

48 Magician
Wizard

0.36 0.65 0.34 63 Automobil
Car

0.56 0.64 0.52

49 Hill
Mound

0.29 0.74 0.15 64 Midday
Noon

0.96 1 0.93

50 Cord
String

0.47 0.68 0.49 65 Gem
Jewel

0.65 0.83 0.65

Fig. 4 shows that our proposed Semantic Text Similarity
Measure achieves a high Pearson correlation coefficient 
of 0.853 with the average human similarity ratings,
whereas Li et al.’s Similarity Measure [20] achieves 
0.816. The improvement we obtained is statistically
significant at the 0.05 level3. In the human judging
experiment of Li et al. [20] the best human participant
obtained a correlation of 0.921 with the mean of the
participants and the worst participant obtained 0.594.

4.2 Experiment with Microsoft Paraphrase 
Corpus
We use the semantic text similarity method to
automatically identify if two text segments are
paraphrases of each other. We use the Microsoft
paraphrase corpus [6], consisting of 4,076 training and 
1,725 test pairs, and determine the number of correctly
identified paraphrase pairs in the corpus using the
semantic text similarity measure. The paraphras pairs in

3 We used the test from http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/rdiff.html?

this corpus were labeled by two human annotators who
determined if the two sentences in a pair were 
semantically equivalent paraphrases or not. The 
agreement between the human judges who labeled the
candidate paraphrase pairs in this data set was measured
at approximately 83%, which can be considered as an 
upper bound for an automatic paraphrase recognition task 
performed on this data set.

We acknowledge, as in [5], that the semantic
similarity measure for short texts is a necessary step in
the paraphrase recognition task, but not always sufficient.
There might be cases when the same meaning is
expressed in one sentence and the exact opposite
meaning in the second sentence (for example by adding
the word not). For these situations deeper reasoning 
methods are needed.

We evaluate the results in terms of accuracy, the 
number of pairs predicted correctly divided by the total
number of pairs. We also measure precision (P = TP /
(TP + FP)), recall (R = TP / (TP + FN)) and F-measure
(F = 2PR / (P + R)). Here, TP, FP and FN stand for True 
Positive, False Positive and False Negative respectively.

We use eleven different similarity thresholds ranging
from 0 to 1 with interval 0.1. In Table 2, when we use 
similarity threshold score of 1 (i.e., matching word by
word exactly, therefore no semantic similarity matching
is needed), we obtain recall value of 0.0044 for the test
data set. We can consider this score as one of the
baselines. Mihalcea et al. [30] mentioned two other 
baselines: Vector-based and Random. See Table 3 for the
results of these baselines and the results of several
methods from [30] and [5] (on the test set).

For this paraphrase identification task, we can
consider our proposed STS method as a supervised
method. Using training data set, we obtain the best
accuracy of 72.42% when we use 0.6 as the similarity
threshold score. Therefore we can recommend this 
threshold for use on the test set, achieving an accuracy of 
72.64% (our method predicts 1369 pairs as correct, out of 
which 1022 pairs are correct among the 1725 manually
annotated pairs). Our results on the test set are shown in
Table 3.

For each candidate paraphrase pair in the test set, we
first calculate the semantic text similarity score using (4),
and then label the candidate pair as a paraphrase if the
similarity score exceeds a threshold of 0.6. We obtain the
same F-measure (81%) at the combined methods from
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[30] and [5]. We obtain higher accuracy and precision at 
the cost of decreasing recall.

Table 2. Characteristics of the paraphrase evaluation data 
set and our results 

Number
of pairs 
in (data 

set) 

Number of Similarity 
threshold
score in 

our
method

pairs
determine

d as 
correct by 

human
annotators
(TP+FN)

Accuracy 
(%)

Number
of

correct
pairs
(TP)

Number
of

predicte
d pairs 

(TP+FP)

0 67.54 2753 4076

0.1 67.54 2753 4076

0.2 67.54 2753 4076

0.3 67.59 2753 4074

0.4 67.74 2751 4064

0.5 69.53 2708 3905

0.6 72.42 2435 3241

0.7 68.45 1874 2281

0.8 56.67 1085 1183

0.9 37.78 218 219

4076

(Training)

2753

1.0 32.82 15 15

0 66.49 1147 1725

0.1 66.49 1147 1725

0.2 66.49 1147 1725

0.3 66.49 1147 1725

0.4 66.66 1146 1720

0.5 68.86 1128 1646

0.6 72.64 1022 1369

0.7 68.06 768 940

0.8 56.29 443 493

0.9 38.38 86 88

1725

(Test)
1147

1.0 33.79 5 5

5. Conclusion
Our proposed STS method achieves a very good Pearson 
correlation coefficient for 30 sentence pairs data set and
outperforms the results obtained by Li et al. [20] (the 
improvement is statistically significant). For the 
paraphrase recognition task, our proposed STS method 
performs similar to the combined unsupervised method 
[30] and the combined supervised method [5]. The main 
advantage of our system is that is that it has lower 
complexity and running time than the other systems [20], 
[5], [30], because we use only one corpus-based measure, 
while they combine both corpus-based and WordNet-
based measures. For example, Mihalcea et. al [30] use six 
WordNet-based measures and two corpus-based 
measures. The complexity of the algorithms and their 
running time is given mainly by the number of searches 
in the corpus and in WordNet. We don’t use WordNet at 
all, therefore saving a lot of time. We add the string 

similarity measure, but this is very fast, because we apply 
it on short strings (no search needed). 

Our method can be used as unsupervised or 
supervised. For the second task, paraphrase recognition, 
we used it as supervised, but only to find the best 
threshold. For the first task, comparing our sentence 
similarity score to scores assigned by human judges, our 
system is used as unsupervised (there is no training data 
available).

Table 3. Text similarity results for paraphrase identification 
(test set)

Metric Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure 

Semantic similarity (corpus-based) 

PMI-IR 69.9 70.2 95.2 81.0

LSA 68.4 69.7 95.2 80.5

STS 72.6 74.7 89.1 81.3

Semantic similarity (knowledge-based) 

J & C 69.3 72.2 87.1 79.0

L & C 69.5 72.4 87.0 79.0

Lesk 69.3 72.4 86.6 78.9

Lin 69.3 71.6 88.7 79.2

W & P 69.0 70.2 92.1 80.0

Resnik 69.0 69.0 96.4 80.4

Combined(S) 71.5 72.3 92.5 81.2

Combined(U)70.3 69.6 97.7 81.3

Baselines

Threshold-1 33.8 100.0 0.44 0.87

Vector-based 65.4 71.6 79.5 75.3

Random 51.3 68.3 50.0 57.8
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Abstract
We present a very simple method for selecting
Base Level Concepts using basic structural prop-
erties of WordNet. We also empirically demon-
strate that these automatically derived set of
Base Level Concepts group senses into an ad-
equate level of abstraction in order to perform
class-based Word Sense Disambiguation. In fact
a very naive Most Frequent classifier using the
classes selected is able to perform a semantic tag-
ging with accuracy figures over 75%.

Keywords

WordNet, word-senses, levels of abstraction, Word Sense Dis-

ambiguation

1 Introduction

Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is an intermedi-
ate Natural Language Processing (NLP) task which
consists in assigning the correct semantic interpreta-
tion to ambiguous words in context. One of the most
successful approaches in the last years is the super-
vised learning from examples, in which statistical or
Machine Learning classification models are induced
from semantically annotated corpora [11]. Generally,
supervised systems have obtained better results than
the unsupervised ones, as shown by experimental work
and international evaluation exercises such as Sense-
val1. These annotated corpora are usually manually
tagged by lexicographers with word senses taken from
a particular lexical semantic resource –most commonly
WordNet2 (WN) [7].
WN has been widely criticised for being a sense

repository that often offers too fine–grained sense dis-
tinctions for higher level applications like Machine
Translation or Question & Answering. In fact, WSD
at this level of granularity, has resisted all attempts
of infering robust broad-coverage models. It seems
that many word–sense distinctions are too subtle to be
captured by automatic systems with the current small
volumes of word–sense annotated examples. Possibly,
building class-based classifiers would allow to avoid the
data sparseness problem of the word-based approach.

∗This paper has been supported by the European Union un-
der the project QALL-ME (FP6 IST-033860) and the Spanish
Government under the project Text-Mess (TIN2006-15265-C06-
01) and KNOW (TIN2006-15049-C03-01)
1 http://www.senseval.org
2 http://wordnet.princeton.edu

Recently, using WN as a sense repository, the orga-
nizers of the English all-words task at SensEval-3 re-
ported an inter-annotation agreement of 72.5% [17].
Interestingly, this result is difficult to outperform by
state-of-the-art fine-grained WSD systems.
Thus, some research has been focused on deriving

different sense groupings to overcome the fine–grained
distinctions of WN [8] [14] [12] [1] and on using pre-
defined sets of sense-groupings for learning class-based
classifiers for WSD [16] [4] [18] [5] [3]. However, most
of the later approaches used the original Lexicograph-
ical Files of WN (more recently called Supersenses)
as very coarse–grained sense distinctions. However,
not so much attention has been paid on learning class-
based classifiers from other available sense–groupings
such as WordNet Domains [10], SUMO labels [13], Eu-
roWordNet Base Concepts [19] or Top Concept Ontol-
ogy labels [2]. Obviously, these resources relate senses
at some level of abstraction using different semantic
criteria and properties that could be of interest for
WSD. Possibly, their combination could improve the
overall results since they offer different semantic per-
spectives of the data. Furthermore, to our knowl-
edge, to date no comparative evaluation have been
performed exploring different sense–groupings.
We present a very simple method for selecting Base

Level Concepts [15] using basic structural properties of
WN. We also empirically demonstrate that these au-
tomatically derived set of Base Level Concepts group
senses into an adequate level of abstraction in order to
perform class-based WSD.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-

duce the different levels of abstraction that are rel-
evant for this study, and the available sets of semi-
automatically derived Base Concepts. In section 3, we
present the method for deriving fully automatically a
number of Base Level Concepts from any WN version.
Section 4 reports the resulting figures of a direct com-
parison of the resources studied. Section 5 provides
an empirical evaluation of the performance of the dif-
ferent levels of abstraction. In section 6 we provide
further insights of the results obtained and finally, in
section 7 some concluding remarks are provided.

2 Levels of abstraction

The notion of Base Concepts (hereinafter BC) was in-
troduced in EuroWordNet3 [19]. The BC are supposed
to be the concepts that play the most important role in
the various wordnets of different languages. This role

3 http://www.illc.uva.nl/EuroWordNet/

1
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was measured in terms of two main criteria: a high
position in the semantic hierarchy and having many
relations to other concepts. Thus, the BC are the fun-
damental building blocks for establishing the relations
in a wordnet. In that sense, the Lexicografic Files (or
Supersenses) of WN could be considered the most ba-
sic set of BC.
Basic Level Concepts [15] (hereinafter BLC)

should not be confused with Base Concepts. BLC
are a compromise between two conflicting principles
of characterization: a) to represent as many concepts
as possible (abstract concepts), and b) to represent
as many distinctive features as possible (concrete con-
cepts).
As a result of this, Basic Level Concepts typically

occur in the middle of hierarchies and less than the
maximum number of relations. BC mostly involve the
first principle of the Basic Level Concepts only. BC
are generalizations of features or semantic components
and thus apply to a maximum number of concepts.
Our work focuses on devising simple methods for se-
lecting automatically an accurate set of Basic Level
Concepts from WN.
WordNet synsets are organized in forty five Lexi-

cographer Files, or SuperSenses, based on syntactic
categories (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) and
logical groupings, such as person, phenomenon, feel-
ing, location, etc. There are 26 basic categories for
nouns, 15 for verbs, 3 for adjectives and 1 for adverbs.
Within EuroWordNet, initially, a set of 1,024 Common
Base Concepts was selected fromWN1.5. The Balka-
net project4 selected his own list of BC extending the
original set of BC of EWN to a final set of 4,698 ILI
records from WN2.05 (3,210 nouns, 1,442 verbs and 37
adjectives). In the the Meaning project6, the number
of BC selected from WN1.6 was 1,535 (793 for nouns
and 742 for verbs).

3 Automatic Selection of Base
Level Concepts

This section describes a simple method for deriving
a set of Base Level Concepts (BLC) from WN. The
method has been applied to different WN versions for
nouns and verbs. Basically, to select the appropriate
BLC of a particular synset, the algorithm only consid-
ers the relative number of relations of their hypernyms.
We derived two different sets of BLC depending on the
type of relations considered: a) all types of relations
encoded in WN (All) and b) only the hyponymy rela-
tions encoded in WN (Hypo).
The process follows a bottom-up approach using the

chain of hypernym relations. For each synset in WN,
the process selects as its Base Level Concept the first
local maximum according to the relative number of
relations. For synsets having multiple hypernyms, the
path having the local maximum with higher number
of relations is selected. Usually, this process finishes
having a number of “fake” Base Level Concepts. That
is, synsets having no descendants (or with a very small

4 http://www.ceid.upatras.gr/Balkanet
5 http://www.globalwordnet.org/gwa/5000 bc.zip
6 http://www.lsi.upc.es/˜nlp/meaning

#rel. synset
18 group 1,grouping 1
19 social group 1
37 organisation 2,organization 1
10 establishment 2,institution 1
12 faith 3,religion 2
5 Christianity 2,church 1,Christian church 1

#rel. synset
14 entity 1,something 1
29 object 1,physical object 1
39 artifact 1,artefact 1
63 construction 3,structure 1
79 building 1,edifice 1
11 place of worship 1, ...
19 church 2,church building 1

#rel. synset
20 act 2,human action 1,human activity 1
69 activity 1
5 ceremony 3

11 religious ceremony 1,religious ritual 1
7 service 3,religious service 1,divine service 1
1 church 3,church service 1

Table 1: Possible Base Level Concepts for the noun
Church in WN1.6

number) but being the first local maximum according
to the number of relations considered. Thus, the pro-
cess finishes checking if the number of concepts sub-
sumed by the preliminary list of BLC is higher than
a certain threshold. For those BLC not representing
enough concepts according to a certain threshold, the
process selects the next local maximum following the
hypernym hierarchy. Thus, depending on the type of
relations considered to be counted and the threshold
established, different sets of BLC can be easily ob-
tained for each WN version.
An example is provided in Table 1. This table shows

the possible BLC for the noun “church” using WN1.6.
The table presents the hypernym chain for each synset
together with the number of relations encoded in WN
for the synset. The local maxima along the hypernym
chain of each synset appears in bold. Obvioulsy, dif-
ferent criteria will select a different set of Base Level
Concepts.
Instead of highly related concepts, we also consid-

ered highly frequent concepts as possible indicator
of a large set of features. Following the same ba-
sic algorithm, we also used the relative frequency of
the synsets in the hypernym chain. That is, we de-
rived two other different sets of BLC depending on
the source of relative frequencies considered: a) the
frequency counts in SemCor (FreqSC) and b) the fre-
quency counts appearing in WN (FreqWN). The fre-
quency of a synset has been obtained summing up the
frequencies of its word senses. In fact, WN word-senses
were ranked using SemCor and other sense-annotated
corpora. Thus, the frequencies of SemCor and WN are
similar, but not equal.

4 Comparing Base Level Con-
cepts

Different sets of Base Level Concepts (BLC) have been
generated using different WN versions, types of rela-
tions (All and Hypo), sense frequencies (FreqSC and
FrecWN) and thresholds.
Table 2 presents the total number of BLC and its

2
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average depth for WN1.67 varying the threshold and
the type of relations considered (All or Hypo) and the
type of frequency (WN or SemCor).

BLC Depth
Threshold Relation Noun Verb Noun Verb

0 all 3,094 1,256 7.09 3.32
hypo 2,490 1,041 7.09 3.31
SemCor 34,865 3,070 7.44 3.41
WN 34,183 2,615 7.44 3.30

10 all 971 719 6.20 1.39
hypo 993 718 6.23 1.36
SemCor 690 731 5.74 1.38
WN 691 738 5.77 1.40

20 all 558 673 5.81 1.25
hypo 558 672 5.80 1.21
SemCor 339 659 5.43 1.22
WN 340 667 5.47 1.23

50 all 253 633 5.21 1.13
hypo 248 633 5.21 1.10
SemCor 94 630 4.35 1.12
WN 99 631 4.41 1.12

Table 2: Automatic Base Level Concepts for WN1.6 us-
ing relations or frequencies

As expected, when increasing the threshold, the to-
tal number of automatic BLC and its average depth
decrease. For instance, using all relations on the nom-
inal part of WN, the total number of BLC ranges from
3,094 (no threshold) to 253 (threshold 50). However,
although the number of total BLC for nouns decreases
dramatically (around 10 times), the average depth of
the synsets selected only ranges from 7.09 to 5.21 us-
ing both types of relations (All and Hypo). This fact,
possibly indicates the robustness of the approach.
Also as expected, the verbal part of WN behave dif-

ferently. In this case, since the verbal hierarchies are
much shorter, the average depth of the synsets selected
ranges from 3.32 to only 1.13 using all relations, and
from 3.31 to 1.10 using hypo relations.
In general, when using the frequency criteria, we

can observe a similar behaviour than when using the
relation criteria. However, now the effect of the thresh-
old is more dramatic, specially for nouns. Again, al-
though the number of total BLC for nouns decreases
dramatically, the average depth of the synsets selected
only ranges from 7.44 to 4.35 and 4.41. As expected,
verbs behave differently than nouns. The number of
BLC (for both SemCor and WN frequencies) reaches
a plateau of around 600. In fact, this number is very
close to the verbal top beginners.
Table 3 summarizes the Balkanet and Meaning

Base Concepts including the total number of synsets
and their average depth.

Set PoS #BC Depth.
Balkanet Noun 3,210 5.08

Verb 1,442 2.45
Meaning Noun 793 4.93

Verb 742 1.36

Table 3: Balkanet and Meaning Base Concepts

5 Sense–groupings as semantic
classes

In order to study to what extend the different sense–
groupings could be of the interest for class–based
7 WN1.6 have 66,025 nominal and 12,127 verbal synsets.

Senses BLC-A BLC-S SS
Nouns 4.93 4.07 4.00 3.06
Verbs 11.00 8.64 8.72 4.08
N + V 7.66 6.13 6.13 3.52

Table 4: Polysemy degree over SensEval–3

WSD, we present a comparative evaluation of the dif-
ferent sense–groupings in a controlled framework. We
tested the behaviour of the different sets of sense–
groupings (WN senses, Balkanet BC,Meaning BC,
automatic BLC and SuperSenses) using the English
all–words task of SensEval–3. Obviously, different
sense–groupings would provide different abstractions
of the semantic content of WN, and we expect a differ-
ent behaviour when disambiguating nouns and verbs.
In fact, the most common baseline used to test the
performance of a WSD system, is the Most Frequent
Sense Classifier. In this study, we will use this simple
but robust heuristic to compare the performances of
the different sense–groupings. Thus, we will use Sem-
Cor8 [9] to train for Most Frequent Classifiers for each
word and sense–grouping. We only used brown1 and
brown2 parts of SemCor to train the classifiers. We
used standard Precision, Recall and F1 measure (har-
monic mean between Precision and Recall) to evaluate
the performance of each classifier.
For WN senses, Meaning BC, the automatic BLC,

and Lexicographic Files, we used WN1.6. For Balka-
net BC we used the synset mappings provided by [6]9,
translating the BC from WN2.0 to WN1.6. For testing
the Most Frequent Classifiers we also used these map-
pings to translate the sense–groupings from WN1.6 to
WN1.7.1.
Table 4 presents the polysemy degree for nouns

and verbs of the different words when grouping its
senses with respect the different semantic classes on
SensEval–3. Senses stand for WN senses, BLC-A for
automatic BLC derived using a threshold of 20 and
all relations, BLC-S for automatic BLC derived using
a threshold of 20 and frequencies from SemCor and
SS for the SuperSenses. As expected, while increasing
the abstraction level the polysemy degree decreases.
Notice that the reduction is dramatic for verbs (from
11.0 to only 4.08). Notice also, that when using the
Base Level Concept representations a high degree of
polysemy is maintained for nouns and verbs.
Table 5 presents for polysemous words the perfor-

mance in terms of F1 measure of the different sense-
groupings when training the class–frequencies on Sem-
Cor and testing on SensEval–3. That is, for each poly-
semous word in SensEval–3 the Most Frequent Class is
obtained from SemCor. Best results are marked using
bold.
As expected, SuperSenses obtain very high F1 re-

sults for nouns and verbs. Comparing the BC from
Balkanet and the best results seems to be achieved
by Meaning BC for both nouns and verbs. Notice
that the set of BC from Balkanet was larger than
the ones selected in Meaning, thus indicating that
the BC from Meaning provide a better level of ab-
straction.
Regarding the relations criteria, all sets of auto-

8 Annotated using WN1.6.
9 http://www.lsi.upc.edu/˜nlp/
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All Hypo Semcor WN
Class Nouns Verbs Nouns Verbs Nouns Verbs Nouns Verbs
Senses 63.69 49.78 63.69 49.78 63.69 49.78 63.69 49.78
Balkanet 65.15 50.84 65.15 50.84 65.15 50.84 65.15 50.84
Meaning 65.28 53.11 65.28 53.11 65.28 53.11 65.28 53.11
BLC–0 66.36 54.30 65.76 54.30 64.45 52.27 64.95 51.75
BLC–10 66.31 54.45 65.86 54.45 64.98 53.21 65.59 53.29
BLC–20 67.64 54.60 67.28 54.60 65.73 53.97 66.30 53.44
BLC–30 67.03 54.60 66.72 54.60 66.46 54.15 66.67 53.61
BLC–40 66.61 55.54 66.77 55.54 68.46 54.63 69.16 54.22
BLC–50 67.19 55.69 67.19 55.54 68.84 54.63 69.11 54.63
SuperSenses 73.05 76.41 73.05 76.41 73.05 76.41 73.05 76.41

Table 5: F1 measure for polysemous words tested on SensEval–3

matic BLC perform better than those BC provided by
Balkanet or Meaning. Also in this case, for nouns,
the best results are obtained when using a threshold of
only 20. We should highlight this result since this set
of BLC obtain better WSD performance than the rest
of automatically derived BLC while maintaining more
information of the original synsets. That is, BLC-20
using all relatons (558 classes) achieves an F1–score of
67.64, while SuperSenses using a much smaller set (26
classes) achieves 73.05. We can also observe that in
general, using hyponymy relations we obtain slightly
lower performances than using all relations. Possibly,
this fact indicates that a higher number of hyponymy
relations is required for a Base Level Concept to com-
pensate minor (but richer) number of relations. These
results suggest that intermediate levels of representa-
tion such as the automatically derived Base Concept
Levels could be appropriate for learning class–based
WSD classifiers.
Also in Table 5, we present the results of using fre-

quencies from SemCor and frequencies from WN for
selecting the BLC. In this case, not all sets of au-
tomatic BLC surpass the BC from Balkanet and
Meaning. The best results are obtained when using
higher thresholds. However, in this case, verbal BLC
obtain slightly lower results than using the relations
criteria (both all and hypo). We can also observe that
in general, using SemCor frequencies we obtain slightly
lower performances than using WN frequencies.
These results for polysemous words reinforce our ini-

tial observations. That is, that the method for auto-
matically deriving intermediate levels of representa-
tion such the Base Concept Levels seems to be ro-
bust enough for learning class-based WSD classifiers.
In particular, it seems that BLC could achieve high
levels of accuracy while maintaining adequate levels
of abstraction (with hundreds of BLC). In particu-
lar, the automatic BLC obtained using the relations
criteria (All or Hypo) surpass the BC from Balka-
net and Meaning. For verbs, it seems that even the
unique top beginners require an extra level of abstrac-
tion (that is, the SuperSense level) to be affective.

6 Discussion

We can put the current results in context, although
indirectly, by comparison with the results of the En-
glish SensEval–3 all–words task systems. In this case,
the best system presented an accuracy of 65.1%, while
the “WN first sense” baseline would achieve 62.4%10.
10 This result could be different depending on the treatment of

multiwords and hyphenated words.

Relations Frequencies
Class Noun Verb N+V Noun Verb N+V
Senses 71.79 52.89 63.24 71.79 52.89 63.24
Balkanet 73.06 53.82 64.37 73.06 53.82 64.37
Meaning 73.40 56.40 65.71 73.40 56.40 65.71
BLC–0 74.80 58.32 67.35 72.99 55.33 65.01
BLC–10 74.99 58.46 67.52 74.60 57.08 66.69
BLC–20 76.12 58.60 68.20 75.62 57.22 67.31
BLC–30 75.99 58.60 68.14 76.10 57.63 67.76
BLC–40 75.76 59.70 68.51 78.03 58.18 69.07
BLC–50 76.22 59.83 68.82 78.03 58.87 69.38
SuperSns 81.87 79.23 80.68 81.87 79.23 80.68

Table 6: F1 measure for nouns and verbs using all rela-
tions and WN frequencies criteria for selecting BLC

Furthermore, it is also worth mentioning that in this
edition there were a few systems above the “WN first
sense” baseline (4 out of 26 systems). Usually, this
baseline is very competitive in WSD tasks, and it is
extremely hard to improve upon even slightly.
Table 6 present for monosemous and polysemous

nouns and verbs the F1 measures of the different sense-
groupings obtained with all relations and WN fre-
quencies criteria when training the class–frequencies
on SemCor and testing on SensEval–3. Best results
are marked using bold.
Obviously, higher accuracy figures are obtained

when incorporating also monosemous words. Note
this naive system achieves for Senses an F1 of 63.24,
very similar to those reported in SensEval–3, and Su-
perSenses obtain a very high F1 of 80.68. Regard-
ing the automatic BLC, the best results are obtained
for BLC–50, but all of them outperform the BC from
Balkanet and Meaning. However, for nouns and
using all relations, BLC–20 (with 558 classes) obtain
only slightly lower F1 figures than BLC–50 (with 253
classes). When using WN frequencies instead of all re-
lations, BLC even achieve higher results but not all of
them outperform the BC from Balkanet and Mean-
ing.
Surprisingly, these naive Most frequent WSD sys-

tems trained on SemCor are able to achieve very high-
levels of accuracy. For nouns, using BLC-20 (selected
from all relations, 558 semantic labels) the system
reaches 76.12, while using BLC-40 (selected from WN
frequencies, 132 semantic labels) the system achieves
78.03. Finally, using SuperSenses for verbs (15 seman-
tic labels) this naive system scores 79.23.
To our knowledge, the best results for class–based

WSD are those reported by [3]. This system performs
a sequence tagging using a perceptron–trained HMM,
using SuperSenses, training on SemCor and testing on
the SensEval–3. The system achieves an F1–score of
70.74, obtaining a significant improvemement from a
baseline system which scores only 64.09. In this case,

4
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the first sense baseline is the SuperSense of the most
frequent synset for a word, according to the WN sense
ranking. Possibly, the origin of the discrepancies be-
tween our results and those reported by [3] is twofold.
First, because they use a BIO sequence schema for an-
notation, and second, the use of the brown-v part of
SemCor to establish sense–frequencies.

7 Conclusions and further work

The WSD task seems to have reached its maximum
accuracy figures with the usual framework. Some of
its limitations could come from the sense–granularity
of WordNet (WN). Moreover, it is not clear how WSD
can contribute with the current result to improve other
NLP tasks. Changing the set of classes could be a
solution to enrich training corpora with many more
examples. In fact, our most frequent naive systems
are able to perform a semantic tagging with accuracy
figures over 75%.
Base Level Concepts (BLC) are concepts that are

representative for a set of other concepts. In the
present work, a simple method for automatically se-
lecting BLC from WN based on the hypernym hierar-
chy and the number of stored frequencies or relation-
ships between synsets have been shown. Although,
some sets of Base Concepts are available at this mo-
ment (e.g. EuroWordNet, Balkanet, Meaning),
a huge manual effort should be invested for its develop-
ment. Other sets of Base Concepts, like WN Lexicog-
rapher Files are clearly insufficient in order to describe
and distinguish between the enormous number of con-
cepts that are used in a text. Using a very simple
baseline, the Most Frequent Class, our approach em-
pirically shows a clear improvement over such other
sets. In addition, our method is capable to get a more
or less detailed sets of BLC without losing semantic
discrimination power.
Other selection criteria for selecting BLC should be

investigated. We are also interested in the direct com-
parison between automatically and manually selected
BLC. Finally, we plan to use BLC for supervised class–
based WSD.
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Abstract
Entity extraction is the task of identifying names and nominal 
phrases (‘mentions’) in a text and linking coreferring 
mentions. We propose the use of a new source of data for 
improving entity extraction: the information gleaned from 
large bitexts and captured by a statistical, phrase-based 
machine translation system. We translate the individual 
mentions and test properties of the translated mentions, as 
well as comparing the translations of coreferring mentions. 
The results provide feedback to improve source language 
entity extraction. Experiments on Chinese and English show 
that this approach can significantly improve Chinese entity 
extraction (2.2%-relative improvement in name tagging F-
measure, representing a 15.0% error reduction), as well as 
Chinese to English entity translation (9.1% relative 
improvement in F-measure), over state-of-the-art entity 
extraction and machine translation systems. 

Keywords
Named Entities, Machine Translation, Joint Inference 

1. Introduction
Named entity tagging has become an essential component 
of many NLP systems, such as question answering and 
information extraction. Building a high-performance name 
tagger, however, remains a significant challenge. The 
challenge is greater for languages such as Chinese and 
Japanese with neither capitalization nor overt tokenization 
to aid name detection, or Semitic languages such as Arabic 
that do not exhibit differences in orthographic case.  

This challenge is now generally addressed by 
constructing, by hand, a large name-annotated corpus. 
Because of the cost of such annotation, several recent 
studies have sought to augment this approach through the 
use of un-annotated data, for example by constructing word 
classes (Miller et al., 2004) or by annotating additional data 
automatically and selecting the most confident annotations 
as further training (Ji and Grishman, 2006). 

One further source of information for improving name 
taggers are bitexts – corpora pairing the text to be tagged 
with its translation into one or more other languages. Such 
bitexts are becoming increasingly available for many 
language pairs, and now play a central role in the creation 
of machine translation and name translation systems. By 
aligning the texts at the word level, we are able to infer 
properties of a sequence s in language S from the properties 
of the sequence of tokens t with which it is aligned in 

language T. For example, knowing that t is a name, or 
merely that it is capitalized (for T = English) makes it more 
likely that s is a name. So if we have multiple, closely 
competing name hypotheses in the source language S, we 
can use the bitext to select the correct analysis.

Huang and Vogel (2002) used these observations to 
improve the name tagging of a bitext, and the NE (named 
entity) dictionary learned from the bitext. We wish to take 
this one step further by using information which can be 
gleaned from bitexts to improve the tagging of data for 
which we do not have pre-existing parallel text. We will 
use a phrase-based statistical machine translation system 
trained from these bitexts; we will translate the source-
language entities using the machine translation (MT) and 
name translation systems; and then we will use this 
translation to improve the tagging of the original text.  

This approach is an example of joint inference across 
quite disparate knowledge sources: in this case, combining 
the knowledge from named entity tagging and translation to 
produce better results for each. Such symbiosis of analysis 
components will be essential for the creation of high-
performance NLP systems.  

The translation knowledge source has an additional 
benefit: because name variants in S may translate into the 
same form in T, translation can also aid in identifying name 
coreference in S.

2. Task and Terminology 
We shall use the terminology of ACE 1  to explain our 
central ideas. 

entity: an object or a set of objects in one of the 
semantic categories of interest, referred to by a 
set of mentions 

mention: a reference to an entity (typically, a noun 
phrase)

name mention: a reference by name to an entity 
nominal mention: a reference by a common noun or 

noun phrase to an entity 

                                                                
1 The Automatic Content Extraction evaluation program of the 

U.S. Government.  The ACE guidelines are at 
  http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Projects/ACE/ 
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In this paper we consider five types of entities in ACE 
evaluation: PER (persons), ORG (organizations), GPE 
(‘geo-political entities’ – locations which are also political 
units, such as countries, counties, and cities), LOC (other 
locations), FAC (facility). Entity extraction can then be 
viewed as a combination of mention detection and 
classification with coreference analysis, which links 
coreferring mentions. 

3. Motivation for Using Bitexts 
We present first our motivation for using word-aligned 
bitexts to improve source language (S) entity extraction. 
Many languages have special features that can be employed 
for entity extraction. By using the alignment between the 
entity extraction results in language S and their translations 
in target language T, the language-specific information in T
will enable the system to perform more accurate extraction 
than a model built from the monolingual corpus in S alone. 
In the following we present some examples for Chinese-
English pair. 

Chinese  English  
Chinese does not have white space for tokenization or 

capitalization, features which, for English, can help identify 
name boundaries and distinguish names from nominals. 
Using Chinese-English bitexts allows us to capture such 
indicative information to improve Chinese name tagging. 
For example, 

(a) Results from Chinese name tagger 
<ENAMEX

TYPE="ORG">  </ENAMEX>

(b) Bitext
Chinese:

English:  Mitsubishi new 

(c) Name tagging after using bitext 
<ENAMEX

TYPE="ORG"> </ENAMEX>

Based on the title context word “ (president)” the 
Chinese name tagger mistakenly identifies “Mitsubish new”
as an organization name. But the un-capitalized English 
translation of “new” can provide a useful clue to fix this 
boundary error. 

English  Chinese 
On the other hand, Chinese has some useful language-

specific properties for entity extraction. For example, 
standard Chinese family names are generally single 
characters drawn from a fixed set of 437 family names, and 
almost all first names include one or two characters. The 
suffix words (if there are any) of ORG and GPE names 
belong to relatively distinguishable fixed lists. This feature 

– particular character or word vocabulary for names – can 
be exploited as useful ‘feedback’ for fixing name tagging 
errors.

(a) Results from English name tagger 
The flashpoint in a week of bitter <ENAMEX 
TYPE="ORG">West Bank </ENAMEX> clashes ... 
(b) Bitext 
English: West Bank

Chinese: 

(c) Name tagging after using translation 
The flashpoint in a week of bitter <ENAMEX TYPE="LOC"> 
West Bank</ENAMEX> clashes…

“Bank” in English can be the suffix word of either a 
ORG or LOC name, while its Chinese translation “
(shore, side)” indicates that “West Bank” is more likely to 
be a LOC name. 

These examples indicate how aligned bitexts can aid 
entity extraction. However, in most cases the texts from 
which we wish to extract entities will not be part of such 
bitexts. We shall instead use a statistical MT system which 
in effect distills the knowledge in its training bitexts. We 
will use this MT system to generate entity translations, and 
then use these translations as we did the bitexts in the 
examples above. 

4. General Approach 
4.1 Combining Entity Extraction and 
Translation
We propose a new framework to improve source language 
S entity extraction through the indirect use of bitexts as 
follows.  

We first apply a source language ‘baseline’ entity 
extraction system trained from a monolingual corpus to 
produce entities (SEntities), and then translate these entities 
into target language T (TEntities). Coreference decisions 
are made on the source language level. The TEntities carry 
information from a machine translation system trained from 
large bitexts, information which may not have been 
captured in the monolingual entity extraction. The TEntities
can be used to provide cross-lingual feedback to confirm 
the results or repair the errors in SEntities. This feedback is 
provided by a set of rules which are applied iteratively.  

However, in such a framework we face the problem that 
the translations produced by the MT system will not always 
be correct. In this paper we address this problem by using 
confidence estimation based on voting among translations 
of coreferring mentions, which we shall refer to as a 
mention cache. In section 4.2 and 4.3 we shall verify the 
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two hypotheses which are required to apply the cache 
scheme, and in section 4.4 we shall explain the details of 
these caches. 

4.2 One Translation per Named Entity 
Named entities may have many variants, for example, 
“IOC” and “International Olympic Committee” refer to the 
same entity; and “New York City” alternates with “New 
York”; but all these different variants tend to preserve 
‘name heads’ – a brief “key” alternation that represent the 
naming function (Carroll, 1985). Unlike common words for 
which fluency and vitality are most required during 
translation, translating a named entity requires preserving 
its functional property – the real-world object that the name 
is referring to. Inspired by this linguistic property we 
propose a hypothesis: 

Hypothesis (1). One Translation per Named Entity:
The translation of different name mentions is highly 
consistent within an entity.  

This hypothesis may seem intuitive, but it is important to 
verify its accuracy. On 50 English documents (4360 
mention pairs) from ACE 2007 Chinese to English Entity 
Translation training data with human tagged entities, we 
measure this hypothesis’ accuracy by: 

| Coreferred mention pairs with consistent translations |  

                       |Coreferred mention pairs | 

We consider two translations consistent if one is a name 
component, acronym or adjective form of the other.  

The accuracy of this hypothesis for different name types 
are: 99.6% for PER, 99.5% for GPE, 99.0% for ORG and 
100% for LOC. This clearly indicates that Hypothesis (1) 
holds with high reliability. 

4.3 One Source Name per Translation 
Based on Hypothesis (1), we can select a single ‘best 
(maximal) name translation’ for each entity with a name; 
and this best translation can be used as ‘feedback’ to 
determine whether the extracted name mentions in source 
language are correct or not. If they are incorrect (if their 
translations are not consistent with the best translation), 
they can be replaced by a ‘best source language name’. 
This is justified by: 

Hypothesis (2). One Source Name per Translation:
Names that have the same translation tend to exhibit 
consistent spellings in the source language. 

In reviewing 101 Chinese documents (8931 mention 
pairs) with human translations from ACE07 entity 
translation training data, the accuracy of this hypothesis for 
all entity types was close to 100%; the exceptions appeared 
to be clear translation errors. 

Therefore, if we require the name mentions in one entity 
to achieve consistent translation as well as extraction (name 
boundary and type), then we can fix within-doc or cross-
doc entity-level errors, with small sacrifice of (<1%) 
exceptional instances. 

4.4 Cross-lingual Voted Caches 
Given an entity in source language SEntity and its 
translation TEntity, let SName(i) be a name mention of 
SEntity and have translation TName(i). Then the above two 
properties indicate that if string TName(i) appears 
frequently in TEntity, then SName(i) is likely to be correct. 
On the other hand, if TName(i) is infrequent in TEntity and 
conflicts with the most frequent translation in boundary or 
word morphology, then SName(i) is likely to be a wrong 
extraction.

For a pair of languages S (source language) T (target
language), we build the following voted cache models in 
order to get the best assignment (extraction or translation 
candidate) for each entity: 

Inside-S-T-Cache
For each name mention of one entity (inside a single 
document), record its unique translations and frequencies; 

Cross-S-T-Cache 
Corpus-wide (across documents), for each name and its 
consistent variants, record its unique translations and their 
frequencies; 

Cross-T-S- Cache 
Corpus-wide, for each set of consistent name translations in 
T, record the corresponding names in S and their 
frequencies.  

The caches incorporate simple filters based on properties 
of language T to exclude translations which are not likely 
to be names. For T = English, we exclude empty 
translations, translations which are single un-capitalized 
tokens, and, for person names, translations with any un-
capitalized tokens. In addition, in counting translations in 
the cache, we group together consistent translations. For 
English, this includes combining person name translations 
if one is a subsequence of the tokens in the other. The goal 
of these simple heuristics is to take advantage of the 
general properties of language T in order to increase the 
likelihood that the most frequent entry in the cache is 
indeed the best translation.

For each entry in these caches, we get the frequency of 
each unique assignment, and then use the following margin
measurement to compute the confidence of the best 
assignment: 

Margin = Frequency (Best Assignment) –
Frequency (Second Best Assignment) 

A large margin indicates greater confidence in the 
assignment. 
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5. Inference Rules 
We can combine the language-specific information in 
SEntity, and its entry in the cross-lingual caches to detect 
potential extraction errors and take corresponding 
corrective measures. We construct the following inference 
rules and an example for some particular rules below. 

Based on hypotheses (1) and (2), for a test corpus we aim 
to achieve a group of entities in both source and target 
languages, with high consistency on the following levels: 

Rule(1): Adjust Source Language Annotations to 
Achieve Mention-level Consistency: 

Rule (1-1): Adjust Mention Identification 
If a mention receives translation that has small margin as defined 
in section 4.4 and violates the linguistic constraints in target 
language, then do not classify the mention as a name. 

Rule (1-2): Adjust Isolated Mention Boundary 
Adjust the boundary of each mention of SEntity to be consistent 
with the mention receiving the best translation. 

Rule (1-3): Adjust Adjacent Mention Boundary 
If two adjacent mentions receive the same translation with high 
confidence, merge them into one single mention. 

Rule (2): Adjust Source Language Annotations to 
Achieve Entity-level Consistency: 
If one entity is translated into two groups of different mentions, 
split it into two entities. 

Rule (3): Adjust Target Language Annotations to 
Achieve Mention-level Consistency: 
Enforce entity-level translation consistency by propagating the 
high-confidence best translation through coreferred mentions. 

For example, for the following Chinese document,  

<TEXT>

<sent 1>
</sent>

The 37th Canadian Federal Parliament held a meeting on the 
29th and elected Liberal MP Miliken as House of Commons 
speaker. 

<sent2>
</sent>

The 54-year-old Peter Miliken is a MP from Kingston, Ontario, 
Canada.

<sent3> </sent>
Miliken was elected after five rounds of voting. 

</TEXT>

The baseline system extracts and translates the following 
entity: 

{ /Mili, . / Peter Miliken, Miliken

By applying rule (1-2), we can fix the boundary of the 
first name mention “ ” into “ ” because “ ”
has the (maximal) best translation “Miliken”:

{ /Mili, . /Peter Miliken, Miliken

then by applying rule (3) we can change the translation 
“Mili” into the more frequent translation “Miliken” 2:

{ /Miliken, . /Peter Miliken, Miliken

These inferences are formalized in Appendix A. They are 
applied repeatedly until there are no further changes; 
improved translation in one iteration can lead to improved 
S entity extraction in a subsequent iteration. 

6. System Pipeline 
The overall system pipeline for language pair (S, T) is 
summarized in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. A Symbiotic Framework of  
Entity Extraction and Translation 

7. Experiments on Chinese to English  
In this section we shall present an example of applying this 
method using Chinese-to-English translation to improve 
Chinese entity extraction. 

                                                                
2  Alternatively we could fix the English in this case by re-

translating the corrected mentions. But in other cases rule (3) is 
needed to correct the translations. 
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7.1 Baseline Systems 
We used a Chinese entity extraction system described in (Ji 
et al., 2005) and a statistical, phrase-based machine 
translation system (Zens and Ney, 2004) for our 
experiments. Each source mention is translated 
independently using the MT system3.

7.2 Rule Restriction 
We tested the rules on a development set, and added a few 
source-language-specific restrictions on their applicability 
to improve performance. Also, where the rules allowed for 
two alternative corrections, we added a language-specific 
criterion for choosing the correction.4

7.3 Data
We took the Chinese newswire data from the ACE 2007 
Entity Translation training and evaluation corpus as our 
blind test set, and evaluated our system. The test set 
includes 67 news texts, with 2077 name mentions and 1907 
entities. 

7.4 Improvement in Entity Extraction 
The name tagging performance on different entity types is 
shown in Table 1 as follows. 

Type Baseline After Using Inference Rules

PER 89.9% 91.2% 

GPE 87.0% 86.9% 

ORG 85.7% 88.5% 

LOC 89.7% 90.6% 

FAC 80.9% 85.3% 

ALL 87.3% 89.2% 

Table 1. F-Measure (%) of Name Tagging 
                                                                
3  We tried an alternative approach in which mentions are 

translated in context and the mention translations are then 
extracted using word alignment information produced by the 
MT system, but it did not perform as well. The word alignments 
are indirectly derived from phrase alignment and can be quite 
noisy. As a result, noise in the form of words from the target 
language context is introduced into the mention translations. 
Manual evaluation on a small development set showed that 
isolated translation obtains (about 14%) better F-measure in 
translating names. 

4  Specifically: for Rule (1-2) we added a check that SName (i) 
and SName (j) are not a name and its acronym.  Also for Rule 
(1-2), if SName (i) includes a conjunction the rule splits the 
name into two names, otherwise replacing it by SName (j). For 
Rule (1-1), since in Chinese most ambiguities between name 
and nominal arise in GPE or ORG names, GPE or ORG names 
are corrected into nominals, while PER names are deleted. Rule 
(1-3) was limited to merging mentions of selected entity type 
pairs, such as “PER-GPE” and “ORG-LOC” because they are 
unlikely to appear adjacent in Chinese. 

Except for the small loss for GPE names, our method 
achieved positive corrections on most entity types. 
Significant improvements were achieved on ORG and FAC 
names for all three language sources, mainly because 
organization and facility names in English texts have less 
boundary ambiguity than in Chinese texts. So they are 
better aligned in bitexts and easier to translate. The small 
loss in GPE names for the Chinese source is due to the 
poor quality of the translation of country name 
abbreviations. 

The rules can also improve nominal tagging by 
disambiguating mention types (name vs. nominal), and 
improve coreference by merging or splitting incorrect 
entity structures. All of these improvements benefit entity 
extraction.

7.5 Improvement in Entity Translation 
A further benefit of our system is a boost in the translation 
quality of Chinese entities. We used the official ACE 2007-
ET scorer5 to measure the F-scores. The performance for 
translating different entity types is presented in Table 2. 

Type Baseline After Using Inference Rules

PER 34.8% 36.7% 

GPE 44.7% 49.8% 

ORG 37.0% 39.9% 

LOC 18.3% 18.1% 

FAC 23.1% 23.3% 

ALL 35.1% 38.3% 

Table 2. F-Measure (%) of Entity Translation 

The inference based on voting over mentions of an entity 
particularly improved GPE name abbreviation translation 
and fixed translated person foreign name boundaries. Thus 
we have succeeded in using the interaction of entity 
extraction and translation to improve the performance of 
both. 

7.6 Error Analysis 
The errors reveal both the shortcomings of the MT system 
and consistent difficulties across languages.

For a name not seen in training bitexts the MT system 
tends to mistakenly align part of the name with an un-
capitalized token. Also, there are words where the 
ambiguity between name and nominal exists in both 
Chinese and English, such as “ –parliament”. Rule (2) 
fails in these cases by mistakenly changing correct names 
                                                                
5  The description of the ACE entity translation metric can be 

found at http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/ace/ace07/doc/ 
ET07-evalplan-v1.6.pdf
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into nominal mentions. In these and other cases, we could 
apply a separate name transliteration system developed 
from larger name-specific bitexts to re-translate these 
difficult names. Or we could incorporate the confidence 
values such as (Ueffing and Ney, 2005) generated from the 
MT system into our cross-lingual cache model. 
Nevertheless, as Table 1 and 2 indicate, the rewards of 
using the bitext/translation information outweigh the risks. 

8. Related Work 
The work described here complements the research 
described by (Huang and Vogel, 2002). They presented an 
effective integrated approach that can improve the 
extracted named entity translation dictionary and the entity 
annotation in a bilingual training corpus. We expand their 
idea of alignment consistency to the task of entity 
extraction in a monolingual test corpus. Unlike their 
approach requiring reference translations in order to 
achieve highest alignment probability, we only need the 
source language unlabeled document. So our approach is 
more broadly applicable and also can be extended to 
additional information extraction tasks (nominal tagging 
and coreference). 

Aligned bitexts have also been used to project name tags 
from French to English by Riloff et al. (2002) and from 
Japanese to English by Sudo et al. (2004), but their 
approaches only use the entity information from the source 
language.  

In addition, our approach represents a form of cross-
lingual joint inference, which complements the joint 
inference in the monolingual analysis pipeline as described 
in (Ji and Grishman, 2005) and (Roth and Yi, 2004). 

9. Conclusion and Future Work 
Bitexts can provide a valuable additional source of 
information for improving named entity tagging. We have 
demonstrated how the information from bitexts, as captured 
by a phrase-based statistical machine translation system, 
and then used to generate translations, can be used to 
correct errors made by a source-language named-entity 
tagger. While our approach has only been tested on 
Chinese and English so far, we can expect that it is 
applicable to other language pairs. The approach is 
independent of the baseline tagging/extraction system, and 
so can be used to improve systems with varied learning 
schemes or rules. 

There are a number of natural extensions and 
generalizations of the current approach. In place of 
correction rules, we could adopt a joint inference approach 
based on generating alternative source language name tags 
(with probabilities), estimating the probabilities of the 
corresponding target language features, and seeking an 
optimal tag assignment. Although the current approach 

only relies on limited target language features, we could 
use a full target-language entity extractor (as Huang and 
Vogel (2002) did), providing more information as feedback 
(for example, name type information). Furthermore, we 
intend to pass the name tagging hypotheses to a name 
transliteration system and use the transliteration results as 
additional feedback in assessing name hypotheses.  
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Appendix A: Inference Rules of Using Translation to Improve SEntity Extraction 

Terms

TConstraint Some constraint that name entities must satisfy in language T. For example, in the setting of S=Chinese
and T=English, it includes the capitalization constraint. 

CorefMentionNum(i) the number of name mentions coreferring to SName(i) in SEntity

BestTName(Cache) the best (most frequent) translation in Cache

FreBestTName(Cache) the frequency of the best (most frequent) translation in Cache

FreSeBestTName(Cache) the frequency of the second best (most frequent) translation in Cache

Margin(i,Cache) the margin (defined in section 4.4) of name SName(i) in Cache

Predicates 

ViolateTConstraint(i) TName(i) does not satisfy TConstraint

HasBestTran(j, Cache) SName(j) has translation BestTName(Cache) in Cache

ConflictBoundary(i, j) SName(i) is consistent with SName(j) at one boundary but not the other

HasFewCorefMentions(i) CorefMentionNum(i) < 1

HasLowConf(i, Cache) Margin(i, Cache) < 2

ShareTranslation(i, j) TName(i) = TName(j)

Adjacent(i, j) SName(i) and SName(j) are adjacent to each other 

EqualConf(SEntity) FreBestTName(Inside-S-T-Cache) > 3 FreSeBestTName(Inside-S-T-Cache) > 4

Overlap(i, j) SName(i) and SName(j) overlap in spelling

Rule (1-1): Adjust Mention Identification

if (ViolateTConstraint(i) HasFewCorefMentions(i) HasLowConf(i, Cross-T-S-Cache) then 

Change SName(i) into nominal or delete it 

Rule (1-2): Adjust Isolated Mention Boundary

 for all j  i do 

if (ViolateTConstraint(i) HasBestTran(j, Inside-S-T-Cache) ConflictBoundary(i, j))

(HasBestTran(j, Cross-T-S-Cache) ConflictBoundary(i, j)) then

Replace SName(i) with SName(j) or split it into SName(j) and another mention 

Rule (1-3): Adjust Adjacent Mention Boundary

for all j  i do 

if ShareTranslation(i, j) Adjacent(i, j) then Merge SName(i) and SName(j) into a single mention

Rule (2): Adjust Entity-level Consistent Source Language Annotation (Coreference Resolution)

if EqualConf(SEntity)  ¬Overlap(i, j)  then Split SEntity into two entities 

Rule (3): Adjust Mention-level Consistent Target Language Annotation (Mention Translation)

if ¬HasLowConf(i, Inside-S-T-Cache) then Replace TName(i) with BestTName(Inside-S-T-Cache)
if ¬HasLowConf(i, Cross-S-T-Cache ) then Replace TName(i) with BestTName(Cross-S-T-Cache)
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Abstract
We investigate the Perceptron HMM algorithm,
an instance of the averaged perceptron ap-
proach, which incorporates discriminative train-
ing into the traditional Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) approach. We demonstrate the effi-
ciency of the algorithm by applying it to the
biomedical term recognition problem. We show
that the Perceptron HMM overcomes the lim-
ited expressiveness of the traditional, genera-
tive HMMs by incorporating additional, poten-
tially overlapping features. This simple and
elegant learning method produces performance
that is comparable to the current state-of-the-
art, while using only straightforward features
derived from the provided training data. Our
experiments illustrate the relative value of com-
peting techniques that employ more complex
learning algorithms and semantic features con-
structed from external resources.

Keywords

discriminative training, averaged perceptron, HMMs, biomedical
term recognition, gene tagging, named entity extraction

1 Introduction

In recent years, discriminative training has become
increasingly popular in natural language processing.
Discriminative approaches allow us to incorporate a
large number of features without concern for their in-
dependence. This gives these learners a significant ad-
vantage over more traditional generative techniques.
However, some discriminative techniques, such as
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs), are complex, dif-
ficult to implement, and expensive to train. Is it possi-
ble to combine the flexibility of feature independence
with the elegance and conceptual simplicity of gener-
ative techniques?
In this paper, we investigate the Perceptron HMM

algorithm, an instance of the averaged perceptron
approach proposed by Collins [1]. The perceptron
makes it possible to incorporate discriminative train-
ing into the traditional HiddenMarkov Model (HMM)

approach, and to augment it with potentially overlap-
ping features. The Perceptron HMM uses the Viterbi
algorithm with a simple perceptron update to train its
feature weights. The Viterbi algorithm finds the best
answer based on the current parameters while the per-
ceptron algorithm updates the parameters when errors
are made. The updating and decoding processes are
iterated over the training data until the system con-
verges.
We demonstrate the efficiency of the Perceptron

HMM algorithm by applying it, along with a tra-
ditional HMM approach, to a specific problem —
biomedical term recognition. We show that Percep-
tron HMM overcomes the limited expressiveness of
the traditional HMM by incorporating additional in-
terdependent features, such as part-of-speech, ortho-
graphic patterns, and affixes. Using a relatively small
number of features that can be derived directly from
the training data, we achieve results that are compara-
ble to the current state-of-the-art systems that utilize
external features derived from the Web or semantic
knowledge-bases.
In the next section, we define the biomedical term

identification task. The related work is discussed in
Section 3. In Section 4, we describe a basic HMM
approach. In Section 5, we introduce our proposed
system based on the Perceptron HMM algorithm. In
Section 6, we discuss our feature set. Experimental
results and conclusions are given in Sections 7 and 8,
respectively.

2 Biomedical term recognition

Every day, new scientific articles in the biomedical
field are published and made available on-line. The
articles contain many new terms and names involving
proteins, DNA, RNA, and a wide variety of other sub-
stances. Given the large volume of new research arti-
cles, it is important to develop systems capable of ex-
tracting meaningful relationships between substances
from these articles. Such systems need to recognize
and identify biomedical terms in unstructured texts.
Biomedical term recognition is thus a step toward in-
formation extraction from biomedical texts.
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High-dose growth hormone does not
affect <protein>proinflammatory
cytokine</protein> (<protein>tumor
necrosis factor-alpha</protein>,
<protein>interleukin-6</protein>, and
<protein>interferon-gamma</protein>)
release from activated
<cell type>peripheral blood mononuclear
cells</cell type> or after minimal to
moderate surgical stress.

Fig. 1: An annotated example of a biomedical re-
search article

The term recognition task attempts to locate
biomedical terminology in unstructured texts. The
texts are unannotated biomedical research publica-
tions written in English. Meaningful terms, including
proteins, DNA, RNA, cell types and cell line names,
are identified in order to facilitate further text min-
ing tasks. The ability to identify important terms that
represent biomedical concepts in the text is crucial to
understanding research publications.
The biomedical term recognition task can only be

adequately addressed with machine-learning meth-
ods. A straightforward dictionary look-up method is
bound to fail because of the term variations in the text,
especially when the task focuses on locating exact
term boundaries [8]. Rule-based systems can achieve
good performance on small data sets, but the rules
must be defined manually by domain experts, and are
difficult to adapt to other data sets [4, 3]. On the other
hand, systems based on machine-learning employ sta-
tistical techniques, and can be easily re-trained on dif-
ferent data.
Biomedical term recognition involves the identifi-

cation of biomedical terms in documents. The input
documents are assumed to be written in English with-
out any additional annotation. The identified terms
may comprise several words. We also classify the
identified terms into biomedical concepts: proteins,
DNA, RNA, cell types, and cell lines. An example
of an annotated biomedical research publication from
the Genia corpus1 is shown in Fig. 1, where each iden-
tified term is annotated by a pair of XML tags.
Another annotation method, referred to as IOB, is

more appropriate for learning. It utilizes three types of
tags: <B> for the beginning word of a term, <I> for
the remaining words of a term, and <O> for non-term
words. For the purpose of term classification, the IOB
tags are augmented with the names of the biomed-
ical classes; for example, <B-protein> indicates
the first word of a protein term. The total number of
IOB tags is thus 2n + 1, where n is the number of
classes.
Our biomedical term recognition task is defined as

1 The Genia corpus 3.02 is available at: http:
//www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/˜genia

follows: for every document in a set, find and mark
each occurrence of a biomedical term. A term is con-
sidered to be annotated correctly only if all its com-
posite words are annotated correctly. Precision, recall
and F-measure are determined by comparing the iden-
tified terms against the terms annotated in the gold
standard.

3 Related work

Apart from early rule-based systems [4, 3], most
biomedical term recognition systems employ
machine-learning techniques, which have the ad-
vantages of scalability and generalization. We can
divide machine-learning techniques used for this task
into two main approaches: word-based methods, and
sequence-based methods.
The word-based methods annotate each word with-

out taking previously assigned tags into account. The
ABTA system [5] approaches term annotation as a
classification problem on a sliding window of words
across sentences. Park et al. [11] and Lee et al. [9]
proposed systems based on Support Vector Machines
(SVMs), which classify each word in text as an IOB
tag. These systems performed poorly in the Bio-
Entity recognition task JNLPBA [7]. However, the
SVM approach appears to lead to substantial improve-
ments if used in combination with HMMs [18] or if
incorporated in a sequence-based method [10].
The sequence-based methods take other annotation

decisions into account in order to decide on the tag
for the current word. Zhou and Su [18] employed
a combination of the HMM and SVM approaches
with rich features, obtaining the best performance at
the JNLPBA. The features were word formation pat-
terns, morphological patterns, part-of-speech tag in-
formation and dictionaries constructed from Swiss-
Prot, LocusLink and annotated terms in the training
data. Finkel et al. [2] used a large list of words, con-
taining over a million names, to train a model based
on the Maximum Entropy Markov Model (MEMM)
technique. Words in gazetteers along with biomedical
concept class indicators were submitted to the Google
API in order to determine biomedical concept classes
with the highest number of hits. Conditional Random
Fields (CRFs) were used by Settles [13] with ortho-
graphic features playing the main role, and biomedi-
cal concept classes representing semantic features.
By combining the results submitted by the eight

participants in the Bio-Entity recognition task at
JNLPBA, Si et al. [14] were able to achieve a 0.92 F-
measure. Since the submitted results involve only the
test data, a portion of them were used to train a CRF
model that learned relative weights to be assigned to
each system.
In the BioCreAtIvE Task 1A [16], MEMM, CRF
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and SVM systems achieved best results. In general,
these systems incorporate both internal and external
features. The internal features are the ones that can
be extracted directly from the training data, and in-
clude sets of words, part-of-speech information, or-
thographic patters, and sub-string affixes. The exter-
nal features utilize larger resources such as the world-
wide-web, gazetteers, and biomedical dictionaries.

4 The basic HMM system

We begin by presenting a traditional first-order HMM,
which finds the best sequence of IOB tags t1t2 . . . tn
for a sequence of words w1w2 . . . wn. The HMM in-
volves a number of trained parameters. The initial
probability πti is the probability of the tag ti being the
starting tag in the tag sequence. The transition proba-
bility ati,tj = P (tj |ti) is the probability of the current
tag tj given the previous tag ti. The emission proba-
bility btj ,wj

= P (wj |tj) is the probability of the word
wj given the tag tj . The add-one smoothing technique
is applied to prevent the occurrence of zero probabil-
ity values.
The initial, transition and emission probabilities are

calculated using maximum likelihood statistics from
the training data. These probabilities are then used
to find the most likely tag sequences in the test data.
The probability value of a candidate tag sequence t1..n
given a sequence of words w1..n is the product of the
partial probabilities as shown in Equation 1.

P (t1..n|w1..n) = πt1bt1w1

n−1�
i=1

ati,ti+1
bti+1,wi+1

(1)

Given a sequence words w1w2 . . . wn and the model
probabilities, the mostly likely tag sequence can be
found by using the Viterbi algorithm [6].

5 The Perceptron HMM algorithm

The Perceptron HMM algorithm combines the Viterbi
and perceptron algorithms to replace a traditional
HMM’s conditional probabilities with discrimina-
tively trained parameters. Adapting an HMM for per-
ceptron learning and arbitrary features requires a sub-
stantial shift in notation. First of all, given a com-
plete tag sequence t for a word sequence w, we define
Ψ(w, t) to be a vector of features describing t and its
interactions with w. Our learned parameters are also
represented by a vector α, which assigns a weight to
each component feature of Ψ(w, t). The weight of
each feature can be either positive, to indicate evi-
dence that t is the correct tag sequence for w, nega-
tive to indicate evidence against t, or zero to indicate
no evidence.

Given a useful weight vector α, we also need a way
to find the tag sequence twith the most evidence. That
is, we need to search for:

t̂ = arg max
t∈T

[α · Ψ(w, t)] (2)

where T is the set of all possible tag sequences. If
we formulate our features carefully, the Viterbi al-
gorithm will provide the necessary arg max operator.
We will define ourΨ(w, t) so that it never needs more
information than what is available during a first-order
Viterbi search:

Ψ(w, t) =
n−1�
i=1

ψ(w, ti, ti+1) (3)

where ψ is a feature vector that describes the subset
of Ψ’s features that are relevant to the interactions be-
tween an adjacent tag pair and a word sequence.
Now that we have a feature representation for a tag

sequence, and a method to find the tag sequence with
the most evidence according to α, our goal in learn-
ing α is clear. We want to find an α that separates the
correct tag sequence from all other possible tag se-
quences. For every sentence-tag sequence pair (w, t)
in our training set, we require:

∀t̄ ∈ T \ t : α · Ψ(w, t) > α · Ψ(w, t̄) (4)

It has been shown in [1] that a perceptron algorithm
will find a separating α if it exists. In the case of un-
separable data, an averaged perceptron will provide a
useful approximation to this separator.
The training algorithm for the Perceptron HMM is

sketched in Algorithm 1. In each iteration, for each
training example, the perceptron adjusts its weight pa-
rameters α according to the features of its current best
guess. The Viterbi algorithm finds the best sequence
of tags t̂ for w, given the current α. If this t̂ is not
the correct tag sentence, then α is altered slightly to
prefer Ψ(w, t) over Ψ(w, t̂).

Algorithm 1 The perceptron training algorithm
1: α = �0
2: for K iterations over training set do
3: for all sentence-tag sequence pairs (w, t) in the

training set do
4: t̂ = arg maxt̄∈T [α · Ψ(w, t̄)]
5: α = α + Ψ(w, t) − Ψ(w, t̂)
6: end for
7: end for
8: return α

For example, suppose that in our training data we
have the following sentence w with its correct anno-
tation t. The current best guess found by our Viterbi
algorithm is t̂:
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w IL-2 gene expression and
t B-DNA I-DNA O O
t̂ B-DNA I-protein O O

If our features consist only of indicators for word-tag
pairs and tag bigrams, the weight vector α is altered
as follows:

• Weights corresponding to the features
(gene, I-DNA) and (B-DNA, I-DNA) are in-
cremented by 1

• Weights corresponding to (gene, I-protein) and
(B-DNA, I-protein) are decremented by 1.

Term annotation is a complex problem; we are un-
likely to find an α that perfectly separates our training
data, no matter how good our features are. In order
to compensate for this, instead of returning the final
α as shown in Algorithm 1, we return the average α
over all updates. This averaged perceptron tends to be
more effective on unseen data [1].

6 The extended feature set

Our feature set is composed entirely of standard, in-
ternal features that have been incorporated in many
systems [7]. These features can be divided into three
broad classes according to how they generalize the
training data: by words, characters or part-of-speech.
Word features allow the system to remember com-
mon annotations for words that occur frequently in
the training data. More general character-based fea-
tures, such as orthography, prefix and suffix features,
help the system recognize unseen words by memo-
rizing linguistic patterns. Part-of-speech features pro-
vide syntactic information at the sentence level, which
allows the system to take advantage of the fact that
most terms are noun phrases. An example sequence
of words and tags in the training set is shown below.
Its corresponding features are shown in Table 1.

word . . . of E1A-immortalized cells . . .
tag . . . O B-cell line I-cell line . . .
POS . . . IN CD NNS . . .

The part-of-speech tag features are obtained by us-
ing the Lingua::EN::Tagger2 . The orthography fea-
tures encode the spelling characteristics of a word,
such as uppercase letters (U), lowercase letters (L),
digits (D), and symbols (S). For example, the orthog-
raphy feature for the word “E1A-immortalized” has
the following value: “U D U S L”. The prefix and
suffix features are the k first and last characters of
words. For k = 3, the prefix and suffix features for
the word “E1A-immortalized” have the values “E1A”
and “zed”, respectively.
2 Lingua-EN-Tagger-0.13 by Aaron Coburn is available at
http://search.cpan.org/˜acoburn

Feature template Example
Word features & Current tag
Current word E1A-immortalized & B-cell line
Previous word of & B-cell line
Next word cells & B-cell line
Bigram word of E1A-immortalized & B-cell line

E1A-immortalized cells & B-cell line
Part-of-Speech tag features & Current tag
Current POS CD & B-cell line
Previous POS IN & B-cell line
Next POS NNS & B-cell line
Bigram POS IN CD & B-cell line

CD NNS & B-cell line
Orthography features & Current tag
Current ORTH U D U S L & B-cell line
Previous ORTH L & B-cell line
Next ORTH L & B-cell line
Bigram ORTH L U D U S L & B-cell line

U D U S L L & B-cell line
Prefix features & Current tag
Current PRE E1A & B-cell line
Previous PRE of & B-cell line
Next PRE cel & B-cell line
Bigram PRE of E1A & B-cell line

E1A cel & B-cell line
Suffix features & Current tag
Current SUF zed & B-cell line
Previous SUF of & B-cell line
Next SUF lls & B-cell line
Bigram SUF of zed & B-cell line

zed lls & B-cell line

Table 1: The feature template and example used in
the experiments

7 Results and discussions

We evaluated our system on the JNLPBA Bio-Entity
recognition task. The training set contains 2,000Med-
line abstracts labeled with biomedical classes in the
IOB style. Our development set was constructed by
randomly selecting 10% of the sentences from the
available training set. The number of iterations for
training was determined by observing the point where
the performance on the held-out set starts to level off.
The test set is composed of new 404 Medline ab-
stracts.
The performance of the basic HMM system on the

test data is shown in Table 2. Overall, the F-measure
performance on the testing data was about 10% lower
than on the training data. The highest F-measure was
obtained on the protein class. The basic HMM com-
pletely fails to identify cell line terms.
Table 3 shows the results of our Perceptron HMM

system on all five classes. Notice the impressive im-
provement over the basic HMM system, which is par-
ticularly evident for the terms of type RNA, cell type,
and cell line.
Table 4 presents a comparison of our results with

the results of eight participants at the JNLPBA shared
tasks, which are taken from the task report [7]. The
table also includes the basic HMM described in Sec-
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Class (# of terms) Recall Precision F-measure
Protein (5,067) 59.33% 58.84% 59.08%
DNA (1,056) 50.76% 53.17% 51.94%
RNA (118) 21.19% 55.56% 30.67%
cell type (1,921) 49.97% 48.41% 49.18%
cell line (500) 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
ALL(8,662) 52.26% 55.57% 53.86%

Table 2: The performance of the basic HMM system
on the testing set

Class Recall Precision F-measure
protein 76.73 % 66.04 % 70.99 %
DNA 63.54 % 65.53 % 64.52 %
RNA 66.10 % 64.46 % 65.27 %
cell type 64.65 % 78.56 % 70.93 %
cell line 53.20 % 51.65 % 52.41 %
ALL 70.94 % 67.32 % 69.08 %

Table 3: The performance of the proposed system on
the test set with respect to each biomedical concept
class

tion 4, and the baseline system provided for the com-
petition, which is based on longest string matching
against a list of terms from the training data. The
“Ext.” column in Table 4 indicates whether a sys-
tem includes a use of external resources. The ex-
ternal resources include gazetteers from dictionaries
and Gene Ontology, various WordWideWeb (WWW)
resources, British National Corpus, MEDLINE cor-
pus, Penn Treebank II corpus, and tags from other
gene/protein name taggers.
In terms of F-measure,our system ranks fourth. The

performance gap between our system and the best sys-
tems in Table 4 can be attributed to the use of exter-
nal features. When compared against other systems
that use only internal features, our system achieves
the highest F-measure.
The listed systems stratify into several categories,

which should help elucidate the importance of exter-
nal data. The three systems at the bottom of the list
(our basic HMM, [9], [11]) use either sequence-based
or discriminative learning, but not both; only the dis-
criminative methods use external data. This shows
that the use of an expressive sequence-based method
is important in achieving competitive results. Among
the next four systems, we have three methods that
combine discriminative and sequence learning ([12],
[15], and our P-HMM), along with the only genera-
tive sequence method to use external data [17]. Fi-
nally, the sequence-based discriminative systems that
incorporate external data dominate the top of the list.
With our approach, we have shown nearly a 3-point
improvement in achievable performance when no ex-
ternal information sources are employed, greatly nar-
rowing the gap between data-poor and data-rich fea-
tures.
The full system uses all features described in Sec-

System Method Ext. F-measure
Zhou and Su [18] SVM-HMM Y 72.6 %
Finkel et al. [2] MEMM Y 70.1 %
Settles [13] CRF Y 69.8 %
Our system P-HMM N 69.1 %
Song et al. [15] SVM-CRF N 66.3 %
Zhao [17] HMM Y 64.8 %
Rössler [12] SVM-HMM N 64.0 %
Park et al. [11] SVM Y 63.0 %
Basic HMM HMM N 53.9 %
Lee et al. [9] SVM Y 49.1 %
Baseline Matching N 47.7 %

Table 4: The performance comparison

Features Precision Recall F-measure
word 64.27 61.85 63.04
word+POS 66.71 60.53 63.47
word+ORTH 65.59 61.97 63.73
word+PRE 61.53 65.31 63.37
word+SUF 64.48 64.75 64.61

Table 5: The complete match performance of each
included feature on the test set

tion 5: word, part-of-speech tag (POS), orthography
(ORTH), prefix (PRE), and suffix (SUF) features. In
order to measure the impact of these feature types,
we trained several systems using a single feature class
along with the basic word features. As one can see,
each type of feature contributes very little on its own,
increasing F-measure by at most 1.5 points. But to-
gether, these features are literally worth more than the
sum of their parts, increasing F-measure by 6 points
from 63 to 69. These additional features are internal
features which can be directly obtained from the train-
ing set.
In order to compare the performance between tra-

ditional HMM and Perceptron HMM learning objec-
tives, we limited the feature set in the Perceptron
HMM to only the current word feature (the first line
in Table 1). Thus, both the HMM and the Percep-
tron HMM have the same feature set, but the Per-
ceptron HMM trains those features discriminatively.
While the traditional HMM system achieves a 53.9%
F-measure, the Perceptron HMM system achieves an
F-measure of 56.9%. This 3-point increase shows the
value of discriminative training when all other vari-
ables are held constant; performance increases before
we even begin to take advantage of the perceptron’s
smooth handling of overlapping features.

8 Conclusion and future work

We have proposed a new approach to the biomedi-
cal term recognition task using the Perceptron HMM
algorithm. Our system achieves a 69.1% F-measure
with a simple and elegant machine-learning method,
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and a relatively small number of features that can be
derived directly from the training data. The perfor-
mance we achieve with this approach is comparable
to the current state-of-the-art.
CRFs, SVM-HMMs and Perceptron HMMs are all

discriminative training methods that have similar fea-
ture representations and learning objectives. Among
them, the Perceptron HMM is by far the most straight-
forward in its implementation. It is our hope that our
experiments help illustrate the relative value of the
slower CRF and SVM approaches. Along the same
lines, we have demonstrated just how far one can ad-
vance without having to resort to features mined from
the web or semantic knowledge-bases.
Finally, we have provided a detailed comparison of

the Perceptron HMM with a traditional HMM with
maximum-likelihood parameters. We have illustrated
the value of discriminative training, and we have
shown that overlapping features allow a giant leap for-
ward in performance while using the same Viterbi al-
gorithm.
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Abstract
We present a person name disambiguation and
fine-grained categorization approach which uses
semantic similarity and domain information. In
order to discover the underlying meanings of a
name, we generate descriptive and discrimina-
tive labels which are related to topic signatures.
The developed approach is evaluated on 16 am-
biguous person names and 10 fine–grained cate-
gories. The obtained results show a significant
improvement over a baseline.

Keywords

fine-grained named entity classification, name disambiguation,

semantic information, relevant domains.

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Proper names play an important role in current NLP
applications, therefore the need for specialized NE cat-
egories arises. In addition, the fact that the web is
growing dynamically and is increasing in coverage in-
fluences the growth of web name ambiguity and makes
the searching for people, places or organizations po-
tentially very confusing. We focus on the resolution of
name disambiguation and fine-grained categorization,
which are challenging tasks due to the fact that one
and the same name can refer to hundred or thousand
of individuals, or the fine-grained category of a name
changes over time.

According to [3], although one and the same name
belongs to various people, each of these referents ap-
pears in distinct contextual characteristics. In order
to determine the different mentions of John Smith,
they developed a first order contextual representa-
tion approach which reaches 84% f-score. Similar dis-
ambiguation approach which considered bi-gram co-
occurrences was developed by [11].

In order to identify the different fine-grained cate-
gories of a name, [6] used information extraction pat-
terns from a set of seed facts. To conduct the fine-
grained classification, syntactic features, topic signa-
ture information and synonym expansion with Word-
Net were encoded. According to their study, to im-
prove the 65% performance, more sophisticated fea-
tures need to be incorporated, a better person name

fine-grained corpus has to be generated and finally the
name ambiguity problem has to be tackled a-priory.

Therefore, [8] continued this work by developing an
unsupervised approach to name discrimination. Ac-
cording to their approach, words that are seen more
often in a pattern obtain more weight. This infor-
mation is combined with contextual characteristics re-
garding the age, the date of birth, the name of the
wife, son, daughter, as well as associations such as
country, company or organization if present. The ap-
proach is evaluated on pseudoname repository where
people with similar backgrounds such as Tom Cruise
and Tom Hanks are conflated.

1.2 Motivation and Contribution

Compared to the previously developed NE fine-grained
approaches which suffer from low coverage because of
the name ambiguity issue, this paper focuses on the a-
priory disambiguation of person names and their pos-
terior fine-grained classification. In concrete, the main
goals of the research reported in this paper are to:

1. Discover the underlying meaning of multiple NEs
that are denoted by the same proper name (disam-
biguation).

2. Assign categories to the disambiguated per-
son names on the basis of domain information (fine-
grained classification).

3. Determine the descriptive and discriminative fea-
tures of the person names.

According to the distributional hypothesis of [9],
words with similar meaning are used in similar con-
texts. We adapt this hypothesis to discover the under-
lying meaning of different person names and to cluster
the sentences referring to the same individual. To ad-
dress the lack of global contextual representation in
the previous approaches, we developed an approach
that captures the contextual and semantic meaning of
a text using the relevant domain (RD) resource [12]. In
order to establish the global context of the text, we as-
sign to each word its corresponding domains and then
we rank the majority domain for the text. Our person
name semantic classification is based on the hypothe-
sis that names occurring in the same domain belong to
the same fine-grained category. In addition, for each
name, we generate descriptive and discriminative la-
bels. With this information, we can establish that a
person is a president related to SPORT or POLITICS. Ac-
cording to our knowledge, none of the previously devel-

1
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oped fine-grained named entity approaches focused on
such distinction that a person is a sport president and
not a president of a country or political party. In this
paper we focus only on the resolution of person names,
because they are more challenging and need deeper se-
mantic knowledge derived from the surrounding text
[6].

2 Approach

2.1 NE Disambiguation with Semantic
Information

Our NE disambiguation approach is based on Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA)1 which extracts and infers
relations of words in discourse by representing explic-
itly terms and documents in a rich, high dimensional
space, allowing the underlying “latent”, semantic re-
lationships between terms and documents to be ex-
ploited. LSA relies on the constituent terms of a doc-
ument to suggest the document’s semantic content.
However, the LSA model views the terms in a doc-
ument as somewhat unreliable indicators of the con-
cepts contained in the document. It assumes that the
variability of word choice partially obscures the seman-
tic structure of the document. By reducing the origi-
nal dimensionality of the term-by-document space, the
underlying, semantic relationships between documents
are revealed, and much of the “noise” (differences in
word usage, terms that do not help distinguish docu-
ments, etc.) is eliminated. LSA statistically analyzes
the patterns of word usage across the entire document
collection, placing documents with similar word us-
age patterns near to each other in the term-document
space, and allowing semantically-related documents to
be closer even though they may not share terms.

Taking into consideration these properties of LSA,
we thought that instead of constructing the traditional
term-by-document matrix, we can construct a term-
by-sentence matrix with which we can find a set of
sentences that are semantically related and talk about
the same person. The rows of the term-by-sentence
matrix correspond to the words of the sentences with
ambiguous names, while the columns correspond to
the whole sentences. The cells show the number of
times a given word occurs in a sentence. For each
sentence with ambiguous name si, LSA returns a list
of the semantic similarity scores which indicate how
good the match between the returned sentence and
the target sentence is judged to be.

It is known that LSA treats the words as tokens
without making distinction among the different syn-
tactic categories. However, in our approach, we
encode the grammatical categories in the following
way: “president#n Bush#np welcomes#v the#det
guests#n”. This modification improves the perfor-
mance of LSA for name disambiguation.

2.2 Graph-Based Sentence Clustering

Once the semantic similarity scores among all sen-
tences are obtained with LSA, we use this information

1 www.informap.com

to build a new similarity matrix S. This matrix is
given as input to a Pole-Based Overlapping Cluster-
ing Algorithm (PoBOC) [5] which searches for poles,
constructs a membership matrix of objects2 to poles,
assigns the objects to poles and finally gives a hier-
archical organization of the obtained groups. These
groups correspond to the underlying meanings3 behind
a name.

[5] defined poles as: given a set of objects X =
{s1, . . . sn}, where si is a sentence and a similar-
ity matrix S = X × X where the cells correspond
to the semantic similarity values obtained by LSA,
the pole represents a subset of homogeneous area
which appears in a region with uniform density. The
poles are constructed on the basis of a similarity
graph denoted by Gs(X, V ). The graph Gs is de-
fined by the set of vertices X and the set of edges
Y in a way that (si, sj) ∈ V when s(si, sj) ≥
max{ 1

nΣxk∈Xs(si, sk), 1
nΣxk∈Xs(sj , sk)}.

According to the definition of PoBOC, there is an
edge between si and sj when the similarity is greater
than the average similarity between si and the whole
set of objects, and between the average similarity be-
tween sj and the whole set of objects.

There are many available clustering algorithms,
however we have selected PoBOC for our research
study because it is shown that the algorithm reaches
good results in word clustering and web page catego-
rization [4], besides it does not require complex para-
meter settings and finds the number of clusters auto-
matically.

2.3 NE Categorization with Domain
Information

In order to decide whether a name belongs to one fine-
grained category or another, we determine the global
meaning of the text by estimating the domain of the
sentence. In this sense, a pair of sentences sharing
the same domain are highly probable to belong to the
same fine-grained category.

We use the WordNet Domains (WND)4 of [7], where
each WordNet synset is annotated with at least one do-
main label selected from about 200 labeled hierarchy.
The number of domain labels is related to the poly-
semy of the word, therefore words with many senses
are linked to several domain labels. A very important
property of WNDs is that they can relate semantically
words of different syntactic categories, for instance
MEDICINE groups sense from nouns such as doctor#1
and hospital#1, and verbs such as operate#7. Tak-
ing advantage of this property, for each word in the
text with ambiguous name, we extract the possible
domain labels and we rank them by their relevance
score. The most probable domain for a text is ob-
tained from the domain label which is seen with the
highest frequency in the text.

[7] annotated in a semi-automatic way the WNDs to
the synsets in WordNet5 so that triplets of the synset

2 in our case the objects are the sentences si with ambiguous
names

3 number of senses per person name
4 http://wndomains.itc.it/wordnetdomains.html
5 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/

2
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Synset Domain Noun Gloss 
09786238 person politics president the chief executive of a republic

with WordNet 

 09786238   | president

the chief_executive#2   of a   republic#1 

person politics

administration

economy
sociology

with ExtWordNet 

09786238 |  president

the chief_executive  of a republic 

person politics

Fig. 1: Comparison of WordNet and ExtWordNet rel-
evant domain annotation

syni, word sense with its gloss wgi,1, . . . , wgi,n and do-
main labels Di,k, where i corresponds to the number of
the synset and k is the number of domains for syni are
formed. We use this information to create the reposi-
tory of relevant domains (RD) by taking ∀wgi,n ∈ syni

and assign their corresponding domain labels Di,k for
syni. At the end of this process, we obtain a list with
all wg of WordNet, associated to various domains D.
This is done, because we consider that wgi,n ∈ syni

are semantically related to Di,k of syni.
However, we noticed that during the usage of the

standard WordNet, we do not have information about
the senses of the words in the gloss and this can
lead to inaccurate assignment of domain labels as
shown in Figure 1. In this example, the synset
syn09786238 of the noun president#1 is defined as
the chief executive of a republic. The domain la-
bels for this synset are D09786238,1 = polictics and
D09786238,2 = person. If we use WordNet, the two
words in the gloss wg09786238,1 = chief executive
and wg09786238,2 = republic relate to D09786238,1

and D09786238,2. In the RD resource, wg1 and
wg2 will appear with the domains politics and per-
son. However, through the usage of ExtendedWord-
Net6, we can establish that for the disambiguated
word #wg09786238,1 = chief executive#2, their cor-
responding domains are Dwg1,3 = administration
and Dwg1,4 = economy, while for the second dis-
ambiguated word #wg09786238,2 = republic#1 the
domains are D09786238,1 = politics and Dwg2,6 =
sociology. The domains for president#1 are still
D09786238,1 and D09786238,2, the politic domain for
republic#1 remained the same, however the other do-
mains were not assigned during the usage of WordNet.
This example shows how the word disambiguation in-
creases the robustness of the RD resource and leads to
a more accurate word-domain generation.

The purpose of the creation of the RD resource is not
only to generate a word-domain (wg−D) list, but alto
to rank it according to some relevancy score. To indi-
cate the representativeness and the importance of the
word-domain pairs, we apply Mutual Information (MI)
MI(w;D) = log2

Pr(w,D)
Pr(w)Pr(D) and Association Ratio

(AR) AR(w; D) = Pr(w,D) log2
Pr(w,D)

Pr(w)Pr(D) formulae,
where w is the word and D is the domain.

6 http://xwn.hlt.utdallas.edu/

MI arranges the word-domain pairs according to
the most representative domain that corresponds to a
word. Representativeness measures how often a word
tends to appear in the context of a given domain. How-
ever, MI cannot establish the importance of the wg−D
relation, therefore AR is applied. This measure pro-
vides a significance score information of the most rel-
evant and common domain of a word. AR is able to
capture the words that appear many times in several
domains and associate them as non common words.
Finally, the wg −D pairs are arranged and ranked by
their AR values with which the creation of the RD
resource terminates. The RD resource is applied to
the person name categorization by disambiguating all
words in the sentence of the ambiguous name and then
associating to the disambiguated words their most rel-
evant domains. At the end, we determine the domain
probability for the whole text and associate the deter-
mined domains as probable name categories.

2.4 Descriptive and Discriminative NE
labels

With the help of the RD, we establish the global con-
text in which the ambiguous NE appears. With the
domain information, we establish that a person is re-
lated to MUSIC, however we do not know whether this
person is a music composer, singer or dancer. In or-
der to deepen into the fine-grained classification of a
name, we create descriptive and discriminative labels.

The descriptive label of a disambiguated name in-
cludes the top ten words of the cluster of a name.
These words are nouns or verbs and can be shared
by other clusters. For the examples in Table 1, Jordi
Pujol is the president of Cataluña and his descriptive
label is {regeneration, alliance, statement, declaration,
coalition, union, chance, nation, government, debate},
González Pujol is a president of a government whose
descriptive label is {social security, negotiation, de-
bates, coalition, loyalty, statement, government, min-
ister, politics, statesmen}. These words describe them
as politicians and presidents, and meanwhile distin-
guish them from the Agustin and Carlos Pujols who
refer to the SPORT and LITERATURE domains. How-
ever, to understand whether we talk about Jordi or
González, the discriminative labels are formed. They
are built up from the top ten words which are unique
for the cluster and are not shared by the other names
or clusters.

Once we construct the descriptive and discrimi-
native labels, we match their set of words to the
topic signatures [1]. For instance, for Jordi Pujol
{regeneration, alliance, statement, declaration, coali-
tion, union, chance, nation, government, debate}, we
found that this definition corresponds to ”a person
with the highest political position, usually the leader
of the government ”. We related the newly obtained
information to the already established domains and
we classify Jordi Pujolo as a president of POLITICS,
ADMINISTRATION. The simultaneous assignment of the
domains and the topics allows for the distinction be-
tween a president of a sport club and a president of a
country. To our knowledge, the previously developed
fine-grained approaches do not make such fine-grained
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Surname Category Count % Surname Category Count %

Pujol

Agust́ın: Sport President 30 19%

Mart́ınez

Conchita: Tennis Player 763 54%
Carlos: Writer 11 7% Jorge: Rider 306 21%
González: President 16 10% Pedro: Driver 218 15%
Jordi: President of Cataluña 100 64% Miguel: President of Sp. Coun-

cil
139 10%

total 157 100% total 1426 100%

Garćıa

Alan: President of Peru 75 26%

Franco

Carlos: Golf Player 47 13%
Carlos: Football Player 81 28% Daŕıo: Football Player 110 30%
Lúıs: President of Bolivia 50 17% Francisco: Spanish State Pres-

ident
172 47%

Manuel: Parliamentary Pres-
ident

85 29% Zenon: Chess Player 38 10%

total 291 100% total 367 100%

Table 1: NE data distribution

distinction and simply assign to a person the presi-
dent category but do not subcategorize it into sport
or politics.

3 Experimental Setup

3.1 Data Set

One of the main problems in name disambiguation and
fine-grained categorization is related to the evaluation
process, because there are no freely available hand-
annotated corpora. This is because the creation of an-
notated corpus is time-consuming and labor intensive
process which requires the supervision of specialist.

In order to surmount this obstacle, the researchers
in this area [8], [11] build pseudo-name pairs and thus
create ambiguity in the data by conflating names that
are largely unambiguous. For instance, they took all
occurrences of Bill Clinton and all occurrences of Tony
Blair and made them ambiguous by replacing them
with the single label BC-TB. This pseudo-name cre-
ation eases the evaluation process, because the data is
ambiguous to the method, but the underlying or pre-
conflated name identity is already known. According
to the hypothesis of [10], pseudo-word pairs created
from words that are individually unambiguous are yet
still related in some way.

For this reason, we decided to compile our own
disambiguation and fine-grained corpus using pseudo-
word name pairs. Several surnames are selected and
for each one of the surnames we have found from four
to five different individuals who refer to the categories
singer, actor, president, politician or football player.
Table 1 shows the name distribution and the fine-
gained categories we worked with. The percentages
shown the number of examples per category.

Further in our experimental work, we considered as
a baseline a system which returns the majority sense
per surname category. For instance, for the conflated
names of Pujol, the majority sense is determined by
Jordi Pujol, because it has the highest number of ex-
amples. The majority baseline for the surname Pujol
is obtained from the normalization of the number of
examples corresponding to Jordi divided by the total
number of examples for Pujol. The 64% baseline shows
the disambiguation performance of a system whose an-
swer is always Jordi Pujol.

J  JJ  J     AA      G   G 
  J JJJ                   G  G 
J JJJ J J  J            G  G 
    J  JJ               

Jordi Pujol   88% 

C C     A     A 
       A A              G G   A 
A  A      A        G G G  A 
      A     A     J             A 
                       J 

Agustin Pujol  86% 

         C     C  AAA 
         C C           G G 
C  C      C        G G G 
  C C   C     C       GG 

Carlos Pujol    90% 

       G     G    A A  
GG  G G           A   A      
G  G      G         
      G    G            C C 
J J J                 C  C  C  

González Pujol   28% 

DL=politics 
TS= president 

DL=sport 
TS= president 

DL=literature 
TS= writter 

Fig. 2: Fine-grained NE evaluation

The examples for this experimental study are ex-
tracted from the EFE 1994–1995 Spanish news corpus.
The xml tags of the corpora are stripped away, the
texts are tokenized, and the boundaries of the docu-
ment are maintained. On the basis of a rule-based NE
recognizer, we extract the names of interest so that
each name is surrounded by a context of 100 words.

Once we obtained the necessary data for all sur-
names, we created the pseudo-word pairs by conflat-
ing the examples of Agustin, Carlos, Jordi and Gon-
zalo Pujol and mingled them together. The names are
obfuscated with the label Pujol. During the name dis-
ambiguation, the four underlaying meanings of Pujol:
Agustin, Carlos, Jordi and Gonzalo have to be discov-
ered and in the second stage their fine-grained cate-
gories: sport president, writer, president of a country
have to be determined. The same process is repeated
for the rest of the surname pairs.

3.2 Evaluation Measures

The performance of the NE disambiguation approach
is measured in terms of
Precision = {relevant NEs∈ci}∩{retrieved NEs∈ci}

retrieved NEs∈ci
,

Recall = {relevant NEs∈ci}∩{retrieved NEs∈ci}
relevant NEs∈ci

and f-score7 which reflects the harmonic mean of pre-
cision and recall.

7 ci refers to cluster i, where i stands for the number of different
individuals behind a name
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The fine-grained evaluation is performed over the re-
sults of the name disambiguation. For each cluster, we
determine the majority sense as shown in Figure 2 and
then we evaluate the precision, recall and f-score per
named entity category. For instance, although Jordi,
Gonzalez and Agustin Pujol are grouped into three
distinct clusters, they all belong to the president fine-
grained category. Therefore, we measure the perfor-
mance for this category considering all sentences that
refer to the president. The categorization for Carlos
Pujol is evaluated only over the 90% correctly disam-
biguated examples. The same evaluation is conducted
for the rest of the surnames and their corresponding
clusters and name categories.

4 Experimental Evaluation

4.1 NE disambiguation

The results of the NE disambiguation for four differ-
ent person surnames are shown in Table 2. According
to z′ statistics8, the f-scores for the complete name
disambiguation, as well as for the majority sense dis-
ambiguation, outperform significantly the baseline sys-
tem. The performances of the approach vary from 81%
to 90% f-score depending on the type of the surname
and its underlying categories. In general, the results
for precision are higher than those of recall, which in-
dicates that the majority of the retrieved names in the
clusters point out to one individual.

It is interesting to observe that although both sur-
names Pujol and Garćıa include names which refer
to president and sport, Garćıa obtains better results.
This is due to the performance of the clusters of Pujol
which is low due to the misclassification of the name
González that shares many semantically related words
with the names Jordi and Agust́ın. The easiest name
for disambiguation among the four Pujols is Carlos.
As a writer his discriminative label contained words
related to literature, linguistics, poetry which are quite
different from those of the presidents. The sport presi-
dent Agustin is also well separated from the other two
president clusters, as it was seen with words related
to sport, tennis, football. The two best discriminable
names for the clusters of Martinez are the tennis player
Conchita and the President Miguel. However many of
the sentences of the rider Jogre were found in the clus-
ter of the driver Pedro and vice versa.

The best discriminable name among all Francos is
Francisco. The discriminative label of this Spanish
State president contains words which separated him
very well from the rest of the names. We decided to
conduct an experiment, where we took the nouns and
the verbs from the discriminative label of Francisco
Franco and searched for news in the BBC repository.
It is interesting to see that among the first documents
related to such a query stayed documents related to
Francisco Franco the Spanish State president9. This
shows that our semantic similarity disambiguation ap-
proach is able to encounter not only the different un-

8 confidence level of 0.975
9 the query was performed on 16th of Jan-

uary 2007 and the retrieved page is
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/5151504.stm

Surname Individual P R F

Pujol

Agust́ın 86.67 86.60 86.67
Carlos 90.00 91.00 90.95

González 23.81 31.25 27.03
Jordi 92.39 85.00 88.54
Total 80.25 81.82 81.03

Martinez

Conchita 97.84 77.46 86.47
Jorge 93.44 79.09 85.66
Pedro 51.64 86.70 64.73
Miguel 93.08 85.21 88.97
Total 80.15 84.10 82.08

Garćıa

Alan 96.92 84.00 90.00
Carlos 82.76 88.88 85.71
Lúıs 77.96 92.00 84.40

Manuel 97.47 90.58 93.90
Total 88.97 88.67 88.81

Franco

Carlos 91.18 65.96 76.54
Daŕıo 95.372 93.64 94.50

Francisco 97.14 98.84 97.98
Zenon 96.96 84.21 90.14
Total 96.00 91.55 93.72

Table 2: Results for NE disambiguation

derlying meanings of a name, but also to generate dis-
criminative labels characterizing the name which later
on can be used to approximate people searches to an
individual or pre-clustered names.

4.2 NE classification

For each one of the disambiguated NEs, we assign their
RDs in order to study the context in which the NE
resides. This information is used during the specifica-
tion of the fine-grained categorization. Table 3 shows
the a-priory disambiguated names with their most rep-
resentative relevant domains, their descriptive labels
and the performance of the fine-grained categoriza-
tion. The descriptive labels are related to the topic
signatures which determine the fine-grained category
of the name and the evaluation of the categorization is
done by considering how many of the derived topic sig-
natures correspond to the NE categories of the names
in Table 1.

According to the obtained results, around 80% of
the names are correctly categorized and 95% of the
times the domains of the names are determined cor-
rectly. During the analysis of the obtained results, we
found that most of the erroneous classification is re-
lated to sentences whose context contains only proper
names. It is obvious that it is impossible to asso-
ciate the correct relevant domain or name category
given such examples, because we cannot determine
the domain of the proper names. Other errors are
produced for texts whose ambiguous names appear in
domain different from the one we have expected. For
instance, some of the text related to the president of
a government included sentences talking about how
he attended a football game or opened a new sport
hall. The domain for these sentences is not related to
ECONOMICS but to SPORT. Therefore, the examples of
the president were placed in the sport cluster. Mean-
while, the football player Carlos Garćıa had an in-
jury and the context was related to hospital, recuper-
ation, rehabilitation hence the domain of these sen-
tences was MEDICINE and not SPORT. The writer Car-
los Pujol talked about his research study in geography
and it was difficult to relate it to the domain WRITING.
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Name Domains Descriptive Labels %
P A tennis, sport, athletics, radio, money, banking,

publishing,
federación, oficina, tenis, presidente, equipo, asamblea, jugador, dimisión 83

P C literatura, astronomy, publishing, grammar, lin-
guistics

escritor, miembro, edición, época, actualidad, obra, bellas artes 91

P G diplomacy, banking, comerse, politics, economy cotización, seguridad, negociación, presidente, ponencia, organización 56
P J politics, enterprise, engineering, economy, law,

industry
alianza, proyecto, declaración, presidente, pluralidad, convergencia,
cúpula, comité

88

G A diplomacy, politics, sociology, law, banking, in-
dustry, commerce, economy

cooperación, construcción, presidente, miembro, comisión, Lima, justicia,
campaña, congresista, juez, funcionario

92

G C soccer, football, sport, play, athletics,
time period, body care

centro, fondo, balón, red, area, jugador, temporada, descenso, carrera,
marcador, equipo

68

G L diplomacy, politics, telecommunication, school,
administration, law, money

detención, extradición, seguridad, páıs, asesinato, prisión, indulto,
ejército, delito

87

G M doctrines, law, insurance, enterprise, military,
banking

labor, juez, investigación, audiencia, tribunal, magistrado, gobernador,
ministro

91

M C sport, tennis, play, fashion, Money, free time, ta-
ble tennis,

torneo, temporada, clasificación, figura, tennis, jornada, raqueta, semifi-
nal, exhibición

82

M J money, publishing, athletics, sport, racing, engi-
neering

logro, entrenamiento, posición, equipo, carrera, pieza, podio, vuelta,
marca, motociclismo

86

M P athletics, sport, racing, insurance, aeronautic,
Money

pista, carrera, vuelta, suspension, entrenamientos, velocidad, automovil-
ismo

67

M M diplomacy, politics, literature, law, geography,
administration

consejo, organismo, presidente, cámara, diputado, conflicto, congreso,
palacio, candidatura

88

F C golf, play, sport, athletics, time period, cricket,
free time

desempate, golf, golpe, término, tarjeta, clasificación, hoyo, jornada,
golfista, posición, recorrido, torneo

69

F D football, sport, athletics, tv, fashion equipo, selección, páıs, jugador, peroné, afición, jornada, defensa, estadio,
balón, área, meta, disparo, escuadra

87

F F banking,diplomacy, economy, law, military, re-
ligión

idiosincrasia, comunismo, generalisimo, ĺıder, transición, referéndum, paz,
república, levantamiento, extradición, revolución

90

F Z chess, number, play, sport, card, free time movimiento, ajedrez, pieza, defensa, tabla, jornada, maestro, ataque, rey,
torneo, jugador, partida, caballo, peón

89

Table 3: NE fine-grained categorization

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a novel approach for
the discovery of the underlying meanings and fine-
grained categories of ambiguous person names. In par-
ticular, we have shown how to separate into meaning-
ful clusters semantically similar sentences that refer to
the same fine-grained category or individual. The ob-
tained results are very promising. Our method yielded
86% f-score for the disambiguation of 16 person names
and 80% for their fine-grained categorization into 10
categories. The statistical tests show that the obtained
results outperform the baseline with 30%.

In order to improve the performance of our ap-
proach, in the future we want to incorporate the do-
main information not only during the NE categoriza-
tion, but also during the NE disambiguation process.
Presently, we have evaluated our name disambiguation
and fine-grained categorization approach with name
entity examples gathered from static corpora, but we
want to expand our approach to automatic web page
clustering [2]. We want to conduct queries from the
produced discriminative name labels and to gather in-
formation for people, organizations, products or loca-
tions. Finally, we want to evaluate the contribution of
our approach in Question Answering and Information
Extraction applications.
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Abstract
For the development of PHASAR, an exper-
imental system for literature mining in the
BioSciences which uses dependency triples as
search terms, we have parsed a snapshot of the
Medline collection of biomedical abstracts (18
million short documents, 17 Gbytes of text)
using the EP4IR dependency parser of En-
glish. The resulting dependency trees were
unnested into triples and indices from words
and triples to documents were constructed.

We describe the linguistic resources, the pars-
ing technique used (best-only top-down chart
parsing) and the unnesting and indexation
processes. We describe the parsing and in-
dexation process and show the results of some
performance measurements.

Keywords

Natural language parsing, Best-Only parsing, weighted at-

tributed grammars, text mining.

1 Introduction

There is a growing demand, coming from natural lan-
guage based applications in Information Retrieval and
Text Mining, for fast and accurate parsers for natural
languages. In their overview article on Text Mining,
[Shatkay and Feldman, 2003] stated that

Efficient and accurate parsing of unre-
stricted text is not within the reach of cur-
rent techniques. Standard algorithms are
too expensive to use on very large corpora
and are not robust enough.

The present paper shows that this statement is no
longer appropriate - deep parsers are at least fast
enough for serious applications.

Text Mining (TM) has been defined in
[Hearst, 1999] as

the combined, automated process of ana-
lyzing unstructured natural language text
in order to discover information and knowl-
edge that are typically difficult to retrieve.

An example to clarify the difference with traditional
retrieval, including most Question Answering ap-
proaches: if you search Google for Aspirin, with the
intention to look for side effects, the first hit will sat-
isfy you. Text mining should be capable of giving you

insight in the other 16.7 million hits, including prob-
ably the papers in which these side effects and others
were first described.

The state-of-the-art in biomedical Text Min-
ing is characterized by the use of thesauri and
co-occurrence at the document level (e.g. the
[IKNOW search engine] and the CoPub Mapper
[Alako et al, 2005]). Research in TM is mostly aimed
at Information Extraction using NLP techniques and
the use of Classification techniques (e.g. in the pre-
sentation of results and for “fingerprinting”).

Co-occurrence techniques work well enough for
Medline abstracts, in which the mention of two words
or concepts in one abstract usually points at some re-
lation between the two, but it will not work so well on
longer full-text articles. In such a wider context, the
precise analysis of phrases becomes more important.
Shallow parsing will no longer be enough to identify
the important noun phrases in a document and the
relations between them – in the longer term, even dis-
course structure will have to be taken into account.
Therefore, in TM the demand for accurate (and fast)
deep parsing is on the rise.

In the mean time, NLP-based search en-
gines over a parsed version of the Medline ab-
stracts are starting to appear, such as MEDIE
[Matsuzaki et al, 2007] and the PHASAR literature
mining system [Koster et al., 2006]. Their perfor-
mance depends critically on the accuracy and speed
of the parser used.

In this paper we give some highlights of the EP4IR
parser (section 2), briefly describe the Best-Only pars-
ing strategy (section 3), describe the parsing and in-
dexation process of Medline and show some results
(section 4).

2 The EP4IR parser of English

EP4IR (English Phrases for IR) is a dependency gram-
mar of English, developed specifically for NLP-based
Information Retrieval applications in the course of the
EC/IST projects DORO and PEKING. The EP4IR
parser is generated automatically from the EP4IR (En-
glish Phrases for IR) grammar and lexicon, using the
agfl parser generator system 1.

The grammar is rule-based, written in the agfl
formalism. The main body of the grammar consists of
588 productions (including 58 for lexical robustness)

1 http://www.cs.ru/agfl/
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and 15 affix rules. The associated lexicon consists of
two components:

1. a general lexicon of 238004 single-word entries
and 79949 multi-word collocations (found in
Wordnet or extracted from Patent texts)

2. a domain lexicon consisting of another 87852 sin-
gle word entries and 210554 collocations, found
in the UMLS thesaurus.

In the next sections, we describe the agfl formalism in
which the grammar is written and the particular form
of dependency grammar used. Then we describe the
transduction of dependency trees from running text
and the syntactic normalizations incorporated in this
transduction.

2.1 The agfl formalism

Affix Grammars over a Finite Lattice (agfl) are a
form of CF grammars extended with features. Just like
in prolog with dcgs, these are passed as parameters
to the rules of the grammar:

noun group (NUMBER):
adjective, noun group (NUMBER);
subst (NUMBER).

The domain of every affix is described by a meta rule
as a (finite) set of terminal affixes. Two typical meta
rules:

NUMBER :: sing | plur.
PERSON :: first | second | third.

Affixes obey the consistent substitution rule, i.e. in
rewriting all occurrences of a certain affix in a rule
obtain the same value. In agfl, affixes are set-valued,
i.e. an affix variable can take as value any subset of
its terminal productions except the empty set. The
possible values of an affix variable form a finite lattice
(hence the name of the formalism).

The top-element � of the lattice can be seen as the
union of all possibilities (the value may be first or
second or third or any combination). As we obtain
more information, the number of possibilities may be
narrowed down to a particular value, or even further to
the bottom-element ⊥, which indicates inconsistency.
We denote the top-element by the affix PERSON itself.

An affix may obtain a value by means of an (im-
plicit or explicit) guard. A guard is an operation which
restricts the set of values the affix may take. For exam-
ple: {X::Y} restricts both X and Y to the intersection
value X ∩Y (set unification). Guards may be implicit
at parameter positions: a call p(Y) with Y ⊂ X can
be seen as a shorthand for p(X),{X::Y}.

The following is a complete agfl for a tiny frag-
ment of English.

NUMBER :: sing | plur.
PERSON :: first | second | third.
sentence:

pers pron(NUMBER,PERSON),
to be(NUMBER,PERSON), adjective.

pers pron(sing,first): "I".
pers pron(NUMBER,second): "you".
pers pron(sing,third): "he"; "she"; "it".

pers pron(plur,first): "we".
pers pron(plur,third): "they".

to be(sing,first): "am".
to be(NUMBER,second): "are".
to be(sing,third): "is".
to be(plur,first | third): "are".

adjective: "great"; "small".

Pre-terminal rules like the above are usually stored in
the lexicon.

The parser generated from this grammar will parse
the sentence you are great with NUMBER={sing,plur}
and PERSON={second}. The input I are great will not
be recognized due to the fact that it is impossible to
give PERSON a value satisfying the consistent substitu-
tion rule.

2.2 Dependency Trees and Depen-
dency Triples

By a dependency tree [Melc̆uk, 1988] we mean a graph
(a tree with possibly additional confluent arcs) whose
nodes are marked with words and whose arcs are
marked with directed syntactic relations.

The following dependency tree shows the typical
structure of the attributed noun and of the SVOC-
sentence in English (the arrows go from Head to Mod-
ifier).

noun

verb

ATTR

SUBJ OBJ

PREP

noun noun

noun

adj or noun

A dependency tree represents the main structure of a
sentence in an abstract way, much more abstract than
a constituent tree (parse tree), in terms of syntactic
word relations from which semantic relations can be
derived.

By a dependency triple we mean a triple
[word,relation,word], which forms part of a depen-
dency tree, from which it can be obtained by unnest-
ing the tree to the triples contained in it. Triples
are a compact notation for the syntactic structure of
phrases. They are closely related to the Head/Modifier
pairs which have been used as terms in Information Re-
trieval by many researchers [Fagan, 1988, Lewis, 1992,
Strzalkowski, 1995] and to the Index Expressions of
[Grootjen and van der Weide, 2004]. Table 1 shows
the most important dependency relations.

As an example, the sentence Aspirin causes mucosal
damage corresponds (after lemmatization) to the de-
pendency tree

causesAspirin
SUBJ OBJ

damage
ATTR

mucosal

The more complicated example In humans, PGs prevent
the mucosal damage caused by aspirin and ethanol, con-
sisting of three sentences intertwined, is transduced to

2
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relation concrete notation example
subject relation [noun,SUBJ,verb] [picture,SUBJ,show]
object relation [verb,OBJ,noun] [show,OBJ,view]
predicate relation [noun,PRED,noun] [Bush,PRED,president]
attribute relation [noun,ATTR,noun] [theatre,ATTR,movie]
attribute relation [noun,ATTR,adj] [monument,ATTR,large]
prepos relation [noun,PREP,noun] [president,of,United States]
prepos relation [verb,PREP,noun] [sit,on,chair]
prepos relation [adj,PREP,noun] [dark,from,age]
modifier relation [verb,MOD,adverb] [destroy,MOD,not]

Table 1: The major dependency relations

the following dependency ”tree” (after transforming
one of the sentences from passive to active, see 2.4):

OBJ

humanIN

SUBJ
Aspirin

ATTROBJ

SUBJ

SUBJ

preventPGs

mucosaldamagecauseethanol

The parsing process takes into account the subcate-
gorization information of verbs, nouns and adjectives
supplied by the EP4IR lexicon.

2.3 Transduction

Every alternative of an agfl grammar can be accom-
panied by a list of transduction elements: nontermi-
nals or affixes from that alternative or texts between
quotes. Together, these recursively specify a compo-
sitional transduction for every construct described in
the grammar. As an example, the rule

noun group(NUMB,PERS,CASE):
adjective, noun group(NUMB,PERS,CASE)/

"[",noun group,",ATTR,",adjective,"]";
perspron(NUMB, PERS, CASE);
noun part(NUMB,CASE), {PERS :: third}.

indicates that a noun group (with affixes NUMBER,
PERSON and CASE) may be realized by a personal pro-
noun with the same number, person and case, or by
a noun part (in which its PERSON is third), preceded
(right-recursively) by zero or more adjectives.

2.4 Normalization

The probability of finding a phrase consisting of many
words repeated elsewhere is small, because language
allows us to express the same meaning in many differ-
ent ways. In order to gain recall, we therefore do our
best to map different formulations of the same phrase
onto one same representative form. This syntactical
normalization is expressed in the grammar itself, us-
ing again the transduction facility.

• Words which are unimportant for the aboutness
of the text are elided during transduction: arti-
cles, quantifiers, auxiliary verbs and connectors
– which is much like applying a stop list.

• SVOC sentences contain embedded construc-
tions like relative clauses and participial con-
structions from which additional SVOC sen-
tences can be derived – albeit sometimes lacking
an explicit subject or object. An example: The
doctor came in, stinking of gin, and proceeded to
lie on the table (unnested and lemmatized)

[doctor,SUBJ,came in]
[doctor,SUBJ,stink]
[stink,of,gin]
[doctor,SUBJ,proceed]
[doctor,SUBJ,lie]
[lie,on,table]

• one of the most important normalizing transfor-
mations is de-passivation: transforming a passive
sentence into an active sentence with the same
aboutness. For this transformation, the sentence
the damage was caused by Aspirin is considered
equivalent to Aspirin caused damage.

After the parsing/transduction and unnesting, lemma-
tization is applied to the words and collocations oc-
curring in the resulting triples. As an example, the
triple [model,SUBJ,stand] may be obtained both
from both a model was standing at the window and the
model stands at the window.

3 Best-Only Parsing

Parsing for NLP applications poses different require-
ments than parsing for linguistic research. Research
may require an enumeration of all possible parse trees
of a sentence, but applications in IR require only a sin-
gle best analysis. What is “best” depends ideally on
the semantics of the sentence, but there is no (useful)
way to do this automatically. A second best is to take
the most probable one, given some probability distri-
bution of sentences. This what motivates most forms
of probabilistic parsing.

Linguistic parsing mostly deals with complete sen-
tences, whereas in IR all recognizable parts must be
found in a stream of text. Unknown words, irregular
punctuation and strange constructions will disturb the
parsing. For syntactic robustness, we adopt the seg-
ment parsing approach: From left to right the parser
attempts to recognize the longest parsable sequence
of words (segment), and then begins a new segment.
Unrecognizable words are skipped.

As the best analysis, the parser takes the longest
segment with the lowest penalty level.

3
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3.1 Penalties

In agfl there are two mechanisms to attribute a price
to a parse tree:

• penalties written into the grammar by the gram-
mar writer, to distinguish between preferred and
non-preferred constructions. Penalties act as tie
breakers (in case more analyses are possible, the
one with the lowest penalty is preferred) but they
also have an interpretation as a crude approxi-
mation to the negative logarithm of a syntactic
probability. Penalties are used to regulate verb
subcategorization and to achieve syntactic and
lexical robustness.

• lexical probabilities derived from counts in tagged
corpora. As an example the lexicon entries
"time" NOUN(sing) 3509
"time" VERBI(none,trav) 59

indicate that the word “time” is about 60 times
more likely to occur as a noun than as a verb
form. The lexical probability P (POS|word) is
converted into a penalty (as a negative 10-log),
so that the parser has to deal only with integer
valued penalties.

Because of the penalty mechanism, agfl is a form of
weighted attribute grammar.

3.2 The Best-Only heuristic

Best-Only Parsing (BOP) can be characterized as Top-
Down chart parsing with Best-Only memoization for
weighted attribute grammars [Jones, 2000]. We de-
scribe BOP very briefly, a more complete description
exceeds the scope of this paper.

The chart of the parser is realized as a memo func-
tion. The first call of a certain nonterminal at a certain
position of the input will succeed zero or more times,
with as its result a set of tuples:

1. the final position reached
2. the resulting parameter values
3. the parse tree and
4. the price (in penalties).

The following calls of this nonterminal at this position
will be satisfied from the memo (once for every result).

memo : pos × nonterminal �→ Bool×
{< pos, parameters, tree, price >}

The Boolean indicates whether this memo position is
still empty. Each parameter obtains the largest set of
values satisfying the restrictions caused by the guards
involved in the call (a Most General Unifier). Notice
that the resulting tree is not a string but a functional
object, since the values of the parameters occurring in
it may still be narrowed by other calls.

Only the best parse (the one with the smallest
price) is memoized for each distinguishable call in the
memo, where two calls are indistinguishable if they
concern the same non-terminal with the same param-
eter set and the same initial and final position.

This heuristic greatly reduces the number of non-
terminal calls to be tried. The same memo is used to
implement left-recursion.

Generating a Best Only parser takes a matter of
seconds for an attributed grammar with 400 produc-
tions and a lexicon of 200 000 entries. BO parsers make
efficient use of memory (O(m.n2) with a low constant
factor, n = input size, m = number of nonterminals).
These properties make BO parsing also ideal for quick
prototyping, for the development of large grammars,
and for use on small machines.

4 Some results

In this section we describe the lexical coverage, speed
and accuracy of the EP4IR parser.

4.1 Lexical coverage

The coverage of the various lexica was tested on one file
(medline06n0233.xml) chosen arbitrarily among the
839 files of Medline 2006. Its size is 94457624 bytes in-
cluding XML and 12661897 bytes after XML removal.

First we counted the words covered by the UMLS
thesaurus, then among the remaining words those
present in our general lexicon and finally the words
found only by lexical robustness rules. Those not
found at all (after skipping of numbers and special
characters) are counted as unrecognizable. In a table:

485582 words covered by UMLS 25.9 %
1337695 added by general lexicon 71.5%

17441 robustly recognized 0.9%
30428 unrecognized words 1.6%

1871146 total words

The total lexical coverage was 98.4 percent. The un-
recognized words contain, besides typos, a large num-
ber of formulae and non-standard names not occurring
in the UMLS thesaurus.

4.2 Parsing speed

The following table shows the parsing speed on a 2.2
Ghz machine for the same Medline file as above, and
for a 141486-word sample of the WSJ-corpus.

corpus #words time words/sec
Medline file 1828141 12 m 18 s 2477
WSJ sample 141486 59 sec 2399

Unquestionably, a parsing speed of 2400 words per sec-
ond is enough for serious applications.

4.3 Overall performance

A snapshot of Medline containing all abstracts which
were on-line in February 2007 (more than 18 mil-
lion documents, 17 Gbytes of text after XML re-
moval) has been parsed using the EP4IR parser.
The occurrences of all terms (2 G words, 794 M
triples) were indexed using the indexing system MRS
[Hekkelman and Vriend, 2005].
The analysis process consists of the following steps:

• removal of XML, retaining only the bodies of the
ArticleTitle and AbstractText fields

• splitting the text into sentences

4
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• robust lexicalization, including tokenization and
lexicon-based Named Entity Recognition

• robust syntax analysis
• syntactic normalization
• transduction to dependency trees
• unnesting to dependency triples
• lemmatization of all words in the triples.

During the analysis, indices are constructed from 7.2
M different lemmatized words, 121 M triples and
196000 UMLS concepts to the set of documents in
which they occur. The total size of the combined in-
dices is 77 GB, of which 2.2 MB for the words and con-
cepts index and 30 GB for the various triple indices;
45 GB is used for storing the (compressed) documents.

The whole analysis and indexation process took
1294 CPU-hours on the LISA parallel computer sys-
tem of SARA in Amsterdam 2, spread over up to 100
processors. Most of this time was taken up by the
indexation processes.

4.4 Accuracy

The accuracy of the current EP4IR parser has not
yet been seriously measured, but previous measure-
ments on sentences from Medline showed around
65-70 percent accuracy (computed as precision and
recall in terms of the dependency triples gener-
ated, see [Lin, 1995]). This is well below the
80% reached by the best parsers at this time (see
[Clegg and Shepherd, 1996]).

Medline is not easy to parse correctly using a rule-
based parser: sentences are long and tortuous, with of-
ten totally unclear attachment of Preposition Phrases
and relative phrases. Long combinations of nouns are
preferred, requiring a reliable lexicon of collocations
for disambiguation.

Our main source of domain collocations, the UMLS
thesaurus, is very unhelpful because it does not pro-
vide Part-Of-Speech information and is polluted with
many linguistically impossible entries; a more suitable
thesaurus is still under construction.

Although the parser is adequate for the present
experimental stage of PHASAR, we hope to improve
its accuracy drastically by introducing hybrid parsing
based on the triples extracted from Medline.

5 Conclusion

We have described the EP4IR grammar of English and
its lexicon. Based on syntactic penalties and lexical
frequencies, it is a weighted attribute grammar, defin-
ing a compositional transduction from text segments
to normalized dependency trees. Due to the use of
Top-Down chart parsing with Best-Only memoization,
The EP4IR parser generated by the agfl system is
very fast (about 2400 words/second), fast enough to
parse the whole medline corpus. Its accuracy is good
enough for our experimental Text Mining system, but
we are working on its improvement using hybrid pars-
ing.

2 www.sara.nl

The EP4IR parser, which is available under the
GPL license [Koster and Verbruggen, 2002], forms a
free resource for full-text mining and other applica-
tions of deep parsing.
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Abstract
The growing number of publicly available infor-
mation sources makes it impossible for individu-
als to keep track of all the various opinions on one
topic. The goal of our artificial believer system
presented in this paper is to extract and analyze
statements of opinion from newspaper articles.

Beliefs are modeled using a fuzzy-theoretic ap-
proach applied after nlp-based information ex-
traction. A fuzzy believer models a human agent,
deciding what statements to believe or reject
based on different, configurable strategies.

Keywords
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1 Introduction

With the possibility to gain access to huge amounts
of information, for example via the Internet, the Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) research community
has developed whole branches that deal explicitly with
vast amounts of information encoded in written natu-
ral language1. One goal is to gain knowledge about
irrefutable facts like “The number of inhabitants of
city X” or the “Name of the president of country X.”
But a lot of information, especially within newspaper
articles, are not hard facts that could be easily proven
right or wrong. Often newspaper articles contain dif-
ferent views of the same event, or state controversial
opinions about a certain topic. In this case the notion
of belief becomes relevant.
For humans this is a daily task, sometimes a con-

scious act, sometimes unconsciously adopted. Depend-
ing on context information and background knowledge,
together with other belief structures, humans tend to
believe certain statements while other statements get
rejected. Although everybody uses the term belief, the
definition is rather vague, and the processes taking
place inside the brain while “someone is believing some-
thing” are not understood. The process of believing

1 for example, Information Extraction, Summarization, or In-
formation Retrieval

also varies between different humans, not only depend-
ing on different background knowledge but on different
attitudes towards a coherent worldview or importance
and ability of logical thinking.
A computational system, whose task should be to

simulate a human newspaper reader by imitating his
belief processing, must take into account not only the
beliefs (of others) stated in an article, but also the
existing beliefs held by the system. Such an artificial
believer2 should also be able to distinguish between dif-
ferent belief strategies, modeling the different human
approaches.
Our Fuzzy Believer system models a human news-

paper reader who develops his own point of view for
current events described in newspaper articles. More
specifically, we only rely on information stated within
the grammatical construct of reported speech. This al-
lows a clear assignment of statements to sources and
enables the system to judge according to different de-
grees of reliability in a source.
Our approach differs from existing work by address-

ing two different problems usually dealt with in isola-
tion: opinion extraction/mining and recognizing tex-
tual entailment. Solving these two tasks is necessary
to implement an artificial believer. The area of opin-
ion mining [3, 5, 7] is dominated by systems limited
to extraction, where the processing of the extracted
opinions is rather rudimentary. On the other side are
systems that deal with the relation of two sentences
to each other [6, 10, 12, 14]. The Pascal RTE Chal-
lenge [2, 4] has led to the development of a number of
new systems dealing with inference or entailment.
Our fuzzy believer combines these approaches and

thereby presents an application capable of “reading”
and evaluating newspaper articles. To internally rep-
resent the extracted statements and process the differ-
ent beliefs, we employ fuzzy set theory techniques [18].
Fuzzy set theory explicitly expresses the intrinsic fuzzi-
ness in natural language, and the handling of ambigu-
ities and similarities in natural languages is done in a
more robust way than crisp approaches. Another rea-
son we chose a fuzzy approach are the existing fuzzy
operations for representation and belief revision [15].
To summarize, the system we present in this paper

2 this term was coined by [1]
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speech structures
Annotate reported

with PAS Information

RASP Parser

SUPPLE Parser

Reported Speech Finder

Parser Wrapper / PAS Extractor

Believed Statements

MiniPar Parser

Fuzzy Believer

Newspaper Article

Sentence Splitter, POS Tagger, NP and VP Chunker
Abbreviation Marker, Gazetteer, NE Transducer,

Preprocessing: Tokenizer, Number Combiner,
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Annotate text with basic

Enriched reported

coreferring entities
Find / substitute

Reporting Verb Finder

Annotate
coreferring entities

Mark reporting verbs

Mark reported

Fig. 1: Overview of the Fuzzy Believer system components

addresses various problems within the NLP domain.
Our main contributions making our research signifi-
cant are: 1. Developing rules to identify and extract
reported speech from newspaper articles; 2. processing
the gained information by applying fuzzy set theory
to natural language processing; 3. creating a working
implementation of these ideas, together with an evalu-
ation environment.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:

In the next section, we give an overview of our fuzzy be-
liever system, followed by a more detailed description
of the main component in Section 3. An evaluation of
our approach, using different corpora and evaluation
methods, is presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses
related work, followed by conclusions in Section 6.

2 System Overview

The starting point of our system is a selection of news-
paper articles. Different components are used to re-
alize specific tasks within the system to process the
input documents, as can be seen in Fig. 1.
After preprocessing an input document, a first im-

portant step is to identify noun phrases. These struc-
tures are important to identify acting entities, like per-
sons within a text. We do full noun phrase coreference
resolution making use of an existing coreferencer [17].
The next step is to identify and extract reported

speech within the document (see Fig. 1: Reporting
Verb Finder, Reported Speech Finder). For this part,
patterns had to be developed representing the different
ways to express reported speech.
Afterwards, we have to combine the results found

in the last two steps. The coreference component
can identify the same source of two different reported
speech utterances enabling us to build profiles (see
Fig. 1: Profile Creator).
The core of our system is the processing of the in-

formation encoded in the profiles. We use external
parsers to extract predicate-argument structures (see
Fig. 1: PAS Extractor) as basis for further processing.
Our focus lies thereby on the analysis of the extracted
PASs of the reported speech utterance and the gener-

ation of held beliefs from it in the last step.
Finding the entailment relation between two sen-

tences is the most complex part, and an active research
field [2, 4]. Do they express the same, similar things,
contradicting things, or are they totally independent?
Our approach uses fuzzy set theory and WordNet3 to
tackle this question.
The final step is, after trying to “understand” what

has been said and by whom, to define what the system
should actually believe. The Fuzzy Believer thus has
to do processing on the created belief structure. To
model different human “believers,” the Fuzzy Believer
component (see Fig. 1: Fuzzy Believer) uses different
believe strategies.
The result of the system is a set of propositions the

system “believes,” and a set of propositions the system
rejected.
In the next section, we will describe the main compo-

nent of our system. For more details about the other
components concerned with steps 1 to 3 covered in the
example shown in Fig. 2, we direct the reader to [9].

3 Fuzzy Believer

The Fuzzy Believer component uses predicate-
argument structures extracted from the output of a
parser to group the statements of the newspaper ar-
ticles according to common topics. To process these
predicate-argument structures using fuzzy set theory
later on, we need to consider a few constraints: The
basic set for fuzzy operations to work on has to be lim-
ited to statements dealing with the same topic or fact
in the world. This is due to the character of fuzzy pro-
cessing always considering the whole set to perform
its operations on. And with beliefs having nothing
to do with each other stored in only one single set, we
could not use a similarity measure between statements
to perform our computations, because this would, for
example, lead to the deletion of dissimilar statements
dealing with independent topics.
The fuzzy processing task therefore has to consist of

four steps:
3 WordNet, http://www.wordnet.princeton.edu
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Step Example Description
1. “Preisig worked as a consultant”, one of the employees said. Sentence in a newspaper article.
2. [Preisig worked as a consultant](content) [one of the em-

ployees](source) [said](reported verb)
Identified reported speech structure.

3. [Preisig](subject) [work](verb) [consultant](object) Extracted predicate-argument struc-
ture from the output of a parser.

4. Preisig – work – consultant (S1, domain38) predicate-argument structure assigned
to a domain according to the topic.

5.
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Atoms AS1,j for Predicate-argument
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for all statements in domain38

(S1, . . . , S5) as computed by heuristic
H1. (S1, S1) = 100 means a 100%
possibility that the two statements ex-
press the same meaning.(S1, S2) = 20
indicates on the other hand that the
two statements have probably different
meanings.
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Fuzzy belief revision: Result of γ-
revision with γ = 0.8 of the two for-
mulas on top. The first formula rep-
resents the existing statements within
a domain by combining the different
atoms to form literals, then clauses, and
then formulas of each statement. The
second formula represents the new state-
ment added to the domain. The result-
ing formula contains only these clauses
that are not contradicting the new one,
or in other words having a similarity de-
gree of at least 0.8. The interpretation
of the result is that the system believes
the new statement and all older state-
ments about the same topic that are not
contradicting the new one.

(1) Grouping statements into domains (topics),
(2) Finding a fuzzy representation for the state-

ments,
(3) Identifying the polarity of statements,
(4) Computing beliefs according to a strategy.
The different strategies make it necessary to iden-

tify the topics statements deal with. And the Fuzzy
Believer has to identify the polarity of the statements
to detect opposite opinions.
The first task is handled by two heuristics (seman-

tic, based on WordNet, and syntactic, based on
string similarity) that compare the extracted predicate-
argument structures (PAS) of two statements. If the
heuristics recognize a similarity degree higher than
a given threshold between two statements, they are
grouped into one domain (topic).
The second and third task is solved by using fuzzy

set theory and representing all statements as degrees
of similarity between the verbs of the statements in
one domain. This similarity is again computed using
WordNet together with the detection of negations
and antonyms.
For the forth task we use three fuzzy set operations

(Union, Expansion, and Revision, see [16]) to model
various belief strategies.

Domain Finding. The task of this component is to
group similar statements together according to their
topics to form a domain. We use a WordNet dis-
tance measure to find similar, related words and as-
sign a score to each word pair. The threshold of this
score can be adjusted as a run-time parameter, allow-
ing a more lenient or a more strict domain classifica-
tion. As another run-time parameter, the maximum
WordNet distance4 can be defined.
A second heuristic currently in use compares the

string representation of two words. This is particularly
useful for proper nouns that do not occur within the
WordNet database. The score of this heuristic de-
pends on the character overlap of the two words, thus
a perfect match is not necessary to gain a score.
To ensure that we compare the appropriate words,

an analysis of the main verb is mandatory. We have
to differentiate between active and passive constructs,
exchanging the syntactic subject and the syntactic ob-
ject.
The requirements for two predicate-argument struc-

tures to match are that at least two element pairs have
a matching score of at least the defined threshold. This
threshold can be set as a run-time parameter, and al-
4 we use the same WordNet distance as [17]
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lows for more strict or more lenient domain classifica-
tion.
An advantage of dividing the domain classification

and the actual matching finding process is that we
can use different thresholds for the fuzzy process of
assigning statements to different domains and discover
supporting and conflicting statements. One statement
can belong to more than one domain, exploiting the
possibilities of a fuzzy set representation again. The
result of this component is shown in Fig. 2 in step 4.

Fuzzy Representation. Every predicate-argument
structure is presented as its degrees of similarity with
other PASs in the same domain. Fig. 2 step 5 gives an
example of the representation of one PAS that is an
element of a domain containing five PASs.

Polarity Identification. To identify opposing state-
ments, the fuzzy representation of the PASs is evalu-
ated. If the heuristics yielded small values for the de-
gree of similarity, the meaning of the two statements
are considered opposing. A threshold makes it possible
to decide whether two statements are similar enough
to be considered as expressing the same sense or are
likely to contain opposing views.

Computing Beliefs. The phenomena of opposing
opinions compelling the human reader to take either
one side or to believe neither has to be reflected in
our fuzzy believer system as well. To model different
human believe behavior, the fuzzy believer makes the
decision which statements to believe based on different
strategies. The result is a set of held beliefs and re-
jected beliefs after processing newspaper articles. The
strategies used to model different human behavior are:
(1) Believe everything, (2) believe old news, (3) be-
lieve new news, (4) believe majority, (5) believe certain
source/reporter/newspaper, and (6) believe weighted
majority – a combination of (4) and (5). Let’s take a
closer look at one of the strategies. The “believe new
news” strategy uses a fuzzy operation called revision.
The result of a revision of formula 1 with another for-
mula 2 depends on the order of the formulas, as well
as on an ordering of the clauses of the formulas. The
ordering can be chronological depending on the times-
tamp of the insertion of the clause into the formula, or
any other ordering like ordering according to degrees
of certainty or an order relying on the reporter or news-
paper. We chose as an order the first way enabling us
to model a belief strategy concerned with the chrono-
logical order of news.
The revision process compares statement sets, for-

mally represented by fuzzy formulas in conjunctive nor-
mal form [16], with each other. If the two statements
sets are compatible, the revision process results in a
new set containing the fuzzy union of both sets. How-
ever, in case some of the statements are contradicting
to a degree that is larger than the prescribed mini-
mal consistency γ, the revision operator will remove
individual, inconsistent statements from the first set,
according to a preference ordering [16]. In the example
in Fig. 2 at step 6, we can see the formula generated
in previous steps containing two clauses, and below it,
the new formula, with which we start the revision. The

result shown at the bottom in Fig. 2 is a new formula
containing two clauses. The ordering of the clauses,
which determines the sequence of processing, is again
defined by the date of the statements.

4 Evaluation

So far, we performed a detailed evaluation of the indi-
vidual components of our system. For the evaluation
of the reported speech component, as well as for a more
detailed evaluation, see [9].

Domain Finding. The evaluation of the domain
finding component includes the comparison of the re-
sults obtained with RASP, MiniPar, and manually an-
notated predicate-argument structures. The test data
we use is taken from the MSR corpus5 and comprises
116 paraphrase pairs. We treat all sentences as con-
tent of a reported speech construct. The best result
for recall is 81% and best precision value obtained 52%
with a different configuration. Detailed results also in-
cluding manual PAS annotated test data can be found
in [9].

Domain
Classification

Found same
domain for
entailment
pair?

Polarity
identification

Merged en-
tailment pair
into same
opinion?

sameOpinion-
Sense

diffOpinion-
Sense

diffOpinion-
Domain

YES

NO

YES

NO

Fig. 2: Polarity identification evaluation strategy

Polarity Finding. The data that comes closest to
the conditions we need are the entailment pairs of the
PASCAL challenge corpus [2]. We tested different con-
figurations and computed accuracy for two settings.
For one experiment, we included all results in the eval-
uation counting the entailment pairs that were not
grouped into the same domain by the domain classifi-
cation as non-entailing. In Fig. 2, these are the pairs in
the “diffOpinion-Domain” category. Here, the best re-
sults were around 55% accuracy. The other test setting
only considered the sentence pairs that were actually
grouped into the same domain by the domain classi-
fication component (in Fig. 2 the “same/diffOpinion-
Sense” category) yielding an accuracy of 58% using
MiniPar-extracted PASs. Table 1 gives an overview
of the obtained results with the configuration settings
in the table meaning, from left to right: Maximum
WordNet Distance between (1) subjects, (2) verbs, (3)
objects of two statements. (4) indicates whether a
new statement has to match with one (lenient) or all
(strict) statements within one domain and (5) is the
threshold for assigning the same polarity to a state-
ment.

5 Related Work and Discussion

The extraction of opinions from newspaper articles [3]
or customers reviews [5, 7] has become an active re-
5 MSR-corpus, http://research.microsoft.com/research/
nlp/msr_paraphrase.htm
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Configuration
Accuracy

Sense & Domain Sense Only
Rasp MiniPar Rasp MiniPar

3-3-3-strict-0.7 0.52 0.55 0.53 0.58
5-5-5-lenient-0.7 0.51 0.53 0.51 0.53
5-5-5-strict-0.3 0.52 0.53 0.55 0.51
5-5-5-strict-0.7 0.51 0.54 0.50 0.56
7-7-7-strict-0.7 0.51 0.52 0.51 0.52

Table 1: Polarity Identification: Accuracy values for
different parse methods

search field. Those approaches are usually only con-
cerned with the identification and extraction of infor-
mation without processing it further, except for binary
classification within a clearly specified domain.
In the wake of the PASCAL challenge [2,4], systems

have been developed to deal with the relation of sen-
tences to each other. The different approaches include
the recognition of false entailment [14], or learning en-
tailment [10]. Others are concerned with relatedness
between words and how to measure it [8]. We were not
interested in concentrating on one of these areas but
rather to develop an all-embracing system incorporat-
ing different aspects.
For the domain classification, our best results for

300 paraphrase pairs from the MSR-corpus are, for re-
call, 81% (with a precision of 38%), and for precision
52% (with a recall of 58%). These values can proba-
bly be improved by using more sophisticated heuristics,
although there will be a ceiling set by the parser and
by the use of language in general. The same meaning
can be expressed by various different sentences whose
words are not in close relations to each other and there-
fore hard to detect by current NLP tools. Keeping
these facts in mind, the obtained numbers are rather
satisfactory and promising for future development.
The rather shallow semantic approach sets a practi-

cal limit to the achievable results. This can be inferred
by comparing the numbers obtained using manually
parsed predicate-argument structures with the num-
bers obtained by the parsers. It shows that there is
space for improvement on the side of the parsers, as
well as on the side of the PAS extractor. Combining
the results of different parsers could also lead to better
results, but a precision of 55% and a recall of 85%, as
obtained for the best configuration of the system us-
ing manually parsed PASs, shows that it needs more
and/or better heuristics to get a really significant im-
provement.
The polarity identification task was expectedly the

hardest one. This is illustrated by the rather poor
results we obtained by trying to find different opin-
ions within one domain. Best accuracy values were ob-
tained using MiniPar and were around 58%. This task
is very hard for computational systems. But with more
elaborated heuristics it is possible to increase these
numbers, comparable to the Pascal challenge [2, 4],
where systems also started with around 50% accuracy
and improved over time.
Testing of the different strategies revealed that the

fuzzy processing operators perform in accordance to
their assigned tasks. Further evaluation of the results
would need some kind of measure to get quantitative,

comparable results. This is beyond the scope of this
paper and deferred to future work.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We developed an artificial believer system that can be
applied in different scenarios: (1) companies evaluat-
ing product reviews on web sites or blogs, (2) govern-
mental organizations interested in dispositions of peo-
ple, or (3), as we demonstrated here, assist individuals
in news analysis.
Apart from the evaluation described above, tests of

the system on actual newspaper articles showed ac-
cepted and rejected beliefs that reflect the desired re-
sults. Embedding the system within an Internet agent
and measuring its effectiveness for a real user will be
the next major step.
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Abstract
We present a technique for ranking the candidate
answers of questions that have a main content
verb. This novel ranking method uses the ques-
tion head (the most important noun phrase) as
an anchor for selecting the target subtree in the
parse tree of the candidate sentence. The seman-
tic similarity of the action in the selected subtree
to the action asked by the question is verified us-
ing WordNet::Similarity. For verifying the syn-
tactic similarity of the target subtree to the ques-
tion’s parse tree, syntactic restrictions as well as
word-based measures compute the unifiability of
critical syntactic participants in the trees. Fi-
nally, in order to apply web redundancy statis-
tics into our linguistic method, we fed Aranea
answers into our linguistic QA system.

Results show a precision of 48% on the TREC
2003 to 2006 non-copula questions. This con-
firms our hypothesis of the applicability of a ba-
sic syntactic mapping for answering non-copula
factoid questions.

Keywords

Question Answering, Syntactic Mapping, Non-copula Verbs

1 Introduction

In this paper, we present a technique for ranking the
candidate answers of questions that have a main con-
tent verb. Researchers in QA have classified ques-
tions based on various features, such as, their semantic
type, arranged hierarchically in taxonomies (ex. com-
parison, definition, spatial or temporal, procedural,
etc.) [2], or their structure, into factoid, that ask for
names, dates, locations, quantities, etc. versus com-
plex questions, that require syntactic, semantic or con-
textual processing, relation detection, etc. or ask for
a list of answers, or any important information about
a topic [14].
We categorize questions based on their main verb

type into copulative (that have a ‘to be’ main verb)
such as Q66.2-“Who was the on-board commander of
the submarine?”, versus non-copula (with main con-
tent verb) questions, such as Q149.2-“The Daily Show
parodies what other type of TV program”1. The ini-
tial idea behind this categorization comes from our

1 Although there are other copula verbs in English, such as
‘look’, ‘feel’, ‘taste’, ‘smell’, ‘sound’, etc., that can be used to
connect the subject to an adjective, we only make a distinc-
tion between ‘to be’ versus non-‘to be’ verbs.

Question Type #Questions ratio

2003 copula 171 59.0%
2003 non-copula 119 41.0%
2004 copula 149 64.8%
2004 non-copula 81 35.2%
2005 copula 230 62.7%
2005 non-copula 137 37.3%
2006 copula 264 65.5%
2006 non-copula 139 34.5%

Total copulas 814 63.1%
Total non-copulas 476 36.9%

Table 1: The number of copula versus non-copula ques-

tions in each TREC QA question set.

previous work in closed-domain [11]. As opposed to
factoid questions, questions posed in a closed domain
are longer and usually tend to be more open-ended
and ask for properties, procedures or conditions [4].
As a result, they usually contain a main content verb,
with critical syntactic relations (subject and object).
In our closed domain corpus [11], this type accounts for
70% of the questions. We showed that syntactic anal-
ysis is quite successful for measuring the relatedness
of candidate answers to these non-copula questions.
In open domain, the distribution of questions is sig-
nificantly different. For example, the TREC QA [20]
data set contains only about 1/3 of non-copula ques-
tions (Table 1). In this paper, we show that our syn-
tactic ranking technique is also applicable to open do-
main. Analysis of previous TREC results shows that
all participating QA systems perform slightly better
on copulative questions, practically showing that non-
copulas questions are more difficult to answer. To our
knowledge, work on categorizing questions based on
their main verb type has not been investigated before.

2 Related Work

To rank the candidate sentences returned by the IR,
we compute their syntactic similarity to the question.
Pure linguistic criteria for measuring the similarity
of parse trees impose very strict syntactic constraints
that result in low recall [17]. On the other hand, sta-
tistical systems that learn and score syntactic links
such as [10] and [18] are very lenient in considering
the importance of primary roles (such as subject and
object) over less important roles (such as determiner
modifier). An interesting effort towards improving this
syntactic measure is weighting the matching links ac-
cording to their Inverse Document Frequency (IDF)2;

2 Two links match if they have similar head, relation and tail.

1
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rare link types have more information content than fre-
quent relation types and hence, will contribute more
when matching two subtrees. However, this has not
solved the recall problem.

Most current TREC type question answering sys-
tems choose the answer from the candidate sentence
that statistically has some lexical similarity to the
question; For example, with one of the best performing
QA systems in the TREC 2004 track, the university
of Singapore QA [17] uses the Jaccard coefficient to
test pairwise similarity of frames marked by the AS-
SERT predicate argument recognizer. This coefficient
ignores stop-words and uses the bag-of-words feature
for scoring.

Katz and Lin [9] have a ternary < subject− verb−
object > scheme and use predicate logic; the constraint
satisfaction to find an answer that satisfies the syn-
tactic/semantic constraints is binary while we use a
fuzzy scoring schema. Applicability of their compre-
hensive state-of-the-art method is shown successfully
on five questions. Breaking the text into small grains
in predicate-logic form is less feasible to apply in large
scale and open-domain.

Salvo et al., in [3] introduce a hierarchical knowl-
edge representation for meaning entailment: a sen-
tence is entailed by a paragraph if its context graph
can be unified with that of the paragraph. A cost func-
tion determines the goodness of a unification. Unified
nodes must be at the same level in the hierarchy, and
the cost of unifying nodes at higher levels dominates
those of the lower levels. Nodes in both hierarchies
are checked for subsumption in a top-down manner:
The hierarchy level H0 consists of verbs that unify if
they are synonyms based on WordNet and their con-
stituent phrases at H1 level unify. Hierarchy set H2

corresponds to word-level nodes. As it can be seen,
syntax is used only at the topmost level H0. As we
will see later, subject and object relations are consid-
ered to be critical in our matching algorithm.

Raina et al. [6] learn weights for matching subtree at
the source and destination nodes for this task: match-
ing of the modifier of two verb nodes may contribute
less to the unification score than matching of their
subjects. Nyberg [5] also introduces a light-weight
fuzzy unification as an extension to their earlier work,
JAVELIN; here, counterpart syntactic links and their
head and tail tokens contribute to the final match
score. Unlike PiQASso [1], they weigh syntactic links
so that a matching ‘subject’ link has higher contribu-
tion than a ‘determiner’ link. For this linguistic work
however, no evaluation result is provided.

In this paper, we present a syntactic solution for
question answering by parse tree matching for the
questions that have a content main verb. As we will
see, our approach uses syntax while not being depen-
dent on having a perfect parse tree matching.

3 Candidate Answer Extraction

In this section, we review the processes involved in the
information retrieval phase for question answering.

3.1 Question Analyzer

The question analyzer module extracts the expected
answer type and a ranked list of question keywords to
be fed to the Lucene IR engine3. Question keywords
will be used to retrieve the documents and passages
relevant to the question, based on the assumption that
relevant passages contain words in common with the
question. We use the existing work done in the Aranea
QA system [15] to extract the expected answer type.
Aranea was one of the top 5 QA systems at TREC
2002.

Important words are then marked as question key-
words. Two factors contribute in deciding if a word
is important: its part-of-speech and its number of
modifiers. The question analyzer first filters out non-
content words and keeps nouns, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs. It then processes important parse links pro-
vided by the Minipar parser [12] for identifying the
question keywords. To do so, based on the type of the
parse link seen, both the head and the tail or only the
tail is kept:

• For a nominal complement of a preposition such
as “for convenience” and determiner relation such
as “the network” (shown as ‘pcomp-n’, ‘det’ re-
spectively, in the Minipar notations), only the tail
(‘convenience’ and ‘network’) is marked as a ques-
tion keyword.

• For an adjunct modifier link, a lexical modifier
such as “electric guitar”, a conjunction, a subject
or object links, a noun complement and a passive
verb modifier of a noun such as “the service pro-
vided...” (shown as ‘mod’, ‘lex-mod’, ‘conj’, ‘subj’,
‘obj’, ‘nn’, and ‘vrel’ in Minipar), both head and
tail words are considered.

Finally, the number of modifiers of a word is com-
puted and stored as a feature of that keyword. This
feature will be used later in scoring these keywords.
This strategy is based on the hypothesis that if a word
has more modifiers, it acts as a central idea in the
question and is therefore more important4. For exam-
ple, in the question Q76.4-“What is the title of his all-
time best-selling record?”, the noun ‘record’ has three
modifiers (‘his’, ‘all-time’ and ‘best-selling’). Question
keywords are ranked based on the following heuristic
function:

Scorekw = (#modifiers + 1)× ScorePOS(kw)

where, ScorePOS is assigned as the following: proper
nouns are favored (given a weight value of 3), then
common nouns (1), verbs (0.75), adjectives (0.5), and
finally auxiliary verbs, adverbs and determiners (0.25).
The rationale behind these values is to boost proper
nouns in the list, since they convey a unique mean-
ing. Verbs on the other hand are more ambiguous [13]
and can have more synonyms (alternatives for con-
veying the same meaning), so they are slightly pushed
down the list. Adverbs usually relate to verbs, and not
nouns, so they receive the lowest rank. These values
were determined experimentally with our development
set (the first 50 non-copula questions from the TREC

3 Available at http://lucene.apache.org/
4 It is interesting to note that the PiQASso QA system [1] ranks
question keywords based on their depth in the parse tree.
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Fig. 1: Parse structure for the question “How many
members does the American Legion have?”

2005 set). The accuracy of our scoring method is not
sensitive to the values chosen as long as the order of im-
portance of each category is preserved. As an example,
the following ranking is computed for Q98.4-“What
organization has helped to revitalize Legion member-
ship?”:

Legion membership* revit* help* organiz*

3.2 Candidate Sentence Selection

The candidate answer extraction module processes the
top n documents that are returned by Lucene and are
found in the PRISE top document list5. Sentences
that contain α percent of the keywords are recorded
as candidate sentences to be ranked by our linguistic
unifier. Since our rather strict unifier filters out bad
candidates later on, we chose a low threshold of α =
65% to have a high recall at this stage.
Experiments with different values of α for this

boolean bag-of-words sentence selection show that
varying this threshold affects the candidate ranking
and the answer extraction running time, but does not
have much effect on the quality of the results. On aver-
age, the number of candidates retrieved decreases from
55 (with a standard deviation of 23) to 25 (std.dev.
16) when increasing the threshold from 35% to 75%
for our development question set.

4 Syntactic Unification for Can-
didate Ranking

Statistical approaches in QA inspired us to relax a
strict syntactic mapping. We force critical syntactic
roles to eliminate the candidates with no syntactic con-
sistency with the question, and score the remaining
links for the candidates that pass the first criterion.

4.1 Choosing the Target Subtree

Essentially, we believe that the best subtree in a can-
didate sentence is the one that has a similar verb to
the question’s main verb, and equivalent arguments.
A strong verb similarity should co-occur with an es-
sential entity similarity (question head) match in the
candidate’s parse tree. This suggests that a strong
seed point is the root of the subtree in the candidate
that contains the question’s head noun phrase.

5 This list is compiled by the TREC organization, running their
IR engine on question keywords and the answer phrase.

Fig. 2: The parse structure for the sentence “...said Phil
Budahn, spokesman for the American Legion, which has
2.8 million members.”

4.1.1 Finding the Question Head

To choose the question head, we rank all the noun
phrases in the question and pick the one that contains
the most valuable question keywords (with higher
Scorekw value, see Section 3.1). If this head phrase
is found in the candidate sentence, it becomes an an-
chor to find the relevant verb. We then move up from
this noun phrase in the candidate parse tree to reach
the first parent verb. For example, in the question
Q98.5-“How many members does the American Legion
have?”, two noun phrases exist (the double lined nodes
in Figure 1). The noun phrase ‘American Legion’ is
chosen as the question head, since it has the highest
Scorekw value. In the candidate sentence, “...said Phil
Budahn, spokesman for the American Legion, which
has 2.8 million members.”, this anchor is found in the
left subtree of the verb ‘have’ (Figure 2). Moving up
from this anchor skips the noun node ‘spokesman’ and
marks the verb node ‘have’ as the root of the target
subtree. This root will then be used as the seed point
for starting the unification. In such long candidate sen-
tences, using an anchor reduces the candidate verbs to
the ones that include the question head (or a reference
to it).

4.1.2 Semantic Similarity of Verbs

Since the main action specified in a non-copula ques-
tion is typically realized by a verb, our first step is to
verify the semantic relatedness of the question’s main
verb to the candidate’s target verb.

To do this, we use WordNet::Similarity [16]. This
package provides six similarity measures which use in-
formation found in the is-a, has-part, is-made-of, and
is-an-attribute-of relations in a hierarchy of concepts
(or synsets) and quantify how much concept A is sim-
ilar to concept B.

Among these six measures, Leacock and Chodorow
(lch) worked best for verbs in our development set.
This measure basically finds the shortest path between
two concepts, and scales that value by the maximum
path length found in the is-a hierarchy in which they
occur. We proceed with unification for the candidates
that have a target verb with a similarity value more
than 1.8 to the question’s main verb.

3
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4.2 Unifying Two Subtrees

Finally, we check whether the target verb relates the
same entities as the question’s main verb. The fuzzy
statistical method we describe in this section, evalu-
ates the similarity of two subject subtrees, and likewise
for object or modifier subtrees, if any.
To do so, we apply a heuristic that uses two mea-

sures: the number of overlapping words based on a
bag-of-words approach and the number of overlapping
links.
These similarity scores are summed to produce the

final score of a candidate sentence:

Similarity(V erbq, V erbT )+Σi:Counterpart SubtreeScore(Qi, Ti)

where, Q is the question, T , the target subtree, and

Score(Qi, Ti) = β × WordOverlap + (1− β)× LinkOverlap

is the unification score of two counterpart subtrees.
The parameter β shows the relative importance of each
feature: β = 1

3
(our configuration) considers the link-

overlap to be twice as important as the bag-of-words
feature. Note that the absolute value of the final score
is not important since the scores are used only to rank
the candidates.
Each subtree can be seen as a paraphrase, since

its focus is an entity (noun) that possibly has some
modifiers. For example, the noun phrase ‘the Amer-
ican Legion’ in the question “How many members
does the American Legion have?”(Figure 1) appears
as “spokesman for the American Legion” in the an-
swer sentence, depicted in Figure 2. Here, a score of
6.25 is returned by matching the words (‘the’, ‘Amer-
ican’ and ‘Legion’) and 2.0 for the matching links in
the subject subtrees.
The reason we relax our linguistic constraints at this

stage is that we are focusing on a sentence that conveys
a similar event or state to the question; only a clue
about similarity of its verb arguments is sufficient to
conclude that its verb modifies the same entities as
the question. Syntactic differences of verb arguments
(subtrees) should not critically affect our judgment.
By analyzing a few unification cases, we realized

that matching different types of links should have
a variable contribution to the final unification score.
Compare a modifier (‘mod’) link matching in the can-
didate “wireless network” as opposed to a determiner
(‘det’) link in the candidate “a network” matching
with the phrase “... a wireless network ...” in the
question. The first case shows a stronger similarity
since it narrows down the meaning of the noun (‘net-
work’). To account for this, we weight links differently:
a lexical modifier link has the highest weight because
it connects two proper nouns, while a determiner has
the lowest score. Table 2 shows the classes of equiv-
alent links we selected and the values we obtained
experimentally for each class. These values can also
be learned given a tagged set of equivalent, but syn-
tactically different phrases, such as an appropriately
selected subset of the Microsoft Research Paraphrase
corpus6.
For the previous example (Figure 2), the value of the

LinkOverlap feature will therefore be 1.0+0.25 = 1.25
(for the lexical modifier and the determiner link).

6 Available at http://research.microsoft.com/research/

Category Minipar Relation weight

Lexical modifier lex-mod 1.0
Adjective/Nominal mod mod,pnmod,pcomp-n,nn 0.5
(pre)Determiner (pre)det 0.25
Possessives gen 0.25

Table 2: Weights of different syntactic links used in scor-

ing the similarity of two phrases.

4.2.1 Using Statistics from the Web

One simple way of embedding statistics in our linguis-
tic QA system is to feed it with the top answers given
by a redundancy-based QA system.
Aranea [15] is a QA system that extracts answers

from the Web using two different techniques: knowl-
edge annotation and knowledge mining. Knowledge
annotation is an approach to answering large classes
of frequently occurring questions by utilizing semi-
structured and structured Web sources. Knowledge
mining is a statistical approach that leverages mas-
sive amounts of Web data to overcome many natural
language processing challenges.
Aranea’s answers are initially used to expand the

information retrieval query and later on, are used in
the unifier to boost candidates that include Aranea’s
answers based on their position in the syntactic tree in
these candidates. Ideally, an Aranea’s answer should
fill in the role that is asked for in the question by the
question word. However, since such a perfect mapping
rarely occurs, we implemented a heuristic to compute
high relevance of the suggested answer with the ques-
tion words using the parse tree as opposed to using
the linear form of the sentence.
Although this heuristic does not guarantee correct-

ness of that answer, with the level of detail we under-
stand the semantics of sentences, such an assumption
is reasonable. Candidates whose parse tree contain are
boosted by 1

D
× Score(CandAranea), where D is the

path distance of the Aranea’s answer from the root
of the target subtree. In effect, this considers closer
positions as more relevant.
Finally, the noun phrase that is of the expected an-

swer type in the target subtree is extracted and re-
turned from the best candidate sentence.

4.2.2 Inter-type Syntactic Mapping

When the question or the answer sentence is cop-
ula while the other one has a non-copula main verb,
they cannot be mapped to each other without syntac-
tic modification or semantic reasonning. The answer
to the non-copula question Q109.2-“How many coun-
tries does it operate in?” about “Telefonica of Spain”
is answered by the propositional attachment in the
copula sentence “Telefonica is the largest supplier of
telecommunications services in the Spanish and Por-
tuguese speaking world with operations in 17 countries
and over 62 million customers.”.
Multiple mapping cases can happen in this situa-

tion; for example, the answer to a copula question
might appear as a noun modifier or a propositional at-
tachment in a non-copula sentence. Manual modeling
of all possible mapping cases is difficult and will not
cover many cases. This should be done automatically
and with a larger data set in order to significantly im-
prove the results. For this reason, we leave this task as

4
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Fig. 3: Precision and recall at the document level for

non-copula test questions.

Fig. 4: Precision and recall of candidate sentence se-
lection for non-copula test questions.

future work. Alternatively, one might use the edit dis-
tance measure to find the degree of similarity of such
sentences (similar to Vilares, et al.[19]).

5 Evaluation

5.1 Candidate Extraction Results

Figure 3 shows the precision and recall of document re-
trieval for the 426 non-copula questions in the TREC
2003 to 2006 data sets (50 non-copula questions from
TREC 2005 were kept for development). Precision
and recall at the document level (at level 35) are
around 10% and 53% respectively7 (except for the
2003 where most participants performed significantly
more poorly). Figure 4 shows the input accuracy at
the sentence level. As shown in this diagram, sen-
tence level recall drops to around 42% from 53% at
the document level. The precision obtained for this
recall level in candidate sentence extraction is 2.9%.
The ‘#cand/100’ bar shows the number of candidates
that are selected for each question (divided by 100).
The more candidates extracted, the harder the rank-
ing task. On average, around 30 candidates are passed
to the unifier for ranking. The recall column in this
figure shows the percentage of questions that have at
least one correct answer in their candidate set. Sen-
tence level recall and the number of candidate sen-
tences are two factors that create an upper bound on
the expected accuracy of our unifier.

5.2 Candidate Ranking Accuracy

The accuracy of a question answering system is re-
ported as the Mean Reciprocal Ranking (MRR) score
which is equal to the inverse of the position of the first
correct answer in the list [20].

7 Compared to the state of the art in IR for open domain QA
systems (86.1% [7]), our IR method has space for improve-
ment.

Fig. 5: The accuracy of our syntactic ranking method
on the TREC test question sets.

Fig. 6: Comparison with the modified Aranea and
other QA participants on the TREC factoid questions.

The theoretical baseline for this task is the precision
of randomly selecting a candidate as the answer: on
average, we have 1.7 correct answers in a set of 30 can-
didates. This results in a theoretical precision baseline
1.7

30
of 5.7%. However, the experimental baseline rank-

ing accuracy is 5.0%, because of high deviation in the
size of candidate sets.
Figure 5 shows the accuracy of our QA system. The

column labeled ‘Ranking Precision’ shows the unifier’s
accuracy when the error in the IR’s output is excluded
from the final result. The results show a high perfor-
mance for the candidate ranking algorithm especially
for non-copula questions (twice as high compared to
copulas). High accuracy for the questions with a main
content verb shows the important role of the main
verb and the syntactic structure mapping for answer-
ing these questions.
Figure 6 shows the final accuracy that our QA

system achieves. MRR1 shows the final QA pre-
cision, without receiving answer hints from Aranea.
The “Other Systems” column shows how other TREC
participants performed on copula versus non-copula
questions. Note that based on the performance of
previous TREC submissions, the questions in TREC
2003 were harder to answer, with an average accu-
racy of MRR=12.2% for the year 2003, compared
to the precision MRR1=15.5% in the year 2004 and
MRR1=16.7% in 2005. Aranea and other participat-
ing TREC QA systems tend to work slightly better
on copula questions, practically indicating that non-
copula questions are generally harder to answer.
Most current open domain QA systems use redun-

dancy from the Web and the corpus to rank their
candidate answers. By combining such a list with
the syntactically ranked candidate answer list re-
turned by our QA system, we have a chance to ap-
ply one’s information to the other. To test this,
we used the statistical Aranea QA system again.
This time, the output of Aranea was used to im-

5
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prove our IR result (m documents from the result of
AranAnswers AND QuestionKeywords were added
to the regular keyword document list) and provided
the expected answer type (MRR1 (with Aranea)).

5.3 Analysis

To better understand where the system goes wrong, we
manually analyzed the errors in the 139 non-copula
questions from TREC 2006. As we mentioned ear-
lier, lack of query expansion prevents our system to
extract candidates that have different wordings from
the question (low IR recall of around 60%). The most
frequent error source is when the answer to a non-
copula question is given in a copula sentence (6.5%).
Finally, the lcs semantic similarity measure does not
return a correct value for main verbs in 6% of the cor-
rect answer sentences. We do not specify the sense
of verbs, while WordNet::Similarity has the capability
of accepting the sense numbers in order to compute a
more precise semantic relation between verbs.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented a method that imposes sim-
ple linguistic constraints to select only the candidates
that refer to the same event that the question asks for.
At the same time, candidate sentences are syntacti-
cally chunked. A heuristic measure then computes the
similarity of each chunk in a candidate to its counter-
part in the question. The similarity of the verb and its
entities show high resemblance of that candidate to the
question. The final answer is extracted and returned
from the top ranked candidate. We evaluated this al-
gorithm on the TREC 2003 to 2006 QA question sets
and showed that our unification based scoring method
achieves an accuracy of 47% for non-copula factoid
questions (compring 1/3 of these questions).
Although we have a relatively low accuracy at the

sentence extraction level, optimizing this phase will
make the ranking task more difficult by extracting
more candidates. Based on our closed domain exper-
iments, however, we believe that the accuracy of our
linguistic method is robust towards having a larger
candidate set [11].
Improving the inter-type syntactic mapping strat-

egy and doing word sense disambiguation for improv-
ing the semantic similarity measure should improve
our overall accuracy considerably. Backing off to
phrase equivalence recognition (such as Jacquemin’s
technique [8]) for cases where the question head is not
connected to any verb in the candidate sentence, or
when none of the candidate sentences have any syn-
tactic similarity to the question.
Defining or learning other linguistic features than

the main verb type in order to categorize and feed
questions based on the specialty of different QA sys-
tems might give an ultimate solution to tackle the
question answering problem.
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Abstract
Lapata and Brew [8] (hereafter LB04) obtain
from untagged texts a statistical prior model
that is able to generate class preferences for
ambiguous Levin [9] verbs. They also show
that their informative priors, incorporated into
a Naive Bayesian classifier deduced from hand-
tagged data, can aid in verb class disambigua-
tion. We re-examine the parameter estimation
of LB04’s prior model and identify the only pa-
rameter in LB04’s prior model that determines
the predominant class for a particular verb in
a particular frame. In addition, we propose a
method for training our classifier without using
hand-tagged data. Our experiments suggest that
although our verb class disambiguator does not
match the performance of the ones that make
use of hand-tagged data, it consistently outper-
forms the random baseline model. Our experi-
ments also demonstrate that the informative pri-
ors derived from untagged texts help improve the
performance of the classifier trained on untagged
data.

Keywords

Keywords: lexical semantics, verb class disambiguation, Levin

verb class, informative priors, untagged corpus, Naive Bayesian

classifier

1 Introduction

Much research in lexical acquisition has concentrated
on verb classification [18, 11, 14, 7]. Many scholars
hypothesize that the meaning of a verb determines to
a large extent its syntactic behavior, particularly the
realization and interpretation of its arguments, and
therefore base their verb classification on the relation
between verbs and their arguments [5, 4, 9, 16]. Such
classifications can capture generalizations over a range
of linguistic properties, and therefore can be used as a
means of reducing redundancy in the lexicon and for
filling gaps in lexical knowledge.
Much of the work on verb classification in NLP has

adopted the classification proposed by Levin [9]. Levin
[9] argues that verbs that exhibit the same diathesis
alternation can be assumed to share certain seman-
tic components and to form a semantically coherent
class. Applying this observation inductively, one can
use surface syntactic cues to infer a verb’s semantic
class. In this paper, we focus on the task of verb clas-
sification for ambiguous Levin verbs (verbs belonging

to two or more Levin classes). To be exact, given a
verb in a particular frame, we want to assign it to
one of its possible Levin classes. As noted by Lapata
and Brew [8], this is a wide-spread and important dis-
ambiguation problem. Levin’s verb inventory covers
3,024 verbs. Although only 784 verbs are polysemous
verbs, the total frequency of polysemous verbs in the
British National Corpus (BNC) is comparable to the
total frequency of monosemous verbs (48.4%:51.6%).
Consider the verb call in the following two sentences:

1. He called me a fool.

2. He called me a taxi.

The verb call is ambiguous between the class of DUB
and GET when occurring in the double object frame.
We want to automatically identify call as a DUB verb
in sentence (1) and a GET verb in sentence (2). The
verb class of a particular verb token provides a sig-
nificant amount of information about the verb. At
semantic level, for example, knowing a token’s verb
class helps determine the thematic role of its argu-
ments [14, 19] and at the syntactic level, it indicates
what subcategorization frames and alternations are al-
lowed [9, 6].
Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is usually cast

as a problem in supervised learning, where a word
class disambiguator is induced from hand-tagged data.
The context within which the ambiguous word oc-
curs is typically represented by a set of more or less
linguistically-motivated features from which a learn-
ing algorithm induces a representative model that per-
forms the disambiguation task. One classifier that
has been extensively used is the Naive Bayesian clas-
sifier. A Naive Bayesian classifier usually consists of
two parts: the prior and the posterior. Lapata and
Brew [8] estimate an informative prior over Levin verb
classes for a given verb in a given frame, training on
untagged texts. Their prior model is able to gener-
ate a class preference for an ambiguous verb. Con-
sider the verb call again. It is ambiguous between
the class of DUB and GET when occurring in double-
object frame. Their prior model predicts DUB to be
the predominant class. The model’s outcome is con-
sidered correct since hand-tagged corpus tokens also
reveal a preference for the class DUB. To compute the
posterior probability, LB04 uses contextual features
(e.g. word collocation) extracted from a small hand-
tagged corpus. Their experiments demonstrate that
the informative priors obtained from untagged texts
helps achieve improved disambiguation performance.
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The major contribution of LB04 is that it highlights
the importance for WSD of a suitable prior derived
from untagged text:

• A prior model derived from untagged texts can help
find with reasonable accuracy the predominant sense
of a given target ambiguous word. Knowing the pre-
dominant sense of a target ambiguous word is valu-
able as the first sense heuristics which usually serve
as a baseline for supervised WSD systems outperform
many of these systems which take the surrounding
contexts into account. McCarthy et al. [12] have re-
cently also demonstrated the usefulness of a prior in
WSD. They use parsed data to find distributionally
similar words to the target ambiguous word and then
use the associated similarity scores to discover the pre-
dominant sense for that target word. One benefit of
both LB04 and McCarthy’s method is that the pre-
dominant senses can be derived without relying on
hand-tagged data, which may not be available for ev-
ery domain and text type. This is important because
the frequency of the senses of words depends on the
genre and domain of the text under consideration.

• A prior model derived from untagged texts can also
help improve the performance of a classifier over a
uniform prior. This is exactly what is shown in LB04.
However, although the informative priors in LB04 are
derived from untagged texts, the posteriors are de-
duced from hand-tagged data. Using hand-tagged
data to derive the posterior probability assumes the
existence of such a corpus. However, if there is a
hand-tagged corpus, then an empirical prior can be
derived from such a corpus. We would expect a prior
obtained from a hand-tagged corpus to be more accu-
rate, therefore when combined with some contextual
features should yield better performance. In this pa-
per, we want to evaluate the usefulness of priors de-
rived from a large unlabelled corpus or a small hand-
labelled corpus.

Two experiments are conducted in this paper. First,
we examined the estimation of LB04’s prior model be-
cause we suspected that some of its parameters are
irrelevant to the ultimate outcome of the decision pro-
cess. This examination confirmed our suspicion. We
identified the only parameter that determines the pre-
dominant class and reformulated LB04’s prior model
accordingly. Our reformulation shows that LB04’s
prior model ignores the identity of individual verbs
in determining the predominant class for a particu-
lar verb. We implemented LB04’s prior model using
data parsed by two different full parsers [2, 1]. Second,
we proposed a new way to train the verb disambigua-
tor without relying on a hand-tagged corpus. More
precisely, we used examples containing unambiguous
verbs in a particular verb class as the training data for
the ambiguous ones in that class. In doing so, both our
informative priors and posteriors are obtained without
using hand-tagged data. This method is available even
if we are dealing with an unusual text type. We also
tested the usefulness of our informative priors in aiding
verb class disambiguation.

2 Experiment 1: The Prior

Model

2.1 LB04’s Prior Model

LB04’s prior model views the choice of a class c for a
polysemous verb v in a given frame f as a maximization
of the joint probability P (c, f, v), where v is a verb
subcategorizing for the frame f with Levin class c:

P (c, f, v) = P (v)P (f |v)P (c|v, f) (1)

The estimation of P (c|v, f) relies on the frequency of
F (c, v, f), which could be obtained if a parsed corpus
annotated with semantic class information were avail-
able. Without such a corpus, LB04 assumes that the
semantic class determines the subcategorization pat-
terns of its members independently of their identity:

P (c|v, f) ≈ P (c|f) (2)

By applying Bayes’ rule, P (c|f, v) is rewritten as

P (c|f) =
P (f |c)P (c)

P (f)
(3)

Substituting (3) into (1), LB04 expresses P (c, f, v)
as

P (c, v, f) =
P (v)P (f |v)P (f |c)P (c)

P (f)
(4)

2.2 Examination of LB04’s Parameter
Estimation

To estimate P (c, f, v), LB04 has to estimate five pa-
rameters: P (v), P (f |v), P (f), P (f |c) and P (c), as
shown in (4). However, for a given verb v in a given
frame f , the value of P (v), P (f |v) and P (f) do not
vary with the choice of the class c. If we are only in-
terested in knowing which class c is the predominant
class for a given verb in a given frame, we could sim-
ply ignore them. Therefore, it is the value of P (f |c)
and P (c) that determines the predominant class for
the verb. According to LB04, P (f |c) and P (c) are
estimated as

P (f |c) =
F (f, c)

F (c)
(5)

P (c) =
F (c)

P

i
F (ci)

(6)

With (5) and (6), the value that determines the pre-
dominant class for a given verb in a given frame is
calculated as

F (f, c)

F (c)
×

F (c)
P

i
F (ci)

=
F (f, c)

P

i
F (ci)

(7)

The value of the denominator
�

i
F (ci) is only a

normalizing constant to ensure that we have a proba-
bility function. Again, if we are simply interested in
which class is the predominant class for a given verb
in a given frame, we can ignore it. It turns out that
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Rank Class F(Class,V-NP)
1 CONT. LOCATION 70,471
2 ADMIRE 66,352
3 HURT 12,730
4 WIPE MANNER 10,294
5 ASSESS 9,872
6 PUSH-PULL 9,828

Table 1: Frequency of six classes with V-NP

F (f, c) is the only value that determines the predomi-
nant class. According to LB04, F (f, c) is obtained by
summing over all occurrences of verbs that are mem-
bers of class c and attested in the corpus with frame
f:

F (f, c) =
X

i

F (c, f, vi) (8)

For monosemous verbs, F (c, f, v) reduces to the
number of times these verbs have been attested in
the corpus with a given frame. For polysemous verbs,
F (c, f, v) is obtained by dividing the frequency of a
verb with the given frame by the number of classes
that the verb belongs to when occurring in the given
frame.
Note that our reformulation of LB04 does not result

in a different model. All we did is getting rid of the
parameters of LB04’s model that are irrelevant to the
decision regarding the predominant class of a verb v
in a frame f.
Note two facts about the model from LB04:
First, due to the independence assumption, the only

parameter that matters for the prior model is F (c, f).
The identity of a given verb is totally irrelevant. In
other words, for a verb v that is ambiguous between
class c1 and c2 in a given frame f, the predominant class
for the verb v is c1 if F(c1,f) is greater than F(c2,f) and
c2 otherwise. Table 1 ranks six verb classes accord-
ing to their frequency of occurring with the transitive
frame. For a verb that is ambiguous between any two
of the classes listed in Table 1 when occurring in the
transitive frame, the preferred class is determined by
the rank of the class in the table. For example, both
miss and support are ambiguous between the class AD-
MIRE and CONT. LOCATION when occurring in the
transitive frame. Since F(CONT. LOCATION, V-NP)
is greater than F(ADMIRE, V-NP), the model selects
CONT. LOCATION as the predominant class for both
verbs. However, the prevalence in the manually anno-
tated corpus data (BNC) suggests that CONT. LOCA-
TION is the preferred class for miss while ADMIRE is
the preferred class for support. The independence as-
sumption makes it impossible for the model to select
the right preferred class for both miss and support.
The second fact about LB04’s prior model is that

without our reformulation, LB04 has to estimate F (c):

F (c) =
X

i

F (c, vi) (9)

F (v, c) = F (c)P (c|v) (10)

LB04 proposes two ways to estimate the value of
P (c|v):

1. Equal Distribution: dividing the overall frequency
of a verb by the number of classes it belongs to:

P (c|v) =
1

|classes(v)|
(11)

2. Unequal Distribution: distributing a verb’s fre-
quency unequally according to class size:

P (c|amb class) =
|c|

P

c∈amb class
|c|

(12)

LB04 shows that in selecting the predominant class
for a verb in a given frame, for the 34 ambiguous verbs
with the transitive frame, its prior model is about 6%
better using the equal distribution for the estimation
of F (c) than using the unequal distribution. According
to our reformulation of its prior model, the value of
F (c) is totally irrelevant in choosing the predominant
class for a verb. There should be no difference in the
performance of the prior model between using equal
and unequal distribution to estimate F (c).

2.3 Experiments on the Prior Model

2.3.1 Methodology

LB04 used a parsed version of the whole BNC made
with GSearch [3], a tool that facilitates the search
of arbitrary part-of-speech-tagged corpora for shallow
syntactic patterns. It used a chunk grammar for recog-
nizing the verbal complex, NPs and PPs, and applied
GSearch to extract tokens matching frames specified
in Levin. A set of linguistic heuristics were applied
to the parser’s output in order to filter out unreliable
cues.
Our implementation used two sets of frames ac-

quired from the whole BNC using two different sta-
tistical parsers. (1) We parsed the whole BNC with
Charniak’s parser. (2) In addition, we obtained the
frame set from Schulte im Walde [18]. This frame set
was acquired from the whole BNC using a head-entity
parser described in Carroll and Rooth (1998) (here-
after CR). We implemented LB04’s prior model (based
on our reformulation) using these two separate sets of
frames.
We obtained test data from LB04. This test data,

summarized in Table 2, consists of 5,078 ambiguous
verb tokens involving 64 verb types and 3 frame types1.
It includes verbs with double object frame (V-NP-
NP) (3.27 average class ambiguity), verbs with dative
frame (V-NP-PP(to)) (average 2.94 class ambiguity)
and verbs with transitive frame (V-NP) (2.77 average
class ambiguity).

2.3.2 Results of the Prior Model’s Perfor-
mance

We report the results of our implementation of LB04
using accuracy by verb type. This accuracy is the
percentage of verb types for which the prior model
correctly selects the predominant class. The outcome

1 The test data we used here is not identical to that used in
LB04. It has undergone both additional corrections and sys-
tematic adjustments before being released to us.
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Frame Number of Verb Types
V-NP-NP 12
V-NP-PP(to) 16
V-NP 34

Table 2: Test data

of the prior model is considered correct if the class
selected by the prior model agrees with the most fre-
quent class found in the hand-tagged corpus. Table 3
provides a summary of the results for our implemen-
tation of LB04’s prior model. We also computed a
baseline by randomly selecting a class out of all the
possible classes for a given verb in a particular frame2.

Parser Charniak CR
LB04 53.2% 56.4%
Baseline 39.7%±0.01

Table 3: Type accuracy for the prior model

Table 3 shows that our reformulation of LB04’s prior
model achieves a better performance (using either set
of frame frequency) than the baseline. However, our
results are lower than that reported in LB04. LB04’s
prior model achieves an accuracy of 74.6%. This may
be due to the different test data we used and different
parsers we used to obtain frame frequency.

3 Experiment 2: Verb Class

Disambiguation Using Un-
tagged Texts

3.1 Motivation

Recall that LB04 derives the informative priors from
untagged texts, but the posteriors from a hand-tagged
corpus. In this experiment, we attempt to address this
weakness of LB04’s method:

• LB04 does not compare the performance of the Naive
Bayesian classifier between using the informative pri-
ors derived from untagged texts (IPrior) and the
empirical priors derived from a hand-tagged corpus
(EPrior). It would be helpful to know if an IPrior
outperforms an EPrior estimated from a very small
hand-tagged corpus.

• LB04 derives IPrior from untagged texts. If the poste-
riors can also be deduced without using hand-tagged
data, it will free us from our dependence on hand-
tagged data for disambiguating Levin verbs. As noted
above, Levin [9] has classified verbs according to their
syntactic behavior. Verbs that show similar diathe-
sis alternation are assumed to share certain semantic
components and to form a coherent semantic class.
Neighboring words are not taken into consideration
in her verb classification. On the other hand, many
scholars have shown that words with similar contex-
tual features, typically neighboring words, are also se-
mantically similar [17, 10]. Faced with these two dif-

2 We replicated this random selection 100 times and the result
reported in Table 3 was obtained by averaging the results on
the 100 selections.

class ambiguous verbs unambiguous verbs
anoint, baptize, brand, christen

DUB call, make consecrate, crown, decree, dub
vote name, nickname, pronounce, rule

stamp, style, term
book, buy, cash, catch
charter, choose, earn, fetch

GET call, find gain, gather, hire, keep
leave, vote order, phone, pick, pluck

procure, pull, reach, rent
reserve, save, secure, shoot
slaughter, steal, win

Table 4: DUB and GET class

ferent approaches to identifying semantically similar
words, we may ask the following two questions:

– Are the semantic components shared by verbs
in a Levin class correlated with their contexts
words?

– Can we use the context words of the unambigu-
ous verbs in a particular Levin class to disam-
biguate the ambiguous verbs in that class?

To perform verb class disambiguation without rely-
ing on a hand-tagged corpus, we decided to train our
verb class disambiguator using only data containing
unambiguous verbs. Consider the verb call again, it is
ambiguous between the class of DUB and GET when
occurring in the double-object frame. However, most
verbs in these two classes are not ambiguous, as shown
in Table 4. For an unambiguous verb, we know for sure
the class it belongs to without even examining the sen-
tences in which it occurs. To disambiguate call in a
double-object frame, we therefore used all sentences
that are identified as double object frame and contain
an unambiguous verb in the class DUB as the training
data for the class DUB and did the same for the class
GET.

3.2 Constructing Training Data

We picked all the example sentences containing the rel-
evant unambiguous verbs from Charniak-parsed BNC
that are identified as double-object frame, transitive
frame or dative frame. We understand that the train-
ing data constructed this way is noisy in that some
false instances of the target frames are included in the
training data. For example, a sentence like I fed the
boy myself is incorrectly recognized as a double-object
frame. Thus the training data we used may potentially
have a negative effect on the verb class disambiguator.

3.3 Classifier and Feature Space

3.3.1 A Naive Bayesian Classifier

We employed a Naive Bayesian classifier for our disam-
biguation task. Although the Naive Bayesian classifier
is simple, it is quite efficient and has shown good per-
formance on WSD. Another reason for using a Naive
Bayesian classifier is that it is easy to incorporate the
prior information. Within a Naive Bayesian approach,
the choice of the predominant class for an ambiguous
verb v when occurring in a frame f given its context
can be expressed as
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C(v, f) =

argmaxci
[P (ci, f, v)

n�
i=1

P (a1, ..., an|ci, f, v)] (13)

Where C(v,f) represents the predominant class for
an ambiguous verb v when occurring in a frame f.
P (ci, f, v) is the prior probability of the ambiguous
verb v belonging to class ci when occurring in frame
f and

�
n

i=1 P (a1, ..., an|ci, f, v) is the posterior proba-
bility.

3.3.2 Feature Space

As common in WSD, we used as features the neighbor-
ing words of a target ambiguous verb. We considered
8 different window sizes: L1R1, L1R2, L1R3, L1R4,
L2R1, L2R2, L2R3 and L2R4. A window size such as
L1R2 represents one word to the left and two words to
the right of an ambiguous verb. Neighboring words are
lemmatized using the English lemmatizer described in
[15].

3.4 Results and Discussion

We used the same test data from the first experiment.
We compare the performance of six different models.
They differ from each other in whether the priors are
derived from hand-tagged data and whether the clas-
sifier is trained on hand-tagged data.

• Prior

– IPrior: The informative priors derived from un-
tagged texts as described in experiment 1.

– EPrior: The empirical priors derived from hand-
tagged data. In our experiment, the empirical
priors are derived from the test examples.

– UPrior: The uniform priors.

• Classifier

– NHTD: The classifier is trained without using
hand-tagged data. In our experiment, the train-
ing data consists of all the examples containing
only unambiguous verbs. The classifier is tested
on all test examples.

– HTD: The classifier is trained on hand-tagged
data. In our experiment, the classifier is trained
and tested using 10-fold cross-validation on the
test examples.

The six models we experimented with are
as follows: UPrior+NHTD, IPrior+NHTD,
EPrior+NHTD, UPrior+HTD, IPrior+HTD
and EPrior+HTD 3.
For the purpose of comparison, we also report the

performance of three different baseline models:

• Random Baseline (RB): We randomly selected a
class from all those that are compatible with the given
verb and frame. Selection was based on a unifrom
distribution.

3 We also estimated a prior from the unambiguous examples
only, but its performance is about the same as the IPrior.

model average accuracy highest accuracy
UPrior+NHTD 58.1% 64.8%(L1R3)
IPrior+NHTD 62.3% 68.8%(L1R4)
EPrior+NHTD 64.1% 71.0%(L2R4)
UPrior+HTD 64.2% 72.3%(L1R4)
IPrior+HTD 64.9% 73.9%(L2R4)
EPrior+HTD 68.9% 77.4%(L2R4)
RB 37.9%
IPB 57.9%
EPB 74.2%

Table 5: Results for verb class disambiguation

• IPrior Baseline (IPB): We selected the class whose
IPrior was the largest of the available possibilities.

• EPrior Baseline (EPB): We selected the class
whose EPrior was the largest of the available possibil-
ities.

The results are summarized in Table 5. The average
accuracy was obtained by averaging the accuracy over
all 8 window sizes. We also report the highest accuracy
and the window size where the highest accuracy were
achieved. For example, using the window size L1R3
(see Table 5) the model UPrior+NHTD achieves its
best performance of 64.8%. Several things are worth
noting in the result Table 5:

• When the classifier is trained on hand-tagged data
(HTD), using IPrior(IPrior+HTD) outperforms us-
ing UPrior(UPrior+HTD). This agrees with what is
shown in LB04. However, using IPrior (IPrior+HTD)
does not match the performance of using EPrior
(EPrior+HTD). Both the average accuracy and the
highest accuracy for model EPrior+HTD are higher
than IPrior+HTD. A pair-wise t-test indicates that
the difference is statistically significant (p-value =
0.021). This suggests that it is not always best to
incorporate a prior derived from untagged texts into
a classifier trained on hand-tagged data. It is better
to derive a prior from a hand-tagged corpus if such a
corpus is available.

• When the classifier is trained without using hand-
tagged data (NHTD), neither using UPrior (UP-
rior+NHTD) nor using IPrior (IPrior+NHTD) per-
forms better than any of the supervised models
(HTD). However, they both (UPrior+NHTD and
IPrior+NHTD) consistently outperform the random
baseline, suggesting that verbs in the same Levin class
do tend to share their context words. Our verb class
disambiguator using untagged data can be used in the
absence of a hand-tagged corpus. In addition, using
the EPrior (EPrior+NHTD) achieves a performance
comparable to that achieved by the supervised model
with a UPrior (UPrior+HTD), suggesting a tagged
corpus, if available, helps derive more accurate priors.

• When the classifier is trained without using hand-
tagged data (NHTD), using IPrior (IPrior+NHTD)
outperforms using UPrior (UPrior+NHTD). A pair-
wise t-test indicates that the improvement achieved
by using IPrior is statistically significant (p-value =
0.026), suggesting that the IPrior derived from un-
tagged data, thought not as accurate as the EPrior,
can still can still help improve the performance of the
classifier.

• All five models we experimented with outperform the
IPB, but fail to achieve the performance of the EPB
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with the exception of the model EPrior+HTD, the
highest accuracy of which is about 3% better than
the EPB. Again, annotation, if available, helps.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

The main conclusions of this paper are the following:
Our experiments confirm the importance of syntactic
frame information in verb class disambiguation. In
addition, we have also re-confirmed the importance of
a good prior derived from untagged texts in WSD.
However, instead of deriving the classifier from hand-
tagged data like what LB04 did, we trained our clas-
sifier using examples containing unambiguous verbs.
This offers us a way to disambiguate Levin verbs with-
out relying on hand-tagged data.

4.1 About the Prior Model

A contribution of our paper is a clearer reformulation
of LB04’s prior model. This reveals that LB04’s prior
model cannot distinguish between different verbs of
the same class. This is a direct result of the indepen-
dence assumption built into the model. To improve
the performance of the prior model, we believe it is
worthwhile finding new ways to bring the identity of
each individual verb into the prior model [13].

4.2 Disambiguation without a Hand-
tagged Corpus

We proposed a method for disambiguating Levin verbs
that completely avoids the need for a hand-tagged cor-
pus and analysed how it compares to various alterna-
tives. Our experiments show that our verb class dis-
ambiguator is not as accurate as the supervised ones
that make use of a hand-tagged corpus. One reason
is that we relied on a statistical parser for identify-
ing the target frames (double-object, transitive and
dative) in constructing the training data. The train-
ing data obtained this way is noisy in that some false
instances of the target frames are included. On the
other hand, the training data (in this case it is the
5,078 test examples) used to train the supervised mod-
els has been examined by human annotators and is
free of any false instances of the target frames. How-
ever, our method of disambiguating Levin verbs with-
out using hand-tagged data consistently outperforms
the random baseline, suggesting that it is feasible to
use examples containing unambiguous verbs to disam-
biguate ambiguous ones.

Levin’s verb classification covers about 79 frames
and many of them involve some ambiguity. In this
paper, we only tested our verb class disambiguator
on three of Levin’s frames. It remains to be shown
that it works equally well for other frames. We also
plan to test our disambiguation method, namely using
unambiguous words to disambiguate ambiguous ones,
on different WSD data sets.
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Abstract
The manual acquisition and modeling of tourist
information (as e.g. addresses of points of in-
terest) for natural language understanding sys-
tems are time-consuming and, therefore, expen-
sive. Furthermore, the already encoded knowl-
edge is static and has to be refined for newly
emerging sightseeing objects, restaurants or cin-
emas. The automatic acquisition can support
and enhance the manual process and needs to be
implemented as a run-time approach in order to
deal with information not included in the data
or knowledge base of the system.

This paper, therefore, proposes an incremental
process for extracting relevant information from
the Internet for extending the system’s ontology.

Keywords

Ontology Population, Spoken Dialog Systems, Information Ex-

traction, Knowledge Acquisition

1 Introduction

In an open-domain spoken dialog system the auto-
matic learning of ontological concepts and correspond-
ing relations between them is essential, as a complete
manual modeling of them is neither realistic nor fea-
sible. The real world and its objects, models and
processes are continuously changing and so are their
denotations.
A viable approach to this challenging problem is to

learn ontological instances and property values rele-
vant for a certain user - and only those - incremen-
tally, i.e. at the time of the user’s inquiry as described
in [18]. Hypernyms of named entities (NEs) that are
not part of the speech recognizer lexicon and are hence
lacking any mapping to the employed knowledge rep-
resentation of the language understanding component
are to be found in texts from the Internet. With the
found hypernym the framework can assign the con-
cept in the system’s ontology to add the new NE to
the system as an instance.
Once the right concept for adding the unknown NE

as an instance is found, the corresponding ontologi-
cal properties are investigated. E.g. the user asks the
question “How do I get to the Auerstein” and the un-
known word is Auerstein, therefore, the appropriate
concept in the ontology might be restaurant in the

context of a specific location. This concept inherits
a has-address property from a superclass building.
With the help of this hint and a contextual specifi-
cation with respect to the location of the user, the
corresponding address of the place can be retrieved on
the Internet with information extraction methods. In
combination with a Web Service navigation assistance
the address can be applied for finding the way to the
place the user asked for.
The advancement of the described framework

in connection with a spoken dialog system (e.g.
SmartWeb, as described in Section 3) is that new
words can be processed and can be used for informa-
tion extraction and knowledge acquisition during the
time of the user’s enquiry.

2 Related Work

There are two related but distinct research areas as-
sociated with this work: On the one hand, the field of
information extraction (IE), which deals with the iden-
tification of certain types of information within un-
structured text or Web sites; and one the other hand,
ontology learning and population, which aims at ex-
tending ontologies by finding the proper place for new
instances in the ontological hierarchy.
During the last two decades significant progress has

been made in IE. Starting in the late 80’s and dur-
ing the 90’s the Message Understanding Conferences
(MUC) have played a major role in research standard-
ization by putting together a set of corpora and tasks
to be completed, employing these standardized cor-
pora and thereby enabling the research community to
compare their results. The focus of the MUC com-
munity was mainly to extract specific entities like lo-
cations or persons from unstructured text. Since the
late 90’s one can notice a strong diversification of re-
search areas associated with natural language process-
ing (NLP).
One of the early approaches towards IE was the us-

age of handcrafted grammatical patterns to extract
knowledge, like hyponym-hypernym relations, from
natural language texts [12]. The main problem with
pattern-based attempts at that time was the sparse-
ness of data, which means that these patterns ap-
peared very rarely in common corpora.
Modern applications of such patterns circumvent

the sparse data problem by using the Internet as a in-
formation source, as demonstrated by [13], [7] and [4].
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Soon machine learning techniques were put to work
to either learn patterns or to directly extract named
entities from textual sources with an a priori set of pat-
terns. To further enhance the precision of the analysis,
a variety of methods have been applied including LSA
(Latent Semantic Analysis, see [3]), integrating data
repositories like WordNet [9] and gazetteers, while fur-
ther error reduction could be accomplished by combin-
ing multiple extraction approaches as shown by [10].
Frameworks like Web->KB [5] aimed at combin-

ing information extraction with ontology population.
With the emergence of sophisticated machine learn-
ing algorithms it was shown that information extrac-
tion by itself could be solved by adding more data and
thus diminishing the differences between extraction al-
gorithms. Since then the focus has been on integrating
and automatizing the extraction process.
Besides statistical approaches and rules referring

more to the context there are more linguistic ap-
proaches to information extraction. The SProUT in-
formation extraction [1] uses linguistic annotation to
extract data and later integrates the result by a se-
mantic transformation component. In a similar way
construction grammars [24] can be used to extract in-
formation from short text snippets. Here as well the
transformation to ontology instances takes places in a
separate step.
In both cases the mapping between extracted infor-

mation and the ontology is static rule based, meaning
that new types of information will not be integrated
into the knowledge base because the algorithms do not
know the correct ontology class the information be-
longs to.

3 Our Framework

The framework we propose for incremental ontology
learning was integrated as a module into the Smartweb
system.
Smartweb [25] is a project which aims at estab-

lishing an open-domain spoken dialog system. Here
open-domain means, that it needs to cover informa-
tion which is not encoded in the system so far. There-
fore, some kind of ontology learning is needed, which
can deal with lacking information in both the speech
recognizer lexicon as well as in the internal knowledge
base of the system. To find out which information is
needed it is necessary to look at the questions a poten-
tial user utters. One frequent class of lacking words in
the system are those naming recently established lo-
cations as e.g. restaurants, shops or cinemas.
Here, it is not only necessary to find the correct

classification as well as the appropriate concept in the
system’s ontology but also to find more information
(such as the address of those objects). Generally, one
can not depend only on a mercantile directory as peo-
ple today often rely on search engines for finding infor-
mation about new locations and do not look up such
directories. Therefore, new locations often advertise
on their homepage or on more popular lists for their
domains.
In Subsection 3.1 the architecture of SmartWeb is

described. Subsection 3.2 and 3.3 will explain the
speech recognition and natural language understand-

ing components of Smartweb, which are also relevant
for our module.
Subsection 3.4 will deal with the integration of the

ontology learning module into the overall system.
Subsection 3.5 and 3.6 describe already imple-

mented parts of the module and finally Subsection 3.7
will explain the representation of newly extracted in-
formation in the system’s ontology.

3.1 SmartWeb’s Architecture

SmartWeb is built as a 3-tier architecture as shown in
Figure 1. The client is running on either a handheld
or is integrated into a car or motorbike. The dialog
manager is controlling the client and is responsible for
speech recognition, language interpretation and turn
management. It connects to the Semantic Mediator
which acts as an interface to various interactive se-
mantic access components.
The components are a knowledge database server

which is used as a fact base, semantic wrapper agents
for online crawling of Web pages, a semantic Web Ser-
vices composer for accessing commercial Web Services
and a free text open-domain question answering com-
ponent. The dialog system creates a semantic repre-
sentation of the multi-modal user input including ges-
tures. This semantic query is then sent to a Semantic
Mediator, which sends the query to all access compo-
nents that are likely able to answer the question.

Fig. 1: The SmartWeb Architecture

The semantic access components are designed as
Web Services. For communication between compo-
nents SmartWeb has adopted the W3C EMMA 1 by
using RDF Schema instead of basic XML Schema. Se-
mantic access components receive, modify and return
SWEMMA documents containing meta-information as
well as the semantic representation of the query.
The Semantic Mediator also combines the answers

of the different components and returns the combined

1 see http://www.w3.org/TR/emma (last access: 19th July
2007)
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semantic representation to the dialog manager. Here
the results are preprocessed for presentation on the
handheld or motorbike GUI. Additionally, a Text-to-
Speech (TTS) component creates speech output.
In the following the speech recognition module of the

system is described, which presents the first step of our
framework as it delivers out-of-vocabulary information
about words from user’s utterances.

3.2 Speech Recognition

The speech recognizer in SmartWeb classifies all words
of the user’s utterance not found in the lexicon as
out-of-vocabulary (OOV). That means the automatic
speech recognition (ASR) system has to process words,
which are not in the lexicon of the speech recognizer
[14]. A solution for a phoneme-based recognition is the
establishment of corresponding best-rated grapheme-
chain hypotheses [11]. These grapheme-chains are con-
structed with the help of statistical methods to predict
the most likely grapheme order of a word not found in
the lexicon. Those chains are then used for a search
on the Internet combined with an automatic spelling
correction in the final version of the framework.

3.3 Language Understanding

The speech recognizer builds a SWEMMA document,
which contains the word-lattices of the speech recog-
nition hypothesis. In the case of OOV tokens, the
word lattice contains an n-best list of grapheme-chain
hypotheses as well as a confidence score for each
grapheme-chain.
The dialog manager is responsible for interacting

with the user. After recognition, the speech interpreta-
tion dialog manager component (SPIN [6]) will employ
transformation rules to a working memory based pro-
duction system to produce a set of ontology instances
representing the utterance.
Within the SmartWeb ontology, names are mod-

eled as separate denomination instances which
are connected to the corresponding instance by a
has-denomination slot. Distinct instances of differ-
ent classes can be assigned the same name and thus
are named by the same denomination instance. In the
case of OOV words, the speech interpretation creates
an instance of a more generic instance based on coarse-
grained OOV categories provided by the recognizer.
The instance will then be named by a special denomi-
nation instance (OOVDenomination). This way the un-
known word is integrated into the semantic represen-
tation (given that the other parts of the utterance are
specific enough to allow this). The OOVDenomination
instance carries all grapheme-chain hypotheses and
their scores for further processing. Figure 2 shows the
ontological modeling of the description.
Furthermore, the knowledge about the concepts of

the other words of the utterance can help to evalu-
ate the results: When there is more than one concept
proposal for an instance (i.e. on the linguistic side a
proper noun like Auerstein) found in the system’s on-
tology, the semantic distance between each proposed
concept and the other concepts of the user’s question
can be calculated as described in [21].

StationaryArtifact

 has-denomination

Restaurant

 has-denomination

 has-address

OOVDenomination

 NAME = Auerstein

 TOKEN: = Ourstein, Auerbein, 

 SCORES = 1.0 0.9 0.5

denomination

 NAME = AUERSTEIN

Address

 CITY = Heidelberg

 ROADNAME = Kurfürstenanlage

 HOUSENUMBER = 234

Fig. 2: Representation of out-of-vocabulary words in
the semantic representation

3.4 Integration of the Ontology Learn-
ing Framework into SmartWeb

The goal of integrating the ontology learning frame-
work was, on the one hand, to improve the system’s
coverage and, on the other hand, not to interfere with
other components or to degrade the systems overall
performance. This has been achieved by integrat-
ing the ontology learning as an additional knowledge
source to the SmartWeb system (also referred to as In-
stance Learning (IL) module in the technical descrip-
tion). As described before, the Semantic Mediator
component queries all appropriate knowledge sources
for answers to a certain query, which are implemented
as Web Services.
After the dialog manager has built a semantic rep-

resentation from the user query, it invokes the Seman-
tic Mediator Web Service and passes the query as a
SWEMMA document. If the Semantic Mediator de-
tects an OOVDenomination instance in the query, the
IL Web Service will be called in addition to the other
knowledge sources as depicted in Figure 3. The in-
stance learning algorithm now tries to resolve the NE
encoded in the OOVDenomination. If this process was
successful, the named entity instance in the query is
replaced by the result of the IL process: a more specific
and enriched set of ontology instances.
The IL module now restarts the whole answer

search process by building a cascade. The enriched
SWEMMA document is passed again to the Semantic
Mediator Web Service, which then queries the other
information sources with this enhanced query. This
is done in parallel while the old information search is
probably still running.
In case one of the knowledge sources can answer the

semantically enhanced query, this result is passed back
to the Semantic Mediator cascade, which in turn will
deliver this result to the IL. The IL then takes this
result and passes it back to the first mediator.
If in the meanwhile one of the knowledge sources was

able to provide answers to the original, underspecified
query, the results from the IL module will be simply
discarded by the dialog manager. If on the other hand,
only the IL module could deliver the answer, this result
will be presented to the user.
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Of course, the second stage information search run-
ning in parallel to the first information search will con-
sume computing resources. However, the IL Web Ser-
vice could be running on a separate server. In this
case, the whole second chain of information search will
not degrade the normal overall system performance.

Fig. 3: Calling the Ontology Learning Module

3.5 Classification of Named Entities

The task of classifying NEs we published in [8] was
solved with a combination of text mining approaches
using structural and non-structural features. We used
POS-Tags of all tokens in a sequence surrounding the
NE and Chunk-Tags of all tokens in a sequence in-
cluding the NE’s Chunk-Tag. As boolean features we
used the information if the NE appears in the docu-
ment’s title, if a hypernym candidate appears in the
document’s title, if the NE is part of a lexico-syntactic
pattern (see [12]) and if a word hints towards corefer-
ence.
In an initial test we tested more than a dozen al-

gorithms and variants and selected the most promis-
ing ones for further analyzes. The more suitable ones
were the following taken from the WEKA [26] ML li-
brary, namely, the Averaged One-Dependence Estima-
tors (AODE), which averages over various Bayesian
learners, the Alternating Decision Tree (ADTree), J48
and the Näıve Bayes tree (NBTree).
The employed ML framework allows for altering the

behavior of some of the different classifiers. In those
cases we included some of the different variations into
our evaluation.
With the help of this set of features we obtained

a precision of nearly 60 % for the Bayesian learner
Averaged One-Dependence Estimator (AODE).
In an approach to cluster the resulting web pages

with the help of the non-hierarchical Single-Link [16]
and the Clique algorithm [15] for semantic similarity
as described in [20] we obtained more fine grained re-
sults. It appeared that for a threshold value of 0.5 the
results of Clique outperformed Single-Link consider-
ably as well as for the recall.
As soon as an appropriate classification for the OOV

word can be found in the system’s ontology, relevant
slots are distinguished and used to find more informa-
tion about the new instance to fill corresponding on-

tological slots. The following subsection will describe,
how to find this kind of information.

3.6 Information Search

As soon as the corresponding ontological concept (in
the named example restaurant) can be found in the
system’s ontology with the help of term widening tech-
niques it can be integrated into the knowledge base as
an instance of the found concept. For term widening
we applied both a machine-readable thesaurus and the
linguistic information contained in a meta-ontology as
described in [2]. The direct and inherited properties
of this concept are then analyzed to receive hints for
further information extraction and knowledge acquisi-
tion.
In case the named entity is classified as a

restaurant in the ontology, the corresponding prop-
erties indicate that a restaurant is a building and
that all buildings have addresses. Therefore, the
address of such a new instance can be retrieved and
integrated into the knowledge base.
In [19] we demonstrated that unsupervised tagging

substantially increases performance of a supervised
learning for address extraction. As the unsupervised
learning method is in need of large amounts of data,
we used a list with about 20.000 Google queries each
returning about 10 pages to obtain an appropriate
amount of plain text. After filtering the resulting 700
MB raw data for German language and applying clean-
ing procedures we ended up with about 160 MB to-
taling 22.7 million tokens. This corpus was used for
training the unsupervised tagger.
For performing the supervised task, we trained the

MALLET tagger [22], which is based on Conditional
Random Fields (CRFs, see [17]). Features per instance
for the CRF were the word itself, the relative position
to the target name and the unsupervised tag.

3.7 Representing the Extracted Infor-
mation in the Ontology

According to the SmartWeb Ontology SWintO [23], it
is possible that in some cases there exists the corre-
sponding concept to a hypernym. This can be discov-
ered with the help of term widening and a word-to-
concept lexicon. The concept labels in the SmartWeb
Ontology are generally English words. Therefore, the
found German hypernym has to be translated into
English. An English thesaurus is used to increase the
chance of finding the right label in the ontology. The
OOV word can then be added as an instance of the
corresponding concept.
With the help of the information extraction compo-

nent the properties of the newly learned instance can
then be filled with the appropriate information. E.g.
the property has-address of the instance “Auerstein”
can be filled with the address found on the Internet.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

The evaluation of the different components showed,
that the task of creating an incremental ontology
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learning system is generally viable. The actual integra-
tion into the overall system showed, that the module
significantly helps to find better anwers for particular
types of questions.
The next step in the establishment of the ontol-

ogy learning framework is to set up a decision mak-
ing process about which information extraction pat-
terns are needed for the classified instances. Another
important step will be the overall evaluation of the
Smartweb system and the gain in dialog efficiency due
to the integrated ontology learning framework.

Restaurant

 has-denomination

 has-address

denomination

 NAME = AUERSTEIN

Address

 CITY = Heidelberg

 ROADNAME = Kurfürstenanlage

 HOUSENUMBER = 234

 feat:extractionInfo

ClassWithExtractionInfo

 algorithm = regex

 extractionPattern

Fig. 4: Proposed Representation of Extraction Infor-
mation in the Ontology

To promote integration of information extraction
with the ontology infrastructure would be beneficial
for ontology engineers. Each class within the ontology
would be annotated with the necessary information
about how to find and extract instances of this class
from text. This could be done analogous to LingInfo
[2] by defining a metaclass and encoding the extraction
metadata in instances thereof. Figure 4 shows the idea
of embedding meta information in the knowledge base.
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Abstract
We present a general methodology to enhance the
spelling component of brain-computer interfaces by
deriving a computational trie lexicon from word
forms extracted from a corpus. The theoretical
framework of our approach is provided by the co-
hort theory [10]. Although the data structure and
theory themselves are not subject of current re-
search in NLP as such, it has – to our knowledge
– not been attempted to implement a scalable com-
bination of the two so far. We have evaluated our
method on a simulation of the P300 matrix speller
GUI with German texts from four different genres.
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1 Introduction

The work described in this paper is to contribute to cur-
rent research that aims at providing communication facili-
ties for people suffering of severe or total motor paralysis
– as triggered by injuries to the spinal cord or by degen-
erative neuromuscular diseases such as amytrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS) – and which are thus unable to communi-
cate. In order to compensate this loss of communication,
brain-computer interfaces (BCI; see e.g. [6]) have been de-
veloped which evade the need of voluntary muscle control
by directly interlinking the brain with a computer. For in-
stance, these interfaces utilise electric brain activity in or-
der to control a cursor or select characters on a screen.
This task is rather time-consuming ([11] report possible se-
lection times between 15s and 10min for the P300 matrix
speller [4]), and therefore current research is investigating
possibilities in order to reduce these times.

While these primarily focus on technical improvements
of the BCIs themselves, we propose a linguistically moti-
vated enhancement which is based on lexical information
derived from corpora. In particular, we build a computa-
tional lexicon in a trie data structure (cf. [1]) from word
lists that are extracted from a large collection of German
newspaper texts (more than 200 million tokens). During
the character selection process, certain subtrees in the trie
are activated – similar to the so-called cohorts in Marslen-
Wilson and Welsh’s cohort theory [10]. This way, we
achieve automatic addition of substrings of a word as soon
as the activation algorithm encounters a single-branching

node, which may incrementally lead to completion of the
entire word. However, we emphasise a fundamental cau-
tion that any method which aims at being an enhancement
in this field has to take into account, namely that making
errors has far-reaching effects. For a patient, having to cor-
rect errors is even more time-consuming than the actual se-
lection of a character, and thus, even slight mistakes by
a “supporting” device might lead to its being completely
rejected by the patient. So the primary goal of this ap-
proach is not to optimise the number of characters that can
be added in a word (although this is certainly a desired
achievement), but to provide support that is error-free –
although absolute correctness is without a doubt too unre-
alistic a goal. We thus exclude any statistical information
(such as word frequency) from the lexicon creation, since
statistical models are rather prone to making errors, and put
up with an expected lower performance wrt. completion.

In Section 3, we provide more detailed background on
BCIs and the trie data structure. Section 4 focuses on tech-
nical aspects as to the methodology and implementation,
and Section 5 evaluates our approach on German texts from
different genres. We conclude in Section 6.

2 Related work

We believe that it is necessary to distinguish our work from
remotely related approaches found in the literature, such as
spelling correction systems or the commercial system T9 R�

(“Text on 9 keys”1) known from mobile phone technology.
While both are obviously targeted towards very different
groups of people, T9 R� differs from our approach in a num-
ber of very fundamental respects: (i) it has been designed
for the purpose of accommodating more than 30 different
characters onto a keyboard of only nine keys, which means
that a single key corresponds to several different characters;
(ii) the number of keys that have to be pressed in order to
produce a word always corresponds to (at least) the number
of characters that the word contains; (iii) T9 R� does not at-
tempt to complete entire words or character subsequences;
and (iv) our approach has its theoretical justification in psy-
cholinguistics. In addition to this, the target group is more
forgiving with errors made by the system, and thus the aim
of the approach is rather different since the overall benefit
is able to “outscore” the occasional need for correction.

As far as spelling correction is concerned (cf. e.g. [3]),
we believe that these systems have very different goals in
mind, since we aim at minimising the effort needed in order

1 http://www.tegic.com/
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for a patient to produce a word, as opposed to correcting
typologically malformed input from users.

Our approach is more closely related to that of Li
and Hirst, who propose an approach to interactive word-
completion enriched with semantic knowledge (see [7]).
However, this interaction is also what distinguishes their
approach from ours. Proposing alternatives – which is what
they do to users with linguistic disabilities, and for which
they report a very high rate of keystroke saving – does not
work quite the same way with patients who have almost
completely lost their ability to communicate. Therefore,
proposing alternatives and prompting the patient to pick
one of these is not applicable in our context.

Probably most closely related to our approach is com-
mand line completion known e.g. from UNIX shells, dif-
fers however fundamentally wrt. theoretical background,
implementation – character addition is not triggered by an
additional keystroke (cf. TAB key) but performed automat-
ically, and no alternatives are displayed – and finally scale
of the application.

3 Background

3.1 Brain-computer interfaces

BCIs support people who have lost their ability to speak
due to severe or total motor paralysis. In order to pro-
vide a communication facility without the contribution of
muscles, a BCI is based on electrical brain activity orig-
inating from the patient. These measured signals are
scanned according to a specific brain activity pattern which
is elicited time-locked to presented stimuli (or behavioural
responses), and which then is utilised as a trigger to se-
lect characters on a computer screen. The P300 matrix
speller BCI (cf. [11]; [4]) works on the basis of involun-
tarily elicited (cognitive) event-related potentials, which –
in the case of a P300 component – are characterised as
positive peaks occurring 300ms after each stimulus onset.
Appropriate rare task-relevant events, which are needed
to measure a P300 response, are presented visually on a
screen within a 6x6 symbol matrix consisting of cells la-
belled with alphanumeric characters and a blank space.
Randomly, the rows and columns of the matrix flash with
every matrix element being highlighted 30 times. Since
each flashing of the focussed and simultaneously counted
symbol activates a P300 response, while other illuminated
cells do not influence the brain activity in that way, the
interface is capable of identifying the selected character.
By passing further runs, the patient is able to communicate
character by character.

3.2 Trie data structure

Our approach is theoretically grounded on the psycholin-
guistic cohort theory (see [10]; [8]), which describes the
different stages and functions involved in the human word
recognition process. Mainly, a speech signal is to be related
to wordforms in the mental lexicon, where all words shar-
ing the uttered word-initial acoustical pattern are activated
and form a preliminary word-initial cohort. By continuous
comparison of activated candidates with auditory input dur-
ing word recognition, the cohort is incrementally reduced
up until the recognition point, at which either the word is

safely identified among the members of the cohort or only
a single candidate remains [9].

The trie data structure not only in a way simulates
the described processes but also represents ideal techni-
cal properties wrt. the dense amount of lexical data and its
high demands on the efficiency of storage and retrieval (see
section 4.2). The special tree structure is characterised by
the fact that the key values represent the initial part of the
data themselves. Therefore, it is particularly suited for ef-
ficient retrieval concerning character sequences, since the
first characters of the respective string represent the query
term. Concerning the psycholinguistic background, access-
ing wordforms is provided by traversing the trie according
to the character sequence given by the user (cf. key value),
which specifies the path to a subtree in the trie that repre-
sents the current cohort, i.e. the activated word candidates.
As long as several possible branches starting from the root
of this subtree exist, further disambiguating input by the
user is needed. In case of a single edge, or even unique
paths, the respective characters are incrementally added to
the previous user input, thus extending the notion of secure
identification of word candidates in terms of the cohort the-
ory to secure substring identification and completion.

4 Methodology

4.1 Lexicon acquisition

Corpus extraction. The basis of our lexicon consists of
lists of different types of word forms extracted from a col-
lection of German newspaper corpora containing more than
200 million tokens. In order to further increase its cover-
age, we also extracted lemma information from the corpora
– since most of the hapax legomena in the list were in-
flected – and unified them with those words already in the
list. The thus obtained list counts 2,465,172 types, exclud-
ing numbers and any kind of punctuation, as these items
can only have negative impact on the spelling component.

Noise reduction. Naturally, the extracted word lists con-
tain a large amount of noisy data, such as typographical er-
rors (e.g. “Aafang” vs. “Anfang” (beginning)). These cer-
tainly affect the performance of the spelling component,
since on the one hand they may block the completion of
a word, while on the other they could lead to wrong com-
pletions. In order to reduce the amount of noise in the data,
we had the word list checked with a finite-state morpholog-
ical analyser (see [5] for details); if the analyser returned at
least one possible analysis for a word, the respective word
was kept in the list, whereas items that did not receive anal-
yses were deleted. This process, in combination with dele-
tion of upper-case duplicates, reduced the size of the list by
more than 800,000 items. Although we are aware of the
fact that the morphological analyser does not provide com-
plete coverage and that hence not all of the deleted items
are actual typographical errors, we thus still ensure that the
resulting lexicon (1,651,471 different upper-case items) is
of much higher quality than the raw list that had been ex-
tracted from the corpora.

4.2 Data structure and activation

Trie implementation. The trie data structure for storing
the lexicon has been implemented with two major goals in
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mind, namely to optimise access and selection time while
requiring as little main memory as possible. We therefore
implemented the trie as a series of integer records in a bi-
nary file format, with records corresponding to nodes in
the trie, and integers in a record representing edges start-
ing from the respective node. More precisely, each record
contains an array of 30 unsigned integers: 26 upper-case
characters, 3 German umlauts (’Ä’, ’Ö’, ’Ü’) and a spe-
cial end-of-word marker (’ˆ’). The position of an integer x

in the array corresponds to one of these characters, while
the value of x indicates the byte address of the continuing
record in the binary file. For the standard letters of the al-
phabet, the index in the array is calculated on the basis of
the character’s ASCII decimal code, so that e.g. the posi-
tion corresponding to the letter ’A’ is at index 0, while the
position corresponding to the letter ’E’ is at index 4. Sim-
ilarly, the byte position of the continuing record/node is
calculated by multiplying the integer value with the size of
the record, which is 120B. Thus, if e.g. the letter ’B’ is en-
countered (cf. first row in Figure 1), the continuing record
is located at 435,324 × 120B = 52,238,880B offset in the
binary file, while zeros in the array indicate that there is no
continuing edge for the respective character. Therefore, as
is indicated in the last row of the figure, continuation from
this particular record is only possible via the letter ’D’.

A B C D E
1 435324 872629 914168 1113356 . . .
3 395 68365 73383 79653 . . .

...
0 0 0 23 0 . . .

Figure 1: Sample records of the trie implementation

Although the final size of the trie amounts to 6,188,665
nodes and 7,840,134 edges, character look-up and adding
require only imperceptible amounts of time, while main
memory usage is kept at a minimum since basically only
one record at a time needs to be stored.

Character look-up and completion. We briefly discuss
the functionality of the node activation process by means
of the word “Änderung” (change; see Figure 2).

Basically, each time a character is entered and passed
on to the lexicon component, the record representing the re-
spective node is activated and retrieved from the trie. In the
first case, this is an array containing all possible continua-
tions of ’Ä’, such as ’M’, ’N’ or ’O’. As soon as ’ÄND’ is
encountered, the algorithm identifies a preliminary recog-
nition point, as there is a unique edge starting from the ’D’
in the trie (similar to the last row in Figure 1) and incre-
mentally adds Characters as long as there are only single
possible continuations (cf. bold edges and nodes in Figure
2). After this, the user is required to provide further input,
since there is more than one way of continuing the current
string, such as ’ÄNDERN’, ’ÄNDERST’ or ’ÄNDERT’
(to change, (you) change, (he/she/it) changes). After the
letter ’U’ is entered by the user, the algorithm correctly
identifies that the current string has to be ’ÄNDERUNG’
and adds the respective characters.

If an unknown word is entered, i.e. a word that is not
represented in the trie structure, it is not necessarily the
case that a wrong word is retrieved from the lexicon. For

A Z Ä

B E N S UT

G

N

R

E S ^

NM O

E

D G N

Figure 2: Trie fragment for “Änderung” (change)

example, if ’ÄNDERUNG’ and its continuations were not
in the lexicon, the algorithm would still add the charac-
ter sequence ’ER’ as in the example above. Since the de-
sired word continues with ’U’, no suitable continuing edge
would be available in the trie (only ’B’, ’E’, ’N’, ’S’ and ’T’
would be possible; cf. Figure 2), and thus the user would
have to type in the remaining characters on his or her own.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Text selection and methodology

Text selection. In order to cover a rather diverse set of
language styles, we have evaluated our method on texts
from four different genres, namely authentic, open letter,
literary and newspaper. The authentic text (80 tokens)
has been taken from a letter written with a BCI by a pa-
tient suffering from ALS. The second set of texts (15,702
tokens) consists of open letters that have been retrieved
from the web irrespective of content. The set of literary
texts (106,263 tokens) comprises a collection of 30 ran-
domly selected short stories from which we expect more
creative language use. Finally, the fourth set consists of
texts (3,989,424 tokens) from a German magazine cover-
ing various fields of interest, such as politics, culture and
sports.2 Since newspaper text is easily available in large
amounts, the sizes of the evaluation sets differ significantly,
and thus direct comparison of the results e.g. between the
authentic text and newspaper text is not possible. However,
since the authentic text we used represents the only pub-
licly available sample of real data from a person suffering
from ALS, we still decided to include it in this evaluation –
despite its insignificance to the actual evaluation figures.

2 These newspaper texts were, of course, not included in the set of corpus
texts from which the lexicon was built.
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Authentic Open letters Literary Newspaper
abs rel abs rel abs rel abs rel

to
ke

ns
Words 80 100.00 15,702 100.00 106,263 100.00 3,898,424 100.00
Wrong completions 0 0.00 91 0.58 358 0.34 33,235 0.85
Characters 433 100.00 97,593 100.00 548,198 100.00 23,081,763 100.00
Characters (user) 394 90.99 83,478 85.54 497,144 90.69 20,119,708 87.17
Characters (system) 39 9.01 14,115 14.46 51,054 9.31 2,962,055 12.83

ty
pe

s

Words 63 100.00 4,769 100.00 16,157 100.00 221.353 100.00
Wrong completions 0 0.00 74 1.55 284 1.76 16.231 7.33
Characters 357 100.00 44,843 100.00 140,578 100.00 2,458,122 100.00
Characters (user) 324 90.76 35,617 79.43 115,180 81.93 1,889,166 76.85
Characters (system) 33 9.24 9,226 20.57 25,398 18.07 568,956 23.15

Table 1: Evaluation results for authentic, open letter, literary and newspaper text

Evaluation methodology. While the authentic text has
been reproduced on a simple reimplementation of the GUI
that is visible to users of the P300 matrix speller, namely
the 6x6 matrix explained in Section 3.1 above, it is not fea-
sible to evaluate large amounts of text in this manner. For
the three other text sets, we therefore opted for a fully au-
tomated evaluation procedure that directly accesses the trie
lexicon. So for every word that is looked up in the lexicon,
the number of characters that (would) have been entered by
the patient as well as the number of characters added by the
system are counted. In case the lexicon added a character
that does not match the next character in the current word,
this word is marked as wrongly completed and the process
resumes with the next word. Therefore, if e.g. the word
in the text is ’ALMSICK’ (surname of a German swim-
mer) but the word ’ALMSIEDLUNG’ (alp settlement) is
retrieved from the lexicon, then only the wrong completion
is counted – not the number of characters that have been
added. Moreover, punctuation is not taken into account.

5.2 Results and discussion

Results. Table 1 above displays the results for each in-
dividual type of text. The rows that are marked as tokens
contain the results obtained by simply passing the text on to
the lexicon look-up component, while the rows marked as
types display the results after omission of duplicate words,
e.g. ’DER MANN , DER GESTERN AUF DER STRASSE
. . . ’ vs. ’DER MANN GESTERN AUF STRASSE’. This
was done in order to minimise the effects of highly frequent
stop words, such as “und” or “der/die/das” (and, the), and
thus to get a better picture of how word completion actually
performs. However, the figures for the tokens are of course
those that are more important, since these correspond to
what the patient experiences in interaction with the system.

Setting a baseline to compare the results against is very
difficult in our case, since existing approaches such as the
one described in [7] have different aims, and these will def-
initely outperform our approach in terms of keystroke sav-
ing. What we want our system to achieve is an error rate of
0% when processing a text (i.e. tokens) as provided by the
patient, and this is probably what our approach needs to be
evaluated against. Table 2 below shows the overall results
irrespective of genre.

Discussion of results. The results for the tokens in Ta-
bles 1 and 2 show very low rates of wrong word comple-

Overall
abs rel

to
ke

ns

Words 4,020,469 100.00
Wrong completions 33,684 0.84
Characters 23,727,987 100.00
Characters (user) 20,700,724 87.24
Characters (system) 3,027,263 12.76

ty
pe

s
Words 242,342 100.00
Wrong completions 16,589 6.85
Characters 2,643,900 100.00
Characters (user) 2,040,287 77.17
Characters (system) 603,613 22.83

Table 2: Overall evaluation results for the four text sets

tions, performing best on the authentic and literary texts
(0.00% and 0.34% respectively), and with an overall rate
of only 0.84%. Conversely, the number of automatically
added characters is highest for the open letters and newspa-
per texts, resulting in an overall rate of system-given char-
acters of 12.76%. When minimising the effects of frequent
stop words, the rates of both wrong word completions and
automatically added characters rises, showing the most sig-
nificant changes for the largest text sample, of course.

An analysis of the mistakes reveals that many of these
have been caused by proper names (cf. Table 3 below). Of
the 50 most frequent word completion errors, at least 41
can be classified as proper names, in addition to eight for-
eign language terms and one abbreviation. Table 4 shows
that of a sample of 61 wrong word completions taken from
a preliminary study (cf. [2]), 16 have been caused by mor-
phologically related wordforms absent from the lexicon.
For example, the philosophical term “Weltenwanderer”
(traveller between worlds) was evoked by the character
sequence “Weltenwander”, although “Weltenwanderung”
(travelling between worlds) was intended in the text. The
analyses are shown in Tables 3 and 4 below.

6 Conclusion

We have presented an efficient implementation of a cohort-
based approach to substring completion and have shown
how the application of this method to a BCI spelling com-
ponent is able to significantly improve its performance. We
have evaluated our approach partly on a simulation of the
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Freq. Word Freq. Word
150 MFS 46 WIKTOR
149 MURDOCH 46 LUBBERS
137 BENETTON 46 KEEGAN
134 PIECH 45 JAGGER
115 BISKY 45 COMPUSERVE

91 HÖPPNER 44 KIESLOWSKI
85 AMERICAN 44 HEMINGWAY
78 HYDAC 44 CUTLER
74 KUWEIT 43 WHITEWATER
68 ALMSICK 42 GORDIMER
65 BRITISH 42 DORMANN
62 NICHOLS 42 COMPACT
59 SILICON 41 KURINS
57 HARVARD 40 PROCEDO
55 WEINRICH 40 LIFE
54 WIECZOREK 39 KAPOR
54 JONES 38 UPDIKE
53 MILLER 38 TSCHERNOMYRDIN
53 FOSTER 38 GOMBRICH
49 SCIENCE 37 GAMBINO
49 HAVEMANN 36 VÖLKEL
49 GORAZDE 36 VALLEY
48 WHITE 36 SOMBART
48 PANDOSCH 36 NÖLDNER
48 LOVE 36 GIRLS

Table 3: 50 most frequent errors in word completion

Type of error Number
Proper names 19
Compounds 17
Specialised terminology 13
Creative language use 5
Foreign language material 4
Absent entry 45
Absent inflected form 16

Table 4: Distribution according to error type

P300 matrix speller GUI and partly by automated evalua-
tion procedures. The results have shown that on average
every eighth character was added automatically, while re-
taining a very low rate of 0.84% wrong word completions.

The methodology can be easily applied to languages
other than German, and preliminary experiments with an
English lexicon – which was, however, only a quarter of the
size of the German lexicon and did not undergo the noise
reduction steps discussed in Section 4.1 – produced a rate
of automatically added characters of 4.09% at a very low
error rate of only 0.16% for a sample of roughly one mil-
lion tokens from the Wall Street Journal. In the future, we
will further investigate possibilities to try and completely
eliminate errors produced by the system, e.g. by increasing
the coverage of named entities. A further possibility would
be to reduce the errors caused by missing inflectional or
derivational forms by extending the coverage of the lexicon
with a morphological generation component, which would
generate derivations and missing forms in the inflectional
paradigm from the stem of the form that had been present
in the corpus. These steps are further improvements we
will consider before evaluating our method in real-life sit-
uations.
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Abstract
Human word associations are asymmetric or di-
rected. When hearing a word like mango, fruit is
one of the first associations that come to mind.
But when hearing fruit, we are more likely to
come up with common fruits like apple or or-
ange than the less frequent mango. Similar
asymmetry effects have been observed for col-
locations, recurrent syntagmatic word combina-
tions that are often lexically determined. De-
spite these intuitions, virtually all corpus-based
measures of the statistical association between
words are symmetric. In this paper, we propose
two asymmetric, directed association measures,
viz. conditional probability and a rank measure
derived from the χ2 test. The goal of this pa-
per is to determine to what extent these two
measures of directed “corpus association” can
be used as a model for directed “psychological
association” in the human mind. Both mea-
sures were implemented and applied to a large
data set, the British National Corpus (BNC).
The results were evaluated against directed hu-
man association data obtained from the Uni-
versity of South Florida (USF) Free Association
Norms database. We find that the new measures
are able to distinguish between highly symmetric
and highly asymmetric pairs to some extent, but
the overall accuracy in predicting the degree of
asymmetry is low.

Keywords

Association measures, collocations

1 Introduction

Statistical association measures (see e.g. [2]) are com-
monly used to quantify collocational strength [3], i.e.
the tendency of words such as day and night to “keep
each other company”. Although Firth speaks of a mu-
tual expectancy between collocates [3] and virtually
all association measures are symmetric (i.e. the cal-
culated scores do not depend on the order in which
the two words are given), native speakers have strong
intuitions that in many cases one term in a collocation
is more “important” for the other than vice versa.
Several authors discuss this phenomenon. Sinclair

distinguishes between upward and downward colloca-
tion based on the occurrence frequencies of the two
collocates [17, p. xxiii]. In a similar vein, Kjellmer [7]
distinguishes three kinds of collocations: (i) right and
left predictive collocations like aurora borealis, where

the first word suggests the second as auch as the second
suggests the first; (ii) right predictive collocations, in
which the first word suggest the second but not vice
versa (e.g. wellington boots); and (iii) left predictive
collocations like arms akimbo, where the second word
suggests the first but not the other way around. Haus-
mann’s definition of collocations [5], which focuses on
learner dictionaries, distinguishes between base and
collocate. The base of a collocation, typically a noun,
retains its regular meaning whereas the collocate is
lexically determined and its meaning is modified or
weakened. A classic example is heavy smoker with
base smoker. The relation between the two words in
such a collocation is clearly directed from base to col-
locate. Nouns like smoker have a small number of
typical collocates, whereas heavy does not select a par-
ticular noun.
Similar asymmetry effects are observed in human

intuitions about associated words, which can be mea-
sured, e.g., with free association tasks (see Sec. 5.1).
For instance, consider the pair (mango, fruit). When
hearing the word mango, fruit is one of the first asso-
ciations that come to mind. But when hearing fruit,
more common fruits like apple are more likely to be the
first associations rather than a less frequent fruit like
mango. We call fruit → mango a forward association
of the pair (fruit, mango) and a backward association
of (mango, fruit). In this case, the forward associa-
tion of (fruit, mango) is weak whereas its backward
association is stronger.
We chose the terms forward association and back-

ward association because we look at a broader class
of associations between words than Sinclair, Kjellmer
and Hausmann. While most collocations are lexically
determined combinations of syntagmatically related
words, human associations also include many paradig-
matically related words (e.g. boy and girl). Note that
statistical association measures have also been applied
to the identification of such paradigmatic relations, in
particular synonymy [19] and antonymy [6].
There are several reasons why human associations

can be asymmetric. According to prototype theory
[15], some members of a category are more prototypi-
cal than others. In our example, apple is a more proto-
typical example of fruit than mango (at least in North
America), so that the directional association fruit →
apple is stronger than fruit → mango.
Another possible reason for asymmetry is the degree

of generality of terms. There is a tendency for a strong
forward association from a specific term like adenocar-
cinoma to the more general term cancer, whereas the
association from cancer to adenocarcinoma is weak.
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We hypothesize that in many other cases the asym-
metry is simply caused by frequency effects, corre-
sponding to Sinclair’s concepts of upward and down-
ward collocation. For example, one of the most asym-
metric pairs in our evaluation data is (moo, cow), with
a very strong forward and a weak backward associa-
tion. The wordmoo only occurs in the context of cows,
but this is not true vice versa. Words like milk and
bull are more frequent than moo in contexts where cow
is used. This may not be an effect of prototypicality
or specificity since the two terms are not related by a
relationship such as hyponymy or meronymy.
Despite the strong intuitive support for the

widespread existence of directed association provided
by such examples, collocation studies still rely on sym-
metric association measures such as the well-known
pointwise MI, t-score or log-likelihood. Our goal in
this paper is to propose new measures that take asym-
metric association into account and calculate separate
scores for forward and backward association. We make
use of psychological association norms (in particular,
the USF Free Association Database, cf. Sec. 5.1) to
evaluate how well these measures correspond to hu-
man intuitions about directed association.
It is important to distinguish “psychological associ-

ation”, the association of words in the human mind,
which can be measured with reaction times and cue-
target experiments, from “corpus association”, the sta-
tistical association between terms in corpora. We will
test in this paper to what extent directed corpus asso-
ciation can be used as a model for directed psycholog-
ical association. We expect the results to carry over
when the statistical measures are applied to colloca-
tion extraction tasks, for which no suitable (directed)
reference data are currently available.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we

discuss related work. Then, two asymmetric associ-
ation measures are introduced in Section 3. Section
4 describes our methodology and corpus data. Sec-
tion 5 presents results and evaluation, followed by a
conlusion in Section 6.

2 Related work

In most cases, association measures are not used to
examine the asymmetrical aspect of collocations. Ac-
cording to Evert [2, p. 75]:

[t]he scores computed by an association measure
can be interpreted in different ways: (i) They
can be used directly to estimate the magnitude of
the association between the components of a pair
type.1 (ii) They can be used to obtain a ranking
of the pair types in the data set. In this case, the
absolute magnitude of the score is irrelevant. (iii)
They can also be used to rank pair types with a
particular first or second component. [...]. I do
not go further into (iii), which is closely tied to
a “directional” view of cooccurrences and casts
an entirely different light on the properties of
association measures.

The first two approaches, which are symmetric, are
predominant in computational linguistics [2] and sta-
1 The term pair type refers to a representation of a collocation

that is independent of surface form.

tistical natural language processing [10]. In order to
model the asymmetric relationship between two given
words, this work focuses on the directional view which
Evert [2, p. 27] describes as follows:

An alternative is the “directional” view, which
starts from a given keyword and aims to identify
its collocates. [...] the evaluation of directional
methods is more complicated and not as clear-
cut. So far, published experiments have been
limited to impressionistic case studies for a small
number of keywords [1, 16, 18].

We are not aware of systematic research on asym-
metrical association measures. In their comprehensive
survey [13], Pecina and Schlesinger mention the two
measures “conditional probability” and “reversed con-
ditional probability”, but do not discuss and evaluate
them. Asymmetry has played a more important role in
models of distributional similarity (which in turn have
sometimes been used to model human associations),
and several asymmetric similarity measures have been
developed [4, 9, 11, 14]. Since these approaches focus
on a different statistical aspect than association mea-
sures and cannot be compared directly, we do not go
into further detail here.

3 The asymmetric association
measures

3.1 Conditional probability

As our first measure, we use simple conditional prob-
abilities, defined as the ratio between the joint proba-
bility of the pair and the probability of either the first
word w1 or the second word w2:

P (w2|w1) =
P (w1, w2)

P (w1)
P (w1|w2) =

P (w1, w2)
P (w2)

(1)

All probabilities are maximum-likelihood estimates
without any smoothing. P (w2|w1) is interpreted as
a quantitative measure for the forward corpus assoca-
tion w1 → w2 of the pair (w1, w2), and P (w1|w2) as a
measure for the backward association w2 → w1.
Example: In the BNC, the conditional probabilities

for the pair (tomato, soup) are: P (tomato|soup) =
0.03194 and P (soup|tomato) = 0.05652 (see Sec. 4
for details of our experimental setup). This con-
forms with the intuition that the forward association
tomato → soup is stronger than the backward associ-
ation soup → tomato.

3.2 Rank measure

We chose to base the rank measure on the χ2 test
because it is a well-established statistical test for as-
sociation and is easy to implement. Using a different
association measure would result in a different rank
measure. To compute the rank measure, we first com-
pute the X2 statistic for each pair (w1, w2) in the cor-
pus data as follows:

X2(w1, w2) =
O·· · (O11O22 −O12O21)2

O1·O·1O2·O·2
(2)
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Using standard notation for contingency tables, O22

is the number of cooccurrence pair tokens that do not
contain either of the two words, O12 the number con-
taining only w2, O21 the number with only w1, and
O11 the number with both words; O1· is the number
of tokens containing w1 regardless of whether they also
contain w2, O2· the number of tokens not containing
w1 regardless of w2, etc.; and O·· is the total number
of cooccurrence tokens.
For each w1 a sorted association list is created that

contains every pair (w1, ·) together with its association
score X2, sorted from highest to lowest association
score. Then, the X2 scores are replaced by ranks, i.e.
natural numbers starting with 1. Figure 1 shows an
example for the words soup and tomato that illustrates
this procedure. The lists have been shortened to show
only the relevant data.
If m consecutive w2 have the same association score

they are assigned the same rank r, and the w2 with
the next highest score is assigned rank r+m. We only
consider the 1000 highest-ranked words in each list.
We denote the rank of w2 in the X2 ranking of w1 as
follows:

R(w2|w1) (3)

R is defined in analogy to conditional probability
P (w2|w1) which returns the probability of seeing
w2 when w1 has already appeared. Analogously,
R(w2|w1) returns the rank of w2 in the association list
of w1. Using the information in Figure 1, the ranks for
the example pair (soup, tomato) can be determined.
They are R(tomato|soup) (“tomato given soup”) = 3
and R(soup|tomato) (“soup given tomato”) = 10. A
lower rank indicates stronger association, hence the
rank measure shows a stronger association for soup →
tomato than for tomato → soup.
We note that the asymmetric rank measure is

based on a symmetric association measure, the χ2

test. According to the χ2 test, the pairs (mango,
fruit) and (fruit, mango) have the same association
strength because the measure is not directed. But
fruit will figure more prominently in the association
list of mango (R(fruit|mango) = 10) than vice versa
(R(mango|fruit) = 47). The rank measure proposed
here uses this type of difference in the associational
rankings to transform symmetric χ2-based association
scores into asymmetric R measure ranks.

4 Methodology

We selected the British National Corpus (BNC)
(http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/) as a data set for cal-
culating corpus associations. It is a large balanced
corpus of approximately 100 million words, containing
samples from various genres and sources such as news-
papers, popular fiction and scientific journals. Words
and punctuation tokens have been automatically anno-
tated with syntactic categories, using the BNC Basic
Tagset. These annotations make it easy to apply a
part-of-speech filter to the cooccurrence data.
In order to extract data that provide information

about the corpus association between words, cooc-
currence pairs were constructed in the following way:
First, words containing special characters (e.g., é, £ or

“/”) and words starting with numbers or other non-
letter characters were excluded from the experiment.
In addition, words shorter than three characters were
ignored. Each word in the corpus was then combined
with its ten predecessors as well as its ten successors.
A part-of-speech filter was applied, allowing only ad-
jectives, nouns and proper nouns in the pairs. No fur-
ther linguistic processing was done except for lower-
casing of sentence-initial words that were not tagged
as proper nouns. Subsequently, all words that occur
less than 40 times in the BNC were discarded (to-
gether with the corresponding pairs). In this way, a
list of 28,149,644 word tokens and 177,913,470 cooc-
currence pairs (i.e., not necessarily distinct tokens of
word pairs) was obtained.

5 Results and evaluation

The asymmetric measures were evaluated using two
different methods. First, the forward and backward as-
sociations calculated for highly asymmetric and sym-
metric pairs were calculated. For this purpose, the ten
most asymmetric and the ten most symmetric pairs
were extracted from a reference set of human “psycho-
logical” association (see Sec. 5.1). Second, the ability
of the measures to predict the asymmetry or symme-
try of given pairs was evaluated on a large set of 5697
word pairs from the reference database.

5.1 Reference data

The performance of the two asymmetric association
measures is evaluated against word pairs from a
database that contains the results of free association
experiments. This database, the University of South
Florida Free Association Norms [12], consists of la-
beled cue-target pairs where a cue is a word presented
to a subject and the corresponding target is the word
that the subject wrote down on a blank shown next to
the cue. The experiment is described as follows:

Participants were asked to write the first word
that came to mind that was meaningfully related
or strongly associated to the presented word on
the blank shown next to each item. [...] For ex-
ample, if given BOOK , they might write
READ on the blank next to it. This procedure
is called a discrete association task because each
participant is asked to produce only a single as-
sociate to each word.

Each of the 5,019 cue words is listed in the database
together with all the targets that subjects produced
for it. For every single cue-target pair, a database
entry lists how many subjects were presented the cue
and how many of them named each target. Figure 2
shows two abbreviated entries. The number of test
persons that were presented a cue word is labeled #G.
#P is the number of people that gave a particular
target response. The forward strength (FSG) is #P
divided by #G and the backward strength (BSG) is
the forward strength of the reversed pair. The terms
FSG and BSG were introduced by the creators of the
USF Free Association Norms.
Our evaluation methodology is most similar to that

of [8, 19] who evaluate corpus-derived association mea-
sures on a synonym gold standard that reflects human
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w1 X2 score w2 R(w2|w1)
soup 14666.277 bowl 1

14531.099 pea 2
7681.563 tomato 3
6082.888 kitchens 4
4116.237 mushroom 5

w1 X2 score w2 R(w2|w1)
tomato 8770.224 pepper 8

8531.046 cucumber 9
7681.563 soup 10
7594.471 salad 11
7417.416 chopped 12

Fig. 1: Ranking applied to X2 scores of the words soup and tomato

CUE TARGET #G #P FSG BSG
aardvark anteater 152 9 .059 .117
anteater aardvark 145 17 .117 .059

Fig. 2: Example from the Free Association Norms

understanding of synonymy. However, their gold stan-
dard has a single correct answer (out of a small num-
ber of alternatives) for each cue word, rather than a
large number of target words with different degrees of
(forward) association.

5.2 Strong asymmetric associations

The first part of the evaluation is concerned with ana-
lyzing the performance of the asymmetric measures for
pairs that are highly asymmetric in the reference data
set. In order to create a suitable reference list from
the association database, cue-target pairs with a high
difference between FSG and BSG were extracted. The
absolute value of the difference had to be greater than
0.7 for a pair to be selected. In order to make the list
comparable to the results that are based on the corpus
data, the list had to be filtered: First, all cue-target
pairs with BSG 0 were removed. In those cases, the
test persons were never presented the target word as
a cue word so there is not enough data to determine
both FSG and BSG. The second step eliminated parts
of speech that were not included during the processing
of the corpus data. All pairs containing words that do
not occur in the corpus (or did not pass the filters)
were eliminated as well.
Figure 3 shows the ten most asymmetric cue-target

pairs together with the ranks and conditional proba-
bilities that were computed from the BNC data. Obvi-
ously, conditional probabilities correspond much bet-
ter to the human ratings than the rank measure. FSG
exceeds BSG roughly by a factor of 10 for all ten pairs,
and the conditional probabilities mirror this relation.
In eight out of ten pairs that were evaluated, the ratio
between P (w2|w1) and P (w1|w2) is on the same order
of magnitude as the ratio between FSG and BSG. In
two cases, namely pairs 4 and 8, the results deviate
slightly from this pattern. The latter shows a ratio of
about 4, the former a ratio of approximately 174.
The comparison between FSG, BSG, and the rank

measure is less straightforward. Two quantities have
to be taken into account: The difference between
R(w2|w1) and R(w1|w2), as well as the absolute value
of R(w2|w1). First, in order for the rank measure
to express that forward association is stronger than
backward association, R(w2|w1) must be lower than
R(w1|w2). Second, R(w2|w1) should be small in order

to express strong forward association. However, only
seven out of the ten pairs satisfy the first condition,
and only five of them also meet the second criterion.
The other two (number 4 and number 7) have forward
ranks of 35 and 47, respectively, which do not indicate
strong forward association. Two pairs (numbers 1 and
8) are almost symmetric according to the rank mea-
sure and pair number 3 even shows a weak backward
association.
Another difficulty with the rank measure is the in-

terpretation of the magnitude of the rank difference
δ = |R(w2|w1)−R(w1|w2)|. First, it is not clear how
large the value of δ has to be in order to indicate strong
asymmetry and second, it can only be interpreted in
combination with the absolute ranks. E.g., word pairs
1 and 9 both have a rank difference of 2, but this dif-
ference is arguably more “important” for pair 9 (rank
2 vs. rank 4) than for pair 1 (rank 7 vs. rank 9).
Conditional probabilities correctly predict the direc-

tion of the asymmetry in all 10 cases. The rank mea-
sure only predicts the correct direction in 7 out of 10
cases.

5.3 Strong symmetric association

In addition to the strongly asymmetric pairs discussed
in the last section, the reference database contains
pairs with symmetric associations, i.e., FSG and BSG
are almost equal. Although the measures presented
in this work aim at capturing the asymmetry in the
human associations, they should also be able to pre-
dict word pairs with symmetric associations and dis-
tinguish them from the asymmetric ones.
Symmetric pairs were extracted from the reference

data by selecting pairs with |FSG − BSG| < 0.1 and
FSG > 0.5 (in order to remove weakly associated
pairs). Again, the list was filtered based on part of
speech and occurrence of the words in the BNC data
(cf. 5.2). Then the ten most symmetric pairs (i.e.
those with the smallest difference between FSG and
BSG) were evaluated. The results are shown in Fig. 4.
Symmetry is reflected by the two measures in an

entirely different manner than asymmetry. The condi-
tional probabilities did not match FSG/BSG ratios as
well as in Section 5.2, while the rank measure achieved
slightly better results for strongly symmetric pairs
than for asymmetric pairs.
In order for conditional probabilities to express

strong symmetric association, their quotient should
be close to 1. However, the only word pairs meeting
this requirement to some extent are pairs 1 and 4. In
all other cases there is a strong discrepancy between

2 The American English omelet appears as omelette in the
BNC.
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No. w1 w2 FSG− BSG FSG BSG R(w2|w1) R(w1|w2) P (w2|w1) P (w1|w2) ≈ P (w2|w1)
P (w1|w2)

1 trout fish 0.877 0.913 0.036 9 7 0.15987 0.01042 15
2 Cheddar cheese 0.867 0.922 0.055 2 7 0.29906 0.01331 22
3 exhausted tired 0.82 0.895 0.075 104 87 0.01479 0.00139 10
4 crib baby 0.81 0.842 0.032 35 69 0.10638 0.00061 174
5 omelet2 eggs 0.809 0.836 0.027 3 26 0.16513 0.00504 32
6 wick candle 0.79 0.841 0.051 3 5 0.08823 0.00807 11
7 teller bank 0.786 0.814 0.028 47 84 0.07438 0.00099 75
8 bank money 0.78 0.799 0.019 11 10 0.05767 0.01449 4
9 saddle horse 0.776 0.879 0.103 2 4 0.11467 0.00997 11
10 bouquet flowers 0.775 0.828 0.053 1 4 0.21862 0.01108 19

Fig. 3: Comparison of strong asymmetric human association with associations computed from corpus data

No. w1 w2 |FSG− BSG| FSG BSG R(w2|w1) R(w1|w2) P (w2|w1) P (w1|w2) ≈ P (w2|w1)
P (w1|w2)

1 boys girls 0.003 0.500 0.503 1 1 0.17965 0.14873 1.20
2 happy sad 0.006 0.628 0.634 9 4 0.00725 0.02412 0.30
3 pepper salt 0.006 0.695 0.701 1 1 0.48230 0.13897 3.47
4 legs arms 0.008 0.541 0.549 2 1 0.07842 0.04870 1.61
5 bad good 0.008 0.750 0.758 4 2 0.11129 0.02083 5.34
6 dinner supper 0.01 0.535 0.545 45 16 0.00455 0.02037 0.22
7 grandma grandpa 0.015 0.538 0.553 2 3 0.03333 0.1375 0.24
8 negative positive 0.024 0.603 0.627 1 1 0.20472 0.10928 1.87
9 closing opening 0.027 0.480 0.507 19 9 0.02495 0.00445 5.60
10 far near 0.032 0.503 0.535 10 6 0.00898 0.02282 0.39

Fig. 4: Comparison of strong symmetric human association with associations computed from corpus data

P (w1|w2) and P (w2|w1), so that the conditional prob-
abilities fail to capture the high symmetry that the
reference data suggest.
The performance of the rank measure was better in

that it accurately predicted the symmetry of the pairs
in six cases (pairs 1, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8). In three cases,
the ranks accurately indicated both perfect symmetry
(R(w2|w1) = R(w1|w2) = 1) and a strong associa-
tion between the two words (because of the low rank).
For pairs 2, 9 and 10, high ranks R(w2|w1) indicate
that there is no strong forward association. While
R(w1|w2) is lower in each case, the backward asso-
ciations are not strong enough to conclude that the
pairs are clearly identified as asymmetric. In partic-
ular, pair 10 has quite similar forward and backward
ranks and may be considered near-symmetric. For pair
6, the rank measure indicates a clearly asymmetric,
but overall weak association.
The rank measure predicts symmetry or near-

symmetry (defined as a rank difference δ ≤ 5) for 8
of the 10 test pairs. Conditional probabilities perform
less well and only predict symmetry or near-symmetry
(defined as 0.5 ≤ P (w2|w1)

P (w1|w2)
≤ 2) for 3 out of 10 pairs.

5.4 Automated evaluation

To evaluate the two asymmetric measures on a larger
scale, we extracted all pairs (w1, w2) that occur in both
directions in the USF data set. We then selected the
direction with FSG>BSG. The resulting set was ran-
domly split into a training set consisting of 3000 pairs
and a test set consisting of 2697 pairs. We then deter-
mined the median of the FSG−BSG values (0.049) and
evaluated the asymmetric measures on their ability to
predict whether FSG−BSG was ≥ 0.049 (intuitively
understood as asymmetric pairs) or < 0.049 (under-

stood as symmetric pairs).
We used logistic regression in R3 for predictive anal-

ysis. The response variable is FSG−BSG ≥ 0.049/<
0.049. Initially, we intended to use either the two ranks
or the two conditional probabilities as predictive vari-
ables. In preliminary experiments on the training data
we found that a log transformation of the predictor
variables improved the model. We therefore used the
logs of ranks / conditional probabilities as predictors
instead of the original variables.
When applied to the test set, accuracies of predict-

ing symmetry (FSG−BSG < 0.049) vs. asymmetry
(FSG−BSG ≥ 0.049) were 59% for ranks, 61% for
conditional probabilities and 62% for a combination of
ranks and conditional probabilities. All three results
are significantly different from the baseline accuracy of
50% (p < 0.001, χ2 test). The three results were not
significantly different from each other (e.g., p = 0.4243
for ranks vs. conditional probabilities, χ2 test).
We conclude the following from this evaluation: (i)

Both measures contain information about “psycholog-
ical” asymmetry. (ii) There is no significant difference
in accuracy of prediction between the two measures.
(iii) Overall accuracy is low. This is partly due to the
general difficulty of modeling human judgments with
corpus data, but it may also indicate that there are
more effective measures of asymmetry than the ones
we have investigated here. The data sets are available
at http://ifnlp.org/ranlp07.

6 Conclusion and future work

We introduced two asymmetric statistical association
measures that aim to capture the asymmetry of human

3 http://www.r-project.org/
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word associations, one based on conditional probabil-
ities and the other on ranks according to an estab-
lished association measure. Both measures were im-
plemented and applied to a large data set of cooc-
currences extracted from the British National Corpus.
The resulting directed association scores were eval-
uated against norms obtained from free association
tasks with human subjects (the USF Free Association
Norms database).
We found that the new measures are able to distin-

guish between symmetric and asymmetric word pairs
to some extent, but with a relatively high error rate
(62% accuracy vs. 50% baseline). Additional ex-
periments with a small number of highly symmetric
and highly asymmetric pairs showed that the measure
based on conditional probabilities works well for asym-
metric pairs and makes reasonable predictions for the
magnitude of the asymmetry. However, its scores for
highly symmetric pairs were unreliable and difficult to
interpret. The rank-based measure seems more suit-
able for identifying symmetric pairs. It is also the more
robust measure overall, with ≥ 50% accuracy for both
sets.
The work presented here can be extended in many

ways. Our evaluation results are encouraging, but
show that there is considerable room for improvement.
Some extensions are concerned with the definitions of
the asymmetric association measures. The maximum-
likelihood estimates used by the conditional proba-
bility measure could be replaced by smoothed esti-
mates or confidence intervals. Then rank-based mea-
sure, which currently uses rankings according to the
X2 statistic, can equally well be based on any other
standard association measure. Further research is also
needed on the interpretation of rank differences.
Performance of the measures might be improved by

working on lemmatized data, which is offered by the
new XML edition of the BNC. This would help to ab-
stract over surface forms, thus “tidying up” the asso-
ciation lists and increasing the significance of statis-
tical association. Experiments with different window
sizes and filtering constraints can also be performed.
Finally, scaling up to much larger Web corpora would
further boost statistical significance and produce more
reliable association scores.
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Abstract
In this paper we describe the system we have
developed to overcome the textual entailment
recognition task without any kind of semantic
knowledge. For this purpose we have designed
and implemented two modules. The first one
analyzes the lexical information extracted from
the phrases, while the second studies them from
a syntactic perspective. The main goal of this
research is to allow us to acknowledge the max-
imum accuracy that we can achieve without a
semantic analysis. To evaluate our system we
used the test corpus sets from Second and Third
PASCAL Recognising Textual Entailment Chal-
lenges, obtaining accuracy rates of 62.12% and
65.63%, respectively.
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1 Introduction

The field of Natural Language Processing is an es-
sential part of Artificial Intelligence that studies the
communication and interaction between human beings
and computers. Within this area, Textual Entailment
has been defined as a generic framework for model-
ing semantic variability that appears when a concrete
meaning is described in different manners. Through-
out this paper we will follow the guidelines proposed
in PASCAL Recognising Textual Entailment1 (RTE-1,
RTE-2 and RTE-3) [1, 2], which establishes that the
meaning of a text snippet (termed hypothesis) should
be inferred from the meaning of another one (namely
text).
This paper discusses an approach that attempts to

detect when the entailment is produced, and focuses
on determining if such relation appears due to lexical
or syntactic implications between the texts. We pro-
pose several methods that mainly rely on lexical and
syntactic inferences in order to address the entailment
recognition task. The reason why we have decided not
to use semantic knowledge is because we would like

1 http://www.pascal-network.org/Challenges/RTE/.

to acknowledge the maximum amount of information
that the mentioned two perspectives can provide, so
that we will be able to combine them later on with a
semantic module in an optimal way.
The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-

lows. The second section details the aforementioned
methods, and the third one illustrates the performed
experiments and includes a discussion about the re-
sults. Finally, the last section presents the conclusions
of our research and proposes possible future work.

2 Methods

As we previously mentioned, our system is composed
of two modules, which we will now explain.

2.1 Lexical approach

This method relies on the computation of a wide vari-
ety of lexical measures that basically consist of overlap
metrics. Some researchers have already used this kind
of metrics [9]. However, the main novelty of our ap-
proach is that it does not use semantic knowledge.
Prior to the calculation of the measures, all texts

and hypothesis are tokenized and lemmatized. Later
on, a morphological analysis is performed as well as a
stemming. Once these steps are completed, we create
several data structures that contain the correspond-
ing tokens, stems, lemmas, functional2 words and the
most relevant3 ones corresponding to the text and the
hypothesis. The lexical measures will be applied to
these structures and will allow us to determine which
of them are more suitable for recognizing entailment
situations, depending on the similarity rates that they
provide.
We will now describe the lexical measures included

in our system. Each of them calculates a similarity
value between text and hypothesis that will allow us
to determine if there is entailment between both of
them or not.

2 As functional words we consider nouns, verbs, adjectives, ad-
verbs and figures (number, dates, etc).

3 Considering only nouns and verbs.

1
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2.1.1 Simple matching

Word overlapping between text and hypothesis is ini-
tialized to zero. If a word of the hypothesis appears
also in the text, an increment of one unit is added to
the similarity value. Finally, the weight is normalized
dividing it by the length of the hypothesis measured
as the number of words.

2.1.2 Levenshtein distance

This distance is similar to simple matching. However,
in this case we calculate the value of the function that
represents the occurrences in the text of each element
that belongs to the hypothesis, denoted by m(i), as
defined in Equation 1.

m(i) =

8
>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

1 if ∃j ∈ T/Lv(i, j) = 0,

0.9 if j ∈ T/Lv(i, j) = 0

∧∃k ∈ T/Lv(i, k) = 1,

max

„
1

Lv(i, j)
∀j ∈ T

«
otherwise.

(1)
where Lv(i, j) represents the Levenshtein distance [4]
between i and j. In our implementation, the cost of
an insertion, deletion or substitution is equal to one
and the weight assigned to m(i) when Lv(i, j) = 1 has
been obtained empirically.

2.1.3 Consecutive subsequence matching

This measure assigns the highest relevance to the ap-
pearance of consecutive subsequences. In order to per-
form this, we have generated all possible sets of consec-
utive subsequences, from length two until the length
in words, from the text and the hypothesis. If we pro-
ceed as mentioned, the sets of length two extracted
from the hypothesis will be compared to the ones of
the same length from the text. If the same element is
present in both the text and the hypothesis set, then a
unit is added to the accumulated weight. This proce-
dure is applied to all sets of different length extracted
from the hypothesis. Finally, the sum of the weight ob-
tained from each set of a specific length is normalized
by the number of sets corresponding to such length,
and the final accumulated weight is also normalized
dividing it by the length of the hypothesis in words
minus one. This measure is defined as shown in Equa-
tion 2.

CSmatch =

|H|X
i=2

f(SHi)

|H| − 1 (2)

where SHi contains the hypothesis’ subsequences of
length i, and f(SHi) is defined as follows:

f(SHi) =

X
j∈SHi

m(j)

|H| − i+ 1
(3)

being m(j) equal to one if there exists an element k
that belongs to the set that contains the text’s subse-
quences of length i, such that k = j.

We would like to point out that this measure does
not consider non-consecutive subsequences. In addi-
tion, it assigns the same relevance to all consecutive
subsequences with the same length. Furthermore, the
longer the subsequence is, the more relevant it will be
considered in our system.

2.1.4 Tri-grams

Two sets containing tri-grams of letters that belong to
the text and the hypothesis were created. All the oc-
currences of the hypothesis’ tri-grams set that also ap-
pear in the text’s will increase the accumulated weight
by a factor of one unit. The calculated weight is then
normalized dividing it by the total number of tri-grams
within the hypothesis.

2.1.5 ROUGE measures

ROUGE measures have already been tested for auto-
matic evaluation of summaries and machine transla-
tion [5, 6]. For this reason, and considering the im-
pact of n-gram overlap metrics in textual entailment,
we believe that the idea of integrating these measures4
in our system is very appealing. We have implemented
them as defined in [5].
Within the entire set of measures, each one of them

is considered as a feature for the training and test
stages of a machine learning algorithm. The selected
one was a Support Vector Machine [11] due to the fact
that its behavior is suitable for recognizing entailment
relations.
Next, we present a true entailment text-hypothesis

pair example, and show how the lexical approach cal-
culates the corresponding similarity rate.

Text: The destruction of the ozone layer was
first noticed in the late 1980s as a hole over
Antarctica.
Hypothesis: The ozone hole was first no-
ticed in the late 1980s.

The average values obtained for each measure con-
sidering tokens, lemmas and content words are the fol-
lowings:

• Simple matching = 1
• Levenshtein distance = 1
• Consecutive subsequence matching = 0.34
• Tri-grams = 1
• ROUGE measures = from 0.4 using ROUGE-S to
0.66 using ROUGE-L

As it can be observed in the previous example,
simple matching, Levenshtein distance and tri-grams
achieve the highest possible score, due to the fact that
all word occurrences in the hypothesis also appear in
the text. However, regarding the consecutive subse-
quence matching measure, there are some hypothe-
sis’ consecutive subsequences that do not appear in
the text, but the appearance of the subsequence “was

4
The considered measures were ROUGE-N with n=2 and n=3,

ROUGE-L, ROUGE-W and ROUGE-S with s=2 and s=3.
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first noticed in the late 1980s” produces that this mea-
sure achieves a relatively high score. Finally, ROUGE
measures have a similar behavior to the previous one,
achieving different scores depending on the type of
measures used.

2.2 Syntactic approach

This approach aims to provide a good accuracy rate by
using few modules that are based on syntactic knowl-
edge. These include tree construction, filtering, tree
embedding detection and tree node matching.

2.2.1 Tree generation

The first module constructs the corresponding syntac-
tic dependency trees. For this purpose, MINIPAR [7]
output is generated and afterwards parsed for each
text and hypothesis of our corpus. Phrase tokens,
along with their grammatical information, are stored
in an on-memory data structure that represents a tree.

2.2.2 Tree filtering

Once the tree has been constructed, we may want to
discard irrelevant data in order to reduce our system’s
response time and noise. For this purpose we have gen-
erated a list of relevant grammatical categories (shown
in Table 1) that will allow us to remove from the tree
all those tokens whose category does not belong to
such list. The resulting tree will have the same struc-
ture as the original, but will not contain any stop
words nor tokens with minor relevance, such as de-
terminants or auxiliary verbs.

2.2.3 Tree embedding detection

The next step of the syntactic approach consists in
determining whether the hypothesis’ syntactic depen-
dency tree is embedded into the text’s. A tree, T1,
is embedded into another one, T2, if all nodes and
branches of T1 appear in T2 as well [3]. Therefore,
in this module we attempt to find a match of the hy-
pothesis’ syntactic structure within the text’s. Since
this is a very strict matching process, we will believe
that there is entailment if we are able to find a coin-
cidence. Otherwise we will not be able to assure this
and will execute the next module of our system, which
is described in the following subsection.

2.2.4 Tree node matching

In this stage we proceed to perform a tree node match-
ing process, termed alignment, between both the text
and the hypothesis. This operation consists in find-
ing pairs of tokens in both trees whose lemmas are
identical, no matter whether they are in the same po-
sition within the tree. Some authors have already de-
signed similar matching techniques, such as the ones
described in [8, 10]. However, these include seman-
tic constraints that we have decided not to consider.
The reason of this decision is that we desired to over-
come the textual entailment recognition task from an
exclusively syntactic perspective.

Let τ and λ represent the text’s and hypothesis’ syn-
tactic dependency trees, respectively. We assume we
have found a word, namely β, present in both τ and λ.
Now let γ be the weight assigned to β’s grammatical
category (Table 1), σ the weight of β’s grammatical re-
lationship (Table 2), µ an empirically calculated value
that represents the weight difference between tree lev-
els, and δβ the depth of the node that contains the
word β in λ. We define the function that provides the
relevance of a word as follows:

φ(β) = γ · σ · µ−δβ (4)

The value obtained by calculating this expression
would represent the relevance of a word in our system.
The experiments performed reveal that the optimal
value for µ is 1.1.

Grammatical category Weight

Verbs, verbs with one argument, verbs
with two arguments, verbs taking clause
as complement

1.0

Nouns, numbers 0.75
Be used as a linking verb 0.7
Adjectives, adverbs, noun-noun modifiers 0.5
Verbs Have and Be 0.3

Table 1: Weights assigned to the relevant grammati-
cal categories (empirically calculated).

Grammatical relationship Weight

Subject of verbs, surface subject, object
of verbs, second object of ditransitive
verbs

1.0

The rest 0.5

Table 2: Weights assigned to the grammatical rela-
tionships (empirically calculated).

For a given pair (τ , λ), we define the set ξ as the
one that contains all words present in both trees, being
ξ = τ ∩λ ∀α ∈ τ, β ∈ λ. Therefore, the similarity rate
between τ and λ, denoted by the symbol ψ, would be
as defined in Equation 5.

ψ(τ, λ) =
X

ν∈ξ

φ(ν) (5)

One should note that a requirement of our system’s
similarity measure would be to be independent of the
hypothesis length. Thus, we must define the normal-
ized similarity rate, as shown in Equation 6.

ψ(τ, λ) =

X

ν∈ξ

φ(ν)

X

β∈λ

φ(β)
(6)

Once the similarity value has been calculated, it will
be provided to the user together with the correspond-
ing text-hypothesis pair identifier. It will be his re-
sponsibility to choose an appropriate threshold that
will represent the minimum similarity rate to be con-
sidered as entailment between text and hypothesis. All
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values that are under such a threshold will be marked
as not entailed.

We will now show the behavior of the syntactic mod-
ule for the text-hypothesis pair example shown at the
end of section 2.1. For this purpose, we will first gener-
ate the corresponding syntactic dependency trees that
are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Fig. 1: The destruction of the ozone layer was first
noticed in the late 1980s as a hole over Antarctica.

Fig. 2: The ozone hole was first noticed in the late
1980s.

The next step would be to perform a tree filtering
over the text’s and the hypothesis’ trees. After this
process has been completed, we will try to determine
whether there is an entailment relation by calculating
the value of function φ for each remaining word, based
on the values shown in Tables 1 and 2.

φ(noticed) = 1.0 · 1.0 · 1.1−1 = 0.91

φ(hole) = 0.75 · 1.0 · 1.1−2 = 0.62

φ(ozone) = 0.75 · 0.5 · 1.1−3 = 0.28

φ(was) = 0.7 · 0.5 · 1.1−2 = 0.29

φ(first) = 0.5 · 0.5 · 1.1−2 = 0.21

φ(1980) = 0.75 · 0.5 · 1.1−2 = 0.31

Combining all these values we will be able to obtain
the similarity rate of the exposed text-hypothesis pair,

as ψ(τ, λ) = φ(noticed)+φ(hole)+φ(ozone)+φ(was)+
φ(first) + φ(1980) = 2.62.

The final step is to calculate the normalized sim-
ilarity value as defined in Equation 6. However, we
would like to point out that in the proposed example
all words within the hypothesis also appear in the text.
Therefore, the value of the denominator of the fraction
from Equation 6 will be the same as the numerator, so
the normalized similarity value will be the maximum
possible. Since the obtained rate has a high value, we
will consider the input pair as entailed.

3 Experimental results

The experimental results shown in this paper were ob-
tained processing a set of text-hypothesis pairs from
RTE-2 [1] and RTE-35. The organizers of this chal-
lenge provide participants with development and test
corpora, both of them with 800 sentence pairs (text
and hypothesis) manually annotated for logical entail-
ment. The judgments returned by the system will be
compared to those manually assigned by the human
annotators. The percentage of matching judgments
will provide the accuracy of the system.

Table 3 shows the results obtained by both ap-
proaches individually (lexical and syntactic) and by
combining them. This last approach consists in ob-
taining the entailment value that achieves the best
performance. If both methods, lexical and syntacti-
cal, agree, then the judgement is straightforward, but
if they disagree we then set the value depending on
the performance of each one for true and false entail-
ment situations. In our case, the lexical method per-
forms better while dealing with negative examples, i.e.,
when there is no entailment relation, so this decision
will prevail over the rest. Otherwise, the syntactic one
shall decide the judgement.

As we can see in Table 3, the collaborative approach
obtains the best results for the RTE-26 corpus, but
using the RTE-3 corpus the approach that obtained
the best performance was the lexical one. This makes
us believe that an appropriate combination of these
two kinds of knowledge (lexical and syntactic) would
improve the entailment recognition. In addition, de-
pending on the target task where the entailment is
produced, the lexical approach performs better than
the syntactic, and vice versa. For instance, the lexical
method performs better when the pair belongs to the
IR task. We would like to point out that, at the mo-
ment, these statements depend on the idiosyncrasies of
the RTE corpora. However, these corpora are, nowa-
days, the most reliable source for evaluating textual
entailment systems.

5 The Third PASCAL Recognising Textual Entailment Chal-
lenge has not finished yet. Therefore, we know our individual
results although we cannot compare them with the rest of the
participating groups.

6 If our system had participated in the Second PASCAL Recog-
nising Textual Entailment Challenge, we would have ob-
tained the fifth position out of twenty-four participating
groups.
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RTE-2
Development corpus Test corpus

Overall Overall IE IR QA SUM
Lexical 0.6013 0.6188 0.5300 0.6300 0.5550 0.7600
Syntactic 0.5750 0.6075 0.5050 0.6450 0.5950 0.6850
Both 0.6087 0.6212 0.5100 0.6550 0.6250 0.6950

RTE-3
Development corpus Test corpus

Overall Overall IE IR QA SUM
Lexical 0.7012 0.6563 0.5150 0.7350 0.7950 0.5800
Syntactic 0.6450 0.5925 0.5050 0.6350 0.6300 0.6000
Both 0.6900 0.6375 0.5150 0.7150 0.7400 0.5800

Table 3: Accuracy rates obtained using the RTE-2 and RTE-3 development and test corpora.

4 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have presented a system for detecting
textual entailment relations considering mainly lexical
and syntactical information. A wide variety of lexical
measures as well as syntactic structure comparisons
were performed for this purpose. Decomposing the
textual entailment task into subtasks allows finer anal-
ysis and high accuracy rates as well. As said before,
we have been able to build a precise system without
need of semantic knowledge, as a difference with most
of the current state of the art approaches [1].
The separate analysis of the lexical and syntactic

approaches has allowed us to study the maximum
amount of knowledge that these perspectives can pro-
vide. In addition, we have been able to investigate our
system’s behavior when both approaches were com-
bined. This is very useful for determining the optimal
combination procedure, and will help us to couple a
semantic module that does not produce conflicts with
the ones described in this paper. We believe that this
research line that analyzes the different kinds of knowl-
edge separately allows a more accurate analysis of the
successes and failures and the construction of a cleanly
designed system.
Regarding future work, we are highly motivated in

adding a semantic knowledge module to our system.
Huge amounts of work in this line have been carried
out by the research community within the last years.
To add this kind of knowledge, we propose to extract a
high amount of semantic information that would allow
us to construct a characterized representation based on
the input text, so that we can deduce entailment even
if there is no apparent lexical nor syntactic structure
similarity between text and hypothesis. This would
mean to create an abstract conceptualization of the in-
formation contained in the analyzed phrases, allowing
us to deduce ideas that are not explicitly mentioned
in the parsed text-hypothesis pairs.
In addition, we have observed from the results

shown in Table 3 that the accuracy of our system dif-
fers between tasks. Thus, we would like to apply dif-
ferent entailment recognition techniques based on the
task of the text-hypothesis pair that is being analyzed.
Finally, due to the fact that recognizing textual en-

tailment is a very complex task, we would like to
tune the recognition by creating uncertainty thresh-
olds. Such levels would include the situations where
the system does not have enough information to de-
termine if there is an entailment relation.
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Abstract
Sentiment classification of grammatical con-
stituents can be explained in a quasi-
compositional way. The classification of a
complex constituent is derived via the classi-
fication of its component constituents and
operations on these that resemble the usual
methods of compositional semantic analysis.
This claim is illustrated with a description of
sentiment propagation, polarity reversal, and
polarity conflict resolution within various lin-
guistic constituent types at various grammati-
cal levels. We propose a theoretical compo-
sition model, evaluate a lexical dependency
parsing post-process implementation, and es-
timate its impact on general NLP pipelines.
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1 Introduction

Using lists of positive and negative keywords can give
the beginnings of a sentiment classification system.
However, classifying sentiment on the basis of in-
dividual words can give misleading results because
atomic sentiment carriers can be modified (weakened,
strengthened, or reversed) based on lexical, discour-
sal, or paralinguistic contextual operators ([7]). Past
attempts to deal with this phenomenon include wri-
ting heuristic rules to look out for negatives and other
‘changing’ words ([6]), combining the scores of indivi-
dual positive and negative word frequencies ([11], [5]),
and training a classifier on a set of contextual features
([10]). While statistical sentiment classifiers work well
with a sufficiently large input (e.g. a 750-word movie
review), smaller subsentential text units such as indi-
vidual clauses or noun phrases pose a challenge. It
is such low-level units that are needed for accurate
entity-level sentiment analysis to assign (local) polari-
ties to individual mentions of people, for example.

In this paper we argue that, as far as low-level
(sub)sentential sentiment classification is concerned,
there may be much to be gained from taking account
of more linguistic structure than is usually the case.
In particular we argue that it is possible to calculate
in a systematic way the polarity values of larger syn-
tactic constituents as some function of the polarities
of their subconstituents, in a way almost exactly ana-
logous to the ‘principle of compositionality’ familiar
from the formal semantics literature ([2]). For if the
meaning of a sentence is a function of the meanings

of its parts then the global polarity of a sentence is
a function of the polarities of its parts. For example,
production rules such as [VPα → Vα + NP] and [Sβ
→ NP + VPβ ] operating on a structure like “Ameri-
ca invaded Iraq” would treat the verb “invade” as a
function from the NP meaning to the VP meaning
(i.e. as combining semantically with its direct object
to form a VP). The VP meaning is correspondingly
a function from the NP meaning to the S meaning
(i.e. as combining with a subject to form a sentence).
Analogously, a ‘DECREASE’ verb like “reduce” (cf. [1])
should then be analysed as having a compositional sen-
timent property such that it reverses the polarity (α)
of its object NP in forming the VP, hence [VP(¬α)

β →
Vβ[DECREASE] + NP(α)]. Thus the positive polarity
in “reduce the risk” even though “risk” is negative in
itself (cf. the negative polarity in “reduce productivi-
ty”). In fact, this semi-compositionality also holds at
other linguistic levels: certainly amongst morphemes,
and arguably also at suprasentential levels. However,
this paper discusses only sentential sentiment com-
position. Grounded on the descriptive grammatical
framework by ([4]), we propose a theoretical frame-
work within which the sentiment of such structures
can be calculated.

2 Composition Model

The proposed sentiment composition model combines
two input (IN) constituents at a time and calculates
a global polarity for the resultant composite output
(OUT) constituent (cf. parent node dominance in
the modifies polarity and modified by polarity structu-
ral features in ([10])). The two IN constituents can
be of any syntactic type or size. The model assumes
dominance of non-neutral (positive (+), negative (-),
mixed (M)) sentiment polarity over neutral (N) polari-
ty. The term sentiment propagation is used here to
denote compositions in which the polarity of a neutral
constituent is overridden by that of a non-neutral con-
stituent ({(+)(N)} → (+); {(-)(N)} → (-)). We use
the term polarity reversal to denote compositions
in which a non-neutral polarity value is changed to
another non-neutral polarity value ((+) → (-); (-) →
(+)) (cf. [7]), and the term polarity conflict to de-
note compositions containing conflicting non-neutral
polarities ({(+)(-)} → (M)). Polarity conflict resolu-
tion refers to disambiguating compositions involving
a polarity conflict ((M) → (+); (M) → (-)).

Polarity conflict resolution is achieved by ranking
the IN constituents on the basis of relative weights
assigned to them dictating which constituent is more
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important with respect to sentiment. The stronger of
the IN constituents is here denoted as SPR (super-
ordinate) whereas the label SUB (subordinate) refers
to the dominated constituent (i.e. SPR  SUB). Ex-
cept for (N)[=] SPR constituents, it is therefore the
SPR constituent and the compositional processes exe-
cuted by it that determine the polarity (α) of the
OUT constituent (i.e. OUTαij → SPRαi + SUBαj ).
The weights are not properties of individual IN con-
stituents per se but are latent in specific syntactic con-
structions such as [Mod:Adj Head:N] (e.g. adjectival
premodification of head nouns) or [Head:V Comp:NP]
(e.g. direct object complements of verbs).

We tag each entry in the sentiment lexica (across
all word classes) and each constituent with one of the
following tags: default ([=]), positive ([+]), nega-
tive ([-]), and reverse ([¬]). These tags allow us to
specify at any structural level and composition stage
what any given SPR constituent does locally to the
polarity of an accompanying SUB constituent with-
out fixed-order windows of n tokens (cf. ([7]), modi-
fication features in ([10]), change phrases in ([6])).
A [=] SPR constituent combines with a SUB con-
stituent in the default fashion. The majority of con-
stituents are [=]. A [¬] SPR constituent reverses the
polarity of the SUB constituent and assigns that po-
larity to the OUT constituent (cf. general polarity
shifters in ([10])). As SPR constituents, some carriers
such as “[contaminate](-)” or “[soothe](+)” exhibit
such strong sentiment that they can determine the
OUT polarity irrespective of the SUB polarity - con-
sider the static negativity in “[contaminated that damn
disk](-)”, “[contaminated the environment](-)”, and
“[contaminated our precious water](-)” (vice versa for
some positive carriers). Hence the [-] and [+] constants
which can furthermore be used as polarity heuristics
for carriers occurring prototypically with a specific po-
larity (e.g. “[deficiency (of sth positive)](-)”) (cf. pre-
suppositional items in ([7]), negative and positive po-
larity shifters in ([10])).

Notice that the SPR constituent operates on the
SUB constituent irrespective of the polarity of the
latter as a [¬] SPR constituent such as the deter-
miner “[less](N)[¬]” reverses both (+) and (-) SUB
constituents (e.g. “[less tidy](-)”, “[less ugly](+)”),
for example. However, cases in which SPR opera-
tions are required only in conjunction with a specific
SUB constituent polarity do exist. The reversal poten-
tial in the degree modifier “[too](N)[¬]”, for instance,
seems to operate only alongside (+) SUB constituents
(i.e. “[too colourful](-)” vs. “??[too sad](+)”). The
adjective “[effective](+)[=]” operates similarly only
with (+) or (N) SUB constituents (i.e. “[effective
remedies/diagrams](+)” vs. “[effective torture](-)”).
It is thus proposed that (?:+) and (?:-) be used as
further filters to block specific SPR polarities as re-
quired by individual carriers.

To illustrate how the composition model operates,
consider the sample sentence in Ex. 1:
1) The senators supporting(+) the leader(+)

failed(-) to praise(+) his hopeless(-) HIV(-)

prevention program.
Raw frequency counts, yielding three (+) and three

(-) carriers, would fail to predict the global negative
polarity in the sentence. We represent the sentence
as follows, starting with the direct object NP of the
predicator “[praise](+)[+]” (Ex. 2):
2) NP

(-)[=]

Subj-Det:NPgen

Head:N

his
(N)[=]

Head:Nom
(-)[=]

Mod:Adj

hopeless
(-)[=]

Head:Nom
(+)[=]

Mod:Nom
(+)[=]

Mod:N

HIV
(-)[=]

Head:N

prevention
(N)[¬]

Head:N

program
(N)[=]

3) NP
(+)[=]

Det:Det

The
(N)[=]

Head:Nom
(+)[=]

Head:N

senators
(N)[=]

Comp:VP
(+)[=]

Head:V

supporting
(+)[=]

Comp:NP
(+)[=]

Det:Det

the
(N)[=]

Head:N

leader
(+)[=]

4) S
(-)[=]

Comp:NP
(+)[=]

The sena-
tors
sup-
porting
the
leader

Head:VP
(-)[N]

Head:V

failed
(-)[¬]

Comp:VP
(+)[=]

Head:VGrp
(+)[+]

Mod:TO

to
(N)[=]

Head:V

praise
(+)[+]

Comp:NP
(-)[=]

his hopeless
HIV preven-
tion program

Through polarity reversal, the internal sentiment
in “[HIV prevention](+)[=]” is first arrived at
due to the [¬] status of the SPR head noun
“[prevention](N)[¬]” which reverses the (-) premo-
difying noun “[HIV](-)[=]”. The (N) head noun
“[program](N)[=]” is then overridden by the (+) pre-
modifying nominal “[HIV prevention](+)[=]”. When
the resultant nominal is combined with the premodi-
fying attributive SPR input “[hopeless](-)[=]”, the en-
suing polarity conflict can be resolved through the
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dominance of the premodifier in this syntactic situ-
ation. The final combination with the SUB sub-
ject determiner “[his](N)[=]” is a case of propaga-
tion as the resultant NP reflects the polarity of the
head nominal. Sentiment propagation can be seen
throughout the subject NP (Ex. 3) as the (+) head
noun “[leader](+)[=]”, combined with a (N) SPR de-
terminer, results in a (+) NP (“[the leader](+)[=]”).
When that NP is combined with a (+) SPR head par-
ticipial, a (+) SPR VP is generated (“[supporting the
leader](+)[=]”) which in turn overrides the (N) head
noun “[senators](N)[=]”. The final (N) SPR deter-
miner does not change the polarity any further.

The NPs thus resolved can then be combined with
the two predicators to form a sentence (Ex. 4).
The direct object NP “[his hopeless HIV prevention
program](-)[=]” is reversed when it is combined with an
SPR verb group outputting constant positivity (“[to
praise](+)[+]”). When the resultant (+) VP is used as
the complement of a [¬] SPR head verb polarity re-
versal occurs once again yielding a (-) VP (“[failed to
praise his hopeless HIV prevention program](-)[=]”).
Lastly, the (+) subject NP combines with the (-) pre-
dicate, and the polarity conflict is resolved due to the
predicate being the SPR constituent. Hence the global
negative sentiment for the present sample sentence can
be calculated from its subconstituents.

3 Grammatical Constructions

Within a syntactic phrase, the polarity of the phrasal
head can be changed by its pre- and post-modifying
dependents. In general, pre-head dependents domi-
nate their heads. Determiners (e.g. “[no crime](-)”)
and DPs (e.g. “[too much wealth](-)”) can be mo-
delled as [Det:(Det|DP)  Head:N] ([4]: 354-99, 431-
2, 549, 573). Attributive pre-head AdjPs and sim-
ple pre-head ING/EN Participials are ranked si-
milarly as [Mod:(AdjP|V)  Head:N] to account for
polarity reversals (e.g. “[trivial problem](+)”), con-
flicts (e.g. “[nasty smile](-)”), and seemingly con-
tradictory compositions with (?:-) premodifiers (e.g.
“[perfected torture](-)”). However, mixed sentiment is
possible in this construction (e.g. “[savvy liar](M)”)
([4]: 444). We rank attributive pre-head Adverbs
as [Mod:Adv  Head:(Adj|Adv)] (e.g. “[decrea-
singly happy](-)”, “[never graceful(ly)](-)”) although
they too can lead to unresolvable mixed sentiment
(e.g. “[impressively bad(ly)](M)”) (idem. 548, 572-
3, 582-5). The pre-head Negator (Neg) “not”,
which is stronger than its head in NPs (e.g. “[not
a scar](+)”), AdjPs, AdvPs, and PPs, is ranked
as [Mod:Neg  Head:(N|Adj|Adv|P)] (cf. [7]). In
contrast, pre-head Nouns and Nominals in NPs
are secondary ([Head:N  Mod:(N|Nom)]) as seen
in polarity conflicts (e.g. “[family benefit fraud](-)”,
“[abuse helpline](+)”) and [¬] head nouns (e.g. “[risk
minimisation](+)”) (idem. 444, 448-9). The genitive
subject determiner with the clitic ’s appears similarly
weaker than its head noun or nominal ([Head:(N|Nom)
 Subj-Det:NPgen]) (e.g. “[the war’s end](+)”), al-
though polarity conflicts can lead to exceptions: com-

pare “[the offender’s apology](+)” with “[the rapist’s
smile](-)” (idem. 467-83).

Post-head dependents’ weights are more variable.
In NPs, post-head AdjPs generally dominate (e.g.
“[my best friend angry at me](-)”) as [Comp:AdjP 
Head:N] (idem. 445). Post-head Participials domi-
nate their head nouns as [Comp:VP  Head:N] (e.g.
“[ugly kids smiling](+)”, “[the cysts removed](+)”)
(idem. 446), but post-head VPs are dominated by
their head prepositions ([Head:P  Comp:VP]) (e.g.
“[against helping her](-)”) ([4]: 641). Post-head PPs
are likewise dominated by their noun, adjective, or
adverb heads. The rankings [Head:(N|Adj|Adv) 
Comp:PP] are thus proposed (e.g. “[different(ly) from
those losers](+)”, “[unhappy with success](-)”, “[the
end of the war](+)”) ([4]: 446, 543-6). However, excep-
tions may surface in these constructions, especially in
NPs: compare “[two morons amongst my friends](-)”
with “[cute kittens near a vicious python](-)”. More-
over, mixed sentiment may surface (e.g. “[angry
protesters against the war](M)”). Lastly, we rank
post-head NPs in PPs as [Head:P Comp:NP] (e.g.
“[against racism](+)”, “[with pleasure](+)”) (idem.
635).

In clausal analysis, we treat as the clausal head the
predicator (P) which is made of one verb group and
compulsory (C)omplements and optional (A)djuncts.
The predicator is generally stronger than its comple-
ments. We propose that internal complements (Di-
rect Object (OD), Indirect Object (OI), Subject Predi-
cative Complement (PCS), Object Predicative Com-
plement (PCO), and Oblique (C)omplement) be com-
bined with the predicator before combining the re-
sultant predicate with the predicator’s external com-
plements ([4]: 215-8; 236-57). In Monotransi-
tive Predicates (P-OD), the ranking [Head:P 
Comp:OD] models propagation (e.g. “[failed it](-)”),
polarity conflicts (e.g. “[spoiled the party](-)”), and
[¬] predicators (e.g. “[prevent the war](+)”) (idem.
244-8). Ditransitive Predicates (P-OI-OD), (P-
OD-C) behave in a similar way. Since the mono-
transitive “[sent junk](-)”, pure ditransitive “[sent
me junk](-)”, and oblique ditransitive “[sent junk to
me](-)” all share a [-] P-OD core, we resolve it first
before adding an OI or C to model propagation (e.g.
“[baked a yummy cake for me](+)”), and polarity con-
flicts (e.g. “[brought my friend sad news](-)”) (idem.
244-8). Through the ranking [Head:P  Comp:PCS],
typically (N) copular verbs in Complex Intransi-
tive Predicates (P-PCS) can be explained (e.g.
“[seems nice](+)”) (idem. 251-72). Complex Tran-
sitive Predicates (P-OD-PCO) resemble P-PCS

predicates in that the additional direct object does not
generally affect the P-PCS core (e.g. “[consider (the
winner/it/the poison) ideal](+)”). Hence the ranking
[Head:P-PCO  Comp:OD] (ibidem). (S)ubjects
are ranked as [Head:P  Comp:S] (e.g. “[love can
hurt](-)”, “[the misery ended](+)”) (idem. 235-43).
Note that [¬] NP complements constitute an excep-
tion calling for reverse rankings - consider “[nobody
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PHRASES

Pre-head Post-head

(Det:(Det|DP)|Subj-Det:NPgen[¬]|Mod:(Neg|AdjP|V))  Head:N Head:(N|Nom)  Comp:(AdjP|VP)
(Det:(Det|DP)|Mod:(Neg|PP|AdvP))  Head:Adj Head:Adj  Comp:PP

(Det:(Det|DP)|Mod:(Neg|Adv))  Head:Adv Head:Adv  Comp:PP

Mod:(Neg|AdvP|NP)  Head:P Head:P  Comp:(NP|VP)
(Subj-Det:NPgen|Mod:(N|Nom))  Head:N Head:N  Comp:(NP|PP)

CLAUSES

(Comp:(PCS|S[¬]|OD[¬]|OI[¬])|A:(AdvP|AdjP|PP)|Mod:Neg)  Head:P Head:P  Comp:(S|OD)

Comp:OD  Head:P-PCO Head:P-OD  Comp:(OI|OC)

Table 1: Sample Construction Rankings

died](+)”, “[killed nobody](+)”, for example. Hence
the rankings [Comp:(OD[¬]|S[¬])  Head:P] for these
special cases. Adjuncts are generally stronger than
predicators and predicates. The ranking [Comp:AdvP
 Head:P] for AdvP Adjuncts, for example, sup-
ports propagation (e.g. “[he moved it gently](+)”), and
polarity conflicts (e.g. “[greeted him insincerely](-)”)
(idem. 224-5, 575, 669, 779-84).

These and other sample rankings are summarised
in Table 1.

4 Implementation

The proposed model was implemented as a lexical
parsing post-process interpreting the output of a de-
pendency parser1. We employ a sentiment lexicon
containing manually-compiled atomic core carriers2
expanded semi-automatically using WordNet 2.1, all
tagged with the compositional tags. A morphological
unknown carrier guessing module and a missing depen-
dency link repair module are included. Adhering to
the proposed compositional processes and constituent
rankings at each stage of the analysis, token depen-
dency links and morphosyntactic token tags (e.g. word
class, syntactic role, (pre-/post-)head status) are first
used to construct individual syntactic phrases (NPs,
VPs, AdjPs, AdvPs) and to calculate their internal po-
larities (phrasal sentiment) through stepwise chun-
king rules which find the rightmost subconstituent in
a given phrase and expand it leftwards until a phrasal
boundary is hit (see Ex. 2-3). To calculate clausal
and sentential sentiment, the obtained phrasal con-
stituents are then combined (see Ex. 4).

5 Experiments

To estimate the usefulness of a compositional treat-
ment and its impact on standard NLP pipelines, we
employ short headlines for sentential compositionality
and NPs for phrasal compositionality. Since our im-
plementation is fully lexical, its recall is conditioned by
the coverage of the lexicon used. To estimate the (fu-
ture) impact of larger lexica covering the entire Word-
Net, the default lexicon (at the time of writing) (DE-
FAULT LEX) was expanded with sample carriers from
the test data found in WordNet 2.1 (WN ADD LEX).
Polarity agreement between the gold standards and
our output was measured using (i) all polarities (All

1 Connexor Machinese Syntax 3.8 (www.connexor.com)
2 Kindly provided by Corpora Software
(www.corporasoftware.com)

pol), and (ii) non-neutral polarities only (Non-ntr pol).
To assess the role of sentiment intensity, results using
(i) cases of Any Strength and (ii) those marked as
Strong in the gold standards are given. The agree-
ment results are shown in Table 2.

Experiment 1: Headlines. The sentences gene-
rated by our system were compared against 1000 news
headlines in the SemEval-2007 Task #14 data set an-
notated for polarity (six annotators, r .78) ([8]). The
SemEval scores [-100, 100] were collapsed into (-100 ≤
(-) < 0; 0 = (N); 0 < (+) ≤ 100) in the Any Strength

condition, and into (-100 ≤ (-) ≤ -66; 0 = (N); 66 ≤ (+)
≤ 100) for 208 Strong cases. The WN ADD LEX lexicon
contained 97 added carriers.

Experiment 2: NPs. The NPs generated by our
system were compared (lax overlap) against 1541 ex-
plicit NPs in the customer review data set of 2108
product feature mentions from five home electronics
products annotated for polarity (two annotators, r un-
known) ([3]). The gold standard scores [-3, 3] were
converted into (-3 ≤ (-) < 0; 0 < (+) ≤ 3) in the Any

Strength condition, and into (-3 = (-); 3 = (+)) for 366
Strong cases. The WN ADD LEX lexicon contained 95
added carriers.

Results and Error Analysis

The All pol figures are considerably lower than the
corresponding Non-ntr pol ones due to the incomplete
coverage of the lexica used: a (N) input into the model
leads unavoidably to a (N) output and thus to an error.
Since mining and tagging new carriers is a task beyond
the realms of the model, we focus here on the perfor-
mance in the Non-ntr pol conditions. Mirroring hu-
man judgements of high-intensity cases, the implemen-
tation performed noticeably better with strong cases.
More interesting is the small margin between the two
lexica which offers further evidence pro compositiona-
lity. The errors from the [WN ADD LEX Non-ntr pol
Any Strength] condition are analysed in Table 3.

Because the model operates in the middle of
the processing pipeline, the errors are classified as
pre-compositional (i.e. erroneous input) or post-
compositional (i.e. factors beyond the model). The
performance of the model is promising as most er-
rors (ca. 2/3) occurred earlier in the pipeline. Since
full compositionality can only be achieved with a clean
grammatical analysis, a heavy burden is placed on the
TAGGER and PARSER which together caused ca. 28%
of the errors. Hence erroneous propagation and par-
tial compositionality due to incorrect POS tags and
null dependencies, respectively. Since polarity dis-
tinctions between individual word SENSEs (e.g. “[rip
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DEFAULT LEX WN ADD LEX

Cases All pol Non-ntr pol All pol Non-ntr pol

Headlines
1000 Any Strength

A 63.0 76.27 65.6 77.36
208 Strong

A 81.73 89.95 86.06 91.33

NPs
1541 Any Strength

P 72.46 85.45 73.39 85.87
R 97.79 82.93 97.79 83.58
F 83.24 84.17 83.85 84.71
366 Strong

P 79.22 89.10 80.33 89.51
R 98.63 87.70 98.63 88.52
F 87.87 88.40 88.55 89.01

Table 2: Agreement: (A)ccuracy, (P)recision,
(R)ecall, and (F)-scores

(a CD)](N)” vs. “[rip into](-)”) can have far-reaching
compositional consequences, a sentiment WSD module
could reduce ca. 25% of the errors. Resolving neutral
ANAPHORic and CO-REFerential expressions could in-
crease recall levels further. The errors also include
supraclausal cases NOT yet IMPLemented. However,
even in an ideal situation with a clean input, the model
would fail to solve many cases (ca. 19%) in which fur-
ther WORLD knowledge is required. There are cases
in which the literal/logical compositional polarity is
modulated by phenomena closer to PRAGMatics than
lexical semantics such as indirect speech acts (cf. lo-
gical positivity vs. implied negativity in “[X could be
better](-)”). Lastly, AMBIGuous cases affording mul-
tiple polarity readings are always likely to be present.

Headlines NPs All
Pre-compositional errors

ANAPHOR 13 (6.05) 13 3.23
CO-REF 4 (1.86) 4 0.99
NOT IMPL 8 (4.26) 22 (10.23) 30 7.44
PARSER 13 (6.92) 44 (20.47) 57 14.14
SENSE 58 (30.85) 46 (21.4) 104 25.81
SPELLING 2 (0.93) 2 0.5
TAGGER 24 (12.77) 32 (14.88) 56 13.9

266 66%
Post-compositional errors

AMBIG 35 (18.62) 4 (1.86) 39 9.68
PRAGM 21 (9.77) 21 5.21
WORLD 50 (26.6) 27 (12.56) 77 19.11

137 34%
Total 188 215 403 100%

Table 3: Error distribution

6 Related Work

The proposed model develops further the lexical de-
vices described in the survey of lexical and discour-
sal contextual valence shifters in ([7]). In ([6]), nega-
tion and change phrases were used in a supervised
learning algorithm analysing sentential polarities of
clinical outcomes. A number of polarity shifters and
syntactic dependencies were included as machine lear-
ning features in the phrase-level sentiment analyser

reported in ([10]). Adjectival appraisal groups compri-
sing a head adjective with optional appraisal premo-
difiers were used in the sentiment classifier described
in ([9]). ([1]) extracted and tagged words with rever-
sal potential expressing a conceptual in-/decrease in
magnitude, intensity or quality.

7 Conclusion

We have shown that sentiment exhibits quasi-compo-
sitionality in noticeably many areas, and that it is pos-
sible to approach sentiment propagation, polarity re-
versal, and polarity conflict resolution within different
linguistic constituent types at different grammatical
levels in an analytically and computationally uniform
manner by relying on traditional compositional seman-
tics and deep parsing. The results obtained, which are
encouraging for a lexical system, point towards a cru-
cial dependency on a wide-coverage lexicon, accurate
parsing, and sentiment sense disambiguation in a com-
positional approach to sentiment analysis.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a new methodology
for synonym detection based on the combination
of global and local distributional similarities of
pairs of words. The methodology is evaluated
on the noun space of the 50 multiple-choice syn-
onym questions taken from the ESL and reaches
91.30% accuracy using a conditional probabilis-
tic model associated with the cosine similarity
measure.
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1 Introduction

The task of recognizing synonyms can be defined as
in [15]: “given a problem word and a set of alterna-
tive words, choose the member from the set of alter-
native words that is most similar in meaning to the
problem word”. Based on this definition, many algo-
rithms [3] [4] [6] [7] [13] [14] [15] [16] have been pro-
posed and evaluated using multiple-choice synonym
questions taken from the Test of English as Foreign
Language (TOEFL).
Most of the works proposed so far explore the attri-

butional similarity paradigm [10].
To construct attributional representation of a word,

many approaches have been developed: window ori-
ented [3], [4], [13], [14], lexicon oriented [1], syntactic
oriented [2], [17], document oriented [7].
Most of the work proposed so far, independently of

their categorization, have in common the fact that the
word representation is built on global corpus evidence.
As a consequence, all the senses of a polysemous word
share a single description. This fact is clearly a draw-
back for any word meaning analysis. Indeed, this
would mean that, to be synonyms, two words should
share, as many as possible of their senses, while they
usually do share just one.
A first attempt to take into account local corpus

evidence is proposed in [11] who separate corpus ev-
idences for distinct word occurrences in a corpus to
build a matrix that is afterwards subjected to a svd
and analyzed to discover the major word senses. How-
ever, they do not propose any evaluation and valida-
tion of their work, neither it is reproducible on a small
scale i.e. single texts.
Here, we propose a method to measure syntactic ori-

ented attributional similarity based on the “one sense

per discourse” paradigm. Instead of relying exclu-
sively on global distributions, we build words repre-
sentations and compare them within documents lim-
its. In this way, we only compare two specific senses
of each word at a time.
We argue that our proposal coupled with the global

approach leads to improved results. In order to test
this assumption, we implemented the vector space
model over term frequency, term frequency weighted
by inverse document frequency, Pointwise Mutual In-
formation [14] and conditional probability [17]. We
also implemented two probabilistic similarity mea-
sures: the Ehlert model [3] and Lin model [8]. The
evaluation was conducted on the subset of the 23 noun
questions of a 50 multiple-choice synonym questions
taken from the ESL (test for students of English as
Second Language) provided by P. Turney. The best
results were obtained by the vector space model over
the conditional probability which scored 91% accuracy
(i.e. 21 out of 23 nouns questions).

2 Related Work

Previous research on corpus-analytic approaches to
synonymy has used the TOEFL and ESL which consist
of set of multiple-choice questions. In this context, a
distance function must be defined to order the correct
answer word in front of then decoys.
One of the most famous work is proposed by [7] who

use document distribution to measure word similarity.
They show that the accuracy of Latent Semantic Anal-
ysis (lsa) is statistically indistinguishable from that
of a population of non-native English speakers on the
same questions.
More recent works have focused on window based

vector space model. For that purpose, the word
context vectors associated to all the words from the
TOEFL are built on co-occurrence basis within the
entire corpus. [14] studied a variety of similarity met-
rics and weighting schemes of contexts and achieved
a statistical tie with their DR-PMI compared to the
PMI-IR proposed by [15].
The PMI-IR is one of the first works to propose a hy-

brid approach to deal with synonym detection. Indeed,
it uses a combination of evidences such as the Point-
wise Mutual Information (PMI) and Information Re-
trieval (IR) features like the “NEAR” and “NOT” op-
erators to measure similarity between pairs of words.
This work does not follow the attributional similarity
paradigm but rather proposes a heuristic to measure
semantic distance. [16] refined the PMI-IR algorithm
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and proposed a module combination to include new
features such as lsa and thesaurus evidences.
In parallel, some works have focused on linguistic

features to measure similarity. [6] give results for
a number of relatively sophisticated thesaurus-based
methods that looked at path length between words in
the heading classifications of Roget’s Thesaurus. How-
ever, this methodology does not follow the attribu-
tional similarity paradigm unlike [2], who use syntactic
context relations.

Work Best result
Landauer and Dumais 1997 64.40%

Sahlgren 2001 72.00%
Turney 2001 73.75%

Jarmasz and Szpakowicz 2003 78.75%
Terra and Clarke 2003 81.25%

Elhert 2003 82.00%
Freitag et al. 2005 84.20%
Turney et al. 2003 97.50%

Table 1: Accuracy on TOEFL question set.

In the syntactic attributional similarity paradigm,
word context vectors associated to all target words of
the test are indexed by the words they co-occur with
within a given corpus for a given syntactic relation.
For example, (good, adjective) and (have, direct-obj)
are attributes of the noun “idea” as illustrated in [2].
Unfortunately, to our knowledge, unlike window

based approaches, syntactic based methodologies have
not been tested over TOEFL or ESL. Rather, they
have been used to build linguistic resources. As a sum-
mary, Table 1 presents the results achieved by most of
the mentioned methodologies1.

3 Proposal

While the attributional similarity paradigm has been
used over global corpus evidence, the ad hoc metrics
have privileged, to some extent, a closer view of the
data taking advantage of the “one sense per discourse”
hypothesis proposed by [5]. To our point of view dis-
carding the corpus structure in terms of documents
is a key factor for the “failure” of the attributional
similarity measures based on global corpus evidence.
Our proposal consists in implementing “one sense

per discourse” through comparing two words within
a single document at a time and averaging over the
documents in which both words were encountered. As
a result words that co-occur in a document but with
different meanings will rarely share contexts and will
end with low similarity. On the other hand words that
co-occur as synonyms will share contexts with greater
probability hence will receive higher similarity estima-
tion. The value obtained we call local similarity.
Finally, we combine the local similarity with the

global one under the syntactic attributional paradigm
to achieve improved performance.

1 The values can not be compared directly as they may not be
evaluated (1) on the same corpora or/and (2) the same set of
questions. However, these results will give the reader an idea
of the expected results for future methodologies. For more
information about evaluation see [12].

4 The Corpus

4.1 Motivation

Any work based on the attributional similarity
paradigm depends on the corpus used to calculate the
values of the attributes. [14] use a terabyte of web
data that contains 53 billion words and 77 million doc-
uments, [13] a 10 million words balanced corpus with
a vocabulary of 94 thousand words and [3], [4] a 256
million words North American News Corpus (nanc).
As mentioned in [3], [14], the size of the corpus does
matter and the bigger the corpus is, the better the re-
sults are. In our case, we could also have used nanc.
However our proposal demands co-occurrence of the
two synonym candidates within a single document few
times each. It is improbable that general purpose
corpus would comprise enough documents containing
pairs of our set of words four or more times each.
As a result we decided to build a corpus suitable to
the problem at hand thus exploring the merits and
flaws of the approach as opposed to solving a problem
fit to the data available. The corpus is available at
http://hultig.di.ubi.pt/.

4.2 Construction

To build our corpus, we used the Google API and
queried the search engine with 92 (23 questions × 4
alternatives) different pairs of words. For each ESL
test case, we built 4 queries - target word and one
of the proposed variants. Subsequently, we collected
all of the seed results, lemmatized the text using the
MontyLingua software [9] and followed a set of se-
lected links to gather more textual information about
the queried pairs. Preference to texts where only the
rarest pairs occur was given. Indeed, if in the text
there is one rare pair with high tf(., .).idf(.) and many
others for which we already have many examples (i.e.
with low idf(.)), then we should choose only few links
for further crawling as the new textual material would
bring more of the same.
One of the problems with web pages is that some

of them only consist of link descriptions and do not
contain meaningful sentences. In order to be sure that
the processed web pages provide useful textual mate-
rial as well as useful links, we assured that for each
link in the page there were at least 300 characters of
running text.
For our final corpus we retained those documents

that contained at least one of the test pairs. Thus,
the corpus consists of 39 million words and 122 thou-
sand word types in nearly 16 thousand documents.
The overall corpus was finally shallow parsed using
the MontyLingua software [9] to obtain a predicate
structure for each sentence.

5 Attributional Similarity

Theoretically, an attributional similarity measure
can be defined as follows. Suppose that Xi =
(Xi1, Xi2, Xi3, . . . , Xip) is a row vector of observations
on p variables (or attributes) associated with a label
i, the similarity between two units i and j is defined
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as Sij = f(Xi, Xj) where f is some function of the
observed values. In our context, we must evaluate the
similarity between two nouns which are represented by
their respective word context vectors.
For our purpose, the attributional representation of

a noun consists of tuples r, v where r is an object or
subject relation, and v is a given verb appearing within
this relation with the target noun. For example, if the
noun “brass” appears with the verb “press” within
a subject relation, we will have the following triple
brass, press, subject and the tuple press, subject
will be an attribute of the word context2 vector asso-
ciated to the noun “brass”.
As similarity measures are based on real-value at-

tributes, our task is two-fold. First, we must define a
function which will evaluate the importance of a given
attribute v, r for a given noun. Our second goal is
to find the appropriate function f that will accurately
evaluate the similarity between two verb context vec-
tors.

5.1 Weighting Attributes

In order to construct more precise representations
of word meanings, numerous weighting schemas have
been developed.

5.1.1 Word Frequency and IDF

The simplest form of the vector space model treats
a noun n as a vector which attribute values are the
number of occurrences of each tuple v, r associated
to n i.e. tf(n, v, r). However, the usual form of the
vector space model introduces the inverse document
frequency defined in the context of syntactic attribute
similarity paradigm in Equation 1 where n is the
target noun, v, r a given attribute and N the set of
all the nouns.

tf.idf(n, r, v) =

tf(n, v, r)× log2
card(N)

card({ni ∈ N |∃(ni, v, r)})
(1)

5.1.2 Pointwise Mutual Information

The value of each attribute r, v can also be seen as a
measure of association with the noun being character-
ized. For that purpose, [15], [14] have proposed to use
the Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) as defined
in Equation 2 where n is the target noun and r, v a
given attribute.

P MI(n|r, v|r) = log2
P (n, v|r)

P (n|r)P (v|r)
(2)

5.1.3 Conditional Probability

Another way to look at the relation between a noun n
and a tuple v, r is to estimate their conditional prob-
ability of co-occurrence. In our case, we are interested
in knowing how strongly a given attribute v, r may
evoke the noun n.
2 From now on, we will talk about verb context vectors instead
of word context vectors.

P (n|v, r) =
P (n, v, r)
P (v, r)

(3)

The conditional probability could also be seen as the
n, v distribution over the possible relations between
n and v.

P (n, v|r) = P (n, v, r)
P (r)

(4)

Due to this characteristic, the model would suffer
low selectivity - the similarity values calculated based
on it would be within very short interval, which would
result in unconfident decisions, as we tested and evi-
denced.

5.2 Similarity Measures

There exist many similarity measures in the context
of the attributional similarity paradigm [17]. They
can be divided into two main groups: (1) metrics in
a high dimensional space also called Hyperspace Ana-
logue to Language (HAL) [3], (2) measures which cal-
culate the correlations between different probability
distributions.

5.2.1 Cosine Similarity Measure

To quantify similarity between two words in a vector
space model, the cosine metric measures to what ex-
tent two verb context vectors point along the same
direction. It is defined in Equation 5.

cos(Xi, Xj) =

p
k=1

XikXjk


p

k=1

X 2
ik


p

k=1

X 2
jk

(5)

5.2.2 Probabilistic Measures

Probabilistic measures can be applied to evaluate the
similarity between nouns when they are represented
by a probabilistic distribution. In this paper, we will
employ two different measures.

Ehlert model: Equation 6 presents proposed in
[3] measure which evaluates the probability to inter-
change two word context vectors (i.e. what is the prob-
ability that the first noun is changed for the second
one).

P (n1|n2) =


v,r∈A

P (n1|v, r)P (n2|v, r)P (v, r)
P (n2)

(6)

where A = {v, r|∃(n1, v, r) ∧ v, r|∃(n2, v, r)}.

Lin model: [8] defines similarity as the ratio be-
tween the amount of information needed to state the
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commonality of the two nouns and the total informa-
tion available about them.

Lin(n1, n2) =

2×


v,r∈A

log2 P (v, r)


v,r∈B

log2 P (v, r) +


v,r∈C

log2 P (v, r)

(7)
where A = {v, r|∃(n1, v, r) ∧ v, r|∃(n2, v, r)},
B = {v, r|∃(n1, v, r)}, C = {v, r|∃(n2, v, r)}.

5.3 Global and Local Similarity

The common attributional similarity approach of gath-
ering statistics from large corpora discards the infor-
mation within single texts which has shown promising
results as in [15]. Indeed building the verb context
vectors based on the overall corpus by treating it as a
single huge text implies the assumption that described
words are monosemous.
The local attributional similarity approach, on the

other hand, aims at introducing the document dimen-
sion to the word meaning acquisition process. As a
consequence, different noun meanings are not merged
together into single vector. The formal expression of
the the local similarity is given in Equation 8 where
D is the set of texts in the corpus where both n1 and
n2 appear and sim(., .) is any similarity measure de-
scribed above calculated within the document and not
over the entire corpus.

Lsim(n1, n2) =


d∈D

sim(n1, n2)

card(D)
(8)

This modification implies that the attribute values are
calculated within the document for each member of the
sum.
The global similarity works as an indicator that the

words n1 and n2 are similar and the local similarity
confirms that n1 and n2 are not just only similar, but
instead good synonym candidates. Hence their prod-
uct reaches maximal value when the words compared
are synonyms. In Equation 9 Gsim(., .) is any similar-
ity measure computed over the entire corpus.

P sim(n1, n2) = Gsim(n1, n2)× Lsim(n1, n2) (9)

6 Results and Discussion

The success over the ESL test does not guarantee
success in real-world applications and the test also
shows problematic issues [4]. However, the scores have
an intuitive appeal, they are easily interpretable, and
the expected performance of a random guesser (25%)
and typical non-native speaker performance are both
known (64.5%), thus making TOEFL-like tests a good
basis for evaluation.
All the models proposed in this paper were tested on

the subset of the 23 noun questions of the 50 multiple-
choice synonym questions taken from ESL. Table 2
shows the different results obtained for the HAL mod-
els and the Probabilistic models.

Global Local Product

HAL

tf
1

39.13%
73.91% 73.91%

4 73.91% 69.57%

tf.idf
1

52.17%
73.91% 65.22%

4 69.57% 69.57%

PMI
1

78.26%
65.22% 78.26%

4 73.91% 78.26%

cosPr
1

73.91%
60.87% 73.91%

4 82.61% 82.61%

Prob
Ehlert

1
78.26%

65.22% 69.57%
4 60.87% 73.91%

Lin
1

60.87%
73.91% 69.57%

4 78.26% 69.57%

Table 2: Performance for full noun vocabulary.

For the local similarity, we make a distinction be-
tween the results obtained on the set of documents
which contain both words (being compared) at least
once or four times (lines marked “1” and “4” in tables
2 and 3).
For the HAL models, the best results are ob-

tained by the cosine of conditional probability reaching
82.61% accuracy (i.e. 19 correct answers out of 23).
An interesting characteristic of PMI is the fact that it
behaves steadily and does not gain anything by intro-
ducing our local similarity measure or the product of
similarities. As it is known PMI is biased toward rare
events, but here we compare pairs of words in doc-
uments where they occur more often than by chance
and thus PMI can not manifest its specificity.
The Probabilistic models, likewise the HAL models,

give better results for the texts with more occurrences
of the examined nouns. The best results are obtained
by Lin measure with 78.26% accuracy for Lsim. One
interesting result is the fact that the Ehlert model
gives the best results on the global similarity while
it looses greatly when introducing the local similar-
ity. In fact, the Ehlert model is an asymmetric mea-
sure, which gives an important part of its weight to
the marginal probability of the examined answer word.
When dealing globally, the measure shows a tendency
to select the word with lowest probability. In fact, like
the Pointwise Mutual Information, Ehlert is biased to
rare cases. When compared to locally obtained val-
ues the figures show that indeed it does not attribute
much importance to the contexts. When calculating
the local Ehlert measure, the marginal probability of
the answer varies from document to document but in
fact turns out to be more stable when local similarities
are averaged. As a consequence, it loses selectivity.
In this first analysis, we took into account all the

nouns of the corpus with their respective verb context
vectors. However, the same calculations can be done
just by looking at the 94 nouns of the 23 noun ques-
tions3. The impact of the other nouns in the corpus
is only on the marginal probabilities and on the idf
values. This experiment is reasonable since we want
to distinguish between just a limited set of nouns. We
need factors that can point out the differences and sim-
ilarities between them and as a consequence the rest
of the noun vocabulary is useless. Table 3 presents the
results with the 94 nouns space.

3 Some of the nouns appear in more than one test case hence
94 instead of 23× 5 = 115
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Global Local Product

HAL

tf
1

39.13%
73.91% 73.91%

4 73.91% 69.57%

tf.idf
1

73.91%
69.57% 73.91%

4 65.22% 65.22%

PMI
1

60.87%
13.04% 30.43%

4 26.09% 30.43%

cosPr
1

65.22%
69.57% 86.96%

4 82.61% 91.30%

Prob
Ehlert

1
65.22%

60.87% 69.57%
4 60.87% 69.57%

Lin
1

56.52%
65.22% 69.57%

4 78.26% 69.57%

Table 3: Performance for 94 ESL nouns.

The overall best results were again obtained by
P sim(., .) of cosine of conditional probability with
91.30% accuracy (21 correct answers over 23). How-
ever, almost all other measures loose in accuracy in
all cases although they keep the same characteristics
as shown in Table 2 when comparing the global, lo-
cal and product figures. PMI shows a tendency to
perform worse than random guesser. This observa-
tion is not a surprise since the synonyms tend to co-
occur more often than by chance and so they receive
lower weights by this scheme than when two unrelated
words co-occur in a document. In this manner the syn-
onymous words result with lower similarity than non-
synonymous ones. Table 4 illustrates how the global
similarity highlights related words yet the local simi-
larity is the measure that selects the correct option.

stem Global Local Product
a) column 0.0066 0.0370 0.0002
b) bark 0.0230 0.0225 0.0005
c) stalk 0.0278 0.0577 0.0016
d) trunk 0.0288 0.0151 0.0004

Table 4: Global vs. Local cosPr.

Global Local Product
1

60.87%
65.22% 82.61%

4 78.26% 82.61%

Table 5: Global PMI for 94 ESL nouns.

It seems worth to investigate the combination be-
tween global association measure and local term rep-
resentation thus taking advantage of more reliable as-
sociation values still maintaining the context vector
unambiguous. This effect is evidenced for the PMI
comparing Tables 3 and 5.

7 Conclusions

According to [14] large enough corpora are necessary
for human level performance on TOEFL synonymy
test. But the common approach of gathering statis-
tics from large corpora discards the information within
single text. On the other hand, [15] shows that syn-
onyms co-occur in texts more often than by chance.
In this paper, we proposed a method which combines

both approaches by employing global and local evi-
dence of attributional similarity into a single measure.
The methodology was evaluated on the noun space of
the 50 multiple-choice synonym questions taken from
the ESL and reached 91.30% accuracy with the cosine
of conditional probability. The results presented here
encourages us to perform larger scale evaluation and
experiments in word meaning acquisition.
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Abstract
In this paper we present a memory-based seman-
tic role labeling (SRL) system for Catalan and
Spanish. We approach the SRL task as two dis-
tinct classification problems: the assignment of
semantic roles to arguments of verbs, and the
assignment of semantic classes to verbs. We hy-
pothesize that the two tasks can be solved in a
uniform way, for both languages. Building on
the same pool of features reported useful in ear-
lier work, we train two classifiers for the two sub-
tasks, selecting features systematically in a hill-
climbing search. We use the IB1 classifier, a su-
pervised memory-based learning algorithm based
on the k-nn classifier. The system achieves over-
all F-scores of 85.69 for Catalan, and 84.12 for
Spanish.

Keywords

Semantic role labeling, memory-based learning, Spanish, Cata-

lan.

1 Introduction

Semantic role labeling (SRL) is a sentence-level
natural-language processing (NLP) task in which se-
mantic roles are assigned to all arguments of a pred-
icate [8]. Identifying semantic roles can be useful for
several NLP applications such as information extrac-
tion [14], or in machine translation, where automati-
cally identified predicates can be reordered as a pre-
processing step to statistical MT [10]. The CoNLL-
2004 and CoNLL-2005 Shared Tasks [1, 2] addressed
SRL for English, providing a well-defined context for
research and evaluation in this field.
In this paper we present a semantic role labeling

system that is an enhanced version of an earlier sys-
tem [13] developed for the task Multilevel Semantic
Annotation of Catalan and Spanish [12] in the context
of SemEval–2007. The general SRL task consists of
two tasks: the assignment of semantic roles (SR) to
arguments of verbs, and the prediction of the lexico-
semantic class of the verb (SC). We develop systems
for each of the tasks, for each of the two languages.
For the SR task there are 39 classes in the Catalan
training corpus and 48 in the Spanish training cor-
pus. For the SC task there are 17 classes in both the
Catalan and the Spanish corpora. The fact that verbs

belong to a certain class depends on their argument
structure. For example, class d2 covers agentive di-
transitive verbs, which have a double object (patient,
beneficiary), like change of possession (dar, ‘give’) and
communication verbs (decir, ‘tell’).
The engine of the two systems for semantic role (SR)

and semantic class (SC) prediction for both languages
is a memory-based classifier. Memory-based language
processing [4] is based on the idea that NLP problems
can be solved by storing annotated examples of the
problem in their literal form in memory, and applying
similarity-based reasoning on these examples in order
to solve new ones. Keeping literal forms in memory
has been argued to provide a key advantage over ab-
stracting methods in NLP that ignore exceptions and
sub-regularities [5]. In general, NLP tasks aiming at
aspects of semantic analysis are difficult to model by
abstract rules. In SRL, it is difficult to formulate pro-
cessing rules even for humans because semantic roles
are inherently tied to meaning, inheriting all the ambi-
guity that lexical semantics is faced with – predicates
with more than one possible meaning typically license
different sets of semantic frames with each meaning.
Since lexical word sense disambiguation is shown to
be solvable at state-of-the-art levels by memory-based
learning [9, 7], and since memory-based learning has
also been applied to English SRL [15], we considered
using memory-based learning for our present SRL ex-
periments.
Building on a pool of features that have been suc-

cessfully used in earlier work on SRL, we train two sim-
ilar classifiers to predict the semantic class of the verb
and the semantic roles separately, for both languages.
With this study we intend to test whether individ-
ual systems could produce competitive results in both
tasks, and whether they would be robust enough when
applied to two languages and to the out-of-domain test
sets provided. Additionally, our goal is to analyse what
the most informative sets of features are in this task.
The data provided in the shared task are sen-

tences with tokenized words annotated with lemmas,
parts-of-speech, syntactic information, semantic roles,
and the semantic classes of the verb (see Figure 1).
Although the setting is similar to the CoNLL-2005
Shared Task, two important differences are that the
corpora are smaller (500K words), and that the syn-
tactic information is based on a manually annotated
treebank carrying information on syntactic functions
(i.e. direct object, indirect object, etc.).
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Fig. 1: An example of an annotated sentence [12].

For additional information on the corpora, tagsets,
and annotation manuals, we refer the reader to [12],
and to the official website of the task1.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we

present our double-classifier SRL system. In Section 3
the results are presented at various levels of granular-
ity, and we report on feature selection experiments. In
Section 4 we formulate our conclusions.

2 System description

We approach the SRL task as composed of two dis-
tinct classification problems: the assignment of seman-
tic roles to arguments of a predicate (SR) and the as-
signment of semantic classes to predicates (SC). We
hypothesize that the two problems can be solved uni-
formly for both languages. We build two similar sys-
tems that differ only in some of the features used, as
outlined below.
Both the SR and the SC tasks are solved in two

phases: (1) A pre-processing phase of focus selection,
similar to the sequentialization step in [11]. Focus se-
lection consists of identifying the potential candidates
to be assigned a semantic role or a semantic verb class.
(2) Classification, i.e. the actual assignment of roles
and verb classes.
Regarding the focus selection process, the system

starts by detecting a target verb, marked in the cor-
pora as such. Then it identifies the complete form of
the verb (which in the corpus is tagged as verb group,
infinitive, gerund, etc.), and the clause boundaries in
order to look for the siblings of the verb that exist
within the same clause. The phrases with syntactic
function subject are annotated in the corpora as sib-
lings of the verb. For each sentence, the focus selection
process produces two groups of focus tokens: on the
one hand, the verbs, and on the other, the siblings of
the verbs. These tokens will be the focal elements of
the examples in each training set. Table 1 lists the
number of training and test instances for each task.

1 www.lsi.upc.edu/∼nlp/semeval/msacs.html.

Training 3LB Test 3LB Test CESS
Ca. Sp. Ca. Sp. Ca. Sp.

SR 23202 24668 1335 1451 1241 1186
SC 8932 9707 510 615 463 465

Table 1: Number of instances per corpus for each task
(‘Ca’ stands for Catalan, ‘Sp’ stands for Spanish).

We approach the SR and SC tasks as single-step
classification tasks. We assume that all verbs belong
to a class, so we generate one classification for each
verb. As for the SR task, we assume that most sib-
lings of the verb will have a class, except for those
that have syntactic functions AO, ET, MOD, NEG,
IMPERS, PASS, and VOC, as these never carry a se-
mantic role in the training corpora; they are assigned
the NONE tag. Because the amount of instances with
a NONE class is proportionally low, we do not consider
it necessary to filter these cases out.
Regarding the learning algorithm, we use the IB1

classifier as implemented in TiMBL (version 5.1) [6],
a supervised inductive algorithm for learning classi-
fication tasks based on the k-nearest neighbor clas-
sification rule [3]. In IB1, similarity is defined by a
feature-level distance metric between a test instance
and a memorized example. The metric combines a
per-feature value distance metric with global feature
weights that account for relative differences in discrim-
inative power of the features.
In our study the IB1 algorithm was parametrized by

using Jeffrey Divergence as the similarity metric, gain
ratio for feature weighting, using 11 k-nearest neigh-
bors, and weighting the class vote of neighbors as a
function of their inverse linear distance [6].
We developed the systems by performing cross-

validation experiments, iterated for every step in the
feature selection process. Feature selection was per-
formed by starting with a set of basic features (essen-
tially the identity and the parts-of-speech tags of the
head words involved, in their local context) and gradu-
ally adding new features. For training, the SR system
took 8 seconds, and the SC system 4. For testing,
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the systems took a total average of 9 seconds for the
SC task (i.e. 64.38 instances per second), and 87 sec-
onds for the SR task (16.04 instances per second). To
evaluate the systems, two test sets were used for each
language: one from the same training corpus (3LB)
and one out-of-domain test set (CESS–ECE).

2.1 Features

We collected a pool of features that should in theory be
useful for both the SC and SR tasks. Most of these fea-
tures are described in earlier work as providing useful
information for semantic role labeling [8, 17, 1, 2, 16].
They encode the identity and other syntactic aspects
of the verb in focus and its clausal siblings. After ex-
perimenting with 323 features, we selected 98 for the
SR task and 77 for the SC task. In order to select the
features, we started with a basic system, the results of
which were used as a baseline. Every new feature that
was added to the basic system was evaluated in terms
of average accuracy in a 10-fold cross-validation ex-
periment; if it improved the performance on held-out
data, it was added to the selection. One problem with
this hill-climbing method is that the selection of fea-
tures is determined by the order in which the features
have been introduced. We selected it because it is a
fast heuristics method, in comparison, for example, to
genetic algorithms. We also performed experiments
applying the feature selection process reported in [15],
a bi-directional hill climbing process. However, exper-
iments with this advanced method did not produce a
better selection of features.
The features for the SR prediction task are the fol-

lowing (between parentheses we specify the number of
features):

• Features of the verb in focus (6). They are shared
by all the instances that represent phrases belong-
ing to the same clause:

VForm; VLemma; VCau: binary features that in-
dicate if the verb is in a causative construction with
hacer, fer or if the main verb is causar; VPron,
VImp, VPass: binary features that indicate if the
verb is pronominal, impersonal, and in passive form
respectively.

• Features of the sibling in focus (12):
SibSynCat: syntactic category; SibSynFunc:
syntactic function; SibPrep: preposition;
SibLemW1, SibPOSW1, SibLemW2, Sib-
POSW2, SibLemW3, SibPOSW3: lemma
and POS of the first, second and third words of
the sibling; SibRelPos: position of the sibling in
relation to the verb (PRE or POST); Sib+1RelPos:
position of the sibling next to the current phrase in
relation to the verb (PRE or POST); SibAbsPos:
absolute position of the sibling in the clause.

• Features that describe properties of the content
word (CW) of the focus sibling (10): in the case
of prepositional phrases, the CW is taken to be
the head of the first noun phrase; in cases of co-
ordination, we only select the first element of the
coordination.

CWord; CWLemma; CWPOS: we take only the
first character of the POS provided; CWPOSType:

the type of POS, second character of the POS pro-
vided; CWGender; CWne: boolean feature that
indicates if the CW is a named entity; CWtmp,
CWloc: boolean features that indicate if the CW
is a temporal or a locative adverb respectively;
CW+2POS, CW+3POS: POS of the second and
third words after CW.

• Features of the clause containing the verb in focus
(24):

CCtot: total number of siblings with func-
tion CC; SUJRelPos, CAGRelPos, CDRelPos,
CIRelPos, ATRRelPos, CPREDRelPos, CRE-
GRelPos: relative positions of siblings with func-
tions SUJ, CAG, CD, CI,ATR, CPRED, and CREG
in relation to verb (PRE or POST); SEsib: boolean
feature that indicates if the clause contains a verbal se;
SIBtot: total number of verb siblings in the clause;
SynFuncSib8, SynCatSib8, PrepSib8,W1Sib8,
W2Sib8, W3Sib8, W4Sib8, SynFuncSib9, Syn-
CatSib9, PrepSib9, W1Sib9, W2Sib9, W3Sib9,
W4Sib9: syntactic function, syntactic category,
preposition, and first to fourth word of siblings 8 and
9.

• Features extracted from the verbal frames lexicon
(43). The task organization provided lexicons of
verbal frames for Catalan and Spanish. We access
the lexicon to check if it is possible for a verb to
have a certain semantic role:
The features are boolean: Arg0–AGT, Arg0–

CAU, Arg0–EXP, Arg0–TEM, Arg1–AGT, Arg1–

PAT,Arg1–TEM,Arg2–ATR,Arg2–PAT,Arg3–ATR,

ArgM–CAU, Arg2–LOC, Arg2–ADV, Arg1–LOC,

Arg3–LOC,ArgM–ADV,ArgM–LOC,ArgM–MNR,

ArgM–TMP, Arg0, Arg1, Arg1–EXT, Arg2, Arg2–

BEN, Arg2–EFI, Arg2–EXT, Arg2–INS, Arg2–ORI,

Arg3, Arg3–BEN,Arg3–EIN,Arg3–EXT,Arg3–FIN,

Arg3–INS, Arg3–ORI, Arg4–DES, Arg4–EFI, ArgL,

ArgM,ArgM–CAU,ArgM–EXT,ArgM–FIN,ArgX.

For the SC prediction task the features are similar,
but not the same. We point out the differences in both
directions.

• Features exclusive to the SR system:
Verb form (VForm), verb lemma (VLemma), abso-
lute position of the sibling in the clause (SibAbsPos),
function of the sibling (SibSynFunc), preposition
of the sibling (SibPrep), POS of the second and
third words after CW (CW+2POS, CW+3POS),
feature indicating whether the CW is a named en-
tity (CWne, SIBtot), syntactic function, syntac-
tic category, preposition and first to fourth word
of siblings 8 and 9 (SynFuncSib8, SynCatSib8,
PrepSib8,W1Sib8, W2Sib8, W3Sib8, W4Sib8,
SynFuncSib9, SynCatSib9, PrepSib9, W1Sib9,
W2Sib9, W3Sib9, W4Sib9).

• Features exclusive to the SC system:
AllCats: vector of the syntactic categories of the
siblings in the order that they appear in the clause;
AllFuncs: vector of the functions of the siblings in
the order that they appear; AllFuncsBin vector with
eight binary values that represent if a sibling with that
function is present or not; Sib+1Prep, Sib+2Prep:
prepositions of the two siblings after the verb.
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3 Results

3.1 Overall results

SR TASK PP Prec. Recall Fβ=1

Test ca.3LB 74.32% 87.20% 86.52% 86.86
Test ca.CESS 61.62% 83.45% 78.59% 80.95
Overall ca 67.97% 85.32% 82.55% 83.90
Test sp.3LB 68.56% 83.36% 82.85% 83.10
Test sp.CESS 73.98% 85.78% 85.70% 85.74
Overall sp 71.27% 84.57% 84.27% 84.42
Overall SR 69.62% 84.95% 83.41% 84.16

SC TASK PP Prec. Recall Fβ=1

Test ca.3LB 90.86% 90.30% 88.72% 89.50
Test ca.CESS 90.41% 90.20% 88.27% 89.22
Overall ca 90.64% 90.25% 88.50% 89.37
Test sp.3LB 84.12% 80.00% 78.44% 79.21
Test sp.CESS 90.54% 89.89% 89.89% 89.89
Overall sp 86.88% 84.30% 83.36% 83.83
Overall SC 88.67% 87.12% 85.81% 86.46

SRL TASK PP Prec. Recall Fβ=1

Overall ca – 86.93% 84.49% 85.69
Overall sp – 84.38% 83.87% 84.12
Overall SRL – 85.61% 84.17% 84.89

Table 2: Overall results in the SR (above), SC (middle),
and general SRL tasks (‘PP’: perfect propositions; Prec.:
precision; ‘ca’: Catalan; ‘sp’: Spanish).

The overall results of the system are shown in Ta-
ble 2. The SC system displays a better generaliza-
tion performance (overall Fβ=1 = 86.46) than the SR
system (overall Fβ=1 = 84.16), which is also reflected
in the average score in terms of correctly identified
propositions (88.67% in SC, and 69.62% in SR). The
two tasks are inherently different, and there are also
marked differences in their example sets. There are
less classes in the SC task than in the SR task (cf.
Table 3), and they are more homogeneous in the SC
task (cf. the entropy rate in Table 3). Additionally,
the annotation process might have been different for
semantic roles from the one for verb semantic classes.
Finally, the verbs are easier to identify in the focus se-
lection process because they are marked in the corpus.

SR task SC task
ca.3LB sp.3LB ca.3LB sp.3LB

Classes 39 48 17 17
Entropy 3.5069 3.6231 2.5609 2.7665

Table 3: Number of classes and entropy rate in the
train corpus (3LB) for Catalan (ca) and Spanish (sp).

The comparison of results between the 3LB test set
and the out-of-domain CESS–ECE set shows that the
tendency is different for Spanish and Catalan. The re-
sults for Spanish are unexpected because the sp.CESS–
ECE test set yields better results: in the SR task,
it is processed with Fβ=1=85.74, while the sp.3LB
is processed with Fβ=1=83.10. On the SC task, the
sp.CESS–ECE is processed with Fβ=1=89.89, while
sp.3LB is processed with Fβ=1=79.21. The same ten-
dency is observed in the results of the other partici-

pants in the task, suggesting that it may be relevant
to investigate how the sp.3LB corpus was annotated
and partitioned.
The results for Catalan follow the expectations. On

the SR task, the Fβ=1 rate (80.95) for the out-of-
domain ca.CESS–ECE test set is 6 points lower than
the Fβ=1 rate (86.86) for the ca.3LB test set, and in
the SC task, the Fβ=1 rate (89.22) for the ca.CESS–
ECE test set is also lower than the rate (89.50) for the
ca.3LB test set, although the difference is small.
With respect to the robustness of our systems, the

results seem to suggest that the SC system is more
robust than the SR system. Concerning the difference
between the two languages, we observe that the SR
system performs better for Spanish (84.42) than for
Catalan (83.90), while the SC system performs bet-
ter for Catalan (89.37) than for Spanish (83.83). The
results suggest that the language is not the main fac-
tor of the differences in performance, confirming our
hypothesis that the task can be approached with the
same system for both languages.

3.2 Analysis of the results on the out-
of-domain test set

Next, we present detailed results on the Spanish CESS-
ECE test (Tables 4 and 5). The differences in score
between classes are higher in the SR task than in the
SC task. The average of precision and recall is similar
in each of the tasks, and both precision and recall are
higher for the SC task.

SP–CESS N Precision Recall Fβ=1

Overall 1028 85.78% 85.70% 85.74
Arg0–AGT 224 93.21% 91.96% 92.58
Arg0–CAU 6 100% 50% 66.67
Arg1 28 88.46% 82.14% 85.19
Arg1–LOC 1 0.00% 0.00% 0.00
Arg1–PAT 258 93.82% 94.19% 94.00
Arg1–TEM 98 85.71% 91.84% 88.67
Arg2 22 64.29% 81.82% 72.00
Arg2–ATR 73 91.67% 90.41% 91.03
Arg2–BEN 26 100% 100.00% 100.00
Arg2–EFI 3 0.00% 0.00% 0.00
Arg2–EXT 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00
Arg2–LOC 4 0.00% 0.00% 0.00
Arg2–PAT 1 0.00% 0.00% 0.00
Arg3–ATR 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00
Arg3–BEN 1 100.00% 100.00% 100.00
Arg3–EIN 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00
Arg3–FIN 3 100.00% 33.33% 50.00
Arg3–ORI 3 0.00% 0.00% 0.00
Arg4–DES 6 80.00% 66.67% 72.73
ArgL 5 16.67% 20.00% 18.18
ArgM–ADV 69 66.20% 68.12% 67.14
ArgM–CAU 11 62.50% 45.45% 52.63
ArgM–FIN 13 64.71% 84.62% 73.33
ArgM–LOC 79 78.21% 77.22% 77.71
ArgM–MNR 7 40.00% 57.14% 47.06
ArgM–TMP 87 87.65% 81.61% 84.52
V 465 100.00% 100.00% 100.00

Table 4: Detailed results on the Spanish CESS–ECE
test set for the SR task (N: number of appearances in
the test corpus).
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SP–CESS N Precision Recall Fβ=1

Overall 465 89.89% 89.89% 89.89
a1 19 85.71% 94.74% 90.00
a2 4 80.00% 100.00% 88.89
b1 9 63.64% 77.78% 70.00
b2 1 100.00% 100.00% 100.00
c1 25 81.82% 72.00% 76.60
c3 57 84.85% 98.25% 91.06
c5 3 75.00% 100.00% 85.71
d1 14 78.57% 78.57% 78.57
d2 248 97.00% 91.13% 93.97
d3 78 91.78% 85.90% 88.74
d4 1 14.29% 100.00% 25.00
d5 1 33.33% 100.00% 50.00
e1 5 100.00% 100.00% 100.00

Table 5: Detailed results on the Spanish CESS–ECE
test set for the SC task (N:number of appearances in
the test corpus).

With the SR task, class scores are roughly corre-
lated with the frequency of occurrence of classes in
the training corpus. Some of the most frequently oc-
curring classes in the test set (Arg0–AGT, Arg1–PAT,
Arg1–TEM, Arg2–ATR) are identified at the highest
accuracy rates. Aside from the fact that more train-
ing examples provide a better chance of being used
as nearest neighbors in classification, the feature se-
lection method is also naturally biased towards these
classes. High scores attained for medium-frequency
classes such as Arg2–BEN can typically be explained
by the fact that they have overt markers: in Spanish,
Arg2–BEN is always marked by the Indirect Object
function and the prepositions a or para.
However, some other medium-frequency classes are

identified at medium or low accuracy levels of accu-
racy. In particular, there seems to be a considerable
group-internal confusion among the ArgM arguments.
For example, ArgM–ADV is confused with ArgM–
LOC in 13.0% of the cases, ArgM–MNR in 7.2%, and
ArgM–TMP in 4.4% of its occurrences.
In the SC task the three most frequent classes (d2,

d3, c3) are predicted at high levels of accuracy. At
the same time, some of the less frequent classes also
receive high scores (a2, b2, c5, e1). In contrast with
the SR task, all classes receive a non-zero score.

3.3 Analysis of the results for all se-
mantic roles

Table 6 shows the Fβ=1 rates for all individual se-
mantic roles in the test sets. Most of the large dif-
ferences between scores obtained for the same seman-
tic role in different test sets can be explained by
the fact that these semantic roles have a low fre-
quency (Arg0–EXP, Arg1–EXT, Arg1–LOC, Arg2–
EFI, Arg2–EXT, Arg2–LOC, Arg3–BEN, Arg3–FIN,
Arg3–ORI, ArgL, ArgM–MNR). Some semantic roles
are stable across test sets and receive a medium score
(Arg0–AGT, Arg1, Arg1–PAT, Arg1–TEM, Arg2,
Arg2–ATR, Arg2–BEN). This might mean that these
semantic roles are frequent, that the features are ex-
pressive for these classes, and possibly that they are
annotated consistently.

At the same time, some roles receive very differ-
ent scores in the different test sets (Arg2–LOC, Arg2–
DES, ArgM–CAU, ArgL, ArgM–MNR, ArgM–TMP).
This might be caused by different frequencies of the
semantic roles in the corpus, but also by inconsistent
annotation.

ca.3LB ca.CESS sp.3LB sp.CESS
Arg0–AGT 93.21 91.47 90.79 92.58
Arg0–CAU 40.00 42.11 45.45 66.67
Arg0–EXP – 0.00 50.00 –
Arg0–TEM – – 0.00 –
Arg1 75.68 80.00 79.17 85.19
Arg1–AGT – – 0.00 –
Arg1–EXT 0.00 – 100.00 –
Arg1–LOC 0.00 66.67 0.00 0.00
Arg1–PAT 94.50 93.46 92.17 94.00
Arg1–TEM 90.99 88.57 89.95 88.67
Arg2 78.38 77.14 74.07 72.00
Arg2–ATR 92.77 92.72 95.38 91.03
Arg2–BEN 100.00 100.00 94.74 100.00
Arg2–EFI – – 40.00 0.00
Arg2–EXT 66.67 40.00 – 0.00
Arg2–LOC 36.36 57.14 30.43 0.00
Arg2–ORI – 0.00 – –
Arg2–PAT – – – 0.00
Arg3–ATR 0.00 0.00 0.00 –
Arg3–BEN – – 0.00 100.00
Arg3–EIN 0.00 0.00 – 0.00
Arg3–FIN 100.00 0.00 0.00 50.00
Arg3–ORI 25.00 0.00 61.54 0.00
Arg4–DES 72.73 54.55 50.00 72.73
Arg4–EFI 0.00 0.00 – –
ArgL 80.00 33.33 20.00 18.18
ArgM – 0.00 – –
ArgM–ADV 63.79 61.07 71.89 67.14
ArgM–CAU 80.95 66.67 78.79 52.63
ArgM–EXT 0.00 0.00 –
ArgM–FIN 84.00 84.24 87.80 73.33
ArgM–LOC 70.31 75.24 70.24 77.71
ArgM–MNR 51.16 21.05 53.66 47.06
ArgM–PAT – – 0.00 –
ArgM–TMP 91.43 41.48 77.46 84.52
V 99.22 99.25 99.10 100.00

Table 6: Fβ=1 rate for all semantic roles in the four
test sets.

3.4 Analysis of features selected for SR

Table 7 shows the twenty features with the highest
gain ratio in the SR task for Catalan and Spanish. The
feature SibSynFunc has the highest gain ratio (Catalan
0.7198, Spanish 0.7661). Among these twenty features,
sixteen are the same in both languages. The four fea-
tures exclusive to Catalan are Arg2–INS, Arg0–EXP,
Arg0–TEM, and CWPOSType. Mostly these are fea-
tures from the verb lexicon. For Spanish the deviating
features are also from the verb lexicon: Arg2–ADV,
Arg2–ORI, Arg0, and Arg3–BEN.
To sum up, features do not obtain the same gain

ratio for both languages, but they show the same ten-
dency. The top features encode information about the
syntactic function, the preposition, the syntactic cat-
egory, and the relative position of the focus sibling;
the lemma and POS of the first word of the current
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ca.roles sp.roles
feat. GR feat. GR

SybSynFunc 0.7198 SybSynFunc 0.7661
Arg2–INS 0.4449 SibSynCat 0.4128
SibPrep 0.4179 SibPrep 0.4124
SibSynCat 0.4069 Arg2–ADV 0.3834
ATRRelPos 0.3745 SibRelPos 0.3554
SibRelPos 0.3444 ATRRelPos 0.3451
Arg0–EXP 0.3428 SibPOSW1 0.3224
SibPOSW1 0.3369 Arg3–FIN 0.3065
Arg3–FIN 0.3363 SibLemW1 0.2927
CWPOS 0.3095 Arg2–ORI 0.2871
SibLemW1 0.3082 CWPOS 0.2853
Arg1–PAT 0.3035 Arg0 0.2729
CREGRelPos 0.2653 CWtmp 0.2548
Arg0–TEM 0.2644 Arg1–PAT 0.2474
CIRelPos 0.2481 CWord 0.2466
Arg1–TEM 0.2444 CREGRelPos 0.2428
CWord 0.2422 CIRelPos 0.2372
CWtmp 0.2402 Arg1–TEM 0.2367
CWPOStype 0.2399 Arg3–BEN 0.2367
CWLemma 0.2377 CWLemma 0.2341

Table 7: Features with the highest Gain Ratio in the
SR task.

sibling; the POS and word of the content word; the rel-
ative position of the sibling with function ATR, CREG
and CI; and information from the verb lexicon.

3.5 Analysis of features selected for SC

ca.verbs sp.verbs
feat. GR feat. GR

Arg0–EXP 0.7328 ATRRelPos 0.5515
ATRRelPos 0.5470 Arg3–FIN 0.4964
Arg1–TEM 0.4397 Arg3–BEN 0.4704
Arg2–EXT 0.3929 Arg1–TEM 0.4294
Arg0–AGT 0.3849 Arg0–EXP 0.3655
Arg2–LOC 0.3302 Arg2–BEN 0.3530
Arg1–PAT 0.3248 Arg0–AGT 0.3385
Arg2–BEN 0.3215 Arg2–ATR 0.3334
CIRelPos 0.3176 Arg0–CAU 0.3333
ArgX 0.3131 Arg3 0.3330
Arg3–ATR 0.2982 Arg0 0.3329
Arg4–EFI 0.2980 Arg1–PAT 0.3291
Arg3–EIN 0.2940 Arg2 0.3046
Arg2–ATR 0.2918 VCau 0.3006
Arg2–INS 0.2915 CIRelPos 0.2915
Arg2–EFI 0.2815 Arg2–EFI 0.2850
Arg2 0.2770 Arg1–EXT 0.2824
Arg3-BEN 0.2713 Arg2–PAT 0.2798
CWLemma 0.2565 CWLemma 0.2658
Arg3–EXT 0.2558 SibLemW1 0.2369

Table 8: Features with the highest Gain Ratio in the
SC task.

Table 8 shows the twenty features with the high-
est gain ratio in the SC task for Catalan and Spanish.
Most of the features originate from the verb lexicon.
The feature with the highest gain ratio in Catalan is
Arg0–EXP (0.7328), whereas in Spanish it is ATRRel-
POS (0.5515).
A comparison of both systems shows that in the

SC system the features with the highest gain ratio are
mostly features from the verb lexicon, whereas in the
SR system only some features from the lexicon are the
top positions. The features CWLemma, ATRRelPos,
and CWLemma are in the top positions in both sys-
tems, as well as the lexicon features Arg0–EXP, Arg1–
PAT, and Arg1–TEM.

3.6 Analysis of the effect of removing
features

Tables 9 and 10 contain information about the effects
of removing features from the SR system. Table 9
focuses on the effects of removing groups of features.
Removing the features that provide information about
the sibling in focus (‘Sibling’) causes a clear decrease in
the system’s performance (on average 21.9 points of F-
score). Removing the verb lexicon features (‘Lexicon
Roles’) and the features of the verb in focus (‘Verb’)
also causes a decrease in the system’s performance, but
much lower. Removing the features of the clause con-
taining the verb in focus (‘Clause’) causes a slight de-
crease, and removing the features that describe prop-
erties of the content word (‘CW’)causes different ef-
fects in each test set, but just a slight decrease or in-
crease. These results show that the most expressive
features in this task are the features on the sibling in
focus.

ca.3LB ca.CESS sp.3LB sp.CESS
With all 86.86 80.95 83.10 85.74
- Sibling -18.68 -19.71 -24.31 -24.90
- Lexicon Roles -1.74 -2.73 -3.79 -2.14
- Verb -2.44 -3.29 -2.65 -1.26
- Clause -0.70 -2.05 -0.84 -0.19
- CW +0.09 -1.18 -0.75 +0.29

Table 9: Effect of removing groups of features from the
SR system. (Overall Fβ=1).

ca.3LB ca.CESS sp.3LB sp.CESS
With all 86.86 80.95 83.10 85.74
- SybSynFunc -6.16 -2.80 -6.67 -5.80
- SibPrep -0.52 -0.52 -1.07 +0.83
- Arg0–EXP 0.00 0.00 -0.15 -0.10
- Arg3–FIN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
- Arg2–ADV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
- Arg2–ORI 0.00 0.00 -0.07 0.00
- Arg2–INS 0.00 0.00 -0.07 +0.20
- CWPOS -0.09 -0.02 -0.20 +0.39
- SibPOSW1 +0.18 -0.16 -0.50 0
- SibRelPos +0.18 -0.29 -0.46 -0.19
- SibLemW1 +0.53 -0.14 -0.69 +0.29
- SibSynCat +0.26 -0.43 -0.06 +0.04
- ATRRelPos -0.09 +0.15 -0.07 +0.10
- 20 feats. with -16.90 -13.06 -26.51 -23.98
highest GR

Table 10: Effect of removing features with high gain ratio
from the SR system (overall Fβ=1).

Table 10 provides details on the effects of remov-
ing the ten individual features that have the highest
gain ratio in the Catalan and Spanish training corpora
(listed in Table 7). As expected, removing the fea-
ture SybSynFunc causes a clear decrease in the results
(on average 5.35 points of F-score). Removing the 20
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features with the highest gain ration in each of the
systems (Table 7) provokes a much higher decrease.

4 Conclusions

We presented a memory-based semantic role labeling
(SRL) system for Catalan and Spanish that makes
use of full syntactic information. We approached the
general SRL task as two distinct classification prob-
lems: the assignment of semantic roles to arguments
of verbs, and the assignment of semantic classes to
verbs. Building on a pool of features from which we
selected subsets appropriate to each subtask through a
hill-climbing search procedure, we trained two similar
classifiers on the two subtasks using the IB1 classifier
as implemented in TiMBL (version 5.1) [6]. We re-
ported an overall performance of the system of 85.69
Fβ=1 for Catalan, and 84.12 Fβ=1 for Spanish.
The results show that a uniform single-classifier sys-

tem can produce competitive results in both tasks. It
performs slightly better on the SC task, which might
be caused by several reasons: apart from the fact that
the tasks are inherently different and SC may simply
be easier, there are less classes in the SC task than
in the SR task, with stronger predictability from the
same pool of features. Other factors such as the consis-
tency of the annotation might play a role. Results also
show that the two problems can be solved in largely
the same way for both languages. On the SC task the
approach results in higher generalization performance
for Catalan, and on the SR task the Spanish system is
better. Finally, the effects of removing groups of fea-
tures show that the most expressive features in the SR
task are clearly the features that provide information
about the sibling in focus.
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Abstract
In this paper we present BRUPIA, a Question
Answering (QA) system in a restricted domain:
the web academic environment at the University
of Alicante. This system is the transformation of
an open domain QA system, AliQAn. This pa-
per focuses on explaining how an open domain
system can be transformed into another one that
can successfully work on a web restricted do-
main. We analyze the problems of carrying out
this task and we also develop the necessary re-
sources for the new system like the corpora, the
questions and the set of patterns in the new do-
main. Finally, a new strategic approach for the
improvements in the use of the terminology in
web domain is proposed. The measure of evalu-
ation is the Mean Reciprocal Rank and the final
result is 32,5%.

Keywords

Question answering system academic restricted domain web

1 Introduction

Different trends are used in Question Answering (QA)
systems. On the one hand, the traditional QA fo-
cuses to process large amount of independent docu-
ments. Some of these systems takes part in the TREC
and CLEF evaluation campaigns. On the other hand,
there are systems based on the web. Most of these sys-
tems represent the restricted domain, and they use the
websites to extract documents that have fixed struc-
tures and are related by means of a hierarchy of pages.
The most important difference between these QA sys-
tems, is that the first one works with independent doc-
uments in a journalist style and the second one has a
document collection with a web structure. The infor-
mation appearing in these websites can be distributed
in different texts, even in different related documents
just by means of using links. It is very difficult to
find the textual information as this one appears in the
question. We will take an example of the queries like:
Quién es el director del DLSI? (Who is the manager
of the DLSI?). In this case, the correct answer ap-
pears in the organization site of the Department of
Software and Computing Systems (DLSI), but the se-
quence “manager of DLSI” is not in the text, DLSI

appears at the top of the page. The information of the
page is referred to the staff working at this department,
so that, the head contains the word “DLSI” and the
content gives details of the different positions among
them, like the manager, enclosed to their names. An-
other example is the following: Qué página personal
tiene Antonio Ferrández? (What is the personal web-
site of Antonio Ferrandez?). Looking for the answer,
we must go to the main page of DLSI department and
click on “Teaching Staff”. A list of teachers is shown,
where each name is a link to its personal page. But in
this situation, the distance between the name and the
correct answer has a main role. These examples are
typical cases in a web domain.

Analyzing the restricted domain QA systems, we
can make out two different tendencies. First, a re-
stricted domain QA system has a baseline for open
domain as a point of starting. This way, a general
system can be transformed into a specific one. Fur-
thermore, a QA system can be created directly for the
specific domain.

We develop the first technique for our QA system in
the academic domain, considering the AliQAn system
as a starting point. Moreover, the specific terminol-
ogy of this domain and the web structure are used in
order to improve the accuracy of our system. The re-
sults obtained with the measure of evaluation Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR) are 32,5%.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: First,
we introduce the backgrounds in a restricted domain
system. Secondly, we summarize the characteristics
of the restricted domain systems based on Web. Next,
we explain the process to transform the baseline in the
new system BRUPIA. Finally, we show the problems
and the solutions found, and the main conclusions ob-
tained.

2 Backgrounds

Many QA systems employed sources in order to store
the specific terminology. For instance ExtrAns [5] is
a QA system aimed at restricted domains, in particu-
lar terminology-rich domains. They carried out “ter-
minological normalization”, where a term is replaced
by a synset identifier when this term belongs to the
category in the terminology knowledge represented by
means of an ontology. The document collections in the
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genomic domain was generated from Medline. In this
way, although the system uses the web to extract the
documents, these texts are independent.

Another example is a QA system for a home agent
robot [1], which is based on templates to store the
data. Each expected question topic is defined as a sin-
gle query frame and each frame has a rule for SQL
generation. The web crawler downloads the selected
webpages from the website of the Korea Meteorologi-
cal Administration and the wrapper is used to extract
weather information from the webpages stored in a
database.

The next study case is a system developed for the
company Bell Canada to answer to client’s questions
in services offered by a big company [3]. They experi-
mented with some methods of reranking with informa-
tion about the domain specific language, particularly
with vocabulary issues. In this case, the document
collection was derived from .html and .pdf files as our
system. As the structure of these files was so compli-
cated, documents were saved as pure texts sacrificing
some elements like titles, listings or tables.

In general, each restricted domain QA system uses
some different techniques to the treatment of the ter-
minology, because this one is the main role in this kind
of system. In addition to this fact, there are systems
that are based on an initial baseline. Some systems
are based on the web and download directly the doc-
uments, while others have a document collection with
independent texts.

Our approach combines some of these techniques.
First, BRUPIA has a baseline system in open domain.
Secondly, our system uses the web to obtain the doc-
uments and finally, we use the specific terminology of
the domain in a strategic way.

3 Characteristics of restricted
domain

The first section describes general characteristics
based on [1, 2, 3].

1. Quality of responses must be higher because of the
practice on the market.

2. The answers are searched in relatively small domain
collections, so the redundancy is lower than in an open
domain system.

3. User requirements in the quality of the answer tend
to be higher in restricted domains. No answer is pre-
ferred to a wrong answer.

4. The terminology plays a central role.

Our particular contributions about web domain are
represented in the following paragraphs:

1. The structure of the web documents lets to identify a
symbolic structure, so it is possible to split different
parts of the document in order to provide a higher
score and to obtain better results.

2. Webpages contain dependent information and have a
hierarchy of pages. The related information with one
question can be separated in some documents, or it
even can be necessary to visit different pages to find
the correct answer.

4 Transformation of the AliQAn
into BRUPIA

We propose a monolingual Spanish QA system named
BRUPIA for an academic domain, particularly, the
domain of the University of Alicante (UA). From our
baseline AliQAn, a monolingual open domain QA sys-
tem developed at the UA three years ago, we have
adjusted the new system modifying the patterns and
applying the necessary techniques to the treatment of
the new domain knowledge. AliQAn participated in
the CLEF-2005 [6] competition and last year, it par-
ticipated in the CLEF-2006 [7] with a new version of
our system.

We have had some problems with the new system
BRUPIA. After that, we will explain a detailed de-
scription about the problems detected and the solu-
tions proposed.

There are three large groups of problems. First of
all, the generation of the corpus. We experimented
with two different collections in the academic domain.
Both collections were generated automatically from
pages of the UA. The size of the first corpus is 102.900
documents. The second collection is more concrete
than the first one. It was constituted by documents of
the web but considering only the domain of the DLSI.
Finally, this corpus contains 2.900 documents.

The second kind of problem is related to the system
questions about an insufficient typology and several
difficulties to allocate the correct type of the questions.

Finally, we analyze some problems in the baseline
system regarding to the patterns.

4.1 Problems in the generation of the
corpus

4.1.1 IRn problems

IRn is a passage retrieval that returns a list of rele-
vant documents for each question. The web structure
causes that IRn returns the document in an incor-
rect way. For example the question: Qué es DLSI?
(What is DLSI?), some documents of the corpus con-
tain the correct answer for this question, where the
word “DLSI” appears with its description, but the oc-
currence of this word is very low, so these documents
are not returned by IRn. Nevertheless, there are docu-
ments that contain sometimes the word “DLSI”, such
as, the page of the staff of this department, where this
word appears in the email of each person. These docu-
ments appear in the returned list by IRn but BRUPIA
system cannot find the solution.

4.1.2 Parsing problems

Another problem derived from the web structure is
the malformation of the syntactic blocks (SB). The
new documents are very different from the initial doc-
uments of the baseline system, as for as the sentences
segmentation and the style of the texts. The main
problem is the lack of the full-stop or period to indi-
cate the final of the sentences. So, our parser SUPAR
carries out the wrong formation of the SB because it
is not able to separate correctly the different blocks.
The following Figure 1 shows the malformation of the
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SB caused by the absence of a point at the end of the
sentences due to the automatic conversion of the text.
Secretario: Juan Antonio Pérez Ortiz (Secretary: Juan
Antonio Perez Ortiz)
Subdirector: Patricio Martínez Barco (Assistant principal:
Patricio Martinez Barco)

Fig. 1: Example of the segmentation of SUPAR

4.1.3 Problems caused by the web structure

The information in a HTML document is semi-
structured and it can be related with other pages. The
style in this kind of documents is totally different from
other any style. At the top, there is a page head or a
title which summarizes the content of the document.
If we select the webpage about the staff of this depart-
ment, we can see the information represented in a table
format with the names of the members of the organi-
zation. There is a question like: Quién es el secretario
del DLSI? (Who is the secretary of the DLSI?). In this
document, the word secretary and the name appear,
but the literal “DLSI” is not there, because it appears
in the head.

Another problem is produced when the distance be-
tween the question words and the solution is very long.
For instance, if the system looks for the projects that
one teacher is carrying out: En qué proyectos participa
Patricio? (What projects does Patricio work in?). The
name of the teacher appears at the top of the page, and
then, all information appears like a list with different
items, and the projects are at the end of this list. All
information in the page is about the same teacher, but
the name only appears in the head. So, when we look
for the information there is too big distance and the
score is too low.

4.1.4 Problems because of the languages

This system is monolingual, so the language of the doc-
uments must be the same that the questions. These
documents were downloaded automatically, so, there
are some documents in different language. Sometimes,
the URL indicates the language that and the docu-
ments can be leaked. However, others do not contain
any indicators of the language, and when the system
returns the answer is different from the question lan-
guage.

4.2 Problems detected in questions

4.2.1 Problems of allocation of correct type

The system BRUPIA has a collection of the 100 ques-
tions. In accordance with the baseline typology, some
questions were classified with an incorrect type. The
lack of information in the question was the first reason,
for example: Cuál es el número de la centralita de la
Universidad? (Which is the number of the switchboard
of the University?). We know that this number is re-
ferred to the phone number but the system interprets
the type as a quantity.

Besides, the classification patterns do not contain all
the options, one example of this situation is: Qué di-
rección electrónica tiene Loren Moreno Monteagudo?
(What electronic direction does Loren Moreno Mon-
teagudo have?). The system determines incorrectly
that the type is group instead of the email type.

There are wrong cases with specific concepts for this
domain, like the word “extension”, which is used for
the telephone line inside of the academic domain, but
as measure in the baseline system. For this situation,
there is a question like: Qué extensión tiene Jesús
Peral Cortés? (What extension number does Jesus
Peral Cortes have?).

4.2.2 Insufficient typology

Initially, the baseline had a typology with the follow-
ing concepts: profession, first name, person, group,
place country, place city, capital place, place, abbre-
viation, event, object, weather date, weather year,
weather month, weather day, weather events, numer-
ical economic, numerical quantity, numerical percent-
age, numerical measurement, numerical period, nu-
merical age, definition, email, telephone and fax. This
classification is scarce for the new domain and the sys-
tem needs more concepts.

4.3 Problems in the baseline

4.3.1 Problems with the patterns

The major problems are the definitions. The journal-
istic style of the corpus of the baseline is composed by
narrative texts, therefore the definition is more prob-
ably that appears before the term. The new domain
has a different style, so in some definitions, the concept
appears in the first place and afterwards the definition.
So, it is more interesting to look up the definition on
the right and the term on the left, modifying some
parameters of the patterns.

5 Representation of problems

The seven types of errors detected in the adaptation
to new academic domain are represented in the Figure
2. The types of problems and their percentages are
represented in the graph. With regard to the colours,
each type of error has one different colour, but there
are two special situations like the parsing problems
and the problems because of incorrect allocation of
the type, which have combined colour to indicate that
these failures are due to other more general problems.
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Insufficient
typology

Problems
in

patterns

Problems
of IRn

Parsing
problems

Problems
because of
the web
structure

Problems
with

languages

Allocations
of the

incorrect
type

Number of questions 12 2 7 13 10 4 12
Error percentage 20 % 3 % 12 % 22 % 17 % 7 % 19 %

Table 1: Representations of problems

Fig. 2: Representation of problems

Concretely, the parsing problems are due to the web
structure and the allocation of incorrect type is be-
cause of failures of the patterns. Most important prob-
lem are caused by the web structure that generates an
error percentage of 39% (22% parsing problems caused
by the web structure and 17% problems because of web
structure).

In the Table 1, it is possible to distinguish the num-
ber of the questions and the error percentage of each
type of error.

6 Proposed solutions

Once the errors are detected, we show viable solutions
for the different failures presented in the previous sec-
tion.

6.1 Solution for IRn and SUPAR

The reason of these problems consists in how the web
is structured, concretely the lack of punctuation marks
to indicate the end of the sentences. Along these lines,
we propose to add a point at the end of the sentences
to solve the segmentation of these sentences. In this
way, we could solve the problem of malformation of SB
carried out for SUPAR, and the problems of IRn, both
caused by an incorrect segmentation of the sentences.

6.2 A method to improve the precision

In this point, our best innovation is presented. It con-
sists in applying a method to use the information that
pertains to different hierarchy levels in a strategic way.
The related data are distributed in different texts or at
least in different places of the document. Usually, the
main information appears in the page head or in the
title of the document. Words appearing in the head
usually are not more times in the text, because these
terms are general and describe all the information that

is contained in the webpage. So, we use the most im-
portant terminology that appears in a web document.
We look for the words of the question which appears in
the page head of the document and we remove them to
the question to not look for them in the document. At
the same time, we keep the definition of these words
that are removed to question when the system detects
that the definition question is referred to these terms.
For example, for the question introduced in the initial
part of this document: Quién es el director del DLSI?
(Who is the manager of the DLSI?). The text “DLSI”
only appears in the head. To solve this question, the
system removes the word “DLSI” when it detects this
word in the question, and it only looks for the text
“director (manager)” in the document, returning the
name of the person.
Another kind of failure takes place when the infor-
mation is separated by means of a high distance.
For instance, a question mentioned previously: En
qué proyectos participa Patricio? (What projects does
Patricio work in?). In the document, this name ap-
pears at the top, however the projects appear at the
end of the page. In this case, we propose to remove the
word “Patricio” to the question and to look for only
the “proyectos (projects)”, solving the problem of the
distance.

6.3 Solution for language problems

Two points of view are possible to solve these prob-
lems. On one hand, we could filter the language of the
documents and create different corpus for each lan-
guage and use the spanish corpus for the monolingual
system. In the future, the other ones will be treated.
So, we want to use a resource developed in this depart-
ment [4], which will allow us to detect the language of
the documents and to leak the spanish ones.

6.4 Solution for problems with the pat-
terns

In order to solve the problems of incorrect allocation
of types, the classification patterns were adapted to
the new group of questions, extending the conditions.

Besides, the extraction patterns were adapted to im-
prove the precision in our system. So that, the defi-
nition is looked after to the acronym because of the
probability of appearing with this format is greater.

6.5 Solution for insufficient typology

The typology must be extended considering other
types like: personal page, guardianship schedule, of-
fice, subject, course and mailing dress. In addition,
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Insufficient
typology

Problems
in

patterns

Problems
of IRn

Parsing
problems

Problems
because of
the web
structure

Problems
with

languages

Allocations
of the

incorrect
type

Number of questions 12 2 7 13 10 4 12
Error percentage 20 % 3 % 12 % 22 % 17 % 7 % 19 %

Table 1: Representations of problems

Fig. 2: Representation of problems

Concretely, the parsing problems are due to the web
structure and the allocation of incorrect type is be-
cause of failures of the patterns. Most important prob-
lem are caused by the web structure that generates an
error percentage of 39% (22% parsing problems caused
by the web structure and 17% problems because of web
structure).

In the Table 1, it is possible to distinguish the num-
ber of the questions and the error percentage of each
type of error.

6 Proposed solutions

Once the errors are detected, we show viable solutions
for the different failures presented in the previous sec-
tion.

6.1 Solution for IRn and SUPAR

The reason of these problems consists in how the web
is structured, concretely the lack of punctuation marks
to indicate the end of the sentences. Along these lines,
we propose to add a point at the end of the sentences
to solve the segmentation of these sentences. In this
way, we could solve the problem of malformation of SB
carried out for SUPAR, and the problems of IRn, both
caused by an incorrect segmentation of the sentences.

6.2 A method to improve the precision

In this point, our best innovation is presented. It con-
sists in applying a method to use the information that
pertains to different hierarchy levels in a strategic way.
The related data are distributed in different texts or at
least in different places of the document. Usually, the
main information appears in the page head or in the
title of the document. Words appearing in the head
usually are not more times in the text, because these
terms are general and describe all the information that

is contained in the webpage. So, we use the most im-
portant terminology that appears in a web document.
We look for the words of the question which appears in
the page head of the document and we remove them to
the question to not look for them in the document. At
the same time, we keep the definition of these words
that are removed to question when the system detects
that the definition question is referred to these terms.
For example, for the question introduced in the initial
part of this document: Quién es el director del DLSI?
(Who is the manager of the DLSI?). The text “DLSI”
only appears in the head. To solve this question, the
system removes the word “DLSI” when it detects this
word in the question, and it only looks for the text
“director (manager)” in the document, returning the
name of the person.
Another kind of failure takes place when the infor-
mation is separated by means of a high distance.
For instance, a question mentioned previously: En
qué proyectos participa Patricio? (What projects does
Patricio work in?). In the document, this name ap-
pears at the top, however the projects appear at the
end of the page. In this case, we propose to remove the
word “Patricio” to the question and to look for only
the “proyectos (projects)”, solving the problem of the
distance.

6.3 Solution for language problems

Two points of view are possible to solve these prob-
lems. On one hand, we could filter the language of the
documents and create different corpus for each lan-
guage and use the spanish corpus for the monolingual
system. In the future, the other ones will be treated.
So, we want to use a resource developed in this depart-
ment [4], which will allow us to detect the language of
the documents and to leak the spanish ones.

6.4 Solution for problems with the pat-
terns

In order to solve the problems of incorrect allocation
of types, the classification patterns were adapted to
the new group of questions, extending the conditions.

Besides, the extraction patterns were adapted to im-
prove the precision in our system. So that, the defi-
nition is looked after to the acronym because of the
probability of appearing with this format is greater.

6.5 Solution for insufficient typology

The typology must be extended considering other
types like: personal page, guardianship schedule, of-
fice, subject, course and mailing dress. In addition,

1st answer 2nd answer 3rd answer
27 9 3

Table 2: Results of BRUPIA

some types were adapted for the new system BRU-
PIA.

7 Representation of solutions

Fig. 3: Problems and solutions

Two important things are represented in the Figure
3. Firstly, the detected errors that are represented in
the line of down and marked with the concrete colour
of each type of error and secondly, the solved errors
that are situated over the detected ones. For each
type, it is possible to check the obtained improvement
comparing the size of both lines. The different errors
detected are represented in the “y” axis, and the num-
ber of questions that have each problem is detailed in
the “x” axis. The errors of classification and extrac-
tion patterns have been solved totally. Besides, some
errors of the web structure have been clarified with
our special contributions, ignoring the proper names
of the questions that are contained in the page head,
which pertain a higher hierarchic level. However, the
used typology is the same than the baseline and the
failures related to this concept have not been solved
yet. In this way, the problem of language is future
work. Even so, the final result is 32,5% of MRR.

8 Results

Regarding the first experiment carried out with the
general training corpus for UA, the obtained results
were about 5% the precision. The final result consid-
ering a set of 100 questions for the restricted domain
of the DLSI is 32,5% of MRR.

In the Table 2, it is possible to distinguish the num-
ber of questions that are correct in the first, second
or third position. Moreover, two answers in Valen-
cian language returned in the second position have
been considered correct. It is very interesting that the
number of correct answers returned in first position is
higher than the other groups.
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9 Conclusion and future work

BRUPIA is a QA system for academic domain of UA.
Our approach is different from the traditional QA
systems, which works with independent documents.
BRUPIA has a document collection with structured
information and contains related data. In addition,
these documents have a hierarchy of webpages that in-
dicates how the texts are related. Our system uses the
terminology of the domain in a strategic way to solve
some problems with the web structure. The patterns
have been adapted to new domain generalizing the
conditions. Finally, we propose some alternatives to
solve the specific problems in this kind of web systems.
The results obtained with our experiments are 32,5%
of MRR, obtaining important improvements with re-
spect to the initial tests.

In the earliest phases, BRUPIA solved some of the
problems that came up in the adaptation of the base-
line system to the new domain. Nevertheless, much
work is left for our future work to generate a robust
system for the academic domain of UA.
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Abstract
We propose a novel method for improving word
alignments in a parallel sentence-aligned bilin-
gual corpus based on the idea that if two words
are translations of each other then so should
be many words in their local contexts. The
idea is formalised using the Web as a corpus,
a glossary of known word translations (dynami-
cally augmented from the Web using bootstrap-
ping), the vector space model, linguistically mo-
tivated weighted minimum edit distance, com-
petitive linking, and the IBM models. Evalua-
tion results on a Bulgarian-Russian corpus show
a sizable improvement both in word alignment
and in translation quality.

Keywords
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1 Introduction

The beginning of modern Statistical Machine Transla-
tion (SMT) can be traced back to 1988, when Brown et
al. [5] from IBM published a formalised mathematical
formulation of the translation problem and proposed
five word alignment models – IBMmodels 1, 2, 3, 4 and
5. Starting with a bilingual parallel sentence-aligned
corpus, the IBM models learn how to translate individ-
ual words and the probabilities of these translations.
Later, decoders like the ISI ReWrite Decoder [9]
became available, which made it possible to quickly
build SMT systems with decent quality.
An important shift happened in 2004, when the

Pharaoh model [11] has been proposed, which uses
whole phrases (typically of length up to 7, not neces-
sarily representing linguistic units), rather than just
words. This led to a significant improvement in trans-
lation quality, since phrases can encode local gen-
der/number agreement, facilitate choosing the correct
sense for ambiguous words, and naturally handle fixed
phrases and idioms. While methods have been pro-
posed for learning translation phrases directly [17],
the most popular alignment template approach [23] re-
quires bi-directional word alignments at the sentence
level from which phrases consistent with those align-
ments are extracted. Since better word alignments can
lead to better phrases1, improving word alignments re-
mains one of the primary research problems in SMT: in
1 The dependency between word alignments and translation

fact, there are more papers published yearly on word
alignments than on any other SMT subproblem.
In the present paper, we describe a novel method for

improving word alignments using the Web as a corpus,
a glossary of known word translations (dynamically
augmented from the Web using bootstrapping), the
vector space model, weighted minimum edit distance,
competitive linking, and the IBM models. The poten-
tial of the method is demonstrated on a Bulgarian-
Russian bilingual corpus.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: section

2 explains the method in detail, section 3 describes
the corpus and the resources used, section 4 contains
the evaluation, section 5 points to important related
research, and section 6 concludes with some possible
directions for future work.

2 Method

Our method combines two similarity measures which
make use of different information sources. First, we
define a language-specific modified minimum edit dis-
tance, based on linguistically-motivated rules target-
ing Bulgarian-Russian cognate pairs. Second, we
define a distributional semantic similarity measure,
based on the idea that if two words represent a transla-
tions pair, then the most frequently co-occurring words
in their local contexts should be translations of each
other as well. This intuition is formalised using the
Web as a corpus, a bilingual glossary of word trans-
lation pairs used as “bridges”, and the vector space
model. The two measures are combined with com-
petitive linking [19] in order to obtain high quality
word translation pairs, which are then appended to
the bilingual sentence-aligned corpus in order to bias
the subsequent training of the IBM word alignment
models [5].

2.1 Orthographic Similarity

We use an orthographic similarity measure, which is
based on the minimum edit distance (med) or Leven-
shtein distance [16]. med calculates the distance be-
tween two strings s1 and s2 as the minimum number of
edit operations – insert, replace, delete – needed
to transform s1 into s2. For example, the med be-
tween r. pervyi (Russian, ‘first’) and b. prvit

quality is indirect; improving the former does not necessarily
improve the latter.

1
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(Bulgarian, ‘the first’) is 4: three replace operations
(e → , y → i, i → ) and one insert (of t).
We modify the classic med in two ways. First, we

normalise the two strings, taking into account some
general graphemic correlations between the phonetico-
graphemic systems of the two closely-related Slavonic
languages – Bulgarian and Russian:

• For Russian words, we remove the letters  and
, as their graphemic collocations are excluded
in Bulgarian, e.g.  between two consonants (r.
silno ↔ b. silno, strongly),  following a
consonant (r. obvlenie ↔ b. obvlenie,
an announcement), etc.

• For Russian words, we remove the ending i,
which is the typical nominative adjective ending
in Russian, but not in Bulgarian, e.g. r. detskii
↔ b. detski (children’s).

• For Bulgarian words, we remove the definite arti-
cle, e.g. b. gorskit (the forestal)→ b. gorski
(forestal). The definite article is the only aggluti-
native morpheme in Bulgarian and has no coun-
terpart in Russian: Bulgarian has definite, but
not indefinite article, and there are no articles in
Russian.

• We transliterate the Russian-specific letters
(missing in the Bulgarian alphabet) or letter com-
binations in a regular way: y ↔ i,  ↔ e, and
xt↔ w, e.g. r. lektron↔ b. elektron (an
electron), r. vyl ↔ b. vil (past participle of to
howl), r. xtab ↔ b. wab (mil. a staff), etc.

• Finally, we remove all double letters in both lan-
guages (e.g. nn → n; ss → s): While consonant
and vowel doubling is very rare in Bulgarian (ex-
cept at morpheme boundaries for a limited num-
ber of morphemes), it is more common in Russian,
e.g. in case of words of foreign origin: r. assam-
ble → b. asamble (an assembly)

Second, we use different letter-pair specific costs for
replace. We use 0.5 for all vowel to vowel substitu-
tions, e.g. o ↔ e as in r. lico ↔ b. lice (a face).
We also use 0.5 for some consonant-consonant replace-
ments, e.g. s ↔ z. Such regular phonetic changes are
reflected in different ways in the orthographic systems
of the two languages, Bulgarian being more conser-
vative and sticking to morphological principles. For
example, in Bulgarian the final z in prefixes like iz-
and raz- never change to s, while in Russian they
sometimes do, e.g. r. issledovatel ↔ b. izsle-
dovatel (an explorer), r. rasskaz ↔ b. razkaz (a
story), etc.
We use a cost of 1 for all other replacements.
It is easy to see that this modified minimum edit

distance (mmed) is more adequate than med – it is
only 0.5 for r. pervyi and b. prvit: we first
normalise them to pervi and prvi, and then we
do a single vowel-vowel replace with the cost of 0.5.
We transform mmed into a similarity measure, mod-

ified minimum edit distance ratio (mmedr) using the
following formula (|s| is the number of letters in s be-
fore the normalisation):

MMEDR(s1, s2) = 1− MMED(s1,s2)
max(|s1|,|s2|)

Below we compare mmedr with minimum edit dis-
tance ratio (medr):

MEDR(s1, s2) = 1− MED(s1,s2)
max(|s1|,|s2|)

and longest common subsequence ratio (lcsr) [18]:

LCSR(s1, s2) =
|LCS(s1,s2)|
max(|s1|,|s2|)

In the last definition, lcs(s1, s2) refers to the
longest common subsequence of s1 and s2, e.g.
lcs(pervyi, prvit) = prv, and therefore

mmedr(pervyi, prvit) = 3/7 ≈ 0.43

We obtain the same score using mmed:

mmed(pervyi, prvit) = 1− 4/7 ≈ 0.43

while with mmedr we have:

mmedr(pervyi, prvit) = 1− 0.5/7 ≈ 0.93

2.2 Semantic Similarity

The second basic similarity measure we use is web-
only, which measures the semantic similarity between
a Russian word wru and a Bulgarian word wbg us-
ing the Web as a corpus and a glossary G of known
Bulgarian-Russian translation pairs used as “bridges”.
The basic idea is that if two words are translations of
each other then many of the words in their respective
local contexts should be mutual translations as well.
First, we issue a query to Google for wru or wbg,

limiting the language to Russian or Bulgarian, and we
collect the text from the resulting 1,000 snippets. We
then extract the words from the local context (two
words on either side of the target word), we remove
the stopwords (prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions,
interjections and some adverbs), we lemmatise the re-
maining words, and we filter out the words that are
not in G. We further replace each Russian word with
its Bulgarian counter-part in G. As a result, we end
up with two Bulgarian frequency vectors, correspond-
ing to wru and wbg, respectively. Finally, we tf.idf-
weight the vector coordinates [31] and we calculate the
semantic similarity between wbg and wru as the cosine
between their corresponding vectors.

2.3 Combined Similarity Measures

In our experiments (see below), we have found that
mmedr yields a better precision, while web-only has
a better recall. Therefore we tried to combine the two
similarity measures in different ways:

• web-avg: average of web-only and mmedr;

• web-max: maximum of web-only and mmedr;

• web-cut: The value of web-cut(s1, s2) is 1, if
mmedr(s1, s2) ≥ α (0 < α < 1), and is equal to
web-only(s1, s2), otherwise.

2
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2.4 Competitive Linking

The above similarity measures are used in combina-
tion with competitive linking [19], which assumes that
a source word is either translated with a single target
word or is not translated at all. Given a sentence pair,
the similarity between all Bulgarian-Russian word
pairs is calculated2, which induces a fully-connected
weighted bipartite graph. Then a greedy approxima-
tion to the maximum weighted bipartite matching in
that graph is extracted as follows: First, the most sim-
ilar pair of unaligned words is aligned and both words
are discarded from further consideration. Then the
next most similar pair of unaligned words is aligned
and the two words are discarded, and so forth. The
process is repeated until there are no unaligned words
left or until the maximal word pair similarity falls be-
low a pre-specified threshold θ (0 ≤ θ ≤ 1), which
could leave some words unaligned.

3 Resources

3.1 Parallel Corpus

We use a parallel sentence-aligned Bulgarian-Russian
corpus: the Russian novel Lord of the World3 by
Alexander Beliaev and its Bulgarian translation4. The
text has been sentence aligned automatically using the
alignment tool MARK ALISTeR [26], which is based
on the Gale-Church algorithm [8]. As a result, we ob-
tained 5,827 parallel sentences, which we divided into
training (4,827 sentences), tuning (500 sentences), and
testing set (500 sentences).

3.2 Grammatical Resources

We use monolingual dictionaries for lemmatisation.
For Bulgarian, we use a large morphological dictionary,
containing about 1,000,000 wordforms and 70,000 lem-
mata [25], created at the Linguistic Modeling De-
partment, Institute for Parallel Processing, Bulgar-
ian Academy of Sciences. The dictionary is in DE-
LAF format [30]: each entry consists of a wordform, a
corresponding lemma, followed by morphological and
grammatical information. There can be multiple en-
tries for the same wordform, in case of multiple homo-
graphs. We also use a large grammatical dictionary
of Russian in the same format, consisting of 1,500,000
wordforms and 100,000 lemmata, based on the Gram-
matical Dictionary of A. Zaliznjak [33]. Its electronic
version was supplied by the Computerised fund of Rus-
sian language, Institute of Russian language, Russian
Academy of Sciences.

3.3 Bilingual Glossary

We built a bilingual glossary from an online Bulgarian-
Russian dictionary5. First, we removed all multi-
word expressions. Then we combined each Rus-

2 Due to their special distribution, stopwords and short words
(one or two letters) are not used in competitive linking.

3 http://www.lib.ru
4 http://borislav.free.fr/mylib
5 http://www.bgru.net/intr/dictionary/

sian word with each Bulgarian one – due to poly-
semy/homonymy some words had multiple transla-
tions. As a result, we obtained a glossary G of 3,794
word translation pairs.
Due to the modest glossary size, in our initial ex-

periments, we were lacking translations for many of
the most frequent context words. For example, when
comparing r. plate (a dress) and b. rokl (a
dress), we find adjectives like r. svadebnoe (wed-
ding) and r. veqernee (evening) among the most fre-
quent Russian context words, and b. svatbena and
b. veqerna among the most frequent Bulgarian con-
text words. While missing in our bilingual glossary,
it is easy to see that they are orthographically similar
and thus likely cognates. Therefore, we automatically
extended G with possible cognate pairs. For the pur-
pose, we collected the most frequent 30 non-stopwords
RU30 and BG30 from the local contexts of wru and
wbg, respectively, that were missing in our glossary.
We then calculated the mmedr for every word pair
(r, b) ∈ (RU30, BG30), and we added to G all pairs for
which the value was above 0.90. As a result, we man-
aged to extend G with 6,289 additional high-quality
translation pairs.

4 Evaluation

We evaluate the similarity measures in four different
ways: manual analysis of web-cut, alignment quality
of competitive linking, alignment quality of the IBM
models for a corpus augmented with word translations
from competitive linking, and translation quality of a
phrase-based SMT trained on that corpus.

4.1 Manual Evaluation of web-cut

Recall that by definition web-cut(s1, s2) is 1, if
mmedr(s1, s2) ≥ α, and is equal to web-only(s1, s2),
otherwise. To find the best value for α, we tried all
values α ∈ {0.01, 0.02, 0.03, . . . , 0.99}. For each value,
we word-aligned the training sentences from the par-
allel corpus using competitive linking and web-cut,
and we extracted a list of the distinct aligned word
pairs, which we added twice as additional “sentence”
pairs to the training corpus. We then calculated the
perplexity of IBM model 4 for that augmented corpus.
This procedure was repeated for all candidate values
of α, and finally α = 0.62 was selected as it yielded
the lowest perplexity.6
The last author, a native speaker of Bulgarian who

is fluent in Russian, manually examined and anno-
tated as correct, rough or wrong the 14,246 distinct
aligned Bulgarian-Russian word type pairs, obtained
with competitive linking and web-cut for α = 0.62.
The following groups naturally emerge:

1. “Identical” word pairs (mmedr(s1, s2) = 1):
1,309 or 9% of all pairs. 70% of them are com-
pletely identical, e.g. skoro (soon) is spelled the
same way in both Bulgarian and Russian. The re-
maining 30% exhibit regular graphemic changes,
which are recognised by mmedr (See section 2.1.)

6 This value is close to 0.58, which has been found to perform
best for lcsr on Western-European languages [15].
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2. “True friends” (α ≤ mmedr(s1, s2) < 1):
5,289 or 37% of all pairs. This group reflects
changes combining regular phonemic and mor-
phemic (grammatical) correlations. Examples in-
clude similar but not identical affixes (e.g. the
Russian prefixes vo- and so- become v- and s-
in Bulgarian), similar graphemic shapes of mor-
pheme values (e.g. the Russian singular feminine
adjective endings -a and - become -a and -
in Bulgarian), etc.

3. “Translations” (mmedr(s1, s2) < α): 7,648
or 54 % of all pairs. Here the value of web-
only(s1, s2) is used. We divide this group into
the following sub-categories: correct (73%), rough
(3%) and wrong (24%).

Our analysis of the rough and wrong sub-groups of
the latter group exposes the inadequacy of the idea of
reducing sentence translation to a sequence of word-
for-word translations, even for closely related lan-
guages like Bulgarian and Russian. Laying aside the
translator’s freedom of choice, the translation corre-
spondences often link a word to a phrase, or a phrase to
another phrase, often idiomatically, and sometimes in-
volve syntactic transformations as well. For example,
when aligning the Russian word r. otvernuts to
its Bulgarian translation b. obrwam grb (to turn
back), competitive linking wrongly aligns r. otver-
nuts to b. grb (a back). Similarly, when the
Russian for to challenge, r. brosat vyzov (lit. to
throw a challenge), is aligned to its Bulgarian transla-
tion b. hvrlm rkavica (lit. to throw a glove),
this results in wrongly aligning r. vyzov (a challenge)
to b. rkavica (a glove). Note however that such
alignments are still helpful in the context of SMT.
Figure 1 shows the precision-recall curve for the

manual evaluation of competitive linking with web-
cut for the third group only (mmedr(s1, s2) < α),
considering both rough and wrong as incorrect. We
can see that the precision is 0.73 even for recall of 1.

Fig. 1: Manual evaluation of web-cut: Precision-
recall curve for competitive linking with web-cut on
the “translations” sub-group (mmedr(s1, s2) < 0.62).

4.2 Word Alignments

4.2.1 Gold Standard Word Alignments

The last author, a linguist, manually aligned the first
100 sentences from the training corpus, thus creating a

gold standard for calculating the alignment error rate
(AER) for the different similarity measures.
Manual alignments typically use two kinds of links:

sure and possible. As we have seen above, even for
closely related languages like Russian and Bulgarian,
the alignment of each source word to a target one
could be impossible, unless a suitable convention is
adopted. Particularly problematic are the “hanging”
single words – typically stemming from syntactic dif-
ferences. We prefer to align such word to the same
target word to which is aligned the word it is depen-
dent on, and to mark the link as possible, rather than
sure. More formally, if the source Russian word xru is
translated with a pair of target Bulgarian words xbg

and ybg, where xru is a sure translation of xbg, and ybg

is a grammatical or “empty” word ensuring the cor-
rect surface presentation of the grammatical/lexical
relation, then we add a possible link between ybg to
xru as well.
For instance, the Russian genitive case is typically

translated in Bulgarian with a prepositional phrase,
na+noun, e.g. r. zvuki muzyki (sounds of music)
is translated as b. zvucite na muzikata. Other ex-
amples include regular ellipsis/dropping of elements
specific for one of the languages only, e.g. subject
dropping in Bulgarian, ellipsis of Russian auxiliaries
in present tense, etc. For example, r.  znal (I knew)
can be translated as b. az znaeh, but also as b. znaeh.
On the other hand, r. on geroi (‘he is a hero’, lit.
‘he hero’) is translated as b. toi e geroi (lit. ‘he is
hero’).

4.2.2 Competitive Linking

Figure 2 shows the AER for competitive linking with
all 7 similarity measures: our orthographic and se-
mantic measures (mmedr and web-only), the three
combinations (web-cut, web-max and web-avg),
as well as for lcsr and medr. We can see an im-
provement of up to 6 AER points when going from
lcsr/medr/web-only to web-cut/web-avg. Note
that here we calculated the AER on a modified ver-
sion of the 100 gold standard sentences – the stopwords
and the punctuation were removed in order to ensure
a fair comparison with competitive linking, which ig-
nores them. In addition, each of the measures has
its own threshold θ for competitive linking (see sec-
tion 2.4), which we set by optimising perplexity on
the training set, as we did for α in the section 4.1:
we tried all values of θ ∈ {0.05, 0.10,. . . , 1.00}, and we
selected the one which yielded the lowest perplexity.

Fig. 2: AER for competitive linking: stopwords
and punctuation are not considered.
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4.2.3 IBM Models

In our next experiment, we first extracted a list of
the distinct word pairs aligned with competitive link-
ing, and we added them twice as additional “sen-
tence” pairs to the training corpus, as in section 4.1.
We then generated two directed IBM model 4 word
alignments (Bulgarian→ Russian, Russian→ Bulgar-
ian) for the new corpus, and we combined them using
the interect+grow heuristic [22]. Table 3 shows the
AER for these combined alignments. We can see that
while training on the augmented corpus lowers AER
by about 4 points compared to the baseline (which is
trained on the original corpus), there is little difference
between the similarity measures.

Fig. 3: AER for IBM model 4: intersect+grow.

4.3 Machine Translation

As we said in the introduction, word alignments are
an important first step in the process of building a
phrase-based SMT. However, as many researchers have
reported, better AER does not necessarily mean im-
proved machine translation quality [2]. Therefore, we
built a full Russian→ Bulgarian SMT system in order
to assess the actual impact of the corpus augmentation
(as described in the previous section) on the transla-
tion quality.
Starting with the symmetrised word alignments de-

scribed in the previous section, we extracted phrase-
level translation pairs using the alignment template ap-
proach [13]. We then trained a log-linear model with
the standard feature functions: language model prob-
ability, word penalty, distortion cost, forward phrase
translation probability, backward phrase translation
probability, forward lexical weight, backward lexical
weight, and phrase penalty. The feature weights, were
set by maximising Bleu [24] on the development set
using minimum error rate training [21].
Tables 4 and 5 show the evaluation on the test set

in terms of Bleu and NIST scores. We can see a siz-
able difference between the different similarity mea-
sures: the combined measures (web-cut, web-max
and web-avg) clearly outperforming lcsr and medr.
mmedr outperforms them as well, but the difference
from lcsr is negligible.

5 Related Work

Many researchers have exploited the intuition that
words in two different languages with similar or identi-
cal spelling are likely to be translations of each other.

Fig. 4: Translation quality: Bleu score.

Fig. 5: Translation quality: NIST score.

Al-Onaizan & al. [1] create improved Czech-English
word alignments using probable cognates extracted
with one of the variations of lcsr [18] described in
[32]. They tried to constrain the co-occurrences, to
seed the parameters of IBM model 1, but their best
results were achieved by simply adding the cognates
to the training corpus as additional “sentences”. Us-
ing a variation of that technique, Kondrak, Marcu and
Knight [15] demonstrated improved translation qual-
ity for nine European languages. We extend this work,
by adding competitive linking [19], language-specific
weights, and a Web-based semantic similarity mea-
sure.
Koehn & Knight [12] describe several techniques for

inducing translation lexicons. Starting with unrelated
German and English corpora, they look for (1) identi-
cal words, (2) cognates, (3) words with similar frequen-
cies, (4) words with similar meanings, and (5) words
with similar contexts. This is a bootstrapping process,
where new translation pairs are added to the lexicon
at each iteration.
Rapp [27] describes a correlation between the co-

occurrences of words that are translations of each
other. In particular, he shows that if in a text in
one language two words A and B co-occur more of-
ten than expected by chance, then in a text in an-
other language the translations of A and B are also
likely to co-occur frequently. Based on this observa-
tion, he proposes a model for finding the most accurate
cross-linguistic mapping between German and English
words using non-parallel corpora. His approach differs
from ours in the similarity measure, the text source,
and the addressed problem. In later work on the same
problem, Rapp [28] represents the context of the target
word with four vectors: one for the words immediately
preceding the target, another one for the ones immedi-
ately following the target, and two more for the words
one more word before/after the target.
Fung and Yee [7] extract word-level translations
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from non-parallel corpora. They count the number of
sentence-level co-occurrences of the target word with
a fixed set of “seed” words in order to rank the candi-
dates in a vector-space model using different similarity
measures, after normalisation and tf.idf-weighting
[31]. The process starts with a small initial set of
seed words, which are dynamically augmented as new
translation pairs are identified. We do not have a
fixed set of seed words, but generate it dynamically,
since finding the number of co-occurrences of the tar-
get word with each of the seed words would require
prohibitively many search engine queries.
Diab & Finch [6] propose a statistical word-level

translation model for comparable corpora, which finds
a cross-linguistic mapping between the words in the
two corpora such that the source language word-level
co-occurrences are preserved as closely as possible.
Finally, there is a lot of research on string sim-

ilarity which has been or potentially could be ap-
plied to cognate identification: Ristad&Yianilos’98
[29] learn the med weights using a stochastic trans-
ducer. Tiedemann’99 [32] and Mulloni&Pekar’06 [20]
learn spelling changes between two languages for lcsr
and for nedr respectively. Kondrak’05 [14] pro-
poses longest common prefix ratio, and longest com-
mon subsequence formula, which counters lcsr’s pref-
erence for short words. Klementiev&Roth’06 [10]
and Bergsma&Kondrak’07 [3] propose a discrimina-
tive frameworks for string similarity. Brill&Moore’00
[4] learn string-level substitutions.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have proposed and demonstrated the potential of
a novel method for improving word alignments using
linguistic knowledge and the Web as a corpus.
There are many things we plan to do in the future.

First, we would like to replace competitive linking with
maximum weight bipartite matching. We also want to
improve mmed by adding more linguistically knowl-
edge or by learning the nedr or lcsr weights auto-
matically as described in [20, 29, 32]. Even better re-
sults could be achieved with string-level substitutions
[4] or a discriminative approach [3, 10] .
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Abstract
This paper presents a study of the relation be-
tween a word’s form and the emotion it ex-
presses. We analyze the possibility that the form
of words expressing emotions is not completely
arbitrary, but in fact, their sound evokes the
emotion conveyed. We explore the relation be-
tween word form and emotions using a variety of
word form representations and machine learning
methods. We first show that words expressing
an emotion are more similar among them than
with words expressing other emotions, and then
we discuss the sounds of emotions.

Keywords
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1 Introduction

A word has two components: word form, a se-
quence of sounds (pronunciation) and, possibly, let-
ters/characters (written form), and meaning. The
word form is also called signifier, and its meaning,
or referent in the world, is called signified: the word
form tree with the pronunciation /trE/1 has as referent
in the real world a tree entity.2 While it is usually
accepted that the relation between signifier and signi-
fied is largely arbitrary [5], the idea that sounds may
carry meaning has appeared at several points in time
[8], and is still a matter of debate and research.
In this paper we study the relationship between

signifier and signified for a class of words which can
be particularly susceptible to the way a word sounds:
words that express emotions – either positive or nega-
tive, or a more fine grained range (anger, disgust, fear,
joy, sadness, surprise).
We work with data annotated with emotion tags:

WordNet Affect and the dictionary from the Linguis-
tic Inquiry and Word Count system. We work with the
pronunciation and written form of a word. We repre-
sent the word form in various ways, using separately
the written and pronunciation versions. We investi-
gate the connection between form and emotion con-
veyed in two steps. We first verify, through machine
learning experiments, whether such a connection ex-
ists. The results support this hypothesis, by showing
that words expressing the same emotion have more in

1 From the online version of the Merriam-Webster:
http://www.m-w.com .

2 For the remainder of the paper, the signifier will be written
in italics, and the signified in smallcaps.

common with each other than with words expressing
other emotions. In a second step, we analyze whether
the sounds of happy words are indeed happy sounding.
This is a harder question to answer, as perception is
subjective. We discuss the sounds of emotions based
on the most salient features in our experiments and
research on emotion recognition in speech.
Apart from a purely theoretical benefit, finding a

relation between the way the words sound and the
emotion expressed contributes to research in sentiment
analysis, very much part of the highly explored areas
of NLP these days, authorship analysis and other re-
search areas. From a practical point of view, such re-
lations could be exploited in advertising, where prod-
uct names that have no literal meaning rely on their
sound to catch the attention and desire of potential
customers [1].

2 Motivation

It is a long held belief that the association between
a word-form and its meaning is arbitrary [5]: there
is nothing about a tree that evokes the sequence of
letters or sounds that form the English word tree. Sup-
port of this theory comes from language variation: a
tree is called tree in English, but Baum in German,
albero in Italian, and numerous other variants in the
languages of the world. If there was anything intrinsic
to tree that would link it to the form tree, it would
have been called the same in all languages.
There are also onomatopoeic words, which sound

like the concept they describe [2]. Onomatopoeia are
language specific. In English lions roar, cats purr, flies
buzz, snakes hiss, fireworks go boom and bang.
In between the two extremes of total arbitrariness

of form relative to meaning and identity of the two,
there are mellifluous words. Coming from the Latin
mellifluus = mel(honey)+fluere(flow) – dripping with
honey – mellifluous has come to refer to words whose
sounds evoke the concepts they refer to. Such words
were particularly exploited for effects in poetry [17].
We also use them in our everyday speech: we hush
to make silence, we mumble when we speak in a low
inarticulate manner.
Arbitrariness of the connection between sound and

meaning is not universally accepted. The theory
of sound symbolism or phonosemantics, according to
which most words in a language fall into a category
similar to mellifluous – every sound carries a certain
meaning, which evoke certain aspects of a concept
whose name contains this sound – has ancient roots.
Plato, through his characters in the Cratylus dialogue
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– Hermogenes and Socrates – discusses the provenance
of words. Socrates proposes that there is a connection
between the way words sound and their signifiers. As
an example, he gives the Greek letter ρ (rho), which
for him expresses motion. A number of (Greek) words
containing ρ are brought up in support of this hy-
pothesis, for which Hermogenes provides afterwards
a plethora of counter-examples.
The idea that sounds carry meaning has reappeared

throughout history. Locke’s An Essay on Human Un-
derstanding (1690) counters this idea. Leibniz’s book
New Essays on Human Understanding (1765) critiques
Locke’s essay. Leibniz proposes a moderate view, in
which words and their referents are neither related by
perfect correspondence, nor by complete arbitrariness.
A detailed history of phonosemantics is presented by
Genette [8], and a historical review plus recent re-
search and developments are presented by Magnus
[16].
An interesting view on the relation between sound

and meaning, and the possible connection between the
two, is proposed by Jakobson [11]. In Lecture VI he
says: “The intimacy of connection between the sounds
and the meaning of a word gives rise to the desire of
speakers to add an internal relation to the external
relation, resemblance to contiguity, to complement the
signified by a rudimentary image”. In other words, the
resemblance between sound and meaning is in the ear
and mind of the beholder. This may lead to a “natural
selection” of words, based on the way they sound, as
suggested by Otto Jespersen: “There is no denying
that there are words which we feel instinctively to be
adequate to express the ideas they stand for. ... Sound
symbolism, we may say, makes some words more fit
to survive.” [12]. Firth [7] and Sapir [20] also share
such a middle-ground view of sound symbolism. In
their view, speech sounds carry meaning, but rather
than being inherent to them, it is a result of what
Firth called “phonetic habit”, “an attunement of the
nervous system”.

3 Signifier and signified

We set out to investigate the connection between the
signifier, or word form, and signified, or meaning, for
English words that express emotions. Because we pro-
pose that words expressing emotions are mellifluous
words, we do not seek a relation between form and ex-
act meaning, but rather form and some aspect of the
meaning - in our case, the emotion conveyed.

The signifier The signifier, in our case, can have
both a written and a spoken form. A tree is called
/trE/ and written tree in English. The pronuncia-
tion is a sequence of sounds (phonemes). According
to research in speech analysis, phonemes are not the
smallest units of speech. Individual phonemes can be
represented through values of a set of parameters, or
features, that capture the configuration of the vocal
tract that produces each sound and other acoustic fea-
tures. We investigate each of these three variants of
representing a word form.

letters : In English words are not pronounced as they
are written. However, the way words are spelled
may be closer to the words’ etymological roots
than their pronunciation is. As an example, the
word delight, comes from the Old French word

Phoneme Example Transcription
AA alarm AH0 L AA1 R M
AE amorous AE1 M ER0 AH0 S
CH charm CH AA1 R M
EH enchant EH0 N CH AE1 N T
T tickle T IH1 K AH0 L
Y euphoria Y UW0 F AO1 R IY0 AH0

Table 1: A sample of phonemes, words and their pho-
netic transcription

delit, delitier which in turn comes from the Latin
delectare3. The letter e in delight is pronounced
/i/ as in bit, while in its etymological roots, it is
pronounced /e/ as in bet. Since texts are more
readily available than word pronunciations, this
type of word form is also the easiest to analyze.

pronunciation : Pronunciation of letters in English,
especially vowels, depends on their context. Dic-
tionaries provide a transcription of words into
their phonetic equivalent. In this representation,
each sound (which may correspond to one or more
of a word’s letters) is represented by a special
symbol. We use CMU’s pronunciation dictionary
developed at the Carnegie Mellon University 4,
which contains approximately 125,000 words and
their transcriptions. The transcriptions’ “alpha-
bet” consists of 39 phonemes, and three extra dig-
its for stress information (0 - no stress, 1 - pri-
mary stress, 2 - secondary stress). A sample of
phonemes and word pronunciations are presented
in Table 1.

phonetic-features : The phonemes can also be fur-
ther described in terms of phonological features
– “configurations” of the vocal tract and acous-
tic characteristics. From the existing phonolog-
ical feature systems – [13], [9], [3] – we use the
Sound Pattern of English (SPE) [3].

SPE consists of 14 binary features, which de-
scribe the tongue body position (high, back, low),
tongue tip position (anterior, coronal), lips’ con-
figuration (round), configurations affecting the air
flow – by constriction, vibration of vocal folds or
blocking with the tongue or lips (tensed, voiced,
continuant, nasal, strident) and acoustic charac-
teristics (vocalic, consonant, silence). Examples
of phonemes (also called phones) with their SPE
representation are shown in Table 2.

v c h b l a c r t v c n s s
o o i a o n o o e o o a t i
c n g c w t r u n i n s r l

s h k n s c t a i e
ae (bat) + - - + + - - - + + + - - -
b (bee) - + - - - + - - - + - - - -
iy (beet) - - + - - - - - + + + - - -
m (mom) - + - - - + - - - + - + - -
ow (boat) + - - + - - - + + + + - - -
sh (she) - + + - - - + - - - + - + -

Table 2: Examples of sound representation using the
SPE system

3 From the Online Etymology Dictionary:
http://www.etymonline.com.

4 The CMU pronunciation dictionary is freely available at
http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict . We have
used version 0.6d.
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The signified The signified component of our data
comes from emotion tags, from two sets – a finer
grained set consisting of 6 emotions, and a set con-
sisting of 2 coarse emotion classes. Psychological re-
search proposes the following basic emotions: {anger,
disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise} [6]. We study
whether analysis of word form allows us to predict
whether the word expresses one of these basic emo-
tions. Because much research in the domain of sen-
timent analysis works at a coarser level of emotions
– positive and negative – we also study the relation
between word forms and these broader emotion cate-
gories.

4 Emotion-tagged words

Assigning an emotion tag to words is not an easy task.
Potentially, for any word one may perceive an emo-
tional dimension, either directly from the word’s mean-
ing, or through the word’s associations with emotion-
ally charged words or situations.
The words we are most interested in are words that

express an emotion, such as happy, joy. We focus on
WordNet Affect [22] and LIWC [19] data because they
contain words that express emotions, rather than hav-
ing a semantic orientation. The word knowledge for
example, does not have an emotion tag in WordNet Af-
fect, but it has a positive tag in the General Inquirer
data. Other resources include the General Inquirer
data 5 and the list of postive and negative adjectives
used by Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown [10] 6.

WordNet Affect WordNet-Affect is an extension
of WordNet with affective tags. Words that have an
Emotion tag, were recently more fine-grained reanno-
tated with one of: { joy, fear, anger, sadness, disgust,
surprise } [22]. The choice for the six emotions comes
from psychological research into human (non-verbally
expressed) emotions [6].

Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) focuses on the
analysis of text and computing statistics along 82
dimensions, such as “present”, “future”, “space”,
“motion”, “occupation”, “physical”, “metaphysical”,
“body “[19], based on a large dictionary that lists
words under each of these dimensions. We use the
words listed under “positive emotions” and “negative
emotions”.

Table 3 contains information about the number of
unique words for each of the WordNet affect and LIWC
emotions. Column 3 shows the word count for each
emotion, and column 4 shows the word count after
filtering morphologically related words and after ver-
ifying that the word has an entry in the CMU dic-
tionary. The experiments are run only using words
that have a pronunciation in the dictionary, to allow
for comparison of performance for the different repre-
sentations. We filtered morphologically related words
by performing (i) stemming (using Porter’s Stemmer),
(ii) an extra step of cutting off suffixes (such as -fully,

5 The General Inquirer lexicon is freely available for research
purposes from http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/ inquirer/.

6 These and other sentiment annotated resources are available
from Janyce Wiebe’s web site http://www.cs.pitt.edu/˜wiebe
.

Resource class count filtered

WordNet anger 240 101 (25%)
Affect disgust 48 17 (4.2%)

fear 134 49 (12.13%)
joy 364 152 (37.63%)
sadness 187 59 (14.6%)
surprise 70 26 (6.44%)
total 1043 404 (100%)

LIWC negative 345 283 (59.21%)
positive 265 195 (40.79%)
total 610 478 (100%)

Table 3: Word-sentiment counts from WordNet Af-
fect and LIWC

-ful, -some, -ness) to catch words with multiple suf-
fixes, and finally (iii) word matching. We also elimi-
nate words with the suffix “less”, because the emotion
the word stem expresses and the emotion expressed by
the full word are different. Words with negative pre-
fixes (un-, in-) are kept, because it is harder to detect
whether a starting sequence un or in is actually a pre-
fix or not. Also, the bigram representation, discussed
below, will cover these prefixes (as opposed to the suf-
fix -less for which a 4-gram representation would be
necessary).

5 Learning experiments

The hypothesis we explore is that word forms express-
ing the same emotion share sound/pronunciation char-
acteristics – in other words, they sound similar in cer-
tain ways. The similarities may be at the smallest
level – letter, sound, sound feature – or at a more com-
plex level – letter or sound sequences, combinations of
sound features. We build data representations at these
three levels, and test the hypothesis using decision tree
(J48, ADTree7) and memory based (IBK) algorithms
in Weka [24], in 10-fold cross-validation experiments.

Data representation Following these considera-
tions, we have produced a series of representations for
the data, which vary along two dimensions: analyzed
unit (unigrams and bigrams) and unit representation
(letter, pronunciation and sound features).
We split each word into three segments – beginning

segment (consisting of the first unit), ending segment
(the last unit), and the middle segment which con-
tains everything in-between. Each word is represented
in terms of features for each of these three segments.
For each segment, the features represent aggregated
statistics for the units in this segment. For letter fea-
ture a in the middle segment, for example, the value is
the number of occurrences of a in the middle segment.
An example: if we consider the word admire with a

bigram letter representation, it will have the following
segments: beginning – ad, middle – dmir, end – re.
In its feature vector, the following features will have
non-zero values: for the beginning segment – ad, for
the middle segment – dm, mi, ir, for the end segment
– re.
Table 4 shows the number of features for each data

set generated for the 6 possible variations. In the ta-
ble, and in the discussion that follows, we will use the
abbreviations: data sets: WordNet Affect (W), LIWC

7 We use Weka’s MultiClassClassifier to perform multi-class
classification with ADTree.
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Repres. # of Features Repres. # of Features
W-1Let 71 W-2Let 498
W-1P 126 W-2P 711
W-1C 42 W-2C 588
L-1Let 68 L-2Let 498
L-1P 123 L-2P 731
L-1C 42 W-2C 588

Table 4: Number of features used in each representa-
tion method

(L); units: unigram (1), bigram (2); unit representa-
tion: letters (Let), pronunciation/phonetic (P), SPE
codes (C) levels.
For letter- and pronunciation/phonetic-based repre-

sentation, the features are determined by the n-gram
letter and phoneme sequences that actually appear in
our list of words. For phonological features we con-
sider the set of 14 SPE features for each word segment
(beginning, middle, end). All features are numeric and
their value is the number of occurrence of the feature
(e.g. letter a or phoneme IY ) in the corresponding
segment of the word. The phonetic-based represen-
tation contains two extra features – for primary and
secondary stress, as indicated in the pronunciation dic-
tionary. These two features take as value the phoneme
that was stressed (always corresponding to a vowel).

Results for WordNet Affect data We evaluate
the quality of classification by computing the average
accuracy (Acc) and average precision (P ), recall (R)
and F1 score (F ) for each emotion class in 10-fold cross
validation experiments. Our experiments have shown
that dropping the features for the end of word segment
has a positive impact on performance. The increase in
performance may be due partly to the reduction (by
approximately 33%) of the number of features.
The best results, in terms of accuracy, for the Word-

Net Affect data were 39.85% obtained with IB1-1Let8

and 38.11% with IB1-1C, on word representations
based only on the beginning and middle segment. In
this 6-class learning problem the baseline accuracy is
37.63%, corresponding to classifying everything as joy,
the majority class (this baseline maximizes accuracy).
Table 5 shows the best results in terms of F-score

for each class (emotion) in the WordNet Affect data in
the multi-class learning setting. For detailed results on
each emotion class we use a baseline which guesses the
class with a distribution that matches the one in the
data set (this baseline balances precision and recall).
The baseline F-score values are given by the distribu-
tion presented in Table 3, repeated here on row 2.

Method anger disgust fear joy sadness surprise
baseline 25% 4.2% 12.13% 37.63% 14.6% 6.44%
IB1-1Let 40.9% 33.3% 33.3% 49.3% 33% 9.8%
IB1-1C 42.2% 16.2% 29.5% 45.1% 31.5% 26.7%
highest

values
44.8%
IB2-1C

36.8%
IB2-1Let

34.5%
IB2-1C

55%
IB2-1C

33%
IB1-1Let

26.7%
IB1-1C

Table 5: F1 score results on 6-class classification into
WordNet Affect emotions

The best recognized emotion from WordNet Affect’s
emotion classes was joy. Despite variation in P , R,
and F values for different representations and learn-
ing algorithms, joy was consistently the best classified
emotion. Part of this may be due to the fact that it

8 IBK, K=1, unigram letter-based representation, following the
same notation convention as in Table 4.

had the most examples (37.63%). The results show
statistically significant improvement over the baseline
at 95% confidence level with Weka’s t-test.

Results on LIWC data A selection of the best re-
sults (in terms of F1 score) for the LIWC data are
presented in Table 5. The baseline F1 score is equal
to the distribution of the classes, as presented in Table
3. The performance increase over the baseline is statis-
tically significant at 95% confidence level (with Weka’s
t-test). For this binary classification experiment, the
baseline accuracy is 56.59%, corresponding to classi-
fying everything as negative, the majority class. The
best results, in terms of accuracy for the LIWC data
are 62.3% (IB55-1C) and 61.5% (J48-2Let).

Method positive negative
baseline 40.79% 59.21%
IB1-2Let 45.5% 68.2%
IB1-1P 44.1% 67.9%
highest

values
45.5%

IB1-2Let
74.9%
IB55-1C

Table 6: F1 score results on binary classification on
LIWC

For the LIWC data, we obtained better prediction
performance for words conveying a negative emotion.
There are also more words expressing negative emo-
tions in our data set.

IBK, which classifies a word based on its similarity
with neighbouring words, outperforms other classifiers
in finding the best results for both the binary and the
6-class learning problems. This supports the idea that
words expressing the same emotion have more in com-
mon with each other than with words expressing other
emotions.

6 The sounds of emotions

Happy words sound more like other happy words than
like words expressing other emotions. But do they
really sound happy?
In order to verify whether such features are indeed

perceived as expressing the emotion we consider, we
look into research on recognizing emotions in human
speech. The type of data used in such work are record-
ings of (usually, multi-word) utterances, whose sound
signal is represented through a variety of features (such
as pitch, energy, tone contour) [21],[4], [18]. Lee et
al. [14] introduce five broad phoneme classes – vowel,
stop, glide, nasal, fricative – to help in classifying ut-
terances into 4 classes – angry, happy, neutral and
other. In learning experiments using Hidden Markov
Models, they note that using phoneme classes in ad-
dition to the more traditional signal features leads
to better emotion recognition. In particular, vowel
sounds are good emotion indicators, and furthermore
different vowels have different effects, possibly because
of articulatory constraints: “less constricted low vow-
els such as /AA/ show greater effects than do high
vowels like /IY/”. There are no details as to which
vowels are predictive of which emotion class, but it is
not just the presence or absence of a vowel that is use-
ful for predicting the class, but also prosodic features
related to its pronunciation [15].
Whissell [23] analyzed phonologically transcribed

text samples from song lyrics, poetry, word lists and
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advertisements) for correlations between phonemes
and language emotionality. Phonemes were grouped
into 8 classes, based on two dimensions – Pleasant-
ness and Activation. Support for this grouping was
given through experiments using phonemes as part of
non-words. Here are the classes and a sample of their
assigned phonemes: Pleasantness – /AY/-high, /DH/-
this; Cheeriness – /AA/-father, /AY/-high, /CH/-
chip, /F/, /V/; Softness – /TH/-thumb, /EH/-bet,
/L/, /M/; Activation – /AA/-far, /OY/-voice; Nas-
tiness – /ER/-her, /UW/-cool, /NG/; Unpleasantness
– /AW/-cow, /OW/-bone; Sadness – /AW/-cow, /B/;
Passivity – /AE/-hat, /K/, /L/ 9.
Let us now look in a bit more detail at some of

the most salient features in our data representation,
as identified by the tree-based algorithms. Negative
words in LIWC data are characterized by vocalic be-
ginning and phonemes pronounced with the tongue
body in back position(e.g. /CH/, /NG/, /G/, /AA/,
/AH/), as in angry. Such phonemes appear in the
Nastiness category [23]. Positive words by starting
phonemes pronounced with the tongue body in high
and the tip not coronal position (e.g. /IY/, /K/,
/P/) and at most two phonemes pronounced with the
tongue in back position in the middle segment (e.g.
improve, kind). /IY/ appears in the Softness, Pleas-
antness and Cheerful category category, but /K/ and
/P/ appear in the Unpleasantness and Passive ones.
Happy words in the WordNet Affect data start with
phonemes which are not continuant and the tongue
tip is not in anterior position (e.g. /CH/, /NG/, /K/)
and the body contains tensed phonemes (e.g. /AA/,
/AW/, /EY/) (e.g. charming. Words expressing sad-
ness start with non-consonantal phonemes pronounced
with the tongue body in back position (e.g. /AW/,
/OW/, /UH/).
We observe parallels between the features found

most discriminating by the decision tree algorithms,
and the phonemes previously established in the liter-
ature as having emotional connotations. We also note
that it is the effect of several phonemes that gives a
word its “emotion” sound. In future work we will de-
termine a representation that captures best the inter-
actions and relations between sounds in a word.

7 Conclusion

We have investigated the properties of word-forms, to
learn whether we can automatically predict the emo-
tion a word expresses based on various representations
of its form. The results show that all the represen-
tations used – word spelling, pronunciation, phonetic
features – are useful for determining that words ex-
pressing the same emotion are alike in certain ways.
These results answer half of the question we had

set out to investigate – whether words sound like the
emotion conveyed. The other half is whether what
happy words have in common is what makes them
sound happy. The answer to this question is harder
to find, because of subjectivity of perception and bias
from the meaning component. We have found interest-
ing parallels with features used in classifying emotion
words and emotional sound characteristics found in re-
lated work. Future work on larger text segments anno-
tated with emotion and future developments in emo-
tion recognition in speech analysis will help provide a
more rigorous answer to this part of the question.

9 Table 1 at http://www.trismegistos.com/IconicityInLanguage/Articles/WhisselPlath/index.html

We plan to experiment with alternative word repre-
sentations – such as syllables, which are considered
the phonological “atoms” of words – and to deter-
mine which part of the word is most expressive from
the point of view of the emotion conveyed. Research
based on the words’ etymological roots may show us
if the link between form and meaning gets stronger
as we go back in time. Next step is to expand the
study to languages other than English, and to longer
text units, such as blogs. In speech emotions are de-
tectable, and the speaker conveys these through tone
and other prosodic features. It would be interesting to
see whether we can identify “sub-word” level features
useful for detecting emotions in blogs.
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Abstract
In this paper we present a methodology to semi-
automatically build up a PoS and lemma an-
notated training corpus of older Danish literary
texts using contemporary annotated data. An-
notated corpora of older literary texts from dif-
ferent periods of time are necessary to train tag-
gers which have to deal with non-contemporary
texts because these texts differ from contem-
porary ones in terms of spelling, vocabulary,
punctuation rules and sentence structure. Be-
cause manual annotation is expensive and time-
consuming, it is important to explore how far
existing linguistic resources of contemporary lan-
guage can be reused for this task. In the paper
we describe how we have applied our method-
ology to build up a PoS and lemma annotated
training corpus of literary texts from the 19th
century. In our experiments we have used the
TreeTagger[13] which has been trained on an an-
notated corpus and a large NLP lexicon of con-
temporary Danish, both adapted to the task.
The texts from the 19th century we have focussed
on in the training phase are fairy tales. The
performance of the TreeTagger trained on the
obtained material has been evaluated on texts
from that period belonging to three different text
types and written by different authors.

The evaluation shows that the performance of
the TreeTagger varies significantly from text type
to text type. The best performance is nearly as
good as that obtained on contemporary texts by
the same tagger trained on contemporary data.
The described methodology has also been used
to build up training data for texts from the be-
ginning of the 20th century and also in this case
the tagger’s performance is only slightly lower
than that obtained on contemporary texts.

Keywords

annotated data, construction of non-contemporary linguistic re-

sources, PoS tagging, literary texts

1 Introduction

Automatically annotating old texts with morpho-
syntactic and lemma information is an important
task to support language and literary studies of non-
contemporary texts. Most existing annotated linguis-
tic resources belong to contemporary language, thus

the first step for automatically annotating old literary
texts is to build up appropriate resources accounting
for the linguistic characteristics of these texts.
In this paper we describe how we have semi-

automatically built up a PoS and lemma annotated
training corpus of Danish literary texts from the 19th
century using an annotated Danish corpus and a large
NLP lexicon of contemporary general language. The
work described was done under the mulinco project
(MUltiLINgual Corpus of the University of COpen-
hagen), funded by the Danish Research Council of the
Humanities. The project run from 2005 to the begin-
ning of 2007 and was a cross-disciplinary cooperation
between the Institute of English, German and Roman
Languages and the Centre for Language Technology
(CST), both from University of Copenhagen [12].
The main goals of the mulinco project were the

following:

1. to create a corpus platform for parallel aligned
literary and non-literary corpora and for compa-
rable corpora;

2. to collect parallel and comparable literary and
non literary corpora from different periods of
time;

3. to exploit how far language technology methods
and techniques can support studies and teaching
in translation and literature.

The languages represented in the project were Danish,
English, French, German, Italian and Spanish. Danish
played a central role as source or target language.
In the first phase of the project user requirements

regarding the corpora and the platform were identified
[6]. In the second phase of the project, in parallel with
the corpus collection and the design and construction
of a corpus platform1, available tools to automatically
and/or manually annotate corpora for morphological,
syntactic, semantic and structural information on the
word, phrase, sentence and discourse levels were inves-
tigated together with alignment tools.
Reuse of existing resources was given high priority

because of resource limitations, but the project faced
the problem of applying tools trained on contempo-
rary general language corpora and lexica to literary
texts from different periods of time and with different

1 The mulinco platform uses the CQP search facilities imple-
mented at the IMS, University of Stuttgart [5].
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language usage in terms of punctuation rules, spelling,
vocabulary and sentence structure.
In this paper we focus on the task of tagging non-

contemporary Danish fiction texts with Part-of-Speech
(PoS) and lemma information reusing a manually vali-
dated PoS and lemma annotated corpus, the so-called
Danish parole corpus [11] and a large NLP lexicon of
contemporary Danish, STO [3].
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we

describe the texts to be tagged in the project and
discuss the differences between the language used in
these texts and contemporary Danish. In section 3 we
present the contemporary language resources which we
have used. In section 4 we outline the methodology
applied for constructing training corpora of PoS and
lemma annotated fiction texts from the 19th century.
In section 5 we describe the results obtained by evalu-
ating the performance of the TreeTagger trained on the
constructed material and run on 19th century texts be-
longing to different text types and written by different
authors. We also describe the results obtained with
a similarly constructed training corpus of fiction texts
from the beginning of 20th century. In section 6 we
discuss another strategy to construct corpora of non-
contemporary data and in section 7 we make some
concluding remarks and present work that still needs
be done.

2 The data to be tagged

A part of the mulinco corpus consists of the following
data:

• Danish fiction texts written in the 19th and in the
beginning of the 20th century and their transla-
tions in one or more of the project languages

• translations into Danish (and into other lan-
guages) of fiction texts from the same periods,
originally written in one of the other project lan-
guages.

A significant part of the mulinco fiction sub-corpus
had to consist of short stories because they are “com-
plete” works useful for literature and translations stud-
ies. In particular the project focussed on Hans Chris-
tian Andersen’s Fairy Tales which were published for
the first time between 1835 and 1875. Andersen’s fairy
tales are extensively studied in Denmark and in other
countries, have been translated in all the languages in-
volved in the project, are available in digitalised form
and are not covered by copyright restrictions because
their author died more than 70 years ago2.
Automatically annotating Andersen’s fairy tales

with PoS and lemma information is difficult because
there only exist linguistic resources for contemporary
Danish. These resources cannot be used directly be-
cause the language written in the 19th century not
only differs from contemporary Danish in spelling,
punctuation conventions, but also in vocabulary. Fur-
thermore fiction texts as Andersen’s fairy tales also

2 However copyright restrictions hold for a large number of the
translations. Copyright issues for these translations had to
be dealt with in the project.

differ in sentence structure from other types of written
text, such as scientific papers and technical reports.
Spelling and punctuation changes occurred in the

past two hundred years can be followed through the
Danish spelling dictionaries and various regulations,
circulars and laws about language use [8, 10]. Since
1955 spelling dictionaries have been built and pub-
lished regularly by the Danish Language Council, an
institution under the Danish Ministry of Culture3.
Taking into considerations the various spelling reg-

ulations and laws the following three main spelling pe-
riods can be recognised the past two hundred years:

• up to 1892

• 1892-1948

• after 1948.

These spelling periods are only indicative because in
most cases spelling reforms legislate about spelling
changes which have taken place for a while and/or de-
cide on spelling tendencies and variations on the ba-
sis of political considerations. For example, while the
Danish government approved the German tradition of
spelling common nouns with beginning capital letters
until the first half of the 20th century, they decided
to abandon this tradition after the Second World War
and, since then, all common nouns have been spelled
with small beginning letters. Furthermore not all peo-
ple follow officially imposed spelling and/or punctua-
tion changes immediately after a spelling reform and
most spelling regulations and dictionaries allow alter-
native spelling forms in order to cover the existing vari-
ations in language use.
In the following we give examples of the major

spelling changes occurred from H.C. Andersen’s time
to our days:

• Common nouns were written with initial capital
letters before 1948, while in contemporary Danish
they are spelled with small letters.

• The letter aa/Aa/AA is spelled as å/Å/Å after
1948. An exception to this rule are person and
place names which may keep the original spelling
as in Maegaard and Aarhus.

• In old Danish it was distinguished between the
past tense and the infinitive of modal verbs: kunde
’could’, vilde ’would’, skulde ’should’ and kunne
’ to be able to’, ville ’to be willing to’, skulle ’to
have to’. After 1948 a unique spelling form, the
infinitive one, has covered both cases: kunne ’ to
be able to/could’, ville ’to be willing to/would’,
skulle ’to have to/should’.

• Before 1892 there were two different spellings for
singular and plural forms of verbs in present and
past tense. Between 1892 and 1997 the singular
form could be used instead of the plural one. For
example, the plural form of the indicative present
tense løbe ’run’ could also be spelled as the sin-
gular correspondent løber and the plural form of

3 Since 1996 the official spelling dictionary Retskrivningsord-
bog, which is published every two year, has got the same
status as regulations.
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the past indicative of the verb være (to be), vare
’were’ could also be spelled var ’was/were’. In
1997 the plural forms were officially removed from
the Danish spelling, but in practice they had not
been used for a long time and are thus not repre-
sented in large corpora of contemporary Danish,
such as the so-called Korpus 90 4.

• Double vowels were replaced by one vowel after
1872, and since then words such Huus (house)
and see (see) have been spelled as Hus and se
respectively.

A general problem for the automatic treatment of non-
contemporary texts is that before the 20th century
there was no ideal of a spelling norm in Denmark.
This can be seen in Hans Christian Andersen’s fairy
tales where the same word is spelled in different ways,
even in the same text. For example the Danish word
for “leg/bone” is both spelled been and ben in the
fairy tale Skyggen (The Shadow), independently from
the word’s two meanings. Only the latter form has
survided in contemporary Danish. Spelling variations
must be accounted for in the training data.
In the 18th and 19th century the signs >> and <<

where used to start and end reported speech respec-
tively. These signs do not exist anymore having been
replaced by the quotation marks “ and ”.
The vocabulary used in the 19th century also dif-

fers from the contemporary one. Training material for
PoS taggers and lemmatisers must be supplied with
words which are not used anymore. Finally there are
few words whose function has changed since the 19th
century and their different uses must be accounted for
in the training data.
Another problematic aspect for the automatic treat-

ment of both contemporary and non-contemporary
Danish is punctuation because more comma setting
systems have co-existed in different periods of time. In
an attempt to unify and simplify two at that time co-
occurring comma setting systems, the Danish Spelling
Council introduced a new comma regulation in 1996.
This regulation was not popular and many people, in-
cluding journalists and school teachers, did not follow
it. Thus since 2001 two co-existing comma setting
systems are again officially recognised. The two sys-
tems are the so-called grammar-based system and the
new comma setting system which the Danish Spelling
Council recommend.
Some problematic aspects regarding sentence struc-

ture are specific to fiction texts and especially to An-
dersen’s Fairy Tales. Fiction is often written in a more
free style than other text types such as journal articles
and essays. Fiction texts can also contain reported
speech which complicates the syntactic structure of
sentences. This is certainly the case for Andersen’s
Fairy Tales which were written to be read aloud to
children and thus in many respects resemble spoken
language. Furthermore Andersen uses a childish lan-
guage and creates new words, especially onomatopoeic
ones.

4 The corpus has been collected by Det Danske Sprog- og Lit-
teraturselskab and consists of texts from 1988-1992. It is
available on the Web together with the so-called Korpus 2000
at http://korpus.dsl.dk.

3 The annotated data

The manually PoS and lemma annotated Danish cor-
pus [11] which we used in our work is a subset of
a larger general language balanced corpus of writ-
ten Danish from the 1980ies and the beginning of the
1990ies, the so-called parole corpus. The corpus is
composed of extracts from texts belonging to different
text types and genres including newspaper and jour-
nal articles, novels and short stories, essays, scientific
papers and technical reports.
The PoS and lemma annotated sub-corpus consists

of 250,000 running words [11]. The annotation of the
sub-corpus was done under the European project pa-
role and the original tag set consisted of 151 tags.
The tag set was reduced to 50 tags [7] under the Dan-
ish project ontoquery [2] and the parole corpus
with the reduced tag set was used as training and test
material for the Brill tagger [4].
In the mulinco project we decided to use the Tree-

Tagger [13] instead of the Brill tagger and train it on
Danish data for the following reasons:

• Pre-trained versions of the TreeTagger were used
for more languages in the project.

• The TreeTagger can tag texts with both PoS and
lemma information and can mark new words, i.e.
words which are not in the training lexicon, as
“unknown”.

• The TreeTagger recognises SGML tags in the
texts. This feature was essential because texts
had to be annotated in XML with different types
of structural information before being PoS and
lemma tagged.

Differing from the Brill tagger which only requires
an annotated training corpus, the TreeTagger must
be trained on a PoS annotated corpus and a lexicon
containing PoS and lemma information for each word
form. As training corpus we used two-third of the
tagged parole corpus, while the remaining part of the
corpus was used as testing material. We constructed a
training lexicon for the tagger extracting the PoS and
lemma information encoded in the large Danish NLP
lexicon sto [3] supplied with few words in the cor-
pus, not covered by the lexicon. sto partially builds
on the Danish parole lexicon and contains approx-
imately 550,000 word forms. The spelling rules ac-
counted for in sto are those proposed by the Danish
Spelling Council in 2001, thus the lexicon does not
account for the changes in vocabulary and spelling oc-
curred the last 200 years.
The precision of the TreeTagger on the subset of the

parole corpus was of 95.1%, which is a little lower
than the precision obtained on the same material by
the Brill tagger trained on the same data5.

5 Dorte Haltrup, Sussi Olsen and Costanza Navarretta, all from
CST, tested the Brill tagger extended with the STO lexicon
on other contemporary texts and obtained results in-between
95.5 and 97.5% depending on the text type. The Brill tag-
ger performs better than the TreeTagger also on these data
because it classifies unknown words more correctly than the
TreeTagger.
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4 Building the Training Corpus

As indicated in section 2 we can recognise three main
spelling periods in Danish the past two hundred years.
To automatically tag texts from the three periods in
a reliable way one should at least train the tagger on
linguistic resources reflecting the language written in
each of these periods. Unfortunately only resources
for contemporary language are available. To reduce
the cost of manual annotation and to take advantage
of the existing linguistic resources, we decided to use
the TreeTagger trained on the contemporary parole
corpus and STO lexicon to semi-automatically build
up training data for texts from the 19th century and
the first half of the 20th century respectively.
Probably the most efficient method to build up

training material for texts written in these two pe-
riods is to start with texts written more recently and
then moving backwards in time, because the language
written 50 years ago is more similar to contemporary
language than the language written 100 years ago.
Unfortunately we could not start from the most re-

cent period for practical reasons. In fact from the be-
ginning of the mulinco project we had an amount
of digitalised old fiction texts for which copyright did
not apply, while only a few literary texts from the be-
ginning of the 20th century were available and ready
to be tagged. Furthermore most of the researchers in
the project were interested in working with fairy tales
from the 19th century and wanted to focus especially
on H.C. Andersen’ s Fairy Tales and their translations
in the project languages. Thus we started building a
training corpus for these fairy tales, while texts from
the more recent period were collected by the project6.
Our methodology for semi-automatically construct-

ing a training corpus of non-contemporary fictive Dan-
ish texts consisted of the following steps:

1. automatically change the contemporary training
data to simulate the spelling of old language and
train the TreeTagger on these data;

2. tag a number of texts (in our case Andersen’s
Fairy Tales) with the TreeTagger trained on the
modified contemporary data;

3. manually correct the automatically tagged texts;

4. use the corrected data to test the performance of
the tagger;

5. add the corrected annotated texts and the still
unknown words to the training data and train the
tagger on the enlarged material;

6. repeat steps 2-5 until satisfactory results are ob-
tained. In our case the ideal threshold was the
precision obtained on contemporary texts by the
TreeTagger trained on contemporary data.

We started tagging two fairy tales7 (approx. 15,000
running words) with the TreeTagger trained on a mod-
ification of our original contemporary training mate-
rial. The existing contemporary lexicon and corpus
6 The sub-corpus of fiction texts from the 20th century is still
limited in size due to difficulties in resolving copyright issues.

7 The length of Andersen’s fairy tales varies from a few hundred
words to more thousands words.

were modified to account for the most general spelling
differences between texts written before 1892 and con-
temporary texts. By this preprocess we wanted to re-
duce the number of errors to be corrected manually in
the first cycle of our methodology. All the changes we
made to the training material were automatically im-
plemented. Some of the changes involved both train-
ing lexicon and corpus, some only involved the lexicon.
The most comprehensive changes were the following:

• changing all occurrences of å and Å in the training
lexicon and in the training corpus to aa and Aa
or AA respectively;

• changing modal verbs in past tense in both lexicon
and corpus;

• adding plural form variations of present and
past tenses to the lexicon and, to the extent it
could be done automatically, substituting generic
past/present forms with plural forms in part of
the corpus;

• adding old-style quotation signs to the lexicon and
part of the corpus.

The texts tagged with the TreeTagger trained on the
modified contemporary data were manually corrected
by four project participants8.
We compared the version of the annotated texts

where the annotation had been manually corrected
with the version of the automatically tagged texts to
calculate the precision of the TreeTagger trained on
the modified contemporary material.
The precision of the tagger at this point was of

85.6%. Not surprisingly many errors were due to the
incorrect classification of unknown words and to the
incorrect treatment of sentences containing reported
speech. A group of errors were also due to the fact
that some of the corrections we made in the training
lexicon introduced new ambiguities which were not ac-
counted for in the training corpus. An example of this
is the introduction of plural forms for verbs in present
tense, which in many cases results in new ambiguities
respect to both infinitive and imperative verb forms.
Few errors were also due to the incorrect classification
of a number of common nouns which were tagged as
proper names being spelled with initial capital letters.
We also used the corrected annotated texts to cal-

culate the precision of the TreeTagger trained on the
original (non modified) contemporary training data
run on the fairy tales used in the preceding test. The
precision obtained by the “contemporary” version of
the TreeTagger was of 80.1%. Thus the correction of
general spelling variations resulted in an improvement
of the tagger performance of 5.5%.
At this point we added the manually corrected texts

to our training corpus and inserted into the lexicon the
“unknown” word forms contained in these texts. We
also manually added to the corpus the spelling varia-
tions which we found for very frequent words such as
function words and frequently occurring verbs such as
f̊a (get), være (be) and have (have). The TreeTag-
ger was trained again on these modified training data.
8 In the tests that followed the first one, only one or two project
participants corrected the tagged material.
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Then we run the tagger on more fairy tales (approx.
10,000 running words) and repeated the correction and
evaluation processes, as described above.
The precision of the TreeTagger after the second

training cycle was of 90.1%.
This time some of the ambiguous words were tagged

correctly, but the tagger had still classified many un-
known words incorrectly. The most frequent classifi-
cation errors were still singular nominal forms being
classified as plural ones and vice versa, plural verbal
forms in indicative present tense being classified as in-
finitive or imperative forms and common nouns being
recognised as proper names. Some of these errors can
easily be eliminated by using more general tags for the
ambiguous categories. However, because many of the
ambiguous cases were classified correctly, and because
the project participants wanted to work with as spe-
cific PoS tags as possible, we decided not to change
the tag set.
After having trained our tagger on the data en-

larged with the corrected texts and with the encodings
of words tagged as “unknown”, we tested the perfor-
mance of the TreeTagger on more fairy tales (approx.
10,000 running words). The precision of the tagger in
this test was of 91.8%. These results indicate that al-
though the tagger performance continues to improve
in new training cycles, the achieved improvements are
not as impressive as those obtained in the first train-
ing phases. This is not surprising. Firstly the most
frequent words in the fairy tales have been accounted
for in the data in the first training/testing cycles. Sec-
ondly the most frequent errors mainly occur in rela-
tion to the still high number of unknown words and
to the ambiguous forms which are not correctly classi-
fied due to the relatively little portion of the training
corpus which consists of original old fiction texts. Fi-
nally some of the ambiguous cases that cause incorrect
classification also occur in contemporary Danish and
cannot be resolved without simplifying the tag set, and
this, as previously mentioned, was not wanted by the
project participants.
Given time restrictions we decided to run the train-

ing/testing cycle only once more and then to evaluate
the tagger’s performance on different types of text.
Therefore, for the last time, we added the corrected
annotated fairy tales and more words to our training
material and trained the TreeTagger on the enlarged
data.

5 Evaluation

The tagger’s performance was tested on the following
texts:

• two fairy tales written by Andersen in 1839 and
1847 respectively

• a randomly chosen extract from a novel by Ander-
sen, Improvisatoren (The Improvisator) written
in 1835

• a randomly chosen extract from the philosophic
work Begrebet Angest (The concept of anxiety)
by Kierkegaard published in 1844.

The texts belonging to each text type consisted of ap-
prox. 5,000 running words. The chosen texts were
tagged with the TreeTagger and then they were man-
ually corrected. The automatically tagged texts and
the corrected versions of the same texts were compared
to calculate the precision of the tagger. The results of
the evaluation are in table 1.

text type fairy tale novel phil. work
author Andersen Andersen Kierkegaard
precision 92.8 93.7 96.2

Table 1: Precision of the TreeTagger on texts from
the 19th century

As it can be seen in the table, the results are bet-
ter than those obtained in the preceding test on all
types of text, but the performance of the tagger varies
significantly from text type to text type. Surprisingly
the worst results were obtained on the two fairy tales,
although the training material partially consisted of
fairy tales written by the same author. The tagger
performed better on the novel than on the fairy tales,
but the best performance was obtained on the text
written by Kierkegaard. The explanation of the dif-
ferent results can be found in both the training data
and in the material used in the evaluation. As pre-
viously explained the style of Andersen’s Fairy Tales
is quite informal and reported speech is quite fre-
quent in them. Furthermore Andersen did not really
care about spelling rules especially when writing non-
scholar works such as the fairy tales. Another reason
can be that Andersen wrote his fairy tales over a long
period of time, thus his style and spelling way change
during the years following the evolution of language.
The style of Andersen’s novel is much more formal

and more conform to traditional writing norms than
that of the fairy tales. Furthermore the extract from
the novel used in the evaluation only contained one
occurrence of reported speech, and numerous errors in
the annotation of the fairy tales occurred in sentences
containing reported speech.
Examining the language of Kierkegaard’s text on

which the TreeTagger obtained the best results, we
noticed that Kierkegaard’s vocabulary is quite near to
that used in contemporary texts. Kierkegaard’s text
does not belong to fiction, thus its language is more
formal than the one used by Andersen in his fairy tales
and novels. Kierkegaard was not inconsistent in his
spelling, perhaps because he had an academic educa-
tion. Finally most of our training data is more similar
in style to Kierkegaard’s text than to the fairy tales.
The majority of the errors which occurred in our fi-

nal test regard wrong classification of unknown words
and of ambiguous words as it was the case in the pre-
ceding tests.
The results obtained by the tagger on Kierkegaard’s

material are better than those obtained on some
types of contemporary texts in tests conducted by re-
searchers at CST. The results also indicate that the
performance of taggers varies significantly from text
type to text type and that taggers, not surprisingly,
perform best on texts that are similar to those in the
training corpus in terms not only of vocabulary, but
also of sentence structure.
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We have also applied the methodology described in
the paper to build a training corpus of texts from the
first half of the 20th century. In this case we only run
three cycles of the correction/test steps to build up
appropriate training material. Only the author of this
paper checked the automatic annotation in this phase
of the project. We evaluated the tagger on two types of
text by different authors: an extract from a novel and
an essay. Each texts consisted of approx. 4,000 words.
We obtained a precision of 93.9 and 95.1% on these
two texts. The performance of the tagger in this test
is similar to that obtained by the same tagger trained
on texts from the 19th century when run on the novel
by Andersen and the philosophic work by Kierkegaard.

6 An alternative strategy

An alternative strategy to that described in this paper
is to use parallel corpora of different versions of the
same literary work accounting for the spelling changes
occurred in the period inbetween the production of the
different text versions9. This strategy is interesting in
cases where different versions of the same literary work
are available and was taken into consideration in the
beginning of the project. However we rejected it after
some preliminary investigations for different reasons.
The modernised versions of Andersen’s fairy tales

up to the second half of the 20th century are mainly
translations into Danish from German rewritings of
the Danish original texts. These rewritings are quite
different from the original data in that parts of text
have been removed from them, while new paragraphs
have been added in different places. In the worst cases
part of the fairy tales, and especially their endings,
have been changed because the translators found the
tales too harsh or difficult to understand, and thus
unsuitable for children. These texts cannot be satis-
factorily aligned with the original versions of the fairy
tales.
Recently some of Andersen’s most famous fairy tales

have been rewritten using contemporary spelling rules,
but only few of them are freely available in digitalised
form. A part from this practical limitation which made
us to abandon the strategy, the fact that contempo-
rary rewritings from different authors have different
characteristics is also problematic. In fact some of the
rewritings are only modernised in the spelling form,
some are also modernised in vocabulary10 and thus
the texts belonging to the two groups must be handled
differently, especially for what regards lemmatization.
Although we can assume that alignment on the word

level of original and contemporary versions of the same
text is quite reliable, in practice there would be prob-
lems related to the use of different comma settings and
to differences in the way in which compound words
are spelled. Andersen often splits compounds in more
words, while they must be spelled in one word in con-
temporary Danish. E.g. Andersen spells marble bal-
cony as Marmor Altan in Den lille Havfrue (The little

9 This strategy has also been suggested by one of the anony-
mous reviewers of the paper.

10 This is the case for seventeen fairy tales rewritten by the
contemporary Danish writer and philosopher, Villy Sørensen
[1].

Mermaid) while the compound is spelled marmoraltan
in the contemporary versions of the text. While split
compounds are problematic for word alignment they
caused seldom errors when the original fairy tales were
tagged because many people incorrectly split com-
pounds nowadays influenced by English and these in-
correct spellings are accounted for in the Danish con-
temporary corpus.
In general it is difficult to say whether the strategy

of using modernised versions of old texts would be less
or more time-consuming than the strategy we have
used, because it depends on the characteristics of the
texts at hand. However the former strategy can be
extremely useful for languages (or for periods of time)
where spelling changes are not as well registered as
it is the case for Danish the last two hundred years
and, in some cases, the two strategies can supply each
other.

7 Concluding Remarks and Fu-
ture Work

In this paper we have described a methodology to
semi-automatically build a PoS and lemma annotated
training corpus for non-contemporary literary texts
from the 19th century by reusing contemporary anno-
tated data. The methodology consisted of the follow-
ing steps. First the contemporary training data were
automatically modified so that they followed general
spelling and punctuation characteristics for texts from
the relevant period. Then few fairy tales from the 19th
century were tagged with the TreeTagger trained on
these modified data. In the following steps we cycli-
cally i) corrected the automatically tagged texts, ii)
evaluated the results achieved by comparing the au-
tomatically tagged texts with the versions of these
texts which had been manually corrected, iii) attached
the corrected data to our training corpus and added
new words to the training lexicon. Finally we tagged
new texts with the TreeTagger trained on the enlarged
training data. After four cycles we evaluated the per-
formance of the TreeTagger on different types of text
from the 19th century.
The evaluation of the results obtained so far are very

promising, although the performance of the TreeTag-
ger varies significantly from text type to text type.
The worst results were achieved on fairy tales, al-
though fairy tales by the same author were used as
part of the training material. The main reason for
this is that the style of the fairy tales is very infor-
mal and resembles spoken language while the train-
ing data mainly consisted of general language con-
temporary texts whose spelling had been modified,
but whose sentence structure is still typical for writ-
ten non-fictive texts. The best performance of the
TreeTagger was obtained on an extract from one of
Kierkegaard’s philosophical works. This performance
is near to that achieved by the same tagger trained
and tested on contemporary texts.
We also tested our methodology to build training

data for texts from the first half of the 20th century.
The results achieved by the tagger trained on this con-
structed training data and run on texts from the first
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half of the 20th century are similar to those achieved
on texts from the 19th century.
Although manually correcting automatically tagged

data is time-consuming, the method we propose is less
resource expensive than manually tagging old texts
from scratch. Furthermore our strategy reuses existing
resources, in our case the manually verified PoS and
lemma annotated parole corpus and the large NLP
lexicon sto.
In the paper we also discuss using parallel versions of

the same literary text reflecting different spelling tra-
ditions to automatically PoS tag the original versions
of the texts. Although this strategy could not be used
in our work because of the quantity and quality of the
available modernised versions of the fairy tales, it can
be very useful for languages where spelling changes are
not as well described as it is the case for Danish.
In our evaluation we have only focussed on the per-

formance of the TreeTagger in tagging PoS informa-
tion. Although we corrected wrongly assigned lem-
mas manually, we did not calculate the precision of
the lemmatization process because the TreeTagger as-
signs correct lemma tags to known word forms, while
it only correctly assigns lemmas to unknown words if
the lemma is the same as the word form that is tagged.
Future work should involve improving lemmatization
by using a lemmatiser such as the CST lemmatiser [9]
which is language independent, but can be trained on
relevant lexica and PoS tags11. It would also be in-
teresting to test our methodology to tune taggers to
run on particular types of text belonging to specific
domains and to make more experiments on the use
of tags of aligned parallel monolingual or multilingual
texts to improve PoS annotation of non-contemporary
texts.
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Abstract
Cores of semantic classes in scenario descriptions can
be extremely valuable in question-answering, informa-
tion extraction, and document retrieval. We propose
a semi-supervised learning approach to automatically
identify and classify cores of semantic classes in un-
structured text. We perform a case study on medical
text. The results show that the selected features char-
acterize the cluster structure of the data, and unlabeled
data is effectively explored in the classification. Com-
pared to a state-of-the-art supervised approach, the
performance of the semi-supervised approach is much
better when there is only a small amount of labeled
data. The two are comparable when a large amount of
labeled data is available.
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1 Introduction

While the identification of named entities (NEs) in a text is
an important component of many information retrieval and
knowledge management tasks, including question answer-
ing and information extraction, its benefits are constrained
by its coverage. Typically, it is limited to a relatively small
set of classes, such as person, time, and location, for which
instances can be recognized with reasonable confidence by
straightforward methods with a minimal amount of con-
text. However, in sophisticated applications, such as the
non-factoid medical question answering that we consider in
this paper, NEs are only a small fraction of the important
semantic units discussed in documents or asked about by
users. In fact, many semantic roles in scenarios and events
that occur often in questions and documents do not contain
NEs at all. Therefore, it is imperative to extend the idea of
NE identification to other kinds of semantic units. In this
paper, we propose an approach to detect a more diverse set
of semantic units that goes beyond simple NEs.

Our targets are cores of semantic classes or roles in sce-
nario descriptions. The semantics of a scenario is defined
by the role that each participant plays in it and can be ex-
pressed by a frame structure, where each slot in the frame
designates a semantic class. For example, a medical treat-
ment scenario can have three semantic classes: the patient’s
problem P, the treatment or intervention I, and the clinical

outcome O.1 The slots in the corresponding frame may be
filled with either complete or partial information. Consider
the following example, where parentheses delimit each in-
stance of a semantic class (a slot filler) and the labels P, I,O
indicate its type:

Sentence:
Two systematic reviews in (people with AMI)P inves-
tigating the use of (calcium channel blockers)I found a
(non-significant increase in mortality of about 4% and
6%)O.

Complete slot fillers:
P: people with AMI
I: calcium channel blockers
O: a non-significant increase in mortality of about 4%
and 6%

Partial slot fillers:
P: AMI
I: calcium channel blockers
O: mortality

The partial slot fillers in this example are the smallest frag-
ments of the corresponding complete slot fillers that exhibit
information rich enough for deriving a reasonably precise
understanding of the scenario. We use the term core to re-
fer to such a fragment of a slot filler. In this example, the
cores of the patient’s problem and the treatment are both
NEs, whereas the core of the clinical outcome is not. Sim-
ilarly, non-NE cores are common in other scenarios. For
example, the test method in diagnosis scenarios, the means
in a shipping event, and the manner in a criticize scenario
may all have non-NE cores.

In a question answering system, keyword-based docu-
ment retrieval is usually performed to find relevant doc-
uments that may contain the answer to a given question.
Keywords in the retrieval are derived from the question.
Cores of semantic classes can be extremely valuable in
searching for such documents for complex question sce-
narios, as shown in this example.2

Question scenario:
A physician sees a 7-year-old child with asthma in
her office. She is on flovent and ventolin currently
and was recently discharged from hospital following

1 Readers familiar with evidence-based medicine will recognize this as
a simplification of the PICO representation for the formulation of a
problem-centered query [21].

2 The scenario is an example used in the usability testing in the EPoCare
project at the University of Toronto.
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her fourth admission for asthma exacerbation. Dur-
ing the most recent admission, the dose of flovent was
increased. Her mother is concerned about the impact
of the additional dose of steroids on her daughter’s
growth. This is the question to which the physician
wants to find the answer.

For a complex scenario description like this, the answer
could be drowned in the large amount of irrelevant pas-
sages found by inappropriate keywords derived from the
question. However, with the information given by cores
of semantic classes, for example P: asthma, I: steroids, O:
growth, the search can be much more effective.

Similarly, identifying cores of semantic classes in docu-
ments can facilitate the question/answer matching process.
Some information relevant to the question is listed below,
where boldface indicates a core:

E1: A more recent systematic review (search date
1999) found three RCTs comparing the effects of
becolmetasone and non-steroidal medication on lin-
ear growth in children with asthma (200 µg twice
daily, duration up to maximum 54 weeks) suggesting
a short term decrease in linear growth of −1.54 cm a
year.

E2: Two systematic reviews of studies with long term
follow up and a subsequent long term RCT have found
no evidence of growth retardation in asthmatic chil-
dren treated with inhaled steroids.

The sentences here are from the book Clinical Evidence
(CE) [3], which we are using as the base text in our project
on natural-language question answering in evidence-based
medicine [17]. The clinical outcomes mentioned in the evi-
dence have very different phrasings — yet both are relevant
to the question. The pieces of evidence describe two dis-
tinct outcomes. Missing either of the outcomes will lead to
an incomplete answer for the physician. Here, the cores of
semantic classes provide the only clue that both outcomes
must be included in the answer, while complete description
of semantic classes with more information could make the
matching harder to find because of the different expressions
of the outcomes.

In addition, semantics presented in cores of semantic
classes can help filter out irrelevant information that cannot
be identified by searching methods based on simple string
overlaps. Consider these two questions:

In patients with myocardial infarction, do β block-
ers reduce mortality and recurrent myocardial in-
farction without adverse effects?

In someone with hypertension and high cholesterol,
what management options will decrease his risk of
stroke and cardiac events?

In the first question, the first occurrence of myocardial in-
farction is a disease but the second is part of the clinical
outcome. In the second question, stroke is part of the clin-
ical outcome rather than a disease to be treated as it usu-
ally is. Obviously, string matching cannot distinguish be-
tween the two cases. By identifying and classifying cores
of semantic classes, the relations between these important
semantic units in the scenarios are made very clear. There-
fore, documents or passages that do not contain myocardial
infarction or stroke as clinical outcomes can be discarded.

PoS
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p(c | n) or
tf · idf

UMLS

Syntactic
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Context
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(noun
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Fig. 1: Architecture of the approach to core identification.

Finally, cores of semantic classes in a scenario are con-
nected to each other by the relations embedded in the frame
structure. The frame of the treatment scenario contains a
cause-effect relation: an intervention used to treat a prob-
lem results in a clinical outcome.

In the following sections, we propose a method to auto-
matically identify and classify the cores of semantic classes
according to their context in a sentence. We take the med-
ical treatment scenario as an example, in which the goal
is to identify cores of treatments, problems, and clinical
outcomes. For ease of description, we will use the terms
intervention-core, disease-core, and outcome-core to refer
to the corresponding cores. We work at the sentence level,
i.e., we identify cores in a sentence rather than a clause
or paragraph. Two principles are followed in developing
the method. First, complete slot fillers do not have to be
extracted before core identification. Second, we aim to re-
duce the need for expensive manual annotation of training
data by using a semi-supervised approach.

2 Architecture of the method

In our approach, we first collect candidates for the target
cores from sentences under consideration. For each candi-
date, we classify it as one of the four classes: intervention-
core, disease-core, outcome-core, or other. In the classi-
fication, a candidate will get a class label according to its
context, its semantic types in the knowledge base Unified
Medical Language System (UMLS), and the syntactic rela-
tions in which it participates. Two knowledge resources in
UMLS — the Metathesaurus and the Semantic Network —
are used. The Metathesaurus is the central vocabulary com-
ponent of UMLS that contains information about biomed-
ical and health-related concepts. Semantic types of con-
cepts in the Metathesaurus are provided in the Semantic
Network. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the approach.

3 Preprocessing

Our observation is that cores of the three types of slot fillers
are usually nouns or noun phrases. In the preprocessing,
all words in the data set are examined. The first two steps
are to reduce noise, in which some of the words that are
unlikely to be part of real cores are filtered out. Then, the
rest are mapped to their corresponding concepts, and these
concepts are candidates of target cores.

PoS tagging. Words that are not nouns are first removed
from the candidate set. PoS tags are obtained by using
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Brill’s tagger [5].
Filtering out some “bad” nouns. This step is the sec-

ond attempt to remove noise. Nouns that are unlikely to
be part of real cores are considered to be “bad” candi-
dates. Two different measures are considered to evaluate
how good a noun is.

tf · idf . This is the traditional measure of informativeness
of a word with regard to a document. Clinical Evidence text
is used to obtain the tf · idf value of a noun. 47 sections in
Clinical Evidence are segmented to 143 files of about the
same size. After the tf · idf value of a noun is calculated in
each file, the highest value is taken as its final score. Nouns
with tf · idf values lower than a threshold are removed from
the candidate set. The threshold was set manually after
observing the values of some nouns that frequently occur
in the text.

Domain specificity. We calculate the probability p(c |n),
where c is the medical class, and n is a noun. This
is the probability that a document is in the medical do-
main c given that it contains the noun n. Intuitively,
intervention-cores, disease-cores, and outcome-cores are
domain-specific, i.e., a document that contains them is very
likely to be in the medical domain. For example, morbidity,
mortality, aspirin, and myocardial infarction are very likely
to occur in a medicine-related context. Therefore, we in-
tend to retain highly medical domain-specific nouns in the
candidate set. Using this measure, a noun is a better candi-
date if the corresponding probability is high. Text from two
domains is needed in this measure: medical text, and non-
medical text. In our experiment, we use the same 47 sec-
tions in CE as the medical class text. For the non-medical
class, we use the Reuters collection, as it mainly consists of
newswire stories. 1000 documents in the Reuters collection
are randomly selected for the calculation. Nouns whose
probability values are below a threshold (determined in the
same manner as in the tf · idf measure) are filtered out.

Mapping to concepts. In many cases, nouns are part
of noun phrases that are better candidates for cores. For
example, the phrase myocardial infarction is a better can-
didate for an intervention-core than infarction. Therefore,
we use the software MetaMap [2] to map a noun to its cor-
responding concept (which is often a noun phrase) in the
Metathesaurus of UMLS. All the concepts form the set of
candidates of cores to be classified.

4 Representing candidates using fea-
tures

Given a set of candidates, the classification task is to iden-
tify several subsets; each corresponds to a type of slot filler,
or a semantic class. We expect that candidates in the same
semantic class will have similar behavior, characterized
by syntactic relations, context information, and semantic
types. All features are binary features, i.e., a feature takes
value 1 if it is present; otherwise, it takes value 0.

4.1 Syntactic relations

Syntactic relations have been explored in grouping similar
words [14] and words of the same sense in word sense dis-
ambiguation [12]. Lin [14] inferred that tesguino is similar
to beer, wine, etc., i.e., it is a kind of drink, by comparing

Sentence:
Thrombolysis reduces the risk of dependency, but increases
the chance of death.
Candidates:
thrombolysis, dependency, death
Relations:
(thrombolysis subj–of increase), (thrombolysis subj–of re-
duce)
(dependency pcomp-n–of of)
(death pcomp-n–of of)

Fig. 2: Example of dependency triples extracted from out-
put of Minipar parser.

syntactic relations in which each word participates. Ko-
homban and Lee [12] determined the sense of a word by
observing a subset of syntactic relations of the word. The
hypothesis is that different instances of the same sense will
have similar relations.

We also need to group instances of the same semantic
class. Such instances may participate in similar syntactic
relations while those of different classes will have different
relations. For example, intervention-cores often are sub-
jects of sentences, while outcome-cores are often objects.

Candidates in our task are phrases, rather than words as
in [14] and [12]. Thus, we consider all relations between
a candidate noun phrase and other words in the sentence.
To do that, we ignore relations between any two words in
the phrase when extracting syntactic relations. Any rela-
tion between a word not in the phrase and a word in the
phrase is extracted. We use the Minipar parser [13] to get
the syntactic relations. In the feature construction, a rela-
tion triple containing two words and the grammatical rela-
tion between them is taken as a feature, as shown in Figure
2. The set of all distinct triples is the syntactic relation fea-
ture set in the classification.

4.2 Local context

The context of candidates is also important in distinguish-
ing different classes. For example, a disease-core may of-
ten have people with in its left context. However, it is
very unlikely that the phrase people with mortality (with an
outcome-core) will occur in the text. We consider the two
content words on both sides of a candidate. When extract-
ing context features, all punctuation marks are removed ex-
cept the sentence boundary. The window does not cross
boundaries of sentences. We evaluated two representations
of context: ordered and unordered. In the ordered case, lo-
cal context to the left of the phrase is marked by L-, that to
the right is marked by R-. Symbols L- and R- are used only
to indicate the order of text. For the candidate dependency
in Figure 2, the context features with order are: L-reduces,
L-risk, R-increases, and R-chance. The context features
without order are: reduces, risk, increases, and chance.

4.3 Domain features

Each candidate has a semantic type defined in UMLS. For
example, the semantic type of death is organism function
and that of dependency is physical disability. These se-
mantic types are used as features in the classification.
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Table 1: Number of instances of cores in the whole data
set.

Intervention-core 501
Disease-core 153
Outcome-core 384
Total 1038

5 Data set and analysis

Two sections of Clinical Evidence were used in the experi-
ments. A clinician labeled the text for intervention-cores
and disease-cores. Complete clinical outcomes are also
identified. Using this annotation as a basis, outcome-cores
were labeled by the first author. The number of instances
of each class is shown in Table 1.

In our approach, the design of the features is intended to
group similar cores together. As a first step to verify how
well the intention is captured by the features, we observe
the geometric structure of the data.

In the analysis, candidates are derived using the domain
specificity measure p(c |n). Each candidate is represented
by a vector of dimensionality D, where each dimension
corresponds to a single feature. The feature set consists of
syntactic features, ordered context, and semantic types. We
map the high-dimensional data space to a low-dimensional
space using the locally linear embedding (LLE) algorithm
[20] for easy observation. LLE maps high-dimensional
data into a single global coordinate system of low dimen-
sionality by reconstructing each data point from its neigh-
bors. The contribution of the neighbors, summarized by the
reconstruction weights, captures intrinsic geometric prop-
erties of the data. Because such properties are indepen-
dent of linear transformations that are needed to map the
original high-dimensional coordinates of each neighbor-
hood to the low-dimensional coordinates, they are equally
valid in the low-dimensional space. In Figure 3, the data
is mapped to a 3-dimensional space (the coordinate axes
in the figure do not have specific meanings as they do not
represent coordinates of real data). Candidates of the four
classes (intervention-core, disease-core, outcome-core, and
other) are represented by (red) stars, (blue) circles, (green)
crosses, and (black) triangles, respectively. We can see that
candidates in the same class are close to each other, and
clusters of data points are observed in the figure.

6 The model of classification

On the basis of the feature design and data analysis, we
choose a semi-supervised learning model developed by
Zhu et al. [24] that explores the clustering structure of data
in classification. The general hypothesis of the approach is
that similar data points will have similar labels.

Let x1, . . . ,xn be labeled and unlabeled data. In the
model, a graph G = (V,E) is constructed (it does not have
to be fully connected), where the set of nodes V correspond
to both labeled and unlabeled data points and E is the set
of edges. The edge between two nodes i, j is weighted.
Weight wi j is assigned to agree with the hypothesis so that
the edge between two nodes that are closer in the data
space gets higher weight. This approach explores the clus-
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Fig. 3: Manifold structure of data.

ter structure of data by propagating labels from labeled data
points to unlabeled data points according to the weights on
the edges. Zhu et al. formulate the intuitive label propa-
gation approach as a problem of energy minimization in
the framework of Gaussian random fields, where the Gaus-
sian field is over a continuous state space, instead of over
a discrete label set. The idea is to compute a real-valued
function f : V → R on graph G that minimizes the en-
ergy function E( f ) = 1

2 ∑i, j wi j( f (i)− f ( j))2. The func-
tion f = argmin f E( f ) determines the labels of unlabeled
data points. This solution can be efficiently computed by
direct matrix calculation even for multi-label classification,
in which solutions are generally computationally expensive
in other frameworks. It is referred to as “SEMI” in the fol-
lowing description.

Label propagation explores the similarity of labeled and
unlabeled data points, and thus follows closely the cluster
structure of the data in prediction. We expect it to perform
reasonably well on our data set. We use the SemiL [10]
implementation of SEMI in the experiment.3

7 Results and analysis

We first evaluate the performance of the semi-supervised
model on different feature sets. Then, we compare the can-
didate sets obtained by using tf · idf with those obtained
by evaluating domain specificity. Finally, we compare the
semi-supervised model to a supervised approach.

In all these experiments, the data set contains all can-
didates of cores. Unless otherwise mentioned, the results
reported are obtained using the candidate set derived by
p(c |n), the feature set of the combination of syntactic rela-
tions, ordered context, and semantic types, and the distance
measure of cosine distance (as weights on the edges of the
graph). The result of an experiment is the average of 20
runs. In each run, labeled data is randomly selected from
the candidate set, and the rest is taken as unlabeled data
whose labels need to be predicted. We make sure that all
classes are present in labeled data; if any class is absent, we
redo the sampling. The evaluation of the semantic classes is

3 As our data is unbalanced, the parameter that handles unbalanced data
set is turned on the experiment. Default values of other parameters are
used unless otherwise mentioned.
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Fig. 4: Classification results of candidates.

very strict: a candidate is given credit if it gets the same la-
bel as given by the annotator and the tokens it contains are
exactly the same as those marked by the annotator. Can-
didates that contain only some of the tokens matching the
labels given by the annotators are treated as the other class.

7.1 Experiment 1: Evaluation of feature sets

This experiment evaluates different feature sets in the clas-
sification. As described in section 3, two different meth-
ods are used in the second step of preprocessing to pick
up good candidates. Here, as our focus is on the feature
set, for space reasons, we report only results on candidates
selected by p(c |n). (In section 7.2, we compare the two
methods of selecting good candidates.)

Figure 4 shows the accuracy of classification using dif-
ferent combinations of the four feature sets: syntactic re-
lations, ordered context, un-ordered context, and semantic
types. A baseline is set by assigning labels to data points
according to the prior knowledge of the distribution of the
four classes, which has accuracy of 0.395. It is clear in the
figure that incorporating additional kinds of features into
the classification results in a large improvement in accu-
racy. Using only syntactic relations (rel in the figure) as
features, the best accuracy is lower than 0.5. The addi-
tion of ordered context (orderco) or no-order context fea-
tures (co) improves the accuracy by about 0.1. Adding se-
mantic type features (tp) improves accuracy by a further
0.1. Combining all four kinds of features achieves the best
performance. With only 5% of data as labeled data, the
whole feature set achieves an accuracy of 0.6. Semantic
types seems to be a very powerful feature set, as it substan-
tially improves the performance on top of the combination
of the other two kinds of features. Therefore, we took a
closer look at the semantic type feature set by conducting
the classification using only semantic types, but found that
the result is even worse than using only syntactic relations.
This observation reveals interesting relations between the
feature sets. In the space defined by only one kind of fea-
tures, data points may be close to each other, and hence
hard to distinguish. Adding another kind sets apart data
points in different classes toward a more separable position
in the new space. This shows that every kind of feature is
informative to the task. The feature sets characterize the
candidates from different angles that are complementary in

the task.
We also see that ordered context features are only

slightly better than unordered features when semantic types
are not considered. This difference is not observable at all
when semantic type information is considered.

7.2 Experiment 2: Evaluation of candidate
sets

In the second step of preprocessing, one of two methods
can be used to filter out some bad nouns – using tf · idf
value or the domain specificity. This experiment compares
the two measures in the core identification task. A third op-
tion using neither of the measures (i.e., without filtering) is
taken as the baseline. Table 2 shows numbers of instances
remaining in the candidate set after preprocessing.

As shown in the table, there are much fewer instances in
the other class in the sets derived by tf · idf and the prob-
ability measure as compared to those derived by the base-
line, which shows that the two measures effectively remove
some of the bad candidates of intervention-core, disease-
core, and outcome-core. At the same time, a small number
of cores are removed.4 Compared to the baseline method,
the probability measure keeps almost the same number of
intervention-cores and disease-cores in the candidate set,
while omitting some outcome-cores. This indicates that
outcome-cores are less domain-specific than the other two.
Compared to the tf · idf measure, more intervention-cores
and outcome-cores are kept by the domain specificity mea-
sure, showing that the probability measuring the domain-
specificity of a noun better characterizes the cores of the
three semantic classes. The probability measure is also
more robust than the tf · idf measure, which heavily re-
lies on the content of the text from which it is calculated.
For example, if an intervention is mentioned in many doc-
uments of a document set, its tf · idf value can be very low
although it is a good candidate of intervention-core.

The precision, recall, and F-score of the classification
shown in Table 3 confirms the above analysis. The proba-
bility measure gets substantially higher F-scores than the
baseline for all the three classes that we are interested
in, using different amounts of labeled data. In particu-
lar, the corresponding precision values are much higher
than the baseline. Compared to tf · idf , the performance
of the domain specificity measure is much better on iden-
tifying intervention-cores, and slightly better on identify-
ing outcome-cores, while the two are similar on identifying
disease-cores.

7.3 Experiment 3: Comparison of the semi-
supervised model and SVMs

In the semi-supervised model, labels propagate along high-
density data trails, and settle down at low-density gaps. If
the data has the desired structure, unlabeled data can be
used to help learning. In contrast, a supervised approach
only makes use of labeled data. This experiment compares
SEMI to a state-of-the-art supervised approach; the goal is

4 The first and third step in the preprocessing also results in missing
cores in the candidate set. We roughly checked about one-third of the
total real cores in the data set and found that 80% of lost cores occur
because MetaMap either failed to find the concepts or it extracted more
or fewer tokens than marked by the annotator. 10% of missing cores
are caused by errors of the PoS tagger, and the rest occur because some
cores are not nouns.
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Table 2: Number of candidates in different candidate sets.
Class 1: intervention-core, Class 2: disease-core,

Class 3: outcome-core, Class 4: other

Measures Class1 Class2 Class3 Class4
tf · idf 243 108 194 785
p(c |n) 298 106 209 801
baseline 303 108 236 1330

Table 3: F-score of classification on different candidate
sets.

labeled data 1% 5% 10% 30% 60%
intervention-core:

baseline .53 .63 .66 .70 .72
tf · idf .51 .61 .64 .69 .71
p(c |n) .57 .69 .72 .75 .77

disease-core:
baseline .25 .36 .43 .48 .49
tf · idf .29 .41 .46 .53 .55
p(c |n) .27 .41 .47 .53 .55

outcome-core:
baseline .28 .41 .48 .53 .55
tf · idf .35 .49 .53 .59 .61
p(c |n) .37 .49 .54 .60 .63

to investigate how well unlabeled data contributes to the
classification using the semi-supervised model. We com-
pare the performance of SEMI to support-vector machines
(SVMs) when different amounts of data are used as labeled
data. We use OSU SVM [15] in the experiment.5

As shown in Table 4, when there is only a small amount
of labeled data (less than 5% of the whole data set), which
is often the case in real-world applications, SEMI achieves
much better performance than SVMs in identifying all the
three classes. For intervention-core and outcome-core,
with 5% data as labeled data, SEMI outperforms SVMs
with 10% data as labeled data. Similarly, SVMs need to
have about three times the labeled data to gain the same
performance achieved by SEMI using 10% data as labeled
data. With less than 60% data as labeled data, the per-
formance of SEMI is either superior to or comparable to
SVMs for intervention-core and outcome-core. This shows
that SEMI effectively exploits unlabeled data by following
the manifold structure of the data. The promising results
achieved by SEMI show the potential of exploring unla-
beled data in classification.

8 Related work

The task of named entity (NE) identification, similar to
the core-detection task, involves identifying words or word
sequences in several classes, such as proper names (loca-
tions, persons, and organizations), monetary expressions,
dates and times. NE identification has been an important
research topic ever since it was defined in MUC [16]. In
2003, it was taken as the shared-task in CoNLL [22]. Most

5 For the parameter that handles unbalanced data, we set it according to
the prior knowledge of the class distribution and give larger weight to
a class that contains fewer instances.

Table 4: F-score of classification using different models.
labeled data 1% 5% 10% 30% 60%
intervention-core:

semi .57 .69 .72 .75 .77
SVM .33 .60 .68 .74 .77

disease-core:
semi .27 .41 .47 .53 .55
SVM .21 .38 .54 .62 .65

outcome-core:
semi .37 .49 .54 .60 .63
SVM .07 .27 .44 .56 .62

statistical approaches use supervised methods to address
the problem [9, 6, 11]. Unsupervised approaches have
also been tried in this task. Thelen and Riloff [23] ex-
plored a bootstrapping method to learn semantic lexicons
of six categories: building, event, human, location, time,
and weapon. Cucerzan and Yarowsky [8] also used a boot-
strapping algorithm to learn contextual and morphological
patterns iteratively. Collins and Singer [7] tested the per-
formance of several unsupervised algorithms on the prob-
lem: modified bootstrapping (DL-CoTrain) motivated by
co-training [4], an extended boosting algorithm (CoBoost),
and the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. The
results showed that DL-CoTrain and CoBoost are superior
to EM, while the two are almost the same.

Much effort in entity extraction in the biomedical do-
main has gene names as the target. Various supervised
models including naive Bayes, support-vector machines,
and hidden Markov models have been applied [1]. The
work most related to our core-identification in the biomed-
ical domain is that of Rosario and Hearst [19], which ex-
tracts treatment and disease from MEDLINE and examines
seven relation types between them using generative models
and a neural network. They claim that these models may
be useful when only partially labeled data is available, al-
though only supervised learning is conducted in the paper.
The best F-score of identifying treatment and disease ob-
tained by using the supervised method was .71. Another
piece of work extracting similar semantic classes was that
of Ray and Craven [18]. They report an F-score of about
.32 for extracting proteins and locations, and an F-score of
about .50 for gene and disorder.

9 Conclusion

We proposed a novel approach to automatically identify
and classify cores of semantic classes in scenario descrip-
tions. In the classification, a semi-supervised model that
explores the clustering structure of the data was applied.
Our experimental results show that syntactic relations, con-
text, and semantic types are informative and complement
features for this task. The features characterize the clus-
ter structure of the data, and unlabeled data is effectively
used. Compared to a state-of-the-art supervised approach,
the performance of the semi-supervised approach is much
better when there is only a small amount of labeled data,
and performance of the two are comparable when larger
amounts of labeled data are available.

Our approach does not require prior knowledge of se-
mantic classes, and it effectively exploits unlabeled data.
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The promising results achieved show the potential of semi-
supervised models that explore the clustering structure of
data in tasks of grouping similar instances. This approach
can be applied to other domains as well; the syntactic re-
lation and context features can be constructed in the same
way. For domains that do not have a knowledge base like
UMLS, the WordNet hierarchy may be used to get features
like semantic types. In this case, the level of generalization
in WordNet needs to be investigated.

A difficulty of using this approach, however, is in de-
tecting boundaries of the targets. A segmentation step that
pre-processes the text is needed. In the next step of our
work, we aim to investigate approaches that perform the
segmentation precisely.
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Abstract
Common researches on evaluating the perfor-
mance of Question Answering (QA) systems are
focused on the evaluation of the precision. In
previous work, we studied the importance of the
answer time on the evaluation of the QA systems,
developing a mathematic procedure in order to
explore new evaluation measures in QA systems.
In this paper, we keep on with this, with the aim
of improving the MRRTE measure proposed in
mentioned work. For the experiments, we evalu-
ate the results of the participant systems in the
realtime experiment carried out at CLEF-2006
with the MRRTE,r measures. The main con-
clusion is that MRRTE,r is a suitable measure
for the evaluation of QA systems within a time
constraint, allowing to select different evaluation
measures, accordingly some prefixed criteria.
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1 Introduction

The goal of Question Answering (QA) systems is to
locate concrete answers to questions in collections of
text. These systems are very useful for the users be-
cause they do not need to read all the document or
fragment to obtain a specific information. Questions
as: How old is Nelson Mandela? Who is the president
of the United States? When was the Second World
War? can be answered by these systems. They con-
trast with the more conventional Information Retrieval
(IR) systems, because they treat to retrieve relevant
documents to a query, where the query may be a sim-
ply collection of keywords (e.g. old Nelson Mandela,
president United States, Second World War, ..).
The annual Text REtrieval Conference (TREC1),

Cross-Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF2) and Na-
tional Institute of Informatics Test Collection for IR
Systems (NTCIR3) are a serie of workshops designed
to advance in the state-of-the-art in text retrieval by

1 http://trec.nist.gov
2 http://www.clef-campaign.org
3 http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir

providing the infrastructure necessary for large-scale
evaluation of text retrieval methodologies. They have
a specific QA track ([5], [3], [2]). This evaluation
consists of given a large number of newspaper and
newswire articles, participating systems try to answer
a set of questions by analyzing the documents in the
collection in a fully automated way.
The main evaluation measures used in these forums

are accuracy, Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), K1 mea-
sure and Confident Weighted Score (CWS) (for further
information about the QA task at CLEF see [3]). The
answer time of the QA systems is not considered in
these evaluation measures. There are several aspects
in these evaluations of QA systems that could be im-
proved: (1) the answer time is not evaluated and this
causes that the systems have a good performance but
they can be very slowly also, and (2) the comparison
among QA systems can be difficult if they have differ-
ent answer time. Therefore, the performance analysis
envolves the evaluation of the speed and the effectiv-
ity of the systems. Because of that, the motivation of
this work is continue studying the evaluation of QA
systems within a time constraint, initiate in previous
works ([1], [4]).
The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-

lows: the next section describes the MRRTE eval-
uation measure and its new uniparametric family of
functions. Section 3 describes the evaluation used and
the results achieved. Finally, section 4 gives some con-
clusions and future work.

2 New uniparametric family of
evaluation measures MRRTE, r

From a mathematical point of view the problem of
classifying QA systems accordingly to their precision
and efficiency can be solved by introducing a rank-
ing function ([1], [4]). Let us recall that with the aid
of this two real variables function, it is possible to de-
fine a preorder relationship among all the QA systems,
which will be identified with an ordered pair of real
numbers that reflect the precision and the efficiency of
the system. In this way, the system (c, d) is situated in
a higher position of the classification than the system
(a, b) if it is fulfilled the condition
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(a, b) � (c, d) ⇔ f(a, b) ≤ f(c, b), ∀ (a, b), (c, d) ∈ D,
(1)

being D the set of all possible values accessible to
the QA systems. In our case this set is given by
D ≡ [0, 1] × (0, 1], since we will characterize the pre-
cision by the mean reciprocal rank (MRR), ranging
from 0 to 1 and the efficiency by the effective time
resulting of dividing the answer time of each system
by the higher answer time register in the QA task. In
this way the efficiency runs from 0 to 1, corresponding
the lesser values to more efficient systems. By so do-
ing, the best possible system result corresponds to the
ideal situation with precision 1 and efficiency 0, that
is to say, to the pair (1, 0) and the worst one to the
pair (0, 1).
This manner of ranking the systems is easily visu-

alized by means of a ranking graphic. In this graphic
we plot each system as a point of R

2 and partition the
plane with the iso ranking curves ([1], [4]), which are
merely the level curves of the ranking function, that
is to say, the subset of all the points of D that fulfill
the equation f(x, t) = C, being C a real number be-
longing to the image of f . By so doing, we can rank
immediately all the systems of a QA task with respect
to a given ranking function.
There are countless ways to define a ranking func-

tion. Each definition reflects our preferences about the
criteria that we have considered suitable to classify the
QA systems, given different weights to the precision
and efficiency. Anyway, all these functions must share
some common features ([1], [4]) like:

1. The function f must be continuous in D.

2. The supremum of I is given by lim
t→0

f(1, t). In

the case that I is not upper bound, we must have
lim
t→0

f(1, t) = +∞.

3. The infimum of I is given by f(0, 1).

Most of the possible definitions of the ranking func-
tions are equivalent for our purposes since the above
described procedure is of an ordinal type. This means
that the relevant information to classify the systems
is the relative difference of the numerical values of the
ranking function for different systems, being meaning-
less the concrete value of the ranking function for a
single system.
Within this framework there have been considered

different kinds of ranking functions ([4]) that take into
account both the precision and the efficiency of the
systems, not only the precision as it is usually done
in the evaluation of QA systems. For the time being,
the most suitable ranking function that we have found
is the so called MRRTE measure. This ranking func-
tion depends both on the precission and the efficiency
of the system but in such a way that the efficiency
has less weight than the accuracy, being its analytical
expression

MRRTE(x, t) =
2x

1 + et
, (2)

with et the exponential of the effective time. This
function verifies the following requirements:

1. The image of MRRTE is the interval [0, 1).

2. The function MRRTE is continuous in D.

3. lim
t→0

MRRTE(1, t) = 1.

4. MRRTE(0, 1) = 0.

The ranking graphic corresponding to this function
is sketched in figure 4. An important feature of this
function is that if the systems answer instantaneously,
effective time equal to 0, this ranking function coin-
cides with the usual MRR measure. However, the
dependence on time of MRRTE modulates the value
of x: if the time grows up the value of the ranking
function, for a fixed value of MRR, decreases.
To control the weight of the efficiency in the eval-

uation of QA systems, it would be expedient to have
a family of ranking functions of the same type con-
trolled by a set of parameters. By so doing, the value
of the parameters could be adjusted in any QA task
allowing to design different evaluation measures, ac-
cordingly some prefixed criteria. In view of the good
properties of the MRRTE ranking function, we have
constructed an uniparametric family of ranking func-
tions of this kind whose expression is given by

MRRTE,r(x, t) =
2x

1 + ert
, (3)

being r the control parameter. Let us note that if
r = 1 we recover the expression of the ranking func-
tion MRRTE. In addition, it is worthy to note that
the usual MRR measure, which only takes into ac-
count the precision of the system, is also contained in
this family of ranking functions. In particular, this
is achieved by taking r = 0. In general, the real pa-
rameter r can only take values in the interval [0,+∞).
This ensures that the family of the ranking functions
MRRTE, r also verifies the requirements that we have
imposed to any ranking function for all the allowed
values of the parameter r. Namely:

1. The image of MRRTE, r is the interval [0, 1).

2. The function MRRTE, r is continuous in D.

3. lim
t→0

MRRTE, r(1, t) = 1.

4. MRRTE,r(0, 1) = 0.

The condition that the parameter r cannot take neg-
ative values is derived from the fact that for a fixed
value of x, the resulting real function of t must be a
non increasing function, since we require that the sys-
tems with small efficiency, high value of t, have a lesser
ranking function value than the systems with high ef-
ficiency, small value of t. This condition is mathemat-
ically translated by imposing that

∂MRRTE,r(x, t)

∂t
≤ 0, (4)

provided the ranking function has partial derivative
with respect to time in the interior of D, as it is the
case. This also allows us to give a direct meaning to
the parameter r: when the value of r increases from 0
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to +∞ the weight of the efficiency is also increased. In
this way, a ranking function with a small value of the
parameter r takes into account very little the efficiency
of the systems in the evaluation of the QA task. This
is clear if we observe the functional form of the ranking
function family, where the MRR value is multiplied by
a function that only depends on time and always take
positive values equal or smaller than 1. In the figure
1 we represent this time function, which is equal to
MRRTE, r(1, t), for different values of the parameter
r, showing that for higher values r the value of MRR
is more and more penalized as the time grows up.

Fig. 1: Function MRRTE,r(1, t)

It is also convenient to interpret the meaning of the
parameter r in terms of the ranking graphic or, equiv-
alently, of the balance between the precision and effi-
ciency of a system. To do this let us introduce a new
real parameter p ∈ [0, 1) relates with the parameter r
by means of the expression

r = log

�

1 + p

1− p

�

, (5)

being log the natural logarithm of a positive real num-
ber. The meaning of this new parameter is derived
in the following way. Let us consider the system
A = (1, 1), that is to say, the system with the highest
precision and the lowest efficiency. If the evaluation
measure takes into account the efficiency, this system
will be tied with all the systems that are located in
the same iso ranking curve, in other words, with all
the systems whose ranking function had the value

MRRTE, r(x, t) = 1− p, (6)

since

MRRTE, r(1, 1) =
2

1 + er
=

2

1 + e
log

�

1 + p

1− p

� = 1−p.

(7)

In this way, all the systems with less precision than 1
but with higher efficiency will be ranked in the same
position of the classification as the system A. In par-
ticular, the smallest possible value of MRR will be
associated to an ideal system that answers instanta-
neously, therefore the ranking function for this system
will be

MRRTE,r(x, 0) = x. (8)

Hence, we derive that this minimum value of MRR
is precisely 1 − p, corresponding to the system B =
(1− p, 0). In this way, to fix the value of the parameter
p is equivalent to establish in the evaluation measure
that amount of precision we can balance increasing the
efficiency of the system. Since our family of ranking
functions has a non linear dependence this only can
be done by taking a reference system that in our case
and for simplify the algebra is the system A = (1, 1).
So the value of the parameter p means that all the
systems (x, t) with 1 − p ≤ x ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
belonging to the iso ranking curve 1−p are tied in our
rank.

3 Experiments

As above is mentioned, we considered the time as a
fundamental part in the evaluation of QA systems. In
accordance with CLEF organization, we carried out
a pilot task at CLEF-2006 whose aim was to evalu-
ate the ability of QA systems to answer within a time
constraint. This was an innovative experiment and
the initiative was aimed towards providing a new sce-
nario for the evaluation of QA systems. This experi-
ment followed the same procedure that the main task
at QA@CLEF-2006, but the main difference was the
consideration of the answer time. In total, five groups
took part in this pilot task. The participanting groups
were: daedalus (Spain), tokyo (Japan), priberam (Por-
tugal), alicante (Spain) and inaoe (Mexico) (for futher
information about the realtime experiment see [3]).

3.1 Performance Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the five systems which par-
ticipated in the realtime experiment with the unipara-
metric family of evaluation measures MRRTE, r.

In table 1, it is shown the summary of results for the
used metrics (MRR, t, MRRTE). Also, the ranking
of each measure (r) is shown. Namely, daedalus1 and
daedalus2 point out the two runs that daedalus sent.

Graphically, we can compare the different values of
MRRTE with a ranking graphic (see figure 4). For ex-
ample, tokyo had the second best MRR (0.38) and the
worst t, and it is penalized being the last in the rank-
ing of MRRTE. It can be observed that the ranking
graphic denote the same position in the ranking list,
for example to obtain the same position in the ranking
as the system S ≡ (0.4, 0) the precision needed could
vary in the range from 0.36 to 0.67, corresponding to
a variation of the time from 0 to 1.

3
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Participant MRR (r) tsec/t (r) MRRTE (r)
daedalus1 0.41 (1o) 549/0.10 (4o) 0.38 (1o)

tokyo 0.38 (2o) 5141/1.00 (6o) 0.20 (6o)
priberam 0.35 (3o) 56/0.01 (1o) 0.34 (2o)
daedalus2 0.33 (4o) 198/0.03 (3o) 0.32 (3o)

inaoe 0.3 (5o) 1966/0.38 (5o) 0.24 (4o)
alicante 0.24 (6o) 76/0.02 (2o) 0.23 (5o)

Table 1: Evaluation results with the different metrics (MRR,t,MRRTE)

3.1.1 Evaluation results with the evaluation
measures: MRRTE, r .

In this work, we have proposed an improvement in the
metric MRRTE. This improvement was presented in
section 2. With this metric, we can give more sig-
nificance to one measure than the other (MRR or t)
giving different values to the parameter p.
In the figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 we have shown the rank-

ing graphics for four values of the parameter p. As it
can be seen, in the case p = 0, which correspond to
r = 0, the ranking function coincides with the usual
MRR measure since, with the meaning given in the
section 2 to the parameter p, we cannot allow to bal-
ance the precision with the efficiency. In the other
cases, it can be observed that accordingly the values
of the parameter p are higher the iso ranking curves
are more bendded corresponding to the situation in
which a low precision of a system can be compensated
by increasing its efficiency. In particular, for the value
p = 0.46 (r = 1) we recover the MRRTE evaluation
measure.
In this way, we can obtain different classification of

the systems determined by the values of the parame-
ter p or, equivalently the associated parameter r. For
example, daedalus1 and tokyo obtain the best results
of MRR (0.41 and 0.38 respectively). But, the posi-
tion of tokyo goes down in the ranking accordingly we
increase the values of p . On the contrary, alicante ob-
tains the worst value of MRR (0.24), as a consequence
it is the last in the ranking if we take only the MRR
into account, but it goes up if we increase the param-
eter p. daedalus1 and priberam do not change their
position in the ranking practically, although if we in-
crease the parameter p their values bring near, because
priberam has a shorter answer time than daedalus.
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4 Conclusions and Future Work

Mainly, the evalution of QA systems is studied deeply
in three known evaluation forums: TREC, CLEF and
NTCIR. But, these forums are only focused on eval-
uating the precision of the systems, and they do not
evaluate their efficiency (we consider the answer time
of the system as measure of efficiency). Mostly, this
evaluation entails accurate systems but slowly at the

same time. For this reason, we studied the evaluation
of QA systems taking into account the answer time.
In previous work, we proposed a new measure

(MRRTE) to evaluate QA systems within a time con-
straint. This measure is based on an exponential func-
tion and it allows to classify the systems considering
the MRR and the answer time.
In this work, we have improved the MRRTE mea-

sure building a uniparametric family of evaluation
measures MRRTE, r. These depend on the parameter
p, so that if we give different values to it, we can give
more prior to the MRR or the answer time. For the ex-
periments, we used the results of the experiment that
we carried out in the CLEF-2006 in order to evaluate
QA systems within a time constraint. As conclusion,
we can fix the prior of the efficiency or the precision
in the evaluation of QA systems, with a uniparamet-
ric family of ranking functions: MRRTE,r. The value
of the parameter r can be adjusted in any QA task
allowing to design different evaluation measures, ac-
cordingly some prefixed criteria.
Finally, the future direction that we plan to under-

take is to take into account more variables as the hard-
ware used by the systems.
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Participant p=0 (r) p=0.25 (r) p=0.46 (r) p=0.75 (r)
daedalus1 0.41 (1o) 0.40 (1o) 0.39 (1o) 0.37 (1o)

tokyo 0.38 (2o) 0.28 (4o) 0.19 (6o) 0.09 (6o)
priberam 0.35 (3o) 0.35 (2o) 0.35 (2o) 0.35 (2o)
daedalus2 0.33 (4o) 0.33 (3o) 0.32 (3o) 0.32 (3o)

inaoe 0.30 (5o) 0.27 (5o) 0.23 (5o) 0.19 (5o)
alicante 0.24 (6o) 0.24 (6o) 0.24 (4o) 0.24 (4o)

Table 2: Evaluation results with the different values of p in the MRRTE,r metric

Fig. 2: Comparative of the results obtained by each
system with the MRRTE,r evaluation measure in its
ranking graphic (with p=0). It fits with MRR.

Fig. 3: Comparative of the results obtained by each
system with the MRRTE,r evaluation measure in its
ranking graphic (with p=0.25).

Fig. 4: Comparative of the results obtained by each
system with the MRRTE,r evaluation measure in its
ranking graphic (with p=0.46). It fits with MRRTE.

Fig. 5: Comparative of the results obtained by each
system with the MRRTE,r evaluation measure in its
ranking graphic (with p=0.75).
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Abstract
The assumption of term-based summarisation
method is that the importance of a sentence can
be determined by the importance of the words
it contains. One drawback of these methods is
that they usually consider the words in isolation,
ignoring relations such as anaphoric links
between them. This paper investigates to what
extent the integration of pronominal anaphora
resolution into the summarisation process can
improve the informativeness of the automatically
produced summaries. Evaluation of three
anaphora resolution methods plus three baselines
on a corpus of journal articles shows that
anaphora resolution can have a beneficial effect
on informativeness. In addition, one experiment
which uses a simulated anaphora resolver with
predefined accuracy is performed in order to
demonstrate that term-based summarisation can
benefit from anaphora resolution, but that high
accuracy methods are necessary.

Keywords

automatic summarisation, evaluation, anaphora resolution

1 Introduction

With the current information overload experienced by
researchers, it is increasingly difficult to keep up-to-
date with all current developments in a field, and it
has become necessary to look for a piece of information
only when it is needed. Automatic summarisation can
help people deal with this abundance of information by
extracting the gist of it. Term-based summarisation
is one of the most common components of text
summarisation systems and is the focus of this paper.
First proposed by Luhn [27], it is still widely used
today in combination with other methods [23, 44,
25, 43] due to its lack of complexity and its high
speed. The assumption of term-based summarisation
is that it is possible to determine the importance
of a sentence on the basis of the words it contains.
The most common way of achieving this is to weigh
all the words in a text and calculate the score of a
sentence by adding together the weights of the words
within it. In this way, a summary can be produced
by extracting the sentences with the highest scores
until the desired length is reached. One drawback
of most implementations of term-based summarisers

is that they score words in isolation, ignoring links
between words such anaphoric relations.
This paper investigates the extent to which

pronominal anaphora resolution can improve the
results of a term-based summariser by resolving
pronouns to their antecedents and incorporating
this information in the summariser. It has to be
pointed out that the purpose of this paper is not to
produce a new summarisation method, but to assess
whether information from an anaphora resolver can be
beneficial for the summarisation process. To this end,
term-based summarisation is very appropriate for this
task as it depends on a limited number of parameters
and any change in its performance can be justified by
the additional information from the anaphora resolver.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly

presents background information about automatic
summarisation, pronominal anaphora resolution and
previous attempts to combine the two. Section
3 presents the term-based summarisation method
employed in this paper, as well as the anaphora
resolvers used to enhance the summarisation method.
The corpus used in our experiments is described in
Section 4, which is followed by a section on evaluation.
The evaluation focuses on both the accuracy of
anaphora resolution and on the performance of term-
based summarisation methods, and tries to establish
whether there is any correlation between the accuracy
of an anaphora resolver and the increase in the
accuracy of the summariser when it incorporates the
resolver.1 In order to further assess the influence of
anaphora resolution for automatic summarisation, the
evaluation also presents the effects of a resolver with
controlled accuracy on term-based summarisation.
The paper finishes with conclusions.

2 Background

Both automatic summarisation and anaphora
resolution have received extensive attention from the
research community. This section briefly describes the
two areas with an emphasis on the aspects relevant
to this paper. Due to space restrictions no attempt
will be made to present a comprehensive overview
of the two fields. Such an overview for automatic

1 At this stage the accuracy and performance are used as
general terms. Section 5 explains what they mean in the
context of this paper.
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summarisation can be found in [28] and for anaphora
resolution in [31].

2.1 Automatic summarisation

Automatic summarisation is a field in computational
linguistics concerned with the development of systems
which can produce summaries automatically. These
systems take one or several related documents, and
summarise the most important information from them
or information related to aspects chosen by a user.
These systems could prove very useful for example to
researchers who need to quickly find out the content of
an article. Unfortunately, with the current technology,
it is difficult to produce automatic summaries which
replace the whole document. Instead, automatic
summarisation can be used to produce summaries
which indicate whether a document is relevant to
one’s interests, allowing researchers to quickly browse
through large masses of information.
The first attempt to produce automatic summaries

is presented in [27], and relies on the distribution of
words in a text to identify the important sentences.
The promising results obtained by Luhn encouraged
other researchers to apply similar approaches, in most
cases in combination with other methods [14, 8, 23,
44, 43]. Alternative summarisation methods rely on
presence of certain words [14] or phrases [39], discourse
structure [34, 29, 12], anaphoric or coreferential links
[9, 2] or lexical repetition [7, 11] to name but a few.

2.2 Anaphora resolution

Haliday and Hasan [17] describe anaphora as ‘cohesion
which points back to some previous item’. Anaphora
resolution is the process of resolving an anaphor, the
pointing back expression, to the word or phrase it
points back to, to an antecedent. If the antecedent
and the anaphor have the same referent in the real
world they are coreferential [31].
One of the most widespread type of anaphor

and usually dealt with by computational linguists is
pronominal anaphora with NPs as antecedent, a type
of nominal anaphora [31]. In this case, an anaphoric
expression is represented by a personal, possessive
or reflexive pronoun, and the antecedent consists of
one or several NPs. Due to their characteristics and
high frequency of use, such anaphoric expressions pose
great challenges to most of the fields in computational
linguistics. The main reason for this is that these
expressions do not carry much information on their
own, and therefore have to be processed before they
can be used.
Researchers in pronominal anaphora resolution have

dedicated a great amount of effort to developing
automatic resolution methods. Some of the methods
rely mainly on one type of information, whereas
others try to combine information from different
sources. A syntax-based method is proposed in
[20], whilst [21] relies mainly on semantic information
for resolving personal pronouns. Centering Theory
[16], a discourse theory of local coherence, is used
as the only method to resolve pronouns in [10].
Methods which combine several types of information
include methods employing preferences, indicators and

constraints [24, 22, 3, 30] and machine learning based
methods [1, 15, 38, 40, 5]. A comprehensive discussion
of these methods can be found in [31], and the methods
investigated here are briefly described in Section 3.2.

2.3 Pronominal anaphora resolution
and automatic summarisation

Even though it was hypothesised that pronominal
anaphora resolution could have a beneficial influence
on the summarisation process, very few researchers
have employed it to produce summaries. Often,
pronominal anaphora resolution is part of a larger
system which employs coreference resolution or lexical
relations to produce summaries [4, 7, 9, 2]. However,
these approaches do not try explicitly to assess
the influence of pronominal anaphora resolution on
the summarisation process. A small study on
how pronominal anaphora resolution can influence a
Swedish summarisation system is discussed in [19].
Manual evaluation on 10 newswire texts indicates that
both the average important information in a summary
and summaries’ coherence improve when a pronominal
anaphora resolver is used.
Orasan [36] performed a series of experiments

similar to the ones presented in this paper. The
results reported there suggest that anaphora resolution
can help the summarisation process, but due to the
small size of the corpus used in the investigation, it
is difficult to make any generalisation. Steinberger
et. al. [41] show how anaphora resolution can
be used to improve the accuracy of a summariser
based on latent semantic analysis, but they do not
focus only on pronominal anaphora. As in the case
of term-based summarisation, this method also uses
the frequency of words to identify the important
terms in a text, and uses them to extract important
sentences. Evaluation on the CAST corpus [18]
shows that anaphora resolution improves the results
of the summariser significantly at both 15% and 30%
compression rates.

3 Method

The method employed to produce summaries in this
paper relies on terms and how they occur in sentences.
The way this method works is described in Section
3.1. As already mentioned, the purpose of this
paper is to assess whether the accuracy of the term-
based summariser used here can be improved when
it integrates an anaphora resolver. The anaphora
resolvers employed in this research are described in
Section 3.2, followed by the approach used to enhance
the term-based summariser in Section 3.3.

3.1 Term-based summarisation

Term-based summarisation assumes that the
importance of a sentence can be determined on the
basis of the importance of the words it contains. To
achieve this, each word is scored using term-weighting
measures and then used to determine importance of
sentences. The most common measures used to score
each word are term frequency and TF*IDF. Moreover,
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evaluation of several term-weighting measures on the
corpus used in this paper reveals that term frequency
and TF*IDF are the most appropriate ones [37].
Term frequency (TF) assigns to each word a score

equal to its frequency in order to indicate the topicality
of the concept represented by it. The main drawback
of this method is that it wrongly assigns high scores to
frequent tokens such as prepositions and articles. For
this reason, a stoplist is used to filter out such words.

TF (w),= the frequency of wordw (1)

The words awarded high scores by term frequency
are not necessary the most indicative of the
importance of a sentence. There are open class words
which appear frequently in a document but are not
good indicators of the topicality of a sentence. This
normally happens with words that occur frequently
not only in the document, but also in a collection
of documents. Inverse document frequency addresses
this problem by measuring the importance of a
word in report to how many documents from a
collection contain it, and assigning it a score inversely
proportionate to the number of documents which
include it. This means that words appearing in many
documents will not be awarded a high score. Because
document frequency is too weak to be used on its own
as a scoring method, it is usually combined with term
frequency. The formula used in this paper is:

TF ∗ IDF (w) = TF (w) ∗ log
N

nw

(2)

where N is the number of documents in the collection,
and nw is the number of documents in the collection
which contain the word w. As in the case of term
frequency, it was noticed that the performance of a
term-based summariser increases when a stoplist is
used to filter out stopwords, even though these words
obtain low scores.

3.2 Anaphora resolution

For the experiments described in this section the
Anaphora Resolution Workbench “a parameter-driven
environment for consistent evaluation of anaphora
resolution” [6] was used. This environment
implements several well-known anaphora resolution
algorithms and enables comparison between them on
the basis of the same preprocessing tools and data.
In this section, the knowledge-poor methods and the
three baselines implemented in this environment were
used. These methods are briefly explained next.

Kennedy & Boguraev (K&B): The anaphora
resolution method proposed by Kennedy and
Boguraev [22] adapts the method proposed by Lappin
and Leass [24] so it can be run without a parser,
and extends it with several other factors. The K&B
algorithm resolves third person pronouns with noun
phrase antecedents by employing a set of ten salience
preferences which rank candidates for antecedents.
Each preference has an initial weight which is used
to build coreference classes that contain pronouns
and their antecedents. Kennedy and Boguraev [22]

reports that the algorithm was evaluated on a corpus
containing 306 pronouns and the observed accuracy
was around 75%.

CogNIAC: is a high precision anaphora resolution
algorithm which can resolve a subset of anaphors
that do not require world knowledge or sophisticated
linguistic processing [3]. The algorithm relies on six
highly accurate rules to select the antecedent of a
pronoun. Because the rules apply to only some of
the pronouns, the original version of the algorithm
was extended to include two more rules which allow
it to operate in robust mode (i.e. it attempts to solve
every single anaphor). The robust algorithm achieved
77.9% accuracy on the MUC-6 corpus, whilst the high
accuracy non-robust algorithm achieves 92% precision
and 64% recall, but it resolves only some pronouns.

MARS: is a robust anaphora resolution method
which relies on a set of boosting and impeding
indicators to select the antecedent [30]. The algorithm
assigns scores to each candidate using the indicators,
and the candidate with the highest aggregate score
is selected as the antecedent for a pronoun. The
method was evaluated on technical manuals and a
hand-simulated evaluation reported results over 80%.
The method used in this paper implements the original
algorithm which does not include the extensions
proposed in [32] or a pleonastic pronoun recogniser.2

Baselines: In order to have a clear idea of how
effective the anaphora resolution methods are, three
baseline methods were used: BLAST selects the
closest candidate which agrees in gender and number
with the anaphor; BLASTSUBJ selects the most
recent subject which agrees in gender and number
with the anaphor; and BRAND randomly selects an
antecedent which agrees in gender and number with
the anaphor from the list of candidates.

3.3 Enhanced term-based sum-
marisation

The term-based summariser described in Section 3.1
relies on word frequencies to calculate the score of
a word. Because some of these words are referred
to by pronouns, the frequencies of the concepts they
represent are not correctly calculated. The enhanced
term-based summarisation method takes the output
of the anaphora resolver and increases the frequencies
of words referred to by pronouns, thereby producing
more accurate frequency counts. Section 5.2 evaluates
the improved term-based summarisation method.

4 Corpus

For the experiments described in this paper, a corpus
of journal articles published in the Journal of Artificial
Intelligence Research (JAIR) was built. The corpus
used here contains 65 texts with over 600,000 words
in total. In order to assemble this corpus, electronic
versions of the texts have been downloaded and

2 This is due to the way the Anaphora Resolution Workbench
implements MARS.
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converted to plain text. As the conversion was not
perfect due to the presence of equations, formulae and
other types of special formatting in the source, the
resulting files were passed through a series of filters,
which cleaned wrongly converted parts of the text and
marked special information such as equations, tables,
figures, footnotes and headers.
For the purpose of automatic summarisation, the

corpus was automatically annotated with sentence
boundaries, token boundaries and part-of-speech
information using the FDG tagger [42]. In order
to evaluate the performance of the automatic
summarisation methods the author produced abstract
was identified and extracted from the article.
A third of the corpus was also annotated with

coreference information in order to evaluate the
anaphora resolution methods used in this paper and
for the experiment presented in Section 5.3. The
difficulty of the annotation task and amount of time
required to annotate a text made it impossible to
apply the annotation to a larger part of the corpus.
The annotation guidelines used for this purpose were
derived from those proposed in [33], but instead of
marking full coreferential chains, only parts of the
coreference chains which contain nominal anaphoric
pronouns were annotated. Therefore, if a chain did
not contain a pronoun it was completely ignored. The
annotation was applied using PALinkA [35], a multi-
purpose annotation tool.
The annotation process first involved the automatic

identification of all personal, reflexive and possessive
pronouns, and annotation of these pronouns as
potentially anaphoric. After this, each annotated
pronoun was manually checked to see whether it
was really referential, and that its antecedent was
one or several NPs. For referential pronouns with
NP antecedents, all the antecedents from the current
paragraph and the most recent heading were identified.
The reason for restricting the annotation only to these
antecedents was due to the fact that all the anaphora
resolution methods used here identify antecedents
only from the current paragraph or the most recent
heading, and therefore for the current investigation
annotation of full coreferential chains would have been
unnecessary. The corpus contains a total of 1873
referential pronouns, the vast majority are personal
pronouns (1324), followed by possessive pronouns
(502), with only a negligible number of pronouns being
reflexive (47). The majority of referential pronouns
are represented by different forms of the it pronoun,
followed by different forms of they pronouns. As
expected, the pronouns he and she have a very low
frequency in the corpus.

5 Evaluation and discussion

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of anaphora
resolution for automatic summarisation, the author
produced summaries were considered the gold
standard and the automatic summaries were compared
to them. The measure used for computing the
informativeness of an automatic summary is the
cosine similarity between it and the author produced
summary as proposed by Donaway et. al. [13]. Before

Average Standard deviation
MARS 0.512 0.080
K&B 0.448 0.088
BLAST 0.307 0.077
BRAND 0.166 0.065
BLASTSUBJ 0.115 0.051
CogNIAC 0.084 0.038

Table 1: The average success rate obtained by
different anaphora resolution methods

computing the similarity, stopwords were eliminated.
For each of the 65 texts in our corpus summaries

of 2%, 3%, 5%, 6% and 10% compression rates
were produced. The reason for producing summaries
of so many compression rates was to determine
whether anaphora resolution influences the term-based
summarisation method differently when it produces
summaries of different lengths. Moreover, as can be
seen in Section 5.2, the two term weighting methods
investigated here lead to different results depending on
the compression rate used.
In the rest of this section, the accuracy of the

anaphora resolution methods employed here is first
assessed to find out which one leads to the best results.
After that, Section 5.2 investigates whether anaphora
resolution can help term-based summarisation. The
section finishes with an experiment where a simulated
anaphora resolution system with predefined accuracy
is used. The purpose of this experiment is to get
further insights into how anaphora resolution can help
term-based summarisation.

5.1 Evaluation of anaphora resolution

All anaphora resolution methods used in this paper
are robust.3 For this reason, the only measure used in
the evaluation is success rate, computed as the number
of correctly resolved anaphors divided by the number
of anaphors identified by the system [31]. Table 1
contains the average success rate obtained by different
anaphora resolution methods on the coreferentially
annotated corpus.
The success rate of all the methods evaluated here

is much lower than that reported by their authors.
There are two justifications for this. First, the
evaluation performed by the authors was an evaluation
of the algorithm and not an evaluation of a practical
system. This means that the algorithms were either
hand-simulated or they processed manually prepared
data. In contrast, the evaluation presented here was
fully automatic and the systems had to deal with
errors introduced by preprocessing steps such as part-
of-speech tagging and NP extraction. The second
reason for obtaining lower results is that the anaphora
resolution methods used here were not designed to
deal with texts from the scientific domain: MARS
was developed for the technical domain and includes
indicators specific for this domain, CogNIAC was
tested on the MUC-6 texts, and K&B was evaluated

3 A system is considered robust if it tries to resolve all the
pronouns which are anaphoric. Some systems such as the
non-robust version of CogNIAC resolve only a part of these
pronouns because of the way they were designed.
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2% 3% 5% 6% 10%
TF

No anaphora 0.415 0.443 0.461 0.467 0.484
Blast 0.451 0.476 0.495 0.498 0.511
Blastsubj 0.458 0.481 0.493 0.501 0.514
Brand 0.457 0.478 0.494 0.499 0.512
CogNIAC 0.454 0.478 0.495 0.500 0.512
K&B 0.454 0.481 0.494 0.500 0.511
MARS 0.455 0.480 0.494 0.500 0.513
Perfect 0.512 0.525 0.551 0.555 0.561

TF*IDF
No anaphora 0.396 0.427 0.467 0.472 0.496
Blast 0.430 0.463 0.497 0.503 0.519
Blastsubj 0.431 0.464 0.496 0.502 0.520
Brand 0.431 0.463 0.498 0.501 0.521
CogNIAC 0.433 0.463 0.497 0.503 0.520
K&B 0.428 0.461 0.498 0.502 0.520
MARS 0.428 0.463 0.499 0.503 0.520
Perfect 0.455 0.500 0.531 0.536 0.540

Table 2: The average informativeness of summaries
produced by the improved summarisation method

on a random selection of texts, none of which seem to
be from the scientific domain.
According to the results in Table 1, the best

method is MARS, followed K&B and BLAST, with
CogNIAC performing the worst. BLAST, the baseline
which selects the most recent candidate agreeing in
gender and number with the pronoun obtains the
best results among baselines. For all the methods,
the differences are statistically significant with a 0.01
confidence level. Next section investigates whether the
differences between the accuracy of different anaphora
resolution methods are reflected in differences between
the informativeness of summaries produced by the
term-based summariser which uses their output.

5.2 Evaluation of enhanced
summarisation method

As already mentioned, it is assumed that term-based
summarisers do not achieve a very high performance
because they ignore the fact that some words are
referred to by pronouns, and therefore their frequency
is not accurately computed. In this section, the
three anaphora resolution methods and three baselines
evaluated in the previous section are incorporated into
the term-based summariser.
The results of the term-based summarisation

methods augmented with information from anaphora
resolvers are presented in Table 2. The row labeled No
anaphora indicates the informativeness of summaries
when no information from an anaphora resolver is
incorporated in the term-based summariser, whilst
the row Perfect corresponds to an anaphora resolver
with a success rate of 100%. The results in the
Perfect row were obtained only for the texts annotated
with coreference information because the manual
annotation is considered to be the output of a perfect
anaphora resolver.4 The rest of the rows indicate the
informativeness of the summary when an automatic
anaphora resolver was integrated into the system and
were calculated on the whole corpus.

4 We acknowledge the fact that errors in the annotation can
limit the degree of ‘perfectness’ of the output.

As can be seen in the table, in the cases where
no anaphora resolution is used, term frequency is
the best term-weighting method for 2% and 3%
summaries, whereas TF*IDF is better for 5%, 6%
and 10% summaries. This pattern still holds when
the anaphora resolution methods are incorporated in
the summarisation program, but the differences are
negligible. If the output of a perfect anaphora resolver
is used by the term-weighting method the term
frequency leads to the best results for all compression
rates. The results in Table 2 clearly indicate that a
perfect anaphora resolver significantly improves the
accuracy of a summarisation method.
Closer investigation of the results reveals that

there is no correlation between the accuracy of the
automatic anaphora resolvers investigated here and
the informativeness of the produced summaries. All
the summaries seem to contain more or less the
same amount of information, the differences between
the quantity of information not being statistically
significant. Moreover, the incorporation of the best
anaphora resolution method (i.e. MARS) in the
summariser leads to the best results in only two cases,
both for TF*IDF. CogNIAC, the worst anaphora
resolver, also leads to the best results in 2 cases.
One possible explanation for this result is that

the anaphora resolvers used in this research are not
accurate enough to really have a beneficial effect
on term-based summarisation, and that perhaps
anaphora resolvers with higher accuracies would lead
to clearer improvements of the informativeness of
summaries produced. In light of this, an experiment
with a simulated anaphora resolver is presented in the
next section.

5.3 Robust anaphora resolver with
predefined accuracy

Evaluation of the anaphora resolvers presented in
Section 3.2 showed that they often resolve pronouns
to the wrong antecedent. As a result, some concepts
have their scores wrongly increased. The anaphora
resolver simulated in this section tries to perform in
the same manner as the automatic anaphora resolvers
investigated in Section 3.2, by boosting the frequency
scores of both correct and incorrect antecedents, but
it is designed in such a way that its success rate
can be controlled. For this experiment, the success
rate of this resolver was increased from 10% to 100%
in 10% increments. In order to achieve this, a
predefined percentage of correct (pronoun, antecedent)
pairs were selected from each text. For the rest of the
pronouns, wrong antecedents were selected in order
to introduce errors. This process was repeated 100
times for each text and for each success rate value to
ensure fairness and reliability of the experiment. The
manual annotation was used to simulate this anaphora
resolver, and so the experiment was carried out only
on the coreferentially annotated texts. Figures 1 and
2 present the results of the experiment.
The results of these experiments are in line with the

results reported in Section 5.2, but still contain some
unexpected features because they show that even if
only 10% of the pronouns are correctly resolved, the
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Fig. 1: The informativeness of automatic summaries
produced using TF and an anaphora resolver with
variable success rate

Fig. 2: The informativeness of automatic summaries
produced using TF*IDF and an anaphora resolver with
variable success rate

results of the automatic summariser are significantly
better. The next significant improvement is obtained
only for an anaphora resolver which achieves at least
60% success rate and is used with term frequency. For
the automatic summariser which uses TF*IDF, it is
necessary to have an anaphora resolver which achieves
around 80%-90% success rate to have a noticeable
improvement.

6 Conclusions

This paper has investigated the influence of
pronominal anaphora resolution on term-based
summarisation. The underlying hypothesis was that
by incorporating an anaphora resolver into the term-
weighting process it is possible to obtain more accurate
frequency counts of concepts referred to by pronouns.
To this end, three robust anaphora resolvers and three
baselines were incorporated into two term-weighting
measures, which were in turn used by a term-based
summariser. Comparison of the informativeness of
summaries produced by this improved term-based
summariser revealed that there is no correlation
between the informativeness of a summary and the
performance of the anaphora resolver used to improve
the frequency counts. Despite this, the results clearly

indicate that the summarisation process benefits from
anaphora resolution.
The beneficial influence of anaphora resolution on

term-based summarisation was further investigated by
performing an experiment with a simulated anaphora
resolver with controlled success rate. The results of the
experiment show that due to the increase of scores for
both correct and incorrect antecedents, a significant
improvement of the summaries’ informativeness is
noticed only when accuracy of the resolver is between
60% and 80%, depending on the term-weighting
method. This explains why no difference was observed
for the relatively poor performance of anaphora
resolvers investigated here.
The integration of an anaphora resolver into the

term-based summariser also reveals some interesting
results. Without anaphora resolution, term
frequency leads to the best results only for 2%
and 3% compression rates. Once an automatic
anaphora resolution is integrated into the term-
based summariser the differences between summaries
produced using term frequency and those produced
using TF*IDF at 5%, 6% and 10% become negligible.
Moreover, if a perfect anaphora resolver is used,
the summariser which uses term frequency always
performs significantly better than the summariser
which uses TF*IDF.
This paper has focused only on how pronominal

anaphora resolvers can be used in the summarisation
process. For the future it would be interesting to
extend this research to other types of anaphoric
expressions such as definite descriptions. Another
interesting development of this paper would be to
use other evaluation methods such as ROUGE [26]
for measuring the informativeness of summaries in
order to find out whether the findings change. The
summarisation methods employed in this paper are
rather simple and do not necessary reflect the state
of the art of summarisation methods. In the future
it is planned to evaluate the influence of pronominal
anaphora resolution on other summarisation methods
which could benefit from this information.
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Abstract
Computer-aided summarisation is a technology
developed as a complement to automatic
summarisation, which produces high quality
summaries with less effort. To achieve this,
a user-friendly environment which incorporates
several well-known summarisation methods has
been developed. This paper presents the main
features of the computer-aided summarisation
environment and evaluates the usefulness of
the developed tool. Experiments showed that
it is possible to reduce the time necessary to
produce the summary by about 20% without any
degradation in the summary’s quality.
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1 Introduction

Automatic summarisation systems help us deal with
the current information overload by reducing it.
Unfortunately, despite extensive work in this field,
current technology is still not capable of creating
human-like summaries. Instead, it usually produces
indicative summaries, which allow a reader to get
a quick gist of the document. The drawback of
indicative summaries is that they are quite brief and
do not allow the user to explore the structure of
the source in more detail or to be used instead of
the source, as is possible with some human-produced
summaries. In the cases where informative summaries,
which can replace the source, need to be produced,
automatic summarisation does not appear to offer a
viable solution yet. As a result, such summaries need
to be produced by humans which makes their costs
high.
In light of this problem, we propose computer-aided

summarisation (CAS) as a complementary approach
to automatic summarisation. Whereas automatic
summarisation does not require any human input to
produce summaries, we argue that computer-aided
summarisation is a more feasible approach as it
allows the user to post-edit the automatic summaries
according to their requirements, resulting in better
finished products. CAS is a technology developed

at the University of Wolverhampton designed to help
humans produce high quality summaries with less
effort, in this way also lowering the costs.
The structure of the paper is as follows: the

paper starts with a description of the computer-aided
summarisation concept. Section 3 briefly presents
the computer-aided summarisation tool we developed,
whilst Section 4 describes the experiments carried
out to prove the usefulness of the computer-aided
summarisation concept. The paper finishes with a
review of related work in the field of computer-aided
language processing, followed by conclusions.

2 The computer-aided sum-
marisation concept

The concept of computer-aided summarisation was
inspired by the machine-aided translation approach
suggested in 1980 by Martin Kay. Kay [8, 9] proposed
the development of cooperative man-machine systems
as a solution to the unrealistic task of fully automatic
high quality translation, allowing the computer and
the human translator to perform the translation
tasks they are best at. CAS aims to help human
summarisers by selecting the important information
from a document and presenting it to them, and
leaving the task of linking sentences to form a coherent
abstract to the summariser. The main advantage of
such an approach is that the summariser does not need
to read the whole text, instead being presented with
only the important parts of the document as a starting
point for their summary.
The feasibility of the computer-aided approach is

confirmed by research into the human summarisation
process. The work of Endres-Niggemeyer [3] provides
the theoretical grounding for the idea of human
post-editing in computer-aided summarisation in
terms of her three-stage human summarisation model
of document exploration, relevance assessment and
summary production. The first stage, document
exploration, involves the summariser exploring
the layout and organisation of the document to
locate important information. During the next
stage, relevance assessment, the summariser assesses
information in the document to see if it is relevant to
the summary. The final stage of summary production
is where the actual creation of the summary as a
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unit in itself takes place, and mainly involves cutting
and pasting material from the original document using
sentence patterns typical of the domain.
The first two stages of Endres-Niggemeyer’s model

correspond to the automatic summarisation in CAS,
which uses automatic methods to identify important
information in the text and present these, either in
the form of a summary or as highlighted units within
the full text, to the user. The third stage, which
in Endres-Niggemeyer’s analysis involves cutting and
pasting operations and reorganising of the text,
corresponds to the human summariser’s post-editing of
the summary, by accepting, rejecting and reorganising
the information proposed by our computer-aided
summarisation tool (presented in Section 3).
One could argue that for some domains, automatic

summarisation methods still perform poorly and are
likely to miss important information in the source.
However, even when this is the case, computer-aided
summarisation can still be useful. In domains where
important information cannot be selected reliably,
summarisers can use the automatic methods to
produce a summary much larger than is actually
required, and use this as a starting point, reducing
it until the target length is reached. This means
that the user will still need to read less text than
if they produced a summary manually using the full
source text, thereby speeding up the process. As
an alternative, the user can choose to use automatic
methods which remove unimportant sentences from
the full text instead of selecting important ones.
Again, this option reduces the length of the document
to be read before the user can produce the summary.
Because summaries are produced in a computer-aided
environment rather than a fully automatic one, the
user always has the option to return to the full text to
get more information or to clarify uncertainties, and
to over-ride the system’s decisions.

3 The computer-aided sum-
marisation tool (CAST)

As mentioned above, computer-aided summarisation
is seen here as a complement to existing automatic
summarisation techniques, as it allows human
intervention in the summarisation process. However,
in order to make the approach worthwhile, this
intervention should be minimal, so that the effort
required for a human to produce the summary using
CAS is significantly less than that required to write
a summary without the help of an advanced tool.
To achieve this, several automatic summarisation
techniques which have been extensively used were
implemented in CAST. The purpose of these methods
within CAST is to present to the user an extract
which contains the most important sentences from
a text, allowing them to post-edit it in order to
improve its quality. As not all the sentences identified
automatically will be worth including in a summary,
the user has the option to override the program’s
decisions and delete irrelevant sentences, as well as to
extract additional sentences.
After careful consideration of the existing automatic

summarisation methods commonly used to produce
extracts, we decided to implement the following
methods: term-based summarisation methods,
methods based on indicating phrases, surface
clues, and discourse information. The term-based
summarisation methods assume that the importance
of a sentence can be determined on the basis of the
words it contains. Indicating phrases are phrases
such as in this paper, we conclude that which are
specific to a domain and normally indicate the
important sentences [16]. Surface clues can also
help the summarisation process by assuming that
words in titles and headings are more important
than the rest, whilst text in brackets can usually be
discarded. Finally, the discourse structure of the text
can also be utilised. In CAST, this information is
exploited in the form of lexical chains which are used
to determine links between sentences [6]. A more
detailed description of these methods can be found in
[15]. Given that each method depends on a host of
parameters, we offer users a high level of flexibility
without compromising the simplicity of the tool by
giving them the option to adjust all these parameters
in a user friendly way.
The automatic methods embedded in the tool

are used not only to identify important sentences
in a text, but also to remove sentences which do
not contain important information. For example,
as well as extracting sentences containing certain
indicating phrases or having their term-based score
above a certain threshold, it is also possible to remove
sentences which contain certain indicating phrases or
have a term-based score lower than a given threshold.
As with the case of important sentences, the user can
review the system’s decisions over-riding it whenever
the decision is wrong.
The results of the summarisation methods can be

viewed in different ways, depending on the user’s
preferences. They can be viewed either in isolation,
when the results are presented as an automatic
extract, or the sentences extracted can be highlighted
within the source text using formatting defined by the
user. The advantage of highlighting the results in the
text is that the user can easily see the sentences in their
original context. Given the friendly graphical interface
available to the user and the different styles which
can be defined for each method, the user can quickly
identify sentences selected by different methods. A
screenshot of the tool is presented in Figure 1.
Once a user decides that a sentence is important

enough to be included in a summary (either indicated
by the program or on the basis of their understanding),
it can be copied into the summary window at the
bottom of the tool and edited. In order to facilitate
the editing task further, a common set of errors such as
dangling pronouns and phrases which could indicate a
problem with the summary (e.g. “on the other hand”,
“secondly”, etc.) are highlighted to draw attention to
them.

4 Evaluation

CAST is intended to help human summarisers to
produce abstracts. To assess the extent to which
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Fig. 1: Screenshot of the program

this is achieved, a professional human summariser was
asked to use the tool and provide feedback about its
usability. On the basis of this feedback, the tool was
improved and we learnt how it is used by professional
summarisers. These findings are presented in [14]. In
this paper, we conjecture that summaries produced
with the help of the tool will be as good as those
manually produced, but that it will take less time
to write them. To prove this hypothesis about
the usefulness of the tool, two experiments were
conducted. Their results are presented in Sections 4.1
and 4.2.

4.1 Evaluation of the time

As already mentioned, our assumption in the first
experiment is that CAS can reduce the time necessary
to produce summaries. To this end, a two
stage experiment was conducted using a professional
summariser. In the first stage, he was asked to
produce summaries using a simple interface which
records the time necessary to produce a summary, but
does not provide any help with the summarisation
process. In the second stage of the experiment, the
same summariser was asked to produce abstracts of
the same texts using the CAST in order to see whether
the time necessary to produce them was reduced. The
second stage of the experiment occurred one year after
the first stage so that any effect of text familiarity was

extinguished.

For this experiment, a total of 69 texts extracted
from the CAST corpus [4] were summarised. Fifty
four of these texts were newswire texts extracted from
the Reuters corpus and fifteen were articles from New
Scientist. The newswire texts contain on average
800 words whilst for the New Scientist texts the
average number of words is 1750. These texts were
selected for two reasons. First, they were previously
annotated with information regarding the importance
of sentences which allowed us to assess the accuracy
of the automatic summarisation methods used by the
human summariser. Secondly, the texts summarised
are old enough (published around 1997) to ensure that
the summariser is not very familiar with the topic
discussed in the texts so that the first stage of the
experiment is not unfairly helped by the summariser’s
background knowledge.

For both stages the professional summariser was
asked to produce 20% summaries of each text. Table
1 shows the average number of seconds necessary
to summarise a text with and without CAST. As
expected, it takes longer to summarise the texts from
New Scientist than the newswire ones due to the fact
that they are almost twice in length. The table also
indicates that by using CAST the time necessary to
produce a summary reduces by almost 2 minutes for
newswire texts and almost 2 minutes and a half for
those from New Scientist. In both case the reduction
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Without CAST With CAST Percentage of reduction
Newswire texts 498sec 382sec 23.29%
New Scientist texts 771sec 623sec 19.19%

Table 1: The time necessary to produce summaries with and without CAST

is statistically significant.
The feedback from the summariser indicated that

he first preferred to run the term-based summariser
to highlight a set of sentences which could be
useful for the abstract he produced. Although he
was asked to produce a 20% abstract, he decided
to use a 30% automatic summary as the starting
point. This allowed him to see a wider selection of
important sentences so that no crucial information
was missed [14]. Because of the importance given to
term-based summarisation by our user, we assessed
its performance to establish whether there is any
correlation between the accuracy of the automatic
method and the time reduction. For evaluation, we
used precision, recall and f-measure because the texts
included in this experiment were extracted from the
CAST corpus [4], a corpus which is annotated with
information about the importance of sentences.
Table 2 presents the results of the evaluation.

As can be seen, term-based summarisation performs
significantly better on the newswire texts than on
those from New Scientist. Moreover, a correlation
between the reduction in the time necessary to produce
the summary and the accuracy of the automatic
methods was noticed. In light of this, it can be
concluded that term-based summarisation methods
included in CAST really help the summarisation
process.
The user also at times used lexical chains to

determine sentences related to those he considered
important. However, this method was run only on an
ad-hoc basis and therefore it is not possible to obtain
figures about how useful it was. The same applies to
the other summarisation methods incorporated, which
were used even less often.

4.2 Quality of the summaries

Our second assumption was that the reduction in the
time necessary to produce the summaries does not
have a detrimental influence on their quality. To this
end, we conducted a Turing-like test where pairs of
summaries produced with and without CAST were
shown to judges who were asked to select the best
one in the pair. For this experiment, our hypothesis
was that there are no significant differences between
the two types of summaries and that human judges
will not be able to make a reliable distinction between
them.
For this experiment, 17 judges were shown four pairs

of summaries each. The summaries were randomly
selected from all the summaries produced in the first
experiment. The order in which they were displayed
in the pair was also random to avoid situations were
one judge always selects the same element of the pair.
Our judges included undergraduate and post-graduate
students as well as members of staff, who were not
given any instructions except that they should indicate

which summary is better on the basis of their intuition.
Analysis of the results revealed that in 41 pairs the

judges preferred summaries produced using CAST,
whereas in 27 those produced without CAST were
considered better. In order to see whether this
difference is significant we calculated chi-square
between the observed judgements and the expected
judgements according to our hypothesis (i.e. that the
votes are equally distributed between the two classes
which means that each class gets 34 votes). The
chi-square test revealed that there is no statistical
difference at 0.05 level which indicates that there is
no difference between the quality of the two types
of summaries. Despite this, the results indicate that
there is a slight preference towards the summaries
produced using CAST.

5 Related work

This section presents related work in the field of
computer-aided summarisation, but does not try to
review existing work in automatic summarisation
because it is considered to be beyond the scope of
this paper. Good sources of more information about
automatic summarisation are [10, 7].
Work related to CAS is relatively sparse in

comparison with computer-aided approaches used in
other areas such as machine translation and computer-
aided language learning. It was also proved to be
useful in other areas. Mitkov and Ha has showed that
the time taken to generate multiple-choice questions
was reduced by 75% when a computer-aided approach
was used instead of a manual one, with no decrease
in quality [12]. Semi-automatic annotation methods
can also speed up the production of annotated corpora
[5]. Whilst the idea of some form of automated help
for human summarisers may have been around for
some time [11, 1, 13], the more specific notion of CAS
which combines automatic extracting and human post-
editing, has only recently been explored in more depth
[15, 14].
Craven [2] focuses on the automatic extraction of

keywords and phrases from documents which could
be useful when presented to a human trying to
summarise the document. He argues that even this
simple automatic assistance can help humans produce
summaries of a text more easily than they would have
done otherwise. The abstracting tool presented by
Narita [13] aims to improve summaries of research
papers in the field of information engineering written
in English by Japanese software engineers who are
intermediate or advanced learners of English. The
tool provides an organisational template for the human
abstractor to flesh out with their own material, helping
them in the process by providing examples from
a corpus. As with Craven’s work, no automatic
summarisation methods are employed; instead the tool
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Precision Recall F-measure
Newswire texts 44.19% 48.66% 46.32%
New Scientist texts 32.26% 34.05% 33.14%

Table 2: The accuracy of the automatic summarisation method

accesses a corpus of human-produced abstracts which
have been analysed for their rhetorical structure.
In a working paper in 1995, Mitkov described

plans to develop a “computer-assisted and user-
friendly abstracting tool” [11] which identifies and
highlights sentences considered to be important in
terms of content for the user. Once the computer
has performed this task, the human abstractor accepts
or rejects the selected sentences as they see fit, and
perhaps adds new sentences, before connecting the
text together into cohesive paragraphs. Mitkov terms
this approach semi-automatic and argues that it will
make abstracting faster and cheaper as it does not
rely on fully human summarisation which is time-
consuming and labour-intensive. It is Mitkov’s work
which provided the basic idea for the CAST system
presented in this paper.

6 Concluding remarks

Computer-aided summarisation was proposed as a
complementary approach to automatic summarisation
and a solution to producing high quality summaries
at lower costs. This paper presented two experiments
which prove the validity of the computer-aided
summarisation concept. In the first experiment, a
professional summariser produced summaries with and
without the computer-aided summarisation tool. A
comparison between the time necessary to produce
the summaries revealed that the time is reduced
by approximately 20% when CAST is used. A
second experiment was carried out to determine
whether the reduction in time had any negative
influence on the quality of the summaries. The
results of this experiment clearly indicate that
there is no statistically significant difference between
the two types of summaries in terms of quality.
However, judges demonstrated a slight preference
towards summaries produced using CAST. This is
an unexpectedly good result which needs to be
investigated further.
In the first experiment presented in this paper only

one professional summariser was used. The reason for
this is the high cost of employing such users and their
limited availability. In the future, we intend to repeat
the experiment using more summarisers, including
non-professionals to see whether this confirms the
results of our experiments.
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Abstract
The study was to develop a method for automatic summarization 
of sets of related research abstracts. This summarization method 
focused on extracting and integrating similarities and differences 
among different abstracts. In the research studies which aim to 
look for relationships between research concepts, similarities and 
differences are mainly reflected through research concepts and 
relationships expressed in the text. Thus the summarization 
method extracts research concepts and relationships from each 
research abstract, integrates similar concepts and relationships 
across different abstracts, and incorporates them into new 
sentences to produce a summary. This paper reports the three 
main summarization steps – discourse parsing, concept extraction 
and integration, and relationship extraction and integration. Each 
step was evaluated by comparing the machine output against 
human codings.  

Keywords: 
Automatic text summarization, concept extraction, concept 
clustering, relationship extraction, relationship integration 

1. Introduction  
The purpose of this study was to develop a method for 
automatic summarization of sets of related research abstracts. 
Multi-document summarization condenses a set of related 
documents rather than a single document into a summary. It 
can provide a domain overview of a topic and indicate 
similarities and differences among documents. However, 
multi-document summarization has more challenges than 
single-document summarization in the issues such as 
compression, redundancy, cohesion, coherence. Thus 
traditional summarization approaches, e.g. statistics-based 
sentence extraction, do not always work well in multi-
document summarization [2].  

In a multi-document environment, many of related 
documents are likely to contain repeated information and 
only differ in certain parts. An ideal multi-document 
summary should contain common information among most 
of documents, plus important unique information present 
among individual documents [1]. Various approaches, 
including shallow and deep approaches, have been used to 
identify and synthesize similarities and differences across 
documents. The shallow approaches identified and removed 
repeated text units (i.e. words, phrases and sentences) 
extracted from different documents by syntactic comparison 
[5]. The deep approaches synthesized text units using concept 

generalization [4], summary operators [6], and rhetorical 
relations [9]. However, most of previous studies identified 
similarities and differences at a low level based on syntactic 
and rhetorical relations between physical elements (i.e. words, 
phrases and sentences). It is desirable for the similarities and 
differences to be identified at a more semantic level.  

This study focused on semantic contents and semantic 
relations to identify similarities and differences across 
documents and integrated the similarities and differences to 
generate a multi-document summary. In some domains such 
as sociology, psychology and education, most of research 
adopts the traditional quantitative research paradigm of 
looking for relationships between concepts operationalized as 
variables. Thus the similarities and differences across 
different research studies are mainly reflected through 
research concepts and relationships expressed in the text. In 
this study, we selected dissertation abstracts in the domain of 
sociology as source documents to develop a new multi-
document summarization method. This method focused on 
extracting research concepts and relationships from each 
dissertation abstract and integrating similar concepts and 
relationships across dissertation abstracts. Moreover, the 
research report structure was also used to identify which parts 
of dissertation abstracts contain desired information. The 
summarization method can also be extended to research 
abstracts in other domains employing the same research 
paradigm. 

The summarization method includes three main parts:  
(1) Parsing documents into several sections and identify 

which sections contain important research information;  
(2) Extracting research concepts from each document and 

integrating similar concepts across different documents;  
(3) Extracting research relationships from each document 

and integrating the relationships associated with a cluster 
of similar concepts across documents.  

Each summarization step was described in subsequent 
sections. Finally, each step was evaluated by comparing the 
machine output against the human codings.  

2. Discourse Parsing
Sentences in about 85% of dissertation abstracts could be 
subsumed under five standard sections: 1-background, 2-
research objectives, 3-research methods, 4-research results
and 5-concluding remarks [8]. Although the remaining 15% 
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of the abstracts were difficult to assign into the five sections, 
the research objectives are still clearly discernable in most of 
unstructured abstracts. To parse discourse structure of 
dissertation abstracts and identify the research objectives and 
research results sections, a supervised learning method, 
decision tree induction, was selected to categorize each 
sentence into one of the above five sections. The first 
decision tree classifier was constructed using a well-known 
decision tree induction algorithm C5.0, which used high 
frequency non-stop word tokens (in lemma form) and 
normalized sentence position as features.  

A random sample of 300 sociology dissertation abstracts 
was selected from the 2001 Dissertation Abstracts 
International database and 45 unstructured abstracts were 
removed from them. The remaining 255 structured abstracts 
were partitioned into a training set of 171 abstracts to 
construct the classifier and a test set of 84 abstracts to 
evaluate the accuracy of the classifier. Preliminary 
experiments were carried out based on the training data using 
10-fold cross-validation to determine the appropriate 
parameters of the decision tree model. The best classifier was 
obtained with a word frequency threshold value of 35 and 
pruning severity of 90%. We then applied the classifier to the 
test sample of 84 abstracts and obtained an accuracy rate of 
71.6% (see Table 1).  

Since the dissertation abstract is a continuous discourse 
with relations among sentences, furthermore, we considered 
using the sentences which contain clear indicator words and 
thus are easy to classify to help identify the categories of 
other relevant sentences which do not contain clear indicator 
words. For example, the first sentence in the research results
section often contains the indicator words “reveal” and 
“show”, and the subsequent sentences may amplify on the 
results though they do not contain clear indicator words. To 
test this assumption, we manually extracted indicator words 
from the constructed classifier above. For each sentence, we 
then measured the distance between the sentence and the 
nearest sentence (before and after) that contains each 
indicator word. Then we used the surrounding indicator 
words as additional attributes (distance as the attribute values) 
to construct the second classifier. The surrounding indicator 
words were categorized into three types – occurring in the 
sentences before the sentence being processed, after the 
sentence being processed and both before and after the 
sentence being processed.  

The test results for the second classifier using 84 
structured test abstracts are shown in Table 1. It was found 
that only “before” surrounding indicator words can contribute 
to the categorization accuracy, by obtaining the best result of 
74.5%. Finally, the second classifier, using the high 
frequency word tokens, normalized sentence position and 
“before” surrounding indicator words, was selected to parse 
the macro-level discourse structure of dissertation abstracts. 
A set of IF-THEN categorization rules was extracted from 
the classifier and applied to new dissertation abstracts.  

Table 1. Percentage of correctly classified sentences using the 
two classifiers based on the test sample of 84 abstracts 

Classifier 2   
(with surrounding indicator 
words as additional features) 

Sec.
ID

Classifier
1

before  after  both before 
& after  

1 71.10% 79.77% 67.63% 80.92% 
2 55.74% 52.46% 49.18% 48.63% 
3 9.74% 52.38% 39.15% 52.38% 
4 87.61% 91.03% 89.31% 91.03% 
5 58.62% 58.62% 55.17% 58.62% 
Whole  71.59% 74.47% 68.62% 73.99% 

2. Concept Extraction and Integration 
After discourse parsing, research concepts were extracted 
from the research objectives and research results sections of 
each dissertation abstract. Then similar concepts across 
different dissertation abstracts were clustered based on 
syntactic term variations. Finally, concept clusters were 
categorized into subjects based on a taxonomy.  

3.1 Concept Extraction 
Concepts are usually expressed as single-word or multi-word 
terms. In this study, we used syntactic rules to extract 
concept terms. A list of part-of-speech patterns, e.g. “N 
PREP N”, was constructed manually for recognizing n-word 
terms (n=1~5).   

  After data preprocessing, sequences of contiguous 
words of different lengths are extracted from each sentence to 
construct n-grams (n=1~5). Using the part-of-speech patterns, 
terms of different lengths are identified and extracted from 
the same part of a sentence. These terms of different lengths 
represent concepts at different levels of generality (narrower 
or broader concepts). If two terms have overlapping sentence 
positions, they are combined to form a full term representing 
a more specific full concept.  

3.2 Concept Clustering
A full term, representing a specific full concept expressed in 
the text, can be segmented into shorter terms of different 
lengths, e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5-word terms, which are called 
component terms. These component terms with different 
number words represent component concepts at different 
levels. The shorter terms represent broader concepts whereas 
the longer terms represent narrower ones. There is a tangled 
hierarchy among the component concepts in a full concept 
(see Figure 1).  

In Figure 1, at the top level are the broadest single-word 
concepts whereas the specific full concept is at the bottom. 
From a single-word concept to the full concept, one or more 
chains are created, each of which links a list of concepts of 
different lengths sharing a specific kind of syntactic 
variations. These concepts linked by the same chain have the 
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common head noun and are considered a group of term 
variants representing similar concepts at different levels of 
generality. The hierarchical relations among them are 
distinguished by their logical roles or functions. The head 
noun is deemed as the main concept. Two types of sub-level 
concepts are distinguished – subclass concepts and facet
concepts. A subclass concept represents one of the subclasses 
of the parent concept whereas a facet concept specifies one of 
the facets of the parent concept. For example, if “abuse” is 
deemed as the head noun, the hierarchical relations are as 
follows:  

[main concept: abuse]  [subclass concept: sexual 
abuse]  [subclass concept: childhood sexual abuse] 

 [facet concept: survivor of childhood sexual abuse]
[subclass concept: adult woman survivor of childhood 
sexual abuse] 

*
* The concept in the shaded box at the bottom is a full concept.  

Figure 1. Tangled hierarchy of component concepts in a full 
concept 

The hierarchy of component concepts provides a way to 
integrate similar concepts extracted from different documents. 
The concepts at the higher levels can be used to generalize, to 
different extents, all the narrower concepts linked with them 
at the lower levels.  

Based on this idea, a clustering algorithm was developed 
to construct concept hierarchies and cluster similar concepts 
automatically. In a set of similar dissertation abstracts, we 
selected high frequency nouns as head nouns in the 
summarization. The threshold value of the document 
frequency depends on the desired length of the final summary. 
Starting from each selected head noun, a list of term chains 
were constructed by linking it level by level with other multi-
word terms in which the single word is used as a head noun. 
Each chain was constructed top down by linking the short 
term first, followed by longer terms containing the short term. 
All the chains sharing the same root node are combined to 
form a hierarchical cluster tree. Each cluster tree uses the root 
node as its cluster label. In the hierarchical cluster tree, the 
concepts at the top level and the second level are used to 

generalize all the similar concepts and integrated into a 
summary sentence as follows:  

Student, including college student, undergraduate student, 
Latino student,  …                                                                                       
Its different aspects are investigated, including 
characteristics of student, behavior of student … 

The summary sentence is divided into two parts – the first 
part (including) giving the subclass concepts and the second 
part (its different aspects) giving the facet concepts. 

3.3 Concept Categorization 
After clustering, concept clusters are organized into subject 
areas based on a taxonomy (see Figure 2). The taxonomy 
contains important concepts in the domain of sociology, of 
which the main concepts (i.e. single-word concepts) were 
categorized into nine subjects and some sub-subjects [7].
From the subject areas covered by the concepts extracted 
from a set of documents, the user can get some hints on what 
the set of documents talks about and obtain an initial 
overview of the document set. Furthermore, the concept 
categorization can help user locate information in the 
subjects of interest quickly and make reading and browsing 
more efficient. 

Figure 2. Concept categorization into subjects in the 
summary 

4. Relationship Extraction and Integration 
4.1 Relationship Extraction 
Research relationships were extracted from the research 
objectives and research results sections of dissertation 
abstracts using pattern matching. The linguistic patterns used 
are regular expression patterns, each comprising a sequence 
of tokens. 126 relationship patterns were derived manually 
from the sample of 300 dissertation abstracts. An example 
pattern that represents one surface expression of cause-effect 
relationship in the text is given as follows. Each token is 
constrained with a part-of-speech tag.  

Subjects covered
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<Independent variable:NP> have:V *:DET (*:A) 
effect/influence/impact:N on:PREP <Dependent 
variable:NP>. 
A pattern typically contains one or more slots, and the 

research concepts that match the slots in the pattern represent 
the variables linked by the relationship. A pattern matching 
algorithm was developed to identify the text segments that 
match with the relationship patterns. For example, the above 
pattern can match the following text segments:  
- This support the hypothesis that ontogenic variables

have the greater impact on predicting risk of physical 
abuse.

- Medicaid appeared to have a negative influence on the 
proportion of uninsured welfare leavers.

4.2 Relationship Normalization and Conflation 
To integrate relationships, we manually analyzed 126 
relationship patterns derived from the 300 sample abstracts 
and found that they can be categorized into nine types, 
including five first-order relationships (e.g. cause-effect, 
correlation) and four second-order relationships (e.g. second-
order cause-effect, second-order correlation). The second-
order relationship refers to the relationship between two or 
more variables influenced by a third variable. Two cause-
effect relationships which are associated with the concept of 
“student” are given as follows:  
- Expected economic returns affected the college students' 

future career choices.  
- School socioeconomic composition has an effect on 

students' academic achievement. 
The different surface expressions for the same type of 

relationship can be normalized using a predefined standard 
expression. For each standard expression, three modalities 
are handled – positive, negative or hypothesized. The 
relationships with the same type and modality are normalized 
using a standard expression. For example, the above two 
cause-effect relationships are normalized using the standard 
expression: <dependent variable> was affected by 
<independent variable>.

For a group of relationships associated with the same 
main concept, the normalized relationships using the same 
expression are conflated by combining the variables with the 
same roles together. For example, the above two 
relationships associated with “student” are conflated into a 
simple summary sentence as follows:  

Different aspects of students were affected by expected 
economic returns and school socioeconomic composition.

The summary sentence provides an overview of all the 
variables that have a particular type of relationship with the 
given variable “student”.

5. Evaluation
In the summarization process, discourse parsing had been 
evaluated during the development stage of the decision tree 
classifier, and relationship integration was not necessary to 

be evaluated since it was a simple text replacement process. 
Thus only three steps – concept extraction, relationship 
extraction, and concept clustering – were evaluated here.  

5.1 Evaluation of Information Extraction
In the evaluation of information extraction, 50 structured 
abstracts were selected using a random table from the 
database. The concepts and their relationships were extracted 
by the machine from the research objectives and research 
results sections. Three human coders were asked to extract 
all the important concepts manually from each abstract, and 
from these to identify the more important concepts and then 
the most important concepts, according to the focus of the 
dissertation research. The machine-extracted concepts were 
compared against the human-extracted concepts at the three 
importance levels. Research relationships were extracted 
manually by two experts from the same 50 abstracts. From 
the two experts’ codings, a “gold standard” was constructed 
by taking the agreements in the codings. The machine-
extracted relationships were compared against the human-
extracted relationships.  

There are four possible kinds of matches between a pair 
of machine-extracted and human-extracted term – exact
match, covered match (a human term covers a machine term 
or a machine term covers a human term), and partial match.
To obtain reasonable precision and recall, we used term 
similarity as weight values to reflect the degree of match 
between a machine term and a human term. Two key-based 
similarity functions were used as follows: 

Term similarity for calculating precision = 
Number of common keywords between a machine term and a human term
                  Number of keywords in a machine term 

Term similarity for calculating recall = 
Number of common keywords between a machine term and a human term
                          Number of keywords in a human term 

Table 2. Average precision, recall and F-measure for machine’s 
concept extraction  

Measure For 
important 
concepts

For more 
important 
concepts

For most 
important 
concepts

Precision 49.76% 34.28% 23.60% 
Recall 75.64% 78.81% 87.37% 
F-measure 59.40% 47.35% 36.80% 

Table 2 shows the average precision, recall and F-
measure for machine’s concept extraction. The machine 
seldom extracted exactly the same terms as the human coders. 
It preferred to extract longer terms whereas the human coders 
preferred to extract shorter ones. For each importance level, 
the machine usually extracted more terms than the human 
coders and obtained a high recall. But it also extracted some 
useless terms which were ignored by the human coders and 
obtained a moderate level of precision. For extracting 
relationships, the machine obtained a high precision of 81.0% 
but a low recall of 54.9%.  
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5.2 Evaluation of Concept Clustering
In the evaluation of concept clustering, 15 research topics in 
the domain of sociology were haphazardly selected. For each 
topic, a set of dissertation abstracts were retrieved from the 
database using the topic as search query. But only five 
abstracts were selected from the retrieved abstracts to form a 
document set. For each abstract, the important concepts were 
automatically extracted by the machine from the research
objectives and research results sections of each abstract. 
Human coders were asked to identify similar concepts across 
abstracts from the list of concepts extracted from each 
document set and group them into clusters. Each cluster must 
contain two concepts at least and was assigned a label by the 
human coders. For each document set, two sets of clusters 
were generated by two human coders and one set of clusters 
was generated by the machine.  

To evaluate the quality of clusters, we adopted an 
external measure – F-measure from the field of information 
retrieval, employed by Larsen and Aone [3] – to compare 
how closely a set of machine-created clusters matches a set 
of known reference clusters. Two sets of human codings 
were each used as reference clusters.  For calculating the F-
measure, each machine-generated cluster is treated as the 
result of a query and each human-generated cluster as the 
desired set of concepts for a query. The recall and precision 
of a machine cluster (j) for a given human cluster (i) are 
calculated as follows:  

Precision (i, j) =  
Number of common concepts between a machine cluster (j) and a human cluster (i)
                            Number of concepts in a machine cluster (j) 

Recall (i, j) =
Number of common concepts between a machine cluster (j) and a human cluster (i)
                            Number of concepts in a human cluster (i) 

Then, the F-measure (i, j) is calculated as the weighted 
harmonic mean of precision and recall. For a given human 
cluster (i), the F-measure used is the highest one obtained 
among the entire set of machine clusters. Thus, the overall F-
measure is calculated by taking the weighted average of the 
F-measures for each human cluster in the entire set:  

Overall F-measure = 
i Number of concepts in a human cluster (i)                    *  max {F-measure (i,j)} 

  Total number of concepts in the set of human clusters 

Table 3. Overall F-measures for the set of machine-created and 
human-created clusters   

Human coding 1 as 
reference clusters 

Human coding 2 as 
reference clusters 

Doc. 
set

(N=15) Machine Coder  
2

Machine Coder 
1

Avg.  51.4 47.5 67.8 54.7 

Table 3 shows the overall F-measures for the set of 
machine-created and human-created clusters. The results 
suggest that the machine clustering has a higher similarity 
score to each of the human codings than between the human 
codings! This means that machine clustering can generate 

reasonably good clusters of similar concepts in comparison to 
human clustering.  

6. Conclusion and Discussion
In this study, we developed an automatic multi-document 
summarization method for research abstracts. This method 
parsed each dissertation abstract into five standard sections, 
extracted research concepts and relationships from the 
research objectives and research results sections of each 
abstract, integrated similar concepts and relationships across 
different abstracts, and incorporated them into new sentences 
to produce a summary. 

Although the summarization method was developed to 
handle research abstracts, it can also be extended to full 
research articles. Research articles are much longer than 
abstracts and have more detailed structure in each section. 
Thus discourse parsing needs to be improved to handle more 
detailed and deeper discourse structure. Furthermore, the 
language used in the full research articles is probably more 
complex. Thus concept and relationship extraction also need 
to be improved, e.g. refining extracted terms and identifying 
more relationship patterns.  
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Abstract
Even with high overall parsing accuracy, data-
driven parsers often make errors in the assign-
ment of core grammatical functions such as sub-
ject and object. Starting from a detailed error
analysis of a state-of-the-art dependency parser
for Swedish, we show that the addition of linguis-
tically motivated features targeting specific er-
ror types may lead to substantial improvements,
both for specific grammatical functions and in
terms of overall parsing accuracy. In this way,
we achieve the best reported results for depen-
dency parsing of Swedish.
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1 Introduction

Despite the dramatic improvement in accuracy for
data-driven parsers in recent years, we still have rel-
atively little knowledge about the exact influence of
data-derived features on the parsing accuracy for spe-
cific linguistic constructions. A deeper analysis of spe-
cific error sources in data-driven parsing may therefore
be one of the most important steps towards a further
advancement of the state of the art.
There are a number of studies that investigate

the influence of different features or representational
choices on overall parsing accuracy, within a variety
of different frameworks, e.g., [3], [12], [10], [2] and [8].
There are also attempts at a more fine-grained analysis
of accuracy, targeting specific linguistic constructions
or grammatical functions, such as [4], [6], and [11].
But there are few studies that combine the two per-
spectives and try to tease apart the influence of differ-
ent features on the analysis of specific constructions,
let alone motivated by a thorough linguistic analysis.
In this paper, we present an in-depth study of the

influence of certain grammatical features, such as ani-
macy, definiteness, and finiteness, on the parsing accu-
racy for core grammatical functions, in particular sub-
jects and objects. The language analyzed is Swedish,
which poses special problems for the identification of
subjects and objects due to limited case marking and
ambiguous word order patterns. The parsing frame-
work is deterministic classifier-based dependency pars-
ing, more precisely the MaltParser system [13], which

achieved the highest parsing accuracy for Swedish in
the CoNLL-X shared task on dependency parsing [5].

2 Parsing Swedish

Before we turn to a description of the treebank and
the parser used in the experiments, we want to point
to a few grammatical properties of Swedish that will
be important in the following:

Verb second (V2) The finite verb always resides in
second position in declarative main clauses.

Word order variation Pretty much any constituent
may occupy the sentence-initial position. How-
ever, subjects are most common.

Limited case marking Nouns are only inflected for
genitive case. Personal pronouns distinguish nom-
inative and accusative case, but demonstratives
and quantifying pronouns are case ambiguous
(like nouns).

2.1 Treebank: Talbanken05

Talbanken05 is a Swedish treebank converted to de-
pendency format, containing both written and spoken
language [14].1 For each token, Talbanken05 contains
information on word form, part of speech, head and
dependency relation, as well as various morphosyntac-
tic and/or lexical semantic features. The nature of
this additional information varies depending on part
of speech:

noun: definiteness, animacy, case (ø/gen)

pro: pronoun type, animacy, case (ø/acc)

adj: grade of comparison

adv: semantic class, e.g., temporal

conj: semantic class, e.g., disjunctive

2.2 Parser: MaltParser

We use the freely available MaltParser,2 which is a
language-independent system for data-driven depen-
dency parsing. MaltParser is based on a determinis-
tic parsing strategy, first proposed by Nivre (2003),
in combination with treebank-induced classifiers for

1 The written sections of the treebank consist of professional
prose and student essays and amount to 197,123 running to-
kens, spread over 11,431 sentences.

2 http://w3.msi.vxu.se/users/nivre/research/MaltParser.html
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form pos dep feats
S:top + + + +
S:top+1 +
I:next + + +
I:next−1 + +
I:next+1 + + +
I:next+2 +
G: head of top + +
G: left dep of top +
G: right dep of top +
G: left dep of next + + +
G: left dep of head of top +
G: left sibling of right dep of top +
G: right sibling of left dep of top + +
G: right sibling of left dep of next + +

Table 1: Baseline and extended (feats) feature
model for Swedish; S: stack, I: input, G: graph; ±n

= n positions to the left(−) or right (+)

predicting the next parsing action. Classifiers can be
trained using any machine learning approach, but the
best results have so far been obtained with support
vector machines, using LIBSVM [7]. MaltParser has
a wide range of parameters that need to be optimized
when parsing a new language. As our baseline, we use
the settings optimized for Swedish in the CoNLL-X
shared task [15], and the only parameter that will be
varied in the later experiments is the feature model
used for the prediction of the next parsing action.
Hence, we need to describe the feature model in a little
more detail.
MaltParser uses two main data structures, a stack

(S) and an input queue (I), and builds a dependency
graph (G) incrementally in a single left-to-right pass
over the input. The decision that needs to be made at
any point during this derivation is (a) whether to add
a dependency arc (with some label) between the token
on top of the stack (top) and the next token in the
input queue (next), and (b) whether to pop top from
the stack or push next onto the stack. The features
fed to the classifier for making these decisions natu-
rally focus on attributes of top, next and neighbouring
tokens in S, I or G. In the baseline feature model,
these attributes are limited to the word form (form),
part of speech (pos), and dependency relation (dep)
of a given token, but in later experiments we will add
other linguistic features (feats). The baseline feature
model is depicted as a matrix in Table 1, where rows
denote tokens in the parser configuration (defined rel-
ative to S, I and G) and columns denote attributes.
Each cell containing a + corresponds to a feature of
the model.

3 Baseline and Error Analysis

The written part of Talbanken05 was parsed employ-
ing the baseline feature model detailed above, using
10-fold cross validation for training and testing. The
overall result for unlabeled and labeled dependency
accuracy is 89.87 and 84.92 respectively.3

Error analysis shows that the overall most frequent
errors in terms of dependency relations involve either

3 Note that these results are slightly better than the official
CoNLL-X shared task scores (89.50/84.58), which were ob-
tained using a single training-test split, not cross-validation.
Note also that, in both cases, the parser input contained gold
standard part-of-speech tags.

Gold Sys before after Total
ss oo 103 (23.1%) 343 (76.9%) 446 (100%)
oo ss 103 (33.3%) 206 (66.7%) 309 (100%)

Table 2: Position relative to verb for confused subjects
and objects

various adverbial relations (due to PP-attachment am-
biguities and a large number of adverbial labels) or the
core argument relations of subject and direct object.
In particular, confusion of the two argument functions
are among the top ten most frequent error types with
respect to dependency assignment. The first three
columns of Table 5 show confusion matrices for the as-
signment of the subject and direct object dependency
relations.
The sources of errors in subject/object assignment

are various. Common to all of these is that the parts of
speech that realize subjects and objects are compatible
with a range of dependency relations. Swedish, how-
ever, in addition exhibits ambiguities in morphology
and word order which complicate the picture further.
We will exemplify these factors through an analysis of
the errors where subjects are assigned object status
(ss oo) and vice versa (oo ss).
The confusion of subjects and objects follows from

lack of sufficient formal disambiguation, i.e., simple
clues such as word order, part-of-speech and word form
do not clearly indicate syntactic function. The reason
for this can be found in ambiguities on several levels.
With respect to word order, subjects and objects

may both precede or follow their verbal head. Sub-
jects, however, are more likely to occur preverbally
(77%), whereas objects typically occupy a postverbal
position (94%). Based on word order alone we would
expect postverbal subjects and preverbal objects to be
more dominant among the errors than in the treebank
as a whole (23% and 6% respectively), since they dis-
play word order variants that depart from the canon-
ical ordering of arguments. Table 2 shows a break-
down of the errors for confused subjects and objects
and their position with respect to the verbal head. We
find that postverbal subjects (after) are in clear ma-
jority among the subjects erroneously assigned the ob-
ject relation. Due to the V2 property of Swedish, the
subject must reside in the position directly following
the finite verb whenever another constituent occupies
the preverbal position, as in (1) where a direct object
resides sentence-initially:
(1) Samma

same
erfarenhet
experience

gjorde
made

engelsmännen
englishmen-def

‘The same experience, the Englishmen had’

For the confused objects we find a larger proportion of
preverbal elements than for subjects, which is the mir-
ror image of the normal distribution of syntactic func-
tions among preverbal elements. As Table 2 shows, the
proportion of preverbal elements among the subject-
assigned objects (33.3%) is notably higher than in the
corpus as a whole, where preverbal objects account for
a miniscule 6% of all objects.
In addition to the word order variation discussed

above, Swedish also has limited morphological mark-
ing of syntactic function. Nouns are marked only for
genitive case and only pronouns are marked for ac-
cusative case. There is also some syncretism in the
pronominal paradigm where the pronoun is invariant
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Gold Sys Noun Proamb Prounamb Other Total
ss oo 324 72.6% 53 11.9% 29 6.5% 40 9.0% 446 100%
oo ss 215 69.6% 74 23.9% 9 2.9% 11 3.6% 309 100%

Table 3: Parts of speech for confused subjects and
objects

for case, e.g. det, den ‘it’, ingen/inga ‘no’, and may,
in fact, also function as a determiner. This means
that, with respect to word form, only the set of un-
ambiguous pronouns clearly indicate syntactic func-
tion. We may predict that subject/object confusion
errors frequently exhibit elements whose syntactic cat-
egory and/or lexical form does not disambiguate, i.e.,
nouns or ambiguous pronouns. Table 3 shows the dis-
tribution of nouns, functionally ambiguous and unam-
biguous pronouns and other parts of speech for con-
fused subjects/objects. Indeed, we find that nouns and
functionally ambiguous pronouns dominate the errors
where subjects and objects are confused.
The initial error analysis shows that the confusion of

subjects and objects constitutes a frequent and consis-
tent error during parsing. It is caused by ambiguities
in word order and morphological marking and we find
cases that deviate from the most frequent word order
patterns and are not formally disambiguated by part-
of-speech information. It seems clear that we in order
to resolve these ambiguities have to examine features
beyond syntactic category and linear word order.

4 Grammatical Features for Ar-

gument Disambiguation

The core arguments themselves tend to differ along
several dimensions. The property of animacy, a refer-
ential property of nominal elements, has been argued
to play a role in argument realization in a range of lan-
guages [1], [9]. It is closely correlated with the seman-
tic property of agentivity, hence subjects will tend to
be referentially animate more often than objects. An-
other property which may differentiate between the
argument functions of subject and object is the prop-
erty of definiteness, which can be linked with a notion
of givenness [1], [17]. This is reflected in the choice
of referring expression for the various argument types
in Talbanken05 – subjects are more often pronominal
(49.2%), whereas objects are typically realized by an
indefinite noun (67.6%). The error analysis made clear
the importance of not only distinguishing between the
core arguments but also between arguments and non-
arguments, and in particular determiners. Both the
set of case ambiguous pronouns and a group of com-
mon nouns may function as determiners. The gram-
matical dimensions of person (1st/2nd vs 3rd), as well
as case marking for nouns (genitive) are properties
which may be beneficial in this respect.
As mentioned in section 2, there are categorical con-

straints which are characteristic for Swedish word or-
der. Only subjects may follow a finite verb and precede
a non-finite verb and only objects may occur after a
non-finite verb. Information on finiteness is therefore
something that one might assume to be beneficial for
subject/object assignment. Another property of the
verb which clearly influences the assignment of core ar-

Unlabeled Labeled
Baseline 89.87 84.92
Pers 89.93 85.10
Def 89.87 85.02
Pro 89.91 85.04
Case 89.99 85.13
Verb 90.15 85.28
Pers&Def&Pro&Case 90.17 85.45
Pers&Def&Pro&Case&Verb 90.42 85.73
All 90.73 86.32

Table 4: Overall results expressed as average unla-
beled and labeled attachment scores

gument functions is the voice of the verb, i.e., whether
it is passive or active.

5 Experiments

In the following we will experiment with the addition
of morphosyntactic and lexical semantic features that
approximate the distinguishing properties of the core
argument functions discussed in section 4. We will iso-
late features of the arguments and the verbal head, as
well as combinations of these, and evaluate their effect
on overall parsing results as well as on subject/object
disambiguation specifically.

5.1 Experimental methodology

All parsing experiments are performed using 10-fold
cross-validation for training and testing on the entire
written part of Talbanken05. The feature model used
throughout is the extended feature model depicted in
Table 1, including all four columns.4 Hence, what is
varied in the experiments is only the information con-
tained in the feats features (animacy, definiteness,
etc.), while the tokens for which these features are de-
fined remains constant.
Overall parsing accuracy will be reported using the

standard metrics of labeled attachment score (LAS)
and unlabeled attachment score (UAS).5 Statistical
significance is checked using Dan Bikel’s randomized
parsing evaluation comparator.6

Since the main focus of this article is on the disam-
biguation of grammatical functions, we report accu-
racy for specific dependency relations, measured as a
balanced F-score. We also employ two different com-
parative measures to compare parsers with respect to
specific error types: (i) the number of errors of a cer-
tain type for the compared parsers (cf. Table 5), and
(ii) the intersection of the errors of a certain type for
the compared parsers.

5.2 Individual features

Talbanken05 explicitly distinguishes between person-
and non-person referring nominal elements, a distinc-

4 Preliminary experiments showed that it was better to tie
feats features to the same tokens as form features (rather
than pos or dep features). Backward selection from this
model was tried for several different instantiations of feats
but with no significant improvement.

5 LAS and UAS report the percentage of tokens that are as-
signed the correct head with (labeled) or without (unlabeled)
the correct dependency label, calculated using eval.pl with de-
fault settings (http://nextens.uvt.nl/∼conll/software.html)

6 http://www.cis.upenn.edu/∼dbikel/software.html
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Confusion matrix for subjects (ss)
Baseline Pers Def Pro Case Verb PDPC PDPCV All

sys # % of tot. # (%) # (%) # (%) # (%) # (%) # (%) # (%) # (%)
oo 446 25.9 388(13.0) 425(4.7) 401(10.1) 419(6.1) 365(18.2) 361(19.1) 293(34.3) 296(33.6)
root 265 15.4 270(-1.9) 284(-7.2) 275(-3.8) 277(-4.5) 260(1.9) 269(-1.5) 266(-0.4) 241(9.1)
dt 238 13.8 196(17.6) 230(3.4) 218(8.4) 205(13.9) 239(-0.4) 164(31.1) 160(32.8) 160(32.8)
sp 206 12.0 203(1.5) 187(9.2) 198(3.9) 201(2.4) 216(-4.9) 188(8.7) 187(9.2) 195(5.3)
cc 137 8.0 135(1.5) 123(10.2) 139(-1.5) 139(-1.5) 122(10.9) 120(12.4) 114(16.8) 98(28.5)
fs 133 7.7 141(-6.0) 148(-11.3) 148(-11.3) 154(-15.8) 151(-13.5) 147(-10.5) 153(-15.0) 155(-16.5)
pa 53 3.1 53(0.0) 43(18.9) 43(18.9) 37(30.2) 49(7.5) 25(52.8) 22(58.5) 26(50.9)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Confusion matrix for objects (oo)
Baseline Pers Def Pro Case Verb PDPC PDPCV All

sys # % of tot. # (%) # (%) # (%) # (%) # (%) # (%) # (%) # (%)
ss 309 23.8 263(14.9) 288(6.8) 280(9.4) 273(11.7) 259(16.2) 251(18.8) 215(30.4) 212(31.4)
root 221 17.0 239(-8.1) 224(-1.4) 237(-7.2) 229(-3.6) 218(1.4) 251(-13.6) 245(-10.9) 241(-9.0)
pa 126 9.7 122(3.2) 129(-2.4) 123(2.4) 112(11.1) 123(2.4) 111(11.9) 109(13.5) 105(16.7)
aa 103 7.9 94(8.7) 97(5.8) 92(10.7) 106(-2.9) 102(1.0) 96(6.8) 95(7.8) 74(28.2)
dt 99 7.6 95(4.0) 94(5.1) 99(0.0) 85(14.1) 99(0.0) 81(18.2) 70(29.3) 72(27.3)
et 58 4.5 54(6.9) 61(-5.2) 57(1.7) 59(-1.7) 64(-10.3) 49(15.5) 49(15.5) 49(15.5)
oa 57 4.4 59(-3.5) 58(-1.8) 58(-1.8) 57(0.0) 65(-14.0) 63(-10.5) 66(-15.8) 64(-12.3)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 5: Confusion matrices for the assignment of the subject and object dependency relations for the baseline
parser (columns 2–3) and for the different extended feature models (columns 4–11). For the baseline parser,
we give the absolute number of occurrences of each error type, together with the percentage of each error type
out of all subject/object errors. For the extended parsers, we give absolute numbers (#) along with relative
improvement compared to the baseline (%)

tion which overlaps fairly well with the traditional no-
tion of animacy. As Table 4 shows, the addition of
information on animacy for nominal elements causes
an improvement in overall results (p<.0002). The sub-
ject and object functions are the dependency relations
whose assignment improves the most when animacy in-
formation is added. There is also an effect for a range
of other functions where animacy is not directly rel-
evant, but where the improved analysis of arguments
contributes towards correct identification (e.g., adver-
bials and determiners). If we take a closer look at the
individual error types involving subjects and objects
in Table 5, we find that the addition causes a reduc-
tion of errors confusing subjects with objects (ss oo),
determiners (ss dt) and subject predicatives (ss sp)
– all functions which do not embody the same prefer-
ence for person reference as subjects. The intersection
of errors confusing subjects and objects shows that we
improve on 23.1% of the ss oo errors and 28.8% of the
oo ss errors made by the baseline parser when adding
information on animacy.
Morphological definiteness is marked for all com-

mon nouns in Talbanken05. The addition of infor-
mation on definiteness during parsing causes a slight
(at the p<.03 level) improvement of overall results.
Most noteworthy is an improvement in the identifi-
cation of subject predicatives (sp), which are often
confused with subjects (cf. Table 5). Nominal pred-
icatives in Swedish are often realized by an indefinite
noun (89.4%).
The addition of information on pronoun type7

causes a general improvement in overall parsing re-
sults (p<.01), as we can see from Table 4. The depen-
dency relations whose assignment improves the most
are, once again, the core argument functions (ss, oo),
as well as determiners (dt). We also find a general im-

7 There are 12 pronoun types in Talbanken05 which differenti-
ate between, e.g., local (1st/2nd) and 3rd person pronouns,
reflexive, reciprocal, interrogative, impersonal pronouns, etc.

provement in terms of recall for the assignment of the
formal subject (fs) and object (fo) functions, which
are both realized by the third person neuter pronoun
det ‘it’, annotated as impersonal in the treebank.
Talbanken05 contains morphological case anno-

tation for pronouns (null/accusative) and common
nouns (null/genitive). Whereas we noted in the ini-
tial error analysis that case marking is not sufficient
to disambiguate the targeted errors, we observed that
core arguments were confused for determiners due to
ambiguity in syntactic category and word form. When
we employ case information during parsing we find
a clear improvement in results (p<.0001). However,
the improvement is not first and foremost caused by
improvement in assignment of subjects and objects,
but rather, the assignment of determiners and prepo-
sitional objects.
Talbanken05 contains morphosyntactic information

on tense and voice for all verbs. In this experiment,
all information available for the verbal category is in-
cluded during parsing. As Table 4 shows, the addi-
tion of morphosyntactic information for verbs causes
a clear improvement in overall results (p<.0001). The
added information has a positive effect on the verbal
dependency relations for finite and non-finite verbs, as
well as an overall effect on the assignment of subjects
and objects. Information on voice also benefits the re-
lation expressing the demoted agent (ag) in passive
constructions. The overview of individual error types
typically involved in the assignment of the core ar-
gument functions (cf. confusion matrices in Table 5)
indicates that the addition of information on verbal
features improves on the confusion of the main argu-
ment types – subjects and objects (ss oo, oo ss), as
well as subjects and expletive subjects (ss fs). With
respect to the intersection of errors performed by the
two parsers confusing subjects and objects, we observe
an improvement of 33.2% (ss oo) and 37.2% (oo ss)
for the parser with added verbal features.
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Deprel Freq Baseline PDPCV
ss subject 0.1105 91.37 92.73
oo object 0.0632 85.83 87.62
dt determiner 0.1081 95.49 96.42
sp subject predicative 0.0297 85.47 86.72
fs formal subject 0.0050 71.81 74.57
pa prep argument. 0.1043 95.03 95.74

Table 6: Comparison of balanced F-scores for the
core argument relations in the combined experiment
(PDPCV).

5.3 Feature combinations

The following experiments combine different nominal
argument features, nominal argument features with
verbal features, and finally all available grammatical
features in Talbanken05.
The combination of the argument features of ani-

macy, definiteness, pronoun type and case (PDPC),
as well as the addition of verbal features to this fea-
ture combination (PDPCV) causes a clear improve-
ment compared to the baseline and each of the indi-
vidual feature experiments (p<.0001) (cf. Table 4).
Since the results are better than the individual runs,
we may conclude that there is a cumulative effect of
the combined information.
Table 6 shows a comparison of the balanced F-scores

for the argument dependency relations in the baseline
and PDPCV experiments. If we examine the counts
for individual error types in Table 5, we find an error
reduction for the confused subjects with objects and
vice versa with 34.3% and 30.4% respectively. With
respect to the specific errors performed by the baseline
parser for this error type, and targeted by the experi-
ments, we observe a reduction of 45.7% for ss oo and
46.6% for oo ss.
When we add the remaining grammatical features

in Talbanken05, i.e., the features for adjectives, ad-
verbs, conjunctions and subjunctions, we observe an
improvement (p<.0001) for the conjunct relation as
well as the argument functions (ss, oo), determiners,
verbal relations and adverbials. If we examine the in-
tersected errors performed by the baseline parser in
terms of confused subjects and objects, we find an im-
provement of 53.4% for the ss oo error type and 50.5%
for the oo ss.

6 Conclusion

An in-depth error analysis of the best performing data-
driven dependency parser for Swedish revealed con-
sistent errors in dependency assignment, namely the
confusion of core argument functions, resulting from
word order ambiguity and lack of case marking. A set
of experiments were designed to examine the effect of
various linguistically motivated grammatical features
hypothesized to target these errors.
The experiments showed that each feature individu-

ally caused an improvement in terms of overall labeled
accuracy, performance for the core argument relations,
and error reduction for the specific types of errors per-
formed by the baseline parser. In particular, the fi-
nal experiment (All), exhibited an error reduction of
about 50% for the errors specifically targeted follow-
ing the initial error analysis. In this way, we have also
advanced the state of the art in Swedish dependency

parsing, increasing the labeled accuracy of the best
performing parser by 1.4 percentage points.
A possible objection to the applicability of the re-

sults presented above is that the added information
consists of gold standard annotation from a treebank.
However, the morphosyntactic features examined here
are for the most part straightforwardly derived (defi-
niteness, case, person, tense, voice) and represent stan-
dard output from most part-of-speech taggers. The
property of animacy has been shown to be fairly ro-
bustly acquired for common nouns by means of distri-
butional features from a shallow-parsed corpus [16].
Specific plans for future work relate to further error

analysis of the baseline parser, including other non-
argument relations, most notably adverbials, and sim-
ilar experiments to more fully understand the inter-
play of the various features. On a more general note,
the development of methods for in-depth error anal-
ysis which relate to specific linguistic constructions
constitutes an important direction for gaining further
knowledge about the types of generalizations acquired
through data-driven syntactic parsing.
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Abstract
Recent work on textual entailment or paraphras-
ing emphasizes the role of automatic learning of
inference rules. Major weakness of these reposi-
tories is the low accuracy reachable in applying
the rules in operational settings (e.g. textual en-
tailment challenges or question answering). In
this paper a robust method for automatic learn-
ing of inference rules is presented. As opposed
to existing proposals, it relies on a geometri-
cal model of similarity, based on latent seman-
tic analysis applied to the source text collection.
The result is a not merely distributional notion
of lexical similarity that implies also selectional
preference for the individual rule arguments. Ex-
periments on a large data set show that selec-
tional restrictions, applied conjunctively to all
arguments in a pattern, are able to better se-
lect correct vs. incorrect cases. As the designed
learning process is completely unsupervised and
widely applicable, the method provides a very
useful tool for different application and domains.

Keywords

Lexical Acquisition, Inference Rules, Semantic similarity, LSA

1 Introduction

Textual inference is a key component of many natu-
ral language processing tasks. For example, question
answering needs inference to find non-trivial answers
to general questions. Given the question “Who played
the final of the World Cup?”, the answer “Italy” could
be retrieved from the snippet “Italy has won the final
of the World Cup”, by knowing that the pattern “X
win Y” entails “X play Y”. This type of inferences at
the textual level have been successfully exploited in in-
formation extraction [13] and question answering [3],
and have been recently modeled in the Recognizing
Textual Entailment (RTE) challenge [2], where sys-
tems are compared on the task of recognizing if a text
fragment entails another.
The challenge revealed that RTE systems critically
need knowledge at the linguistic level. In particu-
lar, most useful are paraphrase and entailment re-
sources containing lists of entailment rules such as

∗Formerly at University of Roma Tor Vergata

“X win Y ” ⇒ “X play Y ”. While these resources
already exist, for example DIRT [6] and TE/ASE [14],
they suffer two major limitations which make their use
in inference tasks still a challenge: they lack direction-
ality (i.e. they contain inference rules p ≈ q, where
the direction of the entailment between pattern p and
q is not known) and they are not accurate enough.
Recent trends in RTE suggest that the second limi-
tation is more critical. Indeed, most cases of textual
entailment in real applications are pure paraphrases
[1], and then are not much sensitive on directionality.
On the contrary, the accuracy issue is fundamental:
resources are both too noisy (for example DIRT has
an average precision of 0.50 [6]), and too general. In
particular, inference rules are often too generic to be
successfully used in applications, as they do not indi-
cate explicitly in which context they can be applied.
For example, the rule “X win Y ” ≈ “X play Y ” is use-
ful in the previous example, but also implies the incor-
rect inference “Gilmour played guitar in Pink Floyd”
≈ “Gilmour won guitar in Pink Floyd”.
Recently, [9] proposed a method to produce more
specific rules, in which the admissible arguments for
the inference rules are explicitly indicated. For this
purpose they use inferential selectional preferences
(ISP) over the DIRT rules, producing inference rules
augmented with selectional preferences (SP). In the
above example, the rule would be: < player > play
< competition > ≈ < player > win < competition >.
We call these augmented rules restricted inference
rules (RIR). The two SPs are inferred in [9] as the
most common generalization of theX and Y slot fillers
in taxonomies such as WordNet or CBC [10]. Yet, this
approach suffers from three main problems:
• performance is still low for applications: the ISPs
are able to filter correct/incorrect instances of a
RIR with 0.59 accuracy;

• it needs pre-existing resources. This makes the
method sensitive to the accuracy and the coverage
of the resources themselves.

• the computational cost for building the ISPs is
high.

In this paper we present a new approach to induce
RIRs, based on a LSA-based geometric similarity
model. Slot fillers for patterns p and q in an infer-
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ence rule like p ≈ q, are mapped into a vector repre-
sentation in a reduced LSA space. Clustering is then
applied as a computational model of SP’s where sat-
isfiability results in a similarity estimation problem:
similar clusters are thus used to compile the valid RIRs
that specialize p ≈ q. This method has the following
main advantages:
• the computation of similarity and the clustering in
the LSA space offers an effective way to capture
text semantics, as LSA is sensitive to both first
and second order relations among words;

• external resources are not needed: SPs are created
directly from the textual corpus, thus reducing
validation costs and coverage problems;

• complexity is also kept limited, as all similarity
computations are done in the reduced LSA space.

In the rest of the paper, we will report empirical evi-
dence to support these claims. In Section 2, we analyze
some previous work related to our research; in Section
3 we describe our approach, while in Section 4 we re-
port on the acquired experimental evidence. Finally,
in Section 5 we draw final conclusions and future work.

2 RelatedWork

Our work relates to three main areas: inference rule
acquisition, selectional preferences and Latent Seman-
tic Analysis (LSA).
Automatic methods for acquiring inference rules

mainly use pattern distributional properties to infer
a similarity score for the relation p ≈ q. [6] introduce
DIRT, a database of inference rules, created by first
extracting patterns < X, p, Y > from a large corpus
using a dependency parser and then creating inference
rules < X, p, Y >≈< X, q, Y > as those pairs of pat-
terns p and q which are distributionally similar (i.e.
they have similar slot fillers for X and Y ). DIRT has
an average precision of 0.50 on the task of acquiring
inference rules over the top scoring 40 rules for each
pattern. [14] present a scalable Web-based approach
for inference rule acquisition. Starting from a verb
lexicon, the method automatically acquires from the
Web useful slot fillers, which are in turn used to dis-
cover distributionally similar patterns. The method
achieves a precision of 0.44. Other resources for tex-
tual inference mainly focus on paraphrasing. The ex-
traction of paraphrase patterns is usually achieved by
using aligned/comparable corpora: in [8] Automata
are used to extract and generate paraphrases using
multiple translations of the same story; in [12] Named
Entities are used to locate and drive paraphrase ex-
traction from news on the same event.
Automatic methods for acquiring selectional prefer-
ences have been firstly introduced in [11], and have
been later exploited in many NLP fields, to restrict
the applicability of a given predicate to a pre-defined
set of semantic classes. These classes are derived ei-
ther from manually built resources (such as WordNet)
or from automatically harvested ones (such as CBC).
As outlined in the Introduction, [9] exploit selectional
preferences to induce refinements over DIRT inference
rules. To our knowledge no attempts have been made

so far to induce selectional preferences for inference
rules without the use of an external taxonomy.
LSA [5], captures the essential relationships between

documents and word meaning, and tries to tackle the
problem of the very large number of dimensions. In
[7] a LSA model is applied to explore the relationship
between lexical cohesion and entailment. A generative
model of entailment is formulated, in which the train-
ing consists of computing cohesion/coherence over la-
beled proposition-hypothesis pairs and using logistic
regression to fit a supervised classifier to the data.
Even if the results support the basic intuition, the
model does not directly deal with the directionality
of the relation.

3 Automatic Acquisition of In-
ference Rules

The goal of our model is to automatically induce re-
stricted inference rules (RIRs). Similarly to [9], the
approach proceeds through the following three steps.
In the first step (Section 3.2), given an inference rule

< X, p, Y >≈< X, q, Y >, it considers separately the
two patterns < X, p, Y > and < X, q, Y >. The goal
is to find for each slot X and Y of a pattern p, its set
of selectional preferences SPs CXp and CY p, i.e. the
typical semantic classes ofX and Y for p. For example
< X, play, Y > will have CXp ={Player, Actor, Musi-
cian} and CY p ={Competition, Piece, Composition},
and < X,win, Y > will have CXq ={Football Player,
Player, Person} and CY q ={Competition, Award}.
A single SP will be hereafter indicated with a pedice:
e.g. CY q

1 ∈ CY q is used in the example to indicate
Competition. Our system performs this first step us-
ing clustering in the LSA space: the set of SPs are
represented by clusters of slot-fillers in the reduced
geometric space.
In the second step (Section 3.3), given the sets of SPs

for p and q, the system finds the pairs < CXp
i , CXq

j >

and < CY p
i , CY q

j > of compatible SPs for slot X and
Y across the two patters, i.e. the similar semantic
classes across p and q for which the inference rule is
likely to hold. In the example, the compatible SPs for
the slot X are <Player, Player> and <Player, Foot-
ball Player>, and for the slot Y are <Competition,
Competition>. The system performs this step by es-
timating compatibility between clusters of p and q, as
similarity in the LSA space.
In the third step (Section 3.4), the system has

to build the final set of RIRs, by leveraging the
pairs of compatible clusters discovered in the previous
step. For example it could discover <Football Player,
play, Competition>≈<Player, win, Competition>
and <Player, play, Competition>≈<Player, win,
Competition>. Our system performs this last step by
conjunctively applying compatibility constraints over
the corresponding slot fillers in a pattern pair.

3.1 Using Latent Semantic Analysis for
Rule Induction

LSA [5] is an extension of the vector space model based
on the Singular Value Decomposition (SV D), a matrix
decomposition process that creates an approximation
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of the original word by document matrix, and captures
term semantic dependencies. In LSA, the document
space is replaced by a lower dimensional document
spaceMk, called k-space (or LSA space) in which each
dimension is a derived concept. Mk captures the same
statistical information in a new k-dimensional space,
where each dimension represents one of the derived
LSA features (or concepts). These may be thought of
as artificial concepts and represent emerging meaning
components as a linear combination of many differ-
ent words (or documents). Terms, on their own, are
accordingly represented as combinations of the emerg-
ing concepts. The similarity between resulting vec-
tors, as measured by the cosine of the resulting angle,
has been shown to closely mimic human judgments of
meaning similarity and semantic inference. LSA has
two main advantages: first, the computation needed
to measure similarity is drastically reduced due to the
low k dimensional LSA space; secondly, unlike similar-
ity methods in traditional vector spaces, LSA captures
second order relations between words.

3.1.1 Leveraging LSA Similarity
for discovering RIRs

As outlined in the introduction, the major limitation
of inference rule resources such as DIRT, is that they
do not specify for which semantic classes a rule holds.
In particular the DIRT model [6] exploits the so-called
Extended Distributional Hypothesis : “If two patterns
tend to occur in similar contexts, the meanings of the
patterns tend to be similar”.
In practice, this means that two patterns are sim-

ilar if they have a sufficient number of slot-fillers in
common, as extracted from a textual corpus. Similar-
ity between contexts (i.e. the slot-fillers and the oc-
currences of the patterns in the corpus) is thus a key
notion for rule induction. Yet, once rules have been in-
duced, these originating contexts are neglected. Then,
no further lexical constraint is available to decide when
to apply a rule to a novel context (e.g. we don’t know
if the rule < X, play, Y >≈< X,win, Y > can be ap-
plied to “David Gilmour plays the guitar” to derive
“David Gilmour won the guitar”).
The main aim of the model proposed here is to cap-

italize the idea that originating contexts are very in-
formative about the lexical conditions under which an
inference rule can be triggered. The goal is then to
build a DIRT-like resource in which the slot-filler in-
formation is preserved. Yet, storing such information
is prohibitive, because of the huge number of lexical
slot fillers observable in very large corpora. An al-
ternative representation must be then devised. LSA
gives the solution, by a synthetic way to represent slot
fillers in the reduced Mk space. In Mk the semantics
of the slot fillers is preserved, but the dimensionality
of the problem is drastically reduced. In particular,
rule induction can exploit the similarity between slot
fillers of two patterns p and q in Mk, as a source of se-
mantic information. Also, clustering in the LSA space
allows to detect SPs for individual slot fillers, which
can be used to decide when to apply a rule in a novel
context. As clusters are expressed via an inexpensive
vector representations, i.e. their centroids cX and cY ,
satisfiability of a SP can be modeled via a simple sim-

ilarity constraint. A newly encountered word w satis-
fies the SP of a slot filler X iff it is enough similar to a
centroid, i.e. iff sim(w, cX) > r, where r is a positive
threshold (the same stands for Y ).
The LSA space Mk used for our purpose is that ob-

tained from the original space M , composed by the
words (including the slot fillers) and the documents of
the corpus from which the resource (e.g. DIRT) has
been created. In particular, as requested by LSA, doc-
uments are further divided in sub-portions (e.g. few
sentences in a paragraph) that constitute coherent dis-
course segments (e.g. a news, a full story, etc.). In the
following sections, we describe how we implemented
this idea.

3.2 Selectional Preferences as
clusters in the LSA space

In the first step, the algorithm firstly performs the
SVD, obtaining a reduced spaceMk in which each slot
filler is represented by a vector in the space. Given a
pattern p, it is then possible to compute the similarity
between its slot fillers using Cosine similarity.
Then, for a given pattern p, the algorithm applies

a variant of the K-means clustering algorithm to sep-
arately cluster the Xp and Y p slot fillers, using their
vectorial representation in the LSA space. The vari-
ant is based on the QT (quality threshold) cluster algo-
rithm [4], that does not require to specify the number
of clusters a priori. The basic idea is to impose a
threshold representing the maximum allowed distance
from the centroid of a cluster: only if a words falls
beyond this distance, a new cluster is created. Details
are in [4]. (here the threshold QT is imposed on the
similarity of vectors, which is intended as the inverse
of the distance).
The produced sets of clusters, denoted as CXp and

CY p, are the LSA representations of the SPs for the
Xp and Y p slots of the pattern p. In other terms, ev-
ery cluster CXp

i expresses a group of lexical items (i.e.
slot fillers) that act as a single semantic class, and pro-
vides selectional criterion for deciding the correctness
of the pattern use in future contexts. We will then as-
sume that each cluster is in fact a SP, and make use of
similarity between words and clusters as a selectional
preference constrain. For example suppose the pattern
< X, play, Y > has the following slot fillers for the Xp

slot: {McEnroe, Johnny Depp, midfielder, Gilmour,
comedian, footballer, Baggio}. Ideally, three clus-
ters should be created: CXp

1 ={McEnroe, midfielder,
footballer, Baggio}, CXp

2={Johnny Depp, comedian},
CXp

3 ={Gilmour}, which should respectively repre-
sent the SPs Player, Actor, Musician.
Hereafter, given a generic pattern < X, p, Y >, we

denote with xi and yi the slot fillers of X and Y , i.e.
xi ∈ X and yi ∈ Y .
Note that a cluster CXp

i can be possibly made by
a single element (e.g. CXp

3 = {Gilmour}). Such a
cluster is called trivial:

∃!x ∈ Xp such that x ∈ CXp
i (1)

i.e. CXp
i = {x}. As a final operation, the algo-

rithm computes for each cluster a degree of cohe-
sion. The cohesion ri of a cluster Cp

i is intended
as the minimal similarity bewteen the centroid cp

i ,
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and the cluster members. Given a valid similarity
function sim (e.g. the cosine similarity) between
two instances, the cohesion can be easily defined as
ri = minxj∈Cp

i
sim(xj , c

p
i ). However, accordingly, the

cohesion of a trivial cluster Ci would be 1, that is too
restrictive to adopt for the usually more vague notion
of SP. For example the SP CXp

3 = {Gilmour} would
accept only contexts which haveGilmour as slot fillers;
In order to relax the constraint, we assume that any
cluster Ci must be characterized by a maximal cohe-
sion that does not exceed a given cohesion threshold
τ ∈ (0, 1). The lexical cohesion ri of a generic cluster
Cp

i can be thus formally defined as follows:

ri = min(minxj∈Cp
i
sim(xj , c

p
i ), τ) (2)

Equation 2 expresses the degree of freedom by which
a cluster (i.e. a SP) can be used in future predictions,
as described in the next section.

3.3 Discovering compatible clusters

The goal of the second step is to find compatible
SPs across two patterns p and q of an inference rule.
In the LSA space, the problem is then to identify
pairs < CXp

i , CXq
j > and < CY p

i , CY q
j > of compati-

ble clusters, i.e. clusters which are likely to represent
the same semantic classes. We then need to define a
notion of similarity between two clusters, i.e. a notion
of compatibility.

DEFINITION (Compatibility between clusters).
Given two clusters related to the same slot, Ci and
Cj with centroids ci and cj , Ci is compatible with
Cj , i.e. Ci � Cj , iff an element xk ∈ Cj exists such
that sim(xk, ci) ≥ ri or vice versa.
The notion of compatibility is leveraged in the next

step to induce the RIRs. Also, it can be used to detect
if a word satisfies the SP expressed by a cluster of a
pattern. An incoming word w satisfies a SP expressed
by a cluster Ci, if w is likely a member of Ci, w∈̃Ci.
This means that its similarity with the centroid ci is
close enough to the cluster’s coherence. A tolerance
factor σ(ri), can be here used for the following techni-
cal definition.

DEFINITION (Satisfaction of SPs). An incoming
word w satisfies a SP expressed by a cluster Ci, i.e.
w∈̃Ci, iff sim(w, ci) > ri − σ(ri), where σ(ri) is a
monotonic non decreasing function of the tolerance.
The higher is the tolerance the lower it should be

the threshold of acceptance. A possible definition for
σ(ri) is max(αrn

i + β, 0) with parameters α, β and n
to be fixed empirically1. The above definition of com-
patibility and satisfaction for SPs allow us respectively
to define a model for inducing RIRs (Section 3.4), and
to decide if a text fragment is a valid pattern instance
(Section 3.4.1).

3.4 Induction of Restricted Inference
Rules

An inference rule< X, p, Y >≈< X, q, Y > states that
in most contexts q can be used as a good substitute

1 A setting, employed after estimation over the development
set, is n = 1, α = 0.267 and β = −0.0167.

of p. This indicates a generic relatedness relation be-
tween two patterns, that may eventually result in an
entailment or equivalence relation (more specifically,
relatedness between two patterns is a necessary con-
dition for an entailment or equivalence relation).
We can here define a more precise and restrictive no-

tion of semantic relatedness, which takes into consid-
eration compatible SPs on the slot fillers. This notion
is at the base of the RIRs definition.

DEFINITION (Semantic relatedness between pat-
terns). Given two patterns p and q, they are se-
mantically related, i.e. < X, p, Y >�< X, q, Y >, if
their slots are described by compatible clusters. More
technically, < X, p, Y >�< X, q, Y >holds iff for the
slots X and Y , two cluster pairs, < CXp

i , CXq
j > and

< CY p
i , CY q

j >, can be found such that:

CXp
i � CXq

j ∧ CY p
i � CY q

j (3)
Equation 5 makes a consistent use of the geometrical
constraints on selectional preferences provided by the
LSA transformation for patterns p and q. This realizes
an operational model of ISPs as in [9]. Yet, it has the
following advantages: it does not imply any general-
ization of the collocational evidences from text, except
the similarity estimated in the LSA space; it does not
rely on external resources like WordNet or CBC; it is
largely applicable. The above definition of semantic
relatedness is used to induce the RIRs.

DEFINITION (Restricted inference rules). Given
two patterns p and q that are semantically related, ev-
ery cluster 4-tuple < CXp

i , CXq
j , CY p

i , CY q
j > satisfy-

ing Equation 5 establishes a restricted inference rules:

< CXp
i , p, CY p

i >�< CXq
j , q, CY q

j >

This rule justifies the semantic relatedness through the
conjunctive satisfaction of all SPs, via the cluster com-
patibility notion.
Given two patterns p and q several restricted infer-

ence rules can be derived, as Equation 5 can be satis-
fied by multiple choices of cluster pairs< CXp

i , CXq
j >

and< CY p
i , CY q

j >. These different RIRs can be stud-
ied to establish some regularities in evoking indepen-
dent word senses for the support verbs of p and q. In
principle, independent verb senses p1, p2 could gener-
ate different inference rules by selecting different senses
of the pattern q. We call the set of RIRs for the pat-
terns p and q a rule set :

RIR(p, q) = {< p, q, CXp
i , CXq

j , CY p
i , CY q

j >

satisfying Eq. 5}
3.4.1 Leveraging RIRs in Textual Inference

A restricted inference rule should predict if, given a
triple like wx − p − wy as it is found in an incoming
sentence, it is a good candidate for the substitution
wx − p−wy � wx − q−wy. This establishes a criteria
for deciding when and why an inference rule can be
used. This property can be defined as follows.

DEFINITION(Relational Selectional Preference).
The inference wx−p−wy � wx−q−wy is accepted iff
a 6-tuple < p, q, CXp

i , CXq
j , CY p

i , CY q
j >∈ RIR(p, q)

exists such that the following condition holds:

wx∈̃CXp
i ∧ wy∈̃CY p

i (4)
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Finally, it remained open the problem to en-
sure that there is a compatibility not only between
< CXp

i , p, CY p
i > or < CXq

j , q, CY q
j > but also be-

tween the 3-tuple of the same pattern. In other words
to ensure that < X, p, Y > states in some context (i.e.:
“David Gilmour plays the guitar” and not “David
Gilmour plays a tennis match”). A simple solution
is to add to the definition of Semantic relatedness be-
tween patterns), a notion of compatibility between X
and Y in < X, p, Y >.
In a LSA space, a cluster of musicians is not close to
a cluster of tennis championships, whereas it is to the
clusters of musical instruments. These evidences sug-
gest that in Equation 5 also these relations must be
satisfied

CXp
i � CY p

j ∧ CXq
i � CY q

j (5)

4 Empirical Investigation

4.1 Experimental Set-Up and Prepro-
cessing

The goal of the experiment is to evaluate the selec-
tive power of the acquired selectional preferences. We
performed the same experiment as in [9], by using the
datasets and the evaluation methodology provided by
the authors.
In [9], a random set of 100 rules from DIRT are

selected, and then for each of them 10 instances are
extracted from the 1999 AP newswire collection (31
million words approximately), amounting to a total of
1000 instances. These are then annotated as correct
or incorrect by two judges ([9] report an agreement
of k = 0.72). A third judge adjudicated in case of
disagreement. The final corpus was then divided in a
set of 500 development instances for parameter esti-
mation, and a set of 500 test instances.
Systems’ filtering power is evaluated on the test set

against the annotator gold standard, by using the fol-
lowing scores. Let t+ represent the number of pos-
itive instances correctly accepted by the system, t−
represent the number of negative instances correctly
refused, f+ represent the number of accepted negative
instances and f− the number of refused positive in-
stances. Sensitivity is defined as t+

t++f− , i.e. the prob-
ability of accepting correct inferences. Specificity

is defined as t−
t−+f+ , i.e. the probability of reject-

ing incorrect inferences. The overall Accuracy, i.e.
t++t−

t++t−+f++f− , captures the quality of pointwise infer-
ence over the two classes of instances.
We compare our systems to two baseline: accept all,

which accepts all inferences, and a random choice func-
tion; we then compare to the best joint and indepen-
dent models presented in [9] (respectively, ISP.IIM.or
and ISP.JIM ).
To create the LSA space, we analyzed the corpus

using Minipar and extracted nouns, verbs and adjec-
tives, which were used to generate the LSA term by
document matrix. The total number of documents is
491,384 (2.9 million tokens). After the exclusion of
types occurring less than 3 times in the collection, a
dictionary of 529,964 terms has been obtained. The
dimension k of the LSA transformation has been set

Setting Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity

accept all 50.00% 100% 0%
random 49.04% 51% 48.09%
ISP.IIM.or [9] 59% 73% 45%
ISP.JIM [9] 53% 17% 88%
τ = 0.7, QT = .45 54.08% 29.9% 78.6%
τ = 0.8, QT = .25 61.02% 61.6% 60%
τ = 0.8, QT = .3 59.3% 55.8% 62.9%
τ = 0.9, QT = .25 60.83% 62.5% 59.07%
τ = 0.9, QT = .45 56.5% 60.32% 52.67%

Table 1: Performance Evaluation of the textual in-
ference rules

to 100. Selectional preferences have been acquired
through the selection of the fillers x of a given pat-
tern p and its slot X , appearing in the corpus. Only
nouns are clustered in this experiment. Given such
lexical group Xp, the clustering algorithm results in
a set of cluster CXp given by the coherent subsets of
Xp.
We used the development set to find the best set-

tings of the following parameters. QT , i.e. the maxi-
mal distance allowed for cluster acceptance. We tried
values ranging from 0.25 to 0.45. τ , i.e. the coherence
threshold, ranging in [0.7, 0.9]. σ(ri), i.e. the toler-
ance function, for which two different settings have
been tested but n = 1 was always the best choice,
with small variations for β and α.

4.2 Results Analysis

Results for the best parameter settings are reported
in Table 1, together with other systems’ performance.
The Table shows that our system largely outperforms
the baselines, also improving over the best joint and
independent models in [9], of respectively 8 and 2
percentage points . In particular, our system shows
a much higher balance on Sensitivity and Specificity
with respect to [9], which shows pairwise highly biased
values. This means that we can achieve a good level of
recall on the positive instances (Sensitivity), while ac-
cepting a fairly low number of false positive instances
(48.4%). As a major advantage, by varying the dif-
ferent threshold parameters, the system can be easily
tuned to optimize precision or recall (this is particu-
larly useful in those applications, such as RTE, where
precise rules are required).
Figure 1 reports the complete ROC analysis of the

results according to different parameter settings over
the test set.
A key issue to verify the effectiveness of our method

is to analyze the results of the clustering phase. With
a parameter like QT = 0.45 we obtained a total of
13,708 clusters (out of 56,238 analyzed slot fillers).
On average this amounts to 60 cluster per slot. This
ratio falls down to 26 when QT = 0.25 is employed,
and only 5,998 clusters are built. Results in Table 1
show that lower values of the threshold (QT = 0.25)
result in better performances. This indicates that
larger clusters (low QT ) guarantee the correct level
of generality for inferring selectional preference. On
the contrary, small specific clusters tend to partition
too much the space, thus compromising the discovery
of compatible clusters and RIRs.
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Fig. 1: ROC analysis over the Test Set

Pattern Clusters (slot Y ) Coherence

bring by case, lawsuit, action,
judge, discrimination 0.79

file by lawyer, attorney, prosecution,
judge, counsel, defendant, 0.85
Justice Department, FBI

Table 2: Clusters obtained for two of the test patterns.

The plot of the average number of cluster for differ-
ent numbers of slot filler as found in the corpus is re-
ported in Fig. 2. The plot suggests that the number of
clusters does not grow too much with respect to the in-
creasing number of originating slot fillers: when thou-
sands of different slot fillers have been found, we still
have no more than 10-20 clusters. The compression
factor of our method (i.e. 90% at QT = 0, 25) allows
to represent a pattern by storing few representative
information (i.e. cluster centroids). This compression
suggests that the corpus evidence about a pattern is
meaningful to the description of rules and to the mod-
eling of selectional preferences. In fact, LSA produces
high similarity values (among members of a cluster)
even when a large number of fillers is considered.

Fig. 2: Clusters vs. different slot fillers

An example is shown in Table 2 for the Y slot of
two different patterns.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we presented a novel method for au-
tomatically learning RIRs, relying on a geometrical
model of similarity based on clustering in the reduced
LSA space. Experimental evidences show that our
method improves over previous approaches, also guar-

anteeing independence from existing resources and re-
ducing computational costs. As a future work, we
want to gather more empirical evidence over other col-
lections to better estimate the effectiveness of the ap-
proach. We also plan to experiment different cluster-
ing techniques and measures. Finally, we will investi-
gate the use of the acquired RIRs in real applications
and tasks, such as RTE.
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Abstract
In this paper we present a novel technique for
integrating lexical-semantic knowledge in sys-
tems for learning textual entailment recognition
rules: the typed anchors. These describe the se-
mantic relations between words across an entail-
ment pair. We integrate our approach in the
cross-pair similarity model. Experimental re-
sults show that our approach increases perfor-
mance of cross-pair similarity learning systems.

1 Introduction

The Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) task has
recently received growing attention, as a means to
computationally model textual inference in Natural
Language Processing (NLP) applications. Formally,
given a pair of text fragments, the Text T and the Hy-
pothesis H , the goal of an RTE system is to recognize
if T entails H . Textual entailment is a key component
of many NLP applications. For example, consider a
Question Answering system which has to answer the
question: “When did John Lennon died?”. The sys-
tem could find the answer from the snippet “In 1980
Chapman killed John Lennon”, by recognizing the fol-
lowing implication:

T1 “In 1980 Chapman killed John
Lennon.”

H1 “John Lennon died in 1980.”
(E1)

In the last few years, RTE challenges [1] have been
organized to compare the performance of different
RTE systems over a common and balanced corpus of
entailment pairs (T, H). Most strategies for RTE fall
into these three categories: lexical overlap (e.g. [4]),
syntactic matching (e.g. [14, 11, 9], entailment trigger-
ing (e.g. [15, 5, 6]). All these approaches are plausi-
ble and effective. Also, they are fairly complementary
as they recognize different set of entailment pairs [2].
Yet, today it is still not clear which approach is most
appropriate for RTE; so far, only few systems success-
fully integrated them in a common model (e.g. [10, 5]).
This lack of integration is one of the reasons of the low
recognition performance (the average accuracy at the
RTE-2 challenge was 0.59).

Recently, an original machine learning approach for
RTE has been proposed in [16]. Its aim is to in-
tegrate lexical overlap and entailment triggering, in
order to leverage complementarity and boost perfor-
mance. The key idea is a similarity between pairs of
texts and hypotheses, the cross-pair similarity, that
considers the relations between words in T and H .
These relations are captured using placeholders. This

allows the system to automatically exploit rewrite
rules. Yet, the system suffers a major problem which
highly limits its performance. Placeholders align two
words if they are semantically similar, but the rela-
tion between them is not explicitly represented. This
limitation can lead the learning algorithm to exploit
erroneous rewrite rules.

In this paper, we present a novel method to solve
the above mentioned limitation, by introducing the
notion of typed anchors. The idea is to adopt place-
holders with a semantic tag expressing the semantic
relation standing between the lexicals. This intuition
allows the system to exploit more semantically prin-
cipled rewrite rules, which should avoid misclassifica-
tions and significantly improve performance. For ex-
ample in the pair E1, the learning algorithm would
exploit the correct rule: if the object of T aligns to
the subject of H, and the verbs are in causation
relation, then entailment holds.

The paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 reviews
the cross-pair similarity model and analyzes its limits.
In Sec. 3, we introduce our model for typed anchors
aiming at integrating semantic information. Finally,
in Sec. 4 we empirically assess that the use of typed
anchors significantly outperforms approaches based on
simple placeholders and approaches based on lexical
overlap, syntactic matching, and entailment triggering.

2 Cross-pair similarity and its
limits

In this section we firstly review the cross-pair similar-
ity model used to exploit textual entailment recogni-
tion rewrite rules. We then analyze its limits observing
how poorly defined relations among words may gener-
ate wrong rewrite rules.

2.1 Learning entailment rules with
syntactic cross-pair similarity

The cross-pair similarity model [16] proposes a fea-
ture space of entailment pairs (T, H) where similarity-
based learning model can exploit rewrite rules defined
in training examples. The key idea is to define a cross-
pair similarity KS((T �

, H
�), (T ��

, H
��)) that takes into

account relations among words within a pair. This is
done using placeholders. A placeholder co-indexes two
substructures in the parse trees of T and H , indicating
that such substructures are related. At the word level
(i.e. leaves) placeholders link pairs of words which are
highly similar: these pairs are called anchors. For ex-
ample, the sentence pair, “All companies file annual
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reports” implies “All insurance companies file annual
reports”, would be represented as follows:

T2 (S (NP 1 (DT All) (NNS 1 companies))
(VP 2 (VBP 2 file) (NP 3 (JJ 3 annual)
(NNS 3 reports))))

H2 (S (NP 1 (DT All) (NNP Fortune) (CD
50) (NNS 1 companies)) (VP 2 (VBP 2

file) (NP 3 (JJ 3 annual) (NNS 3 re-
ports))))

(E2)

where the placeholders 1 , 2 , and 3 indicate the rela-
tions between the structures of T and those of H , and
companies/companies is an example of anchor.

Placeholders help to determine if two pairs share the
same rewrite rule by looking at the subtrees that they
have in common. For example, suppose we have to
determine if “In autumn, all leaves fall” implies “In
autumn, all maple leaves fall”. The related co-indexed
representation is:

T3 (S (PP (IN In) (NP (NN a automn)))
(, ,) (NP b (DT all) (NNS b leaves))
(VP c (VBP c fall)))

H3 (S (PP (IN In) (NP a (NN a automn)))
(, ,) (NP b (DT all) (NN maple) (NNS a

leaves)) (VP c (VBP c fall)))

(E3)

E2 and E3 share the following subtrees:

T4 (S (NP x (DT all) (NNS x )) (VP y

(VBP y )))
H4 (S (NP x (DT all) (NN) (NNS x ))

(VP x (VBP x )))

(R4)

These subtrees represent the rewrite rule that E2 and
E3 have in common. Then, E3 can be likely classyfied
as a valid entailment, as it shares the rule with the
valid entailment E2.

More details on the cross-pair similarity model can
be found in [16] and an efficient algorithm for its com-
putation is described in [13].

2.2 Limits of the syntactic cross-pair
similarity

Learning from examples using cross-pair similarity is
an attractive and effective approach, as results of the
RTE-2 challenge show [1]. Yet, the cross-pair simi-
larity strategy, as any machine learning approach, is
highly sensitive on how the examples are represented
in the feature space. An incorrect or inaccurate fea-
ture modelling can strongly bias the performance of
the classifier.

This problem is even more evident in kernel-based
methods, where the feature space is implicit, and the
classifier can only rely on the syntactic structure of
the examples. Then, as in the cross-pair similarity ap-
proach placeholders play an important role within the
syntactic tree, the classifier can then be highly biased,
if they convey incomplete or incorrect information.

Consider for example the following text-hypothesis
pair, which can lead to an incorrect rule, if misused.

T5 “For my younger readers, Chapman
killed John Lennon more than twenty
years ago.”

H5 “John Lennon died more than twenty
years ago.”

(E5)

In the basic cross-pair similarity model, the decision
process can use rules like the following:

T6 (S (NP: x ) (VP: y (VBD: y ) (NP: z )
(ADVP: k )))

H6 (S (NP: z ) (VP: y (VBD: y )
(ADVP: k )))

(R6)

where kill and die are anchored by the y placeholder.
This rule is useful to classify examples like:

T7 “Cows are vegetarian but, to save
money on mass-production, farmers fed
cows animal extracts.”

H7 “Cows have eaten animal extracts.”

(E7)

but it will clearly fail when used for:

T8 “FDA warns migraine medicine makers
that they are illegally selling migraine
medicines without federal approval.”

H8 “Migraine medicine makers declared
that their medicines have been ap-
proved.”

(E8)

where warn and declare are anchored as generically
similar verbs.

The limitation of the cross-pair similarity measure
is then that placeholders do not convey the semantic
knowledge needed in cases such as the above, where
the semantic relation between connected verbs is es-
sential.

3 Adding semantic information

to cross-pair similarity

In the previous section we showed that the cross-pair
similarity approach lacks the lexical-semantic knowl-
edge for anchoring words. In the examples, the missed
knowledge is the type of semantic relation between the
main verbs. The relation that links kill and die is not a
generic similarity, as a WordNet based similarity mea-
sure would suggest, but a more specific causal relation.
The exploited rewrite rule R6 holds only for verbs in
such relation. It is correctly applied in example E7,
as feed causes eat. Yet, it gives a wrong suggestion
in example E8, as warn and declare are related by a
generic similarity relation.

The type of relation that links two words (anchor
type) seems to be mandatory, in order to exploit cor-
rect rules. The problem is then to encode this informa-
tion in the syntactic trees along with the placeholders.

In this section we describe how we encode the an-
chor types in the syntactic trees, by using two models:
the typed anchor (ta) and the propagated typed anchor
(tap) models. As anchoring words of H with words
in T is the basic step, before describing the models
(Sec. 3.2), we shortly revise how anchors are selected
and how they are encoded in the trees (Sec. 3.1).

3.1 Anchors and Placeholders

As many other approaches (e.g., [4]), our anchoring
model is based on a similarity measure between words
simw(wt, wh). We use a two-step greedy algorithm
to anchor the content words (verbs, nouns, adjectives,
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and adverbs) in the hypothesis WH to words in the
text WT . In the first step, each word wh in WH is
connected to all words wt in WT that have the highest
similarity simw(wt, wh). As result, we have a set of
anchors A ⊂ WT × WH and the subset W �

T
⊆ WT

of words in T connected with a word in H . In the
second step, we select the final anchor set A�

⊆ A,
as the bijective relation between WH and W �

T
that

mostly satisfies a locality criterion: whenever possible,
words of constituent in H should be related to words
of a constituent in T . See [16] for more details on the
adopted word similarity simw(wt, wh).

Once the set A� is found, anchors are encoded in
the syntactic trees with placeholders. Placeholders are
put on the pre-terminal nodes of the anchored words.
Then, they climb up in the tree according to this rule:
constituent nodes in the syntactic trees take the place-
holder of their semantic heads. This latter step guar-
antees that any subtree has the relational information.
The final tree explicitly indicates how T relates to H
using co-indexing (see E2).

3.2 Typing anchors and placeholders

Our goal is to augment the co-indexed syntactic trees
with typed anchors. To do that, we first have to decide
what type of semantic relations we want to represent
in the typed anchors (Sec. 3.2.1). Then, we need to
define how to encode this information in the syntactic
trees (Sec. 3.2.2).

3.2.1 Defining anchor types

The idea of introducing anchor types is in principle
very simple. Yet, this may be not effective: attempts
to introduce semantic information in RTE systems
have often failed. A main reason for this failure is
that any model using semantic information has the
problem of dealing with ambiguity.

To investigate the validity of our idea, we then need
to focus on a small set of relevant relation types. A
valuable source of relation types among words is Word-
Net. We choose to integrate in our system three re-
lations: part-of, antinomy, and verb entailment. This
small set seems to be a correct choice, as it is relevant
for many entailment cases such as those presented in
Sec. 2.

We also define two more general anchor types: simi-
larity and surface matching. The first type links words
which are similar according to the WordNet similarity
measure described in [7]. This type is intended to cap-
ture synonymy and hyperonymy. The second type is
activated when words or lemmas match: it captures
semantically equivalent words. The complete set of
relation types used in the experiments is given in Ta-
ble 1.

3.2.2 Augmenting placeholders with anchor
types

Once anchor types have been defined, it is necessary
to decide how to integrate their information in the
syntactic trees. We apply a strategy similar to that
adopted for placeholders, described in Sec. 3.1. How-
ever, the main problem is then to decide how the se-

Rank Relation Type Symbol
1. antinomy ↔

2. part-of ⊂

3. verb entailment ←

4. similarity ≈

5. surface matching =

Table 1: Ranked anchor types

mantic information should be encoded. We experi-
ment two possible models:

typed anchor model (ta) : anchor types augment
only the pre-terminal nodes of the syntactic tree;

propagated typed anchor model (tap) : anchors
climb up in the syntactic tree according to some
specific climbing-up rules, similarly to what done
for placeholders.

The ta model is easy to implement: typed anchors
simply augment the pre-terminals of anchored words.
The tap model is apparently more suitable for our
purpose. The anchor type information is repeated in
several tree fragments. As tree fragments are com-
pared in the cross-pair similarity, this guarantees that
the information is used in the decision process.

Unfortunately, the tap model is more complex, as
it depends on strategy adopted for the anchor type
climbing-up. The strategy must account for how an-
chors that climb up to the same node should interact.
We implement our strategy by using climbing-up rules,
as done in the case of placeholders. Yet, in this case,
rules must consider the semantic information of the
typed anchors. The choice of correct climbing-up rules
is critical, as an incorrect rule could alter completely
the semantics of the tree. In the case of placehold-
ers, the climbing-up rule states that a constituent in
the syntactic tree takes the placeholder of its seman-
tic head. It is easy to demonstrate that in the case of
typed anchors this rule would have disastrous effects.
For example, consider the following false entailment
pair:

(E9)
T9 H9

S = 3

NP = 1

NNP = 1

John

VP = 3

AUX

is

NP = 3

DT

a

JJ ↔
2

tall

NN = 3

boy

S = 3

NP = 1

NNP = 1

John

VP = 3

AUX

is

NP = 3

DT

a

JJ ↔
2

short

NN = 3

boy

In the example, we apply the abovementioned rule:
the typed anchor = 3 climbs up to the pre-terminal
node NP, instead of the typed anchor ↔ 2 , as it is the
head of the constituent. If modelled in this way, this
false entailment pair could generate, among others, the
incorrect rewrite rule:

T10 (S= 3 (NP= 1 ) (VP= 3 (AUX is)
(NP= 2 )))

H10 (S= 3 (NP= 1 ) (VP= 3 (AUX is)
(NP= 2 )))

(R10)
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which states: if two fragment have the same syntac-

tic structure S(NP, V P (AUX, NP )), and there is a
semantic equivalence (=) on all constituents, then en-
tailment does not hold. This rule is wrong, as in that
case entailment would hold (as all substructures are
semantically equivalent).

The problem is that the wrong typed anchor climbed
up the tree: we need the antonym anchor on the ad-
jective (tall/short) to climb up, instead of the match-
ing anchor on the noun (boy/boy), in order to exploit
a correct rule. Our strategy must then implement a
climbing-up rule producing these trees:

(E11)
T11 H11

S ↔
3

NP = 1

NNP = 1

John

VP ↔
3

AUX

is

NP ↔
3

DT

a

JJ ↔
2

tall

NN = 3

boy

S ↔
3

NP = 1

NNP = 1

John

VP ↔
3

AUX

is

NP ↔
3

DT

a

JJ ↔
2

short

NN = 3

boy

In this case the pair generates correct rewrite rules,
such as:

T12 (S↔ 3 (NP= 1 ) (VP↔ 3 (AUX is)
(NP↔ 2 )))

H12 (S↔ 3 (NP= 1 ) (VP↔ 3 (AUX is)
(NP↔ 2 )))

(R12)

The rule states: if two fragment have the same

syntactic structure S(NP1, V P (AUX, NP2)), and
there is an antonym type (↔) on the S and NP2 ,
then entailment does not hold.

The above example shows that the anchor type
that has to climb up depends on the structure of the
constituents. This can lead to a very complex model.
Luckily, this intuition can be also captured by a
simpler approximation. Instead of having climbing-up
rules for each constituent type, we can rely on a
ranking of the anchor types (as the one reported in
Tab. 1). The anchor type that climbs up is the one
that has an higher rank. In the example, this strategy
produces the correct solution, as antinomy has an
higher rank than surface match. We then implement
in our model the following climbing-up rule: if two
typed anchors climb up to the same node, give prece-
dence to that with the highest ranking in the ordered
set of types T = (↔,⊂,←,≈, =). Our ordered set
T is consistent with common sense intuitions. In
the next section we will empirically demonstrate its
validity by reporting experiment evidences.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we present empirical evidence to sup-
port the claims of the paper. In particular, we com-
pare our ta and tap approaches with the strategies
for RTE: lexical overlap, syntactic matching and en-
tailment triggering. To perform the comparison we
implemented these strategies in our machine learning
platform for RTE, which also allows to combine them
in more complex configurations.

4.1 Experimental Setup

For our evaluation we use the same methodology
adopted at the RTE challenges [1]. The RTE task
is to classify a test set of entailment pairs as true or
false entailment, by relying on an annotated develop-
ment set. Systems are evaluated on their prediction
accuracy. We here adopt 4-fold cross validation, to
obtain more reliable evidences. We use SVM-light-TK
[12] as learning algorithm, which encodes the needed
tree kernel functions in SVM-light [8].

We perform our experiments using the RTE-2
dataset, composed of 1600 entailment pairs from the
RTE-2 challenge (800 true and 800 false entailment).

We evaluate ta and tap by comparing the perfor-
mance of SVM with feature sets representing different
basic approaches. We also experiment more complex
feature spaces, representing combined approaches :

tree : the standard cross-similarity model described
in Sec.2. Its comparison with ta and tap indicates
the effectiveness of our approaches;

lex : a standard approach based on lexical overlap.
The classifier uses as only feature the lexical over-
lap similarity score described in [4];

synt : a standard approach based on syntactic match-
ing. The classifier uses as only feature a syntac-
tic similarity score. A syntactic similarity mea-
sure synt(T, H) is used to compute the score,
by comparing all the substructures of the depen-
dency trees of T and H , in line with approaches
like [14, 11, 9]. This syntactic similarity is de-
rived using the tree kernel similarity KT [3] as
follows: synt(T, H) = KT (T, H)/|H | where |H |
is the number of subtrees in H;

lex+ta , lex+tap : these configurations mix lexical
overlap and our typed anchor approaches;

lex+tree : the comparison of this configuration with
lex+ta and lex+tap should further support the
validity of our intuition on typed anchors;

lex+synt : by comparing this configuration with lex
and synt we aim at verifying if lexical and syn-
tactic methods are complementary, as reported in
[2];

lex+trig : this configuration mixes lexical overlap
with basic entailment triggering features like in
[15, 5, 6]. We use the following features: 1) SVO
that tests if T and H share a similar subj-verb-obj
construct; 2) Apposition that tests if H is a sen-
tence headed by the verb to be and in T there is an
apposition that states H ; 3) Anaphora that tests
if the SVO sentence in H has a similar wh-sentence
in T and the wh-pronoun may be resolved in T
with a word similar to the object or the subject
of H.

4.2 Results Analysis

Table 2 reports the 4-folds and overall accuracy of the
different feature spaces. The left part of the table
shows the performance of the basic approaches, while
the right those of the combined approaches.
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ta tap tree lex synt lex + ta lex + tap lex + tree lex + synt lex + trig

Mean 61.29 62.47 61.35 61.81 58.28 63.94 63.81 63.68 61.94 61.56
Std dev ± 2.54 ± 2.68 ± 2.32 ± 1.74 ± 2.48 ± 1.59 ± 1.24 ± 1.59 ± 1.65 ± 2.03

Table 2: 4-folds accuracy using different feature sets over the RTE-2 dataset.

Results for the basic approaches show that tap
outperforms all the other feature sets1. In particular,
it guarantees an improvement of +1.12% accuracy over
tree, suggesting that the addition of typed anchors to
the basic cross-pair similarity model is indeed success-
ful. This demonstrates that syntax is not enough, and
that lexical-semantic knowledge, and in particular the
explicit representation of word level relations, plays a
key role in RTE. This is even more evident by compar-
ing results to the pure syntactic approach synt, that
achieves only 58.28% accuracy.

Also, tap outperforms lex, supporting a complemen-
tary conclusion: lexical-semantic knowledge does not
cover alone the entailment phenomenon, but needs
some syntactic evidence.

An overall analysis of basic systems further substan-
tiate our intuition: approaches mixing syntax and lex-
ical knowledge (tap) outperform method based on lexi-
cal knowledge (lex), which in turn outperform syntac-
tic methods with weak lexical knowledge (tree) and
pure syntactic methods (synt).

The surprisingly low performance of ta reveal that
encoding typed anchors only at the pre-terminal level
is not a sufficiently strong information for the learning
algorithm. This further suggests the intuition the the
semantics of word relations is indeed central.

Results for combined approaches reveals the dif-
ficulty of integrating lexical and syntactic information.
The lex + synt model does not substantially improves
over lex. This suggests that a trivial integration of lex-
ical overlap and syntactic matching between T and H
is not effective. On the contrary, the use of cross-pair
similarity together with lexical overlap (lex + tree) is
successful, as accuracy improves +1.87% and +2.33%
over the related basic methods (respectively lex and
tree). The conclusion is then that cross-pair informa-
tion across different pairs (in form of rewrite rules) and
lexical information inside each pair are indeed both rel-
evant. Again, our method mixed with lex achieve the
best performance, further supporting the usefulness of
typed anchors.

In general, our results also empirically confirm the
manual analysis on the RTE-2 dataset performed in
[2], suggesting that lexical and syntactic level are com-
plementary for RTE, i.e. they recognize different set
of entailment pairs.

5 Conclusions

Effectively integrating semantic knowledge in textual
entailment recognition systems is one of the major
problem in the area. In this paper we presented a

1 According to the sign-test, tap outperforms with more than
90% of statistical significance all the other basic approaches
except the lex. In this case, the statistical significance is
lower.

simple but effetive model to integrate lexical semantic
knowledge in a learner of rewrite rules for detecting
textual entailment. Experimental results show that
this is a promising model that may be used to inte-
grate more complex semantic information.
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Abstract
We present a relatively large coverage French
grammar written with the formalism of Interac-
tion Grammars. This formalism combines two
key ideas: the grammar is viewed as a constraint
system, which is expressed through the notion of
tree description, and the resource sensitivity of
natural languages is used as a syntactic compo-
sition principle by means of a system of polar-
ities. We give an outline of the expressivity of
the formalism by modelling significant linguistic
phenomena and we show that the grammar ar-
chitecture provides for re-usability and tractabil-
ity, which is crucial for building large coverage
resources: a modular source grammar is distin-
guished from the object grammar which results
from the compilation of the first one, and the lex-
icon is independent of the grammar. Finally, we
present the results of an evaluation of the gram-
mar achieved with the LEOPAR parser with a
test suite of sentences.

Keywords

Syntax, grammatical formalism, tree description, polarity, cat-

egorial grammar, unification grammar, interaction grammar

1 Introduction

The goal of our work is to model natural languages
starting from linguistic knowledge and giving a cen-
tral role to experimentation. For this, we need to
express the linguistic knowledge by means of gram-
mars and lexicons with the largest possible coverage:
grammars have to represent all common linguistic phe-
nomena and lexicons have to include the most fre-
quent words with their most frequent use. As everyone
knows, building such resources is a very hard task.
Firstly, we have to choose the formalism to represent

the grammar. Currently, there is no leader among the
formalisms used in the scientific community. Each of
the most popular formalisms has its own advantages
and drawbacks. We have designed a new formalism,
Interaction Grammars (IG), the goal of which is to
synthesize two key ideas, expressed in two kinds of
formalisms up to now: using the resource sensitivity
of natural languages as a principle of syntactic com-
position, which is a characteristic feature of Catego-
rial Grammars (CG) [9], and viewing grammars as
constraint systems, which is a feature of unification
grammars such as LFG [1] or HPSG [11].

Although we use an original formalism, we are con-
cerned with re-usability, which is expressed in two
ways. Like with for programming languages, we dis-
tinguish two levels in the grammar. The source gram-
mar aims at representing linguistic generalisations and
it is written by a human, while the object grammar
is directly usable by a NLP system and results from
the compilation of the first one. In our case, we used
XMG [2], a tool devoted to this goal. XMG provides a
high level language for writing a source grammar and a
compiler which translates this grammar into an opera-
tional object grammar. The grammar is also designed
in such a way that it can be linked with a lexicon in-
dependent of the formalism, where entries appear as
feature structures.
The goal of the article is to show that it is possible to

build realistic grammatical resources, which integrate
a refined linguistic knowledge with a large coverage,
and for this, we have chosen an experimental approach
with the construction of a French grammar.

2 Interaction Grammars

IG [5, 6] is a grammatical formalism which is devoted
to the syntax and semantics of natural languages and
which uses two notions: tree description and polarity.

2.1 Tree Descriptions

In a derivational view of the syntax of natural lan-
guages, the basic objects are trees and they are com-
posed together in a more or less sophisticated way: by
substitution in Context Free Grammars, by adjunction
in Tree Adjoining Grammars, by application and ab-
straction in Categorial Grammars . . . Taking our view
from the Model Theory [7], we do not directly manip-
ulate trees but properties which are used to describe
them, in other words tree descriptions [10]. This ap-
proach is very flexible as it allows the expression of
elementary properties in a totally independent way, as
they can be freely combined.
A tree description can be viewed either as an under-

specified tree, or as the specification of a tree family,
each tree being a model of the specification. Figure 1
gives an example of a tree description, which is associ-
ated with the relative pronoun qui (who), used inside
a prepositional complement. This use gives rise to the
phenomenon of pied piping as the following example il-
lustrates: Jean [à la femme de qui] Pierre sait qu’on a
présenté Marie , est ingénieur (Jean [to whose wife]

1
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cat <- pp

funct -> <1>?

prep <- <2>?

/qui/

cat -> np

funct <- adj | aobj | dat | deobj | obl

gen = <3> ?

num = <4> ?

pers =  <5> ?

cat = n | np | pp

cat <- s

mood = cond | ind | inf

typ = decl

cat -> pp

funct <- <1>?

prep -> <2>?

cat = s

 funct = obj

cat ~ np

gen = <3> ?

num = <4> ?

pers =  <5> ?

cat ~ n | np

Fig. 1: Tree description associated with the relative
pronoun qui used inside a prepositional complement

Pierre knows someone presented Marie , is an engi-
neer). This example is covered by the description of
figure 1.1
A tree description is a finite set of nodes structured

by two kinds of relations: dominance and precedence.
Dominance relations can be immediate or large (re-
spectively solid and dashed down arrows in figure 1).
Constraints can be put on intermediate nodes for large
dominance relations. Precedence relations (horizontal
arrows in figure 1) can also be immediate or large.
Nodes, which represent constituents, are labelled

with features describing their morpho-syntactic prop-
erties. Feature values are atoms or atom disjunctions
and they can be shared with the help of a co-indexation
mechanism.2 Nodes can be Empty (the white box in
figure 1) or Full, according to whether they have an
empty phonological form or not. Full nodes can be
Anchors (the dark box in figure 1), if they anchor a
word of the language.

2.2 Polarities

Polarities are used to express the saturation state of
syntactic trees.They are attached to features that label
description nodes with the following meaning:

• a positive feature t → v expresses an available
resource, which must be consumed;

• a negative feature t ← v expresses an expected
resource, which must be provided; it is the dual
of a positive feature;

• a neutral feature t = v expresses a linguistic prop-
erty that is not a consumable resource.

1 The extracted prepositional phrase is put between square
brackets and its trace in the relative clause is represented
by the  symbol.

2 When two features share the same value, a common index
n is put before their values. When a feature value is the
disjunction of all elements of a domain, this value is denoted
with ”?”.

• a virtual feature t ∼ v expresses a linguistic prop-
erty that needs to be realised by combining with
an actual feature (an actual feature is a positive,
negative or neutral feature).

In figure 1, the empty node representing the trace of
the prepositional phrase extracted from the relative
clause carries a positive feature cat → pp and a nega-
tive feature funct ← 1?, which means that this node
provides a prepositional phrase that needs to receive a
syntactic function. The tree root carries a virtual fea-
ture cat ∼ np which means that the node represents
a virtual noun phrase which has to combine with an
actual noun phrase.
The descriptions labelled with polarised fea-

ture structures are called polarised tree descriptions
(PTDs) in the rest of the article.

2.3 Grammars as constraint systems

A particular interaction grammar is defined by a finite
set of elementary PTDs, which generates a tree lan-
guage. A tree belongs to the language if it is a model
of a finite set of elementary PTDs with two properties:

• It is saturated : every positive feature t → v is
matched with its dual feature t ← v in the model
and vice versa. Moreover, every virtual feature
has to find an actual corresponding feature in the
model.

• It is minimal : the model has to add a minimum
of information to the initial descriptions (it can-
not add immediate dominance relations or fea-
tures that do not exist in the initial descriptions).

Then, parsing reduces to the resolution of a con-
straint system. It consists of building all saturated and
minimal models of a finite set of elementary PTDs. In
practice, our grammar is totally lexicalized: each ele-
mentary PTD has a unique anchor, which is used for
linking the description with a word of the language. In
this way, in the parsing of a sentence, it is possible to
select the only PTDs that are anchored by words of the
sentence. The set of PTDs being selected, the building
of a saturated and minimal model is performed step by
step by means of a merging operation between nodes,
which is guided by one of the following constraints:

• neutralise a positive feature with a negative fea-
ture having the same name and carrying a value
unifiable with the value of the first feature;

• realise a virtual feature by combining it with an
actual feature (a positive, negative or neutral fea-
ture) having the same name and carrying a value
unifying with the value of the first feature.

The constraints of the description interact with node
merging to entail a partial superposition of their con-
texts represented by the tree fragments in which they
are situated. To summarise, IG combine the strong
points of two families of formalisms: the flexibility of
Unification Grammars and the saturation control of
Categorial Grammars.

2
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[2]

Jean

cat = np

funct = ?

[1]

cat -> np

funct <- ?

[4]

cat ~ v

mood = ind

[7]

cat ~ aux | v

mood = ind

[6]

la

cat = clit

[5]

cat -> np

funct <- attr | obj

[3]

cat ~ s

mood = ind

[11]

cat <- np

funct -> obj

[8]

cat = s

mood = ind

[9]

cat <- np

funct -> subj

[10]

cat = v

mood = ind

tense = pres

[12]

voit

cat = v

mood = ind

tense = pres

[[2]]

Jean

cat = np

funct = subj

[[1-9]]

cat = np

funct = subj

[[4-10]]

cat = v

mood = ind

tense = pres

[[7-12]]

voit

cat = v

mood = ind

tense = pres

[[6]]

la

cat = clit

[[5-11]]

cat = np

funct = obj

[[3-8]]

cat = s

mood = ind

Fig. 2: PTD associated with the sentence Jean la voit and its minimal saturated model

Figure 2 presents an example of parsing for the sen-
tence Jean la voit (Jean sees her).3 The left side shows
the set of initial PTDs associated with the sentence by
the grammar. The grammar being lexicalized, each
PTD is anchored by a word of the sentence and it has
been extracted from a lexicon. These PTDs have been
gathered in a unique PTD and precedence relations
between anchors have been added to express word or-
der in the sentence. These relations do not appear in
figure 2.
The computation of the model shown on the right

side of figure 2 from the initial description shown on
the left side is performed by a sequence of 3 node merg-
ings.4 The interaction of tree constraints with these
mergings entails two other mergings and a partial tree
superposition.

3 The expressivity of Interac-
tion Grammars

In the limits of this article, we have chosen to illustrate
three aspects which are especially significant.

3.1 Unbounded dependencies and un-
derspecified dominance relations

Underspecified dominance relations are used to repre-
sent unbounded dependencies and the feature struc-
tures that can be associated with these relations allow
the expression of constraints on these dependencies:
barriers to extraction for instance.
Relative pronouns, such as qui or lequel, give rise

to pied piping as the following sentence shows: Jean
[dans l’entreprise de qui] Marie sait que l’ingénieur
travaille , est malade (Jean [in whose firm] Marie
knows that the engineer works , is ill):

• There is a first unbounded dependency between
the verb travaille and its extracted complement
dans l’entreprise de qui. The trace of the ex-
tracted complement is denoted by the  symbol.
The dependency is modelled in the PTD associ-
ated with the qui relative pronoun represented

3 We have simplified the figure by ignoring agreement features.
4 The head of each node includes the numbers of the nodes
from the initial PTD which have been merged.

in figure 1 by means of an underspecified domi-
nance relation. The constraint linked to this dom-
inance relation expresses that the dependency of
the prepositional phrase on the verb of which it
is the complement can only cross an unspecified
sequence of embedded object clauses.

• Inside the prepositional phrase, there is a sec-
ond unbounded dependency between the head
of the constituent and the qui relative pronoun,
which can be embedded arbitrarily deeply. This
dependency is also represented in figure 1 with
an underspecified dominance relation and the
linked constraint expresses that all embedded con-
stituents from the prepositional phrase to the qui
relative pronoun are common nouns, noun phrases
or prepositional phrases.

3.2 Polarities used for modelling nega-
tion

In French, negation can be expressed with the help of
the particle ne paired with a specific determiner, pro-
noun or adverb. The position of the particle ne is fixed
before an inflected verb but the second component of
the pair, if it is a determiner like aucun or a pronoun
like personne, can have a relatively free position in the
sentence, as illustrated by the following examples:

(a) Jean ne parle à aucun collègue
(Jean speaks to no colleague).

(b) Jean ne parle à la femme d’aucun collègue
(Jean speaks to the wife of no colleague).

(c) Aucun collègue de Jean ne parle à sa femme
(No colleague of John’s speaks to his wife).

As figure 3 shows, the pairing of ne with aucun is
expressed with a neg polarised feature attached to the
node representing the maximal projection of the ver-
bal kernel: aucun is waiting for such a feature, which
will be provided by ne. The relatively free position of
aucun is expressed by an underspecified dominance re-
lation of the node representing the clause on the noun
phrase that it introduces. The constraint linked to
this dominance relation expresses the fact that aucun
can only introduce arguments of the verbal head of the
sentence or complements of these arguments.

3
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cat ~ s

mood = <1> cond | imp | ind | inf | presp | subj

cat ~ v

mood = <1> cond | imp | ind | inf | presp | subj

neg -> true

cat ~ aux | v

mood = <1> cond | imp | ind | inf | presp | subj

/ne/

cat = clit

cat <- n

funct -> <2>?

gen = m

num = sg

/aucun/

cat = det

gen = m

num = sg

cat ~ v

neg <- true

cat ~ s

cat -> np

funct <- <2>?

gen = m

num = sg

pers = 3

cat = np | pp

Fig. 3: PTDs respectively associated with the particle ne and the determiner aucun

3.3 The adjunction of modifiers by
means of virtual polarities

In French, the position of adjuncts in the sentence is
relatively free, as illustrated by the following example.
In the sentence  Jean  va  rendre visite  à Marie
 (Jean is going to visit Marie), the sentence modifier
le soir (tonight) can appear at any position marked
with a  symbol, according to different communicative
goals.
The virtual polarity f ∼ v did not exist in the pre-

vious version of IG [6]. Modifier adjunction was per-
formed by addition of a new level in the syntactic tree
of the constituent being modified. Sometimes, intro-
ducing an additional level is justified linguistically, but
in most cases it introduces artificial complexity and
ambiguity. Taking again an idea of [4], with his sys-
tem of black and white polarities, we have introduced
virtual polarities. This allows a modifier to be added
as a new daughter of the node that it modifies with-
out changing the rest of the syntactic tree, in which
the modified node is situated. This operation is called
sister adjunction and it is used in some formalisms:
dependency grammars, description substitution gram-
mars [8]. This way of modelling modifiers is more flex-
ible and it allows the previous examples to be treated
without difficulty, including parenthetical clauses.

4 The architecture of the gram-
mar

4.1 The modular organisation of the
grammar

The grammar has been built with the XMG tool [2],
which allows grammars to be written with a high level
of abstraction in a modular setting and to be compiled
into low level grammars, usable by NLP systems.
A grammar is organised as a class hierarchy by

means of two composition operations: conjunction and
disjunction. It is also structured according to several
dimensions, which are present in all classes. Our gram-
mar uses only two dimensions: the first one is the syn-
tactic dimension, where objects are PTDs, and the
second one is the dimension of the interface with the
lexicon, where objects are feature structures.
To define the conjunction of two classes one needs to

specify the way of combining the components of each
dimension: for the syntactic dimension, PTD union
is performed; for the lexicon interface dimension, it is
realised as unification between feature structures.
The current grammar is composed of 448 classes, in-

cluding 121 terminal classes, which are compiled into
2059 PTDs. These classes are ranked by family. Some
classes from a family can be used in the definition of
classes belonging to another family. This is the case
for instance for the Complement family, which include
classes related to complements of predicative struc-
tures. It is used by three other families: Adjective,
Noun and VerbDiathese, which respectively refer to
adjectives, nouns and various verbal diatheses.

4.2 The link with a lexicon indepen-
dent of the formalism

The grammar, in its current setting, is totally lexi-
calised: each elementary PTD of the grammar has
a unique anchor node intended to be linked with a
word of the language. Each PTD is associated to a
feature structure, which describes a syntactic frame
corresponding to words able to anchor the PTD, the
description being independent of the formalism. This
feature structure constitutes the PTD interface with
the lexicon.
The set of features used in the interfaces differs from

that used in PTDs because they do not play the same
role: they do not aim at describing syntactic structures
but they are used for describing the morpho-syntactic
properties of the words of the language in a way inde-
pendent of the formalism.
The left side of figure 4 shows a non anchored PTD

describing the syntactic behaviour of a transitive verb
in the active voice. The PTD is accompanied by its
interface, which is a two level feature structure.
The lexicon associates words of the language to syn-

tactic frames in a form identical to the PTD interfaces.
For instance, the central part of figure 4 shows a lexical
entry for the verb voit in its transitive use.
The PTD anchoring is then performed by unification

of the PTD interfaces with the compatible entries of
the lexicon. Figure 4 on its right side shows a PTD
anchored by the transitive verb voit. This PTD comes
from the unification between the lexical entry for voit
presented in the center of the figure and the interface
of the non anchored PTD on the left side of the figure.

4
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N0VN1

cat -> s
mood = <4>cond | ind | subj

cat <- np
funct -> obj

cat = v
mood = <4>cond | ind | subj

reflex = false
tense = <3>?

cat <- np
funct -> subj
num = <1>?
pers = <2>?

head

cat = v
mood = <4>cond | ind | subj

num = <1>?
pers = <2>?
tense = <3>?

refl = maybe | never

obj
cat = np

funct = obj

subj
cat = np

funct = subj

cat = v
mood = <4>cond | ind | subj

num = <1>?
pers = <2>?
tense = <3>?

voit

head

aux=avoir
cat = v

mood = ind
num = sg

passiv=total
pers = 3 

refl = maybe
tense = pres

obj
cat = np

funct = obj

subj
cat = np

funct = subj

voit

cat -> s
mood = ind

cat <- np
funct -> obj

cat = v
mood = ind

reflex = false
tense = pres

cat <- np
funct -> subj

num = sg
pers = 3

head

aux=avoir
cat = v

mood = ind
num = sg

passiv=total
pers = 3 

refl = maybe
tense = pres

obj
cat = np

funct = obj

subj
cat = np

funct = subj

/voit/
cat = v

mood = ind
num = sg
pers = 3

tense = pres

Fig. 4: From left to right, a non anchored PTD describing the syntactic behaviour of a transitive verb in the
active voice, a lexical entry for the transitive verb voit and the PTD after anchoring with the verb voit

5 Evaluation on a sentence test
suite

Our goal is to evaluate the coverage of our grammar
in the most detailed manner. The least costly way of
doing this is to use the grammar for parsing a sentence
test suite illustrating most rules of French grammar.
It is important that the suite includes not only posi-
tive examples but also negative examples to test the
overgeneration of the grammar.
There are not many corpora of this type for French.

We have chosen the TSNLP [3], which includes 1690
positive sentences and 1935 negative sentences. It is
far from covering all of French grammar; in particular,
it includes very few complex sentences but it stresses
some phenomena such as coordination or the postion
in the sentence of the adverbial complements. On the
other hand, our grammar covers phenomena that are
ignored by the TSNLP: the passive and middle voice
of verbs, the subcategorisation of predicative nouns
and adjectives, the control of the subject of infinitive
complements, the relative and interrogative clauses. . .
For the parsing, we used LEOPAR5, which is a

parser devoted to IG. With the current grammar, the
parser accepts 88% of the 1690 positive TSNLP sen-
tences and rejects 85% of the 1935 negative sentences.
The 15% of accepted negative sentences are due to the
fact that the grammar ignores phonological rules and
semantics. The 12% of unanalysed positive sentences
are due to various reasons: speech sentences, frozen or
semi-frozen expressions, phenomena that are not yet
taken into account (causatives, superlatives. . .).

6 Prospects

The next step is to use our French grammar to parse
raw corpora. It is already possible to use LEOPAR
5 http://www.loria.fr/equipes/calligramme/leopar

with a large lexicon for such a task. It is necessary to
enrich the grammar because some common linguistic
phenomena are not yet taken into account. We also
need to improve the efficiency of the parser to contain
the possible explosion resulting from the increase of
the grammar size in combination with the increased
sentence length.
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Abstract
We present a new approach for extraction pat-
tern learning that exploits role-identifying nouns,
which are nouns whose semantics reveal the role
that they play in an event (e.g., an “assassin” is
a perpetrator). Given a few seed nouns, a boot-
strapping algorithm automatically learns role-
identifying nouns, which are then used to learn
extraction patterns. We also introduce a method
to learn role-identifying expressions, which con-
sist of a role-identifying verb linked to an event
(e.g., “<subject> participated in the murder”).
We present experimental results on the MUC-4
terrorism corpus and a disease outbreaks corpus.
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1 Introduction

Our research focuses on event-based information ex-
traction, where the task is to identify facts related
to events. Event-based information extraction sys-
tems have been developed for many domains, including
terrorism [8, 3, 10, 13], management succession [17],
corporate acquisitions [5, 6], and disease outbreaks
[7]. Many IE systems rely on extraction patterns
or rules, such as CRYSTAL [13], AutoSlog/AutoSlog-
TS [9, 10], RAPIER [2], WHISK [12], Ex-DISCO [17],
Snowball [1], (LP)2 [4], Subtree patterns [14], and
predicate-argument rules [16].
Our work presents a new approach for IE pat-

tern learning that takes advantage of role-identifying
nouns, role-identifying verbs, and role-identifying ex-
pressions. We will refer to a word or phrase as being
role-identifying if it reveals the role that an entity or
object plays in an event. For example, the word assas-
sin is a role-identifying noun because an assassin is the
perpetrator of an event, by definition. Similarly, the
verb participated is a role-identifying verb because it
means that someone played the role of actor (agent) in
an activity. When a role-identifying verb is explicitly
linked to an event noun, we have a role-identifying ex-
pression. For example, “<subject> participated in the
murder” means that the subject of “participated” is a
perpetrator of the murder event.
We have developed a new approach to IE pattern

learning that exploits role-identifying nouns. We em-

ploy the Basilisk bootstrapping algorithm [15] to learn
role-identifying nouns, and then use them to rank ex-
traction patterns. We also describe a learning process
that creates a new type of extraction pattern that cap-
tures role-identifying expressions. This process begins
by automatically inducing event nouns from a corpus
via bootstrapping. We then generate patterns that ex-
tract an event noun as a syntactic argument. Finally,
we match these event patterns against a corpus and
generate expanded patterns for each syntactic depen-
dency that is linked to the pattern’s verb.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives

the motivation for role-identifying nouns and expres-
sions. Section 3 describes the extraction pattern learn-
ing process. Section 4 presents our experimental re-
sults, and Section 5 discusses related work.

2 Motivation

Our work is motivated by the idea that role-identifying
nouns and role-identifying expressions can be benefi-
cial for information extraction. In this section, we ex-
plain what they are and how we aim to use them.

2.1 Role-Identifying Nouns

Our research exploits nouns that, by definition, iden-
tify the role that the noun plays with respect to an
event. For example, the word kidnapper is defined
as the perpetrator of a kidnapping. Similarly, the
word victim is defined as the object of a violent event.
We will refer to these nouns as Lexically Role-
Identifying Nouns because their lexical meaning
identifies the role that the noun plays in some event.
We have observed that there are a surprisingly large

number of role-identifying nouns. For example, the
words arsonist, assassin, kidnapper, robber, and sniper
refer to perpetrators of a crime. Similarly, the words
casualty, fatality, victim, and target refer to objects of
a violent event. It is important to note that in a sen-
tence these nouns may serve in a different thematic
role associated with a verb. For example, in “The as-
sassin was arrested”, the assassin is the theme of the
verb “arrest”, but it is also understood to be the perpe-
trator of an (implicit) assassination event. Our work
focuses on high-level event roles, rather than the-
matic (semantic) roles that represent verb arguments.
Within a specific domain, some words can also be
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inferred to serve in an event role based on their gen-
eral semantic class. For example, consider disease
outbreak reports. If a toddler is mentioned, one can
reasonably infer that the toddler is a victim of a dis-
ease outbreak. The reason is that toddlers cannot fill
any other roles commonly associated with disease out-
breaks (e.g., they cannot be medical practitioners, sci-
entists, or spokespeople). The intuition comes from
Grice’s Maxim of Relevance: any reference to a child
in a disease report is almost certainly a reference to a
victim because the child wouldn’t be relevant to the
story otherwise. As another example, if a restaurant
is mentioned in a crime report, then a crime probably
occurred in or around the restaurant. Of course, con-
text can always provide another explanation (e.g., the
restaurant could be the place where a suspect was ar-
rested). But generally speaking, if a word’s semantics
are compatible with only one role associated with an
event, then we often infer that it is serving in that role.
We will refer to nouns that strongly evoke one event
role as Semantically Role-Identifying Nouns.
Role-identifying nouns are often not the most desir-

able extractions for an IE system because they are fre-
quently referential. For example, “the assassin” may
be coreferent with a proper name (e.g., “Lee Harvey
Oswald”), which is a more desirable extraction. How-
ever, role-identifying nouns can be exploited for ex-
traction pattern learning. Our intuition is that if a
pattern consistently extracts role-identifying nouns as-
sociated with one event role, then the pattern is prob-
ably a good extractor for that role.

2.2 Role-Identifying Expressions

For event-based information extraction, the most re-
liable IE patterns usually depend on a word that ex-
plicitly refers to an event. For example, the pattern
“<subject> was kidnapped” indicates that a kidnap-
ping took place, and the subject of “kidnapped” is
extracted as the victim. In contrast, some verbs iden-
tify a role player associated with an event without re-
ferring to the event itself. For example, consider the
verb “participated”. By its definition, “participated”
means that someone took part in something, so the
pattern “<subject> participated” identifies the actor
(agent) of an activity. However, the word “partici-
pate” does not reveal what the activity is. The activity
is often specified in another argument of the verb (e.g.,
“John participated in the debate.”). In other cases, the
event must be inferred through discourse (e.g., “The
debate took place at Dartmouth. John participated.”).
Our observation is that there are many verbs whose

main purpose is to identify a role player associated
with an event, without defining the event itself. We
will refer to them as Role-Identifying Verbs. Some
additional examples of role-identifying verbs are “per-
petrated”, “accused”, and “implicated”, which all
identify the (alleged) perpetrator of an event. Often,
the agent of the verb is also the agent of the (implicit)
event. For example, the agents of “participated” and
“perpetrated” are also the agents of the event (e.g.,
“John perpetrated the attack”). However, an entity or
object can function in one thematic role with respect
to the verb and a different role with respect to the
event. For example, in the sentence “John was impli-

cated in the attack”, the theme of “implicated” is the
(alleged) agent of the attack.
Our goal is to use role-identifying verbs in extraction

patterns. The challenge is that these verbs are gener-
ally not reliable extractors by themselves because it is
crucial to know what event they are referring to. For
example, “John participated in the bombing” is rele-
vant to a terrorism IE task, but “John participated in
the meeting” is not. Our solution is to create patterns
that include both a role-identifying verb and a rele-
vant event noun as a syntactic argument to the verb.
We will refer to these patterns as Role-Identifying
Expression (RIE) patterns.

3 Extraction Pattern Learning

3.1 Overview

Our hypothesis is that role-identifying nouns can be
valuable for extraction pattern learning. Throughout
this work, we rely heavily on the Basilisk bootstrap-
ping algorithm [15], which was originally designed for
semantic lexicon induction (i.e., to learn which nouns
belong to a general semantic category, such as animal

or vehicle). In Section 3.2.2, we will use Basilisk as it
was originally intended – to generate nouns belonging
to the semantic category event. However, we also use
Basilisk in a new way – to learn role-identifying nouns.

Basilisk

Pattern
Ranker

nouns
role−identifying

seed nouns
role−identifying

candidate
extraction
patterns

unannotated
texts

extraction patterns

Fig. 1: The Extraction Pattern Learning Process

Fig. 1 shows the high-level process for extraction
pattern learning. First, we use Basilisk to generate
role-identifying nouns for an event role associated with
the IE task. Next, we create a large set of candidate
patterns by exhaustively generating all extraction pat-
terns that occur in the training corpus. Finally, we
rank the candidate patterns based on their tendency
to extract the role-identifying nouns. This learning
process is therefore very weakly supervised: only an
unannotated corpus and a small set of role-identifying
seed nouns are needed to learn extraction patterns for
an event role.
In the following sections, we explain how two types

of candidate patterns are generated, how Basilisk
learns role-identifying nouns, and how the role-
identifying nouns are used to select the best patterns.
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3.2 Generating Candidate Patterns

Our goal is to learn two different kinds of extrac-
tion patterns. First, we generate the traditional kind
of patterns which extract information from the ar-
guments of verbs and nouns that describe an event
(e.g., “<subject> was kidnapped” or “assassination of
<np>”). Second, we generate a new type of extraction
pattern that captures role-identifying expressions.

3.2.1 Generating Standard Patterns

We use the AutoSlog extraction pattern learner [9]
to generate candidate “traditional” extraction pat-
terns. AutoSlog applies syntactic heuristics to auto-
matically learn lexico-syntactic patterns from anno-
tated noun phrases. For example, consider the sen-
tence “A turkey in Indonesia was recently infected with
avian flu.” If “A turkey” is labeled as a disease vic-
tim, then AutoSlog will create the pattern “<subject>
PassVP(infected)” to extract victims. This pattern
matches instances of the verb “infected” in the pas-
sive voice, and extracts the verb’s subject as a victim.
We use AutoSlog in an unsupervised fashion by ap-

plying it to unannotated texts and generating a pat-
tern to extract (literally) every noun phrase in the cor-
pus. We will refer to the resulting set of patterns as
the candidate standard IE patterns.

3.2.2 Generating RIE Patterns

Fig. 2 shows the process for generating candidate Role-
Identifying Expression (RIE) patterns, which involves
two steps. In Step 1, we use the Basilisk semantic
lexicon learner [15] to generate event nouns, which are
nouns that belong to the semantic category event

(e.g., “assassination”). This step may not be needed if
a list of event nouns for the domain is already available
or can be obtained from a resource such as WordNet.
However, we use Basilisk to demonstrate that event
nouns for a domain can be automatically generated.
As input, Basilisk requires just a few seed nouns and
an unannotated text corpus. We explain how the seed
nouns were chosen in Section 4.1.
We ran Basilisk for 50 iterations, generating 5 event

nouns per iteration. However, we are only interested
in events that are relevant to the IE task. For ex-
ample, for the terrorism domain we want to extract
information about murder and kidnapping events, but
not meetings or celebratory events. So we manually
reviewed the event nouns and retained only those that
are relevant to the IE task. Of the 250 event nouns
generated for each domain, we kept 94 for terrorism
and 220 for disease outbreaks.1

In Step 2, we create the role-identifying expression
patterns. Each RIE pattern must be anchored by
a verb phrase that has a syntactic argument that is
an event noun. We begin by creating standard pat-
terns that can extract events. We give the relevant
event nouns to the AutoSlog pattern learner [9] as
input,2 which then creates patterns that can extract

1 Diseases were often used to refer to outbreaks, so we included
disease names as event nouns in this domain.

2 Since AutoSlog is a supervised learner, the event nouns are
essentially used to automatically annotate the corpus.
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Fig. 2: Generating Candidate RIE Patterns

events. The Candidate RIE Pattern Generator then
expands these event patterns into role-identifying ex-
pressions. For each instance of a verb pattern3, the
verb’s subject, direct object, and all attached prepo-
sitional phrases are identified. For each one, an ex-
panded pattern is spawned that includes this syntac-
tic relation. For example, consider the event pattern
“committed <EVENT>”, which matches active voice
verb instances of “committed” and extracts its direct
object as an event (e.g., “committed the murder”).
Now suppose that this pattern is applied to the sen-
tence: “John Smith committed the murder in Novem-
ber.” Two syntactic relations are associated with the
verb phrase: its subject (“John Smith”) and a PP (“in
November”). The following two candidate RIE pat-
terns would then be generated: “<subject> committed
<EVENT>” and “committed <EVENT> in <np>”.

3.3 Learning Role-Identifying Nouns

Now that we have a large set of candidate extraction
patterns, we return to the high-level learning process
depicted in Fig. 1. The first step is to generate role-
identifying nouns for each event role associated with
the IE task. We use the Basilisk bootstrapping algo-
rithm [15], which was originally designed for semantic
lexicon induction but its algorithm relies heavily on
lexico-syntactic pattern matching, which also seemed
well-suited for learning role-identifying nouns.
Basilisk begins with a small set of seed nouns and

then iteratively induces more nouns. Each bootstrap-
ping cycle consists of 3 steps: (1) collect a pool of
patterns that tend to extract the seeds, (2) collect all
nouns extracted by these patterns, (3) score each noun
based on the scores of all patterns that extracted it.4

We tried two different ways of selecting role-identifying
seed nouns to kickstart the bootstrapping, which we
will discuss in Section 4.1. Below are some of the role-
identifying nouns that were learned for terrorism per-
petrators and disease outbreak victims:

Terrorism Perpetrator: assailants, attackers,
cell, culprits, extremists, hitmen, kidnappers,

3 AutoSlog’s noun patterns are not used.
4 We made one minor change to Basilisk’s RlogF scoring func-
tion, by adding 1 inside the logarithm so that words with
frequency 1 would not get a zero score.
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Terror PerpInd Terror PerpOrg Terror Target Terror Victim
<subj> riding <subj> claimed responsibility destroyed <dobj> murder of <np>

was kidnapped by <np> <subj> is group burned <dobj> <subj> was killed
was killed by <np> <subj> claimed <subj> was damaged assassination of <np>

<subj> identified themselves delegates of <np> awakened with <np> killed <dobj>
was perpetrated by <np> was attributed to <np> blew up <dobj> <subj> was sacrificed
Outbreak Victim Outbreak Disease Terror Weapon
brains of <np> outbreaks of <np> threw <dobj>
mother of <np> woman was diagnosed with <np> hurled <dobj>
disease was transmitted to <np> to contracted <dobj> confiscated <dobj>
<subj> is unwell <subj> hits rocket <dobj>
<subj> tests positive to contract <dobj> sticks of <np>

Table 1: Top 5 Standard Patterns for Each Event Role

Terror PerpInd Terror PerpOrg Terror Target Terror Victim
EV was perpetrated by <np> <subj> carried out EV EV destroyed <dobj> <subj> was killed in EV
<subj> committed EV EV was perpetrated by <np> caused EV to <np> EV including <dobj>
<subj> was involved in EV <subj> called for EV EV damaged <dobj> <subj> was killed during EV
<subj> participated in EV EV was attributed to <np> staged EV on <np> EV led <dobj>
<subj> involved in EV EV was carried out by <np> EV caused to <np> identified <dobj> after EV
Outbreak Victim Outbreak Disease Terror Weapon
<subj> was suffering from EV EV known as <np> confiscated <dobj> during EV
<subj> contracted EV EV called <dobj> EV was caused by <np>

EV was transmitted from <dobj> EV was known as <np> EV carried out with <np>

EV infect <dobj> EV due to <np> <subj> was thrown by EV
EV killed dozens of <np> <subj> was caused by EV <subj> caused EV

Table 2: Top 5 RIE Patterns for Each Event Role (EV = Event Noun)

militiamen, MRTA, narco-terrorists, sniper

Outbreak Victim: bovines, crow, dead, eagles,
fatality, pigs, swine, teenagers, toddlers, victims

Most of the perpetrator words are lexically role-
identifying nouns, while most of the disease outbreak
victim words are semantically role-identifying nouns.

3.4 Selecting Extraction Patterns

When Basilisk’s bootstrapping is done, we have a large
collection of role-identifying nouns. Next, we rank all
of the candidate extraction patterns based on the same
RlogF metric that Basilisk uses internally, which is:
RlogF (pi) = fi

ni

∗ log2(fi) , where fi is the number of
unique role-identifying nouns extracted by pattern pi

and ni is the total number of unique nouns extracted
by pi. The top N highest-ranking patterns are selected
as the best extractors for the event role.

We used this approach to learn extraction patterns
for seven event roles: five roles associated with terror-
ism (individual perpetrators, organizational perpetra-
tors, victims, physical targets, and weapons) and two
roles associated with disease outbreaks (diseases and
victims). Tables 1 and 2 show the top 5 standard and
RIE extraction patterns learned for each event role.

4 Evaluation

We evaluated our performance on two data sets: the
MUC-4 terrorist events corpus [8], and a ProMed dis-
ease outbreaks corpus. The MUC-4 corpus contains
1700 stories and answer key templates for each story.
We focused on five MUC-4 string slots: perpetrator
individuals, perpetrator organizations, physical targets,
victims, and weapons. We used 1400 stories for train-
ing (DEV+TST1), 100 stories for tuning (TST2), and
200 stories as a blind test set (TST3+TST4).

ProMed-mail5 is an open-source, global electronic
reporting system for outbreaks of infectious diseases.
Our ProMed IE data set includes a training set of 4659
articles, and a test set of 120 different articles coupled
with answer key templates that we manually created.
We focused on extracting diseases and victims, which
can be people, animals, or plants.

The complete IE task involves the creation of an-
swer key templates, one template per incident.6 Tem-
plate generation is a complex process, requiring coref-
erence resolution and discourse analysis to determine
how many incidents were reported and which facts
belong with each incident. Our work focuses on ex-
traction pattern learning, so we evaluated the extrac-
tions themselves, before template generation would
take place. This approach directly measures how accu-
rately the patterns find relevant information, without
confounding factors introduced by the template gener-
ation process.7 We used a head noun scoring scheme,
where an extraction is correct if its head noun matches
the head noun in the answer key.8

4.1 Seed Word Selection

To select event seed nouns, we shallowly parsed the
corpus, sorted the head nouns of NPs based on fre-
quency, and then manually identified the first 10 nouns
that represent an event.

To select role-identifying seed nouns, we experi-
mented with two approaches. First, we collected all of
the head nouns of NPs in the corpus and sorted them
5 See www.promedmail.org
6 Many MUC-4 and ProMed stories mention multiple incidents.
7 For example, if the coreference resolver incorrectly decides
that two items are coreferent and merges them, then it will
appear that only one item was extracted by the patterns when
in fact both were extracted.

8 This approach allows for different modifiers in an NP as long
as the heads match. We also discarded pronouns because we
do not perform coreference resolution.
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System PerpInd PerpOrg Target Victim Weapon
Rec Pr F Rec Pr F Rec Pr F Rec Pr F Rec Pr F

ASlogTS .49 .35 .41 .33 .49 .40 .64 .42 .51 .52 .48 .50 .45 .39 .42

Top20 .18 .55 .27 .15 .67 .25 .46 .51 .48 .30 .51 .38 .40 .59 .47
Top50 .22 .48 .30 .17 .50 .25 .51 .44 .47 .35 .42 .38 .52 .48 .50
Top100 .36 .45 .40 .21 .52 .30 .59 .37 .46 .42 .37 .39 .53 .43 .48
Top200 .40 .35 .37 .34 .45 .39 .64 .29 .40 .48 .35 .40 .53 .35 .42

Table 3: MUC-4 Results for Standard Patterns

by frequency. For each event role, we then manually
identified the first 10 nouns that were role-identifying
nouns for that role. We will refer to these as the high-
frequency seeds.
We also tried using seed patterns instead of seed

nouns. For each event role, we manually defined 10
patterns that reliably extract NPs for that role. For
example, the pattern “<subject> kidnapped” was a
seed pattern to identify perpetrators. We also defined
an Other role to capture other possible roles, using 60
seed patterns for this category in terrorism and 30 for
disease outbreaks.9 We then applied the patterns to
the corpus and collected their extractions. For each
event role (erolei) and each head noun of an extrac-
tion (n), we computed the following probability:

Pr(erolei | n) =
|n extracted by an erolei pattern|

|E|
X

k=1

|n extracted by an erolek pattern|

(1)

where E is the number of event roles. All nouns with
probability > 0.50 and frequency ≥ 2 were used as
seeds. We will refer to these as the pattern-generated
seeds. The advantages of this approach are that it
is natural to think of seed patterns for a role, and a
few patterns can yield a large set of seed nouns. The
drawbacks are that these nouns may not be frequent
words and they are not guaranteed to be role-specific.
Both approaches worked reasonably well, but com-

bining the two approaches worked even better. So for
all of our experiments, the seeds consist of the high-
frequency seeds plus the pattern-generated seeds.

4.2 Experimental Results

To establish a baseline for comparison, we trained the
AutoSlog-TS IE pattern learner [10] on our two data
sets. AutoSlog-TS generates a ranked list of extrac-
tion patterns, which needs to be manually reviewed.
10 The first row of Tables 3 and 4 shows its recall, pre-
cision, and F-measure. The MUC-4 results are similar
to those of ALICE and the other MUC-4 systems as re-
ported in [3], although those results are with template
generation so not exactly comparable to ours.
Next, we evaluated the standard IE patterns pro-

duced by our learning process. Tables 3 and 4 show
the scores obtained for the top 20, 50, 100, and 200
patterns in the ranked list. As one would expect, the
first 20 patterns yielded the highest precision. As more
patterns are used, recall increases but precision drops.
In most cases, the best F-measure scores were achieved
with the top 100 or 200 patterns.

9 We roughly wanted to balance the number of patterns for this
role with all of the other roles combined.

10 We reviewed patterns with score ≥ .951 and frequency ≥ 3
for terrorism, and score ≥ 5.931 for disease outbreaks.

System Disease Victim
Rec Pr F Rec Pr F

ASlogTS .51 .27 .36 .48 .36 .41

Top20 .40 .33 .36 .34 .38 .36
Top50 .44 .33 .38 .35 .38 .36
Top100 .47 .31 .37 .36 .37 .37
Top200 .54 .30 .39 .38 .33 .35

Table 4: ProMed Results for Standard Patterns

We then included the RIE patterns produced by our
learning process. First, we combined the top 20 Stan-
dard patterns with the RIE patterns. Our expectation
was that this set of patterns should have good preci-
sion but perhaps only moderate recall. Second, we
combined the top 100 Standard patterns with the RIE
patterns. We expected this set of patterns to have
higher recall but lower precision. In the terrorism do-
main, fewer than 100 RIE patterns were learned for
each event role, so we used them all. For disease out-
breaks, many RIE patterns were learned so we evalu-
ated the top 100 and the top 200.

System Disease Victim
Rec Pr F Rec Pr F

Top20 .40 .33 .36 .34 .38 .36
Top20+100RIEs .44 .32 .37 .36 .35 .36
Top20+200RIEs .45 .31 .36 .40 .36 .38

Top100 .47 .31 .37 .36 .37 .37
Top100+100RIEs .50 .31 .38 .38 .35 .36
Top100+200RIEs .50 .30 .37 .41 .35 .38

ASlogTS .51 .27 .36 .48 .36 .41

Table 5: Promed Results for All Patterns

Tables 5 and 6 show the results. The RIE pat-
terns were most beneficial for the terrorism perpetra-
tor roles, increasing the F score by +6 for PerpInd
and +11 for PerpOrg when using 20 Standard pat-
terns. The F score also increased by 1-2 points for the
terrorism Victim and Weapon roles, but performance
decreased on the Target role. For disease outbreaks,
the RIE patterns improved the F score for both the
Disease and Victim roles.
The last row of Tables 5 and 6 show the AutoSlog-

TS baseline again for comparison. Our IE system is
competitive with AutoSlog-TS, which required manual
review of its patterns. In contrast, our IE patterns
were learned automatically using only seed words and
unannotated texts for training.

4.3 Analysis

Table 7 shows examples of RIE patterns that behaved
differently from their Standard pattern counterparts.
The Pr column shows Pr(erole | p) for each pattern
p, which is the percentage of the pattern’s extractions
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System PerpInd PerpOrg Target Victim Weapon
Rec Pr F Rec Pr F Rec Pr F Rec Pr F Rec Pr F

Top20 .18 .55 .27 .15 .67 .25 .46 .51 .48 .30 .51 .38 .40 .59 .47
Top20+RIEs .25 .48 .33 .25 .70 .36 .46 .42 .44 .32 .48 .38 .41 .60 .49

Top100 .36 .45 .40 .21 .52 .30 .59 .37 .46 .42 .37 .39 .53 .43 .48
Top100+RIEs .40 .43 .41 .30 .57 .40 .59 .33 .42 .44 .36 .40 .53 .43 .48

ASlogTS .49 .35 .41 .33 .49 .40 .64 .42 .51 .52 .48 .50 .45 .39 .42

Table 6: MUC-4 Results for All Patterns

that are role-identifying nouns. The Standard pat-
terns in Table 7 were not learned because they did
not score highly enough, but the RIE patterns were
learned because they performed better. For exam-
ple, “<subject> was involved in EVENT” is a more
reliable pattern for identifying perpetrators than just
“<subject> was involved”. In the disease outbreaks
domain, “<subject> was treated for EVENT” is more
reliable than just “<subject> was treated”. Overall,
we found many RIE patterns that performed better
than their simpler counterparts.

Pattern Type Terrorism Perpetrator Pr
RIE <subj> was involved in EVENT .65
standard <subj> was involved .32
RIE <subj> staged EVENT .27
standard <subj> staged .12
RIE <subj> unleashed EVENT .33
standard <subj> unleashed .17

Pattern Type Outbreak Victim Pr
RIE <subj> was treated for EVENT .65
standard <subj> was treated .19
RIE <subj> was hospitalized for EVENT .75
standard <subj> was hospitalized .31
RIE spread EVENT to <np> .44
standard spread to <np> .10

Table 7: RIE Patterns vs. Standard Patterns

5 Related Work

Many supervised learning systems have been devel-
oped for event-oriented information extraction (e.g.,
[13, 2, 5, 6, 4, 3]), but relatively few do not require
annotated training data. AutoSlog-TS [10] requires
only relevant and irrelevant training documents, and
is the baseline system that we used for comparison in
our experiments. The systems most similar to ours
are ExDisco [17] and Meta-Bootstrapping [11], which
are bootstrapping algorithms that require only rele-
vant texts and seed words or patterns for training.
However, the extraction patterns produced by Meta-
Bootstrapping are general semantic class extractors
and not event role extractors. The novel aspects of
our work are (1) the use of role-identifying nouns in
combination with a semantic bootstrapping algorithm
(Basilisk) for extraction pattern learning, and (2) au-
tomatically learning a new type of extraction pattern
that captures role-identifying expressions.

6 Summary

We have presented a new approach to IE that learns
extraction patterns by exploiting role-identifying
nouns. We also introduced role-identifying expressions
and presented a method for learning them. Our result-

ing IE system achieved good performance on 7 event
roles associated with two different domains.
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Abstract
Recently, we have witnessed an emergence of in-
formation extraction oriented pattern specifica-
tion languages, most of which exploit finite-state
devices. This paper focus on some aspects of
implementing a pattern engine, whose rules are
regular expressions over ’flat’ feature structures.
In particular, a method for efficiently processing
such patterns is described.

1 Introduction

Information Extraction (IE) is concerned with extract-
ing specific, structured information out of unstruc-
tured free-text documents. Most typical IE tasks fo-
cus on detecting entities, identifying relations which
hold among them, and extracting events. The major
process in the IE chain consists of applying a set of
patterns for retrieving the sought-after information or
part of it. The pattern specification languages uti-
lize various types of formal languages, ranging from
character-level regular expressions to unification-based
formalisms. In order to efficiently process massive text
collections, finite-state based pattern engines are the
most prominent ones being used.
This paper focuses on techniques for efficient pro-

cessing of patterns based on regular expressions over
arbitrary non-recursive feature structures. The idea of
using complex structures on the transitions of finite-
state devices has been considered by several authors,
e.g., [6] uses regular grammars with predicates over
morphologically analyzed tokens and [7] introduces
finite-state transducers with arbitrary predicates over
symbols. Clearly, rich annotations on automata edges
allow for compact descriptions, but standard finite-
state optimization methods are hardly applicable.
The main motivation beyond the presented work

comes from a need of an efficient pattern engine for
extracting facts from vast amount of news articles col-
lected daily with the Europe Media Monitor (EMM)
system [1]. In particular, the presented solution takes
the best of two recently introduced pattern engines,
namely JAPE [2] and XTDL [4].
We start with some basic definitions and an

overview of the two pattern engines we borrow from in
sections 2 and 3 resp. The particularities and imple-
mentation of the new engine are presented in sections 4
and 5. The run-time performance is addressed in sec-
tion 6. We end up with some conclusions in section 7.

2 Basic Definitions and Notions

A deterministic finite-state automaton (DFSA) is a
quintuple M = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F ), where Q is a finite set
of states, Σ is the alphabet of M , δ : Q×Σ→ Q is the
transition function, q0 is the initial state and F ⊆ Q
is the set of final states. The transition function can
be extended to δ∗ : Q × Σ∗ → Q ∪ {⊥} by defining
δ∗(q, ) = q, δ∗(q, a) = δ(q, a) if δ(q, a) is defined or
δ∗(q, a) = ⊥ otherwise, and δ∗(q, wa) = δ(δ∗(q, w), a)
for a ∈ Σ and w ∈ Σ∗. The language accepted by a
DFSA M is defined as L(M) = {w ∈ Σ∗|δ∗(q0, w) ∈
F}. Languages accepted by finite-state automata
are also called regular. A path in a DFSA M is a
sequence of triples (p0, a0, p1), . . . , (pk−1, ak−1, pk),
where (pi−1, ai−1, pi) ∈ Q×Σ×Q and δ(pi, ai) = pi+1

for 1 ≤ i < k. The string a0a1 . . . ak is the label of
the path. Among all DFSAs recognizing the same
language, there is always one which has the minimal
number of states. We call such an automaton minimal
(MDFSA). The definition of nondeterministic finite-
state automata (NFSA) is analogous, with the differ-
ence that transition function is set-valued.
Next, we define flat feature structures. A type α is

a tuple [fα
1

, . . . , fαk ] (k ≥ 1), where each fi is a feature
with fi ∈ ΣT (feature set), and fαi = fαj for i = j.
Two types α = [fα

1
, . . . , fαk ] and σ = [fσ

1
, . . . , fσl ] are

equal if and only if: (a) k = l and (b) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . k} :
fαi = fσi . Let |α| be the number of features in α. A
flat feature structure (FFS) s is a tuple [α, v1, . . . , vk],
where α is a type, |α| = k, vi ∈ Σ+

V ∪{} (1 ≤ i ≤ |α|)
and ΣV is a finite set of symbols. Further, let fi(s)
and τ(s) denote the value of the i-th feature for s and
the type of s resp. The symbol  is used to denote
unspecified feature, i.e., fi(s) =  means that fi(s) is
unspecified. We say, that two FFSs s1 and s2 match
if and only if: (a) τ(s1) = τ(s2), (b) ∀1 ≤ i ≤ |τ(s1)| :
fi(s1) = fi(s2) or fi(s1) =  or fi(s2) = .

3 IE-oriented Pattern Engines

In the last decade, several high-level specification lan-
guages for creating extraction patterns have been de-
veloped. The widely-known GATE platform comes
with JAPE (Java Annotation Pattern Engine) [2]. A
JAPE grammar consists of pattern-action rules. The
left-hand side (LHS) of a rule is a regular expression
over arbitrary atomic feature-value constraints, while
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the right-hand side (RHS) constitutes a so-called an-
notation manipulation statement which specifies the
output structures to be produced once the pattern
matches. Additionally, the RHS may call native code,
which on the one side provides a gateway to the outer
world, but on the other side makes pattern writing dif-
ficult for non-programmers. Although JAPE is well
established in the IE community, all its publicly avail-
able implementations face some efficiency problems
while processing even moderate-size grammars.
A similar, but more declarative and linguistically-

oriented pattern specification formalism called XTDL
is used in SProUT [4]. It is a blend of finite-state and
unification-based grammar formalisms. In XTDL the
LHS of a rule is a regular expression over typed fea-
ture structures1 (TFS) with functional operators and
coreferences, and the RHS is a TFS, specifying the
output production. Coreferences in XTDL rules ex-
press structural identity, create dynamic value assign-
ments, and serve as means of data transfer from LHS
to RHS of a rule. Functional operators are primarily
utilized for forming the slot values in the output struc-
tures and, secondly, they can act as Boolean-valued
predicates, which allows for introducing complex con-
straints in the rules. Additionally, XTDL supports
rule embedding which means a context-free descrip-
tive power. The aforementioned features make XTDL
more amenable formalism than JAPE since writing
’native code’ is eliminated and coreferencing allows for
compact description of linguistic phenomena. Never-
theless, processing XTDL patterns involves unifica-
tion, a rather expensive operation. Although speed-up
techniques for processing of such grammars have been
developed [3], processing vast amount of textual data
with XTDL grammars remains a bottle-neck.

JAPE and XTDL are very generic in that they
make a clear distinction between rules and specifica-
tion of components which produce information on top
of which rules are applied. Contrary to the latter two,
many other pattern languages, e.g., most of the ones
surveyed in [5], are bound to a specific type of informa-
tion (e.g, syntactic trees, grammatical functions) and
exhibit somewhat black-box character.

4 ExPRESS

For EMM, we have developed ExPRESS (Extraction
Pattern Recognition Engine and Specification Suite) –
a new grammar formalism, which is similar in spirit to
JAPE, but also encompasses some features and syntax
borrowed from XTDL. The LHS of a rule is a regu-
lar expression over FFS (see sec. 2), i.e., non-recursive
TFSs without coreferencing, where types are not or-
dered in a hierarchy. Unlike JAPE, variables can be
tailored to string-valued attributes on the LHS of a
rule in order to facilitate information transport into
the RHS. Further, like in XTDL, functional operators
are allowed on the RHSs for manipulating slot values
and for establishing contact with the ’outer world’.
Finally, we adapted the JAPE’s feature of associating
patterns with multiple actions, i.e., producing more

1 Typed feature structures are related to record structures in
programming languages and are widely used as a data struc-
ture for NLP. Their formalizations include multiple inheri-
tance and subtyping, which allow for terser descriptions.

than one annotation (eventually nested) for a given
text fragment. The following rule for matching infor-
mation concerning violent events, where one person is
killed by another, illustrates the syntax.

killing :> ((person & [FULL-NAME: #n1]):killed
key-phrase & [METHOD: #m, FORM: "passive"]
(person & [FULL-NAME: #n2]):killer):event

-> killed: victim & [NAME: #n1],
killer: actor & [NAME: #n2],
event: violence & [TYPE: "killing",

METHOD: #m,
ACTOR: #n2,
VICTIM: #n1,
IN_EVENTS: inHowManyEvents(#n2)]

The rule matches a sequence consisting of: a structure
of type person representing a human(s) who is
(are) the victim of the event, followed by a phrase
in passive form, which triggers a ’killing’ event,
and another structure of type person representing
the actor. The symbol & links a type name of the
structure type with a list of feature-value pairs
representing the constraints which have to be fulfilled.
The variables #n1 and #n2 establish bindings to
the names of both humans involved in the event.
Analogously, the variable #m establishes a binding to
the method of killing delivered by the key-phrase
structure. Further, the labels killed, killer, and
event on the LHS specify the start/end position of
the annotation actions defined on the RHS of the
rule. The first two actions produce structures of type
victim and actor resp., where the value of the NAME
slot is created via accessing the variables #n1 and
#n2. Finally, the third action (event) produces an
output structure of type violence which spans over
the other two output structures. The value of the
IN_EVENTS slot is computed via a call to a functional
operator inHowManyEvents() which contacts some
knowledge base to find out the number of events
the current actor was involved in the past. The
rule described above matches the text fragment
Five Iraqi were shot by the Americans and produces
three structures: victim & [NAME: Five Iraqi],
actor & [NAME: Americans], and a structure
of type violence with [TYPE: "killing",
METHOD: "shooting", ACTOR: "Americans" ...].
The handling of Kleene constructions has to be clar-

ified. If a structure containing a variable within a
Kleene construction is matched more than once, then
we create a local instances of the variable for each such
submatch, and accumulate the local bindings into a
concatenation thereof. This resembles the weak uni-
directional coreferences in XTDL [3]. Further, labels
are not allowed within Kleene constructions.
The grammars can be cascaded and each grammar

can be associated with arbitrary processing resources
which are integrated with the engine via implementing
an appropriate programming interface. Further, for
each grammar a different search strategy (e.g., longest
match vs. ’all matches’) and a different output pro-
duction configuration (e.g., return only structures pro-
duced via grammar application or additionally also
feature structures produced by other processing mod-
ules, which were not consumed by the grammar ap-
plication) can be chosen. Finally, patterns may be
assigned priorities which are used for resolving con-
flicts or for other purposes, e.g., encoding negation
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Find-Matches(M = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F ), InputFS)
1 node ← GetFirstNode(InputFS)
2 lastNode ← GetLastNode(InputFS)
3 while node = lastNode
4 do Active ← {(q0, , node)}
5 Accepting ← ∅
6 while Active = ∅
7 do Next ← ∅
8 for (q, π, v) ∈ Active
9 do if q ∈ F
10 then Accepting ← Accepting ∪ {(q, π, v)}
11 for (v, a, u) ∈ InputFS
12 do for a ∈ Σ : δ(q, a) = ⊥
13 do if Matches(a, a)
14 then Next ← Next ∪ {(δ(q, a), π · a, u)}
15 Active ← Next
16 if Accepting = ∅
17 then (q, π, v)← SelectAcceptingConfig(Accepting)
18 ExecuteAction(M, q, π)
19 node ← v
20 else node ← GetNextNode(InputFS, node)
21 return

Fig. 1: Pattern matching algorithm

(not provided as such). Contrary to JAPE, priorities
are encoded in a separate file. Thus, experimenting
with different set-ups is more elegant and does not in-
volve modifying the grammar file itself.

5 Implementation

Implementing an interpreter for processing a gram-
mar consisting of regular expressions over arbitrary
feature structures via encoding them into a single op-
timized finite-state network is not straightforward for
two reasons. First of all, finite-state devices require
finite alphabets, whereas the reservoir of linguistic-
based feature structures used in extraction patterns
is potentially infinite. Secondly, semantics of fea-
ture structures does not allow to turn such regular
expressions into DFSAs via application of standard
finite-state techniques. There are different ways of
tackling these problems. We describe here the com-
monly used technique and introduce some enhance-
ments. Let G be a grammar consisting of regular
patterns r1 . . . rn over FFSs, where each pattern ri is
represented by a regular expression Ri. FFSs are re-
placed in each Ri by symbols representing references
to these FFSs. Next, we construct a DFSA M (rep-
resenting the whole grammar) which accepts the lan-
guage R1 · {$1} ∪ . . . ∪ Rn · {$n}, where $1 . . . $n are
unique symbols representing rule identifiers. Addition-
ally, we turn each state q into a final state if it has an
outgoing transition labeled with one of the symbols in
{$1, . . . , $n}. All other states are non-final. Further,
let us assume, that the stream of input FFSs is repre-
sented as a directed labeled graph InputFS = (V,E),
where all nodes in V correspond to start/end posi-
tions of text spans associated with the input FFSs.
An edge in E is a 3-tuple (v, a, u), where v and u are
source/target nodes, and a is the label which points to
some FFS.
An algorithm that takes automaton M and finds

all matches in InputFS (an input stream of feature
structures) is presented in figure 1. Please note that
although M is deterministic in a strict sense, it clearly
is not deterministic when we consider the real seman-

tics of its transition labels. The variable node (initial-
ized in line 1) points to the current node in InputFS,
i.e., the node from which the algorithm tries to find the
next potential match. The main while loop of the al-
gorithm (lines 3-20) is executed until the current node
is the last node in InputFS. Since there is potentially
more than one path from the node u in InputFS which
matches with the automaton M and due to the fact
that even one single path in InputFS might match
with different paths in M , we store in the set Active
all ’current’ configurations of M . A single configura-
tion of M is a triple (q, π, v), where q denotes the cur-
rent state of M , π is a sequence of input FFSs which
match a path in M from q0 to q, and v denotes the
next node in InputFS from which subsequent matches
in the input stream will be sought. Analogously, in
Accepting we store all accepting configurations of M
(ones whose current state is final). Initially this set
is empty (line 5). In the while loop in lines 6-15 all
possible configurations of M that match some path
in InputFS starting in the node node are computed.
This process resembles breadth-first-search in graphs.
In particular, in the inner loop (lines 8-14) for each
(q, π, v) ∈ Active we compute all ’subsequent’ configu-
rations, i.e, the ones being the result of matching some
input FFS a starting in node v with a FFS a in the set
of transitions for state q, so that δ(q, a) = ⊥. Match-
ing test is done via a call to the function Matches
(line 13). Note that for a single input FFS there
might be potentially more than one matching tran-
sition in M (for loop in lines 12-13). Once all ’new’
configuration have been computed, we select from the
set of accepting configurations one which fulfills se-
lection criteria (line 17). Selection criteria may vary,
depending on the search strategy. For instance, in the
longest-match strategy, one simply takes the configu-
ration which covers the longest text span. If more
than one such configuration exists, then the one being
a result of application of a rule with highest priority
is chosen, etc. 2 Once an accepting configuration is
chosen, an appropriate action is performed (line 18),
e.g., output structure(s) is produced. We can restore
the rules that matched via inspecting transition labels
from final states. Finally, the value of the current node
in the input graph is then modified accordingly in the
line 19. If no accepting configurations were found, the
current node is set to the closest node in InputFS that
has an outgoing edge (line 20).
The most time-consuming part of the algorithm in

figure 1 is the for loop in lines 12-14. In the naive
implementation we have to inspect all outgoing transi-
tions from the state q whether their label (a) matches
with the current input FFS (a). Since distinct FFSs
(even pairs of matching FFSs) are represented as dif-
ferent symbols, some states of the automatonM , being
the result of merging the elementary rule automata
into one DFSA, might have a quite high number of
outgoing transitions. This applies in particular for the
initial state and in its direct proximity. Inspecting all
outgoing transition each time the initial state is visited
clearly deteriorates the run-time performance.
In JAPE a speed-up method is applied which ex-

2 In some applications, it is convenient to select more than one
accepting configuration, but the modification to the presented
algorithm is straightforward so it is not discussed any further.
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ploits the fact that the feature structures being la-
bels of outgoing transitions from a given state have
shared parts. In particular, all such structures are
partitioned into disjoint partial feature structures, e.g.,
two feature structures of the typemorph = [pos, case],
[morph, noun, nom] and [morph, noun, dat] would be
split into [morph, noun,], [morph,, nom] and
[morph,, dat]. These ’partial’ feature structures are
then used to filter and match the feature structures
in the input stream. In this way, redundant com-
putations (both original feature structures share the
same part-of-speech) are avoided. The proper order-
ing of partial feature structures reflecting dependencies
might further reduce the number of time-consuming
matching operations (in our example [morph, noun,]
would be checked before the other two partial feature
structures are inspected).
In XTDL, where the recognition part of the rules

consists of TFSs, a somewhat similar technique for
ordering the outgoing transitions of a given state is
used. It resembles topological sorting of acyclic graphs
and consists of computing a transition hierarchy un-
der TFS subsumption for all outgoing transitions of
a given state. In the process of traversing the gram-
mar automaton, these transition hierarchies are uti-
lized for inspecting outgoing transitions from a given
state, starting with the least specific transition(s) first,
and moving downwards in the hierarchy, if necessary.
If a less specific TFS does not match, the inspection
of the more specific ones is discarded. Since the tran-
sition hierarchies, created solely from the TFSs in the
grammar, might exhibit a somewhat flat character, ar-
tificial transitions are added for deepening the transi-
tion hierarchy. Although the transition sorting tech-
nique has been reported to give a speed-up of factor 3-
5, the number of transitions which have to be inspected
when computing new automaton configurations might
be on an average relatively high due to the low degree
of feature-value sharing. Needless to say, matching
two TFSs involves unifiability test, which is less time
consuming then unification, but needs more time than
’string-like’ matching in JAPE.
In ExPRESS, we apply a technique which consists

of flattening input FFSs into strings and converting all
transitions labels of a given state into a single DFSA,
so that computing new automaton configurations (line
12-14 in the algorithm) boils down to performing sim-
ple automaton look-up. Generally speaking, the pro-
cess of finding a match at a given position in the input
stream is split into three steps: (1) selection of the se-
quence(s) of input FFSs which is (are) covered by some
rule(s) according to predefined selection strategy, (2)
performing a fully-fledged match of the selected rule(s)
against the selected input sequence of FFSs, which
includes variable and label binding, and (3) produc-
ing and merging output structures. The advantage of
splitting the process into 3 steps is two-fold. Firstly,
postponing variable and label binding allows for ef-
ficient implementation of step (1) which, as we will
see, involves only some basic string matching. Fur-
ther, once we have selected an input sequence and the
rules (or more) that match this sequence, performing
full matching in step (2) can be done quickly due to the
limited number of applicable rules. Thus, step (1) can
be seen as a prefiltering of applicable rules. Since there

are potentially several paths in the automaton for the
rule(s) selected in step (2), step (3) is necessary for
merging and/or filtering out some output structures,
but we do not address this issue in this paper.
We now turn to implementing step (1), i.e., in par-

ticular lines 12-14 of the algorithm. Firstly, let us
observe that only a finite number of feature-value
pairs are used in the grammar rules. We can com-
pute for all FFSs of type α = [fα1 , . . . , fαk ] appear-
ing in the rules the respective value sets Σ1, . . .Σk.
An input FFS s can be then encoded as a string
id(τ(s)) · v1 · $ . . . $ · v|τ(s)|, where id maps types to
unique symbols representing their identifiers, $ is a
unique symbol /∈ Σi ∪ {} (for all 1 ≤ i ≤ |τ(s)|)
which represents a separator and vi ∈ Σi ∪ {} are
defined as follows:

vi =


fi(s) : fi(s) ∈ Σi
 : fi(s) /∈ Σi ∨ fi(s) = 

In order to illustrate the idea, let us consider a
FFS of the type morph = [pos, case, gender], where
Σpos = {noun, adj}, Σgender = {m, f}, and Σcase =
{n, a, d, g}. The FFS [morph, noun, l, f ] would be then
represented as id(morph) · noun · $ ·  · $ · f .
The FFSs in the extraction patterns are represented

similarly. Let us consider the outgoing transitions
t1, . . . , tn from the state q. We can represent a FFS
ak being the label of the transition tk as a regular ex-
pression of the form: id(τ(ak)) · v1 · $ . . . $ · v|τ(ak)| ·
% · target(tk), where id and $ are defined as previ-
ously, % /∈ Σi ∪ {} (for all 1 ≤ i ≤ |τ(ak)|) is unique
separator, target(tk) is a symbol representing the tar-
get state of the transition tk, and vi ∈ (Σi ∪ {})∗ is
regular expression defined as follows: 3

vi =


fi(ak) : fi(ak) ∈ Σi
{} ∪ Σi : fi(ak) /∈ Σi ∨ fi(ak) = 

Let Ta1 , . . . , Tan be the regular expressions repre-
senting the transitions t1, . . . , tn resp. Let MT be a
MDFSA which accepts the language Ta1∪. . .∪Tan . We
can compute the set of possible target states for state
q and an input FFS a that is represented as a string
w simply via computing a target state p = δ(q, w) in
MT and inspecting all outgoing paths from p, whose
labels start with % in order to retrieve the target state
identifiers in the grammar automaton M . In this way,
the steps 12-14 in the algorithm in figure 1 are reduced
to a simple string matching with a DFSA. We give an
example to clarify the technique. Let us assume that
there are two outgoing transitions from a given state,
t1 and t2 which are labeled with [morph, noun,,]
and [morph,, a,] and which lead to state 1 and 2
respectively. Turning them into corresponding regular
expression representation yields id(morph) · noun · $ ·
{n, a, g, d,} · $ · {f, m,} ·%1 for t1 and analogously
id(morph) · {noun, adj,} · $ · a · $ · {f, m,} ·%2 for
t2. The result of merging string representation of t1
and t2 into one DFSA MT is shown in figure 2 in a
simplified form ($ symbols were omitted).
3 Note that the second part of the definition of vi has to be

a disjunction of {} and Σi since we intend to merge all
strings representing transitions into one DFSA, i.e., in case of
encoding a feature with unspecified value, we have to consider
all values seen in other patterns as well (Σi)
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Fig. 2: Transitions labels merged into a single DFSA

6 Run-time Behavior

The comparison of the run-time behavior of the pat-
tern engines discussed here is difficult due to the fol-
lowing reasons: (a) their expressive power is different,
(b) they deploy different memory models for encoding
FSAs., and (c) there were no parallel grammars avail-
able. Nevertheless, we developed a two-stage grammar
in ExPRESS for the recognition of information on ac-
tors and victims in violent events. In the first stage
standard named entities are recognized, e.g., persons,
groups of persons, numerical expressions, whereas in
the second stage, single-slot and two-slot extraction
rules are applied to retrieve the sought-after informa-
tion on related events, in which the entities recognized
in the first stage participate. The first-stage grammar
was developed by an expert, whereas the second-level
grammar was obtained via encoding of ca. 3000 au-
tomatically learned patterns into ExPRESS rule for-
mat. Subsequently the grammar has been converted in
almost one-to-one manner into a XTDL grammar. 4
In an experiment, the grammars were applied to a

167 MB excerpt of the news on terrorism, consisting of
122 files on a PC Pentium 4 machine with 2,79 GHz.
The table 1 gives figures of the average run-time (in
seconds) for processing a single file (average size of
1,37 MB) at different stages. The average number of
matches per document amounted to ca. 60 000. Next,

Time \ Grammar Interpreter XTDL ExPRESS

core linguistic components stage I 2.451 1.818
entity-pattern matching 38.212 1.923
entity-structure production 4.172 0.515

core linguistic components stage II 1.092 0.639
event-pattern matching 12.124 0.666
event-structure production 0.156 0.013

Total 58.207 5.574

Table 1: Run-time behavior: XTDL vs. ExPRESS

we have slightly ’compressed’ the XTDL grammar
through using coreferencing and other XTDL specific
features, which resulted in deterioration of the run-
time performance by the factor of two.
Converting ExPRESS grammars into JAPE for-

mat is a more laborious task. Therefore, we have only
4 It turned to be a relatively simple task since the core linguistic

components provided with ExPRESS have nearly identical
functionality and I/O specification as those used in SProUT.
However, some rules had to be expressed as two rules in
XTDL since XTDL rules do not allow for specifying more
than one output structure directly.

developed a small JAPE grammar which ’resembles’
the first-level grammar developed in ExPRESS. The
run-time of applying it on an average document from
the same test data amounted to 62,31 sec.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a technique for efficiently processing
extraction grammars written in ExPRESS – a pat-
tern specification language based on regular expres-
sions over flat feature structures, which is a blend of
two recently introduced IE-oriented pattern languages,
namely JAPE and XTDL. 5 The main motivation for
developing the new pattern engine comes from a need
of finding a trade-off between ’compact descriptions’
and efficient processing of huge text collections. An
experiment revealed that modest-size grammars can
be applied on MB-sized texts within seconds, which
turns to be substantially faster than processingXTDL
or JAPE grammars. However, a more thorough com-
parison in case of JAPE is indispensable.
There are a number of interesting additional speed-

up techniques that can be applied. Firstly, based on
an empirical analysis of the grammar and text collec-
tion, an intelligent reordering of feature-value pairs in
the FFS, e.g., features which are most likely to elim-
inate a high number of potential target states should
precede other features, would potentially yield a better
run-time performance. Secondly, one could turn input
FFSs from a given node into a union of their corre-
sponding string representations and subsequently per-
form on-the-fly intersection thereof with the automa-
ton representing the outgoing transitions from a given
state. In this way, matching several input FFSs could
be performed in a single ’intersection’ step. However,
it is not clear whether this would result in a speed up
since intersection operation is more time-consuming
than a single string acceptance check.
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Abstract
With a recent quick development of a molecu-
lar biology domain the Information Extraction
(IE) methods become very useful. Named Entity
Recognition (NER), that is considered to be the
easiest task of IE, still remains very challenging
in molecular biology domain because of the com-
plex structure of biomedical entities and the lack
of naming convention. In this paper we apply
two popular sequence labeling approaches: Hid-
den Markov Models (HMMs) and Conditional
Random Fields (CRFs) to solve this task. We ex-
ploit different strategies to construct our biomed-
ical Named Entity (NE) recognizers which take
into account special properties of each approach.
Although the CRF-based model has obtained
much better results in the F-score, the advantage
of the CRF approach remains disputable, since
the HMM-based model has achieved a greater re-
call for some biomedical classes. This fact makes
us think about a possibility of an effective com-
bination of these models.

Keywords

Biomedical Named Entity Recognition, Conditional Random

Fields, Hidden Markov Models

1 Introduction

Recently the molecular biology domain has been get-
ting a massive growth due to many discoveries that
have been made during the last years and due to a
great interest to know more about the origin, struc-
ture and functions of living systems. It causes to ap-
pear every year a great deal of articles where scientific
groups describe their experiments and report about
their achievements.
Nowadays the largest biomedical database resource

is MEDLINE that contains more than 14 millions of
articles of the world’s biomedical journal literature and
this amount is constantly increasing - about 1,500 new
records per day [1]. To deal with such an enormous
quantity of biomedical texts different biomedical re-
sources as databases and ontologies have been created.
Actually NER is the first step to order and structure

all the existing domain information. In molecular biol-
ogy it is used to identify within the text which words
or phrases refer to biomedical entities, and then to
classify them into relevant biomedical concept classes.

Although NER in molecular biology domain has
been receiving attention by many researchers for a
decade, the task remains very challenging and the re-
sults achieved in this area are much poorer than in the
newswire one.
The principal factors that have made the biomed-

ical NER task difficult can be described as follows [11]:

(i) Different spelling forms existing for one en-
tity (e.g. “N-acetylcysteine”, “N-acetyl-cysteine”,
“NacetylCysteine”).
(ii) Very long descriptive names. For example, in

the Genia corpus (which will be described in Section
3.1) the significant part of entities has length from 1
to 7.
(iii) Term share. Sometimes two entities share the

same words that usually are headnouns (e.g. “T and
B cell lines”).
(iv) Cascaded entity problem. There exist many

cases when one entity appears inside another one (e.g.
< PROTEIN >< DNA > kappa3 < /DNA >
bindingfactor < /PROTEIN >) that lead to certain
difficulties in a true entity identification.
(v) Abbreviations, that are widely used to shorten

entity names, create problems of its correct classifica-
tion because they carry less information and appear
less times than the full forms.

This paper aims to investigate and compare a per-
formance of two popular Natural Language Processing
(NLP) approaches: HMMs and CRFs in terms of their
application to the biomedical NER task. All the ex-
periments have been realized using a JNLPBA version
of Genia corpus [2].
HMMs [6] are generative models that proved to be

very successful in a variety of sequence labeling tasks
as Speech recognition, POS tagging, chunking, NER,
etc.[5, 12]. Its purpose is to maximize the joint proba-
bility of paired observation and label sequences. If, be-
sides a word, its context or another features are taken
into account the problem might become intractable.
Therefore, traditional HMMs assume an independence
of each word from its context that is, evidently, a
rather strict supposition and it is contrary to the fact.
In spite of these shortcomings the HMM approach of-
fers a number of advantages such as a simplicity, a
quick learning and also a global maximization of the
joint probability over the whole observation and label
sequences. The last statement means that the deci-
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sion of the best sequence of labels is made after the
complete analysis of an input sequence.
CRFs [3] is a rather modern approach that has al-

ready become very popular for a great amount of NLP
tasks due to its remarkable characteristics [9, 4, 8].
CRFs are indirected graphical models which belong to
the discriminative class of models. The principal dif-
ference of this approach with respect to the HMM one
is that it maximizes a conditional probability of labels
given an observation sequence. This conditional as-
sumption makes easy to represent any additional fea-
ture that a researcher could consider useful, but, at
the same time, it automatically gets rid of the prop-
erty of HMMs that any observation sequence may be
generated.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a

brief review of the theory of HMMs and CRFs is in-
troduced. In Section 3 different strategies of building
our HMM-based and CRF-based models are presented.
Since corpus characteristics have a great influence on
the performance of any supervised machine-learning
model the first part of Section 3 is dedicated to a de-
scription of the corpus used in our work. In Section 4
the performances of the constructed models are com-
pared. Finally, in Section 5 we draw our conclusions
and discuss the future work.

2 HMMs and CRFs in sequence

labeling tasks

Let x = (x1x2...xn) be an observation sequence of
words of length n. Let S be a set of states of a finite
state machine each of which corresponds to a biomed-
ical entity tag t ∈ T . We denote as s = (s1s2...sn) a
sequence of states that provides for our word sequence
x some biomedical entity annotation t = (t1t2...tn) .
HMM-based classifier belongs to naive Bayes

classifiers which are founded on a joint probability
maximization of observation and label sequences:

P (s,x) = P (x|s)P (s)

In order to provide a tractability of the model tradi-
tional HMM makes two simplifications. First, it sup-
poses that each state si only depends on a previous
one si−1. This property of stochastic sequences is also
called a Markov property. Second, it assumes that
each observation word xi only depends on the current
state si. With these two assumptions the joint proba-
bility of a state sequence s with observation sequence
x can be represented as follows:

P (s,x) =

n
�

i=1

P (xi|si)P (si|si−1) (1)

Therefore, the training procedure is quite simple for
HMM approach, there must be evaluated three prob-
ability distributions:
(1) initial probabilities P0(si) = P (si|s0) to begin

from a state i;
(2) transition probabilities P (si|si−1) to pass from

a state si−1 to a state si;

(3) observation probabilities P (xi|si) of an appear-
ance of a word xi in a position si.

All these probabilities may be easily calculated using
a training corpus.

The equation (1) describes a traditional HMM
classifier of the first order. If a dependence of each
state on two proceding ones is assumed a HMM
classifier of the second order will be obtained:

P (s,x) =
n

�

i=1

P (xi|si)P (si|si−1, si−2) (2)

CRFs are undirected graphical models. Although
they are very similar to HMMs they have a different
nature. The principal distinction consists in the fact
that CRFs are discriminative models which are trained
to maximize the conditional probability of observa-
tion and state sequences P (s|x). This leads to a great
diminution of a number of possible combinations be-
tween observation word features and their labels and,
therefore, it makes possible to represent much addi-
tional knowledge in the model. In this approach the
conditional probability distribution is represented as a
multiplication of feature functions exponents:

Pθ(s|x) =
1

Z0
exp

�

n
�

i=1

m
�

k=1

λkfk(si−1, si,x)+

+
n
�

i=1

m
�

k=1

µkgk(si,x)

�
(3)

where Z0 is a normalization factor of all state se-
quences, fk(si−1, si,x), gk(si,x) are feature functions
and λk,µk are learning weights of each feature func-
tion. Although, in general, feature functions can be-
long to any family of functions, we consider the sim-
plest case of binary functions.

Comparing equations (1) and (3) there may be
seen a strong relation between HMM and CRF ap-
proaches: feature functions fk together with its
weights λk are some analogs of transition probabil-
ities in HMMs while functions µkfk are observation
probability analogs. But in contrast to the HMMs,
the feature functions of CRFs may not only depend
on the word itself but on any word feature, which is
incorporated into the model. Moreover, transition fea-
ture functions may also take into account both a word
and its features as, for instance, a word context.

A training procedure of the CRF approach consists
in the weight evaluation in order to maximize a condi-
tional log likelihood of annotated sequences for some
training data set D = (x, t)(1), (x, t)(2), ..., (x, t)(|D|)

L(θ) =
|D|
�

j=1

logPθ(t
(j)|x(j))

We have used CRF++ open source 1 which imple-
mented a quasi-Newton algorithm called LBFGS for
the training procedure.

1 http://www.chasen.org/ taku/software/CRF++/
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3 Biomedical NE recognizers

description

Biomedical NER task consists in the detecting in a
raw text biomedical entities and assigning them to one
of the existing entity classes. In this section the two
biomedical NE recognizers, we constructed, based on
the HMM and CRF approaches will be described.

3.1 JNLPBA corpus

Any supervised machine-based model depends on a
corpus that has been used to train it. The greater and
the more complete the training corpus is, the more
precise the model will be and, therefore, the better re-
sults can be achieved. At the moment the largest and,
therefore, the most popular biomedical annotated cor-
pus is Genia corpus v. 3.02 which contains 2,000 ab-
stracts from the MEDLINE collection annotated with
36 biomedical entity classes. To construct our model
we have used its JNLPBA version that was applied
in the JNLPBA workshop in 2004 [2]. In Table 1 the
main characteristics of the JNLPBA training and test
corpora are illustrated.

Table 1: JNLPBA corpus characteristics
Characteristics Training Test

corpus corpus
Number of abstracts 2,000 404
Number of sentences 18,546 3,856
Number of words 492,551 101,039
Number of biomed. tags 109,588 19,392
Size of vocabulary 22,054 9,623
Years of publication 1990-1999 1978-2001

The JNLPBA corpus is annotated with 5 classes of
biomedical entities: protein, RNA, DNA, cell type and
cell line. Biomedical entities are tagged using the IOB2
notation that consists of 2 parts: the first part indi-
cates whether the corresponding word appears at the
beginning of an entity (tag B) or in the middle of it
(tag I); the second part refers to the biomedical entity
class the word belongs to. If the word does not belong
to any entity class it is annotated as “O”. In Fig. 1
an extract of the JNLPBA corpus is presented in or-
der to illustrate the corpus annotation. In Table 2 a
tag distribution within the corpus is shown. It can be
seen that the majority of words (about 80%) does not
belong to any biomedical category. Furthermore, the
biomedical entities themselves also have an irregular
distribution: the most frequent class (protein) con-
tains more than 10% of words, whereas the most rare
one (RNA) only 0.5% of words. The tag irregularity
may cause a confusion among different types of enti-
ties with a tendency for any word to be referred to the
most numerous class.

Table 2: Entity tag distribution in the training corpus
Tag cell cell no-
name Protein DNA RNA type line entity
Tag

distr.% 11.2 5.1 0.5 3.1 2.3 77.8

Fig. 1: Example of the JNLPBA corpus annotation

3.2 Feature set

As it is rather difficult to represent in HMMs a rich
set of features and in order to be able to compare
HMM and CRF models under the same conditions
we have not applied such commonly used features
as orthografic or morphological ones. The only ad-
ditional information we have exploited are parts-of-
speech (POS) tags.
The set of POS tags was supplied by the Genia Tag-

ger2. It is significant that this tagger was trained on
the Genia corpus in order to provide better results
in the biomedical texts annotation. As it has been
shown by [12], the use of the POS tagger adapted to
the biomedical task may greatly improve the perfor-
mance of the NER system than the use of the tagger
trained on any general corpus as, for instance, Penn
TreeBank.

3.3 Two different strategies to build
HMM-based and CRF-based
models

As we have already mentioned, CRFs and HMMs have
principal differences and, therefore, distint method-
ologies should be employed in order to construct the
biomedical NE recognizers based on these models.
Due to their structure, HMMs cause certain incon-

viniences for feature set representation. The simplest
way to add a new knowledge into the HMM model is to
specialize its states. This strategy was previously ap-
plied to other NLP tasks, such as POS tagging, chunk-
ing or clause detection and proved to be very effective
[5].
Thus, we have employed this methodology for the

construction of our HMM-based biomedical NE recog-
nizer. States specialization leads to the increasing of
a number of states and to adjusting each of them to
certain categories of observations. In other words, the
idea of specialization may be formulated as a spliting
of states by means of additional features which in our
case are POS tags.
In our HMM-based system the specialization strat-

egy using POS information serves both to provide an
additional knowledge about entity boundaries and to
diminish an entity class irregularity. As we have seen

2 http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/GENIA/tagger/
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in Section 3.1, the majority of words in the corpus does
not belong to any entity class. Such data irregularity
can provoke errors, which are known as false negatives,
and, therefore, may diminish the recall of the model.
It means that many biomedical entities will be clas-
sified as non-entity. Besides, there also exists a non-
uniform distribution among biomedical entity classes:
e.g. class “protein” is more than 100 times larger than
class “RNA” (see Table 2).
We have constructed three following models based

on HMMs of the second order (2):

(1) only the non-entity class has been splitted;
(2) the non-entity class and two most numerous en-

tity categories (protein and DNA) have been splitted;
(3) all the entity classes have been splitted.

It may be observed that each following model in-
cludes the set of entity tags of the previous one. Thus,
the last model has the greatest number of states.
Besides, we have carried out various experimens

with a different number of boundary tags, and we have
concluded that only adding two tags (E - end of an en-
tity and S - a single word entity) to a standard set of
boundary tags, supplied by the JNLPBA corpus an-
notation, can notably improve the performance of the
HMM-based model.
Consequently, each entity tag of our models con-

tains the following components:

(i) entity class (protein, DNA, RNA, etc.);
(ii) entity boundary (B - beginning of an entity, I -

inside of an entity, E - end of an entity, S - a single
word entity);
(iii) POS information.

With respect to the CRF approach, the specializa-
tion strategy seems to be rather absurd, because it
was exactly developed to be able to represent a rich
set of features. Therefore, instead of increasing of the
states number the greater quantity of feature func-
tions corresponding to each word should be used. Our
CRF-based NE recognizer along with the POS tags in-
formation employes also context features in a window
of 5 words.

4 Experiments

The standard evaluation metrics used for classification
tasks are next three measures:

(1) Recall (R) which can described as a ratio be-
tween a number of correctly recognized terms and all
the correct terms;
(2) Precision (P) that is a ratio between a number

of correctly recognized terms and all the recognized
terms;
(3) F-score (F), introduced by [10], is a weighted

harmonic mean of recall and precision which is calcu-
lated as follows:

Fβ =
(1 + β2) ∗ P ∗R

β2 ∗ P +R
(4)

where β is a weight coefficient used to control a ra-
tio between recall and precision. As a majority of re-
searchers we will exploit an unbiased version of F-score
- F1 which establish an equal importance of recall and
precision.
The first experiments we have carried out were de-

voted to compare our three HMM-based models in
order to analyze what entity class splitting provides
the best performance. In Table 3 our baseline (i.e.,
the model without class balancing procedure) is com-
pared with our three models. Although all our models
have improved the baseline, there is a significant differ-
ence between the first model and the other two models,
which have shown rather similar results.

Table 3: Comparison of the influence of different sets
of POS to the HMM-based system performance

Model Tags Recall, Precision, F-score
number % %

Baseline 21 63.7 60.2 61.9
Model 1 40 68.4 61.4 64.7
Model 2 95 69.1 62.5 65.6
Model 3 135 69.4 62.4 65.7

In Table 4 the results we obtained with our CRF-
based system are presented. Here, the baseline model
takes into account only words and their context fea-
tures. Model 1 is the final model which uses also POS-
tag information.

Table 4: The CRF-based system performance
Model Recall, % Precision, % F-score
Baseline 61.9 72.2 66.7
Model 1 66.4 71.1 68.7

At first glance, if only the F-score values are com-
pared, the CRF-based model outperforms the HMM-
based one with a significant difference (3 points). How-
ever, when the recall and precision are compared their
opposite behaviour may be noticed : for the HMM-
based model the recall almost always is higher than
the precision whereas for the CRF-based model the
contrary is true.
In Tables 5, 6 recall and precision values of the de-

tection of two biomedical entities “protein” and “cell
type” for the HMM and the CRF approaches are pre-
sented. The analysis of these tables shows the higher
effectiveness of HMMs in finding as many biomedical
entities as possible and their failure in the correctness
of this detection. CRFs are more foolproof models but,
as a result, they commit a greater error of the second
order: the omission of the correct entities.

Table 5: Recall values of a detection of “protein” and
“cell type” for the HMM and the CRF medels

Method Protein cell type
HMM 73.4 67.5
CRF 69.8 60.9
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Table 6: Precision values of a detection of “protein”
and “cell type” for the HMM and the CRF models

Method Protein cell type
HMM 65.2 65.9
CRF 70.2 79.2

The certain advantage of the CRF model with re-
spect to the HMM one could also be disputed by the
fact that the best biomedical NER system [12] is prin-
cipally based on the HMMs. Nevertheless, the com-
parison does not seem rather fair, because this sys-
tem, besides exploiting a rich set of features, employes
some deep knowledge resources and techniques such
as biomedical databases (SwissProt and LocusLink)
and a number of post-processing operations consisting
of different heuristic rules in order to correct entity
boundaries.
Summarizing the obtained results we can conclude

that the possibility of an effective combination of
CRFs and HMMs would be very beneficial. Since gen-
erative and discriminative models have different na-
ture, it is intuitive, that their integration might allow
to capture more information about the object under
investigation. The example of a successful combina-
tion of these methods can be a Semi-Markov CRF
approach which was developed by [7] and is a con-
ditionaly trained version of semi-Markov chains. This
approach proved to obtain better results on some NER
problems than CRFs.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented two biomedical NE
recognizers based on the HMM and CRF approaches.
Both models have been constructed with the use of
the same additional information in order to compare
fairly their performance under the same conditions.
Since CRFs and HMMs belong to different families of
classifiers two distint strategies have been applied to
incorporate an additional knowledge into these mod-
els. For the former model a methology of states spe-
cialization has been used whereas for the latter one
all additional information has been presented in the
feature functions of words.
The comparison of the results has shown a better

performance of the CRF approach if only F-scores of
both models are compared. If also the recall and the
precision are taken into account the advantage of one
method with respect to another one does not seem so
evident. In order to improve the results, a combination
of both approaches could be very useful. As future
work we plan to apply a Semi-Markov CRF approach
for the biomedical NER model construction and also
investigate another possibility of the CRF-based and
the HMM-based models integration.
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Abstract
The main goal of this paper is to investigate the
behavior of string kernels on the well known case
of authorship of disputed Federalist papers. Do-
ing this, not only that we will assess the perfor-
mance of string kernels on a data set that be-
came a benchmark in authorship identification,
but also we can compare our results with results
obtained by other researchers with other meth-
ods on the same data set (other kernel methods,
Markov chains based methods). A second ob-
jective of the paper is to see if the performance
remains the same if the kernel is used in conjunc-
tion with different kernel methods. We will also
discuss why we consider that string kernels are
adequate to authorship identification.

Keywords

authorship identification, kernel methods, string kernels, Feder-

alist papers

1 Introduction

Kernel methods prove to be very effective in many
computational linguistics and text analysis tasks. Au-
thorship identification is not an exception [1, 2, 6].
The success of kernel methods in this domain is due
to the fact that they are state of the art techniques
in machine learning and also because they allow the
use of specialized kernels that can directly manipu-
late the text (without explicitly embedding the text in
a numerical feature space) and can incorporate prior
knowledge about the problem.
Recently, Sanderson and Guenter [6] used sequence

kernels for authorship attribution and compared their
performance with that of probabilistic methods based
on Markov chains. The main goal of this paper is to
investigate the behavior of string kernels on the well
known case of authorship of disputed Federalist pa-
pers. Doing this, not only will we assess the perfor-
mance of string kernels on a data set that since the
work of Mosteller and Wallace [5] became a sort of
benchmark in authorship identification, but also we
can compare our results with results obtained by other
researchers with other methods on the same data set,
for example: results achieved by other kernel meth-
ods [2] or by Markov chains based methods [4].

A second objective of the paper is to see if the per-
formance achieved is inherent to the kernel type, that
is if the performance remains the same if the kernel is
used in conjunction with different kernel methods. We
tested it with Support Vector Machines (SVM) and
Kernel Fisher Discriminant(KFD) [8]. We will also
discuss why we consider that string kernels are ad-
equate to authorship identification and interpret the
performance of string kernels vis-a-vis of the perfor-
mance of Markov chains based methods in the light
of the relation that exists between string kernels and
Markov models via the so called Fisher Kernels, ker-
nels derived from probabilistic generative models [7].
In the next section we briefly describe the kernel

methods we used (SVM, KFD) and string kernels. Sec-
tion 3 describes the experiments on Federalist papers
and the results obtained, and the last section contains
discussion, interpretation of these results and sugges-
tions for future work.

2 Kernel Methods and String
Kernels

Kernel-based learning algorithms work by embedding
the data into a feature space (a Hilbert space), and
searching for linear relations in that space. The em-
bedding is performed implicitly, that is by specifying
the inner product between each pair of points rather
than by giving their coordinates explicitly.
Given an input set X (the space of examples), and

an embedding vector space F (feature space), let φ :
X → F be an embedding map called feature map.
A kernel is a function k, such that for all x, z ∈

X , k(x, z) =< φ(x), φ(z) >, where < ., . > denotes
the inner product in F .
In the case of binary classification problems, kernel-

based learning algorithms look for a discriminant func-
tion, a function that assigns +1 to examples belong-
ing to one class and −1 to examples belonging to the
other class. This function will be a linear function in
the space F , that means it will have the form:

f(x) = sign(< w, φ(x) > +b),

for some weight vector w. The kernel can be exploited
whenever the weight vector can be expressed as a lin-

ear combination of the training points,
n

i=1

αiφ(xi), im-

1
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plying that f can be expressed as follows:

f(x) = sign(
n

i=1

αik(xi, x) + b).

Various kernel methods differ by the way in which
they find the vector w (or equivalently the vector α).
Support Vector Machines (SVM) try to find the vector
w that defines the hyperplane that maximally sepa-
rates the images in F of the training examples belong-
ing to the two classes. Mathematically SVMs choose
the w and b that satisfy the following optimization
criterion:

min
w,b

1
n

n

i=1

[1− yi(< w, φ(xi) > +b)]+ + ν||w||2

where yi is the label (+1/−1) of the training example
xi, ν a regularization parameter and [x]+ = max(x, 0).
Kernel Fisher Discriminant (KFD) selects the w

that gives the direction on which the training exam-
ples should be projected such that to obtain a maxi-
mum separation between the means of the two classes
scaled according to the variances of the two classes in
that direction. The optimization criterion is:

max
w

(µ+w − µ−w)
2

(σ+w )2 + (σ−w )2 + λ||w||2

where µ+w is the mean of the projection of positive ex-
amples onto the direction w, µ−w the mean for the nega-
tive examples, σ+w and σ−w the corresponding standard
deviations and λ a regularization parameter. Details
about SVM and KFD can be found in [8]. What is im-
portant is that above optimization problems are solved
in such a way that the coordinates of the embedded
points are not needed, only their pairwise inner prod-
ucts which in turn are given by the kernel function
k.
The kernel function offers to the kernel methods

the power to naturally handle input data that are
not in the form of numerical vectors, such for exam-
ple strings. The kernel function captures the intuitive
notion of similarity between objects in a specific do-
main and can be any function defined on the respec-
tive domain that is symmetric and positive definite.
For strings, a lot of such kernel functions exist with
many applications in computational biology and com-
putational linguistics [8].
Perhaps one of the most natural ways to measure

the similarity of two strings is to count how many
substrings of length p the two strings have in com-
mon. This give rise to the p-spectrum kernel. For-
mally, for two strings over an alphabet Σ, s, t ∈ Σ∗,
the p-spectrum kernel is defined as:

kp(s, t) =


v∈Σp
numv(s)numv(t)

where numv(s) is the number of occurrences of string
v as a substring in s 1 The feature map defined by
1 Note that the notion of substring requires contiguity. See [8]
for discussion about the ambiguity between the terms ”sub-
string” and ”subsequence” across different traditions: biol-
ogy, computer science.

this kernel associate to each string a vector of dimen-
sion |Σ|p containing the histogram of frequencies of all
its substrings of length p. Taking into account all sub-
strings of length less than p it will be obtained a kernel
that is called the blended spectrum kernel:

kp
1(s, t) =

p
q=1

kq(s, t)

The blended spectrum kernel will be the kernel that
we will use in conjunction with SM and KFD for au-
thorship attribution. More precisely we will use a nor-
malized version of the kernel to allow a fair comparison
of strings of different length:

k̂p
1(s, t) =

kp
1(s, t)

kp
1(s, s)k

p
1(t, t)

3 Federalist Papers Experiment

The ”Federalist” papers were written during the years
1787 and 1788 by Alexander Hamilton, John Jay, and
James Madison. These 85 propaganda tracts were in-
tended to help get the U.S. Constitution ratified. They
were all published anonymously under the pseudonym,
”Publius.” The general consensus of traditional attri-
bution scholars (although varying from time to time) is
that Hamilton wrote 51 of the papers, Madison wrote
14, Jay wrote 5, while 3 papers were written jointly by
Hamilton and Madison, and 12 papers have disputed
authorship - either Hamilton or Madison.
Mosteller and Wallace [5] in their impressive study

attribute all the 12 papers to Madison and at present,
the majority of historians believe that indeed they
were all written by Madison.
The Federalist Papers discuss very similar topics

and are written in an almost identical style typical for
political discourse of that time. It is therefore consid-
ered a very challenging task for automatic authorship
attribution.
In our experiments we followed the Mosteller and

Wallace setting, treating the problem as a binary clas-
sification problem. Each one of the 12 disputed papers
has to be classified as being written by Hamilton (class
−1) or Madison (class +1). For training we used the
51 papers written by Hamilton and the 14 papers writ-
ten by Madison. The source of the texts was Project
Gutenberg2. Because the string kernels work at the
character level, we didn’t need to split the texts in
words or to do any preprocessing. The only editing
done to the papers was the replacing of sequences of
consecutive space characters (space, tab new line, etc.)
with only one space character. This normalization was
needed in order to not increase or decrease artificially
the similarity between texts because of different spac-
ing.
In all the experiments we used a normalized blended

spectrum kernel of 5 characters, k̂51. The value of 5
proved to be good in preliminary experiments, but was
chosen based on the fact that the most important style
indicators in a text are function words which usually
are short (2-5 characters).
2 http://www.gutenberg.org

2
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First we did cross validation in order to establish
values for parameters ν (for SVM) and λ (for KFD).
Also the cross validation had the role of estimating
the generalization error of learning methods used, or
how reliable these methods are. The relatively small
number of training examples allowed us to use leave
one out cross validation which is considered an almost
unbiased estimator of generalization error. For value
ν = 0.05 we obtained 0% leave one out error for SVM.
In the case of KFD the best value for λ was 0.001 and
the leave one out error was 1.5%, which means that in
only one case when the paper no. 23 was held out for
testing it was classified as written by Madison instead
of Hamilton. These values of leave one out error indi-
cate that both SVM and KFD with the k̂5

1 string kernel
are very reliable, the probability that their predictions
are correct is very high.
Tested on disputed papers, both methods attributed

all disputed papers to Madison. These results are
thus consistent with results obtained by other learn-
ing methods. It is remarkable that string kernel (which
works at the character level) obtained the same per-
formance as a linear kernel [2] which used 70 function
words as features, these function words being identi-
fied as good candidates by Mosteller and Wallace [5].
Compared with another method that works at

the character level, string kernel performed better.
Khmelev and Tweedie [4] used a Markov chain of let-
ters and also tested it on Federalist papers case. Con-
cerning the disputed papers the results are the same,
but they reported a leave one out cross validation er-
ror of 9%. The better performance of string kernel is
not surprisingly given the relation that exists between
string kernels and Markov models of texts. In [7] it is
proved that p-spectrum kernel can be viewed as Fisher
kernel of a Markov generation Process. Fisher ker-
nels are a principled way of combining the power of
generative models (like Markov models) with that of
discriminative methods (like SVM) and their perfor-
mance often outperforms the performance of genera-
tive models alone or the performance of discriminative
methods alone.
The fact that SVM and KFD have almost the same

leave one out cross validation error (0% and 1.5%
respectively) indicates that the good performance is
mainly due to the string kernel and not to a particular
combination of kernel and learning method.
We also tested to what author the methods will at-

tribute the 3 papers written jointly by Hamilton and
Madison. Both methods attributed thess papers to
Madison although the confidences3 of these predictions
were smaller than the confidences of the predictions for
disputed papers or the confidences obtained in cross
validation. Mosteller and Wallace also concluded that
the most part of the joint papers was in fact written
by Madison, and in some edition these papers are la-
beled as ”Madison (with the assistance of Alexander
Hamilton)” [3].

3 The confidence of a prediction is the real number returned by
SVM or KFD when they classify an example. The confidence
is not a probability, but can be interpreted as a measure of
the accuracy of the prediction.

4 Discussion

In this paper we have shown that string kernels are
adequate for authorship identification. The reason
for this in our opinion is the fact that similarity of
two strings as it is measured by string kernels reflect
the similarity of the two texts as it is given by the
short words (2-5 characters) which usually are function
words, but also take into account other morphemes like
suffixes (”ing” for example) which also can be good in-
dicators of author’s style.
In future work it would be useful to test string ker-

nels on authorship problems for other languages which
are inflected to a greater extent in order to verify above
hypothesis.
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Abstract 
We present fully functional software that identifies direct 
speech quotations as part of its automatic analysis of more 
than 20,000 news articles per day in currently 11 languages. 
The system currently identifies over 2600 quotations per day, 
together with the person who made the quotation and – where 
applicable – the persons or organisations mentioned in the 
quotation. The most recent quotations from and about each 
person are listed on this person’s dedicated information page, 
which is updated daily. As another component of the system 
also identifies variants of each name, the quotes can be as-
signed to the same person even if his or her name is spelled 
differently, allowing users to view all quotations from or 
about any of the currently 615,000 person names in the sys-
tem’s database in any of these languages. This automatic 
news analysis system is publicly accessible at 
http://press.jrc.it/NewsExplorer/.  

Keywords
Quotation recognition, Named Entity Recognition, name variant 
merging, multilinguality. 

1. Introduction 
Many people and organisations are interested in finding 
quotations made by themselves or by other people in the 
world’s media. The major interest groups looking for quo-
tations are political analysts, company researchers and po-
litical actors. The motivation for the interest typically is the 
search for product feedback, for corporate image-relevant 
information, or for media feedback on political initiatives. 
We therefore developed an automatic tool that sieves 
through large quantities of media reports and extracts quo-
tations plus the speakers and the persons referred to in the 
quotations. Due to the multilingual requirements in the 
European context, the developed quotation extraction tool 
had to be multilingual (it currently covers eleven lan-
guages). Due to this requirement, the applied methods 
needed to be simple and easy to extend to new languages.  
In this paper, we first present related work (section 2) and 
the analysis data, i.e. the collection of media reports from 
which we extract quotations every day (3). We then give an 
overview of the method (4) and describe the details of the 
algorithm (5). In Sections 6 and 7, we present evaluation 
results and discuss them. Section 8 points to future work 
and draws conclusions. 

2. Related Work 
To our knowledge, there are only few online automatic 
systems that detect quotations by and about persons from 
text. Dimitrov et al. [6] developed a technique to resolve 
anaphora and applied it to quoted text (English only). 
There are a number of manually compiled websites that list 
famous or important quotations: QuoteLand (see [7]) al-
lows to search for quotations by topic or author; Quotation-
sPage (see [8]) offers a large collection of historical quotes 
by known personalities; WikiQuotes (see [9]) is a compen-
dium of several thousand user-collected important words in 
various languages, sometimes accompanied by their trans-
lation into English; ThinkExist (see [10]) is a large database 
of 300,000 English quotations, compiled over five years by 
more than 9,000 individuals. Most of these sites concen-
trate on historical quotations, and all of them are compiled 
manually. DayLife (see [11]) seems to detect recent quotes 
automatically in English language news. However technical 
details on how their system works are not known. Our own 
system, in comparison, automatically collects an average of 
over 2,600 quotations per day in eleven languages and is 
thus completely up-to-date. Currently, quotes are only 
listed on the relevant individual person pages of the JRC’s 
NewsExplorer application (see [5]), but the plan is to make 
the collection searchable and display the most important 
quotes each day on a separate page (see Section 8 of this 
paper on future work). 

3. Media Material 
The JRC’s Europe Media Monitor system (see [2]) gathers 
an average of 35,000 news article per day in 32 languages, 
by continuously monitoring about 1,000 public news sites 
from around the world for newly published information. 
The aggregated results are publicly accessible on the 
EMM-NewsBrief web site (http://press.jrc.it), which is up-
dated every ten minutes. 
The related EMM-NewsExplorer application (see [5]) clus-
ters all articles gathered during the previous day by similar-
ity in order to group all articles about the same subject or 
event. Each of these clusters is then further analysed to 
extract additional information, including the countries and 
geographical places mentioned and the references to per-
sons and organisations. An average of 300 new person 
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names are automatically recognised every day together 
with the ‘titles’ they are associated with.  
A database of all person names ever extracted by NewsEx-
plorer is constantly updated fully automatically with the 
newly found information. This includes the information in 
which news clusters they appear, which other persons, 
countries and places they get mentioned with most fre-
quently, which are the most common titles referring to 
them, etc. It is important to note that the whole process is 
automatic and that the displayed information is the result of 
statistics on extracted information from clusters of news. 
This name repository is used to display a dedicated web 
page for each person, showing all the information the sys-
tem was able to gather for this person (see Figure 1 as an 
example for information about Alexander Litvinenko). 
In addition to clusters, countries and other associated per-
sons we wanted to be able to detect automatically the quo-
tations made by each of the persons in different languages. 
Moreover the quotations made by other persons about them 
was considered to be useful, too. 

Figure 1. Snapshot of part of the NewsExplorer page on the Rus-
sian spy Alexander Litvinenko, listing the automatically gathered 
name variants found in multilingual news and the most frequent 
titles and phrases that help to identify the name in running text. 
The example shows that different kind of information on Lit-
vinenko (age, profession, nationality, death, etc.) was found in 
texts written in different languages.

4. Method
As it was our aim to detect quotations in many different 
languages, we kept the linguistic input as simple as possi-
ble. We thus rely mainly on lexical patterns with character-
level regular expressions, which are easily transposable to 
new languages. 
As mentioned previously, our material consists of news 
articles in various languages (currently 32 in EMM). While 
we are aiming at detecting quotations in all these lan-
guages, we currently detect them in only eleven of them 

(Arabic, German, English, Spanish, French, Italian, Dutch, 
Portuguese, Romanian, Russian and Swedish). 
The method used is quite simple: we look in the text of 
each article for quotation markers that are found close to 
reporting verbs (say, declare etc.) and known person 
names. For our purposes, known person names are those 
that have been found in at least five different NewsEx-
plorer news clusters.  
In most news articles, names found next to quotes are not 
full names consisting of first and last name. Common ex-
ample types for quotations found in text are the following: 
(1) Tony Blair said "We stand ready to support you in 

every way". 
(2) "We stand ready to support you in every way," Blair 

said. 
(3) Tony Blair visited Iraq… He said “We stand ready to 

support you in every way". 
(4) Tony Blair visited Iraq… “We stand ready to support 

you in every way” the British Prime Minister said. 

Our system currently only captures the first two types. Ex-
ample (1) is not very common because the newspapers usu-
ally first talk about the context (Tony Blair visiting Iraq)
and only then they introduce quotes. 
Example (2) is more common and still easy to detect accu-
rately. The issue here is that only the last name is mentioned 
and that we have to infer that the quote is by British Prime 
Minister Tony Blair even though there may be other persons 
with the name of ‘Blair’ in our database. We achieve this by 
first scanning the text for all occurrences of full names (con-
sisting of first and last name), and by then assuming a co-
reference between the full name and the name part found.  
In order to recognise the person doing the quoting in the third 
example, we would need to identify that the pronoun he re-
fers to Tony Blair. We do not currently attempt to resolve 
such cases of anaphora because it would require additional 
language-specific effort and state-of-the-art anaphora resolu-
tion precision is relatively low. While [12] report up to 80 or 
90% precision (below 80% with light-weight methods in 
[6]), the results for pronoun-drop languages like Spanish (see 
[13]), Italian or Korean only reach up to 74%. Anaphora 
resolution for pro-drop languages is less successful because 
subject pronouns are frequently omitted so that the gender of 
the subject is not made explicit in text. The following Italian 
quotation exemplifies this. We thus decided to ignore cases 
of pronoun use and to aim for higher precision, obviously to 
the detriment of the recall.  

Luis Medina Cantalejo ha visto tutto. "La palla era al-
trove - __ racconta in un'intervista - e l'arbitro guarda-
va in quella direzione"
where the subject of the verb racconta is not written 
(here indicated by __). 
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We do not currently try to identify the co-reference be-
tween ‘British Prime Minister’ and ‘Tony Blair’ in cases 
like (4), but have plans to do so. See the section on future 
work for details. 
Our tool can rely on a highly populated database of names 
computed and updated daily as part of the NewsExplorer 
system. This database contains more than 615,000 names 
plus their variants, although we make only use of the 
50,000 names (plus their 80.000 variants) that have been 
found in at least five different news clusters. The system is 
thus able to recognise any known name variants and to 
identify that they all relate to the same person. For instance, 
we have the following variants for the Uzbek president 
Islam Karimov: Islam Karimow (German), Islám Karímov 
(Spanish),  (Russian), slam Kerimov 
(Turkish), Islom Karimov (Swedish) and  
(Arabic). 

5. Algorithm for quote recognition 
We aim to detect all quotations accompanied by a named 
person as we cannot think of a use for quotations for which 
we do not know the name of the speaker. The system will 
recognise quotations only if it successfully detects three 
parts: the speaker name, a reporting verb and the quotation.  
Our analysis of quotations in the news in various languages 
showed that many of the quotations are similar to the two 
examples below, i.e. the person making the quotation is 
either mentioned immediately before or after the quotation:  

“I don’t think Congress ought to be running the war,” 
Bush said yesterday. 
Mr. Wolfowitz said yesterday “I will accept any reme-
dies”. 

What complicates matters is the use of anaphoric expres-
sions instead of person names (‘he said’, ‘added the Presi-
dent’) and the fact that modifiers such as yesterday or in a 
radio interview may be found between the reporting verb 
and the quote. While we do not currently deal with ana-
phoric expressions at all, we do try to capture at least some 
modifiers.  

5.1 Components for quotation recognition 
Most quotations can be identified using a small number of 
rules. Our rules (Section 5.2) make use of the components 
described in paragraphs (A) to (F): 
 (A) quotation marker identification (quote-characters like 

“, ”, «, » etc.)  
(B) reporting verbs (e.g. confirmed, says, declared …)
(C) general modifiers, which can appear close to the verb  

(e.g. the adverb yesterday)
(D) determiners, which can appear between the verb and 

the person name (e.g. the)

(E)  trigger-for-person (e.g. British Prime Minister)
(F)  person name (e.g. Tony Blair)
(G) a list of matching rules (e.g. name verb [adverb] quote-

mark QUOTE quote-mark)
We will now discuss these in detail. 
(A) Quotation markers 

In order to mark the quotation itself, we first identify and 
normalise the following quote-marks: [''] (two single apos-
trophes), [``] (two curly apostrophes), [,,] (two commas, 
used in some Dutch newspapers, [« /…/ »] (French quotes), 
[“ /…/ ”] (the English curly quotes), [<< /…/ >>]  (two 
brackets), ['' /…/ ''] (double single-quotes), [‘  /…/‘]  (single 
quotes) 
(B) Reporting verbs 

They define a verb or any of its inflections that express that 
the string between quote-marks is a quotation. Without the 
presence of any of these verbs, we will not recognise the 
quotation. Examples are English says, said, added, com-
mented, sums up and Italian ha detto, dice, diceva.

(C) General modifiers 

These consist of quite generous lists of strings or regular 
expressions that are allowed before or after the verb. These 
strings are generally adverbs (often, also, today…), but 
there are also some compound expressions (on television,
last month)1. We do not make use of external dictionaries, 
part-of-speech taggers or syntactic patterns. Instead, the list 
of modifiers has been derived empirically. To avoid listing 
all forms of verbs (have said, might have said, would 
say…), we also included the auxiliaries in this list of modi-
fiers (in English: has, have, had, would, might, could, do,
did, does).
(D) Determiners 

In some cases, determiners can precede the name of a per-
son. In our rules, they are allowed between the verb and the 
person name (English: the, French: le, un, l’, German: der, 
die, seine).
(E) Trigger-for-person 

These patterns are usually titles of persons (Dr., Prime 
Minister, French President…). However, we prefer to call 
them trigger-for-person because they could be more gen-
                                                                
1 The Spanish configuration includes the following regular 
expression  (por la |en la |a la |en )(mañana|tarde)  recog-
nising por la mañana or a la tarde.

In French: pour sa part and even the days of the week 
(lundi, mardi…) as it is quite common to say in French: 
“…” a dit lundi Jacques Chirac.
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eral expressions referring to nationality (e.g. the Iranian),
age (57-year-old) or other. In a random set of 240 English 
quotations, we found that in nine cases (3.75%) the title of 
the person was found before the person name. This low 
number is presumably due to the fact that the titles are used 
when the person is first introduced while quotes are usually 
mentioned further down in the article. 
For the detection of names in NewsExplorer, we built 
(semi-automatically) an extensive list of such trigger 
words. In English, the list currently comprises more than 
1,000 items. Recognition patterns also allow for combina-
tions of several of them (e.g. young Spanish Ambassador).
(F) Person name 

The most important person names are automatically de-
tected as part of the daily process for NewsExplorer (see 
specifically [1]). About 50,000 person names and their 
variants are compiled into an automaton, which is updated 
every day. The person names are then marked up in each 
article. In order to resolve the name part co-reference reso-
lution, we then look up in text the uppercased words that 
are also part of a full name found elsewhere in the text. 
This method can identify ‘Tony Blair’ as the author even if 
only the last name of the author is used in the text (e.g. 
[Tony Blair] visited Iraq yesterday. … “I reiterate our de-
termination to stand four-square behind you” said [Blair]).

5.2 Matching rules 
In order to write the quotation matching rules, we first had 
to carry out a survey of the various ways to express a quo-
tation across languages. We found three generic rules and a 
number of additional language-specific rules. 
The three generic rules are: 
(1) quote-mark QUOTE quote-mark [,] verb [modifier]

[determiner] [title] name
e.g. "blah blah", said again the journalist John Smith. 

(2) name [, up to 60 characters ,] verb [:|that] quote-mark
QUOTE quote-mark 
e.g. John Smith, supporting  AFG, said: "blah blah".

(3) quote-mark QUOTE quote-mark [; or ,] [title] name 
[modifier] verb
e.g. "blah blah", Mr John Smith said.

The following format was found only in Italian and Rus-
sian articles: 
(4) quote-mark QUOTE1 -  [modifier] verb name -  

QUOTE2 quote-mark 
e.g. “Ciampi – ha detto Berlusconi – ha favorito la si-
nistra perché era un uomo della sinistra"
where the author (here Berlusconi) and the reporting 
verb (said) is included inside the quotation marks, 
marked by hyphens.  

The Swedish writing convention for quotations includes 
sentences beginning with one or two hyphens “--“: 

(5) -- QUOTE, verb [adverb] [title] name  
e.g. -- Vi försökte uppmuntra samverkan, säger Urban 
Lundmark. 

A specifically Arabic pattern is to mention the verb before
the person name. We therefore introduced the rule: 
(6) verb [title] name [modifier] quote-mark QUOTE

quote-mark  
[and said minister of justice Saddam Hussein to Israel 
radio "we don’t .."] 

” ”.

6. Evaluation of quotation recognition 
Users can consult the quotations of each person in 
NewsExplorer. The process gathers an average of 2,665 
quotes per day (1647 of which are found in 7000 English 
articles every day). As of June 2007, we have a repository 
of about 1,500,000 quotes, gathered during 2 years of 
analysis. This repository is not currently fully exploited 
apart from displaying quotations of/about a person as part 
of the NewsExplorer’s person pages. From an application-
oriented point of view, this works rather well: For many 
persons, NewsExplorer displays recent quotes from or 
about the person in many different languages.  
In order to evaluate the Recall of the quotation recognition 
system, we searched a random collection of news articles 
(documents dated 12 July 2007) for any of the quotation 
markers mentioned in Section 5 and carried out a manual 
evaluation for 55 of the quotations found. We found that a 
surprisingly high number of 42 examples (76%) were quo-
tations our system does not actually try to identify. Most of 
these 42 quotations were by persons whose name was not 
mentioned at all in the article (e.g. the officer / their 
neighbour). The remaining ones were by persons that are 
not part of our known persons (i.e. persons that have been 
found in at least five different news clusters over the past 
few years). For the remaining 13 cases, i.e. those that do 
fall inside our mandate and that we do try to identify, seven 
were correct while 6 had not been found, corresponding to 
a Recall of 54%. However, all of the six quotations that had 
been missed at document level had been found in other 
articles, so that the Recall within the news collection was in 
fact 100%. This finding confirms that we should aim for 
precision rather than recall because of the data redundancy 
in the EMM news collection.  
The reasons why the seven investigated quotations had not 
been found are the following (multiple counting is possi-
ble): One quote was not identified because the speaker was 
only represented by a pronoun (he). In one case, our rules 
did not match because the verb form was missing (telling – 
this has now been added to the rule). In one case, the 
speaker’s name was badly tokenised, leading to non-
recognition: For UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon, our 
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system identified Ban Ki as the name and the remaining 
string moon stopped the rule from recognising the quota-
tions (The tokenisation bug has now been fixed). The larg-
est source of errors, however, were unknown modifiers 
(three cases, including in a short statement, with relief),
leading again to non-recognition. As not all possible modi-
fiers can be captured with our simplistic rules, such cases 
could only be solved by making use of a full morpho-
syntactic analysis of the sentence. The only erroneous quo-
tation recognition was an incomplete quote: Only the first 
part of the quote was found while the second part of the 
quote (continued after an interruption) was missed. This 
case lowered the overall Precision for the English language 
evaluation to 87.5% (7/8). 
In order to evaluate the Precision for multilingual quota-
tion detection, we carried out a second, mixed-language 
evaluation: Out of the 1,500 quotations of a given day 
(17/12/2006), we randomly selected 120 in 10 languages 
(discarding two quotations of the same person in the same 
language). The test set contained 1 Arabic, 10 German, 41 
English, 22 Spanish, 4 French, 14 Italian, 3 Dutch, 16 Por-
tuguese, 3 Russian and 6 Swedish texts. An expert read 
each article where the quotation was detected and judged 
the quality as “correct”, “incomplete” or “wrongly as-
signed”. An incomplete quotation is when only part of the 
full quotation was found, i.e. the system detects the first 
part of the quotation, but misses its continuation, as in the 
example:  

“I'm really happy for Fabio," Materazzi told the Apcom 
news agency Friday. “I feel part of this distinction be-
cause I think that all the Azzurri helped a great cham-
pion like Cannavaro win an important prize”.

In this case, only “I'm really happy for Fabio,” was de-
tected by the system, while the continuation was missed. A 
wrongly assigned quotation is one where the quotation was 
uttered by another person than the one identified by the 
system. An example for such a wrongly assigned quotation 
is the following:  

Le porte-parole du Haut représentant de l'UE pour la po-
litique extérieur Javier Solana a jugé "condamnable" le 
saccage du terminal de Rafah…[the spokesperson of the 
EU High Representative for external policies Javier Sola-
na judged “reprehensible” the devastation of the Rafah 
terminal]. 

The system detected “condamnable” as a quotation, but at-
tributed the authorship to Javier Solana, while it should have 
been attributed to his spokesperson. 
The mixed-language evaluation yielded the following re-
sults, by category: Correct: 81.7%, incomplete: 17.5%, 
wrongly assigned: 0.8% (one document). 

7. Discussion of the results 
Taking into account the simplicity of the approach, we con-
sider the overall results to be rather good. The Precision is 
rather high, and the relatively low Recall at document level 
is often compensated by the data redundancy, i.e. the same 
quotation will frequently be found in another news article.  
Obvious restrictions of the approach are the following: 

There is no co-reference resolution for pronouns and for 
titles (trigger-for-person); 
There is no recognition of unknown modifiers that 
separate the reporting verb and the quotation (no pars-
ers are used to recognise adverbials in the shape of ad-
verbs, noun phrases such as with relief and preposi-
tional phrases  such as in a short statement).  
Quotes in genitive constructions are currently assigned 
to the wrong person (In “…” said Blair’s spokesperson,
Blair would be identified as the author of the quote).  

However, the simplicity of the system also has important 
advantages:  

The process is fast and can detect a high number of 
quotations in only a few seconds.  
Multilinguality is not an obstacle: NewsExplorer is 
currently handling eleven languages for quote recogni-
tion and gathers quotations of the same person in many 
news articles from around the world. 
The system is fully automatic. It currently runs every 
morning and adds new quotations of the last day to 
every person page. 
Time and source of the quotation are identified and 
displayed. The user can thus always read the full arti-
cle (if it is still available on the original website) to 
verify the correctness of the quotation. 

8. Future work / Conclusion 
We would like to improve the accuracy of the recognition. 
As the evaluation showed, a full morpho-syntactic analysis 
of the sentences containing quotations would be beneficial, 
especially to deal with the wide range of adverbials that 
cannot all be listed as part of our simplistic rules. The cost 
for a full sentence analysis, however, would be that the tool 
would be less easily extendable to new languages because a 
different parser would be required for each language.  
We are aware that pronoun co-reference resolution would 
be an important step towards increasing the recall of the 
system, although the error rate in anaphora resolution 
might lead to wrongly assigned quotations, which we want 
to avoid as much as possible. Instead, we may want to fo-
cus on the co-reference between titles (e.g. Spanish Prime 
Minister) and names (José Zapatero), by making use of the 
wealth of information in NewsExplorer on person names 
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and their frequently attributed titles. This would help to 
attribute quotations correctly in sentences like the follow-
ing:  

[José Zapatero] visited France on Monday. “We are 
friends” said the [Spanish Prime Minister].

It might not be too difficult to link multi-part quotes (“Yes 
we do,” declared John “we will win”), using relatively 
simple patterns. We should investigate this.  
Regarding the usage of the output of the system in 
NewsExplorer, we would like to offer a separate page 
showing the most important quotations of the day. This 
would require finding a criterion to rank the quotations. An 
idea would be to make use of multilinguality to show first 
the quotations by persons having made most of the quotes 
of the day across all languages. In this context, we also 
plan to develop an interface allowing users to search quota-
tions by name or using free-text search. 
We have started experimenting with detecting the senti-
ment of quotations and to classify them into positive and 
negative statements. News analysts may be rather interested 
in knowing the attitude of public figures towards certain 
themes or persons. 
As part of a larger effort to extract specific relations be-
tween persons (e.g. Tanev 2007, Pouliquen et al. 2007), we 
plan to build a quotation network. The idea here is to iden-
tify a social network based on who makes reference to 
whom in their quotations (see Figure 2 and the prototype 
application at http://langtech.jrc.it/picNews.html).  
Our system is now fully functional and identifies about 
2,600 quotations per day in eleven languages. The quota-
tions from and about a person are publicly accessible at the 
site http://press.jrc.it/NewsExplorer/.
The NewsExplorer website is very popular (getting up to 
1,200,000 hits per day), among other things because it 
compiles information about over 615,000 persons. The 
quotations (from the person, or about a person or organisa-
tion) contributes to this success. The multilingual aspect 
presumably is a determining feature, as well. Future devel-
opments will make the quotations more visible to the end-
user. 
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Abstract
Temporal information plays an important role
in many NLP applications. The identification
of temporal relations between temporal entities
(events and temporal expressions) is indispens-
able in obtaining the temporal interpretation of a
given text. This paper presents our approach for
discovering temporal relations using the tempo-
ral annotation system we have developed. This
system is called TICTAC (Syntactico-Semantic
Temporal Annotation Cluster) and it comprises
both knowledge based and statistical techniques.
It has achieved the best performance among all
systems participating at the TempEval competi-
tion organised as part of SemEval-2007, compe-
tition that evaluated temporal relation identifi-
cation capabilities.
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1 Introduction

Inferring the temporal structure of text is a crucial step
toward its understanding and can lead to improvement
in the performance of many NLP applications, such as
Question Answering (QA), Automatic Summarisation,
Topic Detection and Tracking, as well as any other
NLP application involving information about tempo-
rally located events.

Natural language conveys temporal information in
a wide variety of ways, including tense, aspect, narra-
tive sequence, or expressions carrying it explicitly or
implicitly. Any framework that models time and what
happens or is obtained in time consists of four funda-
mental entities: events, states, time expressions and
temporal relations. An event is intuitively something
that happens, with a defined beginning and end ([18]).
States pertain in reality and describe conditions that
are constant throughout their duration. Temporal ex-
pressions (TEs) are natural language phrases carrying
temporal information on their own. Temporal rela-
tions hold between two events, between an event and
a TE or between two TEs. Temporal relations can be
expressed by means of verb tense, aspect, modality,
as well as temporal adverbials such as: prepositional
phrases (on Monday), adverbs of time (then, weekly)
and temporal clauses (when the war ended).

There is a need for tools that extract from a given
natural language text these fundamental temporal en-
tities, their discovery being an important Information
Extraction task. While very good performance can be
obtained in the recognition and normalisation of tem-
poral expressions, the identification of events and tem-
poral relations is still very challenging for researchers
in the area of temporal information processing.

The present paper addresses the identification of
temporal relations that can be established among
events and temporal expressions (TEs). The work pre-
sented here was motivated by the TempEval evaluation
exercise organised as part of the SemEval 2007 compe-
tition. TempEval has tested the capability of partici-
pating systems to relate an event and a TE located in
the same sentence, an event and the TE representing
the Document Creation Time (DCT), and two events
located in neighbouring sentences. Our approach for
discovering all these types of temporal relations com-
bines knowledge based and statistical techniques, re-
lying mainly upon a full syntactic analysis of the text.

The paper is organised as follows. The following sec-
tion motivates our intentions to identify temporal rela-
tions and surveys related work. Section 3 describes the
corpus we exploited in our experiments. Section 4 ex-
plores the methodology involved in the present study.
Its subsections provide more detail on how each type
of temporal relation is identified. Section 5 describes
the experiments and the results obtained by TICTAC,
the system implementing this approach, on the Time-
Bank corpus ([14]). Finally, in Section 6, conclusions
are drawn and future directions of research considered.

2 Motivation and previous work

The logic and the automatic extraction of temporal
relations between events has been a research topic for
over 20 years. Allen ([2]) pioneered the field by classi-
fying all temporal relations between pairs of temporal
intervals into 13 classes. Later, Dowty ([3]) introduced
the idea of ”narrative convention” meaning that in a
succession of two verbs in the perfect tense, the second
event normally occurs after the first one. Dowty’s work
was then continued by Webber ([22]) who used a larger
set of conventions for time stamping and ordering of
phrases. Lascarides and Asher ([8]) presented a frame-
work for calculating temporal relations on the basis of
semantic content, knowledge of causation, knowledge
of language use, sentential syntax and compositional
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semantics, accounting for the simple past and pluper-
fect tenses. Hitzeman et al. ([6]) argued that such an
approach is too complex, and work along those lines
has been discontinued.
Recently, the automatic recognition of tempo-

ral/event expressions and of the relations between
them in natural language texts has become an ac-
tive area of research in computational linguistics and
semantics. Therefore, a specification language for
the representation of events, temporal expressions and
temporal links connecting them, TimeML ([15]), has
been developed. TimeML has to some extent been
adopted as the interlingua of temporal markup. Much
work has then focused on building a collection of
TimeML annotated texts. The resulting TimeBank
Corpus is a 183-document news corpus manually an-
notated using the TimeML markup language.
Relying on the proposed annotation scheme and

on its predecessors, TIDES TIMEX2 ([4]) and STAG
([18]), many research efforts have focused on temporal
expression recognition and normalisation (Mani and
Wilson [10], Schilder and Habel [17], Puscasu [11],
Ahn [1]). A large number of NLP evaluation efforts
were also centered on TE identification and normalisa-
tion, such as the MUC 6 and 7 Named Entity Recog-
nition tasks, the ACE-2004 Event Recognition task,
the Temporal Expression Recognition and Normalisa-
tion (TERN) task. Machine Learning approaches have
been found to work well in detecting the boundaries of
the temporal expressions, but they are outperformed
by rule-based ones at the stage of extracting the TE’s
temporal meaning.
In what the relative ordering of temporal entities

is concerned, research is still at an exploratory stage.
Filatova and Hovy ([5]) extracted TEs and their tem-
poral values and assigned them to event instances,
thus indicating their temporal anchoring and their im-
plicit temporal ordering. They obtained 82% accuracy
on time-stamping 172 clauses for a single event type.
Mani and Shiffman ([9]) consider clauses as the surface
realisation of events, employ clause splitting to auto-
matically identify events, time-stamp the clauses con-
taining temporal expressions, and finally order them
using a machine learning approach. The events they
order are the main events of successive clauses, not
necessarily every event. Vasilakopoulos and Black
([21]) explored the use of machine learning in the au-
tomatic induction of temporal relations between tem-
poral elements, experimenting with various subsets
of the TimeBank standard set of temporal relations.
The authors achieve a performance of 55.45% evalu-
ated against the set of temporal relations included in
TimeBank. Other efforts in the area of event ordering
include determining intra-sentence temporal relations
(Lapata and Lascarides [7]), as well as inter-sentence
temporal relations (Setzer and Gaizauskas[19]).
Considering the state-of-the-art of current NLP

tools, clause splitting is feasible and good performance
can be achieved (Mani and Shiffman [9], Puscasu [12]).
We have therefore chosen in our previous work (Pus-
casu [13]) the clause as the expression of one event.
Our aim was to identify temporal clauses by disam-
biguating the subordinating conjunctions used to in-
troduce them, and to further use this information to
order them temporally. Knowing that a clause intro-

duced by a certain subordinator is temporal provides
us with the temporal relation between the subordinate
clause and its superordinate. The present work takes
a step forward and aims at identifying temporal rela-
tions not only between certain clauses, but also among
any two temporal entities in a sentence, these enti-
ties being already annotated in text according to the
TimeML standard. We also aim at identifying tem-
poral relations between the main events of any two
consecutive sentences, as well as the relative ordering
of events with respect to the time the document was
created.

3 Corpus description

The corpus we experiment with throughout this paper
is TimeBank. The effort to put together and annotate
TimeBank started in 2002 as part of the TERQAS1
project. The current version of the corpus (TimeBank
1.2) comprises 183 English newspaper articles, anno-
tated with temporal information, adding events, times
and temporal links between events and times accord-
ing to TimeML.
TimeML aims to capture and represent temporal

information. This is accomplished using four primary
tag types: TIMEX3 for temporal expressions, EVENT
for temporal events, SIGNAL for temporal signals, and
LINK for representing relationships. In TimeML tem-
poral relations are indicated using the TLINK element.
The initial temporal annotation of TimeBank is con-

sidered ”preliminary”, as it has been shown that sys-
tematic errors appear due to the relatively small size
of the corpus and due to annotation inconsistencies
and incompleteness in the case of temporal link, event
classification and tense and aspect annotation.
In the case of temporal relations, the 13

relation types based on James Allen’s inter-
val logic [2] and employed as values for the
TimeML TLINK tag (BEFORE, AFTER, IN-
CLUDES, IS INCLUDED. HOLDS, SIMULTANE-
OUS, IAFTER, IBEFORE, IDENTITY, BEGINS,
ENDS, BEGUN BY, ENDED BY) are considered too
detailed and fine-grained, therefore a restricted set
of temporal relations has been recently employed by
the TempEval organisers in adding another annota-
tion layer to TimeBank. This annotation effort has
enriched TimeBank with information about temporal
relations between events and time expressions situated
in the same sentence, between events and the Docu-
ment Creation Time (DCT), as well as between the
main events of two consecutive sentences. Only a re-
stricted set of event terms are included in the anno-
tation. The smaller set of relation types includes only
6 values: the core relations BEFORE, AFTER and
OVERLAP, the two less specific to be used in ambigu-
ous cases BEFORE-OR-OVERLAP and OVERLAP-
OR-AFTER, and finally the relation VAGUE for those
cases where no particular relation can be established.
In comparison with automatically detecting the

TLINKs included in TimeBank 1.2, the identification
of these ”simplified” temporal relations is found to be
more realistic and has been targeted by the very re-

1 http://www.timeml.org/terqas/
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cent TempEval evaluation exercise. We will employ
the training and test data provided by the TempEval
organisers for the evaluation of the temporal ordering
methods proposed in this paper.

4 Methodology

4.1 Identification of intrasentential
temporal relations

Our approach for discovering intrasentential temporal
relations relies on sentence-level syntactic trees and
on a bottom-up propagation of the temporal relations
between syntactic constituents, by employing syntac-
tical and lexical properties of the constituents and the
relations between them. A temporal inference mecha-
nism is afterwards employed to relate the two targeted
temporal entities to their closest ancestor and then to
each other. Conflict resolution heuristics are also ap-
plied whenever conflicts occur. Using this approach,
one can discover temporal relations between any two
events or between any event and any TE, whenever
the two entities are situated in the same sentence.

The events and TEs are annotated in the input
text in accordance with TimeML. The set of temporal
relations to be predicted is: OVERLAP, BEFORE,
AFTER, BEFORE-OR-OVERLAP, OVERLAP-OR-
AFTER and VAGUE.

Figure 1 depicts the processing stages involved in
the identification of the temporal relation given the
two temporal entities and the sentence they are in.
The sentence is first annotated with morpho-syntactic
and functional dependency information by employing
Connexor’s FDG Parser [20]. This parser reports for
newspaper articles a success rate of 96.4% at morpho-
syntactic level and an f-measure of 91.45% when at-
taching heads in a dependency relation.

Fig. 1: Processing stages for the discovery of intra-
sentential temporal relations

A clause splitter previously developed by the author
is then used to detect clause boundaries and to estab-
lish the dependencies between the resulting clauses by
relying on formal indicators of coordination and sub-

ordination and, in their absence, on the functional de-
pendency relation predicted by the FDG parser. This
clause splitter was evaluated on the Susanne Corpus
[16] and the F-measure for the identification of com-
plete clauses was 81.39%.

Using morpho-syntactic information we identify in
each clause a set of temporally-relevant constituents
(verb phrase VP, noun phrases NPs, prepositional
phrases PPs, non-finite verbs and adverbial TEs).

The identified constituents and the syntactic tree of
the corresponding clause are afterwards employed in
a recursive bottom-up process of finding the tempo-
ral order between directly linked constituents. Each
constituent is linked only with the constituent it syn-
tactically depends on using one of the predefined tem-
poral relations. The temporal relation is decided on
the basis of heuristics that involve parameters such
as: semantic properties of the two constituents’ heads
(whether their root forms denote reporting or aspec-
tual start/end events - this is decided by consulting
lists of reporting/aspectual start/aspectual end events
extracted from TimeBank), the type of the two con-
stituents, the syntactic relation holding between them,
presence of certain temporal signals (e.g. prepositions
like before, after, until, since), the tense of the clause
VP and the temporal relation between any clause TE
and the DCT. At the end of this recursive process there
is a path of temporal relations from any clause con-
stituent to the clause’s central VP.

Each pair of clauses involved in a dependency rela-
tion are then temporally related by means of the tenses
of their VPs, of the dependency relation between them
and of the property of the two verbs of being report-
ing events or not. The underlying hypothesis is that
the clause binding elements and the tenses of the two
central VPs provide a natural way to establish tempo-
ral relations between two syntactically related clauses.
For example, in the case of an if -clause, its temporal
relation with the superordinate clause is BEFORE. In
this way, each branch of the syntactic tree connect-
ing a non-root node with its father gets tagged with a
temporal relation.

The final stage involves retrieving the temporal rela-
tion between any two temporal entities situated in the
sentence processed as above. The two entities are first
tested to determine if they comply with certain world
knowledge axioms that would predict their temporal
relation. For example, whenever relating an event with
a TE, if the TE refers to a date that is previous to the
DCT, and the event is a Future tensed verb, then the
event-TE temporal relation is obviously AFTER. If
no axiom applies to the two entities, a temporal infer-
ence mechanism is employed to relate the two targeted
temporal entities to their closest ancestor and then to
each other. If conflicts occur in relating one entity to
the ancestor, priority is given to the relation linked to
the entity, but if the conflict is between the temporal
relations of the two entities with the ancestor, the re-
lation of the entity situated higher in the functional
dependency tree with the ancestor wins.

The main advantage of this approach is the fact that
the architecture and core modules are domain indepen-
dent, since they mainly rely on generic correlations be-
tween syntax and temporality. At a change of domain,
all we have to do is eliminate those heuristics involv-
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ing the DCT or reporting events that are implicitly
located on the date of the article.

4.2 Relating events to the document
creation time

Another capability of TICTAC is the identification of
temporal relations between any event and the DCT.
In establishing a temporal relation between an event
and the DCT, the temporal expressions directly or in-
directly linked to that event are first analysed and, if
no relation is detected, the temporal relation with the
DCT is propagated top-down in the syntactic tree.
The processing stages for solving this task follow

the course of the ones presented in Figure 1, with
the only difference that the inter-clause and intra-
clause temporal ordering modules no longer order
clauses/constituents with respect to each other and
in a bottom-up manner, but with respect to the DCT
going top-down through the syntactic tree and employ-
ing the knowledge gained by identifying intrasentential
temporal relations, knowledge concerning the relative
ordering between same clause constituents.
Whenever establishing a temporal relation between

a constituent and the DCT, the TEs directly linked
to it or situated in the same clause with it are first
analysed and, if no relation can be detected, the tem-
poral relation with the DCT is propagated top-down
in the syntactic tree using the father node’s temporal
relation with the DCT and the temporal relation be-
tween the two constituents. In the case of any clause
VP, the relation with the DCT is found on the basis
of the VP tense, the superordinate clause’s VP tense,
the syntactic relation connecting the clause with its
superordinate and the relation between the superordi-
nate clause’s VP and the DCT.

4.3 Identification of intersentential
temporal relations

Inter-sentence temporal relations are discovered by
first applying several heuristics (36) that involve the
temporal expressions and the tensed verbs of the two
main clauses of the two sentences to be temporally re-
lated, and then by using statistical data extracted from
the TimeBank corpus that revealed the most frequent
temporal relation between two tensed verbs charac-
terised by the tense information.
The task of detecting inter-sentence temporal rela-

tions is therefore reduced to relating the pair of events
signalled by the main verbs of two consecutive sen-
tences. The restricted set of temporal relations previ-
ously presented has been employed.
Figure 2 illustrates the processing flow involved in

solving the task at hand.
The two sentences are first parsed using Connexor’s

FDG Parser and then clause boundaries are identified.
We then identify the central verb of the main clause
(matrix verb).
All TEs situated in the same clause with each matrix

verb are investigated and if through these TEs and the
relations between them and the matrix verbs we are
able to predict a temporal relation then this relation
represents the system output.

Fig. 2: Processing flow for the identification of inter-
sentence temporal relations

At the next stage the semantic properties of the two
matrix verbs are checked to detect whether they de-
note reporting events or not.
If both matrix verbs are reporting events then their

tense information is used to predict a relation.
If only one matrix verb is a reporting event, then

we look at the TEs linked to the other matrix verb
to see if we can predict the relation to the DCT. The
assumption is that a reporting event is located tem-
porally simultaneous with the DCT and, if a relation
between the other event and the DCT can be estab-
lished by means of surrounding TEs, then this is the
relation providing us the output. If the non-reporting
event can not be positioned in time with respect to the
DCT by analysing surrounding TEs, then its relation
with the DCT will be the one established as described
in section 4.2.
The most complicated case is the one in which both

matrix verbs are non-reporting events. This case is
solved by picking for each tense pair the most frequent
temporal relation in the corpus, unless there is a tie or
another relation with very similar frequency occurs, in
which cases the two temporal relations are reconciled
according to Table 1. In order to detect whether the
first two most frequent temporal relations need to be
reconciled, we first calculate the percentage distribu-
tion of all possible temporal relations associated to a
given tense pair. Then the percentages corresponding
to the two most frequent temporal relations associated
to that tense pair are compared and they are consid-
ered to be very similar when the difference between
them is lower than a threshold of 5%, case in which
they are reconciled. In this manner a temporal rela-
tion is associated to each tense pair and, consequently,
the temporal relation between the two matrix verbs is
identified.

Temporal Relation Temporal Relation Reconciled Relation
OVERLAP BEFORE-OR-OVERLAP BEFORE-OR-OVERLAP
OVERLAP BEFORE BEFORE-OR-OVERLAP
OVERLAP OVERLAP-OR-AFTER OVERLAP-OR-AFTER
OVERLAP AFTER OVERLAP-OR-AFTER
BEFORE BEFORE-OR-OVERLAP BEFORE-OR-OVERLAP
AFTER OVERLAP-OR-AFTER OVERLAP-OR-AFTER
VAGUE any relation any relation

Table 1: Reconciliation between temporal relations
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BEFORE OVERLAP AFTER BEFORE-OR-OVERLAP OVERLAP-OR-AFTER VAGUE
BEFORE 1 0 0 0.5 0 0.33
OVERLAP 0 1 0 0.5 0.5 0.33
AFTER 0 0 1 0 0.5 0.33
BEFORE-OR-OVERLAP 0.5 0.5 0 1 0.5 0.67
OVERLAP-OR-AFTER 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 0.67
VAGUE 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.67 0.67 1

Table 2: Relaxed scoring scheme for partial matches

5 Experiments

All experiments are performed on the TimeBank cor-
pus, more specifically on the simplified annotation pro-
vided for the TempEval competition. We employ the
TempEval evaluation metrics: precision, recall and f-
measure, as well as the two scoring schemes: strict
and relaxed. The strict scoring scheme counts only
exact matches, while the relaxed one gives credit to
partial semantic matches too, according to the values
presented in Table 2.

The identification of temporal relations is not a
straightforward task, its difficulty being also proven
by the relatively low inter-annotator agreement mea-
sured on a set of TimeBank documents. In the case of
annotating temporal relation types, the resulted kappa
statistics2 value is 0.71.

According to the TempEval evaluation results, TIC-
TAC achieved the highest strict and relaxed f-measure
scores for the tasks of intrasentential temporal order-
ing and event-DCT temporal relation detection.

The TempEval data was split into a set of 163 ar-
ticles for training and 20 articles for testing. All 183
articles are from TimeBank. These newspaper articles
are annotated with labels indicating sentence bound-
aries, temporal expressions and document creation
times (DCT). A list of root forms of event identify-
ing terms called the Event Target List (ETL) was em-
ployed both at the annotation and evaluation stages to
define the events for which the annotation/evaluation
will take place. The training data also contains for
each event whose root form occurs in the ETL, its
temporal relation(s) with the DCT and with the time
expressions in the same sentence. Apart from this in-
formation, it also embeds temporal relations between
any two consecutive sentences. The test data was first
provided without the information concerning tempo-
ral relations. This information was released only after
the evaluation finished.

The following tables present the detailed results cor-
responding to the baseline, TempEval training data,
TempEval test data and the entire TimeBank corpus.
For each type of temporal relation our system is able
to identify, the baseline is established by the most
frequent temporal relation encountered in the corre-
sponding training data. In the case of intrasentential
temporal relations, the most frequent temporal rela-
tion present in the training data is OVERLAP. For
temporal relations between events and the DCT, the
most prominent relation is BEFORE, and for intersen-
tential relations OVERLAP.

Even if TICTAC is capable of recognising all in-
trasentential temporal relations, the existing data al-
lowed us to evaluate only those linking an event in

2 http://timeml.org/site/timebank/documentation-1.2.html

Intra-sentence STRICT SCORE RELAXED SCORE
temporal ordering P R F P R F

BASELINE 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.51 0.51 0.51

TempEval-TRAIN 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.68 0.68 0.68

TempEval-TEST 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.63 0.63 0.63

TimeBank 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.67 0.67 0.67

Table 3: Results for intra-sentence temporal ordering

ETL with any TE located in the same sentence.

Event-DCT STRICT SCORE RELAXED SCORE
temporal ordering P R F P R F

BASELINE 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

TempEval-TRAIN 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.81 0.81 0.81

TempEval-TEST 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80

TimeBank 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.81 0.81 0.81

Table 4: Results for Event-DCT temporal relation de-
tection

Our system achieves high results in the discovery
of temporal relations between events and the DCT,
results substantially above the baseline (18%).

Inter-sentence STRICT SCORE RELAXED SCORE
temporal ordering P R F P R F

BASELINE 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.46 0.46 0.46

TempEval-TRAIN 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.63 0.63 0.63

TempEval-TEST 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.64 0.64 0.64

TimeBank 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.63 0.63 0.63

Table 5: Results for intersentential temporal ordering

Despite the challenges posed by intersentential tem-
poral relation identification, our system achieved the
best relaxed score among all participants at TempEval.

6 Conclusions

This paper presented our approach for the identifica-
tion of event-time and event-event temporal relations.
Our system TICTAC can relate temporal entities lo-
cated in the same sentence, temporal entities with the
DCT and consecutive sentences. We propose an ap-
proach mainly based on syntactical properties, com-
bining knowledge-based and statistical techniques, all
included in our automatic temporal annotation system
TICTAC.

Although the system has only been evaluated on a
corpus of newswire articles and despite the fact that a
small number of axioms employed by the system apply
only to this domain, we argue that the approach is do-
main independent and can be easily adapted to a new
domain as long as the analysed texts are syntactically
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correct. Obviously for each domain certain domain-
dependent rules can improve the system’s accuracy on
texts belonging to that domain, but the core approach
will remain unchanged.
TICTAC has been tested and evaluated not only

on the TimeBank corpus, but also within the frame-
work established by the TempEval evaluation exercise,
where it achieved encouraging results. Therefore, we
conclude that the proposed approach is appropriate
for discovering temporal relations and we plan to find
ways of improving the system’s performance.
On TimeBank, TICTAC achieves according to the

strict evaluation scheme a performance (f-measure) of
65% for the identification of intra-sentence temporal
relations, 80% when ordering events with respect to
the DCT, and 53% for the discovery of inter-sentence
temporal relations.
Several future work directions emerge naturally

from a first look and shallow analysis of the results.
Firstly, we would like to carry out an in-depth study
of other possible correlations between syntax and tem-
porality. Secondly, we aim at exploiting apart from the
syntax of the analysed text, more of its semantics.
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Abstract

We report here the results of an attempt at using data
mining tools for inspecting sequences of verbs from French
accounts of road accidents. This analysis comes from an
original approach of unsupervised learning allowing the
discovery of the structure of sequential data. The entries of the
analyzer were only made for the verbs appearing in the
sentences. It provided a classification of the linking between
two successive verbs into four distinct clusters, allowing thus
text segmentation. We give here an interpretation of these
clusters by applying statistical analysis to independent
semantic annotations.

Keywords
Time, tense, aspect, semantics, discourse, unsupervised
learning, data mining.

1. Introduction
Many studies underline the importance of time in the
narrative structure of a text (see [13] for French narratives).
Much has been written about the opposition between the
passé simple and the imparfait. It has been shown that one
could not carry out the analysis of the successions of events
using only tenses without referring to aspect (see Kamp,
Vet or Vlach in [6], or [4], [12], [2], etc.). There are also
several links between aspect and others semantic
phenomena, such as intentionality and causality. Since
there are links between time and aspect, the idea of
coupling tenses and aspectual categories seemed natural
and promising to us. In this work, we shall attempt to detect
regularities in sequences of verbs (within sentences) by
focusing on their tense and aspectual categories, and on the
assumption that this is possible, within a restricted
framework, we shall assign them a “meaning.”

The texts we analyze are short accounts in French of road
accidents intended for the insurers. Their main purpose is to
describe the accident, and its causes, and to identify those
who are responsible. The verbs in the reports were encoded
as pairs (cat, tense), where cat is one of the four aspectual
categories of a verb, and tense its grammatical tense. We
sought here to isolate typical sequences of such “verbs” -
on the hypothesis that, if such classes exist, they might

have an overall meaning, at the very least for the type of
account considered. We are fully aware of the difficulty
concerning the value of this work, this last being based on
the postulate that such sequences (relatively poor from a
syntactic-semantic point of view) can be meaningful, and
that the classification we obtained is not contingent.
However, paucity of resources is a great advantage for
automatic applications, and the experiment thus deserved to
be undertaken. Let us add that the mathematical tools used
here make it possible to check the statistical validity of the
categories obtained, and that our semantic validation has
been carried out with annotations unused by the training
process.

1.1 Interests of our formal approach
One of the interests of unsupervised learning is to allow the
discovery of initially unknown categories. In this
framework, the connectionist Self Organizing Maps [5]
provide an efficient categorization with simultaneous
visualization of the results. This visualization is given by
the topological map of the data (two similar data are close
on the map) providing at the same time an “intelligent”
coding of the data in the form of prototypes. Since these
prototypes are of same nature as the data, they are
interpretable, and the map thus provides a summary of the
data. From this coding, we took the Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) to model the dynamics of the sequences of data
(here, verbs of the sentences). The HMM are the best
approach [7] to treat sequences of variable length and to
capture their dynamics. This is the reason why these
models have been widely used in the field of voice
recognition and are particularly well adapted to our
objective. To validate our hybrid approach, we used
biological gene sequences. For technical details see [9].

1.2 Data encoding
We encoded a hundred or so texts containing 700
occurrences of verbs. In these texts, we considered all the
sequences of at least two verbs delimited by the end of the
sentences. The descriptions of the accidents mostly use the
imparfait (24%) and the passé composé (34%), with a few
sentences in the present tense. In addition, there are also
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some (rare) occurrences of passé simple and of plus-que-

parfait. There are however a significant number of present
participles (11%), and infinitives (20%). We thus decided
to retain all the tenses and carried out the training by using
nine codes1 for the tenses of verbs. For coding, the four
aspectual categories of verbs originally introduced by
Vendler [11] and Kenny were combined with the tense of
the verb. Our indexing is based on our lexical conception of
these categories [8]. Table 1 briefly summarizes the
differences between these four semantic categories.

Table 1. The four aspectual categories of verbs

Verbs of STATE

homogeneous, durative,
habitual, dispositional

Verbs of ACTIVITY

homogeneous process,
unbounded

be / expect / know drive / run / zigzag

Verbs of

ACCOMPLISHMENT

process bounded by an end

Verbs of

ACHIEVEMENT

quasi punctual event

go through / reverse into cross / hit

Example « Le véhicule B circulait sur la voie de gauche
des véhicules allant à gauche. Il a accroché mon pare-choc
et m'a entraîné vers le mur du pont de Gennevilliers que j'ai
percuté violemment ». This description will be first reduced
to the sequences of verbs: (circulait, allant) / (a accroché, a
entraîné, ai percuté) – which are then numerically encoded
as (category, tense) pairs: (act., IM) (acc., pp) / (ach., PC)
(acc., PC) (ach., PC).

2. First confirming of our intuition
The first results are the percentages of tenses and aspectual
categories. The verbs of state account for 24% of the
corpus, of activity only 10%, of accomplishment 34% and
of achievement 32%. The percentages of tenses by category
given graphically in Figure 1 confirm the importance of our
pairing (cat, tense). The nature of the aspectual categories,
the aspectual specialization of grammatical tenses, and the
typical structure of these accounts explain these
percentages rather naturally.

2.1 Aspectual categories

2.1.1 Verbs of state (24%)
More than 70% are in the imparfait, the present tense, and
the participe présent. This is not surprising since states are
homogeneous, often durative, or characterize an aptitude
(habitual, generic). The not insignificant proportion of

1 IM = imparfait, PR = présent, PC = passé composé, PS = passé

simple, PQP = plus-que-parfait, inf = infinitif, ppr = participe

présent, pp = participe passé and pps = participe passé
surcomposé.

passé composé is explained by the frequency of verbs like
“want” or “can” which are classified as verbs of states.

Figure 1: Distribution of main tenses by category

The small proportion of present tense arises from the fact
that the account is in the past tense and the passé historic

(preterit or passé simple) is a literary style not appropriate
for this kind of account.

2.1.2 Verbs of activity (10%)
Similarly, because the activities indicate homogeneous and
not limited situations, verbs of activities are distributed
quite naturally with more than 79% in the imparfait tense
and in the form of present participles. That 10% of the
verbs are in the infinitive can be easily explained by the
fact that activities are processes which have a beginning
and which can thus be the complement of verbs like “start”,
“want”, or simply can be introduced to mention a goal (in
French) with the preposition “pour”.

2.1.3 Accomplishments and achievements (34-32%)
Contrary to the two preceding categories, the telic character
of these verbs explains their frequency in the passé

composé. Achievements are mostly in the passé composé

because being punctual (or of short time length), they
indicate mainly a change of state. In contrast,
accomplishments often occur in the imparfait and as
present participles, because they have an intrinsic time
length, and stress rather the process than its end. The global
importance of these two categories is due to the fact that the
report of an accident implies a description of the sequence
of the successive events that caused it.

2.2 Aspectual specialization of tenses
There are three different points of view in the aspectual
system of French [10]. A perfective point of view is
expressed by the passé composé and the passé simple. It
describes a situation as being closed, which includes states
(the final point is then a change of state). An imperfective
or neutral points of view present on the contrary open
situations. A neutral point of view is expressed by the
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present tense. An imperfective point of view is expressed
by the imparfait (or by the locution en train de). The
opposition perfective/imperfective is realized in these texts
by the opposition imparfait/passé composé. We borrow
from Paul J. Hopper Table 2, which give an excellent
description of the opposition of these two modes with
respect to the narrative structure, focus, and aspect [3].

Table 2. The Perfective/Imperfective distinction

PERFECTIVE IMPERFECTIVE

Strict chronological
sequencing

Simultaneity or chronological
overlapping

View of event as a whole,
whose completion is a
necessary prerequisite to a
subsequent event

View of a situation or
happening whose completion
is not a prerequisite to a
subsequent happening

Identity of subject whithin
each discrete episode

Frequent changes of subject

Human topics Variety of topics, including
natural phenomena

Unmarked distribution of
focus in clause, with
presupposition of subject
and assertion in verb

Marked distribution of focus
(subject, instrument or
sentence adverbial)

Dynamic, kinetic events Static, descriptive situations

Foregrounding. Event
indispensible to narrative

Backgrounding. State or
situation necessary for
understanding motives,
attitudes, etc.

2.3 Typical structure
A description of an accident generally starts with sentences
describing the circumstances before the accident. This first
part of the description is thus in the imparfait, and also
contains many present participles and infinitives. Here the
account is in background. This first part is mainly
circumstantial and contains a majority of verbs of states,
but also some of activities and of accomplishments. The
next part of the text contains a description of the accident
that mentions the succession of events leading to the
accident and finishes with the crucial moment of the
impact. This part of the description of the accident uses
mostly verbs of accomplishment and achievement,
generally in the passé composé. It is characterized by a
perfective mode, but since the goal is to indicate the
responsibilities of the various actors, one still finds here
many present participles and infinitive constructions
connecting several verbs (“J’ai voulu freiner pour l’éviter” :
“I wanted to slow down to avoid it”). At the end of the
report, one occasionally finds a section consisting of
comments on the accident that often contain an inventory of
the damage. This third part is often short and less easy to
characterize.

3. Classification of verbal sequences
Our unsupervised approach provided a classification of the
pairs of two successive verbs (within the same sentence) in
four groups (or clusters). The profiles of the transitions
obtained are represented on maps incorporating a notion of
proximity. The matrix of the distances between the profiles
of transitions provides a distribution of these transitions.
That the profiles of the transitions fall into four distinct
clusters accords with the Davies and Bouldin quality
standard of unsupervised classification [1]. This is to a
certain extent an additional confirmation of the fruitfulness
of our pairing tense/aspect, since this number of clusters
(only four) is a small number.

3.1 Semantic interpretation
To provide the interpretation of the clusters obtained, we
carried out a certain number of semantic annotations. Thus,
to account for the usual structure of these texts, we indexed
all the verbs with a number indicating the thematic part of
the text in which they occurred (1-circumstance, 2-accident

or 3-comment). We have also marked some verbs with the
attributes foreground or background to indicate that this
part of the account was in foreground or background. To
detect possible causal chains of verbs leading to the
accident, we marked the verbs with the attributes causal or
impact when the verb was describing a direct cause of the
accident, or indicating the impact itself.

We also marked the verbs of action according to the agent
responsible for the action (A for the author of the text and
the driver of the insured automobile about which the
accident report is being made, B for a driver of the other
vehicule, and C for a third person who might be involved in
the accident). We also noted the presence of negation, and
the description of objectives or possible worlds that did not
occur (attributes negation and inertia). The marking of
negation was not very discriminating, and that of agent not
very helpful. Table 3 summarizes the main results that we
obtained with a statistical analysis by making comparisons
of our semantic markers within these four clusters.

Table 3. Summary of statistical interpretations

Cluster (IC) Impact and
Comments

Cluster (AA) Actions
leading to the Accident

Very strong causality,
foreground, frequent

impact, goals and
alternatives

strong causality, neutral
foregounding, few

impacts, many goals and
alternatives

Cluster (CA)

Circumstances or
Appearance of incident

Cluster (C)

Circumstances

Little causality,
background, little impact,

no goal or alternative

No causality, background,
no impact, many goals and

alternatives
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3.2 Description of the four clusters

3.2.1 Typical pairs
Information concerning the Markov chains, transferred
back to the topological map, enabled us to reduce the
number of typical pairs (verb1, verb2) by pruning. Table 4
is a synthesis of the remaining typical pairs.

Table 4: Typical pairs

Types verb 1 verb 2
C 1 state or act. IM state or act., ppr

2 state IM (or PR) acc., INF
3 act. or ach. IM acc. (or ach.) INF

CA 4 state or act. IM state (or ach.), IM
5 state or act. IM state (or ach.), PC

AA 6 acc.(or ach.) INF acc.( or ach.) INF (or ppr)
7 ach.(or acc.) PC acc.( or ach.) INF
8 state PC ach. INF

IC 9 ach.(or acc.) INF ach. PC
10 ach. or state, PC ach.(or acc) PC

3.2.2 Cluster (C) of Circumstances
In this cluster, the first verb is 93% in the imparfait, but
only 7% in the present tense, while the second is 63% in the
infinitive and 30% in the present participle. From the point
of view of aspectual categories, the first verb is a verb of
state 56% of the time, and the second 63% of the time, a
verb of accomplishment (look at Table 4 for a finer
synthesis). One of the reasons why we labelled it
“Circumstances” is that it contains a strong majority of
verbs belonging to the first part of the account (63%). The
cluster (C) is the one where the inertia attribute (indicating
a goal or a nearby possible world) is the most frequent.
This is explained by the many accomplishments introduced
by the French preposition “pour” or by auxiliary verbs in
the imparfait indicating the intentions of the driver.

Cluster (C): Le véhicule de Mme X était à très peu de distance
de mon véhicule, le passage étant impossible / Je descendais
l'avenue du Général De Gaulle, roulant à 45 km/h / J'estimais
avoir le temps /Je venais de doubler un véhicule / Je m'apprêtais à
tourner à gauche / Je reculais pour repartir.

3.2.3 Cluster (CA) of Circumstances or of the

Appearance of an incident
One notes here a great number of verbs of states (37, 5%)
and activities (17%), even more than in the preceding
cluster. There are, on the other hand, an average number of
achievements (29%), absent from the first verb, but quite
often present on the second. This distinguishes this cluster
from the preceding one, where accomplishments played
this role. Here, on the contrary, accomplishments are
excluded from the second place, and are clearly under-
represented (16, 5%). In this group, 36% of verbs come
from the first part of the account, but there are also
sequences finishing by an achievement in the passé

composé coming from the second part. This cluster contains

also 25% of verbal sequences located between the two
parts. This is why we called it “cluster of circumstances or
of appearance of an incident”.

Cluster (CA): Au moment où je démarrais, j'ai entendu le choc
arrière. Je ne m'attendais pas à ce qu'un usager désire [me
dépasser] car il n'y avait pas deux voies matérialisées sur la
portion de route où je me trouvais / Je circulais à environ 45 km/h
dans une petite rue à sens unique où stationnaient des voitures / Je
roulais rue Pasteur quand une voiture surgit de ma droite. Pour
l'éviter, je me rabattais à gauche et freinais.

3.2.4 Cluster (AA) of Actions leading to the Accident
The third cluster clearly marks the report of the accident
itself. Fifty-six percent of the pairs come from the second
part of the account. It is characterized by the abundance of
achievements, to the detriment of states and activities, and
it includes many infinitives. Nevertheless, the present
participles and infinitives allowing, as in the cluster (C), the
expression of goals and possible worlds, 26% of the pairs
come in fact from the first part of the account. We noted
also little foregrounding - the verbs being unmarked. Many
verbs are found taking part in descriptions of the causal
chain of the accident, but relatively few mention the
impact.

Cluster (AA): J'ai voulu m'engager sur la deuxième file, lui
laissant libre la première / Voulant dépasser un semi-remorque
clignotant à droite, ce dernier tourna à gauche m'obligeant à
braquer à gauche pour l'éviter / J'ai immédiatement commencé à
freiner / Afin d'éviter le choc, j'ai braqué sur la gauche, pensant
que / Le véhicule A a pris son tournant à vive allure, sans s'assurer
de ma présence sur sa droite. / Je n'ai pu apercevoir Mr X.

3.2.5 Cluster (IC) of the Impact and of the Comments
The verbs of achievements (45%) appear here in a larger
number than elsewhere, to the detriment of activities and
states (only 14, 5%). This explains why this group is used
to describe the accident (57%). One observes also an
increase in infinitives and participles on the first verb, and a
large increase in passé composé on the second verb to the
detriment of all tenses - except the present (8%, slightly
higher than the average). Perhaps this appearance of the
present tense explains the strong proportion of comments
(29% instead of 18%).

Cluster (IC): Je suis tombé de l'engin qui a fini sa course sur la
voie de gauche. Le véhicule A circulant sur cette voie n'a pu
stopper et a percuté mon véhicule / La voiture a dérapé sur la
chaussée mouillée et a percuté un trottoir puis un mur de clôture.
Le conducteur du camion avait bien mis son clignotant à gauche,
mais sa remorque inversait le signal sur la droite. Ne m'ayant pas
touché, le conducteur s'est déclaré hors de cause et n'a pas voulu
établir de constat / Le conducteur du véhicule B me doublant par
la droite a accroché mon pare-choc et m'a entraîné vers le mur
amovible du pont de Gennevilliers que j'ai percuté violemment.

3.3 Comments

3.3.1 Aspectual categories
This categorization distinguishes quite well states and
activities from events. In a more interesting way,
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accomplishments are also distinguished from achievements,
justifying the distinction in opposition to the more general
notion of events. We also found that the expression of goals
or alternatives often accompanies the use of verbs in the
present participle or infinitive - which explains the ratio
obtained by clusters (C) and (AA). However, the aspectual
category used influences also this expression, because the
second verb in these two clusters is generally an
accomplishment. Moreover, the clusters (C) and (CA)
(unmarked for this purpose) differ precisely in the type of
event appearing in second place. In the same way, elements
differentiating the clusters (AA) and (CC), which contain a
majority of events, show that the cluster (AA), which
favors accomplishments, although conveying a perfective
mode, is little marked for narrative foreground. This cluster
is also less concerned with the causes of the accident than
the cluster (CC), and it makes little reference to the impact.
Goals and intentions would thus be expressed more easily
by accomplishments than by achievements - which would
carry more causality. It should also be noticed that this
classification underlines the importance of infinitive turns
and present participles, and the subtlety of their linking.

Although having well detected the opposition
perfective/imperfective, surprisingly this categorization
puts in the same cluster (CA) imperfective sequences and
imparfait/passé simple breaking points. One of the
explanations is that our training algorithm did not take into
account the linking of sentences (nor the notion of text), so
that the succession of several sentences in the imparfait,
and the typical structure of these accounts could not be
detected. For this reason, an important part of the goal of
our study could not be achieved. However, the results
obtained are still interesting, since the three thematic parts
that we have distinguished, do not fall into the four clusters
in a uniform way. It should also be noticed that this
classification underlines the importance of infinitive turns
and present participles, and the subtlety of their linking.

3.3.2 Technical improvements
We built the HMM by moving a window of size 2: a verb is
analyzed by taking into consideration the two verbs which
precede it and follow it, but not the N-preceding or the N-
following with N > 1. This is not important here, since our
analysis is at the sentence level, (and in these accounts, a
sentence contains rarely more than three verbs), but for an
analysis of the entire structure of a text, we will need to add
this. In addition, we would have liked to produce typical
sequences of variable length instead of simple pairs. This
result could be obtained automatically but we have not had
enough time to implement this.

4. Conclusion
Our general project is to apply techniques of data mining to
explore textual structures. We tried here to analyze
sequences of verbs in sentences from a corpus of accounts

of road accidents. We obtained a classification of pairs of
two successive verbs in four groups. We succeeded in
satisfactorily validating these groups, by basing our
judgment on the application of statistical analyses of
semantic independent annotations. This validates the power
of our coupling of the grammatical tense with the aspectual
category of a verb. However, this work is still at its early
stages, and many points remain to be elucidated. We regret
not having been able to compare our statistical analysis on
cross tense/category uses with those of other types of texts
(and in particular with that of simple accounts of incidents).
It indeed remains to determine what is the “typological”
part of the isolated sequences. Finally, we warmly thank
S. Davis and A. Nazarenko for their judicious comments.
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Abstract 

This paper describes the guidelines of the annotation 
scheme designed to enrich the Spanish CESS-ECE 
corpus with coreference information, which is a 
significant step towards the definition of an exhaustive 
typology of pronominal and full NP coreferential 
expressions and their relations for Spanish. The goal is 
twofold. From a computational perspective, this work 
establishes the formal foundations for the construction 
of the largest corpus of Spanish texts annotated from 
the morphological to the pragmatic level. This corpus, 
which will be publicly released, will be used to 
construct an automatic corpus-based coreference 
resolution system. From a linguistic point of view,
hypotheses on coreferential expressions will be tested 
and validated on this framework. 

Keywords 
Coreference resolution, anaphora resolution, corpus linguistics, 
annotation scheme. 

1 Introduction 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications such as 
information extraction, text summarization and question 
answering need to identify all the information that is said 
about one same entity throughout a text. Consequently, 
systems capable of resolving coreference –and, by 
extension, anaphora– are essential. There are basically 
two approaches: knowledge-based and corpus-based. 
However, as pointed out by Mitkov [11], “corpora 
annotated with anaphoric or coreferential links are still a 
rare commodity, and those that do exist are not of a large 
size.” Specifically, in Spanish, the field of computational 
coreference resolution is still highly knowledge-based.  

With a view to building a corpus-based coreference 
resolution system for Spanish, our project is to extend the 
morphologically, syntactically and semantically annotated 
CESS-ECE corpus (500,000 words) with pronominal and 
full NP coreference information. We believe that the more 
consistent the linguistic basis underlying the annotation 
scheme is, the easier it is to build a state-of-the-art 
coreference resolution system. On the other hand, 
coreferential –anaphoric in particular– relations are very 
much specific to each language. Unlike English, for 
instance, Spanish has zero and clitic pronouns. Therefore, 
it is fundamental to define the typology of expressions 
(pronouns, full NPs and proper nouns) that can enter in 
coreferential relations in Spanish as well as the types of 

relations.1 This typology forms the basis for a flexible 
markup scheme, rich enough to cover the cases of 
coreference in Spanish.  

Apart from being a useful resource for training and 
evaluating coreference resolution systems for Spanish; 
from a linguistic point of view, the annotated corpus will 
serve as a workbench to test for Spanish the hypotheses 
suggested by Ariel [1] and Gundel et al. [6] about the 
cognitive factors governing the use of referring 
expressions. The only way theoretical claims coming 
from a single person’s intuitions can be proved is on the 
basis of empirical data that have been annotated in a 
reliable way.  

This paper lays the foundations for our ongoing 
project. Taking the CESS-ECE corpus as the starting 
point, we describe the adaptation of the MATE meta-
scheme for anaphora annotation [15] by considering both 
the information already codified in the CESS-ECE corpus 
and the way new information should be annotated. Sound 
linguistic criteria guide the decisions made throughout the 
process.     

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 
delimits the frame of the coreferential and anaphoric 
phenomena that we deal with. A brief state of the art of 
anaphora resolution systems existing for Spanish is 
provided in Section 3. The guidelines of our annotation 
scheme and methodology are given in Section 4. Finally, 
Section 5 presents our conclusions and further work.  

2 Coreference along a continuum 
Anaphora is the linguistic phenomenon by which a word 
is interpreted with the help of some previous item (the 
antecedent) in the discourse. The anaphor and the 
antecedent may be coreferential or “colexical” –coinage 
of our own–, that is, they may have the same discourse 
referent (1a) or just share the semantic type (1b).

(1) a. Llegaron con buenos resultados hasta los torneos de 
la final, pero en ellos perdieron. 

b. Los mejores equipos de la NBA son mejores que 
los nuestros. 

c. La capital de Francia...en París...2

                                               
1 Anaphora in Spanish has been mainly studied from a 

descriptive grammar point of view [3]. From a pragmatic 
perspective, the recent study by Blackwell [2] tests the neo-
Gricean maxims on the basis of oral data.  
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Coreference and anaphora are thus closely interrelated, 
although not all anaphoric relations are coreferential (1b), 
nor are all coreferential relations anaphoric (1c). Our 
main concern is coreference; as regards colexicality then, 
we limit ourselves to solving those colexical anaphors 
occurring in headless definite NPs in order to recover the 
semantic type of the head, as they may be part of a 
coreferential chain. 

When speakers solve a coreferential link, they rely –to 
a greater or lesser extent– on linguistic or/and world 
knowledge. The more anaphoric a coreferential 
expression is, the more linguistic knowledge is required; 
the less anaphoric, the more world knowledge. The 
expression of coreference is best seen as a continuum, 
ranging from zero and anaphoric pronouns to self-
sufficient definite descriptions (DD, see Section 4.2.1) 
and proper nouns (Figure 1). Fully aware that it is a too 
coarse simplification, we propose this gradation just as a 
starting point. One of the goals of our project from a 
linguistic point of view is to achieve a better 
understanding of the grades of this continuum.  

Figure 1: Range of expressions creating coreference

The piece of news in (2) illustrates different expressions 
referring to one same entity: the Canary Islands. 

(2) El número de parados registrado en Canarias en mayo 
subió y la cifra de desempleados en las islas se sitúa 
hoy en 89.764. Aunque es todavía pronto para sacar 
conclusiones, los políticos de la comunidad canaria ya 
han apuntado posibles causas y no descartan giros 
inesperados en la economía de la zona. De hecho, Ø es 
un territorio del que los periódicos suelen hablar, pero 
no precisamente de su tasa de paro.3

The entity is first evoked in the discourse by means of a 
proper noun (Canarias) and it is next expressed via an 
anaphoric description (las islas) –it is the previous proper 
noun that completes its referential meaning. Later it takes 
the form of a self-sufficient DD (la comunidad canaria), 
then again an anaphoric description (la zona). The last 

                                                                           
2 All translations throughout the paper are literal so as to 

make the Spanish wording as transparent as possible.  
(1) a. They got with good results to the final competitions,  

                but they lost in them.  
 b. The best teams of the NBA are better than ours. 
 c. The capital of France...in Paris... 

3 (2) The number of unemployed people recorded in the 
Canary Islands in May increased and the number of unemployed 
in the islands is today 89,764. Although it is still early to draw 
conclusions, the politicians of the Canarian Community have 
already suggested possible causes and do not discard unexpected 
turns in the economy of the area. In fact, (it) is a region about 
which newspapers usually talk, but not precisely about its
unemployment rate. 

three elements of the coreference chain are a zero subject 
pronoun, a relative pronoun (que) and a possessive (su).  

The whole of this continuum is the basis for the 
typology of coreferential expressions that our project 
focuses on.  

3 Coreference resolution in Spanish 
The computational coreference resolution in Spanish has 
been restricted to the resolution of third person anaphoric 
and zero pronouns [14] and to the resolution of 
descriptions introduced by the definite article or a 
demonstrative that corefer with another NP [13] by 
applying heuristics on shallowly parsed texts. Evaluated 
on a corpus containing 1,217 descriptions, Muñoz’s [13] 
algorithm achieved 79.5% precision. Saiz-Noeda’s [18] 
ERA system is an extension of the algorithm of [14], 
which, in turn, is an adaptation to Spanish of the set of 
constraints and preferences used by Lappin & Leass [9] in 
their system for English. Palomar et al.’s [14] algorithm 
makes use of lexical, morphological and syntactic 
information (partial parsing) and it obtained an accuracy 
of 76.8% when evaluated on two subsets (1,677 
pronouns) from a corpus of a telecommunications 
handbook and the Lexesp corpus (made up of newspaper 
articles and narratives). Saiz-Noeda [18] improves the 
system by incorporating syntactic functions –which 
allows a revision and optimization of the constraints and 
preferences of the original algorithm– as well as semantic 
information –WordNet synsets measure the degree of 
semantic compatibility between the antecedent and the 
verb. In its best performance on a 3,000-word fragment 
(two opinion articles and a narrative text) from the Lexesp 
corpus, Saiz-Noeda [18] reports an accuracy of 94.49%. 
His evaluation was on a small corpus from a closed 
domain. It is not clear if the system generalizes to open-
domain corpora and to the many types of coreferential 
relations we propose in this paper. 

The knowledge-based approach is the one that has 
dominated anaphora resolution for a long time. However, 
since the 90s, in order to cater for the processing of 
unrestricted corpora –essential in the Internet field–, there 
has been a growing need for wide coverage systems. In 
this context, the machine-learning-based approach may be 
better suited than rule-based coreference anaphora 
resolvers. Some systems have tried using non-annotated 
corpora, but some linguistic issues –such as anaphora 
resolution– require annotated data, as little can be learnt 
from raw texts. We aim at testing the success of a 
learning-based coreference system trained on an 
annotated 500,000-word corpus.    

With respect to corpus-based techniques, as far as we 
know, for Spanish there is no substantial corpus available 
in which coreferential or anaphoric relations are encoded. 
Besides, all the research on anaphora resolution carried 
out up to now has focused either on pronouns or on DDs, 
but no project has dealt with pronouns, full NPs and 
proper nouns all together as we do. In order to enrich the 
Spanish CESS-ECE corpus with coreference information, 
we draw on projects developed for English, considering 
the markup schemes, tools and strategies that have been 

+ linguistic zero pronouns                                              –

    knowledge  anaphoric pronouns                                
               anaphoric descriptions 
  self-sufficient DDs 
  proper nouns                   world  
–                                                                     knowledge   +
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suggested, and making the adaptations, changes and 
extensions that we feet necessary given the conditions of 
the corpus and our purposes. 

4 Coreference annotation scheme  
The CESS-ECE corpus is a multilingual corpus that 
consists of a Spanish (CESS-ESP) and a Catalan corpus 
(CESS-CAT), 500,000 words each mostly coming from 
newspaper articles. The CESS-ECE corpus has already 
been annotated with morphological information (PoS), 
syntactic constituents and functions, argument structures 
and thematic roles, tagged with strong and weak named 
entities (NE), and the 150 most frequent nouns have their 
WordNet synset [10]. It is the largest annotated corpus of 
Spanish. The information already annotated is taken into 
account when planning the enrichment of the corpus with 
coreference links.  

The annotation methodology of the CESS-ECE corpus 
is divided into two steps: a first automatic stage, and a 
second manual one. The former takes advantage of the 
annotation already contained in the corpus; while the 
latter enriches manually the automatic annotation and 
incorporates the anaphoric and coreferential links.  

With regard to the annotation scheme, after 
considering different ones [5, 7, 8, 12, 15, 19], we opted 
to implement the scheme proposed in MATE/GNOME 
[16] for coreference annotation, because its great 
flexibility and modularity make it able to meet our needs. 
It is open to linguistic phenomena of languages other than 
English and, although designed for dialogues, it can be 
easily adapted to other textual genres. Besides, it keeps 
distinct the annotation of discourse entities from the 
annotation of links.  

A number of coreference annotation projects have 
drawn on the MUC-6 and MUC-7 schemes [7], in which 
two NPs are considered to be coreferential if they refer to 
the same entity in the world. However, van Deemter & 
Kibble [20] have criticized the MUC Task Definition for 
violating the relation of coreference proper and mixing it 
with anaphora. The MATE scheme differs from that of 
MUC in that it is based on the discourse rather than the 
world. Following the discourse model [21], coreference 
and anaphora occur between discourse entities (DE), 
which may or may not refer to specific objects in the 
world. So the first stage in the development of an 
annotation scheme is the delimitation of which text 
constituents realize DEs that may enter in coreferential 

relations and are identified as markables with a <de>
element. 

4.1    First step: Automatic annotation 
The starting point is the rich hierarchical syntactic 
annotation contained in the CESS-ECE corpus (see Figure 
2). The general tag  codes all NPs, while more specific 
tags are used to mark coordinated NPs (), adjunct 
NPs (), NPs containing a coordinated nominal group 
(), and elliptical subjects (). All these tags are also 
able to contemplate cases of discontinuities (splitting into 
a  and a  labels) and they contain a further 
specification –an additional letter at the end of the tag– if 
they are NEs:  for organizations,  for locations,  for 

persons,  for dates,  for numbers (including percentages 
and money), and  for the rest.  

Figure 2: Fragment of a morphosyntactic tree from the  

CESS-ECE corpus

4.1.1 Markables: elements 
As specified in Section 2, we aim at coding coreferential 
relations involving at least one NP –whose antecedent 
may be another NP, a VP, a clause or a sequence of 
clauses. Therefore, these are the text constituents that 
should be marked up. All NPs are automatically marked 
up, whether definite, indefinite, pronominal, bare nouns 
or proper names. Antecedents expressed by phrases other 
than nominal are later marked manually when necessary. 
The full syntactic annotation of the CESS-ECE corpus 
enables us to follow the MATE’s guidelines and do most 
of the markable identification task automatically, by 
instructing the computer to mark all  (NPs) as 
with an ID number, as shown by the highlighted nodes in 
Figure 2. Although not all NPs should be treated as 
markables, in this first automatic step no distinction is 
made.  syntactic tags treat relative clauses and 
appositional phrases as modifiers of the head noun, so 
both are included within the  tag. Although the 
Spanish reflexive pronoun se can also function as a verbal 
morpheme or as a mark for passive and impersonal 
constructions, the syntactic annotation already contains 
this information, so that the automatic annotation only 
identifies as  the uses that are really reflexive and so 
coreferential. 

The fact that coordinated NPs, apart from their own 
tag, are syntactically marked with a tag for the larger NP 
means that three or more  are generated: one for each 
constituent NP and one for the larger NP. Subsequent 
references either to parts or to the whole coordination 
imply then no additional difficulty. Since relative 
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pronouns are tagged as , the computer is also 
instructed to mark them as . 

Unlike English, subject pronouns are usually omitted 
in Spanish –as they can be easily recovered from the 
verbal morphology. Otherwise a contrastive value is 
implied. So it is a great advantage that zero subject 
pronouns are syntactically already shown as . It means 
that they can be automatically marked up as  and no 
other special tag is required.  

On the other hand, in order to specify the antecedent 
of what we call “contextual descriptions”, we adapt the 
MATE’s possibility of annotating references to visible 
objects. Each piece of news is introduced by a 
element containing two universe entities (): the 
location and the time in which the piece of news was 
written (3). Both elements are automatically filled with 
the information heading each file. 

(3) 

  

4.1.2 Markables: the  attributes 
Apart from its ID, each  element has one or two 
 attributes: the first specifies the type of NP –its 
degree of determination–, whereas the second appears 
only if the  is a NE or a self-sufficient DD. 
can be filled automatically by profiting from the 
morphological annotation of the corpus, thus copying the 
information contained in the specifier section (), if 
there is any. In Figure 2, for instance,  for the first 
 is filled with  (namely, determiner, article, 
masculine, plural). If the NP has no specifier, the 
information for  is provided in the nominal group 
() section or in the node tag itself:  for 
relative pronouns,  for NPs containing coordination, 
 for elliptical subjects (in this case, the verbal 
morphology is included as well), etc. 

The  attribute is automatically filled for NEs, 
whereas the identification of self-sufficient DDs is done 
in the manual annotation stage. After running the 
automatic annotation, the  elements obtained from 
the tree in Figure 2 are shown in (4). 

(4) 
      





4.2 Second step: Manual annotation   
At this point two tasks need to be carried out. On the one 
hand, the automatic identification of markables is 
completed by adding unidentified ones. On the other 
hand, annotators have to annotate manually coreferential 
relations by incorporating the  element wherever 
necessary.  

4.2.1 Adding markables 
First, since incorporated clitics are not syntactically 
annotated in the corpus, annotators have to mark the 
verbal complex as a  element (5), including as many 
 as clitics there are.  

(5)        
4

Second, antecedents corresponding to a VP, a clause or a 
sequence of clauses are marked as  elements.  

Third, the attribute needs to be filled with the 
value  for DDs which are considered to be self-
sufficient, that is, NPs with the definite article that depend 
on no antecedent, but on world knowledge. Their 
autonomy can result from their generic reference (6a), 
their containing an explanatory modifier (6b, 6c) or their 
general uniqueness (6d).  

(6) a. los alemanes 
b. las reservas de oro y divisas del Banco Central 
c. los estados que demandaron a Microsoft  
d. la policía5  

Marking these DDs as  can prove successful for a 
resolution system when learning to recognize definite NPs 
that, like proper nouns, can potentially be the first 
elements of a coreference chain.   

On the other hand, annotators are advised to omit 
 elements which participate very rarely in 
coreferential relations, such as pronouns referring to an 
adjective, bound anaphors (within the scope of a 
quantifier), bare NPs with an attributive value, idiomatic 
expressions, and pronouns within fixed connectors. 

4.2.2 Annotating coreference: 
The  elements serve to show coreferential relations 
holding between two discourse entities. This marking is 
especially useful for question answering, information 
extraction as well as text summarization. The 
attribute points to the ID of the antecedent. For the sake 
of simplicity, we do not distinguish between anaphora and 
cataphora, so that it is possible that the  entity 
appears not before but after its related . We agree to 
mark the closest antecedent, whether pronominal or not, 
as the .  

The  attribute of the  specifies the kind of 
coreferential relation and can take seven different values 
(the last three ones unique to our scheme):  

(i) type=“ident” (identity)
The two  share the same discourse referent. It may 
involve a full NP and a pronoun (7a), a proper noun and a 
pronoun, a proper noun and a full NP (7b), two proper 
nouns, or two full NPs, which may share the same head 
(7c) or stand in a synonymy, hypernymy or hyponymy 
relationship (7d). We also treat as identity relations the 
resolution of first and second person pronouns in quoted 
speech, as once within a written discourse, deictic 
pronouns are interpreted in an anaphoric way (7e). 

(7) a. El presidente boliviano y el jefe del partido de la    
          oposición...ambos. 

b. Microsoft...la firma. 

                                               
4 (5) ‘give-him/her/them-it’ 
5 (6) a. the Germans 
 b. the gold and currency reserves of the Central Bank 
 c. the states that sued Microsoft 
 d. the police 
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c. la falta de mano de obra en Cataluña...esta falta de  
          mano de obra.  

d. un grupo de adolescentes...el equipo. 
e. “yo sigo” – dijo el director general de Seat.6

(ii) type=“dx” (discourse deixis)
The antecedent of the NP is a VP, a clause (8a), or a 
sequence of clauses (8b, 8c) –be it an event, fact, or 
proposition. The difficulty of deciding the exact textual 
part that serves as antecedent –which can be considerably 
long– has been pointed out by van Deemter & Kibble [20] 
and Poesio [15]. Given the relevance of events in NLP 
tasks, it is important for discourse deixis to have specific 
guidelines about how the  should be marked. 
These guidelines will appear in [17]. The resolution of 
discourse deixis helps answer fusion in question 
answering and template merging in information 
extraction. 

(8)          a. Si no cambia la situación meteorológica, cosa que  
           el INM no prevé a corto plazo,... 

  b. Pujol cree necesario que el Gobierno agilice los 
            permisos de residencia a los inmigrantes para...  
            Esta opinión... 

  c. [...] Con esto no quiero decir que nosotros...7

(iii) type=“poss” (possessor)
The possessor link concerns possessive pronouns, NPs 
introduced by a possessive determiner, and possessive 
relatives. The coreference relation shows that the 
antecedent is the possessor of the second , which 
may express an object properly possessed as well as a part 
or an attribute of the possessor (9). Unlike cases of part-of 
bridging, possessor relations are straightforward, as the 
possessive makes them explicit. 

(9)  El primer ministro mostró su preocupación.8

(iv) type=“bridg” (bridging)
This is a very broad class that encompasses all kinds of 
metonymic relations –to a greater or lesser extent–
holding between two NPs (subset, member, etc.) (10), or 
between a NP and a VP, implicitly related. Bridging is 
treated within coreference in the sense that the link 
between the two discourse entities is established on the 
basis of the same reference point. A detailed specification 
of bridging subtypes is addressed in [17]. 

(10) a. el cambio de 17 acciones de Alcan...los accionistas   
b. la tropa...uno de los soldados.9

                                               
6 (7) a. The Bolivian president and the head of the opposition 
     party...both. 
 b. Microsoft...the firm. 
 c. the lack of labour in Catalonia...this lack of labour. 
 d. a group of adolescents...the team. 
 e. “I go on” – said the general director of Seat. 
7 (8) a. If the meteorological situation does not change, some-  
              thing that the INM does not foresee in the short term...  
          b. Pujol believes it necessary that the government speeds  

  up the residence permits for immigrants to...This 
  opinion... 

   c. [...] With this I do not want to say that we...  
8

(9) The Prime Minister showed his concern.

(v) type=“pred” (predicative)
Following van Deemter & Kibble [20], we do not treat 
nominal predicates (11a) and appositional phrases (11b) 
as identity coreference. However, given that NPs 
identifying a discourse entity by its properties can be very 
relevant for some NLP tasks –such as Entity Detection 
and Recognition from ACE, and definitional question 
answering–, we have created the special “predicative 
link” type for these cases. 

(11) a. Villatoro es el director del diario Avui. 
 b. Barnasants, el ciclo de canción de autor,...10

(vi) type= “rank” (ranking)
The ranking link applies to NPs that refer to the numerical 
order of the elements of a given list. The  is 
either a coordinated or a complex NP of the enumerative 
kind (12). This link helps “list” questions in question 
answering, e.g. “Name all the participants in the event.”  

(12) Por este orden, participaron en el acto Javier Krahe, 
Javier Ruibal y Loquillo.11

(vii) type=“context” (contextual)   
Contextual descriptions are interpreted with respect to the 
spatial or temporal coordinates (13). Therefore, their 
 is not a , but one of the two universe 
entities from the  element.  

(13)  Este año las cifras están por debajo de la media.12

When considering the taxonomy of coreferential link 
types, we decided to include a second kind of 
element –different from the coreferential one– so as to fill 
the semantic type of headless NPs. The  
element (with an  attribute) is limited to some 
NPs with adjectives (14a), PPs (14b) or relative clauses as 
heads.  

(14)  a. Tres tipos de vestidos: los blancos, los... 
 b. Hubo poca participación, pero la de los    

  españoles...13  

5 Conclusions and further work  
In this paper we have presented a foundational step for 
the annotation of the CESS-ECE corpus with coreference 
information: the design of the guidelines and general 
criteria to carry out our project. This annotation scheme 
allows us to annotate a corpus sample and identify 
problems and unexpected cases that lead us to extend and 
refine the markup scheme. Therefore, the scheme here 
presented is open to new attributes and values. The 
outcome of this long process is the definition of an 

                                                                           
9  (10) a. the change of 17 shares of Alcan...the shareholders

 b. the troop...one of the soldiers.
10

(11) a. Villatoro is the director of the Avui newspaper. 

 b. Barnasants, the singer-writer song cycle,...
11

(12) In this order, took part in the event Javier Krahe, Javier 

            Ruibal and Loquillo.            .
12

(13) This year the figures are below the mean.
13

(14) a. Three types of dresses: the white ones, the... 

 b. There was little participation, but that of the Spanish...
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exhaustive typology of coreferential expressions in 
Spanish14 and coreference relations.  

In contrast to existing anaphora resolution systems for 
Spanish, our project covers the whole range of 
coreferential expressions, thus dealing with proper nouns, 
full NPs and pronouns all together. The existence of a rich 
syntactic annotation in the CESS-ECE corpus offers the 
possibility of doing most of the markable identification 
automatically, thus reducing the extent of manual 
annotation, which is well known to be a labour-intensive 
and time-consuming task. 

The choice of the annotation tool is another key point, 
and we are considering the way in which the existing ones 
can be adapted to meet our needs. Regarding the 
annotation strategy, annotators meet periodically to 
discuss the doubtful cases and thus achieve a level of 
inter-annotator agreement as high as possible.  

This work is the first step in the creation of the largest 
corpus with complex semantic annotation for Spanish. 
Once the CESS-ECE corpus is annotated following a 
scheme linguistically well founded, the goal of our project 
is twofold. From a computational perspective, the 
development of an automatic coreference resolution 
system by applying machine-learning techniques. 
Besides, the annotated corpus can be used by researchers 
to train and test automatic coreference resolution 
methods. From a linguistic point of view, we shall test the 
hypotheses suggested by Ariel [1] and Gundel et al. [6] on 
the basis of the annotated data in the CESS-ECE corpus. 
The linguistic study may lead us to infer generalisations 
about the expression of coreference in Spanish that can be 
used as heuristics. According to Botley & McEnery [4], 
the existing variety of approaches and methodologies to 
anaphora resolution calls for a synthesis. The combination 
of the machine-learning algorithms with the heuristics 
obtained from the linguistic analysis will be a fruitful 
synthesis, resulting in a hybrid coreference resolution 
system.  
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Abstract
We present an approach for querying collections
of heterogeneous linguistic corpora that are an-
notated on multiple layers using arbitrary XML-
based markup languages. An OWL ontology is
used to homogenise the conceptually different
markup languages so that a common querying
framework can be established.
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1 Introduction

Annotated linguistic corpora can be used in several
different scenarios: they can be employed in machine
learning contexts to serve as training data, they can
be used to build language models based on statisti-
cal properties, or corpora can serve as a resource in
computer-assisted language learning software. In fact,
there are so many possible ways in which corpora can
be used effectively that their initial purpose has be-
come overshadowed rather quickly. Traditionally, lin-
guists compiled corpora in order to find answers for
research questions on the basis of empirical evidence.
After a corpus had been compiled using a number of
criteria, it could be analysed using statistical methods.
We are concerned with devising a web-based corpus

platform for a large collection of more than 60 hetero-
geneous linguistic corpora. One of the obstacles we
are confronted with deals with exploring ways of pro-
viding homogeneous means of accessing this very large
collection of diverse and complex linguistic resources.
The user interface does not only have to generalise
over several heterogeneous annotation formats, it has
to be intuitively usable for linguists without expertise
in XML, querying standards such as XQuery (see, e. g.,
[15]), or even the original markup languages. In other
words, we want to lay a technical foundation for the
interoperability and reusability of annotated linguistic
corpora. We would like to enable academics who are
not interested in the corpus annotation specifics to log
onto the platform and to explore as well as to query
the available corpora in an efficient and simple way.
Section 2 briefly highlights the most important

properties of data formats for linguistic corpora and

our generic data model. Section 3 sketches the gen-
eral approach, our system architecture, and the pro-
cess flows. The main part of this paper, section 4, dis-
cusses the web-platform’s query interface: first, we il-
lustrate the technical aspects of querying multi-rooted
trees. We subsequently introduce an ontology-based
approach for homogenising the heterogeneous markup
languages. Finally, we sketch the graphical interface
and the output and visualisation modules.

2 A Homogeneous Data Model

Since the late 1990s, practically all corpus annotation
formats have been realised as XML markup languages
[11, 13, 20]. They come in two different flavours: tra-
ditionally, most corpus markup languages form hierar-
chies that are expressed by nested XML element trees
(e. g., for the representation of syntactic constituents
or document structures). In stark contrast to hier-
archical data formats are markup languages that an-
chor a data set to a timeline (primarily used for the
transcription of spoken language), see [2]. In timeline-
based formats such as Exmaralda [18], the annotator
can draw an arc from one anchor to another point on
the timeline. However, these structures are not rep-
resented by nested XML element-trees, but with the
help of attribute-value pairs. At the same time, both
approaches usually encode several annotation layers
concurrently, for example, information on morpholog-
ical, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic structures.
In our project we have to deal with both hierarchi-

cal and timeline-based corpora and we have to provide
the means for enabling users to query both types of
resources in a uniform way. In fact, the original anno-
tation format will be irrelevant to the user, as the user
interface and the underlying technology will abstract
from any idiosyncrasies and peculiarities of the origi-
nal data formats. We use an approach that is able to
cope with the abovementioned difficulties [8, 19, 22]
and that can be compared to the NITE Object Model
[4]. We developed a tool that semiautomatically splits
hierarchically annotated corpora that typically consist
of a single XML document instance, into individual
XML files, so that each file represents all the infor-
mation related to a single annotation layer [21]; this
approach guarantees that overlapping structures can
be represented straightforwardly. Timeline-based cor-
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Fig. 1: The two main corpus processing workflows

pora are processed using another tool in order to sep-
arate the graph annotations that are also stored in
individual XML files [21]. Our approach enables us
to represent arbitrary types of XML-annotated cor-
pora as individual files, i. e., individual XML element
trees. These multi-rooted trees are represented as reg-
ular XML document instances, but, as a single corpus
comprises multiple files, there is a need to go beyond
the functionality offered by typical XML tools in order
to enable us to process multiple files, as regular tools
work with single files only.

3 System Architecture

First, a corpus to be imported into our corpus platform
has to be analysed manually (figure 1). Depending on
its corresponding markup language, the XML docu-
ment instance is transformed into multi-rooted trees.
Some corpora can be transformed using simple

XSLT stylesheets, while other corpora have to be pro-
cessed using a custom set of tools: corpora annotated
based on the hierarchical model are analysed by a tool
that enables us to map XML elements, attributes and
textual content onto one or more annotation layers.
As soon as this mapping exists, the annotation layers
can be exported as XML documents. A second tool
can be used to split timeline-based corpora into a set
of multi-rooted trees. Finally, these XML files are im-
ported into an XML database (e. g., eXist). A third
tool anchors all files to a set of primary data in order to
allow query-time coordination between the individual
files that represent a single-rooted tree each.
At the same time, the elements and attributes used

in the markup languages are analysed and incorpo-
rated into an ontology that encapsulates knowledge
about linguistic terms and concepts. The ontology
is used to generalise over the specific and, at times,
idiosyncratic names and labels used in the corpus
markup languages and to provide a coherent, unified,
and homogeneous perspective on the large set of het-
erogeneous corpora.

4 The Query Interface

There are several constraints for the web-based query
interface we are currently developing. For this paper

the two most important issues are the implementation
of a mechanism that enables XQuery queries that work
on multi-rooted trees (section 4.1) and the integration
of the ontology of linguistic annotations into the pro-
cess of building an XQuery statement (section 4.2).
In addition, we want to provide a graphical interface
that can be intuitively used by linguists and other in-
terested parties who know neither XML, XQuery, nor
the XML-based markup languages used in the original
corpora (section 4.3). Figure 2 shows the architecture
of the query interface. We modified the XML database
eXist so that it is able to cope with directing XQuery
queries over multi-rooted trees.

4.1 Querying Multi-Rooted Trees

As each annotation layer is contained in one XML
document, a corpus represents a special form of a
multi-rooted tree, i. e., a collection of trees that do
not share nodes except the leaves containing anno-
tated data. AnnoLab [9] is an XML/XQuery-based
corpus query and management framework designed to
deal with multi-rooted trees. An abstract data-model
for corpus annotation was synthesized from various
approaches (e. g., [4], [12], [14]) and consists of four
tiers: (i) signal tier (annotated data), (ii) structure
tier (annotation structure), (iii) feature tier (annota-
tion features), (iv) location tier (a mapping between
signal and structure tiers). XML’s data-model itself,
however, supports only three of the four tiers: signal
(text-nodes), structure (element hierarchy), and fea-
ture tier (attributes). Furthermore, it combines the
tiers into an ordered tree with non-overlapping leaves,
leading to problems regarding projectiveness and over-
lapping segments. By introducing the location tier
as a buffer between signal and structure, these prob-
lems can be resolved. In addition, the text-nodes from
the XML data-model are replaced by segments that
serve as placeholders for the signal, thus functioning
as stand-off anchors. A segment addresses a signal us-
ing start and end offsets as well as a signal identifier.
The rest of the XML data-model remains untouched,
so that standard XQuery statements can be used. As-
suming that an XML annotation contains the anno-
tated text in document order in its text nodes, the
conversion to the AnnoLab format (and back) can be
done fully automatically.
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4.1.1 XQuery Extensions

To access signals and to perform queries across multi-
ple layers, AnnoLab provides a library of XQuery func-
tions that are loaded into eXist as extensions. These
extensions fall into two categories: (i) accessing the
signal, (ii) coordinating queries across layers.

Signal access – To this category belong functions
such as get-text(N) and find-text(N, p). The first
function takes as an argument a set of elements N. It
collects all segments located under N and returns the
text they address. The second function takes a set of
elements N and a pattern p. It returns those segments
under N that address text matching p.

Layer coordination – The functions in this cat-
egory perform comparisons and calculations on seg-
ments. The function overlapping(X, Y) illustrates
the general principle: it takes two sets of elements X
and Y. These sets are expanded into two segment lists A
= seg(X), B = seg(Y) that contain all segments un-
der X and Y. It returns all a in A that overlap with some
b in B. Analogous functions exist for all 13 temporal
relations formalized by Allen [1]. The functions can be
used to specify the desired relations between segments
originating from different annotation layers and, thus,
to coordinate different layers.
All extension functions could be implemented in

pure XQuery, however, for performance reasons and
limitations in eXist, they were implemented in Java.

4.1.2 Query Example

For the following example [9] assume an alignment
layer en de.align (see figure 3); its segments refer to
two signals de (Deutsch, German) and en (English).
Another layer en.pos contains token elements that
have a pos feature (part-of-speech data for en).
The query (figure 4) yields all verb forms in the

English text that are one or two tokens to the left of a
determiner along with their translations into German.
The query selects all tokens ($eng) from the POS layer
and all alignments ($aln) from the alignment layer.
The result set contains those combinations of segments
and alignments that fulfill the specified conditions:

• line 4: the English part of the alignment layer has
to overlap with a token from the part-of-speech
layer,

• line 5: the token from the part-of-speech layer has
to be a verb form (pos feature starting with V),

• lines 3+6: the first or second following token
($next) from the part-of-speech layer has to be
a determiner (pos feature starting with DT).

This example demonstrates that using AnnoLab’s
XQuery extensions results in rather complex query
statements that require a certain amount of XQuery
knowledge. Each query depends on a consistent set of
annotation elements, feature names, and feature val-
ues.

<signal id="de">Er schloss das Tor ab </signal >
2 <signal id="en">He locked the gate </signal >

<layer id="en_de.align">
4 <alignment >

[...]
6 <align >

<i role="de">
8 <seg start ="3" end="9" sig="de">schloss </seg >

<seg start ="19" end="20" sig="de">ab </seg >
10 </i>

<i role="en">
12 <seg start ="3" end="8" sig="en">locked </seg >

</i>
14 </align >

[...]
16 </layer >

Fig. 3: Abbreviated alignment layer and signals

for $eng in ds:layer ("en.pos")//token ,
2 $aln in ds:layer ("en_de.align ")// align

let $next := $eng/following::token[position ()<2]
4 where seq:overlapping($eng , $aln//i[@role ="en"])

and starts -with($eng/@pos , "V")
6 and starts -with($next/@pos , "DT")

return
8 <t>

<eng >{txt:get-text($eng)}</eng>
10 <ger >{txt:get-text($aln//i[@role="de"])}</ger >

</t>
12

<t>
14 <eng >locked </eng>

<ger >schloss ab </ger >
16 </t>

Fig. 4: Query aligned signals using pos constraints
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4.2 Creating XQuery Constraints

In order to provide a consistent approach for docu-
mentation and to enable a uniform query interface that
applies to different annotation formats, we built an on-
tology that serves as a terminological reference, repre-
sented in OWL DL (see [6, 10] for similar approaches).
This reference model is based on the EAGLES recom-
mendations for morphosyntax, the general ontology for
linguistic description [10], and the SFB632 annotation
standard [7]. Currently it includes reference specifica-
tions for word classes, morphosyntax [5], and will be
extended to other linguistic phenomena.
The reference model consists of three parts: a taxon-

omy of linguistic categories (modelled as OWL classes,
e. g., Noun, CommonNoun), a taxonomy of gram-
matical features (OWL classes, e. g., Accusative),
and relations (OWL properties, e. g., hasCase). An
annotation model is an ontology that represents one
specific annotation scheme. We built, among others,
formalised annotation models for the SFB632 annota-
tion format [7], TIGER/STTS [17, 3], SUSANNE [16],
and for the Uppsala corpus tagset. Annotation models
include word classes, grammatical features, and rela-
tions. However, this structure is independent from the
reference model as it relies on the original annotation
documentation only. It can be seen as a formal inter-
pretation of the annotation scheme (see figure 1).
In contrast to the reference model, annotation mod-

els include instances. Every instance corresponds to a
tag or an annotation value in the original annotation
scheme. It is augmented with the properties hasTag
and hasTier, which provide the exact surface form of
the corresponding annotation (e. g., hasTag(VVZv))
and the conceptual layer (e. g., hasTier(pos)).
Instances are characterized by the word class
they are assigned to (e. g., susa:LexicalVerb
and susa:FiniteVerb) and grammatical prop-
erties (e. g., susa:hasPerson(susa:third), and
susa:hasNumber(susa:singular)).
Annotation models and the reference model are

linked by RDF descriptions (rdfs:subClassOf,
rdfs:subPropertyOf): an annotation model acts as
one specific instantiation of the reference model. This
linking mechanism can also be applied to use defini-
tions from external reference ontologies such as GOLD
[10] as an optional upper model or external reference
model. The internal reference model’s purpose is to
mediate between resource or language-specific anno-
tation models and an external upper model. For the
specification of queries, definitions provided by an ex-
ternal reference model may decrease the initial reluc-
tance a user might have to work with the ontology.

Ontology-Based Corpus Querying

According to the structure of the ontologies, any tag
used in an annotation scheme corresponds to an in-
direct instance of a class in the reference model,
which might be subject to further specification by
(sub)properties of the reference model. Accordingly,
any tag from an annotation model can be retrieved by
a description in terms of OWL classes and properties
from the reference model. If multiple annotation mod-
els are considered, such a description may be expanded

into a disjunction of tags from different tag sets or
conceptual layers. OntoClient, a highly configurable
query preprocessor implemented in Java, retrieves all
individuals which correspond to an ontology-based de-
scription and translates them into a disjunction of
tags. OntoQueries can be embedded in arbitrary
code which remains untouched during query expan-
sion. OntoClient’s input as well as the output are
specified by formal grammars. In the input, ontology-
sensitive sub-queries are marked by curly braces, with
the opening parenthesis followed by the cue, e. g., a
variable that describes the element whose attributes
and attribute values are defined by the ontological de-
scription, the key word in, and an expression com-
posed of ontological classes and properties.

Result := (cue/@Tier="Tag" (or cue/@Tier="Tag")∗ )

For every individual retrieved from the expansion of
the OntoQuery expression, Tier and Tag are the val-
ues of the corresponding hasTier and hasTag prop-
erties. cue is identical to a cue element in the Onto-
Query, thus, it has to be specified by the user.

for $eng in ds:layer ("en.pos")//token ,
2 $aln in ds:layer ("en_de.align ")// align

let $next := $eng/following::token[position ()<2]
4 where seq:overlapping($eng , $aln//i[@role ="en"])

and {$eng in Verb}
6 and {$next in Determiner}

return [...]

Fig. 5: Incorporating ontology-driven constraints into
a query (modified version of the query shown in fig. 4)

Figure 5 shows a modified version of the sam-
ple query: for {$eng in Verb} (line 5), OntoClient
searches for the concept Verb in the reference
model. Considering the SUSANNE annotation model,
susa:Verb is retrieved as a subclass of the reference
model concept, with sub-classes susa:LexicalVerb,
susa:ModalVerb, etc., which expand to a total of 44
instances (e. g., susa:vvzv is retrieved as an instance
of LexicalVerb). The value of hasTag() specifies
the surface form of its tag, i. e., VVZv, the value of
hasTier() specifies the conceptual layer, i. e., pos.
OntoClient produces the following constraints:

($eng/@pos = "VVZv" or $eng/@pos = "VV0"

or $eng/@pos = "VV0i" [...])

Here, $eng is the cue from the original query, pos
is the value of the property hasTier, and VVZv is the
value of hasTag. In the additional annotation models,
corresponding tags are listed as well, including multi-
ple conceptual layers and a greater variety of tags.
OntoClient was originally developed as a prepro-

cessor for corpus querying languages such as CQP,
TIGERSearch, and ANNIS-QL, which are tailored to
the needs of corpus linguists. However, OntoClient
can be applied as a more general query preprocessor
in order to produce XQuery constraints.

4.3 The Graphical Interface

We cannot expect our primary user group (i. e., lin-
guists) to be proficient in XML-related querying lan-
guages such as XQuery. Instead, we want to provide an
intuitive user interface that generalises as much as pos-
sible from the underlying data structures and querying
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methods actually used. Our system will make heavy
use of Ajax technologies (Asynchronous JavaScript
and XML) so that a dynamic, interactive, drag-and-
drop-enabled query interface can be provided. As the
ontology of linguistic annotations (section 4.2) is a re-
source for homogenising heterogeneous markup lan-
guages, we will be able to provide abstract graphical
representations of linguistic concepts (e. g., “noun”,
“verb”, “preposition” etc.) that may have a specific
set of features; furthermore, we will provide operands
so that the linguistic concepts can be glued together
by dragging and dropping these graphical represen-
tations onto a specific area of the screen, building a
query step by step. In addition, users will be able
to enter all kinds of annotated linguistic information,
e. g., specific text, feature values, syntactic relations
etc. (where possible, the information to be presented
to the user will be constructed from the ontology).
The abovementioned linguistic concepts as well as the
operands are associated with XPath and XQuery frag-
ments so that, after a query has been specified using
this graphical interface, the individual fragments can
be assembled into the final XQuery statement.
We want to provide several output and visualisa-

tion modules for query results, e. g., we will visualise
queried corpus subsets that contain syntactic trees as
trees, realised as SVG graphics, and we plan to repre-
sent data that is modelled using a timeline-based ap-
proach in a tabular fashion that highlights overlapping
structures. One conceptual obstacle concerns the fact
that, just like SQL, XQuery queries specify the output
part of a query. We plan to introduce a processing
layer that represents complex search result datatypes:
as soon as each query template is associated with one
such search result datatype (e. g., “syntax tree”, “ma-
trix”, “kwic” etc.), we are able to map a specific query
template onto a specific output or visualisation mod-
ule so that the search result datatype specifies which
output modules can be used.
For the representation of the query templates we

will use an XML-based format in order to store all
necessary data in one place: (a) the query template it-
self (i. e., an XQuery fragment, its associated linguistic
concepts, and “free” corresponding variables); (b) the
search result datatype; (c) function of the query (its
linguistic scope); (d) source of the query; (e) the an-
notation layer the query refers to (e. g., syntax, infor-
mation structure etc.); (f) instructions or a general de-
scription of the query; (g) one or more sample queries
built upon the query template (i. e., example variable
assignments that can be modified by the user).

5 Concluding Remarks

We presented an approach to querying XML-an-
notated corpora using standard techniques such as
XPath and XQuery. As modern corpora are annotated
on several layers, we extended a native XML database
so that multi-rooted trees, representing one such an-
notation layer each, can be queried. One of our goals
is to provide an intuitive, modern, flexible, and power-
ful search interface. As our web-platform has to cope
with arbitrary annotation formats, we built an OWL
ontology that encapsulates knowledge about the tag

sets used in these annotation schemes. The ontology
can be used for query expansion, so that knowledge of
the underlying data formats is not required.
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Abstract 
Predicate structures and their identification present 
interesting properties for Information Extraction. Few 
researchers are interested in the relation that links a 
predicative noun (derived from verbs, from adjectives or not 
derived) and its arguments in a noun phrase with a 
predicative head. We show the complexity of these 
structures as well as paraphrase relations which link them to 
verbal constructions. We then describe the Link Grammar 
which we have developed to parse predicate noun phrases in 
the biology field. This grammar is integrated in the existing 
Link Parser grammar. Lastly, we show how we have 
enhanced the heuristics for the selection of the best parsing.  

Keywords
Information Extraction, predicate structure, predicate noun 
phrase, dependency grammar, link grammar. 

1. Introduction 
Most research in Information Extraction on proteomics 
focuses on relations between biological entities, for 
example interactions between genes or proteins, to create 
databases or knowledge bases. This type of relation is 
essentially based on verbal predicates and their core 
arguments, i.e. subject and complement. However, verbs 
are not the only predicate elements in a sentence. A great 
number of nouns also play this role. We illustrate this fact 
of language with four examples using the verb activate 
and its nominalization (activation): (a) the DeltaNp73 
promoter is not activated by E2F1…; (b) DeltaNp73 
activates the hTERT promoter…; (c) activation of the 
hTERT promoter by DeltaNp73alpha…; (d) hTERT 
activation was also observed for  ...

These examples highlight the difficulty in connecting 
the various forms of the predicate activate in its verbal 
(for example, a-b) or its nominal forms (for example, c-d). 
These nominal occurrences are very numerous in scientific 
texts. Our objective is to define a method as well as tools 
for a robust analysis in order to identify, within the 
structure of NPs, the prepositional phrases (PPs) which 
are arguments of the predicate to identify relevant 
relations between biological entities more extensively. 

In this article, we give a definition of predicate 
structures and highlight the complexity of these structures 

by showing their various forms of surface. We then show 
how the predicate noun phrases (PNP) are integrated in 
the predicate structures as well as the various properties 
which make it possible to classify them. Lastly, we present 
the PNP grammar which we have created and integrated in 
the standard grammar of the Link Parser 
(www.link.cs.cmu.edu/link/) [12], as well as heuristics 
allowing to select the best parsing. 

2. Verbal or nominal predicate structures 
To extract patterns of proteomic interactions, most 
research is based on verbal structures. These papers 
concern processing with either a complete parsing [6]; or 
a partial parsing of shallow-parsing type [1,5] or of 
pattern-matching type  [4]. Alphonse et al. (2004) [1] are 
interested in nominal-verbal predicate structures, but only 
from a general point of view, without describing the 
different nominal patterns which show the complexity of 
the problem. A specific work on PP attachments on 
nominalizations [11] in proteomic texts achieves good 
results with linguistic heuristics, but the system does not 
produce information on the PP roles (subject, object or 
adjunct). Concerning nominalizations in other texts than 
biology, the NOMBANK project [7] automatically, semi-
automatically and manually annotes, in corpus (with the 
Wall Street Journal Corpus of the Penn Treebank), 
predicate nouns (verbal, adjectival and other) with their 
argument relations and creates a lexical base of predicate 
nouns: NOMLEX-PLUS. We have oriented our work in 
this direction but only with an automatic and weekly-
manual acquisition of nominal argument structures from 
verb structures of a biological and general lexicon:  
“Specialist Lexicon” [2]. 

We define as predicate, a word to which one can attach 
arguments. They are verbs, adjectives and predicate 
nouns. In a general way, a noun is known as predicative 
when it presents the same argument relations as a verb [8]. 
Each argument plays a precise conceptual role: subject, 
complement or adjunct. In the following, we name 
‘arguments’ all the core arguments of the predicate and 
‘adjunct’, other arguments. For example the PNP milk 
concentration by ultrafiltration, connected to the 
sentence, ultrafiltration concentrates milk, is formed with 
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a predicate head, concentration, followed or preceded by 
its arguments, ultrafiltration and milk, preceded or not by 
a preposition. We notice that between the two structures 
there is conservation of the arguments and that one could 
add an adjunct (in the manufacture of cheese). 

We name predicate structure, a structured class of 
nominal, adjectival and verbal predicates in which the 
information data to be extracted are aggregated in a 
<predicate, argument(s)> form. 
Syntactic patterns: In scientific sublanguages [3], 
syntactic patterns of a predicate structure generally 
correspond to various surface forms which convey the 
same information. More precisely, we call syntactic 
pattern a grammatical skeleton describing the various core 
arguments of the predicate in its saturated form and its 
eventual adjuncts. For a predicate noun, we define tuples 
of prepositions/conjunctions whose function is to mark, in 
a stable way, arguments of saturated predicative nominal 
phrases. For example, in the PNP activation of the hTERT 
promoter by DeltaNp73alpha, we show, with the patterns 
described in section 3, why the prepositions by and of
respectively mark a subject and a complement noun. This 
marker capability is reduced in case of deletion of one or 
more arguments, particularly when these arguments are 
preceded by the preposition of. 

3. NPs with predicate head 
We are interested in nominalization of verbs in PNPs. 
Each of these PNPs can appear in various surface forms. 
We distinguish, on one hand, arguments of the associated 
verbal form with its subject and its essential complements, 
and, on the other hand, its adjuncts. We do not work for 
the moment on verbs and nominalizations with that-
clauses or infinitive clauses. We show that the structure of 
the PNP is narrowly correlated with the nature of the verb 
which corresponds to the nominal predicate head. We use 
in our work a study of properties of French PNPs [8] and 
observations in corpus (Web, scientific articles, etc). We 
also use a syntactic lexicon: “The Specialist Lexicon” [2], 
(www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/umlslex.html) which 
describes various uses of verbs and their nominalizations. 
Leroy et al. (2002) [5] worked on such structures by using 
local parsing and Specialist Lexicon data. However the 
patterns they have used are based on transitive verbs and 
are linked to nominal constructions. 

We present here seven classes of NPs, among the most 
significant, which can be linked to verbal constructions. 
These predicates represent a subset of predicate nouns of 
English identified in the Specialist Lexicon. In the 
examples, we use the notation N0 V W, where N0 is the 
subject of the verb, V the verb and W a series, possibly 
empty, of complements (N1 ... Nn) linked to this verb. As 
we will show, it is possible to put semantically in relation 

a NP built with a predicate noun and a core sentence, in a 
unified way. 

We have adopted, as first criteria of classification, the 
role of the preposition of: this preposition can mark a 
direct complement noun phrase (case of predicates linked 
to verbal constructions with direct complements) or it can 
mark a subject noun phrase (case of predicates linked to 
verbal constructions without complement or with 
prepositional complement). The second criteria is the 
ability to accept permutable arguments (subject and/or 
complements) which we note Na and Nb. In Table 1 below, 
we show the seven classes of these nominalizations, with 
verbal and nominal constructions, and with examples.  

4. A grammar of predicate noun phrases 
We have written a complete grammar of NPs whose heads 
are verb nominalizations. We show from which principles 
and with which data we have completed this work. 

4.1 Data
“Specialist Lexicon” [2] is a lexicon which gives 
interesting syntactic and morphological information on 
verbs, adjectives and their nominalizations. “Specialist 
Lexicon” unfortunately does not give any information that 
can be directly processed on argument structures of 
nominalizations. However, from this information on verb 
complements, it is possible to deduce, for each of the verb 
nominalizations, which tuples of markers (prepositions, 
conjunctions) can mark an argument (subject or 
complement) in the PNP. If we examine the verb to 
concentrate, we note that this verb is nominalized with the 
noun concentration and has four verbal uses: (i) intran: 
shows that this verb has a intransitive use, i.e. without 
complement; (ii) tran=np: shows that this verb has a 
transitive use and that the direct complement is an NP; 
(iii) tran=pphr(in,np): shows that this verb has a 
transitive use and that the preposition in marks the 
complement; (iv) tran=pphr(upon,np): shows that 
this verb has a transitive use and that the preposition upon
marks the complement. 

We have integrated nominalizations of “Specialist 
Lexicon” in the PNP grammar which we have written and 
integrated in the standard grammar of the Link Parser. 
Starting from this lexicon, we highlighted 31 types of 
verbal uses. For our example with concentrate, type 27 
can abstract two saturated verbal patterns: N0 V N1 and N0

V in/upon N1. The first pattern corresponds to class 1 and 
parse structures such as Npred of N1 by N0. The second 
pattern corresponds to class 4 and allows to parse the NP 
Npred of N0 in/upon N1. Each class, which we have defined 
in section 3, makes it possible to define a saturated 
pattern. We have to accept as approximation the fact that 
certain complements could be optional, which is not 
always the case for all the verbs. 
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Table 1. Verbal patterns and nominal patterns associated 

Verbal patterns Nominal patterns Nb

-1-               N0 V N1 

IFN-gamma activates protein kinase 
C delta 

Npred of N1 by N0 

activation of protein kinase C delta by IFN-
gamma 

2,351 

Patterns with of as object 
marker  

-2-               N0 V N1 Prep N2 

N0 attributes a protein fragment to a 
sequence 

Npred of N1 Prep N2 by N0 

attribution of a protein fragment to a 
sequence (by N0)

720 

-3-                      N0 V 
the femoral head necroses  

Npred of N0 

necrosis of the femoral head
200 

-4-                   N0 V Prep N1 

tryptophans fluctuate in gramicidin
Npred of N0 Prep N1 

fluctuation of tryptophans in gramicidin
348 

Patterns with of  as subject 
marker

-5-        N0 V Prep N1 Prep N2  
temperature decreases  from 200 K 
to 70 K 

               Npred of N0 Prep N1 Prep N2 

decrease of temperature from 200 K to 70 K
10 

-6-               Na V with Nb 

genes interact with proteins 
Na and Nb V

genes and proteins interact
Nplur V

the two genes interact

Npred of Na with Nb 

interaction of genes with proteins 
Npred of/between Na and Nb

interaction of / between genes and proteins 
Npred of /between Nplur

interaction between two genes

64 

Patterns with permutable 
arguments -7-         N0 V Na Prep Nb 

N0  connects  a new sequence 
with/to a cluster

N0 V Na and Nb 

N0  connects  a new sequence and a 
cluster

N0 V Nplur 

N0  connects  nodes

Npred of Na with/to Nb by N0 

connection of a new sequence with/to a 
cluster (by N0) 

Npred of /between Na and Nb by N0 

connection of/between a new sequence and a 
cluster (by N0) 

Npred of /between Nplur by N0

connection of/between nodes (by N0) 

54 

However, this optional status does not pose a problem 
for predicate noun phrases, insofar as all the arguments 
(except in some very rare cases) can be deleted. These 
regroupings have made it possible to define a specific 
grammar of predicate noun phrases for the Link Parser. 
This grammar integrates 3,747 nominalizations of verbs, 
which accounts for 95% of nominalizations of “Specialist 
Lexicon”. 

4.2 PNP grammar and parsing 
Link grammars are a variant of dependency grammars.
The result of the sentence parsing is a graph in which 
words are linked two by two with edges labeled by 
grammatical functions. With Link Parser (LP) [12] which 
allows this type of parsing, words are linked by a junction 
between a link X+ (towards the right) and a link X-
(towards the left), where X is a tag. We can see below 
with the verb activates that the junction of the Ss+ and Ss- 
establishes the Ss link between the subject and the verb, 
and the Os link between the verb and its complement. The 
parsing of the sentence PDK1 activates SGK is 
represented by the graph below: 

Grammar : PDK1 SGK  : Ss+ or Os- 

    activates : Ss- &  Os+  

     +------Ss---- +----Os----+   
     |             |       | 
     PDK1      activates     SGK 

A Link Grammar rule is formed with a list of words 
associated with a more or less complex expression 
representing all links which belong to these words. The 
standard Link Parser grammar allows the attachment of a 
noun to any preposition which introduces an NP. The link 
which is used is always Mp for the prepositional modifier 
of a noun. Yet, in PNPs, tuples of prepositions (that can 
be used with conjunctions) precede and mark the 
arguments. We have therefore defined new links which we 
name “argument links”. These links identify the different 
arguments of a PNP during the sentence parsing. 

To integrate these argument links in the grammar, we 
have created a subclass per syntactic pattern. The 
grammar consists of 57 subclasses. They are divided 
according to different uses of verbs and their 
nominalizations such as described in section 3. 
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Fig. 1. Sub-class nt1 : parsing of Npred of N1 by  N0   and  N1 N
pred by  N0  ;  Sub-class ni5 : parsing of Npred of N0 in N1

                                         +-------M-byN0-------+   +--------Ds-------+ 
   +----CO----+-----Sp-----+------Os-----+--M-ofN1--+-Jp-+    |   |      +-----A----+ 
   |          |            |             |          |    |    |   |      |          | 
high.e temperatures.n increase.v concentration.nt1 of salt.n by some unknown.a mechanism.n  

+------------------D*u------------------+-------------Ss------------+ 
|       +--------A--------+             |          +----Jp---+      | 
|       |         +---A---+----A-N1-----+--M-byN0--+  +--AN--+      +---Pvf--+ 
|       |         |       |             |          |  |      |      |        | 
the cytosolic.a free.a calcium.n concentration.nt1 by Na+ spikes.n was.v observed.v 

                                  +-----------M-inN1------------+             

 +------Sp-----+--------Os--------+          +-----Jp-----+     +-----Jp----+ 

 |    +----E---+      +----D*u----+---M-ofN0---+    +---A---+     |  +---D*u--+ 

 |    |        |      |           |          |    |       |     |  |        | 

we mainly examined.v the concentrations.ni5 of amino.a acids.n in the erythrocyte.n 

Fig. 2. Sub-class ns1 et ns2 : parsing of Npred of Na with Nb  and Npred of/between Na and Nb

          +---------------Ss----------------+ 

          +--------M-Nb-------+             | 

+---D*u---+---M-Na--+-Jp+     +--Jp--+      +---Pa---+ 

|         |         |   |     |      |      |        | 

the interaction.ns1 of p62.n with TRAF-3.n was.v specific.a 

   

                    +-----------------Ss-----------------+          

                    |           +-------J-Nb-------+     |          

+--------Dsu--------+           +-----AND----+     |     |          

|      +------A-----+--BWDIS----+-J-Na-+     |     |     +---Pvf--+ 

|      |            |           |      |     |     |     |        | 

a specific.a interaction.ns2 between IE1.n and.c PML.n was.v observed.v 

If a word in the Link Parser grammar accepts several 
syntactic descriptions, it is necessary for it to appear each 
time in the grammar with a different extension. We have 
therefore added an extension (see Fig. 1-2) to the 
nominalizations which characterizes the subclass of every 
predicative noun and allows to accept the same 
predicative noun in different constructions.  

In the previous section, we saw that concentration 
accepts several nominal constructions. We are going to 
itemize some significant constructions of this 
nominalization. The two constructions of  Fig.1. concern 
class 1. The first one is in the form Npred of N1 by N0. and 
the second in the form N1 Npred by N0. In the produced 
parsing, the M-byN0 link identifies the subject, while the 
M-ofN1 link marks the direct complement. In the second 
example, we point out that a particular link (A-N1) was 
created to process the case in which the object argument 
introduced by the preposition of is in a position of pre-

modifier. Let us point out that there is an ambiguity at this 
point, because, exceptionally, this position can be 
occupied by an adjunct. These two examples concern the 
subclass with the nt1 extension and allows to process the 
saturated form of this PNP. The last example of this figure 
shows the prepositional use of concentration 
corresponding to class 4 (Npred of N0 Prep N1). As we can 
see, extensions ni5 characterize the class of verbal use 
with two arguments whose complement is marked by the 
preposition in. The M-ofN0 link identifies the subject 
introduced by of, while the M-inN1 link marks the 
complement introduced by the preposition in.  

Another feature of the grammar is to be able to process 
very numerous complex forms in the genomics 
corresponding to class 6, where, as we have seen, subject 
and complement are permutable. We give above (Fig. 2.) 
two examples of parsing with interaction. In the first use, 
M-Na and M-Nb links respectively identify co-agents of 
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class Na V with Nb. The subclass of this first use is marked 
by the extension ns1. For the second use, corresponding to 
the subclass ns2, we have created a specific link tied to 
between (BWDIS), allowing to distribute co-agents with 
two specific links (J-Na and J-Nb) around the 
conjunction and. 

4.3 Filtering parse results 
For each sentence it parses, the Link Parser outputs a set 
of linkages, corresponding to the set of all possible 
analyses in accordance with the grammar and ordered with 
a heuristic of relevance. The longer the sentence, the 
higher is the number of parsing. For best results [9], it is 
necessary to modify the standard heuristics of the LP. 
These results must then be processed by a post-processing, 
aiming at the extraction of each NP argument. This 
processing provides a grading of linkages, according to 
their relevance. Preference is given to linkages satisfying 
the following criteria: (i) each PNP, whenever it is 
compatible with its structure, has at least one argument; 
(ii) the number of argumental links attached with PNPs is 
maximum; (iii) in the case of a sequence on NPs, the first 
one is saturated. This heuristics of choice of best parses 
gives good results. We have conducted pre-evaluation on 
the first version of the grammar and tests on the last 
version. For the identification of relevant arguments of 
NPs, an accuracy of 88.5% has been obtained on a 
randomized sample of 60 sentences with nominalizations 
(with one or more arguments), from a corpus of 335 
Medline abstracts [10]. Other tests and evaluations are 
carried out with the last version of the grammar.  

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, the complexity of nominal-verbal predicate 
structures has been described. A typology has been 
defined for a significant subset of PNPs with their 
different patterns and argumental structures. To test the 
validity of this work, the LP grammar has been modified: 
specific argumental links have been defined to identify the 
role of each argument. Using “Specialist Lexicon” data, 
specific entries have been integrated in the grammar. They 
modelize the different uses of each nominal structure and 
the possible ambiguities that can occur when the structure 
is not saturated. Tests and pre-evaluation show that PNP 
grammar and the heuristics of choice of best parses give 
good results. 
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Abstract
The paper presents a distributional method for
automatic acquisition of ranked word similarity
lists from text. As usual, the similarity between
two words is computed from their common con-
texts. The relative importance of each context
is captured in a weight, and these weights are
globally optimized so as to approximate similar-
ity rankings extracted from the German Word-
Net. We show that this global learning approach
performs significantly better than several state-
of-the-art approaches that do not rely on learn-
ing. The paper also argues that context weights
are an important ingredient in taxonomy con-
struction, and that the importance of contexts
for ontological categorization can be determined
absolutely, i.e. independently of the filler items.
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1 Introduction

Reliable information on lexical semantics is crucial
for many NLP applications. To cater for this need,
large collections of semantic facts have been created by
hand, often organized in the form of a taxonomy1. An
example is the GermanWordNet, GermaNet [6], which
covers 50,000 common nouns in its current version 5.0.
And yet this is not nearly large2 enough for many
NLP applications. So automatic acquisition of at least
the most basic semantic relations like hyponymy from
large corpora is an absolute necessity. From a cor-
pus perspective, information that is readily available
about the relation between two words w1 and w2 is
the strength of their syntagmatic and paradigmatic
association [19]. In the literature, automatic acquisi-
tion methods for hyponymy have been based on each
of these types of association. The syntagmatic ap-
proach, initiated by Hearst [7], infers hyponymy from
co-occurrence in specific patterns like and other (1).

1 Our usage of the term “taxonomy” is not intended to restrict
the kind of relation encoded in the hierarchy in any way.
Rather, it serves to distinguish hierarchies (“taxonomies”)
from knowledge bases without a rigid order (“ontologies”).

2 In the Huge German Corpus, a collection of 200 mio to-
kens of German newspaper text, only 4.3% of all common
nouns (types) are in GermaNet 5.0. If only simplex nouns
are counted, coverage rises to 32%.

(1) whales and other mammals

The paradigmatic approach [8, 18, 14] is based on
the hypothesis that semantic similarity between words
(and ultimately hyponymy) is correlated with the syn-
tactic contexts they share (distributional similarity),
cf. example (2). Section 2 discusses the paradigmatic
approach in greater depth.

(2) Animals: live, breathe, eat, sleep.
Birds: live, breathe, eat, sleep, fly, have wings.
⇒ Birds are animals.

All contexts in (2) are relevant for deriving hyponymy,
but other imaginable contexts have no or an adverse
effect on classification (e.g. color, form, traits, length
of life, or the countability property of animals/birds).
Only a small subset of possible contexts is important
for taxonomy construction. To formalize the distri-
butional hypothesis, we first make the simplifying as-
sumption that the corpus is comprehensive, i.e. con-
tains all knowledge about the world. On this assump-
tion, a taxonomy is informationally equivalent to the
relevance criteria applied in its construction. Formally,
a taxonomy T is a set of words W (rather: word
senses) partially ordered by hyponymy >T ; the con-
struction criteria are encoded as a set of admissible
contexts RT ; and the corpus provides a function C
mapping a word to the set of contexts in which it oc-
curs in the corpus.

∀w1, w2 ∈ W : w1 >T w2 ↔ C(w1)∩RT ⊆ C(w2) (3)

In reality, corpora are never comprehensive, data are
noisy, and predications are used existentially (some
animals do fly); all these aspects make eq. 1 invalid.
Nevertheless, the equivalence in (1) can arguably be
maintained if RT is interpreted probabilistically, i.e.
as a weighting function for context features. Accord-
ing to eq. 1, weights should be chosen so as to repro-
duce the taxonomy T given the particular contextual
features extracted from the corpus. Afterwards, the
← direction of eq. 1 permits extending the taxonomy
with words that only occur in the corpus. The work
presented here focuses on a task that is more mod-
est than full-scale taxonomy extension and also better
suited to automatic evaluation: finding for each word
the M words most similar according to the lexical re-
source, and ranking them as they are implicitly ranked
by the resource.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-

scribes the paradigmatic approach to taxonomy con-
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struction in more detail, and thus provides the back-
ground for the experiment described in Section 3. Sec-
tion 3 presents the learning technique used in the ex-
periment and compares it empirically with state-of-
the-art approaches adapted from the literature. Sec-
tion 4 discusses related work, while Section 5 con-
cludes.

2 Distributional Similarity

Distributional similarity can be defined as the extent
to which two words share contexts, but several terms
used in that definition require clarification: What ex-
actly is a context? How is the “extent” computed? Are
all contexts equally important? Finally, how is distri-
butional similarity used to arrive at a taxonomy? All
these questions will be dealt with in this section.

2.1 Type of Context

The first question concerns the type of context relevant
for lexical semantics. Typically, a context of a word w
is another word, which either stands in a grammatical
relation r to w [8, 14], or occurs in the same document
[20] or the same n-word window. The first alternative
groups together words on the basis of selectional re-
strictions, the second alternative clusters words that
are topically related (assuming that each document is
about a particular topic). For “tighter” thesauri like
GermaNet, the first option is more appropriate [11],
so we adopt this option here. Figure 1 shows the 10
words most similar to “Aal” (eel), as extracted with
syntactic relations (on top), or with a context window
of size 3 (in the middle). The contexts responsible for
some of the quirky similarities reveal a range of “non–
classificatory” properties of eels: They are slippery
(like earthworms and mud), they swim (like algae),
they bite (like boars), they are green (like spinach),
they are cooked (like buckwheat) and killed (like buf-
faloes), they stand in some relationship to smoking and
eating (like termites), they may be electric (like slides)
and have something to do with faking (like black mar-
keteers).

2.2 Measures of Similarity

In contrast to semantic similarity, distributional simi-
larity is directly computable. Generally, two words w1

and w2 are the more similar the more contexts they
share. LetCi be a vector where the k-th position is set
to 1 iff word wi occurs in context ck. Table 1 lists some
common similarity measures; PRFWW parametrically
combines values modelled after precision (P), recall
(R) and F-score. In the description of the measures,
p-norms are used (e.g. � · �2 for Euclidean distance,
� · �1 for Manhattan distance). The maxpos function
yields the maximum only if its operands are positive
numbers, and 0 otherwise.

2.3 Context Weights

When context vectors are extended from binary to real
vectors, each context–word combination is assigned a
weight that captures the importance of the context in

cosine
Ci ∗ Cj

�Ci�2�Cj�2

DiceLin [14]

�min(Ci, Cj)�1 + �maxpos(Ci, Cj)�1

�Ci�1 + �Cj�1

DiceCM [5]

�min(Ci, Cj)�1 + �min(Ci, Cj)�1

�Ci�1 + �Cj�1

JaccardCM [5]

�min(Ci, Cj)�1

�max(Ci, Cj)�1

PRFWW [24]

γ
2PijRij

Pij +Rij

+ (1− γ)(βPij + (1− β)Rij)

where

Pij =
Ci · �Cj�0

�Ci�1
and Rij = Pji

Table 1: Similarity Measures

classifying the word. Among the weighting schemes
that have been proposed in the literature, pointwise
mutual information [8] and a measure based on the t-
test [5] have been shown to yield superior performance
[24].

(4) MI

Cik = max(0, log
P (ck, wi)

P (ck)P (wi)
)

T-Test

Cik = max(0,
P (ck, wi)− P (ck)P (wi)�

P (ck)P (wi)
)

2.4 Clustering Algorithms

With similarities at hand, hierarchical clustering al-
gorithms can be used to automatically generate tax-
onomies. In the literature all types of clustering ap-
proaches have been explored: agglomerative [1] and
divisive approaches [18], yielding hard membership [1]
or probabilistic membership information [18].

2.5 Evaluation

Evaluation of automatically generated taxonomies is
a delicate issue. The literature proposes three ap-
proaches, discussed below.

2.5.1 Synonymy

One task is to extract synonyms (or near-synonyms),
as they occur in a thesaurus [8, 5].
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Syn Regenwurm, Karpfen, Forelle, Fisch, Bachforelle, Hecht, Lachs, Wildschwein, Braunalge, Hering
earthworm, carp, trout, fish, brook trout, pike, salmon, wild boar, brown algae, herring

W=3 Termite, Forelle, Flunder, Spinat, Tintenfisch, Buchweizen, Schieber, Matsch, Fisch, Büffel
termite, trout, flounder, spinach, octopus, buckwheat, slide/black marketeer, mud, fish, buffalo

WNet Hering, Lachs, Salm, Karpfen, Forelle, Weller, Wels, Muräne, Hecht, Seenadel
herring, salmon, salmon, carp, trout, wels, wels, moray, pike, pipefish

Fig. 1: 10 most similar words to Aal (eel) according to syntactic context (above), a window of size 3 (middle),
GermaNet 5.0 (below)

2.5.2 Semantic Relatedness

The semantic relatedness information automatically
extracted can also be compared with semantic relat-
edness implicit in a taxonomic resource like WordNet
[14, 24]. Making WordNet similarity explicit requires
some measure. Similarity measures that also take into
account the frequency of word senses, e.g. [9], are re-
ported to perform best. For German, however, there is
no corpus annotated with WordNet senses like SemCor
[17]. So we make use of the next-best option, Leacock
and Chodorow’s measure [12], which is the normalized
length of the paths to the lowest common concept node
(D is the maximal path length).

Sij = − log
mink |pathik|+ |pathjk|

2D

Next, the similarities in the resource (the reference so-
lution) and those generated automatically (the system
solution) need to be compared. Here averaged cosine
is a widely used measure [14, 24].

(5)

1

N

N
�

i=1

S
sys
i · Sref

i

�Ssys
i ��Sref

i �

Weeds and Weir [24] use ranks R in formula (5) in-
stead of similarity scores S; comparing ranks is better
than directly comparing similarity values if it cannot
be guaranteed that the two similarity measures Ssys

and Sref use the same scale. The following definition
ensures that the values of ranks range from M (most
similar) to 0 (least similar).

Rij = max(0, M − |{k : Sik > Sij}|)

2.5.3 Hyponymy

Finally, some approaches evaluate directly against the
hyponymy relation, either by asking native speakers
[1] or by comparison with WordNet [2]. Cimiano and
Staab [3] make use of a more elaborate measure, viz.
taxonomic overlap [15]. The idea behind this measure
is that the similarity of two taxonomies T1 and T2 can
be quantized with the number of hypernym/hyponym
relations they have in common. The definition rests
on the notion of semantic cotopy of word senses w
(i.e. the set of all hyponyms and hypernyms of w):

SC(w, T ) := {w′ ∈ WT : w
′ ≤ w ∨ w′ ≥ w}

Semantic cotopies enter into the computation of taxo-
nomic overlap as shown in (6), the average percentage
of common hyponyms/hypernyms for each word.

(6) taxonomic overlap TO(T1, T2)

1

|W1|

�

w∈W1

|SC(w, T1) ∩ SC(w′, T2)|

|SC(w, T1) ∪ SC(w′, T2)|

where

w′ =

�

w if w in T2

argmaxw′′

|SC(w,T1)∩SC(w′′,T2)|
|SC(w,T1)∪SC(w′′,T2)|

2.5.4 An Amalgamation of Evaluation Mea-
sures

All of the evaluation measures listed so far have their
pros and cons. Thus, we amalgamated them into a
new measure. This measure is based on Leacock and
Chodorow’s [12] measure in so far as ranks are com-
puted from the lengths of shortest possible paths in the
resource. It uses the synonymy approach by ensuring
that synonyms are assigned optimal ranks (they are
linked by the shortest path). It integrates semantic co-
topy by stipulating that non-synonymous hypernyms
and hyponyms are assigned the second-best rank. We
used a maximum rank value (M) of 50. If several
equally good lemmas occur on the rank list, M may
be higher.

3 Experiment

3.1 Setup

In our experiments, we use a broad-coverage and high-
speed parser [21, 22] that is able to extract dependency
triples, i.e. pairs of words with a label for the gram-
matical relation holding between them. The parser
is somewhat comparable to Minipar, but uses finite-
state technology, which makes it an order of magnitude
faster. It also produces more fine-grained results. The
text basis in the experiments is a corpus of German
newswire (HGC, Huge German Corpus), consisting of
200 million tokens. For easy access, parse results are
coded with CQP, a tool of the IMS corpus workbench
[10]. From this resource, we extracted all dependency
tuples with a minimum frequency of 5.
The parse results were then linked to GermaNet 5.0.

For efficiency, we only inspected the subsection
“natürliches Objekt” (natural object), which still cov-
ers 18,883 senses distributed over 14,000 lemmas. First
of all, GermaNet nouns were mapped to lemmas of the
parse output, which reduced the numbers to 15,900
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t-test mutual info
cosine 21.33% 21.88%

DiceLin 10.30% 9.27%

JaccardCM 21.35% 18.89%

OPAL 36.23%

Table 2: Results

word senses and 11,647 lemmas. We also only consid-
ered lemmas that occurred in at least 3 different con-
texts (7,953 lemmas) and contexts that were common
to at least 5 different lemmas (92,768 contexts).
We only evaluated for semantic relatedness (see Sec-

tion 2.5.4 for details), using roughly 1/20th of all lem-
mas (the first 350 lemmas) as unseen test set. All re-
sults reported were obtained from this test set. Apart
from the global learning approach (see Section 3.2), we
tested the approaches that performed best in earlier
evaluations [5, 24], viz. Jaccard with t-test and Jac-
card with mutual information, along with some other
measures. Table 2 states all results obtained on the
test set. Generally, t-test performed better than mu-
tual information (cf. Table 2).

3.2 Approach

In addition to state-of-the-art approaches, we ex-
plored a learning algorithm, more specifically an on-
line passive-aggressive algorithm [4]. Online passive-
aggressive algorithms have achieved good results in
other areas of Natural Language Processing [16]. In
online learning, the algorithm iterates over the train-
ing set, adjusting the weights w of the features after
inspecting each training instance.
The evaluation measure (5) makes it clear, that the

basic blocks for learning should be individual lem-
mas i. For each lemma, our evaluation measure re-
turns a ranking for all other lemmas j in the taxon-
omy. So a training instance x is the pair of i and the
set J of j’s. problem. We aim to learn a ranking via
the context features that relate lemma i with each of
the other lemmas j. Each such context feature ck is
associated with two weights: one weight wc

k for ck’s oc-
currence as link feature (i.e. common to i and j) and
one weight wd

k for ck’s occurrence as discriminating
feature (i.e. occurring with i or j but not both). With
the help of these weights, the similarity between i and
all j’s is computed as follows:

S
sys
ij =

�

ck∈Ci∩Cj

wc
k +

�

ck∈Ci\Cj∪Cj\Ci

wd
k

The similarity function is then converted into a rank-
ing:

R
sys
ij = max(0, M − |{k : Ssys

ik > S
sys
ij }|)

One problem in comparing system ranking with refer-
ence ranking is that the reference ranking defines only
a partial order. We complete this order so as to op-
timize agreement between reference and system rank-
ing. Given a complete ranking Rref , the loss incurred

at each training instance is defined as the divergence
between the two rankings, so that it is computed via
the cosine as follows.

L(Rsys, Rref ) = 1−
R

sys
i · Rref

i

�Rsys
i ��Rref

i �

The online learning algorithm is based on the assump-
tion that feature weights w should be changed as little
as possible (passive) provided that the system solution
is incorrect by a margin at least as large as the loss L
incurred by that solution (aggressive). In the following
formula Φ stands for feature vectors, w for the weight
vector, x for the training instance, Rref for the ref-
erence solution, and Rsys for the system solution, i.e.
the single best solution derived with current weights.
w ·Φ(x, Rref ) is the score assigned to the reference so-
lution, and w ·Φ(x, Rsys) the overall best score, which
leads to the system solution.

w
(t+1) = arg min

w∈Rn

1

2
�w − w

(t)�2

under the constraint that

w ·Φ(x, Rref )− w ·Φ(x, Rsys) ≥
�

L(Rsys, Rref )

Having a closed form solution [4], the problem can be
solved efficiently.

3.3 Results

Table 2 lists the results that the different approaches
achieved on the test set under the evaluation measure
presented in section 2.5.4. Online passive-aggressive
learning (OPAL) clearly outperforms Jaccard with t-
test and Jaccard with mutual information, and indeed
all other state-of-the-art approaches discussed. We
take these results to indicate the importance of context
weights for the performance of the overall system. In
contrast to the other approaches, OPAL uses context
weights that are independent of the word types com-
pared. Thus, its good performance corroborates the
hypothesis propounded in the introduction that some
contexts are inherently more important for ontologi-
cal categorization than others. A cursory inspection
of contexts with high linking weight shows many ap-
positive relations but also modifiers like uniformiert
(uniformed) or pflanzlich (herbal). Very frequent con-
texts tend to have low linking weights. When we look
at the convergence properties of the algorithm, i.e. the
relation between iterations over the training set and
results obtained (cf. Table 3), we register a smooth
gradual increase. Training performance (the higher
curve) and test performance (the lower curve) are well
aligned.

4 Related Work

Pereira et al. [18] present a framework of distribu-
tional clustering, that is comparable in some respects
to the one presented here. They use conditional distri-
butions P (c|w) for context vectors, and also associate
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Table 3: Results for Iterations of OPAL

such distributions with nodes n internal to the hier-
archy. Internal distributions are computed from leaf
distributions via probabilistic class membership.

P (c|n) =
�

w

P (c|w)P (w|n)

There are, however, also major differences between
their approach and ours. Their approach is unsu-
pervised, while we make use of GermaNet. They use
generative models, while we take a discriminative ap-
proach. Discirminative clustering, albeit on a different
task, is also discussed by Li and Roth [13].

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an approach to learn con-
text weights fromWordNet that brings substantial im-
provements over older unsupervised approaches. The
approach not only learns context weights from the cor-
pus and WordNet, but also globally optimizes for a
rank-based evaluation measure. Future work will look
at extending the approach to full-scale taxonomy con-
struction. A probabilistic approach for this task has
already been proposed by Snow et al. [23]. Their ap-
proach does not make use of iterative learning, how-
ever, and deals with taxonomy extension rather than
taxonomy construction. It will be interesting to see
in what way the evaluation measures described in sec-
tion 2.5.3 can be applied in global learning.
Thanks are due to Kristina Spranger for discussion

and proof-reading. I would also like to thank the au-
dience at the GermaNet workshop 2007 in Tübingen
for helpful hints and discussion.
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Abstract
Arabic is rooted in the Classical or Qur’anical 
Arabic, but over the centuries, the language has 
developed to what is now accepted as Modern 
Standard Arabic (MSA). Arab colloquial dialects are 
generally only spoken languages, but recently the 
rate of colloquial written text increases dramatically 
as a medium of expressing ideas especially across 
the WWW, usually in the form of blogs and partially 
colloquial articles. Most of these written colloquial 
has been in the Egyptian colloquial dialect, which is 
considered the most widely dialect understood and 
used throughout the Arab world. We are able to 
reuse MSA processing tools with colloquial Arabic 
by transferring colloquial Arabic words into their 
corresponding MSA words. The advantages of this 
lexical transfer are to facilitate the communication 
with colloquial Arabic speakers and restoring it to 
the standard language in use nowadays. This paper 
addresses the transfer techniques between colloquial 
Arabic and MSA, which have not yet been closely 
studied before. In particular, we present a rule-based 
lexical transfer approach for converting Egyptian 
colloquial words into their corresponding MSA 
words. This process involves morphological analysis 
and lexical acquisition of colloquial words.  

Keywords
Colloquial Arabic dialects processing, and transferring 
Egyptian Arabic into Modern Standard Arabic. 

1. Introduction 
Colloquial Arabic is a collective term for the 
spoken languages or dialects of people throughout 
the Arab world. Although it is descended from 
Arabic, it is considered a separate language. 
Speakers of some of these dialects are unable to 
understand speakers of other Arabic dialects. 
Recently, the rate of colloquial written text 
increases dramatically. Modern Standard Arabic 
(MSA) is the official Arabic language taught and 
understood all over the Arabic world. MSA has 
many challenges concerning the development of 
morphological and syntactic processing tools. 

These significant tools will become more 
complicated if they include in parallel the 
handling of Colloquial Arabic problems.  
Today Egyptian Arabic, also known as Masri, is 
the dialect spoken in Egypt by more than 70 
million people. It is understood across the 
Middle East due to the predominance of 
Egyptian media, making it one of the most 
widely spoken and most widely studied varieties 
of Arabic. For this reason we selected Egyptian 
Arabic to prove the capability of our approach in 
transferring a Colloquial Arabic dialect into 
MSA.

In literature, there are few researches that relate 
colloquial Arabic to MSA [6, 7]. These 
researches have focused on the spoken colloquial 
features of Arabic while our research focuses on 
written colloquial Arabic. Our approach is to 
develop transfer techniques that are able to 
perform the lexical mapping between written 
colloquial Arabic and MSA. The resultant front-
end module will make it easy to incorporate 
colloquial Arabic into existing MSA tools. This 
will widen the coverage of current Arabic natural 
language processing applications to include 
colloquial languages or dialects of Arabic. Our 
proposed research builds the linguistic 
transformation resources between colloquial 
Arabic and MSA using the rule-based method. 
The data collection process will gather colloquial 
words from Arabic websites across the Web.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2, 
discusses the challenges in handling written 
colloquial Arabic. In Section 3, we propose 
solutions for these problems. Section 4 gives 
background information. Section 5 concentrates 
on handling the deviation of Egyptian Arabic 
from MSA. Section 6 gives some concluding 
remarks. 
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2. Challenges in Handling Written 
Colloquial Arabic with Regard to 
MSA 
Language processing of colloquial Arabic is a 
difficult task. The reasons of this difficulty come 
from several sources:

1- Arabic Script. There two ways that colloquial 
Arabic speaker use in their writing of 
colloquial words. One way is to Romanize the 
colloquial word (written using the Latin 
alphabet) and hence has to be transliterated 
from Arabic to English. Informal chatting 
across chat rooms or exchanged SMS 
messages in the Arab community usually done 
using Romanized letters. The other way is to 
write Arabic words using lexographic Arabic 
letters. Colloquial normal Arabic letters.  

2-Deviation from MSA. There are five main 
deviations from MSA: 

Distortion of verbs (e.g. 
–--

).  
Distortion of nouns. (e.g. 

 -   --
--.(

Distortion of Pronouns and letters meanings. 
(e.g. 

-- ). 
Distortion of the structure of the word form 
(e.g. 
     ---

).
Replace the characters and movements.   
(e.g. 
    ---

"" ). 
3- Lack of syntactic rules. There are no 

identified grammar rules for colloquial 
dialects. 

4-Lexical expansion rate. As colloquial Arabic is 
more popular than MSA, it is very often to 
observe much more newly added 
expressions/words as apposed to MSA. 

3. The Proposed Approach 
For the problems introduced in the previous 
section, we give suggestions for each of which. 

To solve problem of writing colloquial Arabic in 
Latin alphabet, we propose the following process:

Detect Romanized words in the input and 
transliterate theses words into Arabic 
lexographic letters, 

Normalize the words such as removing 
repeated characters that is usually used to 
informally indicate emotions, and 
Lookup the Colloquial-to-MSA lexicon 
for the closest colloquial word match and 
return the corresponding colloquial entry.  

As an example, the phrase “Meeeesh 3aweez 
7agh” will be converted to “  ” (I do 
not need anything). 

To solve the problem of the deviation of 
Egyptian Arabic from MSA, the major 
contribution of this research, we used an existing 
mature MSA lexicon (Buckwalter lexicon 
version2, [3]1) to build the Colloquial-to-MSA 
lexicon such that both their entries coexist in one 
lexicon. We followed the same morphological 
analysis approach of this tool in analyzing the 
colloquial Arabic word. A rule-based lexical 
transfer approach is use to transform the 
analyzed colloquial Arabic word into MSA 
word(s). 

To solve the problem of the lack of identified 
colloquial syntactic rules, we suggest solving this 
problem with empirical corpus-based techniques 
from Example Based Machine Translation 
(EBMT) [8, 9]. This has incurred building a 
parallel corpus of both the colloquial and MSA 
text. The development of such corpus is 
relatively new and will be published elsewhere. 

To solve the problem of acquiring new colloquial 
words/expressions, we propose a process based 
on EBMT techniques that maintains the lexicon 
and keeps it up-to-date. This sophisticated 
process will gather Arabic text from the Web. 
The text is analyzed in order to recognize the 
unknown lexical items. An Arabic specialist has 
to take a decision of whether or not to add the 
unknown lexical item to the lexicon.  

4. The Buckwalter 
Morphological Analyzer 
We build our system on top of Buckwalter 
Arabic Morphological Analyzer Version 2.0 [3]. 
His morphological analysis depends on a 
dictionary of prefixes, a dictionary of suffixes, a 
stem dictionary, and three checking tables for 
testing the validity of a word analysis. The 

1 See the description of the Buckwalter's Arabic 
morphological analyzer 
http://www.qamus.org/morphology.htm 
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morphological analyzer tries to breakdown the 
input Arabic word into three elements: prefix, 
stem, and suffix. If all the three word elements are 
found in their respective lexicons, then their 
respective morphological categories are used to 
determine whether they are compatible. If all the 
morphological category pairs are compatible, then 
the morphological analysis is valid. 

Each entry in the three lexicon files consists of four 
tab-delimited fields: 

1. the entry (prefix, stem, or suffix) without 
short vowels and diacritics, 

2. the entry (prefix, stem, or suffix) with    
short vowels and diacritics,  

3. its morphological category (used for  the 
compatibility between prefixes, stems, 
and suffixes), and  

4. its English gloss(es), including selective 
POS data within XML tags 
<pos>...</pos>

Only fields 1 and 3 are required for morphological 
analysis. Fields 2 and 4 provide additional 
information once the morphology analysis is 
succeeded in producing the analyzed word(s). 
Arabic script data in the lexicons is provided in the 
Buckwalter transliteration scheme.   

The following is a description of the three lexicon 
files: 

dictPrefixes contains all Arabic prefixes and 
their concatenations. Sample entry:
w wa Pref-Wa <pos>wa/CONJ</pos>
dictSuffixes contains all Arabic suffixes and their 
concatenations. Sample entry:
p ap NSuff-ap  [fem.sg]                     
<pos>ap/NSUFF_FEM_SG</pos>
dictStems contains all Arabic stems. Sample 
entries: 
ktb katab PV write 
ktb kotub IV write 

There are three compatibility tables; each of the 
three compatibility tables lists pairs of compatible 
morphological categories: 

Compatibility table tableAB lists 
compatible Prefix and Stem 
morphological categories, such as: 

NPref-Al N 
NPref-Al N-ap 

Compatibility table tableAC lists 
compatible Prefix and Suffix 
morphological categories, such as: 

NPref-Al Suff-0 
NPref-Al NSuff-u 

Compatibility table tableBC lists 
compatible Stem and Suffix 
morphological categories, such as: 

PV PVSuff-a 

5. The Proposed Solution of 
Transferring Colloquial Arabic 
Dialect to MSA 

Our proposed transfer techniques are based on 
previous studies of the transformations between 
the MSA and colloquial Arabic [1, 2, 4, 5]. We 
used the indicated variations to acquire the 
lexical transfer rules that can be used to derive 
the MSA word from a corresponding colloquial 
Arabic word. Additional rules will be acquired 
and judged by an Arabic specialist during the 
lexical acquisition process. These rules are used 
to analyze the input colloquial word and produce 
the target MSA word(s).  

5.1 Examples of Egyptian Colloquial 
Word to MSA Transformations  
The colloquial Arabic word is normally derived 
from a well-formed MSA word. This process can 
be traced back to the distortion (transformation) 
made to the MSA word that has changed it to a 
colloquial Arabic word form. The analysis of the 
relationship between well-formed MSA Arabic 
words and colloquial words has been discussed 
by many linguists [1, 2, 4, 5]. Table 1 shows 
distortion examples and how to transfer them 
into MSA words. 

The transfer between Egyptian Arabic dialect 
and MSA is one-to-many transformation. This 
means some Egyptian Arabic words can be 
transferred in one or more steps through lexicon 
lookup as the mapping involves more than one 
morpheme. For example, the Egyptian word 
"How are you?" is transformed to two MSA 
words " ". Other examples are: 

(Ma2 ward) : 
(Koleshenkan)  : 

(2agranak) :

(2eshMe3na) :
(2kmeno) :

(Besmellah) :

In colloquial language processing, a word might 
be added to the lexicon which does not have a 
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corresponding word in the formal language. This is 
also the case in Egyptian colloquial   (e.g. the word 
" " can is used to indicate either an exclamation 
or an interrogation such that both the symbols “?!” 
appear together at the end of the sentence. This is 
best explained by the following examples: 

“  ”  which is transferred to 
MSA as “  ! ” (Do you do this?), 
and

""  which is transferred to MSA as 
“! ” (How are you?). 

Table 1. Examples that illustrate the relation 
between MSA words and Egyptian Arabic words 

MSA EGW Distortion 
Type

Handling method 

 Replace of 
vowels 

"
 "

Add new stem and 
assign the same 
rules as (colloquial 
Arabic word (CAW) 

Distortion in 
Pronouns 
and letters 
meaning 

"
 "

Add new stem and 
assign the same 
rules as CAW 

 Distortion in 
Pronouns 
and letters 
meaning 

"

- "

Add new stem and 
assign the same 
rules as CAW 

"" to be suitable 
in MSA even it is 
more suitable 

""
Replace the 
characters 
and vowels.   

"
"

Add new stem and 
assign the same 
rules as CAW 

Distortions 
in the 
structure of 
the word 

"

 "

Add new stem and 
assign the same 
rules as CAW 

5.2 Lexicon Structure 
We enhanced the Buckwalter's lexicon tables with 
new extra fields: 

ID: An identifier to distinguish each word 
segment. This field is used for indexing 
purposes, 
SegmentType: it can be either MSA (Ar-Ar), 
Egyptian dialect (Ar-Eg) or other dialects such as 
Jordanian dialect (Ar-Jr) for future extension of 
the lexicon.  

NewSegmentPosition: this is the new position 
of the word segment, which indicates its 
proper order, within the target MSA word or 
sentence. This field takes one of the following 
values:
o same position (SP), 
o start of word (SoW), 
o end of word (EoW), 
o start of sentence (SoS), 
o end of sentence (EoS), and the like. 

For example, the Egyptian colloquial sentence 
"  " (you came when?) is literally 
transformed to the MSA sentence " "
(you came when?). Given that the word “ ”
takes the value “SoS” for the 
NewSegmentPosition  field, the transformation 
moves this word to the beginning of the sentence 
in order to get the target MSA sentence ” 

” (When did you come?). 

5.3 Mapping Rules
A new database file, called Mapping Table (MT),
is introduced to encode the mapping rules 
between Egyptian Arabic to MSA.  This table 
uses the value of the lexicon's ID field to cross 
reference the lexical entries inside the rules. The 
mapping is either one-to-one or one-to-many. An 
entry of this table has three fields: source 
colloquial word, target colloquial word, and the 
mapping mode. The mapping mode takes either 
of two values: 0 indicates one-to-one and 1 
indicates one-to-many. In the following we will 
present examples of mapping rules along with 
their related lexicon entries. 

Example 1: mapping the colloquial interrogative 
“ ” (when) to the MSA word "" .

This rule will be represented in the MT by an 
entry with the values: source colloquial 
interrogative=ID 79831, target MSA 
interrogative ID=64063, and mapping mode=0, 
where the source and target words entries in the 
lexicon are: 
64063 mtY mataY FW-Wa when 

 mataY/INTERROG_PART
/  mataY_2

2  mty(1) )1 ) SP Ar-Ar 

79831 >mtY >mtY FW-Wa when 
 >mtY/INTERROG_PART

/  >mataY
 >mty    SoS  Ar-Eg 
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Example 2: mapping the colloquial prefix “ ”
(on-the) to the MSA words ""  (on) and the 
prefix article “ ” (the). 

These rules will be represented in the MT by two 
entries (one-to-many): 1) source colloquial 
prefix=ID 79835, target MSA preposition=46196, 
and mapping mode=0, and 2) source colloquial 
prefix=ID 79835, target MSA article=15, and 
mapping mode=1. 

In addition to adding colloquial prefixes, stems and 
suffixes to the corresponding lexicon database file, 
the compatibility database files should also be 
modified to include entries that will verify the 
recognized prefix, stem, and suffix of the input 
Egyptian Arabic word. Consequently, the 
colloquial prefix ” ” (EAl) will have also entries 
in the respective compatibility tables: tableAB, and 
tableAC. As a matter of fact, these entries will be 
treated in  a similar way to the MSA prefix “ ”
(BiAl). In order to distinguish between MSA and 
colloquial entries, we used the prefix "C_" as an 
indicator of a colloquial entry, e.g. the 
morphological category of ” ” (EAl) is 
“C_NPref-EAl” while the MSA for  “ ”
(BiAl) is “NPref-BiAl”

6. Conclusion 
We have investigated the variations between 
Egyptian Arabic and MSA, and introduced lexical 
transfer techniques between these languages. These 
techniques reuse existing Arabic morphological 
analysis resources and enhance these resources 
with meta data of Egyptian Arabic. Our approach is 
able to transfer written Egyptian colloquial dialect 
into its corresponding MSA forms in order to cope 
with the dramatic increase of written colloquial 
dialects. This step showed that it is easy to 
incorporate colloquial Arabic dialects into existing 
MSA tools. We hope these techniques to be applied 
to other colloquial Arabic dialects such as 
Moroccan, Levantine and Gulf Arabic. Moreover, 
using MSA Arabic as a hub language, into and out 
of which all transfer is done, will make the transfer 
among these Arabic colloquial dialects straight 
way such that speakers of one dialect is able to 
read and understand written material of other 
Arabic dialects.  
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Abstract

We introduce a method of expanding a multiple-words input

by a short list of similar words in a manner suitable for

Second Language Acquisition (SLA). Similarity for that

purpose is determined based on two aspects, semantic

relations and typicality. Finding words with similar

typicality is particularly important for SLA tasks. The study

incorporates, and shows the advantage of a recently

introduced distance measure that uses the Web as its corpus.

The value of the proposed method is demonstrated by

empirical experiments on word lists provided by teachers.

Keywords
Second language acquisition, lexical acquisition, similar words,

typicality, familiarity, similarity.

1. Introduction
Computational modeling of Second Language Acquisition

(SLA) may be a great step toward a deeper understanding

of how humans acquire new languages. Rappoport and

Sheinman in [14] proposed a preliminary computational

model of SLA. One of the components of their model is

the prior conceptual knowledge of the learner. Existence

of such knowledge is one of the major differences

between SLA and First Language Acquisition (FLA).

Hence, it requires special attention in SLA studies. In

their study that component was constructed manually and

was tailored to a specific corpus. A construction of an

extensive model of learners’ conceptual system is

important. Ontology is one of the ways to do so, reflecting

the recent beliefs about the structure of conceptual

knowledge in psycholinguistic research. WordNet [12]

may be viewed as one of the most extensive ontologies of

that kind available.

This study introduces a method to compute

conceptual categories, based on several examples.

Proposed method will allow for (semi)automatic

construction of an adult learner’s conceptual system

model. Additionally, this method may be applied as a tool

for language courseware authoring, as well as a helpful

tool for language learners, or even native speakers that are

missing a word. For instance, if there is a difficulty

retrieving the word for ‘kiwi’, entering examples of

similar fruits such as ‘apple’ and ‘lemon’ might be a way

to retrieve the missing word.

The type of learning that we analyze for the purpose

of this study is generalization from examples, similar to

[14]. After the learner hears enough examples in the

second language, he is ready to generalize into a

construction and he is able to generate new phrases.

Learners are unlikely to generalize after a single example.

In our study we require an input of at least two words to

trigger recognition of a conceptual category and

automatic extension of it. The scope of the current study

is English nouns.

2. Problem Definition
A sketch of the problem that we suggest to solve

automatically in the current study is shown in Figure 1.

The ‘WordSets’ method, and an application implementing

it, are the key products of this study. As part of the

solution to this problem, we define ‘similarity suitable for

SLA tasks’. We focus on two aspects of similarity,

described in the subsections below.

2.1 Semantic Relations

Words or concepts may be represented in an extensive

network, such as WordNet, with many types of links

connecting them. For instance, one such link is the ‘isA’

relation, or in terms of WordNet, the hyponym-hypernym

relation. Focusing on two concepts out of the whole

network reduces the numerous possibilities to consider to

only the links that connect them. Choosing more than two

concepts reduces the links even more, and provides

further information about the similarity of these concepts.

The given input words share some semantic relations.

We detect two such relations by looking for the least

common subsumer of the given concepts, traversing the

appropriate relation links in WordNet network.

Figure 1: Diagram of Problem Definition
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2.2 Typicality

Some concepts are more common than others, while some

are rare or even obscure. More common concepts are

usually more likely to be encountered, and it is more

important to learn the words representing them in the

early stages of SLA. Typicality of the given words

provides further information about the words and about

the desired extension, and it should not be

underestimated. If the given words share similar

typicality, their most suitable extensions should share that

typicality as well.

Consider the following example, in the context of a

learner searching for an extension for a set of words he

provides:

Input: olive, navy, maroon

Output: red, blue, yellow

The words provided in the input are not obvious choices

for colors. Extending the set by the most basic colors will

not provide the information that is probably being sought.

In the context of a learner, if he knows such words as

‘maroon’, it is improbable that he does not know ‘blue’.

The information in the output will be redundant for him.

In the opposite case, for very typical members of a

category provided as the input, presenting complex words

as the most similar extensions will overwhelm the learner.

Moreover, it will not be useful for courseware authoring

that seeks simple category members, easily recognized by

students. Additionally, it will not be useful for modeling

the core conceptual system of the most useful concepts

based on typical examples.

3. Related Work
There is a large body of research and products that deal

with finding similar words for a single entry.

Additionally, there is an extensive body of work for

measuring semantic similarity between two given words.

Some of these studies base their similarity measures on

WordNet [3]. Others exploit various computational

techniques to measure such similarity in a corpus [5],

explore psycholinguistic data, etc. One of the major

directions is distributional similarity. An influential work

by Lin [10] in this field analyzes syntactic features from a

corpus, and comes up with rather broad clusters of similar

words, synonyms and hyponyms mixed. Weeds and Weir

[15] provide an excellent survey on distributional

similarity techniques. It is still difficult to distinguish

among the various semantic relations such as hyponyms

or holonyms by these techniques, a knowledge that we

need to protect the learners from unnecessary information.

Most previous studies refer to WordNet as the major

available lexicon. Some previous studies on lexical

similarity [6], [15], [16] use WordNet as the golden

standard for evaluation purposes, especially for nouns. In

this study, we focus mainly on ordering similar nouns by

typicality, using well-defined semantic relations, and

hence we extract words similar to the input words directly

from the ready constructed WordNet, using WordNet-

based similarity measures. In this sense other studies on

similarity are complementary to this study.

We work with an input of at least two entries,

similarly to learners that generalize based on at least two

examples. This task is essentially different from the task

of finding similar items based on a single example, that

most of the lexical acquisition works tackle.

The problem of providing similar items based on

entry of several words may be viewed as Ontology

Learning - provided existing entries in an existing

category, this category is extended.

Although in reality some examples that learners

encounter may be erroneous, they will still be able to

create correct generalizations eventually. However, for

the purpose of this study we compute the set of items that

are equally similar to each one of the input entries,

leaving possible inaccuracies or inconsistencies in the

input set out of its scope.

Nation [13] recommends that language teachers

avoid introducing words from lexical sets simultaneously.

Some textbooks [18] follow this recommendation, and

extend the lexical sets gradually. The research in this field

is complementary to our work. Automatic construction of

semantically related concepts might help teachers and

textbook authors to be aware of such limitations.

3.1 GoogleSets

GoogleSets [7] is one of the projects in Google labs that

provides a friendly tool to extend sets of words. Similarly

to the proposed method, it receives multiple words as its

input and provides an output of words similar to the input.

GoogleSets is an efficient, dynamic, and generic

application. It works for any kind of inputs (simple words,

movie names, numbers, etc.), using the Web as its corpus.

Table 1. GoogleSets Results Example

GoogleSets Output (first 8 words) for Input: Doctor, Engineer

Bureaucrat, Fixer, Enforcer, Trader, Adventurer, Soldier,

Scientist

However, lacking any specific linguistic objectives or any

linguistic knowledge augmentation, it may not provide for

building ontologies of conceptual systems of humans, or

serving as a tool for learners. Table 1 shows an example

of this idea. ‘Doctor’ and ‘Engineer’ are both very typical

professions, and it is likely to assume that such similarly

typical items as ‘Nurse’ or ‘Teacher’ are anticipated as

the output. Instead, ‘Bureaucrat’, whose semantic

similarity to the input set is questionable is the first word

returned. Also, ‘Enforcer’, which is much less typical

than the provided examples is one of the top results.
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Although ‘Soldier’ and ‘Scientist’ come last on the

extension list, they seem to be the best extensions.

Our method may be viewed as an adaptation of the

GoogleSets results to make it suitable for SLA purposes.

3.2 Normalized Google Distance (NGD)

Cilibrasi and Vitanyi [5] introduce a distance measure

between concepts, intended for large corpora such as the

Web. Using the whole Web as the corpus, with the

computational ease of acquiring page counts is a good

method to obtain averaged information about what is

typical and what is not. NGD is incorporated in our

method for measuring typicality of words.

4. The Proposed Method
Given a set of words

!

W = {w
1
,...,w

n
| n " 2} (1) as the

input, our method comprises 4 stages leading to output of

a set of similar words. These 4 stages are described in the

subsections below.

4.1 Disambiguation

In this stage, we perform word sense disambiguation

(WSD) to determine the semantics of the words in (1).

We assume that the words in (1) are similar enough, and

consequently they can serve as the context for each other

of the words in the set. The procedure is as follows.

Step 1: For each word wi in W (1), acquire its noun

senses {ni1, ni2,…} from WordNet 2.1,

!

S = {{n
11
,...n

1m
},...,{n

n1
,...n

nk
}}. (2)

Step 2: For each combination of senses in (2),

compute the sum of Lesk similarity measures [1] between

its members pairwise.

Step 3: Determine the combination with the highest

sum of similarities

!

SD = {n
1x,...nny} . (3)

There are several approaches for WSD task. In this study

we search for semantic relation information , and it makes

sense to use WordNet-based similarity measures to

perform disambiguation.

Budanitsky and Hirst [3] in their thorough evaluative

survey suggest that the measure by Jiang-Conrath [8] is

superior to other WordNet-based measures. However, this

measure does not provide any results for many entries.

Additionally, although this measure is very effective in

measuring similarity between entries that share the same

hypernym in WordNet hierarchy, it is not as effective for

entries that are similar by other relations, such as

meronymy. As opposed to Jiang-Conrath, Lesk measure

that is based on gloss overlaps in WordNet reflects

similarity between words with meronymy relation equally

well. Recent studies [11] report on Lesk outperformance

of Jiang-Conrath for the purposes of WSD.

The meronymy relation is important for our task

where the input words often tend to be parts (meronyms)

of some concept. For instance, the words ‘bumper’ and

'window' that are both meronyms of 'car' cannot be

disambiguated by Jiang-Conrath. However, Lesk provides

a correct disambiguation for them.

4.2 Detection of Semantic Relations

We assume that the word senses in (3) share some

semantic relations. Two shared relations may be detected

automatically using WordNet relations:

!

Z1 = least_common_holonym_in(SD),

Z2 = least_common_hypernym_in(SD),

R = {meronyms(Z1),hyponyms(Z2 )}.

(4)

Z1 in (4) may be non-existent, due to the structure of

WordNet. For instance, apple#n#1
1

and pear#n#1 do not

share a holonym. In such case the relation

!

meronyms(Z
1
) = " . Z2, however, always exists.

4.3 Extension

In this stage the set of word senses SD (3) is extended by

adding the word senses that are acquired by recursive

WordNet traversal for each of the relations in R (4),

!

E
1

= {n
1x ,...,nny ,e11 ,...,e1m},

E
2

= {n
1x ,...,nny ,e21 ,...,e2h }.

(5)

The items that are deeper by more than one level than the

deepest item in the input in the WN hierarchy are not

added to the input. This is done, in order to prevent overly

specific items, or instances appearing in the same lexical

set with other items. For example, consider ‘airport’ and

‘bank’ provided as an input. In the context of extraction

of words from examples, the user might expect to see

'hospital', or 'gas station' as other examples of

institutions, rather than 'Kennedy airport' or 'Mutual

Savings Bank' that are of greater specificity than the items

in the input.

For the simplicity of calculation, we remove relations

that have a very general hypernym, such as 'object' or

'substance'. We determine the intended extension as too

general when Z2 is closer to the WordNet root than to the

items in the input, so that minSD (depth(nij)) – depth(Z2) >

2/3 (depth(Z2)).

The pruning techniques mentioned above will

malfunction in certain cases, due to the unbalanced state

of WordNet hierarchy. Better methods will be considered

in the future studies.

4.4 Ranking Procedure

The suggested ranking procedure is the key part of our

study. It is counter-productive to overwhelm learners with

information. Ranking the results will allow us to

1
The notation apple#n#1 stands for the first noun sense for the

word ‘apple’ in WordNet. It refers to the fruit ‘apple’.
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differentiate between the more useful and less useful

extensions of the given set.

Given the extended sets of word senses (5), the

elements of each set will be ranked by their typicality

(section 2.2). The items with typicality level closest to the

input words will be ranked the highest. The Web is a huge

corpus, with plethora of domains evening out the typical

usages. We use frequencies in the Web as the markers for

typicality.

In order to calculate typicality we use the distance

measure of NGD (section 3.2). NGD requires M (the total

number of pages indexed by a search engine). Most of the

large search engines do not declare this number. We

estimate M by retrieving the number of webpages that

include the word ‘the’, and restrict the search to English

pages. An interesting study [2], suggests an improvement

for this kind of estimation. We plan to experiment with

the suggested measure in the future.

An interesting feature of NGD is that it tends to

cluster items not only by their similarity, but also by their

frequency. For instance, the colors ‘red’, and ‘blue’ are

clustered together, apart from ‘pink’, and ‘wine’, which

seem more similar to ‘red’ than ‘blue’ [4].

NGD measures the distance between two items - x,

y. We measure the distance between a set of items to one

item – X, y. For the purpose of this study we used the

!

distance( X, y) = (NGD(x, y) | x " X).# (6)

The smaller the distance of an item from the input set, the

higher its ranking.

When submitting queries to a search engine, we once

again use words, rather than WordNet senses. Hence, we

need further disambiguation, in order to prevent many

results such as “Apple computer” biasing our calculation

when dealing with an input of ‘apple’ and ‘pear’. This is

achieved by incorporation of NGD. Similarity is

measured between each input word and the word in

question. We implement the distance measure using

estimated counts by Yahoo.

Figure 2: Two possible flows for 'WordSets'

5. Shortcut Flow
The main focus of this study is on the ranking of words by

their similarity to the words provided in the input. In

order to evaluate only this stage, and also in order to

provide solution for the cases when WordNet does not

include the input words, we introduce an alternative

shortcut flow. The two possible flows in general are

overviewed in Figure 2. The steps of the shortcut flow are

presented below.

Step 1: Expand the input words by the larger set in

GoogleSets.

Step 2: Standardize the results, due to inconsistency

of GoogleSets results in terms of capital letters and such.

This step is performed using the validity check provided

in WordNet. All the nouns are stored in their singular

form in low-case letters for consistency.

Step 3: Rank the results by the same ranking

procedure as described in section 4.4.

Step 4: Output the results sorted by their ranking.

6. Evaluation
In order to test our method, we have performed several

evaluation procedures as described in the subsections

below.

Table 2. The evaluation of the full flow using WordNet

Word lists Precision%

full / reduced

Recall%

full / reduced

Family 8 / 49 76/ 49

Colors 9 / 78 83/ 78

Vegetables 11 / 33 81/ 33

Buildings 0 / 0 0/ 0

Fruits 3 / 27 30/ 27

Clothes 5 / 21 47/ 21

House 4 / 7 19/ 7

Tools 3 / 50 88/ 50

Body 4 / 18 34/ 18

Animals 2 / 6 12/ 6

Macro average 5/ 29 47/ 29

Micro average 6/ 36 54/ 36

6.1 Lexical Sets from Word Lists

Ten lexical sets were retrieved from word lists provided

by English teachers for beginners [9] from a site for

English learners in Japan. For each one of the lexical sets

two of its members were randomly chosen as the input

words. The rest of the words served as test set. Both, the

full procedure using WordNet (section 4), and the

shortcut procedure (section 5) were performed for at least

two different input sets for each word list. In total 32

different input sets were tested, and 32 hyponyms and 5

meronyms relations were detected. In cases when the size

of the acquired set was big enough the set was reduced to
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the same size as the appropriate word list size after sorting

it by ranks. We compared the precision rates for the full

set (before ranking) vs. the reduced set (after ranking).

Table 3. Shortcut flow evaluation

Comparison of our method (WS) with GoogleSets (GS)

Precision %

full /reduced

Recall %

full / reduced

Word lists

GS WS GS WS

Family 41
2

/ 61 42 / 65 82 / 56 82 / 59

Colors 24/ 89 24 / 69 100 / 89 100 / 69

Vegetables 29 / 47 36 / 56 67 / 47 79 / 56

Buildings 8 / 8 9 / 11 9 / 8 11 / 9

Fruits 44 / 56 48 / 53 100 / 56 100 / 53

Clothes 28 / 37 23 / 33 34 / 30 26 / 26

House 3 / 4 4 / 5 2 / 2 3 / 3

Tools 8 / 25 8 / 38 44 / 25 44 / 38

Body 43 / 52 33 / 38 66 / 52 46 / 38

Animals 56 / 66 62 / 69 51 / 31 53 / 30

Macro avg. 28 / 44 29 / 44 59 / 39 57 / 38

Micro avg. 29 / 47 30 / 47 63 / 43 64 / 43

To illustrate the evaluation process consider the word

list for ‘tools’ that contains 10 words: drill, hammer,

knife, plane, pliers, saw, scissors, screwdriver, vise, and

wrench. Two input word pairs were randomly chosen

‘drill, pliers’ , and ‘hammer, vise’. For the first input set,

228 words were extracted from WordNet, and 43 words

were extracted from GoogleSets. Precision and recall

values were first calculated for these lists comparing them

to the original word list of tools. As the next step we

sorted both of the lists by our ranking procedure and

reduced each of the sets to the first 10 words. Then, we

recalculated precision and recall for the shorter lists to

evaluate our ranking procedure’s contribution. For

comparison of the sorting we also reduced the list by

GoogleSets in the same manner, without ranking it. The

same procedure was performed for the second input set.

Our main purpose in the analysis is to show

improvement of precision for the reduced ranked lists.

Perfect precision values cannot be anticipated, because

the chosen lists are a sample of word lists that typically

appear in textbooks. They may omit some words, due to

size limitations or other reasons. However, improvement

of precision after ranking shows good tendency toward

conformity with the teachers’ opinions. Recall values are

expected to decrease due to reduction of the acquired sets.

The precision values for the full procedure that are shown

in Table 2 clearly suggest that the ranking procedure

2
The precision values for GS and WS before reduction,

sometimes differ due to the standartization procedures applied
on GoogleSets result before ranking it (step 2 in section 5)

successfully cleans the word sets from redundant items,

increasing the precision by 6 times on average for each

list. The best ranking was achieved for colors with inputs

'orange, white', 'black yellow', and 'green, purple'.3

The precision results for the ranking procedure in

comparison with GoogleSets show similar values on

average (see Table 3). Precision in this experiment is

higher than in the full flow (see Table 2) , due to better

order by similarity and typicality of items in GoogleSets,

compared to non-existent order in WordNet synsets. Note

the better precision and recall for the ranked tools set with

inputs ‘drill, pliers’ and ‘hammer, vise’. Ranked lists

show better results for 6 word lists, and worse precision

for colors, fruits, clothes and body parts.

6.2 Familiarity Rating

Familiarity values used for this experiment were extracted

from the MRC Psycholinguistic Database [17]. The total

number of rated words extracted was 4896, from the

lowest rating of 101, to the highest of 657.

All the words (total of 19) in the category of

‘vegetables’ that appear both in WordNet and in

familiarity rating were extracted. One copy of the list,

noted by F, was sorted according to its familiarity rates,

another copy X was ranked using the ranking procedure

as described in section 4.4 using the top two familiar

items from F as the input. The order of the two lists was

compared summing the absolute error as following.

!

rankL (x) = the position of item x in list L

error(X) = | rankF (x)" rankX (x) |#

The error for the ranked set is 48 and the mean error

(calculated combinatorically) is 96. The order of the

ranked set is two times more similar to the list F than the

average. Discrepancies in the order of the sets are

anticipated. One of the contributions to the inconsistency

may be relatively old dating of the familiarity rating

experiments. The typicality ratings are based on a more

recent language that appears in the web.

7. Discussion
We have pointed out the needs of SLA in the field of

computerized lexical acquisition. Motivated by them, we

have divided the former known notion of similarity into

two aspects of semantic similarity and typicality level

similarity, and we have presented a method for

semisupervised lexical acquisition from multiple words

input based on this new notion. Our method is web-based,

hence, providing dynamic results that reflect the changes

that happen in the language use from day to day.

3
In some cases, the results acquired from WordNet were too

general, or there were errors in the disambiguation. In such
cases, we reran the tests with additional input words.
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We implemented the suggested method using the

distance measure of NGD, and compared it to the existing

application of GoogleSets. NGD is a universal measure

that measures distance over all the implicit similarity

aspects between two items. It does not require an

annotated or parsed corpus. We have shown its

applicability to the similarity by typicality level. We plan

to compare its usefulness with additional approaches and

similarity measures in the future.

Integration of the presented method into

computational modeling of SLA seems to be a much

needed direction. Additionally to the theoretical value,

being able to extend several example words by words of

similar typicality and semantic category may be

applicable in several ways.

One way is automatic acquisition of lexical sets for

textbooks authoring. Currently, textbook authors

construct lexical sets, and word lists by manual work,

relying on their memory and expertise. Language changes

dynamically, textbooks have to be reissued and lexical

sets needed for them have to be reinvented. Instead, a

dynamic method that reflects the modern language use,

because it is Web-based, and that takes the typicality of

words into consideration will reduce the costs, and will

provide richer resources for the text authors’

consideration.

Another useful application of the proposed method

would be as an extension for a dictionary. It will provide

for cases that a certain word belongs to the passive

vocabulary, but cannot be retrieved directly. Furthermore,

it will be helpful in cases when the word in the target

language does not have an equivalent in learner’s first

language4 of the learner, and bilingual dictionary cannot

be used for that purpose. For instance, the Russian word

for ‘light blue’ (‘голубой' – goluboy) is a very basic color

name, of similar typicality to such basic colors as ‘red’ or

‘blue’. A possible English equivalent ‘azure’ exists, but it

is much less typical in English. The learner that wants to

learn, or reinforce his knowledge about basic colors in

Russian will easily retrieve the ubiquitous word for ‘light

blue’ by providing the Russian equivalents for ‘blue’ and

‘red’ to WordSets. If the word is already in his passive

vocabulary he will recognize it. Otherwise, he will look it

up in the bilingual dictionary that will be complementary

to WordSets in such case.

Word lists by language teachers provide a good

combination of similarity by semantics and by typicality

in a way useful for learners, hence being important

resources for evaluation. The empirical evaluation

provided in this study shows a clear improvement of

precision by ranking a set of similar words. It also

demonstrates comparability of the established method to

GoogleSets and a general conformity with the familiarity

4
By first language we refer to any language that the learner

knows, not necessarily one, for this matter

ratings. However, a limited choice of manually

constructed word lists as the evaluation data cannot fully

reflect its advantages and deficiencies. We plan an

extensive evaluation procedure with human subjects that

are language learners in the near future.

The scope of the current study is English. However,

we believe, that the suggested method may be applied for

other languages in a similar manner, given large corpora

and a WordNet in another language.
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Disambiguating Tense, Aspect and Modality Markers for Correcting
Machine Translation Errors
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Abstract
All languages mark tense, aspect and modality
(TAM) in some way, but the markers don’t have
a one-to-one mapping across languages. Many
errors in machine translation (MT) are due to
wrong translation of TAM markers. Reducing
them can improve the performance of an MT sys-
tem. We used about 9000 sentence pairs from an
English-Hindi parallel corpus. These were man-
ually annotated with TAM markers and their
mappings. Based on this corpus, we identify the
factors responsible for ambiguity in translation.
We present the results for learning TAM marker
translation using CRF. We achieved an improve-
ment of 17.88% over the baseline.

Keywords

Machine Translation, Tense, Aspect, Modality, TAM Markers

1 Introduction

Tense, aspect and modality are important elements of
natural languages. They are needed for specifying the
information about the world which is temporal in na-
ture, or tell us something about the status of an action,
or about the ability to perform an action. In some
languages, they also govern the realization of a par-
ticular case marker. Different languages have different
systems for marking such temporal (including aspec-
tual and modal) information. In other words, TAM
markers used by different languages don’t have a one-
to-one correspondence. TAM markers are not the only
device used for expressing temporal information, but
they can be very useful for NLP. They are a bit like
function words. Like prepositions, even if not to the
same extent, they can help in arriving at the correct
syntactic and semantic analysis of a sentence. At the
same time, they have an inherent meaning (even if am-
biguous). This means that they are a bit like content
words too. In this paper, we argue that these markers
are under-utilized sources of linguistic information.
We first explain how we are defining TAM markers.

Then we show that a significant percentage of errors
in machine translation are due to wrong translation
of TAM markers. We prepared an annotated parallel
corpus to study the possibility of correcting these er-
rors. The aim was to improve the performance of an

∗Language Technology Research Centre, IIIT, Hyder-
abad, India, {aiklavya,samarhusain,surana.h}@gmail.com,
jagadeesh.gorla@gmail.com and dipti@iiit.ac.in

†Applied Research Group, Satyam Computer Services Ltd,
IISC campus, Bangalore, chinnappa guggilla@satyam.com

MT system. We annotated around 9000 sentence pairs
from a sentence aligned English-Hindi parallel corpus
with TAM markers and their mappings. Based on this
corpus, we present the lists of most frequent mark-
ers and their translations. We also present the results
of our experiments on learning translations of TAM
markers using Condition Random Fields or CRF [4]
and also show that we can improve the accuracy of
an MT system by using this method. For our experi-
ments, we have used the 0.73 version of the Shakti MT
system [6].

1.1 What Exactly are TAM Markers

TAM markers are the combination of inflections (en,
ing, nA1, tA) and auxiliary verbs (is, been, HE, thA)
or modals (can, should, sakanA, paDZA) or words
indicating negativity (not, naHIM). These combi-
nations together provide the information about tense,
aspect and modality.
We can explain this by a hypothetical example from

an English to Hindi machine translation system:

SL: So what happens now?
TL: to aba kyA HogA?

‘So now what will-happen?’
TL (Default): ∗ to aba kyA HonA HE?

In the example above, SL is the source language
(English) sentence, TL is a correct translation in the
target language (Hindi) followed by the literal English
version of the correct Hindi translation. Finally, TL
(Default) is the translation provided by the MT sys-
tem, assuming that everything is correct except the
TAM marker, because it was taken from a TAM dic-
tionary with a one-to-one mapping.
In our terminology, we would say that in the SL

sentence, happens has PRES (simple present) TAM
marker, while the marker in TL for HogA is gA (future
or hypothetical).

1.2 Empirical Evidence of the Problem

To get empirical evidence for our contention that
wrong translation of TAM markers is a notable source
of errors in MT, we extracted 250 random English
sentences from the corpus. These sentences were run
through the MT system. We manually checked these

1 To represent text in Indian languages, we have used the
RR notation. In this notation, capitalization roughly means
longer length for vowels, and a small h after a consonant
means aspiration.

1
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English PRES, PAST, to 0, ing, is en, will 0, en, can 0, are en, was en,
may 0, has en, have en, should 0, were en, should be en,
would 0, must 0, can be en, had en, do 0, is ing, to be en, by ing,

Hindi tA HE, HE, nA, yA, thA, 0 sakatA HE, gA, yA jAtA HE, yA HE, nA cAHiye,
0 raHA HE, 0 kara, tA, yA gayA HE, yA gayA, ye, tA thA, yA thA,
0 jAtA HE, 0 gayA, HogA, yA jAnA cAHiye, yA jA sakatA HE,

Table 1: Most frequent TAMs

sentences and marked the errors due to wrong trans-
lation of TAM markers. We found that 152 sentences
had such errors. The number of wrongly translated
TAM markers was 163 out of a total of 296 markers.
This shows that there is empirical evidence of TAM
markers being the cause of a significant number of er-
rors in machine translation. If we can reduce these
errors by using a better technique for TAM marker
translation or for correcting such errors in the MT
system output, we can improve the performance of the
MT system.

2 Previous Work

Tense, aspect and modality have been studied exten-
sively by linguists, both separately and as part of the
study of temporal information encoded in natural lan-
guages. One of the most well known works in the first
category is by Bybee et al. [2]. Their book discusses
how tense, aspect and modality have evolved in differ-
ent languages.
Vendler’s work [10] on verb classification with re-

spect to time (or tense) is the basis of a lot of work
on tense. In this work, he claimed that almost all the
verbs can be classified into a few classes. Richenbach,
in the classic work called ’The Tenses of Verbs’ [8],
suggests that the times of events can be located with
respect to a deictic centre, which makes them similar
to pronouns (the anaphoric view of tenses).
A lot of work has been done on temporal informa-

tion from a computational point of view too. Dorr and
Olsen [3] use a Lexical Conceptual Structure (LCS)
based representation of Levin’s classes [5]. The as-
pectual classes are defined in terms of three features
(telicity, dynamicity and durativity) and can be used
to help in machine translation and generation.
Tense, aspect and modality in Indian languages have

also been studied from a linguistic point of view. The
book ‘Tense and Aspect in Indian Languages’ edited
by Lakshmi Bai and Mukherji [1] contains a collection
of a few such papers.
This paper has a different focus because we are con-

centrating on machine translation, whereas the focus
of works mentioned above was language understand-
ing or information extraction. As has been observed
by many, some elements of machine translation may
not require deep analysis of meaning.
In our opinion, TAM markers as a separate class

of entities have not been given as much importance
as they deserve, though they have been considered in-
directly in the form of verb inflections and auxiliary
verbs etc.

3 Problem Formulation

The problem we are addressing in this paper can be
formulated as a disambiguation problem. In that sense
it is similar to both preposition disambiguation and
word sense disambiguation because TAM markers are
like function words as well as content words, as men-
tioned earlier.
At a higher level of abstraction, the problem can

also be formulated as a classification task. This for-
mulation is more suitable than that of word sense dis-
ambiguation for our purposes because TAM markers
form a closed class and the number of classes, though
more than for prepositions, is small enough (50-200 for
English and many Indian languages) to allow machine
learning techniques such as CRF to be used.
If we classify TAM markers by considering contex-

tual similarity of TAM markers, the problem becomes
similar to POS tagging by using CRF:

ti = f(si, ci); (1)

where si is the ith TAM marker in the SL sentence
and ti is the translation of si, f represents a classifi-
cation algorithm based on CRF, and ci is the context
for si. The CRF implementation that we have used
was CRF++ [9]. The features we experimented with
are described later in the Section-6.3.

4 Markers, Annotation and Dic-
tionary

In this section we will first discuss the development of
a set of TAM markers for a particular language, i.e.,
deciding on the set of TAM marker classes. We then
discuss how a better TAM marker dictionary can be
built. Finally, we describe how the parallel corpus was
annotated with TAM markers and their mappings.

4.1 Developing a TAMMSet

How many TAM markers does a language have? Are
they naturally and unambiguously very well defined?
Not quite. We have to design a set of TAM markers
for a particular language. This requires linguists, or at
least well informed native speakers to sit down and list
all possible TAM markers. The task of building this
TAMMSet somewhat resembles the task of building a
part of speech (POS) tagset for a particular language.
In other words, even though they are linguistically sig-
nificant, there may not be a universally acceptable set
of markers for a language. Similarly, the set designed
for one language may not be applicable for another.

2
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English Frequent Hindi Senses English Frequent Hindi Senses
PRES HE, tA HE, nA, yA HE, PAST yA, thA, tA thA, HE,

gA, tA, 0 jAtA HE, yA, ye, yA thA, 0 gayA, nA, tA HE,
yA jAtA HE, 0 sakatA HE, gA, yA HE, 0 kara,
0 kara, 0 raHA HE, yA gayA, tA, tA raHA

to 0 nA, ne ke liye, tA HE, yA ing nA, tA HE, 0 kara,
0 sakatA HE, HE, ye, HE, tA HuA, 0 raHA HE,
0 kara, gA, nA HE, tA, yA, ne ke liye,

is en yA jAtA HE, tA HE will 0 gA, HogA, tA HE
HE, yA gayA HE, 0 kara 0 sakatA HE, HE

Table 2: Correspondence of some TAM categories (English-Hindi)

4.2 TAM Marker Dictionary

We had started with a basic TAM dictionary that was
being used for machine translation. It was basic in the
sense that it had only one-to-one mappings of TAM
markers and the list of markers was shorter than the
one we have after the new markers have been added
during the annotation of the parallel corpus. More-
over, it was not compiled from the study of a corpus.
Our aim was to build a proper TAM dictionary which
can have one-to-many mappings corresponding to the
possible senses of a TAM marker, just like an ordinary
dictionary of words. The new dictionary was also to
contain at least one example sentence in both SL and
TL for every sense of a TAM marker.

4.3 TAM Marker Annotation

For annotating TAM markers, we selected at random
more than 4000 short (up to 15 words) sentences and
5000 long sentences from a sentence aligned parallel
English-Hindi corpus. These sentences were marked
up using an interface by five different annotators.
Some sets of sentences were then validated by a person
different from the one who originally did the annota-
tion. Annotators were given an initial list of SL and
TL TAM markers, but they were asked to add a new
marker if they thought it was required. An annotated
sentence would look like this:

SL: So what [happens]PRES now?
TL: to aba kyA [HogA]gA?
Mapping: PRES1 → gA1 (future)

4.4 Marker Lists from the Parallel
Corpus

A list of most frequent markers (ranked according to
frequency in the corpus) is given in Table-1. Table-2
gives a list of most frequent TAM marker mappings
for English-Hindi. It is clear that the problem is not
trivial and is a bit like word sense disambiguation.

5 Why TAM Markers: Another
Example

There might be other ways of achieving the same kind
of improvement in machine translation. Why use TAM
markers? We will try to explain by an example how
they can be useful. Consider the following text:

SL: We [dont like]PRES not that horse [flying]ing in
the sky. [Shoot it down]IMPER.
TL: AsamAna meM [uDZane vAlA]ne vAlA vo
ghoDZA HameM acchA
[naHIM laga raHA]nahIM+0 rahA. use
[mAra girAO]0 O.

‘sky in that-flies that horse we not-like. it shoot
down.’
Mapping: PRES not1 → nahIM + 0 rahA2, ing2
→ ne vAlA1, IMPER3 → 0 O3

Now consider another variation of the same sentence
pairs, superficially only slightly different:

SL: We [dont like]PRES not horses [flying]ing in the
sky. We [shoot them down]PRES .
TL: AsamAna meM [uDZane vAle]ne vAlA ghoDZe
HameM acche [naHIM lagate]nahIM+tA. Hama
unHeM [mAra girAte HeM ]0 tA HE .

‘sky in that-fly horses we not-like. we them
shoot down.’
Mapping: PRES not1 → nahIM + tA2, ing2 →
ne vAlA1, PRES3 → 0 tA HE3

Note that in 0 O, the first 0 is zero and is a place
holder or wild card for verbs, while the second one is
capital o, representing the inflection used for impera-
tives (IMPER for English).
What this example shows can be summarized as:

• The same TAM information can be expressed dif-
ferently in different languages. TAM markers (at
least partially) capture this difference. In the first
set above, PRES not (present with negation) gets
translated as nahIM+0 raHA, while in the second
as nahIM+tA. The only change in the SL sentence
was that ‘that horse’ was substituted by ‘horses’.
We can perform deep semantic analysis to get a
correct translation in such a case, but it might not
be possible in the near future for most (if not all)
language pairs for obvious reasons. Or we could
translate TAM marker separately.

• On the surface, only a slight change in the sec-
ond case (‘we shoot’ instead of ‘shoot’) leaves
the sentence no longer imperative, which changes
the translation from (0 O to 0 tA HE). This will
again be difficult to handle by semantic analysis,
but is made easier if we use TAM markers.

3
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6 Automatic Translation of
TAM Markers

As indicated earlier, TAM markers can be translated
by rule based, statistical or hybrid techniques. The-
oretically, all these techniques can give good results.
We have used a statistical or machine learning based
technique.

6.1 Identifying TAM Markers

Though identifying TAM markers in the SL sentences
is not the focus of the current work, one obvious
method (which is already being used for machine
translation) is through simple linguistic rules. In most
cases it seems to work, provided that resources like
dictionaries and morphological analyzer are available.
However, for our experiments, we had the manually
annotated markers in the corpus. We inserted them in
the correct place in the MT system, so that we could
see the results only for TAMmarker translation, avoid-
ing the errors in TAM marker identification.

6.2 Factors in TAM Marker Transla-
tion

The correct translation of an SL TAM marker depends
on several factors. The preceding sections have al-
ready indicated them. In this section, we will take
up all these factors and relate them to some possi-
ble solutions. The first item of information needed is,
of course, the SL TAM marker. We assume that it is
known since we are using TAM markup from the anno-
tated corpus, rather than relying on the TAM marker
computation module of the MT system, which can
make mistakes (this is, of course, just for evaluation of
TAM marker translation alone). A solution based only
on the one-to-one TAM dictionary uses only this in-
formation. Three more factors are the distributions of
SL and TL markers and their mappings in the corpus
(or, ideally, in the language). A distributional similar-
ity based solution, e.g. the IBM models [7] could take
these factors into account. The most important fac-
tors for our proposed solution are the contexts in the
SL sentence and in the TL output by the MT system
(which we have to correct).
We have also tried to find the specific factors (or spe-

cific parts of the context) which determine this choice.
One interesting example is given below:

SL: Who wantsPRES to lose their jobs?.
TL: apanI nOkarI kOna khonA cAHegAgA?

‘one’s job who lose will-want?’
Mapping: PRES1 → gA1

In this case (which is frequent in the corpus), the
fact that the sentence is a question seems to deter-
mine that PRES will be translated as gA (future).
Some other factors that seem to determine the choice
of ‘TAM sense’ in the target language are the proper-
ties of the main verb, certain words (other than the
verb), the type of the clause, etc. In fact, infinitives
seem to have their own way of getting translated (see
to 0 in Table-2).

The proposed CRF based solution tries to take into
account all the factors mentioned in this section. How-
ever, so far we have evaluated only with the context
in the SL sentence, not with context in TL output by
the MT system. This point is elaborated more in the
next section.

6.3 Features for CRF

For now, we are only using the context from the
SL sentence for learning and evaluation. We exper-
imented on four sets of features for CRF. These were:

• F1: SL TAM marker, verb lex (verb lexical
item), verb cat (verb category), verb lex-2 (word
at a distance -2 from the current verb), verb lex-1,
verb cat-2, verb cat-1

• F2: SL TAM marker, verb lex, verb cat,
verb lex-2/verb lex-1 (combination of verb lex-2
and verb lex-1), verb cat-2/verb cat-1

• F3: SL TAM marker, verb lex, verb cat,
verb lex-2/verb lex-1, verb cat-2/verb cat-1,
head lex-2/head lex-1 (combination of lexical
items for the head of the previous two chunks),
head cat-2/head cat-1

• F4: SL TAM marker, verb lex, verb cat, 0
or 1 (1 if there is a conjunct except ‘and’ in
the sentence, otherwise 0), verb lex-2/verb lex-
1, verb cat-2/verb cat-1, head lex-2/head lex-1,
head cat-2/head cat-1

7 Evaluation

In this section, we first describe the experimental setup
and the evaluation method used by us. Then we
present the results obtained.

7.1 Evaluation Method

For evaluation, we first conducted experiments on the
four feature sets mentioned earlier to select the one
which is likely to give to the best performance with
CRF. We calculated the precision of TAM marker
translation in three cases with the best feature set
(F3):

• A: TAM dictionary with one-to-one mappings
(baseline)

• B: MT system with output corrected using CRF
(first evaluator)

• C: MT system with output corrected using CRF
(second evaluator)

To prepare our training set we take the intermedi-
ate output from the MT system (after the POS tagger
and the chunker) to get the context features. To eval-
uate which feature set was best (to be used for final
evaluation), we divided the subset of the corpus into
two parts (3470 sentences with 3908 markers, 530 sen-
tences with 616 markers) by randomly selecting sen-
tences. By training on the bigger set and testing on

4
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Feature Set Precision
F1 50.75%
F2 48.87%
F3 51.70%
F4 51.51%

Table 3: Results for four feature sets used for classi-
fication by CRF

Precision
A. TAM Dictionary 46.05%
B. CRF-1 63.63%
C. CRF-2 64.22%

Table 4: Improvement in precision for TAM marker
translation

the smaller one, we selected the most promising feature
set. For this step, we used the markers in the parallel
corpus as reference for evaluation. The feature set F3
gave the best performance (51.70% precision) and we
used it for evaluation on the MT system.
For final evaluation, we took a subset of short sen-

tences (6-15 words) from the annotated corpus and run
them through the MT system and we correct the TAM
marker in the MT system output based on learning by
CRF. We tested on 439 sentences. The lower limit on
the size of the sentences was to avoid fragments which
were not really complete sentences. The higher limit
was fixed because the MT system was not always able
to process long sentences. Note that the output of
the MT system was required to extract the features
for learning. This is why we could not use the longer
sentences.

7.2 Results

The evaluation was performed by two different evalu-
ators. One was a professional translator while other
was from computational linguistics background. Pre-
cision was calculated for default translation using the
TAM dictionary (the baseline) and on the MT system
with CRF corrected output.
The evaluators checked the TL markers in the con-

text of their being meaningful keeping both the SL
sentence and the intermediated MT system output
in mind. The precision for the baseline was 46.05%.
Learning by CRF gave a precision of 63.93%, which
was significantly better than the baseline.

8 Observations Based on the
Results

Based on the results obtained by correcting the MT
system output using the CRF based marker classifi-
cation, we present some observations about the errors
and some suggestions for improving the results further:

1. Many of the errors were in translating PRES (sim-
ple present). On examining the training and test-
ing data we found that this was because its distri-
bution in the training and testing data was highly

imbalanced, i.e., our testing data was very unfair
for evaluating the translation of this marker.

2. Another reason for errors in translating PRES is
that it is more ambiguous. There are more ways
in which it can be translated and many of them
are quite frequent.

3. Some of the errors in translating PRES can be
taken care of by simple rules. For example, in
reported speech, the correct translation is usually
tA HE.

9 Conclusions and Future Work

We described the parallel corpus annotated with TAM
markers and their mappings and listed the most fre-
quent of them. We discussed why TAM markers are
important for MT and gave linguistic and empirical
evidence for this. The problem was formulated as a
classification task. The technique we used for machine
learning was CRF. We tested for four sets of features
and selected the best one. Using this best feature set,
we experimented on improving TAM translation. We
were able to get a precision of 63.93%, which was sig-
nificantly better than the baseline, which used a TAM
dictionary with a one-to-one mapping. Based on our
observation of the output, we suggested some ways to
further improve the results. Another task for the fu-
ture to use the context from the TL output given by
the MT system, because TAM marker translation de-
pends on the structure selected by the MT system for
the translated sentence.
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Abstract
We describe a corpus-based evaluation method-
ology, applied to a number of classic algorithms
in the generation of referring expressions. Fol-
lowing up on earlier work involving very simple
domains, this paper deals with the issues asso-
ciated with domains that contain ‘real-life’ ob-
jects of some complexity. Results indicate that
state of the art algorithms perform very differ-
ently when applied to a complex domain. More-
over, if a version of the Incremental Algorithm is
used then it becomes of huge importance to se-
lect a good preference order, because some pref-
erence orders are prone to generating very un-
natural output. Finding good preference orders,
however, can be difficult, as we show. These re-
sults should contribute to a growing debate on
the evaluation of nlg systems, arguing in favour
of carefully constructed balanced and semanti-
cally transparent corpora.

Keywords
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1 Introduction

This paper evaluates some classic algorithms for the
Generation of Referring Expressions (gre), which fo-
cus on the question of Content Determination. We
ask how well these algorithms model the semantic con-
tent of expressions produced by people. It replicates
the methodology used in [8], which carried out an
evaluation using relatively simple domains of objects
with well-defined properties. In addition to present-
ing new evaluation results on a novel, more complex
domain, this paper poses a number of questions re-
garding the adequacy of existing gre algorithms when
they are deployed in scenarios involving complex ob-
jects. In contrast to ‘toy’ domains, such objects af-
ford human authors with a much larger variety of
referential possibilities, with potentially more inter-
author variation. This has some consequences for ex-
isting gre algorithms that rely on predefined general
or domain-specific ‘preferences’ for content determi-
nation, whereby some properties of objects are pri-
oritised over others. While psycholinguistic research
has indeed shown that such preferences exist, the re-
sults have tended to rely on precisely the kinds of
simple objects that characterise most proposals in the

gre literature. Our aims in this paper are to (a) ex-
amine the feasibility of constructing a semantically-
annotated corpus for gre evaluation in complex sce-
narios; (b) evaluate the performance of current con-
tent determination heuristics for gre on such scenar-
ios; (c) compare this performance to our earlier results
on more limited domains.

gre is a semantically intensive sub-task of mi-
croplanning in nlg. gre algorithms take as input
a Knowledge Base (kb), which lists domain entities
and their properties (attribute-value pairs), together
with a set of intended referents, R. The output is a
distinguishing description of R, that is, a logical form
which distinguishes this set from its distractors. Most
work in the area focuses on very simple objects, with
attributes such as colour and shape. With complex
real-world objects, the relevant properties are not al-
ways easy to ascertain. For instance, in describing
a person, attributes such as shape become problem-
atic, whereas hair-colour, beard-colour, has-glasses and
height are not only more relevant, but also more nu-
merous. Some properties (e.g. a person’s freckles)
may only be used occasionally, or not at all. Because
of more variation, gre algorithms might be expected
to perform worse on complex domains, compared to
those where objects are simple and stylised. For an
evaluation which compares output to the human gold
standard represented by a corpus, another problem is
the potential for lack of agreement between corpus an-
notators. This is especially non-trivial since seman-
tic and pragmatic transparency are prerequisites for
corpora in gre as we have argued in [23]. Semantic
transparency means that all the relevant knowledge
available to the human authors of the corpus is known.
Similarly, pragmatic transparency ensures that the au-
thors’ communicative intentions are known. Ideally,
the corpus should be balanced in both respects so that,
for example, different kinds of referents occur an equal
number of times.

This paper describes the construction of a corpus
of this kind, involving a moderately complex domain
whose inhabitants are (black & white photographs of)
people. The resulting corpus is then used to compare
some classic gre algorithms with human descriptions.
Wherever appropriate, we shall highlight the ways in
which our experiences and findings differed from the
ones involving a simpler domain [8].

1
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2 Related work

The current state of the art in gre is dominated the In-
cremental Algorithm (ia) of Dale and Reiter [5], which
has served as a starting point for later models which
sought to extend the expressiveness and coverage of
gre [10, 14, 15, 17, 22]. The ia was proposed as a bet-
ter match to human referential behaviour relative to
some predecessors, notably Dale’s [4] Full Brevity (fb)
and Greedy (gr) heuristics, which emphasise brevity
as the main determinant of adequacy. In contrast, the
ia performs hillclimbing along a predetermined list of
domain attributes. This preference order reflects gen-
eral or domain-specific preferences, which is the main
reason for the ia’s predicted superiority. However,
the preference order strongly impacts the ia’s perfor-
mance, since in a domain with n attributes, there are
in principle n! different incremental algorithms.
Few empirical evaluations have been conducted in

this area, and those that were done were limited to
descriptions of objects that can be identified with only
a few clearly distinguishable attributes like colour or
type. [13] and [9] compared the ia to some alter-
native models, using the coconut dialogue corpus,
where pieces of furniture are described with four at-
tributes at most. [24] used a small corpus of descrip-
tions of drawers, using colour and location attributes
only. Apart from using simple domains, these studies
meet the transparency requirements mentioned above
to a very limited degree. Though coconut dialogues
were elicited against a well-defined domain, [12] has
emphasised that reference, in coconut, was often in-
tended to satisfy intentions over and above identifi-
cation. Thus, evaluating the ia against this data may
not have done justice to a content determination strat-
egy designed solely to achieve this aim. Furthermore,
Gupta and Stent used an evaluation metric that in-
cluded aspects of the syntactic structure of descrip-
tions (specifically, modifier placement), thus arguably
obscuring the role of content determination.

2.1 Computing Similarity

One question that the studies mentioned above raise
relates to how human-authored and automatically gen-
erated descriptions should be compared. A measure of
recall (as used in the Jordan/Walker and Viethen/Dale
studies) indicates coverage, but does not measure the
degree of similarity between a description generated
by an algorithm and a description in the corpus, pun-
ishing all mismatches with equal severity. To obtain
a more fine-grained measure, we use the Dice coeffi-
cient of similarity shown in (1). Let D1 and D2 be
two descriptions, and let att(D) be the attributes in
any description D. The coefficient takes into account
the number of attributes that an algorithm omits in
relation to the human gold standard, and those it in-
cludes, making it more optimally informative. Because
descriptions could contain more than one instance of
an attribute (e.g. ‘the young man with the glasses
and the old man who also wears glasses’), the sets
of attributes for this comparison were represented as
multisets.

type hasBeard hasGlasses Age
man 1 0 old
man 1 1 young
man 0 1 old
man 0 0 young

Table 1: Attributes and example targets as defined in
the corpus domains

dice(D1, D2) =
2 × |att(D1) ∩ att(D2)|
|att(D1)| + |att(D2)|

(1)

3 A transparent corpus of refer-
ences

We constructed and annotated a balanced corpus that
pairs each description in the corpus with a logical form
that is cast in terms of the domain with respect to
which the description was produced. Our corpus con-
tains ca. 1800 descriptions, collected through a con-
trolled experiment run over the web. Participants in
the experiment were asked to identify one or two ob-
jects from a set of distractors shown on their computer
screen, by typing distinguishing descriptions as though
they were interacting remotely with another person.
One within-subjects variable was the use of different
domains: (1) artificially constructed pictures of house-
hold items and (2) real photographs of people, yield-
ing two sub-corpora. In this paper, we discuss how
the latter sub-corpus is gathered, annotated and used
to evaluate various gre algorithms. Throughout the
paper, we compare with our findings on the furniture
corpus [8].

3.1 Materials and design

The people sub-corpus consists of 810 descriptions
from 45 native or fluent speakers of English. Partici-
pants described photographs of men in 18 trials, each
corresponding to a domain where there were one or
two clearly marked target referents and six distractors
(also men), placed in a 3 (row) × 5 (column) grid.
The use of these pictures was based on previous ex-
perimental work using the same set [19].
In addition to their location (on which more below),

all targets could be distinguished via the three at-
tributes shown in Table 1. Thus, the targets differed
from their distractors in whether they had a beard
(hasBeard), wore glasses (hasGlasses) and/or were
young or old (Age). The corpus is semantically bal-
anced, in that for each possible combination of the
attributes, there was an equal number of domains in
which an identifying description of the target(s) re-
quired the use of those attributes (modulo other pos-
sibilities). We refer to this as the minimal descrip-
tion (md) of the target set. However, results of ear-
lier studies with the same set of photographed persons
indicated that speakers use other attributes to iden-
tify the photographed people as well (e.g, whether the
person wears a tie, a suit or has a certain hairstyle
or colour). These too were included in the corpus an-
notation, for a total of 9 attributes per photograph.
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By contrast, objects in the furniture sub-corpus were
invariably described using at most four attributes.
The present study focusses on the subset of the cor-

pus descriptions which do not contain locative expres-
sions (N = 342 from 19 authors)1. For comparison, we
use the subset of the household/furniture sub-corpus
which also does not contain locatives (N = 444 de-
scriptions from 27 authors). Comparing the furni-
ture and people descriptions, the variation amongst
the people descriptions is expected to be higher and
the annotation of the people descriptions is expected
to be more difficult.
The experiment manipulated another within-

subjects variable in addition to the domain, namely
Cardinality/Similarity (3 levels):
1. Singular (sg): 6 domains contained a single tar-
get referent.
2. Plural/Similar (ps): 6 domains had two refer-
ents, which had identical values on the md attributes.
For example, both targets might be wearing glasses in
a domain where hasGlasses=‘1’ sufficed for a distin-
guishing description.
3. Plural/Dissimilar (pd): 6 Plural trials, in which
the targets had different values of the minimally dis-
tinguishing attributes.

Plural referents were taken into account because plu-
rality is pervasive in nl discourse. The literature sug-
gests that they can be treated adequately by minor
variations of the classic gre algorithms ([7, 11]), as
long as the descriptions in question refer distributively
[20]. This is something we considered worth testing.

3.2 Corpus annotation

To make the corpus semantically transparent, we de-
signed a xml annotation scheme [18] that pairs each
corpus description with a representation of the do-
main in which the description was produced (see Fig-
ure 1(a)). In order to match the descriptions produced
by the participants in the study with the domain repre-
sentations, the entities in the people domain are repre-
sented with 9 attribute tags in total. Six of them, has-
Glasses, hasBeard, hasHair, hasShirt, hasTie,
hasSuit have a boolean value. The other four at-
tributes have nominal values: the attribute type has
values person or other, the attribute age has value
old or young, hairColour has values dark, light or
other, and finally orientation, which captures the
gaze direction of a photographed man, has three pos-
sible values frontward, leftward or rightward. If a
part of a description could not be resolved against the
domain representation, it was enclosed in an other
attribute tag with the value other for name. This was
necessary in 62 descriptions (18.2%), a figure which is
much larger than that obtained in the simpler furni-
ture domain, in which only 3.3% of descriptions con-
tain other tags.
Figure 1(b) shows the annotation of a plural

description in the people domain. attribute tags
enclose segments of a description corresponding to

1 Location was manipulated as a between-subjects factor. Par-
ticipants were randomly placed in groups which varied in
whether they could use location or not.

properties, with name and value attributes which
constitute a semantic representation compatible with
the domain, abstracting away from lexical variation.
For example, in Figure 1(b), the expression with black
facial hair is tagged as hasBeard, with the value 1.
Note that hasBeard encloses the hairColour tag
used for black. The description tag in Figure 1(b),
permits the automatic compilation of a logical form
from a human-authored description. Figure 1(b) is
a plural description enclosing two singular ones.
Correspondingly, the logical form of each embedded
description is a conjunction of attributes, while the
two sibling descriptions are disjoined, as shown in (2).2

([Age: old] ∧ [type: person] ∧
[Orientation: frontward])∨([hasBeard: 1]∧ (2)
[hairColour: dark] ∧ [type: person])

3.3 Annotator reliability

The reliability of the corpus annotation scheme was
evaluated in a study involving two independent an-
notators (hereafter A and B), both postgraduate stu-
dents with an interest in nlg, who used the same an-
notation manual [18]. They were given a stratified
random sample of 540 target descriptions consisting
of 270 descriptions from each domain. For both the
furniture and the people domain they were given 2 de-
scriptions from each Cardinality/Similarity condition,
from each author in the corpus. To estimate inter-
annotator agreement, we compared annotations of A
and B against those by the present authors, using the
Dice coefficient described above. We believe that Dice
is more appropriate than agreement measures (such as
the κ statistic) which rely on predefined categories in
which discrete events can be classified. The ‘events’ in
the corpus are nl expressions, each of which is ‘clas-
sified’ in several ways (depending on how many at-
tributes a description expresses), and it was up to an
annotator’s judgment, given the instructions, to select
those segments and mark them up.
Inter-annotator agreement was high in both sub-

corpora, as indicated by the mean and modal (most
frequent) scores. In the furniture domain, both A and
B achieved similar agreement scores with the present
authors (A: mean = .93, mode = 1 (74.4%); B: mean
= .92; mode = 1 (73%)). They also evinced substantial
agreement among themselves (mean = .89, mode = 1
(71.1%)). In the people domain A’s annotations were
in slightly better agreement with our annotations than
B’s (A: mean = .84, mode = 1 (41.1%); B: mean =
.78; mode = 1 (36.3%)). The annotators had a some-
what higher agreement among themselves than with
the annotations of the present authors in the people
domain (mean = .89, mode =1 (70%)).
Overall, these results suggest that the annotation

scheme used is replicable to a high degree. As expected
however, these results also indicate that annotating
complex object descriptions is more difficult than ones
elicited in simple domains.

2 In the phrases of interest, disjunction or set union is the se-
mantic correlate of the use of and in a plural description.
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<ENTITY type=‘target’>

<ATTRIBUTE name=‘type’ value=‘person’/>

<ATTRIBUTE name=‘age’ value=‘old’/>

<ATTRIBUTE name=‘hasBeard’ value=‘0’/>

<ATTRIBUTE name=‘hasGlasses’ value=‘0’/>

<ATTRIBUTE name=‘orientation’

value=‘frontward’/>

...

</ENTITY>

<ENTITY type=‘target’>

<ATTRIBUTE name=‘type’ value=‘person’/>

<ATTRIBUTE name=‘age’ value=‘young’/>

<ATTRIBUTE name=‘orientation’

value=‘frontward’/>

<ATTRIBUTE name=‘hasBeard’ value=‘1’ />

<ATTRIBUTE name=‘hasGlasses’ value=‘0’/>

<ATTRIBUTE name=‘orientation’

value=‘frontward’/>

...

</ENTITY>

(a) Fragment of a domain

<DESCRIPTION num=‘plural’>

<DESCRIPTION num=‘singular’>

<ATTRIBUTE name=‘Age’ value=‘old’>elderly
</ATTRIBUTE>

<ATTRIBUTE name=‘type’ value=‘person’>man
</ATTRIBUTE>

<ATTRIBUTE name=‘orientation’ value=

‘frontward’>who is facing the front
</ATTRIBUTE>

</DESCRIPTION>

and
<DESCRIPTION num=‘singular’>

<ATTRIBUTE name=‘type’ value=‘person’>man
</ATTRIBUTE>

<ATTRIBUTE name=‘hasBeard’ value=‘1’>with
<ATTRIBUTE name=‘hairColour’ value=‘dark’>

black</ATTRIBUTE>
facial hair</ATTRIBUTE>

</DESCRIPTION>

</DESCRIPTION>

(b) Example Description

Fig. 1: Annotation example: ‘elderly man who is facing the front and man with black facial hair’

4 Evaluating the algorithms

We evaluated the three algorithms introduced earlier,
all of which can be characterised as search problems
[3]:

1. Full Brevity (fb): Finds the smallest distin-
guishing combination of properties.

2. Greedy (gr): Adds properties to a description,
always selecting the property with the greatest
discriminatory power.

3. Incremental (ia): Performs gradient descent
along a predefined list of properties. Like gr, ia
incrementally adds properties to a description un-
til it is distinguishing.

The performance of these algorithms was tested
with respect to 342 descriptions in the ‘people’ corpus.
Among other things, they were compared to a baseline
(rand), which randomly added properties true of the
referent(s) to the description until it was distinguish-
ing. Because the ia always adds type [5], the same
trick was applied to all algorithms, to level the playing
field.3
In addition, we extended the algorithms to cover the

plural descriptions in the people corpus, using the al-
gorithm of [21]. This algorithm first searches for a dis-
tinguishing description through literals in the kb, fail-
ing which, it searches through disjunctions of increas-
ing length until a distinguishing description is found.
This approach was applied to fb and gr as well as the
different versions of ia.
We had several general expectations regarding this

evaluation. In particular, we expected all algorithms
to perform worse with respect to the people descrip-
tions than with respect to the furniture descriptions,
3 In the corpus 91% of descriptions in the people domain and

93.5% in the furniture domain contain a type.

simply because the larger number of attributes means
that there is more room for error. Before we can delve
more deeply into these matters, we need to ask what
we mean when we speak about the ia, given that this
search method gives rise to different algorithms de-
pending on the way in which attributes are ordered.

4.1 Preference orders for the IA

In simple situations, such as the furniture domain in
this corpus, which contained 3 attributes (apart from
location), the number of ways in which attributes
can be grouped into a preference order for the ia was
limited [8]. Psycholinguistic evidence also facilitates
the task. For instance, it is known that attributes
such as colour tend to be included in descriptions
even when they are not required [16, 6, 1], while rel-
ative attributes requiring comparison to other objects
(such as size), are cognitively more costly and more
likely to be omitted [2]. In a more complex domain,
such as the people domain in this corpus, the larger
number of attributes increases the possible number of
preference orders, and testing them all is unfeasible.
Moreover, many of these attributes will not have been
studied in the psycholinguistics literature. Let us see
how these issues pan out in the (only moderately com-
plex!) people domain.
Although the experimental trials on which the peo-

ple corpus is based were composed in such a way that
the targets could be distinguished with a combination
of the attributes hasBeard, hasGlasses and age,
the descriptions contain many other attributes. With
the 9 attributes (excluding type) that were needed to
annotate the bulk of descriptions in the people corpus,
there are as many as 9! = 362880 possible preference
orders. 4 How might one narrow down 362880 prefer-

4 For the algorithm evaluation we exclude the other tag, be-
cause it represents a variety of unregistered properties.
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mean (sd) sum
type 1.39 (.64) 475

hasGlasses .68 (.78) 231
hasBeard .66 (.56) 226

hairColour .61 (.54) 210
hasHair .46 (.62) 158

orientation .21 (.48) 73
age .10 (.36) 34

hasTie .04 (.18) 12
hasSuit .01 (.11) 4

hasShirt .01 (.09) 3

Table 2: Means, Standard Deviations (sd), and Sum
frequencies of attribute usage in the people domain.

ence orders to a manageable number? This is evidently
an art rather than a science, but it will be instructive
to see how one might reason, and how successful or
unsuccessful this type of reasoning can be.
Having built the corpus, the natural approach is per-

haps to count the frequencies of occurrence of each of
the attributes. Table 2 shows that hasGlasses (g),
hasBeard (b), hairColour (c), and hasHair (h),
are relatively likely to be included in a description.
Arguably, a person’s age is an attribute that needs
comparison (e.g. with the ages of the distractors), so
one might assume that age (a) is less preferred than
hasGlasses and hasBeard.
In the corpus annotation, hairColour can only

appear when the hasHair or the hasBeard tag is
included in the description (see Section 3). Accord-
ingly, one can reasonably restrict the number of pos-
sible preference orders by the constraint that hair-
Colour, can only be positioned in the preference or-
der when preceded by hasHair and hasBeard. The
following 8 ias are tested: ia-gbhc, ia-ghbc, ia-
hbgc, ia-hbcg, ia-hgbc, ia-bhgc and ia-bghc and
the 3 algorithms that perform best are presented in
the next section. In addition the ia with the worst
of all preference orders, ia-worst, was tested as a
baseline case. The preference order used by this al-
gorithm lists the attributes in reverse-frequency order
(e.g. hasShirt > hasSuit > hasTie > Age > Ori-
entation > hasHair > hasBeard > hairColour
> hasGlasses).

4.2 Differences between algorithms

As indicators of the performance of algorithms, we use
mean and modal (most frequent) scores, as well as the
perfect recall percentage (prp: the proportion of Dice
scores of 1). Pairwise t-tests are used to compare the
average Dice scores of each algorithm to rand and to
gr. These comparisons are reported using subjects
(tS) and items (tI) as sources of variance.
Table 3 displays scores averaged over all three Car-

dinality/Similarity conditions; we return to the differ-
ences between these below. It shows the results of the
three best ias (ia-gbhc, ia-ghbc and ia-bghc) from
the eight ias that were tested on the people descrip-
tions. Also shown are the results of the ia with the
worst preference order ia-worst as well as the perfor-
mance of the fb, the gr on the same descriptions. To
enable a comparison with the evaluation of algorithms
tested on the furniture descriptions the results for gr
and for the version of the ia that performed best in

this domain are included in the table as well. The lat-
ter algorithm, ia-cos, is a version using a preference
order consisting of three attributes (colour > ori-
entation > size).

Results. All eight ia variations that were evaluated
with the people corpus perform significantly better
than rand. This baseline achieved a mean Dice score
of .47 (sd= .24; prp=2.6%; Mode= .33). Of the three
best ias shown in Table 3, the algorithm with the high-
est mean, ia-gbhc, has a modal score of 1 in 21.3%
of the cases. (This is also achieved by ia-ghbc.) A
pairwise t-test tells us that the ia-gbhc algorithm per-
forms significantly better than ia-ghbc, though its av-
erage dice score is only better by subjects (tS = 10.720,
p = .01; tI = 1.678, ns). These figures suggest that
even when only the first four attributes in the prefer-
ence order are varied, differences in performance are
already noteworthy. The ia with the worst preference
order performs very badly, and much worse than any
other algorithm that was considered. Its mean Dice
score is .33 and the best match it receives with the
descriptions in the corpus is .75, which happened for
only one description (thus, its prp was 0).
The by-subject and by-item analysis for the gr

algorithm presented in Table 4 shows that fb per-
formed slightly worse than gr, but only by subjects
(tS = −4.147, p = .01)). Interestingly, gr also
matches the people descriptions better than some of
the ias that were tested. This is most obviously true
for ia-worst, but also for ia-bhcg and ia-hgcb
(two of the eight ia algorithms that were tested, but
whose values are not shown in Table 3). For instance,
ia-bhcg (mean= .60; sd= .21) was significantly worse
by subjects than gr (tS = 3.187, p = .01; tI = 1.159,
ns). On the other hand, the average dice scores of
gr are significantly lower than the ia that performed
best in our analysis, ia-gbhc (tS = −3.332, p = .01;
tI = −3.236, p = .01). These results indicate a very
substantial impact of preference orders, which offers
a note of caution: in practice, identifying a preference
order is not always trivial, and minor variations in
attribute orderings can have a significant impact.

Although in the people domain there exists a partic-
ular ia algorithm that performs better than the gr al-
gorithm, our findings suggest strongly that only a few
of the 362880 ia algorithms render better results than
gr. So even though the relative discriminatory power
of a property (as used by gr) or the overall brevity of
a description (as used by fb) may not exactly reflect
human tendencies, these factors are certainly worth
considering when one has difficulties in determining
a preference order in complex domains like this one.
When confronted with a new and ‘complex’ domain,
in which attribute preferences are unknown, a prop-
erly modified gr algorithm is a better choice than an
arbitrary ia.
Turning to a comparison of furniture and people do-

mains, focusing on the best ias, their mean scores seem
to differ substantially, with ia-cos obtaining .83 on
furniture descriptions, compared to .69 obtained by
ia-gbhc on the people corpus. Nevertheless, the prp
scores tell a different story: 24.1% on 444 furniture
descriptions against 21.3% on 342 people descriptions
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people furniture
ia-gbhc ia-ghbc ia-bghc ia-worst fb gr ia-cos gr

Mean (sd) .69 (.23) .66 (.25) .68 (.22) .33 (.13) .60 (.27) .64 (.24) .83 (.13) .79 (.16)
Mode 1.00 1.00 .67 .29 1.00 1.00 & .67 1.00 .8
prp 21.3 21.3 17.3 0.0 19.6 19.3 24.1 18.7

compared to rand tS 12.080 12.747 14.737 −12.967 8.397 9.724 7.002 3.333
compared to rand tI 8.794 5.642 7.026 −12.254 3.371 5.227 4.632 1.169

compared to gr tS −3.332 −3.332 −4.385 15.034 −4.147 − 2.972 −
compared to gr tI −1.310 1.310∗ 1.582∗ 10.007 −1.678∗ − 2.117∗ −

Table 3: Scores for the three best ias, ia-worst, fb and gr in the people domain. Related figures for ia and gr in
the furniture domain are included for comparison. Values of t−tests by subjects (tS) and items (tI) compare each to the
Random Baseline rand and to gr(*p = not significant, otherwise p ≤ .01).

singulars similar plurals dissimilar plurals
ia-gbhc ia-cos ia-gbhc ia-cos ia-gbhc ia-cos

Mean (sd) .78 (.19) .92 (.12) .77 (.22) .80 (.11) .51 (.15) .79 (.13)
Mode 1.00 1 1.00 .8 1.00 .8
prp 21.3 60.8 21.3 7 21.3 .8

Table 4: Scores the algorithms as a function of Cardinality/Similarity.

seem fairly comparable.
One explanation of the overall worse performance of

the algorithms on the people domain, which was hy-
pothesised in Section 1, is that there is greater scope
for inter-author variation in more complex domains,
and perhaps also greater scope for variation within
the descriptions produced by the same author. As an
approximate indicator of this, we computed the aver-
age number of attributes that descriptions in the two
domains had. This was clearly higher in the people do-
main (3.64) than in the furniture domain (2.02). More
important than a measure of central tendency how-
ever, is the variance. At 2.24, variance in the number
of attributes across descriptions of people was substan-
tial, compared to a mere .66 in furniture. This largely
confirms our expectations, as well as offering an expla-
nation for some of the different results obtained in the
two sub-corpora.
The final part of our analysis concerns the rela-

tive performance of the algorithms on singular and
plural descriptions. Table 4 displays scores for the
best-performing ias in the furniture and in the peo-
ple domain as a function of the Cardinality/Similarity
variable. Results in the people domain suggest that
the algorithm performs approximately equally well in
the ‘singular’ and ‘plural similar’ conditions. Pairwise
comparisons showed no significant difference between
these two conditions. The difference between ‘sin-
gulars’ and ‘dissimilar plurals’ was substantial (tS =
−14.784, p = .01; tI = −8.250 p = .01). The same was
true of ‘similar’ and ‘dissimilar’ plurals (tS = −10.773,
p = .01; tI = −8.701, p = .01). One reason for the
worse performance on the ‘dissimilar’ condition is that
here, algorithms needed to use disjunction. Under the
generalisation of the ia by [21], this involves searching
through disjoined combinations of increasing length, a
process which obscures the notion of preference incor-
porated in the preference order.
A similar analysis by [8] on the different Cardi-

nality/Similarity conditions in the furniture corpus
showed a somewhat different picture. All algorithms
tested in that paper performed better on singular de-
scriptions, but the difference between ‘similar’ and

‘dissimilar’ plurals was not as dramatic. One of the
reasons for this has to do with type. In the people
domain, all entities had the same value of this attribute
(man). This means that authors avoided coordination
(semantic disjunction) in the ‘plural similar’ domains,
producing descriptions such as the men with the beard.
In the furniture domains, referents in ‘plural similar’
domains had different basic-level values of type, and
authors were more likely to use disjunction, with de-
scriptions such as the red table and the red chair. This
interpretation suggests that the basic problem encoun-
tered by all algorithms in both domains was with dis-
junction (which had to be used in the similar cases for
furniture descriptions, because of the different values
of type).

5 Conclusions

Our study of the people domain has significantly re-
inforced a number of conclusions that we were only
able to formulate tentatively when studying the sim-
pler furniture domain. In particular:

• As in the furniture domain, the ‘best’ ia outper-
formed all other algorithms, but unlike the furni-
ture domain, the ‘worst’ ia was significantly worse
than fb and gr.

• The best ia in the furniture domain performed
much better than the best ia in the people do-
main, although the prp scores of these algorithms
were similar.

• The total number of preference orders for ia was
much larger in the people domain than in the fur-
niture domain, and it proved difficult to find effi-
cient ways of zooming in on preference orders that
perform well.

• The complexity of the people domain makes it-
self felt with particular force in the algorithmic
performance on dissimilar plurals.

Reflecting on these results, one might argue that the
Incremental Algorithm (ia) is not suitably named. ia
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is not really an algorithm but a strategy that can be
used by a variety of algorithms and only becomes con-
crete when a preference order is selected. We showed
that, in complex domains, different ias can perform
very differently, so that it is important to distinguish
between them and ask which one suits a particular do-
main and genre best.

What are the practical implications of these results for
designing nlg systems to be deployed in novel scenar-
ios? The results of [8] suggested that selecting a pref-
erence order matters considerably, even in simple do-
mains. The present work shows that these differences
become huge when descriptions of more complex ob-
jects are considered. Moreover, psycholinguistic prin-
ciples are of limited help in selecting a manageable
subset of ‘promising’ preference orders. On the posi-
tive side, our results indicate that information about
the frequency of occurrence of each attribute in a cor-
pus can help. One might, of course, ask how useful
this finding is for someone who has not studied the
domain/genre before. Such a person, after all, does
not possess the corpus to compute the frequencies of
attributes. One might hope, however, that a quicker,
less controlled experiment would give frequency infor-
mation that could be used to similar effect, but this is
a question for future research.
We have sometimes described the ‘people’ domain

that was studied in this paper as if it were complex.
But even though the objects in the domain are messier
and more complex than the ones that have figured in
most previous studies, calling this domain complex is
arguably an overstatement. For example, the domain
contains only a limited number of people, and nothing
else than people, and that relations between people
were not even taken into account. One wonders how
reasonable preference orders might be chosen in any
truly complex domain, how a controlled experiment
could be set up in such a domain, or how a workable
annotation scheme could be devised for gaining infor-
mation about speakers’ behaviour in such situations.
It seems likely to assume that the problems revealed
by our study will be even greater in such domains.
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Abstract

In order to analyze large amounts of unrestricted
text, it is highly desirable to construct a sys-
tem that skirts exponentiality at the parsing
level. This is exactly what is attained by syn-
tactic underspecification. We present an under-
specification approach that basically consists of
constraining the parsing process by incorporat-
ing restrictive rules in the grammar on which
the parser relies. Starting from the output of
a deterministic parser, an underspecified repre-
sentation is generated. In order to prove that
our underspecification approach works, we show
how all syntactic readings can be reconstructed
from the underspecified representation. As a lin-
guistic working example we opted for quantifying
noun groups in German since they are a detail of
language where the interplay of syntax, seman-
tics and the lexicon becomes particularly appar-
ent and since, therefore, these constructions are
manifold ambiguous.

Keywords

Syntactic Underspecification, (Deterministic) Parsing, Deep

Processing, Ambiguity–Awareness

1 Introduction

In parsing, the major problem that has to be dealt
with is the problem of ambiguity and with it the ex-
ponential increase in the number of analyses. By def-
inition, syntax does not provide enough constraints
to distinguish a meaningful from a syntactically well-
formed, but meaningless or incomplete utterance. So,
many problems cannot be resolved by purely syntactic
knowledge sources.
Hindle (cf. [4]) formulated a reasonable set of require-
ments for a parser of unrestricted text. According to
Hindle, such a parser: should provide at least some
syntactic analysis for any input - grammatical or not;
it should give a partial analysis when a complete anal-
ysis is not achievable; it should provide one single anal-
ysis for each input text; and, it should process text in
a reasonable amount of time. A deterministic parser
directly satisfies several of these requirements.

Combining Deterministic Parsing with
Ambiguity-Handling – Syntactic Underspec-
ification An apparent drawback of deterministic
parsers is the need for “forced guessing”: as determin-
istic parsers return only exactly one analysis they are
forced to solve many locally unresolvable ambiguities
(cf. [9], and [11]). Thus, deterministic parsers have
to make decisions without access to the requisite
knowldege (for a detailed discussion see [7]).
By using syntactic underspecification, parsing deci-
sions that are known to be not resolvable by syntax
can be handed over to subsequent modules that are
equipped with the relevant (context) knowledge.
So, syntactic underspecification allows to combine
deterministic - and, therefore, efficient - processing
with what we call “ambiguity-awareness” (cf. [13]):
a well-defined set of cases that are known to be
ambiguous may be represented in the parsing output
and processed further on in an adequate way.
In cases that are known to be ambiguous only “min-
imal” chunks are annotated. “Minimal” chunks take
part in each possibly intended syntactic reading; they
are so to say the smallest common denominator of
all syntactic readings. The minimal chunks are then
combined into an underspecified representation of the
ambiguous token sequence in question.
That means, syntactic underspecification skirts
ambiguity at the parsing level: it tackles ambiguity
successfully, and does away with exponentiality. Basi-
cally, in our underspecification approach the parsing
process is constrained by incorporating restrictive
rules in the grammar on which the parser is based
in situations where ambiguity would otherwise occur.
Starting from the parsing output, a representation
can be generated that is “expandable” to different
possible analyses. That is to say, analyses that are
underspecified as to some aspect of the syntax are
consistent with a set of different analyses.
We illustrate and explain our ambiguity-handling
approach by means of a linguistically interesting
working example: the quantifying noun group in
German.

2 Quantifying Noun Groups

Collections of individuals and portions of masses and
collectives can be referred to by means of quantifying
noun groups in which one nominal quantifies over the
kind of entity indicated by the other nominal (cf. [6],
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[2]). Nominal quantifiers originate as concrete or ab-
stract nouns, are used for creating a measuring or
counting unit which may further be counted, and show
a variety of types (cf. [14], [3], [1]).

The Structure of the Quantifying Noun Group
in German The quantifying noun group consists of
a numeral, a quantifying constituent, and a quanti-
fied constituent (cf. [8]). There is no obligatory com-
ponent in this construction: each component can be
deleted if it is contextually deducible. The only con-
straint is that at least two of the three components
are explicitly realised. There are, of course, certain
(contextually determined) combinatory restrictions to
the combinability of different realisations of the com-
ponents (cf. [10]).
In [13], a classification of quantifying noun groups is
presented that is mainly based on the specific nature
of the different types of quantity nouns.

Automatic Analysis – Two Sources of Ambigu-
ity There are basically two sources of ambiguity that
complicate the automatic analysis of quantifying noun
groups - and that therefore can hamper a (linguisti-
cally intuitive) correct annotation (cf. [12])1:

1. Quantifying Noun Groups versus (Acci-
dental) Sequences of two Separate Noun
Phrases

There are no syntactic arguments that argue
against identic syntactic analyses for the bold
typed noun phrases in sentences (1) and (2).

(1) Als
As

Trostpflaster
consolation

für
for

die
the

Verlierer
losers

gab
gave

es
it

eine
a

Tafel
bar

Schokolade.
chocolate.

‘There was a bar of chocolate as consolation
for the losers.’

(2) Wo
Where

früher
in former times

Kellner
waiters

mit
with

einer
a

Tafel
blackboard

Frauen
women

auf
on

die
the

Tanzfläche
dance floor

baten,
asked,

fiept
cheeps

und
and

piepst
peeps

es
it
heute
nowadays

neben
besides

den
the

Kaffeetassen.
coffee cups.

‘Where in former times waiters asked women
to enter the dancefloor by blackboards , it
cheeps and peeps besides the coffee cups
nowadays.’

Examples (1) and (2) show that the linear sur-
face order does not suffice in order to distinguish
between a real quantifying noun group (cf. sen-
tence (1), figure 1), and an accidental sequence of
a spurious quantifying constituent and a spurious
quantified constituent (cf. sentence (2), figure 2).

1 The empirical base of the presented observations is the HGC

(Huge German Corpus - approximately 200 million words
German newspaper corpora).

quanNG

Num

eine
a

quanN

Tafel
bar

ElemN

Schokolade
women

Fig. 1: Correct analysis for the bold typed noun phrase
in sentence (1)

NP

einer Tafel
a blackboard

NP

Frauen
women

Fig. 2: Correct analysis for the bold typed noun phrase
in sentence (2)

2. Indication of Measurement versus Measure
Argument of Adjective
The linear surface order does not suffice in or-
der to distinguish between the “indication-of-
measurement-reading” (cf. sentence (3) where the
indication of measurement, namely 2000 Hektar,
specifies the total quantity of what alte Indus-
trieflächen refers to) and the “measure-argument-
of-adjective-reading” (cf. sentence (4) where the
indication of quantity, namely 50 bis 100 Hek-
tar, is the measure argument of the adjective
groß):

(3) 2000
2000

Hektar
hectare

alte
old

Industrieflächen
industrial areas

‘2000 hectares of old industrial areas’

(4) 50
50

bis
to

100
100

Hektar
hectare

große
large

Flächen
areas

‘50 to 100 hectares large areas’

Even though the linear surface order is the same
for both sentences the correct syntactic analyses
differ from each other (cf. figures 3 and 4).

In both cases of ambiguity the parser should deliver
a representation that comprises all syntactically possi-
ble readings. To this end, we extended the YAC-parser
(cf. [5]) with the possibility of (syntactic) underspeci-
fication.

quanNG

Num

2000
2000

quanN

Hektar
hectare

ElemN

alte Industrieflächen
old industrial areas

Fig. 3: Indication-of-measurement-reading (cf. sen-
tence (3))
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NP

AP

NP

50 bis 100 Hektar
50 to 100 hectare

Adj

große
large

NN

Flächen
areas

Fig. 4: Measure-argument-of-adjective-reading
(cf. sentence (4))

3 The Underspecification Ap-

proach

By a specification process we understand any linguis-
tic process that transforms one representation of a lin-
guistic object into anyone of several alternative more
specific representations of the same linguistic object.
Following this definition of a specification process, any
process of disambiguation is actually a specification
process. Abstractly, the use of underspecified repre-
sentations and their stepwise transformation can be
described as follows: there is a given formalism R in
which both underspecified and fully specified represen-
tations are formulated. One and the same linguistic
expression LE will in general have many different rep-
resentations in R.
The set R(LE) of representations of LE is partially or-
dered in terms of specificity by the relation >LE; the
fully specified representations of R(LE) are maximal
with respect to >LE. It is usually assumed that each
R(LE) contains at least one fully specified representa-
tion and that for each r in R(LE) there is at least one
fully specified r’ in R(LE) such that r’ ≥LE r.
In general, an underspecified representation admits
the transformation into more than one fully specified
representation. The less underspecified a representa-
tion is, the smaller the set of fully specified represen-
tations into which it can be transformed.

The Generation of the Underspecified Rep-
resentation As a working example we look at
the three-fold ambiguous noun group given in sen-
tence (5).

(5) drei
three

Jahre
years

alter
old

Wein
wine

1. ‘three years old wine’ [drei JahreNP ][alter
WeinNP ]
2. ‘three years of old wine’ [drei Jahre alter
WeinquanNG]
3. ‘wine that is three years old’ [[[drei JahreNP ]
alterAP ] WeinNP ]

The Parsing Output - Minimal Chunks Sup-
posed the example sentence (5) occupies the corpus
positions 0 through 3:

0 1 2 3
drei Jahre alter Wein

the minimal chunks outputted by the parser are
the following2:

1. <NP, 0, 1, 1> (drei Jahre (0 . . . 1), syntactic head:
Jahre)

2. <NP, 2, 3, 3> (alter Wein (2 . . . 3), syntactic
head: Wein)

3. <NP, 3, 3, 3> (Wein (3 . . . 3), syntactic head:
Wein)

4. <AP, 2, 2, 2> (alter (2 . . . 2), syntactic head: al-
ter)

Starting from the parsing output a representation is
generated that is ”expandable” to different possible
analyses.

The Underspecified Representation The under-
specified representation is generated by assembling all
possible starting positions, ending positions, and head
positions in one representation per phrasal category.
The complete underspecified representation is the set
of underspecified representations that span the whole
ambiguous token sequence.
The underspecified representation of our working ex-
ample contains the following two 4-tuples:

1. <NP, {0, 2, 3}, {1, 3}, {1,3}>

2. <AP, {0, 2}, {2}, {2}>

4 The Reconstruction Process

The following six work steps are executed in order to
reconstruct all readings assembled in the underspec-
ified representation: (1) Derive all constituents com-
prised in the underspecified representation; (2) apply
structural constraints; (3) compute the dominance and
precedence relations between each pair of constituents;
(4) compute “unordered trees”; (5) apply dominance
and precedence relations on the unordered trees; and
(6) check if the trees are “complete” syntactic descrip-
tions.

Deriving the Comprised Constituents First, all
constituents that are comprised in the underspecified
representation are derived. The derivation simply con-
sists in combining all possible starting, ending, and
head positions:

R1
1: <NP, 0, 1, 1>, R2

1: <NP, 0, 3, 1>

R3
1: <NP, 0, 1, 3>, R4

1: <NP, 0, 3, 3>

R5
1: <NP, 2, 1, 1>, R6

1: <NP, 2, 3, 1>

R7
1: <NP, 2, 1, 3>, R8

1: <NP, 2, 3, 3>

R9
1: <NP, 3, 1, 1>, R10

1 : <NP, 3, 3, 1>

R11
1 : <NP, 3, 1, 3>, R12

1 : <NP, 3, 3, 3>

R1
2: <AP, 0, 2, 2>, R2

2: <AP, 2, 2, 2>

2 The first position of the 4-tuple is occupied by the phrasal
category, the second position specifies the starting position of
the considered chunk, the third position the ending position,
and the last position specifies the position of the syntactic
head.
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Applying Structural Constraints Then, struc-
tural constraints are applied to the derived con-
stituents so that syntactically ill-formed constituents
are ruled out from the beginning.

We apply the following two constraints:

1. starti ≤ endi; and

2. starti ≤ headi ≤ endi

and rule out six representations (R3
1, R

5
1 through R

7
1,

and R9
1 through R

11
1 ).

The Relations holding between each pair of
Constituents Next, the precedence and dominance
relations that hold between each pair of constituents
are computed and plotted in a matrix.

We define four possible relations:

1. dominance relation “≫ ”, “≪ ”:

ci ≫ cj, iff:

– starti < startj & endi ≥ endj & (headj

= headi if startj < headi < endj); or

– starti ≤ startj & endi > endj & (headj

= headi if startj < headi < endj)
3.

2. sibling relation “◦”:

starti > endj ; or

endi < startj.

3. identity relation “≡”:

cati = catj
4 & starti = startj & endi = endj

& headi = headj

4. exclusion relation “X”:

no other relation holds between the con-
stituents ci and cj

R1
1 R2

1 R4
1 R8

1 R12
1 R1

2 R2
2

R1
1 ≡ ≪ X ◦ ◦ ≪ ◦

R2
1 ≫ ≡ X ≫ ≫ ≫ ≫

R4
1 X X ≡ ≫ ≫ ≫ ≫

R8
1 ◦ ≪ ≪ ≡ ≫ X ≫

R12
1 ◦ ≪ ≪ ≪ ≡ ◦ ◦

R1
2 ≫ ≪ ≪ X ◦ ≡ ≫

R2
2 ◦ ≪ ≪ ≪ ◦ ≪ ≡

Table 1: Relations holding between each pair of Con-
stituents

In table 1, the constituent described by the represen-
tation given on the left hand side is related to the
constituent described by the representation given on
the top.

3 Obviously, in case of a prepositional phrase introduced by a
preposition, starti must be smaller than startj .

4 cati = catj reads ci and cj have the same phrase category.

Computing Unordered Trees In the fourth step
of the reconstruction process, all possible different sets
are computed that contain only constituents that may
occur together, i.e. that contain no constituents be-
tween which an exclusion relation holds. These sets
of “compatible” representations are unordered trees,
since, so far, the type of relation that holds between
compatible representations is disregarded.
The reconstruction component starts with the first row
index of table 1. It checks whether the represented
constituent can occur together with the constituent
represented by the second5 column index. If these two
constituents can occur together, a set S1 is started con-
taining both representations.
Then, the algorithm checks whether the constituent
represented by the next column index can occur to-
gether with both constituents whose representations
are elements of S1. If this is the case, the active repre-
sentation - i.e. the representation that is now consid-
ered - is just added to the set; otherwise, a new set S2

is started that contains the active representation and
those representations of S1 with which the active rep-
resentation can cooccur.
In this way, the reconstruction module runs through
the whole row: it tests for each representation R

j
i and

for each set Sk with which representations of Sk the
active representation Rj

i can cooccur. If the active rep-
resentation can cooccur with all representations of a
given set, it is just added to this set; otherwise, a new
set Sk+1 is started that contains only those represen-
tations of Sk with which the active representation can
cooccur.
Following the described algorithm, four sets S1

through S4 are computed starting from table 1:

1. S1: {R
1
1, R

2
1, R

8
1, R

12
1 , R

2
2}

2. S2: {R
4
1, R

8
1, R

12
1 , R

2
2}

3. S3: {R
1
1, R

2
1, R

12
1 , R

1
2, R

2
2}

4. S4: {R
4
1, R

12
1 , R

1
2, R

2
2}

The Hierarchical Representations of the “Un-
ordered Trees” In a fifth step, the information
about the dominance and sibling relations - encoded
in table 1 - is used in order to build up the hierarchical
representations of the possible readings:

1. T1 (cf. figure 5) that is made up of the constituents
contained in S1 describes two syntactic readings:

(a) one noun phrase, i.e. the quantifying noun
group

(b) two separate noun phrases

2. T2 (cf. figure 6) that is made up of the constituents
contained in S2 is no complete syntactic descrip-
tion (drei Jahre is missing).

3. T3 (cf. figure 7) that is made up of the constituents
contained in S3 means “wine that is three years
old”.

5 Obviously, it does not look for the first representation given
on the top, since this is identical to the first representation
given on the left hand side.
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Fig. 5: Syntax Tree T1

NP(R4

1)

NP(R8

1)

AP(R2

2)

alter

NP(R12

1 )

Wein

Fig. 6: Syntax Tree T2

4. T4 (cf. figure 8) that is made up of the constituents
contained in S4 is no complete syntactic descrip-
tion (drei Jahre is missing).

The reconstruction process shows that the under-
specified representation contains all syntactically valid
readings. That is to say, the underspecified represen-
tation is the adequately specific representation.

5 Conclusion

The ambiguity handling strategy proposed in this ar-
ticle is best described by ambiguity-awareness:

The parser is informed about ambiguous construc-
tions and delivers minimal chunks only. So, it
does not spoil the system’s chance of getting the
intended analysis from the beginning - although
a deterministic parser is used.

An underspecified representation that contains all
locally valid readings is computed, and can be
written back into the corpus. So, the reading in-
tended by the author is available to applications
using this output.

We call this behaviour ambiguity-aware since it is ac-
tually not a disambiguation strategy, but, in contrast,
the output of a deterministic parser is completed by
alternative analyses in a controlled way.
The strategy of syntactic underspecification is a lin-
guistically sound way to tackle exponential ambiguity.
A solution in which potentially problematic structures
are dealt with by means of underspecified representa-
tions in order to resolve the ambiguity when enough
information is available is a linguistically motivated
solution for the disambiguation problem rather than
a technical workaround to camouflage it. It is elegant
as well, since it enables the linguist to determine very
accurately which ambiguities are to be specified, and
in which way.

NP(R2

1)

AP(R1

2)

NP(R1

1)

drei Jahre

AP(R2

2)

alter

NP(R12

1 )

Wein

Fig. 7: Syntax Tree T3

NP(R4

1)

AP(R1

2)

AP(R2

2)

alter

NP(R12

1 )

Wein

Fig. 8: Syntax Tree T4
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Abstract
We propose a modular approach to paraphrase and
entailment-rule learning that addresses the morpho-
syntactic variability of lexical-syntactic templates.
Using an entailment module that captures generic
morpho-syntactic regularities, we transform every
identified template into a canonical form. This way,
statistics from different template variations are accu-
mulated for a single template form. Additionally,
morpho-syntactic redundant rules are not acquired.
This scheme also yields more informative evaluation
for the acquisition quality, since the bias towards rules
with many frequent variations is avoided.
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1 Introduction

In many NLP applications such as Question Answering
(QA) and Information Extraction (IE), it is crucial to recog-
nize that a specific target meaning can be inferred from dif-
ferent text variants. For example, a QA system have to
deduce that “Mozart wrote the Jupiter symphony” can be
inferred from “Mozart composed the Jupiter symphony” in
order to answer “Who wrote the Jupiter symphony?”. This
type of reasoning has been identified as a core semantic in-
ference paradigm by the generic textual entailment frame-
work [5].

An important type of knowledge representation needed
for such inference is entailment rules. An entailment rule,
e.g. ‘X compose Y → X write Y ’, is a directional rela-
tion between two templates. Templates represents text pat-
terns with variables that typically corresponds to semantic
predicates. In an entailment rule, the left hand side tem-
plate is assumed to entail the right hand side template in
certain appropriate contexts, under the same variable in-
stantiation. Such rules capture rudimentary inferences and
are used as building blocks for more complex inference.
For example, given the above entailment rule, a QA system
can identify “Mozart” as the answer for the above ques-
tion. A major obstacle for further advances in semantic
inference is the lack of broad-scale knowledge-bases for
such rules [1]. This need sparked intensive research on au-
tomatic acquisition of entailment rules (and similarly para-
phrases). These algorithms’ strength is in learning relations
between lexical-syntactic templates, which capture lexical-
based knowledge and world knowledge (see Section 2.1).

One noticeable phenomenon of lexical-syntactic tem-
plates is that they have many morpho-syntactic variations,
which (largely) represent the same predicate and are se-
mantically equivalent. For example, ‘X compose Y ’ can
be expressed also by ‘Y is composed by X’ or ‘X’s com-
position of Y ’. Current learning algorithms ignore this
morpho-syntactic variability. They treat these variations
as semantically different, learning rules for each variation
separately. This leads to several undesired consequences.
First, statistics for a particular semantic predicate are scat-
tered among different templates. This may result in insuf-
ficient statistics for learning a rule in any of its variations.
Second, though rules may be learned in several variations
(see Table 1), in most cases only a small part of the morpho-
syntactic variations are learned. Thus, an inference system
that uses only these learned rules would miss recognizing
a substantial number of variations of the sought predicate.

It therefore makes more sense to design a modular archi-
tecture. In it, a separate entailment module recognizes en-
tailing variations that are based on generic morphological
and syntactic regularities (morpho-syntactic entailments).
We propose to use such a module first at learning time, by
learning only canonical forms of templates and rules. Then,
applying the module also at inference time, in conjunction
with the learned lexical-based canonical rules, guarantees
the coverage of all morpho-syntactic variations of a given
canonical rule.

Our proposed approach poses two advantages. First, the
statistics from the different morpho-syntactic variations ac-
cumulate for one template form only. The improved statis-
tics may result, for example, in learning more rules. Sec-
ond, the learning output is without redundancies due to
variations of the same predicate. Additionally, the eval-
uation of learning algorithms is more accurate when the
bias towards templates with many frequent variations is
avoided.

In this work we implemented a morpho-syntactic entail-
ment module that utilizes syntactic rules for major syntactic
phenomena (like passive and conjunctions) and morpho-
logical rules that address nominalizations. We then applied
the module within two entailment rule acquisition algo-
rithms. We measured redundancy removal of about 6% out
of all rules learned. For one of the algorithms, we measured
an increase of about 12% in the number of lexically differ-
ent correct templates that were learned using our approach.
Finally, we applied the morpho-syntactic entailment mod-
ule also at inference time in a Relation Extraction setup for
protein-interaction. In a preliminary experiment, we found
that the rules learned using our new scheme yielded some
improvement in recall.

1
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Morpho-Syntactic Variations
X compose Y → X write Y X is composed by Y → X write Y
X accuse Y ↔ X blame Y X’s accusation of Y ↔ X blame Y
X acquire Y → X obtain Y acquisition of Y by X → Y is obtained by X

Table 1: Examples of learned rules that differ only in their morpho-syntactic structure.

Template Single-feature Approach (DIRT) Anchor-Set Approach
X-vector Features Y-vector Features Common Features

X compose Y
Bach, Beethoven symphony, music
Mozart, he sonata, opera {X=‘Mozart’;Y =‘Jupiter symphony’},

X write Y
Tolstoy, Bach, symphony, anthem, {X=‘Bach’;Y =‘Sonata Abassoonata’}
author, Mozart, he sonata, book, novel

Table 2: Examples for features of the anchor set and single-feature approaches for two related templates.

2 Background

2.1 Entailment Rule Learning

Many algorithms for automatically learning entailment
rules and paraphrases (which can be viewed as bidirec-
tional entailment rules) were proposed in recent years.
These methods recognize templates in texts and identify
entailment relations between them based on shared fea-
tures.

These algorithms may be divided into two types. The
prominent approach identify an entailment relation be-
tween two templates by finding variable instantiation tu-
ples, termed here anchor-sets, that are common to both
templates [13, 18, 2, 12, 20, 16]. Anchor-sets are complex
features, consisting of several terms, labelled by their cor-
responding variables. Table 2 (right column) presents com-
mon anchor-sets for the related templates ‘X compose Y ’
and ‘X write Y ’. Typically, only few common anchor-sets
are identified for each entailment relation.

A different single-feature approach is proposed by the
DIRT algorithm [10]. It uses simple, less informative but
more frequent features. It constructs a feature vector for
each variable of a given template, representing the context
words that fill the variable in the different occurrences of
the template in the corpus. Two templates are identified as
semantically related if they have similar vectors. Table 2
shows examples for features of this type. DIRT parses a
whole corpus and limits the allowed structures of templates
only to paths in the parse graphs, connecting nouns at their
ends.

In this paper we implemented the TEASE algorithm
[20]. It is an unsupervised algorithm that acquires entail-
ment relations from the Web for given input templates us-
ing the anchor-set approach (we required at least two com-
mon anchor-sets for learning a relation). We also imple-
mented the DIRT algorithm over a local corpus, the first
CD of Reuters RCV11. Both algorithms process lexical-
syntactic templates, which are represented by parse sub-
trees. All sentences are parsed using the Minipar depen-
dency parser [9].

For a given input template I , these algorithms can be
viewed as learning a list of output templates {Oj}nI

1 , where
nI is the number of templates learned for I . Each out-

1 http://about.reuters.com/researchandstandards/corpus/

put template is suggested as holding an entailment relation
with the input template, but current algorithms do not spec-
ify the entailment direction(s). Thus, each pair {I, Oj} in-
duces two candidate directional entailment rules: ‘I→Oj’
and ‘Oj→I’.

As shown in previous evaluations the precision of DIRT
and TEASE is limited [10, 2, 20, 19]. Currently, their ap-
plication should typically involve manual filtering of the
learned rules, and the algorithms’ utility is reflected mainly
by the amount of correct rules they learn. Specifically,
DIRT learns a long tail of low quality rules with less signif-
icant statistics, which still yield a positive similarity value.

The learned entailment rules and paraphrases can be
used at inference time in applications such as IE [18, 14, 17]
and QA [10, 13, 8], where matched rules deduce new target
predicate instances from texts (like the ‘compose→ write’
example in Section 1).

2.2 Morpho-Syntactic Template Variations

Lexical syntactic templates can take on many morpho-
syntactic variations, which are usually semantically equiv-
alent. This phenomenon is addressed at the inference phase
by recognizing semantically equivalent syntactic varia-
tions, such as passive forms and conjunctions (e.g. [14]).
Some work was done to systematically recognize morpho-
logical variations of predicates [11, 7], but it was not ap-
plied for entailment inference.

In contrast, current methods for learning lexical-
syntactic rules do not address the morpho-syntactic vari-
ability at learning time at all. Thus, they learn rules sepa-
rately for each variation. This results in either learning re-
dundant rules (see Table 1) or missing some of the relevant
rules that occur in a corpus. Moreover, some rules might
not be learned in any variation. For example, if for each of
the rules ‘X acquire Y → X own Y ’, ‘Y is acquired by
X → X own Y ’ and ‘X’s acquisition of Y → X own Y ’
there are no sufficient statistics then none of them will be
learned.

To sum up, though several problems rise from disregard-
ing the morpho-syntactic variability, there is still no sound
solution for addressing it at learning time.

2
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3 A Modular Approach for Entail-
ment Rule Learning

A natural solution for addressing the morpho-syntactic
variability in templates is a modular architecture, in which
a separate entailment module recognizes entailing varia-
tions that are based on generic morphological and syntactic
regularities.

In our scheme, we use this morpho-syntactic entailment
module to transform lexical-syntactic template variations
that occur in a text into their canonical form. This form,
which we chose to be the active verb form with direct mod-
ifiers, is entailed by other template variations. We next de-
scribe our implementation of such a module and its appli-
cation within entailment rule acquisition algorithms.

3.1 Morpho-Syntactic Canonization Module

We implementated a morpho-syntactic module based on a
set of canonization rules, highly accurate morpho-syntactic
entailment rules. Each rule represents one morpho-
syntactic regularity that is eliminated when the rule is ap-
plied to a given template (see examples in Table 3 and Fig-
ure 1).

Our current canonization rule collection consists of two
types of rules: (a) syntactic-based rules; (b) morpho-
syntactic nominalization rules. We next describe each rule
type. As we use the Minipar parser, all rules are adapted to
Minipar’s output format.

Syntactic-based Rules These rules capture entailment
patterns associated with common syntactic structures.
Their function is to simplify and generalize the syntactic
structure of a template.

In the current implementation we manually created the
following simplification rules: (a) passive forms into ac-
tive forms; (b) removal of conjunctions; (c) removal of ap-
positions; (d) removal of abbreviations; (e) removal of set
description by the ’such as’ preposition. Table 3 presents
some of the rules we created together with examples of
their effect.

Nominalization Rules Entailment rules such as ‘acqui-
sition of Y by X → X acquire Y ’ and ‘Y ’s acquisition
by X → X acquire Y ’ capture the relations between verbs
and their nominalizations. We automatically derived these
rules from Nomlex, a hand-coded database of about 1000
English nominalizations [11], as described in [15]. These
rules transform any nominal template in Nomlex into its
related verbal form. These rules preserve the semantics of
the original template predicate. We chose the verbal form
as the canonical form since for every predicate with specific
semantic modifiers there is only one verbal active form in
Nomlex, but typically several equivalent nominal forms.

Chaining of Canonization Rules Each of the syntactic
rules decreases the size of a template. In addition, nominal-
ization rules can only be applied once for a given template,
since no rule in our rule-set transforms a verbal template
into one of its nominal forms. Thus, applying rules until
no rule can apply is a finite process. In addition, each of
our rules is independent of the others, operating on a dif-
ferent set of dependency relations. Consequently, applying

any sequence of rules until no other rule can apply will re-
sult in the same final canonical template form. Figure 1
illustrates an example for rule chaining.

3.2 Applying the Canonization Module

When a morpho-syntactic entailment module is utilized
at inference time (e.g. [14]), it recognizes a closure of
morpho-syntactic variations for a lexical-syntactic tem-
plate. Accordingly, acquisition algorithms may learn just
a single morpho-syntactic variation of a template.

With this modular scheme in mind, we propose to solve
the learning problems discussed in Section 2.2 by utilizing
the morpho-syntactic entailment module at learning time as
well. We incorporate the module in the learning algorithms
(TEASE and DIRT in our experiment) by converting each
template variation occurrence in the learning corpus into
an occurrence of a canonical template. Thus, the learning
algorithms operate only on canonical forms.

As discussed in Section 1, when canonization is used,
no morpho-syntactically redundant rules are learned, with
respect to the variations that are recognized by the mod-
ule. This makes the output more compact, both for storage
and for use. In addition, the statistical reliability of learned
rules may be improved. For example, rules that could not
be learned before in any variation may be learned now for
the canonical form.

Methodologically, previous evaluations of learning algo-
rithms reported accuracy relative to the redundant list of
rules, which creates a bias for templates with many fre-
quent variations. When this bias is removed and only truly
different lexical-syntactic rules are assessed, evaluation is
more efficient and accurate.

4 Evaluation

We conducted two experiments: (a) a manual evaluation of
the contribution of the canonization module to TEASE and
DIRT, based on human judgment of the learned rules; (b) a
Relation Extraction evaluation setup for a protein interac-
tion data-set.

4.1 Human Judgement Evaluation

We have selected 20 different verbs and verbal phrases2 as
input templates for both TEASE and DIRT, and executed
both the baseline versions (without canonization), marked
as TEASEb and DIRTb, and the versions with the can-
onization module, marked as TEASEc and DIRTc. The
results of the executions constitute our test-set rules.

As discussed in Section 2.1, both TEASE and DIRT do
not learn the direction(s) of an entailment relation between
an input template I and a learned output template O. Thus,
we evaluated both candidate directional rules, ‘I→O’ and
‘O→I’.

Rule Evaluation The prominent approach for evaluat-
ing rules is to present them to human judges, who assess
whether each rule is correct or not. Generally, a rule is
considered correct if the judge could think of reasonable

2 The verbs are: accuse, approve, calculate, change, demand, establish,
finish, hit, invent, kill, know, leave, merge with, name as, quote, re-
cover, reflect, tell, worsen, write.

3
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Rule Description Original Template Simplified Template

passive to active X by

pcomp−n


V

by−subj


X by

pcomp−n


find

by−subj


obj

Y X find

subj


obj

Y

X V

subj


conjunction Z

conj

Y Y X find

subj


obj

gold

conj

Y X find

subj


obj

Y

apposition Z

appo

Y Y X find

subj


obj 
protein

appo
Y X find

subj


obj

Y

abbreviation Z

spellout

Y Y X find

subj


obj

NDA

spellout
Y X find

subj


obj

Y

Table 3: Some of the syntactic rules used in our implementation, together with usage examples (the application of the
second rule and the third rule is demonstrated in Figure 1).

acquisition
mod




 mod







by
pcomp−n


of
pcomp−n


company
appo


Kaltix

conj


X Y

acquire
subj




 obj







company
appo


Kaltix

conj


X Y

acquire
subj




 obj







X Kaltix

conj


Y

acquire
subj




 obj






X Y

Fig. 1: Chaining of canonization rules that transforms the path template between the arguments
{X=‘Google’;Y =‘Sprinks’}, which occurs in the sentence “We witnessed the acquisition of Kaltix and Sprinks
by another growing company, Google”, into a canonized template form. The first rule applied is a nominalization rule,
followed by removal of apposition and removal of conjunction (as described in Table 3). As can be seen, applying the
rules in any order will result in the same final canonized form.

contexts under which it holds. However, it is difficult to
explicitly define when a learned rule should be considered
correct under this methodology.

Instead, we follow the evaluation methodology pre-
sented in [19], where each rule ‘L → R’ is evaluated by
presenting the judges not only with the rule but rather with
a sample of sentences that match its left hand side L. The
judges then assess whether the rule holds under each spe-
cific example sentence. The precision of a rule is computed
by the percentage of examples for which entailment holds
out of all “relevant” examples in the judged sample. A rule
is considered correct if its precision is higher than 0.8 (see
[19] for details). This instance-based approach was shown
to be more reliable than the rule-based approach.

4.2 TEASE Evaluation

We separated the templates that were learned by TEASEc

into two lists: (a) a baseline-templates list containing tem-
plates also learned by TEASEb; (b) a new-templates list
containing templates that were not learned by TEASEb,
but learned by TEASEc thanks to the improved statistics.
In total, 3871 templates were learned: 3309 in the baseline-
templates list and 562 in the new-templates list. Inherently,
every output template learned by TEASEb is also learned
in its canonical form by TEASEc, since its supporting sta-
tistics may only increase.

We randomly sampled 100 templates from each list and
evaluated their correctness according to the methodology
in Section 4.1. We retrieved 10 example sentences for each
rule from the first CD of Reuters RCV1. Two judges, fluent
English speakers, evaluated the examples. We randomly
split the rules between the judges with 100 rules (942 ex-
amples) cross annotated for agreement measurement.

Results First, we measured the redundancy in the rules
learned by TEASEb to be 6.2% per input template on av-
erage. We considered only morpho-syntactic phenomena
that are addressed in our implementation. This redundancy
was eliminated using the canonization module.

Next, we evaluated the quality of each rule sampled us-
ing two scores: (1) micro average Precision, the percent-
age of correct templates out of all learned templates, and
(2) average Yield, the average number of correct templates
learned for each input template, as extrapolated for the
sample. The results are presented in Table 5. The agree-
ment between the judges was measured by the Kappa value
[4], which is 0.67 on the relevant examples (corresponding
to substantial agreement).

We expect TEASEc to learn new rules using the can-
onization module. In our experiment, 5.8 more correct
templates were learned on average per input template by
TEASEc. This corresponds to an increase of 11.6% in
average Yield (see Table 5). Examples of new correctly
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Rule Sentence Judgment
X clarify Y →X prepare Y He didn’t clarify his position on the subject. Left not entailed
X hit Y →X approach Y Other earthquakes have hit Lebanon since ’82. Irrelevant context
X regulate Y →X reform Y The SRA regulates the sale of sugar. No entailment
X stress Y →X state Y Ben Yahia also stressed the need for action. Entailment holds

Table 4: Example sentences for rules and their evaluation judgment.

learned templates are shown in Table 6.
There is a slight decrease in precision when using

TEASEc. One possible reason is that the new templates
are usually learned from very few occurrences of differ-
ent variations, accumulated for the canonical templates.
Thus, they may have a somewhat lower precision in gen-
eral. Overall, the significant increase in Yield is much more
important, especially if the learned rules are later filtered
manually (see Section 2.1).

Template List Avg. Precision Avg. Yield
TEASEb 30.1% 49.8
TEASEc 28.7% 55.6
DIRTb 24.7% 46.9
DIRTc 24.9% 47.5

Table 5: Average Precision and Yield of the output lists.

Input Template Learned Template
X accuse Y X blame Y
X approve Y X take action on Y

X demand Y
X call for Y ,
X in demand for Y

X establish Y X open Y
X hit Y X slap Y

X invent Y
grant X patent on Y ,
X is co-inventor of Y

X kill Y
X hang Y ,
charge X in death of Y

X named as Y hire X as Y , select X as Y
X quote Y X cite Y
X tell Y X persuade Y , X say to Y

X worsen Y X impair Y

Table 6: Examples for correct templates that TEASE
learned only after using canonization rules.

4.3 DIRT Evaluation

Unlike TEASE, DIRT has a very long noisy tail of can-
didate templates (see Section 2.1). However, DIRT poses
no hard threshold for filtering out this long tail. Instead,
we follow [10], who evaluated only the top-N templates
learned for each input template. [10] set N to be 40, but
this choice seems quite arbitrary. We set N to be 190 to as-
sess an output list that is similar in size to TEASE’s output.
Before selecting the top 190 templates, we removed redun-
dant templates from DIRTb, those that are just morpho-
syntactic variations of a template with a higher score. We
converted the remaining templates to their canonical forms.

We separated the templates learned for each input tem-
plate into three lists: (a) a common-templates list contain-
ing templates that appear in both DIRTb and DIRTc top-
190 lists; (b) a new-templates list containing templates that
appear only in the DIRTc list; (c) an old-templates list
containing templates that appear only in the DIRTb list.
Out of the 3800 templates selected from each DIRT ver-
sion output, 3353 were in the common-list and 447 were in
each of the new/old lists.

We sampled 100 templates from each list and evaluated
their correctness (10 sentences for each rule). One judge
evaluated the sample. The evaluation results were affirmed
by an additional evaluation by one of the authors.

Results We measured the redundancy in the rules learned
by DIRTb to be 5.6% per input template on average. This
redundancy was removed using the canonization module.
We found that only about 13% of the learned templates
were learned by both TEASE and DIRT. This shows that
the algorithms do not compete but rather largely comple-
ment each other in terms of Yield, since they learn from
different resources.

13.3% of the top-190 templates learned by DIRTb were
replaced by other templates in DIRTc, as the change in
statistics results in different template ranking. We mea-
sured Precision and Yield as in Section 4.2. The results are
presented in Table 5.

As can be seen, the performance of DIRTc is basically
comparable to that of DIRTb. It seems that in typical
paraphrase acquisition algorithms like TEASE, which use
complex and more informative features that are infrequent,
adding more statistics results in higher quality learning. On
the other hand, DIRT is based on frequent simple features
that are less informative. Under this approach, adding some
more statistics does not seem to dramatically change the
overall score of a rule. Perhaps a more substantial increase
in the statistics, such as by adding more canonization rules,
will result in a positive change.

Overall, it is useful to incorporate canonization also in
DIRT in order to remove the redundancy within the learned
rules but also to enable a uniform architecture for applying
rules learned by different algorithms.

4.4 Relation Extraction Evaluation

To illustrate the potential contribution of the increased
number of learned rules we conducted a small-scale exper-
iment in a Relation Extraction (RE) setup over a data-set
of protein interactions [3]. The task is to identify pairs of
proteins that are described in a text as interacting.

We have set a simple partial replication of the RE config-
uration presented in [14]. We used ‘X interact with Y ’ as
the only input template for both TEASEb and TEASEc,
which learned entailment rules containing this template

5
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from the Web. We then extracted protein pairs using the
rules learned. For canonization at inference time. we
used only the rules described in Section 3.1 (a wider range
of matching techniques should be used in order to reach
higher recall).

Table 7 presents the results of our two TEASE versions
for a test set of about 600 mentions of interacting pairs.
There is a relative improvement of about 10% in recall,
which reflects the yield increase in TEASEc. These re-
sults are preliminary and of small scale, but they illustrate
the potential benefit of learning with canonization.

We note that TEASE precision in this experiment, which
was measured over actual applications of the learned rules
in the test set, is much higher than that of Section 4.2,
where the percentage of correctly learned rules was mea-
sured. This shows that many incorrectly learned rules are
not applicable in typical contexts and thus rarely deterio-
rate overall performance.

Implementation Recall Precision
TEASEb 9.4% 83%
TEASEc 10.4% 87.5%

Table 7: Results for the protein interaction setup using
TEASE with and without canonization.

4.5 Analysis

Parser errors are one of the main reasons that variations
are sometimes not transformed into their canonical form.
These errors result in different parse trees for the same syn-
tactic constructs. Thus, several parser dependent rules may
be needed to capture the same phenomenon. Moreover, it
is difficult to design canonization rules for some parsing
errors, since the resulting parse trees consist of structures
that are common to other irrelevant templates. For exam-
ple, when Minipar chooses the head of the conjunct ‘Y’ in
“The interaction between X and Y will not hold for long”
to be ‘interaction’ and not ‘X’, the appropriate nominaliza-
tion rule cannot be applied. These errors affect both the
learning phase, where statistics are not accumulated to the
appropriate canonical form, and the inference phase, where
a variations of a canonical rule are not recognized.

Finally, we note that the reported results correspond only
to the phenomena captured by our currently implemented
canonization rules. Adding more rules that cover more
morpho-syntactic phenomena is expected to increase the
performance obtained by our canonization scheme. For ex-
ample, there are many nominalizations that are not spec-
ified in the current Nomlex version, but can be found in
other resources, such as WordNet [6].

5 Conclusions

We proposed a modular approach for addressing morpho-
syntactic variations of templates when learning entailment
rules, based on rule canonization. We then used it for tem-
plate canonization in two state-of-the-art acquisition algo-
rithms. Our experiments showed that redundancy is re-
moved while new correct rules are learned. We also showed
initial improvement in a Relation Extraction setting when
using the additional rules learned with the canonization

module. Finally, we suggest that the evaluation of rules in
a canonical form is more accurate, since the bias for tem-
plates with many frequent variations learned is removed.

In future work we plan to investigate other types of en-
tailment knowledge that can contribute to canonization,
such as synonyms. We also plan to add additional syntactic
and morpho-syntactic rules, which were not covered yet.
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Abstract

This  paper  presents  sub-word  based  language  models  for 
Amharic,  a  morphologically  rich  and  under-resourced 
language. The language models have been developed (using 
an open  source  language  modeling  toolkit  -  SRILM) with 
different  n-gram order (2  to 5) and smoothing techniques. 
Among the developed models, the best performing one is a 
5gram model with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing and with 
interpolation of n-gram probability estimates. 

Keywords
Language modeling, sub-word based language modeling, 
morph-based language modeling, Amharic.

1.Introduction
1.1. Amharic Word Morphology
Amharic is a member of the Ethio-Semitic languages, which 
belong  to  the  Semitic  branch  of  the  Afro-Asiatic  super 
family [23].  It  is  related  to  Hebrew,  Arabic,  and  Syrian. 
Amharic  is  a  major  language spoken  mainly  in Ethiopia. 
According  to  the  1998  census,  it  is  spoken  by  over  17 
million people as a first language and by over 5  million as 
second  language throughout different regions of Ethiopia. 
Amharic is also spoken in other countries such as Egypt and 
Israel [4].

Like other Semitic languages such as Arabic, Amharic 
exhibits a root-pattern morphological phenomenon.  A root 
is a set  of  consonants (called radicals) which has a basic 
'lexical' meaning. A pattern consists of a set of vowels which 
are inserted (intercalated) among the consonants of the root 
to form a stem. The pattern is combined with a particular 
prefix or suffix to make a single grammatical form [3] or to 
form another stem [2]. For example, the Amharic root sbr 
means 'break', when we intercalate the pattern ä-ä and attach 
the suffix ä we get säbbärä1 'he broke' which is the first form 
of  a verb (3rd  person masculine singular in past tense as in 
other  semitic  languages)  [3].  In  addition  to  this  non-
concatenative morphological feature, Amharic uses different 
affixes to form inflectional and derivational word forms.

Some  adverbs  can  be  derived  from  adjectives  but, 
adverbs  are  not  inflected.  Nouns  are  derived  from other 
basic nouns, adjectives, stems, roots, and the infinitive form 
of a verb by affixation and intercalation. For example, from 

1 For  transcription  purpose,  IPA representation  is  used  with 
some modification.

the noun ləğ 'child'  another noun  ləğnät 'childhood'; from 
the adjective  däg  'generous'  the  noun  dägnät 'generosity'; 
from the stem sənəf, the noun sənəfna 'laziness'; from root 
qld, the noun qäləd 'joke'; from infinitive verb mäsəbär  'to 
break'  the  noun  mäsəbäriya   'an  instrument  used  for 
breaking' can be derived.

Case, number, definiteness, and gender marker affixes 
inflect nouns. Table 1 presents, as an example, the genitive 
case markers that inflect nouns. 

Table 1. Genitive case markers (Adapted from [21])

Person

Singular

Vowel 
ending

Consonant 
ending

Plural

1st -ye -e -aččn

2nd masculine -h -ih

2nd feminine -š -iš

2nd polite -wo -wo

-aččhu

3rd masculine -w -u

3rd feminine -wa -wa

3rd polite -aččäw -aččäw

-aččäw

Adjectives are derived from nouns, stems or verbal roots by 
adding a prefix or a suffix.  For example, it is possible to 
derive dənəgayama 'rocky'  from the noun  dənəgay  'rock, 
stone'; zənəgu 'forgetful' from the stem zənəg; sänäf 'lazy' 
from  the  root  s_n_f  by  suffixation  and   intercalation. 
Adjectives can also be formed through compounding. For 
instance,  hodäsäfi  'tolerant,  patient',  is  derived  by 
compounding the noun hod  ‘stomach’ and the adjective säfi 
‘wide’.  Like  nouns,  adjectives  are  inflected  for  gender, 
number, and case [2]. 

Unlike the  other  word  categories  such  as  noun  and 
adjectives, the derivation of verbs from other parts of speech 
is not common. The conversion of  a root to a basic verb 
stem requires both intercalation and affixation. For instance, 
from the  root gdl 'kill' we obtain the perfective verb stem 
gäddäl- by  intercalating  pattern  ä_ä. From this perfective 
stem, it is possible to derive passive stem (tägäddäl-) and 
causative  stem  (asgäddäl-)  using  prefixes  tä-  and  as-, 
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respectively. Other verb forms are also derived from roots in 
a similar fashion.

Verbs are inflected for person, subject,  object, gender, 
number,  and  tense  [2].  Table  2  shows  how  a  perfective 
Amharic  verb  inflects  for  person,  subject,  gender  and 
number.  Other elements like negative markers also inflect 
verbs in Amharic. 

Table 2. Inflection of a perfective verb

Person Singular Plural

1st säbbärku/hu säbbärn 

2nd masculine säbbärh/k 

2nd feminine säbbärš säbbäräččhu

2nd polite säbbäru 

3rd masculine säbbärä

3rd feminine säbbäräčč säbbäru 

3rd polite säbbäru

From  the  above  brief  description  of  Amharic  word 
morphology  it  can  be  seen  that  Amharic  is  a 
morphologically rich language. It is this feature that makes 
development of language models for Amharic challenging. 
The problems posed by Amharic morphology to language 
modeling  were  illustrated  by  [17]  who,  therefore, 
recommended the development of sub-word based language 
models for Amharic.

1.2. Language Modeling

In  language modeling,  the  problem is  to  predict  the next 
word given the previous words [13].  It is fundamental to 
many  natural  language  applications  such  as  automatic 
speech recognition (ASR) and statistical machine translation 
(SMT).  LM has also been applied to question answering, 
text summarization, paraphrasing and information retrieval 
[5].

The most widely used language models are statistical 
language  models.  They  provide  an  estimate  of  the 
probability  of  a  word  sequence W for  a  given  task. The 
probability  distribution  depends  on  the  available  training 
data  and  how  the  context  has  been  defined  [10].  [25] 
indicated that large amounts of training data are required in 
statistical  language  modeling  so  as  to  ensure  statistical 
significance.

Even if we have a large training corpus, there may be 
still  many  possible  word  sequences  which  will  not  be 
encountered at all, or which appear with a statistically non-
significant  frequency  (data  sparseness  problem)  [25].  In 
morphologically rich languages,  there are even individual 
words  that might not  be encountered in  the  training  data 
irrespective of its size (Out of Vocabulary words problem).

Morphologically  rich  languages  have  a  high  vocabulary 
growth  rate  which  results in  high  perplexity  and  a  large 
number of out of vocabulary words [22]. As a solution, sub-
word units are used in language modeling to improve the 
quality  of  language  models  and  consequently  the 
performance of  applications that use the language models 
([6]; [24]; [9]; [12]; [8]).

We  have  developed  sub-word  (morpheme-based) 
language models for Amharic. As to our knowledge, this is 
the first attempt made for this language. Section 2 presents 
the development of the language models and the perplexity 
results obtained. But, before that we would like to discuss 
about the evaluation metrics used in language modeling. 

1.3. Evaluation Metrics
The best way of evaluating language models is measuring its 
effect on the specific application for which it was designed 
[15]. However this is computationally expensive and hard to 
measure. An alternative is to evaluate a language model by 
the probability it assigns to some unseen text (test set), a text 
which is not used during model training. Better model will 
assign a higher probability to the test data [11]. Both cross 
entropy  and perplexity are computed on the basis of  this 
probability. 

Cross-entropy  of  a  language (sequence of  words)  W 
according to a model m = P(wi/wi-N+1...wi-1) can be calculated 
as:

H W =−lim
N∞

1

N
logP w1w2 .. .wN 

       (1)

Where, N is the number of tokens in a test text. When N is 
sufficiently large, cross entropy can be calculated based only 
on our probability model as follows:

H W ≈− 1

N
logP w1w2. . .wN 

        ( 2)

This measures the average surprise of the model in seeing 
the test set and  the aim is to minimize this number. Cross 
entropy is inversely related to the probability assigned to the 
words  in  the  test  data  by  the model.  That means a high 
probability leads to a low cross entropy.

Perplexity is a related evaluation metric, which is used 
most commonly and computed as:

PP=2
H W      (3)

 

   =P w1w2 .. .wN 
−
1

N    (4)
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     =N∏i =1

N
1

P wi /w1.. .wi−1 
     (5)

Perplexity can be interpreted as the branching factor of  a 
language  model.  Therefore,  models  with  low  perplexity 
values are better models. As it can be seen from equation 5, 
a higher conditional probability of the word sequence leads 
to  lower  perplexity.  Thus,  minimizing  perplexity  is 
equivalent  to  maximizing  the  test  set  probability  [11]. 
Because perplexity is the most commonly used evaluation 
metric, we also evaluated our language models on the basis 
of perplexity values.

Since  the  calculation  of  both  cross  entropy  and 
perplexity is based on the number of  tokens in a test set, 
vocabularies must be the same when perplexities or cross 
entropies  are  compared.  Otherwise,  the  measures  are  not 
comparable. When we have different token counts, models 
can only be compared on the basis of the probability they 
assign to the test sets.

2.Data Preparation
2.1. The Corpus
A text corpus consisting of 48,090 sentences and 1,542,697 
tokens has been prepared. The electronic  text is  obtained 
from ethiozena archive  which  contains  written  newscast. 
Since the target application domain is speech recognition, 
the text has been normalized accordingly. 

After normalization, the text corpus has been merged 
with another one prepared by [17] from the same domain. 
The combined text corpus, used in the experiment, consists 
of 120,261 sentences or 2,348,151 tokens or 211,178 types. 
Table 3 presents the frequency distribution of words in the 
combined text corpus.

Table 3. Word frequency distribution

Frequency Number of words

1     121329

2 - 10    69538

11 - 100   17358

101 - 1000   2655

1001 - 10000   293

10001 - 20000    3

above 20000     2

As it can be noted from Table 3, more than 50% (121,329) 
of  the  words  occur  only  once  (hapax  legomena)  in  the 
corpus.  This  indicates  the  morphological  richness  of  the 
Amharic language. Although much effort has been exerted 
to  clean  the  data,  there  are  still  misspelled  words  and 

correcting them is difficult, as there is no available spelling 
checker for the language. The existence of misspellings may 
also contribute to the large number of hapaxes.   However, 
our corpus is not the only one to include large number of 
hapaxes. Zemánek (2005)  indicated that  CLARA (Corpus 
Linguae Arabicae), an Arabic corpus, consists of more than 
50% hapax legomena. On the other hand, in our corpus only 
5 words appear with a frequency of  above 10000. These 
words are function words such as wəsəţ 'in'.

2.2. Morphological Analysis
Developing a sub-word language model requires to have a 
word parser which splits word forms into its constituents. 
Different people ([1]; [20]; [16]) have attempted to develop 
morphological  analyzer  for  Amharic  using  different 
methods. However, none of the systems can be directly used 
for  this  project.  The systems developed  by  [1]  and  [20] 
suffer  from  lack  of  data.  The  morphological  analyzer 
developed by [16] seems to exhibit a dearth of lexicon. It 
has been tested on 207 words and it analyzed less than 50% 
(75 words) of the words. Moreover, the output of the system 
is  not  directly  useful  for  this  project  which  needs  the 
morphemes  themselves  instead  of  their  morphological 
features. Since the source code of  the analyzer is not yet 
made available, it is not possible to customize it. 

An  alternative  approach  is  offered  by  unsupervised 
corpus-based methods which do not need annotated data. 
These  methods  are  particularly  interesting  for  resource 
scarce languages like Amharic. 

Two  freely  available,  language  independent 
unsupervised  morphology  learning  tools  have  been 
identified: Linguistica [7]  and Morfessor  [14].  Both tools 
have been tried on a subset of our corpus (9996 sentences). 
Unfortunately, it has been found out that Linguistica divides 
every  word  into  exactly  two constituents even if  a  word 
actually  consists  of  more  than  two  morphemes.  Thus, 
Morfessor which tries to identify all the morphemes found 
in a word has been used for the subsequent experiments. 

Morfessor  requires  a  list  of  words  as  an  input.  The 
developers  of  Morfessor  found  out  that  Morfessor, 
evaluated  on  Finnish  and  English  data  sets,  gives  better 
morph segmentation when it is provided with a list of word 
types.  To  compare  these  findings  with  the  situation  in 
Amharic,  two  word  lists  have  been  prepared  from  the 
corpus: a list of tokens and a list of types.

Since Morfessor has been trained on two different word 
lists,  there  are  two  outputs  (morph  segmentation)  and, 
therefore,  two  kinds  of  morph-segmented  corpora: 
token_based_corpus  and  type_based_corpus. 
Token_based_corpus is a morph corpus where the morphs 
have been found by analyzing the list of tokens whereas in 
type_based_corpus  the  morphs  have  been  found  by 
analyzing the word type list. 
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3.Experiments
3.1. Morpheme-based Language Models
The  tool  used  for  language  modeling  purpose  is  SRI 
Language  Modeling  toolkit  (SRILM)  [19].  SRILM  is  a 
freely available open source language modeling toolkit. 

Each  corpus  is  divided  into  three  parts:  training  set, 
development and evaluation test sets with a proportion of 
80:10:10. 

Trigram  models  with  Good-Turing  smoothing  and 
Katz-backoff   have  been  developed  for  both  corpora.  A 
significant  difference  in  perplexity  (860.47  for  the 
token_based_corpus and 117.43 for the type_based_corpus) 
has been observed. The reason for this difference might be 
due to the fact that the number of  unsegmented words in 
token_based_corpus  (45,767)  is  greater  than  that  of  the 
type_based_corpus (11,622). This conforms to the finding 
of [14] that segmentation is less common when word tokens 
are used as data. Accordingly, only the type_based_corpus 
has been used for subsequent experimentation. 

N-gram models of  order 2 to 5 have been tried. The 
effect  of  different  smoothing  techniques  (Good-Turing, 
Absolute  discounting,  Witten-Bell,  Natural  discounting, 
modified  and  unmodified  Kneser-Ney)  on  the  quality  of 
language models has been studied. The best results obtained 
for each smoothing technique are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Perplexity results 

N-gram Smoothing technique Perplexity

4gram Good-Turing with Katz 
backoff

113.24

5gram Absolute Discounting 
with 0.7  discounting 

factor 

112.79

5gram Witten-Bell 110.88

5gram Natural Discounting 117.37

4gram Modified Kneser-Ney 107.54

5gram Unmodified Kneser-Ney 103.63

As it can be seen from Table 4, the best performing model is 
a  5gram model  with  unmodified  Kneser-Ney  smoothing. 
This result is in line with the finding of [18] that Kneser-
Ney  and  its  variation   outperform  other  smoothing 
techniques.

Probability  estimates  of  different  n-gram order  have 
been interpolated for Witten-Bell, Absolute discounting and 
modified Kneser-Ney smoothing  techniques.  Interpolation 
has  been tried only for  these three  smoothing  techniques 
because SRILM toolkit supports interpolation only for them. 
Table 5 shows the best results for each smoothing technique.

Table 5. Perplexity results with interpolation

N-gram Smoothing Techniques Perplexity

4gram Witten-Bell 112.1

5gram Modified Kneser-Ney 101.38

4gram Absolute Discounting 
with 0.7 discounting 

factor

118.38

Interpolating n-gram probability estimates at the specified 
order n with lower order estimates sometimes yield better 
models [19].  Our  experiment  verified  this  fact.  A 5gram 
model with Kneser-Ney smoothing and interpolation of n-
gram probability estimates has a perplexity of 101.38. For 
the other smoothing techniques an increase in perplexity has 
been observed. The best performing model has a perplexity 
of 102.59 on the evaluation test set.

As  indicated  by  [19],  discarding  unknown  words  or 
treating them as a special “unknown word” token affects the 
quality  of  language models.  Thus,  unknown words2 have 
been mapped to a special “unknown word”  token for  the 
best model indicated in Table 5 and an increase in perplexity 
(to 102.26) has been observed.  This might be due to the fact 
that there are only 76 out of vocabulary words.

3.2. Word-based Language Models
To compare  these  results, we have also developed word-
based  language  models.  For  this  purpose,  we  used  the 
corpus from which the morph-segmented corpus has been 
prepared.  Table  6  shows  the  perplexity  of  word-based 
models.  The 5gram model with unmodified Kneser-Ney is 
the  best  model  compared  with  the  other  word-based 
language models. 

Table 6. Perplexity of word-based models

N-gram Smoothing technique Perplexity

3gram Good-Turing with Katz 
backoff

1151.29

5gram Absolute Discounting 
with 0.7 discounting 

factor

1147.04

5gram Witten-Bell 1236

5gram Natural Discounting 1204.14

4gram Modified Kneser-Ney 1107.32

5gram Unmodified Kneser-Ney 1078.16

Interpolation of n-gram probability estimates has also been 
tried for the three smoothing techniques for which SRILM 

2sub-word units are considered as words in sub-word based 
language models
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supports  interpolation.  As  it  can  be  seen  from  Table  7, 
improvement  with  interpolation  has  been  achieved  for  a 
5gram  model  with  modified  Kneser-Ney.  The  other  two 
smoothing techniques have lower perplexity values without 
interpolation.

Table 7. Perplexity of word-based models with interpolation

N-gram Smoothing Techniques Perplexity

5gram Witten-Bell 1241.41

5gram Modified Kneser-Ney 1059.38

3gram Absolute Discounting 
with 0.7 discounting 

factor

1158.63

The optimal quality has been obtained with 5gram language 
model with modified Kneser-Ney, interpolation of  n-gram 
probability estimates, and a mapping of unknown words to a 
special “unknown word” token. This model has a perplexity 
of  879.25 and 873.01 on the development and evaluation 
test sets, respectively. 

The perplexities  of  our  word-based language models 
are very high compared to what has been reported by [17], 
where  the maximum perplexity of  a  bi-gram word-based 
language model was 167.889. To discover the reason behind 
the  difference,  we  have  developed  word-based  language 
models using our corpus in the same fashion as [17] did.

 In [17] HLStats, HBuild and HSGen modules of the 
HTK toolkit [25] have been used since the version of the 
HTK  toolkit  used  did  not  incorporate  HLM  language 
modeling  toolkit.  HLStats  create  a  bigram  probability, 
HBuild  converts  the  bigram  language  model  into  lattice 
format and HSGen generates sentences from the lattice and 
calculates the perplexity. 

Using this method it has been possible to develop a bi-
gram  word-based  language  model  with  a  perplexity  of 
239.45. The perplexity is high compared to the one reported 
by [17], but this is not a surprise to us since the size of the 
training corpus used in our experiment is larger. 

The problem with this method is that it calculates the 
perplexity from automatically generated sentences and there 
is no guarantee for  the correctness of  these sentences.  In 
addition, when the same experiment is conducted repeatedly, 
the  perplexity  values  also  vary  from  experiment  to 
experiment,  as  the  sentences  generated  are  different. 
Therefore, we can not directly compare the perplexity of the 
word-based  language models of  our  experiment with  the 
one  reported  by  [17]  because  the  test  sentences used  to 
calculate the perplexities are completely different. 

3.3. Influence of Data Quality
Although we expect that the high perplexity of our word-
based  language  models  to  be  mainly  due  to  the 
morphological  richness  of  the  language,  spelling  errors 

might also contribute. To estimate the influence of spelling 
errors, we have conducted two experiments.

For these experiments, two data sets have been prepared: 
data_set_I and data_set_II. About 10,000 sentences of our 
corpus have been manually checked for spelling errors and 
merged with the data used in [17] for the speech recognition 
experiments. This forms data_set_I that consists of 21,922 
sentences and 425,359 tokens. Data_set_II is prepared in the 
same  way  except  that  the  spelling  errors  in  the  10,000 
sentences  have  not  been  corrected.  It  consists of  21,917 
sentences and 429,795 tokens. These data have been divided 
into training set, development and evaluation test set with a 
proportion  of  80:10:10  and  word-based language models 
have been developed. 

Table 8. Word-based models with data_set_I

N-gram Smoothing technique Perplexity

4gram Absolute Discounting  with 
0.7 discounting factor

981.464

4gram Witten-Bell 1091.03

5gram Natural Discounting 1013.81

3gram Modified Kneser-Ney 970.285

3gram Unmodified Kneser-Ney 940.046

Table 9. Word-based models with data_set_II

N-gram Smoothing technique Perplexity

4gram Absolute Discounting  with 
0.7 discounting factor

988.073

5gram Witten-Bell 1096.71

4gram Natural Discounting 1022.22

3gram Modified Kneser-Ney 986.471

3gram Unmodified Kneser-Ney 955.999

As it can be observed from Table 8 and 9, the best models 
are  the  tri-gram  models  with  unmodified  Kneser-Ney 
smoothing  for  both  data  sets.  The  perplexity  values  are 
940.046  and  955.999  for  data_set_I  and  data_set_II, 
respectively.  When  n-gram estimates  are  interpolated,  the 
four-gram  models  with  modified  Kneser-Ney  smoothing 
have the lowest perplexity for both data sets, as shown in 
Table 10 and 11.

Table 10. Interpolated word-based models data_set_I

N-gram Smoothing technique Perplexity

4gram Absolute Discounting  with 
0.7 discounting factor

979.125

4gram Witten-Bell 1084.92

4gram Modified Kneser-Ney 936.898
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Table 11. Interpolated word-based models data_set_II

N-gram Smoothing technique Perplexity

4gram Absolute Discounting  with 
0.7 discounting factor

987.89

4gram Witten-Bell 1092.23

4gram Modified Kneser-Ney 953.953

Mapping  the  out  of  vocabulary  words  to  a  special 
“unknown word” token reduced the perplexity of the best 
performing model developed using data_set_I by 349.487 
(from 936.898 to 587.411). This model has a perplexity of 
613.983  on  the  evaluation  test  set.  For  data_set_II,  a 
perplexity reduction of 372.632 (from 953.953 to 581.321) 
have been observed as a result of mapping unknown words 
to “unknown word” token. The latter model has a perplexity 
of 578.627 on evaluation test set.

There is still a very high perplexity for the best models 
developed  using  data_set_I,  which  is  free  from  spelling 
errors. This enables us to conclude that correcting spelling 
errors  did  not  reduce  the  high  perplexity  of  word-based 
models  and,  therefore,  the  sole  source  for  the  high 
perplexity is the morphological feature of the language.

3.4. Comparison of Sub-word and Word-based 
models
The  perplexity  values  of  word-based  and  morph-based 
models are not comparable as the test sets used have quite 
different token counts. In this case, it is better to consider the 
probability assigned to the test sets by the models.  A model 
that assigns high probability is considered as a better model. 
To avoid underflow,  log probabilities are considered and, 
therefore, we actually compared the log probabilities. 

The total log probability of the best performing morph-
based model (A 5gram model with Kneser-Ney smoothing 
and interpolation of n-gram probability estimates, indicated 
in Table 4) is -834495. Whereas, the corresponding word-
based model has a total log probability of  -705218. Table 
12 depicts the log probabilities of best morph-based model 
and  the  corresponding  word  based  model  which  has  a 
perplexity of 1059.38 (see Table 7).

Table 12. Log probabilities I

Models Log Probabilities

Best performing morph-based 
model

-834495

Corresponding word-based 
model

-705218

The best  performing  word-based  language model  (5gram 
model with unmodified Kneser-Ney, interpolation of n-gram 
probabilities, and mapping of unknown words to “unknown 
word” token) has a total log probability of -726095, while 

the total log probability of the corresponding morph-based 
model is -836215 although its perplexity is 102.26.  Table 
13  shows this fact.  This tells  us  that word-based  models 
have  high  log  probability  and,  therefore,  are  the  better 
models although their perplexity is higher. 

Table 13. Log probabilities II

Models Log Probabilities

Best performing word-based 
model

-726095

Corresponding morph-based 
model

-836215

On the other hand, sub-word based language models offer 
the benefit  of  reducing the  out  of  vocabulary words rate 
from 13,500 to 76. This is a great achievement, as the out of 
vocabulary words problem is severe in morphologically rich 
languages in general, and Amharic in particular.

4.Conclusion
In this paper we described an attempt to develop sub-word 
based language models for Amharic. Since Amharic is one 
of  the  less  resourced  languages,  we  have  used  freely 
available softwares or toolkits (Morfessor for morphological 
parsing and SRILM for language modeling) in the course of 
our experiment. 

Substantial  reduction  in  the  out  of  vocabulary  rate, 
which  is  a  severe  problem  in  morphologically  rich 
languages, has been observed as a result of using sub-words. 
In  this regard,  using  sub-word units is preferable for  the 
development  of  language  models  for  Amharic.  Low 
perplexity  values  have  been  obtained  with  morph-based 
language  models.  However,  when  comparing  the  quality 
based on  the probability  assigned  to  the test  sets,  word-
based  models  seem  better.  Therefore,  recognition 
experiments  will  be  necessary  to  study  the utility  of  the 
models in a particular application scenario.

We also observed that the output of the morphological 
analyzer consists of  unsegmented words that  should have 
been segmented. Efforts along this line might also improve 
the morph-based model. 

No attempt has been made so far to deal with the non-
concatenative root-pattern morphology of the language. A 
complete  morphological  decomposition  of  a  semitic 
language  will  include  affix  segmentation  as  well  as 
decomposition  into   root  and  pattern.  Thus,  a  word  in 
Amharic can be decomposed into root, pattern and one or 
more  affix  morphemes.  Mere  consideration  of  these 
morphemes as a language modeling unit might result in loss 
of word level dependencies since the root consonants of the 
words may stand too far apart. Therefore, new approaches, 
which  capture  word  level  dependencies,  for  modeling 
semitic languages in general, and Amharic in particular are 
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required. Building a separate model for root consonants and 
the  other  morphemes  (patterns  and  affixes),  and 
interpolating the models might help to capture word level 
dependencies. Currently, we are working in this direction. 
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Abstract
Most machine learning methods used for corefe-
rence resolution do not allow expert users much
control over many aspects where expert know-
ledge would be useful. Indeed all the training,
decision and much of the optimisation processes
occur in a ”black box” system, which further-
more makes it difficult to get a precise inter-
pretation of the results. We propose a machine
learning method (MCDA) which makes it pos-
sible to inject a priori knowledge in the system,
and lets the user see its precise effect in the ove-
rall resolution process.

1 Introduction

Coreference (or anaphora) resolution is argua-
bly one of the ”hard problems” of NLP : since
(Hobbs 78) much work has been devoted to the
question, and even with constant (but slow) im-
provement of the results obtained in the past
thirty years, no single algorithm really stands out
from the others, and no single method can over-
come all the difficulties of the job. This state
of affairs calls for exploratory work : here we
present the results of a new approach for core-
ference resolution based on multi-criteria decision
aid (MCDA), a technique which allows to mix ex-
pert knowledge and machine learning, and also
gives rather precise feedback on the impact of
each information used as an attribute in the clas-
sification process.
In section 2 we describe the corpus we used, the

pair extraction algorithm and the attributes used
to describe each pair. Next, we detail the MCDA
method. Finally, we compare our approach to
standard machine learning methods for corefe-
rence resolution.

2 Background details

In recent years, machine learning techniques,
for example (Soon et al. 01), (Ng & Cardie 02b)
or (Yang et al. 03) have proven most effective for
resolving coreference. However most machine lear-
ning methods do not allow for a detailed interpre-
tation of the results : they act as a black box, and

the expert hardly has any control over the classi-
fication process. Also these methods do not allow
to specify explicitly the relative importance and
potential relations between the attributes used to
characterize each instance.
Our coreference resolution task is comparable

to the one in MUC-7 (Hirschman & Chinchor 97) :
mainly the objective is to find in a given text,
for all proper names denoting people, places and
organizations all nominal expressions coreferent
with them. In what follows we will review all steps
of the processing prior to the training and classi-
fication stages.

2.1 The corpus

To train and test the algorithm, 80 texts (from
500 to 1000 words long) were selected from a lar-
ger corpus1 of the french newspaper le Monde
from 1989 to 1990. They were annotated, first au-
tomatically for POS tagging, syntactic relations
and other information like number, gender and
semantic class by TiLT, an NLP toolbox develo-
ped at Orange R&D labs, and then manually to
specify the markables and all coreference relations
between them.
We consider that two expressions are coreferent

if they denote the same object in the real world.
We tried to mark as coreferent only the cases
that were not problematic, typically, coreference
between singular pronouns, common and proper
nouns, and we did not consider the problem of
temporality in predication. For example, in a sen-
tence like ”Henry Higgins, who was formerly sales
director off Sudsy Soaps, became president of
Dreamy Detergents (Kibble & vanDeemter 00).”,
even though sales director and president cannot
really be said to be coreferent because they re-
fer to two temporally distinct ”states” of Henry
Higgins, here we consider them coreferent.
In the end, our 80 texts contain 3504 expres-

sions in a coreference relation, distributed in 683
1over 8000 texts.
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chains.

2.2 Extraction algorithm

We approach coreference resolution like a clas-
sification task, where each pair of potential core-
ferent expressions is submitted to a classifier that
must ”decide” whether the pair’s elements are (or
not) coreferent. This decision is based on an at-
tribute vector describing the pair, and on statis-
tical data gathered during a training phase. We
thus have to build a set of pairs from the annota-
ted texts : starting at the beginning of each text,
for each markable mi (pronoun, common noun or
proper noun) we extract all the markables P pre-
ceeding it. We then create a pair with mi for each
markable in P. Since coreference is a rare rela-
tion, the distribution of positive versus negative
instances is rather skewed, as was noted in (Ng &
Cardie 02a) ; to minimize this problem, we keep
only the pairs where the first element is a proper
noun.
We divide these pairs into 3 types, depending

on the category of the second element (mi). The
reason for this is that we noticed (Tardif 06) that
the attributes used to describe each pair are not
of equal importance depending on the category
of the coreferring expressions. For example, the
average distance between a proper name and a
coreferent pronoun is smaller than between two
coreferent proper nouns ; also the typographic si-
milarity is less relevant between a proper noun
and a common noun than it is between two proper
nouns2. The three classes are then : proper noun
and proper noun (NPR-NPR), proper noun and
common noun (NPR-NCOM) and proper noun
and pronoun (NPR-PRO).

2.3 Attributes

Each extracted pair is associated with an at-
tribute vector that describes it. There are dif-
ferent types of attributes, namely typographic,
categorial or syntactic, some describing the ins-
tance pair (e.g the distance, words in common
or agreement features between both expressions),
and other describing the context of the expres-
sions it contains (e.g. isParallel, which specifies
the fact that both expressions have the same
grammatical function, or isSubject, which is true
when the proper name in the pair is in subject
position).

2But it is not completely unusable, e.g. the substring
”president” in President Johnson versus the president.

3 A multicriteria decision problem

3.1 Taking expert knowledge into
account in the sorting method

The problem we are faced with, consists on
identifying valid antecedent/anaphora pairs from
a set of extracted candidates. The decision of
considering a candidate as a valid coreference case
relies on the performances achieved on its associa-
ted attributes vector 2.3.
Several methods can be used to answer this pro-

blem, e.g. bayesian classifiers, decision trees, etc.
However, these methods are all based on the in-
terpretation of observed phenomena in a training
corpus. The learning model acquired from a trai-
ning phase is hardly interpretable for an expert,
and intuitions and expert knowledge are difficult
to integrate in such models.
So, in this paper, we propose to take advan-

tage of MCDAmethods and more precisely, an ou-
tranking approach called ELECTRE TRI (Roy 91).
This method takes into account the intuitions and
knowledge of a human expert as a preference mo-
del, which indicates the way attributes, conside-
red as criteria, have to be computed to perform a
sorting decision.

3.2 ELECTRE TRI

ELECTRE TRI is a MCDA method dedicated to
sorting problems. This method assigns each can-
didate of a set A : {a1, a2, ..., an} to one of the
predefined classes C : {c1, c2, ..., cm}. A candi-
date ai is assigned to a class ck (ai ∈ c1), if
its performances achieved on the different criteria
F : {f1, f2, ..., fk}, fj(ai) being the performance
of ai on the jth criterion, are acceptable with the
limit profile L : {l1, l2, ..., lk} associated to ck. In
our case, C : c0, c1 where c1 is the class of valida-
ted pairs. The way the candidates’ performance
vectors are compared to classes acceptability pro-
files is based on a preference model made from
the intuitions and knowledge of a domain expert.
This preference model is composed of :
– criteria weights W : {w1, w2, ..., wk} ;
– preference thresholds P : {p1, p2, ..., pk},
where pj specifies the smallest difference bet-
ween fj(ai) and lj(c1) compatible with the
acceptance of ai ∈ c1 on fj ;

– indifference thresholds Q : {q1, q2, ..., qk},
where qj specifies the largest difference bet-
ween fj(ai) and lj(c1) that preserves indiffe-
rence with the acceptance of ai ∈ c1 on fj ;
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– veto thresholds V : {v1, v2, ..., vk} are used to
filter candidates performing too weakly on a
given criterion.

– a final cutting level lambda ∈ [0.5, 1].
This preference model is used by ELECTRE TRI

to establish outranking relations S between candi-
dates ai and defined classes cj , where aiScj means
that ai is considered an “acceptable” candidate
for cj . An outranking situation occurs if a suffi-
cient majority of criteria (concordance value) va-
lidates the assertion of outranking and none of
the criteria in the minority (discordance value) is
opposed “too strongly” with this assertion. The
concordance value c(ai, c1) =

P
j∈F wj .cj(ai,c1)P

j∈F wj
is

computed from partial concordance indices ∀j ∈
V :

cj(ai, c1) =




0, if lj(c1)− fj(a1) ≥ pj

1, if lj(c1)− fj(a1) ≤ qj

]0, 1[ otherwise

Partial discordance indices are calculated ∀j ∈ F :

dj(ai, c1) =




1, if lj(c1)− fj(ai) ≥ vj

]0, 1[, if pj < lj(c1)− fj(a1) < vj

0, if lj(c1)− fj(ai) ≤ pj

Finally, concordance and discordance values are
merged in a credibility index σ(ai, c1) ∈ [0, 1],
which is then interpreted to establish an outran-
king relation : aiSc1 if σ(ai, c1) ≥ λ, where :

σ(ai, c1) = c(ai, c1).


j∈F
1−dj(ai,c1)
1−c(ai,c1)

F = j ∈ F : dj(ai, c1) > c(ai, c1)

Thus, in our application case ai is considered
as a coreference if σ(ai, c1) ≥ λ then aiSc1.

3.3 Some heuristics to facilitate the
determination of expert preferences

Despite this interesting property of being a fully
parameterized method, it is sometimes hard for
an expert to express his intuitions through nu-
meric preferences. This is why, based on the ma-
nually annotated corpus (Sec. 2.1), we propose
some heuristics to identify possible preferences for
each considered criterion.
On the training part of the corpus (70%),

three performance tables are built, one for each
type of pair (NPR-NPR NPR-NCOM NPR-PRON).
These tables bring together extracted candidate
pairs, their manually assigned class (correct c1
or incorrect c0) and their associated computed

performance on each considered criterion.

We have used the features weighting algorithm
RELIEF (Kononenko 94) to approximate iterati-
vely the representativeness of each criterion for
the class of the correct anaphora. At the end
of the process, each criterion fj is associated
to a weight wj ∈ [−1, 1]. A negative weight
indicates that the criterion is not representative
of the correct anaphora class. Positive weights
are then reused for the concordance computation.

Moreover, from the performances tables, we es-
tablish on each criterion domain definition range
the distribution curves of the number of correct
candidates and incorrect candidates. We then in-
terpret these curves to identify interesting phases
corresponding to :
– correct anaphora acceptability threshold,
where correct candidates begin to appear ;

– a preference situation, where correct candi-
dates emerge principally ;

– an indifference space, where correct and in-
correct candidates can not be clearly separa-
ted ;

– a veto situation, where correct candidates are
clearly separated from incorrect ones.
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Fig. 1 – Distribution curves interpretation

Using such heuristics, we propose possible va-
lues for the construction of the preference model,
which can then be refined and tuned by the ex-
pert. When a preference model is stabilized, we
compute the credibility index of the relation aiSc1
for each example of the performances table. We
then search for the cutting level λ which sepa-
rates, with the lowest error rate, the correct and
incorrect candidates based on their computed cre-
dibility index.
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4 An attempt at evaluation

To evaluate our approach, we have first esta-
blished a baseline using a C4.5 decision tree3.
70% of each performance table (NPR-NPR, NPR-
NCOM, NPR-PRON) has been used as training
data to build the decision tree. On the testing
corpus (30%), we have obtained the following re-
sults :
– NPR-NPR prec.=0.929 ; rec.=0.901 ; F-meas.=0.915
– NPR-NCOM prec.=0.742 ; rec.=0.2 ; F-meas.=0.323
– NPR-PRON prec.=0.375 ; rec.=0.207 ; F-meas.=0.267

Based on our own knowledge and intuitions
about the anaphora resolution problem, we for-
malized the preferences about the way criteria
had to be computed. Table 1 illustrates our own
preferences about the 5 most important crite-
ria we have identified (for display reasons, only
weights are presented).

Tab. 1 – Preferences over criteria weights
NPR-NPR

Expert model inferred model
Criteria Weight Criteria Weight

wordsInCommon 0.25 isSimil 0.3636

sharedLexemes 0.25 diffWords 0.3150

distinctWords 0.15 subString 0.3054

subString 0.125 strSimil 0.2775

isAcronym 0.075 commWords 0.1885

strSimil 0.075 sharedLexemes 0.1859

NPR-NCOM
Expert model inferred model
Criteria Weight Criteria Weight

distExp 0.06 agrNum 0.1019

distTer 0.06 distExp 0.0658

agrGen 0.06 distTer 0.0651

appo 0.06 sameSentence 0.0582

sharedLexemes 0.06 isDefinite 0.0507

countOcc 0.03 agrGen 0.0361

NPR-PRON
Expert model inferred model
Criteria Weight Criteria Weight

agrNbrStrict 0.12 agrGen 0.0846

agrGenStrict 0.12 distExp 0.0821

agrNum 0.1 distTer 0.0771

agrGen 0.1 countOcc 0.0676

distExp 0.1 agrNum 0.0565

isSubj 0.1 distinctWords 0.0434

... ... ... ...

3 implemented by the Weka java API (Witten & Eibe
05)

Using an expert preference model and an empi-
rically defined cutting level of 0.75, the following
results have been obtained :
– NPR-NPR prec.=0.865 ; rec.=0.952 ; F-meas.=0.907
– NPR-NCOM prec.=0.882 ; rec.=0.3051 ; F-meas.=0.405
– NPR-PRON prec.=0.94 ; rec.=0.405 ; F-meas.=0.566

We have then consituted a preference model
with the values proposed by the heuristics presen-
ted in Sec. 3.3. Table 1 shows that using RELIEF
our intuitions about the most important criteria
have been validated, and also that ”more accu-
rate” weights are defined. We noticed that with
the different heuristics, interesting cases of prefe-
rence, indifference and veto thresholds naturally
emerge, which were difficult to identify a priori
by an expert.
Using this preference model and cutting levels :

NPR-NPR γ = 0.55 ; NPR-NCOM γ = 0.53 ; NPR-PRON
γ = 0.71, we have obtained the following results :
– NPR-NPR prec.=0.919 ; rec.=0.95 ; F-meas.=0.934
– NPR-NCOM prec.=0.443 ; rec.=0.544 ; F-meas.=0.488
– NPR-PRON prec.=0.852 ; rec.=0.448 ; F-meas.=0.587

Finally, the preference model obtained using
heuristics 3.3 was refined in order to integrate
complementary knowledge, like increasing the
weight of criteria that have not been identified as
relevant in the training corpus. For example, mar-
ginal phenomenon like acronyms or appositions
which can be interesting features for respectively
NPR-NPR and NPR-NCOM anaphora identifica-
tion, are not frequent enough in the corpus to be
considered by the RELIEF algorithm. Using such
a mixed preference model and the cutting levels :
NPR-NPR γ = 0.59 ; NPR-NCOM γ = 0.51 ; NPR-PRON
γ = 0.69, we have obtained the following results :
– NPR-NPR prec.=0. 924 ; rec.=0.945 ; F-meas.=0.944
– NPR-NCOM prec.=0.527 ; rec.=0.461 ; F-meas.=0.492
– NPR-PRON prec.=0.724 ; rec.=0.538 ; F-meas.=0.617

4.1 Some interpretations

For all three types of nominal pairs, we note
a correspondence between expert intuitions and
weights inferred from the data. In each case the
same attributes are among the most significant for
both weighting methods, e.g. countOcc (the num-
ber of times the first expression in a pair appears
in the text) in NPR-PRON pairs, or the distance
in words (distTer) and in nominal expressions
(distExp) for NPR-NCOM pairs ; etc.
There are however a few differences worth

mentionning. First, the attributes isAcronym in
NPR-NPR (the fact that one expression can be
the acronym of the other) and appo in NPR-
NCOM (both expressions in an apposition rela-
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tion), highly weighted by the expert, do not get
such a high score in the RELIEF method ; conver-
sely, isDefinite in NPR-NCOM is not given
much importance by the expert’s judgment, whe-
reas the learning algorithm ranks it high.

Both cases illustrate advantages of a mixed ap-
proach like the one we propose. The former is an
example of data sparseness, where the learning
method ignores a relevant attribute when there
are too few positive instances in the training cor-
pus ; indeed, isAcronym is true only in 13 cases
on the 21017 NPR-NPR training instances4. This
shows that a learning method can benefit from ex-
pert input for highly relevant but rare attributes.
The second case shows that a corpus-based me-
thod can be used to optimize expert knowledge,
here by increasing the weight of specific attri-
butes.

Of course, learning methods rely heavily on the
quality of the information present in the trai-
ning corpus ; this is not the case for expert know-
ledge. In our study a few attributes (e.g. appo ;
isSubject, when the pair’s first element is in sub-
ject position ; or sameArgDomain, when both ex-
pressions in the pair are arguments to the same
predicate) depend on the results of a linguistic
analysis. The more performant the analysis is, the
less noise we will have, and, hopefully, the more
these attributes will tend to be considered rele-
vant by a method like RELIEF. This dependence
on the preprocessing stage make the difference
between both methods hard to quantify precisely.

From the point of view of coreference resolu-
tion, the results obtained clearly show the need for
a distinct treatment of nominal pairs according
to the category of their constituents. For example
with NPR-NPR pairs the most relevant attributes
are the ones pertaining to the general similarity
of both expressions ; these attributes are less si-
gnificant for the other two types of pairs. Also,
even though the difference between NPR-NCOM
and NPR-PRON is not as marked as with NPR-
NPR, we still can see that distance is a stronger
attribute for NPR-PRON, as well as countOcc,
the number of occurrences of the first expression
in a pair.

4Note that isAcronym is always negative for NPR-
NCOM and NPR-PRON pairs.

5 Perspectives and conclusion

In this paper we proposed an approach to core-
ference resolution that differs from previous work
on two major points : the use of MCDA methods
to identify valid coreference cases and the distinct
treatment of candidate pairs according to their
type. We showed that such method make possible
the combination of human and statistical know-
ledge and that good results are obtained this way.
Using the RELIEF method on a training corpus,
we have noticed that the features associated to
extracted candidate pairs have different weights
functions of their types, which in our opinion jus-
tifies the use of three distinct processings rather
than one for all candidate pairs, like previous ap-
proaches do.
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Abstract

Information retrieval (IR) techniques are used
in question answering (QA) to retrieve passages
from large document collections which are rele-
vant to answering given natural language ques-
tions. In this paper we investigate the impact
of document segmentation approaches on the re-
trieval performance of the IR component in our
Dutch QA system. In particular we compare
segmentations into discourse-based passages and
window-based passages with either fixed sizes or
variable sizes. We also look at the effect of over-
lapping passages and sliding window approaches.
Finally, we evaluate the different strategies by
applying them to our question answering system
in order to see the impact of passage retrieval on
the overall QA accuracy.
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1 Introduction

Question answering (QA) systems commonly include a
passage retrieval component to reduce the search space
for information extraction modules when looking for
appropriate answers of a given natural language ques-
tion. Most systems rely on standard information re-
trieval (IR) techniques to retrieve relevant passages. In
general, one prefers to work with textual units smaller
than documents in QA systems. This is not only be-
cause of efficiency reasons but also because QA re-
quires high recall in order to identify possible answers.
Recall in general is improved by increasing the number
of units retrieved but answer extraction methods are
too expensive to work on a high number of large doc-
uments. Furthermore, answer extraction is less likely
to make mistakes if the textual units are small and fo-
cused on relevant passages instead of documents that
may contain a lot of extra information irrelevant to
answering the question.
There are two general strategies to passage retrieval

in QA [13]: (1) a two-step strategy of retrieving docu-
ments first and then selecting relevant passages within
these documents (search-time passaging), and (2) a

one-step passage retrieval strategy (index-time pas-
saging), see, for instance, [4]. Furthermore, in the
first strategy we can distinguish between approaches
that return only one passage per relevant document
(for example the widely used Okapi model [14]; see
[15] for a discussion on other algorithms) and the ones
that allow multiple passages per relevant document to
be returned (for instance [11]. In our QA system we
adopt the second strategy (index-time passaging) us-
ing a standard IR engine to match keyword queries
generated from a natural language question with pas-
sages in the index. Thus, we always allow multiple
passages per document to be returned (which is also
preferable according to [13]) and the IR engine de-
cides for the overall ranking of all passages. The focus
of this paper is to investigate the impact of different
passaging approaches within the chosen setup.

Passage retrieval in QA is different from ordinary
IR in at least two points: Firstly, queries are gener-
ated from user questions and not manually created as
in standard IR. Secondly, the units to be retrieved are
usually much smaller than documents in IR (as men-
tioned already). Here, the division of documents into
passages is crucial. The textual units have to be big
enough to ensure IR works properly and they have to
be small enough to enable efficient and accurate QA.
In this paper, we investigate the impact of changing
the segmentation size on the retrieval performance and
on the overall QA results. For this we look at fixed-
sized and variable-sized segmentations using different
degrees of redundancy. We compare our results with
standard segmentations using the document structure.

The advantages of passage retrieval over full-text
document retrieval has been investigated in various
studies, see, e.g., [8, 1, 6, 7]. The main argument for
passage retrieval is based on the normalization of tex-
tual units especially in cases where documents come
from very diverse sources. In IR the task of comparing
diverse documents with each other and with a given
query is a serious problem and standard approaches
have a lot of shortcomings when applying similarity
measures to documents of various sizes and text types.
The contents of the dataset we are working with is ev-
idently very diverse. Most of the documents are very
short but the longest one contains 625 sentences. The
distribution of document sizes in our collection is plot-
ted in figure 1.

Standard measures using, for instance, vector-space

1
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Fig. 1: Distribution of document sizes in terms of
sentences they contain in the Dutch CLEF corpus.

based models for ranking documents according to their
relevance have often a strong bias for certain text types
raising problems of discrimination between documents
of different lengths and content densities. Passages on
the other hand provide convenient units to be returned
to the user avoiding such ranking difficulties [8]. We
can distinguish two approaches to the incorporation
of passages in information retrieval: (1) using passage-
level evidence to improve document retrieval [1, 6] and
(2) using passages directly as the unit to be retrieved
[8, 7]. We are only interested in the second approach
as we prefer small units to be returned in QA.

Minister Andriessen ( economische zaken ) wil dat ondernemers
die door de watersnood in Limburg zijn gedupeerd , sneller en
goedkoper krediet kunnen krijgen om hun bedrijf aan de gang
te houden .

De rente van 7,5 procent op de middenstandskredieten moet
worden gehalveerd en de provisie van 3 procent moet vervallen
. Andriessen , gisteren voor de NOS-televisie : ” Het moet ook
allemaal veel sneller dan gebruikelijk . De mensen moeten niet
stikken in de papieren . ”

KNOV-voorzitter Kamminga antwoordde meteen dat niet vol-
doende te vinden : ” De klappen zijn daar z groot , dat voor
velen een goedkope lening niet zal helpen . Er zal meer moeten
gebeuren . ”

Pagina 3 :

VVD vraagt 100 miljoen voor rampgebied

Verscheidene ministers bespreken vanmiddag wat er voor het
rampgebied moet gebeuren . Het ministerie van binnenlandse
zaken kon gisteravond nog niet zeggen met welke voorstellen
minister Dales naar het overleg komt . Het kabinet heeft 15
miljoen gulden toegezegd , maar enkele ministers hebben al laten
weten dat dit bedrag moet worden verhoogd .

De Tweede-Kamerleden Van Rey en De Korte ( VVD ) hebben
er bij minister Kok ( financin ) op aangedrongen voor de getrof-
fen gebieden 100 miljoen gulden beschikbaar te stellen van de
meevaller van ruim 4 miljard gulden op de rijksbegroting van
1993 .

Fig. 2: Discourse passages using paragraph markup.

Passages can be defined in various ways. An obvious
way is to use logical divisions given in the documents
such as sections and paragraphs. Existing markup or
segmentation heuristics (such as empty lines) can be
used to detect these units. Such segmentations based
on document structure are known as discourse pas-
sages [8]. Problems with this approach often arise

with special structures such as headers, lists and tables
which are easily mixed with other units such as proper
paragraphs. Hence, discourse passages can vary sub-
stantially in terms of size and contents and similar
problems as with standard IR may appear. An exam-
ple segmentation of a document in our collection using
existing paragraph markup is shown in figure 2.
Despite of the remaining diversity the variety in size

is smaller at the paragraph level than at the document
level and, therefore, the problems with a length bias
in IR partly fades away.
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Fig. 3: Distribution of paragraph sizes in terms of
sentences in the Dutch CLEF corpus.

The distribution of paragraph sizes in our collection
is plotted in figure 3. It shows that there is less diver-
gence among paragraphs compared to the document
size distribution. However, the longest paragraph still
contains 156 sentences. The fact that we still have to
deal with a large variety of paragraphs can be seen in
figure 4 which plots the distribution of paragraph sizes
in terms of characters.
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Fig. 4: Distribution of paragraph sizes in terms of
characters in the Dutch CLEF corpus.

Another type of passages are semantic passages.
Here, the main idea is to split documents into seman-
tically motivated units using some topical structure.
TextTiling is an approach to such a segmentation us-
ing word frequencies to recognize topic shifts [5] We
do not include semantic passages in our experiments.
Finally, there are window-based passages that use

fixed or variable-sized windows to segment documents
into smaller units. Usually, windows are defined in
terms of words or characters [8, 12]. However, sen-
tences or paragraphs can also be used to define passage

2
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windows [16, 10]. Commonly, window-based passages
have a fixed length using non-overlapping parts of the
document. However, dynamic definitions of windows
have been proposed in order to create passages of vari-
able lengths and starting positions, i.e., passages with
overlapping parts [8, 12]. Arbitrary passages of fixed
sizes can also be seen as sliding windows. More details
are discussed later in the paper.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:

Section 2 includes an overview of the retrieval compo-
nent in our QA system and a detailed description of
the various segmentations included in our experiments.
In section 3 our results are shown and discussed and,
finally, section 4 summarizes the paper with conclu-
sions and some prospects for future work.

2 Passage retrieval in Joost

In our research, we are working with Dutch open-
domain question answering. Our QA system, Joost,
includes two strategies: (1) A table-lookup strategy
using fact databases that have been created off-line,
and, (2) an “on-line” answer extraction strategy with
passage retrieval and subsequent answer identification
and ranking modules. We will only look at the second
strategy as we are interested in the passage retrieval
component and its impact on QA performance. Let us
first have a look at the retrieval module in our system.

2.1 Overview of the retrieval module

The passage retrieval component in our system imple-
ments an interface to several open-source IR engines.
The query is generated from the given natural lan-
guage question after question analysis. Keywords are
sent to the IR engine and results (in form of sentence
IDs) are returned to the QA system. The passage re-
trieval component generates the query in the required
format used by the IR engine and translates retrieved
units (for example paragraphs) into sequences of sen-
tence IDs which are needed by the subsequent answer
extraction modules. The retrieval component is trans-
parent and we can easily switch between different IR
engines and even combine them in various ways.
In the experiments described here, we apply Zettair

[9], an open-source IR engine developed by the search
engine group at the RMIT University in Melbourne,
Australia. It implements a very efficient standard
IR engine with high retrieval performance according
to our experiments with various alternative systems.
Zettair is developed for English and was mainly used
for the TREC retrieval tasks. In our experiments we
used version 0.6.1 and the Okapi BM-25 metric with
standard parameters [14]. We applied the system to
our Dutch data without any special adjustments and
it seems to be very robust and comparable (in terms of
retrieval performance) to other systems such as Lucene
with integrated Dutch stemming and stop word filter-
ing. Zettair is optimized for speed and is very efficient
in both, indexing and retrieval. The outstanding speed
in indexing is very fortunate for our experiments in
which we had to create various indexes with different
document segmentations which are discussed in the
following section.

2.2 Document segmentation

We work with the Dutch data from the QA tasks at
the cross-lingual evaluation forum (CLEF) [2]. The
document collection used there is a collection of two
daily newspapers from the years 1994 and 1995. It in-
cludes about 190,000 documents (newspaper articles)
with altogether about 4 million sentences including ap-
proximately 80 million words. The documents include
additional markup to segment them into paragraphs.
Naturally, we apply this segmentation in one of our
retrieval experiments. Note, that headers, signatures
and other small units are treated as paragraphs on
their own in the data. The average length of a para-
graph is therefore rather small: around 4 sentences.
Paragraph sizes may vary a lot depending on the doc-
ument structure. This may influence the retrieval per-
formance significantly which is our main motivation
for the experiments with alternative segmentation ap-
proaches as described below.
We decided to define passages in terms of sequences

of sentences as our QA system expects complete sen-
tences for extracting answer candidates. Hence, pas-
sages of the same size (in terms of sentences) may
have different lengths in terms of words and charac-
ters. We also define document boundaries as “hard”
boundaries, i.e., passages may never come from more
than one document in the collection.
Using this setup we apply the following segmenta-

tion strategies in our retrieval experiments:

Window-based passages: Documents are split
into passages of fixed size (in terms of number
of sentences). As mentioned earlier, we respect
document boundaries and never cross them when
creating a passage to be indexed. We use various
sizes from 1 up to 10 sentences.

Variable-sized arbitrary passages: In this ap-
proach, passages may start at any sentence in
each document and may have variable lengths.
This is implemented by adding redundant infor-
mation to our standard IR index: We create pas-
sages starting at every sentence in a document for
each length defined (for instance lengths 1 up to 5
sentences). In this way we include many overlap-
ping passages in our index that may be considered
when querying the database. The IR ranking will
decide which one to use when matching queries
to documents. We define the following settings:
arbitrary passages from 1 to 5 sentences, 5 to 10
sentences, and 1 to 10 sentences.

Sliding window passages: A sliding window ap-
proach also adds redundancy to the index by slid-
ing over documents with a fixed-sized window
(again in terms of number of sentences). All pas-
sages have the same size but may start at arbi-
trary positions in each document.1 In our experi-
ments, we apply sliding window passages for sizes
from 2 to 10.

The segmentation strategies described above do not
use any semantic or discourse information from the

1 Note that we still do not cross document boundaries, i.e.,
passages may not start at any other sentence included in the
last passage of a document except the first one.
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documents (except for the document and sentence
boundaries). We are interested in comparing such
knowledge-poor approaches with the retrieval based
on available paragraph markup. Especially, we would
like to know if there is a length-based preference of
the IR engine which would have a negative impact
on variable-sized settings. Here, an advantage of the
fixed-size segmentation should be observable. On the
other hand, it is interesting to see whether it is prefer-
able to include redundant information in the index. In
these cases the system can directly compare various
competing document segmentations returning the one
with the best match. The variable-size approach has
the additional advantage that the IR engine may even
decide the passage size necessary to match the given
query. However, a general length bias of the IR engine
would again have a negative impact on the retrieval
results when variable-sized passages are involved.
The following section describes the experiments car-

ried out using the settings described above.

3 Experiments

3.1 Setup

All experiments were carried out with the same data
sets. The entire Dutch CLEF document collection is
used to create the index files with the various segmen-
tation approaches. For evaluation we applied ques-
tions from the previous Dutch QA tasks at CLEF. In
particular we used all annotated questions (annotated
with their answers) from the tracks in 2003, 2004, and
2005. Altogether, there are 777 questions, each ques-
tion may have several answers. For each setting we re-
trieved 20 passages per question2 using the same query
generation strategy (basically using all words in the
question). We used several measures to evaluate the
retrieval performance:

Mean reciprocal ranks: The mean of the recipro-
cal rank of the first passage retrieved that contains
a correct answer.

MRRIR =
1

N

N�
1

1

rank(first relevant passage)

Coverage: Percentage of questions for which at
least one passage is retrieved that contains a cor-
rect answer [13].

Redundancy: The average number of passages re-
trieved per question that contain a correct answer
[13].

We use simple string matching to decide whether a
correct answer is included in a passage or not. We also
count the number of sentences contained in all pas-
sages retrieved. The main purpose of passage retrieval
is to reduce the search space for subsequent answer
extraction modules which works on the sentence level.
Hence, the number of sentences retrieved has a large
impact on the QA system and its efficiency.

2 In [3] the authors show that about 20 passages are optimal
for the end-to-end performance of their QA system. We ex-
perienced similar results when experimenting with different
numbers of retrieved passages.
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Fig. 5: Coverage and redundancy of passages retrieved
for various segmentation strategies. 1-5, 5-10, 1-10 re-
fer to the variable-size arbitrary passages and settings
with the suffix ’s’ refer to sliding window approaches.
Note that there are 3 different scales on the Y-axis (one
for coverage, one for redundancy and one for number
of sentences). Hence, the curves should not be com-
pared directly with each other.

3.2 Coverage and redundancy

Intuitively, recall is more important in passage re-
trieval for QA than precision as mentioned already be-
fore. Passage retrieval is merely a filtering routine to
make on-line QA feasible. It is a bottleneck because
text segments that have been missed by the retrieval
component are lost forever and cannot be found by
any other means of the system. Therefore, we like to
achieve the highest coverage possible to support ques-
tion answering. Furthermore, we like to get as many
relevant passages as possible to make it easier for the
answer extraction modules to spot possible answers.
This reduces the likelihood of selecting the wrong an-
swer string by providing stronger evidence for the cor-
rect ones. Hence, high redundancy is desired as well.
Figure 5 plots coverage and redundancy of the various
approaches. Both measures are not directly compara-
ble as they use different scales. Still, it is interesting
to plot them on top of each other in order to illustrate
dependencies between them.

As we can see in figure 5, coverage is best for the
segmentation approach using pre-defined paragraphs.
Redundancy on the other hand can be improved by
considering larger units such as window-based segmen-
tation techniques with 7 or more sentences. Using
larger units increases the chance of including an an-
swer in a selected passage. However, as illustrated
in the figure the number of sentences to be searched
is significantly increased for these segmentation ap-
proaches. The lowest scores are achieved for the slid-
ing window approaches with large window sizes. This
is somewhat surprising but the redundancy in the data
seems to have a negative influence on the retrieval per-
formance. We believe that the drop in coverage and
redundancy is due to the overlap of passages. Many
passages are included in the index with only small dif-
ferences between them (one or a few sentences). These
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passages are probably ranked similarly and, therefore,
many overlapping passages are retrieved. In this way,
the chance of finding an alternative relevant section
is decreased. Hence, redundancy goes down and also
coverage is decreased because of less variety in the re-
trieval results. However, we did not include a qualita-
tive analysis of the results to support this hypothesis.
If the hypothesis is true and many overlapping pas-
sages cause the drop in retrieval we could easily im-
plement additional constraints to avoid such results.
However, this has not been done in the present study.

3.3 Mean reciprocal ranks

In the case were passage retrieval is purely seen as
a filtering step, ordering of the retrieved documents
does not play a role. Ranking possible answers is then
done entirely based on information extraction patterns
according to the question independent of the ranking
provided by the retrieval component. Therefore, cov-
erage and redundancy should be sufficient to describe
the quality of passage retrieval. However, the amount
of data to be searched influences answer extraction
modules not only in terms of efficiency but also in
terms of error rates. Large amounts of data to be
searched increase the likelihood of erroneous decisions
made by answer extraction. Furthermore, the rank-
ing of the passage retrieval component is usually an
important clue to rank sentences with answer candi-
dates. Hence, in our system, retrieval scores are in-
corporated in the final ranking equation. Therefore,
we will now look at the mean reciprocal ranks of re-
trieved passages. These scores are compared with the
performance of the overall QA system using the vari-
ous passage retrieval strategies. For the latter we use
mean reciprocal ranks again but this time in terms of
answers found by the question answering system (us-
ing the first 5 answers only):

MRRQA =
1

N

N�
1

1

rank(first correct answer)

In figure 6 the mean reciprocal ranks for passage
retrieval and for question answering are compared.
Again, we also plot the number of sentences retrieved
for each segmentation strategy.
Surprisingly, we can see a lot of differences in the

plot of the passage retrieval MRR (MRRIR) and the
MRR of the QA system (MRRQA). The MRRIR

scores are increased with larger passage sizes but the
corresponding MRRQA scores decline. On the other
hand, MRRQA scores are well above the other ap-
proaches (except paragraph segmentation) when us-
ing variable-sized paragraphs. This is also surprising
when comparing the MRR scores to coverage and re-
dundancy plotted in figure 5. The variable-sized seg-
mentation approaches did not score well, neither on
coverage nor on redundancy but they did very well
on MRRQA. Here, we can clearly see the effect of
retrieval size in terms of number of sentences. Con-
cluding from the experimental figures small units are
preferred in the variable-sized segmentation approach.
The number of sentences retrieved is comparable to the
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retrieve 20 sent par doc
nr of sentences 16,545 51,260 323,582
coverage (%) 74.42 83.03 84.70
redundancy 2.61 3.72 5.33
MRRIR 0.445 0.529 0.617
MRRQA 0.441 0.479 0.432

Table 1: Discourse-based segmentation: 20 sen-
tences/paragraphs/documents per question

fixed-size window approaches with sizes 2 and 3. For
example, the average number of sentences retrieved
for variable-sized passages of size 1 to 10 is about 40
per question which refers to an average passage size
of 2 sentences (20 passages are retrieved per ques-
tion). The MRRIR scores, however, are much bet-
ter for variable-sized passages than for fixed-sized pas-
sages. There are probably quite a few one-sentence
passages in the one-to-x passage approaches and some
larger passages where it is necessary to include larger
context to match the query. To summarize the dis-
cussion, retrieving little amounts of precise data is ap-
parently preferable for question answering compared
to larger retrieval results even with better coverage.
Hence, measuring retrieval performance in terms of
coverage, redundancy and mean reciprocal ranks only
is misleading according to our data. Most relevant is
the relation between the measures just mentioned and
the average size of the retrieved text units.

3.4 Discourse passages

In the comparison above, we could also see that the
discourse-based segmentation performs best in terms
of MRRQA except for a slight improvement when
using variable-sized arbitrary passages of size 1 to
10. However, this improvement is not significant and
does not justify the extra redundancy in the retrieval
database. In general, IR does not seem to be harmed
by variable passage lengths.
We now also compare different discourse-based seg-

mentations: sentence level, paragraph level and doc-
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75 sent 20 par 5 doc
nr of sentences 61,075 51,260 80,264
coverage (%) 83.03 83.03 75.45
redundancy 5.35 3.72 1.86
MRRIR 0.451 0.529 0.607
MRRQA 0.458 0.479 0.407

Table 2: Discourse-based segmentation: 75 sentences,
20 paragraphs, 5 documents per question

ument level segmentation. Table 1 summarizes the
results.
The scores for the discourse-based segmentations

follow the same tendencies as the other segmenta-
tion techniques. Larger units produce better perfor-
mance in passage retrieval but cause a larger search
space for sub-sequent QA modules. As we can see
at the MRRQA scores, paragraph level segmentation
performs best in our setup even though coverage and
redundancy are below document retrieval results. Sen-
tence retrieval on the other hand is not preferable due
to low coverage and redundancy even though it pro-
duces the least amount of data to be searched.
Finally, we also compare the three discourse-

based passage segmentation approaches with similar
amounts of sentences retrieved. Table 2 shows the
scores for retrieving 75 sentences, 20 paragraphs and
5 documents respectively.
We can see that document retrieval still yields the

best MRR scores in the retrieval step. However, redun-
dancy and coverage are much lower when reducing the
number of documents retrieved. On the other hand,
the coverage of the sentence retrieval approach is now
identical to the paragraph approach and redundancy
is much higher due to the higher number of individual
units retrieved. However, paragraph retrieval still pro-
duces the best results in terms of question answering
accuracy. Single sentences seem to be too small as a
unit for information retrieval whereas documents are
too broad for question answering.

4 Conclusions

Our experiments show that accurate passage retrieval
is essential for question answering that integrates IR
techniques as a one-step pre-filtering step. Not only
coverage and redundancy are important for such a
module but also the ranking and the size of the re-
trieval result have a large impact on the success of
such a QA system. We could show that discourse-
based segmentation into paragraphs works well with
standard information retrieval techniques. Other seg-
mentation approaches may improve coverage and re-
dundancy but do not work well when looking at the
overall performance of the QA system. Among the
window-based approaches a segmentation into over-
lapping passages of variable-length performs best, in
particular for passages with sizes of 1 to 10 sentences.
With this, QA performs comparable to the paragraph
retrieval approach. We could also show that para-
graph retrieval is more effective than full document
retrieval which is also much more efficient considering
the expensive information extraction tools in subse-

quent modules of the QA system. Improvements to
the discourse based segmentation remain to be inves-
tigated. For example, merging headers and other spe-
cial units with proceeding paragraphs may lead to fur-
ther improvements. Additionally, we want to look at
combinations of several retrieval settings using various
segmentation approaches. For example, we want to
consider combinations of sentence-level evidence with
paragraph retrieval and multi-step approaches in the
form of zoom-in techniques.
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Abstract
Sentence alignment is an essential step in build-
ing a parallel corpus. In this paper a special-
ized approach for the alignment of movie subti-
tles based on time overlaps is introduced. It is
used for creating an extensive multilingual par-
allel subtitle corpus currently containing about
21 million aligned sentence fragments in 29 lan-
guages. Our alignment approach yields signifi-
cantly higher accuracies compared to standard
length-based approaches on this data. Further-
more, we can show that simple heuristics for sub-
title synchronization can be used to improve the
alignment accuracy even further.
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1 Introduction

Sentence alignment is a well-known task applied to
parallel corpora as a pre-requisite for many applica-
tions such as statistical machine translation [2] and
multilingual terminology extraction [9]. It consists of
finding a monotonic mapping between source and tar-
get language sentences allowing for deletions, inser-
tions and some n:m alignments. Several algorithms
have been proposed in the literature mainly based on
translation consistency. We can distinguish between
the following two main approaches: (1) sentence align-
ment based on similarity in length [1, 4], and, (2)
alignment based on term translation consistency and
anchor points [5, 3, 6]. Both techniques can also be
combined [8, 7, 14]. It has been shown that these sim-
ple, often language independent techniques yield good
results on various corpora (see, e.g. [12]) and the prob-
lem of sentence alignment is often regarded to as being
solved at least to some reasonable degree.
In this paper, we focus on the alignment of movie

subtitles, a valuable multilingual resource that is dif-
ferent to other parallel corpora in various aspects:
Movie subtitles can be described as compressed tran-
scriptions of spoken data. They contain many frag-
mental utterances rather than grammatical sentences.
Translations of subtitles are often incomplete and very
dense in the sense of compressing and summarizing ut-
terances rather than literally transcribing them. They
are often mixed with other information such as titles,
trailers, and translations of visual data (like signs etc.).

The amount of compression and re-phrasing is differ-
ent between various languages, also dependent on cul-
tural differences and subtitle traditions. A special type
are subtitles for the hearing impaired which are closer
to literal transcriptions combined with extra informa-
tion about other sounds (such as background noise
etc.). All this causes many insertions, deletions and
complex mappings when aligning subtitles. Some of
the challenges are illustrated in figure 1.

English

00:00:26,500 --> 00:00:28,434

Spend all day with us.
00:00:28,502 --> 00:00:30,436

There are two--
pardon me--
00:00:30,504 --> 00:00:34,440

two of everything in
every Noah's arcade.
00:00:34,508 --> 00:00:36,361

That means
two of Zantar,
00:00:36,361 --> 00:00:36,884

That means
two of Zantar,
00:00:36,962 --> 00:00:40,454

Bay Wolf, Ninja Commando,
Snake-azon,
00:00:40,532 --> 00:00:41,464

Psycho Chopper...
00:00:41,533 --> 00:00:43,467

It's really good
seeing you, Benjamin.

Dutch

00:00:32,298 --> 00:00:35,267

De wereld van Wayne
00:00:35,869 --> 00:00:38,963

Er zijn twee, excuseer me,
twee van Zantar.
00:00:39,205 --> 00:00:41,173

...gestoorde helicopters...
00:00:41,541 --> 00:00:45,272

Het is goed om je weer te zien, Benjamin.?
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Fig. 1: Alignment challenges: An example with En-
glish and Dutch subtitles.

The figure shows a short example of English sub-
titles and their Dutch correspondences. There are
untranslated segments such as the English fragments
shown in subtitle screen one, three and six. The latter
two are even embedded in surrounding sentences which
makes it impossible to find a proper alignment with
sentences as the basic unit. Furthermore, automatic
tokenization and sentence splitting causes further er-
rors. Obviously, sentences may span over several sub-
title screens as illustrated in figure 1. However, in the
Dutch example the first subtitle line is attached to the
proceeding ones because the sentence splitter did not
recognize a proper sentence boundary between line one
and two. A sentence aligner has no other chance then
to link the entire unit to corresponding ones in the
other language even if the mapping is only partially
correct. We can also see in the example that there is
only one real 1:1 alignment whereas other types are
more frequent than in other parallel resources.
From the discussion above, it seems obvious that

traditional sentence alignment approaches are not ap-
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propriate for this kind of data. Hence, we propose a
new approach specifically designed for the alignment
of subtitles. However, in the next section we firstly
present the subtitle corpus we have collected includ-
ing a brief discussion about pre-processing issues.

2 The Subtitle Corpus

Several databases are on-line that provide subtitles
in various languages. All of them collect user up-
loads that can be searched in various ways. How-
ever, most of them are not very stable in the sense
that they move to different locations and have a
lot of down-time. This made us suspicious about
their legal background. We found one provider,
http://www.opensubtitles.org, that seems to be
very reliable, which offers an extensive multilingual
collection of subtitles without user registration neces-
sary. They claim that their database only contains
legal downloads that are free to distribute. Further-
more, we were pleased to obtain the entire database
of about 308,000 files by the provider covering about
18,900 movies in 59 languages (status of July, 2006)
for which we are very grateful.
In order to build our corpus, several pre-processing

steps had to be taken. First of all, we had to iden-
tify the subtitle format and to convert it to a uniform
corpus format. Several formats are used and we de-
cided to support two popular ones, SubRip files (usu-
ally with extension ’.srt’) and microDVD files (usually
with extension ’.sub’). The latter were automatically
converted to SubRip using a freely available script
sub2srt (http://www.robelix.com/sub2srt/). Fur-
thermore, subtitles use various character encodings.
Unfortunately, we are not aware of a reliable tool for
detecting character encodings and, therefore, we man-
ually defined a conversion table (one encoding per lan-
guage) after inspecting some sample data. We con-
verted the subtitle files to a simple standalone XML
format using Unicode UTF-8. An example is shown in
figure 2.
Each subtitle file has been tokenized and marked

with sentence boundaries as shown in figure 2. Both,
tokenization and sentence splitting is done by means of
regular expressions. The annotation is done automat-
ically without any manual corrections and, therefore,
contains errors especially for languages that do not use
similar word and sentence boundaries as defined in our
patterns. In future work, we would like to improve to-
kenization and especially sentence boundary detection
which is crucial for the success of an alignment at the
sentence level1.
Another issue with the database we obtained is that

it contains erroneous files, for example, files with cor-
rupt character encodings and subtitles tagged with the
wrong language. In order to remove such noise as
much as possible, we included a language classifier to
check the contents of all subtitles. For this we used
1 Note that sentences may span several subtitle screens as also

shown in figure 2. This makes it necessary to store time
information (which we need for the alignment later on) in a
special way to avoid crossing annotations that are not allowed
in XML. Hence, time slot information is split into two time
events, one for the starting time and one for the end of the
slot.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<document>

<s id="1">
<time id="T1S" value="00:00:26,500" />
<w id="1.1">Spend</w>
<w id="1.2">all</w>
<w id="1.3">day</w>
<w id="1.4">with</w>
<w id="1.5">us</w>
<w id="1.6">.</w>
<time id="T1E" value="00:00:28,434" />

</s>
<s id="2">

<time id="T2S" value="00:00:28,502" />
<w id="2.1">There</w>
<w id="2.2">are</w>
<w id="2.3">two</w>
<w id="2.4">--</w>
<w id="2.5">pardon</w>
<w id="2.6">me</w>
<w id="2.7">--</w>
<time id="T2E" value="00:00:30,436" />
<time id="T3S" value="00:00:30,504" />
<w id="2.8">two</w>
<w id="2.9">of</w>
<w id="2.10">everything</w>
<w id="2.11">in</w>
<w id="2.12">every</w>
<w id="2.13">Noah’</w>
<w id="2.14">s</w>
<w id="2.15">arcade</w>
<w id="2.16">.</w>
<time id="T3E" value="00:00:34,440" />

</s>

Fig. 2: Subtitles in XML

textcat a freely available and trainable classifier de-
signed for language identification [13]. It uses N-gram
models trained on example texts and, therefore, relies
on the given encoding used in the training data. We
applied the language checker after encoding conver-
sion and, therefore, built language models for UTF-8
texts. For simplicity we used the training data from
the textcat package converted to Unicode using the
Unix tool recode. Altogether, we created 46 language
models. The classifier predicts for each given input file
the most likely language according to the known mod-
els. The output of textcat is one of the following: (1)
a certain classification of one language, (2) a ranked
list of likely languages (in cases where the decision is
not clear-cut), and, (3) a “resign” message in cases
where the language classifier does not find any lan-
guage that matches sufficiently enough. We accepted
subtitles only in the case where the language classifier
is certain that the language is the same as specified in
the database and disregarded all other files.
After pre-processing and language checking we re-

tained 38,825 subtitle files in 29 languages. From that
we selected 22,794 pairs of subtitles for alignment (se-
lecting only the ones corresponding to the same phys-
ical video file) covering 2,780 movies in 361 language
pairs. Altogether, this corresponds to about 22 million
sentence alignments created by the approach described
below.

3 Sentence alignment

One of the essential properties of parallel corpora is
that they can be aligned at some segmentation level.
A common segmentation is to split on sentence bound-
aries and to link sentences or sequences of sentences
in the source language with corresponding ones in the
target language. Sentence alignment is assumed to be
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monotonic, i.e. crossing links are not allowed. How-
ever, deletions and insertions are usually supported.
Subtitles can be aligned at various segmentation lev-

els, for instance, mapping subtitle screens (text frag-
ments shown together in one time slot on screen) or
sentences. We opted for the latter for the following
reasons: Sentences are linguistically motivated units
and important for applications using the aligned data.
Subtitle screens on the other hand often include var-
ious fragments by different speakers and their com-
pilation highly depends on visual requirements and
language dependent issues. The contents of these
screens varies very much between different subtitles
and, therefore, they are hard to align without partial
overlaps with other screens. We therefore decided to
align the data at the sentence level assuming that our
sentence splitter works well for most of the languages
included.
In the following, we first discuss a standard length-

based approach applied to subtitles. Thereafter, we
will present our new alignment approach based on time
overlaps. Finally, some additional heuristics are dis-
cussed for further improvements.

3.1 Length-based approaches

One of the standard approaches to sentence alignment
is the popular length-based approach proposed by [4].
It is based on the assumption that translations tend
to be of similar lengths in characters (possibly factor-
ized by a specific constant) with some variance. Using
this assumption we can apply a dynamic algorithm to
find the best alignment between sentences in one lan-
guage and sentences in the other language. Alignments
are restricted to the most common types (usually 1:1,
1:0, 0:1, 2:1, 1:2 and 2:2) with prior probabilities at-
tached to them to make the algorithm more efficient
and more accurate. In the default settings, there is a
strong preference for 1:1 sentence alignments whereas
the likelihood of the other types is very low. This is
based on empirical studies of some example data [4].
It has been shown that this algorithm is very flexi-

ble and robust even without changing its parameters
[12, 11]. However, looking at our data it is obvious that
certain settings and assumptions of the algorithm are
not appropriate. As discussed earlier, we can observe
many insertions and deletions in subtitle pairs and typ-
ically, a length-based approach cannot deal with such
cases very well. Even worse, such insertions and dele-
tions may cause a lot of follow-up errors due to the
dynamic algorithm trying to cover the entire text in
both languages. In order to account for the special
properties of subtitles we adjusted the prior probabil-
ities set in the length-based alignment approach. For
this we manually aligned a small subset of randomly
selected subtitles from five movies in English, German,
and Swedish. We aligned parts of all language combi-
nations using the interactive sentence alignment tool
ISA [10] resulting in a total of 1312 sentence align-
ment units. We used relative frequencies of each oc-
curring alignment type to estimate the new parame-
ters. For efficency reasons we omitted alignment types
with probabilities below 0.001. Table 1 lists the final
settings used for the length-based approach.
Using the settings above, 1:1 sentence alignment are

alignment type count probability
1:1 896 0.6829
2:1 100 0.0762
0:1 91 0.0694
1:0 74 0.0564
1:2 72 0.0549
1:3 24 0.0183
3:1 16 0.0122

Table 1: Adjusted priors for various alignment types
(with probability > 0.001)

still preferred but with a smaller likelihood (0.89 in
the original settings). As expected, deletions and in-
sertions (1:0 and 0:1 alignments) are more frequent in
subtitles (0.0099 each in the original implementation)
and two types are added: 1:3 and 3:1 alignments. On
the other hand, 2:2 alignments are not considered in
our model whereas they are in the original approach
with a prior probability of 0.011). We are aware of the
fact that there is a substantial variance among align-
ment types (depending on the language pair and other
factors) and that our sample is not representative for
the entire collection containing many more language
pairs. However, we assume that these settings are still
more appropriate than the default settings used in the
original algorithm. Figure 3 shows example output of
the approach with adjusted parameters.

English Dutch
Spend all day with us .
There are two – pardon
me – two of everything in
every Noah’ s arcade .

De wereld van Wayne Er
zijn twee , excuseer me ,
twee van Zantar . ... gesto-
orde helicopters ...

That means two of Zantar ,
That means two of Zantar
, Bay Wolf , Ninja Com-
mando , Snake- azon , Psy-
cho Chopper ...

Het is goed om je weer te
zien , Benjamin . Je bent
al heel lang niet meer in
Shakey’ s geweest .

It’ s really good seeing you ,
Benjamin .

Ik heb het heel erg druk .

You haven’ t been into
Shakey’ s for so long .

Het zijn er twee voor jou
, want eentje zal het niet
doen .

Well , I’ ve been real busy .
It’ s two for you ’ cause one
won’ t do .

De hele week , krijgen
kinderen onder de zes elke
vijfde ...

All this week , kids under 6
get every fifth – There’ s a
new pet .

Er is een nieuw huisdier
Het Chia huisdier .

Ch- Ch- Chia Chia Pet –
the pottery that grows .

Het aardewerk dat groeit .

They are very fast . Zij zijn erg snel .
Simple . Simpel .
Plug it in , and insert the
plug from just about any-
thing .

Plug het in .

Fig. 3: Length-based sentence alignment - text in ital-
ics is wrongly aligned.

As the figure illustrates there are many erroneous
alignments using the length-based approach. In fact,
most of the alignments are wrong (in italics) and we
can also see the typical problem of follow-up errors.
For example, the alignment is shifted already in the
beginning due to the deletion of some sentences frag-
ments in Dutch.

3.2 Alignment with time overlaps

As seen in the previous sections, a length-based ap-
proach cannot deal very well with our data collec-
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tion. Let us now consider a different approach di-
rectly incorporating the time information given in the
subtitles. Subtitles should be synchronized with the
original movie using the time values specified for each
screen. Intuitively, corresponding segments in differ-
ent translations should be shown at roughly the same
time. Hence, we can use this information to map
source language segments to target language segments.
The timing is usually not exactly the same but the
overlap in time in which they are shown should be a
good predictor for correspondence. The main princi-
ple of an alignment approach based on time overlaps
is illustrated in figure 4.

English

00:00:26,500 --> 00:00:28,434

Spend all day with us.
00:00:28,502 --> 00:00:30,436

There are two--
pardon me--
00:00:30,504 --> 00:00:34,440

two of everything in
every Noah's arcade.
00:00:34,508 --> 00:00:36,361

That means
two of Zantar,
00:00:36,361 --> 00:00:36,884

That means
two of Zantar,
00:00:36,962 --> 00:00:40,454

Bay Wolf, Ninja Commando,
Snake-azon,
00:00:40,532 --> 00:00:41,464

Psycho Chopper...
00:00:41,533 --> 00:00:43,467

It's really good
seeing you, Benjamin.

Dutch

00:00:32,298 --> 00:00:35,267

De wereld van Wayne
00:00:35,869 --> 00:00:38,963

Er zijn twee, excuseer me,
twee van Zantar.
00:00:39,205 --> 00:00:41,173

...gestoorde helicopters...
00:00:41,541 --> 00:00:45,272

Het is goed om je weer te zien, Benjamin.

no overlap

2:1 alignment

best overlap

Fig. 4: Sentence alignment with time overlaps

The main problem with this approach is to deal with
the differences in dividing texts into screens in various
languages. The alignment is still done at the sentence
level and, hence, we need time information for sen-
tences instead of subtitle screens. Figure 4 illustrates
some simple cases where sentences span over several
screens but still start and end at screen boundaries.
However, this is not always the case. Very often sen-
tence boundaries are somewhere in the middle of a
screen (even if they span over several screens) and,
hence, start and end time are not explicitly given. In
these cases we have to approximate the time bound-
aries to calculate overlaps between sentences in cor-
responding files. For this we used the nearest “time
events” and calculated the time proportional to the
strings in between. Computing a new time event tnew
for a sentence boundary in this way is given by the
following equation:

tnew = tbefore + cbefore ∗
tafter − tbefore
cbefore + cafter

Here, tbefore corresponds to the nearest time event
before the current position and tafter is the time at
the nearest time event after the current position. Sim-
ilarly, cbefore and cafter are the lengths of the strings
before and after the current position up to the nearest
time events. Hence, we interpolate the time linearly
over the characters in the current segment. This is
done dynamically from the beginning to the end of the
subtitle file using approximated time values as well for
further time estimations if necessary (in cases where
more than one sentence boundary is found within one

subtitle screen). Additionally, consistency of the time
values is checked. Due to errors in the subtitle files it
can happen that time events have identical or even de-
creasing values. In these cases a dummy time of 0.0001
seconds is added to the previous time event overwrit-
ing the inconsistent one. This is done iteratively as
long as necessary.
Now, with time values fixed for all sentences in the

subtitle we need to find the best alignment between
them. We still want to support deletions, insertions
and n:m alignments. In our approach, we define a
set of possible alignment types (as in the length-based
approach) which are then considered as possible al-
ternatives when looking for the best mapping. In our
experiments, we simply applied the same types as used
in the length-based approach (see table 1). However,
prior probabilities are not used in this model. The
comparison is purely based on absolute time overlaps.
The algorithm runs through the pair of subtitles in a
sliding window, comparing alternative alignments ac-
cording to the pre-defined types and picking the one
with the highest time overlap. Note that we do not
need any recursion and the alignment can be done in
linear time because of the use of absolute time values.
The result of the alignment with time overlaps for our
little example is shown in figure 5.

English Dutch
Spend all day with us .
There are two – pardon
me – two of everything
in every Noah’ s arcade .
That means two of Zan-
tar , That means two of
Zantar , Bay Wolf , Ninja
Commando , Snake- azon
, Psycho Chopper ...

De wereld van Wayne Er
zijn twee , excuseer me
, twee van Zantar . ...
gestoorde helicopters ...

It’ s really good seeing
you , Benjamin .

Het is goed om je weer te
zien , Benjamin .

You haven’ t been into
Shakey’ s for so long .

Je bent al heel lang niet
meer in Shakey’ s ge-
weest .

Well , I’ ve been real busy
.

Ik heb het heel erg druk
.

It’ s two for you ’ cause
one won’ t do .

Het zijn er twee voor jou
, want eentje zal het niet
doen .

All this week , kids under
6 get every fifth – There’
s a new pet .

De hele week , krijgen
kinderen onder de zes
elke vijfde ... Er is een
nieuw huisdier Het Chia
huisdier .

Ch- Ch- Chia Chia Pet –
the pottery that grows .

Het aardewerk dat groeit
.

They are very fast . Zij zijn erg snel .
Simple .
Simpel . Plug it in , and
insert the plug from just
about anything .

Plug het in . Het is simple
!

Fig. 5: Sentence alignment based on time overlaps -
text in italics is wrongly aligned.

One of the big advantages of this approach is that it
can easily handle insertions and deletions at any po-
sition as long as the timing is synchronized between
the two subtitle files. Especially initial and final in-
sertions often cause follow-up errors in length-based
approaches but they do not cause any trouble in the
time overlap approach (look for example at the first
English sentence in the example in figure 4). Remain-
ing errors mainly occur due to sentence splitting errors
and timing differences. The latter will be discussed in
the following section.
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3.3 Movie synchronization

Intuitively, the alignment approach based on time
overlaps ought to produce very accurate results assum-
ing that subtitles are equally synchronized to the orig-
inal movie. Surprisingly, this is not always the case.
Time information in subtitles often varies slightly re-
sulting in growing time gaps between corresponding
segments. In preliminary evaluations we realized that
the alignments produced by the time overlap approach
either is very accurate or very poor. After inspecting
some problematic cases it became obvious that the er-
rors where due to timing issues: a difference in speed
and a difference in starting times. Considering the fact
that alignment is entirely based on time information
already small timing differences have a large impact
on this approach.
Fortunately, timing differences can be adjusted. As-

suming that speed is constant in both subtitles we can
compute two additional parameters, speed difference
(time ratio) and time offset using two anchor points
that correspond to true alignment points. The follow-
ing equations are used to calculate the two parameters:

timeratio =
(trg1 − trg2)
(src1 − src2)

timeoffset = trg2 − src2 ∗ timeratio

Here, src1 and src2 corresponds to the time val-
ues (in seconds) of the anchor points in the source
language and trg1 and trg2 to the time values of
corresponding points in the target language. Using
timeratio and timeoffset we adjust all time values in
the source language file and align sentences using the
time overlap approach.
The time synchronization approach described above

is very effective and yields significant improvements
where timing differences occur. However, it requires
two reliable anchor points that should also be far away
from each other to produce accurate parameter esti-
mations. One approach (and the most reliable one)
is to define these anchor points manually. Again, ISA
can be used to do this job simply by adding two break
points to the subtitle pair, one at the beginning and
one at the end. We then use the times at the beginning
of each break point and synchronize. This approach
is simple and requires minimal human intervention.
However, it is not feasible to use it for all subtitle
pairs in our corpus.
An alternative approach is to restrict human inter-

vention to cases where erroneous alignments can be
predicted using some simple heuristics. For example,
we can count the ratio between empty sentence links
(1:0 and 0:1) and non-empty ones.

algtyperatio =
|non-empty links|+ 1
|empty links|+ 1

Assuming that an alignment should mainly consist
of non-empty links we can use a threshold for this ratio
(for example > 2.0) to decide whether an alignment is
likely to be correct or not. The latter can be inspected
by humans and corrected using the anchor point ap-
proach.

Another approach for synchronization is to use cog-
nates in form of similar strings to identify correspond-
ing points in source and target language. For this,
subtitle pairs are scanned in a sliding window from the
beginning and from the end in order to find appropri-
ate candidates. Using string similarity measures such
as the longest common subsequence ratio (LCSR) and
thresholds on similarity we can decide for the most rel-
evant candidate pairs with the largest distance (it is
also advisable to set a threshold for the minimal length
of a possible candidate). Alternatively, we can restrict
the search to identical strings and/or to strings with
initial capital letters or we may include pairs from a
given bilingual dictionary to find anchor points in the
subtitle pairs. Note that a candidate does not have to
be limited to a single word. Using these pairs of corre-
sponding candidates we can use the time (start or end)
of the sentences they appear in to compute the timing
differences. Clearly, the cognate approach is restricted
to related languages with more or less identical char-
acter sets. A solution for more distant language pairs
would be to use existing bilingual dictionaries to select
appropriate candidate pairs. This, however, requires
corresponding resources for all language pairs included
which are not available to us.
Furthermore, selecting candidate pairs is not

straightforward especially in our subtitle data. Names
are often spelled in a similar way in different languages
and therefore, they will frequently be selected as an-
chor point by the string similarity measure. However,
the use of names may differ significantly in various
languages. As we discussed earlier, subtitles are not
transcriptions of the spoken data and, hence, names
are often left out or replaced by referring expressions.
Therefore, we may find a lot of false hits when using
a general search for cognate pairs. In our initial ex-
periments we observed that a general synchronization
based on cognate pairs for all subtitle pairs is harm-
ful for the overall alignment quality. Hence, heuristics
based on alignment type ratios as mentioned above
are again useful for selecting potentially erroneously
aligned subtitle pairs for which synchronization might
be useful. Another strategy to reduce synchronization
errors made by wrongly selected anchor points is to
average over all candidate pairs. However, this can
lead to other errors. Finally, we can also try all pos-
sible combinations of anchor point candidates and use
them iteratively for synchronization. We then pick the
one that performs best according to the alignment type
ratio as defined above. Fortunately, the time overlap
approach is fast enough to make it feasible to apply
this approach (see section 4 below).

4 Evaluation

For evaluation we randomly selected 10 movies with
subtitles in three languages, English, German and
Dutch. We manually aligned parts of all pairs of
Dutch-English and Dutch-German subtitles from this
set using ISA2. In particular, we selected about 15
initial, 15 intermediate and 15 final sentences in each
2 Note that the alignments are symmetric and the direction of

the alignment as mentioned here is only due to alphabetic
sorting of the language name
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aligned subtitle pair to account for differences in align-
ment quality at different document positions. The ex-
act number of sentences aligned varies slightly between
all subtitle pairs due to the amount of insertion, dele-
tions and n:m alignments necessary. In total, we in-
cluded 988 alignment units in our evaluation set, 516
for Dutch-English and 472 for Dutch-German. The 10
movies are all originally in English and, therefore, it
is interesting to compare the alignments for the two
selected language pairs. English subtitles are mainly
produced for the hearing impaired and, therefore, con-
tain much more information than the two translations
into Dutch and German. However, let us first look
at the overall accuracy of the alignment for the fol-
lowing four alignment approaches: (1) length-based
sentence alignment with adjusted priors (length), (2)
standard time-overlap alignment (time1), (3) time-
overlap alignment with a cognate filter (LCSR) us-
ing a threshold of 0.8 which is applied in cases where
algtyperatio < 2.0 (time2), and, (4) time-overlap align-
ment with a cognate filter (threshold=0.6) and it-
erative selection of candidate pairs according to the
alignment type ratio in cases the initial ratio is < 2.0
(time3). The minimal string length for the cognate fil-
ter is set to five characters for both, time2 and time3.
The LCSR threshold for time3 is lower than for time2
to give it more flexibility when selecting anchor points.
It is not recommendable to use such a relaxed thresh-
old for time2 because of the risk of finding false posi-
tives. Time2 automatically selects the candidate pairs
with the largest distance from each other and, there-
fore, the probability of selecting a wrong candidate
pair is larger with lower thresholds for the cognate fil-
ter.
The results of the alignments measured on our eval-

uation data are shown in table 2. The scores are
split into three categories: correct for exact matches,
partial for partially correct alignments (some overlap
with correct alignments in both, source and target lan-
guage3), and wrong for all other alignments. Naturally,
we count only scores for sentences included in the man-
ually aligned data.

approach correct partial wrong

length 0.515 0.119 0.365
time1 0.608 0.105 0.286
time2 0.672 0.136 0.192
time3 0.732 0.144 0.124

Table 2: Different alignment approaches

The scores in table 2 show that the alignment accu-
racy is significantly lower than otherwise reported for
sentence alignment, which could be expected due to
the difficulties in our data discussed earlier. However,
the time-overlap approach yields major improvements
compared to the length-based alignment. We can also
see that the heuristics for enabling synchronization
based on the type ratio is successful. The final ap-
proach using iterative candidate selection clearly out-
performs the others. It is interesting to see where the
3 Note that empty alignments are always mapped to 1:0 or 0:1

alignments (never 0:x or x:0 with x>1) and are either correct
or wrong but never partial.

strengths of the time overlap approach can be found.
For this, we computed accuracy scores for the different
alignment types (see table 3). In order to make it eas-
ier to compare the results we counted partially correct
links as 50% correct and added them accordingly to
the scores of the correct links.

type nr length time1 time2 time3

1:1 685 0.734 0.676 0.763 0.842
0:1 106 0.000 0.566 0.575 0.594
1:2 70 0.429 0.529 0.671 0.743
1:0 52 0.000 0.904 0.923 0.885
2:1 43 0.535 0.686 0.791 0.849
1:3 16 0.469 0.594 0.625 0.688
2:2 5 0.300 0.300 0.400 0.400
3:1 3 0.333 0.667 0.833 0.833

Table 3: Accuracy per alignment type (skipping 8
alignments with more than four sentences involved)

The strength of the time-overlap approach is cer-
tainly in the non-1:1 alignments. The length-based
approach is rather good in finding proper 1:1 links
and yields even better results than the standard time-
overlap approach. However, using synchronization
heuristics brings about a significant improvement be-
yond the accuracy of the baseline approach even for
this alignment type. The largest difference can be seen
in the empty alignments. The time-overlap approach
can handle insertions and deletions much better than
the length-based approach. It also yields better re-
sults for the other types. Synchronization is helpful
for almost all types. One exception is the score for 1:0
alignments which actually drops a little bit when ap-
plying the iterative anchor point selection. A reason
for this is that such empty alignments are taken as in-
dicators for erroneous alignments even when they are
correct. In some cases this assumption causes a degra-
dation of performance. This can also be seen when
looking at the results for the individual subtitle pairs
(tables 4 and 5).

movie (dut-eng subtitles) length time1 time2 time3

Location Production
Footage: The Last
Temptation of Christ

0.857 0.976 0.976 0.976

Finding Neverland 0.375 0.333 0.333 0.615
A Beautiful Mind 0.339 0.688 0.688 0.688
Under Fire 0.896 0.896 0.896 0.896
Batman Forever 0.976 0.988 0.988 0.988
The Last Samurai 0.043 0.928 0.942 0.928
Basic 0.737 1.000 1.000 1.000
Pulp Fiction 0.088 0.175 0.175 0.579
Return to Paradise 0.640 0.940 0.940 0.940
The Diary of Anne Frank 0.308 0.754 0.754 0.754
average (516 alignments) 0.476 0.754 0.756 0.825

Table 4: Alignment accuracy per subtitle pair for
Dutch-English

There are indeed subtitle pairs for which the ac-
curacy drops when using iterative anchor point selec-
tion as mentioned above. However, the overall per-
formance is higher using this strategy compared to
the fixed selection of the most distance candidates
(time2). Tables 4 and 5 also include average accuracies
per language pair. Here, we can observe a huge dif-
ference between the accuracy of the length-based ap-
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movie (dut-ger subtitles) length time1 time2 time3

Location Production
Footage: The Last
Temptation of Christ

0.963 1.000 1.000 1.000

Finding Neverland 0.523 0.047 0.791 0.756
A Beautiful Mind 0.796 0.092 0.663 0.643
Under Fire 0.890 0.900 0.900 0.900
Batman Forever 0.608 0.706 0.706 0.706
The Last Samurai 0.787 0.915 0.915 0.915
Basic 0.500 0.154 0.590 0.487
Pulp Fiction 0.637 0.049 0.049 0.716
Return to Paradise 0.798 0.915 0.915 0.915
The Diary of Anne Frank 0.361 0.759 0.759 0.759
average (472 alignments) 0.683 0.559 0.722 0.781

Table 5: Alignment accuracy per subtitle pair for
Dutch-German

proach which is much higher for Dutch-German than
for Dutch-English. This could also be expected due
to the differences in style. The English subtitles are
much more detailed whereas German and Dutch sub-
titles are more compressed. It looks like that this com-
pression is rather similar for the two languages which
favors the length-based approach. The time-overlap
alignment is actually a bit worse for Dutch-German
than for Dutch-English but this might be rather in-
cidental. Many errors are due to sentence splitting
mistakes which can be quite different for the various
subtitles. In future work, preprocessing should be im-
proved to reduce errors originating in tokenization and
sentence splitting. Fortunately, the alignment is done
automatically and, therefore, can easily be re-run af-
ter any preprocessing improvement. Another task for
future work is to check the alignment quality for other
language pairs especially more distant ones for which
the synchronization approach using cognates is not ap-
plicable.

5 Conclusions

In this paper a sentence alignment approach for movie
subtitles based on time overlaps has been introduced.
It has been used to align an extensive multilingual cor-
pus of about 38,000 subtitles in 29 languages. Its accu-
racy outperforms standard length-based alignment ap-
proaches especially by improving non-1:1 alignments
that frequently occur in this kind of data. Further-
more, we presented additional techniques to synchro-
nize subtitles to improve the alignment even further.
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Abstract

We present a comparative study of the outputs of three widely
known available parsers implemented for Spanish – FreeLing,
HISPAL and Connexor. Our prime goal is to develop 
subsequently a method for optimization of syntactic parsing for 
Spanish using the conclusions of the comparative analysis
reported below. In this paper, we discuss the results of the
comparison and investigate the error analysis in order to achieve
further better performance and higher reliability in automatic
parsing for Spanish. With this study, we attempt to demonstrate
that it is worthwhile to identify the sources of several common
errors for making progress in this direction.
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Parsing evaluation. 

1   Introduction 

A lot of recent works on automatic parsing of natural
languages have shown the necessity of disposing of an 
appropriate grammar no matter how simple it may be and
its usefulness in different areas of linguistic research. As 
until now a great part of the efforts has been concentrated
on English, Spanish has recently become a new challenge
for linguists because it does need mature and full-grown
grammar capable of analysing unrestricted texts. With this
objective, a number of syntactic parsers for Spanish based
on different grammatical formalisms have been designed
and implemented, but only after a close examination and 
comparison of their outputs, we can notice that there is
still a lot of work left to do on this side. Therefore, we 
consider that their comparative study could contribute for
improving the syntactic analysis for Spanish1.

 Section 2 describes the three syntactic parsers for
Spanish involved in the study – HISPAL (Bick, E. 2006),
FreeLing (Carreras et al 2004; Atserias et al 2006) and
Connexor (Tapanainen 1996). In Section 3 we examine
some of the syntactic peculiarities of Spanish and the
problems that these can entail in syntactic processing.
Actually, we will further analyse these problems and the 

1 This research is supported by KNOW Project (MCyT
TIN2006-1549-C03-02) and Nevena Tinkova’s scholarship (FI
Generalitat de Catalunya 2004FI-IQUC1/00084). The authors
thank Eckhard Bick, Mirkka Soininen and Lluís Padró for 
providing the data of HISPAL, Connexor and FreeLing parsers, 
respectively, due to which was possible to carry out the
comparison.

way they are treated in the productions of the three
analysers. Section 4 explains the methodology used in the
study in order to proceed to analysing the results
performed by the parsers in Section 5 and consequently,
to set out the evaluation of the parsers outputs. Finally, in
Section 6 we finish with some conclusions and trace out
ideas for further research.

2   Syntactic Parsers for Spanish 

The three available state-of-the-art and most accurate
parsers used here in order to run the comparison are
HISPAL, Connexor and FreeLing2. The first two rely on
Constraint Grammar formalism whereas the latter begins
using constituency structure (as it comes from the shallow
parser TACAT) but later on it is developed within
dependency grammar. Of special importance for the
comparison is the fact that HISPAL, FreeLing and 
Connexor opt to use the dependency approach to syntax,
in which words modify other words and the former adds
details to the latter. Thus, the whole combination inherits
the syntactic properties of the words that govern. Keeping
in mind this basic circumstance, we can explore their 
outputs in Section 5. 

 As far as their performance is concerned, we can find
only a detailed evaluation of HISPAL system (Bick
2006), since no other evaluation for other syntactic
parsers for Spanish is reported. The results of the
evaluation of HISPAL parsing performance are quite
good achieving an overall syntactic accuracy of 95 – 96% 
on raw text, even though, as Bick (2006) states, it was not
enough rigid because it did not use multiple annotators
and manual revision was performed on top of an
automatic analysis.

3   Syntactic Peculiarities of Spanish

As also discussed in Galicia-Haro et al (2002) there are
certain features that depend on each language and that
make simpler o more complicated the relation between
groups of words in a sentence. Thus, to recognise possible
combinations of verbs and their complements seems less
difficult when we deal with languages with fixed word
order than with flexible one. However, this may not
happen, because sentence structures in languages have

2 HISPAL http://beta.visl.sdu.dk/visl/es/parsing/ automatic/trees.
php), Connexor (http://www.connexor.com/demo/), FreeLing 
(http://garraf.epsevg.upc.es/ freeling/demo.php)
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different orders of constituents and present different
degrees of freedom. For instance, Spanish is similar to
English in the order of the constituents (subject, verb,
direct object) but there is much more freedom in Spanish
to go off this order. Moreover, constituents in SVO order
can also be put in other, less common, orders depending
on what is emphasized and what is treated as important
information by the speaker. Thus, as Butt (1998) argues
factors like context, psychology, register and rhythm
affect the ordering of the main constituents of a Spanish
sentence. Next, we present some of the most problematic
cases for Spanish in parsing that we have found in our
study.

As we have already mentioned that Spanish has a
relatively flexible word order, we may find a number of 
cases where subjects and direct objects change their 
normal positions as illustrated in the below example:

(a)
Papel fundamental han desempeñado en esta recuperación los
evangelios… [Spanish]

*A fundamental role have played in this recovery the gospels…
[English]

Inversion of subjects and objects is a common
phenomenon that takes place in Romance languages and
is typical of flowery literary style. Thus, in Section 5 we
will explain how the inversion of these main sentence
constituents leads to misidenfication of the syntactic
function of both elements in parsing that could be avoided
if several observations are taken into account.

Direct objects in many languages occupy the
immediate position after verbs without any prepositions in
between. This is not the case, however, of Spanish that
has an accusative case marker (the preposition a3), though
this is limited to direct objects referring to humans as in
(b). Thus, direct objects are preceded by the preposition a
even if they are animals, countries, collective nouns or
social entities (political parties, companies) as in (c) and
its omission would be a crass error. Consider the
following examples:

(b)
Pero el colmo es ver a Lucio subiendo al ataque…   [Spanish]

But the last straw is to see Lucio getting into attack…  [English]

(c)
Adoro a mi perro pequeño. [Spanish]

I adore my little dog. [English]

In (b) we have a clear example of a direct object referring
to a human being a Lucio, whereas in (c) we personify the 
animal because of its close relation with the speaker, that
is, the more familiar the language, the more likely the use
of a. As we may notice, animatedness is obviously a 

3 As Demonte (1999) argues some grammarians consider a as a
particle and not as a preposition because it does not behave as a
real preposition when it is used to introduce direct objects.

syntactic trait but it has as well a shade of semantic
meaning and in some cases it may help us to distinguish
subjects from direct objects. 

While the first use of the preposition a in (b) denotes a 
clear example of animate direct object, its second use in 
the same sentence al ataque should conceivably be 
interpreted as an adverbial. Nevertheless, this reading is
not easily available in some parsing systems as we can
observe in 5.3.

Overall, each semantic valency can be represented on 
syntactic level by only one element as is the case of most
of the languages. In Spanish, instead, there is the
possibility of doubling valencies which according to 
Demonte (1999) expresses the culmination of the event as 
in the next sample sentence:

(d)
Anier García le dio el lunes a Cuba su primera medalla dorada…

[Spanish]

*Anier García it gave on Monday to Cuba his first golden 
medal… [English]

In (d) it may be claimed that there is a repetition of the
indirect object a Cuba expressed by means of the use of
the dative clitic le. In parsing such a sentence, we should
try to achieve that systems analyse both elements as
indirect object because, on the contrary, they will fail to
assign correctly the syntactic function of each constituent
(see 5.4).

Other typical phenomena that make difficult the
syntactic analysis of Spanish are subject elision and 
omission of some arguments. Analysing them will be
outside the scope in this article but we have taken them
into consideration in our study.

4   Methodology of the Study 

We experiment our methodology on a corpus that consists
of approximately 70 sentences (1600 words) extracted
from different Spanish electronic newspapers such as El
País, El Mundo Deportivo and La Vanguardia. These
sentences are of different sizes and we have selected them
in such a way that they contain a wide variety of typical
syntactic and semantic structures for Spanish that
constitute common cases of the linguistic phenomena
discussed in the study. Before we proceed to performing a
qualitative comparison of the parsers outputs, we analyse
the corpus with HISPAL, FreeLing and Connexor
systems. We do that taking into account that each parser
starts from a morphological analysis and an own tagger. 
Note that this is important in order to arrive at correct
analysis because some of the syntactic errors are due to 
morphology as shown in the following examples:

(e)
Animados con la cerveza para hacer frente al bochorno y el 
calor olvidaron…   [Spanish]

Cheered up with the beer in order to stand up the close weather
and the heat they forgot…   [English]
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(f)
Irán dice que no aceptará…   [Spanish]

Iran tells that will not accept …   [English]

The sentence in (e) is correctly analysed uniquely by 
HISPAL because FreeLing and Connexor assign a wrong
tag to animados that in this case is the participle of the
verb animar and not a noun in plural as described in
Connexor or the imperative of the verb animarse4

(animad+os) as FreeLing states. Similar is the situation in 
(f) where only FreeLing fails in assigning to Irán the tag
of future tense of the verb ir (in English to go). As a
consequence, wrong syntactic analysis is performed.
Fewer errors in morphology in our corpus are observed in 
HISPAL system because as Bick (2006) argues HISPAL's
morphological analyser is a multitagger assigning 
multiple possible readings to tokenized input. Thus, it
reaches accuracy for non-name words of around 99.4%,
whereas for FreeLing it is over 97% (Carmona et al
1998). Some of the still unresolved cases in the
morphology of HISPAL that can be improved in further
editions are on the one hand, the way baseforms are 
assigned when words end with s and we have them in
plural and on the other, the treatment of some adverbs.
The former can be illustrated with the example of países
(countries): the singular is país (country) and in order to
form the plural we add –es, but HISPAL’s morphological
analyser fails to assign the correct singular form and 
forms it as *paise. As far as the latter case is concerned, 
we have the adverb allá (there) that in HISPAL’s
morphology appears as an adjective.

 Once the corpus is parsed, we compare the productions
of each system, identify the errors and finally we group
them according to their source. We believe that some of 
them can be improved and avoided in further
developments of parsers.

5   Comparison of the Parsers Outputs 

We perform a qualitative comparison using the parsers
previously described in Section 2. As we have mentioned
in the introduction of this paper, we will focus on some
types of errors discussed in the next subsections that
might shed light on the reasons for why it is important
and useful to compare the performance of these accurate
and robust parsers. Other errors such as misidentification
of syntactic categories, bad coordination of clauses and
phrases, structural ambiguities, misidentification of
constituents in interrogative sentences, relative clauses
introduced by prepositions (de / en / con quien) are also 
considered and discussed in the study.

5.1 Syntactic Function Misidentification 

A very frequent case of errors in the corpus concerns
function mistagging as for instance the errors observed

4 In English “to cheer up”

below – subjects and objects misidentified due to their
inversion ((a) and (g)) and time adverbs occupying
positions of the main sentence constituents. Consider
example (g) and the analyses assigned to it by the three
parsers in figures 1, 2 and 3, respectively:

(g)
El partido se convirtió en la pesadilla que había pronosticado
Luís. [Spanish]

*The match turned into the nightmare that had predicted Luis.
[English]

Figure 1. Connexor annotation
8   que  que subj>9    @NH PRON Rel 
9   había  haber  v-ch>10  @AUX V IND IMPF SG P3 
10 pronosticado pronosticar mod>7@MAIN V PCP PERF MSC
11 Luis   luis obj>10  @NH N MSC SG Prop 

Figure 2. HISPAL annotation
que   [que] <rel> SPEC MF SP @ACC> @#FS-N<
había [haber] V IMPF 1/3S IND VFIN   @FAUX
pronosticado [pronosticar] V PCP M S   @IMV @#ICL-AUX<
Luis  [Luis]   PROP M S @<SUBJ

Figure 3. FreeLing annotation
  subord/modnomatch/(que que PR0CN000)

  grup-verb/modnorule/(pronosticado pronosticado VMP00SM) 
  vaux/modnomatch/(había haber VAII3S0) 

 sn/obj/(Luis luis NP00000) 

If we take a closer look at this example, we will note that
only HISPAL parses correctly the sentence and assigns to 
Luis the syntactic function of subject whereas Connexor 
and FreeLing fail to identify it. As far as this case is
concerned we consider that this error can be avoided
because, as it was previously claimed, animate direct 
objects in Spanish are always preceded by the preposition
a and here it is absent.

Another important fact that should be stated in parsers
in order not to mistag functions is that subjects agree with
the main verb whereas objects need not. Observe example
(a) where it becomes clear that Connexor and FreeLing do
not apply this knowledge and consequently produce an
error analysis of the sentence. On the contrary, HISPAL
includes it and gets its correct analysis.

We suppose that the frequent misidentification of time
adverbs with subjects / objects seen in (h) and (k) can be
accounted for by the fact that Connexor does not specify
in its lexicon all the possible time adverbs. As a result, it 
analyses esta noche in (h) as an adverbial, whereas in 
both cases, (h) and (k), HISPAL does arrive at its correct
assignment because esta tarde (this afternoon) and esta
noche are added as time adverbs in the lexicon. FreeLing
fails in both cases misidentifying the adverbs in (h) as a 
subject and as an object in (k) depending on the position
they occupy in each sentence.

(h)
Esta noche se sabrán los detalles del lanzamiento europeo de
PlayStation 3.   [Spanish]

3
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This evening we will know details about the European launch of 
PlayStation 3.   [English]

5.2 Prepositional Phrases with a

Apart from introducing direct and indirect objects, the
preposition a in Spanish is also used with verbs denoting
movement as in (b) and (k). In (b), both FreeLing and
Connexor assign wrong tags to al ataque analysing it as 
an indirect object and an object, respectively. The former
sends the same error in (k) whereas the latter parses it 
correctly. HISPAL, however, manages to produce a 
correct grammatical analysis of both examples indicating
that the prepositional phrases in (b) and (k) are adverbials.

(k)
Ven a la tienda oficial esta tarde. [Spanish]

Come to the official shop this afternoon. [English]

In order to solve these misanalyses, we consider that it 
is convenient to encode in subcategorization frames for 
verbs more information that will permit us to establish
how many arguments are required by verbs, of what
syntactic type and thus, distinguishing which constituents
are their arguments and which are adjuncts.

5.3 Repetition of Valencies 

Having exposed in 3.3 what a repetition of valencies is, 
here we will discuss how it is handled by the three
parsers. Consider (d) and its analyses with HISPAL,
Connexor and FreeLing in figures 4, 5 and 6, 
respectively:

Figure 4. HISPAL annotation
Anier=García [Anier=García]  PROP MF SP  @SUBJ>
le  [le]   PERS MF 3S DAT  @DAT>
dio   [dar]   V PS 3S IND VFIN  @FMV
el  [el]  <art> <dem> DET M S  @>N
lunes   [lunes]  N M S  @<ADVL 
a  [a]  PRP  @<ADVL
Cuba  [Cuba]  PROP F S  @P<

Figure 5. Connexor annotation
1  Anier anier attr>2 @PREMOD Heur N SG Prop 
2  García garcía  @NH N MSC SG Prop 
3  le lo   dat>4 @NH PRON Pers SG P3 DAT
4  dio dar   main>0  @MAIN V IND PRET SG P3 
5  el el   det>6 @PREMOD DET MSC SG
6  lunes lunes  subj>4  @NH N MSC SG 
7  a a   pm>8  @PREMARK PREP
8  Cuba cuba  @NH N MSC SG Prop

Figure 6. FreeLing annotation 
grup-verb/top/(dio dar VMIS3S0)
 patons/modnomatch/(le él PP3CSD00)

  sn/subj/(Anier_García anier_garcía NP00000) 
  data/modnomatch/(lunes [L:??/??/??:??.??:??] W)
  espec-ms/modnorule/(el el DA0MS0)
 grup-sp/iobj/(a a SPS00)
  sn/head/(Cuba cuba NP00000)

All of them analyse correctly the clitic pronoun le as
dative, but only FreeLing arrives at its best parse because
it takes into account that the indirect object is realized
once by a full noun phrase a Cuba and once by the clitic
pronoun le. HISPAL and Connexor do not consider the
possibility that direct and indirect objects can be doubled
by a clitic pronoun and as a result, they analyse them as
an adverbial and a prepositional phrase, respectively.
Capturing such important differences in treating main
sentence constituents justifies further research in this
direction.

5.4 Multiword expressions 

Many linguists (Sag 2001) claim that multiword
expressions pose a key problem for the development of 
large-scale precise natural language processing
technology because they are still insufficiently
investigated as we can see in the analyses assigned to (l)
by HISPAL, Connexor and FreeLing in figures 7, 8 and 9,
respectively:

(l)
Fernando Alonso da las gracias a sus seguidores…  [Spanish]

Fernando Alonso gives thanks to his fans…   [English]

Figure 7. HISPAL annotation 
Fernando=Alonso [Fernando=Alonso] PROP MF SP  @SUBJ> 
da  [dar] V PR 3S IND VFIN   @FMV
las  [la] <art> <dem> DET F P  @<ACC
gracias=a  [gracias=a] PRP  @N<
sus  [su] <poss 3S/P> <si> DET MF P  @>N
seguidores  [seguidor] N M P  @P<

Figure 8. Connexor annotation
1 Fernando  fernando ada:>2   @<Proper> N MSC SG 
2 Alonso alonso   @NH <Proper> N MSC SG
3 da   dar @MAIN V IND PRES SG3
4 las  las  det:>5 @PREMOD DET FEM PL
6 gracias   gracia  subj:>3 @NH N FEM PL
7 a  a  pm:>8  @PREMARK PREP
8 sus   su  ada:>8  @<Poss> PRON COM PL
9 seguidores seguidor mod:>5   @NH N MSC PL

Figure 9. FreeLing annotation 
grup-verb/top/(da dar VMIP3S0)
  sn/subj/(Fernando_Alonso fernando_alonso NP00000) 

sn/obj/(gracias_a gracias_a SPS00) 
  j-fp/modnomatch/(las el DA0FP0) 
  sn/modnomatch/(seguidores seguidor NCMP000)

  espec-mp/espec/(sus su DP3CP0)

The example in (l) dar las gracias a (in English to give 
thanks to) constitutes a clear case of light-verb
constructions, that is, the noun is used in a normal sense
whereas the verb meaning appears to be bleached. In the 
same sentence, however, if we do not take into account its
meaning, we can find the compound preposition gracias a
(in English thanks to). Seemingly, gracias a is a phrase
that tends to appear more frequently in Spanish than the
expression dar las gracias a because both FreeLing and 
HISPAL have it in their lexicons as a preposition.

4
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Consequently, they fail to assign the correct analysis to
some of the constituents of the sentence.  From the
example parsed with Connexor, we may conclude that no
such information is encoded in this system but, even
though, it does not achieve to analyse the sentence 
correctly. Yet, it is also misled in parsing the proper name
Fernando Alonso. Therefore, as also Sag (2001) argues, a 
possible solution of the problem would be the
development of a lexical selection mechanism, where a 
sign associated with one word of the phrase selects for the
other word.

6   Comparative Evaluation

As already mentioned, we have investigated in our study
what language phenomena the parsers cover and what
quality of the outputs is provided by each parser.
Globally, the HISPAL parser leads to more accurate 
analyses than Connexor and FreeLing as we can explore 
this in Sections 4 and 5. Yet, it may be claimed that
advantages of HISPAL are its capacity to identify subjects 
and objects when they are inverted, prepositional phrases
as adverbials not confusing them with objects,
constituents of questions, recognition of time adverbs
(such as esta tarde, esta noche) and to coordinate properly
phrases and clauses. On the other hand, FreeLing has
trouble with phrases introduced by the preposition a
analysing all of them as indirect objects whereas
Connexor and HISPAL do make difference between
objects and adverbials. It is also confused by grouping
constituents of sentences and presents several
shortcomings in morphology that lead to wrong parses
(see (e) and (f)). Nevertheless, FreeLing handles properly,
among others, some fixed expressions, verb periphrases,
clitic pronouns and date-time expressions.

 However, all parsers are misled by examples (i) and (j) 
where none has achieved to identify correctly the
compound subjects of the sentences. They are unable as 
well to parse correctly clauses with ellipsis of the head of 
a phrase, noun phrases postmodified by several
prepositional phrases and a great part of yes/no questions
when they begin with a verb form that coincides with a 
noun.

 Obviously, the qualitative comparison of the parsers
outputs deserves to be studied; it is of value for the further
improvement of syntactic analysis and can be taken as 
departure point of doing a quantitative comparison based
on actual empirical evidence.

7   Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper we have presented a comparative study of
the outputs performed by the available existing parsers
HISPAL, FreeLing and Connexor. We have discussed
also some of the most frequent errors found in the parsed
corpus that should be further resolved. Now, as an
immediate future work we have in mind to carry out a 
quantitative evaluation of the accuracy of the three parsers

in order to establish the current state of syntactic analysis
for Spanish.

As another future line of work, we plan to use the
results exhibited in this preliminary research for the
development of a broad-coverage grammar for Spanish
using the dependency approach to syntactic pattern
analysis.

To sum up, we hope to have demonstrated how useful
the study of the sources of errors by comparing the
parsers productions can be for improving syntactic
analysis for Spanish even when we use a small corpus. 
Thus, we believe that the results from this experiment
validate the research in this direction.
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Abstract
We present here a linguistic analysis of verbo-nominal (VN) 
constructions in Romanian with a view to developing a system for 
the extraction of lexical collocations from large tagged and 
annotated corpora. We identify the salient morpho-syntactic 
properties not only of the collocation but also of the context 
surrounding the expression.  

Keywords
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1. Introduction
This paper presents an on-going project for the Agence
universitaire pour la Francophonie (AUF), whose aim is to 
develop an extraction tool for a multilingual collocation 
dictionary (German, French, Romanian). We focus here on 
the specific properties of Romanian collocations and on the 
linguistic resources developed to extract them from texts. 
Collocations are sequences of frequently co-occurring 
words which have a specific syntactic behaviour and a 
specific sense. Their idiomatic use is difficult for non-native 
speakers, and especially for Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) systems. Few dictionaries, whether traditional or 
electronic, provide complete information about
collocations. While most explain the sense of idiomatic 
expressions, they often do not give any information about 
the morpho-syntactic behaviour of the expression. 
However, several methods and tools for extracting 
collocations from text have been developed.

Several definitions have been proposed for
‘collocation’ and few definitions are appropriate for the 
purposes of NLP systems. Collocations have been seen as 
“frequent word co-occurrence” [5], “a conventional way of 
saying things” [17] or a “fixed phrase” [10] [11]. As 
proposed in [6], three interpretations of the notion of 
‘collocation’ are: cooccurrence, a statistical view [25]; 
construction (or ‘colligation’), in terms of lexico-syntactic
relations [12], and expression, a semiotic unit from the
point of view of pragmatics [18],[8]. We adopted the 
lexico-grammatical view of collocation, assuming that a 
collocation is made up of a base and a collocate, and whose 
syntactic relations can be described in terms of a generic 
pattern (such as V + N, N + ADJ, ADV + ADJ etc.), used 

to automatically extract collocations.
In this paper, we focus on verbo-nominal (VN) 

constructions such as make a decision / a lua o decizie, to 
make an application / a pune în aplicare etc. VN 
constructions are associated with a subset of morpho-
syntactic properties, such as a preference for the definite 
article or zero-article, for singular or plural noun, for the 
presence of an indirect complement, etc. These 
subregularities are important for an automatic extraction 
tool, since by using contextual information of this type, an 
NLP system can filter out salient collocations from a larger 
set of candidates, identified by statistical measures. 

There have been several approaches which only use 
statistical methods for collocation extraction ([19], [21]), 
while other approaches identify collocations by purely 
looking at syntactic relations [24] or using both syntactic 
and semantic properties [27] [4]. In this paper we adopt a 
hybrid approach to extract VN constructions, in that we use 
a statistical module to extract VN co-occurrences and then 
apply a set of language-specific filters. The linguistic filters 
we use here were defined as a result of comparative 
linguistic data, carried out on a parallel corpus. 

2. Methodology
We have adopted here a method which has already been 
applied to extract collocations from German corpora [14], 
[20]. These studies assume that collocations have their own 
morpho-syntactic properties. Their methodology has been 
used to analyze a large corpus in which any relevant 
morpho-syntactic information (preference for DEF ART, 
specific PREPs, case in German) is taken into account from 
the surrounding context of the expression. 

In our project, a similar analysis has been applied to 
Romanian and to French. First, we identify common 
morpho-syntactic properties in the three languages. This is 
necessary in order to develop parametrizable tools for the 
automatic identification of collocation candidates. The next 
step involves a statistical module to establish a complete list 
of candidates, from parallel, tagged corpora [28]. Next, 
non-salient candidates are filtered out, using morpho-
syntactic information. We are currently adapting several 
tools which already exist for German [16], French, and 
Romanian [26]. However, this process is only semi-
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automatic, a final manual check of candidates is necessary. 

3. The Corpus
In order to identify language specific filters, we require 
tagged and preferably syntactically annotated corpora. We 
have used a parallel corpus available in the languages of the 
EU was used: the AcquisCommunautaire Corpus (ACC) 
[22], containing all the main legal texts published by the 
EU member states since 1950. We selected a set of 
common documents from the ACC in French, German and 
Romanian (about 15 million words for each language). The 
style of the ACC is impersonal, and it contains many 
domain-specific terms and fixed expressions, typical of 
administrative texts. In order to compare and to select only 
relevant collocations, it is necessary to compare our 
specialized corpora with more general text archives.  

We set up various reference corpora containing similar 
genres (literature, newspapers, technical papers), to adjust 
the set of properties extracted from the ACC. We cleared 
these corpora of tables, pictures, irrelevant structural 
elements, and applied a uniform encoding to each. .For 
instance, the Romanian corpus about 10 million words: the 
RoCo corpus (newspapers); the NAACL corpus 
(newspapers, Romanian constitution and 2 novels); a 
philosophical treatise (Eliade); a medical corpus, the L4TE 
corpus (computer science). One problem was to select only 
texts with proper diacritics, because in Romanian the 
absence of diacritics might change the case or sense of the 
word, e.g. fata ‘the girl’ /  ‘the face’.

In order to identify construction-specific morpho-
syntactic properties, we use a tagged and syntactically 
annotated corpus. The French corpus has been tagged with 
a tagger trained on a corpus previously annotated using 
TreeTagger [23], while the Romanian corpus was tagged 
using the TTL platform [14].

Syntactic information is important to interpret the 
functional role played by a collocation or by various 
components co-occurring with the candidate. As the 
German corpus is annotated at chunk level, we annotated 
the French data at chunk level, using the Syntex parser [3]. 
and the Romanian data with the TTL platform. 

4. V-N Collocations
As mentioned before, we hypothesize that VN constructions 
can be identified by finding collocations sharing several 
morpho-syntactic properties extracted from their immediate 
context. We are currently concentrating on Verb-Noun 
collocations, due to the productivity of this type of 
construction. For example, the light verbs [1] or support 
verbs that typically occur in VN constructions, such as face
/ faire / make or lua / prendre / take, have very different 
morpho-syntactic properties according to context, and a 
complete multilingual dictionary should explicitly represent 
this information. Generative grammarians [9] assume that 
these properties are determined by the specific type of 

‘predicate noun’ alone, and they therefore minimize the role 
of the verb. Here we adopt a different perspective. As set 
out in [7], we propose that all VN constructions involve a 
‘generic’ V which determines the argument structure of the 
predicate, and a ‘specific’ N which expresses the semantic 
process or ‘range’ ([2], [12]) of the predicate, as in make a 
decision, take flight, etc.

The most salient morpho-syntactic properties of VN 
constructions and the relation with the three levels of 
analysis can be seen in the following examples (from [7]):

V1. Morphology. Some VN constructions are related 
etymologically to a simple V (to do work / to work, a se 
face noapte / a înnopta ‘to get dark’). But this equivalence 
is not always possible ( is not 
the same as or is unrelated to to break / *a pauza )

V2 Arguments. Like simple Vs, VN constructions can 
take direct or indirect complements: The candidate gave the 
electors a fright / Candidatul a b gat spaima în electorat, 
He put a brave face on the situation / 

V3 Passive test. Some VNs can have passive forms 
(Pierre made a decision / Pierre ia o decizie vs. The 
decision was made by Pierre / O decizie a fost luat  de 
Pierre), but others do not : to take flight / ?a flight is taken 

‘ to be subject to …’.
We have to mention that these examples are not translations 
of each other; they are intended to show the differences 
between Romanian and English.

V4. Aspect. Some VN constructions express perfective 
aspect [29]: She laughed / She gave a laugh / She laughed 
for hours / ?She gave a laugh for hours. In Romanian, this 
property is not available.

In addition, VN constructions also share some morpho-
syntactic properties with Ns:

N1 Determination. The DET is often absent or fixed 
in many VN idioms (take flight, a face obiectul  ‘to be 
subject to’). When the N can be identified in referential 
contexts, the DET often becomes more variable (to take an 
important decision, a luat o decizie important ).

N2 Clefting. The N in some VN constructions cannot 
be extracted (He took flight / *It was the flight that he took 
El i- -a luat).

N3 Expansion. The N sometimes cannot be modified 
by relative clauses or other qualifiers (He took the decision 
which was necessary / *He took the flight which was 
necessary, ?El a luat decizia care se impunea, ?He took the 

-a luat zborul care se 
impunea).

N4 Conversion. Some VN constructions cannot be 
nominalized (The commission takes measures / Comisia a 
luat m suri, The taking of measures by the commission /
Luarea m surilor de c tre comisie.

So far we have evaluated these properties (V1-V4, N1-
N4) in relation to French. In the following section we 
examine to what extent they apply to Romanian data, and 
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we present some conclusions about the kinds of syntactic 
filters necessary to extract collocation candidates.

5. The Romanian Data
Romanian grammar is very close to Latin. Ns are 
characterized by the following properties: number, gender, 
and 5 cases. Case is marked by a specific ending (if the N is 
determined by an enclitic definite ART) or indefinite ART 
(unei / unui / unor / unora / = of some) or PREP (pe-
literally ‘on’, for the accusative). The DEF ART is added as 
an ending for definite nouns (omului, casei, oamenilor,
caselor). Verbal morphology is characterized by mode 
(indicative, subjunctive etc.), tense (present, past, future…), 
number and person. The subject is not mandatory as in 
other Romance languages, and the perfect is usually formed 
with the auxiliary ‘a avea / to have’.. The passive is always 
made up of the auxiliary a fi / ‘to be’ followed by the past 
participle form of ‘be’, and by the past participle of the 
verb. The order of syntactic components is free.

5.1 The Case of a face (to do or make)
In order to identify the specific properties of VN 
constructions in Romanian, we studied the specific 
contextual properties presented in section 4. We looked in 
particular at morphology (V1, N1), the syntactic functions 
of the V and of the N, as well as their semantic roles. We 
searched for relevant information in the Romanian ACC 
corpus and in the general Romanian corpus.

VN constructions have several V-specific properties in 
Romanian. While V1-V3 are still valid tests for VNs, V4 
(aspect) could not be used. For example, V1 applies to 
Romanian (the predicate can be replaced by a simple V), as 
in a se face noapte > a înnopta (‘night falls’, literally ‘it 
makes dark’), a face dovada / > a dovedi / to prove).
Several idiomatic expressions cannot be replaced by a 
simple verb (a face fa , a
face obiectul / to be subject to but this is not the same 
meaning as ?a obiecta / to object. The passive test (V3) is   
used to show that many of these expressions are idiomatic.

If the properties V1-3 apply to Romanian, although in 
different ways, as we have seen, the nominal properties N1-
4 present some specific features. Extraction is not possible 
in Romanian. Expansion of the complement (N3) is 
however possible by modifying nouns with relative clauses: 
al c rui obiect îl face  (‘whose object is …’), 

 (‘whose proof is…’) . The determiner (N1) is 
fixed in several idiomatic expressions: a face obiectul – ‘be
subject to’, a face dovada – *’to make proof of’ (definite 
article), – ‘to face’ (no definite article),

5.2 Semantic Properties
In systemic functional grammar [13], the semantic role 

played by many nouns in VN constructions is known as 
‘process range’. The process range expresses the semantic 
process of the predicate, and is often integrated into the 

verb group [7] (as in a face obiectul ‘to be subject to…’). 
Any indirect complement which follows this element then 
becomes the semantic object (or ‘goal’). In French and 
English, this indirect complement is usually introduced by a 
PREP, but in Romanian this role is filled by the genitive 
case. In (1), the complement expresses a simple relational 
process. However, in (2) we have more complex situation 
(subject reading):  

 (1)... unei proceduri administrative...
‘is the subject of an administrative procedure’
 (2 fac parte din
categoria….
‘in financial institutions which are part of this category’ 

The most frequent collocations of face  in the Romanian 
Acquis Communautaire are VN constructions where the N 
has been integrated into the verb group (VG). In French, it 
is possible to establish a relation between specific types of 
ART (definite, indefinite and zero) and a specific process 
type (e.g. material processes tend to be definite) [7]. But 
again, this is not possible for Romanian; VN constructions 
with a definite suffix (face obiectul, face dovada, face 

) are mostly relational process, and the process 
range is expressed by the indirect complement:

(3)…
 între sistemele de transport…

‘…crosses the border between member states and which 
joins the transportation system…’

In VN constructions where Ns have indefinite ART
(  + N) several semantic processes 
can be identified: mental (verbal communication, as (4) or 
material as in (5):

(4) …
‘Minutes shall be taken of all meetings’

(5) Comisia poate  la 
prezentul Regulament care …
‘The commission should make some changes in the 
present rules…’

Among VN constructions without articles, we found 
several relational process: (
/ be part of, a face  obiectul / is subject to) :

(6) Pentru a putea 
‘in order to deal with emergency situations’…

Other VN constructions where the DET is absent are 
mostly material intransitive processes: face vizite/ to pay 
visits, face

We conclude that in Romanian, as with English and 
French, there is a certain tendency for groups of words to 
lexicalize with a corresponding rigidity of morpho-syntactic 
features (preference for indefinite ART, systematic use of 
some specific classes of PREP etc.). These features are 
relevant to a module for filtering such expressions.
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6. Automatic Extraction
As presented in section 2, our extraction approach  
combines statistical techniques and pattern-based matching 
in order to filter candidates. 

6.1 The Statistical Module
Verb Noun pairs co-occurring together frequently 
(separated by one or several words) are potential 
collocation candidates. We have applied a statistical 
module for extracting V-N pairs from the corpora, based on 
[21], using mean and variance. The mean is the average of 
the distances between the words forming the pair, while the 
variance measures the deviations of the distances with 
respect to the mean already computed. Collocations are 
pairs of words for which the standard deviations of 
distances are small. We computed the standard deviation 
for all V-N pairs (from the ACC corpus) within a window 
of 11 content words length for all the three languages 
involved in the project and we considered as good, all the 
pairs for which standard deviation was smaller than 2 [21] .

We want to further filter out some of the pairs so that 
we keep only those composed by words which appear 
together more often than expected by chance, using Log-
Likelihood (LL). The idea behind the LL score is finding 
the hypothesis which describes better the data:

H0 : P(w2|w1) = p = P(w2|¬w1)
(null hypothesis - independence)
H1 : P(w2|w1) = p1  p2 = P(w2|¬w1)
(non-independence hypothesis)

The LL score formula is:

where nij represents the number of occurrences when 
the words wi and wj appear together, ni* is the number of 
occurrences for wi together with any wj, etc.

We computed the LL score for all the pairs obtained by 
the first method.. We kept in a final list the pairs for which 
the LL score was higher than 9 (see the table for Chi-square 
distribution with one degree of freedom). Using LL 
filtering, we obtained a list of candidates for Romanian 
collocations (table.1) Among the top pairs extracted, we 
identify some valid candidates, expressing processes (face
obiectul, aduce atingere, intra în vigoare, face modific ri),
but the other candidates are not collocations (morpho-
syntactic properties are variable). The face+noun
constructions identified among the first 20 candidates are 
collocations and have specific morpho-syntactic properties 
(no article or definite, preference for singular). For all these 
pairs, we apply linguistic filters to select valid candidates.

Fig.1 First LL score

     w1 w2 dist

.

LL score Process

Aduce atingere
‘to affect/to prejudge’

1 51567.34864 Relation process

înlocui text
‘replace text’

3 43992.3067 -

intra vigoare
‘applied’ (or literally 
‘placed  in vigour’)

2 42527.03736 Relational
process

Face apel la
‘call  for’  (or literally 
‘to make a call’))

3 32050.11219 Relational
process

face obiect
‘be subject (to)’

1 30729.47663 Relational
process

Face modific ri
‘make changes’

4 29141.39454 Material process

6.2 The Filtering Module
As we saw in section 5, some Romanian collocations have 
specific morpho-syntactic and semantic properties. We use 
these properties to extract relevant candidates from the 
statistical module output. We mainly use a set of patterns, 
manually defined, based on linguistic analysis. 

One example of an extraction pattern identifies the 
sequence P (predicate) + C (complement) (direct) + C 
(indirect), or in tagged code « a face NxRY *{1,5} 
NxOY»,: NxRY means Noun (plural or singular), in direct 
case (Nominative or Accusative definite form); NSOY 
means Noun, singular, oblique case (Genitive or Dative 
case definite form); {1,5} means 1 up to 5 words. This 
sequence alone can identify four valid VN constructions 
among the candidates proposed by the statistical module: 
face obiectul, face dovada, face subiectul, face transferul.
Another pattern for face constructions combined with the 
prepositon cu (with) (face NxRY *{1,5} cu) identifies some 
interesting candidates: a face leg tura cu (makes a link 
with), a face de
relation to…). These candidates involve various relational 
processes: (‘relate’), a face transferul 
(‘transfer’), but also some communicative processes as well 

ivire la (‘to declare’). In addition, 
V+în / in selects candidates as înlocui în text (‘to place in 
text’), intra în vigoare (‘to apply / to enter into force’).

7. Conclusion
The paper has presented some features of VN constructions 
in Romanian. Generally speaking, Romanian shares most of 
the properties of VN constructions that have been identified 
for Western European languages. The difference is that the 
specific configuration for each VN construction is different. 
The verb a face (equivalent to French faire) operates 
syntactically in the same way as faire, but does not cover 
the same semantic ground. It is also clear from this study 
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that the relevant context for all of these expressions extends 
way beyond the basic V plus N collocation: in almost every 
case, the expression involves a specific morpho-syntactic 
configuration and has a phraseology and context of use 
which is highly consistent. Our conclusion must therefore 
be that the contextual features of VN constructions are 
crucial to the semi-automatic extraction of collocations. 
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Abstract
This paper presents on-going research to for-
malise the ontology of a computational lexicon
in OWL (W3C standard) as well as to enrich
it by applying a bottom-up approach that ex-
tracts semantic information from the lexicon.
The resource used follows the Generative Lexi-
con (GL) theory and therefore (1) puts a chal-
lenge to ontology design as its semantic types are
multidimensional and (2) enables the acquisition
of further knowledge on concepts from seman-
tic units. The formalisation allows the ontol-
ogy to be processed by Description Logics rea-
soners as well as to be employed in Semantic
Web applications. Moreover, the lexicon-driven
enrichment increases the semantic information
present in the ontology making it appropriate
for ontology-driven Natural Language Process-
ing. Finally, the paper studies the application of
these procedures to a subsequent GL-based bio-
logical resource.
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1 Introduction

Ontologies are recognised as an important component
in Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems that
seek to deal with the semantic level of language. In
fact, most, if not all of the semantic lexical resources
within the area (e.g. WordNet [3], CYC [5], SIMPLE
[6]), have in common the presence of an ontology as a
core module.
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a W3C rec-

ommendation and a major technology for the Seman-
tic Web. It is defined by [1] as “a semantic markup
language for publishing and sharing ontologies on the
World Wide Web”. OWL allows applications to pro-
cess the content of information instead of just present-
ing it to the user [7].
The fact that OWL is the ontology language for the

Semantic Web and that it provides a formal seman-
tic representation as well as reasoning capabilities has
encouraged the NLP community to convert existing
resources to this language. Work in this area includes,
for example, the conversion of WordNet [13] and MeSH

[12] and, moreover, the proposal of a general method
for converting thesauri [14].
This paper deals with the conversion into OWL of

the ontology of a lexico semantic resource based on the
Generative Lexicon (GL) theory. The ontology design
presents a challenge as the nodes of the ontology are
not only defined by their formal dimension (taxonomic
hierarchy), but also by additional dimensions: consti-
tutive, telic and agentive. Besides, we take advantage
of the generative possibilities of the resource in order
to enrich the converted ontology with further semantic
information extracted from the lexicon. The final ob-
jective of this research is to derive a formalised and se-
mantically rich ontology which could be used for Infor-
mation Extraction and Knowledge Acquisition tasks.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Sec-

tion 2 introduces PAROLE-SIMPLE-CLIPS, the GL
resource used in this research. Next, section 3 deals
with the formalisation and enrichment of the ontology.
Subsequently, section 4 discuss the application of these
techniques to a GL-based biological resource. Finally,
section 5 presents conclusions and future work lines.

2 PAROLE-SIMPLE-CLIPS:
a computational Generative

Lexicon

SIMPLE [6] is a large-scale project sponsored by
the European Union devoted to the development of
wide-coverage multipurposed and harmonised com-
putational semantic lexica for twelve European lan-
guages (Catalan, Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish,
French, German, Greek, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish
and Swedish). A language-independent ontology of se-
mantic types and a set of templates were designed and
developed in order to guarantee uniformity and con-
sistency among the monolingual dictionaries. In the
framework of this project, 10,000 word meanings were
annotated for each language.
SIMPLE should be considered as a follow up of a

previous European project, PAROLE [10], as it adds a
semantic layer to a subset of the morphologic and syn-
tactic layers that were developed by the latter. SIM-
PLE provides thus multi-layered lexica, as the infor-
mation is encoded at different descriptive levels (mor-
phological, syntactic and semantic). Although the in-
formation included for these levels is mutually inde-
pendent, the layers are connected by one-to-one, one-

1
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to-many or many-to-one links (e.g. a syntactic unit
is linked with one or more semantic units depending
on the number of meanings that the syntactic entry
conveys).
CLIPS is an Italian national project which enlarged

and refined the Italian PAROLE-SIMPLE lexicon [11].
The core data encoded within SIMPLE was extended
in CLIPS with a new set of lexical units selected from
the PAROLE corpus according to frequency-based cri-
teria. The resulting lexical resource contains 387,267
phonetic units, 53,044 morphological units, 37,406
syntactic units and 28,346 semantic units.
From a theoretical point of view, the linguistic back-

ground of PAROLE-SIMPLE-CLIPS is based on the
Generative Lexicon (GL) theory [9]. In the GL, the
sense is viewed as a complex bundle of orthogonal di-
mensions that express the multidimensionality of word
meaning. The most important component for repre-
senting the lexical semantics of a word sense is the
qualia structure which consists of four qualia roles:

• Formal role. Makes it possible to identify an en-
tity.

• Constitutive role. Expresses the constitution of
an entity.

• Agentive role. Provides information about the
origin of an entity.

• Telic role. Specifies the function of an entity.

Each qualia role can be considered as an indepen-
dent element or dimension of the vocabulary for se-
mantic description. The qualia structure enables to
express different or orthogonal aspects of word sense
whereas a one-dimensional inheritance can only cap-
ture standard hyperonymic relations. Within SIM-
PLE, the qualia structure was extended by assigning
subtypes to each of the qualia roles (e.g. Usedfor is a
subtype of the telic role).
The formal entities involved in the semantic descrip-

tion of PAROLE-SIMPLE-CLIPS which are signifi-
cant for the purposes of the current research are se-
mantic types, templates, qualia relations and features.
The description of each of these elements follows.
The semantic types are the nodes that make up the

ontology. A peculiar trait of the adopted ontology is
the fact that it consists of both simple types, which
identify only a one-dimensional aspect of meaning ex-
pressed by hyperonimic relations, and unified types,
which express multidimensional aspects of meaning by
combining subtyping relations and orthogonal seman-
tic dimensions.
The ontology consists of 153 language-independent

semantic types. The top types are mappable to the on-
tology of EuroWordNet [15]. The design of the ontol-
ogy is highly influenced by the GL model. In fact, the
top nodes are the semantic type ENTITY and three
other types named after the agentive, constitutive and
telic qualia roles (AGENTIVE, CONSTITUTIVE and
TELIC). These three nodes are designed to include se-
mantic units definable only in terms of qualia dimen-
sions. The direct subtypes of the node ENTITY are
the semantic types CONCRETE ENTITY, PROP-
ERTY, ABSTRACT ENTITY, REPRESENTATION
and EVENT.

Table 1: Relations encoded in the template for the
semantic type INSTRUMENT

Relation Qualia role Constraint value
Isa Formal Yes

Hasaspart Constitutive RecNo
Madeof Constitutive RecNo
Usedfor Telic RecYes

Each semantic type is associated with one template.
These act as blueprints for any given type in the ontol-
ogy and provide the conditions of well-formedness and
constraints for lexical items belonging to that type.
The template structure is built like a schema that
works as an interface between the lexicon and the on-
tology: it imposes conditions for the belonging of a
given semantic unit to a semantic type. The template
is then a help and a guide for the encoding of infor-
mation referring to the ontology.
Relations and features are the elements that allow

to assign properties to the semantic units. They can
be applied as constraints within templates, in this case
they act as type-defining (prototypical) for the seman-
tic units included in these templates and can take one
of the following values:

• Yes. The information is mandatory. I.e. every
semantic unit that belongs to the semantic type
should initialise this property.

• RecYes. The information is mandatory and the
cardinality can be higher than one. I.e. a seman-
tic unit can be linked to more than one element
via this property.

• No. The information is optional.

• RecNo. The information is optional and the car-
dinality can be higher than one.

Table 1 provides an example on the encoding of rela-
tion constraints in templates. It presents the relations
included in the definition of the template INSTRU-
MENT and for each of them the qualia type and the
constraint value.
Features are used to characterise those attributes

for which a closed range of values can be specified
(e.g. edible = yes, sex = male, female). Features
are useful to connect nodes across the ontology that
share a given aspect and that otherwise would remain
isolated. Relations, differently, link pairs of semantic
units. There are different kinds of relations; there ex-
ist four types for the corresponding top roles of the
extended qualia structure (formal, constitutive, aget-
nvie and telic), and others of non-qualia nature (e.g.
synonymy). E.g. the semantic unit bisturi (scalpel)
that belongs to the semantic type INSTRUMENT is
linked to the semantic unit incidere (engrave) by the
telic relation Usedfor.

3 Ontology modelling

This section describes our on-going research to for-
malise and enrich the ontology of PAROLE-SIMPLE-
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Table 2: Modelling cardinality restrictions
Original Value Cardinality restriction

Yes min 1, max 1
RecYes min 1
No min 0, max 1

RecNo min 0

CLIPS. Subsection 3.1 deals with the aspects regard-
ing the formalisation in OWL while subsection 3.2 in-
troduces the approach related to the semantic enrich-
ment.

3.1 Formalisation

The elements of PAROLE-SIMPLE-CLIPS which
have been considered to be modelled in OWL are those
used to define the original ontology, i.e. the semantic
types, the qualia relations and the features that apply
to the templates to which the semantic types are asso-
ciated. Further details on how each of these elements
has been modelled follow.
Semantic types, as aforementioned, are the nodes

that constitute the ontology. Therefore, they are mod-
elled in OWL as classes. All sibling classes across the
OWL ontology are made disjoint.
Relations are modelled as object properties. For

qualia relations the domain and the range is made
up of the classes ENTITY and the class that corre-
sponds to the type of qualia relation (AGENTIVE,
CONSTITUTIVE or TELIC). On the other hand, for
non-qualia relations both the domain and the range
are set to the top node of the ontology.
The application of relations to semantic types, as

represented in the templates (see Table 1), is mod-
elled with cardinality restrictions. To each value cor-
responds a different cardinality restriction, as shown
in table 2.
The multidimensional nature of some semantic

types is preserved in the OWL ontology by the in-
clusion of restrictions on qualia relations. The latter
are in fact the elements that in PAROLE-SIMPLE-
CLIPS allow to have multidimensional semantic types
(also called unified types). If an ontology class con-
tains a mandatory cardinality restriction on a qualia
relation, then this class has as an additional defining
dimension the corresponding qualia type. E.g. The
class INSTRUMENT has a mandatory restriction on
the constitutive qualia relationMadeof. Therefore, IN-
STRUMENT has as an additional defining dimension
the constitutive one.
Figure 1 provides an example on the assignment of

the relation constraints to the classes, the establish-
ment of cardinalities and the role of inheritance (IN-
STRUMENT is a daughter of ARTIFACT). This fig-
ure is a snapshot of Protégé, a software that supports
the edition of OWL ontologies [4], which shows the as-
serted conditions for the type INSTRUMENT in the
formalised ontology.
Finally, features are modelled as DataType prop-

erties. Their domain is the union of the classes that
share the feature (e.g. FOOD, VEGETABLE, etc. for
the feature PLUS EDIBLE).

3.2 Bottom-up lexicon-driven enrich-
ment

Besides formalising the ontology in OWL, we enrich it
by following a bottom-up approach that extracts se-
mantic information from the word senses of the lexicon
by using the qualia structure as a generative device.
This initial research enriches the ontology with con-
straints on relations and features extracted from the
lexicon. On-going research will provide further enrich-
ment of the ontology by extracting predicates and sub-
classes.
Each class (semantic type) of the ontology is en-

riched with additional constraints on relations and fea-
tures which are extracted by exploring the word senses
(semantic units) that belong to it. The procedure ex-
tracts all the relations and features that are defined for
the word senses that belong to the semantic type. Af-
terwards, from these relations and features, it selects
those that are considered to be representative of the
class and proposes them to be modelled in the class
definition as cardinality restrictions.
As the objective is to extract those relations and

features that are relevant for the class definition, we
consider discriminating by frequency of appearance,
i.e. the percentage of word senses (semantic units)
that belong to a class for which the given relation or
feature is defined. As an initial experiment, we have
established a threshold for each class to be the fre-
quency of the least frequent relation/feature that is
defined in the template of the class. Thus, those rela-
tions/features not defined in the template but whose
frequency is higher than that of the threshold are pro-
posed to be considered in the class definition.
The outlined procedure finds 218 relations and 229

features that are not considered in the class defini-
tions but that, according to our hypothesis, could be
included in the ontology as cardinality restricitons be-
cause they convey information that characterises the
semantic units that belong to the semantic types. In
order to make more comprehensible this matter, we ex-
amine some relations and features that are extracted
to enrich the ontology.
Beginning with relations, let’s consider the semantic

type INSTRUMENT. The agentive relation Createdby
is not included in the template definition but due to its
high frequency of appearance is proposed to enrich the
ontology by including it as a defining relation in this
template. Clearly, an instrument is an artificial entity
and therefore the relation Createdby applies and so is
included in the node definition1.
Regarding features, we take PLUS HUMAN. This

feature is not defined for any class of the ontology.
However, it is applied to a high percentage of semantic
units across several nodes of the ontology: PROFES-
SION, HUMAN GROUP, HUMAN, PEOPLE, etc. It
is clear that any semantic unit that belongs to any
of these semantic types would be of a human nature.
Therefore, this feature is promoted to be type-defining
in the aforementioned classes.
Another feature that could serve as an example is

PLUS EDIBLE. This feature is included in the tem-

1 As it can be seen in figure 1 this relation is already present
in the formalised ontology as it is inherited from the class
ARTIFACT.
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Fig. 1: Asserted Conditions for the class INSTRUMENT

plate of several semantic types such as FOOD or VEG-
ETABLE. However, although having a high frequency
of appearance in the type SUBSTANCE FOOD, it
is not included in the definition of this class. The
bottom-up procedure incorporates this feature as a
type-defining element for this node.

4 Application to the biological
domain

This section introduces the application of the pre-
sented procedures to the BioLexicon, a lexicon for the
biological domain designed in the framework of the
BOOTStrep project2 which is inspired by the Gen-
erative theory and to a wide extent builds on top of
the structures introduced by the PSC model [8]. This
lexicon, together with the BioOntology, constitute a
terminological backbone by combining lexical and on-
tological information thus becoming an innovative in-
tegrated resource suitable for NLP tasks in the bio
domain.
The BioLexicon semantic relations build on the 60

Extended Qualia Relations of the SIMPLE model.
The Extended Qualia Relations allow modelling differ-
ent meaning dimensions of a word sense and specify-
ing its relations to other lexical units (either paradig-
matic or syntagmatic). Most of these relations, also
shared by well-known ontologies of the biological do-
main, prove to be suitable for the domain of inter-
est and therefore are imported into the BioLexicon
model. Clearly, there are relations not considered in
the Qualia Structure that however are relevant for this
domain. We have studied the Open Biomedial Ontolo-
gies (OBO) Relations, an ontology of core relations for
the biomedical domain, in order to find relevant rela-
tions not present in the Qualia Structure. Each of
these has been added to the BioLexicon model, some
of them as new relations whereas some others as sub-
types of existing qualia relations.
The BioLexicon and BioOntology have been sep-

arately designed and constructed. The BioLexicon
has been automatically populated with terms gath-
ered from available bio terminologies and augmented
with linguistic information about terms extracted from

2 www.bootstrep.eu

texts [2]; the BioOntology has been built integrating
different ontological resources of the domain. This is
why we hypothesise that the procedures introduced in
this paper might be useful in this case in order to syn-
chronise the information present in lexicon and in the
ontology:

• From the data present in the lexicon, we can gen-
eralise constraints from instantiated relations and
check whether or not they have been included in
the ontology definition. In other words, the pro-
cedures can be useful in order to find definition
gaps in the ontology as its design has been done
separately of the lexicon population.

• On the other hand, the procedures can easily be
used to guarantee that the data encoded in the
lexicon is consistent with the constraints that are
present in the BioOntology.

5 Conclusions

This paper has presented a proposal to formalise and
enrich the ontology of a GL resource. The approach
followed has proved to success to formalise the GL on-
tology in the standard OWL format. Moreover, we
have applied a bottom-up procedure in order to enrich
the converted ontology with further semantic informa-
tion obtained from the lexicon.
The formalisation allows the ontology to be pro-

cessed and checked by standard reasoners. This can
be useful for building semantic applications as well as
to enhance the quality of the resource by validating it
(through reasoning we can look for inconsistencies or
conflicts).
Besides, the paper has studied the feasibility of the

procedures to be applied to a GL-based domain spe-
cific resource. Also in this case, the ontology can be
enriched with additional semantic information and the
resource can be checked and thus consistency be guar-
anteed.
The possible uses of the resulting formalised and

enriched ontology are twofold. First, as it is an OWL
ontology it could be used in Semantic Web applica-
tions. Second, as it is a semantically rich resource, it
could be applied to semantic NLP tasks. In fact, we
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plan to use it for semantic Information Extraction and
Knowledge Acquisition.
As for future work, some aspects regarding the mod-

elling are to be considered. On one hand, we plan
to research on enriching the ontology with semantic
predicates, an additional kind of semantic information
which is encoded in the lexicon and which could play
an important role when using the ontology for NLP
purposes. Once this is done, we will investigate re-
garding the atomisation of the formalisation and the
enrichment with all the considered information.
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Abstract
This paper presents a method to automatically
add named entities to the noun taxonomy of
WordNet which are extracted from Wikipedia
and the building of a new resource called Named
Entity WordNet (NEWN) which adds named en-
tities to the original WordNet. The paper mo-
tivates and demonstrates that knowledge acqui-
sition can benefit from exploiting wiki texts due
to some characteristics of these resources that
provide advantages over other commonly used
resources such as corpora or Machine Readable
Dictionaries. In fact, a simple extraction ap-
proach, which is described, is able to enrich the
English WordNet with more than 55,000 new in-
stances (i.e. more than seven times the amount
of instances that WordNet contains) with a preci-
sion over 93% thus providing a valuable resource
for Natural Language Processing tasks and espe-
cially for Named Entity Recognition.

Keywords
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1 Introduction

World knowledge is a requirement to deal with the se-
mantic level of natural languages. Conceptualisations
of reality occupy human beings from the early Greece,
where the term Ontology (from the Greek , genitive

: of being (part. of : to be) and - : sci-
ence, study, theory) was introduced by Aristotle [2].
Long time later, at the end of the XX century, the
first attempts to give common sense to computers by
building Knowledge Bases (KBs) were initiated. Ex-
amples of this are the CYC project [9], MindNet [14]
and WordNet [11].

There have been manual approaches to build KBs,
in which linguist experts manually build these re-
sources. There are as well automatic proposals which
build KBs from information which is extracted from
unstructured textual sources such as unannotated cor-
pora and also from structured ones such as Machine

Readable Dictionaries (MRDs). Both present disad-
vantages due to inherent characteristics of these re-
sources.

However new types of text have emerged as a con-
sequence of the appearance of new forms of communi-
cation [8]. One of these new kinds of text is known as
wiki. Wikis can be defined as on-line texts that allow
users to easily edit and change the contents. These
characteristics make them an effective tool for collab-
orative authoring. The most widely known example
of a wiki resource is Wikipedia, a multilingual ency-
clopedia that follows the wiki philosophy. Wikipedia
could be an interesting textual source for the auto-
matic creation of KBs because, being an encyclopedia,
it contains facts dealing with the entire range of hu-
man knowledge and, because it is developed by a large
amount of people1, and therefore reflects the variations
of language and human thought.

WordNet is an on-line lexical database that contains
nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs organised into
sets of synonyms - called synsets- and containing sev-
eral types of semantic relations among its nodes [11].
It is manually tagged by a team of linguists and its de-
sign is inspired by psycholinguistic theories of human
lexical memory. This resource is widely used within
the Natural Language Processing (NLP) community.
In fact, it has become the de facto standard for several
NLP tasks such as Word Sense Disambiguation.

Regarding nouns, from version 2.1., WordNet distin-
guishes between common nouns (classes) and proper
nouns (instances) [12]. While WordNet’s coverage
about open domain common nouns is quite high, it
contains very few proper nouns2. This is related with
the following asseveration: “building a proper noun
ontology is more difficult than building a common
noun ontology as the set of proper nouns grows more
rapidly” [10]. The problem is then that a proper noun
resource should be constantly updated. Following with
this matter, [13] states that “the need for machine-
assisted ontology construction is stronger than ever”
because “humans cannot manually structure the avail-

1 On 2007/01/16 the English version has 3,247,299 registered
users.

2 7,669 synsets are tagged as being instances in WordNet 2.1.
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able knowledge at the same pace as it becomes avail-
able”. The so called knowledge acquisition bottleneck
is a recognised issue within the NLP community, and
a lot of research effort is devoted nowadays to solve it.

Proper noun ontologies could be very useful for NLP.
[10] shows how their use, even if the ontology used has
a low coverage, improves the precision of a Question
Answering system. Moreover, this kind of resources
could play a crucial role in Named Entity Recognition
systems that consider an extended hierarchy of entity
types like that proposed in [16].

This paper presents a proposal to automatically ex-
tend WordNet with noun instances which are auto-
matically extracted from Wikipedia. The rest of the
paper is organised as follows. Next section summarises
related work. This is followed by the presentation of
our method and some discussion on the obtained re-
sults. Finally, we derive conclusions and outline future
work proposals.

2 Related Work

This section presents related research work devoted
to the automatic acquisition of lexical and semantics
in order to incorporate it into structured knowledge
resources and especially to the creation of structured
resources that include proper nouns.

Referring to MRDs, Rigau [15] presents a detailed
proposal to the massive acquisition of lexical knowl-
edge from monolingual and bilingual MRDs. Apart
from designing a productive methodology to build and
validate a multilingual KB, a software system (called
SEISD) is implemented. Previous research includes
[3], [7] and [1].

[5] criticises the utilisation of MRDs in knowledge
acquisition because of their fixed size and proposes to
extract semantic knowledge from corpora by using lex-
ical patterns. Six patterns are proposed together with
a methodology to find new ones. Next, research based
on using patterns for extracting semantic information
related to proper nouns is presented.

[10] creates a proper noun ontology from newswire
text. The proposal consists of extracting phrases from
a 1 gigabyte corpus by applying a Part-of-Speech pat-
tern (a common noun followed by a proper noun). This
allows the author to gather 113,000 different proper
nouns and to reach a precision of 60% (84% for proper
nouns referring to people and 47% for the rest). The
author points out also that the employed methodology
is problematic with polysemous words and that it is
not straight-forward to integrate the proper noun on-
tology created with the WordNet taxonomy of nouns.

[4] extracts concept-instance relations from 15 giga-
bytes of newspaper text by using two Part-of-Speech
patterns (common nouns followed by a proper noun
and appositions). Machine Learning techniques are
applied to increase the precision of the extracted info.
500,000 unique instances (Bill Clinton and William
Clinton are considered as two different instances) are
extracted. A evaluation over 100 concept-instance
items is carried out, achieving a precision of 93%.

3 Method

This section presents our proposal to extract instances
from Wikipedia in order to integrate them into the
WordNet noun taxonomy. First, our approach is com-
pared to other proposals within this area. Afterwards
our method is introduced and explained.

3.1 Comparison with other approaches

Several aspects make this research different from pre-
vious work within lexical and semantic knowledge ac-
quisition. Compared to research that relies on corpora,
our research avoids problems due to subjective judge-
ments and inconsistencies due to calling instances in
different manners whereas compared to research that
uses MRDs, our method is not limited by the small
size of the input resource.

According to [6], relations found in unrestricted
text tend to be subjective judgements compared to
the more established statements present in dictionar-
ies and encyclopedias. Therefore, unless some post-
process is carried out, methods that extract semantic
relations from these kind of textual sources are not
appropriate for an automatically acquisition process.
Our method however, as relies on an encyclopedia,
which moreover has strong policies regarding neutral-
ity3, does not suffer from such problems.

Following with corpora based methods, they might,
if no special treatment is applied, acquire the same
instance with different lexical forms [4] (e.g. Bill Clin-
ton and William Clinton) and therefore include them
as different instances in the created resource. How-
ever, in Wikipedia, if an instance being an entry has
different lexical ways of referring to it, all of them are
linked so it is straight-forward to extract all of them
as being different strings that refer to the same entity
(e.g. William Clinton links to Bill Clinton).

It is also important to mention that our proposal
manages to integrate the extracted proper nouns into
a widely used structured knowledge resource (Word-
Net) whereas other proposals to acquire proper nouns
do only provide concept-instance pairs without any re-
lation among the different pairs [4] or do integrate the
instances extracted into an own ontology but however
state that the integration of this ontology with Word-
Net would require further study [10].

Regarding MRDs based research, [5] claims that al-
though projects that exploit MRDs have been suc-
cessful, they are limited as the amount of entries of
dictionaries is fixed. Those projects were productive
because the structured nature of MRDs makes it eas-
ier to extract valuable knowledge than to do it from
plain text. Our method exploits a resource which has
a structured nature, like MRDs, but it is not small4

and its size is not fixed as it is continuously updated
and growing5. Therefore, our approach overcomes the
MRD’s size limitation.

3 See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Neutral point of view
4 The database dump of Wikipedia used contains 1,496,097

encyclopedic entries.
5 See http://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/ChartsWikipediaEN.htm
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3.2 Method description

In a nutshell, the proposed method proceeds like fol-
lows. WordNet’s synsets are linked to Wikipedia’s
categories and the instances present (as entries) in
those categories of Wikipedia are incorporated into
the linked synsets of WordNet as instance hyponyms
of those synsets. Our method is carried out in two
phases. The first one establishes a mapping that links
WordNet’s synsets to Wikipedia’s categories whereas
the second one gathers articles in Wikipedia from the
categories mapped integrating those being instances
into WordNet. A graphic depicting the method is pre-
sented in figure 1.

The mapping of WordNet’s synsets to Wikipedia’s
categories is carried out only for the synsets in which at
least one word6 is monosemous. For this first attempt
to extend WordNet with Wikipedia, we preferred to
avoid the problem of disambiguating word senses as it
is not, at this initial step of the research, the problem
in which we want to focus.

For each synset in the noun taxonomy of WordNet,
we consider those which are not instances but classes7.
The synset is then associated to the related categories
found in Wikipedia. A synset is linked to a category if
the lemma of any of the words of the synset is lexically
identical to the lemma of the category.

The second step takes as input this mapping. For
each category mapped, the method extracts all the
articles which are contained in the category. Those
articles already present in WordNet, those which are
disambiguation articles and those which are ”List of”
articles are discarded.

Afterwards, a web search based method to discard
those articles not being instances is carried out. Each
article’s title is searched in the Web by using Google.
The first 50 results where the title is found are returned
and an algorithm calculates the number of times the
article’s title appears (i) with all the words beginning
by capital letters, (ii) with some words beginning by
capital letters and (iii) with no word beginning by
capital letters in the websites description. Besides,
a threshold between 0 and 1 is established in order
to discard between articles being instances and non-
instances according to the different models of capital-
isation.

Finally those articles being instances are incorpo-
rated into WordNet as new synsets. Each of these
new synsets has as name the main name of the arti-
cle in Wikipedia plus the redirects. The gloss is the
abstract of the article in Wikipedia8. Finally, each
new synset is linked as an instance hyponym of the
synset mapped to the Wikipedia’s category to which
the article belongs.

It follows an example of the method:

• WordNet’s synset: screenwriter, film writer

• Wikipedia’s linked category: screenwriters

6 This refers to the word field in Wordnet’s noun data file, see
wndb.5WN in WordNet’s documentation for details.

7 The method incorporates to WordNet’s synsets extracted in-
stances as hyponyms, thus it would be nonsense to consider
those synsets being instances because an instance, by defini-
tion, cannot have hyponyms [12].

8 The Wikimedia Foundation provides a database dump con-
taining abstracts of the articles present in Wikipedia.

• Wikipedia’s extracted article:

– title: Tim Robbins

– abstract: “Timothy Francis Robbins (born
October 16, 1958) is an American Academy
Award-winning actor, screenwriter, director,
producer, and small time musician. He is the
longtime companion of actress Susan Saran-
don, with whom he shares strong liberal po-
litical views.”

• Web-Search: 96,67% of the times “Tim Robbins”
appears in the description field of the first 50
results returned by google, all the words of the
string begin by capital letters.

• WordNet’s new synset (WordNet’s lex-
icographic syntax): { Tim Robbins,
noun.person:screenwriter,@i (Timothy Francis
Robbins (born October 16, 1958) is an American
Academy Award-winning actor, screenwriter,
director, producer, and small time musician.
He is the longtime companion of actress Susan
Sarandon, with whom he shares strong liberal
political views) }

4 Experimental results and dis-
cussion

In order to carry out the experiments which will be
outlined later on in this section, we have used the noun
taxonomy of WordNet 2.1. (index.noun and data.noun
files) and a database dump of the English version of
Wikipedia (enwiki-20061104)9. From this dump, we
have used the page, pagelinks, categorylinks and ab-
stract data.

There are 81,426 noun synsets in the version of
WordNet used. Out of these, 73,757 refer to classes
and the remaining 7,669 refer to instances. From the
73,757 synsets that refer to classes, 18,783 (25,47%)
contain only polysemous words and 54,974 (74,53%)
do contain at least one monosemous word and there-
fore are considered.

The mapping process links 10,125 synsets out of
the 54,974 considered (18,41%). From the categories
linked, 231,354 articles are extracted. Out of these,
29,554 are discarded because they are already present
in WordNet, 55,573 because they are disambiguation
entries and 2,512 because they are “List of” entries.
Therefore, 143,715 articles do remain.

Regarding the web-search method employed to dis-
card non-instances, two sets of randomly selected
entries were manually tagged as being instances or
classes. One set contains 200 entries and was used
as training set whereas the other is made of 100 en-
tries and is used as evaluation set. The training set
was used to select the threshold and capitalisation
model that obtain the best results. The threshold
selected is 0.91 while the capitalisation model is the
one that considers the number of times that the first
word of the string begins by capital letters. Subse-
quently, the algorithm was evaluated over the evalua-
tion set. Table 1 shows the results obtained for this set
9 Available at http://download.wikimedia.org
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Figure 1: Method diagram

Table 1: Evaluation results of the web-search method

Threshold Precision Recall Fβ=1 Fβ=0.5

0.81 87.75 74.14 80.37 82.69
0.83 89.13 70.69 78.84 82.00
0.85 91.11 70.69 79.61 83.11
0.87 90.90 68.97 78.43 82.19
0.89 90.90 68.97 78.43 82.19
0.91 93.02 68.97 79.20 83.33
0.93 92.86 67.24 78.00 82.39
0.95 94.29 56.89 70.97 77.34

regarding instances. For several values of the thresh-
old, precision, recall and F-measure (β=1 and β=0.5)
are included. Fβ=1 weights evenly precision and re-
call whereas Fβ=0.5 weights precision twice as much as
recall.

It can be seen that the highest F-measure (β=0.5) is
obtained when the threshold is set to 0.91, reaching
83.33% and precision 93,02%. Although other values
of the threshold provide higher values of F-measure
(β=1), as the aim of the approach is to extend a knowl-
edge resource, we consider more important precision
than recall as we think that it is better to add a lower
number of synsets to WordNet but making sure that
the quality of the final resource is good enough. With
the configuration selected, 41,58% of the entries are
tagged as instances, which means that WordNet is ex-
tended with more than 55,000 new instance synsets.
This is, the number of instance synsets in WordNet is
multiplied at least seven times.

The percentage of synsets that get mapped to
Wikipedia’s categories is quite low. We consider two
possible reasons that can cause this: (i) Wikipedia’s
coverage on some parts of WordNet’s noun taxon-
omy might be low, (ii) lexical pattern matching may
not be an appropriate approach to find related cat-

egories in Wikipedia to WordNet synsets. Although
the method to classify the extracted articles in in-
stances and classes is fairly simple, the results obtained
are reasonably high (precision 93,02%, recall 68,97%,
Fβ=0.5 83,33%). In our opinion, this is due to the high
quality of the data extracted. Therefore, even better
results could be achieved by applying more elaborated
approaches.

5 Conclusions

This paper has presented, to our knowledge, the first
attempt to semantically exploit Wikipedia in order to
extend WordNet with new synsets. We have intro-
duced the motivation for our proposal, the method
has been explained and results have been discussed.
The practical result of this research consists of a new
specific resource for Named Entity Recognition which
will be available to the research community.

We have demonstrated that lexical and semantic
knowledge acquisition could benefit from exploiting
new text types such as wikis by showing the potential
advantages over common approaches that rely on un-
restricted corpora and MRDs. In fact, by using very
simple techniques we have been able to multiply by
more than seven times the amount of instances present
in WordNet with a precision over 93%. Therefore,
we think that there is a big room for research within
this innovative approach which could lead to impor-
tant advances in the automatic creation of knowledge
bases and in the automatic extension of already exis-
tent lexico-semantic resources.

This research has produced a valuable resource for
Named Entity Recognition tasks. In fact, the resource
contains more than 55,000 named entities classified in
a widely used noun taxonomy. Therefore, this could be
exploited by systems that attempt to classify named
entities across a high number of categories. Also, as
we provide a classification of entities in nodes of a tax-
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onomy instead of isolated lists of entities for each cat-
egory, the resource can be used with different levels of
granularity for entity recognition.

Another important feature of the proposed approach
is its high degree of language independence. This
method can be directly applied to any language if there
is a version of Wikipedia, a version of WordNet and
a lemmatiser10. Moreover, the multilingual knowledge
encoded in Wikipedia could be exploited in order to
build and extend multilingual Knowledge Resources.

As future work we plan to improve the automatic
extraction of semantic knowledge from wiki texts by
following three directions:

• Carry out a deep study about the mapping pro-
cess in order to determine the reason why the per-
centage of synsets linked is low. Once we obtain a
better understanding on this, we could apply the
method proposed in this paper to extend with in-
stances a broader part of WordNet.

• Analyse most advanced techniques to distinguish
between instances and classes such as Machine-
Learning based binary classifiers in order to in-
crease the precision and the recall.

• Examine Word Sense Disambiguation techniques
in order to be able to use our approach to extend
synsets made up of polysemous words in WordNet
and also to incorporate into WordNet those arti-
cles from Wikipedia that were discarded in the
present research because they were polysemous
(disambiguation entries).
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Abstract
This article presents a translation of the Prop-
erty formalism of [2] into the XFST regular ex-
pression formalism [6]. Besides offering at no
cost a platform to use Properties in natural lan-
guage processing, this operation allows us to clar-
ify the interpretation of the Property formalism,
which may be interpreted as strictly limited ei-
ther to regular languages or to context-free lan-
guages, depending on the definition of the ob-
jects Properties apply to.

Keywords
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1 Introduction

In 1999, Gabriel G. Bès proposed a new formalism
for the description of natural language syntax, called
“Properties” [2], of which Blache afterwards proposed
a variant, called “Property Grammar” [3]. The pur-
pose of this paper is to offer a new point of view on
this formalism, through its translation into a regular
expression formalism, that of the Xerox Finite-State
Tool [6]. This translation, developed in section 2, sup-
ports both theoretical and practical considerations:
section 3 points out the specificity of the property
formalism with respect to classical phrase structure
grammars, and section 4 clarifies its interpretation in
terms of regular or context-free language specification.
Practical use of our translation scheme and relevance
of the Property formalism are then discussed in sec-
tion 5.

2 Properties as regular expres-
sions

This section introduces a translation of Properties into
regular expressions (2.1), followed by a discussion of
some limitations of this translation (2.2).

2.1 A translation scheme

Properties are formulas of the form pred(id, ...),
where pred is a predicate corresponding to the name
of the Property, id is the name of the language (or

category) the Property applies to, and ... marks the
place of one or several other arguments of the Property
predicate pred (cf. [2]). These arguments are always
symbols which refer to a category.

[2] specifies nine types of properties. Figure 1
presents the definition of six of them: amod, uniq,
oblig, exig, exclu and precede, together with their
translation into XFST regular expressions (below the
dotted line) 1. Limitations of our translation scheme,
including the non-translation of some Properties, are
discussed in the next section.

Full definition of the operators used in the regu-
lar expressions may be found in [1], as well as on the
XRCE web site 2. In short, | denotes union, & in-
tersection, < precedence, + iteration (Kleene plus), $
containment, $? containment of at most one, and ~
complement.

In figure 1, we use letters as arguments of the Prop-
erty predicates. These letters are to be interpreted as
category names, i.e. as denoting regular languages.
However, to keep the description short, we use expres-
sions such as “an a” to mean “a string of category a”
or “a string from language a”.

All Properties are presented as applying to a lan-
guage called id. On the regular expression side, this
language is defined as the result of the intersection of
all the languages denoted by the Properties. Consider-
ing the Properties defined in figure 1, one would then
have to write as a final definition:

define id [AMOD & UNIQ & OBLIG

& EXIG & EXCLU & PRECEDE];

2.2 Limitations

In our translation scheme, we made a number of sim-
plifications on the original definitions of [2], which we
briefly justify here.

For space reasons, we do not present the transla-
tion of some parts of the formalism, i.e. variants for
the oblig, exig, exclu and precede Property types, the
exigac Property type, through which one will specify
agreement constraints, and the fact that one category

1 In XFST, the schema of a define command is define variable
regular-expression ; the effect is to “invoke the compiler on
the regular expression, create a network, and assign that net-
work to the indicated variable. Once defined in this way, the
variable [. . . ] can be used in subsequent regular expressions.”
[1, p. 85]

2 www.xrce.xerox.com/competencies/content-analysis/

fsCompiler/home.en.html
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amod(id, [a, b, ..., z]) specifies that in a string of language id, one may only use words of
category a, b, . . . , or z.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
define AMOD [ a | b | ... | z ]+ ;

uniq(id, [a, b, ..., z]) specifies that a string of language id may contain at most one a, at
most one b, . . . , and at most one z.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
define UNIQ [$?a & $?b & ... & $?z] ;

oblig(id, [a, b, ..., z]) specifies that a string of language id must contain one a, or one b,
. . . , or one z.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
define OBLIG [$a | $b | ... | $z] ;

exig(id, [a, b, c, ..., z]) specifies that in a string of language id, the presence of an a
requires the presence of a b, or a c, . . . , or a z.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
define EXIG [~$a | [$a & $[b | c | ... | z]]] ;

exclu(id, [a, b, c, ..., z]) specifies that in a string of language id, the presence of an a
forbids the presence of a b, of a c, . . . , and of a z.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
define EXCLU [~$a | [$a & ~$[b | c | ... | z]]] ;

precede(id, [a, [b, c, ..., z]]) specifies that, in a string of language id, if an a occurs with
a b, or a c, . . . , or a z, it must precede the b, c, . . . , or z.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
define PRECEDE [ a < [b | c | ... | z] ];

Fig. 1: Translation table from Properties to XFST regular expressions.

may be characterized as the nucleus of the defined
strings. The absence of a translation for these features
does not affect the discussion developed below.

More intersting is the fact that two characteristics
of the formalism had to be set aside, because they were
impossible to express by regular expressions:

1. The original definition of the amod Property also
specifies that for each category, there exists at
least one string which contains a word from that
category (i.e. all the categories are used at least
once). This is a condition on the whole set of
strings, not on the strings themselves, and cannot
be expressed by regular expressions.

2. The original formalism includes a fleche Property
type, which specifies relations between the words
composing a valid string and cannot be translated
by regular expressions. However, it must be noted
it has a special status, compared to other Proper-
ties, as it allows the expression of statements over
the strings defined by the other Properties, but
not to modify this set of strings by addition or
subtraction.

2.3 An example

The regular expressions in figure 2 illustrate the defi-
nition of a language with Properties written as XFST
regular expressions. The first nine lines define nine
categories. The word forms considered in that exam-
ple appear between quotes: is, do, does, sing, sings,

singing. The words appearing next to a define com-
mand (e.g. BE) are category names. The language
defined is VC (for “verb chunks”); it contains eight
strings: {do sing, do not sing, does sing, does not sing,
is singing, is not singing, sing, sings} 3.

3 Specificity of the Property
formalism

Compared with more classical approaches, Properties
offer a different perspective. We here compare this for-
malism with classical phrase structure grammars and
with Koskenniemi’s Finite-State Intersection Gram-
mar (FSIG) [8].

3.1 Properties vs. phrase grammars

Like a regular expression or any phrase structure
grammar, a set of Properties may be viewed as spec-
ifying a language. The novelty, when one compares
Properties to classical phrase structure grammars, is
that Properties systematically make use of intersec-
tion (as shown by the definitions of id at the end of
section 2.1, and of VC in figure 2), and do not explic-
itly use concatenation (as shown by the absence of an
explicit concatenation operator in the regular expres-
sions of figure 1).

3 With whitespaces added between the terminal symbols for
readability.
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define BE [ "is" ];
define DO [ "do" | "does" ];
define Aux [ BE | DO ];
define VInf [ "sing" ];
define V3Pr [ "sings" ];
define VIng [ "singing" ];
define VBase [ VInf | V3Pr ];
define V [ VBase | VIng ];
define Neg [ "not" ];

define AMOD [V | Aux | Neg]+;
define OBL [$V];
define UNIQ [$?V & $?Aux & $?Neg];
define RE1 [~$Neg | [$Neg & $Aux]];
define RE2 [~$VIng | [$VIng & $BE]];
define RE3 [~$DO | [$DO & $VInf]];
define EX1 [~$V3Pr | [$V3Pr & ~$DO]];
define EX2 [~$VBase | [$VBase & ~$BE]];
define PR1 [Aux < [Neg | V]];
define PR2 [Neg < V];

define VC [AMOD & OBL & UNIQ & RE1 & RE2
& RE3 & EX1 & EX2 & PR1 & PR2];

Fig. 2: Definition of a small example language.

In contrast, phrase structure grammars favour union
and concatenation. Typically, in a phrase structure
grammar, for a given non terminal symbol A, one may
have n rules with A on the left-hand side, which will be
interpreted as stating that this symbol is to be rewrit-
ten as specified by rule 1, or rule 2, . . . or rule n. In
other words, the A language is the result of the union
of the right-hand side specifications, where concatena-
tion is the primary operation. As an example of this
preferred use of union and concatenation, one would
remark that the language VC of figure 2 would also, in a
more classical manner, be defined by the following reg-
ular expression, i.e. as the union of three languages 4:

define VC [VBase | BE (Neg) VIng
| DO (Neg) VInf];

As this definition is more compact than that of fig-
ure 2, one might wonder what could be the advantage
of using Properties. The advantage lies in the greater
modularity of linguistic descriptions Properties offer.
As noted by [10], Properties can be viewed as “a sys-
tematization of the decomposition of information initi-
ated by the GPSG ID/LP formalism: the information
expressed by the ID rules in GPSG are expressed by
the conjunction of the amod, uniq, oblig, exig and exclu
properties”. The consequence of this decomposition is
that it will be easier to adjust linguistic descriptions
to what is seen as variations within a data set (e.g. re-
gional variations of a given language, or spelling errors
in a written corpus) 5.

3.2 Properties vs. FSIG

Properties contrast with classical phrase structure
grammars in that they favor intersection, but [7] al-

4 Not counting the use of union in the category definitions,
which we assume to be that of the first nine lines of figure 2.

5 Section 5.2 gives hints at how such adjustments could be im-
plemented.

amod(S, [a, b, S])
uniq(S, [a, b, S])
oblig(S, [a])
exig(S, [a, b])
precede(S, [a, [b, S]])
precede(S, [S, [b]])

Fig. 3: Definition of the a
n
b
n language.

ready described a parsing system based on constraints
“implemented as finite-state machines” and where
“the grammar as a whole is logically an intersection of
all constraints”. The result of our translation is con-
ceptually identical to that framework, but the Prop-
erty formalism, however, does differ from its predeces-
sor.

In practice, the preferred rule format in the gram-
mar described in [8] is EXP => LC RC, which specify
that any occurrence of EXP must be surrounded by the
given contexts LC and RC (all three parts of the rule
being regular expressions). This kind of rules, like
phrase grammar rules, in effect favours concatenation
and union as the primary operations, as contexts are
often specified as a disjunction of admissible strings.

In addition to this type of rules, the rule formal-
ism of [8] gives the linguist the possibility to specify
definitions of the form

name(param1, ..., paramn) = regex;

which could be used to define not only Properties, in
the same manner as we did in figure 1 6, but also any
new predicate. The formalism of [8] allows one to use
the full power of regular expressions, while Properties,
in contrast, form a closed set of predefined constraint
schemata.

4 Expressive power of the Prop-
erty formalism

If it is possible, as we have shown, to translate Prop-
erties into regular expressions, then one must come
to the conclusion that the expressive power of Proper-
ties is limited to the specification of regular languages.
However, [3] gives an example of Properties specifying
the context-free language anbn, an example which is
reproduced on figure 3. There is here an apparent
contradiction, which deserves consideration.

We first examine the interpretation of Properties
as specifying CF languages, and then discuss our
stricter interpretation, in which they specify regular
languages.

4.1 Properties specifying context-free
languages

The understanding of Properties as specifying context-
free or regular languages lies in the meaning one as-
signs to the symbols used as the arguments of the
Properties. In our interpretation of Properties as

6 Indeed, [8] give as an example definition the statement
UNIQUE(FINV).
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equivalent to regular expressions, the symbols used as
arguments of the properties are variables which are de-
fined non recursively. Properties apply to the strings
of the language, strings of terminal symbols. In the
interpretation of [3], the symbols used as arguments
of properties may be either terminal symbols or re-
cursively defined non terminal symbols (e.g. symbol S
in figure 3). Properties do not apply directly to the
strings of the language, but to the strings of immedi-
ate constituants of a category. The description pre-
supposes a phrase structure tree, and the Properties
apply to levels in this tree.

The anbn language example illustrates adequately
this orientation: it is possible to say that the string
aabb satisfies all the properties of figure 3 because the
description implies the tree in figure 4, and the prop-
erties are about the immediate constituants of each S

constituant, not about the string aabb itself (in which
case, quite trivially, the property uniq(a, b, S)
would not be satisfied, since the string contains several
as and several bs).

a

a b

S b

S

Fig. 4: Analysis tree for the string aabb.

[5] state that, in “Property Grammar”, “parse trees
are no longer necessary”. [4] claims that “Property
Grammar is a non-generative theory in the sense that
no structure has to be build, only constraints are used
both to represent linguistic information and to de-
scribe inputs.” As our analysis of the anbn example
shows, if Properties are to be interpreted as possibly
applying to recursively defined non terminal symbols
(as indeed they are in the cited articles), these state-
ments are wrong.

4.2 Properties vs. regular expressions

Coming back to the interpretation of Properties of fig-
ure 1, one may question whether the Property formal-
ism has the same expressive power as regular expres-
sions. The answer is no.

Assuming categories defined using only the union
operator (as in figure 1), the expressive power of Prop-
erties (understood as in figure 1) is strictly smaller
than that of XFST regular expressions. For instance,
it is impossible to define with Properties the language
denoted by the regular expression [a (a)], i.e. the
set {a, aa}. As a rule, one cannot precisely control
with Properties how many words of the same category
are allowed in a string (e.g. say “one or two as”).
One can only state that such words may or must ap-
pear (with the amod and oblig Properties, and that
there may only be one such word (with the uniq Prop-
erty). The exig Property cannot help in that matter
as a Property such as exig(id, [a, a]) would be
trivially satisfied.

4.3 (Dis)advantages of the two inter-
pretations

At this point, we are left with two interpretations of
one formalism. Choosing one rather than the other
would presumably depend on one’s objectives and on
the (dis)advantages of regular expressions vs. context-
free grammars. As is well known, natural language
has been shown to be non regular, but it has also
been shown that some aspects of natural language syn-
tax could be described by finite-state methods (e.g.
chunks).

Appropriateness of Properties to such and such ob-
jectives (e.g. chunking vs. deep parsing) will be
demonstrated by the development of effective linguis-
tic descriptions. However, we would venture that the
use of an underlying tree representation might suffer
from two drawbacks: (1) interpretation of the Prop-
erties would sometimes be counter-intuitive (as when
one reads that the string aabb satisfies the Property
that there is only one a), and (2) it might make the
Property formalism less relevant, as the tree tends to
reduce the length of the strings Properties apply to.
For instance, if one would work with binary branch-
ing trees, one might question whether Properties are
not too sophisticated a system to describe two word
strings.

5 Practical application of the
translation scheme

Our translation of Properties into XFST regular ex-
pressions helped us to clarify the understanding of the
Property formalim, but it also offers at no cost a plat-
form to actually put Properties in practice, as one can
use all the functionalities of the Xerox software. We
here evoke some possible uses, which will be presented
with the following definition as a reference:

define L [ P1 & P2 & ... & Pn ] ;

We will say that this formula defines the language L
as well as the automaton L.

5.1 Analysis and generation

The most straightforward use of XFST will be to com-
pile the automaton L and use it either to test whether a
string belongs to the L language, or to generate strings
of L, possibly all the strings of L if it is finite. In this
latter case, XFST provides the “pattern generator” of
[2, §5] and this shows that Properties may indeed be
used for generation.

5.2 Multiple automata from a single
set of Properties

[3] claims that Properties challenge generativity in
that rather than parsing only grammatical sentences,
one can take any input sentence and produce the lists
of Properties it satisfies or not. This may be imple-
mented within XFST by defining one automaton for
each Property and analysing strings with each of these
automata in turn. More generally, given a set P of
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Properties defining L(P ), any subset P ′ of P can be
used to define a language L(P ′) of which L(P ) will be
a subset. L(P ′) can be viewed as a language resulting
from the relaxation of some constraints on L(P ) (i.e.
the subtraction of some Properties), a language which
in effect contains sentences which would be judged ill-
formed with respect to L(P ).

Properties offer modularity and an easy way to de-
fine from a single base set multiple languages included
in each other. This quality, however, does not ques-
tion the fact that the Property formalism in itself fully
belongs to the generative grammar paradigm.

5.3 Testing the relevance of Properties

Another application of XFST is that it makes it pos-
sible to verify that in a set of Properties defining a
language L, each Property is relevant to the definition
of L. Given the definition of L above, the following
XFST command sequence tests the relevance of any
Property Pi:

regex L ; Put the L network on the stack.
regex L - Pi ; Put the L - Pi network on the

stack.
test equivalent Test whether the top two net-

works on the stack are equiva-
lent.

A Property Pi is relevant to the definition of a lan-
guage L iff L - Pi is not equivalent to L.

Note that this relevance testing procedure makes use
of the subtraction operator. Unlike context-free lan-
guages, regular languages are closed under subtrac-
tion, as well as under intersection. We may then view
this procedure as another advantage of our XFST in-
terpretation of Properties.

5.4 Exploring the relevance of the
Property formalism

Ultimately, the relevance of Properties will be demon-
strated (or not) by effective descriptions of natural lan-
guages. Looking at our translation of Properties into
regular expressions, one might wonder what would be
the point of using Properties rather than regular ex-
pressions?

The weaker expressive power of Properties (cf. sec-
tion 4.2) actually suggests a nice experimentation pro-
gram: how far can we go into the description of natu-
ral languages with Properties understood as in figure
1? The objective would be to determine what, within
finite-state expressivity, is needed or not to describe
such and such aspect of a language, to find the appro-
priate position between a system using the full power
of regular expressions and a system strictly limited to
a specific set of constraint schemata.

Properties put constraints on the linguist’s expres-
sion, but it might be to their benefit. [9] introduced
a translation system from natural language to XFST
regular expressions. This author, pointing out that
the same thing could be said in a messy way as well
as in a structured way, concluded his demonstration
by advocating the importance of structured program-
ming. We believe Properties are a good way to struc-
ture linguistic descriptions. Especially if, rather than

the sometimes cumbersome notation of regular expres-
sion Properties in figure 1, one considers the possibility
of an interface to this notation.

6 Conclusion

We presented a translation of the Properties of [2] into
regular expressions, a translation which we consider an
indirect implementation of this formalism. To us, this
indirectness is an advantage, because

• it helped to clarify the interpretation of the Prop-
erty formalism,

• it provides at no cost a tool to actually analyse
and generate strings defined by a set of Proper-
ties, as well as a tool to test the relevance of each
Property,

• as it integrates Properties into a system with
greater expressive power, it opens space to test
the limits of the Property formalism on linguistic
data.

With respect to the interpretation of Properties, our
comparison shows to what extent they depart from
classical phrase structure grammars, favouring the def-
inition of a language by the intersection of sets rather
than union, but also to what extent they do belong to
this paradigm. In particular, as any set of Properties
may indeed be translated into an equivalent regular or
context-free grammar, they can be assigned the same
interpretation as such grammars, i.e. they are expres-
sions which denote languages.
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Abstract 
This paper addresses the problem of consolidation of 
multilingual terminology resources that are dispersed 
among numerous collections, publications and databases. 
It proposes a standards-based approach for providing 
single unified web-based access to distributed multilingual 
terminology data. This federation approach supports 
consolidation of different established terminology 
databases and centrally stored resources. This paper 
introduces terminology entry compounding for 
identification and consolidation of matching multilingual 
entries from different collections. Practical results from 
using these approaches in EuroTermBank project are 
described as well as future development directions are 
pointed out for expanding EuroTermBank into the global 
access point for unified multilingual terminology. 
  

Keywords 
Translation aids, terminology databases, multilingual terminology, 
terminology entry compounding. 

1. Introduction 
Globalization from the one side and growing language 
awareness from the other side dictate the need to 
consolidate terminology resources, harmonize international 
terminology, and provide online access to reliable 
multilingual terminology. Advances in language 
technologies and machine translation are about to change 
the traditional patterns of creation and use of language 
resources. New approaches and platforms are urgently 
required to support these requirements.  

At the same time, terminology development and 
distribution continue to be fragmented across organizations, 
companies, industries and languages. As a result, existing 
resources are often not publicly available, reuse and 
application for research of large amount of accumulated 
data are extremely limited, quality is unreliable and 
proprietary formats are incompatible with international 
standards.  

This article provides an overview of the foundations of 
EuroTermBank, a new type of multilingual terminology 
platform that proposes solutions to some of the inherent 
challenges of terminology management and application. 
First, it focuses on the existing and emerging standards in 
the realm of multilingual terminology, starting from 
terminology resource description to the data model and 

exchange mechanisms. Then, it proposes terminology entry 
compounding as a new approach and a tool for 
identification and display of matching multilingual 
terminology entries across several terminology collections. 
Lastly, this article propones a federated model of 
terminology consolidation and distribution, with 
terminology data from diverse sources made available 
through a central gateway, using distributed environment 
with a multitude of actors.  

Complete account on various aspects of the 
EuroTermBank project is provided in a monograph based 
on EuroTermBank project deliverables [7]. A separate 
paper is dedicated to EuroTermBank’s  methodology of 
multilingual terminology work [6]. 

2. Overview of EuroTermBank project 
An important initiative to address the above challenges, 
EuroTermBank project [1] was designed with the goal to 
collect, harmonize and disseminate dispersed terminology 
resources through an online terminology data bank.  

EuroTermBank project was initiated in 2004 by 8 
partners representing research institutions, terminology 
organizations and language technology companies from 7 
European Union countries – Germany, Denmark, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Estonia, Poland, and Hungary. 

Within the project, methodology for harmonization of 
terminology processes in new EU member countries and 
for ensuring compatibility of terminological resources for 
data interchange and resource sharing has been developed 
[6]. A web-based terminology data bank 
www.eurotermbank.com has been created, to provide easy 
access to centralized terminology resources. 

The objective of EuroTermBank is to integrate available 
terminology resources (not only from project partner 
countries) into the central EuroTermBank database or 
interlink them via EuroTermBank as a central gateway and 
a single point of service. The data bank works on a two-tier 
principle – as a central database and as an interlink node or 
gateway to other national and international terminology 
banks. Data exchange mechanisms have been developed to 
establish term import, export and exchange with other 
terminology databases. 

A large number of terminology resources have been 
acquired and processed for inclusion into the 
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EuroTermBank database. The methodology developed in 
EuroTermBank project serves as the basis for content 
processing. The content passes several stages before 
integration into the database, including selection, 
prioritization, modification, and digitalization (for non-
digital format).  

The outcome is a reliable multilingual terminology 
resource, networked with other existing national and 
international resources available for users over the global 
network.  

Currently EuroTermBank portal enables searching 
within approximately 600,000 terminology entries 
containing over 1.5 million terms in various languages and 
coming from about 100 terminology collections. A number 
of these collections were not available in digital format 
before this project; a few specialized term banks were not 
available to the general public at all. The initial focus of 
EuroTermBank has been on the “new Europe”, including 
Estonian, Hungarian, Latvian, Lithuanian, and Polish term 
collections.  

3. Data consolidation based on standards  
With the multitude of actors involved, including project 
partners and various types of terminology holders, 
implementation of applicable international standards, as 
described in this section, has been key to reaching the goals 
of the project, including a standards-based approach to 
describing terminology collections, defining the data model 
and ensuring a unified data exchange format. 

3.1 Terminology resource description 
One of the major tasks of the EuroTermBank project was 
identification and description of terminology resources 
available in the new EU member countries. Due to a large 
number of resources to be described and different 
organizations in several countries involved in this process, 
it was important to use a common format for resource 
description. For this purpose the TeDIF format was chosen. 

The Terminology Documentation Interchange Format 
TeDIF [4] is an SGML-based format for describing and 
exchanging metadata about terminology, developed in the 
framework of the TDCnet project – European Terminology 
Documentation Centre Network, with the purpose to 
establish a common format for bibliographical and factual 
data related to terminology.  

For the purpose of the EuroTermBank project TeDIF 
was slightly adapted. TeDIF information types were limited 
to the description of term collections. Other modifications 
included: 1) a possibility to multiply the fields describing 
the author and copyright holder according to the number of 
persons/organizations, and 2) the addition of fields for the 
indication of the languages of definitions and context 
information. 

TeDIF is used for importing terminology resource meta-
data into EuroTermBank database, as well as for 
consolidation and analysis of data.  

3.2 Terminology data modeling 
The data structure developed for EuroTermBank comprises 
up to 4 hierarchical levels based on ISO standards 12200 
and 12620 [5]: 
 The entry level provides concept-related data categories 

applying to all languages. It contains language-
independent information like entry identifier, subject 
information, data collection; administrative information 
like subset owner identifying the institution responsible 
for the entry; originator, origination date, updater, 
modification date and a number of other fields.  

 The language level provides concept-related data 
categories applying to the specific language. It contains 
language-specific information like definition, reference, 
explanation and others, as well as administrative 
information. 

 The term level provides term-related data categories 
applying to the specific term. It includes term-related 
information like term in a particular language, entry 
source, search term containing related forms of the term 
to facilitate search, reference with source(s) of the term, 
usage information, and others. 

 The word level provides word-related data categories 
applying to the specific words of a term. A term may be 
a multiword string, therefore this level is created to 
contain lexical information that concerns the individual 
words of a term. Data categories for lexical information 
are, for example, part of speech, grammatical number, 
grammatical gender etc. 

3.3 Terminology data exchange 
Data exchange mechanisms are required to enable term 
import, export and exchange with other terminology 
databases. EuroTermBank data exchange format is based 
on TBX (TermBase eXchange) format, an open XML-
based standard for terminological data exchange developed 
by LISA (Localization Industry Standards Association). 
TBX complies with the terminology markup framework 
defined by ISO 16642; it specifies a set of data categories 
from ISO 12620 and adopts an XML style compatible with 
ISO 12200. 

The EuroTermBank system implements the TBX 
standard with required data categories to enable: 
 data exchange between different EuroTermBank 

modules; 
 data exchange between external terminology databases; 
 data import and export to and from the EuroTermBank 

terminology database; 
 data store in the EuroTermBank terminology database; 
 data editing. 
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To import terminology data into the EuroTermBank 
database, data must be structured according to the 
EuroTermBank TBX-compliant data exchange format. To 
convert terminology resources to this specific format a 
number of conversion tools are created. As each resource is 
structured differently, an individual converter is developed 
or adapted for each resource type. 

4. Entry compounding for unified 
representation 
This section describes the approach taken in the 
EuroTermBank project for unification of potentially 
matching terminology entries from different resources.  

Majority of terminology resources that are available in 
Eastern European countries are bilingual with the source 
language typically being English. A small number of 
resources are monolingual or have terms in three or more 
languages.  

 
Table 1. EuroTermBank resources by languages covered. 
 

As described earlier, EuroTermBank data structure is 
modeled according to concept-oriented approach to 
terminology. A terminology entry denotes an abstract 
concept that has designations or terms as well as definitions 
in one or more languages. If the terminology bank contains 
entries coming from different collections and designating 
the same concept we have an obvious interest to merge 
them into one unified multilingual entry. 

For example, if there is a term pair EN computer – LV 
dators coming from a Latvian IT terminology resource and 
another term pair EN computer – LT kompiuteris from a 
Lithuanian IT terminology resource, it is possible to 
combine these two into a unified entry EN computer – LV 
dators – LT kompiuteris. This multilingual entry allows 
establishing a correspondence between language terms that 
is not directly available in any terminology resource (in this 
example, the new term pair is LV dators – LT kompiuteris). 

However, merging entries just on the basis of 
matching term in one language that is common for the 

given entries will lead to many erroneous term 
correspondences, resulting from frequent ambiguity of 
terms among subject fields or much rarer cases of 
ambiguity in the context within one subject field. The only 
error-free method for merging entries is evaluating 
manually whether these entries denote the same concept. 

Unfortunately in practice it is often impossible or very 
expensive to make comparisons of cross-lingual 
terminology concepts. There is a lack of experts with 
sufficient knowledge of the respective languages and 
subject fields. The task is considerably hindered by the fact 
that most terminology collections do not provide 
definitions. 

EuroTermBank proposes a practical solution by 
introducing the automated terminology entry compounding 
approach for matching terminology entries based on 
available data. 

4.1 Entry compounding criteria 
EuroTermBank uses the following entry compounding 
criteria used to match terminology entries across 
terminology collections: 

 Unique concept identifiers: 
o ISO terminology identifiers 
o Latin in medicine and biology 

 Identical English term with the same subject field 
classification 

Other criteria were considered, such as using a second 
“lingua franca”, but not applied, to ensure high levels of 
reliability of the compounded results. Further research on 
entry compounding would be necessary to evaluate 
effectiveness of entry compounding methods for various 
types of terminological data.  

The most reliable indication for matching entries is 
having unique and unambiguous concept identifiers. The 
best example here is terms from ISO terminology 
standards. These term entries have an identifier in the form 
[Standard_identifier].[term_number]. Accordingly, all 
national standards share the same identifier for 
corresponding entries and can be merged with a very high 
degree of reliability. 

Another case of unique internationally applied 
identification is the usage of Latin names in medicine and 
biology (with a number of exceptions with different Latin 
names designating the same concept). 

If there is no unique identification for concepts in 
collections, less precise matching criteria are used, namely, 
the English term and the subject field. English has been 
chosen as the most popular language in term resources. 

For subject field classification, EuroTermBank uses 
Eurovoc, the multilingual thesaurus provided in all official 
languages of the EU that covers the fields in which the 
European Communities are active. Resources originally 
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having different classification (e.g. Lenoch) have been 
mapped to Eurovoc classes.  

A number of terminology resources use only top 
classification levels of Eurovoc, although there are many 
resources with detailed classification using Eurovoc 
sublevels of different depth. For entry compounding, it was 
decided to take into account only the top classification level 
with 21 subject fields for entry compounding. This means 
that sublevels are equalized to the top classification level. 

Some additional assumptions applied in the 
implementation of entry compounding for EuroTermBank 
resources: 

 If an entry contains several English terms as 
synonyms, matching of at least one of them is 
sufficient. 

 If an entry is classified under several subject 
fields, matching of at least one of them is 
sufficient. 

It is important to understand that entry compounding is a 
data representation method that does not propose creation 
of new permanent term entries. It is a visualization aid that 
displays matching entries across collections. Much like in 
machine translation environment, the user is prompted 
about potential incompatibilities and errors.  
 

4.2 Initial evaluation of entry compounding 
Entry compounding solves the problem of visual 
representation of multiple potentially overlapping term 
entries that are present in a consolidation of a huge number 
of multilingual terminology sources. 

At present, the EuroTermBank database contains over 
585,000 term entries. When applying entry compounding, 
over 135,000 or about 23% of entries get compounded. 
Hence entry compounding is a considerable aid for the user 
in finding the required term, for example, in the translation 
scenario between language pairs for which term 
equivalence is not established in existing collections.   

 
Table 2. Total and compounded entries per major 
languages of EuroTermbank. 
 

At the same time, entry compounding may uncover 
incompatibilities and deficiencies across data and is 
therefore useful for further enhancement of the original 
data, but may be confusing for the immediate users.  

The major source of problems for entry compounding 
lies in shortcomings of the subject field classification 
system and its application. While Eurovoc thesaurus was 
evaluated as the best practical solution, the lack of a 
universal, terminology-oriented classification system is 
evident. In addition, entry compounding problems may 
occur due to different interpretations or errors while 
applying the classification system across all term 
collections, or due to inherent differences across these 
collections.  For example, errors may occur if a term within 
a subject field is used to denote several different concepts. 
This scenario contradicts to best practice methodology in 
terminology development, however, practice shows that 
existing term collections contain such deviant cases.  
 

5. Federated approach in consolidation of 
distributed resources 
A convenient way of analyzing terminology consolidation 
practices is through a number of scenarios or frameworks 
[6]. Often, consolidation of terminology is a concept 
applied in the context of an organization or a company, for 
example, a company-wide terminology management 
system as implemented in IBM, or at the national level, for 
example, the Termbank of Lithuania. Beyond the 
company/local level and the national level is the 
international level, for example, the single IATE database 
[3] that consolidates multilingual terminology across a 
number of EU institutions; important steps towards the 
federated model of standards terminology development are 
taking place within ISO, which is an example of a single 
international organization working towards a federation of 
a number of internal databases.  

EuroTermBank proposes terminology consolidation at 
this further level, uniting dispersed terminology databases 
in a federated system. To ensure viability of this system, 
inclusion of a termbank in the federated model requires it to 
be institutionally and technically supported and maintained.  

The federated approach to terminology consolidation 
provides a solution to at least one inherent challenge of all 
terminology banks – maintenance of terminology is done at 
the local or national level, and the changes at the local or 
national level become instantaneously available for 
integration with other federated resources. 

An important by-product of this approach is the 
promotion of a unified methodology for terminology work 
and application of industry standards.  

Federation of terminology is a new phenomenon and 
there are a number of challenges yet to be faced, for 
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example, ensuring reliability of the sources or of the source 
data in case an important resource of the federation 
becomes unavailable, temporarily or ultimately, and 
ensuring a unified approach to change management on all 
levels, from data structure to the changing terminology 
content and preservation of legacy data. Another common 
challenge to terminology termbanks exacerbated in a 
federated model is the application and mapping of subject 
field classification systems. A major challenge is the 
implementation of a concept-oriented approach requiring a 
certain level of concept harmonization in a multilingual 
setting with diverse terminology creators.  

However, these challenges are inherent to all 
terminology work, even on individual level. 
EuroTermBank’s advantage lies in a more efficient and 
consolidated approach in solving these challenges, 
compared to the uncoordinated and oftentimes partial and 
incompatible solutions typical at the local level. 

Several major external terminology databases are 
interlinked with EuroTermBank. An example of a national 
terminology database interconnected with EuroTermBank 
is online databank of Latvian official terminology [2]. An 
example of an international databank that could greatly 
benefit from interlinking with EuroTermBank is IATE, the 
termbank of European Union official institutions [3]. 

6. Conclusions 
In today’s world, market forces and technology 
developments dictate the need to consolidate dispersed 
language resources, including multilingual terminology 
data. Advances in machine translation and language search 
engines will radically change the traditional patterns of 
creation and use of language resources. New approaches 
and platforms enabling both human and machine use of 
diverse, dispersed resources in a consolidated environment 
are already emerging.  

Representative of this new generation of collaborative 
environments, EuroTermBank proposes solutions to some 
fundamental challenges of handling multilingual 
terminology data. To summarize the most important points 
and lessons from the EuroTermBank project: 
• observance and full application of standards in data 
consolidation are absolutely essential to interoperability 
and further  applications of terminology data; 
• entry compounding for representation of matching 
multilingual entries is an innovative mechanism for 
creation of a new type of automatically formed multilingual 
terminology entries; 
• the federated approach in consolidation  of resources 
enables distributed terminology to be accessible through a 
central gateway while it is maintained locally. 

As a new type of terminology infrastructure providing 
access to diverse terminology resources, EuroTermBank is 
a model for further consolidation of terminology in Europe 
and beyond. Its rich and standards-based multilingual 
terminology resource collection, together with innovative 
instruments for analysis, can be used for research in 
terminology, lexicography, and computational linguistics, 
as well as applied in computer-assisted translation systems. 
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Abstract

This paper presents learning-based techniques that support the
processing of tables in HTML publications. We are con-

cerned especially with classifying tables as to format and con-
tent, focusing on the domain of corporate financials. Towards
this end, we define a range of new table classification tasks,
present performance results for these tasks using multiple
classification methods, and introduce a new evaluation corpus.
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1. Introduction
Tables matter. In a text document, they serve many pur-

poses: they summarize, they aggregate, and they display

change over time. The essence is this: a table provides for

a compact and readable representation of relational or at-

tributive information. Often, the most important informa-

tion in a text is found in tables. This is certainly true in
financial domains, where tables of financial figures are the

lingua franca of accountants and investors alike.

Our work focuses on applying information extraction

and data mining techniques to these kinds of financial

documents. In so doing, we have investigated an array of

issues regarding tables, namely their identification, classifi-

cation, and de-structuring. We focus in this paper on the
issue of classifying tables published in HTML, which is in-

creasingly the medium of record for corporate financials (in

2005, for example, 96% of the Fortune 500 companies re-

leased their regulatory financial filings in HTML).

We have approached the problem from a machine-

learning perspective, accepting as given several standard

classification techniques. This paper therefore does not

seek to advance the state of the art in machine learning, so
much as to advance the state of the practice in the applica-

tion of machine learning. In particular, we (i) applied the

key classification test of table genuineness to the financial

domain, besting earlier results for general text, (ii) extended

the notion of fine-grained subject classification from free

text to tables, and (iii) designed an efficient table annota-

tion interface, and created a new table classification corpus.

2. Background: table processing
Much table processing research has focused on modeling

the structural layout of a table, with the aim of exploiting

these layout models to automatically extract function-value

relationships. Computational linguistic approaches typi-

cally cast the problem as a form of sequence labeling.

Pinto et al [8], for instance, use conditional random field

(CRF) models to label row headers, column headers, cells,

and other table structure elements. The idea is that once a

cell has been identified (say, with content “$10,000,000”),

along with its row and column headers (say, “earning” and
“FY06” respectively), it is possible to extract such func-

tion-value tuples as earnings(fy06)=$10,000,000.

Related current work in field segmentation has been

applied to other semi-structured data, e.g., bibliography

entries ([2] [9]). In addition, an enormous body of work on

table extraction falls under Kushemric’s rubric of wrapper

induction [6], where the problem is cast as one of learning
wrapper programs, i.e., rules, procedures, or statistical

models that de-structure a table extract the contents of its

cells. Nearly every learning method in the book has been

used: supervised discriminative methods [8], generative

unsupervised approaches [2], rule-based supervised meth-

ods ([5] [7] etc.), synchronous CFGs [11], and so forth.

Behind the problem of learning table structure models

or wrapper programs, however, is a (surprisingly) even
more basic problem: namely determining whether a table

actually represents tabular data in the first place! This

problem has particularly become acute with the rise of

Web-hosted tables formatted in HTML. The issue is that

HTML’s <TABLE> construct provides a convenient frame-

work for much more than just the creation of conventional

numeric tables. In practice, <TABLE> is also widely used as

a tabbing environment for the purpose of aligning columns

of text, creating bullet lists, and so forth. This is particu-

larly true given the widespread use of page layout pro-

grams, as these often compile everything from bullet lists to
footnotes into <TABLE> constructs.

Wang and Hu consequently formulated the problem of

identifying whether a table is genuine [10]. A genuine ta-

ble is to be understood as a two-dimensional encoding of

relational information, e.g., bus schedules or stock market

performance. A table is non-genuine if it only presents a

two-dimensional layout of unrelated elements that share no

underlying relation such as time of arrival or price. Cohen
et al. [1] follow this notion, and attempt to identify genuine

tables through standard classification methods: decision

trees, Winnow, and maximum entropy models.
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In our own work, we have found substantial value in

this test of table genuineness. In financial reports, non-

genuine tables are often filled with useful zones of free

text, all of which are potential fodder for our text mining
and information extraction methods. By excluding their

genuine counterparts, we are able to run our text processing

methods safely on these tables, without creating the gob-

bledygook that arises from (for example) applying a name

tagger to actual financial tables.

In addition, we have also found that the conventional

text-processing notion of subject categorization (Joachims

[4] among many) has a corresponding utility with tables.
In the case of financial reports, we have found that by fur-

ther categorizing genuine tables as to financial subject mat-

ter, we can automatically produce a fine-grained table of

tables. We have built a prototype application that exploits

this to provide direct access to task-relevant information,

e.g. income statement tables, listings of executives, etc.

This concern with genuine tables and table subject rep-

resents a significant departure from the bulk of earlier re-
search directed at harvesting tables from the Web. Indeed,

much work in wrapper induction has little need for these

notions, as it presupposes a use case in which a user or ro-

botic agent interacts with some Web-hosted data source by

issuing information-seeking queries. The source typically

responds by searching its internal database and posting the

results as an HTML page: the job of a wrapper program is to

de-structure this table and retrieve the sought-for data.

Because of the highly targeted nature of the queries, there

is little need to test for table genuineness or subject.

Much knowledge on the Web, however, does not fit

this query-response model, but is closer to a conventional

model of publication, and just happens to use the Web as a

release medium. This is particularly true in our own area of

corporate financial reports. Even though these are now

almost entirely HTML-based, their fundamental format is

still one intended for human perusal. For sources such as

these, table classification becomes much more of an inte-

gral part of the text processing pipeline.

3. Financial table classification
For the purpose of this work, we defined a new table classi-

fication task oriented to the needs of the financial domain.

As this is a novel task that we intend to share with other

researchers, we will describe it here in some detail. We

concentrated specifically on the annual securities filings

(form 10-K) submitted by publicly-traded companies in the

United States. This is a departure from earlier research in

table classification that attempts to work with a general

sampling of Web sources. It would not be practical, how-

ever, to design a meaningful fine-grained typology of table

classes for the Web in general. By focusing on financial
reports in particular, we were able to design non-trivial and

useful typologies for both genuine and non-genuine tables.

In keeping with the preceding discussion, we defined two

levels of table classification: a coarse distinction between

genuine and non-genuine tables (a table’s major category),

as well as a fine-grained assignment of table type (its minor

category). These typologies are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Category Description

Numeric minor categories

Income statement

Balance sheet

Cash flows

The three major accounting

views of a company’s finan-

cials

Consol. inc. stmt.

Consol. bal. sh.

Consol. cash fl.

Consolidated versions of the

above, typically produced by

a company’s auditors

Stock info Value, shares outstanding…

Pension plan

Stock plan (esop)

Stock/pension plans often

have their own financials

Misc. numeric Anything else

Text-related minor categories

Table of contents For sections, attachments…

Bullets Bulleted or numbered lists

Footnote Often linked to num. tables

Signatures page Auditor sign-off , etc.

Fat cats Board members, executives

Stock info Rare non-numeric tables

Text table Tables such as this one

Formatting Other alignment uses

Misc. text Anything else

Table 2. Key minor table categories: gray text

shows low-count categories that were folded
into other categories

Category Description

Data v. time Cell values are (mostly) numbers, rows

are indexed to a quantity (e.g., income),

columns are indexed to a date

Time v. data Ibid, but rows are date-indexed, and

columns quantity-indexed

Other num Number-valued cells with no chrono-

logical indexing of rows or columns

Text Cell values are (mostly) text, meaning

phrases, sentences, or even paragraphs

Table 1. Major table categories.
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3.1 Table categories
We recognize four major categories that broadly follow the

division between genuine and non-genuine tables. The first

three categories taken together (the numeric categories in

Table 1) correspond to Wang and Hu’s genuine tables.

Text tables are our equivalent of non-genuine tables, as

they mostly can not comfortably be construed as encoding

an underlying semantic relation. The special case of tables

of contents, which could arguably be typed as either text or

other num is, for our purposes, taken to be text-typed.

Of the minor categories in Table 2, some are specific

to numeric tables, and others to text tables. For the nu-

meric tables, the minor categories are defined on a primar-

ily semantic basis, providing a counterpart to subject classi-

fication in free text. They mostly include such accounting

categories as income statement and the like. In contrast, the

minor categories for text tables reflect our need to process

specific table layouts in idiosyncratic ways. As such, their

distinctions are primarily syntactic. Among them is the

particular category of Formatting, an undistinguished

catch-all that captures those cases where <TABLE> is ex-
ploited for alignment purposes alone.

Table 2 omits a number of particularly low-count cate-

gories, which we lumped into the two Misc. categories.

Among these rare tables were some that the annotators had

marked as belonging to multiple minor categories, e.g.,

financial tables that were both a balance sheet and an in-

come statement. In addition, rare examples of (e.g.) the fat

cats minor category could arguably be seen as having either

text or numeric major categories. We resolved these poten-

tial confusions by convention, so (e.g.) fat cats tables were

all taken to be text-typed for their major category.

3.2 Corpus development
After setting guidelines for annotation, we created a corpus

of 10-K filings in which all tables are marked with both
their major and minor category. These documents vary a

lot in length, though most are over 100 pages long. They

also vary significantly in the number of tables they contain,

ranging from a low of 22 tables per filing to a high of 363.

This huge variance (avg= 110, sd= 94) is due to differences

in reporting styles on the part of the filing corporations. In

particular, some went to great length to provide multiple

views of a particular financial table, broken down by geog-

raphy, business, area, and so forth. Others provided only

one such table, or simply referred the reader to their annual

reports. For our purposes, this variance in reporting styles
had implications relative to the practicality of using se-

quence models—more on this below.

For training and test purposes, we used 30 of these fil-

ings in the present study, with a total of 3,046 table in-

stances. We defined a training-test split along document

boundaries, collating enough 10-K’s into the training camp

to create a roughly 50-25-25 split, with 1,615 table in-

stances for training, 723 for dev-test, and 710 for eval-test.

We deliberately chose this particular approach to di-

viding training and test sets over the more conventional

approach of N-fold cross-validation. Because our source

documents have such inconsistent table density, cross-

validation cannot be readily performed without splitting

some documents up and assigning one part of their tables to
training, and the other to test. This is not representative of

actual operational conditions, where the “test” tables are

always drawn from documents with no overlap with the

training set. In this case, cross-validation measures are

likely to overestimate actual runtime performance.

To construct the corpus, we used a clever trick that al-

lowed us to mark up the filings in situ while reading them

in a web browser. This gave us a WYSIWYG annotation
capability, which we found critically necessary, since HTML

table code is unintelligible on its own. In our experience,

efficiently and accurately judging the category of a table

required that it be fully rendered by a browser. Wang and

Hu describe a non-WYSIWYG annotation tool that would

have been extremely cumbersome for our needs [10].

As to the clever trick, it worked as follows. We modi-
fied the HTML source code of our corpus documents, adding

a pair of HTML <SELECT> menus in front of each HTML ta-

ble. These pull-down menus allow the annotator to indicate

the major and minor categories of the table with just two

mouse clicks. The whole body of the document is then

wrapped in some simple HTML boilerplate that allows the

annotator to save or reload the mark-up. When the modi-

fied document is loaded into a Web browser, it is rendered

exactly as the original document was, except for the crucial

addition of the pull-down menus, with all the complexities

of rendering the HTML tables being handled by the browser.

We performed a preliminary round of triple annotation,

followed by adjudication to resolve inter-annotator dis-

agreements. This helped identify annotation tough nuts

that required further guidelines. The full corpus was then

singly-annotated by our two most consistent annotators.

4. Experimental preparation
As noted, we cast the problem of identifying genuine finan-

cial tables as a classification task, and exploited a number

of machine learning packages to learn a range of table clas-

sifiers. After pre-processing and tokenizing the texts, we
performed two major steps to create experimental configu-

rations: feature extraction and category mapping.

4.1 Feature extraction
We extracted a number of different classification features

from the preprocessed documents. As with most previous

work, we identified a number of structural features, such as

the column or row count. In keeping with the standard
text-classification literature, we also extracted bag-of-word

lexical inventories, keeping separate tallies for column

headers, row headers (if they could be heuristically in-

ferred), and cells. We extracted a number of features that
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were aimed specifically at distinguishing some of our fine-

grained categories, e.g., counts of bullet-like or footnote-

marking tokens, counts of date words or year numbers, and

so forth. Finally we also identified a number of features

that encode the lexical and structural context in which a

table is found. In addition, for the maxent experiments, we

attempted to capture sequence effects (where a table’s cate-

gory might influence the category of the subsequent table),

by including the category of any preceding table as a fea-

ture (using the gold standard for training and incremental
system output for evaluation).

Curiously, preliminary experiments showed that

monotonically adding even task-informative features did

not always lead to monotonic improvements in classifier

accuracy. To counter this chaotic trend, and to identify

optimal feature configurations, we comprehensively varied

feature configurations, separately toggling on and off vari-

ous subsets of the features, e.g., task specific tokenization,
case-elimination on the bags of words, etc. We explored

the full cross-product of these configurations by running a

large number of training experiments on a modest comput-

ing grid (an 8-processor Sun workstation). We then used a

held-out development test set to identify optimal feature

configurations for each of several classification use cases.

4.2 Category mapping
The result of all this feature extraction was to produce

a collection of feature vectors labeled with the annotator’s

judgment of their major and minor categories. For actual

experimentation, these categories were then remapped.

The purpose of doing so is two-fold. First, as our original

repertoire of minor text categories makes an impractically

large set of distinctions (39, not all of which are shown in

Table 2), we needed to reduce their number to a more man-

ageable level. As noted, we re-mapped a number of similar

low-count categories to each other. Second, we also took

advantage of the category-remapping procedure to evaluate
a range of possible use cases that do not require identifying

the full set of minor categories. We considered five cases.

Fine-grained (15 categories). All the categories that

remained after collapsing the low-count minor categories.

Fine-grained text vs. numeric (8 categories). A fur-

ther round that collapses all the numeric minor categories

together. This corresponds to a text processing use case

where one might ignore the numeric tables, but want to

(e.g.) name-tag text in non-genuine (text) tables.

Fine-grained numeric vs. text (8 categories). A

similar round collapsing the non-numeric text categories

together.

Major category only (4 categories). All the minor

categories were ignored, and only the four major categories

were considered.

Numeric vs text (2 categories). The three number-

oriented major categories were further collapsed together.
This condition effectively corresponds to making the same

genuine vs. non-genuine distinction as in previous work.

5. Experimental results
We first trained a multinomial maximum entropy classifier,

using a Gaussian prior of 100.0 for all runs. We addition-

ally repeated all these experiments with the LibSVM im-

plementation of support vector machines. We used the

linear, sigmoid, polynomial, and radial basis kernels, ac-

cepting LibSVM’s standard out-of-the-box parameter set-

tings for the first two of these. For the polynomial and ra-

dial basis kernels, we first performed a round of parameter

tuning, using the best configuration of features that we had

found for the 15-way maxent classifier.

As noted, we used a held-out development test set to

optimize feature configurations. For each use case, we

trained a very large number of classifiers, based on differ-

ent configurations of activated or disabled feature groups.

The results we report here are for the best-performing con-

figuration of features for each of our five use cases. We

obtained separate sets of winning configurations for the

Maxent and SVM classifiers, and each winning configura-
tion was then separately tested on our evaluation test set.

Table 3 above reports the classification accuracy we

measured using maximum entropy and support vector ma-

chine models. For SVMs, we only report on the linear and

radial basis kernel models. The sigmoid kernel only per-

formed competitively on the 2-way classification, and the

polynomial kernel underperformed the others by an ex-

tremely large margin (we are still determining whether this
is a real effect or just a training error).

All of the classifiers outperform a basic majority-

category baseline by 30 to 40 points of accuracy. We also

note that except for the 15-way classification of the fine-

Majority Max Ent Dev test SVM linear Dev test SVM rad Dev test

29% 70.3% 81.3% 82.1 80.0% 83.7% 80.5%

47% 91.7% 90.3% 87.6% 90.7% 90.6% 91.6%

45% 88.9% 89.9% 91.3% 87.6% 90.8% 88.2%

56% 94.9% 92.1% 94.1% 90.0% 94.6% 92.1%

Fine-grained

Fine-grained text vs. numeric

Fine-grained numeric vs. text

Major category

Numeric vs. text 56% 98.0% 98.3% 98.5% 97.6% 98.5% 97.5%

Table 3: Classifier performance (eval test followed by dev test); all runs performed without the preceding table label
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grained use case, there is little measurable difference be-

tween the three classifiers. All three of them performed

better on the use cases with fewer classification distinc-

tions, which is in keeping with the generally accepted wis-

dom for free text classification (the more the labels, the

lower the performance). All three classifiers reached up-
wards of 98% on the binary use case (a.k.a. the test of table

genuineness), and all three reached 94% or more for the 4-

way major category classification. The differences are

somewhat greater for the 8-way and 15-way classifiers, but

only the lower performance of maxent on the 15-way task

is statistically significant (based on a randomized test of

statistical significance on the dev test).

We should note that these results were measured for
feature configurations that did not reference the label of the

preceding table. It turned out that this particular feature did

not consistently improve accuracy in our maxent experi-

ments; it also proved too cumbersome to implement with

LibSVM. The low utility of this feature surprised us, as

table sequence information seems a priori useful to

classification, given the nature of these texts. Our

conjecture is that the variability in reporting style that we

noted above may have made the feature less useful overall.

6. Discussion
We would particularly like to point out our final result for

the Numeric vs. Text use case, as this is our closest point of

comparison with previously published work. For instance,
Wang and Hu [10] report a best F of 95.89 for their genuine

vs. non-genuine classification task. Cohen et al [1] report a

best F of 95.9 for a comparable task. Our accuracy for the

numeric (genuine) vs. text (non-genuine) use case is 98.5%,

using SVM models.

A significant difference between our financial table

tasks and those attempted by these other authors is that our

tasks are domain-specific where others have reported their
results for the Web in general. Although their results and

ours are not head-to-head comparable, at the very least we

have proven that the notion of table classification is well

founded in general, as it can be meaningfully specialized in

particular domains, corporate financials in this instance.

We were intrigued by the relatively high performance

we found for our 15-way classifier, with SVM models get-
ting above 80% accuracy on the eval test. In a standard

text classification task, this level of performance for a 15-

way classification is generally considered quite high. The

restricted domain of corporate financials is not likely

enough to account for this by itself: our own experiments

with free-text classification in financial reports have not

generally reached this level. The further restriction to ta-

bles must come into play here.

Another step forward with this work is to look at com-

bining the binary and 8-way classifiers, as the product of

their individual performance is suggestively higher than

that of the 15-way classifiers.

We hope to pursue further analyses of our comprehen-

sive feature optimization runs. Space considerations pre-

clude giving details, but preliminary analyses suggest that

some features are more stable than others, as they tend to

consistently align with higher-performing classifiers.

Finally, we hope that other researchers will be drawn

to the financial tables classification task, what with its mul-

tiple levels of classification and its domain intricacies. As

our corpus is drawn from publicly-available materials, we

are keen to share it with others, and we look forward to the

dialogue that we hope will follow.
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Abstract
This paper describes a new knowledge-light ap-
proach for query translation in Cross-Language
Information Retrieval systems. This work has
been inspired by previous work of the Johns Hop-
kins University Applied Physics Lab, preserving
its advantages but avoiding its main drawbacks.
Our work is also based on the direct transla-
tion of character n-grams, avoiding in this way
the need for word normalization during index-
ing or translation, and also dealing with out-of-
vocabulary words. Moreover, since such a solu-
tion does not rely on language-specific process-
ing, it can be used with languages of very dif-
ferent natures even when linguistic information
and resources are scarce or unavailable. In con-
trast with the original approach, our proposal is
much faster and transparent. Our system has
been tested using the CLEF evaluation corpus.
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1 Introduction

Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) is a
particular case of Information Retrieval (IR) where
queries and documents are written in different lan-
guages. Machine Translation (MT) techniques are
thus required for translating the queries into the lan-
guage of the documents in order to allow the matching.
Nevertheless, the needs of CLIR systems are different
from those of MT systems [4].
One key characteristic of the translation systems

integrated in CLIR applications is that, in contrast
with classical MT systems, they do not need to re-
spect the constraints of returning only one translation,
and that such a translation must be syntactically cor-
rect. Thus many CLIR systems rely on some kind of
simpler word-level translation approach for converting
the source query into the target language. However,
such approaches are sensitive to misspellings, out-of-
vocabulary words, the lack of accurate linguistic re-
sources, etc. In order to minimize the impact of these
factors, the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics

Lab (JHU/APL) proposed to go one step further by
relaxing those constraints even more. They did not
ask for complete translated words, but for character
n-grams [8, 9].
The use of character n-grams for text conflation in

IR offers interesting possibilities, particularly in the
case of non-English languages. The use of these sub-
words provides a surrogate means to normalize word
forms without relying on language-specific processing,
which can be applied to very different languages, even
when linguistic information and resources are scarce
or unavailable.
Its use is quite simple, since both queries and docu-

ments are just tokenized into their compounding over-
lapping n-grams instead of words: the word tomato,
for example, is split into: -tom-, -oma-, -mat- and
-ato-. The resulting n-grams are then processed by
the retrieval engine either for indexing or querying.
When extending its use to the case of CLIR, an extra

translation phase is needed during querying. A first
solution may simply consist of using any of the stan-
dard MT techniques usually used in CLIR for trans-
lating the source query; next, the output translated
query would be split into its compounding n-grams [8].
However, we can go one step further by employing a di-
rect n-gram translation algorithm which allows trans-
lation not at the word level but at the n-gram level [9].
This way, we can avoid some of the limitations of clas-
sic dictionary-based translation methods, such as the
need for word normalization or the inability to handle
out-of-vocabulary words. The original direct n-gram
translation approach of the JHU/APL was found to be
very slow, making the testing of new developments dif-
ficult: it could take several days in the case of working
with 5-grams, for example [9].
This paper describes a new direct n-gram transla-

tion system we have developed both to speed up the
process and to make the system more transparent.
The article is structured as follows. Firstly, Sect. 2
describes our approach. Next, in Sect. 3, our proposal
is evaluated. Finally, in Sect. 4, we present our con-
clusions and future work.

2 Description of the system

In contrast with the original system developed by
JHU/APL, which relies mainly on ad-hoc resources,
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our system has been built using freely available re-
sources when possible in order to minimize effort and
to make it more transparent. Instead of the ad-hoc re-
trieval system employed by the original design [8], we
use the open-source retrieval platform Terrier [1].
This decision was supported by the satisfactory re-
sults described in [13] when applying n-grams using
different indexing engines.
The second point of difference with respect to the

original approach comes from the translation resources
to be used. JHU/APL employed bilingual word-lists
extracted from a huge parallel corpus of their own [9].
In our case, the well-known Europarl parallel cor-
pus [5] has been used. This corpus was extracted
from the proceedings of the European Parliament, con-
taining up to 28 million words per language. It in-
cludes versions in 11 European languages: Romance
(French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese), Germanic (En-
glish, Dutch, German, Danish, Swedish), Greek and
Finnish.
Finally, with respect to the n-gram translation al-

gorithm itself, it now consists of two phases. In the
first phase, the slowest one, the input parallel cor-
pus is aligned at the word-level using the well-known
statistical tool GIZA++ [11], obtaining as output the
translation probabilities between the different source
and target language words. In our case, we have
opted for a bidirectional alignment [6] which consid-
ers a (wEN , wSP ) English-to-Spanish word alignment
only if there also exists a corresponding (wSP , wEN )
Spanish-to-English alignment. This way the subse-
quent processing will be focused only on those words
whose translation seems less ambiguous. Next, in the
second phase, n-gram translation scores are computed
employing statistical association measures [7].
This approach increases the speed of the process by

concentrating most of the complexity in the word-level
alignment phase. This first step acts as a initial fil-
ter, since only those n-gram pairs corresponding to
aligned words will be considered, whereas in the orig-
inal JHU/APL approach all n-gram pairs correspond-
ing to aligned paragraphs were considered.
Another advantage of this approach is that the n-

gram alignment process can take as input previously
existing lists of aligned words or even bilingual dictio-
naries, theoretically improving the results.

2.1 Word-level alignment using associ-
ation measures

Our n-gram alignment algorithm is an extension of
the way association measures can be used for creat-
ing bilingual word dictionaries taking as input parallel
collections aligned at the paragraph level [14]. In this
context, given a word pair (ws, wt) —ws standing for
the source language word, and wt for its candidate
target language translation—, their cooccurrence fre-
quency can be organized in a contingency table result-
ing from a cross-classification of their cooccurrences in
the aligned corpus:

T = wt T �= wt

S = ws O11 O12 = R1

S �= ws O21 O22 = R2

= C1 = C2 = N

As shown, the first row accounts for those instances
where the source language paragraph contains ws,
while the first column accounts for those instances
where the target language paragraph contains wt. The
cell counts are called the observed frequencies: O11, for
example, stands for the number of aligned paragraphs
where the source language paragraph contains ws and
the target language paragraph contains wt; O12 stands
for the number of aligned paragraphs where the source
language paragraph contains ws but the target lan-
guage paragraph does not contain wt; and so on. The
total number of word pairs considered —or sample size
N— is the sum of the observed frequencies. The row
totals, R1 and R2, and the column totals, C1 and C2,
are also called marginal frequencies and O11 is called
the joint frequency.

Once the contingency table has been built, different
association measures can be easily calculated for each
word pair. The most promising pairs, those with the
highest association measures, are stored in the bilin-
gual dictionary.

2.2 Adaptations for n-gram-level align-
ment

We have described how to compute and use association
measures for generating bilingual word dictionaries
from parallel corpora. However, we do not start with
aligned paragraphs composed of words, but aligned
words —previously aligned through GIZA++— com-
posed of character n-grams. A first choice could be
just to adapt the contingency table to this context, by
considering that we are managing n-gram pairs (gs, gt)
cooccurring in aligned words instead of word pairs
(ws, wt) cooccurring in aligned paragraphs. So, con-
tingency tables should be adapted accordingly: O11,
for example, should be re-formulated as the number
of aligned word pairs where the source language word
contains n-gram gs and the target language word con-
tains n-gram gt.
This solution seems logical, but is not completely

accurate. In the case of aligned paragraphs, we had
real instances of word cooccurrences at the paragraphs
aligned. However, now we do not have real instances of
n-gram cooccurrences at aligned words, but just prob-
able ones, since GIZA++ uses a statistical alignment
model which computes a translation probability for
each cooccurring word pair [11]. So, the same word
may be aligned with several translation candidates,
each one with a given probability. Taking as example
the case of the English words milk and milky, and the
Spanish words leche (milk), lechoso (milky) and
tomate (tomato), a possible output word-level align-
ment —with its corresponding probabilities— would
be:

source word candidate translation prob.

milk leche 0.98
milky lechoso 0.92
milk tomate 0.15

By considering the overlapping 4-grams that compose
each word, we would obtain an alignment like this:
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source word candidate translation prob.

-milk- -lech- -eche- 0.98
-milk- -ilky- -lech- -echo- -chos- -hoso- 0.92

-milk- -toma- -omat- -mate- 0.15

This way, it may be considered that the source 4-gram
-milk- does not really cooccur with the target 4-gram
-lech-, since the alignment between its containing
words milk and leche, and milky and lechoso is not
certain. Nevertheless, it seems much more probable
that the ”translation” of -milk- is -lech- rather than
-toma-, since the probability of the alignment of their
containing words —milk and tomate— is much lower
than that of the words containing -milk- and -lech-

—the pairs milk and leche and milky and lechoso.
Taking this idea as a basis, our proposal consists of
weighting the likelihood of a cooccurrence according
to the probability of its containing word alignments.
So, the resulting contingency tables corresponding

to the n-gram pairs (-milk-, -lech-) and (-milk-,
-toma-) are as follows:

T = -lech- T �= -lech-

S = -milk- O11 =1.90 O12 =4.19 R1 =6.09

S �= -milk- O21 =0.92 O22 =2.76 R2 =3.68

C1 =2.82 C2 =6.95 N =9.77

T = -toma- T �= -toma-

S = -milk- O11 =0.15 O12 =5.94 R1 =6.09

S �= -milk- O21 =0 O22 =3.68 R2 =3.68

C1 =0.15 C2 =9.62 N =9.77

Notice that, for example, the O11 frequency corre-
sponding to (-milk-, -lech-) is not 2 as might be
expected, but 1.90. This is because the pair appears
in two word alignments —milk–leche and milky–
lechoso—, but each cooccurrence in an alignment has
been weighted according to its translation probability:

O11 = 0.98 (for milk–leche) + 0.92 (for milky–lechoso) =
1.90 .

In the case of the O12 frequency, it corresponds
to n-gram pairs (-milk-, x), with x different from
-lech-. In our example, we find: a single pair
(-milk-, -eche-) in the word alignment milk–leche;
three pairs (-milk-, -echo-), (-milk-, -chos-) and
(-milk-, -hoso-) in milky–lechoso; and three pairs
(-milk-, -toma-), (-milk-, -omat-) and (-milk-,
-mate-) in milk–tomate. By weighting each occur-
rence according to the translation probability of its
containing word alignment, we obtain:

O12 = 0.98 (for milk–leche) + 3*0.92 (for milky–lechoso)
+ 3*0.15 (for milk–tomate)= 4.19 .

The rest of the values can be calculated similarly.
Once the contingency tables have been generated,

the association measures corresponding to each n-
gram pair can be computed. In contrast with the orig-
inal JHU/APL approach [8, 9], which used an ad-hoc
measure, ours uses three of the most extensively used
standard measures: the Dice coefficient (Dice), mu-
tual information (MI ), and log-likelihood (logl), which
are defined by the following equations [7]:

Dice(gs, gt) =
2O11

R1 + C1

. (1)

MI(gs, gt) = log
NO11

R1C1

. (2)

logl(gs, gt) = 2
X

i,j

Oij log
NOij

RiCj

. (3)

If using the Dice coefficient, for example, we find that
the association measure of the pair (-milk-, -lech-)
—the correct one— is much higher than that of the
pair (-milk-, -toma-) —the wrong one:

Dice(-milk-, -lech-) = 2∗1.90

6.09+2.82
= 0.43 .

Dice(-milk-, -toma-) = 2∗0.15

6.09+0.15
= 0.05 .

Notice that if we consider that a real existing cooc-
currence instance corresponds to a 100% probability,
we can think about the original word-based algorithm
described in Sect. 2.1 as a particular case of the gener-
alized n-gram-based algorithm we have proposed here
with n=∞.

3 Evaluation

Before trying with less well-known languages with a
greater lack of resources —which are the aim of this
approach—, our system has to be tuned. For this pur-
pose, our approach has been initially tested in English-
to-Spanish bilingual runs using the English topics and
the Spanish document collection of the CLEF 2006 ro-
bust task [2].1 The Spanish data collection is formed
by 454,045 news reports (1.06 GB), while the test set
consists of 160 topics (C041–C200) divided into two sub-
sets: a training topics subset to be used for training
and tuning purposes and formed by 60 topics (C050–
C059, C070–C079, C100–C109, C120–C129, C150–159, C180–
189), and a test topics subset for testing purposes and
formed by the 100 remaining topics. Since the goal
of these experiments is the tuning and better under-
standing of the behavior of our system, we will only
use the training topics subset.
These topics are formed by three fields: a brief ti-

tle statement, a one-sentence description, and a more
complex narrative specifying the relevance assessment
criteria. However, only the title and description fields
were used, to simulate the case of the ”short” queries
typically used in commercial engines [10].
During indexing, documents were lowercased and

punctuation marks —but not diacritics— were re-
moved. Finally, the texts were split into n-grams and
indexed, using 4-grams as a compromise n-gram size
after studying the previous results of the JHU/APL
group [9]. The open-source Terrier platform [1] has
been employed as the retrieval engine, using a InL22

ranking model [3]. No stopword removal or query ex-
pansion were applied at this point.

1 These experiments must be considered as unofficial experi-
ments, since the results obtained have not been checked by
the CLEF organization.

2 Inverse Document Frequency model with Laplace after-effect
and normalization 2.
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Fig. 1: Summary precision vs. recall graph of the test
runs performed using the Dice coefficient

For querying, the source language topic is firstly split
into n-grams. Next, these n-grams are replaced by
their candidate translations according to a selection
algorithm, and the resulting translated topics are then
submitted to the retrieval system. Two selection algo-
rithms are currently available: a top-rank-based algo-
rithm, that takes the N highest ranked n-gram align-
ments according to their association measure, and a
threshold-based algorithm, that takes those alignments
whose association measure is greater or equal than a
threshold T .
Next, we present the results obtained with the as-

sociation measures currently implemented in our sys-
tem: the Dice coefficient, mutual information and log-
likelihood.

3.1 Results using the Dice coefficient

Our first tests with the Dice coefficient used the top-
rank-based selection algorithm, that is, by taking the
target n-grams from the N top n-gram-level align-
ments with the highest association measures.3 The
best results were obtained when using a limited num-
ber of translations, those obtained withN=1 being the
best ones. Such results are displayed in the precision
vs. recall graph of Fig. 1, labeled as ’W=0.00 N=1’ —
notice that mean average precision (MAP) values are
also given.
The next tests were made using the threshold-based

selection algorithm, that is, by fixing a minimal as-
sociation measure threshold T .4 The best run, using
T=0.30, is shown in the graph of Fig. 1 labeled as
’W=0.00 T=0.30’. As can be seen, the results obtained
were significantly less good as the previous ones.5

After this initial set of experiments, we studied how
to improve the n-gram alignment by reducing the noise
introduced in the system by word-level translation am-
biguities. In order to do this, we opted for remov-
ing from the input those least-probable word align-
ments. After studying the distribution of the input
aligned word pairs across their translation probabili-

3 With N ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100}.
4 With T ∈ {0.00, 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60,
0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 1.00}.

5 Two-tailed T-tests over MAPs with α=0.05 have been used
along this work.
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Fig. 2: Distribution of the original set of input aligned
word pairs across their translation probabilities ( trp)

W=0.00 W=0.15 %∆

#pairs 672,502 32,011 -95%

µ 0.0287 0.3489 +1116%
σ 0.0887 0.2116 +139%

Table 1: General statistics of the distribution of the
input aligned word pairs across their translation proba-
bilities before (W=0.00) and after (W=0.15) pruning.
Column %∆ shows the degree of variation

ties —shown in Fig. 2—, we decided to dismiss those
pairs with a probability less than a thresholdW=0.15.
This way we reduced the number of input pairs pro-
cessed by 95%, from 672,502 to 32,011 —see Table 1—,
and by 91% the number of output n-gram pairs gen-
erated, from 6,828,044 to 600,120 —see Table 2. This
resulted in a considerable reduction of processing and
storage resources, including processing time.
On the other hand, regarding the level of ambiguity

in the system, Tables 1 and 3 indicate that this refine-
ment reduced the mean number of possible transla-
tions per input source word from 13.7427 translations
with a mean probability of 0.0287, to 1.1336 transla-
tions with a probability of 0.3489. So, the mean num-
ber of translations in the input was reduced by 92%
and their mean probability was increased by 1116%.
Consequently, as is shown in Tables 2 and 3, the mean
number of possible translations for the output n-grams

W=0.00 W=0.15 %∆

#pairs 6,828,044 600,120 -91%

Dice
µ 0.0133 0.1439 +982%
σ 0.0721 0.2252 +212%

MI
µ -0.1476 5.2094 +3629%
σ 4.0581 2.4206 -68%

logl
µ 0.6175 5.2995 +758%
σ 3.9134 10.2329 +161%

Table 2: General distribution of output aligned n-
gram pairs across their association measures before
(W=0.00) and after (W=0.15) pruning. Column %∆
shows the degree of variation
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input word pairs output n-gram pairs

W=0.00 W=0.15 %∆ W=0.00 W=0.15 %∆

#terms 48,935 28,238 -42% 33,818 27,932 -17%

µ 13.7427 1.1336 -92% 201.9056 21.4850 -89%
σ 43.1740 0.3858 -99% 502.7873 50.0478 -90%

Table 3: General distribution of source-language
terms across their number of possible translations be-
fore (W=0.00) and after (W=0.15) pruning, in the
case of the input aligned word pairs ( left), and the out-
put aligned n-gram pairs ( right). Columns %∆ show
the degree of variation

was reduced from 201.9056 n-grams with a mean asso-
ciation measure of 0.0133, to 21.4850 n-grams with an
association measure of 0.1439, meaning a 89% reduc-
tion in the number of possible n-gram translations and
a increase of 982% in their mean association measure.
The results obtained introducing this word-level

pruning are not significantly different, in general, to
those obtained without pruning, whatever the selec-
tion algorithm used. Those best results obtained for
each selection approach —with N=1 and T=0.40—
are shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen, the top-rank-
based selection algorithm keeps performing signifi-
cantly better.
So, we can conclude that although the introduction

of this minimal word-level probability threshold does
not really improve the results, it considerably reduces
those computing and storage resources required by the
system, justifying its application. It can also be con-
cluded that the system, when using the current con-
figuration, seems to be robust against the noise intro-
duced by the high percentage of low-probability align-
ments of the input.

3.2 Results using mutual information

Our second series of experiments used mutual infor-
mation (MI) as the association measure. The main
difference with respect to the Dice coefficient is that
the Dice coefficient takes values within the range [0..1],
while MI can take any value within (−∞..+∞). Neg-
ative MI values correspond to pairs of terms avoiding
each other, while positive values point out cooccurring
terms. MI also tends to overestimate low-frequency
data.
These features had to be taken into account in or-

der to adapt our testing methodology. In the case of
the top-rank-based selection algorithm, we continued
taking the N top-ranked n-gram alignments, even if
their MI value was negative. However, in the case of
the threshold-based algorithm, since the range of MI
values for each test run may vary considerably, the
threshold values were fixed according to the following
formula in order to homogenize the tests:

Ti = µ+ 0.5 i σ . (4)

where Ti represents the i-th threshold —with i ∈ Z—
µ represents the mean of the MI values of the n-gram
pairs obtained for the present configuration, and σ rep-
resents their standard deviation. The resulting thresh-
olds are as follows:
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Fig. 3: Summary precision vs. recall graph of the test
runs performed using mutual information

. . . µ − σ, µ − 0.5σ, µ, µ+ 0.5σ, µ+ σ, . . .

In our case we worked only with those possible thresh-
old values from T0 = µ upwards.
The first test run of this series corresponds to the

use of the top-rank-based selection algorithm with no
word-level pruning —i.e., W=0.00. This time, the re-
sults obtained were not as good as those obtained us-
ing the Dice coefficient. The best run, using N=10, is
presented in Fig. 3.
When introducing the word-level translation prob-

ability threshold W=0.15, the gains were the same as
with the Dice coefficient, except for the mean asso-
ciation measure. This is because word-level gains —
reduction of input word pairs and increment of the
mean translation probability— only depend on the
value of W , and are not affected by the association
measure used. At the n-gram level, the reduction in
the number of output n-gram pairs only depends on
the input word pairs and, consequently, on W again.
However, the mean association measures are different,
since we are now using MI instead of the Dice coeffi-
cient. Mean values are given in Table 2, showing that
they increased from -0.1476 to +5.2094, a 3629% im-
provement.
The results obtained were not significantly different

from those obtained with W=0.00. The best ones,
those for N=10, are shown in Fig. 3. As in the case of
the Dice coefficient, the introduction of the threshold
W did not damage the performance of the system, but
reduced the computing and storage resources required.
On the other hand, the system demonstrated again its
robustness against the distortion introduced by low-
probability inputs.
When using the threshold-based algorithm, results

were slightly better than those obtained with the top-
rank-based algorithm —except at the lowest recall
levels—, although this difference was not significant.
Results improved when raising the threshold, but con-
tinued being not as good as those previously obtained
with the Dice coefficient. The results for the best run,
with T = µ+ 3.5σ, are shown in Fig. 3.
When pruning the input data by applying the word-

level probability thresholdW=0.15, the results seemed
to approach even more those obtained with the top-
rank-based algorithm. As before, no significant differ-
ence was found with respect to the results obtained
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without pruning. In this case the best threshold was
T = µ+ σ, as shown in Fig. 3.

3.3 Results using log-likelihood

In our last series of experiments we used the log-
likelihood as the association measure. As in the case
of MI, it does not have a fixed range of possible values.
As before, we will continue taking the N top-ranked
n-gram alignments in the case of the top-rank-based
selection algorithm. Regarding the threshold-based se-
lection algorithm, we will continue fixing the threshold
values according to the mean and the standard devia-
tion of the association measure values obtained. Nev-
ertheless, after studying the distribution of the output
aligned n-gram pairs across their log-likelihood values,
we realized that the variability of the measures around
their mean value was minimal, and that it increased
considerably when moving away after overtaking it.
So, this time we decided to work with varying granu-
larities, obtaining the following formula for calculating
the threshold values:

Ti =



µ+ 0.05 i σ −∞ < i ≤ 2 ,
µ+ 0.50 (i − 2) σ 2 < i < +∞ .

(5)

where, as before, Ti represents the i-th threshold —
with i ∈ Z—, µ represents the mean of the log-
likelihood values of the n-gram pairs obtained for the
present configuration, and σ represents their standard
deviation. This way, the thresholds obtained are as
follows:

. . . µ−0.05σ, µ, µ+0.05σ, µ+0.1σ, µ+0.5σ, µ+σ . . .

As before, the first runs of this last series correspond
to those obtained using the top-rank-based selection
algorithm. Once again, the pruning of the input word
alignments by means of the introduction of a minimal
translation probability threshold W=0.15 did not al-
low us to significantly improve the results obtained —
although the mean log-likelihood of the output align-
ments was improved by 758%, according to Table 2.
Nevertheless, it allowed us again, on the one hand, to
reduce drastically the resources needed by the system
without damaging the performance, and on the other
hand, to confirm the robustness of the system against
inaccurate or ambiguous input word alignments. The
best runs, those for N=1, are displayed in Fig. 4.
On the other hand, when applying the threshold-

based selection algorithm, the results obtained were
signicatively worse than when using the top-rank-
based algorithm, producing the lowest performance
of all the association measures tested. In this case,
the better results were obtained for T = µ + σ with
W=0.00, and T = µ+3σ with W=0.15, which can be
seen in Fig. 4. As before, no significant difference was
found between both runs.

Finally, in order to complete this evaluation, Fig. 5
shows the best results obtained for each association
measure compared with several baselines: a mono-
lingual Spanish run obtained by querying the Span-
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runs performed using log-likelihood
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ish index using the stemmed Spanish topics6 (ES
stemming), a second monolingual Spanish run ob-
tained by querying the Spanish index using the Span-
ish topics split into 4-grams (ES 4-grams) —our ideal
performance goal—, and a last run obtained by query-
ing the Spanish index with the English topics split
into 4-grams (EN 4-grams) —allowing us to measure
the impact of casual matches. As can be seen, log-
likelihood measure in combination with the top-rank-
based selection algorithm obtained the best results,
although no significant difference was found with re-
spect to Dice. On the other hand, both approaches
performed significantly better than mutual informa-
tion.
Although we still need to improve our results in or-

der to reach our ideal performance goal, our current
results are encouraging, since it must be taken into ac-
count that these are our very first experiments, so the
margin for improvement is still great.

4 Conclusions and future work

This paper describes an algorithm for character n-
gram-level alignment in a parallel corpus and its use

6 We have used the Snowball Spanish stemmer
(http://snowball.tartarus.org), based on Porter’s al-
gorithm [12] and one of the most popular stemmers between
the IR research community.
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for the direct translation of n-grams during query
translation in Cross-Language Information Retrieval
tasks. Before trying with less well-known languages
with a greater lack of resources, an initial set of exper-
iments has been performed using English-to-Spanish
bilingual runs in order to tune the system and to check
its behavior.

The alignment algorithm proposed here consists of
two phases. In the first phase, the slowest one, the
input parallel corpus is aligned bidirectionally at the
word-level using a statistical aligner. In the second
phase, the association measures existing between the
character n-grams compounding each aligned word
pair are computed taking as input the translation
probabilities calculated in the previous phase. This
solution speeds up the training process, concentrat-
ing most of the complexity in the word-level alignment
phase, making the testing of new association measures
for n-gram alignment easier. Three of the most widely
used association measures are currently implemented
in the system: the Dice coefficient, mutual information
and log-likelihood. Our experiments have shown that
both the log-likelihood and the Dice coefficient out-
perform mutual information significantly, the former
performing slightly better.

For the character n-gram translation itself, two algo-
rithms for the selection of candidate translations have
been also tested: a top-rank-based algorithm, which
takes the N highest ranked n-gram alignments; and
a threshold-based algorithm, which selects the align-
ments according to a minimal threshold T . In general,
our tests showed the top-rank-based algorithm to be
significantly better .

On the other hand, the introduction of a minimal
word-level translation probability threshold have al-
lowed us to reduce drastically both the number of in-
put word alignments to be processed, and the number
of output n-gram alignments, but without damaging
the performance of the system. This way, we could re-
duce considerably the computing and storage resources
required, including processing time. Moreover, these
experiments have demonstrated the robustness of the
system against noisy or ambiguous input alignments.

With respect to our future work, new tests with
other languages of different characteristics are being
prepared in order to complete the tune of the system.
We will also focus our effort on the development of new
algorithms for the selection of candidate translations,
and the application of new association measures.
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Abstract
Classical multi-document summaries focus on
the common topics of a document set and
omit distinctive themes particular to a single
document—thereby often suppressing precisely
that kind of information a user might need for
a specific task. This can be avoided through ad-
vanced multi-document summaries that take a
user’s context and history into account, by deliv-
ering focused, contrastive, or update summaries.
To facilitate the generation of these different sum-
maries, we propose to generate all types from a
single data structure, topic clusters, which pro-
vide for an abstract representation of a set of
documents. Evaluations carried out on five years’
worth of data from the DUC summarization com-
petition prove the feasibility of this approach.

1 Introduction
As a much-noticed study attested, information over-
load harms concentration more than marijuana.1 In-
ternet search engines continue to deliver more and
more information to users, when in fact they would
rather have less [7]. One approach for mitigating infor-
mation overload is to compress the information deliv-
ered from information retrieval (IR) engines through
automatic summarization: Instead of displaying a list
of relevant documents with keyword-specific highlights,
a system can deliver a multi-document summary con-
taining the most important information.
In recent years, extensive experiments on multi-

document summarization has been carried out within
the Document Understanding Conference (DUC) com-
petition2 sponsored by the U.S. NIST. In DUC, sys-
tem developers participate in experiments based on
common tasks and data, which allows a comparison of
different approaches using various evaluation metrics.
In general, the purpose of a multi-summary is not

to serve as a replacement for the real texts, rather,
they aim to help a reader to find relevant topics. In
combination with short (keyword-style) summaries for
an individual document, a human reader should be
able to quickly determine: (a) whether the set itself
contains information on a relevant topic and (b) which
of the individual text(s) should be read for an in-depth
understanding of the topic.
However, this approach is not the most efficient one

when more information is available concerning a user’s

1 “Info-overload harms concentration more than marijuana.”
New Scientist, April 30, 2005, p. 6. http://www.
newscientist.com/channel/being-human/mg18624973.400.

2 DUC, http://duc.nist.gov

context and history : Did he read some of the docu-
ments in the set before? Then he might only be inter-
ested in updates, in new information. Is he working on
a specific task? Then he primarily needs information
pertaining to the task at hand, not a general summary.
These scenarios have been addressed in DUC with the
introduction of focused and update summaries. In
addition, within this paper we propose a third kind,
contrastive summaries. These are designed for a dif-
ferential analysis of a document set, showing first the
commonalities of all texts and additionally the topics
that are unique to each individual document.
In practice, a user (a.k.a. “knowledge worker”)

might need all of these (and other) kinds of summaries
while performing knowledge-intensive tasks, ideally
embedded within a dynamic, semantic desktop envi-
ronment that allows for changing the displayed content
on-the-fly. Here, the concerns of language system en-
gineers become important due to the growing number
of required features. Developing, testing, and deploy-
ing individual summarization systems for each of these
kinds of summary is not feasible. Thus, we propose a
different approach: the generation of an abstracting
data structure we call Topic Clusters, from which all
of these summaries (and some additional) can immedi-
ately be generated.
Our research is significant for several reasons: (1)

We revive the almost abandoned field of contrastive
summarization with a contemporary application focus
and a simple, practical approach for generating them;
(2) The fact that we investigate automatic summariza-
tion for actual deployment within a user’s semantic
desktop, deriving requirements that go beyond purely
NLP issues by addressing software engineering con-
cerns; and (3) We abstract from the generation of a
single type of multi-document summary to arrive at a
general data structure that can be used for computing
all of them.

2 Summarization Tasks
As described above, a single kind of summary is not
sufficient to adequately cover the information needs of
a user performing a particular task. In this section,
we motivate and define summaries that go beyond the
classical, generic multi-document type.

2.1 Contrastive Summaries
Consider a user performing an analysis of a document
set, e.g., on the top 50 list of hits delivered by an IR
engine for a specific query. To avoid reading all of
them, he instructs his semantic desktop to produce a
multi-document summary of the whole set, as well as
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short (ten words, keyword-style) single-document sum-
maries of each text. If he is only interested in the most
important topics of the set, this combination will help
to detect those, as well as provide cues regarding a
good candidate document to read in full. However, if
an analysis requires finding the differences across the
documents in a set, this technique will not work: Since
both the multi-document summaries and the individ-
ual summaries have to focus on the most important
and ubiquitous elements of the texts within the given
space constraints, all distinguishing information is usu-
ally suppressed.
For example, one document set from the DUC2004

competition contains texts regarding Hurricane Mitch.
A topic-detecting summary generation algorithm
would therefore generate or extract sentences about
this natural disaster. Likewise, creating a very short
per-document summary results in a similar task: find
the most important topic(s) of each text. For the
document cluster on Hurricane Mitch, the keywords
Hurricane or Central America are extracted for ev-
ery text, thus suppressing its distinguishing sub-topics
(e.g., concerning EU relief efforts, military rescue op-
erations, or the pope’s appeal for aid).
The idea of homing in first on a cluster of multiple

documents by their common topic, and then on the
particular document of greatest interest within this
cluster based on its distinctive topics leads us to pro-
pose contrastive summaries. We define a contrastive
summary of multiple documents as a summary that
indicates the common topics of all the articles as well
as unique topics of each contained article.
While this idea is not entirely new, none of the

current systems makes use of contrastive information.
As Mani points out [5], “while similarity across doc-
uments is relatively well-understood, differences are
not.” We believe this is partly due to the lack of a
suitable algorithm that can be easily implemented and
works robustly even on large document sets (DUC re-
quires summarization of 25–50 documents/set).

2.2 Focused Summaries
So far, we addressed the summarization of documents
without additional, user-specific information. But in
real life, nobody really wants to spent hours on Google
searching for potentially relevant information. What
users need is useful information pertaining to their task
at hand, like writing a report, an email, or a research
paper. Shouldn’t a system be able to sense a user’s cur-
rent context, search for relevant information by itself,
and present a summary thereof? Coupled with current
information retrieval techniques and intelligent infor-
mation system architectures [10], a new generation of
language-aware information systems could proactively
deliver the information users need, instead of requiring
them to spend their limited time searching for them.
This leads to the idea of a focused summary, which

only contains information relevant to the user’s cur-
rent context. This kind of summary essentially ignores
information that does not contribute to the user’s cur-
rent task—a very useful property when trying to re-
duce the information overload.
Within the DUC competition, the context is mod-

eled as a set of open-ended questions.3 Being able

3 An example for a DUC2005 focused summary context is:
“What countries are or have been involved in land or water
boundary disputes with each other over oil resources or ex-
ploration? How have disputes been resolved, or towards what

to generate focused summaries has important practi-
cal applications for next-generation semantic desktop
environments.

2.3 Update Summaries
The last kind of next-generation summary we address
in this paper are updates. Here, the assumption is that
a user has already read a number of documents on a
certain topic and is only interested in new information
that has not been covered before. A typical application
scenario are newswire analysts that have to deal with
multiple instances of the same or similar stories, as it
is evolving over time.
Note that this kind of summary can be combined

with both generic, focused, and contrastive summaries.
In fact, the DUC2007 competition defined the update
task as a combination of generic updates with a con-
text question, i.e., focused update summaries.

3 Topic Clusters
To generate contrastive, focused, and update sum-
maries, we introduce a generic data structure that ab-
stracts from individual tokens in a document collec-
tion: topic clusters. In the next subsection, we mo-
tivate this idea, followed by brief description of our
approach for topic cluster generation.

3.1 Requirements
The target of our research is the individual user
facing information overload caused by modern Inter-
net/Intranet (IR) search engines: Rather than display-
ing a large list of documents with only keyword ex-
cerpts, we propose to condense the information con-
tained in the result set through automatic summariza-
tion. A user should be able to switch between different
kinds of summaries in a dynamic fashion, depending
on his current work context and tasks.
From these observations, we can derive three main

requirements for a data structure for summary gener-
ation:
Requirement #1: Domain-Independence. The
algorithm should work independently of an application
domain.
This follows directly from the intended application

within a semantic desktop, where the summarization
component acts a user’s agent when interpreting re-
sults from Internet/Intranet searches.
Requirement #2: Flexibility. The data structure
needs to be flexible enough to generate all required
kinds of summaries: single- vs. multi-document, gen-
eral vs. focused, contrastive and update.
The first reason for this requirement is that a user

needs to be able to dynamically switch between dif-
ferent summary views for a given document collection.
Moreover, developing, implementing, an maintaining
multiple algorithms would be prohibitively expensive
from a software engineering perspective.
Requirement #3: Efficiency. The data struc-
ture must be abstract enough for summary generation,
while at the same time simple enough to be computed
in a speedy and robust fashion.
This requirement ensures the ineligibility of highly

sophisticated proposals that are not possible to imple-
ment in contemporary desktop environments.

kind of resolution are the countries moving? What other fac-
tors affect the disputes?”
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Fig. 1: Topic Clusters for a three-document set d1–
d3, plus an additional context document d0 for focused
summarization

3.2 Topic Cluster Definition

We now present our approach satisfying the require-
ments stated in the previous subsection. As we demon-
strate below, it helps to abstract from the individual
words within a document collection when generating
summaries of various kinds. As a useful level of ab-
straction we use the notion of a topic, a particular
theme within a set of documents.
We can now define topic clusters as an abstract rep-

resentation of the topics occurring within a document
collection. A single topic cluster represents the set of
all entities in a document set pertaining to the topic.4
All topic clusters together (i.e., a topic cluster set) rep-
resent the entirety of themes in a document set. Note
that each topic cluster has a certain size, i.e., the num-
ber of contained entities, and spans a certain subset of
documents, namely those containing the entities mak-
ing up the cluster.
An example for topic clusters, generated on a hypo-

thetical four-document set, is shown in Fig. 1. Here,
an algorithm detected three topic clusters, using noun
phrases (NPs) as the underlying entities. To show a
possible implementation for generating topic clusters,
we briefly present our algorithm in the next subsection.

3.3 Generating Topics Clusters

Our approach for generating topic clusters relies on
a fuzzy set theory-based clustering algorithm working
on coreference chains. The algorithm is described in
detail in [12]. Within this paper, we only present a
brief summary of the main steps. The input is a set
of documents, as it could have been generated from a
search engine. With this set, we perform three steps
to obtain a topic cluster, which can then be used for
summary generation as shown in Section 4.
Noun Phrases. The first step in our approach is
the generation of noun phrase (NP) chunks for each
document. This can be easily achieved with off-the-
shelf part-of-speech taggers and transducer-based NP
chunkers, which are available for most languages.
Coreference Chains. In a second step, we produce
inter- and intra-document coreference chains from the
generated NPs. Our approach relies on a fuzzy-set
based approach [11], but in principle any coreference
algorithm can be deployed for this step.
4 As a useful entity size we empirically determined base noun
phrases (NPs).

Fuzzy Clustering. The final step takes the com-
puted inter- and intra-document chains and clusters
them with a fuzzy algorithm [12]. The output of this
algorithm is a set of NP clusters. Each cluster has a
certain size (number of contained NPs) and spans a
certain number of documents. Thus, the end result di-
rectly corresponds to the topic cluster data structure.

4 Summary Generation
In this section, we show how the various multi-
document summaries defined in Section 2 can be gen-
erated based on topic clusters.

4.1 Generic Summaries
We begin by discussing the generation of generic multi-
document summaries. Although not part of our list
of next-generation summaries, this already illustrates
the main points of summary generation based on topic
clusters and also provides the foundation for the gen-
eration of advanced summary types.
The aim in generic multi-document summarization

is to identify the most salient (shared) topics within
a collection of documents. The summary, typically
sentences (or sentence parts) extracted from the docu-
ments, should reflect as many common topics as space
permits. This kind of summary can be immediately
generated from the topic cluster data structure: Top-
ics are identified by clusters, so by extracting those
clusters that span all documents (or a sufficiently large
subset thereof), a summarizer can obtain the common
themes of all documents. In order to rank the topics
by relevance, a summarizer can evaluate the size of
each cluster: the larger a cluster, the more important
the topic contained within.
Based on these ideas, we can define a strategy that

generates multi-document summaries by selecting (at
least) one candidate noun phrase from each topic clus-
ter, in decreasing order of importance (topic cluster
size), until a prescribed size limit has been reached or
all topics are exhausted. The candidate NPs, in turn,
can be used to select the sentences they appear in as
a candidate text extract. Fig. 3 (top section) shows an
example for a (roughly) 100-word summary generated
with this strategy from DUC 2004 data [8].
Extractive sentence-based summarization typically

involves additional techniques, i.e., replacing dangling
pronominal references, eliminating duplicate noun
phrases, or removing relative clauses. However, within
the scope of this paper we are not concerned with this
kind of post-processing, which is widely discussed in
the literature (see e.g. [5] and the DUC proceedings).

4.2 Contrastive Summaries
Contrastive summaries consist of two parts: a sum-
mary of the common themes across all documents, and
document-specific contrastive themes. The first part is
identical to generic multi-document summarization as
described in the previous subsection.
The topic cluster provides all information required

for contrast detection: topics that span all docu-
ments (or a configurable percentage, e.g., > 90%) are
common topics, as they are used for generic multi-
document summaries. Topics covered only in a single
document (or, again, in a subset, say, < 5%) indicate
unique, distinguishing topics. For example, in Fig. 1,
Cluster 3 would be such a (single-element) cluster rep-
resenting a distinguishing topic for document d3.
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Common clusters
Hurricane Mitch in Central America (31) – Honduras (21) – the country’s central coast (15) – last week’s storm (12)

Distinctive clusters
D1 Gen. Mario Hung Pacheco – the shelves of some stores and some gasoline stations – mayor of Utila – a hurricane warning – the northwest

Caribbean for five days
D2 the western Caribbean on Wednesday – 165 kms – Honduras with 120 – west at only 2 mph – a resident of Guanaja Island
D3 the center – emergency measures on the Caribbean coast of the Yucatan Peninsula – a boat – hotels – The storm’s power
D4 the storm’s death toll in the region to 357 – 231 people have been confirmed dead
D5 floods – the Guatemalan border – a state of emergency – 50 kph – late Sunday
D6 area – the slopes of the Casita volcano in northern Nicaragua – Sunday night – a 32-square mile – addition
D7 homes – The greatest losses – affiliate in San Miguel province – a statement – the EU
D8 the audience – all public and private institutions and all men – the pope – a gift – six Russian cosmonauts
D9 access to places – other countries – the recovery effort – More help – at least 300 children at the shelter for diarrhea, conjunctivitis and

bacterial infections
D10 Taiwan – aid and pledges of assistance – Residents – Cuba’s offer – the saddest thing

Fig. 2: Topic cluster results for a set of ten documents on “Hurricane Mitch”

By sorting these distinguishing clusters by their size,
we can obtain a ranked list of topics that are the most
important for a document but not mentioned in any
other documents. Like before, we can select one or
several candidate NPs from each cluster (for instance,
based on their length or their position within the doc-
ument) and use those NPs to select sentences for the
final output. Of course, for a given document set a
topic cluster algorithm might not detect any distinc-
tive clusters. Based on our experiments, this typically
happens for very short articles (2–5 sentences), or very
homogenous document sets.
As a real-world example, consider the topic clus-

ter generated from the DUC2004 multi-document set
d30002. This set contains ten documents, all on the
“Hurricane Mitch” topic, each with slightly different in-
formation about the same natural disaster. After run-
ning our clustering algorithm, we obtained the topics
shown in Fig. 2. The common clusters section shows
the four biggest clusters (with their respective size in
brackets), i.e., the most important topics spanning all
documents, each identified by a candidate NP.5 The
distinctive clusters section shows the five biggest iso-
lated topic clusters for each document with one se-
lected noun phrase each.
How to present such contrastive summaries to the

user is highly dependent on the integration within a
desktop environment. In addition to the common topic
summary as shown above, we currently give the per-
document keywords as shown in Fig. 2, which can be
expanded to view a sentence extract, like in Fig. 3.

4.3 Focused Summaries
The next type of summary we address here are focused
summaries, which are not concerned with summarizing
a document (set), but rather with collecting informa-
tion on an explicit interest expressed through context
information, like a user profile. Focused summaries
have been evaluated on a large scale starting with
Task 5 in DUC2004 [8]; in DUC2005 and 2006, it was
the only task (DUC2007 added the update task).
Topic clusters also allow to generate focused sum-

maries, simply by including the context information
as another, distinct document d0 when computing the
topic cluster data structure. Then, all topics that over-
lap with document d0 also contain information relevant
to the context. All other clusters, even if they are big-
ger, are discarded for this kind of summary, i.e., we
slice the topic clusters with the context entities. As
before, elements within the clusters have to be further
ranked, extracted, and post-processed to create the fi-
nal summary. Fig. 1 shows an example for this idea:
both Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 overlap with the context

5 Here, we simply used the longest NP, however, a targeted
summarizer might apply additional strategies.

Common Topic Summary

The Honduran president closed schools and public offices on the coast
Monday and ordered all air force planes and helicopters to evacuate peo-
ple from the Islas de la Bahia, a string of small islands off the country’s
central coast. National police spokesman Ivan Mejia said the Coco,
Segovia and Cruta rivers all overflowed their banks Monday along Hon-
duras’ eastern coast. The European Union on Tuesday approved 6.4
million European currency units (dlrs 7.7 million) in aid for thousands
of victims of the devastation caused by Hurricane Mitch in Central Amer-
ica. The greatest losses were reported in Honduras, where an estimated
5,000 people died and 600,000 people – 10 percent of the population –
were forced to flee their homes after last week’s storm.

Distinctive Topics Summaries
D1 : The head of the Honduran armed forces, Gen. Mario Hung
Pacheco, said 5,000 soldiers were standing by to help victims of the
storm, but he warned the military could not reach everyone.
D2 : Hurricane Mitch paused in its whirl through the western Caribbean
on Wednesday to punish Honduras with 120-mph (205-kph) winds, top-
ping trees, sweeping away bridges, flooding neighborhoods and killing
at least 32 people.
D3 : Hurricane-force winds whirled up to 30 miles (50 kilometers) from
the center, with rain-laden tropical storm winds extending well beyond
that.
D4 : At least 231 people have been confirmed dead in Honduras from
former-hurricane Mitch, bringing the storm’s death toll in the region to
357, the National Emergency Commission said Saturday.
D5 : El Salvador – where 140 people died in flash floods – a state
of emergency Saturday, as did Guatemala, where 21 people died when
floods swept away their homes.
D6 : Nicaraguan Vice President Enrique Bolanos said Sunday night
that between 1,000 and 1,500 people were buried in a 32-square mile
(82.88 square-kilometer) area below the slopes of the Casita volcano in
northern Nicaragua.
D7 : EU spokesman Pietro Petrucci said the funds will be used to
provide basic care such as medicine, food, water sanitation and blankets
to thousands of people whose homes were destroyed by torrential rains
and mudslides.
D8 : Among those attending the audience were six Russian cosmonauts
taking a special course in Italy.
D9 : Aid groups and governments have called for other countries to
send medicine, water, canned food, roofing materials and equipment to
help deliver supplies.
D10 : Taiwan said today it will donate dlrs 2.6 million in relief to
Honduras, Nicaragua, El Salvador and Guatemala.

Fig. 3: Topic cluster-generated contrastive multi-
document summary

(d0), hence they contain information relevant for the
user’s focus. Cluster 3 does not overlap with the con-
text and is therefore discarded (even if it were bigger
than the other clusters).
To demonstrate that our approach works cross-

lingual and cross-domain, we give an example for a
focused summary generated from a German encyclope-
dia on building architecture. Here, we integrated the
summarization component into a semantic desktop for
building historians and architects [13]. Fig. 5 shows an
excerpt of the result to the question “Welche Art von
Putz bietet Schutz vor Witterung?” (Which kind of
plaster would be suitable to protect brickwork against
weather influences?). The first sentence of the auto-
matic summarization means: The joint filling is im-
portant for the resistance of the brickwork, especially
for those parts exposed to the weather, as well as the
quality of the bricks. Within a concrete application
scenario described in [13], this provides helpful infor-
mation for an architect, who can now continue to ac-
cess information in the encyclopedia concerning brick
quality using the provided cross-links.
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“Summarize Microsoft’s antitrust problems, including its
alleged illegal behavior and antitrust proceedings against the company.”

Docsubset D0711C-A
Ever since ibm selected Microsoft to supply the operating system for the first ibm pc in 1981, ibm has been out-hustled and outsmarted by Microsoft in
the pc business – not the sort of behavior the nation’s antitrust laws were meant to prohibit. Antitrust experts note, it is certainly legal for Microsoft
to offer a distributor – as the ibm pc business was – incentives to aggressively distribute its product. If accepting those incentives means featuring
Microsoft’s Windows over os/2 – made by another unit of ibm – that is mainly a business decision for ibm to make, they say.

Docsubset D0711C-B
The case is assigned to Jackson, who seeks to expedite the proceedings by setting an early trial date. Microsoft denies all charges of wrongdoing.
To Microsoft in 1997, is a harsh critic of the company. Meanwhile, Jackson’s ruling could have an impact on other cases already pending against
Microsoft. And Microsoft didn’t get to be Microsoft by shrinking from the battlefield. Tuesday’s courtroom statements – uncompromising attacks
from each side – only seemed to underline the gap between the government and Microsoft. In the government’s view, Microsoft is trying to change
the subject with such arguments.

Docsubset D0711C-C
The company said it would appeal. Klein said the ruling would bring positive change. He said the ruling showed how no company is above the law.
The document was part of the public record from an older antitrust case against Microsoft, the Justice Department’s first suit against the company.
The Justice Department and 17 state attorneys general proposed to break Microsoft into two companies. Local press reports said that attorneys for
the Justice Department and the 19 states that successfully sued Microsoft for antitrust violations are considering ways to break up the company as a
method to curb anticompetitive practices.

Fig. 4: Topic cluster-generated update summary for the DUC2007 data set D0718D (context shown on top)

“Welche Art von Putz bietet Schutz vor Witterung?”

Ist das Dichten der Fugen für die Erhaltung der Mauerwerke, na-
mentlich an den der Witterung ausgesetzten Stellen, von Wichtigkeit,
so ist es nicht minder die Beschaffenheit der Steine selbst. Bei
der früher allgemein üblichen Art der gleichzeitigen Ausführung von
Verblendung und Hintermauerung war allerdings mannigfach Gelegen-
heit zur Beschmutzung und Beschädigung der Verblendsteine geboten.
Will man einen dauerhaften Putz erzielen, so gilt für alle Arten von
Mauerwerk die Regel, da die zu putzenden Flächen frei von Staub sein
müssen, da dieser trennend zwischen Mauer und Putz wirken und das
feste Anhaften des letzteren verhindern würde. . . .

Fig. 5: Excerpt from a focused summary generated
based on a question (shown on top) from a German
encyclopedia on architecture

4.4 Update Summaries

To generate update summaries, we first generate the
topic clusters based on the context and the current set
of documents (including all previous documents, i.e.,
not just the new ones). For the first subset within
an update cluster, summary generation is identical
to a standard (main task) focused summary, as pre-
sented above. For each subsequent update subset, we
re-generate the topic cluster, by adding the new docu-
ments to the current set.
To generate focused update summaries for the ex-

tended document sets, we again select sentences based
on a ranking scheme: (1) The highest rank is given
to sentences from clusters that overlap with the con-
text (i.e., cover topics from the questions) but do not
contain any elements from documents of a previous up-
date (i.e., these are topical information only addressed
in a new document). (2) A medium rank is given to
sentences from clusters that overlap with the context
and appear in the newly added (updated) set of doc-
uments (i.e., new information addressing a topic that
has been addressed before). And (3) the lowest rank
is given to all remaining sentences from clusters that
overlap with the context (i.e., answer a question from
the context).
In Fig. 1, Cluster 2 is an example for a highly ranked

cluster after adding d2, because it overlaps with the
context (d0) and does not contain elements from a pre-
vious update (d1). Thus, the sentences picked from
d2 will contain information regarding the focus ques-
tion that has not been addressed in a previous docu-
ment (subset), here, d1. Note that generic update sum-
maries (without a focus question) can be generated in
the same fashion, by simply omitting the context slic-
ing step.
Fig. 4 shows an example for an update summary

generated from DUC2007 data. Compared to a non-
update summary of the same set (not shown here
due to space constraints), the update summary clearly
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Fig. 6: Summarization based on topic clusters: ERSS
performance on the DUC data from 2003–2007

shows the development of the topic through time—
before the trial, during the trial, and its aftermath.

5 Evaluation
We evaluated our ideas with an implementation based
on the fuzzy coreference cluster algorithm [12] for
generating topic graphs, using the data of the DUC
competitions from 2003–2007. These involved yearly
changing tasks, including single-document (DUC2003,
Task 1 and DUC2004, Task 1) and multi-document
summaries (DUC2004, Task 2), short (keyword)
vs. long (sentence) summaries, generic (DUC2003–
2004) and focused summaries (DUC2004, Task 5;
DUC2005–2006; DUC2007 Main) as well as cross-
lingual (DUC2004, Tasks 3, 4) and update summaries
(DUC2007 Update). We generated the summaries for
all of these different tasks with a single system (ERSS),
based on the topic cluster as the only data structure.
We use the same evaluation method as in DUC,

namely ROUGE6 [4], to allow a direct comparison
of our results with all other systems participating in
DUC. Fig. 6 summarizes the results, comparing our
system ERSS with the best, worst, average, and base-
line system for each year and task.7 For the detailed
results from each year, we refer to reader to our DUC
papers [14].
Overall, we can see that the topic graph algo-

rithm performs very competitively with state-of-the-

6 In this evaluation, we use the ROUGE-1 score only, to allow
a comparison for all years and tasks.

7 Note that the DUC competition so far included no contrastive
summarization task, hence this kind of summary is not in-
cluded in the evaluation.
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art multi-document summarization systems. An analy-
sis of the generated summaries showed that the biggest
factor negatively impacting ERSS’ scores is the current
lack of any post-processing (removing dangling refer-
ences, cleaning up redundancies, etc.).

6 Related Work
Clustering approaches have long been applied to doc-
ument analysis (see e.g. [1] for an overview), includ-
ing summarization (e.g., [9]), but our work differs in
that we cluster entities (NPs) rather than individual
(TF∗IDF-weighted) words.
With respect to contrastive summaries, a motiva-

tion related most closely to ours is given by [6] (with
previous work in 1997), who also attempt to find both
similarities and differences among related documents.
However, Mani [5, p. 188] describes this approach as
“rather complex” and “recommended only for pairs of
documents,” whereas we are concerned with finding
contrasts in large document sets (up to 50 for the
DUC2005 data). Also, [6] are not concerned with
what we call “contrastive summaries” (as in Fig. 3)
but rather present their results in form of sentence ex-
tracts aligned between a document pair—which clearly
does not help at all in reducing information overload.
In [15], the authors define the problem of “compara-

tive text mining” (CTM) for a given text collection as
“(1) discovering the different common themes across all
the collections; (2) for each discovered theme, charac-
terize what is in common among all the collections and
what is unique to each collection.” They also apply
a clustering strategy based on a cross-collection mix-
ture model, but using only simple word-level statistics,
which we believe is much less useful for creating sum-
maries than our entity-based clustering approach.8
The research area of change summarization is con-

cerned with tracking a single document (or a docu-
ment collection) over time and extracting new/fading
topics. [2] evaluate such changes, providing the result
in form of web page ranking lists.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we investigated several types of multi-
document summaries and their generation using a sin-
gle abstracting data structure, topic clusters.
In particular, we revisited the notion of contrastive

summaries, which show, at the same time, both topics
common to all documents, as well as their distinctive
information. Although this kind of summary has al-
ready been proposed ten years ago by Mani et al. and
also alluded to in many other places (e.g., [3]), con-
trastive summaries are still virtually unknown. We
believe this is partly due to the lack of a simple, ro-
bust, flexible algorithm, which allows to create this
kind of summary from a given document collection.
Contrastive summaries are in our view an important
contribution to multi-document summarization, espe-
cially for less homogeneous collections where the in-
dividual documents contain different information only
loosely coupled by a common topic. For these collec-
tions, a summary of the commonalities does not enable
an information seeker to select a relevant document
from the collection, and individual summaries are also
not guaranteed to highlight the differences between
the individual documents.
8 A typical example cluster in [15] is the topic list “port, jack,

ports, will, your, warm, keep, down”.

From a language engineering perspective, we essen-
tially decoupled the generation of summaries from the
generation of the topic cluster data structure. This
allows for both, using different algorithms to compute
the graph while keeping the summarization engine in-
tact, as well as using the same data structure for gen-
erating multiple kinds of summaries. The evaluation
we performed on multiple tasks over five years of data
from the DUC competition show that this approach is
feasible and delivers competitive performance.
More work is needed in determining efficient ways of

integrating automatically created summaries in mod-
ern desktop environments. For example, a suitable,
dynamic web interface could display topics in a hierar-
chical fashion, which would allow a user to “see” con-
tent that appears in a subset, but not in all documents.
Summaries could be incrementally expanded, from key-
word sets, like in Fig. 2, to complete summaries, with
a single click, allowing a user to navigate from highly
compressed views over summaries to the complete doc-
ument. Creating summaries for dynamically changing
document collections—like a newswire stream—can en-
hance the awareness of newly appearing topics (dis-
tinctive clusters) and fading topics. As [7] points out,
“What we find changes who we become.”
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Abstract
Graphical visualizations of coreference chains
support a system developer in analyzing the be-
havior of a resolution algorithm. In this paper,
we state explicit use cases for coreference chain
visualizations and show how they can be resolved
by transforming chains into other, standardized
data formats, namely Topic Maps and Ontolo-
gies.

1 Introduction

The computation of coreference chains is an impor-
tant task in natural language processing. Many high-
level text analysis functions rely on coreferences, which
makes it important to analyze the results of a par-
ticular resolution algorithm. The well-known corefer-
ence metrics like MUC [7] or CEAF [4] compute pre-
cision and recall values using a gold standard, which
allows for a quantitative analysis of a system. However,
these values only provide a conflated view of the per-
formance; they do not allow for an in-depth analysis
of the behavior of an algorithm, e.g., in order to find
problematic entities that a coreferencer always “gets
wrong.” Especially when developing a rule-based or hy-
brid coreference resolution system, a qualitative anal-
ysis becomes important, focusing on individual chains
and their entities in order to identify error sources.
Yet the sheer amount of data produced by a corefer-

encer even on a moderately-sized text makes it infea-
sible to rely on a tabular or matrix-like representation
for understanding an algorithm’s behavior. As humans
are much better at analyzing images than numbers,1
our idea is to transform coreference resolution results
into dynamic graphical representations that can be ex-
plored and navigated by a user. Furthermore, corefer-
ence visualization should adapt to specific tasks, like
chain and document navigation, error detection and
analysis, or automatic summarization, in order to ad-
equately support a developer.
However, graphical (2D/3D)-visualizations are noto-

riously difficult and costly to develop. Instead of build-
ing our own rendering pipelines from low-level graphi-
cal libraries, we investigated a different approach: The
1 See, e.g., [8]: “Combining a computer-based information sys-
tem with flexible human cognitive capabilities, such as pattern
finding, and using a visualization as the interface between the
two is far more powerful than an unaided human cognitive
process.”

translation of coreference resolution results into stan-
dardized data formats, for which a multitude of visu-
alization interfaces exist. This not only allows us to
reuse existing graphical tools for NLP, but even per-
mits the application of newly developed visualizations
as long as they can read one of the standardized data
formats we provide.

2 Use Cases for Visualization

Our premise is that a single, generic visualization can-
not provide adequate support for the different, vary-
ing tasks concerning coreference chains in NLP. Con-
sequently, our approach is to define specific use cases
based on the work of an NLP system developer, which
result in different, task-specific visualizations:

Chain and Document Navigation. The visualiza-
tion should provide for both a quick overview of all cre-
ated coreference chains (inter- and intra-document), as
well as navigational aids to analyze the chain members.
Cross-document chain visualizations should addition-
ally provide cues for the document range they span.

Error Detection and Analysis. Analyzing the be-
havior of a coreference resolution algorithm is a major
task during system development. A visualization that
contrasts computed chains with a manual gold stan-
dard should allow a developer to identify “weak spots”
in the algorithm’s performance.

Automatic Summarization. Automatic summa-
rization is an important application area of coreference
chains and clusters. A visualization that shows sum-
maries and their sentences together with the underly-
ing coreferences can help the developer of a summa-
rizer to discern and analyze the connections between
a summary and its underlying coreferences.

3 Visualization Formats

As mentioned above, our goal is to transform corefer-
ence chains into external data formats that are sup-
ported by existing visualization tools. In this section,
we first examine previous approaches to coreference
visualization, and then discuss standard data formats
for which suitable graphical tools exist.
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Fig. 1: Visualization ontology for coreference error detection and analysis

3.1 Existing Approaches

Little previous work exists on the visualization of coref-
erence resolution results. However, most modern NLP
development environments come with graphical user
interfaces that are capable of displaying coreference
chains as text overlays, e.g., by highlighting or drawing
links between entities within a chain. This is also the
only approach to coreference visualization discussed in
the literature, e.g., within the GATE architecture [1],
MMAX [5], or CorefDraw [2].
The main drawback of this approach is that only

a part of a coreference chain—for the document text
visible within the screen estate—can be viewed. Ana-
lyzing larger documents, or cross-document chains, re-
quires permanent scrolling to cover the complete chain,
which significantly slows down a developer attempting
to gain an overview of all instances within a chain.
Moreover, although several chains can potentially be
visualized in parallel using e.g. different colors, this
quickly becomes too visually complex to be useful.
None of the approaches in the literature suggest task-

specific visualization strategies as we defined above.

3.2 Standardized Data Formats

We now review two standardized data formats that are
expressive enough for visualizing coreference chains,
Topic Maps and OWL Ontologies.

3.2.1 Topic Maps

Topic Maps are an ISO standard2 for representing
knowledge. They have been designed with a partic-
ular emphasis on the findability of information, which
makes them a promising target for coreference data.
A Topic Map represents information using topics,

associations, and occurrences. A topic is a concept to
represent any kind of entity, like a person or organi-
zation. Associations define the relationships between
topics, while occurrences link topics with relevant in-
formation resources. Each of these three belong to a
certain Topic Type, which in turn is a topic itself.
Topic Maps are stored and exchanged in an XML-

based data format, XTM (XML Topic Maps).

2 Topic Maps standard ISO/IEC 13250:2003

Tool Support. TM4J3 is an open source topic map
engine implemented in Java. It includes the graphical
browser TMNav, which can display Topic Maps using
different rendering pipelines, included a Swing-based
and TouchGraph-based one.

3.2.2 OWL Ontologies

Ontologies are a standard technique for representing
domain knowledge, and expressive enough to model
our domain of discourse, coreference chains. Formal
ontologies based on description logics (DL) have been
standardized by the W3C in form of theWeb Ontology
Language (OWL) [6].

Tool Support. GrOWL4 is a visualization and edit-
ing tool for OWL. It has been specifically designed
for visualizing large ontologies, by allowing a dynamic
navigation showing a configurable amount of local con-
text around a node (ABox or TBox). Other tools sup-
porting OWL ontology browsing include Protégé5 and
SWOOP.6

3.2.3 Discussion

Both formats have their strength and weaknesses when
applied to coreference visualization. Topic Maps are a
well-established format and nowadays supported by a
whole range of mature visualization tools. In addition,
they are easy to generate due to their simple structure.
However, the simplicity is also their major downside,
as more complex use cases cannot be directly repre-
sented using Topic Maps, as we will see below.
Ontologies in OWL-DL format, on the other hand,

are much more expressive than Topic Maps, allowing
to model complex use cases like coreference evaluation
and coreference cluster-based summarization. But the
structures expressible in OWL have been designed for
machine readability rather than easy visualization for
human users. However, the number of robust and scal-
able ontology visualization tools is steadily increasing,
allowing us to upgrade our coreference visualization as
they become available.

3 Topic Maps For Java, http://tm4j.org/
4 GrOWL, http://ecoinformatics.uvm.edu/dmaps/growl/
5 Protégé ontology editor, http://protege.stanford.edu/
6 SWOOP Hypermedia OWL Editor/Browser, http://www.
mindswap.org/2004/SWOOP/
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Fig. 2: Visualization of single-document coreference chains as a Topic Map using a HyperGraph renderer

4 Coreference Visualization

In this section, we show how to transform corefer-
ence chains into the two data formats discussed above,
Topic Maps and OWL Ontologies.
We do not assume a particular data format for coref-

erence chains. Within our visualization system, a coref-
erence chain has a unique id and is represented by a
set of noun phrase (NP)7 id numbers. Each NP, ref-
erenced by its id, holds meta information like posi-
tion in the document (start/end) and containing doc-
ument URI. This representation can be easily created
from other formats, like the more implicit MUC style
(id/ref slots on NPs).

4.1 Chain and Document Visualization

Our first use case is to provide a visualization for all
coreference chains within a document (set). We differ-
entiate between inter-document chains that hold enti-
ties from a single document only, and cross-document
chains that reference entities from two or more docu-
ments.

4.1.1 Topic Maps

Coreference chains are transformed to the Topic Map
format in the following way:

Topic Type: Three Topic Types are introduced,
Chain (coreference chain), NP (noun phrase, a
chain member), and hasNP (NP↔Chain rela-
tion).

7 Although within the scope of this paper we only discuss coref-
erencers analyzing NPs, the visualization is not restricted to
this type of entity. Other grammatical (e.g., VG) or semanti-
cal entities (e.g., Organizations, Proteins) can be visualized
in the same fashion.

Topic: Each NP and each coreference chain becomes
reified as a topic of its corresponding topic type.

Association: Navigation between chains and their
NPs becomes possible through adding an associa-
tion is instance of hasNP, which (unsurprisingly)
is an instance of the Topic Type hasNP.

For visualizing cross-document chains, additional topic
types are added to differentiate IntraChains from In-
terChains, as well as Document topics. Chains are
linked with documents through two additional asso-
ciations, isIn to connect chains with their document,
and a spanning relation indicating which documents
are touched by an inter-document chain.
An example of a generated Topic Map visualized

using TMNav can be seen in Fig. 2.

4.1.2 OWL Ontologies

Transformation of coreference chains into OWL ontolo-
gies is done in two steps: First, we pre-modeled con-
cepts and their relations in an ontology, which is then
populated with instances from a system’s results:

Classes: Two main classes (TBoxes) are used, Chain
for a coreference chain and NP for a noun phrase.

Properties: An object property hasNP with the do-
main Chain and the range NP models the connec-
tion between chains and NPs.

Instances: Each coreference chain becomes an in-
stance (ABox) of class chain and each noun
phrase an instance of the class NP, adding their
relations through the object property hasNP.

Fig. 4 shows a simple example for this, visualizing all
coreference chains within a (single) document. Each
of the white boxes represents a coreference chain, de-
scribed with its id, a text label, and the number of
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Fig. 3: Visualization of multi-document coreference chains as an ontology using GrOWL

Fig. 4: Ontology-based visualization using GrOWL
showing all coreference chains within a document

elements. By clicking on one of these boxes, the node
can be expanded to show the chain’s elements. The
user can then navigate to the sentences and documents
containing the chain elements. For multi-documents,
the ontology is enhanced and further subclassed (see
Fig. 1) to represent the connections between docu-
ments and intra-/inter-chains (Fig. 3).

4.2 Error Analysis Visualization

For this use case, we only developed an ontology-based
visualization, as Topic Maps are not expressive enough
to model the complex relationships needed for error
analysis, in particular due to the lack of subsumption.
Fig. 1 shows our ontology for error detection and

analysis. Besides Chain and NP classes we explic-
itly modeled Singleton chains (containing only one
NP). In order to analyze coreference results, another
entity Evaluator is needed that can compute preci-
sion/recall values based on a selected metric.8 Given

8 Here, we assume that manually annotated NPs correspond

a manually annotated document as gold standard, we
can semantically enrich the visualization ontology with
additional information: A CorrectChain is a chain
where a ModelChain and a ReplyChain match ex-
actly. Otherwise, the chain is a WrongChain that
can exhibit several kinds of errors: An Intersecte-
dReplyChain overlaps with at least one ModelChain
(and vice versa), whereas an OnlyReplyChain does
not overlap at all with any ModelChain. Since a re-
ply chain can overlap with multiple model chains, the
evaluator computes these subsets for each overlapping
model/reply combination.
Furthermore, we can push the semantic annotation

for error analysis down to individual noun phrases: If
an NP is correct with respect to a particular chain,
we can tag it as CorrectNP. Introducing a relation
hasCorrectNP allows a navigation from an evaluated
chain to this class of NPs. Likewise, we can tag all
NPs missing in a chain for a quick navigation via
a hasNPmissing relation for a Chain. Similarly, we
can quickly find superfluous NPs with a hasNPnot-
InModel relation. We can also differentiate between
NPs that have been correctly assigned to at least one
reply chain, and NPs that are always wrongly assigned.
If a NP has not been assigned to a reply chain for
any overlapping model chain, we additionally tag it as
NeverCorrectNP, which is a semantic class of partic-
ular interest to a system developer, showing possible
serious error sources within a system.
An example for error visualization can be seen in

Fig. 5. A user can also navigate starting from the NP
class to see all “wrong” NPs, in order to analyze the er-
ror case with respect to the various coreference chains
computed by the system (missing, additional). Such
advanced semantic navigations and visualizations are
currently not supported by any other system.

with automatically computed ones. If this is not the case, an
additional alignment step has to be introduced, which we do
not cover within this paper.
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Fig. 6: Visualization ontology for coreference-based summarization generation analysis

Fig. 5: Coreference chain error analysis using an on-
tology visualized in GrOWL

5 Summarization Visualization

We also investigated the visualization of automatic
summaries that have been created based on corefer-
ence chains and (multi-document) coreference clusters
[10]. For an NLP engineer, finding the interrelation-
ships between generated summaries and their underly-
ing coreference chains is another important task dur-
ing system development. In our approach, the size
of coreference chains and clusters determines the im-
portant topics in a document set. Sentences are then
extracted and assembled to a summary based on these
data structures. When performing a qualitative anal-
ysis of a generated summary, it becomes necessary to
navigate between entities, chains, and sentences in a
summary, analyzing their relationships on order to de-
termine how and why a particular summary was gen-
erated.
By enhancing the ontology shown in Fig. 1 with

classes for summaries and their constituents (sentences,
NPs, etc., see Fig. 6), we can generate visualizations

for different kinds of summaries, including single- and
multi-document, focused vs. generic, update, and con-
trastive summaries [11].

Fig. 7: Visualizing Coreference Chains and Clusters
for the Analysis of a Focused Summary

An example is shown in Fig. 7, where coreference
clusters (sets of coreference chains) are displayed to-
gether with the documents they are spanning. Here,
the context used for generating the focused summary
is shown (Doc0) together with the clusters overlap-
ping with both the context and entities in the vari-
ous documents. In this example, the engineer starts
with the context given for the generation of the focused
summary (stored in Doc0) and then examines clusters
overlapping with the context. These cluster nodes can
then be further expanded to display their related enti-
ties, including chains, NPs, and sentences selected for
a summary.

6 Evaluation

We performed a preliminary evaluation of our work.
To determine the impact of the coreference visualiza-
tion when compared to a text-based output of the
chains, we defined a number of tasks typically per-
formed by an NLP engineer during the development
and testing of a coreference algorithm. Here, we mea-
sure the time it takes a developer to identify certain in-
formation (e.g., NPs wrongly assigned to a coreference
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chain) with and without our visualizations, in order to
assess the impact of our approach. After filtering the
resolution results for singletons, the developer had to
perform the following tasks:

Task 1: Find all correctly computed chains (i.e., reply
identical to model chains)

Task 2: Find all partially correct reply chains
Task 3: Find all reply chains that are completely

wrong (i.e., no overlap with any model chain)
Task 4: For each partially correct chain from Task

2, identify the missing/superfluous entities with
respect to each overlapping model chain

Task 5: Identify all those entities that are never cor-
rectly resolved (i.e., not part of any (partially)
correct reply chain)

These tasks have been performed on a newspaper text
containing 140 words, resulting in 54 entities. The
manually annotated gold standard contains 44 chains,
whereas our resolution system [9] computed 38 chains.
Then, one of our group’s language engineers performed
the defined tasks both using the plain system output
and the developed visualization system. As can be
seen in Table 1, the speedup for solving these tasks
based on the visualization offers a dramatic improve-
ment when compared to a text-based output.

Manual Visual
0: Remove singletons 4:26 min n/a
1: Correct chains 1:45 min 10s
2: Partially correct chains 2:22 min 10s
3: Completely wrong chains 1:15 min 10s
4: Missing/superfluous chains 6:56 min 50s
5: Entities incorrect for all chains 16:14 min 10s

Table 1: Evaluation results comparing tasks per-
formed on a text-based vs. the visualized output

Of course, it would be possible to develop a cus-
tom text-based output format for each of these specific
tasks. The important point is that our visualization
offers a single, interconnected representation to navi-
gate the result space, allowing the NLP developer to
dynamically analyze the results of a coreference algo-
rithm from different perspectives.9

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented two novel ideas for the
visualization of coreference chains: (1) A task-centric
approach that focuses on use cases of importance to an
NLP system developer and (2) Visualization through
transforming coreferences into external, standardized
data formats supported by existing graphical inter-
faces. Our implementation demonstrated the feasibil-
ity of this approach. The preliminary evaluation re-
sults (as well as the practical experiences in our lab)
show a dramatic improvement in analysis capabilities
compared to state-of-the-art representations of coref-
erence chains.
9 See, e.g., [3]: “Compared with an informationally-equivalent
textual description of an information a diagram may allow
users to avoid having to explicitly compute information be-
cause users can extract information ‘at a glance’.”

The ideas stated here can also be applied to other ar-
eas in NLP, where complex structures are generated by
analysis components, as our visualization extension to
coreference-based summarization demonstrates. A ma-
jor advantage of our approach is that language technol-
ogy engineers can focus on building a conceptual model
of the application domain and do not need to invest
time in building the graphical renderings themselves.
In addition to visualization, OWL-DL ontologies are
also supported by powerful querying and reasoning
tools, which provides for a completely new paradigm
for the analysis of NLP results. When employed to-
gether with task-specific semantic visualizations, we
expect a major impact on the productivity within the
NLP development lifecycle.
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Abstract
Assessing the quality of user generated con-
tent is an important problem of Web 2.0.
Currently, most web sites need their users
to rate content manually, which is labour
intensive and thus happens rarely. The au-
tomatic systems in the literature are limited
to one kind or domain of discourse.
We propose a system to assess the quality of
user generated discourse automatically. Our
system learns from human ratings by ap-
plying SVM classification based on features
such as Surface, Lexical, Syntactic, Forum
specific and Similarity features.
Our system has also shown to be adapt-
able to different domains of discourse in
our experiments on three different web fo-
rum data sets. The system outperformed
the majority class baseline for all three data
sets. Our best performing system configu-
ration achieves an accuracy of 89.1%, which
is significantly higher than the baseline of
61.82%.

1 Introduction

User generated content is a significant part of
Web 2.0. It is characterized by a low publication
threshold and a general lack of editorial control.
Content is not created by professionally trained
authors, but by ordinary users. We focus on au-
tomatic quality assessment of user generated dis-
course, which is textual user generated content.
User generated discourse occurs for example in
systems like Blogs, Wikis, Forums, and Product
Reviews.
The nature of its creation not only leads to huge

amounts of user generated discourse being cre-
ated, but also to a varying quality of the content:
Much of it is of great value to users, while many
parts of it are of bad quality. Thus, users have
problems to navigate through these large reposi-
tories of information and find information of high
quality quickly.
In order to address the information naviga-

tion problem outlined above, many web sites, like

Google Groups1 and Nabble2, have introduced
rating mechanisms. Users are asked to rate the
content available on the site which has been sub-
mitted by other users of the forum. Typically, this
rating is expressed on a five-star rating scale. The
number of stars corresponds to categories such as
Poor Post or Excellent Post. Table 1 shows the
categories as used by Nabble.

User ratings have been shown to be consistent
with the user community at large by Lampe and
Resnick [2004]. They also showed that user rat-
ings lead to the problem of premature negative
consent, when combined with filtering based on
these ratings. Posts that are once rated to fall
below the filtering threshold are not shown to the
users anymore. Thus, they can never be rated up
again. Additionally, the percentage of manually
rated posts is typically very low (about 0.1% in
Nabble).

Addressing these issues and departing from
pure manual ratings, the main idea explored in
the present paper is to investigate the feasibil-
ity of automatically assessing the perceived quality
of user generated discourse, as expressed by the
ratings given by the users. The perceived qual-
ity is not an objective measure. Rather, it mod-
els how the community at large perceives quality.
We evaluate a machine learning approach to au-
tomatically assess it.

The main contributions of the present paper
are: (1) A domain-independent system for au-
tomatic quality assessment of forum posts that
learns from human ratings. Thus, the system
adapts itself to new domains of discourse. We
evaluate the system on real web forum discussions
extracted from Nabble.com. (2) An analysis of
the usefulness of different classes of features for
the prediction of post quality in different forums.

1 http://groups.google.com
2 http://www.nabble.com
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2 Related work

Quality assessment of user generated dis-
course is a new field of research and has been
addressed only recently by Weimer et al. [2007] in
a first case study. The authors present a similar
system to the one discussed in this paper. How-
ever, they only apply it to one domain of discus-
sion and thus do not reach the broad applicability
we focus on.
There has also been some work on automatic

assessment of product review usefulness by Kim
et al. [2006c]. They test their system on data from
Amazon.com, where users can submit reviews of
products. These reviews are then rated by other
users for their helpfulness, by answering the clear
question “Was this review helpful to you?” with
the answer choices Yes/No. This study found that
the dominant features to predict these ratings are
the length of the reviews as well as the rating
given to the product on a five star scale by the
review. Please note that review helpfulness is a
rather clearly defined term on the website. This
is not the case for post ratings in web forums.

Automatic essay scoring: One closely re-
lated field is the area of automatic essay scor-
ing (Valenti et al. [2003], Chodorow and Burstein
[2004], Attali and Burstein [2006]). There, the
goal is to automatically assess the grade of an es-
say written by students. This seems very similar
to what we propose in the present paper. How-
ever, there exist well established guidelines that
define what a good essay is. Thus, these systems
do not need to adapt to the prevalent quality stan-
dards of the data they are applied to as our system
has to. In web forums, different users cast their
rating with possibly different quality criteria in
mind.

Web forum analysis: Web forums have been
in the focus of another track of research, in par-
ticular in the context of eLearning. Kim et al.
[2006b] found that the relation between a stu-
dent’s posting behavior and the grade obtained
by that student can be predicted automatically.
To do so, the number of posts, the average post
length and the average number of replies to posts
of the student have been shown to be the most
important features.
In related research, Feng et al. [2006] describe

a system to find the most authoritative answer in
a forum thread, based amongst others on the au-
thor’s trustworthiness and lexical similarity. Kim
et al. [2006a] add speech act analysis as a feature
to their system. Finding the most authoritative
post in a thread seems to be very closely related

to the task we focus on. However, it is definitely
different, as we assess the perceived quality of a
given post, currently based solely on its intrin-
sic features. Any discussion thread may contain
an indefinite number of good posts, rather than a
single authoritative one.

3 Experiments

The system that we propose should be able to
adapt to the quality standards existing in a cer-
tain user community by learning the relation be-
tween a set of features and the perceived qual-
ity of posts. We currently employ features from
five classes described in Table 2: Surface, Lexical,
Syntactic, Forum specific and Similarity features.

3.1 Data

We evaluated our systems on three data sets ex-
tracted from discussions on Nabble.com. Nab-
ble.com hosts forums, but also bridges conven-
tional mailing lists into their system. Forums at
Nabble.com are categorized. Analysis of the data
showed that most of the rated posts are within
the “Software” category.5 As we seek to develop a
system that is applicable to many domains of dis-
cussion, we extracted the following three data sets
that allow us to assess its performance with that
respect: ALL: All rated posts in the database.
This is the broadest of all data sets. SOFT: All
rated posts of forums that are in the software
category. These are posts that concern closely
related. This data set is the same as used by
Weimer et al. [2007]. MISC: All posts that are
in ALL, but not in SOFT. This data set is very
diverse in topic, even more so than ALL, as half of
ALL are posts from SOFT. Topics range from dis-
cussions amongst wikipedia community members
to discussions of motor bikes.
At Nabble, posts can be rated by multiple

users. Table 1 shows the distribution of average
ratings on the five star scale employed by Nabble.
From this statistics, it becomes evident that users
at Nabble prefer extreme ratings. Therefore, we
define the task of predicting the post quality as
a binary classification task. Posts with less than
three stars are rated as “bad”. Posts with more
than three stars are “good”.
We removed the posts, where all ratings are ex-

actly three stars. We also removed the posts that
had contradictory ratings from different users.
Manual analysis of those posts revealed that they
were mostly spam, which was voted high for com-
mercial interest and voted down for being spam.

5 http://www.nabble.com/Software-f94.html
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Stars Label ALL SOFT MISC
 Poor 1928 45% 1251 63% 677 29%
 Below Avg. 120 3% 44 2% 76 3%

   Average 185 4% 69 4% 116 5%
   Above Avg 326 8% 183 9% 143 6%

     Excellent 1732 40% 421 21% 1311 56%

Table 1: Categories and their usage frequency. Data on the SOFT data set taken from (Weimer
et al. [2007]).

Feature category Feature name Description

Surface
Features

Length The number of tokens in a post.
Question Frequency The percentage of sentences ending with “?”.
Exclamation Frequency The percentage of sentences ending with “!”.
Capital Word Frequency The percentage of words in CAPITAL, which is often associated

with shouting.
Lexical
Features
Wording of the
posts

Spelling Error Frequency The percentage of words that are not spelled correctly.3
Swear Word Frequency The percentage of words that are on a list of swear words we com-

piled from resources like WordNet and Wikipedia4, which contains
more than eighty words like “asshole”, but also common transcrip-
tions like “f*ckin”.

Syntactic Features The percentage of part-of-speech tags as defined in the PENN
Treebank tag set Marcus et al. [1994]. We used TreeTagger Schmid
[1995] based on the english parameter files supplied with it.

Forum specific
features
Properties that
are only present
in forum
postings

IsHTML Whether or not a post contains HTML. In our data, this is en-
coded explicitly, but it can also be determined by regular expres-
sions matching HTML tags.

IsMail Whether or not a post has been copied from a mailing list. This
is encoded explicitly in our data.

Quote Fraction The fraction of characters that are inside quotes of other posts.
These quotes are marked explicitly in our data.

URL and Path Count The number of URLs and filesystem paths. Post quality in the
software domain may be influenced by the amount of tangible
information, which is partly captured by these features.

Similarity features Forums are focussed on a topic. The relatedness of a post to the
topic of the forum may influence post quality. We capture this
relatedness by the cosine between the posts unigram vector and
the unigram vector of the forum.

Table 2: Features used for the automatic quality assessment of posts.

We also filtered out the posts that did not contain
any text, but only attachments like pictures and
program files. Finally, we removed non-English
posts using a simple heuristics: Posts that con-
tained a certain percentage of words above a pre-
defined threshold, which are non-English accord-
ing to an English dictionary, were considered to
be non-English. The upper part of Table 3 shows
how many posts were removed from the three data
sets. Please note that we did the filtering indepen-
dently for each filter. Thus, posts that matched
several filtering criteria are listed more than once.
The lower part of that table shows the distribu-
tion of good and bad posts after filtering.

3.2 Evaluation procedure

Using the features described in Table 2, we com-
piled a feature vector for each post. Feature val-
ues that were not normalized by definition were

scaled to the range [0.0, . . . , 1.0]. To classify the
posts, we use support vector machines. In par-
ticular, we used a C-SVM with a gaussian RBF
kernel as implemented by LibSVM in the YALE
toolkit (Mierswa et al. [2006]) in all experiments.
We did not perform model selection or fine-tuned
the parameters of the SVM or the kernel. The
parameters were fixed to C = 10 and γ = 0.1 for
all experiments. We performed stratified ten-fold
cross validation for performance evaluation.6

Several randomly chosen experiments were re-
peated using the leave one out evaluation scheme.
They yielded comparable results to the ones ob-
tained using cross validation. Thus, we only re-
port the latter in this paper. Please note that
it is inherently hard to compare the performance
of different machine learning algorithms or algo-
rithm configurations and that statistical signifi-

6 (See (Bishop [2006]) for an in-depth description.
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ALL SOFT MISC
Unfiltered Posts 4291 1968 2323

All ratings three stars 135 3% 61 3% 74 3%
Contradictory ratings 70 2% 14 1% 56 2%

No text 56 1% 30 2% 26 1%
Non-English 668 15% 361 18% 307 13%

Remaining 3418 80% 1532 78% 1886 81%

Good Posts 1829 54% 947 62% 1244 66%
Bad Posts 1589 46% 585 38% 642 34%

Table 3: Number of posts filtered out in the different data sets.

cance of cross validation performance values can
be forged to be arbitrarily high when comparing
two algorithms or algorithm configurations (see
Witten and Frank [2005], chapter 5.5). Thus, we
do not report it.

3.3 Experimental Results

Table 4 shows the average cross validation ac-
curacy for all combinations of feature and data
sets, whereas we reproduce the results of Weimer
et al. [2007] for the SOFT data set. The base-
line is based on the majority class. All results
but one (SIM/ALL) are equal to or better than
the baseline. The usage of all features results in
the best or close to best performance for all data
sets. The results on the MISC data set are only
slightly better than the baseline. The gains on
the SOFT and ALL data sets over the baseline
are significant. Naively, one may think that the
performance on the ALL data set is the average
between the performance on MISC and SOFT, as
both form approximately one half of the data in
ALL. Our results are different, and the perfor-
mance on ALL is comparable to the performance
on SOFT. Thus, the system is able to learn how
to classify posts in MISC from posts in SOFT.
This leads us to believe that the rating structure
in some posts of the MISC data set is very close
to the SOFT data set, while the overall rating
structure is too diverse to be captured correctly
by our system.
The difference in rating structure also shows in

the analysis of the best performing feature cate-
gories, which are different for each data set. For
MISC, the surface features perform best. For
SOFT, the forum specific features work best,
when only one feature category is used. Weimer
et al. [2007] discuss in greater detail, which fea-
tures from that category have the biggest impact
on overall performance. For ALL, two categories
share that position: lexical features as well as fo-
rum specific features.
It is useful to have a look at the performance

ALL:

true good true bad sum
pred. good 1517 456 1973
pred. bad 312 1133 1445

sum 1829 1589 3418

SOFT:

true good true bad sum
pred. good 490 72 562
pred. bad 95 875 970

sum 585 947 1532

MISC:

true good true bad sum
pred. good 1231 516 1747
pred. bad 13 126 139

sum 1244 642 1886

Table 5: Confusion matrix for the system using
all features on the three different datasets.

of all other feature categories, when the single
best one is not present to assess the influence of
the best feature category on the overall perfor-
mance. For MISC, this leads to a performance on
the baseline level. For SOFT, the drop in perfor-
mance is much smaller, yet still measurable. For
ALL, the effects are the smallest, being almost
zero for the removal of the lexical features.

3.4 Error analysis

Table 5 contains the confusion matrix for the sys-
tem using all features on the three data sets. The
system produces approximately an equal amount
of false positives and false negatives on the ALL
and SOFT data sets. However, it has a tendency
towards false positives on the MISC data set.
Below, we will give descriptions of common er-

rors of our system as well as some examples from
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SUF LEX SYN FOR SIM ALL SOFT MISC√ √ √ √ √
77.53% (1.45) 89.10% (1.44) 71.95% (1.09)√

– – – – 64.72% (1.21) 61.82% (1.00) 71.31% (1.08)
–

√
– – – 74.08% (1.38) 71.82% (1.16) 65.96% (1.00)

– –
√

– – 69.18% (1.29) 82.64% (1.34) 66.70% (1.01)
– – –

√
– 74.08% (1.38) 85.05% (1.36) 65.96% (1.00)

– – – –
√

46.49% (0.87) 62.01% (1.00) 65.96% (1.00)
–

√ √ √ √
75.92% (1.42) 89.10% (1.44) 66.60% (1.01)√

–
√ √ √

77.39% (1.45) 89.36% (1.46) 72.00% (1.09)√ √
–

√ √
76.27% (1.43) 85.03% (1.38) 70.03% (1.06)√ √ √

–
√

72.82% (1.36) 82.90% (1.34) 71.74% (1.08)√ √ √ √
– 76.83% (1.44) 88.97% (1.44) 72.43% (1.10)

Baseline 53.51% (1.00) 61.82% (1.00) 65.96% (1.00)

Table 4: Accuracy with different feature sets. SUF: Surface, LEX: Lexical, SYN: Syntax, FOR: Forum specific,
SIM: similarity. The baseline results from a majority class classifier.

the data. We will also provide conclusions on how
to improve the current system to overcome the er-
rors. Note that some of the problems were also
discussed by Weimer et al. [2007]. We include
their analysis, but group it with the errors on the
other data sets and discuss means to overcome
the limitations of the system.

Ratings based on domain knowledge: The
following post from the SOFT data set shows no
apparent reason to be rated badly. The human
rating of this post seems to be dependent on deep
domain knowledge, which is currently not present
in our system.
> Thank You for the fast response, but I’m not
> sure if I understand you right. INTERRUPTs can
> be interrupted (by other interrupts or signals) and
> SIGNALS not.

Yup. And I responded faster than my brain could
shift gears and got my INTERRUPT and SIGNAL crossed.

> All my questions still remain!

Believe J"org addressed everything in full. That the
compiler simply can’t know that other routines have
left zero reg alone and the compiler expects to
find zero there.
As for SREG, no telling what another routine was
doing with the status bits so it too has to be saved
and restored before any of its contents possibly get
modified. CISC CPUs do this for you when stacking
the IRQ, and on RTI.

Automatically generated mails: Some-
times, automatically generated mails like error
messages end up on the mailing lists. These mails
can be written very nicely and are thus misclassi-
fied by our system as good posts, while they are
bad posts from the point of view of the users. One
could deal with these posts by integrating features
of the sender of the message, as they originate
from addresses like postmaster@domain.com.

Non-textual content: Especially the SOFT
data set contains posts that mainly consist of non-
textual parts like source code, digital signatures
and log messages from programs. This content

confuses our system to misclassify these posts as
bad posts.
To overcome this problem, the non-textual

parts need to be marked. They can then be ig-
nored in the quality assessment of the textual con-
tent. Additionally, the presence and the amount
of non-textual content can be used as an addi-
tional feature.

Very short posts: Posts which contain only a
few words show up as false positives and false neg-
atives equally, as for example a simple “yes” from
the master of a certain field might be regarded as
a very good post, while a short insult in another
forum might be regarded as a very bad post. Do-
main knowledge from external sources might be
helpful in rating these posts.

Opinion based ratings: Some ratings do not
rate the quality of a post, but the expressed opin-
ion. In these cases, the rating is an alternative to
posting a reply to the message saying “I do not
agree with you”.
Take for example the following post which is

part of a discussion amongst Wikipedia commu-
nity members from the MISC data which has been
misclassified as a bad post:
> But you would impose US law even in a country where
> smoking weed is legal
Given that most of our users and most significant
press coverage is American, yes. That is why I drew
the line there.
Yes, I know it isn’t perfect. But it’s better than
anything else I’ve seen.

Such posts form a hard challenge for automatic
systems. However, they may also form the up-
per bound for this task: Humans are unlikely to
predict these ratings correctly without additional
knowledge about the rater.

Posts that could be rated based on the re-
ply structure: Most of the posts discussed
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above could be classified correctly if the replies
to them provided some cues to the quality of the
post. The attractive property of integrating fea-
tures of the replies into the features of a post is
that it is domain independent. For example, the
simple presence or absence of replies could be part
of the perceived quality of a post.

4 Conclusions and future work

Assessing post quality is an important problem
for web forums. Currently, most forums need
their users to rate the posts manually, which is
labour intensive and thus happens rarely.
We presented a system and evaluated it on dif-

ferent data sets from different domains of discus-
sion. Our system has shown to be able to assess
the quality of forum posts from very diverse dis-
cussion domains. The system applies SVM clas-
sification using features such as Surface, Lexical,
Syntactic, Forum specific and Similarity features
to do so. We evaluated our system on three data
sets and it performed very well on two of them,
while only slightly better than the baseline on the
third, most challenging, one. Our best perform-
ing system configuration achieves an accuracy of
89.1%, which is significantly higher than the base-
line of 61.82%.
Careful error analysis leads us to several fu-

ture improvements to our system. First of all,
the integration of the discourse structure promises
improvements. Additionally, external knowledge
sources can help to assess the information con-
tent of a post, which can be of influence on the
perceived post quality.
After evaluating it on different domains of dis-

cussion within the same kind of user generated
content, we seek to apply our system to other
kinds of user generated discourse. The system
can obviously be applied to other web forums,
but we also seek to apply it to adjunct areas like
blog comments and several kinds of user reviews
of movies, products, websites.
We believe that this system will support im-

portant applications beyond content filtering like
automatic summarization systems and user gen-
erated discourse specific search.
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Abstract
In NLP, one traditionally distinguishes the
linguistically-based systems and the knowledge-
poor ones which mainly rely on surface clues, but
each approach has its drawbacks and its advan-
tages. In this paper, we propose a new method,
based on Bayes Networks, that combines both
types of information. As a case study, we con-
sider the specific task of pronominal anaphora
resolution which is known as a difficult NLP
problem. We show that our bayesian system per-
forms better than state-of-the art anaphora res-
olution ones.

Keywords

Bayesian Network, anaphora resolution, linguistic knowledge,

surface clue

1 Introduction

One often opposes knowledge based and knowledge
poor Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems.
The first ones exploit complex knowledge pieces which
are often manually built an not always reliable or avail-
able. The second ones, based on machine learning
methods, take only surface clues into account and give
mitigated results on complex NLP tasks.
We propose to overcome that opposition. Out ap-

proach relies of the Bayesian Network formalism, a
probabilistic model designed for reasoning on uncer-
tain, and lacking information, which is still little ex-
ploited in NLP.
We tested this approach is tested on the resolution

of the anaphoric pronoun it, which is a complex task
involving different types of knowledge. We designed
a system that relies on a Bayesian Network for the
classification of antecedent candidates and we compare
its performances with that of a state-of-the-art system,
MARS, proposed by R. Mitkov [8]. MARS can be
considered as a knowledge-poor system.
The next section presents the state-of-the-art in

anaphoric pronoun resolution and the difference be-
tween rich and poor approaches. Section 3 describes
the formalism of the Bayesian Networks, its advan-
tages for NLP and our anaphora resolution classifier.
In Section 4, we compare the performances of that
Bayesian system and several other ones. The last sec-
tion discusses the results.

2 The opposition between lin-
guistic knowledge and surface
clues

Anaphora is a linguistic relation that holds between
two textual units. One (the anaphor) cannot get in-
terpreted as such but refers to the other, which usu-
ally occurs before (the antecedent). As the presence
of anaphors significantly degrades the performances
of NLP tasks such as information extraction or text
synthesis, a lot of work has been devoted to the auto-
matic resolution of these anaphoric relationships, i.e.
the identification of the antecedents of anaphoric pro-
nouns. In this paper, we focus on the pronoun it in
English texts, which is a well-known and frequent type
of anaphors.
The traditional approach for anaphora resolution

is composed of three steps: the distinction between
anaphoric and impersonal occurrences of the pronoun
(it is known that... vs. it produced...), the selection
of antecedent candidates and the choice of the most
plausible antecedent.
For each of these steps, the first systems relied on

complex linguistic knowledge that reflected the deep
syntactic and semantic constraints of anaphoric rela-
tions. These systems often relied on a set of manu-
ally designed rules, which required a thorough corpus
analysis. During the 1990’s, several systems relying
on surface clues were proposed to face the need for
robust and less expensive anaphora resolution meth-
ods. These systems tried to approximate the complex
linguistic rules by simple clues that are presumably
more reliable and easier to compute. For instance, the
RAP algorithm [7] was simplified in [6] or the cooc-
currence frequencies were used to approximate the se-
mantic constraints proposed by [4].
The surface clues proposed during the 1990’s en-

abled to build robust systems [8] but recent work has
underlined their limits. Since the predicate-arguments
schemata that improve the candidate filtering [9], are
seldom available, they have been approximated by con-
currence frequencies [4]. However, [2] shows that these
frequencies do not really enhance the performances of
a system that is already based on morpho-syntactic
knowledge. The contribution of frequencies seems to
pertain more to hazard than to semantics.
Such a conclusion brings back to the initial prob-

lem. Anaphora resolution involves complex syntactic
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and semantic knowledge that is not always available
and which is often not fully reliable. Previous works
have tried to substitute linguistic knowledge by surface
clues which are easier to compute and therefore more
reliable. However these clues only partially reflect the
linguistic constaints and may lead to erroneous deci-
sions, when solving ambiguous cases.
The MARS system [8] relies on surface clues to iden-

tify the most salient element in the discourse frag-
ment preceding a pronoun occurrence. This salient
element is considered as the most probable pronoun
antecedent. The system relies on a part-of-speech tag-
ging (POS tagging) of the text and on some simple
grammar rules to list the noun phrases (NPs) of the
three sentences preceding a given pronoun occurrence
(including the pronoun sentence). For each NP asso-
ciated to the pronoun occurrence, a set of constraints
and preferences is applied. The constraints filter out
the impersonal pronoun occurrences and the NPs that
cannot be antecedent. The preferences rank the re-
maining NP candidates. Each preference is associated
with a score, either positive or negative, and the var-
ious scores of a candidate are summed up in a global
score. The antecedent with the highest score is cho-
sen. When two candidates end with the same score,
additional heuristics are used to rank them1.
We propose a new system that combines the surface

clues of MARS with some the linguistic constraints
that the surface clues approximate, whenever some
linguistic knowledge is available. We argue that com-
bining both types of information is beneficial. For
instance, the subject of a sentence is often the most
salient element but, since the syntactic role analysis
may be erroneous, it is useful to exploit in parallel
the information relative to the NP location: the sur-
face clue (the first NP of the sentence is very often
the verb subject) corroborates the grammatical role
hypothesis.
Our system is modeled as a Bayesian Network. This

type of representation has been designed to reason on
uncertain and incomplete knowledge. Its probabilistic
approach unifies in a single representation deep lin-
guistic constraints and surface clues. This unification
allows to corroborate linguistic constraints with the
surface properties observed in corpora and to correct
the errors made by the systems based on surface clues.

3 A unified approach: the
Bayesian model

As many other NLP tasks, distinguishing anaphoric
and impersonal pronoun occurrences and more gener-
ally solving anaphors can be considered as classifica-
tion problems [3].
A Bayesian Network is composed of a qualitative

description of the attribute dependancies, an oriented
acyclic graph, and of a quantitative description, a set
of conditional probability tables, each random variable
(RV) being associated to a graph node. A first pa-
rameterising step associates a priori conditional prob-

1 The final ranking depends on the types of the preferences
that have been used for each candidate and the most recent
candidate is chosen, if nothing else applies.

ability tables to each RV. The second inferring step
modifies the RV values on the basis of corpus evidence
(it updates the a priori probabilities into a posteriori
ones). The observations made in corpus are propa-
gated through the network, which leads to update the
a priori values even for some unobserved variables.

First_NP Subject_NP

Number_Filter

First_NP=NotFirst
First_NP=First

Candidate=NotAntecedent
Candidate=Antecedent

Number_Filter=Singular
Number_Filter=Plural

Candidate
N A

Candidate

A
Candidate
N

Candidate, First_NP
N,F A,NA,F N,N

.04

.96

.03
.78

.46.95

.97

.36 .15 .24

.71
.08

.63.65

Subject_NP=Subject

Subject_NP=Unknown
Subject_NP=Complement

.22

.05 .54
.30
.05 .01 .14

.66

Fig. 1: Example of a Bayesian classifier represented
by a Bayesian Network

Let us explain on a simplified example the infer-
ring mechanism of the Bayesian Network represented
on Figure 1. This network chooses the pronoun an-
tecedent by ordering the various couples of candi-
dates associated to a pronoun occurence. The net-
work is composed of 4 nodes, which respectively rep-
resent the probability for a candidate to be the an-
tecedent of the pronoun occurence (Candidate), to
have some morphological properties regarding number
(Number_Filter), to be the first NP(First_NP) or the
subject (Subject_NP) of the sentence.
The first prameterising step computes the a pri-

ori probability values. These probabilities are esti-
mated on the basis of the frequencies computed on
the set of couple examples extracted form a training
corpus, for which all the attribute values are instanti-
ated. From these observations, we state for instance
that P(Candidate=Antecedent)=0.04 i.e. we consider
that any candidate has a priori a probability of 4% to
be the antecedent of an anaphoric pronoun occurrence.
The influence link between the variables Candidate

and Number_Filter indicates that a candidate is less
likely to be plural if it is the antecedent of the pro-
noun it (reversely, it is less likely to be its antecedent
if it is a plural noun). Similarly, the links between the
variable Candidate and First_NP on the one hand,
Candidate and Subject_NP on the other hand respec-
tively indicate that the candidate is more likely to be
the first NP of the preceding sentence and to be the
subject of the verb if it is the pronoun antecedent.
The link (First_NP,Subject_NP) connects two vari-
ables that are considered as dependant on each other
on the basis of the training corpus and expert estima-
tion. This means that the reliability of the subject
syntactic role is increased if the candidate also occurs
at the beginning of a sentence. This interdependency
is measured through the table of conditional proba-

2
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bilities that is associated to the node Subject_NP on
Figure 1. We also added a value Unknown to the RV
of the Subject_NP node as the syntactic analysis quite
often fails to associate a grammatical role to some NPs.
This is a way to avoid taking into account incomplete
data for the first evaluation of our system.
Once all the a priori conditional probabilites have

been computed, the inferring step begins. Let’s take
as an example the couple (citA transcription, it1) ex-
tracted from the sentence In minimal medium, [citA
transcription]1 was about 6-fold lower when glucose
was the sole carbon source than [it]1 was when suc-
cinate was the carbon source. Our system computes
the values of the attributes of that couple. The can-
didate is not a plural NP but it is the first NP of the
sentence. Since these observations are very reliable,
we can state that P(Number_Filter=Singular)=1 and
P(First_NP=First)=1 (strong evidence). Even if the
parser has produced a dependancy analysis of that
sentence in which the candidate is the subject of the
verb, we know that this analysis may be erroneous
and we consider that this third observation is only a
soft-evidence: P(Subject_NP=Subject)=0.89
On the basis of these observations, the probability

for the candidate to be the pronoun antecedent can be
computed:

P(Candidate=Antecedent|Number_Filter=Singular,
First_NP=First, Subject_NP=Subject) = 0.4

Our system similarly computes the probability for
any other NP to be the antecedent of the pronoun
it1. If none of the other candidates has a probability
higher than 40%, citA transcription is considered to
be antecedent of the pronoun.
We keep all the attributes of MARS, except the C-

command constraint that is mostly useful for demon-
strative pronoun anaphors (e.g. this) and the pref-
erences specifically designed for the technical type of
corpora on which MARS has been initially tested2. We
enrich that list with some additional clues that are rel-
evant for salience calculus and which are used in sev-
eral other systems described in the state of the art.
Each property is modelled as a node in our Bayesian
Network (see Figure 23, where MARS attributes and
the additional ones are distinguished. They are re-
spectively coloured in black and grey):

4 Experiments and results

We have used 6 different classifiers for the anaphora
resolution.
Three of them are used as baseline systems: Random

system randomly chooses the antecedent among the
candidate list; First_NP system systematically selects
the first NP of the preceding sentence as the pronoun
antecedent; the Bio_MARS is our version of Mitkov’s
MARS system. The solving algorithm of Bio_MARS

2 Namely, the immediate reference and sequential instruction
preferences.

3 The prediction node is the node Candidate, at the centre of
the network. It gives the probability for a given candidate to
be the antecedent of a given pronoun occurrence. It is linked
to all the other network nodes.

is the same as that MARS but our system is specif-
ically designed for genomics. The preprocessing in-
cludes the following steps: the NP list is extracted
from a full constituent analysis of the corpus that is
obtained thanks to a domain specific parser; for iden-
tifying the anaphoric occurrences, we exploit a filter
that is based on a Bayesian Network and trained on
a corpus of the same domain [12]; we rely on an ex-
tended and domain specific tagging of named entities
and terms.
The three other systems have been designed to

test various configurations of the Bayesian model.
NB_Mars system exploits the same attributes as
Bio_MARS but the final decision is based on a Naive
Bayes classifier rather than on a global score. The
fourth system is the Bayesian Network classifier itself
(BNC ): the choice of the attributes and the network
structure are based on a linguistic analysis of a train-
ing corpus. The last system is the Naive Bayesian clas-
sifier (NBC ), which has the same attributes as BNC
but a simplified tree structure where the attributes are
considered as independant of each other.
We tested our systems on a specialised corpus, Tran-

script. It is a collection of 2209 abstracts (around
800,000 words) of scientific papers that have been re-
trieved by querying the Medline bibliographical base
with the keywords bacillus subtilis, transcription[1].
697 occurrences of it have been identified in Tran-
script. Two different annotators have tagged each of
these occurrences as either anaphoric or impersonal
and have identified the corefering antecedent of the
anaphoric pronoun occurrences.
In order to determine the attribute values of each

candidate/pronoun couple, we have exploited the Og-
mios platform [5] to analyse our corpus. Ogmios inte-
grates TagEN, a named entity tagger specifically de-
signed for genomics, to identify the biological named
entities, and BioLG, a version of Link Grammar Parser
adapted for biology [10], for the dependancy and con-
stituent syntactic analysis. It also exploits a large
specialised terminology. For our first experiments, we
have manually built the class of indicative verbs out
of our training corpus.
Since our working corpus is relatively small, we have

validated our results using a cross validation method.
We have randomly selected 2/3 of our corpus to com-
pute the a priori conditional probabilities and we have
applied the resulting parameterised system to the re-
maing part of the corpus. We iterated these operations
20 times and we analysed the average performance of
each classifier on our corpus.
Table 1 summarises the performances of each system

measured as a success rate (proportion of anaphors
that have been correctly solved by the systems).
Two different measures are given for the last 6 lines:

the strict and partial success rate which correspond
to two different definitions of what a "correct" an-
tecedent is. The strict success rate counts an anaphor
as correctly solved only if the proposed NP exactly
matches the phrase tagged as antecedent by the hu-
man annotators in the test corpus. The partial suc-
cess score counts as correct an anaphor where the pro-
posed NP only partially matches the phrases tagged
as antecedent in the test corpus as soon as it can be
substituted to the anaphoric pronoun without seman-

3
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Fig. 2: A Bayesian Network for the ranking of the antecedent candidates of the anaphoric occurrences of the
pronoun it.

tic inconsistence. For instance, in the sentence [beta-
Galactosidase expression from the spl-lacZ fusion] was
silent during vegetative growth and was not DNA dam-
age inducible, but [it] was activated at morphological
stage III... our system gives only beta-Galactosidase
expression as antecedent instead of the whole NP but
it can nevertheless be substitued to it : it is considered
as partially correct resolution only.
Since there are some errors in the input NP list4, the

anaphora resolution performance cannot reach 100%.
The last row (MAX), which gives the highest reachable
resolution score for comparison.

System Results
Strict Partial

Random 6% -
First_NP 36.3% 51%
Bio_MARS 26.7% 43%
NB_MARS 39.9% 56%

Naive Bayes Classifior 43.1% 59%
Bayesian Network Classifior 44.0% 61%

MAX 93.3% 97.8%

Table 1: Anaphora Resolution Results (Success rate)

5 Discussion

The first striking observation that can be drawn from
Table 1 is that Bio_MARS performance is signifi-
cantly lower than the success rate of First_NP system
on our corpus and also lower than the 45.81% score
obtained by MARS on a different corpus made of tech-
nical manuals [8]. Most of the cases that are correctly

4 BioLG does not parse sentences that are more than 70 words
long or that do not contain any verb. When there is no parse
available, we create a list of NPs on the basis of the POS-
Tagging.

solved by First_NP system and not by Bio_MARS
involve the terminological and collocation pattern at-
tributes that are not sufficiently discriminating in our
domain5: our platform tags as terms some elements
that are not salient (e.g. use, work) and the colloca-
tion patterns have a weight to high to be corrected
by other observations. In the probabilistic version
of Bio_MARS (NB_MARS), the parameterising step
adapts these scores for our corpus and therefore avoids
the previous errors.
Comparing the systems NB_MARS and BNC shows

the importance of the complex linguistic constraints
in the resolution process, even if the corresponding
attributes are not fully reliable. These additional
attributes help to distinguish among various candi-
dates. Let us consider for instance the following sen-
tences extracted from our corpus [A grpE heat-shock
gene]1 was found by sequencing in [the genome of the
methanogenic archaeon Methanosarcina mazei S-6]2.
[It]1 is the first example of grpE from the phylogenetic
domain Archaea. NB_MARS gives the same proba-
bility for the candidates 1 and 2 and finally chooses the
candidate 2, which is the most recent one. BNC clas-
sifier avoids this error: it exploits the syntactic role of
the candidate 1 (subject) and its semantic type (gene),
which increases the candidate probability to 0.73 and
solves the ambiguity.
If surface clues are not always sufficient to decide

between the candidates, their role is nevertheless im-
portant to correct the imperfectness of linguistic infor-
mation. For instance, the syntactic and named entity
information are not reliable enough to be used in iso-
lation. BioLG parser has a fairly good precision (86%)
but a low recall (55%) and the results of the named

5 Our model allows to quantify this fact: P (Term =
Term|Candidate = Antecedent) = 0.16,
P (Collocation_NP_V erb_Pattern =
Less_Five, Less_Ten, More_Ten|Antecedent) = 0.08,
P (Collocation_V erb_NP_Pattern =
Less_Five, Less_Ten, More_Ten|Antecedent) = 0.01.

4
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entity tagging are noisy (71% of gene names are identi-
fied but only 68% of the tagged entities are really gene
names, due to ambiguous gene names such as not, All,
similar).
It is important to understand how the linguistic

properties and the surface clues complement each
other. In BNC system, these complementarity is rep-
resented and measured by the interdependency links
that hold between two network nodes. These links ex-
press a set of reinforcement or invalidation constraints.
NBC system, which does have such constraints, overes-
timates the attribute weights. It often puts the correct
antecedent in the second or third position in the candi-
date list, whereas BNC chooses the correct candidate.
A detailed manual analysis of the BNC remaining

errors shows the limits of the salience-based approach.
47% of the errors are due to an erroneous calculus of
the salient element. BNC fails to find the element
that is intuitively identified as the most salient by the
human judge because a less salient element ends with
a higher salient score than the actual antecedent.
In 21% of the cases, BNC actually finds the

salient element but it is not the pronoun antecedent.
For instance, in the sentence [Amino acid sequence
analysis]1 of [the 33-kDa protein]2 revealed that it is
a sigma factor, sigma E., the most salient element is
candidate 1 which is erroneously preferred to the can-
didate 2. Solving such anaphors would call for more
complex semantic and domain knowledge to check the
semantic compatibility of the candidate 2 and the pro-
noun occurrence.
The remaining errors are due to the corpus im-

perfect preprocessing (word segmentation errors and
unidentified NPs) rather than to the resolution strat-
egy itself.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have tried to show how interesting the
Bayesian Network formalism is for NLP tasks, taking
the complex problem of pronominal anaphora resolu-
tion as an example. This model allows to overcome
the traditional opposition between systems based on
linguistic knowledge and knowledge-poor systems. It
appears that both approaches should rather be com-
bined than opposed: linguistic knowledge is necessary
but often lacking or not fully reliable; surface clues are
easier to measure but fail to solve some ambiguities.
By unifying both types of knowledge in a single repre-
sentation, the Bayesian Network approach enables to
exploit some information pieces to reinforce, invalidate
or supplement others. This gives interesting results
on the anaphora resolution task, in comparison with a
state of the art system.
Our system can be further improved. We want to

extend the set of clues that are exploited for anaphora
resolution. For the moment, it only relies on the search
of the most salient element to choose the pronoun an-
tecedent and we have shown that this strategy some-
times fails. Our Bayesian Network can be enriched by
integrating focused-based information [11]. It would
also be interesting to learn the network structure from
a training corpus, instead of relying of linguistic ex-
pertise as it is the case for the network of Figure 2.

Our first tests show that some nodes seem to be use-
less, actually. Finally, we would like to take into ac-
count the fact that the various candidate scores are
not independent of each others. Actually, the choice
of a candidate not only depends on the intrinsic prop-
erties of that candidate but also of alternative ones.
This should lead us to exploit a specific extension of
Bayesian Networks, the dynamic Bayesian Networks.
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Abstract
Machine translation (MT) as a new translation tool has 
achieved great progress during the past years in respect of text 
comprehension, technical feasibility and especially translation 
quality. While high quality output is still a far dream, most of 
the MT systems already commercialized are capable of 
reaching an understandable rendition to various subjects. 
Furthermore, more and more people begin to take advantage 
of various automatic translation tools as an aid in assembling 
information. However, a small investigation of several free 
MT systems on Internet reveals that these and also other 
systems still make errors while processing some common 
linguistic phenomena. These errors could be improved or 
avoided if more attention is paid on linguistic aspects such as 
certain language-specific structures, word order, etc. This 
paper based on a small investigation to the MT of some 
simplified medical texts discusses the common errors found in 
machine translations. By analyzing the errors from a linguistic 
point of view, it is suggested that many of these errors can be 
avoided or resolved by modifying grammar rules or adding 
some additional information to the databases. Finally, as a 
result of our own practice, some feasible solutions are also 
suggested.

Keywords 
Machine translation (MT), error analysis, sentential structures, 
language-specific phenomena, structural particle De ( ), Ba-
construction ( ), syntactic orders 

1. Introduction
Machine translation as a new translation tool has achieved 
great progress during the past years in respect of text 
comprehension, technical feasibility and especially 
translation quality, in particular in translating well defined 
domain texts between linguistically close languages [1]. 
However, as it is not easy to bridge the great gaps existing 
between different languages, especially between 
linguistically far languages [2], for example between 
English and Chinese, a good translation output is still hard 
to achieve, let alone a high quality rendition. This paper 
discusses an extended work on English-Chinese MT of 
medical texts. During our research we made a small 
investigation for the purpose of analyzing translation errors 
by MT systems to improve our output sentences. We tested 
our sentences with the following randomly selected MT 
systems: Systran [3]; WorldLingo [4]; Google translate [5] 
and Babel Fish Translation [6]. 

It is important to note here that the above systems are 
randomly selected because they are easier to access. We do 
not intend to make any judgments or criticisms of these MT 
systems. Instead, we made such an investigation for the 
purpose that by analyzing the errors found in the 
translations we could possibly get some useful information 
for our own work.  It is purely for the purpose of research 
without any discrimination to one or the other. Therefore, 
while citing the sentences translated by these systems, we 
will not mention from which system they are translated.  

For above mentioned purpose, we selected some of the 
sentences from our corpus which are constructed for our 
system that applies controlled language (CL) technique as a 
support [7] [8]. We apply CL aiming at reducing the 
linguistic complexity and further reaching a better 
translation quality. Therefore, the sentences to be tested are 
already well controlled in lexical usage, syntactic structures 
and text style. Our translation error-analysis reveals that 
whilst most of the translations done by these systems are 
understandable and some of the sentences are well 
transferred into the target language (TL) – Chinese, further 
improvements can be done by making some additional 
efforts on the syntactic constructions of the TL. Such 
improvements are not only necessary but also important as 
many of the errors are made while translating relatively 
simple sentences. It can be predicted that if a system fails to 
process the basic linguistic phenomenon in simple 
sentences, it will surely fail to treat long and complex 
sentences as errors might mount up with the growing 
complexity of the sentences. Our findings show that most 
of the errors made by the MT systems are linked to the 
failure to arrange correctly the word orders in the TL or to 
construct some structures which are language-specifically 
bound and are quite necessary in transferring the SL 
information into the TL. In fact, some of the Chinese 
language-specific phenomena, such as the use of the 
structural particle De ( ), the Ba-construction ( )
can be well transferred if such information is well 
generalized and properly processed by the systems.  

2. The Chinese structural particle “ ”
The uses of the particle De ) in the Chinese language 
are very flexible like many other particles. It is generally 
considered as the marker of the attributives of nouns or the 
marker of the adjectives and it is often attached after the
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attributives or adjectives. The particle De ( ) has another 
special usage: to form a language unit: the De-structure (

). In this case, it is also attached after a word or a 
phrase to substitute the central word or constituent and is 
no longer used as the marker of attributive (we will not 
discuss this in this paper). As the marker of adjectives, the 
best proof is that in all English-Chinese dictionaries the 
Chinese correspondences to the English adjectives have the 
particle De ( ) attached after them, for example, 
“medical” as “ ”; “terrible” as “ ”. However, 
this kind of practice is useless in many cases and might 
make the sentence ungrammatical if we keep “De ( )” all 
the way round while translating English attributives/ 
adjectives into Chinese. For example, “parasitical 
monitoring” is usually translated as “ ”;
“serological control” as “ ”. Sometimes if we add 
“ ” between the two constituents in Chinese, it might be 
misleading. For example “Korean friends ” does 
not necessary mean “the friends of/in Korea ”.
Furthermore, the word “ ” in Chinese is always a 
noun, i.e. it will not become an adjective even if the word 
“ ” is added after it. Besides, in Chinese grammar, we 
have special rules for the use of the structural particle “De 
( )”. The employment of “ ” after an attributive or an 
adjective is not mandatory. In many cases, we can leave out 
“ ” or we must leave it out, for example: 

1) She is very beautiful. ( )
2) This disease is very dangerous and contagious. (

)
In example (1) we do not use the particle “ ” after the 
adjective “beautiful ( )” and it is the usual way of 
expressing the same idea in the SL. If we add a “ ” after 
the adjective “ ”, semantically it has an emphasis in the 
fact that “she is really beautiful”. Furthermore this usage of 
adding “ ” after the adjective is very informal and 
colloquial. As a matter of fact, when adjectives function as 
the predicate of the sentence, the particle “ ” is seldom 
used, as shown in example (2).  

3) a. China is a big country. ( )
Same evidence can be found for the attributives in 

Chinese. Example (3) shows that between the attributive 
“  (big)” and “  (country)” the particle “ ” is not used 
either. In fact, if we add the attributive marker “ ”
between them, the whole sentence will look strange and 
ungrammatical: 
          b. *

Of course, there are other cases where the use of “ ” is 
obligatory, for example: 

4) This is a beautiful flower. ( )

In example (4) “ ” can not be left out, otherwise, the 
sentence will become ungrammatical. 

Now let us show with some of the examples obtained 
from the MT systems to see what kind of characteristics 
these systems demonstrate while processing this linguistic 
phenomenon, compared with human translation. 
Example i: 

Portable ultrasound equipment that has a 3.5 – 5 MHz 
probe

Human translation:

Machine translation:

This example (we only choose one typical sentence as 
the example) showed an obvious trace of the word “ ”
being integrated as the marker of the adjectives in the 
lexicon similar to the already mentioned practice of 
English-Chinese dictionaries. Generally speaking, when an 
English adjective is translated into Chinese as “ ”, “ ”
should be left out. We found that most of the adjectives are 
translated into Chinese with “ ” attached after them, 
except one system which makes fewer such errors but more 
errors on word orders. Let us look at another two examples 
of different situations: 
Example ii:

A Surgeon who deals with possible complications.

Human translation:

Machine translation:

Example iii: 

Antibiotic for plasmid selection

Human translation:

Machine translation:

These two examples concern with the translation of the 
post-positioned English modifiers: a relative clause and a 
preposition phrase, which have to be pre-positioned while 
being translated into Chinese. In addition, the particle “ ”
has to be employed. In our test we found that in many cases, 
relative clauses are transferred into nearly good Chinese 
syntactic orders as shown in Example ii (a), with some 
exceptions (b). Besides, we found that “ ” was correctly 
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employed. However, most post-positioned English PPs are 
not transferred into the right orders with “ ” absent in the 
phrase as shown in Example iii. 
Example iv: 

Safety and reliability of PAIR depend on the training of 
the medical staff, relevant indications, the observance of 
technical rules and safety rules.

Human translation:

Machine translations:

Example (iv) concerns with the employment of “ ”
between two nouns (between the modifier and the modified 
noun). The example is a well translated one except for the 
term “PAIR” (acronym of “Puncture, Aspiration, Injection 
and Re-aspiration”; it is wrongly matched to the word 
“pair” as in “a pair of”). Of course this is not a big problem 
as long as this term is included in the dictionary such kind 
of lexical errors can be avoided. The first  and the second 

 parts are nearly correctly translated into Chinese but for 
the third one  we can see that between the two conjoined 
noun-phrase (NPs) attributives “
(technical rules and safety rules)” and the head word “
(the observance)”, “ ” is missing, resulting in a strange 
rendition: “ ”.

Usually when a noun modifies another noun, the use of 
“ ” is also flexible. We can often leave out “ ” unless 
the ellipsis might produce ambiguity or errors, for example, 
“  (a model of the workers)” versus “
(a model for the workers)”; “  (father and 
mother)” versus “ (father’s mother)”; “

 (biology and history)” versus “  (the history 
of the biology)”. If the relationship between the modifier 
and modified noun has to be clearly indicated as shown in 
example iv ( ), the 
particle  “ ” cannot be left out.  

However, if more than one noun or NP/adjective is 
used as a list of modifiers, we leave out “ ” for the first 
few modifier(s) and add “ ” between the last modifier and 
the head noun, for example: 

5) a. He is a tall , strong  and handsome  man.
(listed adjectives) 

(he is a 
Ge (CLS-classifier) tall, strong, handsome person) 

   b. He is a tall , strong , handsome  and brave
man.

(he is a Ge-CLS tall, strong, handsome and brave 
person)

6) a. The students of Class One  and Class Two  are 
in this hall.

(One Class, 
Two Class De student, in this hall) 

   b. The students of Class One , Class Two  and 
Class Three  are in this hall. 

(One Class, Two Class and Three Class De student, in 
this hall) 

The above usages can be regulated and further 
generalized into rules to support the MT systems. To solve 
such problems, we adopt the following approaches: first, 
while building the lexicon, we leave out “ ” as the marker 
for the Chinese equivalent of the English adjectives and the 
usage of “ ” are defined as independent rules; second, the 
usage of the structural particle “ ” in the phrases are also 
treated as independent rules. In doing so, we have avoided 
errors such as attaching “ ” after adjectives all the way 
round or “ ” is missing when it should be used. 

3. The Syntactic Positions of Chinese PPs 
Syntactically, English and Chinese differ in many ways. 
One of the most important syntactic differences between 
these two languages is the position of the PPs in the 
sentences. In the following sections we will discuss the 
positions of the PPs of two major types, of which one refers 
to the post-positioned PP as modifier of the head noun in 
the SL, and the other is that of PPs functioning as adjuncts 
of verbs or sentences (we only discuss adjuncts of verbs). 

3.1 The positions of PPs as modifier of nouns 
In both English and Chinese the PPs can function as the 
attributives of nouns. However, while an English PP 
functioning as an attributive has to be placed after the head 
noun, the Chinese attributive is always in front of the head 
noun, for example:  

7) a man with a book in his hand
 (a Ge-CLS, hand in, 

take Zhe (AUX-auxiliary), Ben-CLS book De man) 

8) the windows of the classroom
 (classroom De window) 

As shown in example (7) and (8) both post-positioned 
PPs are fronted in the Chinese equivalents. It is also the 
case for English relative clauses. Our investigation shows 
that most PPs headed by “of” are well translated into 
Chinese but those headed by other prepositions rather than 
“of” are wrongly transferred into Chinese, often in the same 
structure as that of English. To save space, we cite only 
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three of the tested sentences to demonstrate this “PP 
position” related problem: 
Example v: 

Lumbar puncture needles for percutaneous puncture

Human translation: 

Machine translation: 

Example vi: 

Intravenous (IV) catheter for resuscitation treatments

Human translation: 

IV

Machine translation: 

iv

Example vii: 

Portable ultrasound equipment that has a 3.5 – 5 MHz 
probe

Human translation:

Machine translation:

Again we analyze only the structural errors here, 
leaving the lexical problems aside. In the above examples 
(v) and (vi), the PPs are concerned with the preposition 
“for” which is frequently used in our corpus. As is shown, 
the positions of both English PPs are not correctly arranged 
in Chinese. It seems that necessary information is missing 
for a right performance. However as shown in example 
(vii-a.), the relative clause is well transferred into the TL 
(pre-positioned), with some exceptions (Example vii-b.). 
As such arrangements of the PPs in both languages are 
quite regular and can be generalized into relatively constant 
rules. We propose that problems of the PP positions within 
a nominal phrase be modified by adding additional rules. A 
generalized rule could be: English N(P) + PP can be 
converted into Chinese as PP (VP) + de + N(P) with further 
semantic marks or rules to indicate the other possibilities or 
exceptions.

For noun phrases with more than one PP attachments 
and especially those PPs with different semantic contents, 
different rules have to be specified. We have observed that 
the semantically different PPs occupy different positions 
but in a relatively regular sequence in the phrase. 

3.2 The position of PPs as adjuncts of verbs 
Generally speaking, both English and Chinese allow 
adjuncts to be placed in front of the sentences. However, in 

most cases the English PP adjuncts are placed at the end of 
the sentence whereas the same Chinese adjuncts are usually 
placed between the subject and the verb, e.g.: 

9) I saw him yesterday in the street.
(I yesterday in street see 

Le (ASP-aspectual particle) he) 

10)Take out a few chairs from the classroom.
(from classroom in, take 

out a few Ba-CLS chair) 

Example (9) shows that when the English sentence is 
translated into Chinese, the biggest difference is the 
different positions of the adjuncts. Example (10) shows the 
different positions of a PP in an imperative sentence which 
is our major concern of study. Of course the positions of 
the adjuncts are not as straightforward as the two examples 
we have illustrated. In this paper we will just discuss the 
basic positions of the adjuncts in both languages. In our 
investigation we find that in most cases, the adjuncts of the 
verbs are not correctly arranged in the TL resulting in 
ungrammatical renditions. Let us illustrate our observations 
of MT with a few of the tested sentences.
Example viii:

Leave the mixture for 2 minutes at room temperature.

Human translation: 

Machine translation: 

Example ix:

Begin albendazole therapy 4 hours before PAIR.

Human translation: 

Machine translation: 

Example x: 

Check for protoscoleces in cystic fluid with the 
microscope.

Human translation: 

Machine translation: 

protoscoleces

Example xi: 

Store the tube on ice for 3-5 minutes.

Human translation: 

Or:
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Machine translation: 

As shown in the above examples, the systems fail to 
arrange correctly most of the adjuncts in Chinese with only 
two correct – “for 2 minutes” in example (viii) and “for 3-5 
minutes” in example (xi). Furthermore it seems to us that 
another trace can be found in which the temporal adjuncts 
are always placed at the end of the sentence by these 
systems, for example in example (viii), (ix) and (xi). While 
in (viii) and (xi) they make a correct choice, “4 hours” in 
example (ix) is completely wrong as in this case the phrase 
“4 hours before PAIR” should be treated as one unit instead 
of two. These examples partially reveal the complex 
situation of the positions of the Chinese adjuncts in the 
sentence. However further observation of other analogical 
Chinese sentences can help find the regularities of the 
different positions of the adjuncts in the sentences. Let us 
take the above sentences as examples for further analysis. 
Let us begin with the temporal adjuncts. 

 It is true that in Chinese the temporal adjuncts can be 
put after the verbs. However, these adjuncts usually imply 
the duration of time as in example (viii) and (xi) but not for 
a specific time, for example: 

11)I have been here for ten years.(duration) 
(I, come here, ten year Le-ASP)

But: 

12)Finish the work before 10 o’clock. (ten o’clock 
before, finish work)

13)Perform serological and US monitoring every year of 
the following 10 years.

14)I got here in 1990.
(I, 1990 year, come, here) 

In these three examples (12, 13, 14) we can see that for 
a specific time, the usual way is still to put the adjuncts in 
front of the verbs (12) (13) or between the subject and the 
verb (14).

Concerning the adjunct indicating a location (or 
manner), there are also at least three flexible alternatives 
accordingly: in front of the sentence; between the subject 
and the verb (the most common) and following the verb (to 
be discussed in the following section), for example: 

15)He found the lost child in the woods.
he, in 

woods, find Le-ASP, lost, De, child) 

Or:       b. 

16)He found the lost child in the woods with a dog
yesterday.

a.
(he, yesterday, with a Tiao-CLS dog, in woods, 

find Le-ASP lost De child) 

b.
(yesterday, he, with a Tiao-CLS dog, in woods, 

find Le-ASP lost De child) 

c.
(yesterday, in woods, he, with a Tiao-CLS dog, 

find Le-ASP lost De child) 

17)Check for protoscoleces in cystic fluid.

18)Check for protoscoleces with the microscope

19) Check for protoscoleces in cystic fluid with the 
microscope.

Examples (15 – 19) show the different positions of the 
semantically different adjuncts in the sentences. No matter 
how flexibly these adjuncts are used, there are always some 
rules to follow. For example, the adjunct indicating the 
location can be placed in front of the sentence (15. b; 16. c; 
17 and 19); between the subject and the verb (15. a; 16. a, 
b); and before the verb (if there is no subject) (17 and 19). 
If adjuncts indicating the time (not for duration) and the 
location appear together in the sentence, the adjunct 
indicating the time is before the adjunct indicating the 
location (16. a, b and c). When adjuncts indicating the 
location and the manner appear together in the sentence, the 
adjunct indicating the manner is before the adjunct 
indicating the location (19), and so on. As we can see, the 
adjuncts in example (16) can be placed very flexibly in 
both languages. To define rules for these variations in (16) 
is difficult and unnecessary for a MT system. However, it is 
quite necessary to have rules indicating the correct orders 
for semantically different adjuncts in the sentence as they 
have to follow regular sequences. 

4. The Chinese Ba-construction 
The Ba-construction ( ) is a Chinese language-
specific structure. It is very important yet quite complex. It 
is a complex structure because the grammatical status of the 
Ba is still controversial in Chinese linguistics [10]. Some 
linguists insist that the Ba is a preposition while others 
argue that the Ba should be considered as a verb. We adopt 
the idea that the Ba is a preposition with which the patient 
object is shifted to the front of the verb and the Ba structure 
functions as an adjunct of the verb like many other adjuncts 
that are often placed between the subject and the predicate 
verb. When the patient object is moved in front of the main 
verb, another interesting situation appears in which the 
adjuncts indicating the goal or location of the action is 
often placed after the verb instead of placing them in front 
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of the verb as is the common practice in sentences without 
the Ba. In this paper we will only focus on the usage of this 
structure which is obligatory in transferring some SL 
information into Chinese, in particular when translating 
imperatives into Chinese. 

Schematically, a Ba-construction has the following 
linear configurations: 

a) NP* + BA + NP + V + X 
b) NP* + BA + NP + X + V 

where the sentence can have an optional NP* as subject, 
followed by the Ba and its NP complement, then followed  
by a transitive verb (V) and another constituent X (which 
might precede the verb as shown in (b), and usually is an 
adverb or a preposition phrase functioning as the adjunct). 
The BA-construction thus characterizes the pre-positioned 
object (usually a noun phrase) of a transitive verb followed 
by an adjunct, indicating a resultative or directional effect 
of the verb [11], for example: 

20)He tore up the photo.. 
(Literally: He Ba photo, tear up, 

Le-ASP, resultative) 
21)Inject contrast medium into the cyst. 

Literally: Ba contrast 
medium, inject into cyst in, directional) 

In our investigation, only two sentences are found to be 
correctly transferred into the Ba-structure while most of the 
other sentences which should be constructed with the Ba-
structure do not correspond to this structure. Here is one of 
the correct examples: 
Example xii: 

Leave the contrast medium in the cyst as a substitute of 
protoscolicide agent.

Human translation: 

Machine translation:

protoscolicide 

This example can be considered as good translations in 
respect of the general structure of the whole sentence 
except that the adjunct “as a substitute of protoscolicide 
agent” is not arranged correctly in the target language (in 
front of the sentence). Other tested sentences which are to 
be constructed obligatorily with the Ba-structure in the TL 
are found understandable but structurally ungrammatical 
(we choose only those which have fewer lexical problems 
as examples, leaving aside most of the others which are 
hard to read), for example: 
Example xiii: 

Inject contrast medium into the cyst. 

Human translation: 

Machine translation: 

*

Example vx:

If necessary, insert a catheter in the cyst. 

Human translation: 

Machine translation:

*
Example xv: 

Store the tube on the ice for three minutes. 
Human translation: 

a). (Literally: BA tube, 
on ice, store, three minute)    
Alternatives:

b).
c).

Machine translation: 

In the above examples, all TL sentences follow the 
syntactic structures of the source language: to begin the 
sentence with the verb. It is true that like most English 
imperative sentences, the Chinese counterpart sentences 
start with verbs. However, in some cases, the Ba-
construction has to be employed. This means that for the 
Ba-construction there exist two choices: obligatoriness and 
optionality.  

Generally speaking, many of the sentences can be used 
in both ways: to start with a verb or start with the Ba-
construction. This does not make a big difference in general. 
However, semantically the sentences starting with a verb 
tend to be more narrative while the Ba-construction is more 
firm and authoritative in expressing ideas. The 
obligatoriness and optionality can be tested by moving the 
adjuncts to check the grammaticality of the sentence, for 
example by moving the adjunct in front of the verb. Briefly, 
if the sentence stays grammatical when the adjunct is 
moved in front of the verb, it is optional; otherwise, the 
sentence should be constructed with the Ba-construction. 
We take the above sentences to exemplify this point: 

Obligatoriness: 

22)Inject contrast medium into the cyst. 
We start the sentence by translating first the verb into 

Chinese just like the English counterpart sentence: 

a. (Same linear sequence)  

It is a quite unnatural TL sentence and we can feel intuitively 
that it is structurally wrong. Then we move the adjunct “into the 
cyst” in front of the verb to see if it is better: 

b. * (into cyst inject contrast 
medium) 
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Immediately we know that it is completely 
ungrammatical. By doing so, we know that it is obligatory 
to transfer this sentence into Chinese BA-construction: 

It is the same situation for the other examples (vx and 
xv). This obligatoriness of the Ba-structure in the TL is 
decided by the verbs. It means that this information is 
closely connected with the sub-categorization of the verbs 
and should be integrated as additional information in the 
lexicon. As the Ba-structure conveys different semantic 
content compared with other similar structures, for example 
the same structure: V + NP + PP, it is quite feasible to 
define the rules for this construction. 

Optionality: 

23)Store the tube on the ice for three minutes. 
We start translating the sentence again with the verb 

and with the same structure as shown in the SL: 

Like the above example (22 a.), this is a very unnatural 
rendition and is structurally wrong. But if we move the 
adjunct “on the ice” in front of the sentence: 

it becomes immediately grammatical. This structure 
corresponds to the examples shown in section 3.2 as 
another proof of placing the adjunct indicating the location 
in front of the verb, leaving another adjunct indicating the 
duration of time at the end of the sentence as it should be. 
For this sentence, we can still have two other alternatives: 

c. (Literally: Ba tube, on 
ice, store, three minute; a BA-structure)    

Alternative:
(Another way of 

arranging the adjunct or object)
In this case, we can conclude that the construction of 

the Ba-structure is optional for example (23). This 
optionality is also decided by the subcategorization 
framework of the verbs and can be formulated. 

5. Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed frequently observed 
translation errors in English-Chinese MT systems. As we 
have shown in different examples that though these errors 
detected may look trivial when treated separately, they are 
in fact among the major sources of unacceptability and 
ungrammaticality of the output sentences. As illustrated in 

the examples, many of the linguistically related problems 
can be improved or avoided by adding some additional 
linguistic information or by making some modifications to 
the existing databases. Despite of the fact that this 
investigation by its own limit can not cover many of the 
other error-producing problems, such error analysis is very 
useful and instructive in the improvement of the MT quality. 
This has been proved by our statistical study for other 
language resources, for example, examples extracted from 
texts on other general topics.  

In conclusion, we state that some errors might look 
unimportant and are often ignored by MT builders as there 
are too many other complex situations to be improved. 
However, nobody can ignore the fact that in MT one error 
at one point will result in enormous increasing of errors. 
Therefore, whenever possible any errors should be taken 
seriously from the beginning. 
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Abstract
Macedonian printed lexicons contain very few verbal 
adjectives, which results in regular collapsing of spelling 
checkers. In order to overcome this problem, we 
automatically derived the most common verbal adjectives. 
This paper describes the derivational process, which resulted 
in more than 30000 new adjectival lemmas derived from 
nearly 20000 verbs originating from printed dictionaries. 
Generation of all the inflections of derived adjectives is also 
presented. Both processes were performed with the linguistic 
development environment INTEX/NooJ. Accuracy of the 
obtained adjectival lemmas and their inflective forms was 
tested on the lexicon containing the most frequent word forms 
appearing in Macedonian daily newspapers and in recently 
published books. Even with this limited validation lexicon, 
many newly derived adjectives have been recognised in 
standard language. 

Keywords
Derivation, inflection, electronic lexicon, morphonology 

1. Introduction
Macedonian language is a South-Eastern Slavic language 
spoken by approximately three million people, two million 
of them native speakers. It consists of 26 consonants, 5 
vowels, and one, so called dark vowel. The alphabet is 
phonetic. It is represented by 65 characters in the Cyrillic 
script [1]. Latin script, which utilises only 57 characters, is 
implemented in parallel. Macedonian uses Unicode/UTF-8 
encoding standard for the Cyrillic, and ISO Latin 5 for the 
Latin script. 

Macedonian language is a moderately inflected 
language with nearly 200 inflectional types, predominantly 
related to nouns and adjectives. Contrasting Macedonian 
nominal inflections, which are always suffixes, adjectival 
inflections can be either suffixes or prefixes. A significant 
amount of Macedonian adjectives comprises both affixes in 
parallel, making the adjectival inflectional morphology 
more complex. However, adjectival derivational properties 
are more important for research purposes. 

According to Koneski [2], very few Macedonian 
adjectives, such as  (lat. bel, eng. white),  (lat. 
golem, eng. big),  (lat. ist, eng. clean) are not derived 
from other words. Adjectives are usually produced from 
nouns and from verbs, but also from other adjectives, and 
from adverbs. Adjectives derived from nouns, adjectives 
and adverbs exist in the printed dictionaries published so 
far [3], [4], and [5]. These three dictionaries are very 
inconsistent with verbal adjectives. 

Grammatically, the core of verbal adjectives encloses 
participles. The most frequent is passive participle, e.g. 

 – ,  – ,  – ,  – 
 (lat. igra – igran, spie – span, skokna – skoknat, 

ripna – ripnat). However, there are many verbs capable of 
deriving active participles, such as:  – 

,  –  (lat. 
predizvikuva – predizvikuva ki, ispukuva - ispukuva ki). 

There are several adjectives derived from verbs which 
are not participles, such as:  – ,  – 

;  – ,  – ;
 –  -  (lat. reši – rešitelen, zadolži 

– zadolžitelen, grabi – grabliv, raboti – rabotliv, ubedi – 
ubeditelen - ubedliv). This implies that the number of verb 
adjectival lemmas should exceed the number of verbal 
lemmas. 

Macedonian printed dictionaries we used contain 
19985 verbs, and at the same time only 2083 adjectives, 
1242 of them with a function of a passive participle. 
Therefore, spelling checkers usually collapse on adjectives 
and their inflective forms. This was a very good motivation 
for us to derive automatically all the verbal adjectives out 
of the verbs, and generate all their inflections afterwards. 

This paper continues with the introduction of 
INTEX/NooJ, linguistic development environment used for 
both, the derivative and the inflectional process. Next two 
sections are devoted to these processes. In the forthcoming 
section of the paper, the obtained verbal adjectives are first 
compared with the adjectives existing in printed 
dictionaries, and afterwards with the set of the most 
frequent word forms originating from Macedonian search 
engine Najdi [6]. The paper ends with the implementation 
of automatically obtained lexicon and directions for further 
work.

2. Development Environment 
Derivational and inflectional processes reported in this 
paper were made with INTEX/NooJ development tool. 
INTEX/NooJ is an extension of INTEX linguistic 
development environment, which has recently been 
redesigned with .NET object-oriented platform [7]. It is 
used to construct large-coverage formalized descriptions of 
natural languages and to apply these descriptions to very 
large corpora in real time. INTEX/NooJ is independent of 
the language and the alphabet, which makes it very 
convenient for Macedonian language and its Cyrillic script. 
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The descriptions of natural languages in INTEX/NooJ 
are formalized with electronic dictionaries, and with 
grammars represented by organised sets of graphs. Its 
Macedonian module currently consists of a huge 
morphological dictionary containing 67635 lemmas. They 
produce 1293946 word forms [8]. 

All the lemmas originate from dictionaries [3], [4], [5], 
which existed only in printed version. In absence of 
electronic dictionaries, the first step towards producing 
their digitised version was an exhaustive OCR scanning. 
After eliminating the errors, which were numerous, 
inflectional classes were developed and assigned to the 
lemmas. The information about Part of Speech (PoS) 
existing in [4], basic inflectional information of verbs taken 
from [3], s well as some syntactic features existing in all 
three dictionaries, particularly verbal aspect, made 
inflectional process much easier. 

The research presented in this paper consisted of two 
complementary activities performed with INTEX/NooJ: 
1. inflection of adjectives, and 
2. derivation of verbal adjectives. 

The set of all the inflections associated with one 
lemma define its inflectional paradigm. Adjectival 
inflectional paradigms depend on five properties (Table 1). 
They can simultaneously include prefixes and suffixes, 
making at most 64 different word-forms. 

Table 1. Adjectival morphosyntactic descriptions 

Attribute Value NooJ code Exampl
e

Type Qualificative Aqlt ubav
Relative Arel zlaten

Gender Masculine m ubav
Feminine f ubava
Neuter n ubavo

Number Singular s ubav
Plural p ubavi 

Degree Positive pst ubav
Comparative cmp poubav
Superlative spt najubav
Elative elt preubav

Definiteness No Dn ubav
Yes Dy ubaviot 
Proximal Dc ubaviov 
Distal Dd ubavion 

In parallel with word analysis and synthesis, 
INTEX/Nooj is capable of performing derivation [7].
Identifiable issue of the derivational process are 
morphosyntactic categories of each word form, which must 
be explicitly produced by derivational transducers. 
Derivations are initiated by the property DRV. For example, 
the following derivational description is used to describe 
the derivation of all the adjectives ending with suffix -
(lat. –a ki, transliterated into -achki) from the 
corresponding verb: ACHKI = <B> /A.

This rule derives all the verbal adjectives ending in the 
suffix - . For example, the verb  (lat. 
predizvikuva, eng. to provoke) produces the adjective 

-  (lat. predizvikuv-a ki, eng. 
provocative, or provoking). Adjectival lemmas derived 
with this suffix fall into inflectional paradigm SVETSKI.
Therefore, inflections are produced according to the 
inflectional rule: 

,V+DRV=ACHKI:SVETSKI
Although introduced in the order inflection 

derivation, the process of obtaining verbal adjectives starts 
with the derivation. Therefore, it is explained the first. 

3. Derivational and inflectional processes 
As mentioned before, adjectives are almost always derived 
from other words, particularly from nouns and verbs. 
Derivational process is based on addition of appropriate 
suffixes. Here are the most frequent Macedonian suffixes 
for deriving adjectives out of verbs: 

 - , -  (lat. -a ki, -e ki). This suffix is widely 
used in the modern language as a replacement of the active 
participle in other languages. For example, 
appearing in -  (lat. dviž-e ka sila, eng. 
moving force) is formed from the verb  (lat. dviži, 
eng. to move);  (lat. pleta ka igla, eng. 
knitting needle) comes from the verb  (lat. plete, eng. 
to knit). The decision which of both suffixes will be used in 
the derivational process is purely morphonological. 

 -  (lat. –telen). According to Koneski [2], this 
suffix is typical for standard, and omitted in traditional 
language. For example: -  (lat. vnima-telen, 
eng. careful) is formed from the verb  (lat. 
vnimava, eng. to care).  

 -  (lat. -liv). This suffix can be used to derive 
adjective from either, nouns and verbs. For example: 

-  (lat. rabot-liv, eng. working), is an adjective 
derived either from the noun  (lat. rabota, eng. 
work), or from the verb  (lat. raboti, eng. to work). 

 - , -  (lat. –abilen, -ibilen). This suffix is 
used to derive adjectives from verbs with foreign origin, 
particularly those ending in –  (lat. -ira). Some verbs 
form an adjective with only one of these suffixes, such as: 

-  (lat. diskut-abilen, eng. discussable), and 
-  (lat. adapt-ibilen, eng. adaptable), but there 

is a big number of adjectives capable of combining with 
both suffixes. Such are two existing adjectives -

 and -  (program-abilen and 
program-ibilen, eng. programmable), derived from the verb 

 (lat. programira, to programme). 
There are several other suffixes used to derive 

adjectives from verbs, but by far the most productive are 
those that form verbal adjectives ending in: - , - , - , -

 (lat. –an, -en, -at, -et). They replace the passive 
participle in other languages. Unlike other adjectives, they 
are derived by using an inflectional form. 
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Table 2. Derivational suffixes and their occurrence in 
Macedonian printed dictionaries 

Suffix (Cyrillic) Suffix
(Latin) appears % 

- -a ki 80 0,8
- -e ki 6 0,6

- -telen 79 0,8
- -liv 503 5,1

- -abilen 3 0,3
- -ibilen 3 0,3

In total 674 7,9

It is worth mentioning that the verb  (bere) is one 
of 75 verbs that produce two equally represented verbal 
adjectives:  and  (lat. beren and bran, eng. 
picked). Although English translation is equal, both 
adjectives differ in the aspect: first is progressive, while the 
second is perfective. Progressive form is created by simply 
adding the suffix –  (lat. -en) to the stem, but the creation 
of the perfective form is more complicated because it 
triggers stem alteration. 

After an exhaustive examination of the derivational 
behaviour of Macedonian adjectives, 16 different 
derivational schemes were isolated. Their corresponding 
INTEX/NooJ rules are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3. NooJ expressions for forming verb adjectives 
with a function of passive participle 

Code NooJ expression Used
SUM <BW>( /Vadj) 1
BRANI <B>( /Vadj) 457
BELEZHI <B>(( + )<E>/Vadj) 628
BROI <B>(( + )<E>/Vadj) 124
SEDI <B>( /Vadj) 5483
SLUZHI <B>(( +<B> ) /Vadj) 35
KINE <B>( + /Vadj) 33
BERE <B>(( +<L><B><R> ) /Vadj) 75
SPIE <B>(( +<B> ) /Vadj) 17
PLACHE <B>(( +<B> ) /Vadj) 27
MELE <B>(( +<L><B><R> ) /Vadj) 11
VRIE <B>(( +<B> ) /Vadj) 8
SKINE <B>( /Vadj) 1308
POMAZHE <B>(<B> /Vadj) 2
PISHE <B>( /Vadj) 11740
POSTELE <B>(( +<L><B2><R> ) /Vadj) 5
In total 19954

All the verbs from the dictionary have been assigned 
according to one of the above codes. After that, 
INTEX/NooJ machine generated thousands of potential 
verbal adjectives. It is interesting that only 6 of them derive 
only one verbal adjective, while other 10 derive two 
adjectives with different aspect. Thus, currently existing 

19985 verbs in Macedonian INTEX/NooJ dictionary 
created 20948 different verbal adjectives in total. 
Compared to previously existing 2083 verbal adjectives, 
derivational process increased their number ten times. As 
previously stated, adjectives are highly inflective words. 
Therefore, in order to check their presence in real-life texts, 
in parallel with the derivative process, generation of 
adjectival inflective forms had to be performed. 

Second class of Macedonian adjectives is the class of 
relative adjectives. They describe properties connected 
with another object, usually reflecting: the origin, or the 
material the object was made of, as in  (lat. drven, 
eng. wooden), or association with some category, e.g. 

 (lat. grupen eng. grouping). These adjectives as a 
rule don’t form degrees. Consequently, their inflectional 
paradigm is restricted to suffixes only, forming only 16 
word forms. 

4. Experimental results 
Before derivational process started, it was interesting to 
check how many inflective forms could be generated from 
Macedonian adjectives originating from printed 
dictionaries. Inflected forms were obtained using basic 
inflectional rules UBAV and GRUPEN, which were assigned 
according to information inherited from dictionary [4]. Due 
to some morphological peculiarities found in some 
adjectives, inflectional paradigm was extended by 
additional 31 rules, as presented in Table 3. 

Inflectional process ended up with barely half of 
million adjectival word forms. Compared with the initial 
number of 9907 lemmas, the increase was 47,27, which is 
in fact the inflectional factor, i.e. the ratio between number 
of word forms and number of lemmas. 

At the moment, there is not an appropriate Macedonian 
corpus to prove the accuracy of produced word forms. The 
results of testing the results on small corpus are discussed 
in the next section of this paper. Even without an exact 
proof that inflectional process was faultless, we decided to 
implement the same approach to derived verbal adjectives. 

In absence of any semantic information, only three 
types of adjectival derivations could be performed, without 
a fear that the derivational process would produce huge 
amount of obsolete lemmas and adjectival word forms. 

4.1 Verbal adjectives corresponding to 
passive participle 
This type of adjective derivation is the most frequent in 
Macedonian standard language. Although passive 
participle should be produced from transitive verbs only, 
i.e. from verbs that take direct objects, same word 
formation standard is used for perfective intransitive verbs, 
e.g. ,  (lat. padne, trgne, eng. to fall down, to 
start). Verbal adjectives are presented in the dictionaries, 
but their number is rather low. 
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Derivational process of these adjectives can actually be 
treated as an inflectional process, but these word forms in 
Macedonian morphology are treated as separate canonical 
forms, in this case, as adjectives. They are derived using 
the suffixes - , - , - , -  (lat. -an, -en, -at, -et). First 
two suffixes are predominant and they correspond to verbs 
ending in a vowel preceded by a consonant different from 
(lat. n). Second two suffixes correspond to verbs ending in 
a vowel preceded with the last consonant  (lat. n). 

If all the adjectives ending in - , - , - , -  are 
considered to be verbal adjectives, in such case, 
Macedonian dictionaries contain only 1345 verbal 
adjectives corresponding to passive participle. But, this 
number is lower, because same suffixes are productive for 
deriving adjectives from nouns, as in: ,
(lat. priroden, jazi en; eng. natural, lingual). Anyway, this 
information is useful to determine lower boundary of 
average increase factor, which is 14,57. Namely, number of 
these adjectives, presented in Table 6, gives in total 20942 
lemmas, 19597 of them completely new. Compared with 
previous 9907 adjectives, new lemmas enrich adjectival 
part of the dictionary almost 200%. 
4.2 Derivation of adjectives from verbs 
ending in -  (lat. -ira), -  (lat. -a ki) and 
-  (lat. -e ki)
As mentioned before, progressive verbs of international 
origin can derive verbal adjectives by adding the suffixes -

 (lat. -ibilen) and -  (lat. -abilen).
Printed dictionaries are very poor regarding these 

adjectives. There are only 6 such adjectives presented, 
which produce 384 inflectional forms. After the 
derivational process, 923 potential adjectives ending in 

 (lat. -bilen) have been obtained. 
Similarly to later, adjectives ending in -  (lat. -

a ki) and -  (lat. -e ki) are derived from progressive 
verbs. Verbs belonging to morphological i-group, i.e. verbs 
with a base form ending in vowel  (lat. i), derive 
adjectives with the suffix - , for example -

 (lat. nosi  nos-e ki). Verbs belonging to a-group 
and e-group derive with the suffix –  (lat. -a ki), for 
example -  (lat. vetuva  vetuv-a ki) 
and -  (lat. bere  ber-a ki). There are two 
derivational rules used to express this type of derivation: 
ACHKI = <B> /A and ECHKI = <B> /A

Printed dictionaries contain only 86 of these 
adjectives. After the derivational process, their number 
increased to 10325, producing 10239 new potential 
adjectives.
4.3 Inflectional process 
Derivational process introduced more than 30000 new 
adjectival lemmas. In the very optimistic script, they are all 
eligible. In order to check their presence in real life 
language, we decided to check whether at least one 

inflectional form of a particular lemma exists. In such case, 
newly derived adjective is considered to exist in the 
language. Similarly to inflectional process presented in 
section 3, one inflectional paradigm has been assigned to 
each new adjective. After that, INTEX/NooJ produced 
dictionaries with all the inflective forms. 
Table 4. Number of adjectives ending in corresponding suffix 

Suffix
(Latin)

printed
dictionaries

derived
verbal

adjectives

new
verbal

adjectives

increase
factor

-an 290 12653 12363 42,63
-en 916 6458 5542 6,05
-at 95 1341 1246 13,12
-et 44 490 446 10,14
-bilen 6 923 917 152,83
-a ki 80 9455 9375 117,19
-e ki 6 870 864 144,00
In total 1437 32190 30753 21,40
     

Table 5 presents the number of obtained inflectional 
forms for each type of derivation. Although verbal 
adjectives make 14,50% of all adjectives in printed 
dictionaries, their contribution in adjectival word forms is 
18,76%. Newly derived verbal adjectives increase total 
amount of adjectives 2,11 times. Their inflections increase 
the number of existing adjectival word forms 3,34 times. 

5. Accuracy of obtained results 
Creation of different Macedonian corpora is an ongoing 
project [9], and very few results could be used to evaluate 
the results of derivational and inflectional process. The 
most comprehensive set of real life words we had an access 
to was the lexicon extracted by search engine Najdi [6], 
available from www.najdi.org.mk. Najdi unites articles 
from daily newspapers, recently published books, and 
many Macedonian blogs. Although this engine advertises 
almost one million most frequent word forms, the set of 
word forms appearing at least twice in Najdi corpus 
contained only 416546 items. 

Table 5. Existing and newly derived verbal adjectives

Adjectival type Passive
participle BILEN ACHKI

ECHKI
Adjectival
lemmas 
in printed 
dictionaries 1345 6 86
Word forms of 
existing adjectives 86080 384 1376
Newly derived 
verbal adjectives 20942 923 10239
Word forms of 
newly 
derived adjectives 1340672 59072 165200
Increase factor 40 154 120
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Evaluation process was again done in INTEX/NooJ 
language environment by comparing word forms 
corresponding to new verbal adjectives with the words 
from Najdi lexicon. Initially, Najdi lexicon seemed to be 
sufficient to confirm the correctness of many new 
adjectives, but first results were worse than expected 
(Table 5). Therefore, evaluation was extended to verbal 
adjectives from printed dictionaries. Results were again 
poor. Our first assumption was that adjectives were not 
significantly represented in Najdi corpus, but after manual 
check of this lexicon, we concluded that it actually 
contained many spelling errors and colloquial forms, 
particularly because of its connection with blogs. This lead 
to conclusion that the lexicon was actually not adequately 
big to deal with huge amount of adjectival word forms. 
Considering this fact, final result was actually very 
satisfactory. 

First, very few adjectives appeared in more that three 
different inflectional forms. Compared with the average 
inflectional factor of 47,27, actual inflectional factor is 
much lower. Second, media based corpora, such as Najdi, 
encompass only the most frequent words in the language, 
while derivational process produced many infrequent 
lemmas. 

Table 6. Presence of verbal adjectives in the real-life corpus 
originating from Najdi.org.mk 

Adjectival type Passive
participle BILEN ACHKI

ECHKI
Word forms of 
adjectives from 
printed dictionaries 6963 73 410
Percentage of found 
old word forms 8,09 19,01 29,80
Word forms of 
newly derived 
adjectives 16696 93 2055
Percentage of found 
new word forms 1,25 0,16 1,24
Increase factor 2,40 1,27 5,01

Nevertheless, if we look at the absolute figures, over 
10,000 word forms in Najdi originated from derived 
dictionaries, and they could never been found in traditional 
ones. In relative figures, increase factor of real word forms 
is in average 2,53 times, which is actually higher than total 
increase of 2,11 presented in Table 6. This fact fully 
justifies the generation of derived dictionaries. 

6. Implementation and further work 
Research presented in this paper is a pioneering work not 
only for Macedonian, but also for most Slavic languages. It 
was initially motivated by poor performance of all 
Macedonian spelling checks. Verified automatically 
derived adjectival lemmas together with their inflectional 
forms, will considerably improve spelling performance. 

Macedonian search engine nowadays cope with exact 
match of keywords with word forms found in documents. 
Inflective adjectival forms, together with other word forms 
generated with INTEX/NooJ will enable more 
sophisticated search including same words and phrases in 
different forms. 

Further work will first be concentrated on proving the 
accuracy of obtained results. This is a very realistic goal, 
because monolingual dictionary is in final stage, and it will 
enable validation with current words. In parallel with 
monolingual dictionary, useful source of semantic 
information can be interpretative dictionary, which has 
been developing for several years. Addition of this 
information to our currently dictionary will exclude many 
artificial derivations. At the same time, it will enable 
derivation of adjectives with those suffixes that have been 
omitted. 

Several teams currently build huge collections of 
written documents mentioning approximately two millions 
word forms. Comparison of our lexicon with theirs could 
also be very important to prove correctness of our 
approach.

Apart from strictly practical implementation, this 
research can be used to study the usage of verbal adjectives 
in composite verb tenses. This will be very important, 
because Macedonian tenses considerably differ from other 
Slavic languages, proving its usually disputed existence. 
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